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PIX PRODUCTION'S DIPSY-D00DL
StY 'Speculative

fall

Status

Tag

Fir Pii Cues Hot Duel With ffwood
•Duel between Wall street's finan'pundits and film industry biggies
e>v« the nature of the motion pic*ture business is growing hotter, with
outside Investors' epia as the stake.
'

lillENT

Wrangle stems from the question
whether the making of pix is anymore speculative than that of any
other* commodity, with the financial
'

wizards

in the affirmative.
Persistence of the latter in their stance
has peeving pix toppers determined
to take steps to counteract the
prejudice raised in the public's mind
•

street,

Latest

instance of the anti-fllms
bias,
and typical of the street's
thinking, according to trade circles,
is. -Standard
Poor's, survey "of the
industry, which again tabs it as
"Speculative." Opining on individual

4

face's $3 Audition

A

radio audition in which the
public pays to get in will be tried,
out at Town "Hall, N. Y., Feb. 22,
when Georgie Price gives a one-man
concert.
Price, vet vauder, cafe
entertainer and musical comedy; performer, is throwing the concert at a
$3 top in which he hopes to demonstrate in the one-hour show that his
-material is acceptable* to radio.
price will offer his impressions of
famous showmen, including Al Jolson,
Eddie Cantor and George Jessel as
well as a lecture on showbusiness;

&

& P

companies' stocks, S

or

Paramount:

"While

Pic Firms Jarred

comments
greatly

byB'waj

&

.

Ifcgr© Hieiiie Stirs
.

i

'

Flops
'

"

-Gripe of major pic companies' top
(Continued on page 22)

Film Story Editors
©ft

Sic Lewis Book

Leak' to film company story editors during the past few weeks of
subject matter of Sinclair Lewis's
new book, "Kingsblood Royal,"
hasn't dampened the competition
among studios for a first gander at
the novel. It has undoubtedly made
a lot of execs gulp a few times,
however, in considering it as story
_ material for the screen.
Yarn is about a "superior-type"'
gent: who, in delving into his family
tree, suddenly discovers that he has
part-Negro blood. Plot then hinges
on the switching around of values
in his mind as he attempts to adjust
.

himself to this revelation.
Lewis book is to be published by

Random House in late May, with the
manuscript now -said to be reposing
in the publisher's safe, while story
(Continued on page 56)

The

Hollywood, Feb. 4,
Hollywood film, production

scene at this

moment

is

so uncertain

that- the entire, structure has the industry in a state which borders on
confusion. The reasons for this unsureness are perhaps best summed
up by Louis B. Mayer* Metro's studio

chief:

When Sam

Katz saw the amount

&

Katz used to
of money. Balaban
make in the old days,- that's when
he" started to wprfy," Mayer avers.

B&K

bunch grossed a million
and a quarter one week, and it was
then that Katz cracked, 'If we make
that kind of money, how much
'The

ley B R.'d

Film companies which have tossed
coin into backing Broadway legiters
have suffered along with the rest of
the angeling contingent in. the high
percentage of flops this season.
Hollywood had investments in five
shows which preemed during the
1946-4? stanza, only three of which
are now running. One is "It Takes
Two," which teed off Monday (3)
night with $50,000 of RKO coin in it.
It got notices which makes its stay
dubious,
Also on the debit side are "Park

Avenue,"
$80,000

in

"Barnaby,"

money can we

things go bad?"
That's the keynote of the picture
Having
business at 'the moment.
made so much in the lush wartime
boom years, the idea now is to keep
making it and not lose too much of
the ground gained.
The conclusion, therefore, is that
only top product^ will have the best
chance in the coming selective buying market. All. studios are agreed
(Continued on page 62)
lose

if

Devoted—Rememherf

FUNNY

IN

BRIDGEPORT

Bridgeport,
Exploitation

and

WNAB,

stunt
local

Feb.

4.

by Eversharp

ABC

station,

in

behalf of Henry Morgan show, drew
police censure after Bridgeport main
stem broke out in a rash -of rogues
gallery signs bearing Morgan photo
and carrying the legend:
•
"Warning: This man is after Crosby," small type telling of Morgan's
ah- schedule,

Ten-y McGough, WNAB station
and Ray Marcus of Eversharp

boss,

were told off at police headquarters,
being informed that posters violated
an ordinance.

to-coast

On

lespitt Censors
Despite his

comment

of

several

months back that he would probably
exit from radio at the end of the
current season, it's figured that Fred

which went down with Allen will be checking in for StandParamount, money, and ard Brands at the usual time next
fall. For one thing, the Allen .brand
RKO

in
which
had
Profit side is represented by
a pair of solid hits, "Years Ago,"
backed by Paramount to the tune of

criticism

from

social

or-

ganizations, etc., have reached the
Pittsburgh, Feb'. 4',
theatre saturation point on the major netToday the inner sanctum
has probably ever heart} came in works.
boys on the webs, in an effort to get
on
same
Snapshots
short
the Screen
bill with the Rex Harrison picture, off the hook, are turning a cold
shoulder to the bangipang stuff.
"Notorious Gentleman."
The decision, to .soft-pedal the
„ Sound track on the short said:
*
"Wherever you see Laraine Pay, crime-doesn'tnpay sagas- has come at
you will see her husband, Ray Hen- a time when" sponsors have been
dricks, too. They are one of Holly- falling .over each otber in a- bid to
grab one for a quick audience payWood's most devoted couples."
The screams drowned out the sub- off. In most instances the crime
sequent dialog for what seemed like packages are the lowest budgeted of
the commercial network airers, and
minutes.

Biggest

howlthe Senator

'

Six Plays Shape

Up As

P«Ue
Winners

Pulitzer
Although

all plays arriving on
to the. end of March

are eligible for th« Pulitzer prize,
there already is some speculation as
to whether the winner will or will
not be among the season's crop as of
now. Six plays are regarded as possibilities and at least one, due next
month, should be considered by the
Pulizer jury too. There is always
(Continued on page 27)

Boake Carter's

Now

Sister

they've all become "rating-stealers",
giving the advertiser his biggest per
point payoff in radio today.
CBS has already gone into action,
having nixed a commercial bid for
a half -hour mystery airer on the'
grounds that the network has enough
of 'em even though its action meant
losing the client to another network.
A? such, CBS translated into a
dollars-and-cehts "turnaway the note
of caution sounded last fall at the

(Continued on page 22)

Morris Offiee Prepares
1 Wear-Old

Drummer

For Sale as Maestri
Hollywood, Feb, 4.
William Morris agency is readying 10-year-old Joey Preston, drum-

mer

prodigy, for a theatre tour,
leading his own band. Moppet will
not be sold as a novelty alone but
will be peddled as a legitimate musical attraction.

Highly regarded by
have heard

a News Analyst name bandsmen who

him, and musically sharp, he is exMinneapolis, Feb. 4.
Sheelah Carter, sister of the late pected to hold his own out front
with unprecedented
m.pke» her debut this in solos.
a cinch that his sponsor will woo Boake Carter,
Ted Ryan, his manager, and the
as a news analyst.
week
over
WTCN.
$12,000, and "Happy Birthday," in him into the fold at any cost.
Morris agency are now working out
Those close to the comedian say Her voice is said to resemble that of
Which 20th-Fox has $20,000.
system of testing the kid's b.o.
Among previous season entries that whatever qualms he has about her late brother to an amazing de- adraw.
He'll be spotted before a band
gree.
continuing the kilocycle stint stems
still running and "paying dividends
Daily noon broadcasts are being o* weekend dates in the surroundto film companies are "Annie Get chiefly from the NBC censorship
clubs and
ing
territory, playing
Koil
mattresses
sponsored
King
by
Your
Gun."
backed
20th; snarls, which in recent weeks have
by
ballrooms
and
will
heard
over
a
where there is no liquor
here
be
netout-snarled all previous snarls. One
(Continued on page 56)
and Wisconsin sold, in a combination grooming and
of Allen's writers maintains that work of Minnesota
barometer -reading.
there are now eight guys at NBC stations.
hdqs, who are having a field day
Stalin Biog Floppo In
with the script and that,, since it's
only top NBC comedy show origEuropean Theatres the
inating in New York, the web's conPrague, Feb. 4.
tinuity acceptance boys in ManhatSoviet super-epic, "Life of Stalin," tan are making a super-production
is
doing a floppoJa at film b.o.s out of it. Allen himself has argued
throughout much of Europe. Despite that you can't stay on the air 14
all sorts of hypos, Russians have
years by resorting to dirt.
been unable to generate much enNBC's position is: Allen or no
thusiasm among potential audiences Allen, it's taking no chances.
and have been forced to fill houses
via paper handed out to factory
Neon Vs. Red Lights
workers.
In some cases they've
even supplied transportation to take
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
groups to the shows.
Theatre operators in these parts
Film teed off to a psychological get red behind the ears when they
Cond noted by .-.•'
propaganda blunder that* has con- read the section of the California
tinued to mitigate against it. Soviets Child Labor Laws dealing with the
preemed it day-and-date in a large employment of messenger boys,
number of European cities on ChristUnder the statutes it is a misSundays, 4:30 p.m. EST
mas. Day. That seemed the height demeanor to send a minor messenger
of bad taste to many devout Euro- "to the keeper o£ a house of prosCBS Network
peans to whom the Soviet premiere titution, variety theatre or any other
and Christmas Day just didn't mix. place of questionable repute,"

$20,000..

of

humor has paid

this season
ratings, and it's
off

The Hour

•

MORGAN BALLY' AW'T

Radio whodunits, target of coast-

Broadway up

Allen to Stay

Reformers

By GEORGE ROSEN

By ABEL GREEN

.

strengthened finances have improved
tli.e duality of the common stock,
the
nature of the industry makes the
issue" speculative."
S
P report
concedes the plaint of many film
biggies that "movie shares have
turned in a sub-average market performance recently" hut differs on its
cause*

Bow to Grime-Wave

In

-fr'

tiifll

by Wall

Radio Cold-Shoidders Whodunits

Ill w

Of

Charm

Girl. Orchestra

anil Choir

'

k

I Phil Spitality

^

•

"
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Show lisiiess Sharply

1947

5,

Evahtion of a Gag

tit

of a glue works prints a bright saying by the sixyear-old prodigy of the general manager*.
A copywriter for a New York advertising agency reads the gag and
original
at Toots Shor's,
tells it as an
An eavesdropping Broadway character gets an earful of it and
gives an elaborated Version in Jewish dialect at Lindy's.
Milton Berle and Henny Youngman overhear it simultaneously and
(Next day
tell the gag that same night, on their respective shows.
Berle and Youngman accuse each other of stealing from each other!)
A press agent does a switch on the gag for Walter Winchell's colhis
celebrity
accounts.
one
of
to
witticism
the
crediting
umn,
Nine New York radio comedians pick it up and tell it on their programs within the next three days,
pocket magazine prints it,
Coast columnist does another switch on the gag for his Hollywood column.
Eight west coast radio comics use it within the following week.
The Wall Street Journal runs it in its "Pepper and Salt" column.
Joe Laurie, Jr., relates it on "Can You Top This?"
Another pocket magazine prints it— or it is used a second time by
the same mag.

The house organ

Pan-Americiii Copyright Pact Due

To Come Up
Show

biz

is

divided into

for Senile Scramble

hotly

+

camps on the_ proposed
fan-American copyright agreement
which comes up shortly for a Senaepnflicting

torial
Split

going-over

in

probable effects of the treaty during hearings before the Section of
international
Bar Assn.

Law

Kaufman
;

leg

for U-I
4.

A
A

directorial bow for George
S. Kaufman is' likely to be at Universal-International in "The Senator Was Indiscreet," a political satire.

American

of the

to

Hollywood, Feb.

'

Washington.

came into the open over the
weekend when opposing wings of
the amusement industry clashed over

Film

Picture will.be produced by Nunnally Johnson from a screenplay by
Charles Mac Arthur.

KEN MURRAY'S
1947"
"BLACKOUTS OF

Entertainment branches that customarily buy material and music to
present in a different medium predicted that the treaty would dump
the domestic applecart while groups
vepping for composers, authors and
publishers were all for it. Agree-

ment reaphed during summer

242N0 WEEK!

;

El Cepitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

Show

Big

ses-

AM

"This is it. No more worry about
comedy. Murray's here and Hollywood's got him.'

Biz

Aimed

JACK OAKIE.

Hire Designer

A

sions in Washington of all western
hemisphere nations requires twothirds
Senate ratification before
adoption.
Ranging against the agreement
were Fulton Brylawski, of the Motion Picture Assn.; Frank Petty,
Show biz is expected to back the
general counsel for the National the annual "Brotherhood Week" in
Assn.
of Broadcasters; Benjamin an unprecedented manner this year,
Stern, of the American Book Pub- with all' phases of the entertainment
lishers Assn.; Edward A. Sargoy, field having already pledged their
chairman of the Pattern, Trademark full support. Week, from Feb. 16-23,
and Copyright committee of the is sponsored- by the National ConARA, and a' number of "recording ference of Christians and .Jews.
companies. Bing's opposite corner
Highlighting the drive for better
held Herman Finkelsteiri, attorney
understanding among all races in the
for the American Society of ComU. S. is the new song penned by
posers, Authors and Publishers; John
Irving Berlin especially for the
Shulman of the Songwriters Proteccampaign. Titled "Help Me to Help
tive Assn., and Sidney Fleischer,
Neighbor,^' the tune will be
repping, the Authors' League.
played on several top radio shows
Inequity Alleged
the week and recording will
The treaty was scored as granting during
be made of it by several top stars.
royalty rights to Latinos on jukebox
performances and freeing them from Kenny Baker has already been
pacted to wax the song for Decca
the provision which requires licensSinatra will do it for
ing of compositions at 2c per-record and Frank
or copy. Chief point made was that Columbia, All proceeds from sheet
Yank composers would still be and record sales will be given by
bound by these copyright strictures, Berlin to^some as yet undesignated

Tough

Is

Whose Art

•

is

Guy'Panthe,

New York

Existentalism,

of

which

delves more deeply into the whichness of the what.

Concentration Camp DP's

Carry on Legit Activity

My

Berlin, Feb, 4.

Washington, Feb.

4.

Officials of the Veterans Administration meet with reps of the film
and Motion Picture
distributors
Assn. in New York, Feb. 11-12 to
work out contracts* for the lease of
pix to the veterans hospitals. Sessions, are to be held at the Hotel
•

Pennsylvania.

Among

those

to

meet with the

exchange spokesmen will be: A. S.
Mason, assistant director for special
services for VA; C. Bream, Jr., act-

Nazis.

Film industry is slated to back the
drive via a special trailer produced
by David O. Selznick, which will be
spliced onto all five newsreels for
playing in every theatre in the country. Gene Kelly, Gregory Peck, Joan
Bennett, Dick Powell, June Allyson
and Lionel Barrymore appear in the
short. In addition, the film industry
committee, chairmanned by 20thFox prexy Spyros Skouras, has contacted all exhibs to take audience
pledges for funds during the week,
(Continued on page 62)

Thirty displaced persona constitute the Kazet (concentration camp)
Theatre at the Bergen-Belsen DP

community which

is administered by
the United Nations Relief and Re-

TONY MARTIN WOULD
PLAY TIPS' I MUSICAL
.

to the story

source. In

produced
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Louis and Canada Lee are
talking about co^producing a play
based on an idea by the heavyweight

from the original French
America Walter Wanger

it -for

own

ME TO SET MEW

20TH-FOX MUSICAL
When

Irving

New York

For

title),

U. S. Pix Abroad

productions in these camps, the
dramatic producer discovered that
the terror and exhaustion inspired
(Continued on page 18)

pix as "Algiers."

Jules Sleia Slated

the play will
concern amputees' plight following
the war. Louis and Lee, it's understood, will star in the Broadway
offering as well as producing.
It?" (Louis'

Rap At

—

BERLIN

NX MCA Talks

Quinta,

Berlin

returns

to

from

La

week

next

California

desert

resort

where he has been vacationing, he
will probably
have set
filmusical via 20th-Fox.

another

enough

duction

(Continued on page 31)

Haller

this

the

low number came

naught

to

a- factory containing most of
the rawstock available for home production recently burned down, he
said.

As

to production activities in areas

•taken over

by the Russians,

and French, no information
ily available to

U. S.

Army

British
is

read-

officials.

Maas had claimed that between native pic-making and that of the occupying powers in Germany, between
50 and 60 films would be turned out
in

'47.

Donald Hyde
Alan Jackson
Claude .Tarman, Jr.
Joseph McMillan Johnson
Jennifer Jones

Ivor Novello
Pat O'Brien

Allan Hersholt
Russell Holman

Vera Caspary
Burt Champion

Dane Clark

'

Lem

Wendell Corey
Joseph Cotten
Homer Curran

Jones

Kay Kyser
Mine. Karinska
Jules Levey

Daggett

Lucienne Boyer
Noel Coward

Glynis Johns
Arthur Lesser

everybody happy.

Eve Curie

S.

at least.

Scotto's group
one night.
Problem of how to pay for the
boat ride home was solved by having singers perform at $6 top benefit, their own,
at the Civic Opera
House Feb. 5. Visitors have spent

Ottavio

just for

Originally,

when

Douglas A. Henderson

•

Eleanor Powell
Charles M. Reagan

Donna Reed
Hal Roach
Ruby Rosenberg
Janet Russell
Robert SSchless
David Siegel

Frank Sinatra
Spyros Skouras
Kent Smith
Barbara Stanwyck

Dorothy Dickson
William Dieterle
J. Cheever Cowdin

Bea Lillie
Diana Lynn
Stephen Longstreet

Irving Starr

W.

J.

Ed

East

Kenneth MacKenna
Lou Mandel

Robert Taylor
John van Druten
George Weltner
Reginald Whitley

Eadie

Frank Farley

Max Fellerman
Dorothy Gish
Herb

Graffis

P"

Robert McKinnon
Freddie Meyer
Curtis Mitchell

Ted Morris

Abel Green
Boris Morros
William Lindsay»Gresham J. Carrol Naish

Opera Co. who were stranded

impresario

—but

disclosed.

and

Irving Berlin
Phyllis Calvert

Christy Wilbert

Jake Wilk
L. P. Williams

Tommy Wonder

N. Y. to L. A.

Chicago

first by lack t>f an angel,
later by decision of American
Guild of Musical Artists, finally
raises
the
uncertain curtain on

in

to

is

10 individual Germans
were licensed for pic-making, four
of these for shorts exclusively. Even

tion.

States

and

it

planned the authorization of
native-produced features for

1047,

John Grierson
Oliver Hardy
Kurt Jooss

4.

responsibility

Army
six

the past month cooling their heels
and voices in a swanky hotel, with
the tab supposedly being picked up
by a printing magnate. After recent dark days during which time
no one knew how the affair would
end, latest news seems to have

Wed

Chicago, Feb.

development for the 25 European opera stars of the United

whose

Robert Andrews
Barney Balaban
Joan Barton

.

New

de-

is

L. A. to N. Y.

Ann

Singers in 1-Night (Own)
Benefit for Fare Home

worthy

Haller

determine what's to be done in films
along with everything else."
Currently no pix are being made
by native producers in studios located in the U. S.-occupied sector,

Jules C. Stein is due east in midFebruary to join newly elected
Music Corp. of America prexy Lew
Wasserman on general powwows.
Lee now is huddling with Abra- Stein, as board chairman, is divestham Polonsky on possibility of writ- ing himself of as much overhead
ing the play. Plan calls for a mixed as possible and devoting himself
east, Louis' idea being that the Army only to top-drawer deals.
Under the new operations pattern
as well as amputation draws no color
of MCA, the New York office has
line.
been decentralized so as to permit
concentration of functions under
departmental heads. Thus, David
Paul Small to
(Sonny) Werblin will head up radio,
not
in the east but nationally.
Dore Schary's Sister Larryonly
Barnett heads orchestras and
Paul Small, vaude producer and Charles Miller is the general office
agent,
will
marry Mrs. Lillian head so as not to overburden WerbSchary Waldman, sister of RKO lin with multiple duties, as formerly,
production chief Dore Schary, in where he concerned himself with the
Englewood, N. J. next Sunday (9). N. Y. office in general, bands, acts,
Mrs. Waldman is a w.k. interior etc., in addition to his talent deals.
decorator in New York.
Incidentally, Stein (from HollyWedding will take .place at' the, wood) vehemently denied a pre-,
home of Judge Bert Vorsanger, a viously published report that Werbfriend of both families, and -will be lin and Hal Hackett (in radio on the
followed by a cocktail reception at Coast) were contemplating leaving
the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria.
Mrs. MCA for other ventures. These exWaldman hgs just been discharged ecutives' stakes in the company's
from the Medical Center, N. Y., profit-sharing plan alone would
where she underwent an eye opera- anchor them for three more years

Berlin has been house-guesting in
Beverly Hills with Joe Schenck,
20th-Fox studio exec.

thought

for approval,"

not Hollywood's business
at all. It's entirely up to General
Lucius D. Clay, commander of the
area,

Benton's

tistic

Joe

ohamp. Titled "We Won thef eace—
What Are You Going to Do About

01 Aide Supports

UNESCO

FOR FWAY

been

has

ducers

he added, "the
Army's policy towards German pro-

habilitation Administration. Headed
Washington, Feb. 4.
by Zami Feder of Zavierce, Poland,
group has produced plays,
the
Assistant Secretary of State Wilsketches, dances and song festivals
liam Benton, who drew firs from the
which dramatize the horrors faMotion Picture Assn. recently for a
miliar to all 11,000 inhabitants of
speech in Chicago, about the effect
the
centre.
Feder carries a snapshot of him' of our Alms overseas, got strong supself which he had on his person all port here last week, on his point.
during the war years. On the reFloyd. Brooker, film head for the
verse side, he had dotted down the
U.S. Office of Education, who served
dates
he entered concentration as film consultant for
the U.S. dele
camps. There are 12 on the list
gatton at the Paris
confersince May 13, '41. Belsen destruction
ence last December, said Benton was
camp where his sister died in his "only reporting, and reporting acarms after liberation is the 12th.
curately" when he declared Europe
Though there were bans on ar- feared the spread of "American cul

—

"In the entire American occupied
territory not a single script submitted so far by German film pro-

clared. "What's more,"

UNRRA

•

AMPUTEE PLAY

writer.

duction re-enacts the tortures suffered by Jews at the hands of the

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Agent-producer Nat Goldstone is
ing director of recreation; J. C. Cassidy, chief of the motion picture di- mulling a Broadway musical, "Pepe
vision of VA; and David Palfrey- le Moko," for Tony Martin, now
freelancing since leaving Metro.
man, of MPA.
Goldstone,
who, co - produced
"Bloomer Girl" with John C. Wilson
on Broadway two seasons back, has
LOUIS, LEE
the stage (also film remake) rights

IN

Charges aired, by Irving Maas,
veepee and general manager of the
Motion Picture Export Assn., which
scored the Allies for reviving GerLos Angeles, Feb. 4.
man film production at too rapid a
Nicky Arnstein, former husband pace, were pooh-poohed this week
of Fanny Brice, was granted a judg- the Major Harry Haller, public rement in Municipal Court for $1,102.50 lations chief, Civil Affairs Division
against Gerrit J. Lloyd, magazine of the U, S. Army.

Arnstein Wins Suit

Plaintiff declared h* turned over
his life story to Lloyd, who sold it
for $2,B0O unc':r the title, "King of
at the Gamesters."

There are two memorials
Bergen-Belsen— a stone slab recalling the tragedy of the mass deaths,
and a living one, represented by the
Kazet Theatre Players whose pro-

charity.

On

Scores

Maas Statement on German Prod

To Keep Their Tale Alive

.

film Biz Talks

Army Spokesman

Hired to design the sets for the

exponent

'•

Sit

U. S.

eon."

picture

.

(Continued on page 18)

A

Pronounce

to

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Salvador Dali started something
when he introduced Hollywood to
Art, with an upper-case "A," Roy
Del Ruth goes even more so in his
forthcoming production, "Mr. Gid-

(Brotherhood

-

The Pathfinder discovers it.
Fourteen more house organs carry it.
vaudeville comedian at Loew's State on Broadway does- another
switch and restores the gag to its original form.
A night club comedian tells it—with bluish overtones.
Bennett Cerf gets 57 different clippings of the gag and selects one
Don Carle Gillette.
for his next best-seller.

Sid Alexander
Hoy O. Disney
Oscar A. Doob
Charles Einfeld

Freeman
Arthur Michaud
I.

James Grainger

Howard Hertz
Seaman Jacobs
William Levy
IJiana

Lynn

Richard Morgan

Joseph Moskowitz
Monte Proser
William F, Rodgers
Sidney Reznick
Harold Vermilyea
Ralph Wheelwright

N. Y. to Europe
Arthur Dent

Lew Grade

George Leroy
J. W. McAlpine

Barbara Stanwyck

Ivor Novello

Robert Taylor
Charles Tucker
Reginald Whitley

Dave

E.

Rose

Stan Laurel

E. J. Tate

Europe to N. Y.
Sanger

Dorothy Thompson
Jack Warner
Theresa Helburn

-

,

Nhjor Salaries fir Major Fins

FGR

available,

Officersdirectors
JL

Metro ..........

%.

20th-Fox

3.
4.

Warners ........
Paramount .....

5.

Universal

6.

RKO

7.

Columbia, .....

.......

.

$3,458,065
993,606
1,208,114
1,016,158
1,353,879
458j765
842,575

Others

Total

$20,986,606
12,383,614
10,186,830,
8,914,580
B,07G,153

$«S,384,6?1
13,376,220
11,394,914
6,430,032
8,208,098
4,373,258

close.

Of 'ferdoux,' Hinting Co. Will Get
After putting up a smokescreen of
publicity during the past few weeks,
indicating he might give his forthcoming "Monsieur Verdoux" to some
company other than United Artists
Charles Chaplin
for distribution,
last week, in purely matter-of-fact

distribution

"Verdoux"
However, up

another outlet.
week, Grad Sears,

last

of

distribution,

ficial or

v.p. in

loss lart

until

charge

at 20th

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Moss Hart will turn screen writer
under a contract to script
"Gentleman's Agreement" for 20thFox. Screenplay will be based on a
forthcoming novel by Laura Z. Hobson, dealing with tolerance.
Darryl F. Zanuck will take personal charge of production, with

Kazan

Klia

unofficial—that the pic was

b Fight DOS

Suit,

[lien

lheyll

Mi

ford

16m

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
William Scotty Brown, w.k. storage, and repair agent on 16m films
owned by top producers and stars,
was strictly against these pix gathering dust on his shelves, the Federal
Bureau of Investigation charged to>
day (4). In a new wrinkle to boot'
leg film caSes, FBI has filed a crim

UA

distribution contract.
Before they had a chance to file their

his

suit,

however, Selznick brought his

damage claim against them.

It

was

originally supposed that they would
immediately bring a counterclaim,

but attorneys meeting on the Coast
during the past few weeks determined on other tactics.
UA will be presented in. the Selzand
inal information in the federal court, nick suit by Jerry Geisler
Freston & Files. Chaplin's attorney
indicting Brown for allegedly put
ting 51 films to work on undercover will be Mendl Silverberg, while Miss
rental deals with two commercial Pickford will be defended by Coast
firm of Arnold Grant.
exhibs.

Brown as head of the Embro Pic
tures Co. has developed a lucrative
business, unique in its character, in
operating a film exchange library
catering exclusively to top stars and
directors. He also stored and re.

2

MORE SHAW

FOR PASCAL FILMING
i

M

ON TRADE ACCORDS

Erie Johnston,
Motion Picture
Assn. prexy, leaves ft>r Washington
this afternoon
(Wednesday) after
spending three days in New York
meeting on industry research and*
foreign problems. He's slated to.
appear before the Congressional
Committee on Reciprocal Trade
Agreements tomorrow to argue the
case in favor of continuing and extending the tariff pacts.

through United Artists.
Pascal has long-range plans to do
Shaw's "St. Joan," "Candida," "Arms
and the Man" and "Androcles and the
Lion." Producer has already translated to celluloid the GBS plays,
"Pygmalion," "Major Barbara" and
"Caesar and Cleopatra," the latter,
recently, under the J. Arthur Rank
banner.

(3)

on additional projects to

be undertaken this year, since the
MPA research department budget

was

tipped $75,000. Two major
projects are now under way, one a
detailed census of theatres in this
country and the other a similar survey of houses throughout fhe world.

Auction

Bidding.,

for All Prodict
4.

Rodgers

$75,000 or

Metro veepee over

divisional sales managers at the
Drake hotel here, where it was decided that "Yearling," which is to

going to officers and directors and
$3,530,681 to employees.
Amount that each company paid
to bracket personnel is itemized in
the accompanying box.
Figures apply to fiscal 1945 except
in case of Metro and Warners, where
the 1946 totals are available.
Peculiar to the industry, and possibly reflecting on the commonly accepted belief in trade circles that the
Coast thinks in bigger figures, production heads, on the average, received more than company prexies.
Listed in order of size of take are the
seven company chiefs:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Spyros Skouras (20th) ... .$255,273
Nate J. Blumberg (U).... 234,624

Harry Conn (Col)
Nicholas M. Schenck (M-G)
Harry M. Warner (WB)
Barney Balaban (Par)
N. Peter Rathvon (RKO)
.

.

.

.

226,900
224,767
182,300
156,000
115,970

studio

heads,

.

Compared

to

this,

which include among them some of
the top wage-earners in the country,

(Continued on page 18)

Lillie

Home-Bound

Hollywood, Feb.
Beatrice

4.

is

be

sales.

currently huddling with his five

released

would be the

generally in March,
teeoff film for the new

Metro thus becomes the first company again to anticipate the work;ings of the final decree. After the
decision in the anti-trust case was

handed down

June, Rodgers experimented with competitive bidding
in certain competitive areas to aslast

certain whether the, system was
feasible and to get a working knowledge of it in case it was incorporated
in the decree. Tests, which have
been conducted continuously since
then,, proved to Metro that auction
(Continued on page 18)

New York

from

last

week.

essary to corral top grosses are now
discussing ad campaigns, exploitation
angles, publicity stunts, theatre deals
and all the other elements that go
into merchandising a film, Einfeld
declared.
They're showing a willingness to go for stunts they'd never
even consider in the old days, lie

Along this line, Bob Taplinger, Enterprise pub-ad chief, pointed out
that Charles Boyer, starred in the
outfit's forthcoming "Arch of Triumph," -had just agreed to a Chesterfield cigaret tieup that will get
his picture on the back pages of a
tremendous number of the nation's
(Continued on page 61)

Yank Tyro Importers
Of French Pix Tooled' By
Glint of a Lot of Brass
The gold that a lot of freshman
American film importers see in
them thar French hills is just plain
brass, according to vet importer-distrib Joe Burstyn.
Flock of new-

comers to film importing, lured by

from U. S. arty
houses for the French mades, are
in for a considerable shock when
they get around to tallying up the
profit-and-loss statement, avers Burideas of big profits

styn.

With only some 20 small houses
throughout the U. S. regularly open

HELLINGER, -HEMINGWAY

to

exhibition of French and Italian

Burstyn points out, the potenincome is obviously minor. And
with a lot of more-or-less inexperiHollywood, Feb v 4.
enced hands bringing over a flood
Mark Hellinger and Ernest Hem of films to divvy up the available
ingway are currently negotiating- for
(Continued on page 20)

HUDDLE ON PIC DEALS

pix,
tial

further stories of the latter to be
produced on an indie basis, as was
"The Killers," for U-I release.
Hellinger just returned from Cuba,
where he huddled with the writer
on the deal.
Trad© Mark Registei'ed

FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN

National Boxoffice Survey
Winter ..weather .proved the decid- $4,000 for its second canto in Denver.
ing factor in the nation's film box- "Till Clouds Roll 'By" (M-G) continued the fine pace it set at N. Y.'s
office receipts this week.
Severe
Music Hall with smasheroo $28,000
cold wave sweeping across the mid- in
Pittsburgh tee-off, sunny
its
west cut into grosses considerably, $30,000 in its second Chi .frame, big
but Boston, with good Weather, had $14,000 in its second week at Minneapolis and snappy' $47,000 for its
the best

week

of 1947.

New York

third L. A. frame.

proved spotty with a raft of
Bolstered by a top-name stage
holdovers, Chicago help up despite show, "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th)
the wintry winds and Los* Angeles, rolled in with smash $44,000 in Bosbolstered by several newcomers, re- ton and teed off nicely with swift
$15,000 in Minneapolis.
Film also
mained good.
pulled very big $18,500 in Pitt, big
"Jolson Story" (Col) pulled out in
$42,000 in Philly, good $63,500 in four
front of the' newcomers in several
L. A. houses and big $93,500 in third
situations, chalking up boffo $49,000
N. Y. week.
in Boston and checking in with
biz
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rousing $20,000 for its second Kansas
City week and stout $22,000 for its
third Chi stanza. "Wonderful Life"

(RKO) which hasn't done too wonderfully in N. Y., overcame the midwest cold to pull big $20,000 in Denver, husky $8,500 in Omaha, boff
$20,000 in Cincinnati and fine $35,000
in Philadelphia.

currently visiting
old friends in Hollywood, leaves for
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th),
New York late this week, with a
sailing date, Feb. 20, on the Queen also a spotty newcomer, grossed
sparkling $60,000 in Chicago, poor
Elizabeth for England.
Shipmates on the eastern crossing $16,000 in faltering Washington and
will be Ivor Novello, Robert An- kicked through with nice $28,000 for
drews and Dorothy Dickson.
its second Boston week and fair
Lillie,

Coast

said.

Chicago, Feb,

All Metro pictures henceforth will
be sold under the competitive bidding program outlined in the antitrust decree in competitive situar
tions throughout the country, according to William F. Rodgers,

the figures regularly in accordance with a law which Poulson
would have repealed since it
puts the spotlight upon so many
Ibig earners in his city.

|

Bea

Research committee huddled Mon-

day

ieliiSelsUp

they were working on straight salary on major lots.
Stars who formerly refused to believe that anything more than their
mere presence in a picture was nec-

Winter Weather No B.O. Wonderland as Grosses
Tumble; 'Pilgrim,' 'Yearling' Lead Pack

PLAYS'

Gabriel Pascal, who has film
paired narrow gauge pix customarily
given to this personnel by the stu- rights to George Bernard Shaw's
dios following, completion of a film plays, has closed a deal with Artist
Alliance,
Mary Pickford .- Lester
In which the latter participated.
Information filed puts the finger Cowan producing unit, to film his
The
next ^wo pix in Hollywood.
(Continued on page 27)
duo, adaptations of the Shavian
dramas, "Devil's Disciple" and "The
Showing Up of Blanco Poshet,"
under the deal, will be produced and
directed by Pascal and released

JOHNSTON APPEARING

Einfeld, whose unit specializes in
films made on participation basis, asserted players are offering cooperation in publicity and exploitation
that was "unheard of" in the days

program,

Charles Chaplin and Mary Pickwill tight out the $13,500,000
damage action which David O.
Selznick has filed against them and
ago, and no campaign whatsoever has
United Artists before they bring
been prepared, in addition to the
their projected suit against him, it
fact that UA execs haven't even seen
was learned this wsek. They are
(Continued on page 20)
scheduled to file their answer to
Selznick's charges in the California
courts Feb. 15.
FBI Nabs
Storager
Chaplin and Miss Pickford resolved several months ago to bring
for Undercover Rental suit against Selznick to oust him
from UA as a partner and to void

D.C.

more annually.
The Revenue Bureau releases

Chapfin-Piclcford

publicity-exploitation

are embarking to stave off declining
theatre attendance are being considerably hypoed by trend of the past
few years towards stars and directors participating in picture profits,
declared Charles Einfeld, Enterprise
proxy, prior to his return to the

for the post of assistant to Lawrence J. McGinley, sales chief for
the Prestige Pictures division of
Universal. His new spot follows a
four-month break-in stretch at U's
Los Angeles exchange.
Blumberg joined the company last
year after serving in the U. S. Army
during the war. He's a son of Nate
J. Blumberg, company prexy.

4.

Rep. Norris Poulson, of Los
Angeles, declared here last week
that he will intensify Jnis battle
to prevent the publicity now
given by the Government to
those who receive salaries of

'

as director.

Washington, Feb.

•

—of-

Deals With H'wood Exhibs

,

Raps High-Wage Publicity

had no word

ceived indicating the company will
get the film. Much to UA's shock,
the hint included an indication that
Chaplin wanted to release the film
in March. Since the first publicity
on the picture broke only 10 days

Lewis Blumberg has been tagged

again

coming his way.
As a matter of fact, he still has
had no official communique from
Chaplin. Only a hint has been re-

,

staffers, including $2,458,065 to ofand directors, and $20,926,606
to all others above the $20,000 level.
Columbia is in the basement spot,
with its total amounting to a sizable
$4,373,256 paid to 89, with $842,575

Increasing

campaigns on which film companies

Up Blumberg's Son

ficers

via

of-

pay-

bill,

Leading the pack in the salary nut
that it must crack is Metro, which
hands Out a total of $23,384,671 to its

It

f

manner, gave UA its first hint that
it would get the film. Chaplin is a
one-third owner' of UA.
UA execs were disturbed by the
Implications read into publicity that
an owner of the company wouldn't
release his product through it, although they felt confident that Chaplin wasn't serious in his talk about

The weekly wage

.

Added Impetus to Ballyhoo—Einf eld

MAJORS

able to 1,351 officers and employees in
the upper brackets, does not include
extra compensation in a substantial
amount made by way of pensions and
stock options.

UA on Distribution

Chaplin Confounds

7

Seven major U. S. film companies
(excluding United Artists) ai'e paying a total of $74,097,959 on both
coasts to their chief executive personnel; producers, directors and actors receiving in excess of $20,000 annually, compilation by Variety, of
latest available proxy notices dis-

.6,980,738

4,749,333
8,530,681

" v
Star-Director Profit Deals Bring

TOP SAURIES

Tabulation of how much each of the seven majors (excluding United
Artists) pays out to top personnel drawing $20,000 annually or more
is listed herewith. Compilation via proxy statements applies to fiscal
1945 except in the case of Metro and Warners where the 1946 totals are

Week saw

several cities playing a
raft of reissues, with most of the
oldies indicating they'll make out
okay.
"Boom Town" (M-G) paced
the pack, doing terrific $9,000 in its
first Philly week, while "Tower of
London" (U) did very big $10,000
for its second N. Y. week,
"Yearling" (M-G) topped the country' for
the second straight week, with rousing $144,000 for its second N. Y.
frame,, and also pulled okay $8,500
for its sixth L. A. stanza.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on

Paget

15-17.)
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American Red Cross
AND

The Permanent Charities Committee
OF

The Motion Picture Industry
"The character of the Red Cross and its responsibilities under International Treaty
and its Congressional Charter are such that the national interests will best be served
and
- if the Red Cross maintains direct contact with the people for the membership
support necessary for

its

work at home and abroad/'

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT- 1942
Permanent Charities Committee
The
of the Motion Picture Industry has

announced its intention to offer to
American Red Cross $3 50,000, part of
a sum_of money that, committee raised
campaign in the
Motion Picture Industry despite the fact

in a joint fund raising

Permanent Charities Committee
American Red Cross could not
participate in any joint fund raising

that the

knew

that

campaign.

goal of sixty million dollars in 1947, are
not true. The amount involved is not an

mittee.

The reason why American Red Cross
not participate in joint fund rais-

ing with others

The real issue
to

nothing can be
deprive American Red Cross
is that

either of its right to fulfill its obligations

for humanitarian service to the

American

has demonstrated to
be efficient or of its right to maintain an
organization in which all the people can
be members and participate directly.

people by methods

is

as follows:

may not assign
or delegate to others, in whole or in
part, the obligations imposed upon it by
international treaties, to which the U.S.
Government is a signatory, and by its
congressional charter. Neither can it
share with others, directly or indirectly,
its responsibility to carry out those obAmerican Red Cross

ligations.

issue.

When

it

participates in joint

fund raising it permits others (at best,
only slightly familiar with its obligations and activities) to determine from
year to year how much money, if any,

American Red Cross

will receive

and

it

American Red Cross

will barter neither

anyone to be a member
nor the right of any American citizen to
become a member.

its right to invite

American Red Cross will not be
party to any scheme that will lead to
by other groups with motives

dictation

and

been well known to allfund raising groups,
including the Permanent Charities Com-

may

-

Statements that the American Red
Cross is unwilling to accept $350,000
from the Permanent Charities Committee because that sum from the Motion Picture Industry which grossed
$325,000,000 in 1945 represents only
one-half of one percent of the Red Cross

permitted

one individual. It is a policy that has
been considered and reconsidered from
time to time since 1936 by the Central
Committee, the governing body of
American Red Cross, and reaffirmed on
every occasion. It is a policy that has

would undermine the
Red Cross and all for which it stands.
interests that

The American Red Cross may not
participate in joint fund raising whether

that joint fund raising is conducted by
the Permanent Charities Committee of
the Motion Picture Industry or any
other organization.

This long established policy of American Red Cross is not the policy of any

thus, in turn, permit those others to

determine the breadth of its program
and the extent to which American Red
Cross

may

fulfill its

obligations to the

organization open

America.

to all

The foregoing statements are not just
They are statements of fact
based on a disastrous experience which
American Red Cross suffered after
World War I, when some of its chapters
submitted to exactly the same kind of
pressure that is now being brought by
the Permanent Charities Committee to
participate in joint fund raising. At that
time about 400 chapters engaged with
other organizations in joint fund raising
with the result that American Red Cross
lost its identity in those chapters and
was prevented from carrying out its
program particularly in dealing with
emergency situations. In 1936, there-,
fore, the Central Committee of American Red Cross reasserted its policy and
ever since that time has adhered strictly
to the policy of wow-participation by
American Red Cross in joint fund raising.
opinions.

From 1940

to 1945 the Permanent
Committee carried on separate drives in the Motion Picture Industry for the American Red Cross and
others. The change to joint fund raising
by the Permanent Charities Committee
Charities

occurred as recently as 1945. It

American people.

therefore, that there

American Red Cross participates
in one joint fund raising activity, such
as that conducted by the Permanent
Charities Committee in the Motion Pic-

tion of principle

ture Industry,

1945.

If

it

must, of course, par-

fund raising
activities. The Motion Picture Industry
is only one of 446 major industries in
this country. There are thousands of
other groups and organizations. The result obviously would be that by participating in joint fund raising, American
Red Cross would never know from year to
year how much money it would have to
carry out its obligations to the American
people or plan an intelligent program, nor
would it be able to have a membership
ticipate in all other joint

of the people of

"

if

~i

is clear,

would be no viola-

a separate drive

was

conducted in the Motion Picture Industry for the American Red Cross in

March, 1947, as was the case prior to
There is, however, a definite violation
of the principle of fairness when a small
group within the Motion Picture Industry deliberately attempts to mislead the
Motion Picture Industry and the public
into believing that American Red Cross

—

when and if offered—$350,000 only because a mere
matter of method is involved in the
scheme. Fundamental principles are in-

will refuse to accept

principles without which
could be no American Red Cross.

volved:

American Red Cross

there

-

A
Wednesday, February
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British film Nationalizatioii

By

Warner Sez

Cripps,

Sir Staflford Cripps, British Board*
of Trade prexy, has summarily ruled
out any possibility of nationalization
of the British motion .picture industry,, according to Jack Warner, who
York Monday (3)
returned to
from a two-month trip to Europe,

Crimped

Warner Bros, veepee over production added that Cripps had definitely placed the film industry in the
Warner also said
"art" category.
that Cripps has stated that there
need be no fear of the "de- Ameri'

recommended

recently

canization"

by the Motion Picture Producers of
Great Britain. Picture chief added
Warners' recently concluded
deal with Associated British Pictures, Ltd., was pacted with the sancthat

government and
the personal approval of Cripps himDeal, he said, involves a total
self.
of between $50-60,000,000.
Warner emphasized the fact that
the new ABP contract, under which
tion of the British

WB

will co-produce six films during

the next two years while supplying
stars and production talent, calls for
the American studio to bow out of
British production altogether once
the contract is terminated. The current deal, he maintained, is not to be
considered a longtime investment by
Warners in English film-making.

Warner said that as a result of the
ABP deal it's likely that all Warner
story properties with British backcontinued on page

20)

Welles Leads Parade

Of Hollywood' Stars

To England

for

I®

With "Sir Alexander Korda about
ready to swing into full production
in England, exodus of Hollywood
stars to his
this month.

the

first,

London
Orson

studios starts
Welles will be

taking off about Feb. 15.

He'll be followed March 7 by Paulette Goddard and Burgess Meredith,

and

at

the end of March

by

t>ayid

Niven.

Welles will produce, direct and
star in "Salome," which will be the
.

be made under Korda's
own imprint. First picture to be
made for Korda distribution, "Man

initial film to

About the House,"
ished.

ducer

It's

is just about finbeing done by indie pro-

Edward

Black,

who

operates

under the Korda banner.
Miss Goddard will appear in Oscar
Wilde's drama "An Ideal Husband,"
which goes before the cameras about
April 1, and will 'also be a Korda
production.
Meredith will star in
Mine Own Executioner," a psychoanalysis story which will be produced by Anthony Kimmins for

Korda

distribution.
also direct.

Kimmins

will

Scram

Due

Hollywood

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

Continuing

its efforts

of fronts to counteract the lashing it
has been receiving from official and
non-official agencies abroad, the film
industry has taken a number of
steps during the past few weeks to
gird itself for the international battle.
Most important were discussions by Motion Picture Assn. prexy
Erio Johnston and top industry execs
on long-range plans for furthering
acceptance of IT. S. product abroad'

and heading off restrictive legislation expected as various foreign
countries start building up their

own

film industries.

is very much
in the formative stage and hushhush, as it will necessarily have to
remain if it is to- accomplish its

Long-range program

envisages a general
t\yo-way promotion of.good will, one
of the first steps in which was the
setting up of the International Information Committee on the Coast
in the past few weeks to provide
studios with expert advice on what
should go in and what shouldn't go
into pix to reduce criticism and get
best worldwide reception.
In the more immediate field of
day-to-day commercial relationships
abroad, it was disclosed Monday (3)
that Donald Nelson, prez of the Society of Independent Motion Picture Producers, was elected a director of the Motion Picture Export
Assn. at the meeting of MPEA stockholders Jan. 22. Nelson was nominated by the SIMPP, at the invitaobjective.

It

(Continued on page 18)

SOON

be only another Holly-

wood memory soon. The ancient,
porticoed inn was sold last week by
Toberman Co., on a 99-year
C. B.
lease, to interests in San Francisco,
headed by William Bush.
It will be razed and in its place
a modern deluxe hotel will be built.
Often reported sold, it has with-

production's alleged caricaturing of

Jews and

Irish.

"Qualitatively, the picture could
better, and so could the
play," Dr. Nussbaum said. "But not
one of the attacks makes mention of
the fact that the fiim was made only
with the best of intentions to pro
mote racial tolerance. That intention

Rossi's U. S. Dickers

Rabbi mentioned that "Abie" was
produced by a company headed by
Bing Crosby, "whose record of
service to Jewish and minority

French singer-actor Tino Rossi
arrived in New York Monday (3)
aboard the Queen Elizabeth to begin
a concert tour. Rossi plans to dicker
with a couple of the major film
companies for a contract.
Rossi is booked by Charles Rioux
of Canadian Concert Artists together
with William Morris. He's made
several films in Paris, last to be
shown in the U, S. being "Guardian," with another, "Destins," on its

causes

way.

it

realizes."

is

unparalleled."

film editor, under supervision
Frederick Richards, at Warners,

of

Pir Decides,

§i Appeal Of

'

Metro continued to lead the
parade with an estimated $38,000,000
in actual currency toted up on the
on a variety company's ledgers.
M-G is the

Kind words for "Abie's Irish Rose'
were spoken here during the past stood many rumors, in addition to
week by Rabbi Max Nussbaum, of the elements and the early "wild"
Temple Israel, Los Angeles. He de days when Gower Gulch was a name
in fact.
plored the "hysteria" aroused by the

be much

Shrine Auditorium.
This is the first time the ex-champions have been dug Up for the annual blowout.
Clips of the oldies
will be assembled by Victor Kline,

35%

-

TO CROSBY'S 'AWE'

Pictures," by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences on
presentation night, March 13, at the

Long-View Plan

naries, will

CMS BLESSING

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Scenes from Oscar winners of bygone years will be screened as a
three-reeler, "Cavalcade of Award

For Intl Battle;

FOR

RABBI

Whether
competitive
bidding
clamps onto the industry this July 1
or waits out a Supreme Court ruling
on the decree will be put to the
high court by the majors within the
near future. Company legalties have
already decided on that move following thumbs-down stance by the
statutory court this week on the
majors' plug to stall initiation of the
new bid system.
Big Five lost its fight to delay
past the current season the operation of the decree's proviso covering
the new sales technique, when the
three judges in a brief memorandum
backed their expressed belief that
the Supreme Court should have the
final say on postponements. What's
just as important, the court tacked
a hard-and-fast "no"
to the Big
Five's plea to melt the freeze on
.theatre acquisitions. Defendants had
sought the power to pick up houses
when the acquisition was made
either to protect investments or
move into competitive situations.
Court relented on its original decision only to the extent Of putting
off the
time to dissolve pools or
leases with indies until July 1. Even
on this point, the majors took a
beating since they had urged a twoyear deadline, similar to the partial
divorcement clause, for cutting the
strings on pools and leases.
Little Three lost out all along the

Ex-Winners to Show
Oscar Nite in 3-Reeler

wis

HOLLYWOOD HOTEL DUE

States for a vacation.

Supreme Court.-H.as final Say

•

Tax

Niven goes into "Bonnie Prince
on which all the back
grounds have already been shot and
which is merely awaiting the star's
SCRAPPING
arrival for completion. It's an Edward Black production for Korda.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Glynis
The Hollywood hotel, venerable
Johns,
Korda contract
player, arrived in New. York from inn at Highland Wenue and HollyEngland aboard the Queen Elizabeth wood boulevard, once the home of
Monday (3). She's in the United silent days' greats and visiting lumiCharlie,"

Bid System As 3-Jndge Court Rules

U. S. films scored a potent adin Old
Act vance
in the rapidly widening overseas market during 1946, first full
Again
to Pix
year
of peace following World War
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
II,
chalking up an unprecedented
by
Film studios are putting on their
Thus did the
annual celluloid exodus, meaning $210,000,000 take.
the general scram to ship their com- eight majors average a 10% gain
over
the year before and went a
pleted Alms out of the State of Callong
way towards fulfillment of inifornia before the- first Monday in
March, On that day the tax col- dustry predictions that the foreign
lector, puts a bite on all exposed market for American pix will ultimately equal the domestic in dolnegative on the studio shelves.
sMajor lots are rushing work on lars and cents.
pictures currently in production to
Rise in the importance of beyondbeat the deadline. Meanwhile, many the-border theatres, trade circles
of the indie producers are refrain- say, will have an increasing effect
ing from starting new pictures un- on the type of pix that Hollywood
til the tax collector has made his
must turn out if it's to continue its
»'
rounds.
overseas gains.
Despite heavy grosses for the companies during '48 from Yank, theatres, foreign biz not only held its
proportionate own but for most
majors marked up gains so that the
overall percentage of overseas to
total rentals reached the 40% point.
Compared to this, the ratio in prewar years had held consistently to

H'wood

1

New

Big Five Loses Fight for Delay Of

Return

011

*

8

overseas bellwether not only because
its product has powerful overseas
appeal but also because it owns 38
plush showcases in many of the
world's leading cities.
Second spot was held by 20thFox, which garnered an estimated

(Continued on page 20)
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Into Bid

Trusl Verdict
Paramount has definitely decided
to appeal from the anti-trust decision, Louis Phillips, counsel for the
company, said this week. Par is the
first of the Big Fivs to take the
step and joins with Columbia, which
has already announce^ its Intention
of testing legality of the decree.
Meanwhile, other theatre owning
defendants continued to huddle on
the appeal— or-riot-to-appeal ques-

since Columbia and United
Artists had joined with the theatreowning companies for a bid-system
delay, and Universal had unsuccessfully
plugged for exemption of
(Continu«d on page 20)
line,

tion.

Formal filing of an appeal by Columbia is expected this week as Leserman to Seek
Louis Frohlich, company counsel,
his bill of errors.
His
Reciprocal Talent
notice for a review by the Supreme
Court may be preceded by that of
With industry legalites still puz- the American Theatres Assn. curDeals for Bogeans
zling over ramifications of the anti- rently under preparation by Thur*
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
trust decree, the latest point brought man Arnold, ATA counsel,
who has
Reciprocal
agreements between
to light reveals that all companies the greenlight from the exhib -group.
British
producers
for swap of playwill probably find themselves selling ATA will ask reversal of the statuers,
directors
and
story properties
under some form of competitive bid- tory court's nix on intervention.
will be sought by Carl Leserman on
ding negotiations after March 1,
Par, it's understood, has deviated
his
forthcoming
junket
to England
despite the court's ruling that actual from a parallel course with other
forBenedict
productions.
Bogeaus
competitive bidding need not take members of the Big Five because
Leserman leaves for New York toeffect until July 1.
it has considerably more at stake by
morrow
stopping
for
week of
(5),
Reason for the early inauguration way of partly owned theatres. With
chiefof auction bidding- is Section 9 of 1,100 out of a total of 1,500 houses huddles with United Artists
England
the decree, slated to become effec- subject to the partial divorcement tains before going on to
to
open
London
Paris
offices
and
in
tive March 1, which attorneys have ukase, Par is harder hit and confor
Bogeaus.
interpreted to mean competitive sequently all the more eager to
Latter joins Leserman in about
bidding in a modified form. The upset the decree.
two
for
further
months
to
arrange
proviso enjoins the defendants in

Sales by Mar. 1?

prepared

;

.

from "arbitrarily
refusing the demand of an exhibitor
who operates a theatre in competition with another theatre not owned
or operated by a defendant distribusubsidiary
tor, or its affiliate or
to license a feature to him for exhibition on a run selected', by the
exhibitor, instead of licensing it to
another exhibitor for exhibition in
his competing theatre on such run."
Clause specifically states that an
exhib's demands to book a certain
picture may be made "by registered
mail, addressed to the homeoffice of
the distributor." That, according to
attorneys, indicates that the court
had in 'mind the same Sort of competitive bidding which is outlined
in Section 8 of the decree, even
though Section 9 is in general terms.
Reason for including both clauses,
it's said, is to make certain that both
distribs with affiliated theatres and
those without owned-and-operated
circuits are affected.
As with the detailed auction bidding plan, the second clause specifies such negotiations shall be carried on only in competitive situations.
Basic
principle
of
both,
therefore, is to open up the flow of
product "indiscriminately" in all
situations, attorneys point out. Distribs under the second clause, however, retain the right to turn down
an exhib's demand for booking a
certain picture. Proviso states that

European

the- anti-trust case

"such demand shall be deemed to
have been refused either upon receipt by the exhibitor of a refusal
in writing or upon the expiration of
10 days after the receipt of the exjhibitor's demand."

BRECHER EXITS

MAY

INDIE

PRODUCE

Hollywood, Feb.

Bogeaus, Lupino Pact
Benedict Bogeaus and Ida Lupino
have formed Arcadia Productions to
star the latter in one pic-per-year
for the next three years. Producing
unit, apart from Bogeaus' other in-

4.

Irving Brecher, long fighting to
get out of a five-year writing deal
at Metro at $2,000 a week, which

Abe

Lastfogel
(William Morris)
him, finally succeeded last week. Despite the now

terests, will also

originally set for

will disTriBu'tel

(William Bendix)" radio package,
for Proctor

& Gamble

independently as a film.

Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
First-run theatres in Los Angeles
skidded approximately lSVz% dur-

Par Would Remake
'Conn. Yankee' (Crosby)

ing

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Paramount would like Bing Crosby
to tackle "A Connecticut Yankee"
this spring, now that he's completing
"The Road to Rio" with Bob Hope
and Dorothy Lamour. Having "Welcome Stranger" and "Emperor's
Waltz" in the can, "Rio" marks his
third of the year. Crosby, however,
would rather take it easy until Labor
Day.
"Connecticut Yankee" is based on
the Mark Twain original, although a
couple of old Rodgers & Hammerstein songs from their stage musical
;.'

1

name

*"

131% DURING JAN.

and will probably produce "Riley"

of the same
porated.

pix starring

'

LA. FIRST RUNS DIP

Brecher will concentrate on his

program

make

others. First story to go before the
cameras will be "The Queen's Necklace," from an original, script. UA

w.k. Culver City axeing, Brecher
couldn't get his release, partially
complicated by the studio's previous
okay to permit his "Life of Riley"

radio

to augment UA
and for on-the-spot rep-

offices

sales staffs
resentation.

M-G,

the first

month

of

1947,

com-

pared with the boxoffice receipts of
January, 1946.
Survey of 24 first
run houses shows a total income
of $1,373,200 for last month, a drop
of $215,100 from January of the preceding year.
Key cities throughout the country report similar conditions,
showing that business is off as
as 18%.

soma

much

^

Cukor-Garbo Team

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Director George Cukor and Greta
are offering themselves to
local producers on a package deal.
Action verifies report that Cukor
would be incor- is leaving Metro. Pair were last

Garbo

teamed in "Two Faced Woman."

•

Wednesday, February
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York Daily News, which says:

CHICAGO

IN
New

gets top rating from

"SWBU

— " "Swell

GUY' is a swell picture.''
—Chicago Herald-American

Guy' has tremendous appeal. The picture
is

SWELL GUY'

a daring production."

You'll like the

SWBU GUY' is
and masculine.

interesting, fresh,

tough

'SWBU GUY'

.

and considerable emotional
is

strength.

a sounder and more power

entertainment than the average motion

picfure

problem drama" soys the

New

The

and unusual.
its

air of

Chicago Times

deserves applause)'

'SWBU, GUY' has atmosphere, suspense

Swell Guy'

interesting

realism
It

says PM.

ful

is

performances and

is

film will hold

a movie that's unusual
your interest by

— Chicago

difference."

mm SWELL GUY

is

its

very

Tribune

above the average

movie."

Chicago News

York Herald Tribune.

'SWBLL GUY' has the same

SWBU

GUY'

ingly ironic.
heel.

bitterly,

is

It's

a

uncompromis-

full-sire portrait of

Don't miss this one

'

a

New

York

picture','

says

Journal-American.

SWftt GUY
the

New

is

on honest

York Sun
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characterizations
Killers.' All

which

realistic

marked 'The

performers rate high."

Chicago Sun

"

SWELL GUY' should do

the fans.
well

It

is

made and

IN CINCINNATI

ANGELES

IN LOS

all

on adult movie, .daring
.

played."

— Los

is

another good one
by screen standards
to the credit of producer Hellinger."

interesting picture

an

GUY

SWELL

right with

-

•

Angeles Herald -Express

Cincinnati Post

"Mark Hellinger who produced

SWELL GUY' is a mental jolt. Only a
smart guy like Mark Hellinger, who knows
that the public is considerably more ma"

Killers'

has rung the

bell

'The

again."

Cincinnati Times Star

ture than most producers believe, would

have had the courage to make 'SweJI
"Los Angeles Examiner W0M

Guy' "

MmSWELL GUY'

is

interesting

—Los

and mature.

News

AftQafes Oeiiy

1
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a hard-hitting dramatic
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story,'
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PICTURES

Govt Try

'Select' Films,

•

to Promote Committee

For Chancing Official Pictures To

Tkate

Sours

Government's attempt to promote 4an all-industry committee for fun-

Willi

Aid

If

You'd Get

Soiiet Iron Curtain

fey

*

KERN WASH. FOR

To

get

American

maximum,
films

returns

Minneapolis, Feb,

DOMESTIC ARMY POSTS
UP ADMISH RATES

PHIL AMIGONE and

JACK GBDOD

present

GEORGE ~C3Y0T
Currently at the

CHEZ AMI SAFE
In Buffalo,

New York

4.

the greatest selectivity in choosing

Bennie Berger and Stanley Kane,
films for these areas, according to a
North Central Allied president and
executive counsel, respectively, are film topper just returned to this
in Washington to urge Senator Wil- country from a tour of the Sovietliam Langer of North Dakota to push orbit nations.
his theatre divorcement bill and to
Great pressure was "being exerline up support for it arojjng the
Northwest Congressional delegation. cised, he said, by 'anti-Communist
The fight for divorcement has been elements on the selectivity angle,
the main order of business for the Since they figure that good U. S.
independent exhibitors' organization,
are their most effective means
though at least one of- its leaders, flints
Bejn Friedman, has come out against Of propaganda for democracy. Subject-matter doesn't make much difit. Because he opposed battling for divorcement, Friedman resigned as one ference, exec declared, as long as the
of the body's "advisers," but has. con- films are good from an entertainment
viewpoint, but they're particularly
tinued his membership.
Berger also was to proceed from valuable when on a serious theme.
Washington to New York to protest "How Greer{ Was My Valley," for inin person to distributor sales exscu- stehoe, has proved terrifically popu-

.

'

tives against the "flood of reissues"

lar in recent showings.

hitting the market, the. alleged "exOn the flooding angle, film topper
cessive" terms for such reissues and pointed out, it's important to avoid
showing of 16m pictures.
"It's not enough for Allied to say
"exorbitant" percentage and other sending too many pix into European
Current negotiations between the
it will cooperate separately since
demands which, he claims, "are countries in order to give small, naMotion Picture Service and
Army
what they intend doing is merely the exchanges is drawing to a congradually forcing many independent tive distribs a-- chance to sell their
saying yes or no to' a film after it's clusion' in New York, with a few deexhibitors to the wall.*'
product. "While. in theory we should
Philadelphia, Feb. 4,
produced," one exec said. "The Govtails still to be ironed out. Percentget the playing time if our pictures
Transactions by the three Warner
ernment asked for formation of the
in the'new contracts will not be
ages
in a competitive market are better
brothers in WB stocks hold the spotall-industry committee at the Washuntil everything is settled
announced
than theirs, this isn't a case where
light in film security deals, accordington meeting last fall to avoid the
you can work on theory," returning
ing to the monthly report of the
experienced heretofor. It
pitfalls
exec declared.
Securities and Exchange Commiswanted elimination of the wasteful
"Many of these small distributors
sion, which covers the period from
practice of making Government films
have considerable political power in
Dec. 11 to Jan. 10.
first and then having them changed,
one form or another and can do us
Jack L. Warner reported the doto meet industry suggestions."
Danger of the Government cona great' deal of harm if we put too
nation of 1,000 shares of WB $5 par
sidering the industry "intransigeant,"
much pressure on them. We must
common to the Jewish Welfare
act sensibly -and in accordance with
with a consequent hardening of
Federation, bringing his holdings to
feelings, was also pointed up by
the practical facts of the situation."
429,000 shares. His trust acquired
other committee members. With the
7,300 shares during the month, makIndianapolis, Feb. 4.
industry already threatened -on a
ing a total of 19,300 Nin trust. Harry
Exhibitors are urged by the Asnumber of Government fronts, such
Warner's trust acquired an additional
as the anti-trust suit, taxation and
2,600 shares, with Warner reporting sociated Theatre Owners of Indiana
the "forthcoming probe into HollyTh« film industry has been asked his personal holdings as, 300,000 to get in on the ground floor of eduPIC
wood's political affiliations, -Allied's to back Ihe Office of Government shares. Albert Warner, added 3,900 cational -®ix through cooperation
action is viewed by many toppers as Reports- by adding the weight of its shares f bringing his total to 430,000. now with schools, thus placing them'
Benjamin Brodie, head of the Benselves in a position "to advise eduanother wrinkle to be ironed out be- testimony during forthcoming Con- His trust acquired 7,400 shares.
in ir Amiis. Corr ., which formerly
fore rapprochement with Govern- gressional appropriations hearings.
Warrants for the purchase of com- cators and block the entry of the owned and operated the Miami,
ment toppers can be pushed.
who will do them harm. N. Y., was acquitted in N. Y. special
OGR wants the pix toppers to speak mon stock in Universal Pictures opportunist
Deciding that educational films
of the need of a governmental agen- were acquired by the following ofsessions court Monday (3) of charges
Move for Member Signatures
are here to stay as much as printed
cy to act as 'liaison between the di- ficials of the -company: Charles D.
that he exhibited an indecent and
Washington, Feb. 4.
branches of the Government Prutzman, 2,950; William A. Scully, books or wall maps, the ATOI de- lewd picture, "Guilty Parents." At
verse
Mid- winter board meeting of Alclares in its Feb. 3 bulletin that "The
and
the industry. Amount of cash 3,000 and Joseph H. Seidelman, 3,000.
the same time, investigations by the
lied here past weekend revealed that
In a belated report Barney Bala- American people will Insist upon district attorney's office and Chief
allocated to the OGR will depend,
the job of obtaining signed agreethe most up-to-date and efficient
things, on the neces- bah reported the ..sale of 300 shares
Justice George B. De Luca of special
ments from member theatres, to among other
Balaban facilities for the education Of their sessions revealed that there were no
performed by that of Paramount common.
duties
sary
moving
foster production, is
along
also reported, as of Oct., 1946, he children, and the 80% of the schools indications "of a fix in the case, which
and will continue for another month. agency.
Understood that Si Fabian, Ameri- was holding 2,000,00(1 conversion at present unequipped are reaching had been suggested and subsequentQuestion, of whether independent,
Theatres Assn. prexy, and Ted notes' calling for 2%% conversion out for modern educational aid."
ly scouted;
producers ,will undertake pictures to can
Unfortunately,, the ATOI observes,
board chairman, have al- notes.
In trial before Special Sessions
provide additional product for the Gamble,
Nicholas M. Schenck sold 1,000 "opportunity seekers are trying to Justice Matthew J. Troy, Jan. 8,
been approached. Fabian as
indie theatres depends upon how ready
chairman "of the all-industry com- shares of Loew's, Inc., making his cash in on the development of this Brodie's attorney, Jacob Leff, told
many exhibitors sign the deals.
effective
classroom
tool.
These
to funnel Government total 21,439. J, Robert Rubin dis
Irving Dollinger, heading the cam- mittee set up
court that the Department of
the
people have neither honest objechas frequently dealt with Toby posed of 100 shares.
paign for Allied, outlined the progLicenses had promised to restore the
Activity in Columbia Pictures in- tives nor proper talents to contribress being made by Stanley Neal, H^e, OGR topper, who took over
Miami's license if the Benmir Corp.
Merce y
out of cluded the following: Jack Cohn, ute to the field into which they are
promoter in the deal. Under it. the when
would
plead guilty to showing an
his Government-film liaison spot.
New York, sold 550 shares; 'Abe chiseling. They are an equal threat ihdecent picture. Firm, entering
(Continued on page 18)
With Republican congressmen talk- Montague gave nine shares to char- to the educator and the local busisuch a plea, was fined $500 last
ing economy, the OGR feels the im- ity; Abraham Schneider disposed of ness man, the exhibitor."
spring.
Troy, incensed by Left's
As a solution, the Hoosier trade
minent, threat of the budget-cutting 14 shares.
group proposes that "many exhibi- "revelations," called the License
SELZNICK
axe. Point made with industryites
tors, especially those in small towns Dept's handling of the case as havis that crippling of the agency would
the
"earmarks of a fix."
ing
all
and in neighborhoods, might arthrow the situation back to war days, Phyllis Blum Named
range wjth teachers for the use of
Assistant District Attorney WilWhen film biz toppers struggled with
Sporadic forays of David O. Selzr
their theatres one or two mornings liam P. Rogers, reporting on an inthe overlapping demands of many
Ill's Eastern Story
nick's Vanguard Productions against
a week. This would be a solid con- vestigation of Troy's charges, termed
Government branches.
the majors' personnel continue, with
Eastern story editor and acting tribution to their community and a Left's statement as "incorrect and
Paramount the chief target of the
talent chief have been named by great source of good will to the exwithout any foundation in fact," and
raiding tactics. latest to be snared
Charles Einfeld, Enterprise prexy, hibitor who is interested in public said that Left had made an affidavit
from Par for the growing Vanguard Settle Frisco Uoion
to represent the unit in New York. relations. Plus this, he will be in a retracting the statement he had
and Selznick Releasing OrganizaStory ed is Phyllis Blum, who moves position to advise educators and made before" Troy.
The attorney
over from the Goldwyn Productions block the entry of the opportunist noted that he did not mean to say
tion forces are Eddie Fontaine, erst"
while Washington branch manager
editorial department. She was for- who will do him harm."
San Francisco, Feb. 4.
what he did.
for Par, and Johnny Del Cambre,
Pickets have been pulled from merly also with Metro and RKO'
In following this line, ATOI offers
arose
Charges against Brodie
New Orleans salesman. Selznick's around the Uptown theatre after an play departments in the east.
aid to interested exhibitors by conwhich had
companies now include so many ex- agreement Whereby the union has
Temporarily acting as talent tacting distributors for him and when 401 feet of film,
State
Paramounters that the industry gen- agreed to accept as members colored snooper is Michel Bernheim, French supplying lists of suitable subjects. been banned by the N. Y.
to the
added
Board
of
Regents,
was
producer
regards
it
the
normal
posterally
as
usherets.
and director, who aided in
print shown at the Miami. In acThis settles difficulty which start- production of Enterprise's "Arch of
graduate course for that major's
*
said there
quitting
Brodie,
the
court
Triumph."
It is expected that an
staffers.
ed in November and kept pickets in
was reasonable doubt as to the dePrecedent was set a number of front of house till now. During that eastern studio rep will be named Charity Nets $1,173,631
fendant's guilt.
It further develyears ago when Neil AgneW, then time grosses were cut 25%. Settle- later to round out the New York
Par's sales chief, switched to the ment resulted after three-way con- production department.
Si Hollywood Appeal oped" that Brodie has withdrawn
from
exhibition. Miami is now opference
theatre
operators,
of
pickets
corresponding post at Vanguard.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
erated
firm under a new
by
another
and
union.
The
Uptown
is
part
of
outfits
then proceeded
Selznick's
Motion picture studios have sub- name, the Avenue.
Rodgers Drops Prize Trips scribed
with the capture of Milt Kusell, Golden State chain.
$1,173,631 to date in the anPar's New York district manager;
Prize trip to key cities and the nual United Appeal
drive for variWilliam Erbb, New England sales ofMetro studio at Culver City for 14 ous charities, with the
$60,000 for 'Stairway'
-campaign
Gnerson s 1st
ficial; John Howard, Detroit branch
M-G sales staffers, which had origiinto'its 10th week. Donations
Initial one-reeler to be delivered
manager; and Paul White, h.o. pubAds in Five Mags nally been scheduled for early going
have been made thus far by a total
to United Artists by John Grierson's
licity choresman.
Manny Reiner,
Universal has earmarked $60,000 March, has been cancelled under or- of 20,009 workers.
shorts outfit, "Today," will be
Latin American sales head for Selz
from William F. Rodgers,
to beat the drums for "Stairway to ders
Among the * studios, 20th-Fox new
"Wonder-iEye," a fast-motion pic
nick, and Herb Berg, h.o. flack, also Heaven," J. Arthur Rank pic, in a veepee over sales.
moved in front with 2,968 pledges showing
six weeks' growth of a
found their way to Vanguard via spot ad campaign in five top weekly
Prize had been awarded to the
for $181,230.
Metro is second with plant
in one minute, plus similar
Paramount.
magazines. U plans a big sendoff 14 division and branch managers, 3,059
subscriptions for $180,535 and
camera tricks. Second release in the
Successful raiding tactics are un- for general U. S. release of "Stair- salesmen and bookers on the basis
Paramount is third with 2,608 for series
of 26-a-year will be "Atom in
derstood to spring from two factors. way" by buying space in Life, Look, of their records for the preceding
$160,720.
Action." First one will go into disHaving trekked to Vanguard from Saturday Evening Post, Collier's year, with Rodgers hoping to have
tribution late this. month.
A g n e w naturally and Time, between March 22 and the men become acquainted with
Paramount,
JOE M0SK0WITZ WEST
problems
enough has sought to augment his April 7.
in
other
territories
"Whose Germany?"' which was
staff with his trusted seconds at
Hoavy coin into mags is in accord- through a tour of the key cities.
originally slated as the initial reHollywood, Feb. 4.
Unit,
Par. Another considerable factor is ance with selling blueprint on first With changes in general sales policy
Joseph Moskowitz arrived yester- lease, has been abandoned.
that Selznick has offered heavy coin few Rank releases, which calls for under the anti-trust decree still un- day (3) from New York for confer- meantime,- has made a'tieup with
to those he or Agnew want and, re- spending of as much as $400,000 per certain, and with pressure of busi- ences with Joseph M. Schenck and the American WeeWly for crossdoubled pay pk. "Heaven" is currently being ness in their own situations becom- Darryl F. Zanuck at 20th-Fox.
close
to
portedly,
plugging, similar to association of
checks which Par was handing its shown in New York and Los An- ing increasingly heavy, however, it
He will remain here for several RKO-Pathe's "This Is America
was decided to cancel the trip.
geles on a roadshow basis.
staffers.
days before returning east.
unit with "This Week."
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made
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for
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Exhibs Urged

Films Help

In

To Give Aid lo

OGR s Drive

Edic'l Films

For Govt. Funds

ACQUITTED OF RAP

ON INDECENT

•

for

from countries "be-

hind the Iron curtain" of Europe,
U, S. companies must (1) avoid
flooding the markets and (2) practice
1

DIVORCEMENT FBI!

'

neling official pix to theatres took
it on "the button over the weekend
when the National Allied States'
board refused to join up at an Allied
Washington, Feb. 4.
Washington, D.C., meeting, Allied's
Film distributors will make a little
nix makes probable similar action by
both the Conference of Independent more in 1947 on their rentals of pix
Exhibitors Assns. and the Pacific to the Army post theatres, on the
Coast Conference of Independent basis of new admissions rates, acTheatre Owners since these units cording to Fred K. Bund; head of
are closely tied to it.
the Army Motion Picture Service.
Without- enlistment of Allied, a
The tariff in post theatres in the
major factor among exhibs, the move U. S. will be increased from 15c to
for closer cooperation with the Gov- 20c for adults and from. 10c to 15c for
ernment Will be back where it children, effective Feb. 15. This covstarted from, other committee mem- ers -the so-called domestic operabers said. Backing this argument, it tion— all posts in continental U. S.,
was pointed out that an important Alaska, Newfoundland, Bermuda and
function of the committee was to the Azores. There will be no change
consult with Government officials overseas for the time being, where
before production of films to prevent the present 10c and 15c rates will
making of overtong or unnecessary continue for 35m films. No charge
.
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INDIE P
A Meet Vows to Wage ffwood Figlit
Until Full Recognition Is
Seattle, Feb. 4,

at

regular

its

'

Hollywood, Feb.

midwinter sessions
the week, with

'

4.

Enterprise handed Charles Boyer

agreement reached to continue the a player contract calling for two
jurisdictional fight until full recogni- pictures annually for seven years.
First chore under the new pact
tion is given IA's position. Organization of television was also dis- will be in a Lewis Milestone produccussed at length. IA prez Kichard tion* still untitled and slated to roll
Walsh told Variety that an aggres- in April.
After that, Boyer will
sive campaign was being mapped fly to France for his first visit since
but specific plans were not an- 1939, when he was released from the
nounced.
French army.
General routine appeals were on,
the agenda, Reports of vicepresidents attending showed thafe. ali
locals were in sound condition, with
fully

employed and many

MPA

recently having negotiated
contracts with satisfactory wage

increases.
Move to

<.

organize'

Labor Picture

16m and jl5m

'

:

:

Unofficial

Settle Old Claim

opinion

is

that

the

- number of workers has decreased.

oi Stock

BuyiaN.Y.for 250G
of the trustees of Fox TheaCorp.,
longtime
bankrupt,
against United Artists Theatre Circuit and Skouras Theatre Corp., has
been settled in the New York federal court for "$250,000.
With the

Claim

tres

approval of Judge John C. Knox,
the two theatre chains will pay over

Production schedules on the big lots
have been cut down, partly because
of heavy backlogs and partly because of the trimming of "B" product.

Members

of the

MPA

are Metro,

Paramount, Warners, 20th-Fox, Columbia, Goldwyn, RKO, Republic,
Hal Roach and Universal-International. These studios employ about

75% of the industry's personnel.
Non-members of the MPA, employing the other 25%, are Monogram, Eagle-Lion, PRC, Enterprise,

sum to Kenneth P. Steinrich Disney, General Service, Techniand Leopold Porrino, FTC trustees, color, Cinecolor and several others.
to wind up purchase of the class A
that

'

stock

Metropolitan Playhouses,
put through in 1934.

of

Inc., originally

Under the terms of- the '34 deal,
the two theatre circuits pacted for
the stock at an overall price of
$850,000, of which FTC's share was
fixed at $150,000, theft paid to the
company's receiver. FTC'S/oreditors
subsequently objected to the proposition and spun out the long legal
tangle until the added $250,000 was
finally* agreed upon.
Additional coin will be distributed
to FTC's creditors and stockholders
by the trustees.

UA PRODUCTION OF Til
MULLED BY BIGGIES
Deal

.

being mulled, by United
execs for production in

is

Artists

opened

yesterday

.

—

—

—

backers investing $1,500,000 or rodeo dates in Texas.
in a pic that doesn't carry the
insurance of a high-ppwered marquee draw. :'
A few years back the indies were
enabled to attract name players by
offering a shar'e of the film's income.
That's such an accepted procedure
now that It is no particular inducement. Stars get so many such offers
that they merely sort them out, and
Every producer his own Dr.
some indies necessarily get passed Gallup—at $395—is the offer being
by in the process.
made currently by the special prodOne of the principal reasons, how- ucts division .of General Electric.
ever, for scarcity of players avail- GE has devised and is selling for
able to unaffiliated producers is the $395 an "opinion meter" similar—
number of stars who own a share of but considerably simplified—to that
their oiyn units and are tied in with used by Gallup's Audience Research
a producer, director and, sometimes, Institute for determing reaction of a
writers, on a regular basis._ .Indies selected- cross-section audience to
who have no such standing- tieups each foot of a picture as it rolls by.
are the ones who are getting frozen
GE's meter is similar to Gallup's
out on star names
in that each member of the audience
Getting hurt most in the present holds in his hand a little circular
scuffle for top players are the inter- gadget on which can be indicated
mediate units, many of which release the degree of enjoyment or lack of
through United Artists; that can't it—of the film as it is thrown on the
offer the attraction of a story prop- screen. All of the- reactions from
erty made from a bestseller or the various "stations," as they are'
Broadway hit and with a production called, are electrically averaged and
budget up over $2,000,000.
indicated. On Gallup's machine, the
results are continuously recorded by
a stylus device, while on GE's meter
they show on a large clock, marked
L.A. City Council Nixes
zero to 100, and must be copied
Meddling in Walkont down.
Gallup contraption is used by a
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
flock of producers, including David
City Council refused, by a vote O. Selznick and Samuel Goldwyn,
of 11 to 3, to interfere with the to assist in editing their pix. Gallup
studio strike in Hollywood.
Civic gets a' national cross-section audifathers tossed out a resolution, in- ence together for a preview and pix
troduced by Councilman John R. are cut according to parts these
Roden, demanding that both sides guinea-pig spectators like and disin the film labor war submit to ar- like.
bitration.
About 80 persons are used by
Opponents of the resolution con- Gallup. GE gadget comes equipped
tended that the Council, is a legisla- to handle opinion of 12 people, but
tive body*and has no. right to butt additional hand recorders, can be
into industrial battles.
(Continued on page 27)
cial

more

.

to

Dave Coplan, general manager

Hollywood, Feb.

4.

of

From

Briefs

UA

Lots

the'

its

contending that the local

lost

autonomy when the international
•

faith

AFL

council calling for national
leaders to effect settlement of

jurisdictional fight.

wouldn't reveal the nathe films, but said

Hollywood, Feb.

titles of

4.

Eagle-Lion opened 12 new cutting
if the deal went through they
would be produced and distributed rooms and will have- two new pro-,
by UA. He added that British film jection rooms in operation in three
weeks,
at 'a total cost ol $150,000
business, although off from wartime
peaks by about 6%, is continuing Bobby Driscoll, moppet, inked as
.

.

.

at Republic . . . Buddy Shaw succeeded Nick Tro-'.ti as casting director in charge of extras at Republic . . . Boris Karloff inked for
a heavy role in Hunt Stromberg's

Susie" at

RKO

.

.

Famous Studios, animated car-toon
producers, signed a One-year contract with the Screen Cartoonists
'Guild in New York last week (31)
providing for a 25% hike in wages.
Pact also called for two-week vacations, severance pay of one-half day
per month of service and sick leave.
basic minimums are $125 per
week for animators, $75 for assistant
animators, $125 for scripters, $44 for
painters and $103 for cameramen.

New

SCG

is

tiations

New

currently carrying on nego-

with

Terry-tune

Rochelle, N. Y.

Studios,

It is pointed out that, despite some
criticism of other films during the
year, the percentage of pix at which
there could be any justifiable fingerpointing was negligible. For the 405
releases in 1946 of the 11 top com-

(Continued on page 29)

Changes
•

in

20th-Fox

Policy, Via Decree,

Set for Sales Tails
First postwar general sales convention of 20th*-Fox, scheduled for
Feb. 17, 18 and 19, at the Hotel Astor,
N. Y., will deal with changes in 20th's
sales policy necessitated by the antitrust decree. Meet will be attended
by about 75 men, including all homeoffice
sales
execs,
division
and
branch managers and Movietone producer Edmund Reek, Terrytoon, producer Paul Terry, and March of Time
producer Richard de Rochemont.

Tom J. Connors, veepee' over sales,
is slated to handle the new sales
policy and will also announce competitive plans for the different 20th
branches for 1947. An entire session
will tie devoted to advertising plans,
presided over by Charles Schlatter,
ad-pub chief. It's expected that all
sales' accessories on pix to be released until the end of spring will
be ready to show the sales staff by
the time the meet tees off.
Spyros Skouras, 20th prexy, will
report to the salesmen on his trip
to the Coast, where he's currently
huddling
with
production
chief
Darryl F. Zantfck and Joseph M.
Schenck, and looking over new
product.

.

.

COHEN,

.

.

.

.

MEAI

.

GROUP

.

.

.

.

,

.

"

'

New

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

With Cartooaists Guild

dustryites fear that there cannot
help but be. a bad aura attached to
the whole of Hollywood's output by
the Sodality action.

Lewis Allen
"Personal Column."
You Knew was assigned to direct "For Her to
DIETERLE
Warners reJohn G. Smith, See" at Paramount
in New York
former jockey and current racetrack sumed shooting on "The Woman in
'JENNIE'
EAST
steward, signed as technical advisor White," delayed by an accident to
Jack Elliott ProHollywood, Feb. 4.
on racing sequences in Sol Lesser's Alexis Smith
Joseph Gotten trained east yester"Show Me a Land."
Joe Her- ductions' first tunefilm, "The Dan20th Pays $250,000
nandez assigned as background an- ger Ring" resumed work after a day (3), f ol,lo wed by William
script Dieterle and art director Joseph
halt for
nouncer of racetrack scenes in three-month
changes.
McMillan Johnson today (4), as
Sherman Novel "Gallant Man" at Republic .
For
George Blair will direct "Dare- vangiiard of group* to work on
Purchase price for Richard Sher- Frank Borzage's next production at
devils of the Sky," to be produced "Portrait op Jennie" for David O.
Republic
Your
will
be
"Fall
oh
man's novel, "Not So Long Ago," acby William J. O'Sullivan at Repub- Selznick in New York. Entire film
Knees,"
based
Maron
novel
by
a
quired by 20th-Fox last week, is
Shimen Ruskin, lic. .Arnold Grant was named chair- is to be made in Gotham, with most
tha Cheevers
understood to be $250,000 the price
checked in from New York for a man of the board of Four Leaf of unit going east from Hollywood.
tag placed on "it "by the agent, HarJoseph August, the cameraman,
comic role in "Dark Passage" at Clover Pictures, new indie outfit
Darryl Zanuck has asold Ober.
which will tee off with "Las Vegas." trains out tomorrow (5): studio
Warners.
signed William Perlberg to produce
PRC inked John Sutherland to ...Mark Dennis, moppet, draws his technical adviser James Stewart
the film, with the tentative starting
produce the next yarn in the fifth role at Columbia in "Major and production manager Dewey
date set for late this year.
Jennifer
Friday;
leave
"Michael Shayne" series, a mystery Denning's Trust Estate," to be di- Starkey
Yarn is of the tribulations of a with a racetrac'i background, slated rected by Robert Gordon. .Charles Jones is expected to le^ve over the
young married couple from the 1933 to start Feb. 10. William Beaudine Winninger- will play his fourth role weekend. Producer David Hempbank holiday to 1946, with the .final will direct, with Hugh Beaumont with Deanna Durbin in "For the stead and author Peter Berneis fly
maturing of their love against the continuing in the top role ...
Love of Mary" at Universal-Inter- east Monday (10).
background of the times. It will be
Stephen Ames draws production national. .Stan Ross, nitery pera five-part Good Housekeeping se- reins on "Sacajawea," tale of the pormer, makes his film pic, "Broad
Reps Lesser in Europe
rialization, starting in May, and will Indian maid "who guided the Lewis way Baby," produced by Sam Katz
David Griffith, former rep of In•be published as a book by Little and Clark pioneering expedition in man for Columbia. .Fortunio BonaBrown next fall.
Pacific
Outdoor nova gets the star male part in the ternational Pictures in London, has
the
Northwest.
scenes will -be filmed in Oregon, in Spanish version of "Blue Angel," to been named to represent Sol Lesser
Technicolor.
Genevieve Haugen be made by Pan American in Mexico Productions in England and on the
3 INDIES INCOEP.
He was appointed by
Nosseck, author of the yarn, is do- City, with Maria Felix as femme Continent.
Hollywood, Feb; 4.
'
Lou Hyman, Lesser distrib chief,
topper.
ing the screenplay.
Three new indie production comNext for Roy Rogers- at Republic who returned to New York from
Metro will satirize the whodunits
panies filed incorporation papers in "The Cuckoo Murder Case," a will be "Springtime in the Sierras," London Monday (3).
here in county clerk's offices.
Griffith was at one time head of
short subject to be produced by Fred slated to start Feb. 10, with William
Outfits are Heritage Films, San- Quimby and directed by Tex Avery Witney directing and J. Edward First National Pictures in England.
tanna Pictures Co. and Ensign ProChester Conklir. draws a comic White as producer. Dale Evans will He'll headquarter for Lesser in London, covering Europe out of there..
ductions.
role in "Jesse James Rides Again" be femme lead.
Eddie Cantor's son in "If

.

Famniis

be aimed

.

.•

CSU

to

at the moment, at least— at only two
pictures:
Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw" and David O. Selznick's
"Duel in the Sun." Despite assurances of Archbishop John J. Cantwell of Los Angeles that 'he would
not seek a boycott of all films, in-

-

possibility.

Withdrawal from Conference of excellent,
Coplan will remain
Studio Unions of Local 40, International
Brotherhood of Electrical for four weeks.
Workers, has been accepted, with
took over local last week.
Screen Actors Guild membership
held second vote of confidence, Supporting action of board of directors
in current strike. Members had been
asked to vote in secret ballot referendum on three questions dealing
with SAG policy and plan of inter-

move which appears

—

that

LOCAL'S RESIGNATION

disturbing is the adverse reaction to the entire industry brought about by the Catholic

.

UA for Great Britain. Coplan arrived Monday (3) 'on- the Queen
Elizabeth for huddles with
distribution veepee Grad Sears on the
Coplan

Primarily

-

England of three pictures, according

ture or

ACCEPTS IBEW

CStt

4.

Move by Los Angeles Catholics to
boycott films for a month as a protest against "immoral pictures" was
viewed yesterday (Tuesday) with
extreme gravity by industry execs
on both coasts. Aside from the im-

Gene Autry Productions officially
offices on the Columbia lot mediate economic effect on films
(3), and Armand Schaefer which could be considerable with
Difficulty is that rising production immediately bought "The Bar B
the boycott threatening to extend to
costs have made the producers chary
Stallion" for their indie unit's first 6,000,000 Sodality members throughof going ahead with films that don't production.
out the country picture execs are
have proven b.o. names. They can't
Shooting is expected to start May greatly concerned over the implicasee nor can their banks and finan1, with Autry due here Feb. 11 after
tions in the strong Catholic action.

Number

Dr.€aUupf«r$S9S

"
'

commercial workers in Washington
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
and Oregon as members of the IA
was launched. As part of the proNew survey of Hollywood^; 10
gram, members are to be. trained in major studios is being conducted by
photography suitable for television
the Motion Picture Assn. to ascerbroadcasts, which Robert Priebe,
manager of KRSC, recently an- tain the number of workers on the
lots and to get a clearer view of the
nounced may begin next week.*. '
Walsh left Saturday XI) for Holly- overall labor situation. Most recent
wood. General secretary-treasurer survey, nine months ago, showed
William P. Raoul and nine vice- 21,000 employes, but conditions have
prexies attended sessions, with a changed considerably during that
period.
banquet given today (4).

Fox Theatres Trustees

Hollywood, Feb.

up name players for their pix.
of them have been forced to
delay production on that account.

lining

You Too Can Be A

Surveys

locals

new

Autry Opens Offices

•

'

members

:.;

Psx His Industry Plenty Worried

DELAYS FILM
Independent producers without .direct studio affiliations" have been
running into trouble recently in

Buyer Saks Eat Pact

throughout

held

Aclnewd

4

The Hollywood labor situation was
reviewed by the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees

dlitiie Drive Against Immoral'

LACK IF STARS

.

.

-

.

.
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mi

Word-of -mouth

newspaper

roves,, enthusiastic

editorials, radio tributes

top -audience enjoyment are
for

WONDERFUL

LIFE

. . .

week Chicago and
Kansas
St,.

City, Los

Paul; 4th

7th

A
New

(2 houses)

Detroit,

York; 6th

week
and

San Francisco,

and Milwaukee!

ALL early engagements PROVE that

here
.

in

Minneapolis; 5th

Angeles

week

week

Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse
.

zooming grosses

long runs everywhere on "IT'S
11

and

is

THE BIG

SHOW FOR EXTENDED

PLAYING TIME!
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FRANK CAPRA
Released by

Additional

Radio

Pictures, tne,

FRANCES GOODRICH, ALBERT HACKETT, FRANK CAPRA
Scenes by JO SWIRLING • From « story by PHILIP VAN DOREN STERN

Screen Play by

AMERICAN BROTHERHOOD WEEK FEBRUARY 16-23

RKO

.

Wednesday, February

FILM REVIEWS

12

Up—The

The Late George Apley Smash
iiOtta-Fox

release
Stars

o£

Fred Kohlmar pro-

Ronald Colman;
Vanessa Brown. Richard Haydn, Charles
Russell, Richard Ney. lfidna Best, M-lldred
Natwiok, Percy Waram. Nydlu. Weslman
*nd Peggy Cummins. Directed by Joseph
Soreenplny, Philip Dunne,
h. Monkiewiez.
liora Broadway pljfy by John P. Marouand
anil George S. Kaufman, based on Puiituer
prize novel by Marquand; camera, Joseph

duction.

feature*

I4t Shelle; editor, James B. Clark:
Cyril J. Mochriilge; music director.

music.
Alfred

Newman;

special photographic effects, Fred
Tradeshown; in N, Y.. Jan. SO. '47.
time, »» MISS.
... .Ronald Colman
George Apley
..... Peggy Cummins
Eleanor Apley
....
.Vanessa Brown
Richard Haydn
Horatio Willing

Sersen.

(SONGS)
•Universal-International release of Walter

Wanger production. Stars Susan Hayward,
I.ce Bowman; features Marsha Hunt, Kddle
Carl Ksmond. Directed by Stuart
Screenplay. John Howard Lawson.
llelsler.
on storv bv Dorothy Parker. Frank
1)0 sed
I'aveU; camera,' Stanley Corfess; editor,
Milton Cnrruth; songs. Jimmy McHugh and
Albert,

Harold Adamson: Jack Brooks and Edgar
Amfltheatrof.
Daniele
music.
in N. 1'.. Feb. 1 '40. Running

Fairchild:

Tradeshown

MS SUNS.

'

Running

.

.

,

.

.

Howard

.... .Charles Russell
........Richard Ney
.......... 13dna Best
....Mildred Natwlok
Amelia Newebmbe.
...... .Percy Waram
Roger Xewcoinbe
..Nydta Westman
Jane Willing......
vv'ilKon
Francis Plot-lot
...Kathleen Howard
Margaret. .......
......... Paul Harvey
Julian Pole. ..
..
...
..Helen Freeman
Lydia,
Theresa Lyon
Chestnut Vendor.,...
...William Morah
Henry Apley
.Clifford Brooki
Charles
David Bond
Manager of Modiste Shop
01 tola Nesmlth
Mndame. of Modiste Shop
.... .J. Pat Moriarity
Policeman

Boulder....
Apley, ... ..
Catherine Apley,..

3ohn

.

.

.

.

.

'.

,

.

.

.

.

time.

...Susan Hayward
;Lee Bowman

Angle

Ken Cartway

.

.

Martha Gray

.

.

.

.

.

ISlliolt,.,..

Mike Dawson.

.

Miss Kirk
lfldwartls.

.

.

Marsha Hunt

.

Steve.
. , ......
Dr. T.oi-enK.
.

Mr.

. . . . ,

.

......

Angelica........
Mr. Gordon

Emcee. .........
VVnir

....... Bdde
. .Curl
.
.

,

.

.

Albert

Esmond

...Carleton
..Charles D.

,

Young
Brown

Janet Murdoch
...Torn Cbatterton
.... .Sharyn Payne
,. .Robert Shayne
,
,»;,. ..tarry Blake
Meeker
., .George
..Ervlllo Alderson
,

Miniature Reviews
"The

....

..

.

stage

Story of a
(Songs) (U-I), Susajj
Hayward as a dipso in lush Walter Wanger production; good b.o.
"Easy Come, Easy Go" (Par)
Mild Irish comedy best suited
for smaller family houses.
"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Dull
melodrama with name of Ann
Sheridan to help at boxoffice.
.

O'clock"
"Johnny
with
Smart whodunit,

.

all situations. Marquee lure
play, now emerges as humorous sa- biz in
"Apley" as a isn't too bright but exhibs will captire for the screen.
word-of- mouth,
film, perhaos, has not the bite of italize from good
the play and book, but it has enough especially from the distaffers.
Just as Ray Milland achieved his
to satisfy the boxoffice.
prominence because of
greatest
Marquand's yarn, which he and Weekend," Susan Hayward gets her
George S. Kaufman adapted for biggest break to date in this one.
Broadway a couple of seasons ago, Under the competent direction of
is basically the same as the book and
Heisler, Miss Hayward hanAnd it's something of which* Stuart
play.
dles a difficult thesping job with ease
Boston may well be conscious. For
assurance, faltering only where
Marquand lampoons Boston ians, cir- and
the story bogs down. Pixie quality
1

(Col).

Dick
at

the

b.o.

^.XF

1
refers to a ra re coin
Rosemary DeCamp, as Smith's wife,
?
and others in the cast do their best which Marlowe is assigned to track

down

after it's been lifted from tho
collection of a rich old matron.

with limited material.

Camera

Wong Howe

James

of

While

cm its trail, the dick stumbles across
takes advantage of physical producappurtenances furnished by the full quota of corpses of various
tion
gentry who were also interested in
Brofl,William Jacobs.
the numismatic sport, and is led into
various bang-up encounters with a
9

Johnny 0 €Iock

blackmailing gang.
Merged with the main plot line is
the neurotic plight of "Miss Guild

Columbia release o£ Edward G: Nenlle
production
(Milton Holmes,
assoc.
producer).
Stars Dick Powell, Evelyn Keyed;
features I-.ee ,T, Cobb. Ellen Drew, Nina

who is bonded to the old matron out
Foch. Drected by Robert Rossen. Screen- of fear of being implicated in the
play,
Rossen. from original by Milton murder of the latter's husband. MarHolmes', camera, Burnett Guffey; editors, lowe clears up the tangle
by finding
Warren Dow. Al Clark,
Previewed in a newsreel shot
which accidentally
M. Y. Jan. 30. 'il,
Running time. 05
recorded the murder incident. In the
complicated skein of events, not
Johnny O'clock,..,',.,,
Dick Powell much logic is evident, with
the pic
Nancy Hobson. ........ . .Evelyn Keyes
relying almost exclusively upon a
Inspector Koch. .......
Deb J. < tobb
Nelle Marohettis.
...
Ellen Drew sadistic impulse to carry it alons»
.

"the

Brasher
Mediocre

(20th).

,

1947

1

.

novel.

.

should register

Powell,

an" delineates the disintegration of
a woman's character because of
liquor and, as such, will undoubtedly,
be compared to "Lost Weekend."
While
it's not the classic that "WeekJohn P. Marquand's story of Bosof a weaker
ton manners and high morals, which end" was. mostly because
achieved a considerable success as a story, it's still a 'highly-interesting
novel and later as a Broadway stage and capable job that should do good
.

hit.

"Smash-Up— the

based

of a

Apley"

Woman"

,

'Smash-up— The Story

George

'

Wom-

.

Late

(20th). Ronald Colman starred
in boxoffice-puller, adaptation of

.

Fawner.

. . .

5,

do as a medico friend ol Smith s. Fritz Kortner and Florence Bates are
Robert Alda's role is equally short. adequate in stock roles.

to

Story of
a Woman..-.

on

Raymond

Doubloon".,
whodunit
Chandler

Wide).
romantic comedy is okay entertainment; should do well.
House."
"The
Red
(UA).
Leisurely' - paced, psychological
thriller with Edward G. Robinson. Fair b.o. draw.
"It Happened on 5th Avemie"
(Songs)

(Allied Artists).

edy-drama

launches

Charlie" ..........

Chuck Blayden.

in Rome" (World
Bi-lingual, Italian-made

"A Yank

Comupper-

Monogram co.; good' b.o.
What a Girl" (musical)
All-Negro
tunepic
(Herald),
for houses catering to

bracket
"Boy!

. . . .

. ,

Harriet Hohson
Guide Marchettls,,,....
.

.'.

. .

.......Nina Foch

. . .

. . .

.

.

,

Slatternly Woman.,,....
Hole] Clerk..-. .........

Turk
Punchy

,•

,

.

This
tention

.

is

,

.

,

.

Production dress makes the most
Thomas Gomez of a modest budget. John
Brahm's
John KeiloKR
Jim Banntm direction is straightforward and the
Mabel Paige photography is good. Close editing
.Phil Brown keeps the film from lagging but
one
...Jeff Chandler
fight
sequence unreels in bumpy
Kit Guard
.

...
.

.........

.

..

.

fashion.

a smart whodunit, with atto scripting,
casting and

Her?H.

A Yank

in

Rome

(ITALIAN-MADE)
above ..the
World Wide Film release of Lux Film
average.
Pic has action and susproduction.
Features Valentino. Cortese
pense, and certain quick touches of Leo Dale.
Directed by
Lulgi Zamna.
humor to add flavor. Ace perform- Screenplay. Aldo De Benedettl
and Zampa
ances by Dick Powell, as a gambling based on story by Glntt Castrlgnano. At
Y " 3an 81
funning time.
house overseer, and Lee J, Cobb, as 110
fSS'SixS
MINW.
a police inspector, also up the rat- Maria.
.Valentino Corlese
ing.
Film will do biz.
Plek.
Leo Dale
Torn
Adolpho Cell
Although the
plot
follows
a Roberto. ............. .. .Andrea
camera-work

lifting

'

.

it

-

.

-

,

Cheoohlo
familiar pattern, the characteriza- Lor Augusto..'.
Paolo Stoppa
tions are fresh and the performances Blena;
..Bill Parvo
good enough to overbalance. Dialog
(in English and Italian; English
is terse and topical,
avoiding the
Titles')
ca 1912, with a bite and relish that and her beauteous looks enhance avenue Irishman who has to bet the sentimental, phony touch,
Unusual
Italian film industry's
leaves them hanging on the ropes.
first
bicharacterization of the ponies. He is always looking for the camera angles come along now and
greatly
lingual picture is a compelling comBeacon street could never have been gal whoher
becomes a dipso to over- pot of gold at the payoff window. then to heighten interest and mo- edy romance
deftly woven around
like this!
Strong
,
come an inferiority complex.
His multitude of creditors, continual mentarily arrest the eye.
teamplay by Robert Rossen, doubling two GIs who have a week's furlough
"Apley" deals With a Beacon street
Any
drawbacks
to "Smash-Up" can borrowing of $2 bets and interference
in
Rome.
Despite
a scanty plot,
family of that name, whose paternal be traced to John Howard Lawson's in his daughter's romance carry the as director-scripter, a n d Milton
Holmes, original writer and associate earnest efforts of one Italian-speakelder is more concerned with being
light plot along.
producer, also aids in making this a ing soldier to win the affection of a
Blue Hill Bird screenplay, based on an original story
the
elected to
by Dorothy Parker and Frank CaFrancis Edward Faragoh, John Mc- smooth production.
Surprise, per- shy schoolteacher in the Italian capWatchers' directorate, or fighting
vett. Tale has Miss Hayward as a Nulty and Ann Froelick scripted,
haps, is Cobb's excellent job as a ital has the makings of first-rate ensuccessful nitery chanteuse who gives basing the screenplay of sketches by tough, realistic
cop, in ari unusual tertainment. With 20 minutes judicup her career to marry a struggling McNulty, Since racial caricatures are portrait to point up the actor's iously scissored out of its 110 minyoung singer. His break Anally comes, currently meeting with group dis- versatility.
utes' running time.
"A Yank in
9
Between the stage and screen
and his popularity sprouts a la Si- pleasure there might be some minor
Plot concerns Powell's operation Rome" should do well in arty houses
versions of "The Late George
natra but, in his effort to give his squawks on "Easy Come, Easy Gb,"
as well as in theatres located in
Apley" a paradox has presented
wife everything she wants, he takes but the general effect is so mild that as a junior partner in S. Thomas Italian-speaking situations. SatisfacGomez's gambling joint, and his alitself.
away all her feeling of Usefulness to no offense should be taken.
tory
English
clarify
titles
the Italian
lure for the ladies, especially Ellen
In the stage play the character
him and their child. Already mildly
Fitzgerald is good in his role. Drew, the boss's wife.
cop tries portion of the dialog.
George Apley dies; with the
addicted to drink because of stage-, Diana
Lynn,
his
long-suffering to cut into the gambling racket
Eager to aid in reconstructing her
and
epilog cueing the play's title. In
fright, she begins seeking constant
daughter, has some good moments. is murdered.
war-ravished town,
schoolteacher
The
hatcheck
girl,
the- picture adaptation his death
until
a
good
refuge in the stuff
she's
Sonny Tufts is a returned Seabee sweet on the cop,- is also killed. When Maria (Valentina Cortese) is en route
never occurs. What about that
case for the alcoholic ward. Hey mis- who dares love
the daughter of Marto Rome on a mission to bring back
title?
understanding husband finally sues tin L. Donovan. Dick Foran, Frank the checker's dancer sister (Evelyn ne'er-do-well Roberto (Andrea
ChecKeyes) comes to find out what hapfor divorce., Nearrtragedy snaps her McHugh, Allen Jenkins,
John Litel,
chi) to his father. If she's successful,
out of the dipso stages and the two Arthur Shields, Frank Faylen and pened to the girl, she steps into a
the erection of a giant Grape-Nuts
round of mystery centering about his father will Fpay for the restoraare reconciled.
others have little to do,
electric sign on the Common, than
Powell. More shootings and killings tion of the town s school and church.
Role of the husband, played by
anything of a more radical nature.
Dick
GIs
and
(Leo
Dale
and
Daniel
Fapp's
lensing
L.
measures
enliven
the
preceedings, as well as a
Lee Bowman, is overdrawli, since it's
In short, nothing ever really happens
Adolpho Celi) introduce themselves,
difficult to believe he could see his up, and other credits' are workman- romance between Powell and Miss
to the Apleys.
Brog.
,;.''
Keyes, before copper Cobb unwinds and the former falls heavily for
wife sink so low and not try to dis- like jobs,
Maria's petite, blonde charms..
George Apley. does the same things cover why. And several of the other
the tangle.
An elusive femme, Maria escapes
his father did before him, and his characters are not too sharply defined.
Brief bits are etched in as careseveral times in the city but Dick is
lather's father before him. And all Cast, though overshadowed for the
fully as large parts, as for instance
staunch Harvard men. The family's most part- by Miss Hayward, does
(SONGS)
the performance of Mabel Paige as a persistent suitor. Script cleverly
merges a sightseeing 'tour of Rome
horrors are Yale, Worcester arid well. Bowman is miscast as the hus
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
a nosy slattern in the hatchecker
with Dick's quest of Mafia, and offers
some foreign place called New York band but gets as much as he can Warners release of William Jacobs pro- murder scene. Camera
angles of a
duction, Stars Ann Sheridan. Kent Smith,
'
City.
from the role. Eddie Albert is excel- Bruce Bennett; featutes Robert Alda, Rose- group of gamblers, taken from a carriage driver Lor Augusto (Paolo
The Apleys have a son and lent as the understanding friend, and mary 'DeCamp, John Rldgely, Robert Ar- balcony, or the legs of a couple Stoppa) some amusing lines: One
daughter, and the yarn's conflict Marsha Hunt, as the other woman, thur, Wanda Hendrix. Directed by Vincent walking and discussing the mystery, striking scene brings Dick. and Maria
to St. Peter's, where the Pope himarises when the boy is discovered to handles an unsympathetic part nicely. Sherman. Screenplay. N. Richard Nash; stand out. Powell has a
from story by Paul Webster and Jack Sohappy asbe secretly wooing a girl- from, of all Carl Esmond does okay as the bell; camera. James- Won*? Howe: editor. signment as a wise-guy gambler and self is seen in the footage. Particplaces, Worcester. As if it isn't bad medico.
Owen Marks; songs. Jack Seholl, Eddie fills it neatly. Gomez, as his bull- ularly poignant part is in the final
Cherkose, M. K. Jerome; music. Franz
enough that the daughter, goes for a
Film introes three new songs by Waxman.
headed superior, does a smooth job. reel, where Maria writes on the
Tradeshown
in
Dos
Angeles,
Feb.
Yale instructor, it seems he's also Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adam- 8. '47. Running time. 110 JMINS.
Miss Keyes is attractive and appeal- blackboard before her moppet class
York. However, since the son,' two of which are already known Nora Prentiss...'....
Irom
Ann Sheridan ing as Powell's sudden-found love, a quotation of Gen. Mark Clark,
where he stated: "All we want of
Old Eli lad quotes freely from Emer- through records and radio. Duo. Dr. Richard Talbot.
Kent Smith and Miss Drew sufficiently
snaky Italy is
.Bruce Bennett
son—George Apley's favorite---that "Life Can Be Beautiful" and "Hush- Dr. Joel Merriam...
Nina Foch, as dead." a piece of land to bury our
Dinnrdo
Robert Alda as the faithless -wife.
partially vindicates him, and ulti- a-Bye Island/' are in the "Hit Parade" Phil
Lucy
Talbot.
..Rosemary
DeCamp the hatchecker, and John Kellogg,
Acting is generally good and is
mately helps pave the way for the league. Third, "I Miss That Feeling " Walter Bailey...... ........John Rldgely a bodyguard-valet, handle supportcapped by the wistful, moving peryoung lovers. The son is less fortun- is equally good but is underplayed. Gregory Talbot.....
.Robert Arthur ing roles
well.
Production has the
.,
......Wanda Hendrix
formance of Miss Cortese, while Dale
ate; he has to wed a girl of his own There are also two cowboy songs by Bonita Talbot
Bron,
Miss Judson...
.Helen Brown right swank note.
the Jack Brooks arid Edgar Fairchild.
emphasizing
registers as her pursuer. His comclass,
thereby
Fleming
Rory Mallinson
too,
go
on
birdhe,
will
panion,
thought that
Adolpho Celi, typifies a GI
Production mountings /are up to Police Lieutenant.
.Harry Shannon
James Flavin
on the loose with little on his mind
watching and, probably > eating POst- Wanger's usual lush standards. Stan- District Attorney....
Douglas Kennedy
aith-^ox release 'of Robert. Bassler pro- besides women and liquor. Cell's use
Toasties because of that Grape-Nuts ley «6rtez' camera work is outstand- Doctor. ....
Truck Driver
.Don MeGuire duction. Stars George Montgomery. Nancy
ing and the incidental music by Policeman
.Clifton" Young Guild; features Conrad Janls. Ro.v Roberts. of an Italian-English conversational
Nurse
Adele St, Maur Fritz Kortner, FJorence Bates. Directed by dictionary will be familiar to ex* Ronald
Colman is playing the Daniele Amfitheatrof excellent,
John Brahm.
Stal.
Screenplay, Dorothy Han- GIs who have had the misfortune to
Apley elder, the part created for the
o
"Nora Prentiss" is an overlong nah; adaptation. Jjeonard Praskine, from be in a country where they were untheatre by ted G. Carroll." Cohnan
Chandler novel; camera, Dloyd
melodrama that will have to depend Raymond
is handling the role with less sharpAhem; editor, Harry Reynolds. Trade- able to understand the language. Rest
considerably on Ann Sheridan's draw
Y "' Veh 8 i7 RunnlnK t,me of cast is adequate. Luigi Zampa's
ness than Carroll, whose characterHollywood, Jan. 30.
wTlINS
value.
It's
a
story
romance
beof
direction is forthright while film's
ization produced a dryness that gave
Paramount release .of Kenneth Macgowan
Marlowe.
George Montgomery production values are enhanced by
the caricature a particularly high production. Stars Barry Fitzgerald, Diana tween a married man and a girl, Merle Davis
.Nancy Guild
Sonny Tutts; features Dick Foran. which offers femrne itppeal angle as Leslie
comedy content. Peggy Cummins, in Dynnr
Murdock.
Conrad Jonia fine shots of St. Peter's and other
Frank McHugh, Allen Jenkins, John DItel,
Roy Roberts Roman landmarks.
her first American film part, plays Arthur Shields, Frank Faylen, Directed by some boxoffice aid, But it's never Lt. Breeze......
believable.
Miss
Fritz Kortner
Sheridan Vannlcr
piquant John Farrow. Screenplay. Frauds Edwards quite
4he daughter excellently.
Mrs. Murdock
..
.Florence Bates
,
blonde looker with an elf- like figure. Faragoh, John McNulty and Anne Froeb- makes much of her role but the per- Blair
¥f»e
Marvin Miller
ilck, based on sketches by McNulty; camsonal achievement isn't enough to Morningstar
Miss Cummins performs with con- era,
.Hotmeloy Stevenson
T'nlled Artists release of So! Lesser proDaniel L. Fapp;' process photography.
and
authority. Farclot, JSdOiiart; music. Roy Webb: edi- balance general shortcomings. Pro- Rgt. Spangler. ..
Bob Adler duction. Stars Kdward G. Robinson. Lon
siderable , vigor
Anson...
Jack Conrad McCallister; features Judith Anderson. Rory
Richard Ney is the son, conveying tor,. Thomas Scott. Tradeshown In Dos An- duction has unsympathetic slant for George
Kddle Prue,
....... .Alfred JjinSer Calhoun, Allone Roberts. Julie London, Ona.
'41. Running time.
geles.
MINrt.
Jan.
.11,
•leads
and
lack
a
of
smoothness. Manager, ....
the stodginess into which, as the Martin D. Donovan.
.......Jack Overman Munson. Harry Shannon. Directed hv 1*1-Barry Fitzgerald Background is San Francisco
and Mike,
picture unfolds, he's being relegated. Connie Donovan
Jack Stoney mer Daves,
Screenplay by Daves, from
Diana Dynn
........... Roy Splker novel by George Agnew Chamberlain: camSonny Tufts New York, with authentic footage Figaro.
Lesser performances are all satis- Kevin .O'Connor.
Coroner. ...
........ .Paul Ma-xey era, Bert Glehnoh; editor. Merrill White;
Dale Whipple..
.Dick Foran of both sites a physical aide.
factory, namely those of Edna Best, Carey. .......
music, Dr. Miklos Rozsa.
Tradeshown in
...Frank McHiiBli
Yarn
concerns
stuffy,
middle-atted
the mother; Richard Haydn. Vanessa Nick.....
.....Alien Jenkins
Fourth and last of, the Raymond N. Y., J (ln 31. '47. Running time. 100
MINS.
John" f.llei doctor who falls in love with a night- Chandler novels to be
Brown, Charles Russell, Mildred Nat- Tom Clancy
picturized, Pete Morgan
.Edward G. Robinson
Mike Donovan......
....Arthur Shields club singer. To follow his love to
wick, and Percy Waram.
Lon McCallister
Boss
.....Frank Faylen New York, the doctor fakes death, "The Brasher Doubloon" is a who- Nath
..Judith Anderrt*
dunit based on the escapades of that Kllen
..laiiles Burke
Joseph L. Mankiewicz has directed Harry Weston.
.
Allene Roberts
.George Cleveland destroying the body of a patient who indestructible
private investigator, Meg
lor pace; the Fred Kohlmar produc- Gitligan
London
Tlbhy
...Julie
Angela Orange. ....
Tda Moore. had died in his office and assuming Philip Marlowe.
Like its predeces- Teller.
tion accoutrements are all high- Priest
Rory Calhoun
...Bhvs Williams latter's identity. This fact traps him
sors, this pic is loaded with enough Mrs. Storm.,..,
both sharply emphasizing Bookie. ............
......... .Ona Munson
grade,
Oscar H&dolph later when
he's arrested fW killing cadavers,
Harry Shannon
tough muggs and mayhem Dr. Byrne......
what occasionally verges on the
Space
himself,
is convicted and sent to the
Officer
Arthur
to sustain a modicum of excitement.
There's not too much reason for
burlesque. Yale men, no doubt.
Don Brent. .....
Walter Saride
Kahn.
"Easy Come, Easy Go." As a conse- death house without revealing true But it's burdened by colorless scriptidentity.
While plot is supposedly ing that has
quence, it's not always amusing and
melted Chandler's tight
"The Red House" is an interesting
based on actual insurance case his- style into
will have to depend upon cast names
watery
prose
and a thesp- psychological thriller, with its mood
tory, script is full of holes that make
ing job in the central role that never satisfactorily
to get by. Best reception will be resustained throughout
See'
corded in smaller firstruns and from for featherweight motivation.
Wallis
attains credibility. Pic will be han- the pic. Film, however, has too slow
Picture needs considerable editing dicapped at the b.o., moreover,
family trade.
by a pace, so that the paucity of incident
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
reduce overlong footage and the obscurity of the title.
It's an Irish caricature of a son of to
and
action
stands
out sharply. Deas
the
May
1
picked
Hal Wallis
the auld sod who lives for the horses. sharpen draggy pace. Particularly in
George Montgomery suffers badly spite good performances by Edward
starting date of "For Her to See," to Barry Fitzgerald's authentic Irish is " eed °f scissoring are repetitious
by comparison with the other cel- G. Robinson, Judith Anderson, Allene
be produced for Paramount at the a natural for the role, but most of scenes showing the doctor's gradual luloid Marlowes. Uneasy in his lines, Roberts, Lon McCallister and others,
moral
breakdown,
London.
which
near
slow
the other players are padded in and
reel- Montgomery is slightly
Denham studios,
wooden where modest returns are indicated.
age to a walk.
Lewis Allen, director, leaves for mean little to the overall effect.
he should have been steely; for the
Film has a simple, rustic quality
Kenneth Macgowan produced on
Miss Sheridan is the singer, and gumshoe's dry wit and self-confi- in scripting, setting and characterEngland March 15, With Wallis and
an apparently modest
Joseph Hazen following two weeks John' Farrow directed. budget, and has two tunes to warble, "Would dence, he substitutes cutehess and a ization. Sound effects are good, such
As
far as story You Like a Souvenir" and "Who boyish swagger. As the femme
"Be
of
lead, incidents as the terror of a young
Meanwhile, filming
later.
values go. the team did an expert Cares What People Say." Latter is Nancy Guild registers
man
lost in. mysterious woods being
effectively
to
as
originally
slated
Love,"
Still,
job. There are laughs, the running best. Smith is okay dramatically in the distraught maid
Music, too. is
in distress de- built up admirably.
start this month, has been pushed time is reasonable, and plot mildly a part that doesn't hold much water. spite
her overwritten part. Rest of worthy of comment, as an important
interesting.
Fitzgerald is a Third Bruce Bennett, co-starred, has little the cast, headed
back to early autumn.
by Conrad Janis,
(Continued on page 20)
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The National Conference

of Christians and Jews

YOU ARE AN EXHIBITOR

is

an organization devoted to good will among men.
Or, what the charter of the United Nations defines as "Universal respect for an observance of
human rights and fundamental freedoms for all,
without distinction as to race, language or religion." <l American Brotherhood Week will be
observed February 16-23, 1947.

. .

come the most important
of your community— merchants, professional

Into your theatre regularly
figures

people, ordinary citizens. <l All you are asked to

do

is

to obtain 10 pledges

-BUT YOU CAN GO

FURTHER. H Through

your many public-spirited
your community has come to

activities in the past,

look to you for leadership. <t

Your friends,

ances and business connections

Joining together in this fight against prejudice will be:

acquaint-

respond to your
work with you in

will

leadership in this drive— and will

RADIO
THE PRESS
NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

obtaining additional pledges beyond the

and die

the mail, together with additional information about

MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY!

the drive. ®l

NOTE

i

You win

newsreels issued the

AH you are

vital part

receive these pledges through

A special short news featurette, produced by David O. Selznick and featuring stars
America knows and loves will be included in all

You are the Motion Picture Industry!
You are the

minimum

of 10 you are asked for!

week

of the drive!

of this drive!

asked to do

is

to obtain a

minimum

people to sign a pledge card and mail

it

in

of 10

with a

contribution of at least s 1.00

0#*

• • • •

AMERICAN BROTHERHOOD
•

0*

HARRY

S.

pledge allegiance

I

pledge myself

In
I

JOHN

TRUMAN, Hon. Chairman

I

good heart

I

to the ideal of

keep America

to

my country— fair

play for

G. WINANT, Choirmon

all.

free. from the disease of hate.

pledge unto my fellow -Americans

all

of the rights

And

to win support for these principles,

NAME

•.

I

join the

dignities

American Brotherhood.

To become a member

I

give $

•.«<«

THEATRE

STATS

CITY

SPYROS P. SKOURAS, National Chairman
JACK KIRSCH, FRED WFHRENBF.RG,
TED GAMBLE, National Co-Chairmen

and

desire for myself.

(TAX DEDUCTIBLE

?

*
Wc&teetlay, Fdbrawcy 5, 1947
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firs,

No
Company
Has
Such
Sensational
Boxoffice
Kits

Mow

Raying
Arc!

Oh

The Way As

CENTURY-FOX

THE KAZOE'S EDGE"- "13
IN COSTA RICA"

RUE MADELEINE" • "THE SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM" In Technicolor • "CARNIVAL
• "THE LATE GEORGE APLEY" • "THE/ HOMESTRETCH" In Technicolor

In Technicolor.

—

•

AMERICAN BROTHERHOOD WEEK FEBRUARY

.

16-23

a

Wednesday, February

5,

PICTURE GROSSES

1947

Heavy Grasses Mock Chi
'Pilgrim,'

'Deception' 146,

"

Weather;'.

Monti

Montreal, Feb. 4.
"Notorious," at Loew's, and "Black

B'way

Beauty."' at Imperial, only h.o.s. "Deception," new Palace flicker, looks

Stage 60G; People/ Lynn 50G

Slip

Showing; 'Yearling'

Socko

Paces Field at

$144;

good.

Chicago, Feb.

Heavy grossing pix seem

own

to

bucking some of
worst weather yet,
the season's
which sprang up suddenly during
the middle of the week. Contrary to
windy,
snowy
the
expectations,
blasts took almost no toll at steady
held their

in

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
This Week
.$768,069
(Based on 18 theatres)
Last Year
$720,500
(Bosed on 16 theatres)

b.o.'s.

Chicago brought in "Two Smart

"Man

replacing

People."

Love"

I

but keeps Diana
Lynn on stage for second frame.
This one is only looking for $50,000.
Three other houses changed the

for single week's stay.

Imperial (CT) (850; 30-50 )— "Black

marquees last week. Oriental upped
with "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" plus
Clyde McCoy orch on stage for an
while Palace's
team of "San Quentin" and "Genius
at Work" should run at $20,000 for
initial stanza.

Two

St Loo

Ik Dull

—

change much here, stout
week, handsome $25,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)
"Two Smart People" (M-G) plus
Diana Lynn heading stage revue.
Opened Friday (31) for good $50,000.
Last week, "Man I Lov> " (WB) and
same stage bill, about same.
Garrlck B&K) (900; 65-95)— "The
Verdict" (WB) (2nd Wk). Dropped
doesn't

$22,000. La.:t

—

to fair $15,000 after last week's fat
$28,000 for nine days.
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 65-95)
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (6th wk).
Even with the ad policy change, soso $15,000. Just about matches last

—

St.

Louis, Feb. 4.
grosses at

The temperature and

the big houses dropped simultaneously and "Magnificent Doll" paired
with "Wife Wanted" will cop the
best take.
"Secret Heart," one of

two

h.o., is in

second place.

lobi

"Henry

V"

is grabbing neat matinee biz from
school children.
Estimate for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—"Magnificent Doll" (U) and "Wife

Wanted" (Mono),
"Suspicion"

$18,000.

.Oriental

(Essar.ess)

—

(3,400;

65-95)

"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th)
with Clyde McCoy stage layout,
opened Thursday (30) for sparky
$60,000. Last week, "Strange Woman" (UA) and Milt Herth Trio in
person (3d wk), fairish $42,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "San
Quentin" (RKO) teamed with "Ge-

Madeleine" (20th ) and "Dick Tracy
Vs. Cueball" (RKO). Holding over
with $M,000 after swell $25,000 first

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
"The Secret Heart" (M-G).' H.o.
Will tack on $17,000 after sock $27,-

Rialto

(Indie)

(1,700;

65-95)

—

500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)—
My Way" (U) and "Shadow
(U) (reissues), $10,000.
Last week. "Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
(20th)
and "Dangerous Millions"
(20th) (2d wk). $12,000.

"If I Had
of Doubt"

"Dark Mirror"

(U) and, "Fabulous
Susanne" (Rep). $12,000. Last week,
"Humoresque" (WB), m.o., $7,000.

Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20$2.40)-"Henry V" (UA). H.o. $10,-

State-Lake

(B&K)

Edge"

(2,700;

Cold Dents Seattle B.O.;

15G

'Rne,' 'Shadowed'

(20th)

—

—

can do with great $42,000. Last week,
same.

Seattle, Feb.

Again

ice

good

4.

and snow have dented

at

M. H„ while "Dark Mirror"

move

Estimates for This

Week

lakes Spurt;

Rnnnemp

around.

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 2060 )— "Strange Woman" (UA).
real
sleeper, reaching out for a surprising
possibility of $20,000.
Last week,
second of "Secret Heart" (M-G),

A

last

week,

;

Roxy (20th) (5,886: 80-$1.50 >— "13
Rue Madeleine" (20th) plus Gracie
heading stagebill (4th wk).
Strong weekend helped this one to
sweet $93,500 for third week ending
yesterday (Tuesday); last week, fine
$98,000.
Makes way next Tuesday
(11) for "Shocking Miss Pilcrim"
(20th), plus Evelyn Knight. Gil Lamb
on stage.
State (Loew's) (3.450: 43-$1.10)—
"Secret Heart"
(M-G) and John
Boles heading stage show (1st wk).
Winds no tonight (Wednesday) with
nifty $33,400; last week, second and
final frame of "Jolson Story" (Col)
plus Barry Gray topping stagebill.
sock $41,000.
"Blue Skies" (Par)
with Block and Sully, Wilbur Evans
on stage opens tomorrow (Thursday X
Strand (WB) (2.756: 75-$1.50)
Fields

—

"Man

I

Love" (WB) plus stagebill

headlined by Charlie Barnel orch
(2d wk). Continues strong despite
critics;
pannings with handsome
$53,000 expected for second week
ending tomorrow (Thursday): previous frame, hefty $59,000. Holds.
Victoria (Maurer) (720-70-$1.20)—
"Wake Up and Dream" (20th) (2d
wk). Dropped to mildish $11,000 for
second frame ending tonight (Wednesday); last week, okay $14,800.
"Bedelia" (Eagle-Lion) opens Friday
(7).

Winter Garden (UA)
$1.20)— "Swell Guy (U)

(1,312;

60-

(2d wk).
Dropping slightly to neat $29,000 estimated, for second week ending
Friday (7); last week, strong $33,000

Holds.

for opener.

Anticipated" slo.w $4,400 for eight
days. Last week, second Of "Brief
Encounter" (Br) and "Falcon's Adventure" (RKO). fair $4,000.
Music Hall (H-E) (2.200; 45-80)—
"McGurk" (M-G) (2d wk). Looks
like stow $6,000. Last week, swell

Circle

(Katz-Dolle)

(2,800:

40-60)

—"San Quentin" (RKO) and "Dick
Tracy
$11,000.

Cueball" (RKO). Nifty
Last
week,
"Deception"

vs.

(WB). Okay

$12,000.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.300: 40-60)
"Razor's Edge" (20th). Terrific $19,-

$22,000

'Razor,'

expected to hit boffo $48,500, for a
hike aver previous frame's solid
$47,000. Continues indefinitely.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)

—"Lady

Keen For

L'ville

Louisville, Feb.

Business

in

is

firstruns this

4.

jumping at most of th«
week. "Razor's Edge"

particularly sharp.
Across the street at the State "Jolat the Rialto

is

tor week
ending tonight
last week, big $94,600. son Story" is holding up to a high
Criterion (Loew's) (1.700; 60-$1.25)
.percentage of the first week on h.o.
(Col) (3d wk).
at that
Still doing handsomely with hefty session, which spells big coin
$30,000 for second stanza ending last house. "San Quentin" at the Strand
Last
week;
smash
(Tuesday) night.
helped by
is big, probably $7,500,
$40,000. Holds,
appearance of Lawrence Tierney
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 70-.$1.20)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (7th wk). (Sun.-Mon.) and a lecturer, Mr. X,
Perked slightly this week after sev- balance of the. week. "Swell Guy"
eral faltering frames to chalk up at the National is okay.
okay $26,000 for session ending FriEstimates for This Week
average
$92,000

Strand (Silverman) (2.200: 44-65)
--"Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk began Monday).
First sesh wowed
them to nifty tune of $20,000.

week.

.

all

(Thursday);

$14,500. Continues.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2.092 60-$1.25)—
"California" (Par) (4th wk). Doing
okay, with fairish $35,000 for third
frame ending Monday (3) night after
moderate $37,000 in previous week.
Continues.

Lake" (M-G) plus Tex
Hefty lift Beneke oi'ch. Gene Sheldon on stage
(2d wk), Holding up well with nifty
first sesh

wk). very good $16,000.
which earned $22,500 in
earned holdover bid.

is ditto

to Roosevelt for third

—

"Strange

'

-

Biz

morrow
smash

week ending tomorrow (Thursday)

$6,500.

Blue Mouse (H-E) (800: 45-80)—
"Razor's Edge"
(20th)
(6th wk).
Looks for mild $4,000.
'Jolson' 226 Tops Indpls.;
'Woman' Surprising 206, swell $5,500 last week. after getting
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349: 45-80)
'Razor' 196 as
—"Two
Smart People" (M-G) and
'South' 216, Hue' 136 "Personality
Kid" (Col). Indicated
Indianapolis, Feb. 4.
Baltimore, Feb. 4.
bad $7,500. Last werk. second of
.Biz is upgraded considerably here
Business took a pleasing jump here "Strange Woman" (UA), very nice this week, on strength of two sock
this week, "The Strange Woman" $9,300.
entries. "Razor's Edge" is zooming
drawing surprisingly well at Loew's
Liberty (J&vH) (1.650: 45-80)— at the Indiai-a. closely followed by
Century and "Song of the South" "Jolson" (Col) (6th wk). Headed for "Jolson Story" (Col). Sizzling $22,faring extra well at the combo Hip- areat $10,000. Looks like long run. sible holdovers. "San Quentin" also
podrome. "Never Say Goodbye" at Got immense $11,000 last week.
looks extra nice at the Circle to
the Stanley is below expectations as
Music Box (H-E) (850: 45-80)— complete first week lineup.
the rest, of the town remains steady "Strange Woman" (UA) (3d wk).
Estimates for This Week
*
.

(Tuesday). Last week, about same.
Holds.
Rlalto
(Mayer)
35-85)—
(594;
of London" (U) (reissue) (2d
wk). Holding up well will) strong
$10,000 for second week ending to-

$21

State
(Loew)
(3.200;
44-65)
Woman" (UA) and "Singing in the Corn." Opened Tuesday.
Last week, "Secret Heart" (M-G)
and "Boston Blackie" (M-G) (2d

boxoffices due to hilly and slippery
roads keeping autos in the garages,
especially evenings.
Only Sundav
really big. Thus continues this area's
most winterish winter in many years.
"Jolson" and "Razor's Edge" arc
both in sixth stanza, doing nicely.
"McGurk" is strong enough to hold

for

Balto

week ending yesterday

—

66-95)—

(6th wk).
Cms along at steady clio for big
$30,000. Last week, noble $37,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 6595)
"Till the Clouds Roll By"
(M-G) (2d wk). Not cloudy with
$30,000. Last week, sunny $37,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95-$1.20$1.40 -$1.80)
"Best Years of Lives"
(RKO) (7th wk). Just about all it

$92,000

Rolling along on house's modiroadshow policy with okav $16,-

"Tower

WB)

000 after $12,000.

lady

000 for sixth

—

$20,000.

"Razor's

fied

)

around

"Captain Caution" (Indie) and "Ca'ptain Fury" (Indie) (reissues) opened
Tuesday (28) for healthy $20,000.
Last week, "Plainsman" (Par) plus
"Jungle Princess" (Par) (reissues)
(2d wk), strong $17,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500: 65-95)—
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (4th wk).
Sturdy $17,000. Last week, fast

93^

the wk).

•

(RKO) (reissues), $13,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— f'13 Rue

fair"

(RKO). Opened
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)—
and should do
$20,000. Last week,, "Swell "Till the Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
Guy" (U) and "Vacation in Reno" wk). Will add $7,000 to the $9,000
(RKO) satisfactory $24,000 for JL0 snared for first session of m.o.
.*»
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60)—
dnvs.

at
Work"
Wednesday (29)

nius

newcomer on

film biz took an-

Paces Providence

Last week,

(RKO) and "Love Af-

s t (i iizn

week.

a single

Broadway

the holdovers outgrossed their previPalace (CT) (2.300; 35-63)— "De- ous week's earnings, which gives
ception" (WB). Good $14,000. Last
further indication that the customers
week. "No Leave, No Love" (M-G),
have begun to shop for product.
fairish $12,700.
Princess (CT) (2.300; 35-63)— "ReMetro's "Yearling" again emeiged
turn of Moute Cristo" (Col) and as boxoffice champion, raking in a
"Alias Mr. Twilight" (Col). Okay
$8,000.
Last,
week, "Lady Luck" socko $144,000 at Radio City Music
(RKO) and "Criminal Court" (RKO), Hall, a gain of $4,000 over the openokay $7,800.
ing session last week. Hike in the
gross is attributed to the fine wordof-mouth the film's getting, most of it
the result of almost unanimous newspaper raves. ^Best Years of Our
Lives" also outpulled last week's
gross at the Astor, rising to a boffo
$48,500 for its 11th week at the
house.
"Sinbad the Sailor" was SRO at the
Palace most of the week, grossing
- Providence, Feb. 4.
Plenty hot is the word hereabouts $50,000. "Man I Love" at the Strand
with most stands spurting to hold- tipped slightly to a still handsome
over biz. Hitting the second week, $53,000, and "Lady in Lake" dittoed
trail are Albee's "It's a Wonderful with. a nifty $92,000 at the Capitol.
Life," Majestic's "Time, Place and "Dead Reckoning" continued to pull
tin Girl." Loew's State's "Secret strongly at the Criterion with a hefty
Heart" and Strand'.- "Jolson Story." $30,000 and "13 Rue Madeleine" maintained its steady pace at the Roxy
Estimates for This Week
with a sweet $93,500. "Swell Guy"
Albee (RKO) (2,200: 44-65 —"It's
Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "Gen- also continued strong at the Winter
tleman Joe Palooka" (RKO) (2d Garden, a neat $29,000.
Among the marathoners, "It's
wk). Slated for snappy $19,000 after
Wonderful Life" perked slightly at
spurting to hit $21,000. in first sesh.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 44-65) the Globe to gross an okay $26,000 in
—"Saratoga. Trunk" (WB) (reissue). its seventh frame, while "Sta'irway to
Very nice $6,500. Last week. "King's Heaven," also in its seventh week,
Row" (WBr and "Wild Bill Hickok equalled last week's take with an
Rides" (WB) (2d wk) (reissues), okay $16,000 at the Park Avenue.
"Henry V," meanwhile, continued its
good $5,000.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400: 44-65 )— "Three merry pace at the Golden by topping
Little Girls i Blue" (20th) (reissue) last week's gross with a neat $10,000.
Coining week will see only three
and vaude on stage. Peppy $8,000.
Last week, "Sim Valley Serenade" new entries. "Easy Come, Easy Go"
(20th) (reissues) and vaude, steady replaces "Perfect Marriage" today
(Wednesday) at the Paramount and
$7,000.
"Bedelia"
comes in for "Wake Up
Majestic (Fav) (2,200; 44-65)
"The Time, the Place, and the Girl" and Dream" on Friday (7) at the
(2d wk). Sock $15,000. First Victoria. "13 Rue Madeleine," despite its strong pull at the Roxy,
week's stand caueht. solid $18,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 65- makes way next Tuesday (11) for
85)
"Decoy" (WB) and Michael "Shocking Miss Pilgrim."
O'Shea and Raymond .Scott and his
Estimates for This Week
band on stage for three -day, weekAstor (City Inv.) (1.300; 95-$2.40)—
end run. Neat $7,000.' Last week,
"Best Years of Lives" (RKO) tilth
"Genius at Work" (RKO) and Bob
Almost phenomenal, with
wk).
Eberly on stage for three-day stand,

reissues at Bialto,

"Captain Caution," plus "Captain
Fury," are set at about $20,000.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 65-95)
"Jolson Story" (Col) (6th wk). Story

With not
screens,

$18,300.

'MI/ life 1SG

$60,000, "

estimated

'Roe' Steady

Beauty" (20th) and "Wanted for other tumble this week. Street's 18
Murder" (20th). Nice $4,500 for sec- first-run theatres chalked up a fairish
ond stanza after boff $5,500 in first. $768,000, representing an acute drop
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "No- from last week's lush $813,500. Surtorious" (RKO). Boff $16,000 in second week. Last week opened at socko prisingly enough, however, several of

week,

first

after

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (CT) (2.700; 35-63)—"Nobody Lives Forever" (WB). Fairish
Last week, "Three Little
$12,500.
Girls in Blue" (20th), so-so $12,000

•*

4.

have

IS

(Wednesday):

—"Dead Reckoning"

day

(7);

last

week,

$25,000.

Brown

Continues.

(4th

Ave.-Loew's)

(1,000;

Gotham (Brandt) (900: 70-$1.40)— 40-60)— "Notorious" (RKO) (3d wk).
"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) (3d wk). Catching fair $3,500 after m.o. from
Last week, "Blue Skies"
Newspaper pannings hurt this one. Rialto.
downtown wk), neat
(4th
with only $6,900 in till for second (Par)
frame ending last (Tuesday) night: $4,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
last week, mildish $9,000. Gives way
after three days of third stanza to —'Two Years Before Mast" (Par)
opening and "Angel on My Shoulder" (UA),
Quentin"
(RKO),
"San
average $3,200. Last week, "I've AlSaturday (8).
Golden (767) ($1.20-$2.40)— "Henry ways Loved You" (Rep) and "Two
V" (UA) (23d wk). Keeping steady Smart People" (M-G), healthy $3,400.
pace on roadshow policy with okay
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
$10,000 for 22d week ending last 40-60)— "Humoresque" (WB).
Go21st
week,
good ing for strong $11,000 on eight days.
Saturday
(1),
$9,000. Hrlds.
Last week. "Man I Love" (WB),
Hollywood (WB) (1,499: 70-$1.10) solid $12,000 for 12 days.

was fairish at $10,200.
000. Last week, "Notorious" (RKO)
$12,300.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2.240;
Orpheum (H-E) (2.600; 45-80)— (2d wk). Good $11,500, on top of
20-75)— "Song of the South" (RKO)
"Deception" (WB). Expected good $18,000 opener.
—"Humoresque" <WB) (7th wk).
plus vaude. Going very well at $21.National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
Keith's (Ii.die) (1.300; 40-60)
$12,000. Last week, second of "Dark
Pleasant $23,500 for seventh frame
000.
Last week, fourth and final
I— "Swell Guy" (U-I) an'd "Blight to
"Swell Guy" (U)
wk). Slow $4,- ending todav
(Wednesday); last Nowhere" (PRC), looking to do an
week of "Jolson Story" (Col) and Mirror" (U) and "Allotment Wives" 500 following fair (2d
$9,000 first stanza. week, mildish $22,800. Holds.
vaude wound up big money run with (Mono). Great $11,600.
okay $12,000. Last week. "TemptaLoew's (Loew's) (2,450: 40-60)
Palomar (Sterling) (1.350: 45-80)—
Palace (RKO) (1,700: 60-$1.20> — tion"
steady $14,700 for last round.
(U-I)
and "Lady Chaser"
"Joluson Story" (Col). Sizzling $22,- "Sinbad
the Sailor" (RKO) (3d wk).
Keith's (Schanberger) (2.460: 20- "That Br/fn»n Girl" (Rep). Plus
(2d wk), fairish $8,000.
Lar' Wek, "Secret Heart" Still has them lined up, with excel- (PRC
60)— "Notorious Gentleman" (U-I). stas'f. Anticipated fair $6,000. Last 000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 40(M-G) (2d wk). Modest $9,500 after lent $50,000 for second frame ending
Opened today (Tues.) after week of week. "Plainsman and Lady" (Rep). $15,000
)— "Razor's Edge" (20th). Patrons
start.
60
Plus
stage.
"Chinese
Phantasy."
set
yesterday (Tuesday ). Last week
"I'll Be Yours" (U) to nice $10,200.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1.600: 40-60)—
been waiting to get this one,
new house mark with smash $53,400. have
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)— "The dipped off due to storms, wound up "King's Row"
(WB) (reissue) and
Paramount (Par) (3.664: 70-$1.50) and response is enthusiastic. Should
Bowery" (20th) (reissue). Mild re- with mild $6,500,
Paramount (H-E) (3,039: 45-80)— "Wild Bill Hickok" (WB (reissue). —"Easy Come. Easy Go" (Par), plus cop splendid $22,000, and possible
sponse at $3,500. Last week, "Her
Average $7,500. Last week, "Cat Count Basie orch. Ella Fitzgerald on h.o. Last week, "Notorious" (RKO)
Sister's Secret" (PRC), average re- "13 Rue Madeleine" and "Shadowed."
Expected $15,000. Last week. "Miss Creeps" (U) and "She-Wolf of Lon- stage, opens today (Wednesday). <2d wk), good $14,000 and m.o.
sponse at $3,800.
40-60)—
State
(Loew's)
(3.300;
Last week, third and final frame of
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)— Pilgrim" (20th) and 'Strange Jour- don" (U). Oka« $7,500.
"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th).
"Perfect Marriage" <Par> plus Mills "Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk). PerDoing nov" (20th). In second week, okay
Bros.. Elliot Lawrence orch topping centage on second week is still high,
well enough at $13,000. Last week, $7,800.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800: 45-80)—
stagebill,
Hfth and last round of "Razor's
weak $55,000: previous with little slipping at the wicket in
Grosses Are Net
evidence. Looking for virile $18,000
Edije." wound up profitable run with "Dark Mirror" (U) and "Allotment
week, mildish $60,000.
Film gross estimates, as reWives" (Mono) (3d wk). Moveover
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- after first week's sock $26,000.
filial sesh at $8,800.
ported herewith from the vari70-$2.40)— "Yearling"
lers)
(5.945;
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
Stanley.
(WB) (3,280; 25-75)— from Orpheum. Indicated fair $4.(M-G) plus Patricia Bowman top- 40-60)---"San Quentin" (RKO) and
"Never Say Goodbye" (WB). Not 000. Last week, third of "Time.
ous key cities, are net, i.e., withup to expectations at $15,000 indi- Phee, Girl" (WB). fair $3,700.
ping stage bill (2d wk). Catching on "Dick Tracy Vs. Cueball" (RKO).
out the 20'.;, tax.
Distributors
cated.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800: 25strong on the basis of fine word-of- Prison film hypoed by personal ot
Last week, third of "Blue
share on net take, when playing
50)—
SlckV (Par), held well at $13,300.
"Darline
Clementine"
(20th)
raouth with resultant hike over Lawrence Tierney two days, and Mr.
percentage, hence the estimated
Town iRnppaport) (1.500: 35-65)— •lid "End of Time" (RKO (3d run).
opening frame to socko $144,000 for X. lecturer, balance of week. All
figures are net income.
"It's Wonderful Life" (RKO)
(2nd Indicated so-so $3,000, Last week,
week ending tonight, (Wednesday). helping to boost the figure to solid
The
parenthetic
admission
wk). Going well at $17,000 after a third run of "3 Wise Fools" (M-G
Initial stanza, smash $140,000.
$7,500. Last week, "Meet John Doe"
prices, however, as indicated, inliala eetaway on house opening at land
"Angel Shoulder" (UA), good
*»rk Avenue (U (583: $1.20-$2.40) (FC) (reissue) and "Wife Wanted"
clude the U.S. amusement tax.
$21,200.
(Mono), medium $5,500.
(,7th
$3,500.
'—"Stairway to Heaven" (U
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Wednesday, February

ACCLAIM!
"Long

lines sure to continue for

many weeks

. .

Metro holds the Music Hall records which should
be surpassed
'

.

.

.

"Irresistible appeal

—QUINN, Mirror

"A movie
for years

"May very well come in as winner of the Academy
Award
something not to be missed."
.

of the year's smash hits

that will
.

.

.

be remembered and loved

one of the best pictures

I've ever

—CREELMAN, Sun

seen."

.

.

.

stands as one

"We've got to hand

it

*

Metro

.

.

.

wealth of

attain."

—CROWTHER, Times

— PELSWICK, Journal-American
"Going to be a

"Hit the bullseye of popular

many weeks

taste."

to

favorite with

come

"THE YEARLING"

starring

moviegoers for

... a grand picture."

—WINSTEN, Post

presents

to

few pictures ever

satisfaction

of Hollywood's most impressive achievements."

M-G-M

.

.

—MISHKIN, Telegraph
"One

among the line achieve—BARNES, Herald! Tribune

one. of the finest pictures of all

time."

.

» .

ments of the cinema."

—COHN, Brooklyn Eagle

GREGORY PECK JANE WYMAN
•

PRODUCTION

•

A CLARENCE BROWN

• Claude Jarman, Jr. as "Jody" • Clem Bevans • Margaret Wycherly •
Forrest Tucker • Photographed in Technicolor • Screen Play by Paul Osborn • Based on the Pulitzer Prize Novel by Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings Directed by Clarence Brown • Produced by SIDNEY FRANKLIN • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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5,

1947

—
Wednesday, February

Be

Boston

1947

5,

Big;

PICTURE GROSSES

'Jobn 496

D.C. Blah; 'Heart/

in 2

Vande

Exception, Grossing

Lealig Town; lie,' Stage
Boston, Feb. 4.
Plenty of biz here again this week,
spots catching whopping trade.
Leading the town is "Jolson Story,"
day-date at the Loew houses, but
"It's a Wonderful Life" at the Memorial and "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" at
King
the Met both staunch h.o.'s.
Cole Trio hypoing "13 Rue Madeleine" to very high figure at the Boston, and "Cross My Heart," day-date
all

Par-Fen

Key

after nice

$12,000,

Exeter

(1,000;

Daughter"

.

(Indie).
$9,-

000, second.

(M-P)

(1,373;

is disappointing.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)
Heart" plus vaude. Husky

—

'Secret

$32,000. Last week, "Two Smart People," with "Star
Garter" revue
on stage, did fine $29,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44-70)—
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (m.o.). Ex-

&

N.Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
Last Year
.$2,896,000
(Based on 20 cities, 171 theatres)

ceptional $11,000 for fourth downtown week. Last Week, "Clouds Roll
By" (M-G) (2d wk) (2d run), good

Earle

Okay

$3W

Philadelphia, Feb.

4.

ly

Rue Madeleine" topping Philb.o. this week while rest of biz

is

spotty.

"Boom

Surprise is reissue of
Town." Getting okay atten-

tion

"It's

is

a Wonderful Life."

.

big $28,000 after $31,000,

first.
'

•

level after $33,000,

first.

Orpheum (Loew)

(2,900;

40-80)—

"Jolson Story" (Col). Great $32,000,
leading the town. Last week, "Secret
r
Heart' (M-G). Second week dropped
"

to $25,000.

Paramount (M-P)

My

$14,000.

Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
"Pilgrim Lady" (Rep) and "Crime,
Inc." (Rep) (reissue). Usual $5,000.
Last week, "Lady Chaser" (PRC) and

(Rep)

(reissue),

$4,500.

Uumoresque,'

'Girl'

23G

(M-G)

(reissue).

Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Man
Love" (WB) (2d wk). Mild $16,000.
Opener fairish $22,500.
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)—"Rene-

I

•

grie Girl" (Indie) with stage show
headed by Ralph Slater and Dave
Apollon, getting so-so $19,000. Last
week, "That Brennan Girl" (Rep)
and stage bill including Katherine
Dunham Dancers and Jay Jostyn
("Mr. District Attorney"), got okay
$21,500.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)
Rue Madeleine" (20th). Big
week,

40-80)— finaled with

"Secret Heart" (M-G). Second week,

"Dark Command"

Town"

"Razor's
fair

—

"13

$42,000.

Edge"

$16,000

(20th)

for

fifth

Okay

$18,000. Last

week neat

$20,-

500.

Karlton (Goldman)

(1,000; 50-94)

—"Show
$15,000.

Off" (M-G) (2d wk). Trim
Opener good $18,000.

Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue)
(5 days) (2d run). Fair $4,000. Last

week, "Undercur-ent" (M-G),
ish $7,000 for second run.

Mastbaum (WB)

(4,350;

fair-

50-94)

—

Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
(3d wk). Okay $27,000. Second sesh
good $35,000.
Fix (Cummins) (500; $L30-$1.95$2.60)— "Henry V" (UA) (6th wk).
Okay $11,000. Last week good $11,"Till

the

lead Denver Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"It's
a Wonderful Life" (RKO). Fine $32,Denver, Feb. 4.
Severe cold weather gave houses 500 plus $3,700 for Sabbath showing
Skies"
a slow opening this week but busi- at Earle. Last week, "Blue
out with sweet $15,500
ness picked up over the weekend. (Par) bowed
"Wonderful Life." with "Boston for ninth week.
Stanton (WB)' (1,475; 50-94)
Blackie and the Law" at Orpheum
Fingers" (WB)
"Beast
With
Five
and "Cross My Heart" at Denham,
(2d wk). Sloughing off to poor
holding.
$8,000 after niftv $17,500 for opener
Estimates for This Week
last week.
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "The
Trap" (Mono), after week at each
Denver. Esquire. Webber.
Fine
LIFE'
20G, CINCY;
$6,000, Last week. "Shocking Miss
Pilgrim"
and "Dangerous
(20th)

—

—

ROSY

Millions" (20th) (m.o.), big $6,500.
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 35-70)—
"Cross My Heart" (Par). Okay $11,500 and holding. Last week. "Blue
Skies" (Par) (5th wk). nice $9,200.

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "Humoresque" (WB) and "Renegade
Girl" (SG), day-date with Esquire,
Webber. Good $15,000. Last week,

"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Trap"
(Mono), same as. Esquire, Webber,
fine $17,000.

'QUENTIN' ZIPPY 14G

Cincinnati, Feb. 4.
Rainbowing on h.o. after setting
an Albee record. "Blue Skies" is
fronting three firstruns, two of them
clicks: "Wonderful Life" and "San

Quentin." Other newcomer, "I'll Be
Yours," is moderate. Biz on holdovers and reissues at remaining
stands is potty," yet overall count
for downtown houses continues lush.
Estimates for This Week

35-74)— "Hu55-70)
Albee (RKO)
(3,100;
"Renegade
Girl" (SG), day-date with Denver, "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk). SensaWebber. Good $4,000. Last week, tional $22,000 after $36,000 preem
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Trap" for house screen record in a no(Mono), same as Denver, Webber, holiday week.
good $4,500.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-70)
Orpheum (RKO) (2.600; 35-74)— "Humoresque" (WB) (3d wk). Mod"It's a Wonderful Life" (RKO) and erate $6,000. Last week, $8,000.
"Boston Blackie and the Law" (Col).
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)— "San
Big $20,000 and holding. Last week, Quentin"
(RKO). Zippy $14,000,
"Song of the South" (RKO) and puffed by p.a. of Lawrence Tierney
"Falcon's Adventure" (RKO)
(2d on second day. Last week, "Shocking
wk), $16,500 for a record second Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (3d wk), swell
•

Esquire (Fox)

moresque"

—

(742;

(WB)

and

week

for house.

California
$10,000.

(Mono).
Nice
"Bachelor's
week,
(UA)
and "Ginger"

Trail"

Last

Daughters"
(Mono), fair $9,000.
Rialto (Fox) (878: 35-74)— "Shocking MJss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Dan-

serous Millions" (20th), after week
at each Denver. Esquire, Webber,
Aladdin. Fair $4,000. Last week, "Razor's

Edge" (20th)

(m.o.)

good

$5,-

Wcbbcr (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Hurnoresque"
(WB) and "Renegade
Chi" (SG), day-date with Denver,
Esquire. Good '$4,000. Last week,
"Strans>e

Woman" (UA) and

(mono), same as
fine $5,000.

Denver,

"Trap"
Esquire,

(RKO)

(1,838;

—

44-80)

"San Quentin" (RKO). Fair $17,000.
Last week, "Magnificent Doll" (U),
mild $16,000.
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA) (13th wk); $6,300
for second consecutive week, which
is slightly below capacity.
Metropolitan (WB) (1,513; 44-70)
—"Wicked Lady" (UI). Mason fans
jamming the bouse for return of
$12,000. Last week, "Time, Place,
Girl" (WB) (2d run), mediocre $6,500.

—

Palace (Loew's). (2,370; 44-70)
(20th).
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
Poor $16,000. Last week, "Razor's
Edge" (20th) (3d wk). Nice $19,000.

63^

laMeine'

Los Angeles, Feb.
"Song of South" pacing new

4.

bills

this week with sturdy $57,000 or
better in sight. Film being picketed
by. Negro Congress at Downtown
Hillstreet but without hurting biz
at that spot. "Cross
Heart" light
$30,000 in two situations. "Mr. District Attorney,", heading double bill
in three spots, sighting okay $33,000
on eight days.;..

My

Among holdovers "13 Rue Madelooks like good $63,500 on
second frame, four houses. Third
week, "Till Clouds Roll By," shootina for $47,000 in three spots. Third
and final for "Time, Place, Girl"
near $29,000, also three houses.
"Chase"
in
second frame, four
houses,
bettering
"Best
$24,500.
Years" continues to pace roadshows
with fine $44,500 outlook in two
spots. "Duel" stout $39,000 or near
in two situations. Sixth week. "Yearling"
okay "8,500. "Stairway to
Heaven" showing slight improvement on second frame at advanced
price run with better than $6,000
leine"

coming

—

—

—

up.

Estimates for This

(FWC)

Belmont

Week
50-$D—

(1,532;

(2d) in 4 Houses

con's
Adventure"
$28,000. Last week,

(RKO

(RKO).
Bright
"Wonderful Life"

(5th wk-8 days), okay $15,200.
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$!)—
"Cross My Heart" (Par) and "Roll)

Home" (SG). Dull $20,000. Last
week. "Blue Skies" (Par) (6th wk)
and "Last Crooked Mile" (Rep) (3d
wk), closed with nice $13,500.
ing

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.50-$D—"Cross My Heart" (Par).
Okay $10,000. Last week, "Blue
451;

Skies" (Par) (6th wk). nifty $10,300.

RKO

Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 5080)— "Song of South" (RKO) and'
"Falcon's Adventure" (RKO). Fancy
$29,000. Last week, '^Wonderful Life"
(RKO) (5th wk-8 days), okay $13,000.
Ritz (FWC) (1,370; 50-$ 1 )— "Swell
Guy" (U-I) (2d wk) and "Boston
Blackie and Law" (Col). Weak $5.-

Last week, fair $7,500.
Studio City (FWC) (880:

500.

50-$D—

Swell Guy." (U-I) (2d wk) and
Boston Blackie and Law" (Col).
Slow $3,500. Last week, light $5,100.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100: 50$1)— "Swell Guy" (U-I) and "Boston
Blackie and Law" (Col) (2d wk).
Light $7,000. Last week, okay $15,300.

"Mr. District Attorney" (Col ) and
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$D— "13
"Strange Journey" (20th). Nice $6,500 on eight days. Last week, "Re- Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk).
turn
Monte Cristo" (Col)
and Handsome $11,000. Last week, stout

"Crime Doctor's Man Hunt"
(2d wk). okay $3,200.

(Col)

$15,200.

Vogue (FWC) (885; $1,20-$1.80>—
$1-$1.80)— "Duel in Sun" (SRO) (5th wk).
Last week,
(6th Sighting big $16,000.
wk). Near $14,500. Last week, very stout $15,600)
steady $14,400.
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296: 50-$D—
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- "Till' Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (3d
Blumenfeld) (824; 65-$l)
"Chase" wk). Hefty $12,000. Last week, smart
(UA) (2d wk). Neat $4,500. Last $14,500.
•Detroit. Feb. 4.
*
at
the
Broadway- week, nifty $6,600.
California"
Wiltern
(WB) (2,300; 50-$D—
Bruin (FWC) (1,300; 50-$D— "Ra- "Time, Place Girl" (WB) (3d wk).
Capitol is romping off with the top
business 'in town this week. At the zor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk-m.o.). Final frame $8,000. Last week, okay
Michigan, "Cross My Heart" is liv- About $4,500. Last week, smart $6,- $12,800.
ing up to expectations while at the 400.
Carthay Circle (FWC). (1,518; $1Fox, "13 Rue Madeleine" continues
strong.
$1.80)
"Yearling" (6th wk). Okay
Estimates for This Week
$8,500. Last week, -good $11,400.
Pitt Biz OK; 'Clouds'
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
Chinese
(Grauman-WC) (2.048;
"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th)
"The Jolson Story" (Col) (5th wk). 50-$l)
In Lead;
$18,500,
Still a nice $11,000.
Last week, a (2d wk). Holding up to $16,000. Last
sweet $12,000.
week, stout $20,400.
Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$l)
'Humorespe' $20,000
70-95)— "California"
(Par) "Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (3d wk).
(3,309;
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" Finales with ^12,000. Last week, be(Mono). Terrific $35,000. Last week, low hopes at $15,500.
Biz seems to be climbing over the
"Notorious" (RKO) and "Vacation
Downto\ n Music Hall (Blumen- recent hump this week. Town has
in Reno" (5th wk), okay $14,000.
feld) (872; 55-$l)
"Chase" (UA)
Roll
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95) (2d wk). Okay $10,000. Last week, three winners in "Till Clouds
By" at. Penn, "13 Rue Madelein" ,at
—"Mr. District Attorney" (Col) and disappointing $14,400.
"Singing in the Corn" iCol). Fair
Egyptian/ (FWC) (1,538; 50-$D— Harris and "Humoresque" at Stanley,
Last week, "If I Had My "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (3d and all of them should stick around
$10,000.
Way" (Par) (reissue) and "Shadow v.k).
Nifty $13,000,
Last week,for another stanza unless bottom
of Doubt" (RKO) (reissue), weak healthy $16,200."
$9,000;
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$D— "Mr. drops out suddenly, which is unFox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) .D. A." (Col) and "Strange Journey" likely. Among the h.o.'s, "Notorious"
—"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) and (20th). Nice $6,500. Last week, "Re- is maintaining snappy pace in move"The Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col). turn Monte Cristo"
and over from Stanley to Warner and
(Col)
Lusty $25,000. Last week, a stout "Crime Doctor's" (Col) (2d wk), "Razor's Edge" is holding up smartly

afifornia

35G

Beverly (FWC)

"Best Years

(1,352;

Our Lives" (RKO)

Topping Octroi

—

—

W

—

2SG

—

—

okay

$40,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
50-60)—"No Leave, No Love" (M-G)
and "Deadline for Murder" (20th).

Okay
week,
(Rep)

$2,100
"I've

and

three

for

days.

Last

Always Loved You"
"Two Smart People"

"(M-G), usual $2,300 fbr three days.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,039;
70-95)— "Cross
Heart" (Par) and

My

"Accomplice" (PRC). Good .$25,000.
Last week, "The Strange Woman"
(UA) and -"Susie Steps Out" (U)
(2d wk), great $25,000.
Palms-State (United Detroit) (2,976; 70-95)— "Never Say Goodbye"
(WB) and "Hotel Reserve" (RKO).
Stout $18,000.
Last week, "It's a
Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "The
Story of Kenneth Randall, M.D,"
(Liberty) (4th wk), loud $15,000,
United Artists (United Detroit)
11,941; 70-95)— "Song of the Souih"
.

(RKO) and "The Falcon's Adventure" (RKO) (4th wk).
Solid $15,000.

Last week, rousing $18,000.

In

Mpk;

29G Tops

$3,800.

Fairfax

—"Duel

(FWC)

at the Senator.
(1,504; $1.20-$1.80)

Sun" (SRO)

in

(4th wk).

Close to socko $23,000. Last week,
soared to smash $22,900.
Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1-1.80.)
—"Stairway to Heaven" (U-I) (2d
wk). Beating $6,000. Last week, notso-bright $6,100.

Gordon (FWC) (750; 50-85)— "RaEdge" (20th) (2d wk-m.o.).

zor's

Near

$4,500. Last week, nice $5,400.
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— "Swell

Guy" (U-I) (2d wk) and "Boston
Blackie and Law" (Col). Dim $2,500.
Last week, scant $3,200.
Hawaii
50-$l)

Good

—

(G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
(UA) (2d wk),
Last week, smooth $7,-

"Chase"

$5,500.

400.

Hollywood (WB)

(2,756; 50-$l)

—

"Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (2d wk).
Fair $9,000. Last week, okay $13,000.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumenfeld) (475; 50-85)— "Chase" (UA) (2d
wk). Good $4,500. Last week, smart
$6,500.
Iris

Crosby, 'Tails'

Guy"

(FWC)
(U-I)

(828;

(2d

Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
(1,700;
(Shea)
Fulton

"Wake Up and Dream"

(20th). (2d
H.o. session will be limited to
days and picture apparently shot
bolt in the opening stanza. Won't

wk).
five
its

do much more than

$4,000 in abbre-

Last week,
viated current stanza.
"Wake Up" got close to $10,000.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)— "13
(20th). Action picture started off like a house afire
and expected to stay that way down
the stretch. Ought to grab at least
That's very
$18,500, maybe more.
Last -week, "Magnificent Doll"
big.
(U-I) went to pieces after fairly
brisk start and wound up miserably

Rue Madeleine"

at $10,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

(3,300; 40-70

"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G).
star musical a smasherop right

>—

All-

from

the getaway, and will go to $28,000

and may even hit above that. Sure
shot to stick, of course. Last week,
held
50-85)— "Swell "The Strange Woman" (UA)
for nine days and did fine $25,000.
Rita (WB) (800; 40-70)— "Strange

wk) and "Boston

Blackie and Law" (Col). Weak
500. Last week, dull $4,600.

$3,-

:

'Rue' $16,001$

Minneapolis, Feb. 4..
First combination film-stage show
here in months, headed by Bob
Crosby's "Bobcats" and with "White
Tie and Tails" on the screen, is the
loop's main center of attraction currently and has the Orpheum ticketThe
sellers working like beavers.
only other major newcomers are "13
$7,500.
Rue Madeleine" and "Brief Encoun"I'll
Keith's (UP) (1.542; 55-70)
ter," both highly regarded, but with
Be Yours" (UI). Fairish $8,000. Last the former holding the big boxoffice
week, "Swell Guy" (U). five days edge. High-stepping holdovers are
"Till the Clouds Roll By" in its secon holdover, okay $6,000.
Lyric
(RKO) (1,400; 55-70)
ond week and "Blue Skies" in its
"Stage Coach" (UA) and "Kansan" fifth.' The Lyric deviates from its
(UA) (reissues). So-so $5,500. Last moveover policy to offer a "firstweek, "Song of South" (RKO), sixth run," the reissued "Stanley and Livingstone," while still another "firstdowntown serenade, lusty $5,500.
Palace (RKO) (2,600: 55-70)— "It's run" house, the Gopher, also goes in
Wonderful Life" (RKO). Boff $20,- for a reissue, "Wild Bill Hickok
000. Holds. Last week, "Two Years Rides Again." Adverse weather curBefore Mast" (Par) (2d wk), solid rent, including near blizzards and
extreme cold is hurting biz.
$15,000.
Estimates for This Week
Shubert (RKO) (2,100: 55-70)
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)— "Genius
"Two Years Before Mast" (Par).
Moveover for third cruise on front at Work" (RKO) and "Lighthouse"
(PRC), dual first-runs. Okay $2,000
lino. Pleasing S6.500. Last week, "Razor's Edge" (20th). fourth downtown in five days indicated. "So Dark the
(Continued on page 29)
sesh, slick $6,000.

—

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
"The Verdict" (WB) and "Riding the

Heart' Light 3(Mi in 2; D. A.* 33G in 3;

.

canto.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
—"Secret Heart" (M-G) (4th wk).

500.

In Three to

44-85)— "Man

Teirif $9,000.
Last week, "Time,
Place, Girl" (WB), neat $6,000.

Last

(1,700;

Heart*' (Par) and "Flight
to Nowhere" (Indie). Firstrun attraction with okay $16,000.
Last
week, "Time, Place,- Girl" (WB) and
"Trap" (Mono), $14,000, second week.
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Jolson Story" (Col). Big draw with
great $17,000 and h.o. Last week,

"Cross

—

"Boom

(2,154;

$21,000.

Keith's

'

life

(WB)

Love" (WB). Tepid $20,000. Last
week, "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d wk).
I

Estimates for This Week
"Cross My Heart" (Par) and "Flight
Aldine (WB)
(1,303;
50-94)
to Nowhere" (Indie). Firstrun at"Temptation" (U) (2d wk). Holding
traction going to tasty $10,000. Last
up well with nice $15,000. Opener
week, "Time, Place, Girl" (WB) and great
$17,000.
"Trap" (Mono), second week, $6,000.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
Majestic (Indie) (1,200; 40-80)—

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
—"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th)
and "Strange Journey" (20th). Second week maintaining nice $28,000

Pacing L. A. With Sturdy 57G;

.

$7,500.

'Rue 42G, Philly;

40-80)—

"The Chase" (UA) and "Romance
West" (PRC). Third week holding
up to a nice $7,000 after $8,000 last.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
"It's Wonderful Life"
(RKO) and
"Lone Wolf" (Col). Second week

'South'

Loew's Palace,

"13

40-74)—

Third week fine $7,000 after big

Fenway

City Grosses

tres, chiefly first runs, including

last.

(Indie)

"Well-Digger's

$44,

Estimated Total Grosi
This Week...
,.$3,370,000
(Based on 21 cities, 206 thea-

nice.

Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) plus King
Cole Trio, Sue Ryan, Arnaut Bros.,
others on stage. Plenty hot draw in
Cole Trio, tfoosting this bill up into
the big figures near Haymes, Sinatra,
Rooney and Kaye. Looks like $44,000.
Last week, "Boston Blackie
Law" jCol) plus Johnny Johnson,
Kathryn Grayson, others, $31,000.
(M-P)
Esquire
d,27fl;' $1.80)—
"Best Years of Lives" (RKO), Sixth
week dropping off a little to $10,000

32G

Washington, Feb. 4.
Despite five new entries this week,
general b.o. average is not so hot.
Only standout is "Secret Heart" at
Loew's Capitd, which with combo
of strong stage show, is doing sock
biz.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim," at

If

Loew's State (Loew-WC)
50-$U—"13 Rue Madeleine"

(2,404;

(20th)
(2d wk). Smart $27,000. Last week,
not up to original outlook but still
big at $39,300.

Los Angeles (D'town-WC)

Woman" (UA)

(m.0.).

Hedy Lamarr

picture continuing big mat trade at
small-seater and has already laid
enough away to insure $4,000. very
good. Last week, "Blue Skies" (Par),
also on m.o. from Penn, where it

played 16 days,

terrific at $6,000.

(2.097;
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 4Q-70)—
By" (M-G) "Razor's Edge" (20th) (6th wk).
Last week, Second stanza here after four of
good $26,800.
them at Harris and still holding up
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$D— "13 excellently. Will do $4,500 this week
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk). on top of $5,500 last week.
Steady $9,500, Last week, good $11,Stanley
(WB) (3,800; 40-70 1—
900,
"Humoresque" (WB). Notices not so

50-$D—"Till Clouds
(3d wk).

Trim

Roll

$22,000.

.

Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 55- hot but picture has marquee draw
85)— "Under Nevada Skies" (Rep) and also has been getting a bit;
with Tex Ritter on stage. Fair $17,- build-up for months via special
000. Final week of film-vaude policy. screening sometime ago for benefit
Last week. "Personality Kid" (Col) of Pittsburgh Press newsboys cam-

and "What's Name of Song" radio paign for crippled children, and
show on stage, fair $17,100.
constant plugs in Scripps-Howard
daily.
Should climb pretty close to
"Notorious'*
Last week.
$20,000.
Journey" (20th). Neat $20,000 on (RKO> in nine days of h.o, got fina
eight
days."
Last week, "Return $19,000;
Monte Cristo" (Col) and "Crime DocWarner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— "NoLoads of
tor's" (Col) (2d wk), light $9,900.
torious" (RKO). (m.o.).

Orpheum (D'town-WC) (2,210; 50$1)— "Mr. D. A." (Col) and "Strange
.

Palace

(D'town-WC)

($1-$1.80)

stuff

left

yet

in

Bergman-Grant

"Best Years" (RKO) (2d wk). Equal- starrer despite 16-day engagement at
ing' last week's tremendous $30,000.
Stanley.
Will do solid $9,000 herePanlages (Pan) (2.812; 50-$D— Last week, "Beast With 5 Fingers"
'"Song ol South" (RKO) and "Fal- (WB) got good $10,000.
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Inside Stuff-Retires
'
*

Current (Feb.) issue of Reader's Digest continues the "Best Years of Our
Lives" series inaugurated last^ month with an article by Quentin Reynolds
on his "best year's," combining it with a special pitch for better pictures
based on the "quality" of Samuel' Goldwyn's film. In a single-paragraph
editorial tagged to the end of the Reynolds story, the mag declares:
"If the quality of Hollywood films is to improve, the public must supThe movie entitled 'The Best Years of Our
port outstanding pictures.
Lives,' produced "by Samuel Goldwyn, is absorbing entertainment (for close
to three hours) and continues to stir the efpotions and provoke thought
long after one has left the theatre,"
New "Best Years" department in the mag has apparently become a
Rev. Daniel Poling, who columns daily for the N. Y
regular feature.
Post, teed off the series last month. Reynolds, in his followup, selects the
period he spent as a war correspondent overseas as his "best years."
1

Elimination of Theatre Reguiatioe
Washington, Feb.

association,

meeting here

in

annual convention, was told by
Robert Coyne, assistant to the president of American Theatres Assn.,
that

many

in

been subject
ulation

.

theatres

cases

DPs' Legit
kill

the will

camp he

col-

lected about him a group of people
whose interest in dramatics overlooked 14 hours of work on a star-

have vation

to discriminatory reg-

where press and radio have

not been so regulated.

"The government expects a' lot
from the exhibitor but has little to
offer in return,"

In each

diet,

human

undergoing filth, inexpectancy of

floggings, the

death,

In "theatres" which were formed
by pushing aside bunks, with the
only backdoor a huge sign warning
the dangers of

he commented.

typhus— "Erne Laus,

weekly hand-

1.

Louis B. Mayer (M-G)

2.

Dari-yl F.

3.

William Goeta

Zanuck

$500,000
260,000
254,000
226,900
189,083
.... 182,100

.

.

.

(20th)

.

(tJ-I)

.

5.

Harry Cohn (Col).......,
Henry Ginsberg (Par) ....

6.

Jack h. Warner (WB)

4.

Continued from page 2

by these places did not
to perform.

in

outs:

-

4.

Virginia Motion Picture Theatre
Assn.- was urged yesterday (3) to
make a drive to eliminate city, state
and federal regulation over the theatre industry;

The

snared the following

Cohn receives his coin in the dual
role of prexy and production chief.
Part of Goetz's take has strings to it.
U-I topper is paid $2,000 weekly and
fekes an added $150,000 payable
solely out of company (U-I) profits.
Majors pay considerably less in the
highly important distribution field.
Here, salaries on the average to sales
Chiefs are one-half and- less that
doled out to the top pic-makers. It's
interesting to note that William AScully, though heading distribution
for U, one of the smaller companies,
holds top spot. M-G's William F.

in
huddling
time since

first

1939, spent last Saturday and Sunin a round of social events and
then buckled down yesterday to the

day

which were
meetings,
the evening by a din-

business

capped

off in

ner-dance.

.

The New York anti-trust decree
was the subject of heated controversy and involved explanation,
with the difference between the
government's position and that of
independent exhibitor being
the
pointed out as almost as sharp as
that between the independent and
the majors. Herman Levy, counsel
for MPTOA, expressed the belief
that buying combines will lose their
usefulness under the decree and explained; to the surprise of many exhibitors present, that distributors as
well as exhibitors may propose competitive bidding under the court's
ruling.

said
will urge the
industry to adopt voluntary arbitration of internal disputes. This plan
will be ottered at the proposed in-

dustry-wide
is

•

forum which

MPTOA

calling.

Robert L, Wright, motion .picture
specialist for the .anti-trust division
of the Justice Department, admitted
under questioning that considerable
confusion would result from the
New York decree and that little

could be done about cleaning it up.
Robert J." Bartpti, Jr„ counsel for
the Virginia Theatres Assn., said the
decree was "shot with room for litigation," to which- Wright agreed.
''The Sherman anti-trust act should
be rewritten if a fair display of its
.

efficiency to dispel

monopoly

is

the

now being borne by the film
industry," Barton commented.
The association .reelected its officers..
Named again were: W. F.
Crockett, president; H. E. Wood, secretary; and Sam Bendheim, Jr.,

amusement The

following

week

7.

Abe Montague

'8,000

(Coljf

With a strong upsurge in eolor film production, long-range plans to
three industry
of the
treble production capacity are going on at Cinecolor, and at Technicolor
branches, on the salary barometer, is they're
building an entire new plant which would double output by 1950,
that of exhibition. While undoubtedly Charles Skouras, topper for NaRobert Schless, ex-European head for Paramount and Warner Bros.,
tional Theatres, is the highest paid
will handle a few special films for U. S. producers on the Continent under
exhibitor exec in the country, his sala selective distribution deal which calls for payoff in U. S. dollars.
ary is not set forth in the 20th's
proxy, since he is neither an officer
nor director of that company. Other
||*
Ufa
J%
s
Zami Feder, include: "It Started four majors pay out as follows;
Like This," which revives the 1. Cfaas. C. Moskowitz (M-G). $128,482
107,344
memory of ghetto to crematorium: 2. Harry M. Kalnrine (WB)
Continued
from
S
page
In a 3. Malcolm Kingsberg (RKO) .55,867
"The .Shadow," "Existing
Dream," and "The Partisan." Dances 4. Leonard H, Goidenson (Par) 55,250 theatres would guarantee playing the county which would exhibit the
Info available on ad-publicity top- time for an independent producer, nation's top historic documents.
by choreographer Dolly Kotz, for8. Executive
committee was aumerly of the Lodz dramatic studio, pers is incomplete, but current indi- who would turn out 12 films for the
Dietz product-hungry
exhibitors.
Other thorized to continue as a special
that Howard
are
are similar in theme, one the most cations
dramatic being the "Mother Dance," (Metro) leads with $81,785 as his an- than that Allied would have no com- committee in connection with the
which symbolizes the tragedy fol- nual stipend. N. B. Springold, Col's mitment for distribution, nor would Government's suit against the majors, .and the committee was given
lowing on the Nazi practice of veepee in charge of publicity and ad- it back the production,
snatching children who were too vertising,, was paid $74,450; Mort
Meeting pointed out that seven discretionary power to cooperate
young to work and destroying them. Blumenstock (WB), $62,250, and majors, excluding United Artists, with other independent exhibitor
(20th), $33,800.
released 353 pictures in 1941 and associations in connection with an
All the productions are starkly Charles Schlaifer
recalling the
Dope on foreign chiefs is everi only 221 in 1946, a big source of amicus curiae brief to be filed at
realistic so vividly
the proper time with the Supreme
fate of Jews in Europe that the skimpier. What's, on the record is worry for exhibitors. Same statistics
audience of ex-concentration camp that Joseph H. Seidelman, U's over- claimed that the net profit per pic Court in the appeal of the New York
suit.
internees frequently burst into tears seas head, gets $134,193; Murray Sil- for the producer increased from
instead of applauding the perform- verstone (20th), $84,950, and Joseph $100,000 in 1941 to $560,000 in 1946.
A. McConville (Col), $57,875. Arthur
ance.
The conference of the board memLoew, M-G's topper, is probably high bers was unusual in the large numman in 4he field.
ber of. observers it brought out to

he would order them all burned. A
good day was when you got a piece
of bread and were still alive whennight came."
The present theatre used by the
Kazet group is a relatively sumptuous auditorium formerly used by the
Wehrmacht. The productions, most
of which are written or adapted by

Lowest

"

m

Allied Nixes Govt.

.

No.-So.

Can Exhibs Convene

Charlotte, N. C-, Feb. 4.
Strozier, of Rock Hill,
S. C, was re-elected president of
the Theatre Owners of North' Carolina and South Carolina at its 35th
L.

annual convention last week. Charles
H. Arrington, Rocky Mount, N. C,
and J. C. Long, Charleston, S. C,
were elected vice-presidents and
Mrs. Pauline Griffith of Charlotte

was re-elected secretary-treasurer.
Directors
elected
are
Harold
Armistead, Easley, S. C; George
Carpenter, Valdese, N. C; H. R.
Berry, Hartsville, S. C.;. H. E:
Buchanan, Hendersonville, N. C;
Glenn Davis, Louisberg, N. C; H. H,
Everett, Charlotte, N. C; J. B. Harvey, Clover, S. C; H. D. Hearn,
Charlotte, N. C; T. A. Little, Char-

.

1

'

—

Copyright Pact

C

Testifying to the litigous nature of hear discussion of product shortage
Continued from page 2 ss
the industry are the solid sums paid and film rentals, plus some informaout to general counsel for the com- tion on the big New York anti-trust thus endowing the Latinos with unContinued from page 3 ;
equal rights superior to those of the
panies. Salaries in five companies case.
Highlights of the two-day
home-grown tunesmiths.
selling was both feasible and equit- listing them are:
session:
ASCAP and SPA reps retorted
.$215,642
able for both distributors and ex- 1. 3. Robert Rubin (M-G)
1. In his annual report, Abram F.
that they were in favor of unequal
(U).. 134,193 Myers, board chairman and general
hibitors. Although the decree stip- 2. Charles D. Prutzman
revamping of the law "if only to
78,000 counsel, declared that high, film
3. Austin C. Keough (Par)..
set a good example in this country
ulates that pictures don't have to be
74,750 rentals and the job of policing the
4. Robert W. Perkins (WB)
and start the ball rolling for similar
sold that way until July 1, Rodgers
5. Gordon E. Youngman (RKO) 31,944 New York decree would be the two
changes in domestic copyright laws."
decided to jump the gun again. *
biggest problems facing the inde- ASCAP
and SPA have been applying
Under plans outlined by Rodgers
pendent exhibitor this year. He pressure for lifting of the ban
to his division chiefs here, Metro
called the matter of rentals "the against
collecting
royalties from
will send out a letter to exhibs in
Int'l
great remaining question as yet un- coin-operated
machines and repeal
each situation, notifying them of the
solved
on
national
basis."
He
a
of the mandatory 2c licensing proContinued from page S
film's availability and stating miniwarned that the decree- will not do
mum terms acceptable to Metro, in- tion of the MPEA, to fill one of the much for the independents unless vision.
"Moral Rights"
cluding both percentage and flat two director - at-large vacancies. they fight to have its provisions
MPA and NAB hit at the treaty
rental prices. It's up to exhibs then Johnston is also a director-at-large, strictly enforced.
as imposing "authors' moral rights"
to mail in their bids within 10 days with the MPEA seeking a suitable
2. The board voted against taking
liabilities on amusement producers
for approval
or rejection by a candidate for the remaining vacency. the association into the governmentin all fields. It makes taboo a change
homeoffice Stockholders of the Assn. consist of industry
specially - constituted
central
committee,
but in a work on adaptation with the
committee. With the new program' the eight majors, each of which agreed that Allied would give inauthor's waiver in accordance with
to be nationwide in scope, Metro names its- top foreign exec as a dividual cooperation.
the law of the particular nation.
toppers expect to face many more board member.
3. The association made clear that Film,
radio, and book interests also
problems than they encountered in
In another move in the light of it realized it could not halt the charged that they would be subthe preliminary tests, and hope t3
present
bill in Congress to continue
infrijigehave all these ironed out by July 1. the need for top manpower in for- the 20% admissions tax indefinitely jected to possibly costly
-ment suits for innocent use of maeign affairs units, Johnston last week
and said it would not try to do so. terial copyrighted under informal
Current two-day sales meet, which
strengthened both the MPEA and
At the state and municipal level, it South American laws. Since forwinds up today (Tuesday>, was
the international division of the
was
called for the express purpose of
decided to set up a clearing mal publication of works are not reMP A. (MPEA'is a pool q£ Ameri- house on taxes and tax information,
setting the sales policy on "Yearquired, it's difficult to know what's
can companies for marketing films
to issue bulletins and to provide copyrighted
ling," Rodgers also announced that
and what's not, It was
jointly in 13 foreign countries, while
information of all new local and argued.
"Beginning or the End," story of the
MPA international division deals state
atom bomb, will be released generdevelopments in the field.
In the course of the wrangle over
with the rest of the world, not as a
4. Jack Kirsch was reelected for
ally in March after special preem
the
compulsory 2c licensing, assersales organization, but as a rep of
a second term as president and tion
performances
late
this
month.
was made that record companthe industry.)
Abram Myers, the perpetual general ies in 80% of the cases do not even
Special plans for marketing- "BeJohnston, prez of both MPEA and counsel and board chairman, also
ginning" are in the works and will
pay that sum per record because
MPA, switched Alexander Aronson automatically got another term. Wil- composers are more than satisfied to
be announced soon.
Although George A. Hickey, divi- from his post as assistant to Irving liam L. Ainsworth, of Fond du Lac, have wide distribution on their
Maas, v.p. and g.m. of MPEA, to as- Wise, was named treasurer; True- songs. Point was
sion' manager for the Los Angeles
made in answer to

Metro Bidding

;

.

treasurer*.

Ben

.

.

his

chaos

*'

—

,

.

MPTOA

Levy

.

Dein Tod"—Feder trained actors
and composed plays and songs. There
was no paper, so everything had to
Columbia Pictures' Harry Cohn and Al Jolspirnow expect a $5,000,000
Blankets were Rodgers can receive an added $66,- gross from "The Jolson Story," in which Johe
be memorized.
has a 50% stake of the
draped over the windows to shut 250,^ deposited by the company in profits, Jolson gave Sidney Buchmah 5%*of his share and producer
Sidney
escrow, which is to be paid over to Skolsky, who was largely instrumental in furthering the
out light.
venture, has a
contingencies."
certain
"under
"Not every t.ay in any camp was him
1% rooting interest besides the $10,000 Col. paid him for the idea.
$150,093
~~
the same," Feder recalls., "One day 1, Scully (tJ).....,....
115,800
a guard would. come in to watch a SS; Ned E. Depinet (RKO) ....
3. Arthur Rank's attorneys from London are currently in Capetown
114,714
performance. The next day he might 3. Rodgers (M-G)
winding the details' of Universal-International's deal with Schlesinger
110,350
send some of the actors to the 4. lom J. Connors (20th)
theatres there. M. A. Schlesinger is on the Coast powwowing with Nate
ovens. One ditf the SS commandant 5. Benjamin Kalmenson (WB) 97,600 Blumberg, Leo Spitz and Bill Goetz.
81,735
(Par)
would keep the children around for 6. Charles M. Reagan
'

The theatremen,
Washington for the

Plenty partners in the "Copacabana" (UA) indie film setup. Sam Coslow, Ben Hersh, George Frank, Walter Batchelor and Monte Proser are top
pards. Groucho Marx, co-star with Carmen Miranda, Andy Russell and
Gloria Jean, has 10%of the profits, His deal calls for: $150,000, and Miss
Miranda's for half that. Both only drew one-third, the rest after the pic
Henry Henigson was called in by the banks to cogets its nut back.
ordinate matters. Standard Capital also has 30% of the pic off the top
for putting up the end money,

.

.

.

.

Battle

lotte, N. C; George W. Parr, Lancaster, S. C; Ed Haley, Raleigh,
N. C.; Roy Rowe, Burgaw, N. C; and
A. F. Sams, Salisbury, N. C.
A record-breaking attendance of
over 500 attended the convention.
In the keynoate address of the convention Robert R. Barton, Jr., of
Richmond, attorney for the Confederacy of Southern Associations, expressed the belief that the Supreme
Court may entirely eliminate the
%'ery controversial competitive bid- territory,
was originally slated to sistant to Gerald Mayer, managing man Rembusch, of Indianapolis,
ding rule from the statutory court attend the meet,, his local business director of MPA international divi- secretary; and P. J. Wood, of Cosion.
decree.
Joe C. Goltz was named to lumbus, Ohio, recording secretary.
kept him on the Coast. Rodgers
Aronson in the Export
5. In addition to Kirsch and Myers
leaves for the Coast Thursday (6) replace
LINET'S AD COURSE
and will relay all info to Hickey Assn., while John Gilman McCarthy who went on ex officio, the followwas
appointed
to the international ing were selected for the executive
upon
his
arrival.
Rodgers
will stay
Hank Linet, Universal's eastern ad
board: Martin G. Smith, Toledo;
groups.
on
the Coas't six weeks to o.o. new
chief, will turn lecturer for blackAronson was former Continental M. A. Rosenberg, Pittsburgh; H>A.
board demonstrations of motion product and to huddle with studio
Nathan Yamans,
rep for Metro, while Goltz has been Cole, Dallas;
picture advertising and publicity at execs.
Boston, and S. E. Samuelson, Phila-.
the New School for Social Research,
Attending the meeting, besides with United Artists for the past nine delphia.
.- •
years.
McCarthy is a newcomer to
N. Y. He'll conduct series of five Rodgers, are Edward M. Saunders
6. Executive
committee
was aufilms,
but had business experience
lectures starting Feb. 7.
and Eddie Aaron, assistant general
thorized to select a site for the next
Arthur DeBra, director of the sales managers; John E. Flynn, mid- abroad as assistant secretary of
national convention, in September.
Community Service Dept. of the western sales chief; Rudy Berger, Johnson & Johnson and v.p. of At- Chicago and
White
Sulphur
Springs
Motion Picture Assn. and Ernest southern division chief; John J, Ma- lantic Diesel Corp.
are presently in the lead.
Emerling, advertising head of Loew's loney. central sales manager, and
MPEA stockholders, at their Jan.
7. Resolution was passed endorstheatres, Witt be guest speaker for John P. Byrne, eastern sales man- 22 meeting, reelected the entire slate ing the plan
of the Attorney Genager.
twd of the sessions.
of officers and directors,
eral to send a special train around
"

.

SPA's Shulman, who contended that
2c per copy might have been considerable in 1909, when the copyright
act was passed, but meant little today with inflated prices,

Sargoy claimed changes in rights
of foreign authors and composers
should not be determined by treaty
when no proper hearings on questions are provided. Only legislation,
in -which both houses pass on all
points, is the proper vehicle for a
revamping of copyright laws. Sargoy
asserted.
Dr. LutBer H. Evans, Librarian of Congress and head of the
U.S. delegation at the Pan-Am meet,
urged ratification as giving U.S. composers and authors an advantageous
position in Latin American countries.

a
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English Author Sounds

Of

iripps Crimps litisiiliiiii
grounds will be made at the Engformer company.

owned by

the
Although he re-

lish Elstreet Studios,

fused tp specifically name stories set
for British production, Warner menand "The
tionel "Slipper Hitch"
Hasty Heart" in connection with the
pact. He added that all the pix are
set for top- production and will not
the category of "quota
fall
into
films."
Film chief averred that
will- make no British films independently Of ABP.

WB

Film Reviews

About Hollywood

Hollywood will never again have
Continued from page 12
"monopoly" on the British market
not as confusing as it sounds
The lied Honse
has cut down the turnover from 11 nor the market of any foreign counbut th«
masquerade being played by the
rich
shows per day to six.
try, according to John Brophy, Eng- adjunct in' building' up and sustain- characters
adds much to the
Outdoor
shots are
eorie
moods.
While on his trip, Warner signed lish author, formerly under contract ing
Romantic angles lie between
effective.'
strikingly
three actors to contracts, two BritFore and Miss Storm, latter
to Metro when Sir Alexanded Korda
however,
built
single
pe^uad
Pic,
is
oh
a
ons, Robert Douglas and Stephen
Ulg her father and mother to join
long
in
and
takes
too
getting
thread,
acproduction
British
masquerade so they will rea ze th*
Vincent, along with a Frenchman, headed M-G's
to its climax, It ends on something
the
Yves Montand. Film chief will re- tivities. No country now will submit of a macabre note, -and throughout young vet s worth. De Fore and Mist
dealing with anStorm make a strong team that
main in New York for two or three to seeing pictures
has several false
touches— please,
wm
it
after
week,
life
week
country's
Ann Harding is the mother
weeks before Reading Coastward. He other
muscle-brained young* wo&dsman bewhose
will
and
demand
adventure
Brophy
declared,
in honest' hvina
ing in possession of $750; entrusting
plans to return to England next fall,
be the money to a flighty girl to buy brings about a reconciliation with
when production on Warner-ABP that pictures of their own lives
guggles.
Grant Mitchell, Edward
made with native actors in their na- him a bond with it, etc.
pictures starts.
Brophy,
1

.

Continued from page

5

a

,

j

tive countries.

Strongly recommending all possible American aid to the English
.industry, Warner said that "they
need all of our help." He maintained
Continued from page 3
that the present sound -financial conVerdoux," company, if it is to get
dition of the British motion picture the picture, would desperately like
industry is due in large part to to get Chaplin to postpone the reAmerican aid. He cited the four- lease until it has time to whip up a
shilling, nine-pence quotation of the giant publicity and advertising barABP theatre chain in 1940, before rage, such as it is deemed the picture

Mm

Chaplin-UA

WB

bought in, compared to the' curWarner statrent price of 33s. 9d.
ed that one of the purposes of the
new contract is to increase the British film industry's supply of dollar
exchange, since "Great Britain has
been magnificent to the United States
We all
motion picture industry.
speak the same language, and if
they can make films good enough for
showing here, we should make every
effort to get them into theatres.
"All that unnecessary talk about deAmericanization is out, and I think
my trip had a lot to do with putting
a stop to that nonsense. Please understand," he added, "I'm not making any statements about the British
film business on the eve of releasing
a new picture."

merits.

Co. Reluctant

Brophy,

huddle

This is the first picture of three in
is linked with Sol
Lesser as (silent) co-producer. Robinson has supplied himself with a fat
part that suits his talents and to
which he gives his best efforts. He's
cast as a farmer, living with a sister
and an adopted daughter in an isolated area of a small community, further withdrawn from the community
by his strange, gloomy moods. Part
of his property is a wooded area to
which no one carr go; the farmer
even employs a young woodsman to
keep trespassers out by gunfire if

who wrote "The Immor- which Robinson

Sergeant," filmed by 20th-Fox,
arrived in the U. S,. aboard the
Queen Elizabeth recently for a
month's vacation. He expects to
tal

with

and

20th-Fox

Metro

story department chiefs during his
stay with the possibility of turning

out screenplays for them.
Results
of the negotiations will depend on
whether he can get permission to
bring his family to the U, S, Brophy
wrote several scripts for Metro during his three-year tenure of contract
•

made up

his

in

favor

UA

WB

Chaplin:

Tyro Importers
3 j;

not opti-

mistic about the continued solvency
of" the initiate importers. Fact is, he
thinks they are "going to break their
necks."

One Man Band
Hollywood, Feb.

4.

In addition to, writing, producing,
directing and starring in his forth

coming "Monsieur Verdoux," he is
now at work composing a score for
the film.
Chaplin,

incidentally, plans two
more .productions to follow "Verdoux.*'
Upon his return from Europe, after
"Verdoux's
intended
spring release, Chaplin and his wife
will take a two-month European
•

Films they are bringing to Amerhe stated, following his return
week from a survey trip abroad,
are mostly coming out of the stock- trip.
One of the two new pix already
pile of about 300 pictures made during the war.
To these have been has 90 pages of script, finished while
added some 35 or 40 pictures pro- another only needs transcribing into
screenplay form. Chaplin will star
duced last year.
and direct one of the films. While
Outstanding
pictures,
such
as he only
will direct the other.
"Well Digger's Daughter" and "Les
Plans are also reported fof ChapEnfants du Paradis", can show conlin to produce two films annually
siderable profit if purchased at a
instead of pauses of several years.
reasonable price,, according to Burstyn, but they are the exceptions.
They can go beyond the score of
houses that ordinarily play French
ica,

last

product and break info perhaps a
total of 50 theatres.
Still more exceptional pix, such as Burstyn's
Italian-made "Open City", which
may gross $1,000,000, will play about
1,000 theatres via bookings by FoxWest Coast and Balaban & Katz circuits.

"Baker's Wife", a prewar French
sensation, grossed better than $150,But, in contrast, many of the
000.

French importations have returned
well under $5,000 in rentals. They
formerly could be purchased for
American distribution for as low as
Present prices run from
$1,000.
$5,000

to -$20,000 for

U.

S.

rights.

Cost of making prints and the technicalities involved in English subtitling run into an additional $2,000
©r thereabouts.

Decree Fight

55S Continued

Boy! What a

$34,000,000

Me"

to

from page

5

ss

franchises with indies from the decree's taboos. Denial of IFs applica
tion, according to its brief, will force
the company to purchase or build
houses in order to carry out its plan
for operating first-run showcases.
Presaging a hike in the number
of exhib anti-trust suits filed against
the majors was the refusal by the
three judges to amend the conclusions of law. The Big Five had asked
the court to drop the conclusion
which held them in conspiracy in
discriminating against exhibs while
licensing pix. Point raised during the
hearing was that with this finding
on the books, exhibs would have less
difficulty than ever to prove monopoly charges in triple damage Suits.

suicide

by

driving

his car

into

a

:

i

the mentally-troubled farmer, gives
a strong performance. Allene Roberts is winsomely attractive and appealing as the adopted daughter, and
Lon McCallister wholesome and engaging as the young hired hand. Production is modest but adequate.

Bumpsie (The

Girl)

....Tim .Moore
.....Rlwood Smith
Duke Williams

.11m

Harry*

Oumminga

Mr.

i.,.Al Jackson

•

The Cnmmlngs Sisters
Madame Deborah

l

Sheila Uuvse
.Ways
Sybil Lewis

? Belli

Donaldson
Warren Patterson
The Gang: Slam Stewart. Deck Watson and
His Crown Dots. Sid Catlelt and Rind,
Camera work, especially in outdoor
Ann Cornell and the Interna liana .niter,
rustic scenes, is fine.
Bron.
.Mr.

]

bugs.

It

Happened on

Hi h Ave.

(SONGS)
Monogram

Hollywood, Jan. 31.
release ot Allied Artists (Key
production (associate producer.

Ruth)
Kaufman). Stars Don DeFore, .Ann
Harding: features Charlie Rugglca. Victor

Del
Joe

Whitey

Alan Halo! Jr.
Cathy Carter

Alice...

Hank.....
Margie

Edward Ryan.

Jr.

.Dorothea* Kent

,

Brady..
Jackie

Arthur llohl
Anthony Kydea
.Linda Leo Solomon

winter

when

The several hundred Negro

film

houses in this country have long
been faced with a product shortage
on race-films, and the newly formed
Herald pictures will do something to
alleviate the numerical relief. Initial release, "Boy, What a Girl," is
along the song-and-dance lines, and,
if only on the strength of its vaude
and musical names, should provide
sufficient playing time on the south
end of doubleheaders.
This film is predominantly musical
with a cliched, makeshift plot concerning two shoestring producers
trying to win backing from a prospective angel with a wad of doufih

and two daughters. The showmen
ultimately nab the coin as well as
the girls.

Comedy is entrusted to Tim Moore,
femme impersonator, while Elwood Smith and Duke Williams,
as a

together

with

Sheila

Guysc

and

Betti Mays, take care of the romantic
needs. The vaude and nitery team
of Patterson and Jackson aids the
comedy with respective .characterizations of the angel and landlord,
but efforts are generally weak. Forte
of the film is its musical sequences,

with Slam Stewart trio, Sid Catlett
orch, Ann Cornell and Deek Wat-

Brown Dots.
Sets and production

son's

film's

low budget

indicate the
Jose.

New Fsreip Fibs
(Unlikely for Anglo-O. S. Market)

Enrbacba" (SWEDISH). Buropa Film
production and release; stars Gunnel Hrostroem, Erik Hall. Sven Idndberg: lea lares
Douglas Hage, Goeata Cederlund. Mar a
Bergman, Ulla. Andreasson. Margroi h » civets, Manetta. Ryberg: directed by Beiret
Bkeroth; screenplay. Makjen Cullboi-K. SUk
Almqulst. based on novel by former: ram*
era',

Harald Berglund.

holm.

Reviewed in
Running time. 100 MINS.

Sioelc
«

entertainment, this
film concerning life in a small Swedish village has been nicely directed
and acted. Lansing of Harald Berglund Is okay. Should do well »
Sweden and draw better than average grosses in U. S. arty houses.
Offering

fair

"Rnamorada"
ICAN).

("Girl in Love"!

Panamerican Films,

(MEX-

S.A..

pro-

duction and release.
Stars Maria Felix:
features Pedro Armendarlz, Fernando pernaridcz, Eugene Ross). Directed by KmiW
Fernandez; camera. Gabriel Flguerna. At

Cine Alameda, Mexico City.
•W AIINS.

Running

time,

latter

Miami, Feb. 4.
Harold Lloyd was slated to arrive
here from the Coast today (Tuesday)
to participate in the promotional
campaign prior to the world preem

takes himself off to South Carolina.
It's a life of luxury Moore leads,
wearing fine clothes, eating the best
of foods, etc, all without the knowledge of .the owner. Also, it's a life
Of no problems until he befriends
of his comeback jtarrer, "Sin of
Don De Fore, ex-vet who is homeHarold Diddlebock," at the Lincoln less, and takes him into the milliontheatre here Feb. 18.
aire's mansion. That slight break in
Lloyd is also attending a meeting routine has Moore also taking in Gale
Storm, daughter of Ruggles but inin Miami of the national
is

-

'

A

the Shrine, of which he

Smith. Duke Williams. Patterson
son. Sheila Guyao.
Directed by
Valentin!

pered,

argue.
Strictly local stories, native Baby
sports such as baseball, and biographies of personalities known only to
'It Happened on 5th Avenue" is
Americans are all n.g. with the the teeoff film for Allied Artists,
'
upper-bracket production company
foreigners.
slated to make and distribute MonoExecs will plug on a rising pitch gram's high -budget features.
As an
for musical extravaganzas in color, initialer it offers excellent
entertainpix with plenty of action, and yarns ment and boxoffice values.
which have an international backFilm is Roy Del Ruth's first inground. HOt foreign grossers during dependent production, and he realizes
the year have been such films as on it neatly. Picture is overlong and
"Blue Skies", "Night and Day", has some rough edges, but otherwise
should be a solid pleaser for general
"Notorious" and "Bells of St. Mary".
audiences.
Tarzan series, while nothing sensaWhile cast names run to youth, it
tional in the U. S., have always remains for
oldtimer Victor Moore to
scored heavily on export.
carry the load. His role as a vagabond
who uses the wealth of others
Majors made their most solid gains
to
lead a life of ease will probably
in continental Europe east of the
be
termed
the
best yet he has had
Rhine, the Philippines and China.
in films. He makes it a' gem that
France, Switzerland, Belgium, Denthoroughly clicks in every facet. Anmark, Norway and Italy all con- other oldtimer,
Charlie Ruggles, also
tributed heavily to the rise in makes a bright display
of thespian
rentals.
In the Philippines, where experience,
sharing honors with
GI's furthered the cause of films Moore as a sour-pussed rich man
by popularizing them with the na- who learns that life offers more
values
than
another
million dollars.
tives, the advance was the most senPlot contains .several basic themes
sational throughout the world.
that have been neatly correlated in
Latin America, foreign execs say, the Everett Freeman
script. Problem
about held its own despite growing of housing, returned veterans
and
inroads of both Mexican and Argen- their future economic condition, and
tine product.
slight dip of some the evil of close concentration on
10% was registered in Britain, India, riches are some of the themes exSouth Africa and Australia. In the plored. The preachments occasion^
main, the slide was due to the de- ally slow things down and make for
parture of Yank servicemen who overlength of footage, but it is all so
well resolved under Del Ruth's direcwere still in these countries in large tion that
general entertainment is
numbers during the latter half of '45. sustained.
Moore is seen as a tramp who
moves into the 5th avenue home of
ILOTfD'S 'SIN'
Ruggles every

BAIXY

Herald pictures release of Jack Goldberg,
Features Tim Moore. BKcooS

lu-oduotlon.

& Jack,
Arthur
Robinson portrays the quick-tem- Leonard: story, Vincent
camera
alternafely kind and gruff iltorge Webber; editor. Jack Kemp; souks
farmer with care and conviction. Walter Bishop. Walter Fuller. Mavv Loti
Williams, Deek Watson.
Previewed
n
Judith Anderson, as the sister who
3 °' '* 7
Runnll,K " me
sacrifices her own life to stay with W MlXs"'
water-pit

.Moore, (Sale Storm. Directed by Del Ruth.
creased revenues, foreign dept. execs Screen May,' Everett Freeman and Vick
intend stressing even further the Knight, from story by Herbert Clyde Lewis
and Frederick Stephani; camera. Henry
necessity for Hollywood to consider Sharp; sonss. Harry Revel. Paul Webster:
what sells best in other countries assistant director, Frank Fox: editor. Richard Heermanoe.
Previewed Los Angelex.
when culling stories and talent. Too Feb.
1. '17.
Running time, 116 MINS.
often in the past, they argue, pro- •I'm
Don DeFore
•Mary
Ann Harding
ducers have trained their eyes O'Connor.
.
.Charlie Ruggles
strictly on the domestic appetites. McKeever
Victor Moore
Qale Storm
With the result that worldwide ren- 'rtudy
Farrow.
Grant Mitchell
tals lagged behind.
Ff It on
Md ward Brophy

Drawing room comedies, for instance, leaning on glib, fast dialog
for their punch, are b. o. poison in all
but English-speaking countries, they

Girl

(MUSICAL)

distributing

of the contract. It's not
though likely that he could get the
three directors „ appointed by third
partner David O. Selznick to
along. Chaplin and Selznick have
"Bank is doing what others long been at' swords-points.
jors.
Sears would make no objection
failed to do," he said, "and the only
to the "most favored" terms, since
motive behind Objections to him is
he has expressed the attitude that
jealousy."
should distribute the product of
Business in England and France is the three owners without charge at
exec stated, falling off all, if it is called upon to do
excellent,
so.
only slightly where American troops,
With -release time approaching,
now shipped home, formed a large Chaplin last' week took on a new
part of the audience. He added that press agent to handle "Verdoux."
the French market is in. good shape He is John Del V&lle, until recently
in spite of the power shortage, which with Enterprise.

Arthur Bank, saying the latter has
been the most progressive force behind England's film industry because
he is able and willing to do things on
a scale equal to the American ma-

is

Means

•

outside the U. S. and mind); the adopted daughter revealed
Canada by climbing 14% over the as the child of the long-murdered
Schwartz pointed out 45 take. Paramount, too, scored a couple, and the farmer committing

mind on the

.

J.

necessary.

e

had "not yet

that the actor-producer

•

playing time, Burstyn

Christmas

—

'

Continued from page

What

Background vocals are contributed
by the Kings Men. Good musical
score was done by Edward Ward.

Henry Sharp's camera work is
While UA is ready to go full
A young hired hand comes to work solid, making handsome display
of
speed ahead on selling the film, with the company in England but on the farm, is intrigued by the elegant art direction by Lewis
Crecompany is naturally reluctant about the war precluded any of them being wooded area, and enters it, to meet ber and Ray Biltz, Jr.'s, set decorawith several mishaps.
With the tions. Joe Kaufman served as assogoing all out on publicity and filmed.
adopted
daughter
he
stumbles
finally
ciate producer with Del Ruth on
announcements until it gets official
on the mystery a red house where filming of the original story by Herword from Chaplin that he's turning
two murders have been committed bert Clyde Lewis and Frederick Stethe picture over to it for distribu-r
by the farmer. But solution is found phani. Other technical credits are
tion.
Foreign Earnings
only after the farmer's sister has met first rate.
Brog.
Charles Schwartz, Chaplin's attorher death by trying to burn down
S55 Continued from page 5
ney, stated in New York this week,
the house (and save the brother's

company."
that Chaplin has no releasing pact healthy advance to" hit an approxiwith UA and is not "legally, morally mate
while
$30,000,000
Warners
or ethically bound to distribute played touch-and-go
with the same
through the company."
figure. Universal (including Canada)
Dispute might conceivably arise hit $23,100,000 for its
fiscal year
Warners is Currently undertaking over terms to be given Chaplin. It's ended Nov. 2, and RKO was slightly
he would seek "most behind with an estimated $22,000,000.
a large-scale rebuilding program for assumed
The favored" terms, such as those part- Columbia and United Artists each
overseas production facilities.
WB Teddington studio, completely ner Mary Pickford was granted for took in around $16,000,000.
demolished by a direct hit from a any film she distributes up until
Majors customarily compute only
V-2 rocket bomb, is being recon- next Sept, 1, These terms provide on the basis of monies actually
structed at an approximate cost of for a 25% distribution charge until
transferred to company homeoffiees.
$3,000,000, while ABP's Elstreet Stu- gross reaches $800,000, after which Yank tills
were hypoed last year
dio is undergoing ah $8,000,000 re- fee comes down to 10%. AH new
by receipt Of some $3,000,000 in
building job. Ultimate goal at El- UA distribution contracts are for frozen currency from China and
street is the availability of 14 sound a straight 25% or better, since comIn both
$2,000,000 from France.
execs maintain they can't
stages. Warners' investment in this pany
instances, the sums had * piled up
reconstruction will not impede its make a profit under the old terms. during the -war and amounts paid
To get the "most favored" deal,
withdrawal from participation in
over to the majors represented part
ABP production at the end of the Chaplin, would have to line up Miss of that figure.
Pickford's three members of the
contract period, exec said.
Backed by the talking point of inWarner kudosed British producer board to vote along with his three

K

'

Edward Ryan, Jr A ]I„
Hale, Jr., Abe Reynolds,
Dorothea
Kent, and others of the cast
meas
ure up fully to all demands.
Miss Stprm sings three of the four
songs included in the score. Num
bcrs are "Speak, «My Heart," "It's =
Wonderful, Wonderful Feeling " both
by Harry Revel, and "You're Every
where," by Revel and Paul Webster
The ensemble joins in on "That's

Though

this is graced

by Mexico

s

top actress,, Maria Felix at her best;
has exceptional work by Eugene
Rossi in his Mexican pic debut: good
photography by Gabriel Figueroa,

and high-grade megging by Emiiio
Fernandez, this story is more for
Latin-American than Anglo-American trade.
Pic did sock biz, is selling new
house records at the Cine Alameda
officers of
cognito; two GI families, and finally and is in line for Mexico's best lor
a
member. the millionaire and

his ex-wife.

It's

me.
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Bound

to bring smiles to exhibitors as they

hear the coins bouncing
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COLUMBIA PICTURES
presents

POWELL KEYE

w»h

Lea

1.

COBB

•

DREW

Ellen

•

Nina FOCH

JOHN KELLOGG
S.
ROBERT ROSSEN
by
Directed
Rossen
Screenplay by Robert
Produce, MILTON HOLMES
Associate
NEALIS
EDWARD
G.
Produced by

THOMAS GOMEZ

•

•
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State, N. Y.

imitaof yesteryear tap routines, an.
Pr. Neff Ghost Show, Jesse Stone
tion of Phil Harris, a pantomime Orch (12) Harry Lee Long, Ptpmeat,
b'Ut with a cigaret machine and a John Bunn, Conway & Fox; Night

John Botes, Rubv Hill, Lee Noble,
Jerry & Jane Brondoto, Lorraine
Rogntxn with Pat McCatfrie, Jim

personable couple take over for nifty solid.
tapstering session, very much out of
the ordinary and highlighted by
Mpls.
male's slick hoofing on miniature
.Minneapolis, Feb. 1.
Doubles are also done
staircase.
Bob Crosby Orch (17), Dunhills
with plenty class to garner salvos.
(4). Eddie Rio;
(3). Town Criers
Lee Noble, youthful magico, keeps "White Tie and Tails" (V).
•em guessing with his hocus-pocus,
offering practically all the standards
First stage show in months has
and pointing up with flow of com- plenty of box-office strength,, due
edy gab that's amusing. Gets nice to Bob Crosby pull, along with a
response.
maximum of entertainment merit.
of
late
Ruby Hill, sepia songstress
With its seven brass, five saxes
the musical, "St. Louis Woman," fol- and four rhythm, the band is inlows and does neatly in her song clined to be heavy on volume much
stanza. Teeing off with "Five Min- of the time, but its swing emanations
For
utes More" she segues into
nevertheless possess a tuneful, lisSentimental Reasons" and "Come tenable quality.
Rain or Come Shine" from her
After "Summertime" theme, band
former musical. Despite chance oi gets in groove with "Sioux City
encore she preferred to rest on trio Sue," Crosby losing no time in exof numbers.
ercising his pipes. The three DunHowever, its Lorraine Rognan, hill lads size up as tops in precision
aided by Pat McCaffrie, who steals tapping and they also contribute
the show with her zany antics. Gal some fast routines and somersaults.
has a field day for her comedantics Nifty appearing Town Criers, mixed
and pulls all stops in giving them quartet, score with their harmonjzplenty of laughs with her flip ing of "By the Sea," "Buttermilk
clowning and travesty ballroom- Sky." "Open the Door, Richard" and,
ology. McCaffrie makes a splendid with Crosby on i'Soiith America,
a
foil for her funstering and gets
Take It Away," increasing the numfew licks on the licorice stick while ber's effectiveness with comedic

Orpheum,

m

Mob
partner's taking a breather.
couldn't seem to get enough of them.
John Boles follows and clicks
his song session. Baritones way to
solid returns -with "Grand Night for
"Sooner or
Singing," a medley,

m

Later" and "One Alone" to splendid
returns.

Jim Wong Troupe, four Chinese
men and gal, close session with fast
and clever line of. Oriental gymnas.tics, pyramiding and balancing, all
sold at lively pace and rating appreEdba
ciation.
'

-

Ear!©, Philly
Philadelphia, Jan. 31.

Dave Apollon- &

Co.;

Ralph

Slater,

tuke Art &

Junior, Rochelle
eebe; Renegade Girl (Indie)

'

&

.

touches.
There's a

.

a

maximum

Editor"

of

fostering the

pigeons,

by U, which showed peak
the company.

:

Radio Whodunits

the escape trunk, the cut

ard items for the magis is the intrp.
Then Neff .begins the spook business
with his "cabaret de la morte" and
10 people out of the audience. This
house is a natural for the ghost stuff,
and Neff's tricks with the electric
shock chair and the playing instruments, while his hands are apparently tied gets over with a thrill.

as it m&y
string bass

Continued from page

Wash.

company and band converted

to

house in order.
by such
represented
Already
night-time crime shows as "Ellery
Queen," "Inner Sanctum", "Crime
"Thin
"Suspense",
Photographer",
Man", etc., CBS had adopted the
policy of refusing to accept any additional whodunits in excess of those
already being carried by the web.

start putting their

"What Wall street forgets," one
said, "is that individual
pictures may be gambles but overall
We can lose
returns are stable.
$1,000,000 On one film but it's almost
certain that we'll make it up with a
handsome profit, to boot, on the next
few. Pve argued myself hoarse with
Par exec

men but Hollywood's
glamour has them frightened."
The street's myth, biggies say, has
hurt the credit standing of the companies and has kept the level of
While stock
quotations depressed.
quotations are basically computed on
seven to eight times annual equivalent earnings, films' common is currently 25% to 50% below that.

from, a pitcher of water. Two
who serve the

-

speculative"

.

Adams, Newark

Newark, Jan.

31.

Vivian Blaine, Gordon MacRae,
with Uncle Sam. Apollon works Don. Rice, "Renegade Girl" (SG).
with him at the close of the act, in
Vivian Blaine, Newark girl who
e comedy bit with the clay.
Rochelle & Beebe click with their has returned to her home town a
comic terping. Biz only fair when film star, heads this lively session.
Gal puts on a socko exhib of percaught opening day Friday (31).
*

Shal.

•

Kansas

City, Jan. 31.

sonality

singing,

despite

cold

at

opening

(30). Biggest boost comes
from her film, "State Fair,"
but almost as strong are "On the
Boardwalk at Atlantic City," "Rainy
Night in Rio" and "I've Got the
Sun in the Morning," All to begoff

in tunes

Jack & Doris SchaUf, Norman NasRaye & Pedro, Bettye Phillips,
Jack Parks' Tower Orch (9) with reception.
Kenny Field; "Renegade Girl" (SG)
Another clicker is Gordon Macand "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" Roe, manly type of youthful croon(Mono}.
er, who has plenty sock on delivery.
Registers with "Sentimental ReaCurrent lineup jells into moder- sons," "Gal in Calico," "Without a
ately good entertainment with Nor- Song" and other ballads.
A hit on the USO circuit during
man Nassar filling m.c. slot neatly.
Opener is Tower Orch on an the war, Don Rice is pulling just
Irvin Berlin medley, with Kenny about the same act for the civilians.
Field taking vocal on "Pretty Girl It's good stuff, fast oh the comic
Is Like a Melody," and side men of lines and with plenty of panto to
Rice's willingthe orch gathering around Jack spark proceedings.
Parks and the mike for a bit of jam ness to pitch in With other turns
spread on "Alexander's Ragtime gives the show an enjoyable lift.
The Jansleys, two girls and a
Band." Jack and Dorn Schaaf follow With a magic routine of silk man, contrib one of the funniest of
Kerchiefs and knock-down bouquets current aero turns. The Merry Madcaps didn't show opening day.
that is strictly ordinary.
Bran.
Nassar has the center slot for his
tar,

tag.

Mutual

Life In-

surance Co., of New York for instance, picked up a block of 20,000

future deals.

Paramount common last
month. Layout of over $500,000 by
a company that's strictly regulated
on type Of investment it can make
shares

of

that
cat-and-dog.

indicates

S

&

Par's

stock

is

no

P's analysis advises investors

moderate decline in film profits
during the 'year. Film companies'
earnings probably hit their peak in
'46, survey opines, and a downward
tilt is to be expected primarily be-

of a

cause of a sharp rise in production
costs.
Release of higher cost pix
during '47, .carrying with them

ABC network is also clamping heavier amortization charges, are
mumbo-jumbo
and smooth technique, make this a down. Policy formulated is that the going to narrow the profit margins.
top act. Weekness lies in fact that number of crime shows won't be
No" about-face in the upping cost
a good part of act is lost to those hiked; if a new one goes on, another
in sight, according
in rear seats.

of production is
Reflecting
to the industry survey.
the greater use of color and the
higher nut for labor, stories and talent, individual budgets for pix will
be at a peak.

will be lopped off. There are a mulof whodunits riding the
tiplicity
particularly
on
kilocycles,
Saturday night, with its back-to-

ABC

back sequencing of "Famous Jury
Trials," "I Deal in Crime"; "Gangbusters" and "Murder and Mr. Malone."
Web crime roster also includes such items as "Fat Man,"
"This Is Your FBI," "The Sheriff,"
"Sherlock Holmes," "Policewoman,"
Hornet,"
"Counterspy,"
"Green
"Danger Dr. Danfield," etc.
Like ABC, Mutual has a flock of
'em, including "The Falcon", "Gregory Hood', "True Detective Mystery"
'The
Shadow", "Bulldog DrumBoston
mond", "House of Mystery" (although the latter, as a children's
program, has been praised for its approach and treatment), "Official Detective", etc.
Mutual, however, has
no hard and set rule; in fact, it feels
that the right kind of whodunit is a
Sensational response to King Cole
trio here puts them up near the good, stable commodity.
Several months back Schick-Everlevel of Haymes, Sinatra, Rooney
and Kaye as box office winners. Au- sharp submitted a whodunit to CBS
dience, biggest opening crowd since for sponsorship.
Network said no
Kaye, all but drowns out the trio dice.
Eversharp people cancelled
with off-beat handclaps and squeals. out on the time, moved over to ABC
Trio does six numbers, opening and finally came up with Henry
With "Route 66" and going along Morgan.
with "Sentimental Reasons," "Best
In all there are 35 of the "youMan," a medley of "Embraceable
You," "Paper Moon" and "Straight- can't-win (with sound) shows today
.
en Out '; continues with "Beginning getting coast-to-coast airing.
of the End" anl" finishes with a jam
P-T Assn. Squawk
finale with house band. Cole sings
all the way through, the bass and
Minneapolis, Feb. 4.

tainment there are features which
are highly commendable and desirable" and "only hope for re-

moval

of objectionable features lies
in cooperation."

While fighting crime and horror
for juveniles, association was
prepared to follow committee's rec-

fare

to "give active support to those pictures and programs
we want our. children to have, if
we expect to get cooperation from
producers of entertainment in eliminating things we do not want."
Committee report reached conclusion
that "crime and horror movies and
radio programs will continue to be
first
on children's entertainment
lists- unless parents take action to
eliminate this profitable market for
film producers and radio adver-

ommendation

RKO,

'

.'

Insurance companies do not see
eye-to-eye with the financiers on the

.

eye-filling femmes,
drinks, plus plenty

by

pointed out that when general business picks up, films are among the
first to respond, while it's one of the
last to feel' the effects of a depresThe industry, which is a
sion.
strictly cash biz, ads stressed, has
domestic market of 90,000,000 weekly
customers in the U. S. and upwards
of 200,000,000 throughout the world.

Jans & Martel, Johnny Downs,
Similarly, NBC says, in effect,
Jean Carroll, Think- A-Drink Hoffman; "Secret Heart" (M-G).
"We're standing pat on our two
crime shows, 'Mr. District Attorney'
Capitol's bill this week goes along and 'Molle Mystery Theatre':" NBC
at a fast rlip, offering variety and management has kicked the whole
solid fare throughout.
subject around and has decided to
Top billing goes to Think-A-Drink proceed with extreme care.
Hoffman, whose fast drink illusion
Whodunit candidates for potential
act is new to most of Capitol's customers. Hoffman follows his usual sponsorship will not only be carepattern,
conjuring drinks of all fully weighed by NBC, but the time
kinds,' including beer, coke and cof- spotting will also be a factor in any
fee,

profits

Reasons briefed by U and chorused
by other toppers are many.
U

financial

1

Chicago convention of the National
Assn. of Broadcasters by William S.
Paley, chairman of the board of
CBS. At that time Paley took official cognizance of the mounting
the whodunits and
of
criticism

warned the 'nation's broadcasters

at-

Campaign to antidote the Street's
was initiated recently by
Universal, which advertised widely
a plug for the basic stability of the
Ads were in conjunction
industry.
with issuance of '46 annual report

.

rope which becomes whole again,
of noise and switching objects apparently covrhythm and melodic ered, plus a number of other stand-

same impression,

poison

-

'

g—-Jj

tributes low quotes to rising production costs and fears over foreign
competition and effects of the antitrust suit.

'

,

.

l

is that,

Wall street,, that profits are unstable
and unpredictable. S & P, whilt

,

lass,

Tower, K. C.

Fix

the sub-normal quotations on film stock is due, in large
part, to the. conception, furthered by

execs

.

introduced by Apollon as "Miss La
Verne, from Paris," does the piano

Jiovelty in their ."Plastique Comque," in which Art models clay
ieads^ building up a patriotic climax

'SiJeeHlative'
Continued Horn page

30.

.

Show stopper on bill proves to
woodites essaying personals, the exchild star simply doesn't have an be comedienne Jean Carroll, who
impresses as a distaff Joey Faye.
act.. His material gives him nothing,
accompanying. She is a smiling with audience reacting in that vein. Material is fairly stock, but gal has
eveful definitely on the Jane Rusa sock style of putting over a gag.
Sammy Walsh socks with comedy Routine includes a convincing imsell pattern.
doughnut- presh of Harry
toppers,
being
Slater, .known to radio listeners, stuff,
James' trumpet.
displays a smooth brand of show- dunking bit, band leader takeoff and Mitt action terrific.
manship. He has good stage pres- "Breaking My Back For Becks."
Johnny Downs doe's a slick job
Radio thrush Diane Courtney does with a pleasing terp-singing act. Lad
ence and times his patter well. He
okay
with
her
versions,
invites 10 persons from the audience
pop
heaviest has appealing personality, a novel
to come up to the stage, and then applause-getter being the arrange- tap routine, plenty animation, and
he quickly puts three of them under ment on "For Sentimental Reasons." strong pipes. Gets good returns.
hypnosis. Stressing the lighter side, House went for her all the way.
Jans & Martel tee off bill in a
Slater's hypnotic suggestions cause
Some neat tapology is offered by standard terp act, with a novel verthe subjects to behave in a manner Olsen and Joy, who garner nice re- sion of the toy shop dance as standcalculated to get laughs.
Lowe.
turns with their work, while Capt. out.
However, he never asks a subject Heyers and his horse Starless Night
to do anything that might possibly click with the horseantics, especially
,
embarrass.
He gets his biggest in a Latin rhythm routine. Les
Boston, Jan. 31.
laughs at the windup of the acta Rhode and house unit back show
King Cole Trio, Sue Ryan, Arnaut
when the subjects react to his post- nicely. Biz good.
Lary.
Bros-, Ruth & Billy Ambrose, Larry
hypnotic suggestions.
Flint House Orch; "13 Rue MadeDuke Art and Junior present a
leine" (20th).
and lovely

*'«'•

'

Sammy

large

1947

Oriental, Chi

.

Miami

Staccato."

house

Chicago, Jan.

suggestion,
seem, to the drum and
presentation, "Big Noise From Winnetka," of ace thumper Ray Bauduc and Ward Irwin. Eddie Rio,
seen here recently with the Bob
Hope show, lands plenty of laughs
and scores with his comedy dance
impressions.
Closer is a lights-out eerie display of
More Crosby warbling is highly ghostly forms flopping around the
relished. He does "Got to Get Some- stage and over the audience. Great
body to Love Me" as a solo and then returns for this show, and a lot of
has the Town Criers join him for fun.
Tomw.
"The Girl That 1 Marry" and "Doing
What Comes Natur'lly," with comCapitol,
s
edy variations. The finale, also used
in the Bob Hope show, has the enWashington, Jan, 31.
tire

nicely

orch.

(20th-Fox).

minimum

paradoxical

Show
Flint's

with
(15)
Clyde McCoy Orch
Billie Jane Bennett, W. C. Bryant;
If all the vaude and magic hokum
& Four
were put in one big pile, ft would Maurice Rocco, Billy Wells Pilanm"
Miss
"Shocking
probably add up to Dr. Neff's Ghost Fays;
show, a traveling entourage which (20th)
v
_____
hit fhe Apollo boards this week. This
bit of old carny showmanship reClyde McCoy, whose music is on
sembles a three-ring circus in the the sugary side, toplines current
happen
things
five
which
of
with
consists
speed
stanza here. Orch
and the steady spiel supplied by Dr. sax, three trombones, three trum"
.
Nefif.
pets, four rhythm with maestro also
Tee off with
Jesse Stone orch opens bill with a soloing on trumpet.
jump instrumental, but it is strictly muted trumpet arrangement of
in there as filler, as are the other '"•"hree Little Words," spotlighting
acts. Conway and Fox are adequate maestro on miniature trumpet. Folsong-and-dance men, showing pretty low with "Squeeze Me," with vocal
good ideas in a couple of spots, but by Billie Jane Bennett, and finish
a bit more polish is required on the with "Sugar Blues" to hefty reterps.
sponse. W..C. Bryant is other band
Chinese crooner, Harry Lee Long, vocalist and clicks in couple of
follows with "For Sentimental Rea- comedy numbers.
ls," and then makes an attempt
Billy Wells and Four Fays score
at imitating Perry Como in "Prisin their slick acrobatics, accented by
oner of Love." Long's voice is only Wells' comedantics.
.
average, and he'd do better to lay
Jack Leonard, rotund comic, adds
the
off the imitation and develop his
to the merriment. Picks up
own style. He breaks into a tap show in fine fashion as he socks
routine, more energetic than skillful, over his gab and skits, aided by his
but then comes through toward the facial contortions and other gimend with some sharp, fast taps.
micks.
Band comes back with "Idaho," a
Closer is Maurice Rocco, boogie
tune Stone wrote.
Arrangement pianist, who plays standing up as he
features a couple of nice reed solosi pounds out "Begin The Begume,
Pigmeat's weekly burly blackout, "Hey Ba 3a Re Bop," and getting
usually one of the high spots in the heavy mitt with his jazzing up of
"
bills, follows and with John Bunn's
"Donkey Serenade."
,
help he puts it over again.
.Bill is set for three weeks and in
Neff's 40-minute stint, accoutred spite of sleet and snow house was
with shapelv and slightly dressed full second show.
femmes, begins as an ordinary magic
act, with more props than prestidigitation.
Appearing and disappearing

Dave Apollon and Ralph Slater into a glee club to lampoon various
share top billing at the Earle this radio commercials.
week, with Apollon proving his old
Lower floor well filled for noon
act continues to be a hardy perenshow Saturday, despite sub-zero
nial and Slater demonstrating that
Rees.
a novelty, act such as his mass hyp- weather.
notism has entertainment value and
Olympla,
audience
interest.
holds
Miami, Jan. 31.
Backed by the house band, ApolFreddie Bartholomew,
lon runs through his routine aided
by three Filipino instrumentalists, Walsh, Diane Courtney, Olsen & Joy,
who also take a brief turn before Capt. Wm. Heyer & Starless Night,
the microphone for comedy bits and Les Rhode House Orch; "Nocturne"
vocalizing. Apollon still talks with (RKO).
that Russian accent, hut the "Wolga
reever" stuff still goes over and,
Current layout adds up to fairish
garners plenty laughs.
vaude with topliner Freddie BarApollon strums his guitar in tholomew overshadowed by standrapid-fife fashion, playing a medley ard turns on bill.
Of Russian airs, including "Hora
As happens with most Holly-

A

backed UP by Larry

,

eating lighted cigarets for

of
House session audience
Wong Troupe (5), Lou
approval,
hearty
of
Orch; "The Secret Heart" (M-G).
University
Phillips,
Bettyfe
Kansas City co-ed, fills the discovCurrent State bill packs plenty of ery spot, showing a well-trained
diversifying fare, geared at a merry voice on "All the Things You Are.'
pace, "with Lou Basil, house orch Closing is an acrobatic turn with
leader turning in his usually good comedy effects by Raye and Pedro.
job of emceeing from the pit via a Pair's balancing features headstands
hand-mike.
and handstands by Pedro with the
After lively number by Basil and heavier Raye as anchor man of the
pitcrew, Jerry and Jane Brandow, act. Work is polished and reception
Basil's

_____

stage for the Cole trio.

Apollo, Nm V«

own novelty turn. Combines sequence

February

S,

Wetliiesclay,
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tisers."

"Examination of facts reveals just
one reason for existence of such
objectionable features in

entertainment

— they

children's

have

proven

Hugh Flynn, committee chairman. "Advertisers have
been quick to discover they have

profitable," said

tremendous market among children
Film
Minneapolis Parent - Teachers' As- in radio box-top programs.
campaign to. producers want to draw their mighty
"reform
juvenile movie and radio' river of dimes from widest possible
Sue Ryan comes in with some
products
.their
audience,
they
set
entertainment."
so
Action follows regood special material which she
warbles with zest and assurance. port 'of a special investigating com- appeal at level where it will catch
She looks nifty, too, as she does mittee.
Association will combat under-educated, untrained and lazy
"Can't Get Along Without Mustard," crime and horror movies and
radio minds."
"I Want to Go Back to Bach" and
programs which were, condemned
Psychiatrists and psychologists told
other clever snecials, and such pops
inas "Zipity Do-Da." Customers like by prominent twin city psychiatrists committee they've encountered
and psychologists.
stances in which child's life has been
her plenty and do right- by her.
At the same time, the report, deleteriouSly affected by over-stimuShow opens with some nice
that
dancing by Ruth and Billy Ambrose, based on poll of aforementioned ex- lating material of this type,
and a comedy act by the Standard perts and recipient of wide news- crime and horror features in some
Arnaut brothers, winding up in the paper publicity, pointed out that Cases do serious harm and that they
bird routine
ith whistles, sets the "in these fields of children's enter- oppose
them;

guitar taking occasional instrumental licks, but it's Cole's piano and
voice that gets the customers.

sociation will launch a

•

!
Wednesday, February

5,
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(He's 3-Year-OM Fix Bs

RevMipiig

backed by government money, followed announcement of Chile Films
Co.'s near -liquidation due to threeyear spending spree in which over
$1,000,000 was spent on nine pix with
b.o. returns of less than $200,000.
Latest Chile Films floperoo, "La
Dama de las Caroelias," currently

Tokyo, Jan. 28,
A radio dramatics workshop,
patterned after the Columbia
Workshop, will soon be established in Japan, General MacCivil Information
Arthur's
and Education Section has announced.
The Broadcasting Corp. of
Japan is starting the workshop

pee

After $1,01,11

i
Santiago, Jan, 25.
Reorganization of Chile's faltering
three-year-old Aim industry, heavily

•

Foreign Plays Set Pace

For

program for
training
a
as
musicians, actors, producers and
technicians, who will experi-

BA '46 Legit Season
Buenos

Mil

Tokyo Workshop

Aires, Jan. 18.

ment with new dramatic forms

Figures published by the AuRights Society show that in

playing the capital, according to the
A
trade hit an all-time low in production quality, despite good try of political satire, "The Political Beepopular actress Desideria. "La Dama" hive" ("Gran Avispero Politico"),
fared better than a similar disaster, ran for 437 performances, until
"La Historia de Maria Vidal," which closed by the censors.
'was shelved together with a costly
Adaptations f foreign plays took
musical short, for which feature all the laurels for the year with the
length celluloid was used.
following number of performances:
Sharp criticism has been directed "La Gata" (adapted from the
278
Italian by Alessi)
at the board of directors, comprising
261
four novice private businessmen and "Charley's Aunt"
207
;
three reps of CORFU (Chilean De- "Tnfe Shining Hour"
173
velopment Corp.), the latter putting "Life With Father"
152
up most of the company's capital yet "The Constant Nymph" ... .
155
following strictly hand-off policy, "Ten Little Indians"
A local comedy, "When a Widower
one rep never showing in three years
Weds" (Cuando un viudo se quiere
for directors meetings.
for 370 performances,
ran
casar"),
Two weeks after studios opened in
and "Husbands Like Conga" ("Los
'43, six pix were announced for '44,
Maridos Quieren Conga") for 257.
but. only first two were filmed.
stood out for the lack
Meanwhile empty studio overhead The season
any important productior by a
ran close to $10,000 monthly. Com- of

Copenhagen, Feb.

BCJ

.

Ii Argentina

the previous evening at the K. B.

Hall, in

is

— the

.

native author.
Of the musical revues put* oh during the season "Pasen a Ver los

Caiman

"Habra

which have always been

skits,

had

best part of local showbiz,
effect on the boxoffice.

Tax Increase Mulled On
-

Current rumor is that Warner
Bros, plans to back Chile Films to
produce pix in competition with
Argentina and Mexico; doubled pix
having been unfavorably received in
Latin-America.
Another rumor is
that Argentina's Emelco has a rep
in town watching for possible sale.
New Chile Films president, Hernan Garcia, who as former mayor of
Valdivia denounced the Nazi fifth
column, has raised hopes for saving
the Chilean national film industry,
saying with 30 pix in the next three
years the company could recoup its
capital. Reorganization plans include
a capital of $1,000,000, half to be furnished by CORFU, a third from foreign investors, and a sixth by local

Admission Rise Nixed

according to statistics of film
attendance published by the munic1945,

Complete figures
ipal authorities.
for 1946 aren't available yet, but for
the first .nine, months of the year the
total ran to $8,602,330, compared to
$8,658,512 for the whole of 1945.
Average admission scale was 30c,
There are now 195 theatres in B. A-

the''

its
;

London, Jan. 24.
Derek' Fair and wife (Muriel Pavlow) honeymooning in Switzerland
after
International
.Universal
Marius Goring as result of his work
"A Matter of
Life and Death" ("Stairway to Heaven"), but will not get him till he
returns from northern Europe tour
,

.

in Powell-Pressburger's

is appearing for Combined
Entertainment Service with his wife,
Lucie Mannheim; till May 5... John
Corfield's next" pic for J. Arthur
Rank is "Milkwhite Unicorn," which
Derek de
stars Anne_ Crawford,

where he

Greenwood.
Shooting starts March 24 with Berinvestors.
nard Knowles directing. .Edward
Another suggestion for the com' Dryhurst Productions "reopening film
„pany was the. raising of -admissions, studios at Torquay with first picture
presently the lowest in South Amer- to be "This Tame. Garden" from unica.
Better direction and local produced play toy Robert Bell.
themes
are
further
suggestions. Dickering with Flora Robson for
Meanwhile, Congress is opening up lead... Mai Zetterling, brought over
the company books for a check-up. by Michael Balcon to star in "Frieda,"
has returned to Sweden, but expects
to be back in the summer to star in
Irish Bun Into 'fifed
"Saraband for Dead Lovers."...

Marhey

and

Joan

.

-

Market on Film Tickets
Dublin, Jan. 25.

,

started his career as

a clerk with the onetime ScandinaFrede
king,
entertainment
vian
Skaarup, went on to become the
most prominent inpresario in Denproduced^
mark. Last summer he
"Dagmar-Revuen"
managed
and
and was planning a new edition for

.

M#sc©w Tabs

.

.

Greenberg's Far East
Berry Greenberg was appointed
Far Eastern sales rep for Walt Disney and Sam GoJdwyn last week.
He'll headquarter in Singapore and
work with Leon Britton, Far Eastern super for RKO, through which
both Disney and Goldwyn release.
Greenberg was formerly with
Metro for 15 years, 10 of which were
spent in the Far East. He was born
and raised in China.

Shearing's bestseller, goes into production at Denham Studios early in
March, with W. P, Lipscomb producing. .The Archers Brazilian
film

oWner
The

Sur studios.
Emelco merger

of

was

put

through by its principal stockholder,
Don Joaquin Lautaret, operator of
the. Compania
Central Cinematografica

Make

Lautaret failed to shell but.
Anti-Lautaret interests have been
Sydney, Jan. 25.
squawking about the Emelco-Pampa
Gaumont-British merger and pressuring for a Con-

Aussie at $600,000 Cost
*

Ralph

Smart,

.'On the strength of the spiraling
the municipal authorities producer-director, in from London to
are planning an increase in taxes, set plans for making about 14 pix
but won't listen to any increase in designed for moppet audiences. Cost
admission scales to meet these, as is set at $600,000.
suggested by exhibitors.
Pix would include a feature set
Exhibts want to put -up admissions on a cattle station in -the Northern
by 10%, but the authorities, stick- Territory; three shorts about aboriging to their policy of encouraging ines, seven about birds and animals,
a "strength through joy" movement, and another a serial.
argue that the working classes
Smart, who made "Bush Christmustn't be deprived of cheap enter- mas," rated as one of the finest kid
tainment. A committee of exhibs, pix made in the British Empire, said
headed by Clemente Lococo, with that local actors and technicians
Alberto Lautaret, Arturo Brochard, would be used for the first 14. BeDomingo Leone and Ismael Fernan- lieved here that most of the pix
dez, are busy threshing out this questurned "out by Smart for G-B will
tion with the financial division of be used mostly for Rank's moppet
the Town Council. Exhibs argue circuit in the British Isles.
that the municipality should consider a change in the method of applying" entertainment taxes. These Hoyts
to Build Six
are applied on the capacity of the
theatres, and not on the scale of
In
Area This
attendance, as is customary in most
Sydney, Jan. 25.
countries.

grosses,

Nabes
Year

'

Sydney

gressional investigation of what they
describe as his operation of a monopoly in the film industry, especially
on the exhibition side.
Emelco's distribution will be taken
over by a subsidiary of the company, to be called Empa, and the
firm's advertising has been taken

over by Adolfo GlasSerman. Mirtha
Legrand, Roberto Escalada, Carlos
Borcosque, Carlos Schlieper, Hugo
Fregonese, Pepe Arias, Francisco
Alvarez
Eloy Alvarez

and

have

all

inked deals with Emelco.

Portuguese Crash Takes
Nine Orchestra Players
Paris, Feb. 4.
of the Ars

Some nine members
Rediviva

orchestra

Including

leader, Claude Crussard,
ed to death Saturday (1)

its

were burn-

when

their

Air France transport plane hit a
mountain peak 25 miles northwest

Hoyts will build six new nabe of Lisbon, and' burst into flames'.
Exhibs aren't the only ones faced
With tax increases. The current houses within the Sydney area this Musicians were en route to the
trend of extreme nationalism and year, according to 1 Ernest Turnbull, Portuguese capital where they had
circuit head.
been booked for an engagement at
'f'
protection of local industries
lead.

is

ing the government full tilt against
foreign distributors. Confabs are being held daily between distribs and
officials of the Secretariat of Industry "and Commercje, who are mulling
over application of a tax of $3,750

the best

?

who recently took over
cinemas in the stix from the Kougroup to add to chain, is planning further expansion in country
and nabe centres. Understood here
that the next major deal will take
in the Snider-Dean loop.
Hoyts
presently operate some 150. cinemas
under Turnbull.
Charles Skouras and .Dan Mi
chaelove are due to visit this year.
Hoyts is hooked to National Theatres via longtime stock deal through
Turnbull,

10

velis

method

of succeeding in

would be to turn out really
good entertainment and then go out
and distribute it efficiently in the
other Spanish-speaking countries.
According to entertainment czar
Alfredo Bolognesi, pressure brought
to bear since he took office once
more in the last quarter of 1946, has

Current London Shows

this

resulted

in

59

theatres exhibiting
more local pix. In other words, 30%
of theatres in the city are showing

Argentine
films,
although
they
dodged doing so before. Distribs of
foreign pix are having a tough time
against

all

protectionism and
confabs between the Hollywood reps
have been very frequent in the last
month, to decide on what course of
this

action to take.

French Vauders to Tour
German U.S. Zone Camps
Paris,

Jan.

25.

With an all French vaude talent
cast, Matt Duffin has produced a
revue which will tour all army
"Green Days and Blue Days" has camps in the American zone in Gerbeen renamed "End of the»River." many, opening early February in
Osmond Borradailes, cameraman, is Frankfurt. Show preemed in Paris
filming backgound scenes in the at Pershing Hall under
American
Antarctic for Ealing Studios' latest, Legion auspices, with all military
"Scott of the Antarctic". ..Sir Rob- personnel in Paris invited.
ert Watson Watt, pioneer in radio
Duffin, who during the war was
location, joined J. Arthur Rank or- with USO-Camp Shows,
acted in
ganization as scientific adviser.
revues here before the war.
.

'

cent statements by Manuel Pena
Rodriguez, founder and alleged co-

which starred
character actor Poul Reumert.
Miss Neumann, daughter of Denmark's former operetta prima "donna Astrid Neumann, had only re-

.

.

ner, in a recent merger, seems
likely to, have an epilogue in the
Argentine courts, according to re-

circuit, which includes the
Gran Rex, Ocean,, Broadway, Monumental and Ambassador flrstrun
theatres in Buenos Aires, as well as
hundreds of other houses in the interior.
Emelco announced it will
operate with a capital of $1,500,000
and will add the production of long
footage pix to its former activities
cently completed a film here with
in the field Of advertising shorts and
her brother Ulrik, a guitar player,
newsreels.
and brother-in-law, violinist Svend
Rodriguez alleges -that Sur ownAsmussen. Along with her brother,
ership is registered in his name and
Miss Neumann had also appeared
that he at no time authorized the
with Jack Hylton at the London
sale to Emelco, On the other hand
Palladium"
Lautaret had put up the studio's
entire capital and Rodriguez figured
on the company's payroll as direc14 Kid Pix In tor, but claims that his salary went
G-B to
to pay studio expenses whenever

this year's season. In addition to his
varied theatrical activities, he had
produced the Danish film
also

on each imported picture.
Alastair Sim, who stars in Lau'nderProtectionism of this kind is the
Gilliat's film "Green for Danger," only method local producers seem
was a professor of phonetics at Edin- able to resort to in their efforts to
burgh Univ. before he became an grab as large a share as possible
actor.
of the local market. In a recent in*
William Thornton, Odeon theatre terview with Gen, Peron, they ensupervisor, off to Cairo shortly to listed his support to make the Ar- 20th-Fox.
open new Odeon picture theatre for gentine film industry the third most
J. Arthur Rank. .Gaumont-British important in the world, but during
Picture Corp. paying 5% interim that interview -no one suggested that

A strong -black market in tickets'
booked for Sunday night films in
Dublin and Cork has grown up in
past few months. Only Sunday night
shows are booked and when booking
opens, operators send agents to
queue at box offices and buy what
they can. These operators resell at dividend for current year, making
well upped prices—three 25c tickets first time that such a dividend has
were recently black-marketed for been paid. .Brenda Bruce, wife of
BBC commentator Roy Rich, chosen
$3 in Cork.
Managers trying to beat the mar- by Betty Box for feature role in her
ket limit sales to four tickets per new picture' "When the Bough
patron, but operators use so many Breaks.". .Arnold Pressburger.' comagents this routine isn't proving suc- pleted deal with Two-Cities Films to
produce pic here from Somerset
cessful. Police seem powerless.
Maugham's novel "Then and Now,"
with George Sanders coming from
Hollywood
for
lead. .Two-Cities
'Roots'.
"Deep Are the Roots" is the latest Films are making English version of
Broadway play to achieve produc- Italian comedy with music, "Fugue
tion in Moscow., Vakhtangov theatre a Due Voce."
Michael Powell having trouble
is scheduled to present the James
Gow-Arnaud d'Usseau racial drama with projected plan of doing film of
"The Beggar's Opera," for which he
this spring.
Only other American contempo- intended to bring Deanna Durbin
rary plays currently running in the over from Hollywood to star. ApSoviet capital are two Lillian Hell- pears that Michael Balcon has prior
man dramas, "Watch on the Rhine" claim to this English opera and refuses to give way. ."Airing in aand "The Little Foxes."
Closed Carriage," based on Joseph

-

Argentine Exhibs But

Buenos Aires, Jan. 27.
Total gross takings in Buenos Aires
during 1946 will far exceed those of

British Film Briefs

period.
,

and

Fenomenos"

para Rato" ran for 239 performances
each. Elimination of the political

Copenhagen.

Dennow, who

"Swedenhieims,"

—

pany's financial losses were blamed
on- poor planning, coordination, and
unwise spending,
Question is being raised as to what
the company did with all the film
received in three years— said to be
enough for 60 films, though only
nine were produced. There's hint
of a deal made with Argentina, severed from U. S. film sources during
war, yet producing films during this

Raises Squawks

Crash of the Dutch airliner which
life of opera singer Grace

(slightly

scripts

Eme!c»Ierger

4.

Moore also resulted in the death of
'
two prominent Danish show people
—36-year-old Jens Dennow and his
Buenos Aires, Jan. 25
wife, Gerda Neumann, Denmark's
Amalgamation of Pampa Film and
top songstress of pop tunes. Dennow
had managed Miss Moore's concert Sur studios under the Emelco ban-

offering writers 2,000
over $100) for
largest sum it has
ever appropriated to lure newcomers into the writing field.
Show is slated to start around
the middle of February.

yen

0«M

took the

A

1946 there were 175 shows^produced
in Buenos Aires, with the record
long run marked up for "My Dear
Ruth" with 450 performances.

Run Smtrtta*

TWO BANISH SHOW FOLI

in various types of production.
different cast and group of
technicians will be used in each
show, which will be aired once

thors'

MMtta'«

CRASH TOOK

London,

Feb.. 4.

"Anthony-Cleopatra," Piccadilly.
"Bertram Mills Circus," Olympia,
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse.
"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
"Caste," York's.
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand

the Tivoli theatre.

Bodies of the performers were
removed to the nearby resort of
Cintra on the Portuguese seacoast
along with remains of other victims
for positive identification.
faulty
radio beam was reported to have
been the cause of the crash.

A

Eire

Okays More Cinemas

Dublin, Jan. 25.
Licenses allowing the building of

cinemas and dance halls up to an
expenditure of $1,000,000 have been,
approved by the Eire govern-'
ment. Problem of promoters is to
get materials and labor for the work;
many skilled workers in building
trade have emigrated to Britain for
higher wages on reconstruction work.
Main material shortage is steel.

-

itws

Mexict

fay

"Follow The Girls," Majesty's.
"Fools Rush In," Fortune.

Mexico City, Jan. 28.
Sanchez Cuen is new

"Grace of God," St. James.
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
"High Time," Palladium.
"Jane," Aldwych.
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.

"Man From

Ministry," Comedy*.

Manuel
manager of the pix industry's own
bank, the Banco Cinematografico. He
was subdirector of Petroleos Mexicanos, official oil company
Jorge
.

.

.

"Message for Margaret," Duchess
"Mother Goose," Casino,
"Night and Laughter," Coliseum.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden

Negrete, actor-radio singer, planes
Feb. 5 to B.A. He'll play several
South American capitals, then go to
Europe for dates in England, France

Drury Lane.
Dream," Hipp,
"Peter Pan," Scala.
"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.
"Red Riding Hood," Adelphi.

and

Tourist trade soothsayers figure
12,000 delegates to the forthcoming
world Rotary convention here will

"Snephard Show," Princes.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Smith on Aready," Embassy.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vie Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass,
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix:
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

is

"Pacific 1880,"
"Perchance to

Italy.

spend $1,000,000 (Mex.) daily. Meet„

,

set for early in 1948.

Allen M. Moyer has taken over as
20th - Fox
succeeding
manager,
Joseph G. Mullen, who is recuperating on his ranch in Virginia from
an illness
Sale and consump.
:
tion of intoxicating drinks, banned
under heavy penalties at all paid
public amusement places here
Joan Bower decorating Teatro Iris
.

for

American

legit season.

,

$

Bt.

MS^Ha'a E&»«, StaSistar

•

.
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Not Expendable

in '46;

London, Jan.

28.

First day's shooting of Cine"Blanche Fury" at Pine*

Canada Film Bean! Shorts rro

•Ve>

guild's

Stales Plan Upped Pradic&i
Buenos Aires, Jan.
film

Argentint
only 31 pix
freing

studios

25.

wood was marred by sudden

for '47

700-pound Technicolor camera.
It missed Valerie Hobson, who
plays the lead, by inches, but
threw cameraman Ernie Steward

+

released

m 1948, the low number Censorship Doesn't Hurt
Art, Sez Abbey Director
attributed to raw stock short-

ages which were acute in the first
six months of the year, but eased
later when
European stock
off
started flowing in.
The reduction in quantity did not
make for an improvement in quality, according to exhibs, the general
run of local pix being considered

30 feet in the

air,

resulting in

broken arm and concussion for

Dublin, Jan. 25.
Ernest Blythe, director of the
Abbey theatre and former Irish
Minister for Finance, told a meeting here that he did not think censorship did any harm to art. Film
censorship was necessary, he said,
largely because of the number of
young children who attended the
shows.
Blythe was speaking at a debate
organized by the Dublin Technical
Students Debating Society on the
motion that "Censorship is inconsistent With the liberty of the indi-

Steward.
Color camera, of which there
are only four such .an England,
suffered no damage.

Sudden Ban on Stars For

mediocre, not even the highly touted
"Donde Mueren las Palabras" comparing in any way with "La Dama
Duende" (rated best production of
1945), "Su Mejor Alumno" or any
of the better pix of previous years.
Pierre Chenal's last pic in Ar- vidual." The motion was defeated.
gentina, "El Viaje sin Regreso," disappointed. M. Serrano's "No Saigas
esta Noche" was rated poorly, and
Nini Marshall's only picture for the
year, "Deshojando Margaritas," fell
far short of expectations. In the
comedy line and from the commercial point of view, the best grosser
of- the year was Luis Sandrini's "El
Diablo Andaba en Los Choclos"
Emphasizing Latin America as
("The Devil Was in the Corn"),
Which broke all b.o, records for a still a greatly untapped film field,
national production. "Adam and the Alberto Ratte, vet Latino film proSerpent," with Tilde Thamar and
ducer, is currently in New York neEnrique Serrano, aroused squawks
from church and women's clubs be- gotiating with major film companies
r.-.use of its scarcely veiled, very to make pictures with Spanish diablue innuendos.
log. A. L. Pratchett, Paramount-InProduction Plans
ternational prexy,
has expressed
Early in February AAA will go interest, he said, and a production
into production of "Un Tajl Ser- deal with Par
awaits Barney Balavando Gomez" ("One Called Serban's
return
from
the
Coast before
vando Gomez"), adapted from an
old stage success. Luis Saslavsky it's finalized.
has been signed for this chore and
Ratte, who arrived from Havana
the cast will be headed by Enrique two weeks ago accompanied by his
Muino and Angel Magana. Argen- wife, actress America Imperio, retina Sono Film is getting set' to cently completed an 85-minute feapreem its major picture "Albentz," ture in the Cuban capital, "Como.
which will be screened at the Am- tu Ninguna" ("No One Like You").
bassador.
Piano sequences were Filmed on a $100,000 budget, picture
played by Argentine pianist Marisa star Miss Imperio and w»s made at
Regules, no.w giving recitals in the the Plaza Studio. Ibero-American
U. S. Luis Cesar Amadori directed, Films will handle the picture's reand Pedro _.opez Lagar plays the lease in Cuba while Columbia may
part of the Spanish composer.
distribute in the rest of LatinEFA Studios plans to increase America.
production in 1947, and is hurtying
Painting a drab picture of Cuban
construction of new studios at Mar
film production, Ratte said the Platinez. Ten pictures will be released za studio boasted but one sound
during the year, of which two, "An stage and top output in the West
Ideal Husband" and "The Mys- Indian island seldom exceeds two or
terious Uncle Silas," are already in three pictures yearly. Ratte, who at
the can. The new ALFAR studios one time was associated with the
and San Miguel are merging forces EFA studios in Buenos Aires, also
for production of a film version of has been active in film-making in
William
Hudson's
"The Purple Mexico City. He plans to remain in
Land." Ulises Petit de Murat is at the U. S. for about two months.
work on the adaptation, and Mario

ix Prodiicliop

Sparse in Cuba

-

Argentine's Lux Program

Showbiz Circles

Stirs

Montevideo, Jan.

—

On
to

Uniqiie in

Jackson to Film Tauber
Operetta Hit in London
Lqndon, Jan.
•Film producer

27.

Lou Jackson, head

of British National, has acquired
film rights to Bernard Delfont's
operetta, "Old Chelsea," big hit in
London in 1943, in which Richard
Tauber was starred. Understood
Jackson paid, Tauber, who wrote its

music, $10,000.
Pic goes into production early
April with Webster Booth and Ann
Ziegler, whom Jackson
contract, starred.

has under

27.

Buenos Aires tongues are wagging
over latest instance of government
censorship because showbiz personalities are involved, and no reason
given for the

Agency

Govt.

collapse of platform supporting a

—too

late
ar-

Cast rounded up by Lever included
Narciso Ibanez Menta as the prime
attraction; Iris Marga, Guillermo Battaglia and Elsa O'Connor.

Radio El

show

the

Mundo had been plugging
for eight days, so apart
in the morning

from the spreads

papers, the listeners had plenty of
cause to wonder why the advertised
cast could not appear. No one has
told them.

films

as

marketable,

saw no

they

boxoffiee argument for promoting
one-reelers until recently when NFB
took on the promotional job itself
and got substantial results not only
in admission sales, but in .bookings
as well.
NFB's theatrical releases in the
"Canada Carries On" series were the
first to get the homeoffice plug treatment.
A 10-minute pic on the
titled

"A

City Sings," got a special preem in
Winnipeg with full backing from the
festival organization. This introduced
to Canada showbiz a new angle
national premiere of a short subject.
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.- aired
the show over its national web, de-

—

On Royalties

ranged for all the next morning's
dailies, Lever Bros, was notified that
Vienna, Jan. .25.
the costly, toprank talent roster lined
Claiming that the Austrian perup for its Saturday night "RadioCine-Lux" program, over Radio El forming rights society, AKM, does
Mundo, had been declared tabu by not officially "exist" as yet due to
the Radio Control Board, and all the the absence of government decree,
cast's radio licenses cancelled.
76-year-old operetta composer Franz
Program had teed off the Saturday previous, at peak listening time Lehar is attempting to transfer his
(10 p.m.), and featured a complete
adapted version of some w.k. film in
each broadcast. The plan was to alternate an Argentine picture with a
foreign one each Saturday, On the
night in question an all-star cast was
to present "Love Affair," based' on
the Irene Dunne-Charles Boyer hit.

,

successfully selling a monthly series
of short subjects to the flickers. But,
though the distributors okay the

Manitoba Music Festival,
:

Leiir in Switch

official action.

Friday (24) evening

yank out the full-page spreads

Safe Push

Ottawa, Jan. 31.
National
Film Board
claims the distinction of being the
only government agency in the world

Canada's

partment stores donated window
space and the Winnipeg dailies ran
photo stories.
Branches of the
festival group across Xhe country
plugged the film, bookings were reported by Columbia Pictures of
Canada to be upped and a city in the
Maritimes organized a festival of its
own because of the film.
NFB shot the works on another
royalty rights from AKM to the
in
the
CCO series,
Swiss equivalent, SUISA. Accord- one-reeler
ing to AKM manager Emil Oswald, "Fashions by Canada," a natural for
Lehar's attorney revealed the com- tie-ins with the textile and garment
poser's intentions in a letter written trades. Support came heavy from
the Canadian Dress Manufacturers
last October to the society.
Leaving Austria in late 1945 to Guild. Vancouver held a preview
become a resident of Switzerland, screening with fashion show for an
Lehar had previously signed up with audience of more than 5,000. Anthe newly-reorganized AKM.
Its other preview was held in the Mount
executive committee, in ruling on Royal hotel in Montreal where some
Lehar's petition to withdraw his scenes in the film had been made.
membership, held last November The T. Eaton Co., one of Montreal's
that the composer could only give biggest department stores, bought "a
notice of quitting AKM at the end duplicate of one of the gowns promiof the current year (1947), and'that nent in the short and used it in a
from that day on his royalty rights special window. Photo stories ran
would remain for 10 more years with in national mags, one of them,
AKM according to the society's rules. "Fashion," turning over 10 pages to

.

Lehar also intends to move his the story of the film's production.
Senora Peron Influence?
Army Aids Push
In the present case the ban was "Glocken Verlag" publishing comCanadian Army public relation^
communicated to the network by a pany to Switzerland which he
minor official and appeals higher up founded in 1935. Composer's fight people got behind the CCO short,
is being followed with
"White Safari," about the army air
brought the laconic explanation that with
the ban came on orders from "higher much interest by press and public force maneuver, Exercise Musk Ox.
up," with no reasons added. Senor in Austria, since Lehar's foreign It handed over snowmobiles from the
Nicolini, -administrator of posts and royalties mean much as dollar ex- exercise to lug banners around cities
where the short was playing and did
telegraphs, the government depart- change to Austria.
various photo story releases.
In
ment which has radio under its wing,
Winnipeg, a special preview was
is on a tour of inspection in the ingiven to an Eskimo woman who had
terior. Meanwhile, his office is atUNIONS
been flown in from her Arctic home.
tended by a secretary and by Senora
Peron, herself an ex-radlo actress.
began giving CCO's marquee
STRIKE Theatres
billing.
"Voice of Canada," recent
Narciso Ibanez Menta is one of the
Paris, Feb. 4.
CCO given on the radio, got natural
country's foremost actor-producers
Following promises of support to boosts from CBC and indie stations
and an international figure due to his the Conference of
HOUSES
Studio Unions' mainly where airers shown in the
work in pictures. Although he ar- camp in the Hollywood
labor juris- film originated.
in the country at the age of
IN PROTEST IS. FEE CUT rived
dictional squabble, eight French film
NFB theatrical films usually have
three he is a Spanish citizen and
union leaders made a visit to U. S. some national interest
Paris, Feb. 4.
as their
avoids politics'as a consequence. Iris
Protesting a local order cutting Marga has never been considered a Ambassador Jefferson Caffrey Thurs- themes, so groups backing those
day
to
assure
him
(30)
'that no acthe price of admissions 10% when special friend of the democratic
interests can always be depended on
tion
to
taken
be
by them would be for support in promotional efforts.
former president Leon Blum's re- cause/and has been on friendly terms
directed
against
the
U.
governS.
cent franc saving edict reduced con- with members of the present regime.
The national preem for the CCO's
ment.
Delegation, headed by Rene
tinental French prices by only 5%,
A checkup of the number of peo- Houdet, secretary of the Federation has become customary and filmhouse
Morocco exhibs have closed their
ple banned on the various radio net- of Spectacles, stated that they were managers get various tips on CCO
houses rather than continue operatworks reveals that prior to Saturday aiming only at the Hollywood studios promotion from NFB's flack shop in
ing at lower admish fee.
evening's ukase against the Lever in their projected boycott of U. S. Ottawa and cooperation from NFB
Agreeing
the
theatre owners'
regional offices in their cities.
cast, there were 11 showbiz' people films.
squawks ajre justified, distributors in
CCO bookings have been upped by
affected on Radio El Mundo, five on
Final action, however, on declarMorocco have sided with them. Scale Belgrano
and four On Radio Splendid. ing the boycott and pulling workers around 75% in the past year.
in the French colony ranges to a
Some observers believe that the out on strike who are' dubbing
30c top compared with a 75c top
larger number affected on Mundo American films with French dialog,
here.
'.

Sofflci will direct. Sap Miguel will
lend a number of stars to Alfar for
this picture, slated for major pro-

duction.

Jorge Negre.e, Mexican film star,
is expected back in Argentina in

March. He is under contract to Inter-Americana to make pix in the
River Plate, possibly teamed with
Delia Garces. Dolores del Rio is
Expected in April, while Gloria
Marin is already in Buenos Aires,
and is to appear in legit with Negrete on his arrival. Several studios
are dickering with the Mexican star
for picture work.
Following on the success of "Adios
Pampa Mia," which featured Al-

berto Castillo, Argentino Sono Film
has sign.-d the latter at $125,000 for

two

MOROCCO

FRENCH

to competitive skulldoggery
and they ask why Ibanez Menta
should be able to work unmolested
on one outlet, but has a ban placed
on him as soon as he transfers to

points

RKO

Takes Ads
igs

Revealing

in British

for First
RKO is now

Time
using

magazines in England as an advertising medium for the first time,
Prince, director of foreign advertising and publicity also pointed
out in New York last week that its
pub-ad department , in the United
Kingdom is largely modeled after
its
domestic setup. It's currently

Don

'

Mundo.
It is difficult to identify the forces
at work behind the scenes in these
matters, but the situation is believed
unparalleled elsewhere under a genuinely democratic regime. Equivalent ban in the U. S. would involve
Crosby, Hope, Burns and Allen or
even Helen Hayes or Lunt and Fon.

Cameras .and recording equipment
have already arrived from the U.S.
tanne being suddenly refused perby that route and microphones have
well intrenched to withstand any mission to broadcast over the U. S.
been purchased in Great Britain.
advantage Universal may have with networks.
'

Rank

Danish Vauder Cited In
Paris on Registrations
Paris, Jan. 25.

Georges Ullmer, vaude and cabaret

was sentenced to two
in jail by a Paris court for
failure to register properly. Actor,
who is a name in Paris, is a Dane,
and practically unknown in his native country. .He has always been
careless about registration, and had
already been arrested in 1943 for the
same reason.

performer,

months

He

is

currently

in

Switzerland

and did not appear in court.

in the British Isles or benefits

accruing

to

DELAY

MOVE ON COAST

SHUT

pix.

Government plans seem to point
to intensification of protectionism in
Argentina, with the consequence that
all
the studios are engaged in
feverish activity, hoping to profit by
this situation and step up production of national material in order to
meet the requirements of the protectionist decree. Emelco has even
gone as far as to order cameras sent
down from the U.S. by clipper.

AKM

Warners

through

its

association with Associated British
Pictures, he said.
Magazine insertions were started
in English publications shortly after

MPEA

fear any boycott would have
upon the granting of much-needed
U. S. credits to France in the future.
And second, French unions are trying to understand the befoggling
U. S. film union setup before implementing any sympathetic action
in behalf of the CSU.
ers

What

Will

They Do Next!

'Jane' Catches

Eye

in

London

Legit

Mark

Debut

London, Feb. 4.
Adapted from the W. Somerset

Maugham

short story, "Jane," S. N.
new play of the same

Behrman's
name, won a good press with few
exceptions

when presented Wednes-

day (29) under the auspices of H. M.
Tennent and the Theatre Guild at
the Aldwych. Despite a somewhat
dragging plot, "Jane" appears head-

ing for a fair run.
Slated to be done in New York
next season by the Theatre Guild,
"Jane" deals with a middle-aged
meter,
woman
who weds a man consider(of which there are only four here)
ably younger with the idea of stepwas used by United Artists to test
ping aside later for her niece.
the reaction of visitors to see "The
Romantic comedy is studded with
Outlaw," at the London Pavilion.
brisk dialog. Yvonne Arnaud has
Test was carried out by leading
the role of "Jane" while Irene
English psychologists who tested a
Brown, Ronald Squire and Jeremy
30-year-old woman who wouldn't
Hawk
appear in lesser parts.
admit any emotions from seeing
Jane Russell, although the detector
Irish Pix
Co. to
revealed a 29 centimeter jump when
Dublin, Jan. 25.
Jane begins to unrobe in the bedroom scene. Other emotion reaction
Mercury Films (Ireland) Ltd. has
was from man just back home after acquired famous old Irish castle,
Gormanston" and 125 acres of land
two years overseas.
Trade is interested in the test, and in Meath County about 24 miles
from here— for executive offices and
is seriously thinking of making furstudio sites.
ther uses of it in future.

London, Jan,

..

A

lie

27.

detector, or psycho-galvano
as it is known in England
'

Sets Its

Picture Export Assn. is
placing its trademark on adChristmas and were an outgrowth vertising and prints of all films it's
of veepee Ned Depinet's visit to releasing in the 13 countries It servFlack staff is ices for the majors abroad. ProducBritain last Fall.
centered in such key cities as Bir- ing company's trademark likewise
mingham, Leeds, Liverpool, New- appears in ads and on prints.
castle and Glasgow. David Jones is
Leading to use of the MPEA inin overall charge in London. Prince, signia was the fact that many pix
incidentally, handled RKO's British of minor U.S.- indies are also circupub-advertising during most of last lating in the countries and the Exyear until he came to the U,,S. to port Assn. hopes to establish itself
replace Mike Hoffay at the home- with native, populations as distribs
office.'.
of superior U.S. product.

Motion

now

being delayed pending clarification
of two factors. First is the adverse
effect vtfhich French film union lead

is
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BOX-OPFICE
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ABOARD III
HI

DflAtf IT

KENNY mUAhRts SENATOR CI
wiih

'Produced

by Aubrey

UNA MERKEL

ScHencfc • Directed

by

1

«-

"IT'S

A JOKE, SON!"

JUNE LOCKHART • jimmy coniin.oouolasoumbriiu
•DAISY' lilt Dop . ond introducina KENNETH FARRELl
Original Screenplay by Robert Kent ana Paul Gerard Smith • AO EsgSe-lion
•
Ben Stoloff
•

films Release

Wednesday, Feiwiary

5,

PICTURES
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'Henry

Pitt

A Thumbnose Sketch—Joe E. Bnwn
By JOE LAURIE,

V Finally Gets
Roadshow Date
Pittsburgh, Feb.

Exhfe Actually Ask

Jr.-

And They Do

are

one of their houses, sponsors

4 as

Cinema here on March
a. roadshow attraction. Original

Laurel

deal

is

for four weeks, but

may

pos-

sibly go longer.
It'll
be sealed at $1.20-|1.80 for
matinees and $1.80-$2.40 at evenings.
In addition, there'll be supper shows
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays at night prices.
"Henry V" is being presented by
Theatre Guild, and Guild-American
Society legit subscribers at Nixon
will be offered tickets in advance at
reduced prices.

—

Dimes Campaign

'

Under Last Year

Friday

(31).

in 'Hood'

Britain.

With many exhibs voicing constant
squawks about the fact they're
forced to play reissues, an interesting angle has cropped up in that
of the reissues which have
proved to be the top grossers were
revived by distributors through exhib suggestions,
Latest such instance is "Tower of
London," a Universal reissue currently in its second week at the
Rialto,
Same house played the
picture when it was first released 'in
1939 and pulled a nice $10,500 during the first week. Hard up recently
for suitable product for his house,
Rialto operator Arthur L. Mayer
suggested to U sales chiefs that. they
have "Tower" again this
let him
year. Result; the picture brought in
a smash $14,500 during its first reBased on the Rialto
issue week.
grosses,
is expected to set a national release date now for the re-

some

.

NY

8 Pix in 8

Weeks

For UBill

Goetz,

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
production head of

Universal-International,

points

to

tion

of

grapevine rumor

scripts.

Admittedly, the changeover

for

coordinated and Goetz has 25 picts
all lined up for 1947-48. In addition
he has a number in reserve awaiting
etc., such as Mike Todd's
"Up In Central Park," which might
become one of those all-star studio

Although

returns are not yet in, percentage of collections this year is higher
than last year in theatres taking
audience collections, according to
Emil C. Jensen, industry division

.

situation occurred several
years ago .when a small indie exhib
talked U into booking him "Dracula"
and "Frankenstein" for a dual run,
Exhib backed the two pictures with
top ballyhoo campaign, billing
a
them as an "all-horror" show. Result again: the two pictures cleaned
up, resulting in an unexpected goldmine for both the exhib and U. Latter subsequently reissued the two
pix nationally in package form and
many theatres have repeated with
them several times since then, doing
boff business in almost every in-

since the U-I merger slowed production schedules but that's now been

final

.

Same

shooting

was

looking

issue.

that* the

studio

..

U

eight pictures which go into work
in the next eight weeks as refuta-

Motion picture division of the an-

last

Hardy

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy
will play Little John and Friar Tuck
in "Robin Hood," a tunefilm, for Alfred Shipman, in England.
Pair are also due for vaude In

nual March of Dimes campaign is
now in the final bookkeeping stages,
with the campaign week having

wound up

&

Sez Arthur Mayer

Biz,
*

putting the British classic into tiny,
290-seat Art

'

for Reissues—

4.

.The Laurence Olivier picture,
"Henry V," has finally grabbed a local booking. Unable to close a deal
with any of the major circuits for

You've heard of kids being born with a silver spoon in their mouths,?
Well, Joe E. Brown was born at Holgate, O., in 1891, with a complete silver service (including sugar bowl) in his'n! Everybody looked at the kid
and asked, "What is it, man or mouth?"
Mattie and Ann Brown had seven kids, which is a pretty good bratting
average. Joe E. posed for talcum powder ads when a baby. It was many
years later before he got his face before a camera. He was a bottle baby
until he was four, then he pushed the cork out and escaped! Holgate is
one of those towns where they depend on the apple trees blooming for
their entertainment, so the Browns moved to No, Baltimore, O., for a year,
one of those towns where everybody knows what everybody knows. They
finally moved to Toledo.
Joe started breaking in Jiis brains in the public schools of Toledo, spent
one year at the Washington Street school and five at the Illinois Street
school." He still corresponds with his first teacher, Mrs. Lillian Schroeder
—but she still won't pass him! * In kindergarten he borrowed alphabet
blocks he wanted to make a name for himself! After six years of schoolHe would
ing, it was a case of Joe E. Brown versus the eighth grade!
sink in a heap when he tried to add eight and seven. He wasn't very good
at grammar, either; he figured many a good acrobat was spoiled by learning grammar! Joe was the head of his block— "Block Head Joe" they
called him. He entered pie-eating contests, and the other kids, with only
"
one mouth, didn't stand a chance!
At the age of "11 he became an acrobat. He figured acrobatic work
would be profitable, considering the quick turnover, It was at this time
an acrobatic clown by the name of Billy Ash saw little Joe do an unfinished flipflop. After a short talk with Joe's parents, Ash walked out with
Little Joe and a signed contract to give the kid a dollar and a half a week
and all the food he could stomach. With seven kids to feed, Joe's home
nuisance value was high.
The act was called the Five Marvelous Ashtons-— but they weren't! It
was an aerial casting and return act. Their first engagement was in 1902
with the Sells & Downs circus, at Chanute, Kan. Then they joined the
Busby Bros., a one-ring circus. Then followed a tour with the John Robinson & Floto show. They had a swell route, playing the same one a cyclone
played ahead of them. The knife thrower with the show used Joe as a
target but Joe quit—he couldn't take the cut! The kid was doing fine, he
kept his neck dirty so his shirt would look white. Between circus engagements Joe managed to go to school to complete his grammar school education.
He finally got an imitation sheepskin from school. The Five Marvelous Ashtons finally got to San Francisco in time for the big Earthquake
to break up the act. Proving an earthquake is somewhat of a critic.
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casting,

roster propositions. "The Egg and
I" is U-I's first, just previewed and
stance.
director.
ready for marketing.
Same method of distribution was
With most of the affiliated theatres
Todd's first, "Great Son," goes per
Trampoline Artist
refusing to pass plates this year, only schedule. Goetz meantime has nixed picked up by 20th-Fox for reviving
Joe then joined the act of Prevost and Bell, and for two years was the
'Jesse
James," first released in 1939,
Smith's
7,000 theatres throughout the coun- Todd's dicker for H. Allen
trio of the Bell Prevost Trio, trampoline artists.
The act was pushed try took audience collections. Total "Rhubarb," which Todd optioned. and "Return of Frank James," turned
around like a piano at a benefit. He then joined up with Prevost, and the
figure is not expected to equal, con- Latter also has taken an option, on out a year later. Two were sold toact, Prevost and Brown, in "A Few Minutes of Foolishness," was billed at
gether
as a package dualler several
Cover,"
"Under
sequently, the $5,600,000 collected in John Hoy Carlson's
fairs, carnivals, vaudeville and, finally, burlesque lor 10 years. Joe was as
subversive groups in years ago and again did top busiof
1946 but Jensen declared he hopes to expose
sharp as a cribbage peg. He had a mouthul of gold teeth, and when .the
ness.
announce the first $1,000,000 within America.
apotlight hit his mouth it looked like a guy chewing a .sunset. When he
Most
exhibs, meanwhile, believe
politico
themes,
On the subject of
the next 10 days.
smiled he showed you how mustard looks when happy.
American Red Cross, meanwhile, Mrs. Leo (Frankie) Spitz will not they'll make out okay with reissues
The boys had swell dressing rooms all-tile floors. They usually opened
release "Thieves In the Night," the if they play them judiciously but
the show even leopards get better spots than that. It was at this time disclosed last week that $350,000 was
Palesmust steer away from playthe
feel
they
book
on
Koestler
Arthur
Joe met the beautiful and charming Kathryn Frances McGraw; they were the amount of the contribution from tine situation, through U-I even ing too many in too short a time.
married at New York's City Hall. A year and a day later, Don Evan the film industry which "it rejected
though- her husband is on the board They're also averse to paying too
Brown, their first boy, was born. Soon Joe L., Mary Elizabeth Ann and befcause the money was raised along of that company. She is adamant on high rentals for the revivals, claimKathryn Frances followed, as swell a set of kids as ever filled a happy with other charity funds. Accept- filming it, and Irving Reis already ing the distribs have already rehome. Three years ago a grandchild was added. Captain Joe's Cynthia ance of the money, the Red Cross has a screen treatment which he may ceived first money for the pix when
said, would violate its rule against
"Cindy" Lee.
also direct. However, that's her own they were first released and, since
In 1919 Joe's dream came true. He was signed to replace Hansford participating in joint drives for venture.
the actors, writers, etc., don't get
Wilson in "Listen, Lester." He was made up at six o'clock, and after the funds conducted by outside groups.
paid when a film is reissued, all reoverture was played, the stage manager informed him there would be no Announcement of the rejection was
turns into the distributors' coffers
show; Equity had declared a strike! Joe borrowed five bucks and joined made in Los Angeles on Jan. 16 but
represents clear gravy.
Buchanan's Pic
Equity. He never paid back the five bucks but is still a member of Equity. the size, of the donation had not then
Buchanan ad agency is hypoing its
After the strike, Joe played in "Listen, Lester," season 1919-20; "Jim Jam been determined.
Coast staff by switching of account
Jems," '20-21; "Greenwich Village Follies," '21-23. Then played an O.
exec John Krimsky from New York
Henry skit in vaudeville called "Arrest Me," '23-24; "Betty Lee," '24-25.
Dr. Gallup
to the Beverly Hills office to do conHe then gave up acting— he went into pictures. He mugged so much
U.S. RIGHTS
tact work on film accounts. Fred M.
Continued from page 9 55;
the stills were blurred. His first picture was a silent, "Hit of the Show,"
Jordan, exec v.p., remains in charge
then five more silents, all dramatic parts. The Druggist Weeklx gave
added for up to 120 people. Each
'BEL AMI' of the office, and Paul Radm con- set of a dozen of these gadgets sells
them four aspirins. Then came a string of hits for Warner Bros., "On
tinues as head of the creative diWith the Show," ^Sally,*-' "Hold Everything," "Top Speed," "Elmer the
for $125. Salesmen's handbook estiTwo-way fight as to who owns vision.
Great," 'Earthworn Tractor," "Alibi Ike," "You Said a Mouthful," "Tenderthe U. S. distribution rights to "Bel
Change became effective Monday mates 20-week delivery wait.
foot," "Burlesque."
Did a number of pictures for First National, BKO,
A third opinion-registering device
believed that it came abqut
Columbia, Paramount and Metro. He was among the boxoffice "10" for Ami," German film based on a yarn (3). It is
was developed by radio-researcher
on
as result of the spotlight put
four years. He also did six pictures for David Loew, then freelanced. He by Guy de Maupassant and niade in
•need for more Coast manpower Dr. Horace Schwerin when he was
only made two pictures during the war. He also filled in time with one 1937 by Willy Forst, is currently in
in the Army. He is now using it for
into
difficulty
when the agency ran
year on the radio for Post Toasties and a year with "Stop and Go," besides
progress in New. York. Or the side- recently on the "It's a Wonderful commercial radio surveys and inplaying many guest shots, and stock guest-starring.
tends extending the service to films
lines and ignoring it all, he says, is Life" campaign.
His War Record Tops!
shortly. It's more complicated than
Joe E. Brown's war record as an entertainer is tops. He spent 14 months Albert Lewin, who, in association
the other two, since it registers each
overseas, doing 742 shows (not counting hospital visits), played to 2,500,000 with David Loew, recently produced
person's opinion separately and, via
men, traveled 203,000 (logged) miles by plane. He was the first entertainer his own Hollywood version of de
a punched-card system, opinion of
Plays
Pulitzer
Private Afin Alaska and the Aleutians, first in Central, South and Southwest Pacific, Maupassant's tale, "The
separate segments of the audience
fairs of Bel Ami."
Continued from page 1 first in China, Burma and India'; on that trip he did shows in 28 countries.
;
can be determined, such as all the
Slated for release on March 7
Made a second Pacific trip and played 11 Philippine Islands where there
women, or all the women with
early
spring
enchance
that
an
the
was action.- Came home and wrote a book about his experiences called through United Artists, Loew-Lewin try will be a surprise winner.
blonde hair and blue eyes, for in"Your Kid and Mine," which has already sold over 200,000 copies. He picture stars George Sanders, Anstance. Instead of a hand register,
received the Bronze Award.
Only other civilian to receive this great gela Lansbury and Ann Dvorak, . Dramas figured in the going are Schwerin's machine employs a sort
honor was Ernie Pyle. On Dec. 7, 1945, Mayor Roulet of Toledo declared with Lewin handling the direction "The Iceman Cometh," "Joan Of of joy-stick affair attached to the
Tale Lorraine," "Another Part of The
a Joe E. Brown Day and presented him with 16 awards,, including Medal and scripting the screenplay.
side of the chair.
of Achievement. He also received an honorary Master of Arts degree from is said to be in the public domain Forest," "Christopher Blake," "Years
the University of Toledo. The town gave him a motorcycle escort, and in all countries except France, Ago" and "All My Sons." It's
possible too that one of the new
Joe ran between the cycles, probably thus starting the expression, "Run- where Lewin owns the copyright.
Holder of the U. S. distribution musicals will be in the competition
ning in cycles." And now Joe is starring in "Harvey," and packing them
Fll
acquired from and. if so "Finian's Rainbow" and
whic'. he
in all over the road. He is playing it not as a clown but as a fine actor, rights,
Contiirtied from page 3
Forst Film Productions of Vienna "Street Scene" would be the proband every rabbit in the country is proud of him.
how- on Brown as purportedly furnishing
His hobby is sports. He owned racehorses and played baseball. He has last summer, Joseph Scheinman, able contenders. Latter Show
Exchange ever won the piize for Elmer Rice 37 films between May and October,
a built-in trophy room" with on of the finest -collections of sport and war head of the Casino Film
trophies.
He also has a package of Turkish Trophies. Besides being a of New York and Operator of the when originally produced as a melo- 45 to an exhib at Big Bear Lake,
Calif., and 14 others in June, July
Lamb, he was president of The Masquers; is a Mason, a Shriner, life mem 86th St. Casino theatre, N. Y., de- drama.
Fact that a dramatist has pre- and August, 45 to another 16m operber Elk, member of board of the Veterans of Foreign Wars, member of clared last week *hat he had signed
not dis- ator at Inyokern, Calif. Arrest of
L. A. Recreation and Playground commission and member of Los Angeles a contract with Forst Films dated viously won the prize does
June 24, 1946, which gave him the qualify h i m. Eugene O'Neill has Brown, who was an assistant direcColiseum board. These cards added to his police and fireman cards.
"Icetor at one time, is part of a drive
He is very fond of children eats at Childs. Is a close observer— near- sole right to exhibit the film in the won the award three times, his
Abroad last year on a five- man" appearing to have a good recently launched on the Coast by
sighted, ya know. Has a great sense of humor he grates it himself. He U. S.
knows the secret of comedy, and knows how to keep a secret. I doubt if month trip through Germany and chance to get him additional laurels, the FBI to wipe out copyright inhe ever did a mean act in his life, his good nature is superb, his kindliness Austria, he had visited Forst, an old He copped with "Anna Christie," fringements.
Cooperating throughout the counand generosity inspiring. His heart is as big 'as his mouth and his mouth friend, who had promised him "Bel "Strange Interlude" and "Beyond
Ami," which Forst had produced, The Horizon." O'Neill may have try with the FBI ls the law firm of
has a heart.
another candidate in "A Moon For sargoy & Stein, special national
The late President Coolidge once said, "No person was ever honored written, acted and directed
The other "Bel Ami" claimant is The Misbegotten," now in rehearsal, coun e for the majors with confor what he received. Honor has been the reward for what he gave." Joe
the
"Iceman" is definitely among
E. Brown gave plenty he gave of his "comedic" talents, he gave of his Levinson-Finney Enterprises of Losnection with Copyright Protection
heart. He speaks for all of show business, and show business thanks God Angeles, 'represented by the Coast season's successes but attendance is. Bureau activities.
law firm of Kenney & Cohen. Ac- considerably under the capacity pace
for his big mouth.
cording to Vitali- L. Chalif, Schein- of the early weeks. That is blamed
White Midnight in Texas
Levinson-Finney on the drama's extreme length which
attorney,
man's
Harrison for 'Harrow'
Finally Cast
Dallas, Feb. 4,
notified Scheinman in a wire filed makes the four-and-one-half hour
Hollywood, Feb. 4,
Hollywood, Feb. i.
A midnight show for white patrons
Rex Harrison's projected trip to last Christmas Eve that they held performance an endurance contest
held here at the Joy Theatre
was
Maurice
Universal's England has been cancelled because the U.S. rights to "Bel Ami" and had for audiences, if not for the actors
Bergman,
all-Negro cast
an
"Beware,"
eastern pub-ad head, trains Jor New of 20th-Fox Setting him for the lead copyrighted the film in Washington. too. It is believed that had ,.the when
was
Astor,
released by
York tomorrow (5), with hip in cast. in "Foxes of Harrow."
Latter threatened to take full legal author cut the script and eliminated picture,
William Bacher is preparing pro- steps against Scheinman. As yet, its repetitiousriess, instead of being shown.
Bergman came a cropper while
operated by
and
owned
House is
riding a horse last week on pro- duction, which John Stahl will di- Chalif said, Us client had hot been obdurate about it's "Iceman" would
Orleans.
of
New
Montgomery
L. C.
have become a smash.
served with papers.
rect.
ducer Jack Skirbali's ranch.
•
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When

there's a story to

be

TOLD.

. .

about "What's Coming". . . to your theatre

. .

and patrons to be SOLD ... on the idea of returning to your theatre . you KNOW
you eau count on -The PRIZE BABY. to do a "telling" job ...at wpoint-of-contact"
with TRAILERS and ACCESSORIES
. . . week in and week out .
.*

.

. .

. .

.

.

with the "show-mmt-go-on" type of

BECAUSE'*

he

It's no.
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Week
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,.

years

v
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SHOWMAN'S kind
Time and Effort for YOU

secret... that he's

...he's been

n

SERVICE

delivers the

Sou ree ... that saves

A

I

He's well cut-out ...for this Big Job... of serving TRAILERS and

making

by Caning

his

A

still

mark

"The PRIZE

of Advertising

. . .

BOX OFFICE!

service
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. .

from a Single

BABY of the Industry".

in the motion picture industry.

Reputation... at your

ACCESSORIES

so essential to your business

. .
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General Service Back

Pi&ture Grosses
Continued from page

MINNEAPOLIS

smash

Night" (Col) and "fool's Gold"
(UA), also dual first -runs, open
Last week, "Man
Thursday (6).
from Rainbow Valley" (Rep) and
"Strange Holiday" (PRC) split with

"Wanted for Murder" (20th) and
"Rolling Home" (S.G.), all dual firstSatisfactory $2,200 in eight
runs.
days.
.

50-70)—
Century (Par)
(1,600:
"Blue Skies" (Par) (3d wk). Rounding out five big weeks downtown
and concluding session should witness satisfactory $6,000. Last week,

good

$6,000.

Gopher

(Par)

44)— "Wild

(1,000;

Bill Hickok Rides Again" (WB) (reissue). Old horse-opera making good
comeback at $4,000. Last week,

"Bringing

Up

Father" (Mono), good
V

$4,000.

To Work With

17

Lyric (Par), (1.000; 50-70)— "Stanley and Livingstone" (20th) (reissue). This moreover house having
Reissue
a fling at a "first-run."
meeting moderate response at $4,500.
Last week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par)
(2d wk), mild $4,000, making good
$19,000 for loop fortnight.

General

Service

lot,

marking time, will hop back into
16-65)—
"If
I .Had
My Way" (U) and activity Feb. 24 with the resumption
"Shadow of a Doubt" (U), under of filming on the Benedict Bogeaus
average $8,500. Last week. "Caesar
and Cleopatra" (UA), a so-so $9,200. production, "A Miracle Can HapOrpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-65) pen." Fourth and last of the epi—"Perfect Marriage"
(Par)
and sodes will be made with James
"Shadow of a Woman" (WB), light Stewart,
Henry Fonda and Dolores
Last week, "Sweetheart of
$9,500.
Sigma Chi" and Bob Crosby's stage Moran in the top roles.
Following "Miracle," Cagney Proband show, whopping $22,800 at
ductions will launch the William
20-80C.
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16- Saroyan yarn, "The Time of Your
65)—'Till the Clouds Roll By" (2d Life."
wk), fair $9,800. Last week, terrific
(Tristates)

panies

(Goldberg)

State

films

(2,000;

$15,300.

15-50)—

(865;

Business good despite storm. "Two
Years Before Mast" (Par) and "Traffic in Crime" (Rep), did a nice $4,000.
"My Darling Clementine" (20th) and
"Down Missouri Way"
(PRC),
opened Sunday and general forecast
favorable.

Sees Every Home With
Sound Filmer in 30 Yrs.
Chicago, Feb.

4.

Causing no concern to the industry
for the immediate future, C. Scott
Fletcher,
prexy of Encyclopedia

¥m

Boycott

Continued from page 9

4.

currently

$7,500.

Omaha

was

Catholic

'Miracle'

Hollywood, Feb.

week, "Jolson Story" (Col) (3rd wk),

to

is felt

absorb the rap for two

is

legislation.
all

picture

efforts
i

!

to

censorship

much more

and

more

attain

ship on Hollywood

meeting of 600 local

Los

general moderator
of the groupsT-expects to campaign
lor a natiomvide boycott to get under way. The action is purely on a
voluntary basis by members of the
Sodality and it is understood comes
as an outgrowth of the campaign
against "Duel
in
Sun." although
Father Leahy denied that picketing
of that film was to take place. He
declared he would oppose and stop
any movement by the organization
to single out the Sclznick picture in

ap-

adult

a severe

hard-

many ways.

in

who

priest,

perhaps

Such moves could set
making back years in the

proaches and invoke

A

Angeles Sunday (19) at which time
the
Rev. Charles Leahy. Jesuit

that the Cath-

olic boycott will lead to

.

films."

Sodality officers will be held in

particularly tough.

Fear, of course,

restrictive

moral

was a similar Catholic step
against "immoral" pix back in 1933
that led to the establishment of the
Bishops' Committee and eventually
the Legion of Decency. It also led to
the strengthening of the administration of the Production Code, which
had been adopted in 1930. This new
move is considered, the most significant Catholic action since the Legion
was established.
It

is

that manner.

however, in its present
expected to be blasted by
Diocesan authority

"Duel."
state

each

is

Catholic

upon release

in his territory.

Church

are understood to be
chagrined over the warm endorsements given Gregory Peck and Jennifer Jones for earlier portrayals in
'DEAD,' 'BETTY' $20,000 just as there
are radios today.
Threatened month-long boycott of "Keys of Kingdom" and "BernaOrpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-85)—
Buffalo, Feb. 4.
Speaking before Chicago Film films by some 6,000,000 members of dette." only now to find the pair
"White Tie and Tails" (U) and Bob
Biz good here.
"Razor's Edge" Council, who announced production
cast in "wholly immoral" roles in
Crosby orch and acts on stage. leading town with over $£2,000, but
the Catholic Church's Sodality of
Crosby a big magnet. State show dual "Dead Reckoning" and "Betty of six adult education pix by his firm Our Lady appears more than likely, "Duel." Sources revealing this also"
state that a large group of Catholic
this year, he said increasing life exvery well liked and film sufficient Co-Ed" near it with $20,000.
of
total,
members
clergy now believes the Legion of
pectancy of Americans and world with a
of 25,000
support. Very big $29,000 in prosEstimates for This Week
Buffalo
(Shea)
40-70)— complexity demand more adult edu- the Archdiocese of Los Angeles al- Decency and production code can be
(3,500;
tect for first stage show at any local
lm house in months. Last week, "Secret Heart" (M-G). $15,000. Last cation, and visual means are recog- ready having taken pledge to ab- and is being sidestepped or hoodSong of South" (RKO) (2d wk), week, "Bachelor's Daughters" (Par) nized as the best method to accom- stain from attending films during winked by producers, with the remild $9,000 at 50-70, but good $23,000! and Vaughn Monroe orch on stage,
February as a protest against "im- sult clergy acting on its own.
plish this.
for fortnight.
nearly $37,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
Radio City (Par) (4,000;' 50-70)—
"Till Clouds Roll By*
(M-G) (2d —"The Razor's Edge" (20th). Over
Last week, "Time. Place
wk). In the big money. Hitting so $22,000.
fast a clip it'll remain a third canto. and Girl", (WB) (2d wk).
Topped
Big $16,000 in sight.
Last week, $15,500.
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)— "The
terrific $23,000.
EKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)— Chase" (UA) and "Pilgrim Lady"
"It's Wonderful Life"
(RKO) (3d (Mono). About $10,000. Last week,
wk). Demand so great it's held for "Wicked Lady" (U) and "Spook
sixth canto downtown.
Will really Busters" (Mono). $11,500.
Teck (Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "Time,
bow out after good $5,000. Last
Place and Girl" (WB) (m.o., 3d wk).
week, fine $6,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "13 Rue $4,500. Last week, "Till Clouds Roll
Madeleine" (20th). Picture highly By" (4th wk). Over $5,000.
praised and Cagney considerable of
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
a magnet. Sweeping along at swift "Dead Reckoning" (Col) and "Betty
$16,000 gate. Last week, "Mighty Co-Ed" (Col). $20,000. Last week,
McGurk" (M-G), good $11,000.
"Temptation" (U) and "Blondie's
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)— Big Moment" (Col). $13,500.
"Margie" (20th).
30th Century (20th Cent. Inc.)
First neighborhood showing. Big $5,000 indicated. (3,000; 40-70)—"Song of the South"
Last week, "No Leave, No Love" (RKO) and "Joe Palooka" (Mono)
(M-G), good $4,000.
(2d wk). Over $13,000. Last week,
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)— "Brief same show did $18,000.

'RAZOR' KEEN 22G, BUFF.;

Britannica

predicted
last
week that 30 years from now will
see a sound projector in every house,

authorities

Films,

Boycott Extension Held Likely
Hollywood, Feb. 4.

.

!

NEW

.

Re -recorder by
Western Electric

.

*

•

Encounter" (TJ-I). Opened lightly in
bad weather, but word-of-mouth and
critics raves should help it build to
f>retty good $3,000. Last week, "One
tomantic Night"

(Aster)

'Doll'

(reissue),

Snagged

Frisco

by

Ic&irk/ Vande $27,000

Golden Gajo (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
"Mighty McGurk" (RKO) plus
vaude headed by wally Brown and

—

Eileen Barton. Colorless > $27,000.
Last week, "Wonderful Life" (RKO)
(4th wk) plus vaude headed by Joan
Edwards, a healthy $27,600.
55-95)
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d
Mediocre $20,000. Last week a

—

"13

wk).
husky

Midwest)

(FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
Love" (WB) four days. Fair

Warfield
I

$14,000. Last
okay $25,300,

;

appointing $14,700.
State

(FWC)

(2,133;

55-85)

—

"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (3d

wk)

(m.o.).

Four

2.043,

700;

45-65)—

(U) (2d wk), light $11,000.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"The Jolson Storv" (Col) (2d wk).
Packing them in for a rousing $20,000, easily a holdover figure, but
may be pushed out by backlog of
product. Last week film had a moderate start but built to a smash

"Humoresque"

week,

(820;

$15,000.

Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
Last
Off" (M-G)
$25,000.
week, "2 Smart People" (Par) dis-

"Show

$25,000.

days, $5,500. Last

Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 4565)
"The Man I Love" (WB) getting fair nlay for $12,000, and not
expected to holdover. Last week,
"Blue Skies" (Par) (5th wk), nifty
$10,000.

—

Week, $8,00.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 5585)
(Col).
"Johnny O'clock"
Tepid $14,500. Last week, "Swell
Guy" (U) (2d wk), sad $8,500.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (l.«
207: 55-85)
"The Chase" (UA)
(2d). Weak $10,300. Last week, fair

—

—

Orpheum i,RKO)

(1,900:

45-65)—

"Never Say Goodbye" (WB) and
"Shadow of a Woman" (WB) dualed.

$12,500.

So-so

Stasedoor tAckerman) (350; $1.20$2.80)— "Henry V" (19th wk). Husky
$6,000. Last week, good $5,500.

$10,000.

Last

a
(5th wk),

week,

Wonderful Life" (RKO)

"It's

closed with $9,000, nice.
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 45-65)
Sigma Chi"
"Sweetheart
of
(Mono) and "Renegade Girl" (SG)

—
'Shadow/ 'Marriage' 9iG
>

In Frozen-Out

Last

with vaude. Average $9,000.
week. "Plainsman and the Lady"
(Rep) and "Dangerous Millions"
20th) with variety bill on stage.

Omaha

Omaha, Feb.

Light

Sleet,

holdover. Orpheum and Paramount
with "Perfect Marriage" and second
week of "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
good for around $10,000 each.
Estimates for This Week
BiD:u?eis (RKO) (1.500: 16-65)—
"It's a Wonderful Life" (RKO) and
"So Dark the Nigh*" (Col), a Husky
$8,500 and holdover indicated. Last

and

easier

8
Ibis radically different reis the result of an enfresh approach to the
complex problem of re-recording sound on film.

outstanding features
of the

recorder

new

tirely

RA-1251 RE-RECORDER

Engineers of Western ElecResearch Prod-

1 With it, you keep flutter down to
no more than 0.05% in any particular
frequency band and total flutter down
to no more than 0.07%.

2 You can play all types of film
tracks: variable area or variable
density, 100 mil standard, 100 mil
push-pull or 200 mil push-pull. The
scanning slit covers all existing types

trie's Electrical

ucts Division talked with stu-

dio technicians— studied their
re-recording methods and

mm

proved.

of 100 mil and 200 mil tracks without
moving optics or film. Visual inspection of scanning

3

is

provided

Then they designed

mark to scanning beam.

4 The method

the

RA-

1251 to meet the technician's
needs and specifications. It
marks a tremendous step ahead
in appearance and compactness—in efficiency, accuracy,
speed and ease of operation

for.

It's easy to adjust accurately the

film start

diffi-

culties—found out where previous equipment, could be im-

of vernier synchro-

nization provides accuracy of better

—

than one sprocket hole.

in quality of reproduction!

5 During threading, Automatic Loop
Setter enables you to lock movable
rollerstomid-pointoperatingposition,

It is one more evidence of
Western Electric's continuing

thus assuring accurate setting of loop.

<

4,

snow, wind, and below-zero
temperatures put a decided crimp in
nearly all boxofflces over the weekend, but "rising" forecasts made the
week look better. The Brandeis with
"It's a Wonderful Life" held them
out even in the cold and will get a
big $8,500., This means a certain

better

Second

in

"Magnificent Doll" (U) solo, for fair
Last week, "Dark Mirror"

$31,500.

"Man

20G

U

San Francisco, Feb. 4.
Business still oft. Fog and holdovers mostly blamed.
Estimates for This Week

(4,651;

makes re-recording

15G inI.C;

Kansas City, Feb. 4.
Theatre biz is slowed down from
the fast pace set thus far
1947.
Warners has a pair of new films
on the row with "Never Say Goodbye" In the Orpheum and "Tht Man
I Love" at the Newman, but neither
is doing more than mild biz. "Jolson
Story" in a second week at Midland continues to mop up as the
brightest spot among firstruns. It
has definite staying power, and may
remain a third week, unusual booking in this big house. "Magnificent
Doll" in the Fox Midwest flrstrun
trio is disappointing.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire,
Uptown-Fairway (Fox

Fog,

Holdovers; 'Show Off 25G,

Fox (FWC)

Fair

'Jolson'

ight $1,800.

$8,000.

Mage
i

6

Pacts Balto House

|

!

:

|

Thanksgiving

management.
•

1

progress of the industry.

Laffmovie chain, headed by James
of New York, has signed a 21years lease on the Vogue, Baltimore.
with Walter Gettinger & Associates,
according to Berk & Krumgold, theatre brokers.
Remodeled last fall, house opened

Mage
j

contributions to the technical

You're assured of low distortion

by highest quality photocell amplifier.
Plug-in mounting is handy.

ates

and

Laffmovie
York.

New

Day under Mage's
Company also opertheatres

in

Boston

7

Re-winding is simplified. Automatic Re-wind Cutoff has separate
motor, which cuts off when film is
re-wound. You can adjust speed of

Electrical Resecttch Products Division
Of

Western Electnc Company

re-wind,

8 You

can watch operation through

glass doors that

keep out dust.
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CANADIAN SKYS

JEAN PARKER, RUSSELL HAYDEN, JO ANN

MARLOWE

in

~1X
,}J.

LANNY

REES,

TOM NEAL, WILLIAM FARNUM

in

My Dog Shep
Scared Death
ALAN CURTIS, ANN SAVAGE, RUSSELL WADE

in

Renegade Girl
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nesday, February- 5,

Columbus,

burgh,

$500,000.

The houses include four in Medford and two in Ashland, Oregon;
one each in Weed and Eureka, California, Laws' partners include Ed
Downer, president of the Mechanics
Bank of Richmond, who backed

Laws

handling of the

in his original

Roxie, Esauire and T & D theatres
in Oakland; and Robert Lippert of
Alameda, who acquired a big chain
of small theatres during the *war.

Lippert will operate the

Philly Filings

Philadelphia.
Torn Friday has been appointed
executive secretary of the UMPTO,
with headquarters here, it was an-

week by Lewen

last

Pizor,

president.

Airport Theatre Corp., headed by
David Molliver, Principal Film Exchange, has purchased the Airport
for a reported $85,000, according to
Harry Barrist, theatre broker.
The following committees for
.

have been named by Motion

1947

Picture

Lou

Welfare,

Associates:

Corp.
and
Management Corp.

W.

as

well

as

Parkstown Corners, four miles
west of Ne w Castle, Pa., within the
next month.
Gray Barker, former projectionist,
has been named manager of the
Pictureland and Lyric theatres in
Glenville, W. Va.. Both houses are
at

Fiftyler.

Harry Msirkun,
hibitor

who

is

a

Indianapolis exof Scouts'

member

Central Indiana board of directors,
for Indianapolis Tent
No. 10 of Variety to adopt the downtown boy sco v'. troop, left stranded
when-the church with which it was
affiliated
moved to a residential
section.
Tent will support troop
through heart fund.

Trueman Rembush,

Mike Weiss. Hank Howard,
George Fishman;
finance, Earle W. Sweige.'t, chairman, Robert Lynch, James P. Clark,
Jack Beresin, Meyer Adelman, Jay
Emanuel;
entertainment,
William
craft,

Ed Rosenbaum,

Doyle,
chairman, Sam Diamond,
Sam Palan, James Dalton, Joe
Engel: me- ^bership, Charles Beilan,
chairman, Mitchell Pantzer, Frank
Sculli:
sergeant-at-arms,
Dave
Rosen; histori-.n, Addison Gottschalk;
constitution and by-laws, Albert M.
Cohen, chairman, Ely Epstein, Mort
Magill, George Schwartz.
$200,009 Indpls. Suit
Indianapolis.

Vern Young of Gary. Robert R.
Young, Marc Wolf and Al Blocher

were named defend-

Indianapolis.

Joe Finneran, Columbus and Sam
Switow, Louisville, attended Allied
States board i-ieeting in Washington

week

ATOI

representatives.
Carl Niesse, owner of Vogue,
Indianapolis, plans new drive-in at
this

as

,

Lake Wawasee, near Syracuse, Ind.,
for operation next summer.
Don McLeod, Metro office manager here, vacationing in East.

Formato, chairman, Jack Bergin,
Ben Bache; publicity, Milt Young,
chairman. Bill Brooker, Jim Ash-

of Indianapolis,

Y.

and

I.

Rhode Island theatres would be
required to flash on the screen, at
once during each performance,
a diagram of the seating arrangement of each floor plainly showing
th j location of each exit, under a
bill introduced in the State Legislature here Wednesday (29) by Senator James J. Brady, Comberland
Democrat.
least

Kallet Chain Re-elects
Oneida, N. Y.
Myron J. Kallet was renamed
president of the Kallet Theatres at
the annual meeting of the company.
Other officers are: Jay J. O'Leary,
first veepee; Frank C, Walker, N. Y.,
second
veepee;
Thomas Friday,
Scranton,
secretary;
William R.
MacNeilly, Utica, assistant secretary;
Michael J. Larkin, Rome, treasurer;
Eva M. Zophy, Oneida, assistant
-

treasurer.

The company operates 23 theatres
New York state. During 1946 the
company opened a drive-in theatre

in

near Syracuse, took over the Park
theatre in Avon and remodeled the
Strand theatre in Brockport.
Loew's Div. Mgrs. Meet
Loew's theatres division managers
New York are slated to hudthe Loew's h.o. tomorrow
(Thursday) on ad-publicity matters
with Howard Diet?., Metro veepee
over ad-publicity, and Ernest Emerlong, Loew's ad-pub head.
Managers include Joe Di Pesa,

outside
dle at

I

Cleveland; Ted
Brock Whitlock,
Washington; Lou Brown, Poll circuit,
and Gertrude Bunchez, Baltimore.
Boston;
Barker,

MIAMI BEACH
OCEAN FRONT •

40th to

41st St».

•Water Jacob*

Rmtrmtiont limited

Note Specializing*
in Refreshment

BLDG

Fisher,
Louis;

Burnett Upped in Pitt
Pittsburgh.

DRIVE-IN THEATRES

jlURSl

St.

A. C. Chain Enlarges
Atlantic City.
Waxman interests are increasing
their theatre chain from three to
four houses.
They'll operate t'te
Shore theatre, formerly the Embassy, located in midcity, after the
house, long shuttered, has been renovated and refurbished.
With the Shore they'll have the
Cinema, uptown, the Astor, downtown, and the Hollywood, their best
house, in midcity.

'Concessions for

SPORTSERVICE,

Ed

Marty Burnett, former manager
of the Penn. has been upped to division chief for Loew's in this district.
His territory will comprise Pitts-

Inc

HfttAlO N Y

-AUCTION SALE—
gf^Sf^.
DE KALB THEATRE
YHUBS., FEB. 20—1:30 P.M.

?°T

1155 Be Kalb Av*. {Near Broadway), Brooklyn
2,200

orckastra.

scats,

rooms,

showers,

Do Kalb

*re

block, from

balcony

preer.

subway

— 13

pertly
station,

drestltsf

I

|r\CA|

tional Screen
secretary.

treas.;

Millie

Corry,

A new

750-seater in Crystal City,
erected
Dickson
for
Adams, who also operates the Roxy,
a 600-seater in the same town, is
ready *>r lighting. Fire of undetermined origin destroyed the
Kansas, a 200-seater, Kansas, 111.,
owned and operated by M. W. Jessup.
Illness of William Lee, owner of
the Blue Mound, a 300-seater, Blue
Mo.,

being

Mound,

111., has shuttered the house
an indefinite period. The Plymouth, a west end indie nabe, has
been sold by Tommy Tobin to Helen
McMillan and William Hayes, newcomers" in the St. Louis exhib field.

for

St.

for lighting.
It is owned by E. L.
Bradley.
Orville Crouch, city manager for
Loew's. has been upped to assistant
to division manager Carter Barron,
Washington,, D. C." Crouch will be
replaced by Russ Bovin, manager
of Loew's Midland, Kansas City, a
vet of 23 years with the organizaMilton Burnet, Barron's late
tion.
assistant, moves to Columbus, vice
Alan Sparrow who has been Shifted
to the Atlanta, Ga., territory.

owned

Story,

by

for several years

an

Harold Lloyd, deals with

out-

who

fielder

hits .750, a pretty good
for a ball player, or a thesp,

average

25 total distributed last year. Agree-

ment

was

nickel to 50c, including tax.
Lessee of house is Coast operator
of chain of newsreel houses, and
during war straight newsreel policy
was highly profitable. A few months
ago, however, theatre started using
ah action feature along with complete newsreel program.
Theatre originally was opened as
a Translux newsreel house, but soon

went

to "features.

home
cause

from both company customers and

theatre

V.r.

f

IMC

according to
charge of

partners,

Charles M. Reagan,

v.p. in

distribution.

,

New
JOAN

.

CRAWFORD
in the

York Theatres
IDA LUPINO

JOHN

ANDREA KING

GARFIELD

•

New Warner

CAKKOT, NASH

3.

at

Minneapolis
branch
William M. Grant, resigned, effective Feb. 1.
He'd been
with Rep three and a half years.
Republic's

manager.

Mowatt, former ex-marines, has
been purchased by John J. Stewart,
former membership secretary of the

St.

Symphony

fUS OR 'Mil - «9AC! K ri ELDS
Extra! ARTHUR itSSE

oocatji.•fife/

Si

•THE BEST PICTURE

CALIFORNIA'ft
In

George

Coulourit.

Anthony

Qulnn,

I

tlllULr

orchestra.

OF THE YEAR'

N. Y. Film Critics

Albert

Dekker,

Frank Faylen

B'way and 4?th

astor

St.

Door* Open 9:30 A. M.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAM

T

Jtoekefeller Center

"THE YEARLING"
• JANI

PALACE

t

DBUCLAS FAIRBANKS,

WYMAHl

CLAUDE JARMAN. JR.
X
o Aa M-G-M Pictorol

In Tocbalcolor

f SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION 1

WALTHt

House

OS BCKKKN

jjUjj

Thura., Feb.

C

Fred AstQire

Republic

branch man-

Jftan

Trvlnp

SUM

IS I'EKSON
Wilbur Evans
pier™ O'Angelo
A Vsnv»

C&ulfield
Berlin';-!

BLUE SKIES"
In Teclialrolor

succeeds Bill Grant.

Jr.

SlNBAD the SAILOR
M OOKfSCCS T£Ct/tf/eOtOK

lag Crosby

ager.

I

he REST Years
of Our Lives"
*»»aa=.

MTKGUJR AM)

Barry
With

I

Teelinleoloi'

A Paramount Picture Starring:
Kay MUXAND, Barbara STAN WICK

Dill A!

RUE MADELEINE']

13

i

Minneapolis.
Joe Loeffler has resigned as Paramount sales manager here to belocal

STRAND

it

in Hi

jfoaesc

'.oefMrr Switch

He

V

Plus

RAY ENGLISH « COLES AND ATKINS

B'way at 47th

HOLLYWOOD

•MeOKY PECK

Longhair Buys House

come

LOVE"

I

by Biioul Walsh

Charlie BAR NET
AND HIS OHC 111 SI It

Directed by Jean Neieuleseo
l'rodueerl by Jerry Wuld

51st Street

Bro». Hit

In BevHmi

with

OSCAR LEVANT
roadway

ROBERT A1DA
BRUCE BENNETT

mm

"the
Directed

"HUMORESQUE"

a
•

Warner

In

Achievement

,

Jr..

studio

during

It seats 250.

•

McElvcfwy,

reached

last week of Par's Coast,
office and foreign toppers beof a request for increases

huddles

new

a

/

has a seating capacity of 400.

N. Y. City 17-11. 4-5000

End Pici

in '47,

ing to Brooker, the fear applies only
clothing store have been confirmed,
to our films, because we dominate
indicating Metro will be left with
the world in that field, but predicted
only the Capitol as its own show-,
that Britain will find itself in the
case.
Conversion of the Mayfair
same position, as soon -as its film
(1,735 seats), which has been playindustry reaches higher productive
ing second and third run, to a firstlevels.
run house would be the easiest way
Quoting from speech by Anne
to replace the Criterion (1,610 seats).
O'Hare McCormick, one of the U.S.
owns the entire Mayfair reps at UNESCO, in which she
. Metro
building, using much of the office stressed that "the battle for mastery
space for special divisions of its in- of men's minds is just beginning,"
ternational department. Latter will Brooker predicted "in the battle for
ultimately be moved to the pew men's minds, films will play a domLoew's building, which is planned inant part, along with radio and
for 57th street in the near future.
press."

With business
since end of war, Newsreel here has
abandoned newsreel policy entirely,
changed its name to Pix and will
offer subsequent runs of double features.
Admission has been tilted a

Dallas

J.

4.

Eddie Bracken took an option on
baseball yarn, ".750 Smith," in
preparation for his entry into the
indie production field, with himself
in the title role.

Minneapolis.
steadily declining

The Gay theatre, owned and opby P. H. Fletcher and J. J.

Chrysler Bldg.

Auitiontm— Daniel

Bracken Buys Ball Yarn
Hollywood, Feb.

Move Par To

Recognizing the pinch on exhibs
because of the current product
shortage, Paramount toppers have
decided to hike the number of releases for the current season over the

a

swam*,

Minny Bouse Changes

erated

At
M3

Boost Releases

St. Louis.

Dallas..

Atk for Booklet V

Pleas

Louis Hustings

After
operating the Edinburg,
Edinburg,
111.,
several
months
Helden Gordon has sold the house
to Carl Pohlman.
The St, Louis exchange of RKO
Radio on film row is being modernized following the recent signing
of a 10-year lease.
The Ravens-wood, Ravenswood,
Mo., the only motion picture theatre
in the town for many years, is ready

on

Recreational oentre, dancing, skating. bowling alleys, sports arena.

II Customers

During the first nine months, comor a producer— or anybody, for that
owned by C. W. Marsh.
pany will release as many or more
matter.
pix than in the whole of the 1945"
Goldwyn Names Lbewe
46 season, Reagan said. Par recently
J. Winston Loewe has been named
Set a pace of one pic for every two
sales rep for Samuel Goldwyn ProReport Again Crops Up
weeks for its first eight films, which
ductions in the south and several
it will have to hypo to can y througff
midwestern territories.
its new schedule.
N. Y. Mayfair May Go
He was formerly manager for
Survey and conclusion on the
Warner Bros, in Oklahoma City and
Dallas.
many problems which have deFirst-Run for Loew's veloped
in foreign countries were
With reports still unconfirmed discussed at the confabs. Barney
Plitt Join; Notfthio Theatres
Henry G, Plitt has joined the that Metro has bought the Astor Balaban, Par's prexy. revealed.
Northio theatres. Paramount affiliate
Understood
that _ company toppers
site
York
in New
to construct
in Ohio and Kentucky, as assistant hotel
also talked plans for expansion of
to Jack R. Keegan, general manager. a Radio City Music Hall type of
theatre
holdings
throughout
the
Plitt formerly was a major in the project, industry observers believe it
Airborne division and was more likely that, before anything is world. Blueprints call for acquisi101st
tion of showcases in all capital and
decorated as the first paratrooper to
land in Normandy. He handled spe- done on the Astor, Loew's will first leading cities abroad.
in
Paramount- convert the Mayfair theatre, on 7th
cial
assignments
Richards and United Detroit theatres avenue and 47th street, to a firstprior to his current stint.
run house. Reports of the Mayfair
conversion have cropped up periodWcndt Union Biz itep
ically and, while Metro execs still
Continued from page 2 ;
St. Louis.
decline to comment, it's believed the
Matty Wendt. formerly employed conversion will take place soon.
tural imperialism" through pictures.
by the local UA exchange, has been
Brooker told the Washington Film
Metro currently has only the Capelected biz rep of Film Exchange
Employes' Union, Local B-l, an af- itol and Criterion as Broadway Council that Benton's opinion was
filiate of IATSE, Local No. 143, and showcases.
Several of its pix play constantly reiterated by representarepresenting
inspectors,
shipping the Music Hall each year but must tives of various nations ^at the
Brooker even
clerks and other back-office em- compete for playing time at that UNESCO session.
ployees
of
local
exchanges. house" with the top product of quoted a speech of then Premier BiOther officers chosen are John Reycompanies. Reports that the dault of France against "monopoly
ner, M-G prez; Eddie Koehr, Na- other
of expression."
tion Screen v.p.; Abe Engel, Na- Criterion will be razed in the near
In the field of mass media, accordfuture to make way for
giant

sprMteroe',
trolleys

AN.

CA
MWU
A

mmniii,

tavateries,

On

steam beat.

31

9

Benton's Hap

Would Legalize Seating Diagram
Providence, R.

trans-

two years, has been named PRC
branch manager there.
John J. Maloney, Metro's central
division manager, whose home is in
Pittsburgh, has been re-appointed to
the executive board of the Boy
Scouts of the Allegheny County
Council.
District will have a new drive-in
theatre next summer. Construction
will get star ;d by Dr. R. B. Herrick, of Meadville, oh a 4,500-ca"r lot

ants in a $200,000 damage suit filed
in federal court here by three California stockholders of Fiftyler, Inc.,
one of their subsidiary concerns.
Suit alleges that a combination
store, theatre and apartment buildii * at Gary is leased by them at
annual rental $20,000 less than a
"just rate."
Appointment of receiver to collect rents, profits and
liquidate
am.',
distribute proceeds
among stockholders of Fiftyler, is
asked. March 18 date has been set
for
receivership
hearing.
Those
named are officials of Montgomery

Theatre

who has been

ferred to the southern post.
Charles Dortic, veteran Pittsburgh
film salesman, who has been with
Columbia in Albany for the last

new prop- has arranged

erties.

nounced

len Sparrow,

Coast Houses; Other Brief;

Oakland, Cal.
Clarence "Brick" Laws, co-owner
with Joseph Blumenfeld in a local
chain of theatres, and also co-owner
of the Oakland baseball club of the
Pacific 'Coast League, has acquired
a one-third interest in eight theatres in northern California and
southern Ore >n at a total cost of

Canton,

Toledo,

Akron and Dayton. He replaces Al-

Oakland Bail Magnate Buys Into
t

:

K\lra
JTemie

Km

'.

KMK'K
Kri.l.i

AMERICAN BROADCASTING CO.
Presents

THE PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR
WJZ-ABC COAST-TO.COAST NETWORK

EVERY WEDNESDAY, 9:00-9:30

P.M.,

E.S.T.

Wednesday, February 5, 1947

-

f

tari)ie

the Sensational

Young

Pianisl

EARL WILD

"RHAPSODY 1H BLUE"

Playing

EUGENIE BAIRD

JOHNNY THOMPSON

BOOKING SPRING CONCERT

T<

—Toar

Direction

LAWRENCE GOLDEN,
•
.

Ifeosfes.

fops,

Inc.

fW the frivHeg*
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Staid, Bsssi
The Small Market

Stations'

to

FCC may

outlaw the FCC's Mayand permit radio
limited

least

at

rights.

ban, observers here believe.

The Small Market men (operators
5kw-or-under

of
of

stations,

in

towns

50,000 population or less) conat the end of a three-day
session here last Friday (31) that
members are already editheir
torializing in espousing various com-

eluded

interpretation of

Mayflower opinion in view of
confusion
industry
mounting
and opposition to the editorial

its

editorial

j

j

|

Only reason commission hasn't
done so already, they say, is
divided opinion on the FCC
bench itself about the MayMajority

ukase.

flower

of

the

service" projects. This, they concluded, was violation of the most
rigid interpretation of FCC's noeditorial policy.

ing on the air in their own right,
as some broadcasters appear to
believe. But generally, commis-

meant

lic

It was pointed out by committee
chairman Wayne Cribb of KHMO,
Hannibal, Mo., and Marshall Pcngra,

|

Roscburg, Ore., that in those
cases where radio operators have
remained aloof from community
problems, citizens have criticized
their hands-off attitude.
The committee stopped short of
any definite resolution promising
all-out support of Miller's move to
wipe the Mayflower opinion off the
books, but gave him oral assurances
of its willingness to go along. (Both
Miller and NAB exec veepee A. D.
Willard discussed legal aspects of
the fight over the Mayflower opinion
luncheon meeting with the
at a
Small Market men last Thursday
(30).

small-town

union

broadcasters

CLAYTON BRACE

Coast,

hike figures of union.'

FCC clarification would stress
fact that broadcasters may take

Crosby

If

up the cudgels for causes providing they make time available
for opposing points of Aew under "public interest" clause ol
the radio, statute.

P&G

Min,

CBS Passion Play

clear
of espousing editorializing on political themes, and
confined their support to backing
of projects of the sweetness and light

There the union asks

crease for staff musicians

50% for casual commercial program windjammers. Webs, how-

decision

is

highlighted

by

thirds of all stations

It;

CBS is again experiencing a dose
of the "Wednesday At Ten" blues.
That's the opposite-Bing Crosby
time, segment, and Procter and Gamble, for one, wants no part of it.
When, a couple of months back,
the CBS segment became vacant,
the web offered it to P & G, which
had been shopping around for better
time for its Saturday night Hedda

the Norman Corwin^ "One World
Flight" series, the houc-lohg documentary shows on the upcoming

P&G says "we'll stand pat."

agenda, etc.
The Passion Play will be a costly
production, involving a full orchestral background for the Bach Mass.

NBC FINALLY FOLDS

-fact that

pssey

(Continued on page 44)

Net Won't Risk Limb

Special;

Juve Comeuppance Soon

of
series
Story"
Plans to yank the

Plan

CBS

is to

producer-exec
new docu-

mulling a special

have Mauldin

cross"

the

land at the same spot of
Airing Its Neuroses Channel,
the invasion troops, and follow" the Bellamy 'Our
CBS wants no. part of shows that same route over France, talking 'to
New half-hour

7

Town

Series

series based on
delve into the subject of psychiatry. the people and find out what they Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" has
As a result, the web's continuity think two years later, etc.
just
been packaged
by Ralph
acceptance dept. has nixed an origMeanwhile the first of the season's Bellamy, the' legit star, and Bill
inal script scheduled by producer
60-minute documentary shows, based McCaffrey, and is currently under
Martin Horrell for presentation Feb.
on the nation's juvenile delinquency consideration for potential sponsor8 on the Saturday morning "Grand
problem, is scheduled for airing ship by a few of the agencies in New
Central Station" show. t
within the next few weeks, with, York, Show has a $8,500 price tag.
According to Horrell, the purpose
Record was cut last -week, with
possibility that the web may yank a
of the program was to dramatize
couple of back-to-back commercial Bellamy in the narrator role which
some of the recent advances made
shows, as it did with "The Empty the late Frank Craven did in legit.
in psychiatric treatment.
Noose," to thus expose a multi-mil- Dramatic series is backed by an
In turning thumbs down on the
lion audience to the show.
orchestra.
script, however; CBS has taken the
position that there's too great an
element of danger in trespassing on
such ground; that it bases its decision on guidance froni experts in the
.;,:=..:; ::
field of psychiatry and that, being a
far less exacting science than mediEight shows cracked the "10 or better" portals in the Top 15 oppocine, and a highly individualized
sition slots in the new (Jan. 30) Hooper report; Blag Crosby re-entered
affair, any generalizations on anthe sacred sanctum of the Top 15 (night he was rated was the Al Jolson
alyzing symptoms, motives, etc., are
guest appearance) with a 20.6. For the second consecutive tally, Hope
fraught with danger.
and Fibber are in the 1 and 2 leadoff posts.
Total
,

.

lop

Boston, Feb.

4.

Muriel Williams, formerly B'way

Men on a Horse"), and
husband Francis Hart, former legit
producer, now operating a model
agency here, started a husband and
star ("Three

wife show as of

by

Sponsored
Stores,

airer

is

Monday

(3).'

First National
called "Women's

Radio Journal," and is on daily
from 9:30 to 10 E.m. over a Regional
Network for WBZ and WBZA. Format calls for guest appearances
three times weekly, mainly by visiting stage and screen personalities.

Agency

is

John C. Dowd.

m and

Wpposition

TOP
Bob Hope

OPPOSITION

IS
33.2

......

Fibber & Molly
Charlie McCarthy
Jack Benny
Fred Allen
Lux Radio Thatre
Red Skelton

Amos

'n'

30.7

Andy

Screen Guild Players....
Walter Winchell
Bins Crosby
Phil Harris
Mr. D. A
Duffy's Tavern
\
Gildersleeve

..
.'.

all

flatly

rejected

and

12%%

musikers.

10.9

28.0
27.5
26.6
26.0
25.6
24.2
24.1
20.8
20.6

Sam

Spade.......

11.3
11.0

Crime Doctor
Telephone Hour

13.9

Man. Merry-Go-Round.

17.1
16.9
14.7

17.1
17.8
11.8

19j3

15.4

Blondie

24.4
20,0
21.4
18.8
19.7

19.5
16.0

Frank Sinatra

(

11.3

Johns Manville News

{

14.2

13.8
17.4

Writers Guild

Pursuing its newly-adopted line of
"straight trade unionism," the Radio
Writers Guild this week took two
toward having the networks
recognize it as appropriate bargaining unit for freelance radio script-

steps

ers.

On behalf of sustainer freelancers,
the Guild filed a petition with the
National Labor Relations Board. At
the same time, on behalf of freelancers on commercial shows, the
Guild made another stab directly to
the webs, asking for recognition.
freelancers was the fact that
copies of the network letter went to
44 advertising agencies and 35 package producers.
Iii
each case the

agencies

formed

and

packagers

in the letter that

it

were inwas being

20%

cost of living

wage

increase

ment whenever Government figures
show that cost of living has gone
up. Guild bases its 20% hike request
upon figures from the U. S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics which show that
living costs rose, in the year ending
last

September, by 13.2%.

The new

wage negotiations were begun at a
network-RDG conference summoned
at CBS, N. Y, yesterday (Tuesday)
afternoon.
Meanwhile, plans are under way
for the Guild's first national convenwhich is expected to be held in
Chicago late this month or early in
.

tion,

March.
Confab plans and agenda are being discussed with RDG members
their prexy, George J. Zachary,
who is currently on the road with'
the Vaughn Monroe show, and definite decision as to date and other
details will be worked out in the
next couple of weeks.

by

Dr. Christian

Progress on Coast
Hollywood. Fob. 4.
The Radio Directors Guild has
reached its first Coast agreement
with CBS, continued contract negotiations today (Tuesday) with NBC,
and has a won a majority at Mutual,
with preparations already under
way for pact talks with this net.
CBS contract is now being worked
out by lawyers for both sides who
are framing terminology, but has
already been accepted in principle
by both sides. Pact sets $90 weekly

minimum

for directors for first year,
with $100 after that. So-called "contact producers," who are assistant
directors, have been taken into the

having been turned over
by American Federation of Radio
Guild,

The

Artists.

assistants will get $70-

$75 per week.

Kingdon, Straus Break

,

18.6

As Amalgamated Bank
Buys Gabber Via WINS
Kingdon.
whose
WOR

Frank

(N.Y.) across-the-board

props were

knocked from under' him a month
ago, is back on the local N. Y. nighttime air, hiving started a MondayFriday 10:30 p.m. 15-minulc gablcst
as including the Guild shop.
That on WINS this week (3).
New sponsor is Amalgamated
would mean that writers on commercial shows would have to join the Bank of New York, offshoot of the
Guild whether they were assigned or Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
hired by a net, packager or ad agen- America (CIO).
Jerry Layton placed the deal, but
cy. And the rest of the Guild terms
just what the length of the contract
would obtain, including licensing
rather than sale— of scripts, mini- is seemed somewhat vague from
mum scales, and revision of what conflicting accounts. Layton called
the Guild calls ,"the present notor- it a 52-week contract. Station said
it had Kingdon down on the sked
ious" release form.
And
Letters on behalf of the commer- for 13 weeks, ending May 3.
a third report was that the pact was
cial negotiations sought from the
for .26 weeks.
nets were signed by the Guild's new
One
however,
thing
was
certain,
national executive secretary, Hoy
and that was that Kingdon's soing
Langham.
c
to WINS meant a break, as far as
Monday (3), Langham and Peter radio is concerned, between him and
Lyon, eastern region veepee of the
prexy Nathan Straus of WMCA.
Guild, appeared before the NLRB in
Deal had been practically set a couN. Y. to push their case for recogniple of weeks ago for Kingdon to retion on behalf of sustainer freeturn to his old 10:30 p.m. spot on
lancers.
With NBC, CBS and ABC WMCA.
Station had insisted on a
denying such recognition admissible
52-week contract, which at .first was
under the Wagner Labor Act, the going
to be shared between AmalNLRB took the case under advise- gamated
Bank
and Ripley Clothes,
ment. (Mutual was not approached
and then was going to be bankrolled
by the Guild because it has no free- entirely
by the. Ripley people. Belance shows originating from N.Y.)
fore actual inking, however, deal
fell through, v:ith the Kingdon management b'aming WMCA and the
•

Peter Potter to Push

Around Pancakes On
.

Jock's First Hookup

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
network show for a platter
Competition spinner was landed last week by
6.1
Peter Potter, one of th* most active
11.8
disk jocks around the home turn-

Network

Hub's Hubby and Wife Show

for

The webs on the whole feel
that the 18V4% boost granted

show had been on the NBC agenda sent to them "for your information
only."
for some time, feeling oeing that the
This "FYI" approach, however,
spotlight is no' longer on the Pacific,
contained a threat in it, since the
but fear of repercussions from pubGuild outlined its principal demands
lic service-minded listeners caused

the web's

unit, is

tilt

a

Under the terms of the pact, Rdr
has the right to reopen the 'agree-

cial

the delayed action.
Originally it was planned to replace "Pacific Story" with a new
series of dramatizations or a revival
D-Day anniversary show, ambitious of an old series of scientific shows.
But a house orchestra has been subin scope, which would send. BUI
stituted, latter move reportedly beMauldin over to Europe^ fo retrace ing cued to a general budgetary
the steps of the invasion forces.
trimming of sails.

Robert Heller,

who heads up
mentary

CBS Psycho-Bearish,

CBS

Mulled as

have

countered with offer of

Significant of the Guild's approach
to the nets on behalf of the commer-

'PACIFIC STORY' SERIES
NBC has finally folded its Sunday
"Pacific
night
dramatizations.

when "the new

small-town operators authorized in
the past 18 months actually get on
the air. J. Allen Brown, NAB Director of Small Market Operations,
estimates over 900 small market
stations have been authorized to

ever,

and

in Chi should set the pattern
coast-to-coast. In N. Y. web execs feel it shouldn't be higher
in Manhattan than in the midwest.

is licked,

Hasn't Heard

'

they form almost half of all existing'
licensees, and will account for two-

37&%

Army

.

Importance of the 'Small Market
men's attitude toward the Mayflower

the

exists.
in-

years,

—

ruling.

On

with

CBS has. commissioned Archibald Hopper "This Is Hollywood" show.
MacLeish to write a one-hour PasBut P'& G nixed it, preferring to
sion Play based on the Four GosCresta Blanca
Instead.
stay put.
pels.
It will be presented during
variety better drinking water, hot the Easter holidays. It will be a literal grabbed it, moving over from the
lunches for thekiddies, etc.— hardly adaptation from the New Testament Tuesday night 9:30. (opposite Fib
topics which would be openly chal- in which the Biblical characters will ber & Molly) slot and deciding it
would be better to buck Crosby.
lenged.
be integrated into the script.
Now Cresta Blanca is giving up
Twice in 3-Weeks
The network is planning the 60PlayThe committee is second NAB minute program as part of its special the time and its "Hollywood
show. And once more CBS has
giojp in three weeks to take up series of super-productions, such as
proffered the slot to P & G, but
the cudgels against the Mayflower

NAB

situation

The Radio Directors Guild hasrehas reopened its network contract,
which
still has almost 11 months
to run
(until next November), insisting
0n

CBS' Time A'Begging

steered

opinion. The 14th District meeting
in Salt Lake City in midof
January backed Miller unanimously
in his fight to abolish the editorial

similar

three

now produces KLZ's

Barn Dance and "Colorado Speaks"
and writes the Sunday morning
Funny Paper Hour.
KLZ, DENVER.

from Chairman Charles R.
Denny, Jr., down, is reported
confused and undecided as to
future of the decision.
It
was speculated that any

MacLeish's

KLZ PRODUCTION HAND

Clayton Brace

instructions

further

for

network reps rejected wage

after

A radio producer
Special Services for

sion,
j

KRNR,

The

to

they'd have to go back to the

pooh-pooh
Mayflower was ever
bar licenses from go-

FCC members
that

»

blank, local 802 reps announcing

the
idea

munity reforms and boosting "pub-

ci I
Stalemate

Negotiations between the networks and American Federation
of Musicians both in New York
and on the Coast were at a stalemate yesterday (Tues.). Monday's meeting in N. Y. drew a

Washington, Feb. 4.
be forced to come

new

out with a

opinion

licensees

i« fsr
Vl-Webs
AFM-Webs

Wobbly Ukase

NAB

flower

-

_
i

Ex-

NAB

H.C.L Hie,

Ee@peiing-.Pacf 11 Months Early

Sps

at

+

4.

is the
ecutive Committee of
latest industry group to fall in line
Prexy Justin Millers
behind

campaign

Wbck

BIB,

Washington, Feb.

!|

fredsrs Ask

Wee larl Mat lack Aiti-lijlower

First

latter's

execs claiming that nothing

definite enough had been proposed
to warrant the station changing its

schedule.
Politically, Kingdon and Straus
are oh exactly the same side of the

Kingdon being co-chairman
(with sculptor Jo Davidson) of the
newly-formed Progressive Citizens

fence,

of America, and Straus being one
of two top contributors who helped
tables. He was signed by Chesterfield kick off PCA'a kitty with a $5,000
for six half hours a week on four gift. But that's as far as their old
stations of the Don Lee network and friendship goes now.
two indies starting Feb. 17. aggie
Straus, roportedly, is sore because
outfit is calling the series "Chester- Kingdon, whom he feels he built as
field's ABC Platters Party with Peter a commentator via WMCA, had been
Potter." Potter will spin the pan- too willing to take a powder and go
cakes with jivey interpolations and to WOR, where he filially lost out.
interview bandsmen and singers.
Straus is said to have felt that mice
Harry James, who'll turn jock if he puts Kingdon on sponsored for a
they meet his price, was up for the Couple of cycles, he'd be stuck wV.ii
as an expensive sustainer, or
get kicked by liberals who'd accuse
of silencing a liberal.

show, but Larry Bruff, of NewellEmmelt, cast the deciding vote for

him

Potter.

WMCA

'

.

y

Wednesday, February S, 194?

'

Strictly

-

Wbksale

IK

CLIMAX TO

_

Washington, Feb. 4.
The- wholesale licensing of radio stations by the FCC, both in the
and FM field , is causing considerable anxiety and an increasing
viewing-with-alarm. It's the feeling that the FCC should proceed
•with greater caution both in investigating the financial statement and

Plunks $150,000 Schwerin's

•

AM

1

pi particulars as to intentions.
If the commiwion's intent is to get up competition with the motive
of improving programming to measure up to Blue Book standards, the
fact remains, it's-felt, that any Tom, Dick and Harry cannot fulfill these

bill

obligations,

competition.

nor can a minimum capitalization permit for worthwhile
At the best, after a try, the end of a year of operation
,

Will leave many of the new entrants high and dry, with a resultant
mad scramble to unload the "lemons," Or, come renewal time, and
the FCC will be dropping those economically irresponsible.
From a standpoint of carrying out the principles of the Blue Book,
there's much to be said, it's conceded, in the FCC's "come-on-in" in-

with follow up check of one against the other to provide the
necessary stimulus. But to insure the plan's fruition, new applicants,
it's argued, should be carefully culled as to their capabilities in sup'
porting the Blue Book formula.
vitation,

1

.

CBS

and

are pulling out
of the
National Association of
Broadcasters. By the end of the
week the parting will be official.
NBC, to all intents and purposes,
it's reported, has already done so
via mail, but whether or not NAB
hdqs. in Washington had received

WCAU Buy

Bulletin s

WPEN

ackage;
Philadelphia,. Feb. 4.
WCAU, Philly's giant CBS outlet
and one of the key stations of the
Columbia network, was sold Friday
night (31) to the Evening Bulletin
by J. David Stern.
The 50,000 watter was part of the
package deal in which Stern unloaded his vasttJiewspaper and radio
holdings. Stern blamed the threemonth-old strike by the Newspaper
Guild for his act.

Although

no

official

announce-

ment was made

of the price involved
in the transaction, insiders estimated the deal at about $12,000,000
for the properties, which in addition
to WCAU, included the Philly Record, the Camden Courier and the
Stern
purchased
Camden Post.
only about six months ago
for $6,000,000 from the Levy Broth-

WCAU

Fart Of

Poser

Detroit, Feb..

*

4.

One

of the "heavy goods"
in Detroit that prefers
anonymity for the time being is
casting sponsorship eyes at CBS'
Tune," the music"Once Upon
with-lyrifc series that has come
out of Canada and is now being
slotted in the Saturday Columbia Workshop time.
outfits

A

New

The CBS
York have
up

sales boys in
also been following
several feelers from ad agen-

cies,

indicating that "Tune" may
in the commercial col-

wind up

umns shortly.
If show is sold, it would be
moved out of the Workship
period and given new time.

ers.

The transaction— insofar as WCAU
is concerned—is subject to the okay
of the FCC. And inasmuch as the

FCC
will
tion

has dual holdings, the Bulletin
have to unload its indie sta-

WPEN

GF Brooding As

before the Government

agency okays the deal.
In the official announcement by
the Record and by Robert McLean,
Bulletin prexy, it was said that the
station would remain under the direction of its "present management"
—which means the management of
(Continued on page 42)

;

BS Gets Color—
Daytime Rosy Hue
Things appear to be looking up

K. Smith Speaks

Mutualities
The switchover of Kate Smith and
Ted Collins from CBS to Mutual,

6%

nosedive on billing*-m 1946, with
the exit of daytime clients one of
the chief factors in the toboggganing of gross time sales during the
year.

WOR, the MBS key
in New York, has peddled
quarter-hour
cross-the-board
for $1,100 to Sweetheart
Soap, In terms of talent for a single
market, that's figured to be a lot of
coin, exceeding even the time cost.

an illustration,
station

the

segment

Armour Buys CBS Show
first

Schwerin's

pretesting-

has
six-

period, with the retention of

the Schwerin Research Corp. on a
commercial basis representing an
outlay of approximately $150,-

NBC
000.

For the past eight months or so,
has been using the Reactoon an experimental basis for
network programming, package
shows, and its recording division.
Deal with NBC also permits
Schwerin to make presentation to
ad agencies and to solicit their
business. Meanwhile, the web is
planning on expansion of the vase of
the.
Schwerin research facilities,
particularly in the testing of commercial plugs on network program-

NBC

the Dinah Shore Wednesday
night CBS show for Ford have
been getting paid off with the
new cars, in lieu of cash. That's
the deal the guesters have been
asking with the Ford people
chiming in with an okay.

determined yesterday, Russell sits
on the NAB board as NBC's representative, with Frank Stanton, CBS
prexy, as the latter web's rep on the
directorate. And CBS, it's known,
is all. set to bow out of the
picture within the next few days.
(Mutual network joined up with
NAB for the first time last year, but
prexy Ed Kobak is not on the board,
preferring to "sit it out" from the
sidelines. ABC never came into the
The two major netassociation)
works threw in their lot with the
about seven years ago.
The NBC-CBS exit marks the culmination of a long-time feeling on
the part of the network brass that
they were never able to make the
relationship work. Invariably there
was a conflict as to local broadcaster
(big city)
thinking vs. network
thinking and too often they never
Saw eye to eye on major issues. This
feeling crystallized itself, for example, at the recent San Francisco
board meeting, when the network
reps burned plenty over the board's
repudiation of the webs on the
fact-finding committee ap-

month

boulevard, is causing some surprise here, but not among the inside-Kadio bunch that knows
where they're all coming from,
Succession of guest stars on

Frank "Scoop" Russell's letter of
notification of NBC's pull-out wasn't

caster
its

—

Minn. Slams Door

ming.

.

NBC has been keeping under
wraps the results of the experimental research work, over which

In Close's Face

the

Open

'

After

web

brass

is

reporter

consider-

and plans are now
under way for a formal presenta-

ably elat;d,

Bid

Minneapolis, Feb.

tion to the trade press within the
next week or two.

4.

Minnesota state legislature's lower House withdrew an invitation to
Upton Close, radio commentator, to
address
it.
Withdrawal followed
protests by labor, the American

-

In This Corner:

Veterans Committee, liberal members of the body, and an almost unprecedented
objection
by Gov.
AFRA
Luther W. Youngdahl, Republican.
pointment. The long-time schism It's the first time "any governor has
went even beyond labor problems, tried to tell the House who may adthe networks also feeling that the dress it and who may not," one
NAB was remiss in setting up a member told the press.
proper public relations operation.
The governor's objections are creAnd CBS and NBC have been asking dited with having put the clincher

Allen

fi Morgan

Henry Morgan and Fred Allen appear to be a 'feudin'. It started a
couple of weeks back when Morgan
contended that Allen was cribbing
his ideas.

Specifically,

Morgan was

How come nothing's been on the invitation withdrawal, al- of the opinion that the H. Allen
done yet about a program depart- though it was announced that "ul- Smith guest shot contrib
on the
ment within the NAB? In the past, timate decision against the speaking Allen show was strictly a hangover
too, the networks have been accused
date was based on fear that the in- from the idea Morgan had cooked
by the local broadcasters of trying cident might interfere with smooth
up a couple of weeks previously for
to kick their weight around.
functioning of the House at the cur- Dana Andrews.
In both instances,
' Too,
the network representation
rent crucial session."
the guesters, after a terrific buildup,
on the NAB board had never quite
Speaker Hall of the lower House, merely chimed in with a couple of
been clarified in the minds of many,
Republican majority leader, took it words.
with only one top network exec
upon himself to extend the invitaAs far as Allen's concerned, the
(Stanton)
sitting
on the board. tion to Close, who had come to Mininspiration for
way

recently:

.

the stunt goes
"Scoop" Russell actually represented neapolis primarily
to speak before
back long before Morgan dreamed
the Washington end of NBC, with
the Northwest Lumbermen's Assn.
of a network show. In answer to
neither prexy Niles Trammell nor
convention. Close accepted the inviMorgan's squawk, Allen mailed him
gen. mgr. Frank Mullen actively
tation to address the solons prior to
one of his lower-case rebuttals pointparticipating.
his main talk. The governor's interThus to many who have followed vention was called "most unortho- ing out that it was back in 1938 that
closely the widening breach between
he, Allen, introed the idea when
dox" by both Senate and House

(

'

Frank Sullivan was doing as guest
shot on his show.
Thus far Morgan hasn't answered.

GRACE MATTHEWS GETS
'BIG SISTER' LEAD ROLE

Major Shakeup

fLI

Again Hits

SAMISH

Simultaneous with the moveover

Coveted "Big Sister" lead role reby Mercedes McCam-

linquished

bridge, who has given up her lucrative radio career to travel with her
husband and child, goes to Grace
Matthews. Latter has been acting, in
radio and legit in New York and
Canada since 1940.

UP

COAST SHOWS FOR ABC

from

its Brooklyn h.q. to new studios
in Manhattan, occupying a remodeled church building at 207 W. 30th

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Five shows were dropped into
Choice of Miss Matthews followed
street,
WLIB underwent another ABC's hopper by Adrian Samish, series
of Compton agency auditions
major shakeup last week, with more program chief, before he took his
in which more than 20 gals comdirect
responsibility
being taken leave for New York after three
"Sister" is sponsored by
peted.
over personally by owner Dorothy weeks of auditioning, scanning and
Procter and Gamble and is heard in
S. Thackrey.
prowling the talent marts. Of the the 1 p,m. CBS cross-the-board slot.
Three execs ±tii the organization, four programs earmarked for susMiss Matthews checks in next
and two of the jobs were assumed taining duty, only two or three will Monday (10).
Miss MctCambridge
by Mrs. T. She succeeded Lou Jac- actually be put on the web. Prize of is already off the show, with the rple
obson as station manager and Ar- the lot, Joel McCrea's "Frontier The- written out for a week.
thur Engel as commercial and sales atre," goes out for direct sale withmanager. The third departee, pro- out any sampling.
gram director Lee Randon, was sucIn the sustaining group are Ken
ceeded by Clifford J. Evans. Only Dolan's new "Beulah"; MCA's Phil Flight Into Legit
other "old" hand left in a respon- Silvers comedy show; ABC's own
sible post at the station is chief en- "Meet
My Uncle Charles," with
Corwin Agenda
gineer Lou Thompson, who's been Adolphe Menjou, and Bob Raisback's
Under terms of his contract with,
"The Critics Circle," a takeoff on
with the organization, five months.

Deal with Mutual calls for a reported guarantee of $5,000 a week
Chicago, Feb. 4.
goes network for for Miss Smith.
time in several years with
Evans is also head of station's pubCBS "Hint Hunt," Chuck Acree aulic service, news and special events.
dience participation show which
Gilbert on Arizona Net
He's been with the station four years,
will promote Chiffon Soap Flakes.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
and before that was a newspaperman
Shot was one of two that was tested
Dick Gilbert, erstwhile Variety 16 years.
by Foote, Cone & Belding in ChicaEvans is expected to hypo the stago,
Milwaukee and South Bend, mugg and last with WHN, New
the disk tion's coverage, especially in the field
Ind., for several weeks before final York, where he originated
jockey twist of singing with records, of local news and United Nations
approval. _^
Five a week 15-minute show (2:45 has joined the Sun Country Broad- originations. He's familiar with the
casting Co., of Phoenix, Ariz., as UN picture, having covered it since
P- m. CST) will be traveled out of
the charter meeting at San FrancisChi after a few months. Unable to program manager.
buy full CBS net presently, FC&B
Gilbert will supervise all pro- co. And on city affairs, he is known
execs said plans call for coast to gramming and program personnel to be very close personally to Mayor
and four FM sta- William O'Dwyer, who had planned
coast airing az soon as time is avail- of the four
able.
tions comprising the statewide net. to make Evans head of WNYC.

Armour &Co.

the

Horace

while-you-wail
Reactocaster
been pacted by NBC for a

effective in June, when Miss Smith
goes co-op, has reportedly generated the local broadcasters and the netmembers.
a lot of ill feeling. The fact that Miss works, the parting of the ways comes
Complaints against Close were
«3mith is moving into the noontime as no surprise,
mainly that he is reportedly antiMBS strip for her 15-minute crossThough the networks are pulling labor,
anti-Semitic, pro-fascist and
the-board commentary, for one thing, out, their stations will remain in.
"generally provocative in his reisn't resting any too well with Genmarks." Labor members of the
eral Foods. GF has been sponsoring
house took the lead in protesting
Miss Smith in the noontime CBS
Rep.
against Close's appearance.
slot since 1938, and although it is
George Murk of Minneapolis, presrelinquishing
bankrolling of the
(Continued on page 42)
stanza in June, it is retaining the
CBS time for a new program.
Feeling of GF execs, it's reported,
deal for Miss
SETS
FIVE
is that the Collins

at CBS, with high prospects that
the web will close some of the gaps
of those wide-open spaces on the
daytime schedule. The Armour meat
people, for one, are buying 'Hint
Hunt,' cross-the-board daytime show.
It marks the re-entry of Armour Smith to move into the noon slot on
into the radio picture after a CBS MBS adds up to something approximating ingratitude. For it means that
lapse of- several years.
Similarly General Mills is also the singer-comirientator will be in
reported dickering for a CBS day- direct competition to an ex-client
time show, and a general overall that has been footing the bill in a
optimism prevails around the CBS decade's association.
sales division for the first time in
As a co-op talent package, the
Kate Smith-Collins duo is stepping
months.
The network took an approximate into top coin sponsorship figures. As
>

Com! Readocaster Use

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Flock of new Fords and Mer~
curys cropping up along Sunset

NAB

'Once Upon A' Coin

for

Star Bait

NAB

f«y

Way

>

.

NBC

AM

<

h

!
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1

On

'Info Please,"

CBS

with the guest panel

^^t^^^^'^^mm

which, for six months of the

V*?**

\

hinl

&

^Glance

in

other fields, Norman Corwin isplanlnt O l«S»t. either as
»i«g a
producer or as writer-drector, .upon
completion of his current "One
_L,
V
World Flight" SCXICS,
„ ^t^™-.,
„*r~,
SCHOPIELD TO
corwin also has a picture deal
Philadelphia, Feb. 4.
pending for an adaptation of his
Arthur C. Schofield has been "Mary and the Fairy" radio pronamed advertising and sales pro- gram, which may take him to the
motion manager of KYW, succeed- Coast later in the year,
His book of wartime radio shows,
ing William Y. E. Rambo, resigned,

questions sent in by film fans. All
shOws will be recorded within the

;

,

next month

;

:
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.
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j

it

was announced Friday

(31)

"Untitled," is due oft the
Holt presses in a few weeks.

by < titled

Robert E. White, general manager,

j
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ProdiKtion Cenfres

To Town si March of Dimes Slew
Hollywood, Feb.

4.

Brooklyn, Sky-High
Now it's the sky quiz.

KFWB.

Outdoing its previous annual celebration of the late Presibirthday,

dent's

it

combined

As

50,000 people.

show on the playground
an immediately adjacent junior
high school. Air show ran from five
a.m. to six p.m., and was followed
by the staged event which ran to

the night

part

of

its

"Salute

to

and which also was aired—
it for free, for the station and

a.m.,

all of

•"'

the. public.

:.

commercials

a 11

Traditionally,

were cancelled for the day, in addition to which the station ladelled
out some $5,000 for expenses inadvertising, promotional
, in
material, stage construction, sand-

curred

.

CHUCK FOSTER
natural.

This

riginations
Chicago, Feb. 4.
Current quest in search of economical network shows, which maintain high enough quality to start
the lush money sponsors thinking,
springs up. vividly in Chicago where
ABC preemed five low-cost webbers
within the past three weeks, one of
which is on the verge of going commercial for a large sponsor.

wiches and coffee backstage, etc.
Double truck ads were taken in the
New York-biggies have heen shin"Valley Times and the Citizen News, ing the green light lavishly at loand the downtown Daily News and cally packaged sustainers which have
Herald carried smaller paid space. been wrapped up around low cost
The event was of such note that the Chi talent. This is not, in the strict
story of it crashed some of the sense, a move to provide a shot in
radio-verboten dailies the following

a.m.
Million Dollar Publicity Payoff
Little could follow .in the way
of "public service and smart public
relations. During the performance
volunteers collected donations. But

14-carat

"gimmick"

was

christened coast to coast over LangWorth's 400-station platter net and
is now pulling- in capacity business
at Hotel New Yorker's "Terrace

Room" whene Chuck -Is filling a
week return engagement.

LANG-WORTH,

INC.,

14-

NEW YORK

Sets 100G Price,

"ODea Swaperoo

talent thesps.
the "other interested party" menGuinea pigs in ABC's laboratory tioned in last week's Variety seeking
more important, fine Dimes campaign between the coasts are: "Those Senacquire WOV in Manhattan from
and the station collected a million sational Years," Quin Ryan .drama; to
Arde Bulova." Narins officially made
dollars' worth of publicity as the "Barbecued
Riffs,"
Studs Terkel- an offer in a letter to Bulova last
constantly flowing crowds from near music; "Skip 'Farrell Show," croon
Friday
(31).
and far 'literally packed the block- stuff; "Alex Joseffer," piano pops on
It's considered doubtful whether
squar.e grounds, watched from roof- classics;
"Gypsy Nights," dramaBulova will accept the terms set
and music.
tops, knocked down fences
forth in the offer. Bulova .who^lso
Two
incidentally.
froze,
nearly
Edward R. Boroff, ABC Central owns WNEW, must
unload one of
eager lads parked themselves in basDivision veepee, whose eastward
the
stations
under the
ketball court baskets.
FCC's
treks with program director Harold
Dancing had been' planned after Stokes preluded the Chi network duopoly rule, but he'd prefer to sell
the show but was not permissible splurge, bases the development on WOV to his brother-in-law, Harry
under the crowded conditions. Be- ABC's theory that web quality shows Henschel, who is also a veepee in
sides, the 100-foot stage and fixings can be built here cheaper than at the Bulova watch setup.
Here are the terms under which
such as lighting towers, all hastily other major talent centers.assembled by studio carpenters, had
Termed "ideal," by Stokes, is the Narins would take over' WOV: He
to be removed by morning for local music setup which he has been would buy. up all the outstanding

—

school to start.

•

A special song was written for
the show and played frequently during the week preceding it on the
Harry Mears and Belmont
Parks composed it, "Dancing on a
Dime," and Herb Jeffries, with
Johnny Moore and the Three Blazes"
station.

backgrounding, recorded it.
Heard during the day via transcription were: Basil O'Connor and
David Larson, of the Foundation;
Judge Justin Miller, NAB prexy and
many other civic and business leaders.
From show biz were heard:
Dinah Shore, Harry Von Zell,.Bob
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall,
Alan Hale, Constance Bennett, John
Emery, Hope, Tex Beneke and band,
Fred Waring and band, George Jes-

Paul Owen Choir, Michael
Woody Herman, Perry Como
and Walter Pidgeon.
Acts and bands were deftly worked
on the split stage, personalities com(Continued on page 44)
sel,

North,

•

stock except that belonging, to Richard O'Dea, who owns 50% of the
station's
assets
plus 20%
of
B
stock, which represents the income.
In return, Narins would turn over to
"Years" Best
Of the five new shows, best bet Bulova the 10% of the
stock
with respect to value, according to which O'Dea owns, thus divorcing
the production topper, is "Years," O'Dea entirely from the
which he claims to have been pro- operation.
Narins would make a
duced for less money than any cash payment of $50,000 to Bulova,
scripted, original music, drama on plus an additional $50,000 over thethe air today.
next couple of years, the latter 50G
Examples of trend are beginning to come out of the new corporation
to show up in actual commercial in which O'Dea would have a finansales elsewhere, with other networks cial interest.
putting local sustainers across their
Under the new setup, Ralph Weil
boards for new sponsors. Armour & would
continue as gnl. mgr. of the
Co. went CBS last week with "Hint
station and would also be a stockHunt"; Rayve Shampoo bought the
holder. Reported, too, that Arnold
NBC net recently for "Grand Mar- Hartley, program
manager, would
quee"; Sheaffer Pens-CBS deal for
continue under a similar arrange-

able to dig into, for combos, vocal
groups and arrangers.
Adding to
the healthy' situation is the availability, of original, music for dramas.

WNEW
WNEW

"Adventurers Club" was inked a few

weeks ago.
•Most outlets have blossomed out
with several local shots, but all of
the sustaining shows mentioned are
offered to the net, while the sponsored programs are sold on a network basis. ABC-wise, current programming gives the Chi studios a
total of 24 hours, 45 minutes, of
Chicago originated network time

ment.
It's contended in the Narins-O'Dea
bid that the station's net earnings
after all deductions, was
that in two of the previous
four years, the station lost $60,000
annually; hence any attempt by

last year,

$4,000;

Bulova to sell the station for the
approximate $500,000 he purportedly
claims can be gotten from Henschel
Join Revamped
Staff available to
affiliates, which is by would be inflationary.
WINS, Crosley Broadcasting far the record since the Red-Blue
Corp.'s New York outlet taken over split. Time will be boosted shortly
recently from the Hearst interests, with the arrival of the "Ladies Be
Buys 'New World'
has added two execs to its Stat!. New Seated" show.
men are Charles Oppenheim, who
becomes .director of publicity, and
Title Rights from Ottley
Russ Ambruster, who takes over as
WMCA
(N. Y.) has bought the
Crutchfield
a Veepee
night supervisor and producer. Opradio rights to the title, "New World
penheim comes from WOR, Mutual
Charlotte, Feb. 4.
A'Coming" on a permanent basis
flagship. He succeeds William BarCharles H. Crutchfield, general from author Roi Ottley,
and has
low, of Cincinnati, whom the Cros- manager of WBT, has been elected "frozen" the
show by that name into
ley management brought to N. Y. vice-president
of
the
Jefferson the station's permanent
program
when the Jim Shouse-Bob Dunville Standard Broadcasting Co., operators structure.
team took over WINS.
of the Charlotte 50,000-watter and
On the air for three years, "New
Ambruster, who has produced other radio properties.
World" has been, until now. subject
Joseph M. Bryan, president of the to
some top musical shows, including
year-to-year cancellation.
The
"Hour of Charm" and "Telephone company, announced at the same original contract
with Ottley, for
Hour,", takes the place of John time the election of E. J. DeGray, which
station paid
called

Oppenhrim, Ambruster

WINS

•

WMCA
.

.

$500,

for

:^.^ ? g^'^g0* PWS

Poindexter, who resigned. Plans of business manager of WBT, .to* the
the station management, reportedly, Post of secretary-treasurer,
are to put Ambruster in. charge of the vacancy created by Crutchfield's
developing live talent for nighttime promotion to the vice-presidency.
shows, especially in spots where the
local .outlet is going to try to buck
Worcester
Charles Stevens has
some of the other indies as well as been added to the announcing staff
some of the net-originated shows.
of WTAG.

—

.

"David Harum".... Rosalie Allen's (WOV) new tune, "I Think I'll Go
Cry," has been recorded by Gene Autry for Columbia Records.
Bill Meeder now handling the music on "Hollywood Story"
Hal Davis
of Kenyon & Eckhardt commuting between N. Y. and Detroit, in connection with Detroit Symphony airing, and also handling new promotion for
Rod Thompson and Steve Jackson have resigned WMCA
"Superman"
sales staff, with Aaron Hanger taking Jackson's place. .. .Moran & Mack
team coming back to radio, with new Mack inheriting role of one who
died a few years back. Mason Candy Co., which sponsored old team on
WOR disk jock George Monagair, will probably bankroll new combo
han celebrated his first anni at the station this week (3). .Leonard Holtcn
new scripter on "County Fair" ;*: Henry R. Reichhold, Detroit" symph
maecenas, cocktailed newly-arrived Czech songbird Eva Likova, at SavoyMutual's "Exploring the Unknown" dramaPlaza, N. Y., Monday (3)
tized scientific aud research for Hollywood films on last Sunday's (2)
Arthur Hull Hayes hospitalized
stanza.
Script was by Paul- Milton
with sinus condition. .. .Mark Woods elected to Metopera board of directors.. ..At hqme: Christopher Hobe Morrison.
Hilly Sanders, former radio - veepee for Mitchell-Faust, has joined
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample as copywriter in Chicago offlclT
.Feb. 2 "Here's
To Ya" dedicated to George Gershwin by emcee Phil Davis, who was recently signed to cut for Associated Programs. .. .Johnny Grant, former
WINS Wire recorder interviewer, heading for the Coast to try syndication
of the 108 gabbers already cut and to look for local Hollywood spot..,-*
WEVD preeming new series devoted to music of young American composers next Sunday (9), with an established noter introing each youngster
Larry Finley outfit cutting 26- more "Flight With Music" shows
.Martha Alexander, scripter
*and 52 more stanzas of "Myrt and Marge".
of "Romance of Helen Trent" and "Hollywood Story," married*ex Coast
['
Guard Lieut. John Hayes in Danbury, Conn., last Wednesday (29).
That's a trophy Kenny Delmar's going to get Feb. 15 in Baltimore. He's
being kudosed by the local Advertising club as "radio discovery of the
year".'. .Alton Alexander now Continuity scripter on CBS' "Here's To Ya"
Hires show
Screen cowboy Col. Tim McCoy set by Lester Lewis last
Week (30) for WNBT's "Hour Glass" teje show.
Mutual's veepee Robert D. Swezey father of a new daughter, his fourth
child
Two CBS spot salesmen, W. Eldon Hazard and David V. Sutton,,
shifted to net sales as account reps.
.WNYC's Seymour N. Siegel, off on
Florida vacation, to visit Daytona Beach and help install -new station
manager there
Through J. Walter Thompson agency, Dick Dudley
signed for WNBT's "Dancing on Air" show for Standard Brands.

—
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arm to Chicago radio. Network
spokesmen indicate the scheme to
Charles Narins, New York lawyer
be an attempt to develop inexpen- and business man with interests in
sive packages by utilizing fresh pro- manufacturing
and commercial orduction ideas and light-name, heavy- ganization,
though new to radio, is
the

.

Home and

Successful Band Leaders are always on the alert for new ideas and
Chuck Foster has discovered a

ABC's Flock Of

.

.

Friday.

of

1

,

Brooklyn" program this Friday
(3), WNBC, N. Y., will air a quiz
show from a United Air Lines
plane flying over the Borough of
the Bums. The sky-riding contestants will get awards for identifying landmarks.
Actual flight will be made today. (Wed.) and show done via
wire recorder for rebroadcast

its

standard 19 hours of air time devoted to the March of Dimes with
a super live show that played to
Credit goes to Harry Maizlish,
station manager. He and his stable,
of disk jockeys, aided by. the production staff of Bill Ray and Alan
Mann, corralled and presented a
smooth-running event of virtually
cosmic proportions. The cream of
locally available talent was heard
either early in the day or seen in

CITY ...

NEW YORK

fJV
Bob Buckley, who' handles the American Home Products account for
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample, on the mend after a month's illness,
it
was KFAB, Omaha, that switched from Petry to Free St Peters, not KOIL
.Ray Boyle has been elected vice-president
as erratumed last week.
of
Griffin, Boyle & King, new production and packaging agency.
.Ferrucio
Tagliavini, new Metopera tenor sensation; to make U. S. radio debut on
the Telephone Hour Feb. 24....Margot Gayle, ex-CBS staff writer, who
wrote the Margaret Arlen show among others, has opened own publicity
off ice.... Following an illness of six months, Henry Sylvern, musical director of WJZ's "Boston Blackie," series, has returned to the show..
Arline, Blackburn added to "Lora Lawton" players.
.Irene Hubbard and
Curtis Arnall joins cast
Robert Haag new to "Our Gal Sunday"
of

f

The honors for one of the top
show biz benefits of all time go to
Warner Bros,' indie station here,

years only.
New pact, for which station paid
Ottley $1,250, gives
the radio
rights to the name in perpetuity.
Station has spent a total of $58.500 in production costs alone since
show has been on the air.

WMCA

.

.

.

.
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.

.

—

,
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BOLLYWOOD
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.

Ed Helwick

left the Thompson writing staff and moved
Kay Kyser campus. .Tom McKnight couldn't

over to the

',

his typewriter
find the actor

he wanted to 'fill for an ailing thesp on "Sherlock Holmes" so he tossed
the script to Dennis Green for a reading. P.S. He got the part. P.S.S.
He wrote the script
The Walter Craigs due out next week for a few
days' visit before taking off for a Cuban vacation. .. .T. Wells, formerly
with Foote, Cone & Belding, has set up an ad and publicity agency with
Carl Rhodes.
,Bernie Schubert auditioning talent for "The Falcon," which
takes up origination here. .. .Campbell Soup has first refusal on "Book of
the Week,'; dramatic series from the fertile minds of Bobby Lee and Jerry
Lawrence.... Jim McFadden around and denying rumoTs that he's shopping around for Sealtest. He dismissed the loose talk with, "we're happy
with Haley
Ted Sisson headed back to N. Y. satisfied that "This If
Hollywood" is moving along in even stride
Option on the Frank Morgan
show for Pall Mall comes up next month and everybody's guessing which
way the ink will flow.... Jane Powell and guests will fill out the three
weeks on Old Gold, while Frank Sinatra is siestaing in Florida.
Frank Stanton, Davidson Taylor and Howard Melghan, of the CBS upper echelon, are coming but next week to case the KNX operation.,.-,
Eddie Cantor had a birthday last week and still looks the juvenile at 55.
Park Johnson and Warren Hull lolling on the desert and helping KCMJ
celebrate a year on the air with a broadcast of "Vox Pop." It also gave
many CBS "acts" the chance to hie away for a Palm Springs holiday.
It was kiddies' day at the "Blondie"
broadcast last Sunday, CBS letting
the bars down on its 12-year-old minimum
Irving Brecher pulled out
of his Metro writing job after nine years to
devote full time to his packaged Life of Riley"..., Freeman Gosdten on the
mend from his- kidney
cutting.
Mel Blanc got a renewal from Colgate for the final quarter. ...
Berme Milligan, radio p.a., fathered a son for a change. He has three girls
... .Harry Ommerle back to his old N. Y.
base for the'Lyons agency and
Joe Donahue holding down the Hollywood off ice....
A certain top comic
is thinking about cutting his agent
to 2%— if he can get away with it. And
still another, whose budget is
high in the bucks, will ask for his release
if the ante isn't upped.
Says he just can't make out with what he's getting
Le W is AUe n Weiss and Willet Brown, Doh Lee execs, east for the
;; ;
, u
Mutual
board meeting.
.Texaco and Borden are both said to be interested
erg<
when his contr «ct with Standard Brands expires at year's
;?
T
ena.. «r
corny
Jackson, headman of the Thompson agency here, now
rates the call of president. He
prexies L. A. Tennis club.
.
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'

.

.

.

.

,
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Fred Waring set for return concerts
at Opera House here March 13-14,
U lag;, October.... Frank Schrieber,
manager, to
i°
biz. .. .Bill Ray, NBC Central
Division special events head,
SS radl ° ne ws students at U. of
."Aldrich
Minnesota on Feb. 14.
p *-i ,f
"g
I
C played host t0 Chi press at party prior to last
J?
,f
y Twer y- former Oriental theatre flack, now readying
ance " ale
Hugh Downs takes over platter chatter duties
ft
Ve Cartway heads for two weeks
.Al Morey,
of Florida.
?
85 yet decided n any mysterv yarns he S
°
been uJSfaT*S?
*
pleading for. Notable twist
is that none he has received so far came
te S
ard W<
WIND
chosen for Golden
e
l
e
cnore
niarkslrst time newcomer has been added to
stefln„
I
'•• Dave
?? ca11 tw » s «P with unusual combo by using
or«n »nX
1
on Adventurers Club". .. .Fred and Elaine Barry

WGN

w»»v,w«
Washington on
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terping.... David Moll,
Hall concert. .. .Cedric
10,... Norman Boggs, gen. mgr.,
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Merchants BroadDel Courtney mid

rper, headed for radio and
stage chores in »*»
l0Cal shots bow on
this week, one live, foaS ngS ' otMt
W0 Pattered.... Lloyd Kuchn leaves
^
SrhwLmfr Scott to °ubecome
Schwimmer
production manager at Coventry, Miller
k
° ?
PwAtw" will probably nab grownup dial twisters
with new offer of five-room house as
prize in Quaker Oats contest.
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CBS RE
Court Decision on

WIBW 01 WItii

Mil

ILTI-iLLION

FCC, But Affects Other Tangles
Washington, Feb.

4.

Lead

K€0 Show

KGO

—

WKBW

KGO

Local press reported disagreements
turning control of time over to the
church and giving it final say on between Breen and station managedisposition of the license. FCC, he ment over such items as references
said, will not appeal, but will prob- to police in the script and preparaably rewrite its opinion in the tion of scripts in advance. But the
WKBW-Ghurchill. case to fit the only official statement from Gayle V.
court's ruling.
Grubb,
general manager, was
Meanwhile the church has decided that "Breen refused to follow into rcbuy WKBW, and negotiations structions for writing the scripts and
for the sale are now in progress. As we have therefore had to seek. an«
a result, the .court ruling may be other writer."
academic, and FCC may be saved
the embarrassment of spelling out
What it considers "a reasonable
amount of time" which a licensee
may contract to a second party.

KGO

Radio Crafts Body

an imme-

diate impact on several other contracts which broadcasters now liold
with churches or former owners of
their properties.

A Denver court ruling last month
that KOB, Albuquerque, was not obligated to live up to a contract which
gave the Univ. of New Mexico (former owner of the station) an hour a
day on
is due for appeal to the
Supreme Court, it was learned., tp"day.
The university," like* the
Churchill Tabernacle, feels that it is
entitled either to the time or. to
money In lieu of time under the
terms of its contract with the sta :

KOB

'

tion.

In Joliet, FCC had decided to refuse a license renewal to
because of a time contract with former owner, Irvin Felman. Last
week FCC said it would reopen hearings on WJOL's operation to include

WJOL

testimony on horseracing programs
which have been protested by the
Joliet chief of police and several
.

civic leaders.

WAIT, Chicago, is also on temporary license, by virtue of a contract which gives a church weekly
broadcast time on the station.

Jeffing In

H wood

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
International Brother-

With the
hood of Electrical Workers the

without the IBEW and the reluctant
American Federation of Musicians
(Local' 47), the 'group is determined
to function as a labor front.
Go ahead was reached when
American Federation of Radio Artists this week indicated its agreement. The Radio Directors Guild,
sparker, will call the meeting before
which it will seek a definite yes or
no from the IBEW. The latter is
thought to be stalling since it is presently with AFRA in a jurisdictional tussle over the sound effects men

AFM

Plan has been mulled for some
Expand in N. Y.
time by the century-old foundation
New York's "united frorit" of
working in association with Harvard,
Boston Univ., Boston College, North- radio unions, projected a couple of
eastern, MIT and Tufts, but was held months ago during the height of
up as FM, first offered, didn't appeal. negotiations between American FedOne series on Mondays, Tuesdays eration of Radio Artists and the netand Wednesdays at 7 p.m., goes over works, has now expanded to take in
was
WMEX, indie, in quarter-hour slots, the one big AFL union which
previously missing from its ranks, as
and deals with "Our Children."
well as two CIO unions,
Second series is "We Human BeSparkplugged by the Radio Direcings," over WCOP, Mondays and
tors Guild which started the move
Wednesdays at 8:15. Third series is simultaneously in New York and on
"Great Books" over WHDH, indie, at the Coast (where it's called Council
8:45, Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursof Radio Arts and Crafts) ,the Assn.
days.
Meantime, Lowell Institute of Broadcast Unions and Guilds at
Cooperative Broadcasting Council, is first included all the major AFL
completing arrangements .for ad- groups except American Federation
ditional series on industry, music and of Musicians" or reps from the CIO
government. These will be added as side.
public service programs to other staNow Local 802, AFM, under its
tions, with WBZ, WNAC, WEEI soon newly elected prexy. Dick McMann,
.

to get these educational

Programs

on all Boston stations,
Utilizing the vast reservoir of brain
trusters in the universities of the
metropolitan area.
ii

May

million dollar level, in billings for
the group of nine stations with the
major slice of the intake representing advertiser's payment for live
programs. According to the sales
chart drawn up by organization, figuring 1940 as the base year, there
was a 78% increase ~in the number
of live shows sold in 1943, and a
191% increase in 1946.

Development of all salable programs is in the lap of the individual
stations with Radio Sales reps lending assistance wherever necessary.
this method, local talent in each
of the areas covered by the stations
is being given a chance to show its
stuff, thereby forming another reservoir which the nets can tape for

future

their

big

names.

Temple U. Gets 35G

4.

code, prescribing the

maximum number and

frequency of
commercials to be carried on U. S.
radio stations, appeared closer last

For School of Radio week when
NAB

president Justin
Philadelphia, Feb. 4,
Miller set March 5 in Washington
has been received as date of next meeting of the orWalter H. Annenberg, ganization's Standards of Practice
editor and publisher of the Phila- Committee.
delphia Inquirer, for establishment
Informal code which may be
of a new school of radio at Temple
tentatively agreed upon at that time
University.
is expected to be cleared as weir as
The school will be the first of its
NAB""prog"ram "Directors'
kind.in this area, and one of the few Executive Committee, which is due
in the east, according toDr. Robert
to convene in Washington, March
L., Johnson, president of Temple.
The new school will offer a fourCode was discussed at the Frisco
year course leading to a bachelor of
meeting of NAB directors in Januscience degree with a major in radio.
ary,
though NAB kept officially
Dr. Johnson said that, within the
Association
next 10 years, 100,000 new positions silent on the subject.
officials stressed this week, however,
will be open in the field of radio.
that the old code will have to be
completely rewritten but that no
version of an amended code has been
decided upon. Justice and FCC have
refused to hand down any declaratory judgments on legality of general types of code regulation but insist on seeing completed document
before giving their okay, it was
understood.
NAB president Justin
New gimmick for network listener Miller has promised to have a new
promotion, utilizing Hollywood star code setting quality standards for
names for testimonials, has been both programs and commercials
launched by the ABC web under the ready for the board of directors next
supervision of Ted Oberfelder. Tie- meeting May 21-22 in Washington.
ins have the stars pitch for ABC on
5 and 50-second efectrical transcriptions, in return for which each testi|

A

gift of $35,000

WFIL from

by

.

'

.

j

,

I

.

Pact Pix Stars To

Plug

ABC Shows

UOPWA

monial

is preceded by a plug for
latest picture, with no
to either side.
In addition,
there's an open end on each transcription for local station identifica-

the

Sets

actor's

Up

NX,

Local in

Unlike cost

Overall

Climaxing

2-Yr. Organization Drive

An overall local of the United
Office and Professional Workers of
America (CIO), embracing all radio

Idea, according to Oberfelder, restar, music, etc.
sulted from a billboard campaign
According to J. L. Van Volken- with the same type testimonials inRadio r Salesi- ^general -sales augurated for KECA (ABC, LA.)
manager, promotion of live pro- last year by Jack O'Mara, ABC
gramming has been instrumental in Coast publicity chief
Oberfelder
boosting spot sales on the nine sta- followed up by huddling with film
Bank- execs on the Coast
tions to record heights also.
to use their stars
rollers, he claimed, were more refor the tieins.
Only problem, he
around
alceptive to buying spots
said, is in getting the stars at their
ready sponsored live shows than convenience; a production schedule,
loading sustaining schedules with taking

nouncers,

white collarites in New York, will
be established tonight (Wednesday-),

burg,-

marking the emergence of this group
of unionites from a campaign that
lasted almost two years,
The new group, tabbed Local 50, is
expected to be headed by Chester F.
X, Burger, an editorial researcher at
television. CBS is the only netthus far contracted by the
union, though pacts are also inked

CBS

work

that factor into consideration,

e.t.'s!

is

As a result of the highly lucrative
operations of Radio Sales in its
repping for the nine outlets, company is now in process of adding
three or four additional key stations

now being worked

with

out.

'

World'

•

Broadcasting

on

1

the

so far has used such names transcription side of the business,
James Stewart, Claudette Colbert, and with WMCA among the New
at CBS here.
Betty Hutton, etc,
Oberfelder is York indies.
also planning now to set up a series
Tonight's meeting, launching Local
Those in the Council now, in adof newspaper ads for local insertion, ,50, will be attended by reps from the
dition to the foregoing, are: Radio
At present, Radio carrying the same star tiein and pic- other net headquarters in N. Y., and
Writers Guild, office Employees In- into its setup.
Sales are reps for the following o&o ture credit, along with a plug for as a full-fledged union, group the new
ternational Union (CBS collarites)
WBBM, Chi- ABC shows.
local is expected/ to step up collarite
National Association of Broadcast stations: WCBS, N. Y.;
Boston; WCCO, Minn.;
recruitment at the other nets as well
Engineers and Technicians and the cago; WEEI,
Louis;
Screen Publicists Guild (CBS press KNX, Hollywood; KMOX, St.
as at WOR, Mutual flagship.
and WTOP, Washington, WABI,
department).
CBS chapter of the new local,
Drive Hypo
Birmingham, was included in Radio WHCU's

has refused
Local 47 of
twice to go along with others and
will be left out. Unlike chapters in
Chicago and New York, musicians
union here stated it was not in acLined Behind Programs
cord. On the second pitch it refused
to even discuss the situation. Local
Set for Boston Outlets stood pat on its cursory dismissal of
Boston, Feb, 4.
the matter in a previous letter that
Boston's Lowell Institute went on stated the board could not accept
sir with three different educational the agreement without suggesting
series on three different stations as revisions or other corrections facf Monday, Feb. 3.
vored.

is

for Board in
A new NAB

packaged programs that are sold at
sole
a single composite price, Radio Sales
remaining holdout among radio-opapproached potential sponsors with tion, with Oberfelder currently diserating .unions, the Council of Radio
tributing the platters to affiliates
a cost breakdown for each of their
Arts and Crafts will move this week
shows including price for an- throughout the country.
to set itself up formally.. With or

Big 'Brain Mobilization

to go. Plan

time there has been a phenomenal
upwards climb, reaching a multi-

Via

The Impact

'

Be Mealy

Washington, Feb.

Single formula to. do the double
job of stimulating local live talent
Quit
shows on network affiliates and, at
the
same time, pushing the latter's
Tiff
in
time sales up to the saturation point
holds with the Churchill Tabernacle
San Francisco, Feb, 4.
has been hit right on the button by
of Buffalo, FCC spokesmen said toand Dick Breen, writer- Radio Sales, reps for CBS' nine
day. >-',/The court upheld FCC's right to producer of "Pat Novak for Hire," major national outlets, including the
Outfit's
void contracts which provide for re- which has aired for the past 20 weeks net's seven o&o stations.
verters of license and automatic use from here over ABC's Pacific net, "open sesame" consists merely of
cf broadcast time by other than sta- have come to a parting of the ways. furnishing its salesmen an additional
Immediately following disclosure 5% commission incentive on live
tion licensees over long periods. The
and human nature
court, however, jumped on the FCC that Breen was dropped from the program sales
for interfering with weekly pay- show and was going to Hollywood, takes care of the rest. For all other
the where his future plans reportedly in- spot
salesmen receive a
to
sales,
ments made by
church, in accordance with the terms volve Work with Bill Wilder at Par- straight salary.
mount, Jack Webb, the show's "Pat
of a 1931 contract*
This 5% formula, which is obvious
FCC general counsel Benedict Novak," announced that he would enough but still unique in network
staff effective Feb. 15 sales
Cottone explained that all FCC had leave the
rep operation, was inaugurated
voided was that part of the contract to freelance in Hollywood.
by Radio Sales in 1943. Since that

court's opinion has

lay

-

4

The FCC is satisfied with a District of Columbia Court of Appeals Scripter,
decision last week on the legality of
a contract which WKBW, Buffalo,

The

£®ie Plans Ptiskd Forward,

ABC

as

MOD

Sales original setup because it's 45%
owned by the CBS net while WBT,
Charlotte, was formerly a CBS o&o
outlet before its sale to the Jefferson Life Insurance Co. last year.

Sid Reznick's

Snafus;

MCA

day

WHCU

Pointing up a new trend toward
non-name shows, instance of a talent
agency investing coin for an audition platter of show sans top names
Occurred this week when Music Friday (31) a total of
$2,500 poured
Corp. of America cut new situation in and the city is now past the $8,comedy label "Young Mr. Gabriel." 000 mark. On his Wednesday night
Most audition platters cut by talent show Robert Trout plugged the efagencies feature top names and at
special script material
fort with
that they're usually reluctant to do
written by WHCU, and Arthur Godso unless there is the danger of frey followed with
a similar stint
losing' the artist to another o'fice.
the next morning. Among bumps
"Gabriel" show, packaged and
encountered was when Kate Smith,
produced by Sidney Reznick. will currently miffed at CBS. turned
stress writing and direction. Script
thumbs-down on the script subis by J. Franklin Jones and Reznick.
mitted.
with direction by Carlo Angelo. AuStation borrowed the Salvation
dition platter has music by Harry
Army Christmas collection kettles,
Salter, and will feature Bobby Reausing a~ portable radio under each
Ken Roberts announced.
dick.
lone playing the
program
Adjacent county collecschedule.
.'.

MOD

Houston, Tex., Feb. 4.
Jack Harris, assistant general manhas come into the fold, as well as ager of WSM, Nashville, has been
Harris
named
manager
of KPRC.
the Radio Guild of the United Ofand Professional Workers of succeeds Kern Tips who resigned to
fice
America, and the American Com- join a local advertising agency, as a
munications Assn.— both of the latter partner.

CBS

It 8G Mark

injected some
local outlet
fresh hypoes, including devotion of
its entire program schedule of Jan.
30 to polio patients with some startling results.
During 16 previous days of the
drive only $4,000 had been netted in
the city, but on Thursday (30) and

Coin

JACK HARMS TO KPRC

of full-term officers at the
chapter were conducted MonMyra Jordan won out as
(3).
chapter chairman, .defeating Donald
Pelz by a vote of 150-111. Eleanor
Walsh was chosen secretary.
first slate

Ithaca. Feb. 4.
In the face of general, lethargy in
the Ithaca March of Dimes effort,

Non-Name

'Gabriel* Gets

however, is the only one that's formally organized as yet. Elections of

Despite Assortment Of

I

!

were hypoed

as a result of the
show, and local officials of the
Ithaca Reconstruction Home, polio
rehabilitation outfit, have left for
New York to protest to national
people for falling down on
publicity, and to include some of
plans in 1948's program,
the

|.tions

MOD

WHCU

Elected to the CBS chapter planning committee were: William Gassner, William Lind, Betty Whitney,
Don Ickes, M. Kelly Steele, Louis
Werle, Charles Korbett, A. L. St.
Cyr, Nathaniel Scott, and Maxine
Sachs. Miss Jordan heads the executive board, with the others elected
being: Miss Walsh, Steele, Lind, St.
Cyr. Pelz, Philip Sterling, Scott,
Ickes, and Philip Eisenberg.

]
'

j

j
'

;
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FBI To Help

WGY Anni

With Kudos on Program

j

i

Schenectady, Feb.
|

!

\

'

'

4.

One of the highlights of WGY's
25th anni week, Feb. 16-23, will be a
special "FBI :n Action" broadcast
marked by the appearance of Louis
Nichols, executive assistant to J.
"
Edgar Hoover. Nichols will speak on
the program's fifth anniversary.
Show, first radio dramatizations
on cases taken from the FBI
and with scripts approved by

biased
files,

the organization-,

was originated by

Earle Pudney. He still directs and
evening
half-hour
the
produces
show, and writes some of the scripts.

WedncBdayv February

BABIO REVIEWS

88
BABBIT

GRAY ON BROADWAY

MM »<•»««»»»

INSIDE STORY

With Barry Gray, Guests J*ek Bar- With James OrgHl, narrator; John
Price, William Boehm, Buth Lee
rett, Marion Colby, Walter Gross,
Jones, Joseph Berg, Bert Brown.
Olsen & Johnson
Blaph Edgar, announcer
Producer: Phil Tonkens
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
Sustaining

Writer: Sidney Vincent
Producer: John Saunders

WOR-Mutual, N. Y,
This new show for

15 Mins.; Sunday, 1:45
S" staining

the first tinfie
acid-tongued Barry Gray a WGAB, Cleveland
In this, the second year of the
advance his searing
to
racial and religiopinions on a network broadcast. This atomic era, when
ous bigotry appear on the increase,
is the guy who as an all-night disk
becomes so
the past couple WGAR's "Inside Story"
jockey on
Blunt, without
years has stirred up more contro- vital a program.
any group, and
pacify
to
seeking
versy in the music and radio trades
WGAR,
spade,
spade
a
calling
a
than the atom bomb.
actual
Gray is a clever adlibber when a dramatic fashion, highlights and reHe has incidents in the city's racial flared
situation sujts his fancy.
frequently shown flashes ot ability ligious background that have
,
that promised or promises to mean into open battles.
Through the use of narration by
something new and fresh to radio.

chance

WOR

m

.

.

SaunHowever, too often things get away James Orgill, producer John in the
that
from him on his own a.m. show or ders has built a- vehicleportrays
the
he gets into a line of argument about series of 10 incidents
to
which he knows nothing and stub- pertinent need for a community
bornly blasts ahead like a bull in a
China shop. And things wind up in
a beautiful clambake. That, unfortunately, is what happened on his net-

work debut.
Gray's new show is based on his
It's
favorite subject— controversy.
ad lib repartee with guests over a
chosen .subject. This program was
partly devoted to "are critics necessary?" and dialect comedy, a campaign of Walter Winchell's in recent
weeks. Out of the whole thing there
were a cauple of sane, intelligent
observations by Olsen and Johnson,
on the latter item, but all in all the
clambake this time was done to a

fight for tolerance.
The script, through a deft touch
of ridicule, points out how racial and

religious hatred grows from small,
misunderstood incidents. The effectiveness of thi program comes from
the pen of writer Sidney Vincent
of the Jewish Community Council,
who knows, first hand, the story behind the incident.
.
One story tells of how a high
;

.

.

school basketball team became divided, player against player, because
of a false thought that a Polish lad,
"a foreigner o{ different religious
belief,"

attempted

to

"steal

honors.".

all
,

«**

.

X.

•

*

'

^SynMacCormaek.
.

WFAA,

_

-.

Seldom have the latent possibiliWOB-MBS, N. Y.
of the much-bruited jam sesNew news program is freshened up
been so well realized, radiowise as in this new series by WNEW. in several ways to make it an interThe term itself has been abused by4'esting addition to the daily commen
almost every station on the air .""ap- taries. Two men carry the ball, Alplied to the well-rehearsed pash of bert L. Warner, Mutual's D. C. news
mickey mouse bands, when its real chief, being heard from Washington,
connotation is one of informality and and Robert Gardner, former magausually good jazz music. Informality zine editor, coming in from New
is certainly a keynote of "Saturday York. Gabbers alternate for two or
Night Surprise Party," and the mu- three minutes each. Switches back
and forth help build impression of
sic is, for the most part, excellent.
With talent rounded up and shows wide news coverage, of on-the-spot
Organized by station manager Ted reporting from the nation's two key
ott,
this program will probably centers.
In addition, both commentators
wind up a must on the listening list
Of jazz aficionados, and could well seem -well posted and are hep in the
Warner's snappy style,
provide .hefty competition for the delivery.
nets on the general listener market. Gardner's dramatic touches, enliven
Ford, who usually makes a point the news handouts. Coverage gives
of exhibiting his broad knowledge brief, but good interpretations of the
of abortive jazz terminology, stays day's highlights, with Warner addpretty much in the background, let- ing a little human interest stuff to
ting his string of talent intro their boot. Monday's (3) premiere had
own numbers and explain their Warner discussing from the capital
choices; On the show caught (1) his such matters as the Supreme Court
lineup was tops, with Hot Lips Page sitting, Baruch and atomic energy,
leading off after the station group Congress, and Justice Douglas' 17came in with a singing station iden- year-old daughter, who's working as
tification.
a soda clerk. Gardner spieled about
Page opened with "Open the Door Palestine, Jap and German trials, the
Richard," assisted by Sid Catlett, cold wave, a ship foundering at sea,
ace drummer-man. Studio aud, obvi- farm production figures, etc. Proous swing :T:ns, came in on the gram sounded authoritative and
chorus for a nice off-the-cuff touch. bright.
Bron.
Trumpet man followed with "Take
Your Shoes Off, Baby," and then
did "St. James Infirmary Blues," didn't show to much advantage with
tune he recorded for Artie Shaw. only a small group.
Catlett, who stayed with the show
Informal note was struck when Page
had to run out of the studio for a throughout as rhythm accompanist,
The came in for a 'solo on "Honeysuckle
different mute for his horn.
hot trumpet was much in evidence Rose." One of the best brush men
between vpcals. Robbins paid off the in the business, Catlett stuck for
•

THE PLAYHOUSE OF FAVORITES

ties

("Adventures of

sion

Mancha")
With Joe di

.

Don Quixote de

Santis,

la

„

Burford Hamp-

den, Eugenia Bawls, Alfred Shirley, John Carradine, Jean Gilles-

Frances Heflin, Chester StratKyle, Luis Van
Alastair
Booten, Signe Hasso, Betty Fur-

pie,
ton,

.

ness, Wendy Barrie, Arnold Moss,
Elissa Landi, others; narrator, Ted

Jewett
Writers: Raphael Hayes, Murray
Burnett, Max Ehrlich
Producer-Director: Bert Wood

Music: Jon Gart
30 Mins.

CO-OP
107 Stations

(NBC

Recording)

Another all-out electrical transcription venture by a network that
won't allow the platters on web facilities, this series o» great stories
features some of the best-known
stage names available, plus top writing talent.
An individual outlet
couldn't hope to approach these
shows in either quality or budget.
Series includes "Pride and Prejudice," "Tale of:

Two

Cities,"

It's an encouraging entry on the
public service side of the ledger for
radio in Seattle.

SURPRISE PACKAGE
With Bed Benson, guests
180 Mins.; Mon.-Sat., t p.m.

PARTICIPATING
WINS, N. Y.

Red Benson is one of the live pieces
of new talent being boomed by WINS
weekly concerts. Each under its Crosley Broadcasting Corp,
one is being sponsored by a local ownership and in its revised program
He runs a Monday-Friday
business concern. On opus caught, Setup.
the Byer-Rolnik Co., of Garland, show at 11:15 a.m„ and does a MonDallas County, were sponsors. They day-Saturday grind for two hours,
are the makers of the Resistol hats teeing off at 2 p.m. Latter stint is
for men.labeled "Surprise Package." As heard
series of

.

.

Dallas.

Latest sym honic group to join
the ever-growing list of those on
the air is the new- Dallas Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Antal Doratl. It's a far cry from Texas' early
radio programs of cowboy and hillbilly music to that now being presented by this group. Through a
unique commercial arrangement, the
orchestra is being presented for a

Stag

Sustaining

I947

BOOK

Another tells how distrust and of
although it's understood it's
Tomm.
not easy to hold a verbal free-for- misunderstanding almost brought a are pitched.
race riot in a high school between
all down to one voice at a time.
Gray made his mistake in selecting Negroes and whites.
Ennfo
The programs' formation began
the "critics" routine to chew over.
groups,
when
civic
ago
months
many
open
Bacall
himself
wide
he
kinda
left
And
Botognmi, Dave
since he sets himself up as a forked.- including the Council, the Urban Producer: Jane Nulls
«
tongued critic of things with which League, Cleveland Community Re- 15 Mins.; Mon., Wed., Frl., 11:15 f»he has had comparatively little ex- lations Board, an organ of city gov(CST)
„ .
perience; At any rate, the point ernment, headed by Frank Baldau, Chartock, Coleman Prod.
under fire was that most critics and others looked for an effective HOLEPROOF HOSIERY
aren't qualified to judge their sub- medium to combat intolerance.
WENR, Chicago
They plotted their programs, preject. The point is untenable and not
(Ruthrauff fe-Ryan)
has a
worthy of such discussion since it's pared the copy, and then asked
This transcribed series
aimed
widely known that men with vast WGAR if time were available.
format and style appeal
Show
Presented with good material, comproducing shows,
experience
in
audiences.
strictly at female
organization, well-thoughtpoetry,
selecting hit songs, pictures, and petent
romantic
featured
else
you might think out scripts, "". 3AR's program man- caught of love letters and soft oranything
inof,
often err in judgment. It's ager, Dave Baylor, snapped at the
music, holding little, if any,
However,
a contention that can go around opportunity of doing a job of "pubterest for 'male listeners.
sponforever, like the dog lic service" and cleared "A" time
in circles
show seems to be a natural forfemale
chasing his tail, without proper Sunday afternoon..
desirous of catching the
Community agencies, such as the. sors
answer.
And Gray and ,the kids
helping him debut on the network library, are cooperating through
Frankly n MacCormack is entire
In fact it was recommending and displaying litdidn't clear it up.
Reading love letters ot
more muddled thereafter, and so erature in connection with the sub- show.
"anonymous" authors. MacCormack
seemed the participants. Especially ject to be presented each week. Also, has a slow, silky manner of unfoldsince they -couldn't seem to make it the library is printing bookmarks
keeping
ing his stories, entirely in
clear what t- le of critic they were announcing the series.
.
with the material.
roasting i.e., legit, nitery or what
With a cast of good voices, with
Using one letter for theme of each
have you.
incidents of dramatic value, this is
show, paragraphs are intermittently
There's no question but that Gray a series that should not 'run for a sprinkled with poetry and lyric
Rather, its value
has something for modern radio if limited time.
quoting of pertinent sentimental
he can only keep both feet planted should be enhanced through the ballads. -Drawing out his words,
while his quick tongue soars and greater use of background music and MacCormack could actually air the
sears.
But this show wasn't the made a "must" in public service entire show in one-third the time.
answer.
Wood.
shows for months to come.
Average commentator reading script
"Inside Story" contains a positive
would tend to produce a monotonous
punch. It is one of the better rec- spell which has been avoided here.
SATUBDAY TIGHT SURPRISE
ommendations for community acBackground music of cellist Ftamo
PARTY
through education, in combat- Bolognini and organist Dave Bacall
With Art Ford, Hot tips Page, tion,
ing intolerance.
Mark.
tailor-made for
Pete Johnson, Sid Catlett, Pete
is well chosen and
Johnson, Boy Boss band, Frances
show's style. Without commentary
HOME EDITION
fronting it, however, music would be
Wayne; .announcer, Bill Williams
With Albert I* Warner, Bobert Gard too drawn out for consumption, beProducer-director: Ted Cett
ner;
Ken Powell, producer-an ing altered to fit into MacCormack s
S3 Mins.; Saturday, 8:35 p.m.
nouncer
slow style of romanticisms.
Sustaining
15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 12 noon
WNEW; N. Y.

turn,

5,

NEWS CONFERENCE

With Julian Noa, Chester straiten, With Jo Davidson, Hannah Dorm*
Bill Holloman, Ed FuasV"ffi
Earle George, Al Hodge, Lawson
Morris, John Held, Harry
Reviews
Zerbe, Nancy Sheridan; George
fcaXS
\ Transcription
Moderator: Bobert Mansfield
Carson Putnam, narrator
+
*
*
*
*
*
Producer; Jerry Heck
< * * * **
Writers: Barth-Conry
Mins,; Wed., 8:30 p.m.
30
MacGregor
PBE- Producer-director: Jock
ALL-AMERICAN
Sustaining
p.m.
30 Mins.; Wed., 10
KJR, Seattle
Eric Hodglns, Sustaining
WmfZck Goodman,
This half-hour, the second in a
Marilyn WOR-MUTUAL, N. Y.
Dr. James F, Bender,
series donated by KJR and produced
Program, based on the N. Y. Daily
o£ the same under the auspices of the Washina
feature
Sundav
Westbrook
News
Al
. ^"cer-Director:
ton State Press Club, reflects creditis just another whodunit sename,
15 Mins.
mystery crime yarns being on all concerned, particularly this
ries,
CO-OP
broadcast which featured Jo Davidculled from the newspaper files
*J
son and Hannah Dorner of the Prog,
and dramatized. Series, based on
(All-America R« dio Forum)
program Wednesday's (29) opener, is made ressive Citizens of America, in town
A gabby interview
wilto* up of familiar stuff, familiarly pre- on an organizing campaign.
designed togarner listeners
Davidson was bombarded with
of
clues,
quotient
sented.
Story, motivations,
better-than-average
Book etc., are obvious. Whole program questions by the interrogators, made
erev matter, "All-Americansold on
newspaper and radio reporters
shapes up as unexciting. But since up of
Reviews" has already been
several of whodunits are a staple of films, and he handled himself adroitly, reto
basis
a co-operative
vealing a new radio personality
top publishers ActuaUy books and radio, there's no reason Questions were not as leading
5»
or difl
since the Why this
rogram won't fit into the
the title is misleading,
attempt at re- general pattern. Especially since ficult as they might have been, with
discussion makes no
ana current program seems to be care- a large portion of the time taken in
view but spoons up a lively
the mental fully
produced and interestingly discussing Davidson's artistic career
iSsting insight into
friendship
with
his
numerous
and
celebpresented.
workings of. author, publisher
Wednesday's stanza dramatized a rities of the past four' decades, and
Hod- murder committed by an avaricious comments on -his work.
"cfn^he preem platter, Eric
Thus the PCA got across some
Blanding
weak
reluctant,
his
"Mr.
man,
aided
by
of
author
ffihf
insurance company good»points in a manner that would
House," and Jack son, so that i
Bufl'ds ffis Dream
Simon & could be hoaxed into paying out a be impossible in the press here, the
of
editor
Goodman,
main attractions large sum. Writing was above par, listeners were rewarded with an enSchuster, were to
Dr. James TP. if situations and development were joyable half-hour, and a good public
in an interview -with
National not. Acting was quite good, and service program was further estab.
Bender, director of the
Relations, Off- George Carson Putnam's narration lished for a goodly run on KJR.
Institute of Human
Jerry Heck, of McKay Advertising
quick and ha I the necessary dramatic flair, free
the-cuff comment, was
Agency, who produced the show for
book of patronizing.
particular
Rron.
this
engaging, with
the Press Club, deserves kudos for
open to humorous treatment
his choice of both questioners and
but
This series looks promising
questionee; DickCrombie, announcer,
carefully to DALLAS SYMPHONY OBCH.
will have to be spotted
and Mansfield as moderator both do
type 60 Mins.; "'hur., 10:15 p.m.
order to catch the particular
tip-top jobs.
programs PARTICIPATING,"
audience to which* the

H

gives

DID JUSTICE TRIUMPH?

"David

Copperfield,"
"Moby Dick" and
"Treasure Island," among its 52 pro-

grams.

On

the platter caught, "The Adventures of Don Quixote," announcer intros the dramat by explaining that the story by Miguel De
Cervantes Saavedra was a biting
satire on the elaborate etiquette of
knighthood. Spiel segues into the
play, featuring Joe DiSantis as the

addled knight and Burford Hampden
as Sancho Panza, the rascal squire.

13

(

Broadcasts originate in the studios
of WFAA each week and are attended by employees and friends of
each sponsor. Through the broadcasts it can be heard how in little
more than a year the Dallas Symphony has risen to top stature. Orchestra is masterfully conducted by
Dorati and shows real tone, depth

Saturday. (1), the sole surprise
at the end of a
week's tough riding, didn't sound a

last

was that the guy,

1

bit tired. He was personable, likeable and fairly informal in his presentation.
,
The job, of course, is pure jocko,
including many of the commercials.
As for the latter, it may surprise
and expression in its playing. Solo- some who've taken the Crosley
ists on the program were Werner standards as the mccoy to find that
Gebauer, concertmaster, and.Zelman Saturday's two-hour session had 16
Brounoff, assistant concertmaster in spots on it, by actual count. How
the Bach violin concerto.
much more spotty a program can get
John Rosenfield, amusement edi- is an open question.
,.
tor of the Dallas News, is comAn idea of Benson's music can be
mentator of the airings, and does a obtained from a listing of his guests
nice job in giving a*brief resume on the show auditioned. These inof the life of the artists, and inter- cluded
Johnny Desmond, Jimmy
esting highlights on the selections Brown, Johnny Blowers— not to mento be played.
tion eight Conover girls, the giggling
salute -to the orchestra was made prexies of the Vaughn Monroe and
by Harry Rolnick, v.p. of Byer- Andy Russell fan clubs (respec.Rolnick, who also kudosed the deal- tively) and a studio audience of
ers who handled the product.
femmes left over from a morning
Commercials are handled ably and show.
.„,,.„,
are of an institutional nature in
But if disk riding is what WINS
most cases and are handled by audience wants—this is probably as
Harry Harber,
good as any around town. And 11
Coming .as it does at a late hour plug-loading Is the objective that
and on a 50,000-watt clear channel goal seems just about attained too.
station, the orchestra should win for
Cars.
itself and for Dallas much good will,
increase sale of recently made recBARBECUED BIFFS
ords made by the orchestra, and
With
Studs Terkel, Charlotte Morris,
prove that down Texas way there
Beverly Younger, Eddie Goldberg,
is also a fine appreciation of good
Burr Lee, Ralph Martire orch
music, beautifully presented and
Producer-Director: Phil Patton
well played.
Andy.
Writer: Marvin Davis
30 Mins.; Thurs., 6.30 p.m. (CST)
Sustaining
film and stage names, such as Wendy WENR- ABC, Chicago
Barrie in "She Stoops to Conquer"
If a local disk jockey stacks up
and "Vanity Fair"; Signe Hasso in to terrific between platters, why
"Anna Karenina"; Betty Furness in shouldn't he fare as well with a live
"The Necklace"; John Carradine in network shot? This may have been
the
two-episode
"Hunchback of ABC's reasoning behind this new
.

.

A

..

Notre Dame"; Elissa Landi in "A Studs Terkel package which, surDoll's House," and Leon Janney in prisingly enough, falls short of waxed
"The Wager."
Tomm.
Terkel.
Based on Terkel's enthusiastic, Damon Runyon-like, banter about the
HAUNTING HOUR
music and musicians of yesterdays
("The Uptown Express")
New
Orleans and vicinity, theme
Producer: Bert Wood
seems to take on confusion when a
Music: Rosa Rio
parade of characters sets in. Format
30 Mins.
has Terkel as proprietor of a barCO-OP
becue joint that becomes infested
99 Stations
with jazz guys, a newsboy, a blues
(NBC Recording)
singer and a disappointed opera star
With this top-budgeted transcrip- turned waiter.
,
tion series NBC trades on the almost
Preem (30) used eight pieces ol
universal appeal of the whodunit, Dixieland stuff, which is set to alterand with good effect. Show already nate week to week with George
has pretty wide distribution, and Barnes swing combo. There isn t any
much is made of the fact in promo- question about the jazz being tossed
tion material that several national off in great style.
But will a haltadvertisers
are backing mystery hour of old time, trumpet blaring,
airers. In "Haunting Hour" the net's Dixie
keep a dial in one place, even
recording division has made an at- though the trumpet is good?
tempt to combine the supernatural
Terkel's narration, in which ne
and the straight crime program. Re- brings in gimmicks from the runs
sult is somewhat detrimental to each Oliver
and Basin street school, fit's
treatment, but the show emerges as the bill
fine. However, mix it wltn
better than fair radio.
situation stuff plus radio actors ana
•

While the show is pretty good,
Roy Ross' station group's arrange- production occasionally shows spots
ment of "Flyin' Home."
of carelessness, especially where the
Closer was boogie artist Pete scripter has given Don Quixote too
In "Uptown Express," story is told you sorta get lost.
Johnson,
who rendered ."Kansas much to say in one breath and Di of a business girl who gets on the
Frances Wayne, ex-Woody HerCharlotte Morris runs hot and cold
man chirp, followed Page with City Blues." Rolling bass and sharp Santis lets his sentences trail off in subway, closes her eyes for a mo- between a Steinway and her Chirping
"Passe" and "I Love You for Senti- right hand were a nice climax to a gasp. Thesping, otherwise, is ex- ment, and wakes up five years later chores. The 88 comes through nifty.
mental Reasons." Her husband, Niel the show, but a better one might cellent, and the show paces swiftly to find herself married to a murderer As for the situation of the waiter,,
Hefti, was called up to accompany have been to have Page, Catlett, through the peregrinations of the against whom her brother, as district with
a Shakespearian twist, having
her on "Hapniness Is Just a Thing Johnson and Miss Wayne work one old man who was born a couple of attorney candidate, is trying to prove a dislike for jazz and newsies— it was
Called Joe," using Page's trumpet, number as a unit.
centuries too late. Sancho tells most a case. Kay Loring is starred in this tough deciding if
to De
it were meant
With a little plugging this pro- of the story, bridging from the affair entry in the series. Thesping.is okay
and it came over nicely after a little
funny.
,
Miss gram could become a major Satur- of the windmills to that of the freed and suspense holds well;
Addling with various keys,
sound efThere is an idea here, but the show,
Wayne evidently needs a full hand day night air item. It's fine enter- prisoners, etc., in good style.
fects on the subway are excellent. as is, fails to ring the bell as sharpU
Tomm.
behind her nt all times, since she tainment.
Some of the other shows have top
Tomm.
as may be possible.
guest shot by making frequent refApollo
Page's' new
erences
to
recording of "Open the Door."

,

Wedmesday, Fefeisary

wood eowi
he

liners

Moon
is

staid Hollywood
wa'nts in on its

the fact that the
Association

Bowl

exclusive interview with a Variety
reporter when Dr. Carl Wecker, director of the Bowl, disclosed the
Bowl's desire to be a major source

programming,
Alert to

•

the possibilities

new medium, the Bowl

is

of

the

prepared—

and eager— to get into the video pic-

by offering its present assessed
value of one million dollars worth of
other
site,
plus
entertainment
planned activities and property expansions, on an exclusive basis to
any one of the seven telecasters that
will be operating here by year's end.
ture

:

The leap into the video bowl enmuch more than a programming yell, particularly in this spacehungry locale. Situated, as it is,
tails

virtually in the heart of Hollywood,

and holding much unused property
its overall 100 acres, the Bowl
in position to offer lebensraum to
the harried telecasters here who can.
not find sufficient space for their
original broadcasting activities. It is
offering such space for the construction of tele studios and/or administrative buildings.

within
is

.Tle-TJps

Permitted

•

The Bowl has ascertained that
tinder Its 99-year lease of county
property, it is permitted to effect
exclusive tieups, despite the seeming civic nature of its enterprise.
Belief in restrictions the latter imposes is bulwark behind which some
here are hiding, hoping that the
Bowl will always be free with competitive events open to bids. This
has been indicated by inquiries made
by some. However, the Bowl is eager
to form a lasting arrangement and
wftl do so,

it's

stated.

'

TO BUY OR SELL

What's in a Name?
Hollywood, Feb.

The

question

more
charges

From

terests"

-

location,

signoffs,

etc.,

Pictures, cut off by the
the acquisition of any
under
stations
television
has an "identity of in-

it's

figured the sheet may be in for
reverse laughs or, at best, poor
reaction to such a disadvantageous handle, Local guessers figure
the Times Will ask for a re-

But Natch!

FCC from

mountain come to Mohammed?
standpoint of psychology,
the Los Angeles Times may be
badly situated atop Mt. Disappointment, in the Mt. Wilson
range, 20 miles distant. When
obliged to give its station brijak

Color Tele Data Proves

Adrian Murphy, C^BS veepee
over television,

it

with DuMont, is presently
caught on the horns of a dilemma.
With stations now operating in Chicago and L, A., Par still wants to
set up a flagship station in N. Y.,

ball for
'

and so must decide whether to divest
itself
of
DuMont stock— or buy.
enough DuMont A shares to gain a
controlling interest in the company,
which would give it Du-Mont's

WABD

much

who carried the
of the web's ar-

guments before the FCC last
in its pitch for immediate
color television,' had his own
definition for the testimony on
color video offered by RCA at

week

the hearings.

With the CBS system, on
Which Murphy hopes commercial
standards will be set, termed
"sequential," the CBS veepee
termed the R(?A testimony "in-

in N. Y.

Paul Baibourn, chief of Television
consequential."
Productions, a wholly-owned Par
subsid which handles the company's
video activities, declared Monday
decided
(3) that nothing had been
yet on the question, Raibourn last
week obtained a 60-day extension
from the FCC to file a return to the
commission's ruling.
Par now owns the entire block
of DuMont B. stock, which gives it
Washington, Feb. 4.
the power to elect three of DuMont's
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
The FCC last week gave NBC a
Stock, which innine directors.
The Los Angeles Times has altered cludes 560,000 shares, was bought for six-months' extension In which to
its*original plan to build its first
$56,000 and today is quoted on the begin building of its Cleveland tele
television studios dn the property Stock Exchange at about
station but turned down flat the
8, which
of the Pasadena Playhouse, its pro- would make it worth approximately company's request for a delay of 16
gramming auxiliary. Instead, the $4,440,000. In addition, some Par months. NBC had argued that matesheet will locate in downtown Los officials own
shares, of which rials and other shortages precluded
Angeles, on Figuer'oa Street, and there are 1,500,000 listed. Par thus completion of a Cleveland tele statemporary
will erect a $300,000
has the choice of selling the B stock, tion next year.
building to be used until it can build taking its huge profit and so laying
Concurrently, NBC announced that
planned headquarters in Hollywood. the way open J:or applications for "video shows originating in New
The property is already Times- eastern video ou'tlets, r 'br' "att'em!&ifmg*'f*?ork may now be seen on Thurs'
owned.
stock to acquire day and Friday nights over WTTG,
to buy enough
The new site is reportedly twice control of DuMorit.
the Dumont tele station in Washas large as the space that had been
ington. The program arrangement is
It's impossible to determine how
allotted at the Playhouse. All that much
stock Par officials own effective Jan. 30 and will continue as
remains for work to start is the ap- and therefore impossible to tell how long as the- Dumont key station,
proval of final plans and the re- much the company would have to
(N. Y.) is off the air for
moval of a small building now on buy to give it three-quarters of the transmitter changes. NBC's Washthe site. In it will be housed the outstanding shares. Some Par of- ington tele station is slated to go
activities.
.paper's TV and
ficials are reportedly worried that on the air this spring.
Several factors determined the any attempt to buy the stock on
Meanwhile, FCC announced proswitch which, incidently, does not the open market would boom the gram tests, preliminary to actual
exclude the Playhouse from the price sky-high. It's also reported, broadcast of shows, had been sought
Times setup. The limitations im- however, that some DuMont officials by tele neophytes KSD-TV, the St,
posed at Pasadena would have re- might be willing to go ahead with Louis Post*Dispatch
St.
station,
quired building upwards instead of Par on the plan, figuring that the Louis, Mo., and the Evening News,.
out, making costs mount consider- film company's vast resources would Detroit, Mich.
The two midwest
christening.

L. A.

NOC Gets ("Month

Times Selects

New Video

teve. lete

Site

Stay

A

A

.

A

WABD

FM

S9

Web

s to lid Industry, Sez

Paramount
4,

the

will

is:

CIS

MONT STOCK

+

ground floor—and
whole hog via an exclusive tieup.
with any one of Los Angeles' five
prospective and two active operators.
This was made known Jan. 23 in an

of

werjliig Bit

in Pitch for Tele Tli

Hollywood, 'Feb. 4.
Television must be here to stay.
Confirming this

teubyiseoii

@, 194ft

Murphy

Mass of technical data presented
by CBS at the FCC color hearings
in N. Y. last Week should kill once
and for all the report that the web's
only interest in pushing color video
is to hold back tele as long as
possible in order to protect its 'radio

now

interests, according to

Adrian Mur-

phy, CBS veepee over television.
Data, according to Murphy, represents countless hours of concentrated
study and the expenditure of huge
sums of money, which should prove

CBS
sake.

interested in tele for

is

own

its

;.,'.

Chief reason for pitching for the
establishment -of color
standards, Murphy declared, is to
forestall the possibility of the industry undergoing another loss period similar to the one it's now going \ through. With the present audience limited by the scarcity of
sets, sponsors are holding back from
tele, and so all broadcasters are operating in the red, Murphy said.

immediate

If the industry goes ahead with
black and white now but switches
to color in the future, all equipment
will have to be converted, the public
will have to buy new sets, and the
audience will again be limited, thus
opening up the possibility of another
loss period. By inaugurating commercial color now, therefore, Murphy declared, that second loss period
can be eliminated.

'

Latest step in the color controversy, meanwhile, occurred with the
holding of a meeting in the CBS

board

among

room yesterday (Tuesday)
leaders of both factions of the

fight for the purpose of setting up
field propagation tests. Tests are to

be conducted by engineers of RCA,
DuMont and Philco black and white
leaders with CBS equipment to determine whether the CBS ultrahigh frequency signal can be received in anything but a line-of-

—

—

sight

transmission.

CBS made

its

equipment available to the opposition in a surprise movement, after
Murphy had first turned down the

Not expected but welcome would
monochrome request for such tests
be financial assistance to further the
at the RCA all-electronic color demBowl's expansion plans. This in turn ably. It also would have meant benefit DuMont immeasurably.
stations,
along with Paramount's onstration last Wednesday (29) in
would be a self-aid for the tele con- cramped space, even for immediate
FCC was able to crack down on KTLA, Los Angeles, are the newest Princeton, N. J.
nection since the latter would have needs. On reconsideration the Times Par under its ruling that no single video stations on the air.
Philco Plus. RCA
811 available, to the operation locat- thought it more advantageous to set company can own more than five
RCA's demonstration, also coning on the grounds. In addition to up where there were fewer limits, video stations.
ducted before the FCC for the comthe eight weeks symphony season particularly since the Pas'adena layCue
Par Floperoo
mission's record, was highlighted by
and frequent special shows inter- out, originally slated to cost $150,000,
FCC Sez No
the first public showing of the RCA
spersed in and following the sym- would have totaled $300,000 also.
Washington, Feb. 4.
To Personnel Reshuffle; converter, with which a current
Initial building will be so conphony season, the Bowl proffers full
FCC last Friday (31) cleaned its
low-band black and white receiver
access to its Pilgrimage Theatre, structed as to be readily altered for files and dismissed five pending teleNix Film Lot Draftees can pick up monochrome pictures
1,400 seat outdoor house, the last other purposes when the Hollywood vision applications from the Paratransmitted by a simultaneous color
word in modern design and equip- site and .the still-planned Playhouse mount-DuMont combination. Move
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
camera in the upper frequencies.
ment utilizing natural setting as well. branch are ready. Meanwhile, Pasa- was a follow-up' on a Jan.- 16' anParambun'rtelevlsion officials have Philco
also took advantage of the
It is now nearing completion in an
dena contributions to the news- nouncement that the five bids would no intention of reshuffling the studio
acoustically-perfect ravine directly paper's programming will originate be placed in a pending file until personnel of KTLA, new commercial hearings to unveil a laboratory
across Cahuenga Pass from the Bowl at the Figueroa location.
Paramount-DuMont resolved what station of Television Productions model of its new projection receiver, *
displaying images of heretofore unproper.
the commission considers interlock- here, despite the panning given the
matched brilliance and definition.
School Planned
ing control of Par in the smaller station's tee-off commercial show
VIDEO
company, in defiance of its ri#e last week. TP is a wholly-owned Philco set, with a 15 x 20-inch screen,
In adition, the Bowl proposes ST.
is the prototype of a
commercial
limiting one company to ownership subsid of Par.
eventually to house in its horse-shoe
model soon to be made available.
of no more than five video stations.
shaped plot a school of the dance,
Show's adverse critics pointed out
RCA's demonstration showed how
Accordingly, FCC proposed to that Klaus Landsberg, station operaschool of music, a school of the
Chicago, Feb. 4.
a
video station owner, starting with
dismiss Par's bids in Boston, Detroit tor who staged the program, was a
theatre, a, standard legit house of
Chi firm, Television AdverNew
black
a
and
white
broadcasting
and Dallas, and DuMont's for Cleve- good engineer but lacked enough
1,400 seats, plus an auditorium of
tising Productions, and KSD, St.
service, can operate a monochrome
land and Cincinnati. The companies
some 4,000 seats. The Aud would be
to rate as
transmitter on low frequencies and
Louis Post-Dispatch station, are set have the usual 20 days in which to showmanship know-how
built on comdemnable property adproduction chief. With the station also
an electronic, simultaneous
to bring video to St.- Louis for first appeal the FCC decision and ask a
jacent to the Bowl entrance on Highthe Par color transmitter
time when KSD-TV bows next week for a hearing. They may also, after so closely affiliated with
on the upper freland avenue (Cahuenga Pass). Poscritics had
quencies, using the signal of the
with an initial sked of 26 hours of an FCC decision' on CBS' request picture setup, several
sibility also exists that Pilgrimage
suggested it would be a good idea color camera to operate both transtelevision per week.
to commercialize color video, resolve
would be turned into a year-round
director
mitters. This dual arrangement, acArdien Rodner, TAP head and the conflict by sale of Par's healthy to draft, from the Par lot, a
site via heating and canopy, while
already acquainted with cording to RCA execs, reduces the
former' video director for Common- interests in DuMont and Interstate or producer
underneath are several ground levels
visual entertainment, to take over problem of obsolescence for the
wealth Edison, has imported several Circuit, Inc.,. of Dallas.
capable of housing intimate theavideo activities.
broadcaster, as well as the viewer, to
staffers from Chicago's WBKB to.
tres. Talent and production developPar execs, however, are sticking a minimum.
writing, directing, and
over
take
ing at each of the schools would
with Landsberg. They claim public
FCC men, meanwhile, back in
programs. Among these Philco Comes to Dealer
find expression in the Aud. Each producing
reaction to the show, ascertained Washington after
conducting the
Faust, freelance announcer;
Don
are
school would be the last word in
via a mailing poll, was generally hearings in N. Y. and Princeton, preGibney, special events procompleteness, developing every phase Jack
Aid With Special Shows good, and declared the bad press re- dicted a great deal of testimony on
NathanLeonard
WBKB;
at
ducer
of the visual or aural art it teaches
views might have resulted from the economics of color versus black
4.
Philadelphia,
Feb.
Larson,
Lorraine
and
writer;
from composition in music to crafts, son,
conditions in the studio and white could be expected in the
WBKB director. Miss Larson and In the first move by an eastern crowded
and, including video.
Chicago broadcaster to provide some form of auditorium. As far as recruiting a final lap of hearings opening in
From the Bowl would emanate Faust will be on leave from
daytime television programming for film director for tele work, Par offi- Washington next Monday (10) Commusic in every form, including committments.
that might not be the missioners refused to comment on
"Television Week" promo r retail set dealers, WPTZ (Philco, cials said
With
a
chamber, symphony, concerts, jazz
will be Philadelphia) will air three. one-hour answer, since film makers are used how the N. Y. hearings affected
and soloists; in music-theatre, op- tion setup, first week's shows
what with re- their earlier views on the CBS color
sponsored by following shows weekly, teeing off today to Working slowly,
eretta, musical comedy, grand opera, almost 100%
2 p. m. Shows will takes, etc., and might not be con- system, but promised a speedy deat
Bell
(Wednesday)
Southwestern
Oil;
Shell
light opera; ballet and
all
other firms:
Chemical; Ral- be carried subsequently each Mon- verted easily to tele's one-shot per- cision on the CBS petition once the
froms of the dance, spectacles, drama Telephone; Monsanto
formances.
hearing record is closed next month.
St. Louis Independent day, Wednesday and Friday at the
ston-Purina;
and lectures. It is conceivable that
KTLA, which used Bob Hope,
Beer; and Trim- same time.
the Bowl itself would operate on an Packing; Hyde Park
Programs are to be aimed at the William Bendix, Eddie Bracken,
Gardner Advertising
expanded schedule, says Wecker, Foot Shoe Co.
Louisville Jim Lounsbury, WHAS
Jerry Colonna and other Par stars
St. Louis is in for big housewife, and so will have a double
of
agency
pointing to the fact that over its
them a in its first commercial show, will Louisville gabber, and former musibiz, while Ruth- value to retailers, giving
25 years and 800 performances there part of commercial
Griesedieck chance to demonstrate household continue to feature 'as many film cian, has taken over the "Kentucky
has been but one postponement of rauff & Ryan has inked
wares
in addition to providing some- stars as possible. Whether they'll be Calls America" 12-to-5 a.m. platter
sportsimmediate
for
Brewery
Bros.
an event.
thing they can show on tele re- available, however, depends on the show. The five-hour show is aired
casts,
Par execs believe every morning except Saturday and
Of first week's 26 hours, teleview- ceivers during normal shopping stars themselves.
hours. Philadelphia Electric Co. will those actors who are interested in with the WHAS 50,000 watt clear
San Antonio
Fred Bennett has ers will get 16 hours of live studio
will continue to appear in tele channel signal pulls mail from the
been added to the staff of KTSA shows, two hours of remotes, the re- sponsor the shows as a public serv- video
despite the present low pay. 48 stStjp and many foreign points.
here,
mainder of time going into films. ice, and they'll carry no commercials. shows,
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CsSferaia

f©S Shifts, to

Rnnfcashn Oppse

•

flannel State-School ffl Quia
Hollywood, Feb.

4.

*

today
broadcasters
took their initial step at
thwarting the creation here of a

anticipated,

WGBS,

the 10,000-

WWVA,

CBS

Both have been ABC affiliates.
has an application pending
before the FCC for a power increase, to 50,000 watts daytime and

WGBS

BerteU's Theatre Quiz

Jack Bertell, ex-MCA' who re- 10,000 night,
opened his own office, has
taken an option on a half -hour
McCarthy, theatre quiz show, "The Play's The
p.rexy of the Northern California Thing" (temporary title), as his first
Program was
effort.
arrived producing
Broadcasters
Association,
from Washington, D. C, for huddles written by Georgia H. Cooper, Warhere with Robert Reynolds, head of ners publicist and ex-scripter on
the Southern California Broadcast- "Lux .Radio Theatre" etc., and was
by
ers Association and other industry based on an original idea
Dorothy Hirscb.
reps.
Indianapolis, Feb. 4.
Show features battle of wits beAn immediate investigation will
WIBC was oil the air from 5 a.m.,
be launched into the whys, where- tween board of judges composed of
experts, Saturday (1), until today (Tuesday)
fores and hows of thfc plan before legit, pix, newspaper, music
and aspiring
it gets into bill form for presenta- plus weekly guestar
due
to a strike by Local 1225, Inbits
tion to the current legislature in professionals who enact capsule
ternational Brotherhood Of ElectriSacramento. With the necessary in- from plays, films, etc.
cal Workers, following breakdown
formation in hand, the broadcasters
of negotiations between the union
will then seek to organize a united
:

,

station chain. Charles

WIBWBEWTiff
-

<

Over Wage Ended

,

'

front of commercial station opera :
tors and devise the means to combat ^the powerful' and wealthy acade'mic-political lobby fathering the
plan.
Broadcasters are determined not
to le^ve the threat on its own in
the hope that it will not get through
or, perhaps, be stymied by some
existing State or Federal laws prohibiting such operations.- Once be
fore- a similar bill was -in the mak
ing but it never got to the presentation stage. 'No such chance" will be
taken on the newcomer.
The local office of the FCC states
there is no regulation prohibiting
school ownership of commercial or

MILLER NAMES €R0UP

TO MULL AFRA PLAN

and. employer, Indiana Broaccasting

The dispute was caused
mainly by disagreement over wage
tract.

,

KOAD

FM

•

,

WATTAGE

KOAD

So. Methodist

Rai®

Course

Dallas, Feb.

4.'

FM

.

KOAD

Murrav
(D., Montana), retiring chairman
of
programs "above soap-opera the Senate Small Business Committee.
The
impact
of
facsimile
Southbroadat
offered
the
level," will be
casting and lowcost °FM radio
on
ern Methodist Univ., late this month. ability of small
newspapers to surThe course will include the funda- vive was one of several subjects cov.

A

study of radio, designed in part

mentals of broadcasting, radio speak- ered in "Survival of a Free,
Coming, script writing and program pro- petitive Press," a report
made by
ducing, -as well as a study of radio Murray to members of his
comas a

medium

for creative writing.

A studio, completely equipped, will
on the campus with
everything except a transmitter.
Plans in the future call for transmitting
the programs over the
campus by wire. Studio equipment
is already on order and will be here
be installed

and

installed late this

month.

WANTED? WOR

would

Washington, Feb.

4.

Industry engiiners last week reefforts at FCC to permit operation of standard broadcast stations on frequencies only 30kc apart,
rather than the 4( kc separation now

newed

required by commission rules.
Proposal, which has some support
within FCC, would accommodate
several more new
stations j»
major markets, -nd several score
more elsewhere. The industry men
are not suggesting a reshuffling of
existing standard broadcast assignments. The closer allocation of
channels wis suggested last summer
during engineering conferences on
FCC's investigation of clear channel
radio service.

AM

AM

The

report .cited,

FM—

facsimile—

r

only last

week by FCC Commis-

-

The
safe to
licenses
lishers.

report declared
say that most
.

"It

of

seems
these

went to the big pubThe commission should jm.
.

mediately

.

:

clarify

its

policies

with
respect to the development of facsimile and its impact on diversity of
ownership.
Such a policy is not
easy .to construct.
"One way of handling the facsimile side, would be for FCC to
issue separate licenses for the radio
frequencies and the right to facsimile, the latter to go to more than
one user in every town. This would
divide control over the two media.
"Aside from the licensing problems, the possible use of facsimile to

keep small papers alive and revive
competition through the entry of
newcomers who will compete with

the standard press needs prolonged
study.
It is such a revolutionary
change as to require the earnest,
continued
interest
of
the
apsider a fair and equitable one, and propriate committees of the Conwhich was arrived at by sincere gress."
collective
bargaining upon both
The Small Business Committee' has
The terms are being reduced also studied monopoly tendencies in
writing, and a formal contract radio and the pic fields, but decided
dated Feb. 1 will be signed by both that competition In these media was
much more evident than publishing.

sides.

to

like to provejptrtf
<

WOK

roittee.

radio printing by
as the "most
radical technological development
likely to affect small papers." Murray pointed to the infiltration
of
newspapers into FM, a point made
sioner Clifford J. Durr, with newspapers holding 37.8% of the FM
authorizations to date.

MEW PLAN PROPOSES
LOW FREQUENCY WALL

* 10 advertisers who have $500 per row
Week or less to spend in radio adver- CUEttl
•Rising that it can out-pull any media
Wi
Jpsu.they have aver used. No "bhj" name|K*&
I etc.|talcnt ; no trick shows, just low-priced
L__!tested 'formulas that pay their way,
ktUtn. penny by penny, day in and day
out
ti__|for advertisers throughout the United
Sales Dept..
lf nc*tStates. Call or. write
—11440Broadway, New York; PE 6-8600
,

Washington, Feb 4.
The possible use of FM-facsimil»
broadcasting to keep small news,
papers alive in the future, urged
yes
terday (3) by Sen. James

to raise

'

NAB

I947

Jfe Papers

Corp.

provisions of the new I.B.E.W. eon*
Old contract expired at midnight, Jan. 31.
Ten radio technicians were inJustin Miller last week named a volved in the walkout. John A.
Internarepresenting
five-man committee to report to the Thompson,
board on the AFRA-network plan tional office of I.B.E.W., was hanfor a joint advisory council to air dling negotiations with WIBC of*
grievances of the union against the flcials. Settlement was made yester"Big Four." Miller said 'the- commit- day (Mo-iday).
Technicians' contract with WIRE
ppear before the
tee will
also expired Jan.. 31, with similar
Hoard in the spring.
Members of the" committee in- dispute as to provisions of new conclude: Chairman, I. R.,Lounsberry, tract. But, to date, the union has not
WGR, Buffalo; Roger Clipp, WFIL, called a strike at that station.
non-commercial stations. And under Philadelphia; John Elmer; WCBM,
KFEL Settles
existing regulations such stations Baltimore; Herbert L. Pettey, WHN,
that are owned by schools are per- New York; and Paul W. Morency,
Denver, Feb. 4.
mitted to transmit to the general WT1C, Hartford.
An agreement settling the strike
.public and engage in networking.
called by technical employees of
There are several such stations now
KFEL on Nov. 29, was reached SatIN BIGTIME
in operation, Loyola University's
urday (1) by representatives of
Omaha, Feb.' 4.
WWL», New Orleans, being one and
Local 1222 of the v International
radio station
Georgia Tech's WGST, being anOmaha's
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
other. Both are reportedly strongly received word last Friday that the and Eugene P. OJFallon, Int., the
commercial.
FCC had granted its application to station's owner. A joint statement
Planners of the
chain here increase power to 380,000 watts, mak- signed by A. L Smith, business
state that no commercial operation ing it by far tbe most powerful sta- manager of the local, and Joseph A.
is intended.
has" been Myers, vice president and general
However, commercial tion in Nebraska.
or
non-commercial,
broadcasters operating under a temporary power counsel of the company, said:
want no part of what they feel will setup of 1,000 watts. Station is owned
"An agreement has been reached
be definite competition for audiences. by the World Publishing Co.
settling our dispute which both con-

Washington, Feb. 4.
In line with a mandate from his
board of directors, NAB president

5,

As Sen Murray lues Swan Song

Fort Industry's 50,000-wat-

ter in Wheeling, returns to the

state-financed and school-controlled cently

FM

Fac 'Seen Help to

watt Fort Industry station in Miami,
CBS June 15, the same day

joins

fold.

California

(Tues.)

As

CIS

BLUEPRINT t« SALES
WCAU

is

ming, productive

built of

superior engineering, distinguished program-

promotion— all

of which constructively serve

from the very beginning of your association with
This

is

an important consideration

in

any blueprint

you

us.

for a profitable

sales plan in America's third largest market.
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Me
Our Mr.

fiailaher Mets arouni

A

in songwrlting

Ballard, sottgsmith,

this ...

WNYC, New

radio reporter catches the

unharmed

by Pat

Full size radio program for the device is in the works, with Ballard
working the sidelines .in a composing booth (he only supplies the middle
section of tune and edits the phrasing) and an offer made to the air
audience to send for leadsheet and submit .lyrics, winner to get his name
on the copies. Ballard 'has set up a pub outfit (B&B Songs) to publish
what comes out- of the machine.

Eddie Gallaher has a habit of popping up in the most interesting places.
Like

Staff-Radio

has been added to an otherwise leeit
who has invented and introduced via
"We, The People" radio program a machine that enables anybody who can
turn a crank to write the identifying phrase (melodic sequence) of a
pop tune. Ballard takes the notes from the machine and delivers a
finished tune in less than two minutes, which can be played by an organ
Lyrics conie one week later and
ist, later' arranged for orchestra.
the
contestant, or audience participator, gets a recording and 100 published
copies as a reward on the gimmick.

Something new

profession

to

description of

her mother.

It's

drama

kidnapped

Gallaher, Washington

downs and touchdowns.

first

as a

It's

returned

girl is

sport fans listen to

a

Gallaher.
to

And

again

it's

ton—who emcees

Monday

Gallaher—WTOP's

three of

versatile

WTOP's most popular

mike-man about Washing-

listeners to

Us" pulls more mail than any
Eddie "Meets.the Missus",

. ,

"Stump Us" with musical
other

WTOP

fishes-stunts

Among those to be heard during the festival will be Kenneth Spencer'
baritone; Carol Brice, "contralto; Vivian Rivkin, pianist, and the Randolph
chorus, who will be aired on the initial program.
Other sessions will
include Susan Reed,' folk singer; Margaret Dodd Mastersingers, Sagul
trio; Will Lorin, conducting the Chamber Orchestra of N. Y.; Veterans
Symphonic band, conducted by Salvatore Minichini, and the Philharmonic
Symphony orch.

local originations:

tlirough Friday afternoons Eddie- Gallaher and organist

Johnny Salb dare

York's municipally-owned
Eighth annual music festival of
station, will start Feb. 12, and will continue until Feb. 22.
Festival annually showcases American "music, new artists and composers, and presents
varied musical organizations in the city in offerings of American music

questions.

show!) Six afternoons

("Stump

a week

out of a fishbgwl . 1 . and awards prizes

What is believed to be the first, contest of its sort, a search for a sepia
singer has been undertaken by WBBM, Chicago, in a tieup with the Chicago
Defender, Negro newspaper. Station offers 13-week contract, at $100 per
week, to winning singer. Eight finalists, who will be chosen out of several
auditions, are slated for airing on March 29, at which time winner will be
chosen. Search takes in both male and gal singers.
'

.

J

*

'

•

t'

I. D. Iievy, vice-prejcy.Bf WCAU, reported the sale of 400 shares of
CBS
conimpn, according to* the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Class
The sale brought Levy's holdings to 31,726 shares. Levy also reported
holding 21,380 Shares of Class B common. Samuel Paley sold 1,700 Class B.

A

-

1

to contestants. (It's standing

room only

at ever^ broadcast, until after Easter!)

At night, Gallaher jockeys discs. D.C, night owls
dial" for

its

patter about

new

releases, inside

like his "Moon-

mm

;{CSX

— Continued

Tin Pat* Alley
Dr.

stories,

and the

finer" points

about recording's.

from page

Leon Levy and

original

owners who

-D.

ning the station, lor Stern.-.

Eddie Gallaher, like

all other

WTOP performers, can handle
a variety of assignments

— all equally well.'
To

Making

35 jjs

Levy, the
had been run-

I.

V

The LeVya indicated that, there
would be no change in policy or
personnel— at least not- for' the present. Since they had been running
things, under the .Record's banner
there were very few* changes in key
jobs. One of the jobs—that, of news
editor—had been taken over by Paul

around Washington, get

..
'

better!
..--^ai

,

Capron, Stern's son-iij-law.

The Bulletin had been trying for
months to get a network affiliation
for WPEN; but had ^failed.
Acquisition of WCAU—if» okAyed by
the FCC—would give the Bulletin a
powerful voice. McLean, besides
owning the Bulletin, is prexy of the
•

get big sales

the best

even

:

1^*

•»

Associated Press.

Gallaher—

With WCAU, the Bulletin would
acquire the site and plans for a new

or another versatile

"Radio Center" which had been all
set Up on paper, to be erected on
North Broad street. It would include," besides- WCAU A-M, a tele-

WTOPer-to do a

FM

vision station,

capital job for you.

and a giant

studio.

NOW—

Minn.— Close
^Continued from page 35
ident of the Musicians' Union here,
tried unsuccessfully to get the conservativelycontrolled
Hennepin
County delegation to take a stand
against Close. The group decided it
wasn't any of its business.

Labor members of the house talked about a house filibuster to block
a necessary recess for the speech,
and finally, decided they'd walk out
in a body if Close visited the House
chamber.

"A

formal

invitation

to

speak

here would dignify a man who
stands for nothing but hate, Fascism
and intolerance, all in their worst
forms," Murk said to newspaper
reporters.
"His appearance here
would just confuse every thing '"and
do no good whatever."

Dunn, explaining the invitation,
said "speakers representing various
trends of thgught customarily are
invited to give a well-rounded picture of current topics and attitudes.
The policy of this house through all
the long years I have been here has
been to invite various types to address the chamber. Be assured I
do
not agree with all that they stand
for, and that goes for Upton
Close,
too."

-

-..

The hall where Close addressed
lumbermen was picketed by
members of the American Veterans
the

Committee.

WNOC SHAKEU-P
Norwich, Conn,, Feb:

Shakeup

at

4.

WNOC, which went

on

the air a few months ago, removed
Bill Harris as commercial manager

and Don Ross and Jimmy Macione
from sales staff.
Station has also lost platter-spinning lave, Bill Hickok, to WTHT,
Hartford.

along with

"The Texas Rangers"
A

sure-fire give-away or

self-liquidating

offer!

At-

tractive 48-pages of Original

Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing and scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "The
Texas Rangers" at cost!
Write for full details.

The Texas Rangers
AN ARTHUR ft. CHURCH
PRODUCTION
PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY 6, MO.
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Notionally

known Radio

Personality begins 1947 as Assistant

WJR, WGAR, end
expand the important work these three stations

to the President, Mr. G. A. Richards, of

KMPC. He

will

are doing to preserve those principles of keen competition

and

fair

play which characterize the American

Way

of Life.

THE GOODWILL STATION

THE FRIENDLY STATION

STATION OF THE STARS

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES

O. A. iiCHARDS, President

—
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BAM*
Task Fwce

Frigid feres Net

Dizzy Gabbing Gets

Shows

Signed for St L. Browns

Warm Reception, Sez CBS' John Daly
.

St.

-

flight

for

pilots

to the
the only source of recreation
men, outside of two motion P^ture

TheaDaly said that, in spite of com- theatres- and one gymnasium.
from Russia on concentra- tres are currently playing Jolson
Gym was built in huge
American troops in Alaska Story."
to
designed
two
warehouse, one Of
American
supply two divisions of
attack
There are 6/468,256 consutroops who were to push an
Kunle
pill©
the
Worcester's
75
in
mers
against Japan through
4,974.868 .In BosArmy station on Adak
radios
Islands.
getbroadcast during the morning
ton's
4,681,726 111' Spring*
air until
up hour, then went off the
field's.
two horn's
noon, when it played for

plaints
tion of

—

—

Broadand then stopped until darkequipment
caster said that all radio
worked well in the cold with the exbattery

of

ception

which

operated

froze,

sets,

_

m
.

a
All 20 correspondents flew
the Army.
special C-54 supplied by
Men worked in pairs when out s
other
the open, each watching the
portion of
face which was the on,ly
exposed to air. If a yellow-

m

anatomy

ish-brown spot appeared, Daly

said,

KOZY's Cozy Setup

!•

2» 3*

Kansas City, Feb. 4.
rathe area's pioneer
commercial
dio station, is getting a
results
foothold, based upon sales
for January, the first month
which it has tried to sell time and
selling
facilities. After a month of
bilstation has fried up $15,000
Wright,
lings, according to O. R.

FM

m

ed cashman
HOLLYWOOD

m

WRNY

KXOK

—

Cincinnati— Selected by audition
applicants, Dallas

from 75

joined the
the Sohio

WLW

staff last

Larry Edwardson has
Hartford
DeWeese
week as been renamed president of the CenConnecticut

tral

NEW

Parodies!

Ptroiliw on standard lilt
lntrttfMtory offer!
Good for years. Only $1.00 each. Six
sonss.
Funny! Brand new!
for $3.00.

GAGS! "PUNCH LINES" No.
(Contains
LINES" No. 2.
•aas in

PUNCH

I

and

"PUNCH

over 200 fresh
Written by a
Disc Jocktjj,

LINES).

each
ten caiman for He's. Comics,
Magicians, Ventriloquists, etc.

Cincinnati—WKRC, which inaugurated a steady calendar of juvenile
sports

activities

summer by

last

Des Moines—Wayne Crew has been
appointed Sales promotion manager
of KCBC, Des Moines, which took
to the air Feb. 1. He was formerly
radio promotion director for the
Register and Tribune and later was
production manager for KRNT, Dea
Moines. He has been' in radio 12
years.
'.

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
276 Wost 43rd Street

New York

licensed up to 10
kw., and will push up to that grad-

City

Station

is

ually.

v

0,

A

WSM

Herb

Jeffries,

Art Kassell, Hal Der- wise,

new

rates prevail.

win, Pinky Tomli'n, Merry Macs, De
Castro Sisters, Ken Curtis, Spike
Street Boys,
Judy
Jones, Basin

Syracuse—WNDR, Syracuse's fifth
Station, went on the air Monday at
Canova, Louanne Hogan, Matt Den- 1260 on the dial and a wattage of
Dave Barbour, Jack McVea, 5,000.
nis,
Hadda Brooks, Betty Hall Jones,
Johnny Moore and Three Blazes,
Louisville—Don Hill, town's vet
Johnny White Quartet, Emma Lou sports announcer and head of
Haines,
Frankie
Welch,
Connie
WAVE sports staff, was awarded a
Laine, the Starlighters, Sir Launcetrophy by Sport Guild of Atlanta
lot and H. C. Farnham. Bands were:
for being adjudged the top play-byLouis Jordan's, Spade Cooley's, Jerry
play basketball sportcaster, between
Brent's,
Spencer's,
Buddy halves of the Kentucky-Notre Dame
Earl

Tommy

Tal-

Assisting in m.c. chores

were

Dozen

Baker's
bert's.

KFWB's

and

jockey

game

Sat. (1).

Martin
Muscatine, la.— In its first week Of
Maurice Hart,
promotion manager.
Bill Anson, Lou Marcelle, Gene Nor- operation on the air, KWPC had eight
Month was something of a trial man, Peter Potter and Stuart Ham- remotes, two special highschool
period, but commercial operation blen, (Eddie
presentations, two sports interviews,
Cantor,
Dinah
Shore,
be the policy henceforth, George Montgomery
will
and Freddy two wire recording one introdu"Wright said. Station had previously Martin failed
cing one of Iowa's new senators
to show).
operated on a subsidized basis.
Top contribution came from the plus the fact that all of newscasts
Concurrent with its switch to Hollywood Turf Club
are edited by a full-time news man
which
gave a
time-selling KOZY is expanding its
with a definite local and regional
check
for $10,000.
facilities. Plans call for 3 kw. with
slant. In first week, 28 newscasts
a 70-foot, 2-bay G. E. antenna to be
averaged over four local stories per
in operation about the middle of
day.
this month. Wattage has been about
1,200.

Co.

to California.

Frank

Block,

stable:

Bull,

—

HERE THEY ARE!

Broadcasting

reporter for morning,
Organization is currently awaiting a
noon and evening newscasts tagged decision from FCC on a license for
by Standard Oil Co. of Ohio. He re- a full time radio station at nearby
places Daniel Riss, who filled the
Britain on 910 kaycees and 5,New
moving
is
slot for several- years' and
000 watts.

sponsoring the .Junior Olympics in
this area, is the Cincy tagger for
Gloves tournament.
Golden
the
Boxing bouts for the simon pures
20-foot facsimile of a recording
Feb. 4,- 6 and 8.
the stage center, and groups alter- here take place
nately appearing on either of the
Louisville—Town will soon have
40-foot sides Of the stage, eliminat0
ing stage waits and making for fast a total of six a.m. stations on the
- air.
switchovers,
WKYW, to be operated by
The show opened with Sheriff Radio Kentucky, Inc. will begin
Eugene Biscailuz's Boys' Bajid and airing about the middle of February.
374-foot transmitting tower is
10 champ drum majorettes, succeeded by the following profes- being erected, and studios are being
readied in a downtown location.
sionals:
local business man
Bob Hope, Skitch Henderson, Eugene Sandford,
tenor vocalist is president of
George Jessel, Bob Nolan and Sons and
the new firm.
Tex
Block,
Martin
Pioneers,
the
of
Harris,
Phil
Stafford,
Jo
Tyler,
Nashville—
has put a rate inBetty Rhodes, Andy Russell, Joey
Preston, Page Cavanaugh Trio, Betty crease into effect, and has eliminated
Hutton, Paul Weston, Dick Haymes, the 10% discount for 52 weeks of
Helen Forrest, Hoagy Carmichael, consecutive broadcasting. AdvertisPied Pipers, Margaret Whiting, Mel ers on the station can go along on
Torme, Johnny Mercer, Slim Gail- the old rates for a year, providing
lard, Charlie Spivakj Dick Stabile, first show is dated before end of 1946
Gary Moore, Jack Teagarden, Frank and providing program has gone on
Devol, Peggy Lee, Benny Goodman, without interruption since. Other-

was bethe partner knew that flesh
a
ginning to freeze and could warn
man in time.

KOZY,

of programs placing special emphasis on news, music, and sports.
Dedicatory
ceremonies,
formally
introducing
policy, purpose,
and personalities to the listener
public, were aired on the station
Sunday afternoon, Feb. 2. President
Of the company is George B. Kelly.

by
Memphis— Matty Brescia has re1946 has been awarded to
order of Gen. Omar Bradley. The signed as night editor of the NBC
presentation was made by B. C. Central Division to become prothe motion manager of WMPS, MemMoore, Deputy Administrator of
Ad- phis. Brescia was With NBC Central
St. Louis branch of the Veterans'
for 10 months.
ministration,

KFWB

to Russian
across Siberia.

Louis—Edwin H. Fisher, former

merchandising manager of Time
St. Louis, Feb. 4.
manager
in- magazine and promotion
Fears that Dizzy Dean, whose
appointed
of Sports Afield, has been
imitable slaughtering of the King's sale,s promotion director of KMOa,
English has endearecl him to baseball local CBS outlet.
not refans in the midwest, would
Adminiswere
St. Louis—The Veterans
turn to the air next summer,
for
Dancer, tration Certificate of Service

dispelled last week when
Of the two task Fitzgerald, Sample closed a deal
reconnaissance.
Task Force Frigid on maneuvers forces, Frigid has 1,600 officers and whereby all of the home and on-theDaly was the men, while Adak has 840.
in the Far North,
road games of the St. Louis Browns
with
will be aired over WIL. Teamed
only radio reporter on the trip.
DX Deaa
Dean will be Johnny O'Hara, sports
He said that every top radio
During the course of his stay,
who was bought for
show airing over the major webs CBS reporter tried twice to get gabber of KWK
transcribed and flown to two through With shortwave broadcasts the stint.
is
Last season, the Griesedieck BrewAlaskan stations for rebroadcast to to San Francisco, but failed both
and the Falstaff Brewing
troops on maneuvers and in garri- times. During his 10,000 mile jaunt ing Corp.,
rivals in sud§ dispensing and
sons where they're heard within through the territory, Daly filed an Co.,
advertising, broadcast all local
four or five days of original broad- average of 1,000 words per day to radio
He said major league baseball games. Griesecast. Daly added that there's plenty the CBS New York office.
into dieck, represented by Ruthrauff &
of good nighttime listening, since the Task Forces were divided
and
Caray
Harry
used
Ryan,
sunsets usually come around three two sections according to the type of
"Gabby" Street, former big league
in the afternoon. Two stations air- weather encountered. Force Frigid,
manager as the mike men.
ing the shows are KFAR, Fairbanks, on the mainland, was testing equipCap ment and men under sub-Arctic conex-sourdough
by
owned
Lathrop, who works with the Army ditions; while Force Williwa, in the
personnel at Ladd Field, and a small Aleutians, was testing cold and wet
Army 50-watter on Adak Island in weather reactions. Coldest weather
Ladd the radio reporter encountered was
Continued from page 36
-the Aleutians. During the war,
Field was the point at which Ameri- the 62 deg. below in Anchorage:
ing on-stage through doors cut in a
can lend-lease planes were turned
Daly said that radio was virtually
in

over

1947

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Second Chance, Dean

Best program 'schedule ever heard and the nature of the maneuvers,
there are actually only a few thou
in U. S. territory is currently being
sand men garrisoned up there,
aired t6 American troops in Alaska,
mostly maintenance .personnel for,
according to John Daly, CBS com- the air bases, where there are three
mentator who just returned from an squadrons of P-51's and another of
for polar weather
assignment with the V, S. Army's B-29's, latter used

5,

Wee lift

.

—

Rochester, N. Y. Pointing for a
Continued from page J4
late January opening, WRNY, owned
and operated by the Monroe Broaddate. Last year, 72% of the new
casting Co., soon will be serving
licensees were small-town operators.
Their attitude on the role stations the Rochester area with a schedule
must play in shaping public opinion
rather than reflecting it is considered
important in view of their numbers
and the belief that they are less
equipped to do all-out job of edi;

IN

Met.:

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED BEXALL DRUG CO.
— — p.m., ESI

Friday CBS 0:30
M-U-M — "Tikis Time
"It

Happened

for
In

Ji«*p»"

Brooklyn"

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
AVAILABLE
10 years diversified experience

—

111

top

Theatrical— AdverRadio
tising— Recording fields. Excellent refAvailable now in New York.
positions

erences.

Can

travel.

154

West 46tu

VOX

VARIETY
New York

858,
Street,

19

THE CENTER OF THE UTAH MARKETS

torializing.

Other

Small

Market

Committee

actions included:
Following the lead of earlier

NAB

ON TARGET

committees and board meetings, the
Small Market men adopted a resolution endorsing work of
as "a
long step forward in the development of the stature of radio as
an advertising medium." Committee

Even when

urged

all

BMB

data to the fullest.

BMB

it

drop info ths
energy,

(kill

sistently .

bas'K*t

by

itself,

to

tt

take!

wort conol

A mor-

radio stations havt chosen

Wood

. .

ion's finest

looks easy, th» ball doesn't

and experionc*

which

is

why

so

many

and Company to represent them.

^

small-town stations to use

Committee went on record

in favor

of boosting program sales and minimizing sale of excessive spots as
aid to better programming of the

A

small market stations.
committee
member reported success in his
of encouraging the sale of
programs by giving salesmen a 20%

WEED

policy

RAD M> STATION

to continuation of present
system in the smaller
markets,'' and urged small-town ops
to make heavy use of NAB's recent

Pinto

company

REPRESENTATIVES

commission on program

sales, and
only 12%% on spots.
Committee resolved that "further
development of retail advertising is

vital

broadcast

report on "Radio for Retailers.'*

BLAIR

&

CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

«
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THAT BOTTLI

THOSE BOTTLERS
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ARK

MORTON
DOWNEY
Jysf concluded four years

^^"^
be

t,

,

v friend* * «ir abo**6

I

>•»

on fhe

tried

oit for

NOW
^sfer&ws

iss^* 56 yo

AT

THE WEDGWOOD ROOM

::s^-

WALDORF-ASTORIA
"Morton Downey's

Ithe basic
1
I

(how

"L"^^ has

business,

performs
q»»rtcr^«nt«ry of

take the «««« °
I failed to
Mor^n

wherein

tributes

concerned. .when
.

a,

lenerXe

l*»

Rt .

Downey

is'

can

te nor

« one

total

mesmerl

zation of the gathering in the Wedgwood Room on the night that I was
there was a rare and impressive
the
thing to watch, if only because
average night-club client, with his
mind on his. next drink or his last
remark, is notoriously a tough parly
From the moment
to mesmerize.
Downey walked into the spotlight,
manipulating his Irish personality,

common ««™«^oxim*te
|
»nd

could

until
Is'er,

the moment, about an hour
when he was grudgingly al-

lowed to give up and go home, he
that dur
so bewitched his audience
tenta
ins his light numbers even a
provoked a
tive smile on his part
the sad
burst of laughter and during

with » »
Waldorf date. Downey,
must. nave «
accomp at the piano.
y
numbers,
at least 40
pop9

,

Coast
Followed by Persons! Appearance* from Coast t©

mmmmmm*

heard a
or slow ones you could have
. .
tin drop on the rug.

KAHN,

to
The Wedgwood Room appeareden-

Variety.

"Morton
fo'om
r™ " wit
swank Park Avenue
bhncss
«,e
same familiar charm
he sat oow at
1

^

From the moment
««
the centerof
Piano to

SRjKlSrtflr «•

.

^

oot
umer(l ta
Kept them

w

friendly «Wfc
wl)ls time
J***
the reception »«««™*f; "atter in to:lnterpolat|ons and
e a solid."
tr0i
Billboard.

;»*^£

"

KSTmAKSH^I

"WOW OF THE WEEK: Morton
Downey, smooth thrush, never bet-

ter than

Room."

now

at Waldorf

1EE MORTIMER,

Wedgwood

N. Y. Mirror.

be just as crowded by Downey
by,
thusiasts last week as it was
months
Sinatra followers a couple of
the boy* techgov and although opposite.
IVs not
are exactly
niques

THEN
«_

'The
light,
lyric
tenor
and
soft, whistling cadenzas of Morton
Downey, the dapper Gael, drew a
capacity throng to the Wedgwood
.Room of the Waldorf-Astoria in one
of the cafe season's most memorable
openings.
Over the years the singer has

maintained a hold over his public—

which includes some of the biggest
names of the business and social
worlds—that Is a tribute to the en-

haid to see

during quality of his type of showmanship.

to
to sit up
Downey makes you wantone
mood,
and listen; Sinatra has

It takes a star to hold the floor
Wedgwood Room, goal
of any cafe entertainer who wants
to mt the top. Morton holds it."

why they are both sue-.
Sinatra makes you want
sprawl, out and listen, while

Sul.

which be

willing to stick to in-

Is

while Downey depends on
frequent changes of pace.

solo in the

,

BOB DANA, World-telegram.

definitely,

THE NEW YORKER.

m

at t»e

»ow

••Morton
»°
Wedgwood on
0,
«

_a

triumv

ftow to

w

an

lrisU.

»f *
utta iner
oe monstr»« the palm
ana
»« dl f hand.
"has paw
;,,at

Downey

--

senttme'"
sense «*
t0 near.
ftJlt

with a
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,

,
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Hied Costs. Worry
Direct' Sales,

"

Chicago, Feb.

Diskbox Confab;

Free Plates Pushed
4

4.

Convention of 10,000 members of
the Coin Machine Operators Assn.
here, which started Monday (3), indicates that diskbox operators- are

Dick's Sister, Dora
didn't take long for a folfor the new novelty hit,
the Door, Richard" to ap-

It

lowup
"Open

going to great lengths td get out

from under the heavily hiked operating costs they have been facing.
One of the moves they have made
is to approach the major recording

pear.

Music publishers in New York
week were offered a song
"Close the Door, Dorah,"
by Clarence Gaskill. Not one
has touched it so far.

manufacturers for a pjan of direct
Another is a wild idea and
whether it has actually been brought
at the convention is unconfirmed

Eooseyelt

.

N.Y.,

Grill,

Summer

I©

disk,

Through

TUNES RIDE HIGH

SCHEME
15/

program

arrangers, and orchestra leaders feel
that U. S. tunes will maintain popularity in this Aussie zone throughout
the year, as in past spans.
Coin
machine men echo that feeling.
Hits with the localites at the moment include: "Sioux City Sue,"
"Oh! What It Seemed to Be," "Dig
You Later," "Some Sunday Morning" "Here Comes Heaven Again,"
"Under the Willow Tree," "1*11 Be

—

Walkin' With My Honey,"
a Long, Long Time."

"It's

Been

attorney

Miller,

for

nu-

merous music and hand agencies
and the latter's talent, suffered an-

Always Remember.
Sterling
Buttermilk Sky. .Edwin Morris
World Belongs to You Strauss-M,
.

.

Apti-ASCAP

Bffl

ho Ind. Ssnati
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, which has
faced anti-ASCAP actions in various
states during the past decade or
more, has another to contend with,
or at least lobby against. Bill was
introduced in the Indiana state senate last week making it unlawful for

form' a

Old Lamplighter

4.

(1)

(12)

5.

Huggin' and Chalkin'

«.

Managua Nicaragua

,

iv

."

(Encore).,,...,

Sonata

Do. (3) (Remick)

8.

Oh, But

9.

Gal in Calico

I

to

New York

(Remick)

(Bing Crosby

(Kay Kyser..
(

Connee Boswell

New

f

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah (Santly-Joy)

Close

My

Johnny Mercer.

.... Victor

..

Sammy Kaye

Eyes (Maurice)

.

.

.

.

Guilty (Feist)!

.

.

'

(Bourne)

Can't See

Sun (Simon)

This Is Night (Jefferson).

.

Miserlou (Colonial)

Best

Man (Vanguard)

.

,•

,

.

JU3t Squeeze

Me

(Robbins)

•

Everything's Movin' Too Fast (©apitol)

.Victor

citing,

watch

. ,

,

seller.

Flipover— "It's

considerably

less ex-

Torme, by the way, should
his enunciation.

Two

"Finian's

Foster

warbles,

of "Girl"

Dorsey's handling
He drags what

is baffling.

supposed to be a buoyant,

is

lilting

waltz.

"Richard"
portal

to

is

moving from
Newest versions

still

portal.

are Lips Page's (Apollo) and The
Three Flames (Columbia). For the
kind of people who fancy "Richard,"
these are for those kind of people.
Decca, which has been bringing
out a number of old items, has reissued Hoagy Carmichael's chirping
and pianoing of his own "Stardust"

and "Hong Kong Blues." With Carmichael more popular now than al

any time in his career, both these
faces should have a renaissance on
the Wurlitzers.
Columbia's "I'm Gonna Be Boss
From Now On," by Bob Wills and
his Texas Playboys,
in sagebrush sectors.

do swell

will

A

billy

named

Jesse Ashlock does the vocal with

Wax

Facts

fortunately doesn't quite come off.
Nevertheless it should entice a moderate Seeburg play. June Christy

and the
Reverse
"After
plays

Pastels

handle the lyric.
Seger Ellis's ballad,

is

You"
"Happy

Oh, Johnny"—

Sisters

"Bill"— Tommy

'

(Decca).
(Vic-

Dorsey

tor).

"Casey

Jones"— Terry Shand

(Decca).

"Jim" Jimmy Dorsey (Decca).
"Happiness Is a Thing Called
Joe"— Woody Herman (Columbia).

"Sam and Delilah"—Lee Wiley
4.

(Liberty).

.

.

Duke

.

Go

Ellington

Lucky

Local"

(from his "The Deep South Suite")

on

his first

two faces for

Musicraft.

The band, as always, is great, but
Duke has written better music than
Disk's

pull

will be primarily

.

.

Tex Beneke's

.

"It

Have Been a Different Story"
and "Speaking of Angels" (Victor)
are two jukeish-sounding ballads.
Full-voiced Beneke band plays them

Migfet

very effectively

.

.

.

Elliot Lawrence's

mounting popularity should put his
"They Can't Convince Me" and "Let's
Put Our Dreams Together" (Colum-

among

bia)

the better-than-average

sellers, but, for

our taste, the band's
(which Columbia likes to think
of as "dreamy") is almost soporific.
We got the feeling that vocalist Jack
style

Hunter was about to drop off to
sleep any minute .
Tommy
"Anybody's Love Song"
(Columbia) may turn out to be one
of Tucker's most popular faces. Both
it and its backside, "I'm Gonna Lasso
.

.

Tucker's

.

.

You

.Capitol

.

.

.

Mammy

The Andrews

.

Combos

Pittsburgh, Feb.

Sammy Kaye

Johnny,

Couple of new bands in the mak^
"Open the Door, Richard"—
ing around here. Bob dayman, sonCount Basie (Victor).
in-law of Dave Rubinoff, who used
Shore
Columbia to have, a top-flight outfit a decade
( Dinah
.Majestic ago but disbanded to become Rubin, his
) Mildred Bailey
first
appearance since "The
.Capitol off's road manager for a while, and Coffee Song." You'll hear this side
f Margaret Whiting.
the too, but "That's How Much"
.Vietor then subsequently went into
\ Johnny Desmond .
will be
army, is reorganizing and expects the
Al Jolson
nickel-snatcher.
Decca to
be ready with a 12-piece outfit
We're a bit tardy in getting around
Vaughn Monroe.. ....Victor in a few weeks.
to Mel Torme, but his Musicraft of
(Frank Sinatra
.Columbia
Another orchestra, currently in re- "You're DrivingTMe Crazy" just
ar.Capitol hearsal with arrangements
( Andy Russell
by Max rived.
Torme, as you doubtless
Jan August.
.Diamond Adkins, one-time conductor of Stan- know, is being rather brashly ex(King Cole Trio.. ....Capitol ley theatre orch, will bear corporate ploited as the New Sinatra, which,
name
of
Mickey
Lane, but is being all in all, is a little confusing to
{ Les Brown ...... .Columbia
fronted by Hal Terry and Howdy those who see nothing
wrong with
(Paul Weston
.Capitol Albert
with Mike Broderick as busi- the old Sinatra.
For all this,
.Columbia ness manager. It's
( Dick Jurgens
being backed by though, Torme has something on the
Peggy Lee
.Capitol Cal Smouse, an automobile man.
ball. He has taste, musicianship, and
(

Sooner or Later (Santly-Joy)

big

big,

Dreamtime"—is

this.

Suggested Program
"Oh,

—

Pitt

a

with hot fans

Decca thereafter.
Columbia
Decca

Coming Up

I'll

(Tex

for

Victor

.'

(8)

Old Buttermilk (17) (Burke-VH).

10.

Perry Como.

gives him
an. unobtrusively effective background. Given, any kind of promotion by Musicraft, this could become

A

has a meeting scheduled
with the Chi Cafe Owners Assn. over
Decca BMI's licensing aims. Cafe men's
( Carmen Cavallaro
(Dinah Shore
Columbia board will make a survey, presum(Margaret Whiting... .Capitol ably, to determine the amount of
BMI music used in local clubs, and
( Tex Beneke.
Victor will go
into a huddle with BMI
(

(Oxford)

(5)

Sonny Burke's band

peal.

Jack Smith, "the voice with a
vided mostly by another great gui- smile," does "I Tipped My Hat and
tarist, the late Eddie Lang.
Only Slowly Walked Away" and "If This
in the past few weeks, however, has Isn't Love" with the Clark Sisters
the background intime-and-on-the- on a new Capitol. "Tipped" is prairie
beam really hit its stride.
stuff that has a fair chance of catchThe trend is understandable. For ing on. Smith sings the "Finian's"
one thing, a trio background en- tune with enormous energy. "Sepables a vocalist to eliminate arduous tember Song" continues to come out
hours of rehearsing complicated or- in various versions, the latest being
chestral arrangements. For another, a Musicraft by the Teddy Wilson
a trio on a recording date costs a Quartet. It's a nice job and Sarah
lot less than a full band.
Then, too, Vaughan sings it more impressively
there is the cozier atmosphere pro- than most girls who have tried it.
vided by a small group. Things are Backing
is
an instrumental of
more flexible.
"Moonlight On the Ganges" .
.
But to get back to Sinatra's "That's Stan Kenton's "His Feet Too Big for
Hbw Much I Love You": it's great De Bed" (Capitol) is a Cuban
stuff.
pseudo-boogie woogie af- calypso. It's a clever idea that un-

|

7.

Angels"

of

Novelty— "That's' How Much
Love You" (Frank Sinatra)
Hillbilly— "I'm Gonna Be Boss
From Now On" (Bob Wills)
Hot—"Happy Go Lucky Local"
(Duke Ellington)
Ballad— "How Are Things In
Glocca Morra?" (Tommy Dorsey) and "You're Driving Me
Crazy" (Mel Torme)

I

Charlie Spivak

Hoagy Carmichael .... Decca
bandleader, will go
(Freddy Martin
Victor confabs soon,
Kay Kyser..
Columbia
Ornstein

(Hudson)....,

(5)

"Speaking
Beneke)

fair with, a clever lyric, it gives him
Chicago, Jan. 28.
Broadcast Music has hired two a fine change of pace. He does it
Capitol
superlatively and the Cavanaugh
Victor men, Joe Gates and Stanley Myers, group backs him.
Every jock and
to
assist
Harold
Ornstein
in the new juke in the country will spin
f Jack McVea. .Black & White
this
Victor office being set up here to license side to ribbons. Reverse is "I Got a
\ Count Basie
{Al Jolson
Decca local ballrooms and cafes for the use Gal I Love" (a Cahn-Styne extract
Here, to
Tex Beneke .......... Victor of BMI music. Gates, who was with from "Ladies Man").
the American Society of Composers, Stordahl's harmonies, the Voice goes
! Sammy Kaye'. ....... .Victor
cowboyish with laudable results. InColumbia Authors and Publishers in this ter- cidentally,
\ Kay Kyser
his friend Pedro puts in
ritory for .16 years, and Myers -ex-

(Shapiro-B)

(2)

Best Bets
Dance—"I'm Gonna Lasso a
(Tommy Tucker), and

Dream"

(King Cole Trio

(Duchess)

(Mood)

(1)

—

a whispery voice with boudoir ap.

,

To Speed Licensing

on Coin-Machines
I

Open Door, Richard

There's nothing radical about this,
of course.
Jean Sablon, for example, used to chant in Paris to the
background of a trio that included
Django
Reinhardt,
while
Bing
Crosby,' on an early theatre tour,
groaned to an accompaniment pro-

for Injury

Chi Staff

.-'.',

Rainbow" extracts
edly continue to go steady, but it's "When I'm Not Near the Girl I Love"
significant that one side of the new- and "How Are Things In Glocca
est Sinatra Columbia.. "That's How Morra?" constitute Tommy Dorsey's
Much I Love You"—utilizes, the newest Victor. "Glocca" is the betservices of the. Page Cavanaugh Trio. ter side and will do all right. Stuait

Glenn Garr, whose band recently
closed a zun at Donohue's, Mountain View,; N. J., made one of his

musicians' a present of a part-ownJeffries Eighty-Sixed?
ership in the band recently as a reHollywood, Feb. 4,
sult of a mix-up the two participated
Disk jockeys test their weight to- in together. Musician, Morey Frawnight when vocalist, Herb Jeffries, ley, and Garr were in a Chicago
is named initial candidate for jock- tavern sometime ago when a drunk
eys' nix list. He failed to show as started a brawl into which they
promised to substitute for Bob were drawn. Frawley, as a result,
McLaughlin, ill, on pilot's daily lost most of the sight of one eye.
show over KLAC, here. McLaughlin
In return for Frawley's handicap,
will
his fellows to

For Sentimental Reasons (U) (Leeds).

Anniversary Song

latest is Sinatra.
Stordahl will undoubt-

combination the object of

As Payoff

.."..;'*

.

The

trend.

'''

".''
'

By George Frazier

any writers, 'printers or publishers to

BMf Ups

8.

"

"

'

The instrumental trio may never
take the place of the BUnsen Burner, but nevertheless'' it looks as if
it's here to- stay.
In recent weeks
several male vocalists have been recording with trios rather than lush
orchestral backgrounds, until the
tendency has begun to assume a dis-

He and Axel

*

i.

'*

'

tinct

other heart attack last week in New
York after recovering nicely from
the first he experienced several
ask
play no more which presumably
was caused by
months back. Miller had been out Jeffries platters, and has had it inFrawley's attempt to help Garr, the
of action for some time and had dicated by organization sparkers,
latter gave him a slice of the band.
just gotten back into the swing Bill Anson and Peter Potter that
when he faltered again.
they'll press the measure at regular
His condition is described as good. meeting tonight (4).

II Best Sellers

;

.

lyrics,

Bernie Miller Again Stricken
Bernie

*

.

which is to control the right to peragreement with Charlton Publish- form musical compositions publicly
ing and DS Publishing, which split for profit.
rights to Dreyfus catalogs and the
Just introduced, the bill has not
payment of $65,000 last year, let its been acted on as yet.
contracts expire six weeks ago, and
they have not been renewed.
New deal with Charlton might
have gone through if the latter had Garr Gifts Frawley
agreed to pay Dreyfus price for an
With Slice of Band
exclusive hold on the combine's
but the sale of lyric mags has
fallen off so sharply that the figure
was
reported $80,000,
asked,
a
deemed by Charlton to be too high.

Jocks, Jukes and Disks

.

.

Welk

For

Sheet music

Maurice
Words: World-Wide
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Da
Sun
Sooner or Later
.Sun
Things We Did
Edwin Morris
Somewhere in Night.New World
Night, Darling
Macmelodies'

set.

follows the current Guy
Lombardo, the perennial occupant
of the Grill, on March 24 and probably will stay to closing. Lombardo
is being set up with theatre and onebox today is the most important ex- night dates for the summer.
ploitation medium for a new song
artists.
recorded
by responsible
Since the publisher profits hand- Dreyfus, Charlton Deal
somely by a hit, the ops apparently
Lyrics Fails
feel that the cost of supplying them
Dreyfus music combine joined
with the-records would be negligible.
Irving Berlin last week as a major
publishing firm unattached to any
lyric magazine for the use of its
material. Dreyfu", who had a dual
U.S.

Sydney, Jan.

Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Connelly
It's All Over Now

.

recordings of their songs.
Fold for
First plan is said to have been
Grill of the Roosevelt hotel, N. Y.,
refused by the disk manufacturers.
which in recent years has mainIt would entail the elimination of all
of remaining open
distributors to Coin machines, there- tained a policy
summer, will fold for
by saving the box operators that through the
middleman cut of profits. Buying the hot months this year. Room goes,
direct
from manufacturers dark June 26 on the completion of
disks
reopens
would mean a saving of 2c. or 3c. a Lawrence Welk's run and
computed over Aug. 25. Opening band is not yet

sellers, radio

..Yale

Connelly

Irons

Second 12

3 Beautiful

—

but it is said some ops would like
to figure out a method to make
music publishers supply them with

IN AUSSIE

Go Home
Too Many

Sentimental Reasons

up

a sizable sum
year's time to some large-scale
operators.
Idea of making pubs cough up
free platters of their songs for diskbox insertion is unquestionably
founded on the theory that the disk-

There's a sharp feeling of discontent among the lew minor stockholders of the Robbins Music combine over the latter's purchase from
Metro producer Arthur Freed of the Variety Music catalog and there's
a definite possibility a suit may result. Metro, which owns virtually
all of the stock in the firms grouped under the Big 3 tag, i.e., Robbins
Feist, and Miller, 'recently purchased the Variety flrm-Jrom Freed for
It was then known
$150,000 after he had bought it for $30,000,
as
the Walter Jacobs catalog.
What has the minor stockholders in Robbins burning is the fact that
no dividend from Big 3 earnings was declared this year for the first
time in four or five years. And they are convinced that the lack of a
dividend was caused by the $150,000 payment to Freed. They violently
disagree with the manner in which the transaction was carried out
without their knowledge and consent, and intend disputing its legality'

Wood
You Always Hurt
Connolly
Anniversary Song
S-M.
Sweethearts Never Old
Box & Cox
Dream Again
Wood'
Pretending
Till Then
Chappell
Someday You'll Want Me. .Dash

titled,

1947

5,

Op

Divvy

London, Jan. 24.
Five Minutes More, .Ed. Morris
Victoria
To Each His Own
.Dash
Old Lamplighter

last

selling.

a

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Jan. 23 '47)

a

Dream" are

excellent dansapation,

by the way.

Shelby York Named Sales
Mgr. of Majestic Records
Shelby York was appointed new
sales
last

manager for Majestic Records
He'll work under general
manager A. J. Lindhelm. with

week.

sales

offices in Elgin,

III.

York was formerly sales manager
for one of the smaller indie labels.

Wednesday, February

AFM

S,

©HCMESTKAS-MUSIC

1947

Krupa, McKinley, Rich
Could Do This Trick Alone

Pfeaaiy on Bands

Beaiis

By-Passing Agencies in Bookings
Hollywood, Feb.

4.

American Federation of Musicians'
execs have grown alarmed over the
state of the dance hand biz and are
focusing attention sharply on it to
determine what can be done. After
check of situation with numerous
in keys' throughout nation,
computes that musicians during past four months and two months
to come will' have lost $1,000,000 in
salaries, due to the many top name
combos folding and small spots dropping live performers and musical

Downbeat Vice Bumps

By Betty Rowland

'

COmbOS.

:
;

best-paid burlesque stripper in Far
West, Is planning to front a band, a
yen she long has nursed. After closing stock stand at Burbank Friday
(31), she is taking layoff, and will
cast around for a scale crew to baton

during local ballroom engagement.
Reportedly, Meadowbrook Gardens,
•

'

'

;

As yet the Federation has not burst erstwhile name-band mecca which
into the open with any boldness, but lately has been open but
two nights
already many officers of locals as- weekly with local
crews, is interserterily have told distressed memested in peeler and a combo as a
bers to book themselves into ball- biz hypo.
they are not tightly tied to
agencies. Theory is based on angle
that a dance promoter, hard-pressed
rooms,

if

Prime

Miss Rowland
expects to encounter is getting a
membership card in Musician's Local
himself currently, may be more
but
as
she
has
tinkled
47,
a bit of
easily induced to use an orch if the
piano in past, hopes to get by the
nut does not include pecuniary protest.
vision for the 10-20% commission
'automatically going to a booker; promoter would npt need so great a gate
to meet his nut and the musicians
themselves would net as much. (The
only fly in this ointment is that most
agency contracts demand commission payments whether they book a
date or it's done direct. Some won't
commissions when another
split
agency books one of their proper,
difficulty

.

Band

.Cafe

ties).

not likely openly to en
dorse such a stunt, of course, but al
ready agencies across country are
aware that lesser-name bands are
trying to book directly. Further, it is
no secret that the Federation frowns
on bands signing long-term booking
contracts. Out here bands are frankly advised now by Local 47 riot to
sign with an agency for more than
three years, and word has swept
around that one year is enough.
With the info tipped that union is
Interested in the angle of agencies'
commissions and how they are. said
to affect playing dates, the Western
Ballroom Operators' Assn., mutual
aid organization of all top terpalace
operators and one-night promoters
west of the Rockies, is mulling a volcanic experiment. Org's secretarytreasurer. Marty Landau, admitted

Biz Better,

Rouge Seem

Firm on Policy

AFM -is

over weekend he

With business picking up nicely
in the various band rooms in New
York and in the suburban areas, it's
very unlikely that the Cafe Rouge of
the Pennsylvania hotel,
will

even temporarily

band

policy, a

move

New

York,

discard

that

its

had been

mulled in recent weeks.

James McCabe, general manager
and buyer of the Penn's music, says
he "can't kick about Jimmy Dorsey's (incumbent) business" and is
not worried about the draw of
Frankie Carle, who will follow. His
problem is to fill succeeding weeks
with names sufficiently strong to sustain the pace Dorsey is setting and
Carle's expected results.

board
This unquestionably means that
next week to the Penn tftis summer will not be
ask that a rep be hired to deal di- using lower-rated bands and conserectly with bandleaders on prices, quent lower marquee values
as it
ignoring agencies, and where possi- did last year.
It also means that
ble making buys sans agency repre- Dick Jurgens, who had been ver-

of directors'

is

calling a

powwow

sentation.
This hired hand would
also lay out routes for the one-night

'

Drums, tapped

at varying inten-

sities,
are used throughout film.
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Instruments
were military field
Betty Rowland, best-known and drums, and the search to round up

locals

AFM

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Musicians' Local 47 has 13,600
members, of whom only about 4,300
regularly are employed, but Enterprise Productions had to search a
week before it could muster 153
drummers capable enough to thump
the skins simultaneously for sound
track of "Arch of Triumph."

bally set to follow Carle, but with
no contracts have been signed,

whom

promoters, thus performing another may not come in.
agency function. Whether this deMcCabe's reasons against using
parture will prove boon to the ballroom ops will have to be proved, as Jurgens is that a date at the Penn
would be the leader's initial location
will its feasibility.
Y., and that the time is
It cannot at present be said there job in N.
ripe for Jurgens to make the
is any direct tieup between ballroom not
owners and the union, but the ops move in view of such unsettled %.o.
here seem on most warm terms with conditions. His is unquestionably a
Local 47, and the execs of each side strong band in the midwestern terfrequently have been huddling of ritory, but it is untried in N. Y. and
late.
Ops want to make money, and a brodie would do neither the band
the union wants its members to nor the hotel's band policy a bit of
work. To date maneuvers of both good.
seem to be edging agencies into a
Cafes in and around N. Y. have
corner.

Beneke, Marg Whiting,

sufficient

number

of

men was

as

tough as the bush-beating by stickwielders.

biz in virtually all spots

Up New Mus-Ari fooling
+

pate on a royalty basis in the sale
of; Decca
albums of their show's
music, fell through, last week. After
having agreed to terms calling for
five cents' per album beyond the

Sabinson and Katzell,
Decca upped the ante, it's claimed,
to exempt the initial 50,000 books
from royalty. Producers wouldn't
go for the change and the entire

Arthur Michaud,

Tommy

Dorsey,

manager

Frankie

of

Masters,

Ziggy Elman; Sy Oliver, efc al., left
New York for the Coast Friday (31)
where he will eventually set up an

to resume work. He did have
up until last week of reorganizing his orchestra to open sometime
in April at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, but after being off and on
several times they've definitely been
dropped. He's going to Miami for
a rest, after a brief trip to the Coast.

made

ideas

NAPA Move

Beats

ASCAP

to

Pinch

fell flat.

There are other complications,
however. Decca is said to have

OnCippgltLiw

signed all principals in the cast to
record the music for them, with the
exception of Ella Logan (who in-

Of

Performing
National Assn.
Artists, through its counsel, Maurice
sisted on top billing on the album Speiser, seems to have beaten the
cover). New attorneys, it's claimed, American
Society
of
Composers,
do not know where the cast stands Authors and Publishers to the punch
in the event another recording com- in proposing amendments to the
pany discusses iKdeal with Sabinson Copyright Act of 1909 which would
and Katzell. If that occurs, and one require that coin machine operators
is
supposed to be cooking, there pay a royalty for the use of recordseems to be a question as to whether ings. However, Speiser's interest lies
Decca's contractual hold on the prin- not in aiding or taking the play
cipals for an album which that com- away from ASCAP in the matter.
pany will never make, would pre- His proposed amendments, submitted
vent the cast members from per- in Washington by Rep. Hugh D.
forming for another company.
Scott a week or so ago, also seeks
Miss Logan subsequently signed an to protect possible royalty rights of
album deal with Apollo records.
performing artists who make the
Exempting the first. 20,000 albums recordings used in diskboxes,
from the payment of royalties, preASCAP, which has been preparing
sumably to allow Decca to make up to move for an amendment to the
its investment, apparently has been
Act itself, in an endeavor to wring
a normal procedure with that com- additional
revenue from, diskbox
pany in the past. In these situations, operators, is as surprised^as anyone
however, only the stars in the shows else by the knowledge of Speiser's
whose music was reproduced se- move. It had not known of it, and
cured royalty arrangements. Neyer presumably would have preferred
before had a producer profited such to at least act in concert with the
as Sabinson .and Katzell would have NAPA on the matter.
had the Decca deal .gone through.
As the 1909 law stands, it specifically prevents music publishers from
exacting royalty fees from phonoJordan Opened the Door
graphs and electrically operated
pianos (the only mechanical uses
To Fletcher Suit, Disk known theii) unless' an admission

Remade by Decca Pronto

Top WNEW, NX,

12th

Anni

fee is levied specifically for the
privilege of hearing such reproduction. That's the gist of It. Speiser
would alter it by the simple process
of striking out the reference to
charging admission.

His second amendment, long and
couched in involved legal terms,

would seek

to protect the rights of

performing artists and give them
extra revenue from such use of their
works. Both amendments have been
referred to the Committee on the
Judiciary.

of action for a couple minths.

has

Balloting

On Tommy

,

WNEW

Home

'

ASCAP

COAST FOR

WNEW

DUE ON
MEET

able.;

Howard Christensen, who manages
Jimmy Dorsey and a group of rriidwestern

territorial

was

bands,

to

have been included

in the Mus-Art
picture, but for the present will remain outside its confines. His man-

agement contrasts with
other

first 20,000 to

deal

America executives, finally made
their mind* late last week on the
direction their alliance was to take
arid their decision has resulted
in the birth of a new booking agency.
While the new outfit is at the moment devoid of properties to handle
and is an agency on paper only, the
formation of the organization, to be
called Mus-Art Management Corp.,
is very important to the trade since
it involves three men recognized by
the music industry as among the tops
in their line who can control, if they
secure the proper artists, a fair number of the best talent outlets availup

Prior to Opening Office them

Dorsey, meanwhile, has no plans

Deal between Decca Records and
Lee Sabinson and William Katzell,
co-producers of "Finian's Rainbow,"
through which the latter would have
been the first producers to partici-

Corp.

Jack Whittemore, Rugs Facehine
and Lyle Thayer, all ex-Music Corp.
of

Michand to 0.0. Coast

It seems that when recording the
and
considerably,
improved
tune originally, Jordan made some
weekends, which had been from fair reference in the lyric to Fletcher, Stuart Foster Still
to good right along, picked up com- using the word "inebriated." It was
Dorsey Pay
mensurately.
supposed to be a kidding remark.
Tex Beneke orch, Margaret WhitNational and Fletcher, who was
Stuart Foster, vocalist with Tom•ing and Frank Sinatra won out by
asked for a release by Decca .on the my Dorsey's orchestra for several
substantial majorities in the semiuse of his name before issuing the years before it broke up two weeks
annual balloting for top people in Local K.C. Indie Disker
disk, didn't like the gag and re- ago, will remain on Dorsey's paytheir categories, conducted by Marfused.
A suit was threatened if
while he's out of action. Foster
ti.;
Block over" station
Talent Decca put the platter on the mar- roll
Uses Only
will leave for the Coast soon to do a
(N. Y.).
ket.
Jordan thereafter remade his single at the leader's Casino Gardens
Kansas City, Feb. 4.
Beneke, as favorite band, got 33,Kay-Cee Records, a new label, is version.
ballroom, Ocean Park, Cal., to keep
415' votes, with Vaughn Monroe next
being marketed here by a new firm
his pipes in shape until Dorsey rewith 23,066, and Harry James third
Prather as president
sumes.
with 21,562 votes. Miss Whiting's with John V.
BIGGIES
general manager. Waxings thus
When Dorsey expects to reorvote as favorite female vocalist and
feature local talent only, infar
ganize is anybody's guess at the
topped thf,t list with 46,263, Jo Staf'47
cluding songs by Al Crocker, longmoment, including his own.
ford getting 33,481, and Dinah Shore
time writer in these parts, vocalHollywood,
Feb.
4,
32,006 votes. Sinatra's vote as top
the Four Tons of
Three bigwigs of American Somale vocalist was 51,933, incidental- instrumentals by
Rhythm, orchestra numbers by Ozzie ciety of Composers, Authors and
ly giving him the biggest single
Smart Gal
Peterson aggregations Publishers due on Coast late this
voij of anyone in any category. Clark and Dee
vocals by Don Sullivan^ KMBC month to preside at series of preand
Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.
Perry Como was second on the male
cowboy crooner.
Concluding
that
band singing
election meetings. In party will be
list with 36,569, and Bing Crosby
locally
precarious an occupais
too
emeritus;
Buck,
prez
Gene
ASCAP
third with 20,665.
Recordings are being made in
tion,
has quit the
Karen
Jersun
present
prexy,
Deems
Taylor,
and
Block's 'Make Believe Ballroom" K.C. with pressings made at the
a steady Job
business
to
take
canary
Johnny
O'Connor,
who
will
read
anplant of the Alpra Corp., Emporia,
marked its 12th anni on
Kans, Alpra has been producing nual treasurer's report to Coast con- as hostess at downtown Mercur
Monday 13).
warbling
been
Music
Bar.
Gal's
tingent.
records for some of the more popuhere
with
different
dance
around
many
first
time
in
Last year for
lar labels and it's continuing the
Mam Fisher, creator of "Joe Pa- outside work. Kay-Cee records are the ASCAP board in N. Y. cancelled bands for couple of years.
Jersun
was a
Before
that.
Miss
resulting
in
anlooka," has written words to a tune of being distributed along with Con- annual Coast meet,
"VaniEarl
Carroll's
showgirl
in
Society
guished
from
howls here
the same name, music by Ted Moss- tract Records, a Louisville, Ky., outman. It's slated for one of Mono- fit of which Prather is manager. vets who were wont to bleat their ties" and later did a dancing single
in cafes for a time.
gram's "Joe Palooka" series.
He's also g.m. of the Emporia plant. beefs annually to visiting biggies.

Sinatra

.

Sets

stead of the east.

Deal Falls Flat

Hollywood, Feb. "4.
Decca Records was forced to make
a second reebrding of "Open the
Door, Richard" by Louis Jordan last
week, or face possible legal action
by Dusty Fletcher and National
Records.
Job of redoing the disk,
which delayed the campany's release of it, was completed not too
found a much brighter b.o. picture
Jordan was cut cup by
soon
before
the past 10 days or two weeks, as
his estranged wife at Billy Berg's
cited in Variety last week, and
nitery here last week and put out
things seem to get better each day.

Mid-week

flittaiore, Faceting, layer Canto

More partial to the Hollyoffice.
wood area than N. Y., Michaud intends basing his activities there in-

Decca-Tinian

47

outfits,

J.D.

and the

Art

Kassel,

namely,

Jimmy Joy, Clyde McCoy and Sherman Hayes at the moment preclude
his declaration as a member, since
American Federation of Musicians
regulations forbid one man or agency
to be both manager and agent of talent.
Christensen's position, however, must be looked upon as temporary; he will pick up with Mus-Art

proper time.

at the

Set

Up

L. A.-Clii Offices

New

outfit has secured offices in
Los Angeles, where Thayer will be
stationed. Facehine will operate out
of Chicago offices, and quarters are
being sought in New York to house

Whittemore. When Christensen eventually tosses in his lot with the trio,
he will be a roving member of the
band, dividing his time among the
three posts. Hairy Romm, who has
set

up an agency of his own

York
the

in

New

in recent months, will handle
group's theatre bookings.
He

has no other connection with MusArt at the moment but it's not beyond the realm of possibility that he
may eventually step in as a partner.
Mus-Art has been building for

some time, It originated last summer and fall with Christensen and
Facehine,
following
the
la tier's
lesignation from MCA. Thayer and
Whittemore's exit from the same
agency followed, at least partially,
on prearranged: plans for them to
up.
Not until late last week,
however, did the quartet crystaiize
their aims.
Prior to that, during "a
meeting in Chicago, they had arrived
at no definite plans as to whether a
management or booking agency
would be the best bet or whether to
forget the whole thing and go their
separate ways.
Meanwhile, the various agencies
now in existence have been deeply
interested in the plans of the quartet, not only in view of the possibility of a new rival (which some
executives agree will be a stimula( Continued on page
52)

join

—

.

18 Others Join Granz
In Exiting Esquire

Mag

Jazz Supplement Board
Norman Granz, director of the
"Jazz at the Philharmonic" troupe,
started something two weeks ago
when he resigned from the judges
board of the Esquire mag annual
jazz supplement. His move was followed by 18 others, with ,two of the
remaining four refusing to join the
move and the remaining pair in Europe and unapproachable.
Cause of the move, first by Granz
and later by the others is their assertion that this year's jazz edition,
out about a month ago, was an "Eddie Condon issue" brought about by
the complete editorial control held

over it by Ernest Anderson, Condon's
manager. It was charged that Condon and Anderson's friends received
the majority of space and mentions,
etc.. while the Winners of the annual jazz poll were badly fluffed.
Mai Braveman, Dan Burley, Brick

Leonard Feather, John Hammond, Don Haynes, George Hoefer,
Mike Levin, Paul Edward Smith, J.
Mize, Frank Stacy, George Simon,
Barry Ulanov, Bob Thiele, Harold
Jovian, "Foots" Thomas, Bob Loughlin and Harry Lim were those who
resigned. Dave Dexter flatly refused
to put himself out on a limb by taking the same stand, along with
Timmie
Charles Edward Smith.
Rosenkrantz and his wife, Inez CavPliegel,

anaugh, are in Europe.
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Where Are

We

Copyriglit?

10 Best Sheet

Heating

in lull

(Week Endinff, Feb.
Anniversary Song..".

Mb Prolki

Geiiipr

Managua Nicaragua.

,,,

Now

;

whereby each agrees to
protect the copyrighted works of the
other.

The second

that established

relationship

is

by an international

convention to which .three or more
countries subscribe, Subscribers to
Specific phases of the copyright
rules
problem have been dealt with in de- such a convention adhere to its
and regulations for the protection
tail in numerous technical journals
literary and artistic works among
or have been recorded in the min- of
members.
utes of the various national and in- all the
conventions
ternational
copyright
The convention relationship would
which have taken place in the past seem to be more in harmony with
50 years, This, however, is an at- our global thinking, for by such an
tempt to present objectively the instrumentality each country would
overall accomplishments in the field automatically protect the works of
of international copyright. A little all others. Many attempts to formustatement of facts might well clarify late a worldwide convention have
the problem and, -perhaps, suggest a been made. The Berne Convention

workable solution.
There is no doubt that technical
advances in communications have
encouraged the worldwide exploita-

.

tion of creative works.
No one can deny that a free interchange of such works among nations promotes mutual understanding
and, thereby, contributes greatly to
the cau%p of lasting peace. But the
tangible benefits to the creator of
such works must keep pace with the
areas of exploitation if he is to be
encouraged to continue his creative
efforts. -Only when a way has been
found to protect creative works in
every country with a minimum of
formalities will this worthy objective be achieved.

and many
in 1886
countries, both in the Eastern and

was founded

Western Hemispheres became
Because many of the

mem-

subtime of signing, had
national copyright laws which were
partly in conflict with the propose*

bers.

scribers, at the

international law, it was deemed
expedient in the interest of greater

membership to accept such members
with certain reservations. Later on,
however, at a revision conference a
resolution was passed which denied

members the

privilege
reservations,
of membership with
The effect of this resolution was to
discharge certain countries which

mem-

would otherwise have become
bers.

...

A

•

,
.

wouW

Known

%

of both and -thus stimulate a world

Relationships

present" time there are
present'

two

Mood

The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Couer
age Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks. p Uo .
Ushed by the Office of Research, Inc,-,.
(Survey Week of Jan. 24-30, 1947)
,,.
......Remick
A Gal In Calico— f'Time, Place, Girl"
A Rainy Night In Rio—t "Time, Place, Girl"
.......Witmark

.Encore

.

And So To Bed
Anniversary Song— f'JOlSon Story"
Bless

.

..Oxford

Guilty

Feist

Uncle Remus Said.
Things We Did.

.

..... .Berlin

Crawford

Remick
.

.

...Famous
..Mood

,

.Shapiro-B

,

Guilty

Sooner or Later.. .. .Santly-Joy
Leeds
Open Door, Richard
Chappell

For You For Me
Girl That I Marry. .
September Song
Rainy Night in Rio

You

.....Berlin
Blue Skies— f'Blue Skies"
For Sentimental Reasons.
.Duchess
Girl That I Marry, The— *"Annie Get Your Gun". ..........Berlin
.Morris
Gotta Get Me. Somebody To Love— f'Duel In the Sun"

Second 10
Sonata

1947

I

Tipped

Things In Gloeca

Close

It's

a Good Day

It's

All

Oh, But

.

Morra— *"Finian's Rainbow"

My Hat and Slowly.
My Eyes......

I'll

Over

I

Crawford

Rode Away

.Miller

.............. ....Maurice
......Capitol

..,

Now

BMI

.'•

Life Can Be Beautiful...
Managua Nicaragua

.Santly-Joy
.Motris

Feist

•

How Are

Do— f'Time,

.',

.,

.

...... .Melrose

Encore

Place, Girl"

Witmark

.Feist
Oh Why, Djd I Ever Leave Wyoming? v
Old Lamp-Lighter
Shapiro-B
f
Ole Buttermilk Sky— 'Canyon Passage"
Burke-VH
the Other End of a Kiss.
„ .Beverly
September Song
Crawford
Sonata
Oxford*
t
Sooner Or Later— "Song of South"
....Santly-Joy
Things We Did Last Slimmer, The.'
.'.E; H. Morris
Uncle Remus Said— f'Song of the South". ................ Santly-Joy
Whole World Is Singing My Song
Robbins
Nominating board which will You Keep Coming Back Like a Song— f'Blue Skies"
Berlin
select the nominees to oppose in- You'll Always Be the One I love— f'Song of South"
Santly-Joy
cumbent members of the board of Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South" ..........
Santly-Joy
directors was named by the American Society of Composers, Authors
Tfie remaining 20 songs of the week, from the copyrighted Audience
and" Publishers last week. Society Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks.
apparently did not have as much Published by the Office of Research,' Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
trouble this year as in past, in get- All By Myself
.Berlin
ting men to serve on the. nominating Among My Souvenirs
.T. B. Harms
board. At this time last winter, some Connecticut
.Harry Warren
;
difficulty was experienced in round- FarrAway Island
.Leeds
ing up sufficient members for the For You For Me Forever— f 'Shocking Miss Pilgrim
.Chappell
chore, due to the claim of many Huggin' and Chalkin' ... i .....
.Hudson
that it was a thankless task and a •I Gotta Gal I Love
Famous
difficult one securing people to op- I'll Never Lov^ Again
'.
.Peer
pose the strong incumbents.
Burke-V, H.
My Heart Goesv Crazy— f'My Heart Goes Crazy"..,,
.World
New board will include:' For the (There Is) No Greater Love.
Duchess
publishers, Jack Robbins, Bernard Open the Door, Richard
"%'..".•-.'
Southern
Goodwin, and Willard Sniffin; f6r Rickety Rickshaw Man
.Burke-V. H.
the writers, Mitchell Parrish, Mack So Would I—f'My- Heart Goes Crazy"
.,. .ABC
David, Clara Edwards, Al Good- That's the Beginning of the End
......... Robbins
,
heart, Leonard Whitcup and Vic There Is No Breeze
This Is the Night
.Jefferson
;
Mizzy.
Dorsey Bros.
This Time ... ... .... .
They will select the names to go Too Many Times
.Advanced
on the ballots due to go out to the Years and Years Ago
.Bourne
membership in a week or two for You
you Broke the Only Heart'Th'
Heart That Ever Loved You: ........ .Chappell
the annual elections, which are to
be completed by mid-April.
mid -April.
f Filmusical. * Legit Musical.
,

ASCAP

On

flection

.

'

Board Named

;

.

.

,

.'

prospective

There exists a special "Western
Certainly, works created In the
few countries which have no inter- Hemisphere convention, commonly
national- copyright relations will not called the Pan-American Convenhave much chance to be published tion, Within the membership of the
or performed in foreign lands. It two conventions are the great mamay well be in the interest of such jority of the nations of the world.
nations
solution would seem to be found,
Ohs to enter into relations with
sr countries in order to make therefore, in effecting a bridge conother
their
r
creative
of eative
genius known to vention between the two which
others,
irs :
"
would encompass the membership

Att the

1)

Oh, But I Do. ..... - .Witmark
Remick
Gal in Calico.,,.
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Maurice
I'll Close My Eyes
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH.
Huggm' And Chalkin'. .Hudson

countries

national copyright.

,

.

5,

Songs Will largest Radii Audiences

Shapiro-B
Old Lamplighter
For Sentimental Reason.Duchess
». .

known types of relationships beBy JEAN GEIRINGER
(Former officer f>f the Interna- tween countries for thfe protection
tional Confederation of Authors' Soof copyrighted works. The first recieties;
Director of Foreign Relationship is that established by a
"*
lations of BMI.)
At a time when the nations of the reciprocal agreement between two
world are moving rapidly toward
workable solutions of international
economic, political, and social problems, it would seem timely to review the general problem of inter-

Sellers

(Continued on page 53)
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VICTOR

JO STAFFORD
CAPITOt

INK SPOTS
DECCA

DICK JURGENS
COLUMBIA

RAY McKiNUY
majestic

TiD STRAIffff
SONORA

MCK UHA
MERCURY
BEl CASIHO
•

•

MANOR
and in all

transcription

library
Cane

*
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iyrh by Dorothy Dick
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COOt THE FLAME OP LOVE)

(Composer

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

of

"Symphony")

•

Prertcfi lyric
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'Smoke' Jefer Snarls

Suit,

Issue

May Mil Reach FpdameirtaJ Trial

then asked for a license for 200 performances of it on the basis of 2c accompanying the request with a
check for $4 each. Harms, through
Harry Fox, agent and trustee for
publishers in such matters, returned
the check and told Longines' the

was incorrect, stated the customary rate, and advised that any
other basis of payment would conrate

A

joker turned up in the suit
the U. S. District Court, New
York, last week over the song
"Smoke Gets In Your Eyes," which
figures to become a very important
test suit if and when it goes to trial.
Longines-Wittnauer tossed the action at T. B. Harms, asking a declaratory judgment to compel the
music publisher to accept payment
for the transcribed use of "Smoke"
on a radio transcription at the rate
of 2c per record. This is Contrary
to the accepted 25c per performance
rate exacted by publishers on their
own valuation since the 1909 Copyright Law does not specifically cite
transcriptions, which were then unknown, as a mechanical or any other
filed in

song is recorded, to protect their
mechanical rights.. The filing allows any record manufacturer to cut
it at will, so long as he pays the full
statutory 2c royalty rate. Until this,
filed,
or until the publisher
licenses the first recording of it, the
pub can restrict the tune's use for
records).
is

"Public Domain"

In this Case, however, the failure
Harms to file* a "notice of user"
on the tune despite the fact that it
has been recorded hundreds of
times, puts the "mechanical right in
the public domain." This is the way
attorneys interested in the case look
at the situation, and they feel it
allows Harms an avenue of escape
right.
from testing the transcription angle
Longines' contention that a tran- by the simple expedient of not description is the same as a mechani- manding payment for Longines' use
cal right as it applies to a popular of "Smoke" arid nullifies Longines'
recording may never be tested. It action.
seems that Harms has never filed a
Up until now, the publisher has
"notice of user" on "Smoke" with never asked Longines' for payment.
the Copyright Division at Washing- What occurred was that Longines'
ton (all pubs do this the first time a went ahead and recorded the tune,
of

i

SANTLY JOY

stitute an infringement.
Regardless of whether the above
circumstances allow Harms to dodge,
if it chooses, a test suit, or proves
that Longines' suit' has no solid
foundation in law due to the publisher's

failure

—Fox

to

"notice

file

.

LOUIS JORDAN CAN'T

gpes south on one-nighter tour Feb.
15 for first time in years.
."'Old
Lamplighter" song by Charlie To-

.

WORK FOR

MONTHS

2

Louis Jordan, knife - slashed on
Qoast on Feb. 26, won't be able to
work for nearly ttoo months. He

Pasadena hospital Monday (3)
and will restj hoping he can resume
with a date at Paramount theatre,

left

N. Y., in late April. His combo has
disbanded and will lay off until reformation.
Berle Adams, Jordan manager,
states Jordan will not bring any
charges against his estranged wife",
who did the cutting and who has
been released by police. According
to doctor who attended Jordan in
Pasadena, cuts on his left hand may
affect a nerve and may necessitate
an' operation in Jhe future.
What
keeps leader from working are
slashes about the lips which pre?
elude singing or sax- tootling.

Open

Wax

at

last

week

George Devine
King crew
Cab Calloway Mark
.

.Leeds took over from Sun Music
"My Dearest Uncle Sam"
....Teddy Powell and Little Jack
Little into music publishing biz together with -"Oh My Achin' Heart"
.Jerry Lewin moyed to Harms,
..
Inc., contact staff. .. .Louis Dreyfus
back to England yesterday (Tues...

the tune

day).

-

FIELDS

-

MARKS

.

.

.

.

.

.

set

Kansas City
Lee and Baby Lovett,

Julia

Recording

waves

.

,

.

hotel,

for National Records

will

.

.

.

Drum Room

hotel

and
Paul,

St,

ground

of the President
returns to St. Paul hotel,

home

crew's

... Vaughn

Camel troupe

stomping

Monroe and

in for one-nighter at

Municipal Auditorium
Count Basie orchestra played a home town
date with a dance in the Auditorium
.

.

.

Will Back orchestra take ovev in
.
the Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach
.

.

during February ... Frank Wilson
.

.

,

in

the

20's

who

of

.

THAT'S

.

MY

DESIRE

•

SOLD MY HEART
TO THi JUNKMAN
I

•

v

WHEN YOUR OLD'".
WEDDING RING WAS
New

York If

BE
£ YOll'U
^«i!lli^

...

.

MILLS MUSIC. INC.
1*1 * Broadway

with These great Hits from TRIANGLE

TRIANGLE MUSIC CORPORATION

..."

NEW

.

.

.

—

.

late

.

•'

wax

Gordon Dudero band winds up two months in

the

into the* Penguin Room of the
Continental* hotel
Hollywood
George Winsband has replaced O.zie Clarli
Tommy De Carlo, ex-BG trumpet, low
crew as the current resident band in
formed own eight-piece crew which
the Pla-Mor Ballroom.
bows Friday (7) at Pete Pontrelli's
terpalace
. Jack
McVea's combo
opens at Red Feather tonite (5)
Always Sung All Ways Popular
Hal McDonald,, oldtime Whiteman
MILLS PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

Around Gotham years has been studio musiker at
Hollywood. Feb. 4
Universal-International, opening muExclusive
Records,
Coast - born sic store here next week, selling and
waxery, will open a pressing plant servicing nothing but drums . .Desi
in or around New York by early Arnaz orch set for Feb. 7-9 and 14-16
spring. As soon as prexy Leon Rene stands at Aragon ballroom . .
finishes opening second plant here Vaughn Monroe, who opened last
next month he will scoot east to get night at Palladium, anxious to whack
project popping.
at pix; toward that end he "has hired
Only one other of the myriad.indie Russell Birdwell to pop off firecrackplatteries which have sprung up ers here and get him studio attention
here in past "five years ever exHorace Heidt says he will def.
.
panded to possessing an "eastern" initely re-form band after Feb. 15
plant, the' now bankrupt ARA,
when his contract with MCA expires.

ROCCO VOCCO

air-

Sher-

band, which just closed

Muehlebach

at the

Capital

soon hit the

artists,

for a local sponsor

man Hayes

band

.

COLLINS

.

for indof stand at
Hopkins, San Francisco, April 1.

.

bias was on shelf for six years; his
"That's Where I Came In," another
plug tune, is three years old....
Arnold Shaw, exploitation head for
Leeds Music, wrote music,' Rosemary
and Stephen Vincent Benet the lyric
to a new educational book for kids
made up of original tunes based on
and written around the lives of personalities prominent in U. S. history

drummer

Plant

.

1

.

Exclusive to

FILLED WITH MUSIC

MCA

Ballroom

-

NIGHT SHALL BE

of

New York

Heidt quit batoning nearly two
year*
ago after tiff with agenev. Burt
Charlie and Henry Tobias have a Overbeck,
bandbookcr," wealh
"Brother" song, written last year, ering siege of grippe; ditto Carl Von
which was then approved by the Ritter, his opposite at rival GAC
Teen-Agers band again' onc-nitine
Anti-Defamation League .... Four
around area ... Hal Mclntyre comNotes cut new sides for Internaing to Coast this spring, with Wil.
tional Records next week (15) .
liam Morris office now digging dates
Benny Goodman's first Capitol rec- Band
last here for stand at Palladium
ord to be released March 1... .. three years
ago
Gerald Wilson's
Johnny Bothwell orchestra resumes
recently formed crew into Billy
name band policy at Terrace Ball- Berg's,
vice Louis Jordan
Wilroom, Bronx, N. Y„ Feb. 26.... Millard Alexander arrived over weekwaukee blizzard cancelled Stan Kenend for a fortnight stay
Henry
ton one-nighter

and Harms and other
major pubs would like to See the
question settled once and for all.
user"
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TEX BENEKE
AND THE GLENN MILLER ORCHESTRA
featuring

GARRY STEVENS and THE MELLOLARKS
Repeat Winner

MARTIN BLOCK "MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM
ORCHESTRA POPULARITY POLL
For Second Time in

Currently

TREASURY BANDSTAND'

CAPITOL THEATRE
NfW YORK

One Year!

CBS COAST TO COAST
SATURDAYS 3:30 to 4:00 P. M.

EST

VICTOR RECORDS
Pqrional Manag&mifnt

GENERAL ARTISTS

CORPORATION

DON W. HAYNES
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cuarsxi OTA DATE

liquidate Cuff©

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Xavier Cugat might have inaugurated a name band policy of a sort
at the new Copacobana nitery here,
but he demanded his entire salary
for a four-week run, at $8,500 per,
in advance. Sam Rinella, who with
his partners spent around $100,000
getting the place going, couldn't see
Cugat's demand to put the coin in
escrow and dropped the plans,
Cugat would have opened Feb. 25
or 26 for four weeks, followed by
Rudy Vallee, who's drawing $V,500
weekly for his first cafe date in
years. He'll work as a single. Cugat's
date was being set by Associated
Booking Corp,, through Music Corp.

Band, Fix Plugs
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Free rides are over for all mo-

pictures and other entertainAt
ments, say local disk jockeys.
the second meeting of the Disk
Jockey Assn., formed to buck the
trend toward replacing pilots with
name bandsmen, etc., it was voted
by two dozen attending that cuffo
plugs in any form are out.
No mentions will be given unless
they are paid for announcements.
Nix applies to pix, ballrooms, theatres, niteries, etc., whether or not
recorded mus'c being played originates from a sock picture or if the
band or personality being heard by of America.
listeners is currently appearing at a Vallee.

tion

ABC

also

booked

;

local stand.
Group will also start an intensive
drive to corral all of the odd-50
here.
trade
plying
the
jockeys

Chuck Foster orchestra has had its
t'cked up at New Yorker

Hotel, N. Y. until April
continue into summer.

and may

1

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Benny Goodman has sold his
managerial interest in vocallist Art
to William Morris agency.
Four months ago chirp told Goodsey, who has long been known to be man, with whose band he worked,
Artists, that he wanted more coin and no
General
with
odds
at
more road trekking. Batoneer exRockTom
prez
GAC
with
huddled
plained he was under tight pact and
well Friday (81) afternoon. His conmust fulfill dates. Result was that
tract with GAC is up in September. Lund, in semi-huff, literally went
Rockwell would like a renewal,
into retirement.
Deal whereby Morris office takes
MCA Interested
thrush is an amicable settleMCA was deeply interested, too, over
ment, with Goodman due to receive
not only due to the talent it may unspecified slice of future booking
lose eventually to Facchine, Thayer fees. Primarily Morris here is atand Whittemore, but also due to its tempting to sell Lund to films, but
there is a possibility he will return
coveting the return of at least two
as a fixture on Goodman's airshow.
terest in the

new

MCA's

men:

1947

41

the business), but with a
thought to the talent they may lose
For example, Jimmy Dorto them.

Availably Rating

to

of the three latter

Major music publishers were
plenty burned last week upon finding copies of a tune being published
by Forster Music distributed on
tables at the Commodore hotel, N. Y.,
at the opening of Eddy Howard's
orchestra. Practice is against Music
Publisher's Contact Employees rules.

option

Mas-Art

— Continued from page

tion

5,

Leeds Music in New
BG PEDDLES MANAGER
Campaigii for Higher
TICKET ON AIT LUND

COIN DEMAND SNAFUS

LA. Disk Jocks

Lund

in-

may

organization

have switched Mus-Art's plans to
booking rather than managing. One
of MCA's top men is said to have

Leeds Music, which has been dor-

mant

in ths fight for a higher availability rating since its last rejection

by tB» American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers,
is
new campaign. Publisher
last week asked for an appointment
starting a

with the Society's publisher's

classi-

which governs

avail-

fication board,

ability-point boosts, to again argue
its case.

Twice in the past Leeds has been
upped from 750 to 1,000 points by

ASCAP's appeals

board, only to b»
to the lower figure by
the classification committee. At one
time it had thoughts of aligning with
Broadcast Music because of the deal.

knocked back

.

Dersey Bros. Pie Preem

Paul Whiteman will help' launch
the Mus-Art quartet that
would deal with them if they the state-wide premiere in Pennsylvania the week of Feb. 26 of the
went into management, but sepa- "Fabulous Dorseys," by working out
advised

MCA

not collectively.
In other a,two-way broadcast on his Wednesthe group set themselves day night show on the ABC net. As
it's planned, the Dorseys, Jimmy and
Tommy, will be at the Harrisburg
premiere of the picture, with PennThey will be
sylvania's governor.
cut into Whiteman's program, with
the latter in New York, and so secure a national send-off for the indie
picture, being released through UA.
In addition to the Harrisburg -premiere there will be unveilings in 50
or more Pennsylvania small-town
and key city theatres all on Feb. 26
or 27. All dates have been definitely
his connection with MCA. His conscheduled.
tract with that agency has four years
Reason
for
the - Pennsylvania
tc run and it's not likely that he
splurge of premieres is that the
will be freed from it despite his
Dorseys hail from Shenandoah, Pa.
appeal last week to the AFM. In the
Whiteman's participation in the idea
event he does, however, it's very
is due
to the fact that the two
possible that he would go over to
brothers once worked as sidemen
Mus-Art.
for him.

GiFIT

rately,

words,

up

if

a management organizationmiglit exercise its AFM-given
right to pass on or reject a manager
selected by an artist.
This
rule has never openly been used by
an agency; there have been whispers,
however, of one or two refusals by
an agency to do business with prospective handlers «f talent.
Talk. of Tommy Dorsey's possible
connection with Mus-Art is a lot of
conjecture, born of his dissatisfaction, for the umpteenth time, with

? 0 f y

< P

t.

as

MCA

AFM

Hit Tunes for February
(On Records)

ANOTHER NIGHT

LIKE THIS cm.*,)

•- Dsii Arnox-Vk. 20-2052
Dick Haym«-DK 23731
Herb Kern-Lloyd Sloop—Tempo 924
Hal Derwin— Cap. 336 *
Hal Winteri-Jo»« Morand—Apollo 1034
Alfredo—
Pan.-Amer. 076
Don

MAN, THE

BEST
V,.

.

(Vanguard)

U< Brown— Col.

37086
Vincent— Dec. 23749

(torn*

.

*

King Cole Trio— Cap. 304

*

Sunny Skylor— Mercury S004

COFFEE SONG, THE

Bands

~.

•

jv.ii.nt)

• King S»ter»-Vk. JO-1943
Louii Priroa-Moj. 7191
Andrew* Sitters-Doc. 23740
Freak Slncrtro—Col. 37089 •
Dorothy Claire— Enterprise 227~~

my

EV'RYBOD.Y loves

baby,

MY 8ASY
Tex Beneke—Vic. 20-1914
Three

(I

Sum—Maj.

LOVE YOU)

•

7180

Chuck
(Goode)

I'LL

AND GO HOME
•

(Cempbell-Porgie)

|

Hal Derwin— Cap. 288
Fields-Vic. 20-1962
Herbeck—Fogr Star 1132

Tommy. Ryan— Famous 7004

NEVER LOVE AGAIN (La

I'LL

ALL OVER

NOW

Show

at

'

5

...

0

Cover.'
Past

'
'

Week
.

Totul
Covers

On Date

2,450
2,225
1,425
2,100

.44,825
13.575
8,125
34,550
1,300
13,075

.

tl,300
1,125

Waldorf with Morton Downey; Ice Revue at

Yorker,

days.

Brutal 2,000.
Victor Lornbardo (Panther Room, Sherman; 950; $1.50-$2.50 min.). Lornbardo and Jan August replaced Thornhill Friday (31); fine 5,000 considering the elements.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Surprising upturn with good 4,500.
,

for n«w qriijt copiei
arron<j«m«nti, wfil« of

and
•'•

f

•

orroewto) <p..r)

Dinah Shore-Xavier Cugat— Col. 37090 * Andy Susssl!— Cap. 20933
* Tito Goizar—Mercury 6006
Desl Arnax—Vie. 20-2020

IT'S

Indicates Floor

*° 9

*sefS"
uS u

Chicago

Herbie
rtay

...

...12

(300; $1-$1.50).

PA

B V)V.O

Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 700; $1.50-$2.50 min,).
Took it on the chin from snow and sleet; poor 3,500.
Don McGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3^50 min.). Considering
weather McGrane did handsome 4,000.
Ramon Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; 2.50-S3.50 min.).

GET THE PAPERS

Midi Brother*— Dec. 23638
Brown-Col. 37066 •
Hal Mclntyre—Cosmo 507 •
Chop Fields— Vogue 764 •
Lot

5

Johnny Pineapple. Lexington

t 4

Skip Strahl-Emerald 106

GUESS

...

... 13

New

(D Ue h.»>

Eddy Howard-Mai. 1071 • Charlie Spivak-Vic. 20-1981
• Dinah Shore-Col, 37188
Ella rfiigeraid-Dec- 23670
King Cole Trio-Cap. 304 • Art .Kami-Vogue 781
• Brown Date— Manor 1041
Fro* Warren— Coemo 514

I

.,

*
V**C\>*
*oa«c«°«

*

B.O.'s
Played

,..16

Guy Lornbardo. Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2).. ..
Eddy Howard. .Commodore (400; $1-$1.50).
*

.

'

Hotel

Waldorf (400; $2)
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50).
New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)..

.

• Pied Pipers— Cap. 279
Gene Krupa—Col. 37078

FOR SENTIMENTAL .REASONS

Foster*.

Hotel

at

Weeks

Band
Emil Coleman*.
Jimmy Dorsey.

«us sons
1H*
fro*

ibmu

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Ever-solfd 3,200
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Brisk 3,100 covers.

New

tabs.

York 19

Cl'cifl

*-3W9

•

Peggy lee—Cap. 292
Charlie Spivak—Vic. 20-1*81
• Three Suns— Maj. 7203
Russ Morgan— Dec. 18922
• Vera Massfy— Diamond 2039
Orrin Tucker—Musicraft 15091
* Connie Haines— Mercury 3034
Frankie Carle— Col. 37146
• Jimmy Palmer— Arvid 7050
Jack Mclean— Coast 8002

MANAGUA, NICARAGUA
•

Freddy Martin— Vic. 20-2026

•

Kay Kyser— Col. 37214

Guy Lornbardo— Bsc. 23782
Gordon Trio—Sonora 3032

•

Two Ton Baker— Mercury*

(Encore)

Dick Peterson—Enterprise*

OPEN THE DOOR, RICHARD
•

Three Flames-Col. 37268
Jack McVea-B &
792

W

louis

Bill

•

Charlie Spivak—Vic*

Pied Pipers— Cap.*

RICKETY RICKSHAW MAN, THE iiw
•

Eddy Howard-Mai. 7192

Two Ton Baker-Mercury 3047

WE COULD MAKE SUCH
BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
»

Billy Butterfieldr-Cap.*

WHAT MORE CAN
'

I

Guy lornbardo— Mecca 23782

Frank!* Carle-Col. 37222
George Towne—Sonora 2002
Blue Barron— M-G-M*

ASK FOR?
•

•

Soon to be released

BROADCAST MUSIC
58C FIFTH 4VfNUf

NEW YORK

.

-

•

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

•

The Ballad Hif for 1947
*

Put Our

Let's

•

Dreams Together

(Los Angeles)

Al Donahue (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 4th wk.). Windup week
around
Stan Kenton opens tonight (5).
Art Kassel (Aragon, B, Ocean Grove, 9th wk.). Xavier
Cugat in again
on three-day weekend and pulled take to fairish 7,800.
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 4th wk.). Pallid
5 000
4,000, poor.

Victor:

CHARUS SPIVAK

Columbia: ELLIOTT

— with

or fewer.
Charlie Spivak (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 6th wk.). Final
frame touched
moderate '13,000. Vaughn Monroe opened last night (Tues.)

LAWRENCE

more to follow

—

'

10

N

Chicago. Feb. 4.
Biggest surprise in record biz here

few months is the rapid
"Open the Door, Richard."
which was not in the first

in the past

(London)

Jack McLean— Coast 8003
*

Chicago

Russ Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500: $2-$2.50 min.). Cushy 4,300 this miserable week.
Gay Claridge (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Top 6,500, snow or no.
Dick Jurerens (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Hefty 19,000.
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.)., Bad weather
.didn't dent;
pretty 5,000.
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Near top 18,000.

i

L

i

PAULL PIONEER MUSIC CORP.
'

•'

•:<

.-

i-M

;s

N

Y.

^-—i

'Richard' Rises in Chi

•

Monica Lewis— Sig. 15068

Hotels

.

ibmd

Vaughn Monroe-Vic. 20-2095

in

(Duch.„>

Count Basie-Vic, 20-2127
Samuels-Mercury 8029

•'

Jordan— Dec*

Location Jobs, Not

INC.
Y

HOLLYWOOD

rise

of

Platter,

twenty here previous to this week,
has soared to number one sales position. In last two weeks, sales reps
for Black & White Records reported
orders for Jack McVea rendition of
over 80,000 for northern Illinois
alone.

Other sales offices reported
ilar proportional sales.

sim-

AND $0 TO BED
(Johnny Mercer-fte&erf Mmmeit Oof an I
Recorded

ARTIE
Wirt MEL

fey

SHAW

TORHE and

His Mcltonc*

Musicraft Record No. 441

'

Wednesday, February

5,

1947

ORtHESTRAS-MIfSIC

400 OAR, N.Y,

Dove of Peace lies
At Western Ballroom

Int'l

PLAN FOR PAYOFF

Operators' Get-Together

Nat Moss' 400 club which
filed

last

Copyright
48 =

Music Notes

a Continued from page

week
wide

an involuntary petition for ar-

flow

of

protected

creative

*
rangement in the N. Y, federal court, works.
Hollywood, Jan. 28.
In order to build such a bridge,
Western Ballroom Operators' Assn. is proposing to pay off unsecured
creditors 24 cents on the dollar at however, the regulations of both
held a singularly placid meeting last the rate of 1% monthly. First
pay- conventions would have to be reconweek, from which two determinations ment to be made 30 days after ar- ciled. A recent Inter-American conference in Washington, which met
flowered. One is tc link up the or- rangement is accepted.
with similar midwest
Spot filed last week listing assets to consider revisions to the Panganization
American convention, sought to pregroup and the embryo eastern ops' of $505,500 and liabilities of $195,500. pare for the
possible future conThe arrangement petition also calls
association into a national body.
for full payment of wages, which is struction of such a bridge convenOther is for western one-nite pro- required by law, while secured tion. The success of their efforts can
only
be
determined
when and if
forcing
a lower- creditors including firsthand second
moters to -set about
mortgagees would get all their their findings are ratified by the reing of salary demands.
spective governments, which at the
Meeting here was characterized by dough. Under the plan, first mort- present time seems problematical.
gage holder would get $150 weekly
absence of a delegate from Music until total of
The Berne Convention
$30,000 is reached,
Corp. of America, although all other while the $20,000 second mortgage
Another solution to the problem
band bookeries were represented. would be paid out at the rate of might be found in the Berne ConBookers sat down with the ops, lis- $100 weekly. Spot also listed other vention, itself. Should a resolution
loans totaling $30,000.
be offered at the next revision contened for several hours to their tales
Club owes a total of $55,500 in ference of the Berne Convention to
of b.o. woe, and instead of tossing
taxes, of which $50,000 is owed the again accept members with reserthem a crying towel, explained that Federal
government, while N. Y. vations, it is highly possible that
they understood predicament and
state is owed $4,000 and the city, the friendly spirit of international
have done and are doing their best
cooperation which prevails today
$1,500.
to induce leaders to cut demands and
might influence favorable action.
The 400 club is continuing opera- Such action would at least offer to
gamble more on percentages. The
tions
until its petition for arrange14 ops present from all- over far west
all countries anxious to join in proment
is
acted
upon
with
Billy
Maxthus were mollified, but- after the
tecting literary and artistic propmeet they jointly resolved to h.eef to ted's orch. Spot in 1945 started using erty an opportunity to enter a conname bands during which time it vention in which many countries of
MCA for failure to send a rep.
used outfits of the calibre of Tommy all continents are presently members.
Idea of a national org of ballroom
Dorsey, Benny Goodman and others.
ops has possibilities. Hope is that a
A third solution to the problem
national group could approach the TD is said to be the only outfit would be to request the United NaAmerican Society of Composers, Au- which really made money for the tions, through UNESCO, to formuthors and Publishers arfd secure a cafe.
late an entirely new international
blanket licensing deal, such as has
convention in which all countries
been obtained by the national rollerwould participate from the beginrink group, Ice Showmen, Inc., and
ning, It is only fair to point out,
Williamson Temporarily
the American Hotel Assn.
however, that the time and effort
'

!

.

|

j

Bob Miller, national director of songpluggers' union, arrived in Hollywood Monday (3> on annual visit to solicit ads for program for sprirg
performance of "Finian's Rainbow",
Harry Hume joined Harry
Warren Music Co.'s Hollywood office. Hume formerly rapped Jewel on
Murray Lazar, once with Rudy Vallee Publ. Co., starting own pub
benefit

.

Coast

.. .Theodora
Lynch, lyric-soprano, pacted by Enterprise Records,
which also has bought from trustees of bankrupt ARA waxery an album
Lynch disked but were never
released. .. .Nacio Herb Brown, Jr., new Coast rep for Stewart Music
Co.... Dave Fleischer reviving "bouncing ball" musical film shorts....
Roy Acuff to Hollywood from his Nashville home to cut eight sides for
Columbia Records
limmy Hilliard, Mercury recording chief, on Coast
from Chi for batch of biseuiting.. .RCA-Victor last week waxed oatune
sessions with Roy Rogers, Sons of the Pioneers and Johnny Tyler.... Ben
Sefvin, Majestic recording director, slated for JCoast junket and flock of
disk sessions. .. .Tempo Records has propped a six-sided album featuring
Joe VenuU ... .Artie Wayne has sliced four new sides for Hucksters Records. .. .Betty Rhodes' contract renewed by RCA-Victor.
Formed some 13 months ago to handle the score of Jules Levey's "Abilene Town," which he wrote in collaboration with Fred Spielman, Kermit
Goell's Hudson Music trod a thorny path of adversity until Gocl] rewrote
Clancy Hayes' 23-year-old "Huggin' and Chalkin' " last September. Then
in the hole for $17,000, "Chalkin' " has since become Hudson's shot in the
arm with sheet sales in excess of 300,000 copies and 1,500,000 platters sold.
Used for years in a vaude routine by Jerry Lester, "Chalkin' " has the
dubious distinction of having been barred on NBC when first released last
fall.
It has been okayed by all others.

firm.

of six sides of Rimsky-Korsakov, which Miss

And His

required to draft such a new convention would be much greater than
one of the the time and effort required by the
numerous subsidiaries operated by other means suggested above.
The enactment of national and inthe Dreyfus publishing group, tem-

Shutters; Staff Shifted

GIVE YOUR

THAT
I

PROGRAM

Williamson

LIFT

porarily
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.
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.:•

MUSIC OF DISTINCTION

Music,

folded

last

week and

its

j
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MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP,

CARE THE AMBASSADOR
HOTEL-

,,u

Week

Columbus, Ohio

28 ,115A

FREDDY MARTIN--

Sixth

DESCHLER-WALLICK TlOTEL

a

governmental matter. But before
contact staff redistributed through governments will act it is imperative
other Dreyfus firms.
Closing of that the viewpoints of the many
Williamson was due to a lack of interested groups be reconciled. It
is expected that the creators, pubmaterial from the pen of Richard
lishers, the radio, motion picture,
Rogers and Oscar Hammerstein, who and recording industries, and all
have no Broadway or film produc- others vitally interested in copyright
tion plans immediate enough to war- protection will have to make conrant the expense of keeping the cessions. But no international probpublishing firm in operation.
lem has ever been solved peacefully
Staff was shifted to Crawford, without close cooperation
and, if
Chappell and T. B. Harms catalogs. necessary some sacrifices by all.

happy to
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Benay Venuta'i Vauders

Indie Agents'!® Press for Divorcement

COLE DANCERS SET FOR Ted Lewis

Benay Venuta, musicomedy comLATIN QUARTER, N. Y.
making her film debut for
Eagle-Lion, is due east in mid-May
Jack Cole, dance producer at Coyear's
for a week at Loew's State, N.Y., and lumbia pictures, who took a
edienne,

Of Agency-Beakers at Next

ARA Meet

Press agent Frank Law, together
with Charles Robinson and Sam
Meisler, has taken over the operation of the Crest Room, N. Y. Law
previously handled publicity for the
spot, while Robinson at one time was
general manager of the Brooks Costume Co. and Meisler a hotel 'oper-

theatres controlled by such offices.
Blowoff on the situation is expected to come at the next meeting
of the Artists Representatives Assn.,
date of which is still to be set.
"Situation has become especially ator.
acute for the indies since the drop
Law's publicity biz is handled by
in cafe business.
With the slack in his wife, Betty, and Albert Bay'ne^
act
employment because" of the
slump, their has been a discernible
shift in talent affiliations, with the
Tosses
indies reported getting the worst of

Adams, Newark,

it.

forms which would permit them to
hold on to their acts, as well as set
talent into the spots controlled bj>

combo

offices.

At one time the American Guild
of Variety Artists forced a divorcement policy oh the agents when
affected its first agreement
with ARA. One office, the William

AGVA

Morris agency, had Lawrence Golde
and
give up his headquarters at
transfer to the Edward Sherman
office.
It was also prepared to give
up its lucrative cafe booking department, but in a last minute fight
by ARA, AGVA dropped that de-

WM

mand.

The

indies'

especially

agitation,

of late, is
against theatre

directed

New

A

*

.

York, Miss Venuta

Trio of Partners Take
—which columnist Earl
Over Crest Room, N. Y. sublease—since their

of their talent can be wooed
to the combo offices by the prospects
of playing some of the spots and

the

in

(Mrs. Armand- Deutsch) will probably shutter her Park ave. apartment

much

Indie percenters aren't hopeful of
getting complete seperation of booking and agenting functions, but see
the possibility of affecting some re-

•

Capitol, Washington.

While

Agitation
for
divorcement
o£
agenting and booking functions of
talent agencies is being pressed by
indie agents. They feel that situation is reaching thei point where

Vaude for Pix Policy

home

is in

Beverly

Wilson

Hills.

may

permanent
Deutsch

is

president of Story Productions.

—

_

Mile.

<

Boyer Solo Act For

ing Monday (10). It's the first time
in the history of the Barney Josephson spot that a single performer will
carry the show. Mile. Boyer goes in
at $2,500 weekly.

Palm

Island, Fla.

•

Morris Stoller Shifting
To Coast Morris Agcy.
Morris Stoller, comptroller for the
William Morris agency's IT. Y. office,
will transfer to the Coast branch
March 3, where he'll- take on sim-

Monday

(3).

Brief, directed against Hotel Sherman Corp., and "John Doe," the
waiter, charges that Lewis' fists were
flying in self-defense as the waiter
became rough after being asked to
bring a table instead of a tray in
serving breakfast.

According

George

to

R.

Bieber,

Lewis' attorney, the waiter started
fight- which netted a plaster cast
and skinned leg for Lewis, who is
currently heading Latin Quarter revue here.

ilar duties.

its

VANGUARD

Talent Agcy.

Sissle's

Albany, Feb.

NEW YORK

theatres

(Indefinitely)

Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMERICA

native

their

COMEDY

country.

to play the

Tivoli circuit starting in

May.

William Morris agency set the deal
with Sam Kramer, Tivoli's U. S. rep.

PATTER
For All trait eke* of Theatriecrit

FUN-MASTER
French Ballet Due

Not,

Paris, Jan. 25.

Ballet

Champs-Elysees, premiere French dance troupe, is reported booked for a New York season in late spring. Arthur Lesser
will handle booking.

Troupe

des

is

headed

by

Sissle has obtained a charter of incorporation which listed capitalization at $5,000.

1

22

thru

GAG

FILES

$1.00 each

<g>

"BOOK OF BLACK-OUTS"
3 Vols. @ $20.00 Per Vol., er
$50.00 for 3 Vol*.

"BOOK OF PARODIES"
10 Sock Parodies for $10.00

"HOW TO MASTER

ballerina

THE CEREMONIES"

Yvette Chauvire and Roland Petit.

(How

4.

to Rn an Emcee)
$3.00 Per Con y

No

If en
C.O.D.'b on any material!
route, also send permanent address.

Saranac Lake

York.

ElBERT PERRY

in

Troupe has been pacted

Noble Sissle, Negro bandleader, is
set to open a talent agency in New

NOW
Mancgemant:

Schaefer to hit the spot in April in
support of Sophie Tucker. Comic is
currently playing the Latin Quarter,

theatre,

drop

ing for buys, and will return to the
U. S. March 20. "Annie" is first show
on Williamson's 1947 schedule, to
preem in Sydney in May. Cast will
include U. S. and Aussie players,
to avoid conflict with Aussie Equity.

Personal

CM, After Alleged Assault

Stoller was originally slated to
In permitting Mile. Boyer to be
Newark, is slate.i
Reed's N. Y. Nitery
make the Coast trip late last year,
vaude shows around the sole performer on the bill, Jo- but several resignations in the
Billy Reed, former producer at
the trend alMarch 13, but will resume talent dis- sephson is following
accounting
department of the N. Y. the Copacabana, N. Y., is set to open
established in the cafe applays in the fall. Vaude layoff this ready
office
delayed
the
move.
Little Club, Feb. 22 with Doris
his
singers.
Gallic!
year is earlier than usual, inasmuch pearance of top
Day headlining".
Charles Trene't, who started as part
as house has insured a supply of
show at the Embassy,
Spot, located on the site of Radio
spring and summer pix with a re- of the floor
Maxim's,
N.
Y.,
Expands
soon became the entire
Frank's, will operate on a continucently concluded pact with Univer- last year,
Maxim's, nabe cafe. in the Bronx. ous entertainment policy.
Jean Sablon occupied
floor show.
sal-International.
the floor exclusively at the Wedg- N. Y., long regarded as a developing
Until last year, house went dark
wood room of the Waldorf-Astoria spot for comics, will resume full
in May, but last summer, experiweek
operation
Feb.
DIAMONDS' BRIT. VAUDEBS
12. Cafe is curand the Versailles.
mented with summer showings of
rently operating three days weekly
Diamond Brothers have been
major pix. Policy was successful,
starting Fridays.
signed for British vaude dates to
,
and with the U-I pact, is closing
'Dream Girl' Skedded
Opening show under expanded open for Harry Lowe in London
earlier than usual to go into film
around April 11.
Comics are repolicy.
For Aussie Production policy jnot yet set.
ported getting 200 pounds weekly.
E. J. Tait, head exec of J. C. WilDeal arranged through Al Grossliamson Theatres, Australia, has
HESZ0GS BACK TO AUSSIE
man.
BOTH AARONS AGENTING
bought "Dream Girl" for presentaThe Herzogs, Australian aero act
former tion Down- Under, with final papers
Ruth Hughes Aarons,
who have been in the United States
singer and who at one time did a tc be signed by his N. Y. agent, Dorsince pre-war, have signed to play

Adams

to

bookers who have lists of their own.
tennis act, has deserted per- othy Stewart, when drawn up. Tait,
contended that a 15bmplete table
It's
of being an who also bought "Annie Get Your
avenue of revenue is being closed former ranks in favor
agent.
Gun" and "Born Yesterday" for
to them. They threaten to break the
She has joined the Henry Hermann Aussie presentation, is leaving today
situation through ARA unless vol(Wed.) on the Queen Elizabeth for
office.
untary reforms are Instituted.'
Europe.
He'll gander London shows look-

VILLAGE

100G

leave of absence to go back to terpChicago, Feb. 4.
ing, has been signed for Lou Walters'
Ted Lewis added a few more dents
Latin Quarter, N. Y., starting March
16.
Cole, who comes in with a to his topper last week when he
troupe of eight dancers, is currently mixed dukes with a Sherman Hotel
playing the Chez Paree, Chicago. He waiter, resulting in a broken thumb
for. which Lewis .is asking $100,000
gets $2,500 for his LQ stint.
in a suit filed in Circuit Court here
Walters has also signed Eddie

Cafe Society Uptown, N.Y.
Lucienne Boyer, who arrived in
last week on the S.S.
America, will be the sole entertainer
at Cafe Society Uptown, N. Y., start-

New York

Files

Suit Vs. Hotel Sherman,

By. Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 4.
Gang shocked over the passing of
Mathea Merryfleld in Stockton, Cal.
During her stay at the Rogers she
founded the monthly magazine,. "We,
The Patien',3," and was its first editor.
She also created a fund for the
welfare of patients.
Birthday greetings

are

in

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54th

St..

New

York If. N.Y.

order

Kitty Bernard, Rose Hanken,
James McCarthy, Hugh Carney and

to

Moe

'
Gould.
Will Rogers Memorial Hospital
was again rated among the first
three Institutions to meet the approval of the American College of
Surgeons, again holding its past
reputation as a top sanatorium.
Chester Lalis motored in from the
Eig-Town to bedside his brother,

...::::::;i::;:;mm

Bill

doing

(Warner Bros.) Lalis, who is
o.k., and was recently upped

HELM

and

'Corned;'

HOWARD

Dance

Antics'

Currently

365 CLUB,

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Dir.:

MASTS ROSEN

for pix.

Jack

Adams,

Montreal

booking

agent, took time out to mitt some
of the gang; ditto for Jack Philhps, ex-colonyite, who is angling
for a niterv here.

Among the strictly in bed ozoners
who were upped for pix and visit-

Who
A

hits the

top

.

.

.

singing his

own

ing privileges are Isabelle Rook,
Kitty Bernard, William "Whitey"
Mathews, The Amazing Mr. Ballantine and Laura Sloan.
Bruce Bairnsfather did a onenighter here and took time out to
mitt and cheer Up the gang with
his timely stories.
Among those progressing nicely
with the bed routine are Helen LeClaire Carlson, Eddie Slagus, James
McCarthy, Garry Vandermast, Kitty Bernard, Margie Regan and Sam

top hitst

Schulman.
Rufus Weathers, who graduated
from here, back to* work as operator
at the Grandview, Louisburg, N. C.
Archie Ormsby, musician, who
beat the rap here, is working again
in a Chicago nitery.
He was at
one time a member of the musical
act, CahUl & Ormsby.
(Write to those who are 111.)

whose charm and personality are clicking with audiences
Ranch© Vegas in Las Vegas to the Roosevelt Hotel in New
Orleans » . , from Miami and the Lookout House, Covington, Ky., to
stylist

from

*

£1

the Midwest ... on his current route!

Feb, 5th
Feb.
bookings

MARRY

fil©$$

New

Theatre, Miami teach
Keuso, .Covington, Ky.

York City

Offering

Opening JTeo. 14, KAKI.K. PHII A.
DIB.: MATT* UOSKN

THEATRICAL ATTORNEY
EXPERIENCED
Withes to associate with an established
theatrical agency for mutual benefit.

Sox V 183. 11$ W, 42nd

St..

N.Y. 18

,

Management Counsel
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VAUDEVILLE

AGVA

Names Snaring

Drafting

New

ANNUAL ACTORS FUND

Code to Curb Agents

BENEFIT GROSSES 15G

Actors Fund benefit at the Matheatr*. N. Y., Sunday (26)
New code of ethics which Ameri- grossed $15,000 which included procan Guild of Variety Artists is ceeds from the souvenir program.
working out for the smaller agents Most tickets were sold to a suband club bookers is expected to be scription list at premium prices.
drafted within the next few weeks,
Affair was produced by a commitHeavy investment in name talent when latter 'will be called in for tee which included Arthur Hopkins,
signaturing about the same time their chairman; Vinton Freedley, Walter
lay Broadway bonifaces has virtually
new AGVA agent franchises are Vincent and Marcus Heiman.
put the Stem in the prosperity issued.
Those who appeared included
Cafe business, which
brackets.
Main point in the new code will Gracie Fields, Lew Parker, Ed Sulpicked up appreciably during the curb practise of some agents in livan, Sid Caesar, Frank Fay, Bernpast five week* has in many cases, bicycling acts pacted on club dates ice Parks, Mary Small, Basil Rathapproached the highs set during the to other than the pacted date and bone, Robert Merrill, Blanche Yurka,
short payoffs for the additional ap- Walter Greaza, and part of the show
boom war years.
pearances. Such practises have been from the Latin Quarter, N. Y.
The Vanity Fair which preemed
chronic,
according to the union,
Friday (31) with a show topped by
among unfranchised agents whom
Niesen,
anticipates
a
Gertrude
AGVA up to this time' had not at$50,000 gross for its first week of
tempted to bring into the fold Frolics, Miami, Reopening
operation. Spot had one of the bigthrough stress of more important
gest opening nights in years and did
Snarled by Salary Claims
union matters having precedence.
SHO over the weekend. If the 50G But
now at the instigation of AssoFrolics,
Miami,
which folded
total is reached, Miss Niesen who's
ciated Agents of America, official couple months ago after two weeks
in on a $7,500 guarantee and perorganization of the smaller agents operation, is reportedly ready to
centages over $42,000, will go into
and club bookers, AGVA has stepped make another try with burlesque
percentages.
in for their protection and will now policy floorshow. New financing has
and Johnson show at require all agents be
01s$n
franchised been interested and only remaining
Nicky Blair's Carnival is similarly either under group arrangement
via hitch on reopening is the insistence
Gross is re- AAA or individually.
hitting top business.
of American Guild of Variety Artists
ported near the $49,500 pulled durBicycling complained about in- that before talent union okays spot,
ing it's preem session, while the volves agents who
book a team for operators must settle several claims
Latin Quarter is consistently cashier- $60 for an individual
date, add two on unplayed contracts on the previing around $39,000. Diamond Horse- others and give
the act $75 for trio ous foldo.
shoe biz has- also picked up ap- of dates although
reportedly collect-"
Spot had sufficient cash up with
preciably, although figures werefit ing
full price on all.
Enfranchised AGVA to cover a week's salary on
revealed.
agents are said to have had a field the previous operation.
This was
Other
Broadway
spots
have day on this up to now and prac- paid' off by the union when spot
picked up somewhat, but aren't tically with immunity unless acts
folded. However* after payoff it was
showing appreciable profits.
thusly treated brought their beefs learned that several unplayed conto the union.
tracts had been issued, which had

On

Top Grosses In

Bway

'Bicycling' Acts

INTERNATIONAL
SINGING STAR

'

BROWN HOTEL
KENTUCKY

most

comprehensive

in

,

records at Lou
Walters' L. Q. first week, Natch!"

7.

Martha Raye slated for her first
Philadelphia cafe date in some years
when she opens at the Latin Casino.

*

St..

N»

Y.

C.

PL

9-7470 March

.

.

.

smashed

all

and
'*.

busting

all

Engagement

busted the record seating of 604
diners, hitting the high water
With 237 people
of 716!

unable to get

*

"He

in."

.

.

ED SULLIVAN,

.

N. Y. World-Telegram.

Daily News.

"In his Latin Quarter appearance Cohen's material ... is clean
and according to his exit hand is
very much in demand by the auhe's
encores
dience
. . two
.

.*.
got terrific yooks ... a
better selling job . Cohen is not
.

.

low."

The
"Myron Cohen had one of the
biggest openings in history in his
Broadway debut at the Latin
Quarter. The room was packed.
Wnlters had to cut off reserva-

KITTY DAVIS'

tions 24 hours before.

"The smash

"Myron

Marimhht

.

.

JANE

GEORGE

,

JOHNSON

.

skilled

Is

.

.

York Rep— HARRY GREEN

In

.

L.

proves

Q.

VIRGINIA FORBES, N.

business

Myron

Is

along
rafters

.

.

.

.

.

They cheered

AIRLINER

at the
a very

funny guy, which we knew

Miami Beach

all

to the

."

FEB. 12-25

LEE MORTIMER,

.

GUEST

HELD ©VIM -KING EDWARD HOTEL, Toronto
Now

Cohen

putting over his stories at the
new star
gives a
L. Q.
singular demonstration of enter."
taining
.

Billboard.

Variety.

24.

Bach fo Boogie

.

caricaturist, he Is a character
actor ... a genuinely funtfy fel-

.

'SENSATIONAL-TWO-ACT REVUB'

lovely lady
of Song

.

a

okay."

JOSE,

He's

ROBERT W. DANA,

stay over, but Cohen must open
at Kitty Davis' Miami' Beach on
Feb. 12th."

weekly earning capacity.

figure

.

and incidents, I could listen to
them for much longer than the

"Lou Walters trying to get record-cracking Myron Cohen to

fame as a raconteur
has established himself to a four
,

.

standard comedian's gags.
just right for the L. Q."

and

".

'

one of those born story
tellers with a natural sense of
mimicry
Myron is a good entertainer. They say he has hundreds of stories. Well, they sound
so funny and obviously so accurately are taken from real people
is

.

records at L. Q.

mark

from the Warner lot, starting Feb.
14. Alan Hale and Martha Vickers
will stay for a three week engagement while Dane Clark will appear
opening day.
Cab Calloway was originally set
to go in, but date has been put back.
be "That Way With
will
Pic
Women" (WB) in which Clark plays
one of the leads.
orch is set to open
Prima
Louis

.

and proving the biggest laugh hit
of seasons. Sunday night, Cohen

.

57th

wheeling bankroll. The Las Vegas
clubs with incomes buttressed by

In on Riviera, Ft. Lee proceeds from adjoining casinos, are
Murray Weinger, operator of the so far getting the greater number
Copacabana, Miami Beach, may be- of top talent.
come associated with Bill Miller in
Las Vegas Plunging

".

Strand theatre, N. Y., has "booked
a show to be headlined by players

March

139

currently able to get the top layer
of film names because of the free-

Weinger Reported Buying

LOU WALTERS' LATIN QUARTER, New York
Where He Was Accorded These Splendid Notices

Trio of Warner Filmsters
Into Strand, N.Y., Vauder
Showbie!
* J»« Catalog JTOEE!
w Exclusive material onr specialty!
J. & H. KLEINMAN
2S-3I-K 30th Road, L. I. City 2, N. Y.
Telephone: Astoria 8-

gross hits $48,000.

Rooney is the second filmster to
be used at the Copa this season.
Danny Kay e just completed a twoassistant, Howard Bruce to Ketter- week stint there at $20,000 per week.
Cafes are also tapping the coning's slot on Coast.
Katherine Dunham, who
Bill Frederick will continue to cert field.
head the N. Y. layout.
Office is terped in longhair emporia, is slated
planning a series of additions to to go into La Martinique, N.Y., Feb.
strengthen the agency. Transfer and 13 for .two weeks. This sepia dancer
addition of personnel has hitherto recently started a vaude tour, and
been delayed until the decision on will go into the Roxy theatre, N.Y.,
its injunction battle with Charles at completion of her La Martinique
Yates came down. FB sought to re- stand.
Ability of cafes to pay top dough
strain Yates from working elsewhere
until his 10-year FB- contract was is causing many filmsters to lose
their disdain for bistro work. Spots
completed.
in Las Vegas and Miami Beach are

Just Concluded Eminently Successful

TORONTO, CANADA

largest,

when

MYRON COHEN

July

on the ground.

Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
* Draw from onr library, one of the

Beach, Feb: 28, at $16,500 weekly,
out of which he'll pay two acts.
calls for percentages

Rooney's deal

'

seated," etc.
Meantime Carroll is collecting
$40,000 annually from a parking lot

UNG EDWARD HOTEL

Names

PERSONAL MCI

Hollywood, Feb. 4.
Earl Carroll figures building restrictions will ease sufficiently by
July to permit start on his 7,000capacity de luxe picture theatre
which adjoins his present nitery on
and Vine.
Charles
P.
Sunset
Skouras (National Theatres) would
be associated in this super-Radio
City Music Hali type of theatre, to
include plenty of parking, a general
indoors market "to sell 'em everything While they're waiting to be

Opening Febroory 24th

AGENCY OF FB

Tom Kettering, Frederick Bros,
veepee in charge of the artist dept. on
the Coast, will transfer 'to the N. Y,
office next week. Shift was made by
L. A- Frederick, head of the Coast
office,
who has upped Kettering's

PROSER MAY ENTER

On H wood De Loxer in

Opening February 7th

NX

far

The tall coin of night clubs has
been luring film names with increasing rapidity.
Latest to be pacted
for niteries is Mickey Rooney, who
opens at the Copacabana, Miami

KETTERING SWITCHING

TO

On

Still

operation of the Riviera, Ft. Lee,
Spots in that area have booked
N. J. Weinger and Miller were at Abbott and Costello at $15,000 weekone time partners in the operation ly, Andrews sisters at $12,500 per.
of the MB Copa.
Gracie Fields came out of semi reRiviera, currently in a form of tirement to play a Las Vegas spot
receivership in which Miller has a and since then has been wowing
not been included in the security up
six-month period to pay off debts
Union has leveled incurred in its first season of opera- audiences in vaude and cafes.
with AGVA.
The big money offered by the nitpayment
nitery
demands
against
and
tion, Will reopen in May with a eries may be able to lure other
of these claims, no matter who name policy.
names into the cafe field, "Agents
operates new venture, before givAttempt to interest Weinger in are constantly pressuring topliners
FIELD ing
sanction on reopening.
the deal is seen as a bid to attract to hit the personal appearance trail.
Monte Proser, operator of the Cofresh dough into the venture. Nego- With the five figures being preferred
pacabana, N. Y., and who \vill soon
Jane Pickens slated to succeed tiations have now been in progress it's becoming increasingly more difopen another Copa in Hollywood, is Morton Downey at the Wedgwood for several weeks, and no final deal ficult
for the names to refuse. Ultiplanning to enter personal manage- room of the Waldorf-Astoria hotel,
has been set yet. Miller is currently, mately, agencies hope to get the
ment business.
Proser, currently N. Y, starting Feb. 24.
operating the Embassy, N. Y.
stars to play boites at lesser dough.
Co. producing the film "Copacabana,"
has already signed Bill Shirley, singer now at the N. Y. Copa, and plans
to pact others.
Proser aims to pact likely film
material for future productions and
who can be developed through cafe
appearances.

Carroll Expects to Start

LOUISVILLE,

Rush

'roves Gold

.

<

SONIA CORTIS

Mickey Rooney's Miami late at 16^6

jestic

ffiteries

55

Y. Sun.

Daily Mirror.

And

returning for on addi-

tional
Personal

HARRY ABLER.

Management

165 West 46th Street,

'

New

*

York

25.

two weeks on March

.

Wcdawwby,

56
pounded

whistled,

and

cheered

finished.
Miles, with this engagement, adds
to his stature. On in the tough spot

Vanity Fair, N. \.
Joe Howard presents Gertrude
Neisen in "Affairs of Vanity Fair";
staged by Donn Arden; songs by Ted
Murry and Charles Tobias; costumes, Mme. Berthe, designed by
Bob Mackintosh; features Bob Williams, Hal LeRoy, Jan Murray, Bob

following Miss Tucker, he gets them
from the first line and keeps them
howling throughout. Stuff is Ins
Miss Niesen, of course, gets- the standard mixed with new, and inmajor playing time, and it all leads cludes his kidding of Miami Beach
up to "I Wanna Get Married." the and its high costs the western pic
hit song she did a couple of sea- satire, a funny twist on "You Made
sons ago' in the Broadway musical, Mj Love You" and his dissertations
"Follow the Girls." The headliner on horses, gin rummy playing and
requires better routining than was comic strips. His ad libs and afterpresent at the show caught: for in- piece with Miss Tucker and Bobby
stance, it's off-base for her to open B :en added to the yock effect he
get laugh*.

And

that's still the

too many payoff lines for the
ultimate effect. It's as if she realizes
how obvious the comedy lines are,
and thus can't take them seriously.
When Miss Niesen, however, belts
out those tunes with the throatiness
that has distinguished her through
the years, there are few who can

away
Take

their

On

new

joint, for instance.

the site of what until recently
was the Zanzibar, where an allcolored stageshow policy was the

thing, Howard and Erbe didn't wait
for the Zanzibar policy to catch
The highly-geared
them short.
Zanzy was played out after almost reach an audience the way she does".
four years and immediately came When she stops clowning and gets
plans for the current type of opera- down to the basic essentials of tiption. Namely, the Vanity Fair, with ping her larynx her voice achieves
an all-white show.
a new stature, especially in that
couple of weeks, the Zanzibar Jolson bit, where she hits a high

—

In a

be illuminated further mark exceeded only by her payoff
flown Broadway, on another site, "Married" number.
There are lessers in this show who
where the partners will operate the
Zanzy all-colored entertainments on also contribute neatly: Bob Kennedy
a more modest scale. It's a case of goes over as the production numbers
knowing just when to make the singer; Danita does Latin songs and
twitch. And it takes courage, too, to some mild cooching in the Latin engo in for a new type of operation at semble layout; Fisher and Fletcher,
this time*. when nitery biz has be- with production interpretative danccome rather erratic all over the ing, and the beaut Corinne Anderson,
A venture, incidentally, as song and dance leader in the encountry.
that probably costs in the neighbor- semble numbers.
Ted Murry and Charles Tobias
hood of $17-18,000, which is certainly
have written an original score that
high these days for talent.
especially the opening
Now the show. Gertrude Niesen is is tuneful,
Young and Foolish Heart,"
the star. Featured are Jan Murray, "My
Hal LeRoy, and Bob Williams. Add sung by Kennedy. Boyd Raeburn's
band plays a neat show, while Monto that the bands of Boyd Raeburn
equally
and Monchito plus a flock of other chito's Latin outfit plays
for the customer hoofing.
able performers, and you've got a well
Kahn.
layout that looks like a million on
paper. If it doesn't always run oft'
that way chalk it up to an insuflleaeheomber,
ficient playing time. Give it another
Miami Beach, Jan. 31,
week, and let Miss Niesen take some
Sophie Tucker with Ted Shapiro,
direction on the type of songs she
Breen, Jack
should choose (along with her gen- Jackie Miles, Bobby
Stanton, Betty Luster; Line (7), Joe
eral routining), and this will be a
Candullo Orch (10), Del Toro Orch
topflight layout.

name

WEEK OF FEBRUABY

pay-

off.

Kennedy, Danita, Welle Fisher & Ron
Fletcher, Corinne Anderson, Line,
Boyd Kaebwrn Band uiith Ginnte with an Hawaiian chant, then into
Poioell, Monchito's Rfiumba Orch;
a Russian melody before she does
$2.90 minimum.
for the first time an American pop,
whose choice, by the way, still isn't
When it comes to showmanship strong enough to get her into high.
and an awareness for audience And when she does the usual boyvalues, credit Joe Howard and Carl girl stuff with Le Roy, Williams and
ISrbe with more than just a casual Murray, consecutively, she throws

will

on audiei.ee.
Breen proves a surprise in the
manner in which he. clicks. Still
left

possessed of a neat pair of pipes, he
makes a personable, heart-warming
juve, earning' solid returns with
"September
"Anniversary Song,"
Song," "Blue Skies" and "To Each
His Own" among others. Youngster
Ci.n hold down a spot in any production, gauging his work here.
Looks good and the appeafis there.
Production wise the proceedings
build nicely tJ topliners appearances. Betty Luster toe dances in
sock "fashion v.hile Jack Stanton
song-taps the production numbers
all
lookers
niftily. Line gals are
and handle their routines compe-

Charleys Laskey
Malson
Gil

Tower

St F Yalett
Corps de Ballet
Rockettes
Sym Ore , \„

T

Tap & Toe
Stump St Stumpy
Boxy (I) 5
Grade Fields
The Debonairs
'Hp,

Phil Brlto
Bedell St Maltaon

Sully

& Vanya

Strand (W)
Ray English
Coles & Atkins

1

Charlie Barnet Ore

(FOLLOWUP)

Thoi'Bon
Robertas Circus
Stic

Monte Proser, who has virtually Primrose & Gold
Sis
assumed the status ot an absentee Morgan
BROOKLYN
owner ever since he started to em- Flntbush (I) 8-8

selection of boff talent for his Copacabana. Via long distance, he's pact-

ed Irwin Corey and Kitty Kallen
to supplant Sid Caesar and Gale
Robbins. With the substitutions, the
original potency,

and remains one of the better nitery
buys in town.
Inclusion of Miss Kallen in the
show makes the song department the

Ted Claire
The Delrios
The Blue Flames
Don Corey
Edwards Sis
Jigsaws
Vernon & Draper
Sunny Sparks
St

Leasellis

Ray

Majestic

(I)

The Kayos
Don Hooton
The Hollys
Adams St Vaughn
Conearoos
10-18

Wyoming Duo
Walter Walters Jr
Kathlyn Byrne 3
Bob Shepard
Tanit Ikao

Marion't's

Dobas Duo
Pepper Shakers

Carman

6

<I)

Pierre Cartler
The .Tacksons
Ferdinand the Bull

Ray

Sc Nardo
Earle (W> t
Duke Ellington Ore

Fred Douglas

TIP* TAP and TOE

len,

,NOW PLAYING

Direction: EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
1501 'Broadway, New Yerk

1

i

'

My

.

La Martinique,

3V.

PROVIDENCE

Charles Masters
'

Metropolitan (I) 7-9

BALTIMORE

Hippodrome <l) 6
The Workmans
Wally Boag
The Nonchalants
State

6-8

(I)

Randall & Bank
Walter Walters
Bob Shepard

Gene Krupa Ore

READING
Rajah (I) 6-8
Lawrence O
Lee Davis
Elliott

Anthony

Alomas Ha wall am
The Chnnteurs

O

Allya

Sc

lieotfard

Village

Ina

T G Revue
Frankla Hyere
Pat Harrington
Johnny & George
Chavez Ore

R

Dorothy Douglas
Eddie Gitibs
Vanity Fair
Gertrude Niesen
.

Havana-rtnilrld

Jan Murray
Hal LeRoy

Paco Reyes
Clrltn liar

Luis tiel CamTw
Carlos Varela Ore

Belmont-Plaaa

Boston (R) 6
Hal Mclntyre Ore

Barr St Estes
Eileen Barton
Sing Lee 3

Tommy Hanlon Co SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Gate (R)
Ray & Harrison
Wally Blown
BOSTON
P Franks & Janyce
Cy Reeves

BOI

BROOK

NI)

Brook (f> 8-9
Pepper Shakers
Ruth Wells -

Van

Billy

,

(two to mi)

CAMDEN

Towers

(I)

1-9

J

Larry Daniels
Barto Sc Stan
3, Kanftzawas

WASHINGTON
Capitol (L) 6
& B Paysee

Bob Hopkins
Bonnie Baker
Walton

CHICAGO

Chicago (P) 7

Bob Crosby Bd
3

The Kemmye
The Vikings
Sully Sc Thomas
Johnny Ladder Co.

& Barry

Perry

L & L Bernard

Town

SPRINGFIELD
Court Bis <I> 6-9
Katherine Chang
Alan Ames

Criers

Dunhills

Hotel Commodore
Eddy Howard Ore

New Yorker

Chuck Foster Ore
Marlon Spelman

& O'Rourke

Howard (I) 7
Buddy Rich
Roy Eldridge
Coleman Hawkins

Oriental

6

(I)

Clyde McCoy Ore
Maurice Roeco
Jack Leonard *
Wells & i Fayes
Regal (V) 6

Woo Woo

Bd

Billy Eclistlne

Choeolateers
George Prentice
Pete Nugent
"

HARTFORD

State (1) 7-9
Vlvlnn Blaine

WOONSOCKET

New Park

Girl

Copacabana

Chuy Reyes Ore
Arne Barnett Ore
Corney Twins
.Timmle Burrcll

Marianne
Hotel Bismarck
Joseph Sudy Ore

Cn fe hiulor
(Downtoivn)
Olivette Miller
Phil LeeilH
CIIH Jackson

Josh White
I

C Heard Oro
Cafe Society

(Cptown)
Jules

Muriahln

Dorolhy Jsrilao
Susan Reed
Roberta Lee
Dave Martin 3

Edmund Hall
Carnivni
Olaen & Johnson
Beatrice Kay
Puppets
C St T Valdez
Blackburn Twins

Salici

Michael Edwards

McManus Ore
Reld Ore.

China Doll
George Wong Tr
Frances Chun
Tal Sings

Sis
Sol Klein Ore
Mack Triplets

palmer House
Grid Williams Ore
Dorothy Shay
F S7 B Barry
Acromaniacs
ADboft D'ncera (1!)
Bio Cabana
Montero & Yvonne
Jerry Lester
Eddie Fena Ore
Berry Bros.'
Hotel Blaekstone
Terry Lawlor
Bartmans
Don Brndfleld .„
Ramos Orch

Roland Twins

Vela 'Montaia
Lehore
Annette Olsen

Hotel Congress
Joe Vera Ore
Sam Barl
Hotel Continental
Za Bach's Ore
Marianne Fedele
Sheldon Reed
'

The

Lovelies

Zimmy

Al

Ryan Bros
Jos Klsh Oro
"Mel Cole Oro

Negro Theme
Continued from page

see

it

the

competition

Lewis' refusal to

lis

Curbello Oro
Copucaunna

Raye

Shirley
Sr.

Meen &

Naldl
Tastier

Michael Durso Ore
lernando Alvcrez O

Diamond Horseshor

Imogene Coca
Hernian Hyde
Turner Twins
Rosebuds
Jackie Gleason
Billy Banks
Hal Hunter

Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy

Jack Mathers
Noble Sissle Oro
Syd Strange Oro
151

Cliico

P.osHa Rios
Miguel & Albalcin
CKelo Viliarcal
•

Embassy
Larry Marvin
Renee &- Hoot
-lose

Mellis

Ralph Font Or
Iceland
Ice Revue
Bllmpy Blank Ore
Jr Or

P Whiteman

may

get the
let the

sold.

to be the Literary Guild
for June.

It's

Three other books on the agenda
likewise have studio reps hungering

Irwin Corey
Bill

;

Aim companies have a look is said
by story eds to be an attempt to
whet their appetites in hope of
pushing up the price, if the book
is

CITY

Ming Ling
Joso

1

all sorts of dodges to
and, are biting fingernails in

o.o.

Carnivales

(1»>

Cee Davidson Oro
Vine Garde*.

eds are trying

selection

Gomez

Corwin

first

Cabaret

Mildred Bailey
Joan Niehol
Telchcr & Terranti

Boulevar-Dears
Latin Quarter

Ted Lewis

fear

& Daya
Edwards Bros

NEW YORK
Vicente

Nelle Fisher

Ore
Geraldine Du Bol»
Paul White
Elroy Peace

Jack Curtis
Sawyer

(FQLLOWOF)

Blue Angel
John Biickmaster
Josephine Premice

Bob Hall
Donita

Bennett

Feola Oro

(I) S

Connie

I

Caii Marx
In Models (8)
.Hotel Stevens'
Dpn McCrane Oro
Dennis Kelly

Pryde
Tile

Be'ch

•

Stylists

Hermandoa

St Lee
Hotel Shermaa
Claude Thornhlll O

'

St

Donna Lane
Song

Ben Berl

Adorables (12)
Gale
Luclo Garcia Or*
Coloaimo'a
Vivian Francis

Buck Clayton

Steve Condos

Helen Wenzel
Olgn Orlova

Lathrop

Phyllis

Kenny Kersey
Benny Fonville

Humes

Zslga Bela
Paul Arnold
Sinclair & Aide

i.d's

Pearl Bailey
Jack Cole

Garon

.

Hlld D'cers (16)

Stevens

June Edwards
Gay Olaridge Ore

Sherman

"

Peggy Palmer
D'Qulncey & Giv'ns

Zimmerman'*
Gene Kardos
JancKi Makulii

Henry Brandon O

Buss Carlyle Oro
Geneve Dorn

Trummy Young
Helen

Kay

CHICAGO
H Edgewater
Bhjckhawk

Willie Smith
Flip Phillips

Eddie Rio

Wlvel
Bob Lee
Carole
Stuart Lnngley

& Dean

Russell

Eddie Stone Ore
Nino Bd
Hotel BiUmore
Carmen Cavallaro

Dolores Gray

Chaz Chase

*

Ginnte Powell

,

Sol

Charles Leighton

.

Bob Wllllnins
Boyd Raeburn

Lebran
Margaret Phelan

Hotel

Sullivan

Dyer-Bennett

Don Frye

.

Gloria'

Sol

Bernard Bros
Kmtl Petti Oro
Panchlto Ore
Village Vnngunri

Maxine

N

Blnir

,

Versa Ills*

Ned Harvey Ore

Bob

Elliott

Notes

4

Alice King
Bobby Harrell
Joe La Porte Or*

Rohmer & Darrow

(1)

Brucettes

4

Barry Bros Oro
Kuban Bleu
Marnis & Miranda
Muriel Gaines
Gloria King
Cedrlc Wallace I

Jackie 1'bllHps
Sadie Banks

Palace

6
Kramer's Midgete

9-1*
Shirley Lavalie

a

recent Friars Frolic, where she demonstrated her ability to bowl over
an audience. Subsequently she appeared at the Chateau and now she's
strengthening her rep at Dario and
Jimmy Vernon's boite.
Substitution of Miss Roth for Robert De Lisle makes for a stronger
bill for La Martinique, where Al
Bernie and Ronny and Ray are holding over.
Miss Roth during- her appearance
demonstrates her ability on a wide
variety of numbers, which include a
medley of tunes she helped popularize in films and legit. She's superior on the" rhythm tunes and is
no slouch at ballad renditions. Her'
special material additions to "Stone
Cold Dead" provide the highlight
of her offering.
There has been a perceptible
pickup in business at La Martinique
since Miss Roth went on the payroll, but as in many spots, it's still a
Jong way off from the wartime
boom.
Jose

Carmen Montoya
4 Macks

BOCKEORD

Y.

Lillian Roth, who recently essayed
comeback following several years
of retirement, has by now reestablished herself as a potent cafe item.
This onetime moppet star, who went
on to legit and films, has been riding
a crest since she appeared at the

Ore
Waldorf-Astoria

Tito Coral

Jansleys

3

-

Fantinos

4

,

••

Howel & Bowser
Peck ,& Peck

Wally Peterson
Ruth Wells

,

Hotel Tatt
Lopez

Morton Downey
Kmll Coleman Ore
Mlscha Borr Oro
Rogers Corner
Don Baker
Dutch Adler

Chez Pare*
Tony Martin

—

.

W

Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo Ore
"™
,

Sherry Britton
Art Waner Ore
Monte Carle
DICK Oaspnrr*
Robertc

Carmen

King

Chas Reader Ore
Jlotcl nan,
Htmegarde
Hal Kanner Oro
Monte Ore
,
Miiceiit

Leon ft Edille'e
Eddie Davis
Jackie Whelan
Sonny King
3 Parks

'

NEW YORK

St

McMahon

Jere

Esquires
Wanger Line

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
-

Noble

Quartet

A Lee Simple! ns
Paul Winchell
Marion Carter
Francis & Grey
Chandra Kaly Dcrs
Oraddoeks
Chic Gladke

ft'wk'h

-

I'enn 8 ylv«i,!,

Nina Dover
6-9

*

Farrar

Charlie SpivaU Or™
v
Hotel Pierre

Old RomiiKlaD

Fred Pisano Co
St

Latin

Alioe

Bob Turk
Hotel

Siho'HM

PHILADELPHIA

(ICJSENS
Jamaica (I) 5-S

Boyd

Bayllss S<T (I)
Rosalind Page
Jack Oleson

PATHRSON

Windsor (1) 8-9
Anthony & Rogers

ploy columnists and editors as film
extras, hasn't permitted his Coast
activities to get in the way of his

NEW BEDFORD
6-8

The Carnivales

BRONX

Copa«abana, N. Y.

The Herzogs
Terry & Ralph Rio

Chris

th<

Lm«<1

June Arnold

,

.

Howard

NEWARK

Adams (I) 6
Kathryn Dunham

Toy Boys
Wilbur Evans
D'Anjrelo

Olympia (P) 5
Janet St Paul
Catherine Westfleld
Willie

St

&

MIAMI

Sonny Skylar

A M

Block

O'DonSmith

Catleno.
nel &

Danny Drayson

Beatrice Seokler
Arthur Blake
State' (I.) 6
Caltes
,T T*
Harris & Llllette

Remos

«

(I)

Oscar Lopess

The Walkmlrs

Paramount (P> 6
Cootie Williams B
Ella Fitzgerald
Ink Spots

Copa's strongest feature. Miss Kalwho has obtained a thorough
schooling
via
the
band-vocalist
school having -served with Harry
James and Jimmy Dorsey, with this
engagement achieves a vocal maturity hitherto unnoticed in her appearances as a single.
Right now it's got the basic values (6); $3-$5'min.~
Miss Kallen,, at her bigtime cafe
bow, made one of the strongest imto at least sock home for the out-ofNed Schuyler and Jack Casey pressions
towners at whom this show is
ever made by a singer
with a double barreled setup who hasn't
timed, one might add. What about emerge
hit name status. She hanthe Broadway hepsters? Well, maybe that packed the big room for both dles
ballads
delicately,
flavors
gome of the stuff here, particularly shows opening night and One which rhythm tunes with interpretation
"will keep them Coming for the next
and shows a knack of mimicry durthe bits of business by Miss Niesen.
few
the
heavy
comweeks despite
ing her interpretation of Ella Loare not up their alley, but since
top
spots,
petish
from
other
gan's rendition of: "How Are Things
when: are the Broadway hepsters beThat Sophie Tucker is box-office in Gloca Mora?"
coming paying habitues of the
In addition to
Broadway cafes? Unless it's to come for any spot in this area has long pleasing pipes, appearance is exand smirk with a show-me attitude— been established. Add Jackie Miles cellent. She stacks up in all departafter which they depart -for the and you simply can't miss.^
ments.
Lindy's ringside for the kayo punch!
Irwin Corey, with this date, plays
La Tucker demonstrated opening
This first show of the new policy night that she is still one of our his first large N. Y.' cafe. Other apIs expensive in every detail, from greatest cafe showmen. In a sock pearances tiave been confined to inthe $7,500 guarantee-against-percent- 40-minut6 session of songstering, timeries s tch as Blue Angel, Ruban
age that Miss Niesen is getting, down ably assisted- by Ted Shapiro, she Bleu and Village Vanguard. He's
to the basic essentials of costuming proved there'll only be one like good for yocks in this big establish(which is particularly nifty) and her, Niftily gowned and furred she ment but fails to give out with a
decor.
came on to the most thunderous re- sustained brand of comedy. Albeit
Le Roy as a tapster can still hoof ception accorded a topliner here he holds his audience with his charwith "the best of them, although the this season. She didn't let that huge acterization of the forgetful profesone big detracting factor in his crowd down', either, as she purveyed sor, French oration and other bits
career—an unintentional inclination' a mixture of new and requested that have been seen in his previous
to gaze at the floor—is still prevalent. material that kept the zingy pace appearances. There have been some
And he still falters at reading lines, up all the way and which left them changes made in his routines, but
c'-nartures
as- per that bit of comedy talk with "pounding for more after a begoff.
from original script
Miss Niesen.
Most of her material is new, and aren't in ?:eeping with the charac-*
Williams, with his dog act, remains all pf it top-drawer comedy stuff terizations and most are done for
one of the personable young men of with the toppers "I'm Having More the Immediacy of tn"e laugh. His
the varieties, a sock act anywhere, Fun- Since I'm Fifty," "Love Is
messed up, frock-coated garb has of
mostly because of the energy and Bad Habit," "Your Red Hot Mom- late become too embellished with
exuberance he puts into the effort. ma's Gonna Go On Strike," "Mrs. medals, l-aiick-knacks arid heavy,
Murray is using some hoary gags Anthony" and that nostalgic caval- brown shoes, out .of keeping with
but here again it's not so much the cade of her years in show biz which the scholarly character of his subgags but the delivery, and he does brings
the house
down;
They jects. However, these failings are
easilv. corrected. Corey fills the comedic needs of this show amply.
Rest of the layout with the careful
Doug Coudy production, Bill Shirley's
superior pipings, Fernando
Alverez's production songs and Steen
and Tasher's terping makes for top
calibre cafe entertainment.
Jose.

Miami

KANSAS CITY

Robert Marshall

„,

full et

La Conga
Irma Henrique*
Machlto Ore
Diok & Dot Remy
HOLYOKH
Pup! Campo Oro
Valley Arena (I) »
Ia Martinique
Al Bernie
C ThornhiH Ore
Ronny & Rey
S Chesterfields
Lillian Both
Evans Family
Ernie Stuart Oro
Jean Dawn

Bowman

Patricia

Lary.

its

bltta

Sam Donahue Ore
JUKW \'OUK CJTX Michael
O'Shea

Capitol (W «
Tex Beneke ,Oro
Gene Sheldon

The Fontaines
Mub1<- Hal (I) «

pace the show in top fashion. Del
Toro and his unit handle the rhumb-

layout retains

5

below ladfcat* epeatn. te ,
aplit week.
Letter* la parentueels Indicate elrcnlt.- (I) Independent) (L)
(F) taramoaut; OS) RKO; <W> Earner

Mnwwtism with

whether

Joe Candullo and his orch

addicts.

«

Nametab

"

tently.
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Variety-Bills

when she

for a look. They are Budd Schulberg's "The Glass Jaw," a prizefight
story;
Howard Fast's "The Children," an amplification of a short

story he did for Story

mag

and Ernest Hemingway's
and untitled new novel.

in 1937,

unfinished

way Flops
Continued from page

1

s;

"Bloomer Girl," Me.tro; "Carousel,"
20th; and "Oklahoma ," Col.
1

Plenty more film coin is available
for backing iegiters, "with play editors ofthe various companies mainly squawking because not enough

have turned up to
absorb the investments they'd lik e
to make.
There are no deals in

suitable scripts

force now for film company backing
of
any plays currently on the
horizon.

Wednesday, February

Slswii

in

5,

1947

LEGITIMATE

Tito Throws Support To

Miss Webster Offers 'Nuts'

S7

ANTA Emergiig as Production Prop;

Margaret Webster, director of
the American Repertory Theatre, writing of its problems in
the Times Sunday (2), answered
"certain Hollywood columnists
who have prematurely and
somewhat gleefully announced
"

lep Grmp

,

for Precedent in Legit

Immediate and material support*
the American Repertory
when it appealed for aid,
Lab to Do Taycock'
which came from show business and
Los Angeles, Feb. 4.
outside of it last week, was a revelaNext legit production by Actors'
Equity's unprecedent grant of
tion.
Lab will be the Sean O'Casey play,
$5,000 was followed by a midnight
"Juno and the Paycock," to be
rally at the International, N. Y.,
where ART is presenting drama directed by Whitford Kane.
Current Lab offering, a quartet of
classics, and additional money was
raised by well-known actors. At its one-acters, will close Feb. 8 when
own expense the Theatre Guild cir- Jessica Tandy, Vincent Price and
Art
them
Smith will return to their film
subscribers
asking
its
cularized
accorded
theatre

After .chores.
to attend the ART plays.
learning the situation from the
dailies, a firm specializing on advertising space in advertising at railway stations, gave three sheet boards
gratis for a month to the rep outfit.

announced the
repertory," under

of
schedule.

As

"last 22
its

days

present

Wednesday

of

If

(29)

Up Brown in LA.

week there Were seven performances of "Henry VIII," to be
Los' Angeles, Feb. 4.
given while "Androcles and the
Most involved legit booking comLion" was allotted 16 times, indicat- plication in the history of this town
ing again that it is the best draw confronts Jack Present and Harry
of the four 'plays presented to date. Zevin, who are wondering where
The last four times for "John they will park their production,
last

Borkman" and two final "She Dood It in Dixie,"
of "What Every Woman April 1. That day the Belasco
Knows" are set, all being prior to tre, where "She Dood It" is
Gabriel
matinees

"Yellow
revival
of
Jack," rently showing, will shift to a mowhich starts a four-week engage- tion picture policy, leaving Present
and Zevin up against the prospect
ment Feb. 27.
The money from Equity was not of sub-leasing the Musart, on Which
they hold the master lease.
sent ART directly but given to the
When the co-producers took "She
American National Theatre and
Academy, a non-profit organization, Dood It" into the Belasco they subleased the Musart to Arman de
grant
over
to.,
which will turn the
Castro
for two years.
De Castro
was
the rep office. That procedure
because
Equity cannot opened with "Shared Wife," which
followed
directly subsidize a commercial ven- perished in two weeks. Threatened
with
a
dark
de
Castro
subhouse,
ture such as ART and the money
can be charged off in income tax de- sub-leased it to Stage, Incorporated,
ductions. Money from Equity came a new stock company which proposes
to
run
a
series
of
serious'
plays.
after Helen Hayes addressed the
Other legit houses in town are tied
council and the star headed the fund
up for long periods, so Present and
raised at the actors' rally, she givA similar sum was Levin may be compelled to rent
ing $1,000.

own

theatre

on

the

third

credited to Katharine Cornell, conbounce.
tributions from the players including
Maidy Christians and Jose Ferrer
being made directly to ART.
According to operational figures Eigfiitttii
from the rep office it costs more for
the stagehands and musicians at the
to Longhair Biz;
International than the payroll of the
actors, latter getting $4,200 which is
Lines
Features
slightly less that stated heretofore,
Columbia Concerts, which decided
while stagehands total $3,200 week-

Arena Looks

Good

CC

20

"Point of View," a play about college life, opened a limited engagement at the Chanin Auditorium,
N. Y., Monday (3). Drama is a onesetter, with the cast semi-pros and
therefore non-Equity, Play, written
by Alan Sherril, an indicated penname, calls for a cast of seven.

phrase: 'Nu:s'." Using a collec"we" to include Eva Le Gal-

Crawford and
them in'

Cheryl

others associated with

the venture, she, said:

"We

.

.

ill

.

.

.

recoup

,

to re-

The

turn to the repertory attack next
Season whether in New York, on
the road, on a European tour ...
three.

For despite

SHOW

TO TOUR

ALFRESCO

.

theatre atop the Chanin
rented by Charles

Backer

show.

is

said to be an importer.

discouragements and very
substantial
financial losses, experience has
taught us that the repertory
principle is sound, full of health
and vital to our theatre industry
and the playgiing public
perhaps the public for our type
of theatre is a minority public.
If so it makes up in devotion
and enthusiasm what it lacks in
.

.

petuate

ANTA,

the
non-profit
project.as one of its major aims, has

mapped out plans whereby worthy
professional productions in need of
financial aid will be supported, or
subsidized to some extent. Experimental theatricals in New York and
outside will be given attention and

encouragement, in a financial way,
it is hoped,

ANTA

Raitoailk

.

Deferred by ICC

'

numbers."

Astor Deal. Ciies

A clearer outline of the purposes
and scope of the American National
Theatre and Academy was developed during the past week when
a drive began for funds to per-

Indications are that under the
direction of skilled showman;
will develop as one of the most im-

mistakes,

.

^wery he Slilert

Increased cost of theatrical transportation which was scheduled to
become effective as of last Saturday
(1), has been called off until Aug. 1,
following a protest from managers
who went to Washington last week
and objected to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Latter bureau
immediately ordered the railroads
to cancel the tariffs which called for
a 12'/i% boost in fares for shows
using one or more "free" baggage

portant organizations to figure in the
future of the stage. It is operating
under
a
Congressional
charter
granted in 1935 at the suggestion of
the late
President
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt but has been virtually inactive because the original aims set
forth weren't bel'eved to be feasible.
This season a gioup of theatre folk

headed by Vinton Freedley became
active and decided that the first step
was to establish a fund, to be raised
nationally.

First concrete assistance was instanced last week when ANTA was
to act as a clearing house" to
aid the American Repertory Theatre, Equity making a grant to the
latter through ANTA.
Stated that
cars.
Same percentage of tilt was one or two dramas that wilted this
supposed to become effective when season would have been directly
special trains were used by road aided
by ANTA had there been
shows.
funds available, and some out of
Although the proposed increases town projects are already earmarked

named

.

Freres Future
upon reported realty
westward of Broadway and the

Predicated
deals

Hotel Astor, N.

Y,,

there

is

specu-

were postponed for at least six for attention when
months, there is to be a hearing be-

whether the Shuberts intend time

show business
1950.
They have

to continue active in

before or after

not

been

producers

prolific

for

years, their participation principally

being the operation of legit theatres.

Lee Shubert

year, J. J.
records,

is

67,

is

in

his

72nd

according to the

and both are believed to be

millionaires.

flock of theatres on 44th and
45th streets are part of their string
of legiters.
Observers figure that
with realty at the crest the time for
liquidation is in sight, and if the
ground leases on the theatres on
both streets from the Astor to the
Lincoln hotel expire in 1951 as reported, the disposition of' their holdings prior to that date is regarded
" ,.*
as logical,

The

money

is

raised.

ANTA

is working closely with ExICC March 12, at which perimental Theatre, which is being
League of New York The- sponsored
by four commercial manatres will object to rail lines upping
agements.
Drive for
funds
the present tariffs. The several passtarted promisingly in Philadelphia
senger agents associations formally
last Friday (31) when a flock of
notified the League Monday (3) of
Broadwayites were in attendance.
the cancellation order sent them by
ICC. All shows which jumped from
Philly Quota Set at 99G
one stand to another over the weekPhiladelphia, Feb. 4.

fore

lation

and musicians $1,200. It is fig- to go into the lecture business this
ured that when "Yellow Jack" opens year, has now lined up a list of 20
the number of men in the crew and
Lecture division, in
Weekly attractions.
pit will be pared downcost of running the theatre approxi- charge of Edna J. Gieseh as director,
mates $6,000, but the actual rent is started_ selling its list a week ago,
placed at $2,200 for the four walls, lining up some spring dates but conThe future of the Astor is variART paying for the staff, heat, light- centrating on the 1947-'48 season.
ously reported and if that parcel
ing, advertising and general em- Columbia, largest of the concert biz
is acquired by the Loew-Metro inPublicity accounted for a managements, has made intensive
ployees.
terests, the hotel would not necesbetterment in business last week? but plans for invading the gabfest arena,
and has 33 representatives now out sarily be razed. One idea is to reonly a small profit was netted.
lectures,
four
salesmen- construct the interior with present
A meeting was held Monday (3) selling
handling, this line exclusively. Trade suites made into smaller rooms,
between ART and the stage unions
is
varied, embracing town halls, and part of the site nearest the Shufor the purpose of agreeing on conforums, colleges, chambers of* com- bert and Booth theatres becoming a
cessions so that repertory would be
picture theatre. Work on razing the
merce, women's clubs, etc.
able to operate successfully seasonformer private dwelling at the westAlready signed by Columbia, in ern end of the hotel stopped weeks
ally.
The session developed into
one exploiting ANTA and its aims, field of current affairs, are Quiricy ago, indicating that new plans are
Howe,
commentator;
Eric
SevaCBS
which
one- of which is to aid ART,
being considered.
was a secondary factor during the reid, CBS' D. C. bureau head; RobMetro Film City?
ert Aura Smith, N. Y. Times Far
meeting.
East specialist; Dwight Cooke, CBS
Reputed purchase of the Astor for
producer; Saul Padover, Howard the start of a Metro development
Pierce Davis and Alpheus Thomas
akin to the Rockefeller Radio City
Mason, writers; Thomas Dodd, lawBOAT'
yer in charge of Nuremberg trials is said to have no connection with
CIRCUIT legal staff; Paul Fitzpatrick, Ameri- the Loew's office building on 57th
can Arbitration Assn., and Merryle street west of Seventh avenue, alLos Angeles, Feb. 4.
Stanley Rukeyser, economist.
though the Loew-Metro interests are
"Show Boat," which played to full
Cheryl Crawford, legit producer; virtually one ownership. Excavation
houses for a year on Broadway with
John Selby, former AP music editor on the 57th street site was comout paying dividends, is going on the now with Rinehart's; actress Lillian pleted months ago but the site is
road for another year under the Gish and Dan Cooper, interior deco- now boarded up, it being claimed
however that the stoppage came
rator, are in the arts division.
banner of Oscar Hammerstein II and
Miss Crawford has been sold for about because steel for the building
the Jerome Kern estate, in the hopes 10 dates this spring, and will be could not be obtained.
Of catching up with the Broadway available for all next season. Bureau
Last week it was reported that
investment.
will also have an entertainment list, the Chanin brothers were contemLeighton
Hammerstein's to include Polgar, mentalist; Robert plating building theatres again, with
Brill,
Coast representative, announced that Dudley, legit and pix milliner; possible sites southward of Columthe legit musical had been sold to Wadeeha Atiyeh, song recitalist: bus Circle, probably near the prothe Dallas and St. Louis Municipal Bernice Kamsler, singer, and Anna posed new Madison Square Garden,
Opera companies for two weeks each Ricarda, ballerina in dance program. plans for which call for enormous
as a starter. In these performances Last-named was feature dancer with construction.
The Chanins erected
the choruses will be supplied by the Markova-Dolin troupe last season.
five houses, starting with the Biltmunicipal outfits.
Howard Blakeslee and Oscar Junek more and Mansfield, with the MajesAfter the Dallas and St. Louis will talk on scientific subjects, and tic, Royale and Golden (Masque)
following.
They exited from the
stands, the principals will move to Austen West on illustrating.
Broadway scene by selling the theaNew York's City Center theatre,
tres to the Shuberts, deal including
where a chorus will have been in
'TYCOON' FOR B'WAY
the former Century theatre, above
training for a tour. Eight weeks are
Columbus Circle, that site being an
Hollywood, Feb. 4.
slated in New York, after which the
Dramatic rights to the F. Scott apartment house which the Chanins
entire troupe will shift to Chicago
"The Last Ty- also built.
for an indefinite stay, followed by a Fitzgerald novel,
*our of municipal and other specious coon," have been bought by Martin
If and when the Astor is disposed
auditoriums in key cities throughout Gabel for legit production on Broad- of, the name is expected to be retained for a new hotel said to be
the U. S. Brill has started auditions way next autumn.
here for the principal roles, and
In addition, Gabel will stage an- planned for Madison avenue in the
Hammerstein is due in March for the other play based on' Arthur Train's upper forties or lower fifties. That
final casting. •
construction is about six years away.
fictional character, "Mr. Tutt."

ly

little

office building was
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Fund Drive With Plly Meet

Semi-Pro Viewpoint

can only

I

in a succinct

or all
backs,

Prodiioers Dood

ART

(APT) demise,

its

answer

Starts

the

tfie

ANTA

end had already paid the 'increase,
The first mass meeting to get suphowever, but it was said by the rail- port for the American National Theroad agents that the respective atre and Academy (ANTA) was held
managements involved would re- Friday night (31) at the Art Alliceive_ refunds.
ance here before a capacity audiProposal of the Southern Pacific ence that required the use of two
and other western lines to boost- the auditoriums, the speakers appearing
special train tariff, requiring the in relays upstair and downstairs. An
purchase of 150 tickets instead of appeal for funds was made, and
the present 100 tickets, had previously been set back by ICC until

Aug.

1.

Eastern lines had announced

the requirement of 125 tickets for
specials but that has been set back
also.

Informed Alienee Poll
'

May Take Hi Permanent

membership

applications

were

dis-

tributed.

Chairman of the rally was Vinton
Speakers included Mar-,
Freedley.
garet Webster, Col. Laughton Campbell,
George Freedley, Jo-Anne
Sayres, Rosamond Gilder, Blanche
'Yurka, Peggy Wood, Mary Morris,
Also
Philip Loeb and Jean Muir.
on the platforms were Gilbert MilRobert Green, Lee Simonson
ler,
and Sam

Jaffee.

The speakers pointed out that the
idea for the national theatre moveoriginated in Philadelphia, as
they
urged both financial and moral
a general survey of
support for the ANTA. Miss Yurka,
audience opinion began Monday (3) in a stirring plea on behalf of the
with patrons of "Joan of Lorraine" movement, cited the recent closing
and "Street Scene and will continue of "Temper the Wind" as an example
that could be
for two weeks. Short questionnaires of the kind of drama
aided through a national theatre.
in the programs are designed to find
Massey0 discussed the training and
out what proportion of the patron- recruitment phases of the national
age resides in New York and what theatre,
that
stressing
fact
the
percentage out of town. Also sought ANTA would in no way disturb the
colleges,
factor that influenced the present drama schools and
is the
but that it would serve as a postaudience to attend, whether it was
graduate course for youthful writing
advertising, word of mouth or the and acting talents.
Philadelphia's quota was sfet at
critics notices. Third question has to
$99,000
in the organization's national
do with the preference of patrons
goal of $5,000,000.
between stage shows and pictures

Status If Slant

What started
could become

Works

as a press stunt but

ment

*

and the final query
is

a preference as

is
to-

whether there
starting time

RULE

EQUITY GIBSON
between eight and nine o'clock.
Musical shows usually ring up at
STIRS
JJ.
straight plays starting
8:30 with
from 10 to 15 minutes later as a
J. J, Shubert complained with some
This season, because some heat to Equity over its ruling on his
rule.
critics suggested earlier first-night complaint against Harry Gibson, the
curtains, a number of shows have council not having sustained charges
rung up approximately at 8 p.m., that the actor breached his contract
the actual start being 10 minutes or by walking ou on "Come On Up."
more after that hour, subsequent Manager appeared to have disregardperformances starting at the usual ed advices to that effect from Equity
time.
and demanded the $600 fine levied
Two of this week's premieres were against the actor for not following
announced for 8 o'clock and because Equity rules. Shubert thought the
only four reviewers are concerned money should go to him rather than
Equity's emergency fund.
it is still questionable whether early
curtains are desirable, Data obtained
Actor had testified that illness
from audiences of the two shows caused him to quit the show, which
may not be conclusive but it's pos^ stars Mae West. He offered to resible that a survey of all legit audi- join, but the manager declined to reences might result in interesting sign Gibson. Show is now in San
information, if the answers should Francisco at the Curran. It originatbe deemed important to show busi- ed on the Coast, then toured to the
east, but did not come to Broadway.
ness.

UP

SHUBERT

Wednesday, February

b'way somro-

B*ileateS€is$2.iiI Season;

CRK LAY

Sees

Mo

Ned §f Conpanes Merging

Ballet Theatre, which gave a six-*
last fall at the Broadway theatre, N. V., at $4.80 top, and HOB'
originally had no further N. Y. plans,
will return for a three-week season end of April with house as yet
unannounced. Company will play at

week season

NEW

GETS

LEGTTER,

WMI-fMD

CENTER

Boston, Feb. 4.
The Globe Theatre, long a burhouse associated with the
Old Howard, and now redecorated
and renamed the Center theatre
under ownership and management
of E. M. Loew, Maxwell A. Finn
new figure.
and Lawrence G. Lasky, joins the
The ballet company will also visit ranks of the legit houses here.
Cuba for the first time, for a twoIt will be the second indie legit
week run in Havana end of May, house in the city, the other being
under sponsorship and guarantee of the Colonial.
All the others, the
the Pro Arte Musical. Latter organi- Wilbur, Plymouth, Opera House,
zation (headed by the mother of Shubert and Copley, are Shubert
Fernando and Alicia Alonso, Ballet houses.
Policy of the house, the
Theatre stars) puts on a modest na- first legit operated by the E. M.
tive ballet season annually, but this Loew film circuit, calls for popular
spring has invited BT instead.
No specs or agencies will
prices.
Ballet Theatre, according to its handle tickets for the house, and
director Lucia Chase, plans to go concession in the theatre will offer
London
for
a
Cokes and nickel candy bars instead
abroad this summer
season, as it did last year, and is of the lemonade and boxes of chocoplanning to visit Mexico and South
had
Company
House is located on Washington
America next year.
hoped to go to Latin-America this street, a block away from most of
Hasn't
summer, but couldn't make neces- the other legit houses.
in
time.
housed legit for years, though once
sary arrangements
Miss Chase also squashed rumors had both opera and legit on its
comballet
of
boards.
Of any amalgamation

$2.40

top,

in

.an

unprecedented

gesture towards popularizing ballet
at pop prices. Special terms are reported being set at a large house to
guarantee a satisfactory run at the

'

.

ous sources.
Refutes Hurok
As to amalgamation, Miss Chase
took exception to statement made
recently in Variety by Hurok that
the future of ballet is doomed unless there >is combine of companies
into one. (At present, three major
ballet groups are on tour in the V. S.,
plus assorted minor troupes). Miss
Chase, admitting three major companies might be too many, insists
that two are better than one, making
for healthy competition, divergent

,

tion

lesque

panies, or of Ballet Theatre's returning to the Sol Hurok fold. BT would
continue to be booked next season,
as this, by MCA, she said, although
overtures had been made from vari-

BX.

Natiopal Is Sued

'

is

The

ft Y. Scribes' Scratch Hit

that
that

ET

show, "The

was then used by USO-Camp Shows
and tryouts. Propby Emil Friedlander
and was rented to the American National Theatre and Academy through
which ET's five plays will be pr<a*

sented, but sponsorship of the first
play will be by Theatre, Inc. Each
of the experimental plays ate scheduled for five performances.
There were 800 invitations to po-.
tential subscribers for the ET plays
and approximately 50% favorable
responses were received up to early
this week. Eight of the nine critics
on the dailies made remittances for
tickets, one reviewer or his sheet
being tardy. Couple of critics ordered
one ticket for each play and that
may set a precedent because the
custom is to send two tickets to reviewers and generally a brace is
given drama editors, also columnists,

Subscriptions for the 'five plays
v
cost $15, price per ticket being
There is no admission tax, for according to ET, money for tickets is

"

announced

predicted
bundle of suits to test its "white
only" audience policy. Five D. C.
residents who were refused admittance and refused refunds on their
tickets, have filed to get refunds
ranging from $4.80 to $14.40. They
are charging the theatre with racial
the

to

be donations.

Noel Coward Muffing

U.S.

Plans for American production of
"Pacific 1860" are currently Under
discussion by Noel Coward, author
of the operetta which is running in
discrimination.
London, and John C. Wilson, his
In addition Dr. E. B. Henderson,
U. S. representative. Coward arof the Committee for Raciah Democrived Monday (3) on the Queen
racy, and head of the department of
repertoires, and more opportunities
Elizabeth for a six-week stay in
Negro
schools
for
education
for dancers, designers and choreo- physical
New York.
He
filed
for
$500.
has
suit
here,
graphers. As to the public for ballet
In spite of~mediocre notices which
violation of the Civil Rights
charges
being limited, Miss Chase denies
1875. This old law would the show received in London, BritAct
Of
this, saying instead that the U. S.
punish those who deny public places, ish playwright-producer plans to
ballet public is widening steadily.
it
to
the United States.
theatres or public conveyances to bring
Her company (now on tour) lost an
anyone on grounds of race, creed, "Pacific" will have its original cast,
estimated $50,000 in N. Y. last fall, and
or previous condition of servi- with Mary Martin starring, for
miy lose another $150,000 before the color
Broadway unless play lasts for a
tude. Dr.. Henderson is a Negro.
season is over. Miss Chase admitted
long West End run, said Coward, in
that losses on the road were greater
which case a new cast will be rethan expected, due to bookings. But
cruited here.
she explains that this has been an Shore Stock
Coward also revealed plans for a
emergency year for Ballet Theatre.
Brightens
Situation
London revival of "Present LaughIt broke away from Hurok, who
ter," now on Broadway. He plans
City, Feb. 4.
Atlantic
had. booked it for five years, late
being
After
a
start the venture of to take his original part,
slow
last season, in June, too late to set
the Leeds Lippincott Co. in bringing played here by Clifton Webb. He
lip satisfactory bookings for the curthat he'd experienced some
rent season. Late bookings, said Miss here the George t Spelvin players for said
eight
weekends
difficulty with costuming for "Paof
stock
in
Had-'
the
Chase, caused a difficult experimental year, in open weeks, wrong don Hall's 13th story "Theatre in cific," because of its being a period
is meeting with success. piece produced in the face of Enghouses, too long stays in a town, the Sky"
competitive bookings with other The shows are offered oh Thursday, land's shortage in clothing materials.
companies, etc. All this will be Friday and Saturday nights and the
past weekend found almost sell out
remedied next season, said Miss
'Lost Colony' Slated
houses. The theatre seats around 400.
Chase.
"Arms*and the Man," a George
For 49 Performances
Miss Chase admitted that it is
Bernard. Shaw offering, was the veRaleigh, Feb. 4.
difficult, financially, to tour three
hicle last week. The players are di"The Lost Colony," Paul Green's
Companies in the U. S. in a season.
rected by Helen Morley with Allen symphonic drama which opened on
But amalgamation, she repeated,
Potter the production manager and a Roanoke Island in
1937, will have a
isn't the solution. With world marcast
consisting
of
Ann Arden, 49-performance schedule this year,
kets opening up, she said, a better
Pat Worfhington, Walter Meserole, beginning July 1, and ending on
solution would be to send one comJames J. McCormack, Wade Dent, Labor Day, the directors
pany abroad for a time, while the
of the
Arthur Cahn, Betty Egan, Ruth Roanoke Isiand Historical
other, two toured the U. S.
Assn. dePhillips and Mark Wood.
cided at meeting here last week.
Miss Chase also admits that she
General manager John A. Walker
and other backers of BT couldn't
proposed
a
$128,745 budget, which
stand another year of such losses, as
would provide for operating exthe present one. She says she
Ella Logan's Rest?
penses, the acquisition of new equipwouldn't have gone on this season
Ella Logan, featured in "Finian's ment
and improvements of the
except for the advice and financial
Rainbow," last night (4) took a Waterside"
theatre,
where the play is
assistance, for instance, of D wight
week's leave of absence from the presented.
Deere Wiman, legit producer and
A committee was apto clear up a throat condition. pointed
to launch a financial camBT board-member; (Wiman re- show
Previous to her exit, she had been paign and
request legislative approportedly put in $25,000 this year,
tiffing with show's producers over
priation to help support the drama.
as well as a substantial sum last
billing.
year).
Miss Logan, it's claimed, was given
featured billing as per contract, but
in Rehearsal
as soon as the show assumed hit
Eggs Pit
"Heartsong"
Irene Selznick.
proportions, size of type was cut
"Barefoot Boy With CHeek"
down.
She
is asking that former
George Abbott.
In Several Easkefs
prominence be restored.
"Ten O'clock Scholar" (HollyLos Angeles, Feb. 4.
Connie Baxter, Miss Logan's un- wood)
Lewis Deak.
Bankrollers of stage plays on the derstudy, is subbing.
"Taming of The Shrew" (HollyCoast will get a new deal under an
'
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Slows

—

investment trust arrangement

set

ile «

Heflin Preps Strawhat

1

operators of El Patio
stead of risking their coin on ,ohe
'

Los Angeles, Feb.

show, the angels spread their invest-

ments over,

«

number

of legit' productions With dough being used as
first money, meanwhtfe collecting
interest on their money as well as
sharing in the profits.
Cornberg and Wile will function
as administrators of the fund for
free.
Their profits will come from
co-producing when their productions
jilick.

a

—

—
—

up

W
theatre. In-

by Sol Cornberg and Everett

a

4.

*

Van Heflin, film star, is sponsoring
new summer stock company to put

on legit plays at Big Bear- Lake, a
mountain resort in San Bernardino
County.
Associated with Heflin in the
project,

which

will

draw

its

new

players

from the film studios, are Jimmy
Maloney, nitery entertainer, and
Colleen Case, daughter of

Kennedy,

caustic.

..

.topical as today's news-

,

and staged by Jim Kahn of the Sun
Written by Tom Meany of
the chief objective of the skits, songs and ad-libbing was Jorge Pasquel, the Mexican who raided big league clubs this side of the border
for a flock of star players last season. Among those ribbed were Joe.
McCarthy, Larry ' MacPhail, F. H. LaGuard'ia, Branch Rickey and
Baseball Commissioner Happy Chandler.
Arthur Mann, a writer now connected with Rickey and the Brooklyn Dodgers, was singled out by the critic who said: "When he is on
stage the production became' something more than a ribbing field day."
Kahn was also mentioned fbij his performance, appearing as Chandler
the baseball czar. He was in the finale "What Can We Lose," the number being "There's a Great Day Coming Manana," and "supported by
the entire cast— or vice versa." Fred Weatherly as Pasquel, Heywood
H. Broun, Milt Gross, Bob Cooke, Carlos Ferro, Bill Bloome and Ben
Epstein mostly doing "solos slightly off'key," also caught the reviewer's eye.

Barnes thought that "Down Mexico Way" won't make the Broadway
move over but that there's a fund of latent humor on the
American scene for the theatre to draw on.
Arthur Daley, the Times sports columnist, said that the "exalted art,
drama, received a body blow from which it may never recover, .. .this
was sock and, buskin trade at its worst— and the emphasis was on the
sock infinitely more than on the buskin."
musicals

Inside

Stuff—Legh

Richard Maney, a pressagent, and Richard Watts, Jr., a critic (Post,
more than held their own against dramatists Lillian Hellman and
Irwin Shaw in a radio debate on "Are the Critics Killing the Theatre,"
which was broadcast from Garden City, L. I, early last week over WQXR,
on a forum program sponsored by the N. Y. Times. Maney, who publicizes
"Another Part of the Forest,"' Miss Hellman's latest drama, was of the
opinion that critics cannot ruin a good play, although he didn't put it
that way exactly.- He felt that interest in the grosses and Hollywood
possibilities seemed principally to concern most authors. Watts said that
grabbing talent from the stage by film studios, high production costs and
poor,, plays affected the theatre much more than critics.
Perhaps the presence of 1,000' women, members of the Garden CityHempstead Community Club, tempered the remarks of the participants.
Miss Hellman was much more pertinent when she socked the critics after
her "Forest" opened and Shaw raged when his "Assassin" drew a had
press a couple of seasons ago, Miss Hellman Said there is a boom in the
theatre but it's strictly financial, not artistic. Shaw thought that critics
glqry in the fact that they don't know anything about the theatre and that
they discouraged playwrights. He also felt that some reviewers dislike the
theatre. Watts countered by arguing that while critics might not be fully
competent they couldn't attend plays night after night unless they liked the

N. Y.),

1

Production of 'Pacific'

Company

*

and

PM

for rehearfyls
erty is owned

Washington, Feb. 4.
town's legiter,

"hilarious, colorful

hall writers.

Wanhope

will be presented next
Sunday (9) at the Princess, N.Y.,
299-seater on 39th street which was
called Labor Stage for a time and

On

theatre

sportwriters

was

.'.

paper and tottering in execution, the musical melange proved that
those who cover the great national pastime have a wicked wit, remarkable nerve and a considerable lack of histrionic accomplishments," so that Broadway managers have little to fear from the base-

'not evident.
first

I947

... a
N. Y. Baseball Writers annual dinner and show Sunday (2) at th*
Waldorf-Astoria was accorded more press attention than at any time
previously and the show "Down Mexico Way" or "After All It's Only
Money" was covered by Howard Barnes in the Herald Tribune as
though it were a Broadway production, with complete credits. Saying
tangled with the
with an entertainment
the

ON LIME

critics

Building,"

Stand

Discrimination
National Theatre,
has been hit with

IT

have bought tickets for
the five Experimental Theatre opening nights, it being the first time
that the press has been asked to lay
They have been reit on the line.
quested not to review the plays in
the next morning's editions but
whether the aisle-sitters will hold
back their notices appears to be optional with them, since any special
reasons for not giving a prompt ac-

The

5,

theatre.

No living comedian was ever accorded accolades such as given Bobby
Clark in Sunday's (2) newspapers for his performance in "Sweethearts,"
in which he opened at the Shubert, N. Y., last week. Incidentally it was a
break for young Paula Stone and her husband Michael Sloane who re^
vived the Victor Herbert operetta. Brooks Atkinson (N, Y. Times) went
into rhapsodies over Clark's antics: "His performance is out of this world,
like a joyous figure skimming across the arch of a lunar rainbow. .. .he
is laughter in
motion.'.'
The critic's bouquet was headed "Our First
Comedian."
John Chapman (News) calls funster the "theatre's greatest clown," his
Sunday piece being headed "Bobby Clark Rides Again," saying any performance by him "is a masterpiece of comedy
Bobby has put on more
one-man shows than the combined galleries of Knoedler, Duveen and the
Museum of Modern Art." In a heading saying that Clark "turns dross into
gold," Howard Barnes (Herald Tribune) starts his contribution with:
"The great, rowdy day&of burlesque and vaudeville are still finding radiant
reflection on Broadway," adding that Clark is the current standard bearer
of those neglected forms. "The great comedian is conjuring up a rare
fund of laughter. As in the case of the late W. C. Fields, the star of
'Sweethearts' is a performer who has his own personal idiom of
-

buffoonery."

In the Chicago Daily News last Saturday (1) Sydney J. Harris said that
playgoers are becoming increasingly indignant over the difficulty in getting
good theatre seats. He said that every week he receives letters of complaint from patrons who declare that no matter how early they write in
for tickets Or stand in line, the better' seats are sold out to the ticket brokers.
Stated that the Barnes agency has a contract with the Shuberts for
allotments to the Loop hotel ticket stands.
Joe E. Brown, appearing in "Harvey" at the Harris, Chi., received a
letter from John R. Robinson, an industrial publicist, complimenting him
on the amount of publicity accorded the star and the play and saying that
although he doesn't know the show's agent, his is the best job "in my
memory," going back 38 years. Show's press man is Joe Shea. Robinson
mentioned that he hasn't seen the comedy 'because "I object to paying $5
premium for two seats in the fourth or fifth row."
1

Jean Cocteau's "L'Aigle a Deux Tetes" (now trying out in U. S. with*
Tallulah Bankhead starred as "The Eagle Has Two Heads") is currently
a hit in Paris. Interesting to note are the changes in the script between
•

original French and

American versions, latter obviously tailored for Miss
Although Parisian play is largely a vehicle for actress Edwige
1

Bankhead.

Feuilliere, playing a Bavarian queen, French version gives final curtain
scene to the male, the anarchist who came to kill the queen, with the man
dropping dead after stabbing the queen and spectacularly falling down a
velvet staircase. In U. S. version, it's Miss Bankhead, shot by the male,
.

who

does the grandiose staircase tumble to bring the curtain down.

"Bloomer Girl" needs more than $25,000 weekly to break even, inwood)
Edgar Luckenbach and dicating that the present return date at the City Center his hardly been
Eugene S, ^ryden.
profitable. Musical prospered on the road as it did on Broadway and.wiU
"Yellow Jack" (revival)— Ameri- enter New England stands upon conclusion of the repeat date next we*
can Repertory Theatre.
Production has some bulky settings which will be cut down, requiring only
"A Moon For The Misbegotten"— three cars when traveling instead of four used to date. There will also be
Theatre Guild.
some minor cast letouts in line with the idea of reducing the operating
"Parlo*. story"
/iut but.the lead .principals will remain for
Paul Streger.
the balance of the tour.
"The Greatest of These"—Satenstein, LuckeTOaW'a'nd" Kfakeur.
Max Wylie's "The Greatest of These," anti-imperialist play about present"The Wanhope Building" (Experi- day India, will preem
in Detroit Feb, 18, then go to Chicago March 4 for
mental Theatre)— Theatre Inc.
a run. Frank Satenstein is producing, in assn. with Edgar F. Luckenbach,
"The Front Page" (road, revival) Jr„ and Richard! Krakeur.
Eddie Ddwling is directing cast, Which in—Allen S. Adler and Joseph Ross.
cludes Gerfe Raymond, Mary Boland, Sam Jaffe and Bramwell Fletcher.
"O'Daniel" (Experimental Thea- Herb Hirschman is
stage manager. Charlotte Bay lie will p.a. on tour, Sol
tre)—Theatre Guild.
Jacobson taking over when play hits N. Y.

—

'
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La Bankhead 'E&gW Soars
To 121,000 in Pittsburgh

89
•

Iniiwaj Iz Stl fcreftig;

Pittsburgh, Feb. 4.
Tallulah Bankhead is still potent
.

9

,

Taiila'lIG/NsrwiylSG/HafOI

She proved that last week at
.p.
Nixon where "Eagle Has Two
Heads," despite a panning from all

Chicago, Feb. 4.
Maybe the nety trend is to keep
warm in the theatre instead of at

three critics, got close to $21,000 at'
$3 (without tax) top. Entire draw
can't be attributed- to star, however.
Boxoffice men, who can hear those
things, claim that a good bit of
trade came from bobbysox following of Helmut Dantine, making his
stage debut in John C. Wilson production.
Nixon currently has "Voice of the
Turtle" in for two weeks, and then
Gets ZaSu Pitts in "A Dangerous
Woman" and following that Elizabeth Bergner in her two one-acters,

f

LA. LEGIT BRIGHTENS;

Whatever it is, bad weather
made no dent in last week's biz.

home.

'SUERATT' UP TO I4iG

Prince" hit /its highest
mark in 15 years of Chicago playing
with a last week of capacity.
Only show not to hit the high
notes was "Springtime Tor Henry,"
in its first week at the Selwyn, but
low-price scale had a lot to do with
for a week
it Blackstone blacks out

week than it has in some time.
Practically every house showed increases for the seven days.
Ken
Murray's "Blackouts of 1947" had
another $17,000 frame at El Capitan,
where it played its 241st week. The

until "Three to
places "Prince."

Mary

"Student

•

Make Beady"

re-

Estimates for Last "Week
"Harvey," Harris (26th wk) (1,000;
$3.60), Increase over last week to
$21,000.

"Lute Song," Studebaker (2d wk)
(1,246; $4.20). Best biz this house has
seen in a long time, $20,000,
Erlanger
"Magnificent Yankee,"
(2d wk) (1,334; $3.60). Not too magnificent, but very pleasing $17,000.
"Song of Norway," Shubert (9th

Humming

Wk)

(2,100; $4.80).
at $36,000.

Los Angeles, Feb.
Legit

here

last

Biltmore offering, "The Story of
Surratt," finished its fortnight
with $14,500 for the final week and
$26,500 for the run prior to bowing
in New York.
Belasco climbed up with the fifth
stanza of "She Doo-t It in Dixie,"
claiming $10,500. "Pinafore" played
to $6,500 for its first stretch at El
Patio, putting the company in the
black for the first time since the
Gilbert and Sullivan shows opened
three weeks ago.

along

"Springtime For Henry," Selwyn
Opened Sunday! (26) to
crix. Low topper holds' gross

Current Road Shows
(Period Covering Feb. 8-15)

(LQ00; $3).

warm
down

looked brighter

4.

to $12,000.

"A Dangerous Woman"-~ShubertDel (3-6); Ford's, Balto.

Lafayette,

"Student Prince," Blackstone (3d
wk) (1,358; $4.20). Last week was
by far the best here with $26,000.
Closed Saturday (1).

(10-15).

"A

Flag Is

Born"—Erlanger,

(8-8).

"Ann*

Lucasta"

(8-15).

"Anna Lucasta"

Philly

— Locust,
— Geary,

Philly.

Frisco

(3-15),

Park'

35a Phffly;

"Apple

of

Eye"—English,

His

todnpk
Cox,

lucasta' $17,500,

Bergner $10,(1

(8-5); Hartman, Col.
Cinoy (10-15).

(6-8);

—

Blackstone—Cox, Cincy (3-8).
"Blossom Time" Rajah, Reading
Mosque, Harrisburg (4); Karl-

—

(3);

Williatnsport (5); Strand, ElPhiladelphia, Feb. 4.
mira
Aud., Rochester (7-8);
"Up in Central Park'' led the legit Shea's, (6);
Erie" (10); Colonial, Akron
parade with nearly $35,500 for its sec- (11); Park, Youngstown (12); Michiond and final week of its return en- gan, Ann Arbor 0-3); Palace, Flint
gagement at the Shubert. That rep- (14); Keith's, Gr. Rapids (15).
presented absolute capacity all week
"Born Yesterday" American, St.
and proved management's first idea
otji longer booking (three or four Louis (3-8); Cass, Det, (10-15).
"Call Me Mister"— Shubert, Bost.
weeks) would have spelled plenty of
.
Also "Park's" sensational biz (8-15).
.
firofit.
ogether with fine trade done by
"Brlgadoon"— Shubert, N. Haven
"Bloomer Girl" a month previous (6-8); Colonial, Bost. (10-15).
disproved old' theory that Philly
"Carrot and Club"—Walnut, Philly
won't go all-out for return engage- (8-15).

—

lister'

show

basis Feb,

7.

Estimates for Last

Me

up

to estimated $15,000, very good.
Jooss Ballet, Copley ,(1,000; $3.60).
Four performances only, and not too
enthusiastically received in press.

La West Does

—

—

—

Mill" is now the talk of the rialto.
Victor Herbert revival is already
sold out for first two weeks and engagement is virtually set to be ex-

tended

beyond

four-week

period

originally announced at the Shubert.
In fact as house has no immediate

bookings and as there are no musicals on the horizon, "Mill" can stay
here indefinitely.

'Blo$som' 20G, D. C,

V

(5);

Capitol,

Salt

Lake City (7); Aud., Laramie (9);
Aud., Denver (10); Aud., Boulder

ton

(11th

week)

mated

"Glass
play,
Menagerie," ATS
bowed in yesterday (3) for its
skedded fortnight, with "State of the
Union" following for a three-week
stint.

ballet.

33G, BALTO.

Baltimore, Feb.

4.

House was

practically

sold

advance.
In currently is revival of "Craig's
Wife," with Judith Evelyn given top

billing.

Woman"

ZaSu
is

Broadway

(6th

''Burlesque,"

Belasco C6th week)
week). (M-1,900; $4.80). Business for
(C-1,077;
one of season's best regarded musi- excellent $4.80). Has teen, getting
money with r; t perbeen substantial; $32,500 in formances
virtually
se»>kg
out:
big house.
'.'
rated around $20,000.
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (53d
"Henry
VHL>
Every
week) (C-993; $4.80), The' gross for
'

cals has

Woman

'Born' 17G, St. Louis
St. Louis.

Feb.

4.

"Wm

Knows,"

Gabriel

"Jo?".!

Borkman" and "Androefcs and the
Lion," International
Ojth week)
'

m

Picked
and rated
"Andwiclc
Vill be
"Call Me Mister," National (42d given more performane,
tban the
week) (R-l,)04; $6).
Aimed into other plays until "Tf»4!«»\v Jack"

do.

(1,172; $4.20).

around

,

$18,000;

'

summer and

bows in Feb. 27.
"Lady Windermere's ttm," Cort
(16th week) (C-1,061; $4.29).
One
(94th week) of the standouts amtBi;,- revivals and
Approaching the two- getting about top money in that
year mark and looks sure go on division; improved to oven $21,500.
beyond then; profitable business
"Cyrano de Berge «„».•' Jforryrnore
rated around $33,000.
(17th week) (CD-yga; $4.80). Still
"Christopher Blake," Music Box attracting attention and
goodly busi(9th week) (D-979; $4.80). Variable, ness with last
week- iwnptng to
and without
will last longer, according to continuous capacity attendance; close to $33,000.

"Carousel," Majestic

(M-1,667; $6).

theatre party support, $19,500,
takings are easinp downward with
sw
he r
%»bwt (2d week)
,
!Y-,'
week somewhat under $17,000; „r
(M-1,382; $4.80)., -Fin
full week
about even break on operation.
estimated over $32,t»s
rrl j s capa"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
city in this house at 1.1
.;*k4p„
(4th week) (M-1.319; $6). Click of
this new musical undoubted, and
road company being planned; $42,-

^

last'

£

-<

i'„

500. capacity plus standees.

Wolfit Co. Hits

"Happy
Birthday,"
Broadhurst
(14th week) (CD-1.160: $4.8,0). Sells
out all times and there* are no
theatre parties; takings close to $30,-

la

117,200

2d Toronto Week
Toronto, Feb.

500.

4.

On holdovei last week at the
Royal Alexandra, Donald Wolfit and

"Harvev." 48th St. (118th week)
(C-920; $4.20). Popularity of laugh
show carries to virtual capacity
business right alon.s and last week's
gross approached $19,000.
"Icetime," Center (33d week) (R-

with their London
company, grossed an excellent $17,200
with 1.525-seirter ,««iled at a light
Rosalind

Iden,

Garson Kanin's comedy "Born
Spr. (12); Aud.,
Yesterday" was bad for the first of
(15).
$2.50. First periurmance in Canada
(3-15).
a two-week stand from a b.o. standof "Volpone" for two performances
Studebaker, Chi. point but a 100% click with the crix, 2,994; $2.40). Somewhat overestimat- bumped the gross, with Wolfit omited but still eemmartds profitable ting
all of whom tossed raves for the piece
(3-15).
his "Hamlet" in the second
Erlanger, and cast.
The first session, eight business and is slated into spring; stanza. First week did $15,800.
"Magnificent Yankee"
performances, wound up at the $27,000.
Chi. (3-15).
But more important is the recep"It Takes Two," Biltmore (C-920;
(3-8); American theatre Saturday (1) with
"Oklahoma!"
Cass,
Det.
tion
accorded
the London visitors
Presented
George
Abbott
by
$4.20),
Mil.
(10-15).
of
Davidson,
$17,000.
an estimated gross
Story"—Playhouse, Wil.
"Parlor
The 1,700-seat house is scaled to and Richard Aldrich; written by who are currently dividing the week
Virginia Faulkner and Dana Suesse; in such adjacent drama-starved cities
'
(14-15).
$3.66.
as Hamilton, London and Brantford,
opened Monday (3).
"Pygmalion"— Iris, Mex. City (3"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (llth where the first British troupe to
8); Curran, Frisco (10-15).
week) (D-1,33;: $4.80). Looks like come to Canada since 1939 has sold
"Song of Norway"— Shubert, Chi.
'Pygmalion' 22G, Cincy. the
play and it's Coast star Ingrid out almost on mail order sales alone
(3-15).
Cincinnati, Feb. 4.
Bergman will figure in the spring's for a current week's gross of $21,100.
"Springtime for Henry"— Selwyn,
the
country's
Pegged
one
of
as
prize
awards; always capacity plus; This confined to the Wolfit company's
(3-15).
Chi.repertory of "King Lear." "Hamlet."
"State of the Union"—Conv. Hall, poorest legit towns. Cincy nullified over $32,500.
"John Loves Mary," Booth (C-712; "As You Like It" and "The Merchant
Tulsa (3-4); Aud., L. Rock (6); Aud., that rating last week by supporting
Memphis (7-8); Temple, Birming- "Pygmalion," with Gertrude Law- $4.80). Presented by Richard Rodg- of Venice." Capacity advance sales
ham (10); Aud., Nashville (11); Er- rence and Dennis King, to better than ers and Oscar Hammerstein, 2d; were: Palace (2,007 seats), Hamilton,
$23,000 in the 1,300-seat Cox at $3.60 written by Norman Krasna; laugh three performances, $9,000; Capitol
langer, Atlanta (12-15).
play liked out of town; opened Tues- (1,630) Brantford, one performance,
"State of the Union"—Aud., St. top.
Standee and turnaway biz was reg- day (4).
$2,700; Grand (1,200) London, four
Paul (3); Omaha, Omaha (5); Music
"Life With Father," Bijou (374th performances, $9,400.
from Wednesday matinee
AH theatres
Hall, K. C. (6-8); Radio, Des Moines istered
week) (C-613; $3.60). Up a bit more scaled at $2.50 top.
(11); Orpheum, Davenport (12); Pal- through Saturday night.
last week when the run leader apPrior to going into the Century,
ace, So. Bend (13); Parkway, Madiproximated $9,000; some profit at New York, week of Feb, 18 the
son (14-15).
that level.
'UNION' ZBG, MPLS.
Wolfit company will complete its six"Student Prince" Davidson, Mil.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (CD- iweek Canadian tour with a repeat
(3-8): Parkway, Madison (10); VocaMinneapolis, Feb. 4.
1,082; $4.80). Played 42 weeks until engagement at the Royal Alexandra.
tion N. S„ La Crosse (11); Lyceum,
"State of Union," with Neil Hamforced to suspend when Alfred Lunt Toronto, where heavy mail order
Mpls. (12-15).
ilton, Erin O'Brien-Moore and James
operated
on; slated to resume sale for this final engagement is alwas
Nat'l,
"The Glass Menagerie"
Rennie, despite near-blizzards, subnext Monday (10) Ruth Draper fill- ready evident.
Wash. (3-15).
zero temperatures and icy thoroughMusic fares, zoomed through to smash $28,- ing in with monologs.
"The Glass Menagerie"
(206th
"Oklahoma!", St. James
Hall, Houston (4); Texas, S. Antonio 000 for six nights and two- matinees
Will com(5); Paramount, Austin (6); Melba, at $3.60 top in the 2,100-seat Lyceum. week) (M-1,509; $4.80).
(4), N. H.
2
four years at the end of March •Carrot'
Dallas (7-8); Worth, Ft. Worth (10);
Weekend performances were sell- plete
New Haven, Feb. 4.
and people will start collecting long
Majestic, Wichita Falls (11); Conv. outs.
Preem of "Carrot and Club" failed
plenty
distance
bets;
good;
up
further
Norman
Conv.
Hall,
Hail, Tulsa (12);
to stir b.o. interest at Shubert last
$28,500.
(13): Aud,. Stillwater (14).
Laughter,"
"Present
Plymouth weekend (30-1). Lack of cast names,
"The Bed Mill"— Shubert, Philly
'Hamlet' 15G, Seattle
(14th week) (M-1,063: $4.80). Fooled plus so-so press, added up to an es(3-15).
Seattle, Feb. 4.
some managers by holding to profit- timated $4,500. On four shows at $3
"Three to Make Ready"— Black"Hamlet," with Maurice Evans, able business longer than expected; top (tax incl.), this meant plenty of
stone, Chi. (3-15).
vacant pews.
Opera got capacity for five performances, improved to very good $17,500.
"Up In Central Park"
one a matinee, at the 1,450-seater
Current is breakin of "Brigadoon"
"State of the Union," Hudson (64th
House. Bost. (3-15).
"Voice of the Turtle"— Nixon, Pitt. Metropolitan', with a $3.75 top.
week) (CD-1,057; $4.80). One of the with heavy advance already in the
Engagement rang up boff $15,000. most consistant big grossers on till. Here for last half (6-8).
(8-15).
(11);

Chief, Colo.

Pueblo U3); Aud., Topeka

"Harvey"— Harris, 'Chi.
"Lute Song"

—

—

'

—

—

BOFF

Absolute capacity was the s'tory
here for 'The Red Mill" at Ford's
last week with a bango $33,000 the
C,Ount.
o'Ut in

week) (M-2,693; $2.40). Somewhat
improved to around $26,000 but attendance for the return date under
expectations;
another week, then

$4.80).

$21,000.

.

Washington, Feb. 4.
"Blossom Time" held well for its
second week at the National with
better than $20,000 chalked up to its
credit.
Extra Sunday performance
helped hypo returns.

'MILL'

(D-968;

Picked up slightlv with several parties a factor and the gross approxi-

the week is usually computed be"John Loves Mary," Plymouth (1,- fore Saturd-v and the count always
$3.60). Second and final week comes out artund $21,000; all it can

200;

—

Temple, Tacoma

:

Beggar's Holiday,"

Week

"Apartment 17-B," Wilbur (1,200;
$3.60). Second and final week jumped
to estimated $12,000 okay.
Leaves
here known as "It Takes Two."
"Call
Mister," Shubert (1,690;
$4.80). Ninth week still drawing big
biz with estimated huge $33,000.

—

mated at around $15,000, which was
far from capacity for this big house.
Propaganda play now in final week.
Sensational advance for "The Red

6

around

still

M

•

——

in

W/fi

"Street
Scene,"
Adelphi
(4th
week) (M-1,434; $6). Drew followup
accolades and should command big
money for some time, with takings

Hub

Apt' 12G,

,

—

prevail through winter, although the
peak of that period is generally

$33,000,

Did an estimated $6,000.
"Washington Square," Colonial (1,Failed to take either
500; $3.60).
with press or public and washed out
ments.
"Chocolate
Soldier"
Forrest, on first week with an estimated
$2,Biz was generally good all around Philly (6-15),
100. Closed Sat. (1).
'last week with "Anna Lucasta" get"Come On Up" Curran, Frisco
ting $17,500 in its sixth week at the
(10-15).
Locust. Trade for this one has been (3-8); Biltmore, L. A.
Frisco;
15G,
"Countess Julie" Plymouth, Bost,
so big 'that length of stay here has
three times been extended, first from (3-8); McCarter, Princeton (10-11);
'Lucasta' Strong $20,000
six to eight weeks, then to 10 and Lyric, Bridgeport (12).
San Francisco, Feb. 4.
now although this hasn't been offiFord's
Balto.
"Craig's
Wife"
Mae West wound up the first
cially announced' to 13 weeks,
(3-8).
week of her "Come On Up" at the
"Bear Ruth"— Coliseum, Evansville 1,776-seat Curran with a gross of
The double bill "Miss Julie" and
"The Proposal"—got a fair $10,000 (3); Aud., Louisville (4-5); English, $15,000. Last week, Maurice Evans
In its second week at the Forrest and Indnpls. (6-8); Town Hall, Toledo concluded
a
three-week run in
that was due almost 90% to pulling (10-12); Hartman, Col. (13-15).
"Hamlet," with a strong pickup to
"Eagle Has Two Heads" Hanna, $27,000.
power of star, Elisabeth Bergner.
Plays themselves weren't much liked Cleve. (3-8); His Majesty's, Mont'l
"Anna Lucasta." in its second
(10-15).
here.
week at the 1,550-seat Geary, did
"Darling, Darling, Darling" Wil- a nice '20,100.
"A Flag Is Born," last week's only
opening, did moderately well at the bur, Bost. (5-15).
"Hamlet" Lyric, "Vancouver (3-4);
Erlanger with first week's gross esti-

—
—

'Beggars 32^G, 'Sons'

Broadway continues to flourish, Broadway with takings
and good business generally should capacity; $25,000.

'John Loves' 15G,

—

ton,

"Rambow 42^G,

reached on Washington's Birthday
and Lent has not materially affected
attendance for quite some years. around $40,000.
Grosses in holding to profitable lev"The Fatal Weakness," Royale
els are bad news only to those man(llth week) (CD-1,025; $4.80).
Has
p^ers waiting to find berths on the
eased off somewhat but a moneymain stem f~r new production. Re- maker
for first three months; eased
liable reports of sliding business in
some out-of-town cities is not ap- off: dipped under $16,000.
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (17th
plicable to New York, where how(D-1,213; $5.40).
Whether
ever, ther
are trends of reduced week)
spending in the amusement field. profitable pace will continue through
lengthy
Temperate weather held throughout spring questionable for
test week,
which was April-like drama; $17,000 estimated.
"The Story of Mary Surratt," Milrather than January.
Presented by
"All My Sons" had the first-night ler (D-920; $4.80).
spotlight Llone last week, drawing Russell Lewis and Howard Young;
violently opposed notices, but very written by John Patrick: comes from
promising business, takings being Coast to open Friday (7).
"The Voice of the Turtle," Mot osco
around $14,500 in the first six performances. Three plays were added (147th week) (C-939; $3.60).
AtBoston, Feb. 4.
tendance improved further last week
Three openings here this week all to the list this week.
to around $11,000; okay for longrun
as of Monday (3).. "Up in Central
Estimates for Last Week
Park" at the Opera House, "Darling,
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), three-person play,
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame," CenDarling, Darling," at the Wilbur, and CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
tury (6th week) (M-1,712; $4,80).
(Musical), O (.Operetta).
"Miss J ulie" and "Marriage Proposal,'
"All My Sons," Coronet (1st week) Must find another house after next
double-bill, at the Plymouth.
Openers last week were "Wash- (D-1,095; $4.80). Sharp difference of week as Shakespearean repertory
ington Square," originally skedded opinion expressed by the critics but advertised to open here Feb, 22for two weeks but closed out Sat. the boxoffice did lively business; musical improved to $24,000,
"Years Ago," Mansfield (9th week)
(1) following cool notices all around, $14,500 in first six times, including a
(C-1,001: $4.80).
and Jooss Ballet at the Copley, in preview.
Should play into
for four performances. This was not
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial warm weather; has fared much betgreeted too kindly by the ballet crix, (38th week) (M-1,427: $6.60). Musical ter than indicated earlier and the
either. Other shows remained good competition has arrived, but the g-osses lately have approximated
money getters, with "Call Me Mister" capacity pace of the list's leader unstill phenomenal at the Shubert.
REVIVALS
affected; nearly $45,500.
"Bloomer Girl," City Center (4th
"Brigadoon" is next at the Colonial,
"Another Part of the Forest," Ful-

Ballet Theatre
Lyceum, Mpls. coming in on the 10th, same night as
Aud., St. Paul (8).
"Importance of Being Earnest" opens
"Blackouts of 1947"
El Capitan, at Plymouth. Copley theatre gets
film "Stairway to Heaven" on roadHollywood (3-15).
(.4-1);

'Swetlieiils 32S,

Pitts, in

"A Dangerous

set to follow.

'Menagerie' $8,500, Buff.
Buffalo, Feb.

4.

"'Glass Menagerie," in five shows
last week at the Erlanger, at $3 top,
grossed neat $8,500.

i

—
—

;

-4y

—

G
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Wednesday, February

WRCtTIMATB
a hand, Trevor finds a former sweetheart, Patricia Gibbs, engaged to a
tennis pro who is about to swing a

Hays on Broadway
My Sons

All

It

Kltft Kazan ami "Waller
production, In association with HerM. Harris, of drama In three arts (out1
Features Beth
srem-i by Arthur Miller.
Merrill. Arthur Kennedy. Kd Begley, Lois

Harold Ciurman,

I*'rliMl

bert

Stars
lowe.

.Martha

Scott.;

Anthony

Hugh Mar-

features

Ross

and

Vivian Vance,
.staged by Abbott; .setting !»- John Hoot.
Opened Biltmore, N, Y,, Feb. 3. '47: $4,20

Wheeler mid Karl MaUlen. Staged hy Kazan; setting by Mordoeai Gorelik. Opened top
Coronet, N. Y.; Jan. 21), '47: $1.S(I tun.
at

Joe Keller.
Br. Jim Bayllss.
Plant; imhey..

F„l HCffiey
....... .John Art-Govern
......... .Dudley Sadler
Pefcuy Meredith
....
......... Hone Cameron
........ Arthur Kennedy
........ Eugene Steiner
Beth Merrill

Sue Ba.v'.isa.
Lydia Lubey....,
Chris Keller......
Bert
.'

Kate Keller

..

Ann Deever
George.

Lots Wheeler

Connie Fraxier,...
Mr. Fine
.

......Vivian Vance
. ... .Robert
Kdwin

Hugh Marlowe
......Anthony Boss
......Temple Tcxa«
.....John Foreythe

.

Comfort Cilisou.
Bill Renault

Shaw

........ .Beta

.

Klevator Boy

Todd Frazier. .....
Monk Kathhurn .
.

Maiden
e are

Getss
been interrupted by the easier money Oltvla
Dlddo Betas....
of modeling. Curtain finds the pair Buddy .Lawrence,

not en °ugh laughs in headed for a new campaign to serve
Takes Two." known at tryout as
Apartment 17-B," and its chances humanity.
John Beal gives considerable credare weak at the b.o. When George
hanAbbott directs he is adept in bring- ibility to the role of Trevor. He
of a prop
ing forth the full comedy content, dles very well the obstacle
artificial hand. "His emdtions are Well
if its there; but
it just isn't there
the
various
stages rangmirrored
in
1.1
Two."
bitterness to optimistic deSeeming as much in error is the ing from
As Patricia, Diane Chadatmosphere of bickering that per- termination.
vades each act. Audiences seeking wick reads her lines capably but
physical
amusement are not likely to react lacks the sparkle and therole.
Bert
attributes required by the
favaraoly
el

or?il

This is an acid postwar drama,
most vibrant anent the home front,
but so bitter in aspect that the draw

be limited.

is likely to

Here again is an instance of hisand direction seemingly bet-

trionics

play. There's not a
in the cast. Some
Characters are not clearly written but
they're so well performed that the

the

weak performance
onlooker

Julius Blng

I.oosbrock. ,.
Bee Clark. ......

may even admire

a couple

;

It

when the leading charac- Lytell plays a syndicate sub-boss
devote most of the evening to
exposiMy
verbal battling, mostly over trivial amusingly in a semi'-drunk
tion of the character. Polly Rowles
matters.
play's Chief laugh-getter as a
is
Latest farce comedy is localied in
pseudo-cynical blonde with the bright
a New York apartment into which
There have been many grim as- Todd and Connie Frazier have iust answers. Kendall Clark is good as
the tennis star.
pects of the second World War, the moved. The place is littered
with
Major fault from scribbling angle,
mistakes, chicanery and treachery on barrels and boxes. They
have been
marked tendency
the home front revealed in the wed four years, and he's only re- as of premiere, is a
toward overwriting. Various interdailies, and there probably will be cently out of uniform.
The couple minable passages find their points,
more lurid revelations as time goes find it tough to find living quarlost in their own wordiness^ More"
on. New play has to do with one ters, like many others these days.
than
sequence
seems
better suitone
deed of knavery that involved two So they haven't really lived toed to the lecture platform than the
families, the heads of which had been gether, and as they start
arguing legitimate stage. Lengthy philosophnext-door neighbors, also business immediately after he returns
from ical mohologs cause audience unrest
partners. The author did a generally the office their marital, association
is that makes it difficult for the good
good job but a surer bell-ringer about set. back further.
the war is still to be expected.
.They decide to try separation but portions to put their full significance
across. Intermittent flashes, however,
First act is talky, but the second because of the housing situation
they are provocative and writing in gendelivers a' dramatic wallop, with the remain in apartment 17-B, he
using eral reflects considerable preparation
third almost as stronf!. Keller and the guest bedroom. With the
arrival
Deever supplied casings for plane of Monk Rathburn, Todd's pal at col- in its development.
Staging is erratic in the sense that
engines and were' cleaning up until
cal
g
implications develop. much deadworid has the play limping
A- ?\, l?
the Army caught up with them for A
tall blonde drops in looking
for where it should be trotting. As in
delivering cracked cylinder heads, an apartment and Monk goes
for her other similar cases, this may be due
which assertedly caused 21 crashes having the use of the hall.
Connie
to the author -director's being so close
and the dei„th of that many young goes off to spend the night
with her to the forest he doesn't see the trees.
pilots. Both were indicted and Dee- c u «n Bee and there's
a very liquid
?
Physically, production is attractive,
ver. given a long prison term, but night at the Frazier
menage. Connie representing adjoining apartments in
v. thoi:ffh equally guilty, returns in the
Joe K
morning
Bone.
was nV}. ?it the factory when the place well scrambled up,to find the an urban court.
then decracked ea;««i;s were welded, and cides on Reno
when the blonde
thus eseS&'AJ incarceration.
emerges from the bedroom in her
Plot- is plenty involved.
Larry
hen she learn s that
g
Schenectady, Jan. 25.
Keller, one,. son who was a pilot, Todd !fslept it off on the living robm
David Lowe-John Huntington production
crashed in ;£hina and although re- .divan, the battling
ceases, for papa of farcical melodrama in three, acts by
ported raising in action three and loves mama and vice
Ueorge Batson and Jack Kirkland. Staged
versa
one-half years ago, his mother Kate
Martha Scott, back from Holly- by tKirkland. Setting by Charles Bison.
At
rafie. Schenectady. Jan. 23, '47.
refuses to believe him dead. Chris, wood
who's appeared in several Smiley
........ .John Gerard
the other soifc, was a captain in the Broadway shows but
better" known Joey
I,ee Sanford
Army, and is now in business with on the Coast, stars as isConnie.
.Bruce Adams
•
It isn't Professor Harriman.
his dad. He l»d invited Ann Deever as attractive
Paul Lipson
a part as might be but Captain Winkle
Ulory ..............
..Phyllis Defeus
to visit thenf, the family of the im- she gets
away with it fairly well. Candy.
.,
......Nancy Hoadley
prisoned mart .having moved to an- Hugh Marlowe
plays Todd, the young Cordelia Tuttle
ZaSu Pitts
other city. He. intends marrying the husband, who
.....
Frank Lyon
while carrving-a hang- Todd
Amity Haines
Ma rsaret Callahan
fill although 'She wa? engaged to over takes a jealous poke at
another PrisciUa Haines,....
.Jean Carson
,arry, because of which Kate op- tenant
and gets- smacked down Lon Da t?et t. ........
Gordon McDonald
poses the match. She is not con- Vivian Vance's
part as Bee isn't Mrs. Hodge........ ......Valerie Valalre
vinced that he? other boy is not meaty but
she scores when getting Boston .Bennie...... ......Anthony Rivers
alive until reading the last letter a chance.
..........Alan Tower
One of her suits gets a The Deacon
from him to
telling his inten- laugh
because of the way some fur
tiori of crashing filter learning of the
This farcical melodrama, an exstuff is draped half way
around ber tensive rewrite of a more serious
scandal involvinS his father.
midsection. Anthony Ross plays the
When Chris realizes that his father amorous
play, "Cordelia," which was given
Monk rather friskily. Tem- trials in Boston and
is as guilj"
'>i the other man, it is
Philadelphia
ple Texas is the big blonde who
likes last fall, looked rough and weak
the dp'«<»
punch of the play, but to take
on
her shoes off and guzzle gin:
it isri t ea|
to believe his family's
She was a model and showgirl here- its premiere here, with a dud indiaffection for the old man. Joe decated,
tofore.
Reta
Shaw
plays a stuffy
cides to take what's coming to him
However, Jack Kirkland, who won
anartment-renting pest and gets a
and refers to those lads killed be- 8
fame with "Tobacco Road," thinks the
cause of the defective engine parts as i " i John, Forsythe is the socking piece could be whipped into a satirtenant, and pretty good.
fbee.
all Bis sons. He takes the short way
ical melodrama with Broadway posout by suicide.
sibilities. It was not ready for ScheBeth Merrill as Kate is accorded
nectady, nor for Detroit (where "A
top feature billing and deserves it,
Dangerous Woman" was to open at
Plays Out of
for she is giving the ton performthe Shubert Monday (27) for two
ance of her career. Joe Begley is old
weeks). But bookings had to be honman- Keller and plays the part so
ored. The production will not be
well that he gets audience sympathy
brought into New York until and
«'*«•©<
Club
although it is established early in
unless the backers and Miss Pitts
New Haven, Jan. 30.
the play that he knowingly released
m %erz Jr" Production of drama In think it has a good chance of clickdefective plane material and later two
Jl acts
I
ing.
(tour scenes)
John Wexley.
he admits it was for money. Arthur Stars John Beal; featuresbyBert
Task of Kirkland and George BatLytell
DiKennedy's Chris stamps him as a rected liy the author: settings by Frederick son, the original author, however,
young actor of authority, especially I?*-,.it,
New Haven Jan seems to be herculean. Play situa.?'£?«' 111
$3 lop.
when he berates the old man for intions are telegraphed;
lines lack
directly killing Larry and was rezing; acting is broad to the point of
J
sponsible for the death of the others Patricia «lb., a
:.\\\\\\DianV S? adwS burlesque and sometimes uncertain;
John Bp'iI flow of action is uneven.
who crashed. Kennedy is in "Boom- Avic i revor.
h Mensenwr.
"Dangerous
.'.Thomas Hume
erang," eastern-made picture direct- R!S'«!' W
Woman"
has
the aspects of a 30Kendall Clark
S5S.i "JJ
ed by Elia Kazan, one of the pro- Stanley
Moore.
..Bert Lytell year-old farce— the kind which might
ducers of "Sons." Lois Wheeler plays
find favor with high-school actors
'Carrot and Club" will probably go and audiences.
Ann and is an attractive, promising
young actress. All the others give down in this season's book as a sinMiss Pitts, who had been ill with
effective performances under crack cere effort that falls short of its laryngitis for a week
prior to the
direction, and if the drama misses it mark. In its embryonic stage, play premiere and went
on after receivwon't be chargeable to Kazan nor attempts to cover too much territory ing penicillin shots, doesn't
appear
and lacks the scrivening seven-league perfect either in her
the actors.
Ibee.
lines or timing.
boots to accomplish its purported Her voice
is also indistinct at times.
Emmett Lavery's new play is mission, In brief, to coin, a mala- Yet she holds the stage most of the
themed around a Greek opportunist propism, it's a case of too many irons way with her fluttering, gesturing,
and is said to be of the same pattern in the fire spoiling the broth. When nervous type of acting. The patrons,
the excess substance is removed in for the
as "Born Yesterday."
most part, found her -amusing.
the brushing up process, it is quesDangerous Woman" is being contionable if the
of the play's, people who are supposed to "•; slimy. "All
Sons"
is bound to evoke a difference of
opinion and it's indicated the negatives Will be in the majority.
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A Dangerous Woman
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SAMUEL FRENCH.
SINCE. 1830

Play, Brokers

811

m

West

and

Street, 'lag

&„ Bele»

HAWTHORNE PLAYHOUSE
GLOUCESTER. MASS.
Available for J 947 season. <H>0 seats.
Drawing capacity BO.OOa. located in
large popular Summer hotel. Excellent proposition for reputable producer.
,

:

Hawthorne inn
(IWCWRBK, MASS.

tvnte

shadow that remains
to excite sufinterest to stand up against

be sturdy enough

ficient

current

Broadway

traffic.

Los Angeles, Script tackles
the problem of a returned vet, Kit
Trevor,
who finds an America
.Laid in

Authors' Representatives
MS West 45th Street, New forfc

via]

Wa

Nazis.

^fugee
Hit entes
hating,

pretty

steeped in bigotry, false ideals, subrs e
acceptance of
,.,P hiloso Ph y'
y,?
iY.
World
War III inevitability, and a
general What's-the-use attitude. Trevor is a cartoonist whose creation,
Johnny Vet," is catching on and is
about to be given national syndication. However, the head of the syndicate insists on selling the feature
as entertainment rather than from
its crusade angle, and Trevor
balks

when

he

realizes

that

demanded

changes in his approach would ener-

vate the strip.
On returning from the war, minus

stantly rewritten, which makes an
appraisal of the play and acting difficult. The second show was
said to
be better than the first, which went
on almost cold. Some o£ the costumes, wigs, etc., had not yet arrived.
Show is a low budget affair, in one
set and enlisting the services
of 14
people. It is set in the early 1900's,
at Cordelia Tuttle's boarding house
on the North Shore of Massachusetts.
S?,0 4 is peopled with a group of
familiar characters; an eccentric inventor, formerly a
college professor,
whose, machine loudly explodes at
various points in the action; a retired sea captain; two girls reared
by
the proprietress, who is also an unsuccessful dressmaker. To the house
is brought a cache of
$100,000, which
.

Boston Bennie took from two guards

m

Boston.

A

pair of

femme

crooks.

curious that a lain

w

from a Germany w
Zuckmayer cannot help

should

choose

to

drama around

solid

write a
a Nazi

Luftwaffe General who i s basiS
a good egg and who doesn't
like the
Nazrs nto the bargain.. The

kraut
general,
obviously
written
with
overtones of both Goering and Vrm
Richtofen, expresses himself at
one
point as having been equally willin»
to fight on either side. He just fflw!
war. The.fact that he knocks

W

off
in
....Traute Carlsen self
an offstage airolanfi
..Elisabeth Mailer propeller while the SS fs
closing
Altschul
on the sabotage

&

........... .Lutz

ring he has fostered

Germany's airplane plants doesn't
The great war play from the do much to dispel
the wonder of how
Nazi side is yet to be written. Zuck- such
a human chap, with sympathy
mayer has made a good start here, for Jews and contempt
for Hitler
although laying himself wide open
in

to the kind of slugging Steinbeck's
"Moon' Is Down" aroused for its depiction of something good in individ-

posing as school teachers, have the

hundred grand in a
and the deacon try

They

suitcase.

to double-cross
Bennie, while Miss Pitts and several
of her boarding house crew work to
grab the money, turn in the thieves

and

collect a- $10,000

ever got to be a Nazi general
It
may be taken as a defense of' the
regular army Germans, even the
general staff as against the Nazis' in
the SS, Gestapo and party itself
But
here
in
German-speaking
Switzerland, where the people lived
inside a Nazi ring for most of the
war, it's hard for the critics and
customers to reconcile themselves to
Gen. Harras. It would be harder to

swallow on Broadway, where

reward.

It's a case of cheating cheaters. The
money repeatedly changes hands and
winding up in the

positions, usually

there's

a well-founded belief that there's not
likely to be much good in any Nazi-,
particularly in a general.

Categorically the play's dramatis
clothes-dummy. Guns,
mallets and gags are freely used. The personae and Circumstances don't
action turns into noisy slapstick in sound like -much. Played to the hilt
the second act. The whole business though by Gustav Knuth as the genis completely improbable and impos- eral, and believably supported and
it
makes a nevertheless
sible, having neither rhyme, reason directed,
nor subtlety. The cast desperately absorbing glimpse into a neutralreaches for laughs— and at the per- colored Nazi world about which most
formance reviewed, with some suc- people on the other side have had a

back

slit

of

a*

Not that ZuckAt the final curtain, Cordelia lot of curosity.
money mayer's information comes more
from the inside. He sat out the war
and earns the reward.
Jean Carson,- as a tough, curvaceous in the V. S.
The lead is a heavy load for any
tramp-camp, flashes the only outright sex appeal of the show. This actor. Knuth is on stage for practirole could be built, so could that of cally all of the piece's talky three
First act runs 100 minutes
Smiley, a naive, moronic crook. John hours.
and
the whole play could stand a lot
Gerard's characterization of this part
misses by a wide margin. Valerie of pruning. Sets are admirable and
Valaire plays a WCTU leader broad- the male cast turn in solid performThe female roles are neither
ly. Anthony Rivers, as Bennie, doesn't ances.
A
ring too true. Gordon McDonald,' as believable or very important.
Lon, and Nancy Hoadley, as Candy, good bet for Broadway—if someone's
make appealing young lovers. Bruce willing to take a chance on the rap
Adams has moments in the role of for humanizing a big-shot Nazi. Isra.'

cess.

discomfits the crooks, has the
-

.

,-

.

the inventor,

Jaco.

Main

2

,

•

General

•'

....... ....Karl

Deever...

ter than

......Martha Scott

Atrs.
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Hays Abroad

deal involving backing for an exclusive club. The" ghost backer is an
Devil's
oil magnate who has an eye out for
Zurich, Jan. 20.
Patricia and who is about to join her
Drama In three acts by Karl Zuckmayer.
trip.
Labor troubles
a
biz
in
Scenery by
Directed by Hans Hllpert.
at the 'refinery postpone the trip and Caspar Neher; technical direction. -FerdiTrevor shows up just in time to con- nand Lange. At Sehauspielhaus. Zurich.
Oustnv Knuth
vince the girl that the tennis champ General Harras
.Armin Kchweizer
Jju ttjohann
is just using her to acquire the necHcnrich Gretler
Korrlanke
essary bankrolling.
Robert Fralfag
B'rledrleh Biters
...Robert Biehler
Cartoonist's own ideals hit a com- Ilartmann
Krwin Kaiser
promise snag when he is about to Slgbert von Mohrungen
Siegfried Schurenbei-g
Pflungk
accept the syndicate ultimatum on Baron
WUfrled Seyferth
Dr.. Schmldt-Lausllz
changes, but he rebounds to the old Oderbruo.h. ......... ......... ..... linns Holt
frame of mind when Patricia -agrees Anne niters. .................. ..Irene Naef
to resume a nursing career that had Waltraufc v. Mohrungen. .Anne-Marine Blanc

The

Takes Two

Abbott and Jtiehard Aldrioh pro.
duclion of llnye-not (one .scene) larce comedy by Virginia Faulkner and Dana Stiesse.
George)

5,

Craig's Wife

Buenos Aires, Jan, 9.
JSspeetaculos Ga-Uo production of drama
by John Colton and Clemem-e Randolph,
from story by Somerset Maugham: translated
Gant Gaither production of revival of into Spanish by Francisco J. Bolla. Staged
play In three acts by George Kelly.
Stars by Dulcina de Moroes. Set by Saulo Bsna*
Judith Evelyn, staned by Kelly. DeaiKned vente. At Aatral. Buenos Aires.
by Stewart Chancy.
Dulcina Moraea
Decor hy Jensen's. fciadie Thompson
Presented at the Playhouse. -Wilmington, Mrs. Davidson
AnKelea Martinez
Jan. 31. '47; $2.40 top.
Carmen IJiiinbl
Mrs. Macphail
Miss Austin
Maria Ksther Coran
Kathleen Corne K ya Ameena Horn
Mrs. Harold
Santiago Arrleta
viola Roache Rev. Alfred Davidson
Ma»e
-.
.Bernardo Perrone
.Dorlha Duckworth Dr. Macphail,..,.
Mrs. Craig.
...Miguel T. Beban
Judith F.velyn Sergeant O'Hara.
lithel Landreth
.Camilo da Passano
Virslnia Dwyer Jose Horn,.
Walter CrnlgOllmplo Bobble
Philip Oher Bates

(REVIVAL)

Wilmington, Jan.

31.
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r?. ;?-

ira?ier

Billy ^Birkml re
Joseph Catelle
Harry...
l'.ugene Fredericks

Virginia Hammond
Herschel Ben tley

HuRh Rennle
Nourse
John Hudson

A1I(, n

l'ablo

Corporal Bill
Griggs

Varma

Alberto Irizar

never an easy thing for an
actress to tackle an exacting part in
a language which is not her own, but
to attempt the part of Sadie Thompson in Spanish "is the very considerable feat accomplished here by Dulcina de Moraes, one of Brazil's (Portuguese-speaking) leading actresses,
It

is

George Kelly's 1925 Pulitzer prizewinner remains grade-A theatre and
there is no reason why it should not
repeat its earlier success. The producer has given it an excellent production and Stewart Chaney has
contributed one of his better living who has also staged the production,
bringing the Maugham Story to the
room settings.
This biting, dramatic study of a Argentine boards for the first time.
woman whose real love is her house, Mme. de Moraes puts over an excellent performance in spite of all
is as timely today as back
in 1925.
The Kelly dialog is fresh and lively the handicaps and the play has
and the characters are drawn with caught on, in spite of sticky hot
such convincing realism that the weather conditions.
Santiago Arrieta is disappointing
dramatic situations involving them
alongside the Brazilian player and
never become theatrical.
Briefly, the plot deals with Har- only manages to give a very smug
portrayal of the frustrated missionriet Craig whose consuming
passion ary.
On the other hand. Camilo da
is her domicile.
She drives away
her husband's friends because she Passano is a natural as Joe Horn and
doesn't want them cluttering up the together with a three-year-old todhouse. She is even willing to involve dler, Luis R. Meilan, who seems born
her husband in a murder scandal for the stage, almost steals the show.
Show is also good from the producrather than endanger her own segimmicks
curity.
Selfish, arrogant and. basic- tion angle, but seasonal
may prevent its running as long as
ally cruel, the wife rules all
around
her with a dominating hand until "My Dear Ruth" or other translated
her husband has his eyes opened plays which went over big in 1946.
Nid.
ana stages a revolt epitomized by
smashing a prized vase on the
JLord
mantlepiece.
The ending finds Harriet alone
Savile
with her house, the husband and
Paris, Jan. 22.
servants having fled.
Finally realMarcel Herrand and Jean Murehat proizing the tragedy which her
selfish- duction of Legh Clowes comedy In three
adaptation oy
ness has produced she wanders
in a nets (four scenes). French Decamps. Alex
Paul Modave. Set by Marcel
daze scattering flower petals
around Chovreux. Directed hy Herrand. At Thethe once immaculate room
as the atre des Mathurlna. Paris.
.
curtain falls.
»arcel Herrand
Jenks
Bernard I*"?"*'
Lord Arthur Savlle
a tin is topnotch all the
way.
?
r udl
i
Reno Vidal
Eve,lyn wins top honors in Johnson
Bertlo
Dean of Chichester
the title role—played in the
Lambert
Madeleine
Duchess
of Woaming...
original
Y ze "»
production by Chrystal Heme and
in Lady Goram
Marv Dasmn
Sybil Merton
films by Rosalind Russell. The
star Podger
Bonvdllers
Bives a sharply etched portrayal
0'Brady
of Herr Winkledorf.
a definitely unpleasant character
Gabriel Axej
arid Boris
Behart
even wins sympathy for the wife
Marco
Justin
in Peter
Chrlijlan Sim™
the end. As the husband, Philip
Ober
Teddy
is
convincing and as the house- Piano Tuner
keeper, Viola Roache gives
another
Based on a short story by Oscar
fine characterization.
Wilde whose very English humor
Virginia Hammond 1st impressive
more
-little
adds up on the stage to
in a small role of the
gossipy neigh- than a farce, this English import has
bor and Kathleen Comegy S
rVirginia been nicely produced but isn't likely
Dwyer and Dortha Duckworth are to draw
Marcel
very long here.
n ood form in supporting roles. Herrand
as the butler who tries to
?ir i L
With the exception of Ober, the rest help his master
commit a murder so
of the male contingent does
little as to get it off his hands before he
more than supply background.
marries has a part which becomes
The author directed with an eye for mor6 repetitious at each unsuccesslth the resul * that "Craig's ful attempt. What comedy is supSSW,
Wife
revival form stacks up as plied by Bertie as the cleric ana
superior entertainment.
K(ep.
(Continued on page 62)
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1947
Gallup Poll editor; Jay Frankon FDR; Roger Butterfield on
George Washington, and pieces by
Robert St. John, Vardis Fisher,
Raymond Swing, Grace Thorne Allen, Ken Purdy, Dr. Roy Chan-ran
discriminate Andrews, Sigmund
Spaeth a; ,i oil-

61

gate,
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Literati
Stern Sell* Three Paper*
In a »udden move which caught

Star also agreed not to
against the carriers who participated
in the strike.
Strike was the first time in 66
years that the Star missed publica-

the Newspaper Guild flatlooted, J.
j&avid Stern late Friday night (SI)
announced that he had unloaded his
newspaper and radio properties to tion. The staff played Johnny-onIhe Philadelphia Evening Bulletin. the-job throughout the strike, preThe action, coming after almost paring copy as usual, but having it
three months of the Guild strike, read over the Star's radio station
meant the death of Stern's three WDAF, instead of being set in type.
newspapers—the Philly Record, the
which jumbled its programs
post. Feb.

was the

1

Camden

issue of all three papers

last.

sumed

its

regular

—

bers frankly
lect

make

it

it

easier for those scribes

need the $20-a-week
annum) and (2)

per

make

who

really

''

j
'

'

CHATTER
London Mirheading for Eng-

Whitley,

months

in

sang again.

Holly-

'Blueplating the Yellow Peril

wood.

She was told that her marriage might get by on the broad-minded
it would never be accepted in Hollywood.
As a result, when
her husband was wafted to the Coast she followed and set up house in
Beverly Hills. Still smarting under that crack about her social unacceptability, she began laying out parties to which only the cremc-de-la crcme
was invited These in time grew to as many as 200 for dinner.
When she had received acceptance at least once from everybody who
was anybody she double-checked the list and then closed the doors Jo all
visitors.
She had vindicated her race, her social position and her cooking,
and thus was ready to call it a day. It was quite a performance and she
put it over without singing a note. Having heard her often under Bartelemy, I can tell you Hollywood' missed the best part of her act.

which proper insurance deductions
Dean Dorn 'md Teet Carle colwere made.
laborated on a m.stery novel, "Nine
True, one actor who used to go
publication
down with liveried chauffeur and More Lives," fo'. Spring
by Random House.
collect the $18 (before it was raised
Bill Orustein, Metro trade contact,

to $20) made such a ridiculous picture that he was shamed out of it.

Riviera, but

1

.

has three byline pieces -in currant
mags. Prairie Scheoner, Decade of
Short Stories an,d Writers' Journal.
Emory A ?^3lowan, racing „ fl '.*or
of the Philadelphia Daily News Jnti
publicity

director

of

the

Atlantic

City race track, died in Philly Sunday (2).
Art Linkletter ("People Are Funny") has authored a semi-autobiog
on his radio experience, which
Doubleday will publish in September under title of "Being Out. of My
Head."

Jose Sings
That opera stars do these things more often than not, there's the case of
Jose Mojica, who was going great guns with the Chicago and San Francisco opera companies 15 years ago. Suddenly he announced he was quitting the stage for a monastery. Like others, I thought it was a publicity
gag, but Ed Perkins, who handled Mojica, assured me it was the McCoy.
Well, R. W. Hemphill recently ran across the great Pdexican tenor in,
of all places, an almost inaccessible monastery in Peru!
It was at Cuzco,
the capital of the old Incan empire, a 400-year-old retreat, guarded by
Andean peaks four miles high. It is called the Recoleta Monastery and
is run by Franciscans.
There Hemphill found Mojica, now a Franciscan brother, full of vigor, his
hands calloused from hard work and playing his happiest role. He rather
expected to find a sad, shrinking recluse. On Saturday nights Mojica
sings for others of the order and any visitors who may be presfidt.
He
sings not only religious songs, but numbers like "Pale Moon* (and "The

Reg Whitley, special film correspondent for the London Express,
back to England on the Queen Elizabeth after three months o.o.ing ;he
U. S., Canadian and Mexican film
Most of. the
scene for his paper.
time was spent in Hollywood.
:

versal-International.

It was learned over the weekend
that Bulletin officials have several
potential buyers for the Stern newspaper properties. However, names
of these prospective purchasers were
not even whispered, and thus their
Identity remained as closely-guarded
a secret as the negotiations which
resulted in suspension of publication
©f the Record and Camden papers.

produced by Golden and

film editor,
after four

ror's

land

NY

as possible.

hits

Reginald

punch home

that this isn't charity. The doublesawbuck is a legitimate return for

Mrs. Kober's Sad Landing:
Under terms of the sale, Record
Flown to Palm Springs for her
employees who have been at work health, Mrs. Arthur Kober's ambufor the past 60 days will be contin- lance plane was forced to a crashued on the payroll and receive their landing in Texas and she had to
regular weekly salary or wages. change planes, necessitating another
Provision has been made to con- $2,000 for- the private airship which,
tinue this for a period not exceed- however, the insurance company asing ten weeks for those who do not sumed. The original
to LA plane
accept other employment. A Bulletin ride costs $3,500 unless there's a respokesman also said these provi- turn passage booked, when it is
sions applied to Record executives halved.
who have been getting out the paWife of the author, incidentally,
per since the strike was called, and hitting the sun for the first time in
that Record employees not, on strike eight months, is responding nicely.
had been informed the Bulletin Kober meantime has accepted scriptwould endeavor to hire as many of ing chore with S. P. Eagle at Uni-

them

j

the late Winchell Smith, who also
had a band in the playwri^hting-

(for 20 weeks,
to

j

:,

gest

(be-

(1) to

mme

ha>
.d six out of the last seven,
his agent having little trouble in
peddling lie scripts. His latest yarn,
"My Dca,. Old Mom," is about the
mother of the late Jack Hazzard. ;>
well known actor who lived in AV>-.
York's west side.
Latter
v
"Turn to the Right," one oi the big-

a point to col-

unemployment insurance

tween pictures) in order

Jolden

|

He

1

Walter Reade's Sun Folds

Dream" from Manon.
What message he had

FOREVER IMBER, OR

Fold of the Asbury Park, N. J.
last Wednesday (29) represents
a substantial financial loss to publisher and theatre circuit owner
Walter Reade. Founded a year ago,

Sun

HOW HOT

2.

Grace Moore's finale in flames just about closed a peculiar chapter in
show biz. Never again are gals likely to move up from musicomedy to
..pera, and in any case they are not likely to take their hard-earned coin
and go abroad to spend it on training, for the simple reason that all the
top teachers are in either NY or LA by now.
In Miss Moore's time Bartelemy in Monte Carlo was still the top coach.
He had tutored Caruso, Martinelli, Mary Garden and Mary McCormick.
In fact, between operatic seasons Caruso was under his wing for 16 years.
At the time Grace Moore came out of a Music Box revue, Jue Quon Tai
came out of a Billy Rock's "Silks and Satins." Both headed for Monte
Carlo and Bartelemy. Jue Quon Tai was Chinese, and if she made the
grade would be the first of her race to star in opfera. Everybody raved
about her. Mary Garden said she had heaid only one voice that even
approached it in 30 years. She would have made a beautiful Delilah.
Both girls were doing beautifully under Bartelemy during the summer of
1928, and then Jue Quon Tai got caught in a pincer movement involving
marriage and movies. Though nothing could make her act in them, her
marriage definitely made her career secondary to pictures. Movies were
like a mistral that continually blew music out of the lovencst.
She had
married a great American painter who had turned to directing pictures,
and she became such a good wife in the Chinese tradition that she never

.A«tS»t»r

sometin ••> :.pemh.»?
writing ,tf-uue for
magaziiif, most of the yarns being
•!• v
about
business personalities.

Lot of the Guys Need It
The Screen Writers Guild mem-

—

Golden as

Joh;

the strike, reschedules Mon-

*** *****

Scully *«

Lion's Den, Feb.

John
Sunday

day.

This means that, at least for the
but one
present, there will be
the
morning newspaper in Philly
Inquirer. It also means that there
will be no newspapers in the huge
South Jersey area covered by the
Courier-Post newspapers.
The Bulletin announced that it
will publish a Sunday paper in the
near future "at the earliest possible date," including the Record's
features. Robert McLean, Bulletin
prexy, also said he "hoped that the
the Record
services rendered b;
and Courier-Post would be resumed
under independent ownership." Sale
also involved WCAU, Philly CBS
outlet, which Stern purchased about
ago from the Levy
six months
».
Brothers for $6,000,000.

"

during

extensively

SCRAPBOOK

By Frank

ers.

WDAF

Camden Courier and the

SCULLY'S

proof that he had found
"I love them all."

CHIPS FALL

for those who remembered him in the States was
a better solution than most. "Tell them," he said,

Barnum and B. O.
Unlike "The Hucksters," which
Just 100 years ago Jenny Lind took off from Copenhagen tor her native
grew out of a grudge which deals with the advertising end of the Sweden, but as terrj
as she was, Grace Moore outdrew hit in CopenReade held against the 50-year-old radio business, Lew Lauria's novel, hagen. In her Ame ican tour Lind grossed $700,000 in 95 cliicerts. Her
Asbury Park Press for failing to "Let the Chips Fall," concerns the net was $177,000, w >ich was all velvet, there being no ineouie taxes in
The Bulletin, in its Monday (3) support his candidacy for council- acting end of radio. An actor, writ- those days.
issue, front-paged a statement- call- man in a 1945 election at the New er and director, besides having conEven autographs nad a different value. Shopkeepers w4u*d give a fur
ing attention to the fact that Record Jersey shore resort.
ceived and founded .the National coat for an autogr ph. Pefiple paid crazy prices for the first ticket to one
Miffed when the Press did not aid Radio Artists Telephone Exchange, of her concerts.
features and comics were appearing
ler first Castle Garden concert, which Aew 5,000 cusin the Bulletin.
Drew Pearson's his political aspirations, Reade a highly successful and profitable tomers, found on culture chump pacing $225 for the firs! t-jb. That was
Washington Merry-go-round column yanked his film advertising and in business catering to radio artists, Genin, the hattf.-. In Boston top was $625; in ProvideBCe, $650; Philly,
*
appeared on the back page of the association with John J. Quinn, Lauria mentions plenty Of names. $625; St. Louis, $150; Baltimore, $100.
Bulletin, the "anchor" position it Monmouth County Democratic lead- He claims his book is "a true porer and publisher of the Red Bank, trayal of those people of whom the
always held in the Record.
"Arise, Knight, You're Right"
Other weekend developments in- N. J. Standard, moved the Standard industry is composed. .except for
Seeing in many places the story that Laurence Olivier wits' not knighted
cluded the fact that a meeting of the to Asbury and set up the Sun a an occasional instrument of plot...
for his prod- xtion, direction and performance in "Hen.r>; V" because he
Guild was held Sunday . (2).
At- block away from the Press. Origi- the names of advertising agencies, had mart iec' a "divorcee, I rise to ask if Sir Alexander Korda was not
companies, products divorced fr'
tendance was large. Upshot of the nally designed as a throwaway, the broadcasting
m Maria Korda and married to Merle Oix.x n wj?«n he bemeeting was that the Guild will con- Sun claimed a peak circulation of and a few of the leading charac- came Si- A .exander Korda for his production of Henry VHL
sheet

'

>

.

1

."

7,000

tinue the strike, "to insure the cohesion and unity of the three newspaper staffs so that they will be immediately available to prospective
rtew publishers."
The Guild will
continue to picket the plants, and
distribute the "Real Record" and
the "Real Courier-Post," eight-page
papers published weekly.
In Washington, the House Labor
committee prepared for a hearing
with Stern, Record publisher, and

ters."

The

about, one Theresa
(Tree) Drake and Dick Randall. The
former js an ambitious radio actress,
who parlays her ambitions until she
finally
reaches Randall, a serious radio director. These two go
through a series of unending martinis in the tournament of Adam.
There's a dope-selling villain, a
homo and a lezz thrown in for good
measure, and even near-rape, besides some inside stuff on auditions
and radio-artists "repartee." One
wonders how these hard-working
artists of the radio find time for the
many soap operas, mystery-dramas,
quiz shows, etc., that must be fed
to the radio grist mill daily, Lauria
pictures these artists as true Bo-

Harry Talmadge, who had come to
the Sun from the Long Branch, N.J.
Record by way of the Standard, was
business manager. Shortly after the
Sun's birth, Reade was reported to
be dropping an estimated $5,000
weekly and last fall this loss was
said to have been pared to $3,000
weekly. Several libel suits were also

national and Philly Guild officers to
probe the causes of the paper's failure. Investigation will be taken in
connection with
the committee's
hearings to dilute the National Labor

Relations Act. One spokesman
of the strike which caused the
pers to shut down: "We consider
e_ recent and most outstanding

in its brief existence.

Sun's editorial staff comprised
some 20 employes headed by managing editor Morris Mogelever, formerly of the Newark Star-Ledger.

the Sun.
Speculation is rampant whether
Reade's advertising for his four Asbury Park theatres will return to
the Press. Even if he seeks space,
it's understood he may be refused.
While his ads were out the Press

filed against

said

pathis

ex-

I

|

is

One-Sided Feud
Friend? of Basil O'Connor, prez of the National Foundation for Infantile
Paralyri/ as well as the American Red Cross, point out that feuding betwto L'f*<s group and Sister Kenny's is one-sided, as his .bunch put up the
6VJt m< ney to launch her treatment in Minneapolis and makes a specialty

;

byp issing feuds.
O'Connor's formula is to get all possible publicity but not if it involves
clash, a toughie since clashes make news.
Thus his embracing the
of Dimes, even if it meant scuttling of t':c gir'liday Ball and his
obeisance to the Rosalind Russell version of Ss-atv.' Kenny and his softpeddling of any differences of opinion on methods of treatment or distribution of funds.
But he finally was forced into the open wh»»u the picture industry tried
to hand him $30,000 in a lump sum -instead of permitting his people to
conduct personal collections. When he .turned down Edward Arnold's
check he made one thing clear: The day o£ personal charity as opposed to
community giving is not over.
of

;

!

a

.
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Effective Immediately
That radio is here to stay I'm now convinced. Months ago Zeke Manners,
reading a commercial, announced that "taking Bayer aspirin -shows no

hemians. Burlesque and films in its
pioneer days Were just a kinder-

carried a listing of film attractions
as a public service. As an indication
of the Press' strength, it has picked
up 6,000 more readers in the past
eight years to hit a current circulaAdvertising rates
tion of 20,000.

ample oi the need for a change in
the National Labor Relations Act."

story

garten compared to the life led by
artists as pictured in "Let the Chips

effects."

no

effect

He meant no
whatever, for

effects."
But the fact that he said
helped the sales curve. upward.

"ill
it

Strike

j

|

!

j

contributor-owned general
magazine, bows on newsstands today (Wed.). Monthly, selling at 35c,
first

pendent merchants who buy and sell is owned entirely by 300 writers,
newspapers as other merchants deal artists and photogs. Major' article of
in other commodities.
first issue' is a 10,000 word piece by
This point the Star agreed to set, Darrell Berrigan, "Facts Out of Jaaside for'.legal study in the settle- pan." Mag also contains a short stoment, which also gave a substantial ry by Pearl Buck; "My Country,
increase in pay to the pressmen. The Right or Left?" by William A. Lyd-

i

]

j

'

i

sure and read "Let the Chips Fall."
I am sure they, too, don't realize
what fun they are missing by turning down those "radio cocktail parties," and by not reading "Let the

Chips Fall."

i

I

;

i

j

j
'

showed

by dc Toth, on behalf of the
film.
It will be preemed in the Utah
territory in which it is backgrounded, with star Joe McCrea also participating in the doings there.
David
Lewis,
who
produced
"Arch," is going to Paris for the
world preem there, while Boyer is
arranging for a special showing of
loted

the film for the French ambassador

Washington. Taplinger went on
with a flock of other illustrations,
demonstrating, "it's different when

in

it's

:

ing agent»for the contract carriers.
Star's stand on the question was that
carriers' are not employees, but inde-

it

Fall."

smooth-running
has
a
Kaycee Strike Over
Lauria
typewriter that pants out hot love
of the Kansas City StarTimes which began Jan. 17 was were also recently hiked.
scenes and pumps out vigorous diaWhen
settled at a meeting Feb. 1 between
graphic
descriptions.
with
log
Profit Deals
Roy A. Roberts, managing editor,
the lay public reads this book there
Kraft's "N. Y. to L. A.*,'
Continued from page 3
and other officials of the newspaper,
H. S. (Hy) Kraft has authored a will be many applications for memFederation
American
Boyer never before
and George L. Berry, president, and Hollywood story with Paul Stewart- bership to the
magazines.
will
for
everybody
Artists,
consider
such an ad tieup,
would
other officers of the International utilizing Variety's "NY to LA" as of Radio
want to join the very Bohemian Taplinger said,
Pressmen's Union (AFL), held at the title.
pictured.
Enterprise exec
radio
artists
Rogers,
of
Ginger
Pressmen's Home, Tennessee.
The
Martin Gabel has the legit 'rights crowd
knew
my
currently in Dennever
is
be
fun!
I
indicated,
It must
also
Paper resumed publication with the to Kraft's dramatization of F. Scott
AFRA card entitled me to so much ver on a -double mission for the stumorning (Times) edition Feb. 3.
Fitzgerald's "The Last Tycoon."
am
surely
squaring
the unit for its
I
entertainment.
And
She's
dio.
The walkout had been called by
going to tell my co-workers, Sena- cancellation of a promise made some
the local pressmen's union seeking
'47 Mag' Makes Bow
recognition of its group as bargainFirst issue 6£ '47, highly-touted as tor Ford and Harry Hershfield, to be time ago that it would preem "Ram•

I

I don't know if it would make a
picture but it would make a swell
trailer for "Forever Amber."
Joe Lourie, Jr.

i

rod" there and assuring Denverites
at the same time that her forthcoming "Wild Calendar" will get its
world tee-off in the town. Miss
'

Rogers
'

is

also

making

a flock of ra-

dio appearances.

Veronica Lake, who starred in
"Ramrod," and her husband, Andre
de Toth, who directed it, are presently

making a

tour, in a plane pi-

your money in a picture."

Effect is also felt, Einfeld pointed
on the set, with stars showing

out,

much more interest in getting to
work on time and wasting as few
minutes as possible This desire to
i>et on with the work, he said, communicates itself to the grips and
gaffers

and technicians

in

general,

with the result that appreciable production coin is saved
.

.
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MARRIAGES
Peggy Phillips to Max Allentuck,
New York, Jan. 31. Bride is Theatre
Guild associate p.a.; groom is legit
manager.
Marjorie Houghton to Sturges

OBITUARIES
MBS. CURTIS BERNHARDT

.

(Peart Arsyle)
My*. Gurtis Bernhardt, wife of the
Bros, director, died suddenly of a cerebral hemorrhage last
Wednesday (29) while visiting New
York with her husband. Prior to her
Carriage she was prima ballerina
proftrlth the London Opera Co. Her
fessional name was Pearl Argyle,
The Bernhardts were in their
gharry - Netherland hotel suite in
York with Charles Miller, of
Music Corp. of America, when Mrs.
Bernhardt was stricken. She died
within an hour, before she could
•ven be moved to a hospital. She
had shown no previous signs of ill-

i
'

Warner

fW

York many years

ago.

He had

also

written songs, including "What Is the
Use to Bemember?" and "Oh, You

Blonde."

Survived by widow and two sons.

Of Sarah "Bernhardt," which
elated to be his next picture.

was

IVY SCOTT

.»

Ivy Scott, 61, vet musical comedy
and operetta star, died Feb. 3 in New
York She last appeared as Mama
Grieg in "Song of Norway" and was
with the show in New York and

Chicago until

illness

forced her to

Continued from page

San Francisco,
screen player;
is
radio producer.

Bride

of

groom

is

week

.

(

Dublin," Ireland, for RKO, died there
Jan. 25.
„,
One of best-known men in film
biz in Ireland, he was formerly with
General Film Distributors.

Columbia lot.
we took almost $500,000 out of the
T«%rianna Richter to Hugh Mosher, Roxy, on Broadway, from 'The
Bride and
Los Angeles, Jan. 25.
Can you imagine
Razor's Edge.'
gr&osfare legit players.
how good it would be if we had 10
Mafgaret MacLennan to John C.
in the U. S.? Or I'll settle for
Banfihard, Jr., Hershey, Pa., Jan. 30. Roxys
MORRIS GERSON
the future of our
Morris Gerson, 61, indie operator ,B*5de is ice skater at the Hershey only five. That's
film-selling: ''getting everything posand veteran exhibitor, died last Sports Arena.
That
week at his home in Philadelphia.
Gloria Balaban to Lee Wolfman, sible from each top picture.
He owned the Overbrook, Hamil- New York, over weekend. Bride is means the small films are dead, but
work to
ton, Haverford and Colonial thea- daughter of David Balaban, Balaban it also means back to hard
achieve this maximum gross per pictre, Philly,
& Katz exec in Chicago.
It's not only a windfall for
ture.
the distributor, but also for the exADRIAN E. FORD
I'm sure the exhibitor will
hibitor.
Adrian E. Ford, 71, former, theatre
that he's better off forcing a
operator, died In Norwich, N, V.,
JB. and Mrs. Dorwid Mack, son, find or sixth week that snowballs
a
Feb. 3.
Chicago, last week. Father is exec third
from the single-selling "campaign,
He had been owner and manager of Filmack Trailer Co.
of several theatres in the Norwich
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Von Herberg,
area.
daughter, Seattle, Feb. 1. Mother is
"

BIRTHS

'

leave the cast last- November.
On the stage, for 56 years, shemade her debut in Sydney, Australia,
and
BETTY ROSS
at the age of five in "Master
Man." Miss Scott arrived in this
Betty Ross, 67, former screen accountry in 1910 and her first role tress, who played number of leads
was in "The Merry Widow." She in Tom Mix westerns, died Feb, 1 at
the her home'Tn Hollywood.
later appeared in "The Girl of
.

Golden West," and "Robin Hood."
PAULINE WESTMORELAND
for several years, she was heard in
Pauline Westmoreland, 37, screen
grand opera, including a season at
actress; died Jan. 28 at her home in
the oWLCentury theatre, N. Y.
Lat£!%Hss Scott was in "Music in Los Angeles.
the M*7' "Revenge With Music,"
Father, 80, Leonard S. Schlesinger,
"ibree\ Waltzes," "Liberty Jones,"
"gunny *)R£ver" and "Too Many president and general manager of
Girls." She $uso was heard in sev- Warner Bros. Service Corp., died

Gene Dennis, seeress; father
tre operator in that city.

Herman

Mr. and Mrs.

is

thea-

Hallbert,

Father is
exchange in

son, Indianapolis, Jan. 30.

booker

at
that city,

Mr.

and

20th-Fox

Joseph

Mrs.

Pevney,

daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 1. Mother
is Mitzi Green, vaude and nitery
comedienne; father is an actor at
Enterprise.

Mr. and Mrs.
London, Jan. 25.

Tom

Arnold, son,

Nix Negative Cost Limit
In line with the' general uncertainty in the film industry
production
skyrocketing
over
and distribution costs, Jake Wilk,
Warners eastern story chief, has
decided to' discard all deals for
important story properties henceforth which set a limit on the
negative cost of a picture.

Under such deals heretofore,
the studio always stood the rap

in case a budget went over the
Father is British
stipulated negative cost set at
showman.
Survived by
the time the »deal was made in
Jan. 31 in St. Louis.
eral radio roles.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack P. Case, son,
the east. New setup will leave
three sons.
Survived, by son and sister.
Burbank, Calif., Jan. 25. Father's
the negative cost in an ambigasst. manager Loew's State, Los Anuous stage.
MATHF.A MERRIFIKLD
Father, 51, of the five De Marco
geles.
Mathea Merrifield, 33, dancer, who Sisters, singing group currently on
Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Kippe,
several Fanchon and the Fred Allen airshow, died in
appeared
daughter, Miami, Jan. 27. Father's
Marco uhits. Aefore being stricken Brooklyn, N. Y., last week.
thus relying on the accumulative
a bandleader.
With tuberculosis, died in Stockton,
word-of -mouth, than opening some B
Mrs. Clara Cowitt, 62, mother of
6alil, Jan. 26v_
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Gabel, son, picture fresh and not doing as well
When becoming ill several years William, Leo and Emanuel Cowitt, Hollywood, Jan. 28. Father is radio with that B on the first week than
ago she underwent treatment at the all of Paramount, died Jan. 28 in actor and director; mother is Arleen he grosses with. the stronger picture
Will Rogers Memorial hospital, Sar- Hollywood.
Francis, radio and legit actress.
on its third or sixth week holdover."
anac Lake, N, %> and for a time she
Mr. and Mrs. Herb Meadows, son,
No question, also, but that part of
Major Homer V. Oldfield, 67, re
appeared to b* responding nicely,
-

i'sv,

After a relapse Xhe decided to go to tired vaudeville trouper, died Jan. 26
California to live with an uncle and in Los Angeles after a long illness.
^vmt.
She haft been living with
them when the $id came.
Widow, 50, of Mel Klee, vaude perIn addition t$ her unit stints she former, died in New York Jan. 28.
had also appeased in New York nit- Two sons and a daughter survive.
tries, principally .the former Hollywood, whtofi bar daring dances won
She had
her overnight attention.
B'hoDti
also appeared in London niteries,
and it was upon her return from
Continued from page i
•broad that she became stricken ill.
with a special committee iCK^field
GEORGE SANGER
men lined up to handle the wofej
George Sanger, 79, retired British
Many theatres are expected to folCircus operator, died in London Jan. low the lead of the Skouras circuit,
Si. He had inherited the circus from N. Y,, in booking special kids' shows
his father, operated it for many during the week. Skouras houses
years until his retirement 15 years have lined up a group of shorts
•go.
based on the brotherhood theme,
Sanger's Circus was a standby for including Sinatra's "House I Live
years- in London and the provinces-,' In,"
Paramount's
"Don't
Be a
and, while never approaching Amer- Sucker," etc., and the chain's manican circuses in lavishness, it had agement has received permission
trouped for years and was gener- from the N. Y. Board of Education
ously patronized by the British pub- to let kids out of school to attend
lic.
the showing.
During the past war, at request of
Radio committee for the drive has
British government, it had toured sent special transcriptions to every
bombed areas for morale purposes. station in the country, Platters, fea-

WeeK

ARNOLD ARNAUT
Arnold Arnaut,

78, restired circus

performer, dipd at his home in
Beechhurst, L. I., Jan. 25. He was
the father of the Arnaut brothers
and the Three Arnauts, both stand-

'

1

indepenthat the days of the casual
somehow
dent productions which

make the l%-to-l% million-dollar
to maintain parity, but that's
Now we must get all picture look like 50% more.
got to go.
Even the indies, despite their enShirley Tanner to Robert Sparr, possible out of each picture. No mbre
At one time Mrs. Von Stroheim
was associated with D. W. Griffith Santa Barbara, Feb. 2, Groom is a being content to stop if we hit over thusiasm, recognize the Mayer credo
film editor.
as costume designer.
We must that, henceforth, perhaps only the
a million gross a week.
Joyoe Braun to Ingram Clark,
out of our top prod- real big ones will pay off. Mayer
CHARLES JOHNSON
Hollywood, Feb. 1. Bride is a secre- get all possible
Charles Johnson, 50, booker in tary and groom a publicist on the duct—or else. Here's what I mean: stresses that thus will Metro, with

actor-director, died Jan. 31 in Hollywood after long illness;

.

Bernhardt flew back to the Coast
the following evening, With Mrs.
Earnhardt's body sent Out the day
York
after. The couple were in New
on a combination business-vacacontion jaunt. Director had been
Life
fabbing with Bette Davis on

Production's Dipsy-Doedle

through off-the-cuff and/or haphaz.
ard shooting will be eliminated. C*0 .
Came, Riverside, Calif., Jan. 25.
Groom is an art director at Co- did business, good, bad or indifferent, lumbia Pictures prexy Harry Cohn
says the same thing, and U's Goetz
lumbia.
are numbered.
Martha Alexander to John H.
Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th-Fox's' pro- reprises that even if the present $1
Hayes, Danbury, Conn., Jan. 29.
picture
goes up another
duction chief, accepts that point by 500,000
Bride is radio and shorl^tory writer.
used to point for a goal 100G or 200G, more careful preparaRosemary LaPlanche to Harry Stating: "We
per tion at the source should and must
Jan. 31.
$1,200,000 in sales income

MRS. AGNES VON STROHEIM
Mrs. Agne's Von Stroheim, 58, forof Erich Von Stroheim, Koplan,

mer wife

Hx

turing

spot

announcements,

have

been waxed by Jimmy Stewart,
Dinah Shore, Tom Breneman, Ga-

briel Heatter, Jimmy Durante, Fulton Lewis, Jr., Fred Allen, Kenny
Delmar, Eddie Cantor, Ben Lyon and
Bebe Daniels, Bob Hope, Jack
Benny, Helen Hayes, Clifton Fadiard vaude acts.
Also survived by widow.
man, Walter Huston and Raymond
Massey. In addition, many top comCLEM POPE
mercial shows are expected to plug
Clem Pope, 52, former publicity the Week, and the , Advertising
man for RKO theatres in Cleveland, Council has set its allocation for radied? in that city Feb. 1.
dio spots on network shows for the
In 1945 he left the amusement drive.
field to donate his services to war
Station managers will be contacted
He subse- by three different sources. Industry
bond drives in Ohio.
quently had gone into the advertis- committee, ehairmanned by ABC
prexy Ed Noble, and including the
ing business.
prexies of the other three webs, inED EDWARDS
cluding Frank Stanton of CBS, Niles
Ed Edwards, 64, former song writ- Trammell of NBC and Ed Kobak of
•V, died in Philadelphia, Feb. 1. In Mutual, will contact each station.
|ae®nt years he had been secretary Web officials will mail letters to each
At the YMCA In Germantown, a affiliate and X. D. Willard, assistant
chief of the National Assn. of Broad(Suburb of Philly.
He was reputed to have headed caster!, will also appeal for full
his own music company in New backing to each station.

Hollywood, Jan.
writer at Metro.

star-studded stable,

Its

once again

emerge as top-ranker— the bellwether position it long enjoyed until

the profit returns in recent years

sent that studio to No. 4 position in
1946,

outranked

"by

Paramount,

20th-

Fox and Warner Bros. The indies,
for their part, seem to be indulging

"

only in projects with showmanship
and merchandising excite?
ideas
ment.

The yen for'more potent boxoffice
which Zanuck touched upon,
is the keynote of the production
masterminds. They sense that it's
outlets^

fallacious to cut costs haphazardly,
else it undermines the basic quality

commodity they must
The need for intensification of
ing is uppermost. Thus, more

of the

sell.

sell-

than

admen, and mer-,
chandisers are huddling with the
studio publicity and production topever, the eastern

pers, coordinating pre-selling ideas
for the ultimate payoff.

Despite mixed critical opinion, the
performance of "Razor's Edge"
is a case in point.
And David O.
Selznick points to his "Duel in the
Sun," currently a maelstrom of captious opinion from the laity and
church. Selznick shrugs by asking,

b.o.

"How much do you want

to bet that

does over $20,000,000 world gross?"
adds that the trade concedes him
domestic on the picture,
and that Charlie Skouras concede^
$15,000,000 worldwide. All of which
ties in with the specialized selling
of a certain type of picture, the
thing the majors now stress.
and merIt's this showmanship
chandising excitement which is at
the crux of the general Hollywood
uncertainty as regards story properties.
The current trend now is
towards hitching on to some surefire plays or bestselling novels, mayhaps paying abnormal prices for the
insurance, but at least giving the studios something to sink their production
teeth info, and. above all,
something to shout about to the
trade, the exhibitor, the press and
the customers.

it

He

$12,000,00

24.
Father is a the general economic reconstruction
must be curbed at the source. In
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Fielding, daugh- short production costs.
Hollywood, Jan. 28. Mother is
It's not sufficient now for the film
the former Mitzi Cummings of the tycoons to reminisce that when the
screen; father is in Metro's trailer panic comes labor will cut itself 50%,
department.
as it did in the past. There's no such
Steve Trilling,
$Ir. and Mrs. Jack Lambert, son, likelihood, they add.
Hollywood, Jan. 29. Father is a Warner Bros.' production major
The talent agents, at the moment,
domo, in the absence of Jack L,
film acjtor.
are very unhappy about this trend
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Phillips, son, Warner on his European junket (just
returned to New York this week), from several viewpoints. It's killed
Pittsburgh, Jan. 28,
Father's ;
concurs with the rest of the. top the market . for originals—tempoWCAE announcer.
ranking production heads that the rarily, anyway. It's bound to be temMr. and Mrs. Mickey Ross, daughmajor problem' is co-relating costs porary, they feel, because the origter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 30. Father's a
with income. No question but that inal has been the groundwork of the
bandleader.
the ceiling (b.o. revenue) is coming film industry. But with the new acMr. and Mrs. Ralph DeGene, down, and the floor (costs) coming cent on only top-budgeters, the vidaughter,
Pittsburgh,
Jan.
21. up. If they ever meet there's bound cious cycle spreads as-against lesser
Father's a nitery entertainer.
to be the biggest atomic bust in properties, and these in turn miniMr. and Mrs. Jack Ware, daugh- show biz history, The avenue be- mize the opportunities for the lesser
ter,
Pittsburgh, Jan. 27.
Father tween ceiling and floor is still health- players. Schary, Metro alumnus—
heads a radio recording studio in ily apart. It's narrowing a bit, of writer, basically, before he segued
Pitt.
course, but the main idea is not to from Selznick to the top production
permit it to come closer. All this berth at RKO— stresses that it was
.the 'B" which gave Metro its new
the studio biggies are agreed on.
stars, pointing to Robert Taylor. Judy
One- way of doing it is more careGarland, Mickey Rooney, et al.
ful preparation of pictures.
Loew's
The writers feel themselves the
Continued from page 60
prexy, Nicholas M, Schenck, with the
in
aid of the company's Mayer, Katz, victims of this same uncertainty
JLe
et al., screened several hours of film more ways than the basic bypassing
Arthur Savile
for the top Metro studio personnel. of their efforts in favor of fancyTeddy Bilis as the piano tuner is When it was over, Schenck said that cost books and plays. The writer has
the only thing that gets laughs from
been
these represent $10,000,000 worth of c-nly recently, comparatively,
an audience ( which cannot take
coming into his own as a potential
seriously the complexities of Ber- picture production which never saw
the customers, and won't. That's the writer-director and writer-producer
nard Lancret.
(viz., Schary, Nuhnally Johnson, J°*
Latter does Lcrd Arthur Savile, type of profligacy which Metro" will
Claude
the young man who on the eve of fight against henceforth on produc- Mankiewicz, George Seaton,
his marriage is warned by a palmist tion costs. It's a waste which went Binyon, Jo Swerling, to name a few),
but what has latterly evolved is the
that he is bound to murder someone unnoticed in the
abnormally bull
and is so impressed by the prophecy markets
on a
of 1941-46, but whiqh today ganging up o£ many writers
that he wants to comply with it as
single script.
quickly as possible to be able to is the difference between profit and
A favorite parable to illustrate that
dismiss it from his mind.
The heavy losses henceforth.
Gordon
Max
aspect
cites
of
gripe
the
psychological part of the story
Universal-International's Bill Goetz
»
doesn't emerge on the stage.
and Leo Spitz feel .there's no need to and Kaufman & Hart. If K &
The play has been well done, the he overly frightened at
don't click out-of-town, they rewrite
costs. Labor
Kauflong cast providing employment for
may cooperate a bit more under ex- and revamp, and' nobody but their
the Herrand company, called "Rideau
with
fall
man
&
Hart
rise
or
de Paris." The set by Marcel De- isting conditions, or costs may even efforts
by the time their play open'
camps and Alex Chevreux, showing mount, but judicious preparation at
on Broadway. Not Hollywood. The
a drawing room, and the period the source, it is hoped, should not
ever eager
dresses by Gres, help substantiate only cut sufficient corners, but even producer, ever uncertain,
for
more
insurance, even if »}*
the Parisian version of the British pay off in improved product.
marked "final shooting script," wiu
atmosphere and help keep the whole
Dora Schary new production head call in somebody else to doctor «,
thing sufficiently unreal to prevent
it from falling flat.
Direction is fair of RKO Radio, accents this point by punch Up dialog, etc. Again, it's pari
and acting commendable, but the stating that if each picture is treated of the same uncertainty. The b.o.
worthy efforts of the players are up as a "special" undertaking, and given reaction in the next few months wm
against a tough proposition. Masi.
special
attention,
any
wastage clarify much of it.

—

ter,

Ways Abroad

Crime H» Lord

_

^
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Broadway
Ellin and Irving Berlin due back
from Calif, vacation.
.

Boris Morros east for his "Carnegie
Hall" (UA) tradeshovvings.

CHATTER

Kapner'* secretary, ailing in the Allegheny General Hospital.
Phil Koury, Cecil B. DeMille's
p.a„ ir^
contacts

Post -Gazette

Steinfirst,

KDKA

Joan Brooks back

ten."

Al Crown, Goldwyn foreign salesmanager, back from several weeks
jn Mexico.
Monte Proser has co-authored a
jop song. "My Little Guy," dedicated
Eo his son Chips
Ralph Wheelwright, of the Metro studio publicity staff, returns to
Coast today (Wednesday).
Film Daily's Don Mersereau recuperating at Doctors hosp after bein? slapped down by a taxi.

The Jules Leveys due in New York
after leaving the Coast over the
weekend. Couple may go to Europe.
William G. King, former music

editor of the N.Y. Sun and
supervisor, joined Consolidated

CBS
Con-

certs.

theatre at South Park, has bought
Medical Arts building In Oakland
for $475,000.
Moira Stewart, keyboard ace at
Hollywood Show Bar, engaged to
J. L. Coleman, Jr., and they plan
a June wedding.

American
has

Artists

Federation
scheduled

of
its

Radio
annual

shindig for May 16 and proceeds go
to Juvenile Court Fund.
James L. Baker, head of Mode
Art Pictures here, named motion
picture counsellor for television station
in Cleveland.

WEWS

from Euro-

Washington

pean o.o.
Film producer Joe Pasternak back

New York

in

weekend

after

who head a USO unit, back from
Germany but go to Japan with the
outfit

next month.

Everett Thorner named exploitaman for Liberty Films, to
work out of Mort Nathanson's New
tion field

York ad -pub

office.

Oscar Doob, Loew's theatre exec,
and Mrs. Doob vacationing at La
Quinta,

which

after

Calif.,

Doob

huddle with Metro studio execs'.
Oscar Serlin
is
through with
Square," which cosrt
plenty to produce, other showmen
being reported interested in acquirwill

"Washington

ing the drama.

"The Barker" to be staged by the
Abbe Theatre School Feb. 7 and 14,

David

with

Lewis

directing,

By Florence

in

Washington, prior to heading for
Nassau vacation.
John Fogarty and Stan Kavanagh,

and

Robert O'Byrne, school's exec direclead role.
Ted Morris of Metro's studio publicity staff, in New York for a special assignment on the "Yearling"
campaign, relieved of $38 by gunman
in Hotel Astor corridor.
tor, in

William
off to the
tion.

"Veils,

S.

Lowe

UNRRA

film chief,

Virgin Islands for a vaca-

Edwards

staging.

Earl Gammons. CBS veepee, on
guest list for White House dinner
past weel.\
Cheverly, new Sidney Lust theirj nearby Cheverly, Md., preems

atre

Thursday

(6).

Bill Michaelson,
20th flack for
D. C. area, in hospital recuperating
from operation.

Metro's world preem for "Beginning or
ie
End." skedded for
Loew's Palace, Feb. 19. will be
strictly an invitation affair and very
brasshat.

Mrs. Paul Porter, wife of- the ex
and OPA head,
thanked
local station, for broadcasting news of her husband's safe arrival in Greece eight hours before
she received direct word.

FCC

WWDC,

Visiting film exhibitors who came
for various functions were guests of Nate Golden,
Dept. of Commerce film chief, at a
special screening of "Girl of My

here past week

atre, large

Negro

film house, for a

Benay
Venuta
(Mrs.
Armand two night stand past week in effort
Deutsch) due for debut in an Eagle- .to hurdle color
discrimination in
Lion film, got unwelcome publicity D. C.'s legits.
on a $75,000 white mink coat (supToots Shor played a return enposed rarity), which tost under 5G. gagement at the
White House when,
Associated Playwrights, outgrowth with frau,
he- attended President's
of Theatre
Guild's playwrighting dinner in honor
of Senate president
seminar last season, to present first Arthur Vandenberg
past week. Shor
play, Nicholas Biel's "Winners and
was guest of Postmaster General
Losers,"
Feb. 21.

Bosley

Grand

Playhouse

St.

Crowther, film critic for
Times, has shoved

New York

the

two weeks of lectures on
and their role in the postwar

for

off

films
•

at

era, talking to

schools and civic or-

ganizations.

Deborah Kerr gets Time mag
cover this week in a neat parlay.
Last issue it was Robert Young,
owner of Eagle-Lion, which is distributing

Miss

forthcoming

Kerr's

"Adventuress."

John Houseman,
currently
on
Broadway,
where
recently
he
helped produce "Beggar's Holiday,"
returns to
to

Hollywood

produce "That Girl

phis"

for

in

two weeks

From Mem-

RKO.

Jack Davies to Florida Saturday
to spend the next two weeks
with Charlie Bidwell, owner of the
Chicago
Agent
Cards
gridders.
helped complete the Charlie Trippi
(8)

deal for Bidwell.

"Front Page," revived early in the
fall,
is going out under
different
management, opening at the Civic,
Chicago, Feb. 17.
New managers,
Allen A. Adler and Joseph Ross,
bought the production.
Assn. of Theatrical Agents and
Managers benefit for its welfare fund
will be a special performance of
inman's Rainbow," April 12. Bazaar,
held formerly, has been scrapped.
e wil1 be a souvenir program.
Mrs. Jack Warner, who returned
from Europe Monday (3) aboard the
Queen Elizabeth with her husband,
expected to return to Switzerland
June to pick up their daughter,
Barbara,
who's
attending
school
.

m

m
.

Variety Club has resumed its Friday Family Nights.
Accordionist Sea Wallace back at
J-mb LuMarba after four months on
tour.

.Lew Kay, WJAS salesman, and
Miami Beach for three
weeks.
Mrs. Pat Caramela, who runs the
Oasis, off for Florida to spend the
his wife to

winter.
.

Karen Jersun, former band vocal-

ist,

now

hostessing at the Merc'ur

J'usic

Bar.
Jackie Dodge,

radioman Leonard

Casson, actress daughter of
Sybil Thorndike and Sir Lewis Casto marry Douglas Campbell,
member of the Old Vic Co.,
which has been touring.
Actress Maria Eisner, formerly
Baroness Horwath and grandniece

son,

fellow

Charles

of

Halle,

after

whom

;the

famous Halle Orchestra is nanfed,
will marry. Sir John Fisher:
Jack and Daphne Barker are {Jying to South Africa early in February for cabaret and vaudeville toeuv

Hollywood
Jack Elliott laid up with flu.
Eddie Hall divorced by default.
Jules Levey heading east soon.

Jack Cartwright laid up with flu,
Joan Blondell to Florida on vaca-

orations.

tion.

music, titled "The Mustard Pot," for
West End production.
Armstrong, who directed
„ Leslie
But for the Grace of God," taking

Andrea King celebrated a birthday.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick

Carl Le.serman bedded with strep
throat.

Ann Todd returned to work after
a week out with flu.
Frank Capra pulled in from New
Osborne, Monogram's for- York.
eign rep, arrived in Sydney after
Kitty Carlisle (Mrs. Moss Hart)
long span in Singapore and Manila. OK after losing their baby premaDave Martin, lead of the Tivoli turely.
loop, will probably make another
Ida
Lupino sunning at Palm
talent trip to U. S. and England late Springs.
this year.

Harry Watt hopes to be back in
right after Lent to start
cameras turning on local yarn,
"Eureka Stockade."

Sam Goldwyn

on siesta

at

Palm

in

Mex-

Springs.

Aussie

Lana Turner vacationing
ico City.

Don Martin

out of

danger after

Doris Fritton is making bid for a spinal surgery.
run with "Six Characters in Search
Sidney (British
On return to England, they forsaktr -of an Author" at her Independent stein here indef. showman) Bern,
cabaret for legit, with Evadne Pride theatre, North Sydney.
Marguerite
Campbell
divorced
writing special vehicle for them.
Chips Rafferty is making tour of William Marshall.
Sam Lister, former theatre man- the stix with Ealing's "Overlanders."
Billy De Wolfe back in town with
ager, and Catherine Williams, ttho
"Follow the Girls" is winding up a Florida sunburn.
has been with the company for over a fine run in Sydney for WilliamsonMilton Sperling returned from his
10 years, appointed jointly entertain- Tait.
Show goes on the road soon, Sun Valley vacation.

V

ment managers for Blackpool Tow»s- proceeding to New Zealand later.
Spencer Tracy sunning
and Winter Gardens companies ih Lois Green and Don Nichol are the quet Club, Las Vegas.

place of Clement Butson. who leaves
to become difector of Tom Arnold,
;

stars.

Hal Houghton has arrived here to
beconssKassistant to Hermann Flynn
in Paramount's advertising-publicity
dept.
Formerly in the U. S. Navy,
he was with Paramount in Los

Miami Beach

geles.

.-Stan

Higginson,

West for March of Dimes

Sammy

benefits.

Kaye, in for a persona],
the rounds with Sonny
Skylar.
Ed (Duffy's Tavern) Gardner here
to join Robert Ripley on his trip
through Caribbean waters.
.

making

Vienna
trian

week for look-see at new Leon
Eddie's operation and rest.
tossed celeb party for

this

Ben Gaines

Ed (N. Y. News) Sullivan, at
Blackamoor room, Sundays).
Tony

&

Sally

1

DemaVo,

writers in town again and taking the
kind of pix they want, with localities resigned to annual blast.

of

very

Love"

for release soon.

Ivedere Films completed "Die
Gluicksrmiehle" ("Mill of Happiness,

).

home

in

Joe

Laurel Canyon.
Seidelman

(Univrsal)

Palm
after

food poisoning.
Lipton filed suit for
divorce against Craig Rice.
June Harris returned to Para-

a siege of

Lawrence

mount

after serious illness.

Maurice Bergman wearing a cast,
following an injury to his hip.
Harry Lichtig celebrated his 28th
anniversary as a Hollywood agent.

Al Ritz left for Miami to join his
brothers, Harry and Jimmy.
Byron Price addressed the Harvard Club of Southern California.
George Bagnall returned from
United Artists huddles in New York.
Jack Pierce resigned as makeup
director for Universal-International.
Cliff
Nazarro observed another
birthday but wouldn't tell which
- Chris Georgas,
Canadian fflhfto at
Paramount to see how pix are *»:ade.
Ann Sothern celebrated a Jrirthday on the "Indian Summ&rFset at

Boys Choir moved to RKO.
J
Alan Carney checked -<4jRo town
in Augarten palace in
after a swing of person** appear-

.his. ^^Jfienna's

Eddie
Shaeffer and Emile Bored-head new
show at Lou Walters Latin Quarter.
Martha Stewart, vacationing here
with husband Joe E. Lewis, heads
for 20th-Fox pic commitment in
about two weeks.
Life and Collier's photogs and
.

doing

hdus Film's "Triumph

Eddie Davis due in Palm Beach

&

cabarets

1&

at the Rac-

Eddie Cantor cut a cake to celebrate his 55th birthday.
Reno Browne bought Tay Garnett's

An- Springing it with the Mrs.
Lee Garmes returned to work

Warner's local
By Larry Solloway
rfchief just back from U. S. huddles
Helen Jepson in town for concert.
setting top deals for product via
Lanny Ross into swank Brook•fX
the Hoyts' loop. -"Mildred Pierce"
club.
debuts at Regent,
Sydney, this
Ivan Black, the N. Y. -publicist in month.
town for stay.
IMark Ostrer, formerly an associGeorge Dixon. INS columnist, due ate of J. Arthur Rank, due here
at Roney in mid-month.'
ifcrt week.
His coming has started
Jane Froman, ailing, had to can- a flow of speculation as to whether
cel Latin Quarter engagement.
fresh capital for Aussie films is in
Al Jolson and Harry Akst to Key the :offing.

new quarters
second

district.

Operetta

Johannes ances,
p
Herbert J. Yates reined to his
Republic desk after buNSss in New
York.
Irene Brooks, niteia/singer, back
hometown, Gratz.'
to Hollywood home arte? six months
English composer Benjamin Brit- touring.
jL?
ten and M. Solomon, London pianist,
Edward J. Kelly, Chftgo's Mayor,
vacationing with BrylfijFoy at Palm
slated for summer recitals here.
American violinist Arnold Eidus Springs.
Bill Hendricks in fi»m the Pacific
inked
for
an appearance here
Jan. 28 with the Vienna Symphony zone to join the garners studio
librettist

Brandt returned after eight years
exile in France.
Robert Stolz won enthusiastic reception in recent recital at his

Nick Condos, here with wife Martha Raye, suffered cut lip in boating accident, with Arlene Judge and Orch.
others escaping without injury.
Helene Thimig inked for appearHarold Lloyd arrived for preem ances at the Volkstheater and Josefsof "Sin Of Harold Diddlebock"; first tadtheater after her return from
Robert Hannegan.
Film people who trekked here of its kind here since pre-war. Will the U. S.
be staged at Wometco's Lincoln
Prof. Josef Krips, first Austrian
for Texas State dinner past Friday
artist to appear in the Soviet, planed
theatre on Beach.
(31) included H. J. Griffith, head of
Grand Jury adjourned without to Moscow where he's to direct six
Griffith Circuit of Oklahoma and
any comment on local ."ambling sit- concerts.
/
Dallas, E. H. Rowley, pres. of Robuash which has gone wide Open.
First SVSTss pic shown in Austria,
ert Rowley. Inc.. L. M. Rice, of RowBookies and several casinos operat- "A Shot tftrni the Pulpit," based on
ley outfit, and Jim Clements of
Konrad Meyer's novel, preemed at
ing with little interference.
Dallas.
Florence Desmond added to Co- Kreuz Kiao.
Ernest H. Haeusserman. former
lonial Inn show which features Joe
E. Lewis and Senor Wences.
Frank Burg theatre member and currently
Sinatra due there Feb. 10 for five a radio exec, appointed U. S. film
Mexico City
night engagement, with salary go- control ofacer.
By Douglas L. Grahame
ing to charity.
RKOV "Suspicion" playing one
perforrcance daily at the Gartenbau
Jose E. Salazar Ortiz formed
and Kolloseum theatres due to the
diskery. Records Mexicanos.
power shortage.
Theatre in Mexico similar to the
Max Pfeffer Theatre Verlag to
Comedie Francaise decreed by Pres.
publistk various U. S. plays includBy Les Rees
Miguel Aleman.
ing "Ghost in the House" by Hagar
New film circuit launched by
Jane Pickens into Hotel Radisson Wilde and Dale Eunson.
Eduardo F. Gutierrez to be called Flame Room.
M. Schaad producing "We Are
Cines San Luis.
North Star Drama Guild offering Here" ("Wir sind dabei") newsreel
Daily sheets Excelsior, El Univer- "Enchante.'. Forest."
slated to be made twice-monthly at
sal and Novadades, hit with paper
Harry Shapiro back with "State the Rosenhuegel studios.
shortage, hiked prices a third.
of Union" at Lyceum.
(Austrian ASCAP) getting
First radio announcers strike in
"Ice Follies" scheduled for Arena back on feet with royalty collections
Mexico has hit XEGN. Tiajuana. April 15 through May 5.
in provinces
surpassing those in
Mikemen were pulled by their union
Al Sheehan bringing back Tito Vienna for the first time last month.
when station refused demands for a Guizar to Lyceum Feb. 20.
Government's plan to ii troduce "a
pay hike.
"Student Prince" back to Lyceum "chamber of art" (Kunst Kammer)
Despite complaints of indie pic for four nights, starting Feb. 12.
aroused opposition of practically all
producers that banks are disinclined
Fay Dressell, RKO branch man- organizations in field of entertainto lend 'em coin, production in the
ager, back at desk following recovment.
industry as a whole this year may ery from major operation.
top the record high of '46.
Spike Jones and "Jazz in PhilharJorge Mendoza Carrasco. scribe monic" playing return engagements
Philadelphia
for Excelsior and Ultimas Noticias, at Auditorium this month.
who pens a column under the
Frank Mantzke, head of NorthBy Si Shaltz
pseudonym of "Lumiere," wed to west Theatre Service, buying and
Bill Banks,
prexy, on tour
Sol Ordorica. daughter of Ultimas booking combine, recovered from of Latin and South America.
Noticias' publisher.
recent illness.
Sophia Young has joined Frank
Mex film producers burning over
Bob Crosby show delayed five Pease's Video Artists Attractions
Ramex (RKO) studio's announce- hours by snowstorm getting here agency.
Ruth Welles,
ment to make i2 pi this year. Link from Omaha, setting back opening
women's program director, back from Arizona
with RKO sets dangerous prece- day schedule.
M. A. Levey, 20th-Fox district vacation.
dent, they say, and points up posClarence Furhman, musical disibility
of
Hollywood companies manager, to Rochester, Minn., to be
monopolizing local biz.
with W. C. Gehring, central sales rector of KYW, has opened a bookBanco de la Industrie Filmica, manager, while latter goes through ing agency.
Tony Wheeler, WFIL vet anmanaged by producer Raul de Mayo clinic.
With inability now to tell where nouncer, out of Bryn Mawr hospital
Anda, lent less coin last year, according to balance sheet dated one city leaves off and other starts, after serious illness.
and bill has been introduced in state
Phil Klein, head of ad agency
discounts
Dec. 31.
Loans,
merge Minneapolis bearing his name, has returned from
to
credits dropped to $452,789 imex.), legislature
and St. Paul.
extended trip to Mexico.
off some $75,C00 iMex.).
*
March of Dimes ball had Bob
Joe McLaughlin, vet Philly news-«
Isabela Corona, jobless for 18
months, resigned from Picture -Pro- Crosby, Buster Shaver with Olive, paperman, joining the 'Tom Labrum
duction Workers Union (STFC) and George and Richard, Jane Pickens; ad agency as head of publicity dejoined National Cinematographic In- Lyn Shirley and Terry O'Donnell in partment.
Benedict Gimbel, Jr., WIP prexy,
dustry Workers Union (STIC). Ac- addition to three local bands.
Hollywood camera unit, waiting appointed head of program committress is now doing theatre p.a.'s and
here for more than a month for a tee for annual Educational Week
is slated for a film to be produced
snowstorm in order to enable it to .for the Blind.
under STIC's- jurisdiction.
'

;
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•

•

Pittsburgh
By Hal Cohen

Second daughter born to' Doris
Hare, hostess of radio feature "Shipmates Ashore."
Jack Waller has new play with

Ltd.

Dreams," German Agfacolor pic,
Kay Gorcey Marx and Groucho
'Al Benson upoed from sales maneasting in March after rancho holi- ager
to branch manager of D. C.
day in California, before sailing for Paramount exchange, replacing Ed
European vacation, Ties in with Fontaine, who is handling Selznick
Marx' upcoming "Copacabana" pic.
distribution for this area.
H. C.
Henry Barnard, of last season's Thompson is new sales manager.
"Home of Brave" cast, playing lead
Negro Drama Group of N. Y.,
in Equity Library Theatre's "Beyond
under direction of Powell Lindsey,
the Horizon" tonight (Wed.) through presented
"Ch-udia" in Howard TheFriday, Christine

courts.

production,
"The
Bishop's
Wife," finally got a break. Some of
the scenes were shot on the principal local business thoroughfare
and, for that purpose the city put
back part of its pre-Christmas dec-

to New York
Diamond RecWilliam Herbert,
local
singer,
ords following Terrace Room en- over -the role played by Michael
Gough to enable latter to go into leaves for London soon to do an
gagement.
opera season at Covent Garden
Norbert Stern, who owns Drive-In films.
Ann
William
to cut four sides for

Jake Wilk east, following studio
huddles, to meet Jack L. Warner in
N. Y. as latter returned

wyn

Nat D. Ayer granted his discharge
from COast to make some
from bankruptcy in the London
on "Unconquered."

Donald

music critic, off to Mexico to cover
Pathe eastern studio manager HarPittsburgh Symphony concerts there.
old Lewis to the Coast on biz,
Dancers Walter and Jean Brown
Gladys Glad (Mrs. Mark Hellinger)
have been around for a month playailing with a bad back on the Coast.
enterwill
be stage man- ing club dates with
Eddie Dimond
tainers.
ager of "A Moon for the Misbegot-

63

shoot local snow scenes for the Gold-

London

KYW

Hackery.
George Brent readying his yacht,
South Wind, for thf annual race to
Honolulu.
David Lipton returned from Universal-International <fconf erenees j.a_
>
^Jpw Ynvlr
New
York.
Ethel BarrymOre gJiflg to London
in two weeks to star. in "The Glass
Menagerie."
Hermes Pan to Mexico City to
handle dance sequence for "Captain

S

.

from Castile.".
Eddie Dean on a p£rso"<y appearance tour of Georgia V #ginia, and
'

1

,

the Carol'inas.
Errol Flynn, currently yachting
hither and yon, bought 1,000 acres in

South America.

Elmo Lincoln, strong man

of silent

inked by Pine-Thomas for
"Albuquerque."
Linda Christian aired to Mexico
City on the first leg of a South
films,

'

American

tour.

Luis Guillermo Villegas Blanco,
Venezuelan film producer, gandering
Hollywood studios.
Oren Roberts returned to Buenos
Aires
after
buying photographic
equipment in Hollywood.
Bonita Granville and Jack D.
"•Wrather, Jr.,. slated to be married
todav (Wed.) in Beverly Hills.
William Stelling checked in at
20th-Fox for his first actor chore
since his release from the Army.
Nate Blumberg. bedded with penipoisoning following attack of
hives, result of a letdown following
the marriage of daughter Dodo to
cillin

Stanley Meyers.
Irving Lazar, Eagle-Lion veepee,
among the victims of the wave of
sandstorms which literally takes the
Duoo job off any car caught in the
miniature monsoons.
Igor training a new terp partner
since Igor & Tanya's femme half
hurt her ankle. The new "Tanva"
is a chorister from the Florentine
Gardens line where the dance team
is working.
The Hal Homes domiciled in the
Bevhills apt, house owned by Sam E.
Morris, occupying the latter's personal duplex while "This Side of Innocence" (Story Productions) is be.
ing readied for early production via

UA

release.

Henry Ginsberg, Paramount production boss, couldn't personally
greet the visiting Par toppers because of the shock when his favorite
nephew, 31-year-old Larry Ginsberg
(& Mulchahy, local publicists) died
suddenly. He was a victim of virus
pneumonia.
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Race for Baseball Cleanup

By GEORGE ROSEN

pro-

another lacing
of the Los Angeles
archdiocese of Catholic Sodalities.
Wot only will pictures considered indecent be given the boycott by Sodality members, but subsequent pictures- by the same producer will
ducers

ill IS SEE

11.

pom members

'*

.

,

jack Pear! lack to 'Dutch'
,

German dialectic comedy
His
kiboshed during the war because of
sensitivities. Jack Pearl
comeback with the
is planning a
same type of act with which he was
a headlmer years ago.
American

A move

to "take radio

back

ling's Hangup

to the

people" is fomenting among showminded broadcasters around the
Voices from out of the
country.
wilderness have, in recent weeks,
taken on added crescendo, crying,
in effect, to networks, agencies and
the clients: "Send us your shows,
and we'll show you how to provide
radio with the real stimulus that it

Xmas

Sales

Countup of the gross sales of the
Bing Crosby "Merry Christinas" album discloses it to be Decca's No.
album seller, topping the $5 "Oklahoma!" album which has gone 650,-

1

000 books to date.
Crosby's "Xmas" medley (8 sides,
Pearl will try out at the RKO
According to a two-fold resolution
}
including "White Christmas") sold
adopted in the' latest action by the theatre, New Rochelle, N. Y., Feb 14,
350,000 sets in '45 and almost 400,000
church group, any film condemned to determine audience acceptability
albums last season, or over 700,000.
act.
needs."
fey the Legion of Decency will not of the
They point to what happened sets at $3.75.
only bg boycotted but so will the
when, for example, Edgar Bergen
'
Jeatures following it by the same
originated his show from Oklahoma
producer. Any producer who puts a Horror 'Vigilantes'
when Bums and Allen Berlin's $600,000 From
City; or
film on market without first submitbroadcast from Kansas City; or how
ting it to Legion will have that picStir Up Actions in Minn.;
"Vox Pop" and Jimmy Durante and
ture plus three other pictures 'boyMetro Sets a, Record
Garry Moore knocked Denver for a
cotted, resolution states.
suffer.

.

.

.

'Currently some 25,000 Sodality
members", chiefly highschool girls,
are' abstaining from films this month
"indecent"
against
protest
(Continued on page 6)

'
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"
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Ml SET TO PROBE

X

LARGE-SCREEN TELE

Hale Houses Aid P.T.A.
Minneapolis, Feb.

11.

The all-out Parent-Teachers Association warfare against crime and
honor films and radio programs
here is being waged in the neighborhoods as a- starter. Cooperation
of neighborhood exhibitors is being
sought in an initial drive to have
more wholesome film fare substi-

tuted for the usual Saturday matiWashington, Feb. 11.
nee thrillers.
.Reason why large screen theatre
,
Hugh E. Flynn, chairman of a
.television has not yet made its apnewly-created crime and horror
of
development
the
pearaftce, despite
committee, announced that at the
expected
is
methods,
/several feasible
very outset one local neighborhood
inCongressional
'4b.be"probed by a
theatre had responded to the P.T.A.
'
vestig'ating committee in the' near
request to revise its matinee profuture, according to top GovernCommittee hopes grams.
mental' officials.
boycotting theatres
of
Instead
"
mawhether
the
to ascertain finally
which persist In' showing horror
the
stifled
have
jor 'film' companies
films, Flynn stated that the P.T.A.
advent of theatre tele to protect
"full support" for
.

.

.

What

loop.

a difference, they say,

As a Flat Film Deal
from that little old Studio A at Sunset and Vine in Hollywood or Radio
The record flat screenwriting
City and Madison Avenue in New price for any Hollywood chore is
York.
But it's a difference, they unquestionably the $600,000 which
add, that, can humanize all of radio, Metro is paying Irving Berlin for an
and give the whole radio entertain- all-star Technicolor filmusical, "Easment picture

its

healthiest incentive.

.

their
!

own

will

interests.

Responsible for focusing the spot-

light on theatre video are both public interest and the current
color tele hearings. Newly-elected
Republican committee chiefs in both

FCC

•

'

Houses of Congress are reportedly
thirsting to make a name for themselves with the Presidential election
coming up and figure to get an
avalanche of publicity from inveslieating anything connected with the
entertainment biz.
Ever since it was first' broached,
large screen television has been expected to revolutionize both the
video and film businesses. To date,
however', it's been all *alk. Cudgel
.for its establishment was recently
taken up by the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers, which petitioned
th«t FCC to reserve certain channel
allocations for the purpose.
i
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See N. 0. Mardi Gras

Drawing $5,000,000
New

.

'

Orleans, Feb.

11.

offer

Runyon's Death. Kayoes

try is one of the healthiest things
that could happen to them; it would
(Continued on page 46)

NaiWHe
ley

to Flagstad

Minneapolis Mil

Re

Sir Alexander Korda's banner in Artists Course.
England this spring-^will probably
James Lombard, director of the
result in cancellation of the Korda- course, said that Engles had made
Crosby deal. Crosby had his U. S. four approaches to him. Mme. Flagcommitments arranged to go to stad is a Norwegian who lived in
Run
light
of
In
London March 1.
Norway through most of the Geryon's death, he has given Jtorda an man occupation, but Lombard asserts
extra 60 to 90 days to dig up his decision to spurn her was based
(Continued on page 54)
another story for him, but it approducer
pears unlikely that the
can locate a satisfactory yarn and

Gras, it is figured, will run better said he'd rather stick to his custom
of getting it all worked out in his
than $5,000,000 during the period.
New Orleans expects the biggest head, after which he could bang it
(Continued on page 46)
(Continued on page 54)

Since Metro has adhered to the
policy Of "taking in no partners" on
deal, plays or players, Louis
B. Mayer... and producer Arthur
Freed, for the studio, worked out

chores.

-

Following the Goldwyn deal,

Kaye

arrangement With the songsmith, is reported to be moving to the RKO
whose standard "Easter Parade" hit lot jvhere he's slated to appear in an
will be the theme of the M-G filmu- Irving' Asher-produeed ^version of
Happen," severalsical. Unlike the "Blue Skies" pack- "Anything" Can
age of nearly. 30 oldies, the Metro year-old novel by George and Helen
chore will call for Berlin to con- Papashvily published by Harpers.
deals
Book
with
adjustment of a:
numbers.
new
eight
coct seven or
There will be a limited number Russian immigrant to life to Amerof his Oldies. Deal specifically calls ica. George Openheimer will do the
screenplay.
(Continued on page 46)
Kaye, who has okayed the first
•

Minneapolis, Feb, 11,
Kirsten Flagslad, former Metropolitan opera star, who has been
accused of having been a Nazi

a

,

Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck, will
be done by Harry Tugend, who is
drawing $100,000 for suggesting tile
adaptation and handling the writing

flat sale.

this

Damon Runyon's death— without

script in that
This old city on the Mississippi provide a shooting
was expending most of its energy time.
Runyon was working out a story
this week getting in shape for the
annual Mardi Gras celebration. The idea provided by Korda. It was sup15. A few
solid week of pageants got underway posed to be ready Dec.
asked
tonight (11) with parade of the months previously Korda had
him to write out the story as far as
Mystic Krewe of Cynthius.
The City's take during the Mardi he had it completed, but Runyon

may

any film

sympathizer and whose American
manager, George Engles, is now arranging a series of American recithe
paper
of
on
word
leaving
tals for her, was allegedly refused a
for
on
working
was
he
screen story
concert engagement here next sumBing Crosby's slated picture under mer by the University of Minnesota

Crosby-Korda British

(Continued on page 54)

DANNY KAYE'S $11,000
PER IN 'BALL' REMAKI

earn more on percentage, and Berlin
With Danny Kaye drawing $11,
garner
will
himself undoubtedly
j
around $1,000,000, or more, as his 000 weekly as of April 1, his new
Paramount's current Gol'dwyn film is expected to get the
share from
"Blue Skies" (121/3% off the top), gun as of that date. Script, a musical*
of the producer's 1941
It's their contention that but the 600G sets a new high mark adaptation
casters.
taking the stars out into the coun- for iilHi writing properties under a "Ball of Fire" which starred Gary.

its

giving
thus
pictures,
acceptable
encouragement to their
practical
presentation. The same will go for
radio programs.
The P.T.A. central council decided upon the anti-crime and antihorror campaign following the recontinued on page 53)

'

In terms of talent, agency, client,
network, station and Hoopers, the
swing of radio "back to the' people"
would add up to a first class payoff
for all concerned, say the broad-

"

'

ter Parade." Screen properties

With the .baseball season only two
months in the offing, national radio
activity in lining up play-by-play
descriptions of local games is currently shaping up as spotty—compared to the solid coverage given
the pastime in 1946.
Where last year radio blanketed
the game from the tank-town loops
right up to the big leagues, thij
year only the major 'league schedules will be aired fully, with the
rest of the clubs getting a mixed
reaction from local stations. Total
baseball billings, however, are e$pected to reach last year's figure of$25,000,000. But it will be a case of
upped charges to. advertisers, compensating for the drop in the total
number of games broadcast.
Causes for radio's shrinking interest in carrying baseball schedules are
traced not to any decline in fan in-

Free Tax Service
H.
been

New

Wayne

Pierson has again
assigned to Vakikt? in
York by the Internal

Revenue Bureau

to assist

show

people, gratis, in filing their annual federal income tax returns.
Tax deadline. March 15. Pierson starts his annual counseling
Feb. 17, Monday through Fri-

day

9-5:30;

four or five authenRussian folk songs in the picture
Bergman, Jones, Leigh
—first in Russian, then in English.
Book was Once optioned for stage
in 'Joan' Film Derby dramatization by George S. KaufAnnouncement by Ingrid Bergman man, who lahored on it for two
over the weekend that she would do months with S. N. Behrman. but
a picture this summer based on the gave it up. Kaye, incidentally, arJoan of Arc legend gives the Maid rived in New York Monday (10)
of Orleans top position as film from Miami en route to the Coast.
source material, with two other
"Joan" pix also currently on agenDavid O. Selznick has an- Lunt-Fontanne
das.
nounced a "Joan" pic with Jennifer
Jortes in the top role, and Gabriel
First Radio Series.
Pascal is set to film George Bernard
He's talking
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
Shaw's "St. Joan."
about Vivien Leigh for the title role. may do their first series of air shows
Meantime, considerable speculation for CBS this summer. Thus far the
has grown as to what company would famous husband-wife legit team has
script, will sing,
tic

May

j

Do

release the Bergman "Joan," since
she will make it independently in
association with Victor Fleming and

Walter Wanger. Wanger already has
two releasing deals— one he is winding up this year with Universal and
another on which he is about to start
with United Artists.*
However, Joseph H. Steele, Miss
Bergman's manager, declared in New
York this week that the "Joan" film
(Continued on page 46)

rejected

all

offers

for

their

own

show, although both have done some
guest shots, principally confined to
the U. S. Steel-Theatre Guild of
the Air.Supday night program.
It's reported that Lunt has expressed interest in doing the Summer series, and negotiations are said
to

be under way for the deal. Under
they would not do
adaptations, but per-

present plans,

Broadway play
form in

original radio scripts.

We<5nes«S»y, Fe&sraary 12, I947

MISCKOUAMY
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Daly Loss

to

WBicStel, 3

Slew Hz

Via British foal FaiiAie-Power
London, Feb.

Shows Get

'

,

-

Work in J. Arthur Rank's studios,
however, is relatively unaffected
since they have oil-burning power
units. Vital importance of film industry in government eyes is indicated
by fact that EastmanKodak's rawstock plant at Harrow"
was, reprieved at last minute from
the power blackout. Plant, which
supplied needs of the whole industry, is coal-burning and originally was ordered to cease production
along with other major industries.
Severity of the shortage has also
forced the shutting down of all television studios and one of the three
program services operated by the
British Broadcasting Co. Dogtrack
operators have likewise been ordered to shutter by the government
order limiting consumption of fuel
to essential Users.

England's
unprecedented c o a 1
erisis is currently being intensified
by the recorcr-bfeakiftg cold wave
•weeping the country.
Official
sources are taking an optimistic view
©f things with predictions that the
crisis will be passed within a week.
Government critics say that England
will be lucky if she comes through
before 10 days to two weeks.

-

Web

'BrotiierhoofJ Citations
Walter Winchell, three radio
sta.
and two network shows have
been awarded the annual "Brother
hood Week" radio citations of
tion»

coal

tion, editing or cutting.

ik

11,

famine, which is
turning off the power switch in most
industries for at least a week, is
taking a tlrastic bite out of showbusiness, forcing losses of approximately $600,000 a day. Under the
government emergency fuel conservation decree, the nation's 4,000
theatres are banned from opening
before 4 p.m. in addition to the
complete halting of work on 12
pictures now in course of producBritain's

Radio Stations, 2

My

That Does

Favorite Story

Eouben Mswoulian
Once,

of

rehearsals

during

"Wings Over Europe" (the pro-

bomb, which

^^^^^^

the

atomic
directed for the

about

play

phetic

I

Theatre Guild in 1928),

was

I

sitting out front, in the auditor-

,

ium, watching the actors doing
a very important scene,. One
of the leads was completely inaudible, I stopped the rehearsal
and called to him:

word

of

WEEKS

243rd
.

"I cannot hear a

what

KEN MURRAY'S
"BLACKOUTS OF

you are saying!"
leaned over the footlights
and asked, "What did' you say?"
I
repeated even louder, "I
could not hear a single word

changing ye'ars. Just call
outs of 194-SVER'!"

see

I

how was

.

,

it

'Black-

said he, "but

."

otherwise?"

it

FRENCH- WORRIED

ON

"

Qn

a.

Elsa Maxwell
Fred Allen program,

TOURIST TRADE DROP

when FA was

quizmaster, he
asked the audience, "If you saw
Gary Cooper, Elsa Maxwell and

merit
for "outstanding contributions to
na*
tional unity and harmony among

past 10 year*., He hasn't forgotten that years ago, when radio
and ASCAP where on the outs,
he was given no recognition by
the Society for the original music he composed for the Lux
dramatics despite his protests.
At the time ASCAP ruled that
music without titles could not be
considered in his credits.
Not to be caught again with
his titles down, Silvers labelled
each, of the .five musical sequences he wrote for last Monday's broadcast of "Frenchman's
Creek." They were- tagged "Up
the Creek," "Down the Creek,"
"In the Creek," "On the Bank"
and "In the Bank," The last
named is not without its broad

outstanding single web series, and
CBS won the award for the outstanding single network show for
"The Biggest Crime" in its "Assign,

all

groups of American people "
An
nouncement of the awards will be
made today (Wednesday) by Dr
Everett R. Clinchy, prez of the'National Conference of Christians
and
Jews, sponsors of the Week,
Prpducers of "Superman," aired
over Mutual, and Kellogg, which
sponsors the show, were cited for
•

•

BING CROSBY.

you were saying!"
"Oh,

1047"

El Capitan theatre, Hollywood, Cat.
"I think you should dispense with

He

It
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
This time it will be "up the'
creek" and not "down the river"
for Lou Slivers, music director
of Lux Radio Theatre for the

ment Home"

series, featuring Gen
N. Bradley, Veterans* Admindirector,
Individual stations cited Were WNEW, N. Y, indie
for a series of spot announcements

istration

"Keep Faith with America"(NBC, Atlanta) for "The HarSeek" series, and KMOX
St. Louis) and the Union
Electric Co. for "The Land We Live
titled

WSB

(CBS,

Carnival festivities are beginning

Robert Taylor walking down
Park -avenue arm-in-arm, what
popular song would you be re-

Nice this month and hotel men
plan to use it as a first lifesaver
for the Riviera pending the Cannes
Film Festival in the fall are plain
worried because they find the inter-'
national tourist trade is not what
they expected.
For one thing, they blame the fact
that hotel accommodations are far
below what they used to be, due to
plenty of hotels having been turned
into apartment houses on account of
the housing shortage, meaning the
loss of about 8,000 rooms for Riviera
visiting firemen. Another thing is the
quality* of service, which does not
ell with the high prices charged.
Prices are a constant source of wailing here from tourists, and visiting

'

in

who

,

minded of?" The audience, as to
a man, screamed "High, Wide
and Handsome."

We

bor

implication.

Paris, Feb. 11.

H'wood Actors 'Should

Do More Grouping

On Road, Sez Evans

*
In" series.
Winchell,
whose Sunday night
is aired over ABC under the
•Jergens Co. bankrolling, was cited as
the "individual person in radio in
1946 who has made the greatest contribution to national unity and har-

show

mony

among

all

groups

Rockland Gas Co. and Rockland
Light and Power Co., relying upon

of the
Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 11.
American people." Dr. Clinchy will
Maurice" Evans thinks "that it is
present the citation to Winchell Sunsurprising that more actors in Hollymutuel window at Hialeah. He
day
(16) night on his radio show, as
wood "don't leave theU" swimming the
put down $2 and said, "Two dolteeoff to "Brotherhood Week,"
lars for me to win on the nose."
pools and spend four to six weeks on
which begins that night and runs
"What?" said the clerk. "Why,
the stage."
through Feb. 23.
are you surprised that I'm a
Appearing here in "Hamlet" at the
Rest
of show business, meanwhile,
horse and I could talk. "No,"
Lyric, Evans revealed that "there
continues to line up its forces behind
said the clerk, "I don't think you
are enough dates along the coast to
could win."
make it worth the stars' while" to the Week. Radio observance, under
a
committee
chairmanned by ABC
leave the luxury of their homes
and go out to see something of the prexy Ed Noble, has scheduled the
most far-reaching observance in the
Americans find Paris more expen- country.
Even If It's a Publicity
14-year
history
of the event, with all
He feels that the experience of getsive than N. Y.
ting some stagework would enrich network shows promising to carry
It is* true that prices are spiraling,
Suit If Raises a Novel
some mention of the Week and every
but what they complain about most their acting.
station in the. country slated to run
is that they don't get service for
a series of transcribed spots*by radio
Point §i Biog's libel' their money. Shortage of coal reL. A. to N. Y.
and screen stars. Assisting Noble
Test case that will have 'far- sults in insufficiently heated hotels,
Luther Adler
are the prexies of the other three
reaching effect in films, radio and restaurants and theatres. Despite
Cecil Barker
webs, Ed Kobak of Mutual, Frank
legit, on legal puzzler of whether which Roy B. White,' of the AmeriWallace Beery
Stanton of CBS and Niles Trammell,
an unauthorized biog can be made can Express Co. advertising dept., is

Pittsburgh for

of

A

,

Joey. Adams
trotted up

horse

to

the

>'

.

'

Omar

;

'Rockland County Emergency
Rockland County, N.Y., over the
• weekend (9) ordered the shutting off
«f natural gas to various business
;

consumers, including consumers,, in
iin effort to conserve heating fuel,"

With

the thermometer falling to the
mark, shutting down of heating
systems has forced Complete shutterStero

ing of theatres.

.

'

;

its

gas supply, were

a living person

is

coming up for

tut on reduced rations due to an

decision before the N. Y. state supreme court in a libel suit filed, by
Serge Kousseyitzky against Alien,
Towne & Heathe, publishers. Symphony conductor is asking $500,000
damages for libel allegedly contained
in biography by" Moses Smith, originally scheduled for release Feb. 15
Y, Chance remark in a film
"I'd by the, publishers. In a preliminary
Irather marry a truck driver than action by N.
Y. supreme court Jussnarry you" may be the stimulus tice Bernard L. Shientag yesterday
for a radical alteration in labor- (Tues.), plaintiff was granted
a remanagement relations in the U. S.
straining order putting off the pubbusiness agent for the AFL's lication date until libel action is
Teamsters Union, Local 100, Cincin- settled.
'nati, after hearing the crack about
Koussevitsky charges that the
truck drivers come from the lips of book describes him ."as generally insi' cinema
heroine, went back to his competent as a conductor of SrchesIdeal and demanded the union get tras, brutal to the musicians, incombusy in improving the members' so- petent, as an instructor of conductcial standing. Aside from wages and ing, as a poseur, deficient in musical
hours, this proved to be o#e of the training." Publishers counter with
.most deep-seated gripes of the team- claims that book, though critical, is
sters, and the speech toucheoEoff a generally sympathetic to the conmovement that's spreading into a ductor.
national campaign.

nusually cold spell in Pittsburgh.

TRUCK DRIVERS ALSO

SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS

—

—

A

'

cago.

Meanwhile, the Continental edition of the London Daily Mail has
stories from readers
protesting the current French prices
and claiming instances of hotels
charging 19 times their pre - war
rates, predicating that tourism in
France, except in Paris and a few
choice spots; may not recover for a
long time;

been printing

'

Ex-G

Fiddler

Gets

Berne Concert Support
Berne, Feb. 3.
American colony here is giving a
lot of support to John Creighton
Murray, ex-GI violinist from Forest
Hills, L. I., who has had considerable

:. .

tim be relegated to the background
Mid an era of industrial peace will
be ushered in.

The Milton Berles (Joyce Matthews), with their daughter Vickie
arrived in New York from the Coast

By

yesterday

(Tuesday)

denying

printed and air reports that they're
divorcing.
Berle will begin work on his air
show for Philip Morris scheduled to
start as the Rudy Vallee replace* in

March.

GENE TIERNE Y'S SPILL

J. S.

Tax Dednetiei
Seidman, CP A.

m

-^

,h^'™^

S

*

'

'

b03rd a " d l0dging away from

automobK

mKS

home

t^"^'

'

'

'

^

'

L

film.

Van

Heflin

Paul Henreid
Sid Hickox
Russell

Holman

Alan Jackson

Arthur Krim
Carl Leserman o

Warren Low
Irving Mills

Harry Mines
Curtis Mitchell

Robert Mitchum
Pat O'Brien
Al O'Keefe
George Pal

'

KShange

""ion"

NBC.

Every theatre in the country is
scheduled to show both the "Brotherhood Week" trailer, produced by
David O. Selznick, and the special
song trailer, featuring Irving Berlin's "Help Me to Help My Neighbor,"

Week.

especially composed for the.
Latter is being distributed

by National Screen Service, which

is

pledge blanks to
exhibs who' in turn will pass them
out to their customers.
Special plans have been made by
theatres jn various parts of the country.
Mike Weiss, field exploiteer
handling the campaign in Philadelphia, has arranged for the Philly
mayor to issue a special proclamation Sunday.
In addition, special
cards on aH buses and street cars in
Philly will herald the drive. Similar
plans are being lined up in metropolitan N. Y. by a committee headed
up by Harry Greenman and comprising Gus Eyssell, Bob Weitman,
Monty Salmon, A. J. Balaban, Zeb
Epstin and Irving Lesser.
also

distributing

Mary Pickford
Bill Pierce, Jr.

Irving Rapper
Harold Russell
Charles Schlaifer
William A. Scully
Billy

Selwyn

Louis Shanfield
Spyros Skouras
Michael Sloane
Dewey Starkey
Paula Stone
Martha Vickers
Charles Voram
William Wyler
Bennie F. Zeidman

.Actors are

entitled to many income tax deductions
that do not come up
the case of the average run of taxpayer. The
following is a list of some
of the items actors can take under given
circumstances:
n exp « nses
t °f materials, dialog, music;
costumes, wigs,
shoes, repair pressing and cleaning of professional
clothes; wardrobe valet
studio rentals, tips to studio employees. '
e
S
SC0Uting *" engagements a S ent s commissions,
legal
e X?ensesL
adr

Hollywood, Feb, 11.
Public relations—handling of fan mail, fan
photographs; entertainimj
Gene Tierney's topple downstairs
CritfCS baCke, S ag
ts
club
Sunday caused a small bone to be
due!
broken in her .foot and rearrangeProfessional . expenses-VAMEiv and other
trade papers; accountants'
ment of shooting schedule on "Ghost fees; household expenses
if household is used actively
fo ? conference" with
and Mrs. Muir" at 20th-Fox.
authors, writers, agents, etc.; expenses on
pleasure trips if taken
get
Actress, however, came to lot yes- ideas for professional
work; income taxes paid abroad on foreign booking
terday (10) on crutches to make a
bodyguard; Eqllity and other

sound track for

Mr. & Mrs. Alan Hale

Jones
John Joseph
Louis J. Kaufman

Will Probated

Actors' Income

Tom Drake
Frank Farley
Frank Ferrin
Lillian Gish

Lem

:

Series Not Splitting

.

of

.

Jennifer Jones

critical success in initial recitals in
According to industrial relations
Switzerland, Italy and the British
experts, recognition of social status Mrs. Niven's
Isles.
Murray, 28, came to Switzeras a f ictor in the labor market opens
<»
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
land as a pupil of Bronislaw Huber,« nt>; field for labor-management
Entire estate of the late Mrs. mann, and made his
debut last year
•co6pet8tion> If it's acknowledged, Primula Niven, filed for
probate in Berne under patronage of Lelahd
they say, the social standing which a here, was left to her husband,
David Harrison, U. S. Minister to Switzergivegj job carries may be of equal Niven. It amounts to
$21,824.
land.
©r suoerio£„importanee to what's in
Mrs. Niven was killed accidently
He's playing again to sold-out
the pay envelope, then strike-pro- last May when she fell down a
flight house at Konservatorium here
on
voking bread-and-butter disputes of stairs
.
Feb. 17.
.

Maurice Bergman
Richard Blackwell
Irving Brecher
Dane Clark
Walter Colmes
Cecil B. DeMille

currently in Paris preparing summer travel literature for France,
while the French are opening tourist offices in San Francisco arid Chi-

N. Y. to L. A.

Tune-Dance
For Studio Ballyhoo

Astaire

Fred Astaire figures to help the
exploiting of his new string of dance
schools by the development of a new
dance step and song to fit, the latter
Astaire and Harry Link, professional manager of Feist, completed
be published and pushed by Feist,
arrangements last week whereby

to

the publication of the song, "the
Astaire,"
will coincide with the
launching of the dancer's first studio
in New York early next month. Cy
Walter and Andrew
Rosenthal
penned the number.

Mrs.Jpddie Cantor
William J. Fadiman

Howard Hoyt
Edward C. Raftery
George J. Schaefer
Gradwell Sears
Charles K. Stem
Robert Taplinger
Marilyn Maxwell
Jack L. Warner

Lew Wasserman

N. Y. to Europe
Paul Dupuis
Gerald Kersh
Louis Lazar
Django Rhinchart

Joe Breen's Leave
Hollywood, Feb. H.
Joseph I. Breen leaves Saturday 15)
on an indefinite leave of absence
from his office as head of code en<

forcement.

Shurlock will assume
duties in Breen's absence.

Geoffrey
all

JUNE HAVOC LOHDON

'ANNIE'
June Havoc goes to London' to do

the Ethel

Merman

role

in

Get Your Gun" abroad.
Emile Littler has the
rights.

'

.,

"Annie

London

PICTURES
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Potential

Headadbe

Countries Freezing

•

Washington, Feb.

worry

11.

potential

Pk $ Eicki

year, according to an expert just
returned to this country. He reports
that while tEe controls to prevent
dollars from being dissipated are
supposed to be temporary, they are
This
liable to last a long time.

would mean that Hollywood might
never get out of many European nations most of the money, which it
counting on.
"At present," said this man, "import and screen quotas have been
set up to control the outlay of dollars from limited funds for the puris

Jan. s 3-to-5% B.O. lip

NOT GOLD

ALL'S

Below

4
Trend toward Indie production,
Pickford III in N. Y.
which leveled off some four or five
Mary Pickford arrived in N e w
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
months ago, as pointed out by
Double-A combat looms in Holly- Variety at that time, is seen about York from the Coast Monday (10)
night suffering from a very severe
wood—not , pugilistic but artistic,
to take a sharp swing in the opposite cold and was forced to bed at once
with economic variations.
The argument is about AA, mean- direction. Producers, directors, wri- under doctor's care, She had come
ters, players and assorted promoters, east to rep the film industry at the
ing Artists Alliances; the Mary Pickford-Lester Cowan alliance, and Al- who three years ago began veritably Edison Centennial dinner last night
to flock into filmmaking on their (Tuesday).
lied Artists, an indie outfit functionMiss Pickford had intended reing through Monogram. It reminds own, are rapidly discovering that
you of Zeno, the circus .strong man, the pot o' gold was just tin. The maining in New York for four or
who changed his name to Ajax, on trek back to the major studios is five days, but will probably extend
account of they were paid off in already under v&y and is expected her stay because of her illness. Her
to develop to proportions of a rout husband, Buddy Rogers, was slated
alphabetical order.
within 6 to 12 months.
to meet her in New York, but he has
Bellwether on the trail back may been held on the Coast, likewise by
be Liberty Films, with its powerful illness.
quartet of producers—Frank Capra,
George Stevens, William Wyler and
Sam Briskin. Unit has made ap-

Sound Your A, Dear

Film theatre income during January, for the first time in 13 months,

dropped appreciably below what it
had been for the same month of the

'ffl&WJ
throughout the

1

20th Puts

hm

proaches to Metro, Universal,

On Budget

chase of American films, However,
even after the dollar situation in
some of these countries eases vip,

Cost

'46

Jan.,

Eit Grasses Expected to Snap Back

AWAY FBOM FOLD

f

of

the
Hollywood export business is the
that foreign countries
possibility
may decide to make permanent their
present regulations to conserve their
dollar balances.
Lack of dollars is by all odds the
biggest headache the industry will
face in the European market this

Biggest

Foreign

Is

Montague, Kahane

RKO

and Paramount on a deal by which
the foursome would go back to work
on a studio payroll. Outfit has two
more films to deliver to RKO as an
independent before it can change

Get

New

Business

houses

in_

nation, a check of
major circuits reveals, averaged
from 3-5% Jess in January, 1947,
than it had "for the comparable 31day period last year.
While attendance during the last
three or four months of 1946 was
known to be sliding, tilt in admis-

sion fees kept the level of theatre
income as good or better than it was
for the same months of 1945. But
income as well as attendance skidded

January,
Circuit execs, while not deluding
themselves that 1947's will top the
peaks of 1946, none the less feel that
the January dip is just the same
type of temporary decline felt last
October. At that time, income was
just about the same as for October,
1945, but it snapped right back for

this

an appreciable gain in November.
Col.
Storms and sub-freezing weather
Columbia has inked a number of throughout the nation so far this
new employment pacts with the month pretty much leave as an idle
bug has landed after a crosstown
While other indie switches into
hope any thought of a serious upturn
company's top personnel, in several
flight from Metro in Culver City
major folds may be less spectacular
in biz.
An indecisive statement, calling for than the mass move
instances handing out substantial
by Liberty, inWhat strength there was in thea program of 20 pictures, including
salary hikes. Included in the- numdustry pulsefeelers are certain that
atre grosses during January is atsome musicals, without any specific the
run of the indies to cover is ber are Abe Montague, veepee in tributable in large measure to three
budgets, was x issued after a studip
imminent with increasing cost and charge of distribution, whose pay is pictures which proved smash h.o.
huddle by Spyros Skouras, Joseph
contracting income. Easing of the now boosted to $2,500 weekly on a' draws wherever they played. They
M. Schenck, Darryl Zanuck, Donald
tax situation, seen certain within seven-year deal, and Benjamin B. are "Blue Skies"
(Par), "Jolson
A. Henderson and Wilfred J. Eadie.
veepee- heading
studio Story" .(Col)
next couple of years, is also Kahane,
and "Razor's Edge"
New statement contrasts with one the
operations, with a new contract callan incentive.
(20th). Runner-up for honors was
made last Dec. 18 in which it was
ing for $2,000 weekly for five years. "Till the Clouds
Roll
By" (M-G).
In addition to everything else,
announced that the studio would
In Kahane's instance, Columbia
Same quartet will he called on
turn out 20 pictures at an approxi- enough returns are in for many of tore up his old
pact for a weekly to shoulder the heavy part of the
mate cost of $45,000,000. Understood the indies to tote up financial re- stipend of $1,500 which was
to
exbusiness
as
they
move ipto subsethe new idea is to shave off about sults over the past two or three
pire August, 1948.
His. revamped
quents this month, but should get
years. And, much to their dismay,
$5,000,000.
deal started running Jan. 1 of this
(Continued on page 23)
Explanation, by one. of the studio the producers, directors, writers and year.
Montague, additional to. his
actors are finding that all those
Citing No. of Flops officials, for lack of a definite budget, promises of heavy income and low pay check, also received a stock opis that the company wants more
tion for 10,000 shares of ColumbiaFilm companies which have been financial latitude to meet possible
(Continued on page 11)
Geo. Kaufman" to Direst
-common.
backing Broadway legiters, wary retroactive pay awards and other
Taken on by the company on a
over the big percentage of flops in unexpected expenses which may
longrterm pact is Lester W. Roth,
March- s 'Senator' at U-I
which they have invested, are of the arise before „the settlement of the FitzPatrick's Travelogs

and anti - Hollywood
nationalist
groups in them will seek to have
their governments continue the restrictions against the American film
industry."
Host important point to watch is
Great Britain because of the amount
of business done there by our "industry.
The Films Act, which controls the shipment of dollars to this
country for pictures, expires in
April, 1948.
The current pressure
(Continued on page 23)

Hollywood, Feb.

11.

.

is what they call it
where the retrenchment

Streamlining

at 20th-Fox,

Deal

over.

Aw,

.

opinion that at least part of their
unfortunate b.r.ing has resulted from
the prohibition in the Dramatists'
Guild basic agreement against angels
having any say on production. Com.
panics are squawking that the show
as they finally see it on the stage is
a far cry from the script in which
they invested their coin. Other
prominent legit backers are of the
same opinion.
Studio reps who okay expenditure of film coin are sympathetic
with the purpose of the DG agreement, which is to retain artistic
rights to the author and protect him
from interference by his moneymen. However, they say, before the
show reaches Broadway the author
has been subjected to so many crossopinions from the producer, the director, the players and a host of
hangers-on, that he has been greatly
(Continued on page 23)

PECK'S PLAQUE PICKED
IN

FLACK FLUB-DUE

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
While Michael Shane, Gregory
Hood, Sherlock Holmes and other
of the Flatfoot Tribe are

members

mysteries between singing
commercials, Hollywood has its own
unsolved problem: "What became of
Gregory Peck's
Look magazine

solving

*
current labor situation.
Under the riew program, each picture will be produced with every
effort to save unnecessary expense,
without lowering its dramatic standard.
At the same time, the report
says, the studio will retain the great
majority of its employees.
•

U. S.

Wants Show Biz To

Handle freedom Train'
U.S. Attorney-General

Tom

Clark

has put the bee on the film industry
to

name

a

directing head for the

Government's proposed "Freedom
Train" which will tour the country

formerly a California superior court

Him Tourist Biz Jm

Give

judge, who will act as studio legal
counsel at a take of $1,500 weekly.

FitzPatrick, producer of
Metro's
"Traveltalks,"
plans
to
capitalize
on his knowledge of
foreign countries by opening travel
agencies in the near future in New
.

Chicago and Los Angeles. of $127,400.
Montague's pay -boost lifts him to
He's also shopping for a publisher
the No. 2 spot among sales chiefs of
to turn out his travel literature.
With a large backlog of shorts al- major companies. His $130,000 anready in the can, FitzPatrick is far nually which started running last
in advanfce of his production sched- August puts him behind William J.
ule and so will have plenty of time Scully, leadoff salary figure, who has
to devote to his new enterprises. a deal with Universal for, $150,093
With traveling opening up again in yearly and ahead of No. 3 man, Ned
foreign countries, he expects to E. Depinet of RKO, whose pay Is
$115,800 annually.
have a large clientele.

York,

this year as a rolling museum stocked
with historical documents. Clark has
advised film toppers that the showmanship sense required to sell the
project to the American public dictates selection of an exploitation expert. Consequently, he wants the in-

National Boxoffice Survey.
'

Wave

—

Nips B.O. 'Humoresque' and
Quentin' Most Promising New Entries

Cold

Clouds Roll By" (M-G) continued
Former
to
pace the holdovers.'
grossed huge $56,000 for its second
Boston session, fine $12,000 for third
week in K. C. and good $9,500 for
its sixth Detroit week.
"Clouds"
opened with solid $40,000 in Detroit
and racked up lofty $17,500 for its
Cincy frame and bright
last few cantos pulled up sharply opening
this week, with Boston and' Wash- $25,000 for its third week in Chi.
ington especially hitting the upbeat. "Wonderful Life" (RKO) teed off
"Humoresque" (WB) emerged as with sock $26,000 in Washington,
earned bright $25,000 for its third
the- brighest newcomer, pulling exin
Boston, plush Boston week and average $21,000 for
cellent
$32,000

award?
There was a scramble between the Into Camden Nabe Cinema
Selznick flacks and the Metro flacks
Marking the first time that a film
to achieve the honor of custodian- produced specifically for television
ship of the Peck plaque awarded the
has been booked into a commercial
actor for his acting in "The Yearthe Savar theatre, $22,000 in Washington and sock
film theatre,
ling.
The Selznick flackery swears Camden, N. J., Will play ABC Tele- $30,000 in Chi.
Pic also grossed
the plaque was turned over to Metro,
vision's
"New Automobiles" Feb. pleasant $18,000 in its eighth N. Y.
and the Metro flackery declares it 20-27.
week but weak $12,000 in its second
was lost somewhere between HollyFilm was produced by ABC late Pittsburgh session. Another promis
wood and Culver City. Peck is think- late year under the supervision of ing newcomer was "San Quentin"
ing about calling up the Crime DocHarvey Marlowe, the web's video (RKO) with strong $57,500 in L. A.
tor.
production chief, in cooperation with and smash $28,500 in N. Y.
the Automobile Manufacturers Assn.
"Man I Love" (WB) took on
Both Nelsons 111
After preeming in its original 35m spotty features, chalking up fair
version on WABD (DuMont) ABC's $55,000 in L. A., fine $12,000 in Bos.Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Donald Nelson, president of the former N. Y. video outlet, several ton and okay $39,000 for its third
Society of Independent Motion Pic- 16m prints were turned over to the week on Broadway. "Dead Reckonture Producers, and his wife are AMA and other car companies for ing" (Col) entered strongly on the
both currently in Cedars Lebanon national 'distribution. Film presents heels of good $24,500 for its third
hospital.
an overall picture of the current N. Y. week, with terrific $15,000 in
and good $16,000 in
Mrs. Nelson is suffering from an automotive industry, laying special Cincinnati
"Temptation" (U> fal"obscure" illness which is causing emphasis on reasons for the delay Louisville.
tered badly, with mild $9,500 for its
in production of new cars.
considerable worry.
.

eighth N. Y. session.
"Yearling" (M-G), "Best

its

I

„ OJ and 'Duel in Sun
(RK
mck continued to do top
>

|

.

the limited number
they're playing.

of

Years"

(Selz
biz in
situations

j

.

Film's start awaits the close of the

Ruth Gordon play, "Years Ago," in
which March is starred with his
wife, Florence Eldridge.
will roll between the New

Picture

YSrk and

road runs of "Years."'
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Mac-

Charlie

Arthur did the screenplay.

SUBSCRIPTION

total

Television Short

'San

third Philly week and brutal $6,500
for its teeoff session in Pitt.
"Jolson Story" (Col) and "Till

name the man.
Severe cold wave sweeping across
Venture has been budgeted for the country this week took its toll
expenditure of $485,000 and is
at the boxoffice, lopping off almost
to be bankrolled by private industry
exclusively, including the film biz, $83,000 from last week's Broadway
Government grosses and following through in
learned.
been
it's
Chicago, experilaunched the project late last year most territories.
with the idea of bringing top-drawer encing the worst weather of the
doorstep. year, took a hefty slump but Los
public's
to
the
documents
Angeles did fair with fair weather.
Several areas on the skids for the

dustry to

Book

Slated as his -next film vehicle,

"The Senator Was Indiscreet," is
now being written for Fredric
Jack Cohn, executive veepee head- March
with George S, Kaufman to
ing the New Yo^k office, also inked
handle directorial chores-, and Nuiia new seven-year deal which con- nally Johnson
producing for Unitinues him at his current annual pay
versal-Internationl.

James A.

Pictures

]

Miss Calvert's Quick Trip
Hollywood, Feb.

11.

Phyllis Calvert, currently on her
way back to England, will return in
May to star in "Make You a Fine
Wife," the first picture under her
new player contract at Paramount.
British actress recently completed
"Time Out of Mind," her first Hollywood chore, at Universal-International."
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Radio Reviews.
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Slew

Daily Loss to

Via British Coal
London, Feb.

.

,

•

Work in J, Arthur Rank's studios,
however, is relatively unaffected
since they have oil-burning power
units. Vital importance of film industry in government eyes is inby

fact

that

Fame-Power Nix

Eastman-

Kodak's rawstock plant at Harrow"
was reprieved at last minute 2r0m
the power blackout. Plant, which
supplied needs of the Whole industry, is coal-burning and qriginally was ordered to cease production
along with other major industries.
Severity of the shortage! has also
forced the shutting down Of all teleVision studios and one of the three'
program services operated by the
British Broadcasting Co. Dogtrack
operators have likewise been ordered to shutter by the government
order limiting consumption of fuel
to essential users.

England's
unprecedented
coal
crisis is currently being intensified
by the record-breaking cold wave
sweeping the country.
Official
sources are taking an optimistic view
of things with predictions that the
crisis will be passed within a week.
Government critics say that England
will be lucky if she comes through
before 10 days to two weeks.

'Rockland County Emergency
Rockland County, N.Y., over the
Weekend (9) ordered the shutting off

My

rehearsals

during

It
Hollywood, Feb, 11.
This Owe it will be "up the
creek" and not "down the river"

Of

TRUCK DRIVERS ALSO

1

Theatre Guild in 1928), I was
sitting out front, in the auditorium, watching the actors doing
a very important scene,. One
of the leads was completely inaudible. I stopped the rehearsal
and called to him:

WEEK

243rd

•

KEN MURRAY'S

.

cannot hear a word of what
you are saying!"
He leaned "over the footlights
and asked, "What did you say?"
1 repeated even louder, "1
could not hear a single word
"I

"BLACKOUTS OF

"Ob,

see

I

.

.

."

music without

call it 'Black-

said he, "but

Qn a. Fred Allen program,
quizmaster, he
asked the audience, "If you saw
Gary Cooper, Elsa Maxwell and

TOURIST

When FA was

Nice this month and hotel men
who plan to use it as a first lifesaver
for the Riviera pending the Cannes
Film Festival in the fall are plain
worried because they find the international tourist trade is not what
they expected.
For one thing, they blame the fact
that hotel accommodations are far
below what they used to be, due to
plenty of hotels having been turned
into apartment houses on account of
the housing shortage, meaning the
loss of about 8,000 rooms for Riviera
visiting firemen. Another thing is the
quality' of service, which does not
jell with the high prices charged.
Prices are a constant source of wailing here from tourists, and visiting
Americans, find Paris more expensive than N. Y.

the

to

mutuel window at Hialeah. He
put down $2 and said, "Two dollars for me to win on the nose."
"What?" said, the clerk. "Why,
are you surprised that I'm a
horse and I could talk. "No,"
said the clerk, "I don't think

you

.'.'.''

could win."

<

fam

that prices are spiraling,

It isvtrue

the Continental edl
tjon of the London Daily Mail has
been printing stories from readers
protesting the current French prices
and claiming instances of hotels
charging 19 times their pre-war
rates, predicating that tourism in
France, except in Paris and a few
choice spots; may not recover for a
long time.

.

Ex-GI Killer Gets

(Joyce

thews), with their daughter Vickie
arrived in New York from the Coast

yesterday

(Tuesday) denying
printed and air reports that they're
divdrcing.

and the British

came

to Switzer-

land as a pupil of Bronislaw Hubermann, and made his debut last year
in Berne under patronage of Leland
Harrison, U. S. Minister to Switzer-

11.

land.

He's

playing

house

a flight

Feb.

at

again

to

GENE TIEBNEY'S SPILL
Hollywood, Feb.

Tai Deductions

Seidman, C.P.A.

ln^2f^^

'

'

cEc™""" 8 **

engagements agent

'

11.

Gene Tierney's topple downstairs
Sunday caused a small bone to be
her foot and rearrange-

ment pf shooting schedule on "Ghost
and Mrs. Muir" at 20th-Fox.
Actress, however, came to lot yesterday (10) on crutches to make a
sound track for film.

sold-out

Konservatorium here on

17.

Reparation expenses-cost of materials, dialog,
music; costumes, wigs
shoes; repair pressing and cleaning of
professional clothes; wardrobe
e valeV
valet
studio rentals, tips to studio employees. "

exXnseson

in

28,

initial recitals in

ie4 t0 many income tax Auctions that do not come up
in the case of the average run of
taxpayer. The following is a list of some
of the rtems actors can take under"
given

March.

broken

Murray,

Isles,

Entire estate of the late Mrs
filed
for probate
was left to her husband, David
Niven. It amounts to $21,824.
Mrs. Niven was killed accidently

J. S.

Italy

circumstances:

Berle will begin work on his air
show for Philip Morris scheduled to
start as the Rudy Vallee replacer in

*

Switzerland,

here,

By

.

Berne, Feb. 3.
American colony here is giving a
lot of support to John Crelghton
Murray, ex-GI violinist from Forest
Hills, L. I„ who has had considerable

Primula Niven,

Mat-

'

b ° ar<1

auWnTbaTexX^^^

Md

'

s

l0dgi " g

commissions, legal

3W3y *° ffl home

i

.

Tom Drake
Frank Farley
Frank Ferrin

Mrs. Alan Hale
Heflin

'

Holman

-

'

.

Arthur Krim
*>

Warren Low
Irving Mills

Harry Mines
Curtis Mitchell

Robert Mitchum
Pat O'Brien
Al O'Keefe
George Pal
-

™

oflowS

''

series, featuring Gen
N. Bradley, Veterans' Admin-

WNEW,

(NBC, Atlanta) for "The Harbor We Seek" series, and KMOX
(CBS, St. Louis) and the Union
Electric Co. for "The Land We Live

In" series.
Winchell,
whose Sunday night
show is aired over ABC under the
"Jergens Co; bankrolling, was cited as
the "individual person in radio in
1946 who has made the greatest contribution to national unity and har-

mony

among

all

groups

of

the

American people."

Dr. Clinchy will
present the citation to Winchell Sun-

day (16) night on his radio show, as
the teeoff to "Brotherhood Week,"
which begins that night and runs
through Feb. 23.
Rest of show business, meanwhile,
continues to line up its forces behind
the Week. Radio observance, under
a committee chairmanned by ABC
prexy Ed Noble, has scheduled the
most far-reaching observance in the

14-year history of the event, with all
network shows promising to carry
some mention of the Week and every
station in the. country slated to run
a series of transcribed spotsfby radio

and screen stars. Assisting Noble
are the prexies of the other three
webs, Ed Kobak of Mutual, Frank
Stanton of CBS and Niles Trammell,

NBC.

Time-Dance
For Studio Ballyhoo

Irving Rapper
Harold Russell
Charles Schlaifer
William A. Scully
Billy

Fred Astaire figures

to help the
exploiting of his new string of dance
schools by the development of a new
dance step and song to fit, the latter
Astaire and Harry Link, professional manager of Feist, completed

Selwyn

Louis Shanfield
Spyros Skouras
Michael Sloane
Dewey Starkey
Paula Stone
Martha Vickers
Charles Voram
William Wyler
Bennie F. Zeidman

be published and pushed by Feist,
arrangements last week whereby

to

the publication of the song, "The
with the
will coincide
launching of the dancer's first stuiito
in New York early next month. Cy
Walter and
Andrew Rosenthal
penned the number.
Astaire,"

N. Y. to L. A.
Mrs.,Bddie Cantor
William J. Fadiman

Howard Hoyt
Edward C. Raftery

Joe Breeds Leave
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Joseph I. Breen leaves Saturday <15)
on an indefinite leave of absence
from his office as head of code en-

George J, Schaefer
Gradwell Sears
Robert Taplinger
Marilyn Maxwell
Jack L. Warner

forcement.
>

Lew Wasserman

N. Y. to Europe
Paul Dupuis
Gerald Kersh
Louis Lazar
Django Rhinehart

'

WSB

Astaire

Bill Pierce, Jr.

.

JSn.eSange.

Omar

Mary Pickford

,

flK^srsjs

ment Home"

istration director,
Individual stations cited were
N. Y, indie,
for a series of spot announcements
titled "Keep Faith with America"-

distributing pledge blanks to
exhibs who' in turn will pass them
out to their customers.
Special plans have been made by
theatres Jn various parts of the country.
Mike Weiss, field exploiteer
handling the campaign in Philadelphia, has arranged for the Philly
mayor to issue a special proclamation Sunday,
rn addition, special
cards on aH buses and street cars in
Philly will herald the drive. Similar
plans are being lined up in metropolitan N. Y. by a committee headed
up by Harry Greenman and comprising Gus Eyssell, Bob Weitman,
Monty Salmon, A. J. Balaban, Zeb
Epstin and Irving Lesser.

Alan Jackson

Carl Leserman

:

also

Paul Henreid
Sid Hickox
Russell

Everett R. Clinchy, prez of the
-National Conference of Christians
and
Jews, sponsors of the Week.
prpducers of "Superman," aired
Over Mutual, ^nd Kellogg, W hi h
c
sponsors the show, were cited for
outstanding single web series, and
CBS won the award for the outstanding single network show for
"The Biggest Crime" in its "Assign-

bor," especially composed for the.
Week. Latter is being distributed
by National Screen Service, which is

&

Van

tional unity and harmony among
all
groups of American people." Announcement ol the awards will be
made today (Wednesday) by Dr

of

Lillian Gish

Mr.

for "outstanding contributions to
na*

Every theatre in the country is
scheduled to show both the "Brotherhood Week" trailer, produced by
David O. Selznick, and the special
song trailer, featuring Irving Berlin's "Help Me to Help My Neigh-

Charles K. Stern
'

Public relations-handling of fan mail, fan
photographs- entertainine
r
n p layw^, ghts, critic * backers ag * ,,ts
ues
Professional , expenses- Vaiumy and other
trade papers; accountants'
fees; household expenses if household
is used actively ?or conferences
with
authors, writers, agents, etc.; expenses
on pleasure trips i r token to elt
ideas for professional work; income
taxes paid abr^d
iS»Wnw
8
CUU,,re, bod
d
a"d
union duesf tele-

mra ^d

N. Y.

Jones
John Joseph
Louis J. Kaufman

Berne Concert Support

critical success in

Actors' Income

Berles Not Splitting
The Milton Berles

Evans

Road,' Sez

Jennifer Jones

Mrs. Niven's Will Probated

down

Oo

Vancouver, B. C, Feb. 11.
Maurice' Evans thinks *that it is
surprising that more actors in Hollywood "don't leave the^r swimming
pools and spend four to six weeks on
the stage."
Appearing here in "Hamlet" at the
Lyric, Evans revealed that "there
are enough dates along the coast to
make it worth the stars' while" to
leave the luxury of their homes
and go out to see something of the
country.
He feels that the experience of getting some stagework would enrich

Lem

:

fell

It More Grouping

'

.

or super%jmportance to what's in
the pay envelope, then strike-pro- last May when she
voking
bread-and-butter
disputes of stairs
-rSh be relegated to the background
Jtud an era of industrial peace will
be ushered in.

H'wood Actors Should

'

.

-

broad

its

.

'

—

Los Angeles, Feb.

not without

but what they complain about most their acting.
is that they don't get service for
their money. Shortage of coal reL. A. to
sults in insufficiently heated hotels,
Luther Adler
restaurants and theatres. Despite
Cecil Barker
which Roy B. White, of the Amerl
Wallace Beery
can Express Co. advertising dept., is
Maurice Bergman
currently in Paris preparing sumRichard Blackwell
mer travel literature for France,
Irving Brecher
while the French are opening tourDane Clark
ist offices in San Francisco arid Chi
Walter Colmes
cago.
Cecil B. DeMille
Meanwhile,

•

49

is

implication.

in

minded of?" The audience, as to
a man, screamed "High, Wide
and Handsome."
Joey Adams
horse trotted up

named

Paris, Feb. 11.

Robert Tayjor walking down
Park -avenue arm-in-arm, what
popular song would you be re-

A

HADE HOP

Carnival festivities are beginning

SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS

According to industrial relations
expects, recognition of social status
as a Hetor in the labor market opens
field for labor-management
,*, nt,
.cooperation. If it's acknowledged,
they S5y, the social standing which a
Bive&.job carries may be of equal

Creek." They were- tagged "Up
the Creek," "Down the Creek,"
"In the Creek," "On the Bank"
and "In the Bank." The last

FRENCH WORRIED ON
Maxwell'

could not be

.

BING CROSBY.

otherwise!"

it

Elsa

titles

considered in- his credits.
Not to be caught again with
his titles down, Silvers labelled
each, of the five musical sequences he wrote for last Monday's broadcast of "Frenchman's

you should dispense with

"I think

changing ye*ars. Just
outs of 194-EVER'!"

you were saying!"

how was

W

El Capitan Theatre, Hollywood, Cal.

1

'

.

for Lou Silvers, music director
of Lux Radio Theatre for the
past 10 years.,. He hasn't forgotten that years ago, when radio
and ASCAP where on the outs,
he was given no recognition by
the Society tot the original music he composed for the Lux
dramatics despite his protests.
At the time ASCAP ruled that

the atomic
directed for th«

about

play

phetic

bomb, which

Citations

Walter Winchell, three radio
sta
and two network shows have
been awarded the annual "Brother,
hood Week" radio citations of merit
tions

That Does

Favorite Story

Bouben Minioulian
Once,

"Wings Over Europe" (the pro-

If It's a Publicity
of natural gas to various business
consumers, including consumers,,, in
Suit It .Raises a Novel
'.&!» effort to conserve heating fuel."
With the thermometer falling to the
Point on Biog's libel'
*ero mark, shutting down of heating
Systems has forced Complete shutterTest case that will have "faring of theatres.
reaching effect in films, radio and
Rockland Gas Co. and Rockland legit, on legal puzzler of whether
tight and Power Co., relying upon an unauthorized biog can be made
Pittsburgh for its gas supply, were of a living person is coming up for
Jjut on reduced rations due to an decision before the N. Y. state supreme court in a libel suit filed' by
Unusually cold spell in Pittsburgh.
Serge Koussevitzky against Allen,
Towne & Heathe, publishers. Symphony conductor is asking $500,000
damages for libel allegedly contained
in biography by" Moses Smith, originally scheduled for release Feb. 15
Chance remark in a film
5
"I'd by the publishers. In a preliminary
rather marry a truck driver than action by N. Y.
supreme court Jusmarry you"—may be the stimulus tice Bernard L. Shientag yesterday
for a radical alteration in labor- (Tues.), plaintiff
was granted a remanagement relations in the U. S.
straining order putting off the pubA business agent for the AFL's lication date until libel action is
Teamsters Union, Local 100, Cincin- settled.
'nati, after hearing the crack about
Koussevitsky charges that the
truck drivers come from the lips of book describes him ."as generally insi cinema heroine, went back to his competent as a conductor
of OrchesIdeal and demanded the union get tras, brutal to the musicians,
incombusy in improving the members' so- petent as an instructor of conductcial standing. Aside from wages and ing, as a poseur, deficient
in musical
hours, this proved to be brie of the training." Publishers counter
with
most deep-seated gripes of the team- claims that book, though critical, is
sters, and the speech touehe&' off a generally sympathetic
to the conmovement that's spreading into a ductor.
national campaign.
.

Sims Get iritbrbof

:

+

11.

coal famine, which is
turning off the power switch in most
industries for at least a week, is
taking a drastic bite out of showbusiness, forcing losses of approximately $600,000 a day. Under the
government emergency fuel conservation decree, the nation's 4,000
theatres are banned from opening
before 4 p,m. in addition to the
complete halting of work on 12
pictures' now in course of production, editing of cutting.
Britain's

dicated

fiiclftl, 3 Radio Statitns,

Biz

Geoffrey
all

Shurlock

will

assume

duties in Breen's absence.

JUNE HAVOC LONDON
June Havoc goes
the Ethel

Merman

'ANNIE'
London to do

to
role

in

Get Your Gun" abroad.
Emile Littler has the
rights.

"Annie

London

.

.
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Jan. s 3-to-5% B.O. Dip Below Jan., '46

Big Potential Headache Is Foreign

Countries Freeing
Washington, Feb.
Biggest

Hollywood
possibility

worry

But Grosses Expected to Snap Back
Film theatre income during Janu-

of

decide to make permanent their
present regulations to conserve their
dollar balance*.
Lack o£ dollars is by all odds the
biggest headache the industry will
face in the European market this

may

year, according to an expert just
returned to this country. He reports
that while tRe controls to prevent
dollars"'lis0m,.»l^
supposed to be temporary, they are"
This
liable to last a long time.
"

would mean that Hollywood might
many European namost -of the money, which it

never get out of
tions
is

Pk $ Exchange

11.

the
export business is the
that foreign countries

potential

counting on.

"At present," said this man, "import and screen quotas have been
set up to control the outlay of dollars from limited funds for the purchase of American films. However,
even after the dollar situation in

Sound Your A, Dear

ary, fpr the first time in 13 months,

Trend toward indie production,
which leveled off some four or five
months ago, as pointed^ out by

Pickford

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Double- A combat looms in Holly- Variety at that time, is (Seen about
wood—not , pugilistic but artistic, to take sharp
a
swing in tfieNipposite
with economic variations.
The argument is about AA, mean- direction. Producers, directors, writers, players and assorted promoters,
ing Artists Alliance*; the Mary Pickthree years ago began veritably
who
ford-Lester Cowan alliance, and Alto flock into filmmaking on their
lied Artists, an indie outfit functionown, are rapidly discovering that
ing through Monogram. It reminds
you of Zeno, the circus .strong man, the pot o' gold was just tin. The
Who changed his name to Ajax, oh trek back to the major studios is
account of they were pajd_ off in already under -w^y and is expected
to develop to proportions of a rout
alphabetical order.
within 6 to 12 months.
Bellwether on the trail back may
be Liberty Films, with its powerful
quartet of producers Frank Capra,
George Stevens, William Wyler. and
Sam Briskin. Unit has made approaches to Metro, Universal, RKO

20th Puts

Cost

*

.

'

panies are squawking that the show
as they finally see it on the stage is
a far cry from the script in which
they invested their coin. Other
prominent legit backers are of the
same opinion.
Studio reps who okay expenditure of film coin are sympathetic
with the purpose of the DG agreement, which is to retain artistic
rights to the author and protect him
from interference by his moneymen. However, they say, before the
show reaches Broadway the author
has been subjected to so many crossopinions from the producer, the director, the players and a host of
hangers-on, that he has been greatly
(Continued on page 23)

ard.
At the same time, the report
says, the studio will retain the great
majority of its employees.

U. S.

Wants Show Biz To

dropped appreciably below what

Y.

4iight suffering from a very severe
cold and was forced to bed at once
under doctor's care. She had come
east to rep the film industry at the
Edison Centennial dinner last night

(Tuesday).

Miss Pickford had intended remaining in New York for four or
but will probably extend
he? stay because of her illness. Her
husband, Buddy Rogers, was slated
to meet her in New York, but he has
been held on the Coast, likewise by

five days,

illness.

and Paramount on a deal by which
the foursome would go back to work
on a studio payroll. Outfit has two
more films to deliver to RKO as an
independent before it can change

some of these countries eases up,
Hollywood, Feb. 11,
nationalist
and anti - Hollywood
Streamlining is what they call it
groups in them Will seek to have
at 20th-Fox, where the retrenchment over.
their governments continue the relanded
after a crosstown
bug
has
While other indie switches into
strictions against the American film
flight from Metro in Culver City.
major folds may be less spectacular
industry,"
Most important point to watch is An indecisive statement, calling for than the mass move by Liberty, in20
pictures, including
a
program
of
dustry pulsef eelers are certain that
Great Britain because of the amount
some
musicals,
any
without
specific
the run of the indies to cover is
of business done there by our inbudgets, was y issued after a studio
dustry. The Films Act, which conimminent with increasing cost and
huddle by Spyros Skouras, Joseph
trols the shipment of dollars to this
contracting income. Easing of the
country for pictures, expires in M. Schenck, Darryl Zanuck, Donald tax situation, seen certain within
Henderson
Wilfred
A.
and
J. Eadie.
pressure
April, 1948.
The current
New statement Contrasts with one the next couple of years, is also
(Continued on page 23)
made last Dec. 18 in which it was an incentive.
In addition to everything else,
announced that the studio would
turn out 20 pictures at an approxi- enough returns are in for many of
mate cost of $45,000,000. Understood the indies to tote up financial reT@§ Maif Cooks Spoil
the new idea is to shave off about sults over the past two or three
years. And, much to their dismay,
$5,000,000.
Plays, Film BsmkroHers
Explanation, by one. of the studio the producers, directors, writers and
for lack of a definite budget,
Aver, Citing No. of Flops officials,
is that the company
wants more
Film companies which have been financial latitude to meet possible
backing Broadway legiters, wary retroactive pay awards and other
over the big percentage of flops in unexpected expenses which may
which they have invested, are of the arise before ,the settlement of the
"
opinion that at least part of their current labor situation.
unfortunate b,r.ing has resulted from
Under the n'ew program, each picthe prohibition in the Dramatists' ture will be produced with every
Guild basic agreement against angels effort to save unnecessary expense,
having any say on production. Com- without lowering its dramatic stand-

in N.

—

Raw

On Budget

IIS

Montague, Kahane
Get

Mew

a check
major circuits reveals, averaged
from 3-5% ,less in January, 1947,
than it had "for the comparable 31day period last year.
While attendance during the last
three or four months of 1946 was

known

IN

FLACK

RUB-MI

this January.
Circuit execs, while not deluding
themselves that 1947's will top the
peaks of 1946, none the less feel that
the January dip is just the same
type of temporary decline felt last
October. At that time, income was
just about the same as for October,
1945, but it snapped right back for
,

Col.

Deal

an appreciable gain in November.
Storms and sub-freezing weather
throughout

.

Travelogs

formerly a California superior court
judge, who will act as studio legal
of counsel at a take of $1,500 weekly.
"Traveltalks,"
plans
to Jack Cohn, executive veepee headcapitalize
on his knowledge of ing the New Yofk office, also inked
foreign countries by opening travel a new seven-year deal which conagencies in the near future in New tinues him at his current annual pay
York, Chicago and Los Angeles. of $127,400.
Montague's pay boost lifts him to
He's also shopping for a publisher
the No. 2 spot among sales chiefs of
to turn out his travel literature.
With a large backlog of shorts al- major companies. His $130,000 anready in the can, FitzPatrick is far nually which started running last

Give

Him Tourist Biz Yen

James A. FitzPatrick, producer

Metro's

.

August puts him behind William

in advance of his production schedule and so will have plenty of time
to devote to his new enterprises.
U.S. Attorney-General Tom Clark
opening up again in
has put the bee on the film industry With traveling
countries, he expects to
foreign
to name a directing head for the
have a large clientele.

Government's proposed "Freedom
Train" which will tour the country
year as a rolling museum stocked
with historical documents. Clark has
advised film toppers that the showthis

J.

Scully, leadoff salary figure, who has
a deal with Universal for. $150,093
yearly and ahead of No. 3 man, Ned
E. Depinet of RKO, whose pay is
$115,800 annually.

National Boxoffice Survey.

—

manship sense required to sell the
Nips B.O. 'Humoresque' and 'San
Cold
project to the American public dictates selection of an exploitation exEntries
Quentin' Most Promising
pert, Consequently, he wants the industry to name the man.
Severe cold wave sweeping across third Philly week and brutal $6,500
Venture has been budgeted for the country this week took its toll for its teeoff session in Pitt.
"Jolson Story" (Col) and "Till
total expenditure of $485,000 and is
at the boxoffice, lopping off almost Clouds Roll
By" (M-G) continued
to be bankrolled by private industry
Broadway to pace the holdovers.' Former
exclusively, including the film biz, ?83,000 from last week's
Government grosses and following through in grossed huge $56,000 for its second
learned.
been
it's
Chicago, experi- Boston session, fine $12,000 for third
launched the project late last year most territories.
with the idea of bringing top-dvawer encing the worst weather of the week in K. C. and good $9,500 for
"Clouds"
documents to the public's doorstep. year, took a hefty slump but Los its sixth Detroit week.
Angeles did fair with fair weather. opened with solid $40,000 in Detroit
Several areas on the skids for the and racked up lofty $17,500 for its
frame
Cincy
and
bright
opening
last few cantos pulled Up sharply
Book Television Short
this week, with Boston and Wash- $25,000 for its third week in Chi.
Into Camden Nabe Cinema ington especially hitting the upbeat. "Wonderful Life" (RKO) teed off
in
Washington,
with
sock
$26,000
Marking the first time that a film
"Humoresque" (WB) emerged as
produced specifically for television the- brighest newcomer, pulling ex- earned bright $25,000 for its third
has been booked into a commercial cellent $32,000 in Boston, plush Boston week and average $21,000 for
the Savar theatre, $22,000 in Washington and sock its eighth N. Y. session.
theatre,
film
"Yearling" (M-G), "Best Years"
Pic also grossed
Camden, N. J., will play ABC Tele- $30,000 in Chi.
"New Automobiles" Feb. pleasant $18,000 in its eighth N. Y. (RKO) and "Duel in Sun" (Selzvision's

Wave

,

admis-

in

tilt

the nation so far this
Columbia has inked a number of
month pretty much leave as an idle
new employment pacts with the hope
any thought of a serious upturn
company's top personnel, in several
in biz.
instances handing out substantial
What strength there was in thesalary hikes. Included in the- numatre grosses during January is atber are Abe Montague, veepee in
tributable in large measure to three
charge of distribution, whose pay is pictures which
proved smash b.o.
now boosted to $2,500 weejtly on a' draws wherever they played. They
seven-year deal, and Benjamin B. are "Blue Skies" (Par),
"Jolson
Kahane,
veepee- heading
studio Story" (Col) and
"Razor's Edge"
operations, with a new contract call(20th). Runner-up for honors was
ing for $2,000 weekly for five years. "Till the Clouds Roll By"
(M-G).
In Kahane's instance, Columbia
Same quartet will be Called on
tore up his old pact for a weekly to shoulder the heavy part of the
stipend of $1,500 which was to ex- business as they move 'into subsepire August, 1948.
His revamped quents this month, but should get
running
1
this
deal started
Jan.
of
(Continued on page 23)
Montague, additional to his
actors are finding, that all those year.
promises of heavy income and low pay check, also received a stock option for 10,000 shares of Columbia*
(Continued on page 11)
-common.
Taken on by the company on a
longrterm pact is Lester W. Roth,
's 'Senator* at 0-1
FitzPatrick's

Handle 'Freedom Train'

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
While Michael Shane, Gregory
Hood, Sherlock Holmes and other
members of the Flatfoot Tribe are
solving mysteries between singing
commercials, Hollywood has its own
unsolved problem: "What became of
Gregory Peck's
Look magazine
award?
There was a scramble between the
Selznick flacks and the Metro flacks
to achieve the honor of custodianShip of the Peck plaque awarded the
actor for his acting in "The Yearling.
The Selznick flackery swears
the plaque was turned over to Metro,
and the Metro flackery declares it 20-27.
was lost somewhere between HollyFilm was produced by ABC late
wood and Culver City. Peck is think- late year under the supervision of
ing about calling up the Crime DocHawey Marlowe, the web's video
tor.
production chief, in cooperation with
the Automobile Manufacturers Assn.
After preeming in its original 35m
Both Nelsons 111
version on WABD (DuMont) ABC's
.Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Donald Nelson, president of the former N. Y. video outlet, several
Society of Independent Motion Pic- 16m prints were turned over to the
ture Producers, and his wife are AMA and other car companies for
both currently in Cedars Lebanon national 'distribution. Film presents
an overall picture of the current
hospital.
Mrs, Nelson is suffering from an automotive industry, laying special
"obscure" illness which is causing emphasis on reasons for the delay
in production of new cars.
considerable worry.

to -be sliding,

sion fees kept the level of theatre
income as good or better than it was
same months of 1945, But
income as well as attendance skidded

for the

New

PECK'S PLAQUE PICKED

it

had been for the same month of the
Mary Pickford arrived in New preceding year.
Business in houses
York from the Coast Monday (10) throughout
the nation,
of

.

nick) continued to do top biz in
the limited number of situations
they're playing.

week but weak $12,000 in its second
Pittsburgh session. Another promis-

newcomer was "San Quentin"
(RKO), with strong $57,500 in L. A.
and smash $28,500 in N. Y.
"Man I Love" (WB) took on
spotty features, chalking up fair
$55,000 in L. A., fine $12,000 in Boston and okay $39,000 for its third
week on Broadway. "Dead Reckoning" (Col) entered strongly on the
heels of good $24,500 for its third
N. Y. week, with terrific $15,000 in
Cincinnati
and good $16;000 in

ing

"Temptation" (Ui faltered badly, with mild $9,500 for its
Louisville.

Slated

as

his "next

versal-Internatidnl.

Miss Calvert's Quick Trip

|

;

'

,

j

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Phyllis Calvert, currently on her
way back to England, will return in
May to star in "Make You a Fine
Wife," the first picture under her
new player contract at Paramount.
British actress recently completed
"Time Out of Mind." her first Holly-

wood
tional.

chore,

at

Universal-Interna-

Mac-

Charlie

Arthur did the screenplay.

.

Film's start awaits the close of the

Ruth Gordon play, "Years Ago," in
Which March is starred With his
wife, Florence Eldridge.
will roll between the New

Picture

Y6rk and

road runs of "Years."'
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forever memorable to millions after his heartwarmin a role even

ing performances in "Stage

more powerful,

more dramatic than

Door Canteen" and "Home
his thrill-

In Indiana", reaffirms his
ing parts in "Little Caesar"

and "The

Stranger".'

..V

acting stature

now!
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London, Allene Roberts
and Rory Calhoun, names you

Julie
r

1

w
W
'

From the novel "THE RED HOUSE" by George Agnew Chamberlain

and your audiences will long

remember

for their perform-

ances here

- and

less artistry

Written for the screen and Directed by

DELMER DAVES

the match-

Copyright by Thalia Productions, Inc.

,

of wonderful

Judith Anderson in a superb

supporting part!

if is

release

©US© ©

.

a
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PICTURES

Lmdsay-Cr®Hse Get Saiie Baal

fmm

p
film "State But

a

is Is

if

i

fori Industry WW*, Cart

fitorf Trade Barriers'-Joksta

Libei

Washington, Feb.

Deal by which Liberty Films has
purchased screen rights to the cur-

Antry Sheds Steady

rent Broadway legit hit, "State of
the Union," gives authors Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse about
the same terms as they got in the

Feb.

•Hollywood, Fab.

Hollywood,
Alan Ladd gallop* through yonder
canyon for tha first time In his film
career in "Whispering Smith," a
high budget oater to be produced by
Sidney Biddell and directed by
Leslie Fenton at Paramount
Picture, based on the old Frank H.
Frank
while
than
$1,000,600,
more
Spearman novel, will be filmed in
run
will
Liberty
for
Capra's budget
Technicolor, starting in April.
11.

tures will be departures

old

JACK GROOD

Washington, Feb. 11.
Supreme Court will be asked tp
hear appeals on the three important pending anti-trust motion picture suits in order, it is understood
here. Robert Wright, Justice Department motion picture specialist,
is expected to make the request, for

(

An. appeal has been

filed

RIVOU,

Big Five judgment has

wm

Agnew might be

Chicago, Feb. 11

no date by

Master in chancery' hearing of
which it must be released. How- evidence in Schoenstadt chain $675,ever, production is expected to start 000 triple damage anti-trust suit on
this spring in order to take advan- behalf of its key house, Picadilly
tage of the publicity attendant to Theatre, has been set for Feb. 18
the political conventions next year.
here.
It was figured on the Par deal that
Hearing will be .heard by Charles
if the film did a $5,000,000 gross on
A. McDonald, who when all evia $1,000,080 negative cost, L&C dence is submitted, will deliver his
would each get about $540,000 as recommendations to Judge Philip L.
their share.- With costs up and signs Sullivan of U. S. District Court.
of theatre grosses dropping, Lindsay
and Crouse may see somewhat less
coin, but they are still in for a
is

.

.

whopping

forced

two or more
Broadway houses.

of

a string

is

Brandt-booked

Riv, booked by the Skouras
.

Thea

tre Corp., is operated by the United
Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. Latter
runs it in a pooling deal with Para
mount, which gives Par a preference
in booking its pictures into the
house. When Par hasn't a pic availusually gets first
able, 20th-Fox
it,

UA

'Immoral' Pix

total.

;

I

UA SALESMEN TO VIEW

I

PIX AT REGIONAL MEETS
With release dates set on nine pix
between now and May 2, United
Artists'. sales force will view most

•

of the films at four regional huddles
starting Feb. 22.
Meets, to be at-

tended by all district managers,
branch managers and salesmen, are
in line with the idea of distribution
chief Grad Seats that if exhibs must
see product before they buy it, film
peddlers should see it before they
sell

fa

it.

SIS

Four-day conclaves will start in from each member of the group
With demands for extended playBuffalo, Feb. 22; El Paso and Pitts- which viewed
it.
time a standard distrib war cry.
burgh, Feb. 27, and Chicago, March
LD spokesman said that the or- ing
United Artists pulled a switch last
6. Release" dates set are "Fabulous
ganization's -stand would, be comweek by filing suit for $50,000 against
Dorseys," Feb. 21; "Bel Ami," March municated
to Selznick on the Coast
the Astor theatre, N.Y., for holding
7; "Fun On a Weekend," March 14- before
the- end of the week. In view
"Macomber Affair," March 21; "Un- of the producer's cooperative atti- "Caesar and Cleopatra" a month beyond wnat the contract called for.
expected. Guest," March 28; "Sin of
tude, it was stated, he will be inIt's the first time in industry hisHarold Diddlebock," April 4; "New formed of any cuts
or changes de- tory a theatre has been sued for
Orleans," April 18, and "Ramrod," sired
before the LD's stand is made holding over, a picture 'too long.
May 2. "The Red House"

'

went into
release last Friday (7),
-.
,.
...
salesmen will also gander "CarneHall," "Dishonored Lady" and

public.

I

,

.

Actually, of course, the suits grows
Legion viewed a print which had out of the battle between David
O,
Selznick and Samuel Goldwyn for
use of the Astor, on which they have

already been sliced to conform with
Catholic suggestions made on the

"The Other Love," on which no Coast.
release dates have been set.
1

Jurow Back

to

Agenting

Martin Jurow has joined James L.
Saphier agency as partner in charge
of film and legit activities.
At 33, Jurow has been George. Abbott's business manager, in the film
department of Music Corp. of America, with Warner Bros, on the Coast,
talent and casting head of Hal Wallis Productions and, most recently,
production aide at Enterprise.

OLIVIA'S ILLNESS
Hollywood, Feb.

a sharing contract.
to replace "Cleo"

Year

for Dirty Films

37, film projectionist,

was

Friday (7) to a year and
Federal prison by Judge Thomas M.
Madden who, in passing sentence
commented, "You need a mental

housecleaning."
Attorneys for Riegert contended
he did not know he was violating
the law, advertising" the literature as
"art."

WB'S

37i/ c
2

UA

was trying

with

"Strange

to hold the house until
Selznick's "Duel in the Sun" was
ready for release. Goldwyn wanted
the theatre for "Best Years of Our
Lives," but wasn't prepared to go
sentenced In at once, which led Maurice Maurer, operator of the Astor, to hold
a day in
"Cleo" the extra weeks until Gold-

11.

Olivia
de Havilland is under
physician's care suffering from an
attack labelled as a "sort of intestinal poisoning."
Actress was reported having a
temperature of 101 degrees for several days.

Woman"

Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
Pleading guilty to charges of sending obscene pictures and literature
through the mails, Robert C. Riegert,

DIVVY

Quarterly dividend of 37%c per
share on common stock has been declared by the board of directors of
Warner Bros.
Melon is payable April 3 to stockholders of record March 7,

wyn was

set.

testi-

,

offer

straight rentals

—

which would ture industry of any country depends upon mass markets the world

equal the top amount paid on the
best grossing film in each house,
one legalite said. Feeling is that the
courts jvill recognize the hardship
features of their plight and grant
reformation on top terms.
In this regard, it will be pointed
out that the majors stand to gain
considerably by reason of their own
violation of the anti-trust laws. Return of the houses to the majors will
increase their economic power, the
contention will go, and make a pres-

—

market.

"The American motion picture

in-

the others are competitive, of coOrse, but they are complementary. It is to the advantage

dustry and

all

of all producing countries to make
more people in more areas of the
world motion picture conscious. We
all

want more people seeing more

pictures.

*

"But if any motion, picture producing country elects to build a wall
ent of many theatres which were around itself to fence out the prodbuilt up by indie operators. Indies, ucts of another producing country,
for whose benefit the decree was destruction of the mass market we'
presumably drafted, will take a all need* is sure and certain. New
kicking around where it hurts most, restrictions against interchange- of
in the pocket, and their ability to
compete will be diminished proportionately.

Leases are believed vulnerable in
only one respect—and that's in respect to their profit-sharing feature.
Judicial sanction for its elimination
would save the leases, indies have
been advised by their lawyers.

-

gie

production

Johnston
.

United States is trying to unblock
the channels of mutually advantageous international trade, we find
an opposite tendency abroad.
"I wish to underscore that the
American motion picture is perhaps
whether the the fastest growing export item. It
clients to determine
important part of the Amersuits should be filed as independent is an
actions in the state courts or brought ican economy, and it has two great
in the form of applications to the by-products: it helps to create a
three judges sitting, in the anti-trust market for other American goods.,
suit. -Demands by the majors have and it conveys American ideas and
already been made on circuit opera- ideals. It is an integral part of our
tors for cancellation of the leases and total trade and cannot be considered
surrender of the sizable number of separately.
"The motion picture industry is a
houses involved. Indie operators
have countered with the argument world industry an international inthat they were in no way involved dustry. It is one industry which
in the anti-trust decision and see no should, in fact, be free of barriers
reason to turn over lucrative houses. both for practical and cultural
Consequently, strategy of indies reasons.
"No leading motion picture prowill be to petition for reformation of
the leases so as to make them out- ducing country can operate profitand-out flat rental agreements, it has ably if its output is~confined within
been learned. Indies are prepared to a domestic market. The motion pic-

since Joe Selznick, 20th
topper, is prexy and chairman of
Theatres.
the board of
That means that Agnew's first
step, which he is attempting to clear
is to get Par's okay on
up
now,
Continued from page 1
putting "Duel" in. There are, of
features.
Action is completely vol- course, a great many considerations,
untary on part of Sodalities and will including Broadway playing time for
not be asked of all Catholics here, forthcoming Par and Fox product.
according to Archbishop John J. Fox's "Clementine" was in last, with
Cantwell.
Par's "California" the present tenant
and Par's "Blaze of Noon" tentaLegion Scans 'Duel'
tively booked next.
Reviewers for Legion of Decency
Because of the natural logjam of
o.o.d David O. Selznick's disputed Par product that would develop
"Duel in the Sun" in New York
(Continued on page 23)
last Friday (7) night and discussed
it at length .following the screening.
No indication was .given, however,
of the attitude the Legion will take N.Y. Astor s 'Geo' Jain-Bp
on the pic pending receipt and collation this week of written reports
Suit Aftermath

crack at

rise in the na-

film

profit-sharing features of the leases
to straight rentals to take the monopoly curse off the pacts and thereby save them from the decree's axe.
Theatre circuit legalites are currently in close huddles with their

'

"Union") but there

rates.

'There is a sharp
tionalistic trend in
exhibs is going to hit the courts in
in other countries,"
short order. Objective of the suits
"Some nations
fied.
and

j

of

duty rates in 1947. On the other
hand, the Republicans threaten a
new tariff bill if the State Depart
ment goes ahead with its plan for
additional reductions in the tariff

1

FOR 'DUEL'

in

1

between major companies and indie

RKQ

Broadway and road companies

% Leases

•

have nationalwhich will be filed by indies,
ized their industries. Others are putone bound to be bitterly opposed by
ting up stronger fences against for-'
the majors, will be for a judicial
product.
At
a
time
eign
when the
declaratory judgment converting the

Rivoli theatre will be the Broadyet to be appealed, but will be.
Justice Department feels the High way home of David O. Selznickjs
at Par, with the sharing to start after Court
haye abetter back g r0 und "Duel in the Sun" If present negotiacharging off negative cost prints, gnd understanding o( tne situation tions by Neil Agnew, Selznick disdistribution
publicity,
advertising,
tribution chief; are successful, it is
if it hears arguments in all three
and the $350,000 down actions before acting to decide any understood. Pushed for lack of a
fee' to
payment to L&C.
of them. Griffith and Schine cases showcase for the $5,250,000 TechniAuthors perform the same service are* against powerful independent color western, Agnew might be
for Liberty as they were to do for theatres chains, and the New York forced to accept a contract for a prePar; that was supervision of the case, of course, is to weaken dis- set maximum number of weeks if he
Pact provides the tributor control of exhibition.
final screenplay'.
wants the house, rather than the
film shall not be released before Nov.
usual holdover figure. .;
prevent interference with
(to
1
Schoenstadt Case at Bat
Alternative to the Riv into which
|

.

Flock of litigation stemming from

AGNEW FLIRTING

the Griffith theatres case; and the

New York

New York

To

11.

Motion picture industry was described last week by Eric Johnston
as a "world industry" which could
be badly crippled by increasingly
high trade barrier*. Speaking before the Committee on Reciprocity
Information, the official committee
gathering information in connection
with the proposed extension of the
reciprocal trade agreements, Johnston warned that no leading fli m
producing company can operate in
the black on its domestic market.'
Meantime, a continuation of the.
status quo appears likely as Republican leaders have served notice on
the White House that they will ndt
fight the present deals if the State
Department does not further cut the

the statutory court's order directing
the breakup of profit-sharing leases

the anti-trust division.'
Supreme Court has already taken
jurisdiction in the Schine theatres
suit.

Rescue

CHEZ AMI CAFE
in Buffalo,

with new
forrnula,
an<i backgrounds—
he can do it.

GIVO.T

Held Over at the

Review 3 Pix Suits

if

Indies Plan

present

from the

actors

good trick

PHIL AMIGONE and

L&C

western

stories,

GEORGE

produce him, Par took over, hoping
to line up one of its own players,
Hay Milland, whom studio execs had
However, by
in mind originally.
that time Milland was otherwise
committed and L&C and Par agreed
to drop the deal.
Liberty pact has no strings, such
as casting, but is a straight deal for
$350,000 plus a percentage of the net.
for a 10-year lease. Par's agreement
was for $300,000, plus 50% of the
Liberty
net, on a straight sale.
stipulated that the percentage going
to the authors shall not be made
public, but it is believed to be the
same 50-50 arrangement as applied

11.

Gene Aiitry's shift from. Republic
a
to Columbia means ..more than
gallop thataway from San Fernando
Valley to Gower Gulch.
Take it from Autry, his new pic-

original sale to Paramount, but tilt
Par
in pic production costs since the
deal a year ago, may serve to slice
Par figured on
the- writers' profits.
little
of
budget
a
on
film
the
making

closer to $2,000,000.
Par deal, it has been learned, fell
through because of casting troubles.
Lindsay and Crouse, as part of the
agreement, were to provide a cast
out of a select Paramount-approved
group of names. Gary Cooper topped
Were unable to
the list. When

M%

films regardless of their origin will
a pattern which other nations
inevitably follow, to the ulti-

set

.will

mate detriment of our motion picture industry and all others."

Ky. Exhibs to Test Ban

On Long-Term Franchises

Anti-trust decree's ban of longis due for early exhib attack. Test suit to determine
For 'Abie's Irish Rose' how far the statutory court can go
in putting the finger on franchises
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Tom Fizdale is understood to have is currently being prepared by the
been hired by Crosby Produc- Kentucky Theatre Owners Assn.
tions to do a public relations cam- Early filing of the suit -in the local
paign on* behalf of "Abie's Irish courts is expected with the indie
Rose."
Flack will make an effort operators maintaining that the statto
save the United Artists' pic utory court exceeded its powers in
from possibly hitting red ink on its nixing the franchises without ac$550,000" production costs as a result cording a hearing to exhibs affected.
Universal will be named as deof refusal, of four of the major affiliated circuits and many indies to book fendant to the action, it's Understood,
since U, with 400 franchises, engaged
it.
Film has been criticized as carica- most widely in the practice. Comturing Jews and Irish, and it will be pany has notified all its franchise
Fizdale's job to attempt to prove holders that it can no longer service
that, instead Of promoting racial and them under those deals and KTOA
of
national differences, it is actually a reaction came close on the heels
unsuccessfully atplea for tolerance. Flack is getting that notice.
a
a minimum of $10,000 for the job, tempted to win the court over to
durchange
franchises
in
on
position
with additional coin if work is needthe
ed beyond period of original con- ing the recent applications by
decree.
majors
to
revamp
the
tract. He was hired at the insistence

Flack's Tolerance Pitch

term franchises

U

"Cleo" contract for the theatre,
signed by Selznick salesmanager
Milton Kusell, on behalf of DOS,
Goldwyn and the Astor, reveals that of the author, Anne Nichols, a perthe picture was to come out two sonal friend.
weeks after it went below a $21,000
Virginia
holdover figure. It hit $20,878 week
Hollywood, Feb. HFilm 'Turtle' Leads Set
ending Oct, 9 and thus should have
Bryan Foy borrowed 'Virginia
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
come out Oct. 23. UA served notice
Eleanor Parker and Ronald Reagan Mayo from Samuel Goldwyn 10 star
and asked return of its two prints
(valued at $1,397.54), on Nov. 4, but are set for the star roles in "Voice in "Out of the Blue" at Eagle-Lion.
they weren't returned until Nov. 20. of the Turtle" at Warners.
Mysiery film, with a comic angle,
Maurer was paying regular film renPicture is to be produced by Alnovel. by Vera
tal in the interim,
"Best Years" fred de Liagre, Jr., producer of the will be based on" a
went in Nov. 21.
original John van Druten legit.
Caspary.

Mayo Loaned

.

'

t
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a Ripley: Exkibs

Here's

Too igl MANY LAW SUITS

With opening up of competitive bidding in many situations currently,
some fabulous oilers for product from exhibs
attempting to bust into favorable positions held by houses with which
they have been competing in the past. Some of the terms offered, as
a matter of fact, are so fabulous they have the distribs scared, because

know

Sill

DICTATE

the exhibs can't show a profit by paying such high film

Competitive selling by the majors

In several cases reported by RKO, company turned down the offers
as being beyond reason, although the attitude they'll have to take after
competitive bidding becomes official July 1 is open to question. Opinion
generally is, of course, that the highest bid will have to be accepted,
with the exhib assumed to know his own business. However, sales
execs feel—even if the lawyers don't—that they shouldn't be forced to
sell to a theatre operator whose bid is manifestly made more on a
*'*
spite basis than on reasonable custom and trade practice.
Offers on the whole, however, are felt by distribs to be favorable for
the industry. They take the viewpoint that an exhib bidding a higher
price than he normally pays will be forced to go out and exploit the
picture so it gets additional patronage to make up for the differential

on a national scale will be launched
long before the decree's July 1 dead'
line makes the changeover mandatory.
Movement to throw open situations throughout the country and

they

rental.'

in terms.

..

make product

-

.

Raftoy&ars

Getting

available to the high-

bidder regardless of whether he's
an old customer has already been
started by Metro and 20th-Fox, With
RKO and Paramount prepping to
take similar steps before' the current
month is up. Thus; the system
which slotted product to oiS-time
customers on traditional runs and
clearance is rapidly breaking up.
est

UA Set For

Early switch from the old to the
is chiefly dictated by the necesrecognized by company toppers
of minimizing legal liabilities piling
up on a sales system now judicially
declared illegal and monopolistic.

new

While Big Five Linger on the Bail

:

Unanimous appeal sentiment was
by the Little Three this

registered

A

Vocalisthenics
film star, who

new

week when United

sky-

rocketed to fame because he
could move his lips in synchronifamed off -screen

zation with a

dubbed voice, was wanted by f
r
his studio to do another picture
with another's voice dubbed in
"
but refused.
The actor demurred, "So-and
-

•

so is my speed—the other guy
doesn't have enough zing for

me."

'

•

Distribs

Wa

sity

Its

Procters' .Competitive

Selling

C. Raftery, United Artists-fprexy,.and Grad Sears, v.p. in charge
of distribution, head for the Coast

from New York tomorrow (Thursday) to address a meeting of UA producers oh changes in selling methods and distribution contracts necessitated by the recent court decree.
partThey will also confer with
ner Charles Chaplin on plans for dis-

UA

tribution of his forthcoming
v
sieur Verdoux."

"Mon-

UA has had no official word yet
from Chaplin as to whether he in,

,

tends to turn the picture over to the
company for. release. Raftery and
Sears are naturally anxious to have
a firm answer from Chaplin, so they
can start sales plans. All they have
received so far are unofficial hints,
although they are said to be certain
in off-the-rerord opinions that

Cry Babies
Hollywood, Feb.
This

yarn

to

is

that

11.

disprove that old
agents don't have

hearts:

Producer Hal

Home

recently

telling the story of Barney
Ross' voluntary hospitalization to

was

10%er Lou Irwin. Horne has an
of the ducts, which
causes his eyes to tear without
his emotions.
reference
to
Irwin didn't know that, of
affliction

course.

The

rest

is"

wound up his
men & tears.

obvious. Horne
story with both

"Verdoux."

Coast conclave with producers on
their distribution contracts is

Competitive Pix

Hyp to Ballyhoo

Metro, only company so far to
anticipate the anti-trust decree by
inaugurating formal' competitive bidding for air its product, expects ^o
capitalize on the system by getting
the utmost exhibitor cooperation in
ballyhoo and publicity campaigns for
all pix. That, according to Metro
Red Cross, reverting to its prewar sales chiefs, is the chief reason for
fund-collecting methods, will not instituting the system immediately,
ask for any theatre collections this besides the fact that bidding will
year but is expected to seek the full give Metro the best deal on each
cooperation of the nation's filmeries picture and open up a flow of prodto raise funds. Campaign is being uct in competitive situations.

(Continued on page 23)

ATA BACKING RED CROSS
CAMPAIGN THIS YEAR

backed by the American Theatres
Assn, so that the Red Cross is not
expected to encounter any, difficulties with theatres as were faced by
the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in its March of Dimes

campaign

last

Action."

Finn

Under
practices,

actual competitive bidding
the M-G chiefs believe,

any exhib who's interested enough
in a picture to bid enough to buy it,
will also be interested enough to
put a real campaign into selling the

film to his customers. In addition,
month.
ATA has approved the Red Cross emphasis will be put on the exhib
(Continued on page 23)
institutional short, produced by the
__
March of Time and titled "Call to
,

was

from

cut

ATA

the

Red Cross

in mailing out plugs
the
exhibs
film
to
16,000
throughout the country.
Special trade press lunch was
held by the Red Cross yesterday
(Tuesday) at the Hotel Astor, N. %,
to line up the work of the film division this year! ATA cooperated in
setting up the luncheon by provid
ing the Red Cross with a mailing
for

.

list.

LAURA

WELLS' S.A. PITCH
Laura Wells, one of the team of
four femme lookers sent on a nationwide road tour by Selznick last
year to plug "Duel in the Sun," has
been hired by Enterprise to work
oa "Rantc-d." She'll visit various
cities, but do a more general flack
chore than the specialized "Duel"
Publicity.

Miss

Wells recently has been
for
United Artists on
and Cleopatra" and Eagleon "Bedelia."

working
'Caesar

Hon

meet competitor's terms.

Understood that RKO is currently
beginning to peddle "It's a Wonderful
Life" and "Sinbad, the Sailor" on a
competitive
doors to

'Ramrod' Gets Good Tie-In

Par,

basis.

according

throw open the

new customers with

all its

United Artists
will also start the ball rolling within a month or so, sales execs disclosed, and then extend the new sysforthcoming product.

(Continued on page 23)

PRC

Finales 2-Yr. Drive

.To

Wholly

Reacquire

Artists and Universal definitely decided to push for
a U. S. Supreme Court review of
the anti-trust decree following filing

an appeal by Columbia. UA's
board of directors met yesterday
(11) to rubberstamp the move, while

of

U's

counsel said

its

notice

would

probably be filed during the week.
Meanwhile, the Big Five witji the
exception

of

Paramount remained

indecisive on the question despite
a series of meet's which thrashed out
the' pros-and-cons. Strongest sentiment against appeal, it's reported,
was expressed by 20th-Fox's legalites who argued for acceptance of
the decree as is. Par, threatened by
the partial divorcement clause which
affects some 1,100 of its theatres,
has already swung into the yes
column and will file an appeal.
'

Columbia took the lead last week
it launched formal attack on
the competitive sales system and
the block booking ban. Notice of
appeal, approved by the statutory
court and filed in Washington, detailed nine errors which Columbia
claimed called for a reversal. Additionally, papers listed four questions
which the icompany asserted were
substantial in nature.
Block booking was incorrectly defined by the court, Columbia argued,
as conditioning the licensing of one
picture on„ another. Actually, the
appeal said there is no coercion in
the practice. In another point, the
company asserted - that the decree
virtually transforms the majors into
public utilities. Restrictions imposed
on the industry wgre an usurpation
of powers by the court, the appeal
said, and even Congress could not
have constitutionally imposed these

when

lollnsian

In

.

With formalized competitive bidunder the anti-trust decree

ding

slated to go into general operation

for each film, thereby possibly preventing the bidding from going too
high for top product.
Attorneys have agreed that it will
be practically impossible to prove
the existence of any collusion and
are therefore making plans for the
next best thing. If an exhib gets
together with his opposition, distribs
will be willing to sfell to the one
who bids, so long as that one meets
the minimum requirements as set
down in the distrib's letter of availability.
If
the two exhibs both
decide not to offer bids on a picture,
though, in hopes that this might
knock the terms down, the distribs
figure
to
lower the flat rental
guarantee asked for and boost the
percentage
terms,
insuring
thus
they'll still get their share of the
gross. They'll then ask for bids on
the new terms.
Most distribs have decided, however, they would rather take a
chance that their product won't be
played in a certain territory rather

'

"

restrictions.

Additional

argument

was

made

the court exceeded its. jurisdiction' under the Sherman Act. As
a clincher, Columbia charges the

that

three judges with improperly infringing on the copyrights which
the company has in its own pix.

EAGLE-LION SETS

Mi.

CAN. DISTRIB YIAINT'L
Eagle-Lion has closed a deal for
of its pix in Canada

distribution

through the International Film Disthan cooperate with any exhib con- tributors, Ltd. Agreement to form
PRC has acquired its Seattle and spiracy by lowering their terms the latter outfit for exclusive E-I
Portland franchises thus completing until some exhib offers a bid. If tieup was made between Alfred W.
a 'two-year drive to become pie the minimum terms asked for are Schwalberg, E-L's sales chief, and
owner of the 31 PRC exchanges. met, the distribs believe the Govern- the Canadian group which has hereCampaign, now successfully wound ment will be satisfied even though tofore handled PRC films in the
up, was initiated by Pathe Industries, an old customer gets product, since Dominion. Schwalberg along with
parent organization, with the idea of films will have been offered to all Max Youngstein, E-I ad-publicity
topper, journeyed last yteek to Tochanging the nature of the com- competitors.
ronto to close the two-year deal.
pany's operations. Deal with Lloyd
Meanwhile, "Bedelia," British film
V. Lamb, original owner of the
which curtain-raises E-L's releasing
Seattle and Portland exchanges, was Metro's Moppets
schedule, is garnering 35% rentals
put through following lengthy negotiations between'Lamb and Harry H.
1st Postwar Pic in Eng. up to a figure and a 50-50 split on
excess as. a top bracket film of the
Thomas, PRC prexy.
Claude Jarman, Jr., moppet star
Company was originally formed to of Metro's "Yearling," may be newly launched company. Rental
terms compare with a 40% -50%
market pix through a series of inde- teamed
with Margaret O'Brien for proviso in licensing pacts for big
pendently owned exchanges on,a terhis next film, which will be pro- British
properties distributee?" by

» Its

31 Film Exchanges

lay Do

ritorial

its

original nine-minutes' running time
to seven minutes at the suggestion
of
toppers. Latter also aided

free to bid for a pic with the guarantee that the film is his if the
terms offered are highest. Old customers will be told that they can't
expect a film any longer as a matter of course and must be prepared

to its toppers, will

Bids Seen As Mew-

Bills

July 1, industry legalites have
Metro, alone, is prepared to folbegun working on methods to
low the exact procedure laid down prevent the possibility of any colby the decree. Other companies are lusion between competing exhibs in
swinging into a flexible setup in the same territory. It's believed
which any exhibs whether he's dealt possible that two exhibs might get
With the company before or riot, is together and decide which is to bid

KKO's Duo

made

necessary by the court decree requiring competitive bidding to be
instituted by July 1. UA, like other
companies, "is planning to start the
new sales methdd within a month or
as the
so, gradually extending it
deadline nears,
Under the present setup, all ex-

the courts arid chances of plaintiffs'
Verdicts greatly enhanced by recent
decisions, the majors are chary of
continuing the system with its
mounting lawsuit pttentialities.

to

UA

will distrib

Ut Exhib

With some $20,000,000 in anti-trust
damage suits presently pending in

Edward

?

Three Tale Appeals Plunge

Little

distribs report receipt of

'

.

franchise

basis.

Upped

duced at the Metro studios in Engbudget on films and entry of Eagleland^for .the first M-G film, to be
Lion which uses PRC's physical
turned out "ihere since before the
changeover.
.

facilities dictated

the

war.

,

Universal. Both companies divide
on U. S. distribution of all J. Arthur

Rank

films.

Company is .currently conducting
Wally Rucker and Ralph Amacher
Film will be "The Secret Garden," a survey to fix the number of sales
have been tagged for branch manWashington, Feb. 11.
with Clarence Brown, "Yearling" staffers which it will require in the
Seattle and
"Ramrod", new Enterprise pic, got agerial chores in the
director, slated to direct. Producer field, according to Schwalberg. At
respectively.
exchanges
Portland
a nice publicity springboard here
assigned yet but it's present, E-L has nine supervisors,
for Metro has not been
yesterday (10) when a plug for the Amacher formerly repped
probable Ben Goetz, Metro's gen- six play-date pacters, and a numfilm was placed in the Congressional in the northwest.
eral manager in Britain, will han- ber of field exploitation men with
Record by Senator Elbert D. Thomas
dle the production reins. If the film substantial expansion in the offing.
Film has been selected
(D., Utah).
'Jenny' Tees Off in N.Y.
Sales buildup is necessary, Schwalis approved by the Coast production
as the official Utah centennial moCamera work on "Portrait of execs, lensing will start in the lat- berg said, since by the end of March
It will
tion picture by that state.
Jenny," being produced by David O. ter part of April, making it possible E-L will be distributing four films,
be preemed in Salt Lake City Selznick's Vanguard Films in New for Jarman to be in England for "Bedelia," "It's a Joke, Son," "The
Feb. 21.
York, is expected to get under way personal appearances at the time Adventuress"
and "Lost Honey"This year, 'marking Utah's Cen- tomorrow (Thursday). First scenes when "Yearling" preems there.
moon."
Thomas said in part, probably will be in Central Park to
tennual,"
"through the magic of the motion take advantage of the ice on the
75G 'PAL00KA' SUIT
Sachson's Sales Huddles
picture camera, additional millions lakes
which arrived, incidentally,
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Arthur Sachson, general saleswill enjoy it awe-inspiring grandeur. in the nick, of time.
George Moskov filed suit for
Camera crew and technicians were manager of Samuel Goldwyn Pro"I am sure that I speak for all
$75,000 here against Hal Chester,
the people of Utah when I say that delayed in their arrival in New York ductions, left New York last week
we are delighted that through the from the Coast over the weekend for 10 days of huddles on the Coast indie producer, charging breach of
contract on two "Joe Palooka" piceyes of the motion picture camera, by storms slowing trains, but ar- with Goldwyn and Fox-West Coast
millions of theatre-goers at home rived late Monday "(10). Director officials. He's setting a deal with tures.
As production' manager and aswill be visiting our glorious state William Dieterle and stars Joseph F-WC for "Best Years of Our Lives.'
Goldwyn talks, are on "Lives" and sociate producer, Moskov declares,
during our -Centennial celebration. Cotten and Jennifer Jones arrived
week and producer David plans for ^Secret Life of Walter he has a contract calling for salary
Enterprise productions is to be con- last
gratulated.. for dedicating this pic- Hempstead came in yesterday (Tues- Mitty," Danny Kaye starrer going and percentage, neither of which he
has been able to collect.
into release this spring.
day).
ture to the Utah Centennial."

litli

Uiali's

Centennial

—

D
Inc.

Mr E4

..

Few

tmk

]ft

m

Sadler
It will
interest „

«" •*

& fact, „ . ,

He's talking about

ABIE'S IRISH

ROSE

-and

so

is

Unifecf Artists!
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method;

BRITAIN'
Flu Labor

to the Fore With

Demands and
Hollywood, Feb.

Slap si

Mew

ED i

CAROL

Red Crass

Deemed lenity by

Bids

STAHDARBS

U. S.

11.

Forap Fins Ii Academy

Niiiiter of

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Foreign productions, totalling eight
films, are on the list for Academy
Frenke-Yordan Via
Awards this year and it is the healthdisadvantage British pix take too
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
iest condition that appears on the
Samuel Bronston, film producer, long to make and are, consequently,
United California Pictures, headed film horizon, according to Jean Hertracts will be reopened for negotia- was sued
for $63,500 in Superior too costly, according to Carol Reed, by Eugene Frenke and Philip Yorsholt,
Academy prexy. "Another
tions because of living-cost Increase. Court by his former partner, Ted one of Rank's top producer-directors.
dan, closed a deal for the release
Greenlight for dickering will be Lewis (not the bandleader)
One the other hand, Reed said in of its product through United Art- healthy sign is that about 40% of
the pictures named are foreign and
given as soon as U, S. Labor DeLewis charges he spent that briefing the pros-and-cons of the ists. First picture will be a Robert independent, combined
a much
partment fixes living cost index. amount of money on story, properties British setup, the system which
greater
Cummings starrer, "Joe Macbeth,"
percentage than ever before,"
Walsh added he saw "no hope for which they were to produce together, parallels that of United Artists, gives
Hersholt stated.
Immediate settlement of the studio He declares Bronston refused to a producer much more leeway than slated to start early in April.
Obliquely taking a rap at accusaTwo others on the indie company's
jurisdictional struggle," blaming the carry out a promise to repay the in Hollywood to choose the type of
tions
of
"politics," Hersholt
said,
program are "Bad Guy" and "The
deadlock on William Hutcheson, the coin by Aug. 30, 1944.
pix for production.
Nobody was in there plugging for
carpenters' international prexy.
Anglo films average 20 weeks be- Glass Heart."
'Henry
incidentally— and that's
fore the camera, Reed said, and
Omthe othefhand, one barrier has
indication that our members are
that's longer than they should take."
been removed- with all locals of the
thinking for themselves and not beIn many of the British studios, it's
Conference of Studio Unions, except
ing influenced by studio affiliations."
next to impossible to turn out a
Carpenters, being granted authority
Topping list of foreign films bidding
film for less than $1,000,000 even
to act for their respective internafor Oscars
"Henry" is up for best
permission
such
though a goodly percentage of them
With
tionals.
picture, best actor and best scoring
should not have cost that much, he
granted, and the carpenters petitionawards, while "Brief Encounter" is
added. "That's because in the
ing Hutcheson for similar power,
on best director and best written
peculiar British type of operation
CSU prexy Herbert Sorrell wired
screenplay lists.
Forcing a showdown in current there's no associate producer guardthe producers' labor committee rep,
Other films pointed out by HerHollywood, Feb. If.
Pat Casey, asking an immediate pow- contract negotiations with 18 major ing the pursestrings and pushing the
Something new has been added— sholt are "Open City," "Children of
Motion Picture Labora- pace of filming a picture."
Paradise,"
"Seventh Veil," "Vacation
wow "for the purpose of negotiating film labs,
radio-motiori-picture
relations.
Technicians, Local 702, at a
Rank does not interject himself in
from
Marriage," "Blithe Spirit" and
contracts with a view to arrive at a tory
preceUniversal-International,
in
meeting Friday
(7)
(Continued on page 23)
speedy settlement of the present membership
dental move, has taken full one-hour a short "Life at the Zoo." Five. films
voted unanimously to file a 30-day
are
British
with one each from
labor controversy."
reslot on indie KLAC here.
strike notice with the U. S. Departtabor's Slap *t Re* Cross
corded show that* will be augmented Italy, France and Russia.
of Labor.
With the present
Candidates
Studio labor leaped to the fore- ment
with live appearances of U-I percontract due to expire March 11,
Full slate of nominees for the anfront in the news with « severe slap
sonalities, daily stint airs from 11
union members girded for a walkat the Red Cross for refusing to acp.m. to midnight, five times weekly. nual "Oscar" awards has been drawn
out at that time by imposing a $1
cept a $201,250 contribution from
In addition to being ah institutional up by the Academy of Motion Picper week war fund assessment
film industry. Speaking for the stutype of show, it will also be used to ture Arts and Sciences. The nomiagainst 1,600 members of the union.
dio-workers, Ralph H. Clarke, of the
plug individual current releases. nees:
Contract
talks, which began Jan.
ConBest Actor— Fredric March, "Best
demanded
Teamsters,
The
station gabber staff will handle
Studio
gressional investigation of ARC and 29, have been- stymied over Local
the show while the studio furnishes Years of Our Lives"; Laurence
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
702's demand for. wage parity with
Olivier, "Henry V"; Larry Parks,
scripts and guests.
its topper, Basil O'Connor, for the
Columbia is decentralizing conreceive
West
Coast
lab
workers
who
understand
"Jolson
Another
facet
to
Story"; Gregory Peck, "The
"Labor
can't
the
deal
is
a
brushoff.
trol of its lower budget production
station promotion tieup with U-I. Yearling"; James Stewart, "It's a
Angeles Central Com- $1.40 per hour minimum in the low. how the Los
Present minimum in and assigning "B" pictures to five Exclusive deal calls for U-I stars to Wonderful Life."
est brackets.
mittee can ask for $60,000,000 in one
separate units. Three of the units
Other
demands
New
York
is 87c.
make
transcribed
station
identificaBest
Actress— Olivia De Havilland,
breath," he said, "and In the next
of the union include increased vaca- will be headed by Sam Katzman, tion spots for regular half-hour daily
"To Each His Own"; Celia Johnson,
refuse an amount which is 12%% of
tion time, sick leave, severance pay Rudolph Flothow and Wallace Mac- broadcast.
To help establish the "Brief Encounter"; Jennifer Jones,
the total needed, from less than 4%
and differential pay scales for night Donald." Fourth will be conducted station's year-old new call letters, "Duel in the
Sun"; Rosalind Russell,
Of the potential donors. The National workers.
jointly by Ted Richmond and RobEddie
Albert,
Ann
Blyth,
Phyllis
"Sister Kenny," and Jane Wyman,
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
Another confab between the union ert Cohn, and the fifth is in course Calvert, Rod Cameron, Paule Cro- "The Yearling."
also refused $30,000 from the' Permaof formation.
set, John Dall, Yvonne de Carlo,
Best Picture "Best Years of Our
and and companies has been scheduled
Committee,
Charities
nent
Bennie
Zeidman,
current keeper Paula Drew, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Lives"
Representing
for
tomorrow
(13).
(Goldwyn-RKO); "Henry V"
O'Connor is president, of that group,
the union' are John J. Francavilla, of the B's, goes off the lot next Joan Fulton, Susan Hayward, Percy (Rank-UA); "It's a Wonderful Life"
so he undoubtedly influences policies
prez; Richard Gramaglia, veepee; month along with its assistants, Kilbride, Richard Long, Edmond (Liberty - RKO);
"Razor's Edge"
In both organizations."
secretary - Maurice Henline and Reuel O'Hara, O'Brien, Ella Raines and June Vin- (20th-Fox);
Nicholas
Kautrouby,
"Yearling" (Metro).
treasurer; Viola D. La Preste, re- and Richard Goldstone, producer. cent have made spots. Sample plug
Best Director
William Wyler,
cording secretary, and three other Meanwhile, Katzman will continue is: "This is Ella Raines reminding "Best<Years of
Our Lives"; David
members of the executive board. to produce higher budget pictures you that you are listening to sta- Lean, "Brief Encounter"; Frank
for
Columbia re- tion KLAC, which stands for Los
Representing the companies in the independently
Capra, "It's a Wonderful Life"; RobAngeles, California."
talks are 30 execs and attorneys lease.
ert Siodmak, "The Killers"; ClarHqward from the following labs: Ace, De
fight
between
Court
ence Brown, "Yearling."
Hughes and N. Y. license commis- Luxe, Consolidated, Du Art, Circle,
Best Supporting Actor—Charles
over Guffanfi, Her, Malcolm, Mecca, Mer.
Fielding
sioner
Benjamin
Coburn, "Green Years"; William
whether "Outlaw" will play in N. Y. cury, Movie-Labs, Paramount, Para
Demarest, "Jolson Story"; Claude
reached another stalemate last week mount News, Pathe in N. Y. and
Rains, "Notorious"; Harold Russell,
when N. Y, supreme court Justice Boundbrook, N. J., Precision and
"Best Years of Our Lives"; Clifton
Bernard Shientag reserved decision Producers.
Webb, "Razor's Edge."
on Hughes' motion to prevent FieldHollywood, Feb. 11.
20th-Fox .
PRC sent a troupe,
Best
Supporting;
ing from revoking the licenses of
Actress— Ethel
Enterprise
wound up filming headed by Bill Beaudine, to the Del Barrymore, "Spiral Staircase"; Anna
theatres for exhibiting the film.
D. A.
"Arch of Triumph" after 29 weeks Mar racetrack for outdoor shots on Baxter, "Razor's Edge"; Lillian Gish,
"Outlaw" had been booked into the N.
of shooting and four weeks of inac- the Trudy Marshall-Hugh Beaumont "Duel in Sun"; Flora Robson, "SaraGlobe and Gotham, both operated
tivity, due to various illnesses and starrer, "Too Many Winners." .
toga Trunk";
by the Brandt chain, and Arthur
Gale Sondergaard,
Edward Arnold Sole picture shooting on the Republic 'Anna and King of Siam."
other causes
Mayer's Rialto, but all three theatres
Henry Hathaway, 20th-Fox direcspotted lot last weekend was "The Finger
cancelled the bookings when Field- tor, and Col. Jason Joy, chief of the and Barbara Brown were
featured roles in "Wallflower," to Woman," produced by William J.
ing threatened to crack down.
company's studio public relations
and Sullivan . Arthur Treacher inked
Basis of Hughes' contention, out- staff, are slated to return to the Coast be produced by Alex Gottlieb
lined to the court by former N. Y. today (Wednesday), following a week directed by Frederick de Cordova for the key comedy role in "Las
Five languages will Vegas," first production by Four
Governor Charles Poletti, who's now in New York, where they lined up at Warners
PIC
IN CHI
Dewey
.
the producer's chief counsel, was locations for "Kiss of Death," next be heard on the sound track in the Leaf Clover Pictures
production, "Assignment Robinson playing his 135th gangster
Chicago, Feb. 11.
that since "Outlaw" had been li- documentary-type feature on the Columbia
to Treasury," a globetrotting film role in "I Walk Alone" for Hal
Liberty Films will shoot the piccensed by the State Department of 20th roster.
with a Tower of Babel complex, Wall is.
turization of Sam Ross' novel, "He
Education, that should have offered
Film will tell the story of the N. Y. using Chinese, Egyptian, French,
Frieda Inescort in from Broadway Ran All the Way," on location in Chiconclusive evidence on the subject
district attorney's office, and will be Spanish and English .
Harry for a role in the Michel Kraike pro- cago, according to Ashton Stevens,
,
of its decency.
accorded the same treatment given Sherman's outdoor production, duction, "Indian Summer," at RKQ Chi drama critics, who
tipped off the
Court also accepted a brief of
on 92d Street," "13 Rue "Ramrod," will be the official picCharles Chaplin and his editing information
received
his
from
amicus curiae supporting Hughes "House
and "Boomerang," Hath- ture for the Utah State Centennial staff doing a five-day dubbing job nephew, George Stephens, producerfrom the League of N. Y. Theatres, Madeleine"
"Kiss" will be shot al- celebration, with a preem in Salt on "Monsieur Verdoux."
said.
. Stuart
director for Liberty Films.
representing the owners and man- away
entirely in factual places in and Lake City, Feb. 21.
Heisler took his cast and 100 extras
Passing through Chicago on his
agers of N. Y. legit houses. Brief most
Y., with the company doJanis Paige and Don,McGuire in to Santa Suzanna for exterior shoot- way to Hollywood recently, George
declared that the league "is vitally around N.
interior shots either in the "The Wallflower" at Warners
ing on the Howard Hughes producconcerned with the right of the ing a few
Stevens told Uncle Ashton Stevens
Fox-!Movietone studios, N. Y., or Warners will make the Dennis Mor- tion, "Vendetta."
Robert Lowery has plans for the recently acquired
Police Commissioner and the Comat the Coast studio. Hathaway gan-Jack Carson starrer, "Two Guys and Nancy Coleman draw top roles
back
missioner of Licenses to summarily,
best-seller, a gangster story located
casting the pic- from Texas," in Technicolor . .
in "Adirondacks," to be produced by
by administrative fiat, exercise com- expects to complete
in Chi.
"I've been talking it over
within the next few weeks, and Ethel Smith in from N. Y. to play American Eagle
Helena Carter
plete dominion and control over the ture
with Capra (Frank) and he agrees
return to N. Y. about March 1 the organ in "Carnival" for Walt inked as second femme lead in "For
entire theatrical business by the will
that it's easier, to say nothing of
lensing.
Disney ... Fortunio Bonanova has the Love of Mary," Deanna Durbin better, to bring Hollywood to Chisimple expedient of threatening a to begin
will produce "Kiss,"
Kohlmar
starrer, at Universal-International.
Fred
to
be
"The
Master,"
role
in
title
criminal prosecution or the revocacago than to take Chicago to Hollydirecting.
produced by Pan-American in MexAlfred William Hart, British crim- wood."
tion of a theatre's licenses. The is- with Hathaway
Paramount wound up inal court official, was borrowed
ico City
sues involved are not only matters
filming "Variety Girl" with a cast from the City of London by Alfred
of the private concern of theatre
First 'Pitfall'
Regal's
and
players
featured
50
36
stars,
of
technical
adviser
on
as
Hitchcock
operators or theatrical producers
ns
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Sara Haden drew Old Bailey courtroom scenes in "The
3,400 extras
but they are also matters of public
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
"Bishop's Wife" Paradine Case."
PRC assigned
.
concern."
First production by Regai Films a featured role in
Sam Katzman Howard Welsch to producer chores
Goldwyn's
New Nassour studio was opened
for United Artists release will be at
his
spots
for
location
(Mon.),
with two
40
officially
yesterday
picked
recent
and
"Cowards
of
Us
"Matteawan"
oh
on
a
"The Pitfall," based
"The Vigilante," for All." ... Bert Baker and his pup- sound stages completed and the Pine'Millionaires'
Shooting cliffhanger,
novel by Jay Dratler.
Betty Brodel pets were inked for a Technicolor Thomqs troupe moving in to start
release .
starts early in March on the Gen- Columbia
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
in
Leslie,
sister,
Joan
her
joined
"Albuquerque."
shooting
Parade
featurette
Parat
Musical
Republic bought "Millionaires for eral Service lot.
"Repeat Performance" at Eagle- amount.
Constructian is being rushed on
Costliest set to date on
a Day," a novel by Geza Herczeg
Regal is a new company formed
Lion.
the Enterprise lot is the N. Y. street the $375,000 power plant which will
and Ernest Lehman, and assigned by Sam Bischoff and Dick Powell,
Henry Hull inked for the father corner scene for "Body and Soul, supply enough juice for eight stages.
Allan Dwan as producer-director.
who is currently winding up a
are now at work on the
Builders
weeks
Richard Sale and Mary Loos were thesping job in "Assignment" to role in the Walter Morosco produc- which took 300 workmen four
third and fourth stages.
tion, "Scudda Hoo, Scudda Hay," at to construct.
Treasury" at Columbia.
inked to do the screenplay.

The IATSE added to the producers'
headaches with announcement yesterday (10) by prexy Richard Walsh
that wage clauses of present con-
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Los Angeles, Feb.

Loose organization of the J.
Arthur Rank interests has one chief
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Goldwyn, Selznick;

Hughes And

Ml

Republic

Indies Back-Track

Reviews

11

Its 1

Continued from page 3

Rogers Nix Release Via Export Assn
Selznick continue their refusal to reproduct via the. Motion
Picture Export Assn., while all but
*
distributing
through
two indies
United Artists have now joined up.
recalcitrants are Howard Hughes
and Charles R. Eogers.

'Memory' Co. Stars Named

lease their

.Hollywood, Feb.

under

Foreign Distrib Upbeat in '46

gains setups
have too frequently been a mirage.
capital

Fundamental Axiom
As one industryite remarked:
"They discovered that you. have to
make money on your pictures before you have anything on which

0.+

Samuel Goldwyn and David

taxes

Republic International showed

Richard W. Altschuler, prexy and
general salesmanager.
Reason for
the increase, while the rest of the
industry was upping its foreign
grosses an average of only 10%, is
the concentrated expansion undertaken by the company during the
last six months.
At the end of 1945, Rep had its
own branches in only nine countries, all in Latin America, while
franchise-holders in six other coun-

;

.

.

will co-star in

.

j

\

[

:

,

Selznick distrib head, hasn't said
yes 'or no to the MPEA, since his
backlog of films is snarled up in a
battle with United Arttets, resulting
from Selznick dispute over his
partnership. It is believed, however,
even with this is straightened out,
that Agnew Will go ho farther than
Mulyey has in aligning with the

Uncertainty Over

UA

Continuing to Distrib

UA

Selznick Fix Abroad
•With both sides claiming the contract between them .has been terminated, attorneys for United Artists

\
Export Assn.
y
and David O. Selznick are currently
Some of the UA indies have joined battling over status of Selznick picthe MPEA with the provision that tures UA now has in release. UA
they can distrib independently in wants to continue distributing them
certain territories, primarily Holcountries
particularly in
those
Withholding of their product abroad where they have not yet been
land.
by Hughes and Rogers is not viewed released— while DOS lawyers main-r
seriously by the MPEA, since Hughes tain that if the contract is no longer
has only "The Outlaw" and Rogers in force, UA has no right to the
He has films.
has no important backlog.
"The Fabulous Dorseys" awaiting
In any Case, both sides are anxious
release.
for a clarification of the terms under
It is understood there's a possiwhich UA is to continue selling the
bility of a tieup for foreign distribupix if it is to continue. Distrib now
tion between Selznick and Laudy
has in release in the U. S., England
Lawrence, Who's now in the U. S.
and certain other parts of the world
Lawrence' last was associated with
"Since You Went Away," "I'll Be
Sir Alexander Korda and before
Seeing You," "Spellbound" and a
that with Metro and UA. Deal may
reissue of 'Rebecca."
:

—

—

Aside from the handwriting-onthe-wall of declining attendance, the
neophyte indies have discovered
that a multitude of headaches go
with the pot o' gold they hoped to
earn. Biggest backbreaker now is
difficulty of getting players. There
is only
a limited number of top
marquee draws and if they a,re not
under contract to a studio, they want
a unit of their own, rather than
work for some other indie.
Financial-wise, difficulties in prospect for getting coin out o£ the
foreign market is also a worry for
the future. All these aspects are
serving to return picturemaking to
the status of a "hazardous speculation" where a whole bankroll hinges
on a Single film. Majors, of course,
with a whole slate of films, can
balance profits against losses, rather
than eating into capital and surplus.
Against this bevy of fears and
troubles is the security offered by a
long-term contract with a studio
and the fact that a big and experienced organization will take over
the worries of casting, space, advertising-publicity,
selling
and the
myriad of other things that enter in
when a director, actor or writer is

a

total increase in foreign grosses for
1946 of lOO'-i over 1945, according to

Deborah Kerr's Starrer

Hollywood, Feb. 11,
Dana Andrews and Loretta Young to save taxes."
Sir Alexander Korda will produce a
"Memory of Love," to
Some of the indies, of course, have picture here late this spring with
be produced at RKO by Harret Par- come through with winners and Deborah Kerr as femme star. NegoJames Mulvey, Goldwyn distribu- sons, with John Cromwell drecting. made a pile of coin. A lot of others tiations are under way for stage
Picture, screenplayed by Dick Irv- have just been getting by, while a space on the Enterprise lot.
tion, topper, is cooperating with the
MPEA to the extent that he will ing Hyland, calls for outdoor shoots not unconsiderable number are said Film still untitled Will go into work
financial as soon as the British actress finxtot sell his films in opposition to ing in San Francisco and New York. to be on the verge of a
debacle if they aren't able to pull ishes her current role in "The Huckthe Association in- the 13 countries
themselves out fast.
Neil Agnew,
sters" at Metro.
in which It operates.

UA

11.

tries distributed Rep product. Since
that time, however, Altschuler has
pacted with Laudy Lawrence, for-

Another Chapter Added In

mer

sales chief for Sir Alexander
to handle Repjpix in France
and Belgium and the Yangtze Trading Corp., headed up by L. K. Kung,

15-Yr.-01d Judge lanton

Korda,

(Fox Theatres) Scandal

j

i

<.

law of Generalissimo
Still tangled in the snarls of the Chiang Kai-Shek, to distribute Rep
judicial scandal which resulted in pictures in China.
In addition, Rep
1939 in the resignation and convic- has signed with the Frieder Bros, for
tion of New York Circuit Judge Mar- distribution in the Philippines and
tin T. Manton, Fox Theatres Corps, opened its own branch in India last
receivership is currently racking up week.
a 15-year record with a long road
Rep also has representation ih
ahead. Another milestone in the case Greece. Czechoslovkia, Spain, Switwas passed this week when Federal zerland. Holland, Denmark, Norway
Judge John C. Knox allowed $70,000 and Sweden, leaving very few. counin counsel feels to Robert Aronstein, tries without distribution, Altschuler
attorney for certain creditors of FTC. said. He confirmed, moreover, the
But more investigations and hearings report that Rep was currently dickinvolving figures in and out of the ering with Loew's International for
film business lie ahead, attorneys in the latter to handle 16m distributhe case say.
tion of all Rep product abroad but
Case is winding along endlessly be- emphasized that the deal, if signed,
cause a flock of transactions put would include no 35m product.
through while Judge Manton preUnder the terms of the deal, which
sided from 1932, date when FTC is now in the hands of both comfiled its petition, to- the Manton fade- panies' attorneys; Rep and Metro
out in '39, have been thrown open for will participate in gross^ receipts
further tussling. Consequently, hear- from narrow-gauge distribution." Altbrother

- in -

!

some French pix,
It is understood that in those terwhich Lawrence owns rights, via
whatever organization Lawrence and ritories where the films have been
Selznick would set up abroad, in pretty well played off, Selznick has
his own boss.
ings are continuing before special!
order .to spread the overhead. There no real objection to UA continuing
One of the reasons for the accel- master Nathan A. Smyth, appointed
to handle them if it can be worked
is- also the possibility of the Selznick
practical legal and financial eration of the swing back to the to rule on contested transactions. A
Releasing
Organization
importing out on a
The big dispute centers studios is a growing fear that, as number of the facets in the FTC resome French pix into the U. S. to basis.
others return to the lots, it will mean ceivership played a part" in the Manfacilitate acceptance of. its product around such areas as France, where
none of the films has yet been re- less room eventually for those who ton prosecution when charges were
abroad.
aired that the ex-judge had accepted
leased "and which provide consider- delay.
include release 'of
to

schuler declined to state what percentage of the gross Metro' would
get. declaring that constituted the
main point of discussion. Rep will
handle its own reduction process
and will follow the policy in each
country for dubbing or sub-titling
It's understood that the deal Libbribes to put through various deals the product. Deal will not take 35m
product away from any present Rep
erty is Offering is for one of the ma- for the sale of FTC assets.
franchise-holder.
jors to buy up its stock. Since the
Aronstein's allowance follows setfour producers are under contract
Rep International prexy pointed
tlement of a transaction for the sale
to Liberty, whatever outfit bought its
of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses stock out th'at the company's first superstock would automatically acquire
to United Artists Circuit and Skouras deluxer; "I've Always Loved Yoit,"
the producers' pacts.
A deal such Theatres in which the latter paid an had teed off Rep distribution " in
as this was said at one time to have
added $250,000 last week. No claim many countries. Film is a good
been very close to consummation
was made that the deal was shady prestige-getter, he said, meaning that
"with Metro. An added attraction in
but creditors reopened the pact on exhibs are now willing to buy on
it
for the Liberty members, of
the ground that Manton prejudiced "correct terms." Rep is one of the
course, would be the capital gain astheir*ights by ordering the receivers few companies, Altschuler said, that
pect in the sale of the stock,
can supply to foreign countries a
to waive a purchase option. Judge
Liberty's pact with RKO calls for
Knox, in granting the liberal counsel, complete line of product, including
three pictures, to be deliivered at a
A pix, outdoor action films and
fees, praised Aronstein for "accomminimum of one a year.
Capra's
serials, with the latter two highly
plishing results thought by all other
"It's a Wonderful Life" was the first
important in many foreign terripersons to be impossible."
delivered, with Stevens' "One Big.
tories.
j

able income.

White's Huddles Abroad
Paris, Feb. 9.

Paul White, repping Selznick, is
making an extensive survey here before
organizing
Continental
and
North African distribution, either
direct or through already existing
distributors.. It appears unlikely he
-will operate through the Motion
Picture Export Assn.

Farnol's Sage

Remarks

Before Fhilly

Ad Club

Philadelphia, Feb.

11.

The motion picture industry must
stop "passing the buck" on the re-

Administration head Michel Fourre

sponsibility for better public relations, Lynn Farnol, director of publicity and advertising for Samuel
yesterday
here
Goldwyn, ,said

Cormeray.

(Mon.).

WERG'S H0LLYW00I

Addressing the 50 Club, an organization of publicity arid 'public
relations men at a lunchebn at the
Bellevue-Stratford, Farnol declared
that "producers in Hollywood say

White

is

currently contacting local

film toppers beginning with

Cinema

NOVEL GLORIFIES
By JOE LAURIE,

JR.

B'S

responsibility rests with sales offices
in New York; sales offices claim it's
the responsibility of exhibs; and exhibs pass it right back to Hollywood.
Meanwhile the little man in the
towns and villages keeps getting the
impression of the movie industry
being one of fabulous riches and
*
loose morals," Farnol said.

;;

Unlike "What Makes Sammy Run,"
Len Zinberg's book, "What D'ya

Know

for Sure" (Doubleday, $2.50),
tells about the lower layer of Holly-

wood.

The "quickie" producers, the

extras, the gaffers, the patter peddlers and a
good-hearted agent.

They are all groping for fame and
fortune in the town where these
three things have been done before.

The story

Farnol, in Philly as the guest of
theatre public
Everett Callow,
relations head, said that the public
was getting "wary of all film advertising because of the way picture
advertising tosses around superla-

WB

about an assistant director with a small indie company
who falls hard for a once great and
is

beautiful actress, who is tough,
tempermental and a definite schizophrenic.
(It drove me to the dictionary, too).
He takes the delinquent figure of the gal to his apart-

tives."

still

ment where he proceeds
to this beautiful hunk

to
-of

put

He said that there should be an
end of the practise of "inviting the
public into the bedrooms of film
of
overemphasis
through
stars"
courtships and divorces.
"One of the things that Hollywood

fire

artistic

deadwood. He is really nuts about
her, a very agreeable and sympathetic companion besides being
slightly passionate.
Of course
miliarity breeds attempt.
The

to publicize," said Farnol, "is
the great effort that goes into the

fails

We also
of each picture.
to tell the public about the
great public good that films do."

making

fa-

fail

gal
accuses him of assault and flattery
..she is extremely adjectival in
her displeasure towards him.
But
his great faith in her soon cures her
mental condition and he directs and
produces a picture with her that
makes dough. So you see his faith
was his fortune. The gal turns out
to be a swell scout. They get married and lived happily and legally.
•

.

Another "failure" which Farnol
at the door of motion picture
public relations was that of creating
better understanding "within the industry."

.

laid

'

Perlberg Put on 'Long Ago'

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
William Perlberg draws the production responsibility on "Not So
So if you like your novel in the Long Ago," recently purchased by
raw on the half-shell, that talks the
reported cost of
way people talk (that is Hollywood 20th-Fox at a
people— son) "What D'ya Know for $310,000.
Sure" is your dish. You will doubly
Novel, authored by Richard Sherwjoy this book if you happen to raan will be printed as a serial by
G0°* Housekeeping and published
0
autumn distribution by Little,
ting even with the author for that

There are plenty of "fence words'.'
used throughout the book and some
of the scenes would burn a screen.

Z^rt^^fJtfu£\ ^
j

,

!

"schizophrenic")

1

Brown

St

Co.

"

.

Happy Family" now

in work and
Capra scripting on "State of the Union" and "The Friendly Persuasion."
UA's Status
United Artists, which is the big-

Disputes Importer's

,

gest

outlet

for

indie

Views on Newcomers

production,

Pessimism voiced in last week's
would by the same token suffer most
Burstyn over
with the swing back to the studios. Variety by Joseph
prospects of newcomers to foreign
It has in recent months been toughfilm importing and distribution is
ening its attitude on deals offered,
disputed
in part by Noel Meadow,
accepting only those where the setup offers the prospect of strong b.o. p. a. for many foreign films shown in
returns.
On the other hand, before New York and recently co-founder
the rush began into the indie field, of Vog Films, one of the newer disUA was frequently short of product tribs. He said:analysis,
"Burstyn's
which holds
anH forced to accept many producers
recognized as inferior.
Whether that only the phenomenal foreign
the situation repeats itself remains film stands any chance at all, commits
him
a
hitting them
to
policy
of
to be seen.
One type of indie certain to de- exactly on the nose every time
crease in number is the actor-pro- never putting a dime on "'place' or
'show.'
B.urstyn
has
an
enviable
repducer. A flock of top-grade names
including such marquee pillars as utation among importers for his wisGary Cooper, Paulette Goddard and dom of selection, but being infallible is something else again.
Ginger Rogers have considerably
"He fixed a limit of 20 on the numdamaged their b.o. standing via indie productions in which they have ber of houses that will handle forbeen partnered. Observers see this eign-language films as a regular
policy,
but our survey turned up 35
as a fact of an old show biz maxim
that "an actor never knows what's to 40 that will exhibit those of a
high order."
best for himself."
But that doesn't tell the whole
Aside from experienced guidance
because it
in choice of story material, players story, Meadow added,
on their own have found they've suf- gives no consideration to the fact

Whether the 16m pact with Loew's
International will be worked out
should Be known within the next
month, Altschuler said. Such a deal
would be highly favorable, he predicted, since it would assure 16m
exhibs of enough product from one
over-all distribution outlet to op-

erate their theatres 52 weeks a year.

BIG D.C.

HOOPLA FOR

METRO'S ATOMIC PREEM

Washington, Feb. 11.
World preem of "Beginning or the
End", set for Feb. 19 at Loew's
Palace here, will mark a new high
Loew's Carter
for brasshat affairs.
Barron is aiming for the works.
Ralph Wheclright, who just trekked
back to studio after some spade
work on the preem. and Harold
Rasson. of Howard Dietz's office,
who will see the thing through, make
no secret of fact that they are aiming as high as the White House itself. They have their fingers crossed
If Pres. Truman aton that one.
tends, he will be the first chief exec
to attend a motion picture screening
outside the White House in years.
fered from lack of the high-powered that the market for foreign films is
Sam Marx, producer, Brian Donand integrated publicity setups of expanding rapidly, which he at- levy, and Tom Drake are .expected
tributes to two important factors:
the major studios.
from the Coast.
Both houses of
First, a war-borne intensifying of
Congress, top names of all phases
interest in foreign languages, coming
of the original Manhattan project,
largely from ex-GI's, and, second,
entire cabinet, and leading members
Daylight for D. C.
dissatisfaction with the Hollywood
of town s diplomatic corps hive reproduct.
Washington, Feb. 11.
c-ih ed invitations.
'

—

—

.

District

of

Columbia

Nevertheless,
Meadow conceded
the neophyte importer faces
pitfalls, some of them imposfor the average film man to
cope with. The language difficulty

Committee

that

of
the House 1 of Representatives
yesterday (Monday) approved a bill
to bring daylight saving time to
Washington.
Similar measure is
being studied by Senate District

many

MISS JOHNSON EXITS

sible

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
has resigned
as executive casting director for Hal
Committee.
Roach, after having been in spot 14
Trade,
Washington
Board
Of
plans to be inacJunior Chamber of Commerce, etc., are French are the main ones. An- months. Company
months.
are plugging for daylight time, other is the ability to "translate" a tive for three
She will announce new affiliation
which plays hob with early evening foreign film in terms of probable
for most Americans and the need
for on-the-spot previewing abroad—
usually in Paris, since most foreigns

Menafee Johnstone

—

admissions to theatres.

i

American acceptance.

;

shortly.

BUILDS! BUILDS!
TO LONG RUNS EVERYWHERE!*

builds!

* Four smash weeks at Keith's WASHINGTON!
* Now in 4th potent week at United Artists' DETROIT
*

First

*

Now

*

Now in

picture ever to play

marathoning

2nd week

in 4th big

week

at the Utah,
at

at'

.

.

and no

let-up!

SALT LAKE CITY!

MILWAUKEE'S

BIRMINGHAM week - 4 weeks

12th

.

flit-

.

Riverside!

Empire; 8th

wmk

at

the Capitol!

*

Six thrilling

CINCINNATI weeks — 2 each

*

at the Grand, the Shubert, the

•

Lyric!

After all-time record run at the Fox

— three

move-over Weeks

Paramount, ATLANTA"

•

* Second week tops most
*

In

CHATTANOOGA

1 st

Q

in lst-run

.

weeks at the Orpheum, DENVER!

(norma! 4-day town), one whole

week

at the Tivoli,

5 more days at the State!

* Three

solid

* Fourteen

weeks

full

normal run!

in

TOLEDO — 1 each

days at the Georgia Theatre,

* Now

in

2nd

record

week

* Three packed weeks
Fifteen

at

is

Orpheum, MINNEAPOLIS and Orpheum,

BROTHERHOOD WEEK

at the State,

at the Palace,

at the

OKLAHOMA

MEMPHIS, and

at the Knickerbocker.

crowded days

— So

iRUARY 16-23

days

PAUL!

* Three precedent-breaking weeks

*

COLUMBUS— where 4

•

* Two outstanding weeks
ST.

at Rivofi, Pantheon, Palace!

full

CITY!

steam ahead!

NASHVILLE!

Orpheum, DES MOINES!

double your playing time and play safe!
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The Sea

Suddenly

of Grass

Metro release of Panilro S. Berman proHtnrs Hiienrer Tracy, Katharine
Hepburn, Melvyn. Douglas, Hohert. Walker;
fcilurt'M Phyllis Thaxter. 1'ldgar Buchanan,
Carey,
Directed by Ella ICazan,
JliU'i-y
Srreciillloy by Marguerite Roberts and Vinwnt Lawrence, baaed on novel by Conrad
Kleiner; editor, Robert J. Kern; camera.
Hurry Stradlms; score, Herbert Stothart.
Previewed in N. Y., Feb. 5, '47. Running

duction.'

...

time, VSt

MINN,

llrin* lirewton...:

Brioo Chamberlain.
r.oth

..

Hoc

Urowlon

Bold,*.,

.

Banly
Floyd McCurtln

8.

"The Se» of Grass" (M-G)
Marquee-laden cast in filmizawestern-backgrounded
of
tion
novel certain for good b.o,
"Suddenly It's Spring" (Par).
Very bright comedy with star
values and entertainment worth.

release of Claude BInyon proStars Pauletto Goddard, Fred
Mac-Murray; features Macdonald Carey,
Mitchell
Directed
by
Wholan.
Arleon
Screenplay, Claude BInyon, P. J.
I.elsen.

Paramount

duction.

WolfNOii; original story, Wolfson; camera,
Daniel L. Fappi seore, Victor Young; ediTradeshown Feb. 0,
tor. Alma Maerorle.
•47.
Running time, 87 MINS.
.Taulette Goddard
Mary Morcly

Gratifying b.o. a cinch.
"The Amelo Affair" <M-G),
Slick mountings, solid thesping,

good marquee, and OK b.o.
"Michigan Kid" (U). Satisfactory Cinecolor western with Jon,
Hall, Victor McLaglen and Rita

*gm

Hall.....

Judge White.
George Cameron
Ma jor Harney.
Andy Boggs
Crane
.'.

!

.,

Metro's .filmizatidn

background,

of

Conrad Richter novel can't fail
to drag 'em to the b.o. in large numbers. Because of some hackneyed
and eliched writing and direction, it
this

misses being the real supergrosser it might have been.

just

Film is loaded with very superior
acting and spectacular imaginative
photography that are certain to bring
strong audience response. Camera
Stradling is particularly breathtaking in the outdoor
sequences for the sense of space and
correct feeling it gives to this drama
of the New Mexico prairielands.

work by Harry

One of the big hurdles the pip will
to get over, however,, is its nonselling title, "The Sea of Grass."
Richter's book was hardly well-

have

enough known

to merit

weighting the

film with that title. Be that as it
may, it's a telling yarn of a man

whose devotion and attachment to
that "sea of grass," which makes up
the rangela'nd, stubbornly transcends
the true affection he feels for his
Wife and leads to family tragedy.

around the traditional American feud between cattlemen and- farmers, with Tracy perfect
built

is

"Odd

please solidly. "Suddenly It's Spring"
starts from foundation of a topnotch
script, has been aptly cast and directed and given a production gloss
that will pay off in all situations.
Names of Paulette Goddard and
Fred MacMurray assure marquee
As a film team,- they
brightness.
leave nothing to be desired, trouping
their slightly zany roles ,to the hut

.fames

Out" (Two

ittan

Mason

in

cal.

.

(Rep).

'
buyers. B.O. potential- stout.
of
Boomiown"
"Vigilantes
(Rep). Okay western in the Red

:

customer satisfaction.
himself
earns
Claude Binyon
Ryder series,
smart credits as both producer and
collaborator on the script with P. J.
Wolfson. In the writing they have
projected sound comedy values to is secondary to its effect on the charboth situations, and dialog and acters involved. Until the film's very
gives climax, no Hint is given to the ultidirection
Mitchell Leisen's
broad life for lusty mate denouement. Only factor spoilcharacters
»
laughs.
ing the suspense is the ^knowledge
Story concerns marital team of that the Johnston office will get Holawyers, husband and wife, who had diak in the end. Dialog instills tile
agreed to separate before the war. feeling of action where none exists
for much of the footage, and gab is
and
World strife delays the divorce
script picks them up again just as excellent but for a couple of spots
the WAC wife is returning from when Oboler gives vent to florid pasoverseas. The husband already has sages.
his discharge, has fallen for another
Credits for this film are about as
gal and wants the divorce pronto. good as they can get. Thesping of
His wife has new ideas since her Miss Gifford, a horse opera graduArmy service and Would like to try ate, marks her for a top dramatic
again.
Fun springs from MacMur- slot in Metro's future book, while
ray's prodding of Miss Goddard to Hodiak smartly underplays the nitery
get her to ink the necessary papers op's Vicious nature concealed by a
and her continual coy delay. Not genteel gloss. Murphy as the typical
unexpected in the finale when the American husband, does all that's repair decide maybe marriage should quired, and young Dean Stockwell
be given another try but the build- takes a long step closer to stardom.
up to that point and the situations Surprise of the pic is the quiet, slowthat bridge cram in hearty laughs. talking detective, limned by Warner
What diatog an audience will be Anderson. It's unusual that the poable /to hear is strong with laugh lice are shown a? anything but boobs,
content but so easily does situation and Anderson, as the cop who knows
and line dovetail that many a quip the answer and is waiting patiently
Will be lost in audience response of for a break, is fine.
loud guffaws. Adding to the merriTopping the production list is
ment is Macdonald Carey, a wolf- Charles Salerno's camera work. The
ish client of MaCMurray's who does authentic Chicago backgrounds ate
his darndest to further the divorce so perfect and location shots blended
he can make hay with Miss God- well with the. entire film. Sets also
dard.
Another enjoyable role is very good.
Tomm.
that played by Arleen Whelati, the
gal who wants MacMurray and nags
him on about .the signing of the
V
for

.

'

.

.

'

Michigan Kid

.

'

.

.

'

;

amity grows between them.

Long arm

when she

runs into Douglas in Deliver. In despair and confusion she gives herself
him, only to turn remorseful
the following day and decide to return to Tracy. A child is born and
all concerned realize it is Douglas'
not Tracy's. Tracy forces his wife
to leave. He raises the boy- and a
girl that he and Miss Hepburn had
previously had. They don't see each
other for years. The lad grows into
an appealing, but irresponsible young
man (Robert Walker), with a great
bond between him and Tracy. He
gets himself into trouble, because of
slurs on his parentage and escapes to
the hills, only to be shot by the law.
In the meantime, Miss Hepburn returns and, through intervention of
the daughter (Phyllis Thaxter), gets
together again with Tracy.
Edgar Buchanan as the ranch cook
and Harry Carey as the cattle-country
medico are as near perfection as the
rest of the cast. Shortcoming of the
film is the telegraphing ahead of the
story and its habit of ;.>lways falling
into the expected pattern. There's
never a surprise. Likewise, the
chched dialog is frequently hard to
accept.
Especially in that scene
where Miss Hepburn first apprises
Tracy* he is to to a father. He puts
tip to

'

of coincidence enters in
finally leaves Tracy and

Lanny

The Arnelo Affair
Metro release of Jerry Bresler production.
Stars John Hodiak, George Murphy, Frances
Gifford; features Bvo Arden, Dean -Stockwell, Warner Anderson. Directed
by Arch
Oboler. Screenplay, Arch Oboler from story
by Jane Burr; camera, Charles Salerno;
score,.. George Bassman; #H<w; Harry isomer-. Tradeshown .V. T:, Feb. 7,
Running time, SB Ml.VS,
Tony A'roelo
John Hodiak
.ted Parknonr
George Murphy
Anno Parkson
,
Frances Gifford
Ricky Parltson..,.
...Dean Stockwell
Jlvian Delwyn...,
'.......Eve Arden
Sam Leonard
Warner Anderson
Avery Border.
Lowell Gilmore
Roger Alison
Michael Brandon
Dorothy Alison
Ruth Brady
M/iybolle
.Ruby Dandrldge
Claire Lnrrison...
Joan Woodbury

Stove
Soubrotte
•

Sergeant

.

.

, .

.

Shotgun Messenger
Post Office Clerk

Sam. ..........
Honk. .

1

,

-,

radio's master of suspense, has effectively transposed his
technique into the visual medium with
"The Arnelo Affair." Wisely, too, he's

Mllburn Splee
William Brooks
Joan Fulton
...Leonard Bast
Ray Teal
Guy Wilkerson
Eddy C. Waller
Karl Ilackett
.Torn Aetna

...Bert I.e Baron

..Edmund- Cobb

•

Arch Oboler,

.

.

Rifleman
Joe

With Jon Hall, Victor McLaglen,
Rita Johnson and Andy Devine on
the marquee, Universal's Cinecolored
'Michigan Kid" is a better than average cayuse carnival which should

more than

satisfy the

payees in ac-

Hewing closely to the
"Quick, paw! Call the sheriff, the
outlaws are comirt'!" school, sagebrusher nevertheless is a chase-

tion situations.

«ut

Odil xMan

... (BEITISH-aSAOE)

MIN8.

1.

.

..tames

Johnny
r.ukey

Dennis.

,

McCormlok
Pay Oompton

-Beryl Measor
...Cyril Cusack
Dan O' Herllhy

,„.,„,

Maureen Delany

Theresa.

Granny.

-

AUle
Kathleen

Head Constable.......
Toher
Father Tom...

Kitty Klnvalr

Arthur Hambling
Kathleen Ryan
Dennis O'Doa
.Blwyn Brook Jones
,W. G, Fay
.William nartncll
Joseph Tomelty

Fenoie.

Cabby.

.,

With James Mason as marquee
name aad with the critical raves
this film will receive, bigtown and
discerning audiences will pay plenty
to see

More problematical

it.

is its

fate in the sticks, where two hours
of unrelieved gloom, with Mason in
an unfamiliar character, might prove
less acceptable, It will need plenty
selling there.
in this film is

Accent

on art with

A.—No

concessions to
easy laughs to
lighten the darkness. Carol Reed Has
mad« his film with deliberation and
care, arid has achieved splendid
teamwork from every * member of
the cast. Occasionally too intent on
pointing his moral and adorning his
tale, he has missed little in its tell-

a

capital

popular

taste,

no

Story is set in a city in Northern
Ireland and takes place between
4 p.m. and midnight on a winter's
day. Johnnie; leader of an organization, sentenced for gun running,
has broken gaol and is hiding with
his girl Kathleen. He plans a holdup "on a mill to obtain funds, ^rid although deprecating violence, he
takes a gun. During the holdup he
accidentally kills a man, is badly
wounded himself, and the driver of
the car panics, leaving Johnnie to
Bleeding, ha
fend for himself.
stumbles through the city trying to
hide from the police. Some people
befriend him, others plan to sell him
to the police, who are now trailing
Kathleen. She has planned to get
Johnnie on board a ship and out of
the country,
Visiting a priest to glean news of
Johnnie, she gets information from
an underworld character and finally
contacts the former.
But the two
lovers are cornered outside the
docks and, rather than, have him
taken by the police, she shoots it
•

As midnight

,strikes

Elia Kazan's direction keeps the niversary,
finds herself attracted to
story well-'paced, after getting over John Hodiak,
nitery owner with a
some sinking spells during the first disreputable background
who is a
-half in establishing characters and client of her
la\vyer-husband, George
motivation. .While much of the di- Mtu-phy.« Subordinated
by Murphy to
rection is tops, for its simplicity and his work, her
almost hypnotic faslack of pretension, there are other cination for Hodiak
drives her to see
times when Kazan allows his cast to him daily. When
another of Hodiak's
get perilously near the line between amours turns up
murdered, she is incharacters and caricatures.
volved and he uses the situation as a
Herbert Stothart's music and pro- means io bring her to him. A niekducer Pandro
Berman's general of-time finish gets Hodiak and saves
mounting of the picture are note- Miss Gifford from suicide.
worthily in keeping with the yarn
There's never a question as to who
itself.
Herb.
committed the murder, but the crime

free-for-all

the

at

frontier

Rawhide, Arizona, where he
plans to ranch it. Riding the stagecoach with driver Andy Devine and
a rich passenger, Hall -beats off an
attack on the stage by road agents
led by Victor McLaglen who vows
revenge. Killed in the fight, passenger Prentice hides 50 grand in the
bushes for his niece Rita Johnson

and thereupon hangs a wellspring of
jailbreaks, chases and plenty of sixshootin' before culprit McLagleii and
his cohorts are brought to justice.
hard-ridin'
posse-momber succinctly summed things up in general

A

by sagely observing.

.

.

.

"that's the

Captain Olsen.
OJancy, , ,

........Kenny Baker
, .Victor
McT.nglen
..Irene Rich
.Jamas Klllsun
.... ...Janet Martin
.Franklin Pangborn
..Gns Schilling
Charles Arnt
, , ... ,
.Don Nova
..

, .

The Mayor.

.Kmory Parnell

"Calendar" Girt" is featherweight
musical that strains for laughs and
to put over its songs. Cast is able
but encounters plenty of difficulties
in trying to put over dull, talky
script.
Business
indications
are
light.

James McHugh ann Harold Adamson

seven

contributed

ments that

listen well.

Plot is laid in New York at the
turn of the century and brings central characters together in a boarding house operated by Irene Rich. It's
the usual group of young hopefuls
trying to win fame and fortune. Despite the many tunes, most of the
action is resolved into much trite
dialog that's not easy on the ears,
as scripted by Mary Loos, Richard
Sale and Lee Loeb from latter's
original.
Title derives from work of James
Ellison, rich young artist, who does

calendar portrait

of Miss Frazee.
Ellison's character
also cause conflict in the romance
girl and Marshall, a struggling
composer, but
everything

Art work and

between

comes out as expected in the finale.
Best comedy work falls to Baker
and Janet Martin. Miss Rich is good
as the kindly landlady and Victor
two-fisted

tions.

As producer-director, Allan Dwan
doesn't always display a sure hand.
Dialog corn is directorial hindrance.
Physical appurtenances are good.
Lensing

by

Reggie

other technical

meant to him.
Making her screen debut, KathRyan reveals undoubted ability
and much promise, Graduate of the
Abbey and Gate theatres, this 24-

Cusack,

Abbey aetor-producer-man-

ager, who plays the panicky cardriyer. Praise too is earned by F.
J. McCormick for his petty sneak,
Dennis 0'D.ea as head constable, Joseph Tomelty as a cabby, and
Maureen Delany as a stool pigeon.
Of the non-Irish players Robert
Newton makes his appearance when

the picture is more than halfway
through, and Canadian^born Robert
Beatty disappears far too soon.
Newton gives a characteristic display as the eccentric, unshaven,
hard-drinking painter, and Beatty
enhances a rapidly-growing reputation with a grand performance as

second-in-command

to

Mason.
Cane.

Lanning

credits

are

and

expert.

Broy.

Angel and

Ae ladman

(ONE SONG)
Hollywood, Feb. 8.
Wayne pYortuc-

Republic release of John

Stars John Wayne, Gall Itussell; realUres Harry Carey, Bruce Cabot-, Irene
Rich, Lee Dixon, Written and directed by
James Edward Grant. Second unit direr-

tion.

tor,

Yakima Canutt; camera,

Archie

,

J,

Stout; editor, Harry Keller; score, Richard
H.-igeman; music director. Cv finer. Pieviewed Feb. B, '47.
Running lime. IH0

MINK.

Quirt Evans...

John Wnyn..

Vmdence Worth

Randy McCall

•

Hnssell

<iuu

Wistful McCIintock,,
Laredo Stevens
Mrs. Worth

...1 lurry «<!arey

•

..Brace Cabot
Irene Rich

]>e Dixon
Stephen llrant
Tom Powers
Paul Hurst

'arson

Bradley
'

leen

Irish

fireman character. Gail Patrick has
small spot as rich Boston society
femme. Others come up to expecta-

Thomas Worth..,..,
lines and has
•
M»«
drag himself along, a hunted man Ward
Withers, i,
with a fatal wound. It is hardly Nelson,

A

all

Lately?" Majority of vocal work
Jane "Frazee and Kenny
falls to
Baker. Both do a good job of selling tunes. William Marshall "and
Janet Martin also have vocal mo-

wounded he has few

his fanlt that, in this passive character that expresses little more than
various phases of pain and occasional delirium, he is less effective
than he could be.
scene or two
in the early part of the picture
should have made the audience realize Johnnie's right to be. chief of
the organization and what Kathleen

songs,

Best two are the little
number and "Have I Told You
listenable,

to

'

ex-U.S.. marshal, Hall hies him-

4.

...

two dead Johnny
Worth..
Dr. Mangrum

bodies are stretched on the street,
For Mason two-thirds of the film
is silent.
From the moment he is

is

An

.

McLaglen displays

ing.

out.

Lulu Varden..

F. J.

Shell................
Roslo.

Maudie
Pat
Nolan,

Mason

.Robert Newton
Robert Beatty

.,,»..
..

Byron Jones,...,
Matthew O'Neil...

Ed Gaskin

.,

.; ,.

London, Feb,

.

General Film Distributors release ot Two
Stars James .Mason. Robert
Cities Film.
Newton, Directed by. Carol Reed. Screenplay, F. L, Green, R. C. SherrKT. from F.
D, Green's povol; camera, Robert Krasker,
Running time, lie
Odeon,
London.
At

one,

self to

S

Stove Adams.
Tessie. . . ...........

filmgoer.

Frances Gifford. a well-wedded Chicago wife on the eve of her 12th an-

Hollywood, Feb.

Mars%l

Willingsworth (Dilly).

Dear," the film's only song, along
it's only because the apcrowd of scene-stealers as ever aptoo adult for the average with a line of girls. Mustered out peared on the screen.
G. Fay, a
John Hodiak, George Mur- of the Army after campaigning in an eo-founder with. W. B. W.
Yeats of the
phy and Dean Stockwell on the mar- Indian war, Jon Hall bids farewell Abbey theatre, gives
a fine study as
to his buddies William. Brooks, Leonquee will definitely help.
a benevolent priest, and there is no
Strictly speaking, this is not a ard East and Milburn Stone in a finer
acting than that of Cyril
this

proach

(MUSICAL)
,

release of Allan Dwan produc.
by Dwan. Stars Jane Fraze*
Gtttl Patrick,
Baker, Victor McLaglen; features fin*
Bleb. James Ellison. Janet Martin. Frank.
Iln Fang-born, Gu» Schilling-,
goreenuia
Mary Loose, Richard Sale, Lee Loeb; ori£!

William

.

appear to.be improving,

year-old redhead was, "discovered"
combined some of the best of both packed opus which should earn its in Ireland by Reed, who coached
radio and film methods to build a reward at the b.o.
and trained her for this part. Her
mood of sustained tension in what
Blending his ingredients nicely, second role is opposite Stewart
may become one of this season's
Granger in "Captain Boycott," an
sleepers. Oboler leveled at the box- producer Howard Welsch started this indication that the Rank organizaoffice battlements once before with one off at a brisk pace with a di- tion has much faith in her,
"Bewitched" and failed even to make verting saloon scene where soubrette
Most of the other parts are by
a dent: if the walls don't tumble for Joan Fulton warbles "Whoops My the Irish
players, as competent a

his hand on her shoulder and says:
"Good girl." Whereupon she puts her whodunit, nor can it be cataloged as riotous
hand on his shoulder and says; "Good a psychological suspense picture. tavern.

boy!"

"

Dave

.

is

eraman Virgil Miller rates kudos for
his lensing. Cinecolor process tints

Cities),

and the Badman"
"Ansel
Solid western drama
with plenty of appeal for ticket-

•

Calendar Girl
»
,„
Republic

tlon, directed

unexpectedly meek as
the heavy. Rita Johnson, who runs
Pearl White a close second in leaping into a roaring torrent, is an ap- Inal story, Loeb; oamera,
Reggie running:
lealing heiress. Good-natured Andy editor, Fred Allen; musical director
Yv
Oevine seems to be on the wrong Feuer; orchestrations, l*o Arnaud; boiiks
side of the tracks as one of Mc- James MoHugh, Harold. Adamson. i>nl
'41. Running time, 88 Wins.
Lagietl's henchmen. Handling the di^ viewed Feb, 4.
O'Neil. ...,,,,....„, .Jane Frane,
Patrloia
rectorial reins, Ray Taylor kept the Johnny Bennett.
.William Marshml
plot moving at a fast pace, and cam- Olivia Radford... ........... ...Gail Patrick

McLaglen

big-prestige;

from England^
(Musical)
"Calendar
Girt"
Mildly amusing musi(Rep.).

fine-b.o. pic

as the iron-jawed leader in the
ranchers' determined stand against
the inevitable surge westward of the
agriculturists whose hoes and fences,
cut. into the ranges on which.-the
huge herds are dependent, Despite
the explosive possibilities of this
background and the opportunities to
turn the yarn into a real western, the
writers keep themselves always in
check, never giving an inch in
switching the story frorn family
drama to hioss-opry. Had they just
let the boys with the six-shooters and
the fast mares get away for one good
spree of gunpowder and leather- papers.
Lilian
Fontaine,
Frank
pounding, they could have undoubt- Faylen, Frances Robinson, Victoria
(COLO^— SONG)
edly widened audience-appeal con- Home, Georgia Backus, Jean Ruth,
Universal" release of Howard Welech pro-siderably.
Roberta Jonay and WiHie Best are duction. Features Jon Hall. Victor McLaglen, Rita Johnson, Andy Devine, DiMiss Hepburn is pictured as a cul- others who lend plenty of spark to rected by Ray Taylor. Screenplay, Roy
Ohanslor, based on Rex Beach's' "Michigan
tured St. Louis belle who goes to the proceedings.
additional "dialog,- Robert Presnell,
New Mexico to marry range-baron Production complement lined up Kid";
Sr.; song. Jack Brooks and H, J. Salter;
Tracy. His attachment is so great for by Binyon turn in fine' jobs. Victor camera
(Cinecolor), Virgil Miller; editor,
the "sea of grassy that he has no Young has contributed a nifty musi- Paul Landres; music.. Hans J. Salter.
understanding of his wife's feeling cal score. Daniel L, Fapp's lensing Tradeshown N. Y., Feb. 10, '40. Running
for the, farm families whom he is glosses the production dress and the time, «» MUSS,
Miss Goddard and 'other Michigan Kid.,.....,.
forcing to starvation by illegally players.
.....Ton Hall
......... .Victor McLaglen
keeping them from the land. Doug- feromes have been tastily costumed Cm-ley
by Mary Kay Dodson and art direc- Sue
auta .Johnson
las, as a lawyer and judge, not only
Buster
i Ahdy
Devine
»
has a feeling. for the farmers, but for tion of Hans Dreier and John Mee- Mr. Porter,
Myron Foulgcr
han
rates
a
strong
credit,
Bros.
Miss Hepburn as well, and a natural
SherlflV,
Stanley Andrews
,

trouble with these chases, you never
know who's chasing whom.
Jon Hall, in one of his few appearances in hoss oprys, handles his
role realistically, while burly Victor

Johnson',

'

Russell Hicks
..Trevor Bardelte
.Morris Animim

:

With Spencer Tracy, Katharine
Hepburn, Robert Walker and Melvyn
Douglas tor the marquee and a
strong screen story against a western

Story

Hollywood, Feb.

Miniature Reviews

•

Selina Hall...'.;

Sam

Spring

... ......

Jeff.

.

It's

.Spencer Tracy Peter Morcly
MacMurray
. ...Fred
..Katharine Hepburn Jack Lindsay..
Macdonald Carey
...Robert Walker Florin. Wry
,Arlee» Wholan
Melvyn Douglas Mary's Mother.
........Milan Fontaine
.Phyllis Thaxter Harold Michaels......
Frank Faylen
.Hdgar Buchanan Captain Rogers.....
Frances Robinson
.Harry Carey Mart. Billings
.Victoria Hoone
Ruth Nelson Major Cheevrr
..... Georgia Backus
Jean Ruth
Wm. "B111V Phillips WAO Corp. Michaels....,
.Robert Armstrong WAC Sergeant
.,
BotWrt*,
...James Bell Porter on Train
Willie Best
Robert Barrat
Charles Trowbridge
.Socko escapist film fare that will

Col. Jim Hrcvton
r.nilo Cameron...

Sarah
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on n
John

Hotvlin
Il.-illoran

John- Ba (ton
Craig Woods

Ma nfhall

K«*4

Big-time western drama has resulted from John Wayne's first production effort. "Angel and the Badman"
is solid entertainment
way above
what might be expected on its western locale and characters. It's loaded with sharp performances, honest
writing and direction, The grosses
should be strong. Marquee lineup,
headed by the Wayne name, offers
plenty of strength for selling and entertainment values are broad enough

cover all types of situations.
On the production end, Wayne had
paid particular attention to casting
the characters that people the

to

of

James Edward Grant
also a director,
in his writing.

make

story. Lalier,
the roles live
set the

These factors

pace for the honesty and realism that
make "Angel" stand out. Wayne
wins plaudits in his role as producer
and star, as does Grant for dual
function as writer and director.
Faith, religious or otherwise, provides the motivation for reformaiion
Of a badman. Picture equals worth
,

of others that have depicted a religious faith and, essentially, is more
honest in characterization. Story essentials deal with a hot gunman of

the early west who is succored by
a family of Quakers when he falls
wounded on' its doorstep. There is a
gradual absorption of the family s

formula for living by the bad man
and in the end he turns to the soil
and religion in a perfectly believable
manner. Reformation is achieved not
only through his love for the daughter of the Quaker family but Ihl'ough
gradual realization that the fnilli/'i
the Friends is a solid basis tot
achievement of happiness.
On the commercial side, pic overlooks none of the tried and found
(Continued on page 22 )
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C§i law Oils Ifway

Grosses, lit

28G,

%entin' Great 28^6

dayS
Estimates for This

the five-degree mark.
however,
slump,
the
Despite
"Yearling" again came through to
top the Broadway filmeries with a
still sock $127,000 in its third week.
Several newcomers also entered
strongly, with "Bedelia" pulling a

new

entry
on the street, opened too late at the

Roxy

for

an estimate.

%eftjf $14,300 to hit the
$36,000 marker in its third week,
after .two sock previous cantos. Rest
of the street was spotty, with all
holdovers feeling the. cold wave.
With weather Improving and several more newcomers expected during the week, house operators look
for the slump to end during the next
few ;-days. Besides "Pilgrim," which
opened yesterday (Tuesday), the
weefc will see "That Way With
Women" replace "Man I Love" at
the Strand, while "Two Smart People" :is slated to oust "Tower of London", from the Rialto screen,
"
estimates for This Week
A*stor (City Ihv.) <1,300; 95-$2.40)
—•'Best Years of Lives" (RKO) (12th
wk). Slightly under the weather but
still rolling along at fast clip with
steady $46,500 for week ending' tomorrow (.Thursday); last week, sock

meting

a'

$49,000.

Capitol

"Lady
Beneke

(Loew's) (4,820; 70-$1.50)
in Lake"' (M-G) plus Tex

orch, Gene Sheldon on stage
wk). Tilted to cold $77,000 for
week ending today. ..(Wednesday),after hefty $88,700 last frame. .Con-.
(.3d

Criterion (Loew'sV (i,700; B0-$l*25)
(Col) (4th wk).
Perking along steadily' with hefty
$24,500 expected for third- stanza

— 'Dead Reckoning"

.

.

.

....

.

issue), nice $6,500.
Fay's (Fay) (1,400;

,

ing Clementine"
$3,000. Last week
(10); last week, moderate $35,000. and vaude. Peppy
"Three Little Girls in Blue" (20th)
and vaude, .very good
(reissue)
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.50>
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) plus $7,500.
44-65)—
(2,200;
Majestic (Fay)
Evelyn Knight, Gil Lamb on stage
"Wife
opened yesterday (Tuesday). Last "The Verdict" (WB) and
Healthy $14,000.
week, six days of fourth and final Wanted" (WB).
frame of "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) Last week "Time, Place, Girl" (WB)
nice
$15,000.
wk),
(2d
plus Gracie Fields heading stage
65(Snider)
(3,100;
Metropolitan
of
"Pilbill, and including one day:

Continues.

previous

(Loew's) (3,450; 43-$1.10)—
"Blue Skies" (Par) with Block &
State

Wilbur Evans on stage

(1st

wk). Okay $28,000 for frame ending
(Wednesday)j previous
!

tomorrow

'

canto, second and final week of "Jolson Story" (Cdl)-'plus vaude, aver-

age $27,000. "Till' Clouds Roll By"
(M-G) plus 'Jackie Gleason headlining stage bill opens tomorrow
(Thursday ).
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)
"Man I Love"* (WB) plus Charlie
Barnet orch on stage (3d wk).
Dropped to mildish $39,000 for third
frame ending tomorrow (Thursday)
after good $46,000 previous week.
"That Way With Women" (WB),

—

(WB)
— Hollywood
"Humoresque" (WB),

70-$1.10)
(8th wk).
-to fairish

(1,439;

CokT wave

cut

one

this,

$18,000 for eighth canto ending today

(Wednesday);
800.

last

Continues.

Palace

week, okay $22,-

$16,000.

—

Torchy

SL Loo

in

—

.

Indpls.

J

Estimates, for This

Ambassador (F&M)

Indianapolis, Feb. 11.
nastiest
weather has

•

Week

$9,000.

(3,000; 50-75)

—"Magnificent Boll" (U) and "Wife
knocked props out from under show Wanted" (Mono), $17,000. Last week.
Winter's

-

(Indie)

(1,300;

40-60)

—

"Suspicion" (U) and "Love Affair'

(Mono), $17,000.

—

1

»

Majestic
"Les Miserables"

—

(1,500; 40-80)
(20th) (reissue).
looks like okay $8,000.

(Indie)

First

week

'

Last week, "The Chase" (UA) and

"Romance West" (PRC), $6,000 on
"San
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)
Quentin" (RKO) and' "Vacation in third, week.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)—
Reno" (RKO), $20,000, good. Last
week, "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) "It's Wonderful Life" (RKO) and
Vs. Cueball" (Rep )
(2d wk), $18,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 50-75)
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and
"Dangerous Millions" (20th) (3d
wk), $10,000 after $12,000 for the

—

second stanza.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
"The Jolson Story". (Col). Socko
Last week, "Her Secret
$30,000.
Heart" (M-G) (2d wk>, $17,000.

—

Orphenm (Loew)

(2,000; 50-75)

—

"Lone Wolf Mexico"

week remains

(1,700;

60-$1.20)—

"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) (4th. wk).
After two smash weeks dipping to
frame ending yesterday (Tuesday); last week, posted
S.R.O. sign with great $50,300. Holds.

$36,000 for third

bright

(Col). Third
$25,000 after

on

(2d

.

,

Warm at B.O. If Not in Weather;

(B&K) (1,700; 6B?5)-"TM Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
(Srdwk). Bright $25,000. Last
week, sama.

Woods

Prentiss 43«

Blmd'-EIfingioii

(Essaness) (1,200; 95-$i,20Years of Our
(SKh-wk). Handsome

$1.40-$1.8fl)—"Best

(RKO)

Lives"

East week, $39,000.

$36,000.

Vl

J- ' O
I
llouds Soars In

Detroit, $49J

$5,000.

Detroit,

33y2G

H.O.'s Predominate, Buff.;
'Rue' Nearly $16,000

Feb

11.

Clouds RoU By 3 at the
is grabbing top business In
Detroit this week, and Indication,
are that it would reach near-record
proportions had it not suffered acutely
with all others by the ice and enow
storm that all but paralyzed the city.
"The Jolson Story'* in its sixth week
at "the Adams seems to be nearing
the end of a good run.
Estimates for This Week
'Till the

Michigan

,

Adams (Balaban)

(1,740;

70-95)—

"The Jolson Story" (Col) (6th wk).
Holding up well at $9,500. Last week,
nice $11,000.

Broadway-Capitol (United Detroit)

70-95)—"California"
(3,309;
(Far)
and "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi"
(Mono) (2d wk). Stout $20,000. Last
.

week,

terrific $35,000.

Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70-95)
—"Sun Valley Serenade" (20th) (reissue)

(5) to

(2,700; 65-95)—
(20th)
(7th
wk).
Last week, $25,000.

United! Artists

(4,367; 40-80)

"Shocking
Miss Pilgrim"
(20th) and "Strange Journey" (20th).
Second week, $25,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
"Jolson Story" (Col). Huge $32,000
second week after Vast $36,000 for
•

wk). Opened last
;
okay $83,000; previous .week, third and final frame of
Philadelphia, Feb. 1U
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) plus Mills
Film biz big this sesh despite
Bros., Elliot Lawrence orch topping frigid
weather
and snowstorm.
stage bill, weak $55,000.
"Nora Prentiss" getting terrif play,
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefel- abetted by big exploitation via constage

(B&K)

Edge"

Steady $20,000.

week,

(3,664;,

Cootie Williams orch. Ella Fitzgerald

State-Lake
"Razor's

and "Mr.
Hex" (Mono). Powerful femme
draw with excellent $32,000. Last

—

(Par)
70-$1.50)
—Paramount
"Easy Come, Easy Go" (Par), plus

Wednesday

$14,000.

(M-P)
—Metropolitan
"Humoresque" (WB)

:

PhiDy

Healthy $45,000 after last week's
staunch $55,000 opener.
Palace
(RKO) (2,500; 65-95)—
"Love Laughs at Andy Hardy" (M-G)
coupled with "The Trap" (Mono).
Opened Wednesday (5) and should
do great $25,000.
"San Quentin"
(RKO) and "Genius at Work" (RKO)
closed last week with nice $18,000.
Rialto
(Indie)
(1.700;
65-95)—
,"City for Conquest" (WB) and "Wild
Bill Hickok Rides" (WB) (reissues)
opened Tuesday (4) for good $15,000.
Last week, "Captain Caution" (Indie)
and "Captain Fury" (Indie) (reissues), closed with $15,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 65-95)—
"Hurhoresque" (WB) opened Wednesday (5) for sock $30,000. Last week,
"Time, Place, Girl" (WB), so-so

$28,000 for second.

"Wicked Lady" (U). Fair $7,500. "Her Secret Heart" (M-G) (move~
Last week, "Swell Guy" (U) (2d over), $6,500. Last week, "Till the first.
.wk). Frigid $4,000.
Clouds Roll .By" (M-G) (2d -wk)
Paramount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)
(m.o.), $8,000.
"Man I Love" (WB) and "Ghost
"Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk): Down
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 50-60).
Gees Wild" (Indie). First run. atto $12,500 in blizzard, following ter- "Dark Mirror". (U) and "Fabulous traction with solid $18,000.
Last
rific $22,000 first stanza.
Susanne" (Rep) $15,000. Last week, week,. "Cross My Heart" (Par) and
Holds.
Lyric (Katz-polle) (1,600; 40-60)— "Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk) (m.o.), "Flight Nowhere" (Indie), $16,000;
"Beast With Five Fingers" (WB) and $7,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)—"Jol"Game of Death" (WB). Fair $7,000.
Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20- son Story" (Col). Second week still
Last week, "King's Row" (WB) (re- $2.40)—"Henry V" (UA) (4th wk). hot as pistol with $24,000 after $30,issue) and "Wild^ill Hickok" (WB) Witt grab nice $7,000 after $7,500, 000 first.
(reissue). Oke $7;500,
for the third session.
Translox (Translux) (900; 30-74)—
«??^€?ver Square" (Indie) and
"Lighthouse" (PRC). Fine $6:000;
Last week, "Pilgrim Lady" (Hep)
£?L„ Crtaie Inc " (ReP> (reissue),
..

'

'

and "Dick Tracy

—

'

m

•

..

(RKO)

Humwesqiie

—

Keith's

,'

•

—

^Wake;W
'^cked''^G

the
indicate »

-

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Johnny O'clock" (Col) plus Bob
Crosby orch on stage. Opened strong
Friday (7); looks like good $55,000
Last week, "Two Smart People"

Wow 56G

'

.

.

188 theotres)

n Boston H.0„

—

30G

'

$1.20-$2.40)—"Henry

'Jolson

invaded

^PXlon

(M-G), with Diana Lynn p.a„ fair
"Partner's in Time" (Mono)
$40,000.
85)
Garriok.
(B&K) (900; 65-95)—
and Gene Krupa orch on stage for
"Wicked Lady" (U-I) opened Saturweekend rim. Hot $9,500, Last week
9
«<)/»
<II
"Decoy" (WB) and Michael O'Shea
day (8) for decent $17,000. Last
and Raymond Scott band on stage,
week, "Verdict" (WB) closed after
stand.
good $7,000 for weekend
2nd week with a so-so $13,700.
44-65)—
(Loew)
(3,200;
Grand (RKO) (1,500; 65-95)—
State
Boston, Feb. 11,
"Strange Woman" (UA) and "Sing"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (7th wk).
ing in Corn" (M-G). Healthy $23,Paced by "Jolson Story," going Slight drop to a calm $13,000. Last
000 in first seven and being held to for a record at the State-Orpheum, week, $15,000.
week had the Hub is still definitely on the
Previous
Thursday.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400 ;65-95)
"Secret Heart" (M-G) and "Boston upbeat with' big takes in all spots. "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) with
Blackie" (M-G-) (2d wk), snappy
Clyde McCoy stage bill for 2nd week.
Estimates for This Week

'Mml

•

(767;

$4,378,80®

.'.

cities,

Boston (RKO) (3,200: 60-$1.10)—
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
—"Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk) be- "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk)
gan Monday. :Second stanza very plus Hal Maclntyre orch, Cy Reeves,
nice $15,000, after starting off with others on stage. Film draw holding
up well and new stage show pulling
bingo $20,000.
in okay $28,000. Last week, with
King Cole Trio, great $46,000.
plus Martha Vickers, Claude ThornCopley (ShuBert) (1,000; $1.80)
lill orch on stage, opens Friday (14).
"Stairway to Heaven" (U). RoadVictoria (Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)—
show beginning Feb. 7, with first
Bedelia" (Eagle-Lion)
(1st- Wk).
week looking like a neat $12,000.
Should do smash $26,000 for first
session ending tomorrow (ThursEsqaire (M-P) (1,200; $1.80)
day), fine for this house. Last week,
"Best Years of Lives" (RKO). Sevsecond and final frame of "Wake Up
enth week about same as last,
and Dream" (20th), weak $9,000.
$10,000.
St.
Louis,
Feb.
11.
Winter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60Exeter (Indie) (1,000; 40-74)
"The Jolson Story," aided and
$1.2a):f-"Swell Guy'V(TJ) (3d wk).
Digger's Daughter" (Indie).
Another victim of the cold wave, abetted by a big ballyhoo and criti- '.'Well
Fourth .week, with sock biz to tune
with thin $20,000 estimated for. third, cal okays, is. easily outdistancing all
week ending Friday (14); last week, competish currently and should ring of $7,000 after $6,000, last.
up a sock $30,000. Runnerup is the
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)
neat $27,000.
dualed "San Quentin" and "Vacation "Man I Love" (WB) and "Ghost
in Reno." "Henry V" wheeling into Goes Wild" (Indie). Fine $12,000.
Stow 106,
fourth week and still a good draw in Last week. "Cross My Heart" (Par)
the small house.and "Flight to Nowhere" (Indie),
;

.

.

Last Week
(Bosed on 23

entries

and estimates

^an

£?£! y ,
?L Bob Crosby "Johnny
O'clock,"
with
band cm
*
stage, looks best.
Estimates for This Week
Apollo
(B&K) (1,'200; 65-95)—
"Jolson Story" (Col) (7th wk). Swell
$20,000. Last week, strong $24,000.

—

,

Golden

(reissue),

new

Five

Arctic, loop,

tres, chiefly

44-65)—"Darl-

(20th)

'

V" (UA) (24th wk). Turning into
super-marathoner, with okay $9,000
chalked up for 23d frame ending last
Saturday (8); 22d week, good $10,000.
Holds.

Estimated Total Greai
This Week ......... $3,159,060
(Baaed on 21 cities, 206 theaflm rung, including
n. y.)
Total Grew Essie Week

.

—"Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (3d
downtown wk). Happy $6.000- Last
week "Saratoga Trunk" (WB) (re-

biz -here this stanza.
Two holdending yesterday (Tuesday) and overs, "Jolson Story" at Loew's and
should hold two more weeks; last "Razor's Edge," at Indiana, may get
extra playing ..time. New entries,
week, great $35,000.
Dream,"
Up
and
at Circle,
"Wake
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; ,70-$1.20)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (8th wk). and "Wicked Lady" at Keith's, very
Dropped slightly this- week to aver- moderate.
Estimates for This Week
age $21,000 for session ending Friday
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 40-60)
(14), after okay
$24,000 previous
—"Wake Up and Dream" (20th) and
frame.
Journey"
(20th).
Slow
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.4O)— "Strange
$10,000.
Last week, "Deception"
"San Quentin" (RKO) (1st' wk). (WB), oke- $11,000.
Looks to do great $28,500 for teeoff
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60)
week ending Saturday (15); last —"Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk).
session, last three days oi "Her SisSluggish $10,000 after big $19,000
ter's
Secret"
(PRC),
negligible tjpener.
$2,400.

last

-

;

tinuCs".

swell $19,000.
„
Carlton (Fay-Loew) d.400; 44-65)

Estimated Total Gross
..$683,500
Last Week
(Based on 18 theatres)
.$807,500
Last Year
... ...
(Based on 16 theatres)
\

Sully,

"Sinbad the Sailor" at the Palace
dubious distinction of
the
chalking up the biggest' drop, plum-

won

Chicago, Feb. 11

Even though biz took slight tumble
due to below-zero weather most of
week,- grosses remained fairlv
static
Most houses felt the cold
although there was no outstandine
drop for any particular pic.

City Crosses

Key

.

smash $26,000 at the little Victoria
and "San Quentin" earping a great
$28,500 at the Gotham. "Easy Come,
Easy Go"teed off with a fair $83,000 grim,"
fairish
$54,000;.
at the Paramount, while "Shocking week, hefty $94,000.
Miss Pilgrim," only other

Hionoresqiie' Sock30G, lady' 17G

Week
i

with

.

'O'Qock'-Crosby Orch Tops at 55G,

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65 -"It's
RKO) and
Wonderful Life"
a
"Gentleman Joe Palooka" (RKO) (3d
Wk), Zowie $17,000. Second sesh

Broadway Grosses

:

last week's fairish $768,000. Illustrative of v the simultaneous drop
in temperature and grosses was Radio City Music Hall, where "Yearling" recorded a decline of $10,000
while the mercury was dipping to

Drops Ent Biisiuess StiM OK;

Clii

Providence

in

Providence, Feb. U.
Still von the upswing, with two
third-week holdovers very snappy,
sesh
"It's a Wonderful Life" in 3d
in
at RKO Albee and "Jolson Story
3rd at Strand. "Strange Woman' at
Loew's State carries over two extra
'

Buffeted by the most acute cold
wave of the year, Broadway's 18
first-run film houses tumbled this
week to the lowest grosses since
before Christmas, chalking up a total of only $683,500 as compared

Woman' Neat

$23,000

Sock 1276, 3d; 'Bcleii

Yearling

Smash

'Strange

and "The Bowery"

(20th) (re-

issue). .Okay $10,000.
Last week,
"Mr. District Attorney" (Col) and
"Singing in Corn" (Col), fair $10,060.

Fos (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95)
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Buffalo, Feb. II.
—"Temptation" (UA) and "Swell
Blizzard is denting biz badly all Guy" (U). Solid $27,000. Last week,
—"Secret Heart" (M-G) (5th wk)
(6 days). Finaling with neat $14,000. over, with holdovers predominating. "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) and "The
Estimates for This Week
Last week fine $18,000.
Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col) (2d

Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)—"13 wk), stout $25,000.
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866;
—"Show-Off" (M-G) (3d wk). Nice Rue Madeleine" (20th). Nearing
MM?. Last week, "Secret Heart" 50-60)—"Canyon
$11,000. Last week neat $14,500.
Passage" (U) .and
(M-G), $15,000.
"Vacation from Marriage" (M-G).
Keith'i (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70) Good $2,800 fbr 3 days. Last, week,
"Blue Skies" (Par) (2d run). Good
'
zor s Edge" (20th) (2d wk). "No Leave, No Love" (M-G) and
^?
$9,000. Last week, "Rage in Heaven"
sion, smash $137,000.
$14,000. Last week topped $24,000.
"Deadline
(20th), usual
for
Murder"
(M-G) (reissue) so-so $4,000 for five
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 40-70)—"Se- $2,300 for 3 days.
Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
days of second run.
cret Heart" (M-G) (m.o.). $7,000.
—"Stairway to Heaven" OJ) (8th "Boom Town" (M-G) (reissue) (2d
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.039;
Mastbanm (WB) (4,350; 50-94)
Last week, "The Chase" (UA) and 70-95)—"Till the Clouds Roll By"
wk). Recorded first drop of run, wk). Bright $7,500. Opener hot
"Till
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (4th
with fairish $14,000 for 7th week $9,000.
m
Be t ter e d (M-G) and "Luckiest Guy in the
y " (M<m0)
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)—"Nora wk). Still holding up nicely with $?0 000
ending yesterday (Tuesday); last
World" (M-G). Solid $40,000. Last
week, okay $15,500. Continues on Prentiss" (WB). JBig $38,000 plus $20,000. Third canto trim $2o,500.
(Shea) (1,400; 40-70)— "The week, "Cross My Heart" (Par) and
husky $5,000 for Sabbath showing at
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)—"It's Westerner" (Par) and "Splendor" "Accomplice" (PRC), good $25,000.
same modified roadshow policy.
Earle. Last week, "Man I Love" a Wonderful Life" (RKO) (2d wk). (Par) (reissues).
$7,000.
Last
week,
Rialto
(Mayer) (594; 35-85)
Palms-State (United Detroit) <2,(WB) fairish $15,000 for second sesh. Fair $24,500. Last week great $32,000 "Time, Place and Girl" (WB) (m.o.)
"Tower of London" (U-reissue) (3d
976; 70-95)—"Nocturne" (RKO) and
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99 )—"Blind plus $3,700 for Sunday stint at Earle. (3d wk), $4,000.
wk). Dropped to average $7,000 for Spot" (Col)
"The Ghost Goes Wild" (Indie). Stiff
with Duke Ellington
Stanton (WB)
50-94)
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)— $22,000.
(1,475;
third
frame
ending
tomorrow orch on stage. Handsome $33,500. "Lady Luck"
Last week. "Never Say
(RKO). "Pale $8,500. "Dead Reckoning" (Col) and "Betty Goodbye" (WB) and "Hotel Reserve
(Thursday) after strong $10,200 for Last
week, "Renegade Girl" (Indie), Last
week,
"Beast
With Five Co-Ed" (Col) (2d wk). $12,500. Last (RKO). loud $18,000.
previous canto, "Two Smart People" with
vaude headed by Ralph Slater, Fingers" (WB) sour $9,000 for sec- week, bettered $21,000.
(M-G) opens Friday (14),
United Artists (United Detroit]
so-so $18,500.
ond sesh.
20th Century (20th Cent., Inc.) (3,- (1.941; 70-95)—"TraDncd" (Col) and
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$1.25)—
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-94)
"13
Fix (Cummins) (500; $1.30-$1.95- 000; 40-70)—"Song of the South" "Rfi.ee
$1».in Heaven" (M-G). Fair
"California" (Par) (5th wk).
An- Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk). $2.60)—"Henry V" (UA) (6th wk). (RKO) and "Joe Palooka"
(Mono) 000. Last week. "Son.? of the South
other tumbler, with mildish $25,000 Hefty $26,000. Opener last week Dipping slightly to
$10,000.
Last (3d wk). Under $7,000 in five days. (RKO) and
"The Falcon's Advenfor fourth frame ending Monday fancy $41,000.
week o.k. $11,000.
lers)

(5,945;

70-$2.40)

— "Yearling"

(M-G) plus stage bill (3d wk). Took
a cut because of weather to still
sock $127,000 for third frame ending
today (Wednesday); previous ses-

test

on

WCAU. Duke

Ellington like-

wise packing 'em in at Earle.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB)
50-94)
(1,303;
"Temptation" (U) (3d wk). Mild $9,500. Last week oke $12,500.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 80-94)—

—

—

.

-

TW

,

—

—

•

—

.

Last week, $12,000.

'

'

'i

ture"

(RKO)

(4th wk), solid $15,000.
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lan Love OK 55G in 3; Tours' Slow
33^4G in 5, 'Song Soutii Paces H.0a 4
New

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
being headed up this
Backed by

f

bills are

week by "San Quentin."
hypoed campaign,

film

is

sighting

four situations.
Other newcomers are fair.
"Man I Love" is facing just okay
$35,000 in three spots while "I'll Be
Yours" is slow $35,500 in five situations'.
"Song Of South," in its second-week, is leading holdovers with
sturdy $45,000 in two houses. Third
frame of "13 Rue Madeleine" is
chalking up nifty $41,500, or near,
while fourth and final for "Clouds
Roll By" is smooth $40,000. "Cross
My Heart" is very weak at $19,500 in
outlook for second week at two
houses.

strong

$57,500

in

.

Third and final week of "Chase"
in four smallseaters is near $19,000.
'Best
Roadshows continue big.
Years" is again leading with great
Pic is in seventh week at
$45,000.
one house and third in another.
"Duel in the Sun" is shaping up to
or same as last frame.
$38,000.
"Yearling" is taking steady $11,000
"Stairway to
on seventh week.

'Man Love' Some B.O.

L A., $57,500 in 4,

/San Quentin' Paces

Last week,
first, frame.

$30,000.

ahead of

smash

$30,200,

supporting,

Adventure" (RKO)
smooth $26,000.

(2d wk) plus h,o. of vaude. Maintaining good pace at $15,000 after
starter at $20,400.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20"Ladies Man" (Par). Starts
60)
today (Tues.) after a steady week
of "Notorious Gentleman" (U-P to
nice $12J 700.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 25-55)
"Angel and Badman" (Rep). House

punchy

—

000.

Last week, dull $19,500.

Tempting

&/2Q;

—

(RKO)

con's Adventure"
brisk $25,700.

disappointed at $13,300.

supporting,

and

"Boston

Blackie

and

Law"

(Col), faint $5,300.

(FWC) (880; 50-$l)—
Be Yours" (U-I). Fair $6,500.
Last week, "Swell Guy" (U-I) (2d
wk) and "Boston Blackie and Law"
Studio City

I'll

(Col), slow $3,500.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; 50-

$1)—'TH Be Yours"

(U-I) and "Lone
Mexico" (Col). ^Average
$13J0OO.. Last week, "Swell Guy"
(U-l) and "Boston Blackie and Law"
(Col) (2d Wk), closed with $7,300.
Wolf- in

Town

it's

Up

;

Wibhire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (4th
wk). Finales With $10,000. Last
week, hit hefty $12,500.
Wlltern
(WB) (2,300; -50-$l>—
"Man I Love" (WB). Near $17,000.
Last week, "Time, Place, Girl" (WB)
(3d
on close.
$8,800
wk),
50-$l)—
$20,000.

"AngeF Plenty

.

Eds

.

"It's

Wonderful

Skies,"

downtown

Life" and.
overall b.o.

holding to a comfortable temper.

over weekend.
Estimates for This

Week

Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-70)—"PerMarriage" (Par). Slow $10,000.

fect

Last week, "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d

wk), smash

$22,000.

Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-70)—"Till
Clouds Roll By" (M-G). Lofty $17,500.
Holds. Last week, "Humoresque" .(WB) (3d Wk), so-so $5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)—"Dead
Reckoning" (Col). Terrif $15,000,
warranting h.o. Last week, "San
Quentin" (RKO), $15,000.
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)—"I'll
Be Yours" (UI) (2d wk). Fairish
•

Good

$5,000 after $7,000 opener.

$33,1

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)—"San
Quentin" (RKO) (m.o.). Mild $4,500.
Last week, "Stage Coach" (UA) and

"Kansan" (UA)

To Pace Frisco
San Francisco, Feb.
"Angel and the Badman"

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)—"It's
Wonderful Life" (RKO) (2d wk). No
complaints, $12,000. Last week, swell

set-

$20,000.

ting the town's pace. "Mighty McGurk," with stage show, is disappointing.
Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
—"Mighty McGurk" (RKO) (2d wk)

wk). Steady
Last week, sock $22,300.
(5th

(reissues), n.s.h. $4,-

500.

11.

is

Shnbert (RKO) (2,100; 55-70)—
"Blue Skies" (Par). Moveover for
third downtown week. Socko $8,p00.

—

"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" at Fox
Midwest's first run trio barely average and considerably doubtful of
more than one week at that pace.
Likewise "Cross My Heart" in the
Newman. "JolsoH Story" pulled the
unusual to stay three weeks in the
big Midland, and likely to move out
after third seven days.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire - Uptown - Fairway (Fox

(m.o.). Good $12,500. Last week,
"Humoresque," 4 days, $5,500.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l)—
"Johnny O'Clock" (Col) (2d
"Man I Love" (WB). Okay $18,000, 85)
Last week, "Time. Place, Girl" (WB) wk). Pleasing $11,000. Last weeki

Last week,

-

V—

tepid $14,500.
United Artists (Blumenfeld) (1,207; 55-85)
"Abie's Irish Rose"

(3d wk), finaled with $9,700.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen50-85)— "Chase" (UA)
feld)
(475;
(3d wk). Fair $3,000. Last week,

—

itZP' UnnaPPy $12,500. Last week,
"The Chase" (UA) (2d wk), a sad

$4,500,

(FWC)

$10,300.

50-85)— "I'll Be
Slow $4,500. Last

(828;

Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80
to $2.40)— "Henry V" (UA)
(20th
(2d wk-) wk). Last week, husky $6,000. Strong

Yours" (U-I).
week, "Swell Guy" (U-I)
and "Boston Blackie and Law"

(Col),

Loew's State

Midwest)
"Shocking

(2,404;

Variety

Kimo

(Ms Convene
I A. Poring May

j

ter on. stage, good $17,800.

Sherrill

Corwin.

Willard

Keith.
Howard Stubbins, George
(2,210; 50"San Quentin" (RKO > and Topper. Dr. Ben Feingold, Oscar
Tracy vs. Cueball"
RKO ). pidknow, Jack Barman and W. H.
0
r
Boff $28,000. Last week, "Mr..D. A."

Orpheum (D'town-WC)

—

"Dick

,

(Dickinson)

(550;

05)—
run;

week

and continuous Saturdays
and Sundays. Last week (2d) film
hit similar figure.

,

;

j

;

j
'

;

Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
"The Jolson Story" <Col) (3d wk).
Unusually good play, fine' $12,000.
Last' week, second for' the film, solid
S20.000.

Newman

,

j

1

(Paramount)

My

indicated. Last week, "Blue
Skies" (Par) (5th wk), okay $4,000
$8,000

making terrific $70,000 for run.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44) — "Wife
Wanted"- (Mono). Sensational adver-

tising

and

exploitation

campaign,

but pretty good, $3,500 looks about
all.
Last week, "Wild Bill Hickok
Rides Again" (WB) (reissue), good

-

-

.

M™

*

Lovc "

""o^^^ko
°nW
"Song
1

4,

the^^outh" ?RKO)
(Continued on page 22 )
o"

$3,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70)— "Stanley and Livingstone" (20th) (reissue) (2d Wk). Fair $4,000 in prospect after okay $4,200 first week.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)—
"Magnificent
Doll"
(U-I).
Cast
names helping well-liked picture to
ond of "Wake Up and Dream" (20th), profitable takings. Looks like good
around $4,000 in 5 days.
$11,000. Last week, "White Tie and
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)— "13 Tails" (U) and Bob Crosby on stage
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk). Get- (50-85), good $25,000, but hurt probting hit, too, by the temperature and ably to extent of $6,000 by bad
will slide off sharply to round $12,008 weather break.
on the holdover. Last week, the CagRadio City (Par) (4,000; 50-701—
ney picture did better than $17,000. "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (3d
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)— wk). Finishes fine loop run with
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) '(2d this stanza. Reaching for good $11,wk). This one's the only ray of sun- 000. Last week, good $12,000.
shine around. Still doing big and
KKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)ought to clock around $22,000 this "Swell Guy" (U-I). Critics praised
stanza, fine here for a second week. it and customers like it.
Hitting
It got smashing $28,000 on the opener.
mild $6,500." Last week, "It's WonRite (WB) (800; 40-70)— "Strange derful Life" (RKO) (6th wk). FinWoman" (UA) (4th wk). Held over ished wonderful run to $4,000 makhere for second session after having ing boff $60,000 for six weeks, inpreviously played the Penn. Falling cluding three at Orpheum.
"13
off but there shouldn't be too many
Stat© (Par) (2,300; 50-70)
complaints with $2,500 for the wind- Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk). Has
up. Last week Hedy Lamarr starrer been doing very well in" face of bad
did okay $4,000 at this small-seater. weather. Should cross good $10,000
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70
after smart $11,000 first stanza.
"Housekeeper's Daughter" (UA) and
Uptown (Par) (1,000; 50-55)
"One Million" B.C." (UA). Couple of "Time, Place and Girl" (WB). First
reissues are just getting by here; neighborhood showing. Good $4,000
looks like $4,500 in 10 days. Last indicated.
Last week,
"Margie"
week, "Razor's Edge". (20th) pulled (20th), very big $5,000.
after 4 days in 6th week to around
World (Mann) (350; 50-99)— "Brief
Encounter" (U-I) (2d wk). Critics'
$3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Hu- raves
and word-of-mouth have
moresque" (WB) (2d Wk). Not meas- helped it to build. Good $2,500 after
uring up to expectations at all at b.o. first-rate $3,000 initial canto.
Will finish up with less than $12,000
on the holdover, which is no biz con- Nocturne'-'Reno'
sidering marquee names. Last week

—

)V

"Humoresque" was under $20,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 40-70)— "No(RKO) (4th wk). Not too
much of a drop in Bergman-Grant

torious".

now

"

-

$11,000 in Seattle
Seattle, Feb.

11.

Weatherman is more gentle and
reacting more favorably. "Jol-

b.o.

in second week at this
son" at Liberty continues to hit a
having been at Stanley for hefty
pace. Many are repeaters.
16 days. Will get nearly $7,000 at
Estimates for This Week
the finish line. Last week, "NotoriBlue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
ous" did over $11,000.
"Duffy's Tavern" (Par) and "Flami
of Barbary Coast" (Rep) (reissues).
Bad $3,000. Last week, 6th of "RaFORTE;
zor's Edge" (20th), poor $3,500.
Eifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 45-80)
'LIFE'
—"Nocturne" (RKO) and "Vacation
in Reno" (RKO). Good $11,000. Last
Washington, Feb. 11.
week, "Two Smart People" (M-G)
General average along town's main
and "Personality Kid" (Col), $6,900.
stem this week is up a couple of
Liberty. (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)notches over recent weeks. "It's a
Wonderful Life" at RKO Keith's out- "Jolson" (Col) (7th Wk). Still joltran snOw and sleet to a sock finish. ing b.o. with $9,000. Last week, great
$10,100.
"Humoresque," at Warner's Earle,
Music Box (H-E) (850; 45-80)—
glso above average.
"Strange Woman" (UA) (4th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)— Good $4,500. Last week, oke $4,100.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)"Secret Heart" (M-G) (2d wk) plus
vaude. Holding fairly well at $23,- "Gallant Bess" (M-G) and "Blackie
a*d the Law" (Col). Good $10,000.
000. Last week, sturdy $32,000.
Columbia (Loew's) (1,263; 44.30)— Last session, 2d stanza of "McGurk'
"Razor's Edge"
(20th)
(2d wk) (M-G), so-so $5,700.
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600: 45-80)—
(m.o.).
Fine $9,000 for 5th down"Deception" (WB) (2d wk). Okay
town week.
Earle
(WB)
44-85)— ,$9,000 after getting good $12,300 last
(2,154;
"Humoresque" (WB). Plush $26,000. week, weather considered.
Last week, "Man I Love" (WB), soPalomar (Sterling) (1,350; 45-80)so $19,000.
"Desperados" (Col) and vaude. Fair
Keith's
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)— $5,500. Last week, not so hot $6.1M>
"Wonderful Life"
(RKO).
Sock for "Brennan Girl" (Rep) and Major
$26,000.
Last week, "San Quentin" Bowes unit on stage.
(RKO), mild $15,000.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$2.40)— "13
Rue Madeleine" (20th) and
"Henry V" (UA) (14th wk). Hold- "Shadowed" (Col) (2d wk). Good
ing at $6,000, with evenings and $10,000. Last week, fine $15,400 convehicle,

site after

WASHINGTON

WONDERFUL 26€

weekends

still s.r.o.

Metropolitan

(WB)

(1,513;

44-70)—

'Blue Skies" (Par) (2d run). Nice
45$9,500 for» 3d midtown week.
Last
Fair week, "Wicked
Lady" (U-I), line
Last $11,000.
(WB)
Palace (Loew's) (2,370
44-70)-

(1,900;

65 '—"Cross
Heart" (Par).
S13 000 doubtful of holdover.

lhe
'

i

'

(20th).

(U) light $14,000.

nights

>

.

45-65)—

may stay for a considerable
$6,000 current week, showing

-

trim $23,400.
Loyola (FWC) (1.248: 50-$l)— "13
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (3d W k)"
Steady $7,000. Last week, neat S9.000.
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 5085)— "San Quentin" (RKO) and
"Pick Tracy vs. Cueball" (RKO).
Good $15,000. Last week, "Under
Nevada Skies" (Rep) with Tex Hit- Bowser,

700;

Pilgrim"

"Open City" (States Rights) (3d wk).
Going stronger than first week, and

In

Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
International Variety Clubs' 1947
convention will be held here, May
14 -l 7 with Variety Tent 25 in charge,
and Charles P. Skouras organizing
subpbmmittees to handle various
phases of the affair.
Chairmen of the numerous committees are Dave Bershon, George

2,043,

Miss

nificent Doll"

(LOew-WC)

60-$D— "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th)
(3d wk). Neat $18,000. Last week,
good $24,300.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097;
50-$D— "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
(4th wk). Smooth $18,000. Last week,

$1)

(820,

Average $16,000 in face of severe
low temperatures. Last week "Mag-

$5,500.

only $3,300.

Century (Par) (1,600;- 50-70) —
"Wicked Lady" (U-I). Mixed opinions on this one, but title and James
pull are helps. Good

Mason boxoffice

'

is

Last week, good $10,300.

35-65)—

(Rappaport)

Vogue (FWC) (885; $1,20-$1.80)— ature. "Perfect Marriage," a newDuel" (SRO) (6th wk). Near $16,- comer, and other holdovers are
stalled by zero blasts which prevailed
0()0. Last week, big $16,000.

(UA) (3d

days.

not doing anything. But" then
(1,500:
'Tt's Wonderful Life"
(RKO) (3d neither is the rest of the Golden Triwk). Holding pace at $12,000 after angle, with the exception of "T^ll the
strong second sesh to $16,800.
Clouds Roll By," which is holding
up fine in second stanza at Penn and
may stick again. Otherwise, the rest
of the holdovers are sluggish, which
'Clouds'
There, 171fi,
wasn't unexpected, however, on ac'Reckoning' Terrif 156, count of freezing weather.
Estimates for This Week
40-70)—
Fulton
(Shea)
(1,700;
Strong in Cincj "Temptation" (U-I). Period picture
had the pants pounded off it by the
Cincinnati, Feb. H.
critics, and cold weather's adding to
Firstruns "Till Clouds Roll By"
Merle
Oberon
the
woes
of
starrer.
and "Dead Reckoning" are hotsy in
Will be lucky to do $6,500 on the
face of burg's longest cold spell for
week, pretty brutal. Last week, secseveral years. And with strong hold-

Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$D—"13 overs,
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk). Nice "Blue
$7,500,

12G

'Rue

Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.

.

©I

Iris

in Pitt,

Only one new picture in town this
week, "Temptation," at Fulton, and

Last week, "Two Years Before Mast"
Four Star (UA-WC) (800; $1-$1.50)
(Par), third sesh on main stem, mod—"Stairway to Heaven" (U-I) (3d
erate $5,000.
wk). Switched to continuous run plus vaude, headed by Wally Brown
and
Eileen
Barton.
Sad
$19,000.
Last
with price change. Fine $8,500. Last
week, ahead of first frame with week, okay $27,000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95) -"Angel Kansas City Chilled;
$6,600.
and
(Rep). Sturdy $33,000.
Gordon
(FWC) (750; 50-85)— Last Badman"
week, "13 Rue Madeleine"
. 14G for 'Song/
Hois
"Razor's Edge" '(20th) (3d wk-m.o.).
(20th) (2d wk) fair $20,000.
Closing m.o. run with $3,500. Last
Kansas City, Feb. 11.
Warneld (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)—
week, nice $4,500.
Cold wave which moved in on
"Man I Love" (WB) (2d wk); (4
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D—"I'll Be days).
Weak $10,000. Last week, town Friday (7) slowed all amuseYours" (U-I).
Dull $3,500.
Last satisfactory $21,400.
ment takes. No strength at any first
week, "Swell Guy" (U-I) (2d wk)
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)— run, though all showing fairly well
and "Boston Blackie and Law" (Col), "Show Off" (M-G) (2d wk). Nice in the face of the chill atmosphere.
dim $2,600,
"Song of the South" dualled in the
$17,500. Last week, pleasing $25,000.
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)
"13 Orpheum. is probably brightest of
50-$D—"Chase" (UA) (3d wk). Rue Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk) new bills, and will hold over.

good

1

'

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par) (900; 30-44)
"s 0
the Night" (Col) and "Fool's
Fair $2,000 in five days
Gold."
sighted. "South of Chisholm Trail"
(Col)
and "The Trap" (Mono)
opened yesterday. Last week, "Genius at Work" (RKO) and "Lighthouse" (PRC), good $2,200 in five

—

$3,200.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 5080)— "Song of South" (RKO) (2d "Man I Love" (WB), Weathering
rather well at $14,000.
Last
wk) and "Secret of Whistler" (Col). cold
week, "Never Say Goodbye" (WB)
Nifty $22,000. Last week, with "Fal-

nice $6,500.
Fairfax (FWC) (1,504; $1.20-$1.80)

.

"Brief Encounter," the latter in its
second week. It's also the second
week for "Stanley and Livingstone"
a reissue.

Dark

New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-60)—
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1,50-$l)— "Cross My Heart" (Par) "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk).
(2d wk). Fair $7,500. Last week, Going well enough at $9,000 after
okay preem at $12,800.
good $10,900.

Cueball" (RKO), Smart $7,000.
Last week, "Mr. D. A." (Col) and
"Strange Journey" (20th) (8 days),,

frame.

.

.

451;

vs.

$3,000 for final
...good $5,200.

"WJoked Lady." Layout is unusual'
in. that the two principal
Paramount
houses, Radio. City and State,
both
have holdovers, "Till the Clouds Roll
By" and "13 'Rue Madeleine," in
their third and second weeks
respectively, and two "A" theatres the
Century and World, are runnine
British pictures, "Wicked Lady" and

— Temptation Not

.

$22,000.

ous key cities, are net, i.e., withDistributors
out the 20% tax.
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income*
admission
parenthetic
The
prices, however, as indicated, include the U.S. amusement tax.

Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l)
—"Cross My Heart" (Par) and "Roll- average of $3,500. Last week, reising Home" (SG) (2d wk). Faint $12,- sue of "The Bowery" (20th), mild

Closing with $10,000.
Last
wk).
week, pulled up with good $11,300,
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l>—
Till -Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (4th
wk).
Nifty $12,000.
Last week,
smart $14,400.
El Bey (FWC) (861; 50-$D—"San
Quentin" (RKO) and "Dick Tracy

—"Duel" (SRO)

Week

Hippodrome (Rappaport) <2,240;
20-75) — "Song of South" (RKO)

(Pan) (2,812; 50-$D—
Pantag-es
of South" (RKO) (2d wk) and
"Secret of Whistler" (Col). Steady
$23,000. Last week, with "Falcon's

Last week, "Time, Place, Girl" (WB)
(3d wk), closed with $12,400.
Downtown Mosie Hall (Blumen
feld) (872; 55-$l )—"Chase**

,

Film gross estimates, as reported herewith from the vari-

Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 20"Strange Woman" (UA) (2d
60)
wk). Holding nicely at $13,000 after
surprisingly big getaway to $19,300,

"Song

Minneapolis, Feb. 11
x
Winter's worst weather is the
cur.
rent heavy handicap for th: box.
*
office- to hurdle.
The lone major Newcomers are
"Magnificent Doll," "Swell Guy" and

Grosses Are Net

of list all right,

Estimates for This

11G, 'Gay' Mild

licWLaiy'W%iilpls.

(?/2G(

—

(Col) and "Strange Journey" (20th)
(8 days), okay $18,700.
Palace (D'town-WC) ($1-$1.80)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (3d wk). Big

Belmont (FWC) (1,532; 50-$l)—
"San Quentin" (RKO) and "Dick
Tracy vs. CuebaU" (RKO). Good
$7,000. Last week, "Mr. District Attorney" (Col) ssd "Strange Journey"
(20th) (8 days), okay $6,100.
Beverly ,(FWC) (1,352; $1-$1.80)—
"Best Years" (RKO) (7th wk). Socko
$15,000. Last week, big $14,500.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&SBlumenfeld) (824; 65-$l )— "Chase"
-<UA) (3d wk). Finales With $3,000.
Last week, good $4,900.
Bruin
(FWC) (1,300; 50-$D—
"Razor's Edge" (20th) (3d wk-m,o.).
Closing m.o. run with better than
Last week, okay $4,500.
$3,000.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; $1$1.80)—"Yearling" (M-G) (7th wk).
Steady $11,000; Last week, ahead of
estimate to very steady $11,300.
Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2,048; 50$1)—"13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) (3d
wk). Neat $11,000. Last week, good

Downtown (WB) (1,800;
"Man I Love" (WB). Okay

lagiifatt Doff

in Balto

Baltimore, Feb. 11.
Icy temperature is putting a chill on
local boxoffices, mostly h.o., with lone
new entries of "Man I Love" at the
Stanley and Keith's "Notorious Gentleman" drawing fairish trade. Rest

Bite (FWC) (1,370; 50-$D—"111 Be
Heaven," now continuous, is heading
Yours" (U-I). Okay $8,000. Last
for fine $8,500 on. third week.
week, "Swell Guy" (U-I) (2d wk)
Estimates for This Week..

$14,100.

14G

Lover,

sidering cold.
.„„,
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Allotment
Wives" (Mono) (4th wk). Fair $*>"
500. Last week, so-so $3,900.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800;

50)— "Time of Lives" (U) and N°
"Love Laughs at Andy Hardy" Leave, No Love" (M-G) (3d runs).
(M-G).
Poor $16,000. Last week, Fair $3,000. Last week. 3d runs oi
and "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th),
01
so- "Clementine" (20th). and •"£"«
so $19,000.
Time" (RKO), mild $3,100.

™

;
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KORDA'S

Vaude Used As Louden 'Stopgap
Arrival of Legit-

Shows

as stopgap.

With

legit biz

having slumped^due

general conditions and sudden
Arctic spell, worst in 25 years, Val
Parnell has decided to close the Palladium show, "High Time," Feb. 22,
after nearly a year's run, and replace
it with temporary vaude season till
the new Tommy Trinder show is
ready.
Season opens Feb. 24, with opening
to

headed by George Formby, who
Following two
stays two weeks.
weeks, Laurel and Hardy will he the
American film stars play
toppers.
two weeks out of town prior to their

bill

First week Newto be followed by Birming-

London opening.
castle,

ham.

to

publicity

and exploitation for
Alexander Korda

new
week

ties,

Bud Flanagan and Nervo and
Knox having turned down oifer. Former prefers to take out Ms own
with

in the provinces, where
assured of netting around $3,000
per week on his own, while latter
prefer to take -a rest after they finish
in Hylton's pantomime, "Bed Biding
':'.:'
Hood," at the Adeiphi.-

vaude unit

he

is

Meanwhile, Emite Littler's mammoth revue at the Coliseum, "The
Night and the Laughter," produced
by Bobert Nesbitt, closes Feb. 15 after
comparatively short run of four
months. Is being, replaced by "Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs," stage
'

•

version of Disney film, owned by
provincial producer. Harry Benet.
ShowTias been touring sticks for two
years to good coin.

Although a'guarded

secret, understood next big production at the Coliseum will be the American hit,
"Annie Get Your Gun," with Pat
Kirkwood one of the "potentials for

the Ethel*Merman role.

Another .big American success
for the West End is "Okla
homa!" This will go to Drury Lane
theatre* Several other theatres have
been suggested, but understood that
Oscar Hammerstein insists that it's
either the Lane or not at all. Show

bound

is expected here some time late in
the summer.

is

In endeavoring to develop a setin England which would provide
Anterican publications with Hollywood-type .publicity, Korda originally aimed to import a U.S. flack as
consultant, British government obown government and requested, af- jected, however, maintaining only
Meanwhile, "skilled workers, of a type who
fidavits, of necessity.
permits from the Austrian National couldn't be trained in England,"
Bank to- use $2.50 in currency fe-r would be admitted. Thus Mitchell's
the purchase had expired.
trip here.
A sports commentator who accompanied an Austrian football team
to Prague for an international match
walked into a shop there, bought the
needles,
brought them back to
Vienna and saved the day.

state-owned
radio
the
scribed),
system had to fill out 21 forms for
permission to buy some in SwitzerSwiss company replied it
land,
needed an export permit from its

up

-

14%

cases to 42. New acquisitions include
the Plaza in Toulouse, France; the

Sydney, Australia.

Both the Forum and Plaza were
Metro houses before the war. Forum
and the Scala were damaged during
hostilities and have been remodeled
and refurnished, with the Scala
slated to be renamed the Metro.

Slash In

Fjiii

U. S. Pictures

rcncu luxes

Sydney, Feb. 11.
Eeport is circulating in industrv
Circles here that the Australian
oov
ernment may clamp a 20% restricl
,

tion
in a

Government has worked out an

Angfo-OIPusli

French showmen deem these reductions as insufficient considering
an impending repetition of former
Amsterdam, Feb. 3.
president
Blum's January
Well-informed
circles
in
the ukase, which deflated all French
Netherlands are expecting a battle prices S% including admissions.
between English and American
groups which are trying to get some
vital Dutch theatres. Preliminaries
are going on in silence and myr.tery,
and there is only patrol-scouting at
IN
the moment.
Both parties are concealing their
Paris, Feb. 11.
goals, along with the identities of
With * timely and controversial
those behind the whole affair, but
theme, that of management and labor
for granted, that

For Pic Theatres

Leon

LABOR-MGT. PLAY HAS

GOOD CHANCE

it's

taken

J.

PAIS

Arthur

Bank represents the -English side of relations, Bernard Charles Miel's
The name of Frits initial play, "Termitiere" ("Anthill"),
the eflorts.
Strengholt, former Metro exec in opened at the Antoine, Friday (7).
western Europe, now independent Nicely produced by Simone Berriau,
film distributor of American and it's worthy of public consideration,
French pictures and head of an imAime Clarion stars in an imperportant theatre concern, is men- sonation of a self-made auto tycoon
tion in this cause.
who partners with two of his sons.
Purchasing Dutch pic theatres will One' offspring is a bardboiled innot be an easy job, as the Dutch dustrialist while the other is a
Bioscoop Bond must okay all trans- humanitarian who vainly attempts
formations in the theatre-ownership to win the cooperation of labor.
and, furthermore, the governmental One scene shows union delegates
meeting their bosses. A colorless
influence on the Bond is an important factor these days. The big stenog has the only femme. part.
difficulties,
arose
which
some
-

,

—

Irish Thesps'

Theatre

Dublin, Feb.

6.

Because of the high cost of building materials

and labor, members of

the College Players became a temporary construction gang to transform an old building in Limerick
into a theatre.
Work is now complete and Limerick Playhouse opens soon in Walter
Macken's "Mungo's Mansions," pro-

Current Leiiii

No Word

in-

tricately scaled relief measure lopping admission bites an average of
2% on legit shows and 8% on pictures.

Sbws

London, Feb. 11.
"Anthony-Cleopatra," Piccadilly.

.

on the importation

of U. S. fii m ,
move to aid England in its pres.
ent economic crisis by conservesdollar exchange.
It's
understood
that if "dollars are to be conserved
the only measure necessary to
be
passed would be a ^introduction
of
the wartime coin freeze.
Amount
Of product coming into the territory
from American pix. Average producisn't cutting into the
save-dollar
tion nut per pic was $200,000 to
policy; it's the money being exported
$250,000 during 1943 in the studios
that counts.
south of the border, while the proIt's also been learned that
ducers' take on rentals was 50%, or
the'
British government has asked the
around $350,000 to $400,000.
Competition from Yank films in Chifiey labor government here for
the Latino market is forcing the cooperation ori the present dollar
Mex film-makers to up their budgets crisis, which would lend credence
to over $350,000 in 1947 for each film, to the report," Australian film topTorres declared. Hollywood's trend pers are expected to huddle with
away from "Bs" is being parroted governmental officials, pointing out
by the Mexicans who've scaled down that U. S. films are the mainstay of
their last year's total production of local fllmeries, despite top product
83 pix to a round 50 for the current now coming in from England. It's
year. "It's a tough fight to make believed that the government is not
headway against American films keen On cutting down entertainment
which will continue to be highly for the masses via an import curb.
popular in South America, To do so Freeze on export of money, consewe find we have to make mora ex- quently, is considered more probable.
pensive and better films," Torres

Paris, Feb. 11.
In cutting amusement taxes, the said.

LONDON

Forum, Liege, Belgium; the Scala,
Antwerp; Rialto, Geneva; Capitole,
Lausanne, Switzerland, and Regal,

Top-bracket Spanish-language pix
,

.

LINNIT-DUNFEE

PLAY COCKS

20% Curl On

his

send-

flack chief to the U.S.

for an
Publicity

System

months ago, when an American
Dutch group bought the big Ufa
house in The Hague^Asta theatre)
gave a foretaste of things to come.
IN
Thereare also rumors but purely
rumors-^that the Rank concern is
London, Feb. 11.
Preeming at the Vaudeville thea- interested in production of English
tre last Wednesday (5), with its en- pictures in Holland. A new plant, in
tire cast brought from the' Dublin the middle of the country, near" the
Gate theatre by Linnit & Dunfee, village of Bhenen (some miles from
"111 Met by Moonlight," was well re- Arnhem), would be erected with
ceived, and a moderate run appears English and Dutch capital.
likely despite its controversial theme.
"She Wanted a Cream Front Door," Film Tickets Latest
presented by the new producing
Cairo Black Market Biz
company of Blanche Littler and Hubert Woodward, opened at the ApolCairo, Feb. 4.
lo Thursday (6), with Robertson Hare
Newest Egyptian black market has
and Peter Haddon starred. Back been started with motion picture
from six years in the service, latter theatre tickets the object of puris well suited to the play's farcical chase. With demand for U. S. films
situations.
"Door," which won a at a new high, Cairo police are busy
cordial reception, needs tightening. hunting- down scalpers who have
Miss Littler is a sister of producers bought large blocks of tickets and
Prince and Emile Littler.
are peddling them at two and three
Valo.
times their face value.
One of biggest complaints was
Loew's Gets 5 Houses
that registered by the Diana theatre,
where "Notorious" has been
In Europe, 1 in Aussie playing. Film broke the house record, during its first three weeks,
Loew's International has acquired
with extra performances scheduled.
five more theatres in Europe and
Black
marketeers
have
been
one in Australia, bringing the comsquelched by roving police squads.
pany's total of deluxe foreign show-

NEW

leport Aissie

oers

Works

On

around end March.
Hylton is encountering difficulty
!n getting, headliners for his opening,

Murtta's Plaee. Trafalgar Buiuu*

are currently grossing as high as
indoctrination $1,000,000 and more in Spain and
man is Leslie Latin American countries, while .the
course.
known British average film is corraling from $400,widely
Mitchell,
Austrian Radio
commentator 000 to $800,000. That's the estimate
Corp.
Broadcasting
during the war. He arrives in New of Miguel Contreras Torres, leading
the Point
York next Tuesday (18).
Mexican film producer, who sailed
Vienna, Feb. 4,
Arrangements are being made by from.N. Y. this week for Britain to
Austria's broadcasting system was Korda's American rep, Morris Hel- line ,up a studio for an English veralmost strangled in a maze of red prin, to have Mitchell go through sion of the "Life of Cortez." Torres
mill in detail in several also is working on a Castillian feptape recently but was saved, believe the publicity
Hollywood studios, after which he lica of "Cortez" to be completed in
it or not, by a football game in
Will return to New York in spend Spain with seven months of lensing
Prague.
time in each of the h.o. publicity- in Mexico on the film behind him.
^
Whole
Faced with a shortage of phono- exploitation departments.
Torres .indicated that Mexican
about producers worked on a sizeable margraph needles, which threatened to look-see is expected to take
six weeks.
gin'of profit despite "stiff opposition"
curtail most of its programs (tran-

next

*

is now in Paris trying
some Continental novelwhile it's understood that his
aide, Charles Henry, now in America seeking novelties for new Trinder
show, will also try toget a few acts
for the Palladium season.;
Jack Hylton is another with yen
for vaude. His usual spot, which has
had several successful seasons, is the
Victoria Palace. He expects to open
there Easter Monday, April 7, with
current Lupino Lane show closing

Val Parnell

to unearth

8t.

How Top

Tells of

develop American type

films, Sir

ing his

'

London, Feb. 1.
West End managements have again
become vaudeville conscious, not so
much because at their love for this
form of entertainment as for its use

I U.S. TO

LEARM YANK BALLYHOO
Aiming

Peeing

P.A.

LoewVtoPutUp

Com for Next Re

In

New York

U. S* foreign sales chiefs report
they've heard nothing yet from their
field men in Australia about a 20%
curb and are therefore prone to discount the report, believing the importance of such a step would bring
an immediate cable from Australia.

At present, they point out, there
are no restrictions of any kind in
Australia, either as to the number
of films that can be imported or the
amount of money that can be taken
out of the country. Government has
Loew's International .will partici- set up a quota playing-time ruling
pate financially in the next film of and established high tarifT dutie.i on
4
Swiss producer Lazar Wechsler, who, the importation of American product,
turned out "The Last Chance." Latter but if companies are willing to pay

By 'Chance' Prod.

was released in the U. S. last year the tariff, they can send as many
by Metro as one of the" foreign pix films into Australia as they choose.
imported for domestic distribution
reprints and im-

by the company's

portations division.

Arthur Lessees fester

.

Loew's execs declined to state how
into the
Of French
Imports
or whether they had alArthur Lesser, who had Lucienne
ready agreed to handle its release
in the U. S. Latter is believed al- Boyer opening Monday (10) at Cafe
most a foregone conclusion, however, Society
Uptown, N. Y., and has
with the company's financial interest
Maurice Chevalier sailing from
in it,
Paris, Feb. 28, has lined up several
Loew's this week also announced
other French artists for U. S. dates.
the purchase of two more foreign
Chevalier's U. S. return will be
films for distribution, including the
British-made "Piccadilly Incident" marked with a $25 and $50 gala for
and the Argentine-made "Donde American Aid for France, March 9,
at
the Broadway theatre, in which
Mueren Las Palabras"
("When
Words Fail"). "Incident," produced he'll concertize, probably the Biltby Herbert Wilcox, will be released more, which is being discussed with
the
Shuberts. He has nixed a $15,000
by Metro only in the U. S. and
Canada, while "Palabras" will be weekly bid from a Miami Beach
distributed throughout the' world.
nitery, preferring to tour as a solo

much money they had put

Uame

picture

"Palabras"

was recently praised

attraction in legit houses.

by the Academy of Motion Picture
Lesser's other French imports and
"Bertram Mills Circus,". Olympia. Arts and Sciences, ahd Hugo probable dates are: Vivian Romance,
Fregonese, its director, was inked due
Aug. 15; Danielle Darrieux, be"Between Ourselves," Playhouse.
to a longterm contract by Metro.
ing set for a Hollywood film Sept.
"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
Story is the study of backstage life
15; the Ballet de Champs-Elysees
"Caste," York's.
and involves the use of ballet and (in
association with Jack Hylton),
puppetry against a symphonic music
"Clutterbuck," Wyndham.
due to open in Boston or Philadelbackground. Film was produced by
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand
phia next month under Michael
Associated Artists Studios of Buenos
Todd's auspices Jacques
&
"Follow The Girls," Majesty's.
(Pils
"•
Aires.
Tabet), husband of Miss Boyer and
"Fools Bush In," Fortune.
.

"Grace of God," St James.
S.F. Houses Bought
"Guinea Pie," Criterion.
"High Time," Palladium.
Rosener and Ackerman
"Ill Met by Moonlight," Vaudeville.
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Herbert Rosener, operator of six
"Jane," Aldwych.
film theatres on the West Coast, ac"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
quired an interest in two more, the
"Man From Ministry," Comedy.
Nob Hill and Stage Door, in San
"Message for Margaret," Duchess. Francisco, in association with Irving
Ackerman.
"Mother Goose," Casino.
Other houses in the chain are the
'.'Night and Laughter," Coliseum.
"No Boom at Inn," Winter Garden. Clay and Larkin in San Francisco
and the Esquire, Studio, Sunset and
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
Laurel in Los Angeles, all operating
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
on foreign and unusual film policy.
"Peter Pan," Scala.

By

"Piccadilly Hayride," Wales.

"Bed Biding Hood," Adelphi.
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"Shephard Show," Princes,
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Smith on Arcady," Embassy.
"Song- of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.

"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Pan," Haymarkef
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.
"Wizard of Or.," Saville.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

'

UA
In a

move

Ups Bekeris
to strengthen its Latin.

American operations, United Artists
has appointed a special supervisor
for the southern tier of the continent. Sam Bekeris, general manager in Argentina, has been named
by Walter Gould, UA foreign manager,

to

supervise

operations in
Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, Brazil,

Chile,

Peru and Bolivia.

Leon Nebel, assistant manager in
Peru, has been upped to manager,
replacing Victor Schochet, resigned.

a songsmith-pianist, who will essay
solo work and Edith Piaff, French
nitery draw, committed to Clifford
C. Fischer but engaged in a legal
wrangle which may segue her to
Lesser's aegis.
Mado Robin, 26year-old opera singer, w.k. on the
•French radio, is also in his stable.
In all ventures he's associated with
Walter Bachelor.

Bi-Linguals as Aid
To Product Shortage
Subsequent runs plagued
product shortage may well

by

a

find

s

solution in bi-langual films, Irvin
Shapiro, head, of World Wide Film
Corp., opines.
Distributor of the
first Italian-English dialog "Yank in
Rome," current at the Squire, N. Y.,
he declared such films would un-

doubtedly open up

new

playing out-

which hitherto have been untapped by foreign pictures.
Shapiro, who returned from a several-month European junket las'
Christmas, inked a deal with the Lux
Film Studios, Rome, producers of
"Yank," calling for World Wide to
distribute other bi-lingual pictures.

lets

-

:
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After 7 record weeks at Radio City

I

Mifsjc Hall, it is delighting the nation

and rolling up the biggest grosses
of the year!

A screenful of Stars

grand box-office

S

?

b

s

in a

hit!

M-G-M's

"LADY IN
THE LAKE"
As predicted by Collier's, Time and
many other publications and writers^
M-G-M's uniquely told murder mysj
tery is a smash Kit! Capitol, N. Y4
World^Premierej beats the biggest)
attractions in months. Sure-fire!

THE BEGINNING
OR THE END

III
if

Launched with International Prei

views, including Washington, D. C.

and

New York

City.

the Century, the

The Scoop of

human drama be

hind the creation of the Atom bomb!

m.

II
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Wednesday*
headquarters in Atlanta, taking over
from W. A. Finney, retiring because

No New ISieatres,

Northwest Sees

of

But Oik Keys Firtkrllg. Plans

1947

A number

showhouses have

of

advised by architects and
builders to defer the construction
for another year because of prohibitive costs and materials shortages

Excavation for Hollywood AmuseCorp.'s $115,000 Montreal theatre has started.

Continued from pa"ge 18
Kansas City.
"Wicked Lady" (Par) (m.o.). Mod.
erate $5,000 for second round. Last
Howard C. Burkhardt is the new
Had
manager for Loewls at the Midland. "Falcon's Adventure" (RKO). some week,* "Secret Heart" (M-G) weak
$6,800.
He' came in from Loew's State. smash opening, but tapered
$14,Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-70)—"It's
Cleveland, to take over post vacated with tough weekend weather.
holdover.
Wonderful Life'.' (Col). Despite two
by Russell Bovim. Bovim moves to 000 nice enough to earn
will be city Last week, "Never Say Goodbye
previous postponements, goinji socko
St. Louis, where he
Woman
the
a
handling
of
for" $25,000 and a h.c. Last week
"Shadow
Loew's,
(WB) and
manager for
there.
"13
$10,000.
theatres
so-so
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (2d wk).
for
Orpheum
dualled
and
(WB)
State
Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2,100; 45-65) fairly, satisfactory $16,000.
His iump to city managershio cli'Lone
State (Loew's) (3,450; 55-70)
(Rep) and
i'Heldorado"
maxes 23 years of service with
Loew's.
Wolf in Mexico" (Col) with vaude. "Cross My Heart'" (Par). Not too
Last week, "Sweet- exciting at $12,000. Last week, "Blue
C. A. Meeker has closed the Roxy Slow $8,000.
(Mono) and Skies" (M-G) (2d wk), excellent
theatre. Everton, Mo., which he re- heart of Sigma Chi"
also slow, $21,000.
cently purchased from Elmer Spar- "Renegade Girl" (SG)
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)
$7,500.
gur, for repairs and remodelling.
"Blue Skies" (M-G) (m.o.). Swing,
Jamestown, Kans., exhibitor, H. N.
ing high, $8,500, on third downtown
Stainbrook, has changed the name of
week. Last week, "Wicked Lady"
DUALED,
'RECKONING/
his theatre to the Nelson.
(Par) under expectations, $11,000.

ment

acas well as federal restrictions,
cording to advices reaching the local

Taylor's 630-Seater
Ford Taylor started construction on a new 630-seater in Ballinger,
Texas, to replace his Ritz, destroyed

H

fire.

New

N.O.'s

restric-

started before the Federal
pointed
tions went into effect, it's
out.

considerably from
This differs
in
building plans and new theatres
other keys.

The Joy,

first

j

—

been

Film Row. A few new theatres, in- by
cluding one just opened at Hibbing,
the
Minn., and several being built in
Twin Cities and vicinity, were

K. C. Manager

KANSAS CITY

new
Minneapolis, Feb. 11. Consolidated Theatre, will have
front costing $50,000.
The word has gone out to the trade
New house being put up by
here that it might as well forget Georges Marceau in Rimouski. Que.,
estimated $75,about building new theatres until mining area, to cost

Delnxer Opens

New Orleans.
large first-run film

house to be erected on Canal street,

U

Fill!

—

TOPS L'VILLE AT !6G

as manager,
Isley-Griffith house, the
Lankershim, will open tomorrow

With James Haynes

new

San Fernando Valley with
Thethe Mast.
atre will play-da e with the sf.me
company's Meralta in Culver City.
Charles Caballero
Meanwhile,
opened his new Drive-In theatre on
Highway 99 near Colton.
(Wed.)

in

"Two Years Before

Montreal's Building Splurge
Montreal.
Splurge of theatre building and
renovations is evidenced in plans
revealed during the past week for
the district. Activity points up likely
up in non-too-distant
loosening
future of building materials. Following are intended building or
where building has already started:

LaSalle Amusements of suburban
LaSalle has announced in-

Ville

erection

tended

the

800-seater,

of

LaSalle.

Plans being readied for reconstruction of the Palace, at nearby Granby,
Quebec, at estimated cost of $100,000. House, owned by Romeo Robert,
gutted by fire last year.
Princess in Montreal, operated by

Way

Temperatures hovering near zero
from
Continued
city's main stem, in 20 years, opened |j
Con
and biting winds are hurting downThe $275,000
Town seldom has
its doors Friday (7).
town houses.
theatre seats 1.250 and is located
Angel and the
weather as severely cold as the curState
Loew's
from
street
across the
rent spell, and film houses as well
true formulas of lusty action. There
and the Saenger.
department stores feel the slump
of excite- as
Owner and operator of the new are chases, high pitches
in
biz:
plus beautiful
house is Delta Theatres, Inc., with ment and suspenseful
Estimates for This Week
suspenseJoy N. Houck as president; C. E. love scenes. Climax is
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
production patHilgers, vice-president; Levere C. laden. The story and
40-60)— "San Quentin" (RKO) and
Montgomery, secretary, >and Ernest tern of "Angel" gives it flexibility
Tracy vs. Cueball" (RKO)
"Dick
called
can
be
Picture
also
labeling.
Latter
for
A. MacKenna, treasurer.
Last
Low $2,200.
(moveover).
manager of Joy Theatres, operates a western, a drama, a melodrama, week, "Notorious" (RKO) (3d wk),
over 60 houses in the southeast, as or a love story and will satisfy the
fair $3,500 on m.o-.
varied fans of each thoroughly.
far west as Dallas.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
Wayne does his best job since
Dan Duryea, Universal-Internaand "Mr.
tional actor, made personal appear- "Stagecoach" as the gunman. Gail —"Undercurrent" (M-G)
Medium $3,100. Last
ances at preview for press and for Russell has never been seen to better Ace" (UA).
advantage as the frank and honest week, "Two Years Before Mast'
following three days.
Quaker girl who falls in love and (Par) and "Angel on My Shoulder'
f
average
$3,200.
Role
gunman.
(UA),
pursues
the
actually
New 1,180-Seater
is played with an intelligent interMary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
Plans were filed in New York last
pretation of the attraction between
"Humoresque" (WB) (2d
week by Samuel Strausberg's Inter- the sexes. It should advance her 40-60) Doing well enough, everything
wk).
boro circuit for a 1,100-seater to be
career measurably. Harry Carey is considered, likely $7,000. Last week
erected in Laurelton, L. I., at a cost
another who turns in a performance copped sock $11,000 on eight days.
in excess of $350,000.
makes his sheriff role a
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
With 800 seats on the first floor, it gem. He
contributor to the general worth —"Her Sister's Secret" (PRC) and
will have a 300-seat balcony. Build- stout
of this feature. Bruce Cabot is an- "Slightly
Mild
Scandalous" (U).
ing, designed by architect Samuel
character" badman who $9,000.
Last week, "Swell Guy'
Malkirjd, will have stores on the other "in
characterization
Attention
to
clicks.
the
(U-I)
and "Flight to 'Nowhere"
street front and a parking lot in
also is the strong point of roles (PRC), fine $12,000.
rear.
played by Irene Rich, Lee Dixon,
Avenue)
(Fourth
(,3,400; 40Riaito
Tom Powers, Paul Hurst, John Hal- 60)—"Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk).
New Philly Drive-In
loran, Olin Howlin, Stephen Grant,
Still topping town with critics and
Philadelphia.
Joan Barton and others. Much credit
to steady $15,000. Last week
New drive-in theatre is planned for the writing and delineations holding
rousing $22,000.
for the Philadelphia area by July 1, achieved goes to Grant in his dual
40-60)—
(3,300;
State
(Loew's)
following purchase last week of a function as writer-director.
and "Ciga15-acre tract by Neil Hellman on
Film has been given production "Dead Reckoning" (qol)
Rout No. 1 to be owned jointly by design by Ernst Fegte that makes for fette Girl" (Col). Top draw among
Hellman and Fabian interests. Both a natural background. Archie J, the new product, good $16,000. Last
already own three other auto pix stout's camera- takes full advantages week, "Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk),
houses, two of them in the area serv- of the wide-open western scenery virile $18,000.
ing Albany, Troy and Schenectady, and other production dress. Music
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,200;
and the other in Binghamton.
score by Richard Hageman i s of mood 40-60) "Cross My Heart" (Par) and
importance. Film has one tune, "A "Dangerous Millions" (Par). Off to
Sparrow Flies Tip
Little Bit Different," by Kim Gan- slow start, but perking to oke $6,000.
non and Walter Kent, which Joan Last week, "San Quentin" (RKO)
Memphis.
and "Dick Tracy vs. Cueball" (RKO),
Barton sings in saloon sequence.
Allen Sparrow, Tormer Loew's di*
solid $7,500.
Brog.
vision manager in Columbus, named

Kadman

Law," are strong in
week at the Orpheum.

with

Boemtown

Vigilantes of

Hollywood, Feb.

ew

York' Theatres

.

after

second

week

—
at

each, the Denver, Esquire, Webber.
Good $5,000. Last week, "Strange

Woman" (UA)

and.

"Trap" (Mono)

(m.o.),- fine $6,000.
Denhsm (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)—
Heart" (Par), 2d week.
"Cross
Fair $7,500. Last week-, nice $11,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)
"Magnificent Doll" (U)and "Gentle,
man Joe Palooka" (Mono), day -date
with the Webber. Good $14,000. Last

—

$4,000.

Orpheum (RKO)

(2,600; 35-74)

—

a Wonderful Life" (RKO) and
"Boston Blackie and the Law" (Col)
(2d wk). Big $17,000. Last week, big

"It's

$20,000.

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74) —
"The Chase" (UA) and "Devil on
Wheels" (PRC). Good $10,000. Last
week, "Verdict" (WB) and "Riding
(Mono), nice

the California Trail"
$11,000.

Eialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Strange

Woman" (UA) and

"Trap" (Mono),

after week at each, the Denver,
Esquire, Webber, Aladdin. Good $4,500. Last week, "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and "Dangerous Millions" (20th)

(m.o.), fair $4,000.

Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Magnificent Ddll" (U) and "Gentleman
Joe Palooka" (Mono) day-date with
the Denver. Fair $3,000. Last week,
"Humoresque" (WB) and "Renegade
Girl" (SG),same as Denver, Esquire,
,

Relentless

OK

good" $4,000.

Cleveland, Feb. 11.
blizzard that slowed

NBA cartoon "Red Ryder" strip; down street traffic. for a solid week
Several concert
camera, Alfred Keller; editor, William P. is nipping all biz.
Thompson. Previewed Feb. 7, '47. Run- impresarios are going in the red,
ning time, 50 MINS.
sports events are drawing only handAllan Lane fuls and key pic stands aren'lj doing
Red Ryder
Bobby Blake
Little Beaver
Martha. Wentworth well.
The Duchess
Estimates for This Week
Roscoe Karns
Delaney..
,.
Roy Barcrof
McKean
Alien
(RKO) (3,000; 55-70)
Molly McVey
.'.Peggy .Stewart
(TJ).
George Turner "Beast With Five Fingers"
Corbett
booking and just averLast-minute
Slmms
1
Eddie
Lou
Sparring Partner No.
Dink
George Chesebro age $12,000. Last week, "Magnificent
Bobby Barber Doll" (20th) $10,000, not hot enough
Sparring Partner No. 2..
George Lloyd
Thug
for h.o.
Sheriff
4 .Ted Adams
...John Dehnf-,Bob Fiizpirmn-ins
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)—"13
Governor
.Earle Hodglns Rue Madeleine" (20th).
Shiftover
Harlan Brlggs
Judge
Budd Buster okay at $3,800 for six days. Last
Goff
Jack O'Shea week, "Razor's Edge" (20th) (m.o.)
Referee
(6th wk.), smart $4,000 for eight

mon's

Martha Vickers

Dane Clarke

Way

Women

With
with

AI..4N

HAL.K

CRAIG STEVINS

©

Person

In

Claude Thomhill
and His Orchestra

JOAN
in th«

•

Vtcfccrt

with

*

Betty

GRABLE

3,

!1

Broadway of
51st Street

HAYMES

A 20th Century- Fox Picture in Technicolor
Plus on Stage— PETER LORRE
GIL LAMB • Extra EVELYN KNIGHT
1

^roxy

'THE BEST PICTURE

7,h

5o,rsi.*

=

Jnfk

LYNN
•now

-fas.

OF THE YEAR'

CALIFORNIA ft

N. Y. Film Critics

The BEST Years
of Our Lives"
COfllHHKUS

ASTOR

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
•

In Technicolor

A

Paramount Picture Starring
Kay MUXAND, Barbara STANWYCK
Barry
With

fieerse

HTZGJ5RALD
Coulourls,

Albert

Dekker,

Anthony Qulnn, Frank Fnyicn

m

B'way and 49th
Dili
I
¥11 LI Doors Open 0:30 A.

.

Republic has tossed just about
everything into "Vigilantes of Boomtown." Latest entry in the Red Ryder series of oaters measures up for
the juvenile trade, giving kiddies lessons not only hr usual six-gun twirling and riding but in fisticuffs.
Production by Sidney Picker is
standard, as is R. G. Springsteen's
direction, but both serve their purpose in keeping things on the move
for 56 minutes. Plot is laid in earlyday Nevada at the time of the Fitzsimmons-Corbett championship fight
at Carson City. Earle Snell's script
features a number of inaccuracies
but the kiddies won't mind.
Allan Lane is Red Ryder and is

called upon to match wits and guns
with gang of baddies who are in town
to rqb the bank while the prize fight
is underway, His upholding of law
Rockefeller Center
and order is not easy, as Peggy Stewart, fiery heroine, does everything
II
she can to prevent the championship
These actions keep Red in
{GREGORY PECK • JANE WYMAN match.
hot water, climaxed by his being
CLAUDE JARMAN. JR.
kidnapped by Miss Stewart's henchI'm Technicolor • An M-G-M Picture! men, who mistake him for Corbett.
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION + Ryder escapes in time to shoot it out
with th eoutlaws and save the town's
If I

St.

M

THE YEARLING"

Jr.

WALTER SLEZAK

Sin bap the Sailor

m

money.
t§S3?

ON SCREEN

^Thurs., Feb. 13

M-fi-M's
Technicolor

THE
CLOUDS
ROLL BY"

"TILL
=n

Hit!

XX

days.

Hipp (Warners)

(3,700;

55-70)

—

"Jolson Story" (WB). Second canto
potent at $15,000, following bright
$25,000 for last week.

Lower Mall (Greenberger)
Guild).
bit,

—

(524;

r (Theatre
"Henry
Seventh stanza slipping a

$1.25-$2.50)

$7,000,

V

considering

brought excellent $8,000.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200;

i

last

week

55-70)

—

DEALERS! ORDER

NOW! QUICK

DELIVERY!

FIREWORKS!

.RADIO CITY MUSIC HAlt

PALACE
MAliltEEN O'HAfiA

HOLLYWOOD

wow

_

"ISH««Pllll"

—

.

CARROL NASH

Directed by* Jean Negrulesco
Frounced by Jerry Wald

Alan Hale

'

Dick

-g

OSCAR LEVANT

STRAND
w
RH

BROAOWAY

,

GARFIELD
Achievement

"HUMORESQUE"

from

Hollywood

Martha

•

New Warner

.

Sperfal Attraction Direct

AT 47TH STREET

JOHN.

CRAWFORD

Sydney Greenstreot
Warner 'Bros. Hit

In

"That

PKKSON

JACKIE

GLEASON
•
Extra

HARRISON

& FISCHER

Bobby Blake is Little Beaver.
Martha Wentworth does the Duchess.
Skullduggery is headed up by Roy
Barcroft. George Turner does well
by his characterization of Corbett,
and Roscoe Karns gets in some comedy licks as the fighter's manager.
Alfred Keller's leasing is good and
editing by William P. Thompson concise,

.

Brog.

*
No. 8 SPARKLERS:
Eight to a box. Per Gross Bases

.

,

$6.05

ROLL REPEATER CAPS:
50 caps on roll,. 5 rolls in a box.
Per Gross Boxes . .

$4.80

CHINESE FIRECRACKERS:
80/16 (1280 to bundle)—per Bundle $6.00
80/20 (1600 to bundle)—per Bundle $7.50

Write Todsy for Complete Price

ACME SALES
Dept.

'

(WB) and
week, "Humoresque"
"Renegade Girl" (SG), same as
Esquire, Webber, good $15,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; $1.20-$2.40)—
"Henry V" (UA), roadshow. Record
Last week, "Humoresque"
$9,000.
(WB) and "Renegade Girl" (SG),
same as Denver, Webber, good

Eliz Blitzes Cleve.;

life/ 'Heart,' 'Jolson'

.

My

7.

Republic release of Sidney Picker producStars Allan Lane; leatures Bobby
Blake, Martha TVentworth, Roscoe Karns,
Roy Barcrolt, Peggy Stewgtrt, George TurDirector R. Q. Springsteen. Original
screenplay, Katie Snell, based on Fred Hartion.

their

Estimates for This Week
(Fox) (1,400; 35-74)

Aladdin

•

manager

division

Denver Record

"Humoresque" (WB),

—

southern

to

Denver, Feb, 11.
"Henry V," roadshowing at the
Esquire, is heading towards a new
house record, and holds. "Wonderful
Life," with "Boston Blackie and the

—

'

On

'Henry* $9,000,

Louisville, Feb. 11.

Review

'

Coast Film Houses
Los Angeles.

New
the

,;

Picture Grosses

health.

ill

New

1948.

Felbraairy 12,

PICTURES

22

Lists

CO., Inc.

V—Box 53, Station D, Atlanta, Ga.

'
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inside Staff—Pictures

Chicago, Feb.

Announcements each o£ the 'past three weeks by United Artists that
Woman" was going to open at the Globe, N. Y., at the end of the
respective week, has RKO and Ted O'Shea, sales manager of -Liberty
Films, plenty burned. Liberty's "It's a Wonderful Life" (RKO) is currently in the house and there has been no decision to pull it yet. Pic is
In under a highly unusual contract that doesn't set a holdover figure, but
tails for a minimum rental for the house and provides that the film shall
gtay as long as in RKO's opinion it is worth holding. It's a unique sort of
good-will agreement between Liberty-RKO and Harry Brandt, operator of

"Strange

the Globe.

PICTUHES

Pfimmff

'

<

UA has "Strange Woman" (Stromberg) booked into the house next, followed by "Red House" (Lesser) and is naturally anxious for "Life" to be
pulled as soon as possible. UA's announcements of "Woman's" impending
openings are said to be based on word from Brandt hdqs. A Brandt spokesman said this week, however, that "Life" wasn't likely to come out until
0fter the Washington's birthday holiday, while O'Shea maintains the end
Isn't even yet in sight.
1

Iriisl Dickering for

11.

Following Metro's sales meet
here, William F. Rodgers, veepee
and general sales manager for
the company, denounced the
opinions of those men in the industry who claim that theatre
attendance is dropping below
that of last year but is not apparent in the grosses because of
increased admission prices. His
statement is the result of discussions with his salesmen all over
the country.
Further information from the
sales meet is that Metro's experimental system for selling
films under the competitive bidding ruling is turning out to be
not only less of the tremendous
problem it was at first considered but actually a satisfactory
system for all concerned.

on Metro's "Beginning or the End," story of the atom bomb,
this week on the eve of the picture's preem in Washington,
The original idea for the picture came from the high school -teacher
of Donna Reed, back in Denison, la., who realized the implications of the
A-bomb when news broke about the first bomb dropped on Hiroshima.
Teacher immediately wrote Miss Reed her idea that it would make a good B.0. IM
Inside story

was revealed

Caught

"

Sam Marx, another of his clients, prothen laid the groundwork by contracting
the scientists at Oak Ridge and huddling with President Truman before
assigning the screenplay to Bob Considine. Owen is understood to have
received a hefty piece of coin from Metro for instituting the film. [What
about the schoolteacher?— Ed.]
Mayer

that

Owen and Marx

film.

of the branch

damage suit filed here by British pic-making uses. Current
& Co,, bond brokers, aim of the British government, according to Clifford Jeapes, prez of
charging breach of contract.
the Laboratory Assn. of England, is
Brokerage firm charges Cinecolor
to obtain ample supplies of AGFA
with violating a contract by issuing rawstock from the Soviets to
fur115,000
shares of stock through ther home experimentations with
another company. It declares it has the"-ultimate use of the AGFA
a pact to handle sales of all Cine- process along with Technicolor to
color stock until July, 1947.
ease the shortage on tinted film.
G. Brashears

As matters now stand. British
capacity is limited to four Technicolor films annually. Situation has
taken a serious turn because British
producers are currently plenty con-'
Continued from page 7
cerned over the increasing number
tem gradually to ultimately blanket of tinted Yank importations. English
the domestic market.
film industry sees no successful way
Both M-G and 20th have had com- of competing with the American
petitive selling in scattered situacolor films unless it can boost the
tions for some months. With "Razor's number
of its own tints to meet the
Edge," 20th has started the new tech- threat.
nique on a national scale, It's been
All labs and other processing
reported that resentment on the part
equipment using AGFA are located
of other theatre-owning majors has
in the Russian-occupied sector of
flared up because 20th has sold away
Germany, Jeapes said. Russian cocertain spots and

Decree Selling

11.

mahagers here

claim that film business is actually
being helped by the curtailment -of
entertainment purchasing power because of reduced incomes and the
drain of high living costs.

Pointing out that theatre attendDeal for the Astor hotel, N. Y., which continues in negotiation, is under- ance has been holding up amazingly
Stood to be a three-way affair, with Metro, Walter Reade and the Shuberts
well and is still near the wartime
participating in the ownership of the theatres and office building which
peak, these branch managers declare
on
site.
be
erected
the
It's
understood
Would
that premature publicity that
a considerable element, that
came near to upsetting the deal.
formerly frequented night clubs and
Four legit theatres are said to be included in' the site back of the Astor theatre bars have deserted those
Hotel which the project would take in. There are seven legiters alto- spots and turned to pix again for
gether in the 7th to 8th avenue block. Some or air of the four houses, their entertainment. If they can't
demolished would be replaced, presumably to continue under Shubert afford the more expensive amusemanagement.
ment, films are still well within their
Night club and theatre bar
reach.
is using only Latin American actors for native roles in its forth- business may be shot, but the movies
coming production, "Tycoon." Reason, explained by Stephen Ames, pro- still prosper, the film exchange heads
ducer, is that" the picture is in Technicolor, under which it's almost im- assert.
possible to disguise the palefaced players from the north. Many of the
What's more, the branch managers
players in "Tycoon" were signed at RKO's Churubusco studios in Mexico here optimistically predict that 1947
and imported to Hollywood. Others are Mexicans living in Los Angeles. will be another big year for the
movie houses not far, if any, behind the record-breaking 1946. It's
not only because former filmgoers,
who deserted for the more expensive fare, are returning to their old
Continued from page 9
as Continued from page 3 s;
amusement haunts, but also because
or his views when a producer is is to have this continued for an ad- agricultural and industrial condimulling what sort of film to make ditional 10 years or even to move tions in the territory promise to connext, Reed said. British film tycoon
favorable, they say.
still further to prevent much dollar tinue Highly
acts as a conduit for bankrolling the
pic, furnishes much of the produc- exchange from leaving the country

RKO

—

Carol Reed

Coin Freezg

lass

tion equipment and handles distribution but film-making itself is generally, the business of the producer
alone. His top producers are partners
and associates rather than employees
and usually have a sizeable percentage interest in the films they make.
Reed, for instance, has a cut in the
profits of "Odd Man Out," the James
Mason starrer due for early release
In the U. S. by Universal.

for film rentals.
Oddly enough the
British producers are not behind
this move.
They are interested in
an assured market for their product
in this country and hence are willing to sacrifice part of their legislaIncidentally, about
tive protection.

84%

of the American take remains

in Britain anyway in the form of
taxes, with only 16% making the

journey across the ocean.

In a number of instances, such as
"American film circles overlook
one very important factor when France, Spain, Italy, Netherlands,
studying what makes the British Greece, Denmark and Norway, the
producer tick," Reed said. "In Eng- countries have said to our State
land, taxes are so high that a pro- Dept. that they are financially emducer doesn't concern himself nearly barrassed and cannot set aside much

much as his equivalent in Holly- money for pictures. In some
wood on what a film will gross- the countries are working on

as

once he's assured, of course, that it
won't lose money. The personal
profit differences between a $2,000,000 and $3,000,000 grosser is very
little-^consequently,
the producer
acts more on what he wants to do
rather

than

what

the

film

will

make."

cannot compete
With Hollywood on musicals and the
Yank extravaganzas will continue
to- hold the lead spot with the British
public, Reed opined. Switch in the
public's taste to British films on
serious themes hasn't dissipated the
terrific pull exerted by American
musicals which continue to gross
heavy coin in the United Kingdom,
according to Reed. "We haven't the
songwriters, the hairdressers, the
elaborate costumes or the studio
facilities to turn out product which
can stand up against the best in
American musical films," he deBritish

studios

cases,

plans
prevent blocked film funds from
accumulating.
For example, the
to

French would

countries.

Flop Flays
Continued from page

3

influenced and often for the worse.
Only change in this part of the
agreement that the film angels want
is some assurance that the final version of the play will bear close resemblance to the script on which

they based the judgment by which

their money went into it. Otherwise,
the proin the U. ,S. on a two-week they say, they're buying
work with U's execs on re- verbial porker in a poke.
leasing plans for "Odd Man Out."
Flop out of town last week of "WashHe'll make a film for Sir Alex Korda ington Square," Oscar Serlin's proon his return to Britain and then duction of Augustus Goetz and Ruth
is

trip to

play, brought the b.r.ers'
to a boil. Although there
was no film coin in the show, one
studio play editor who had been
greatly interested in buying screen
rights, pointed to it as a perfect reason for the investors' beef. Script,
on the basis of which studio interest
was drummed up, was topnotch, it
was said. But when the play landed
on the tryout stages, prior to Broadway, instead of being a tragedy, it

heads westward again for a stint in

Goodman's

Hollywood

feelings

to

direct

"Portrait .in

Black" for Jack Skirball-Bruce Manning unit at Universal-International.

Film Pickets Fined
Los Angeles, Feb.

11.

Fines of $30 each were slapped on
11 film unionists in Municipal Court
after they had pleaded guilty to
charges of illegal picketing in the
studio strike.
Charges against
pleaded not guilty

32

others,

who

a

affiliates

that there
sniping.

in

are

threats

cross-

of

operation, therefore, is a prerequisite
to
successful
adaptation
of
the
process to British needs. British in-

With "The Yearling," Metro has dustry has exhausted the limited
initiated procedure under the decree
of
rawstock
previously
supply
which includes a number of tech- turned over to it by the Russians, ac-

nical requisites as to notice to exhibs
and written offers of terms by them.
M-G will follow through with all
released after that topbracket pic, using the decree's for-

•product

mula for keeps.
Since under the decree Paramount must sell competitively even
to its own partner circuits, it's likely
that Par will employ the current informal competitive sales method
with them now. While Paul Raibourn, veepee for Par, predicted last
weekHhe relinquishment of some 500
partner houses, other company toppers said no action would be taken
until the Supreme Court had made
Should the high court
its decision:
uphold partial divorcement, it would
be the duty of Par's management to

cording to Jeapes.
Peculiarly enough, Jeapes said;
the French have already obtained
the
process and it's currently
being used by the film industry in
that country.
At least one French
feature utilizing AGFA has been
completed and others are in the

AGFA

works.

Hearst Papers AH-Out

For 'Father' Film Tieips

Monogram's filmization of the
comic strip "Bringing Up Father" is
getting a hefty b.o. boost from the
Hearst papers and King Features inevery preem situation. Film's most
the company stockholders to retain
recent openings were in Chicago and
as many theatres as possible, it was
(IP
where the HeraldMinneapolis,
said.
American and Star -Journal respecContinued from page 3
tively gave it plenty of column space
plenty of aid from "Best Years of
plus very favorable reviews, while
Dallas Starts
Our Lives" (Goldwyn-RKO ), which
a plug line runs every day above
Dallas, Feb. 11,
opens in a flock of new dates; "Duel
the, strip itself.
One of the top subjects in local
in the Sun" (Selznick), which has
Working with the publicity tieups
about 100 preems in the last few film row is the competitive selling.
is the film's producer Barney Gerard,
bids
a
few
days of the month; "The Yearling" Paramount has accepted
who left Saturday (8) for the Coast
(M-G) and "Wonderful Life" (Lib- and it's understood some films have
making preems in the two
after
20thLocal
been issued on this basis.
erty-RKO).
exchange has also received- a cities and New York. Gerard helped
January dip below the level of the Fox
line up premiere gimmicks plus connumber of bids.
previous January was the first time
tests and entertainment for the picNovember, 1945, that biz
since
ture.
dropped noticeably under the com'

parable

month

of

Every month

year.

the

preceding

of 1946

was

lattery-Sears

big-

than 1945 except October, when
theatre income was about even.
ger'

=

Rivoli's 'Sue!'
;

Continued from page 6

;

the house, company, of
course, will listen to Selznick reason only for a limited engagement.

without

Continued from page

7

;

.

hibition contracts garnered for a pic
are referred to the respective
producer's eastern rep for final approval, as provided for in the releas-

by

UA

With competitive
ing contracts.
bidding, this right of contract approval will .become unimportant in
many instances, but considerably
more important in others.

Ballyhoo If pi

S=5=s Continued from page

7

SB

back the picture as best he can
so that he can get enough money
from it to earn a profit over his bid.
And, according to the Metro execs, it
will also be up to the exhib to convince the distributor that his house
is best fitted to merit succeeding
to

pictures.

Where' the competitive situation is
is figured strong
Under plans outlined to Metro diabout
enough to stay in the house for such that there can be no doubt
the visional sales managers in Chicago
months on end. Agnew, former Par which is the best bid for a pic,
have no choice last week by William F. Rodgers,
distribution chief, is figured to get producer's rep will
over sales, the bidding systake the top offer. On the veepee
at least a sympathetic ear from that but to
tem is to tee off with "Yearling,"
other hand, it is anticipated that in
quarter, on his request.
goes into general release early
many cases it will be extremely dif- which
If the Astor -should he available
next month. Same system will be
ficult to, tell which is the best bid,
Selznickbefore April 30, when the
followed on "Beginning or the End"
with the exhib who loses in the bidof Grass," next .two pix
Goldwyn arrangements for use of
In these and "Sea
ding very likely to sue.
that house expires, Agnew would be
on the Metro release roster, and will
borderline cases it may devolve on
thenceforth be used for all M-G
obligated to play there. That would
the producer's rep to make the final
with
product. Unlike other companies,
suit him fine, of course, but
.decision.
$64
which have been accepting bids
Goldwyn's "Best Years of Our Lives"
A bad guess could very conceiv- whenever offered from exhibs, Metro
doing about as well in its current
cost UA as well as the pro- will follow exactly the formal sys12th week as it did in its first, it's ably
of coin in legal fees and tem laid down in the decree, which
thought impossible that the pic would ducer plenty
the
point
at
major
and
a
judgments
isn't to take legal effect until July 1.
drop below the $17,500 h.o. figure
forthcoming huddles will "be to debefore that time.
Rodgers is expected to call retermine where UA's liability begins gional sales meets, starting in N. Y.,
"Duel" is set to open in 102 enends if it disagrees with a proand
late in April when he returns from
gagements in Texas and California
ducer's rep on which bid should be
his current t^ip to the Coast. Meets
starting Feb. 24. Added to Techniaccepted.
will be held in each regional sales
color strike delay in getting Selznick
UA board met yesterday (Tues- territory, where Rodgers and his
prints, censorship cuts in the film
day) afternoon, with the agenda homeoffice staff will outline to disset it back another two weeks, so it
topped by discussion on whether or trict and branch managers the deciis expected that no more than the
should join in an sions made in Chicago and also iron
exact number of copies needed will not the company
anti-trust decision. out any problems cropping up from
be available by the end of the month. appeal of the
"Duel" policy will be grind in all Also on the slate was confirmation the bidding system before that time.

engagements with top of $1 in some
spots and $1.50 in others, except
New York, which probably will be
tacked on $1.80. In some cases, tax will be
added to those figures, while in
which, the play ed maintained, ut
being sold on 60% terms.
terly ruined it.

had

were dismissed.

from

Otherwise, "Duel"

clared.

Reed

'

like to fix a ceiling

of $3,000,000 a year for two years on
the amount of dollars they will ship
Our distributors
here for films.
could not pile up balances beyond
that point. Once we got our $3,000,000, we would not be entitled to accumulate any more' money in the

on

a $450,000

CONTINUES

Minneapolis, Feb.

Some

(AGFA)

tightening pinch

productions, the British film
industry has hypoed the government
into opening negotiations with the
Los Angeles, Feb. 11.
Russians in an effort to adapt the
Cinecolor Corp. is defendant in German-perfected AGFA process to

SURPRISINGLY S0CK0

1

also suggested to

duce the

a

color

picture.

Miss Reed took the idea to Tony Owen, her husband-agent, who picked it
up from there to suggest it to Louis B, Mayer, Metro production chief.

in

450G

Cinecolor Sued for

•

NW

lisse-Owned

.Gennaii-Perfected Color

D. C,

Owen

23

Rodger s See* No Dip

happy

ending

homeoffice
Specially - constituted
dam committee will continue to decide on,
age suit brought against it by Selz- all bids until the regional meets, but
nick. Attorneys are Freston & Files the decisions may be decentralized
and Jerry Geisler, Final item was to the local branch managers ia
April.
consideration of a product deal.

Of the choice of Coast attorneys to
represent the company in the

,

|

I

'

.

pmnm_

f&A&EO
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CAU Juggle Act Doesn't Amuse

Ask $!,!!»

Biieiiii

all

of acting

on

its

which provides
ice

transfer

which

also

to

the

servadvertising

is

ity awards to programs a la the
Hollywood Oscars. This would
be a "sponsored" project. Winning programs would be those
maintaining top rank in Hooper-

owns WPEN,

NATION'S TOP

atings.

Reaction on radio row said to
be lukewarm to annual awards
hooked up with a statistical

Hastings has been awarded top
honors for selection and preparation
the National
of a newscast by
Federation of Press Women.

Swap

Set

WNYC and CBC

the commission
Is that it okayed the transfer last
Making use of land-lines already
fall without a hearing. Although the
application for the new sale has not established between New York and
yet been filed, commission employees Canadian Broadcasting Corp., CBC
are already worried about whetlier is planning for an interchange of

Between

should be

the hearing

asked this

iime.

Commission is certainly in the,
which it must demand a

position in

years,- Lucille

For two successive
•

nter-Border

CBS.

NEWS WOMAN

LUCILLE HASTINGS

service.

WCAU

What embarrasses

Biggest Griiii

Is

FCC

.

KLZ, DENVER.

3 Pros on a Horse

•

Bridgeport, Feb. 11.
Rarity of a radio editor actually
becoming a boss of a station is happrogramming with WNYC, N. Y.
pening in the case of Rocky Clark,
The lines are used at present for veteran kilo columnist of the BridgeCBC's coverage of the United Na- port Post. He is an officer and stockof the Naugatuck Valley
tions sessions, but can be used for holder
the reverse, Canada-to-N. Y., trip. Broadcasting Corp., which is readyoperaCBC has offered
the choice ing an FCC request for
of four of its shows for airing in tion in nearby Ansonia.
New York, and is at the same time
Associated with Clark are Eugene
studying WNYC's program sched- Dahlby, program exec at WNAB,
uled to pick four exchange stanzas Bridgeport; and Garo W. Ray, radio
for broadcasting in Canada.
engineer.

Laid End to End
Washington, Feb.

11.

Approximately $8,000,000 worth
of radio station construction is
represented in last week's logjam of bids for new
sta-

quality."

AM

,

tions,

it

was estimated here

day. This

'RED' JAMES' STATION BID

•

to-

single largest take

FCC

offices

Over 245 applications for new
stations reached Washington last
week. The average request, it
was reported, is for a one-kilowatt, daytime-only station. Taking this as an overall average,
costs of construction on this size
operation run $30,000 per sta-

AM

N.Y. to L. A. Production Swing in Past Decade

is

ever chalked up at
in a single week.

tion,

>

with engineering-legal

•

fees,

likely to cost another $2,000 to
$2,500 apiece. Which means that
at least an $8,000,000 investment

'

.

is

May

new

-

a
sieged with calls from his listeners
berating him for the way he had mistreated his alleged wife.
Explains Miss Hurst: "I am a constant listener of Allen Prescott, and
his name must have stuck in my subconscious because of its euphonius

Washington, Feb. 11.
separation of the overall sales price
Walter "Red" James, who left FCC
for the Stern package, to see how
Feb. 1 to open law offices in Montmuch is being paid for the station.
gomery, Ala., this week filed as 80%
The quick turnover in the station
stockholder in the Vulcan Broadis causing some insiders at FCC to
casting .Co.
murmur that it looks almost like
Application is for a 250- watter in
trafficking in frequencies and that
Birmingham.
maybe the commission ought to conduct a hearing this trip.
.Another angle is the announced
probe of the deal by Justice Dept.
anti-trust division, This is, a search
into the possible monopoly' angles of
the Bulletin swallowing up newsJen years ago the bulk of nighttime radio shows emanated out of New York. It was radio's No. 1
papers, and also a look-see into the production center. With the
exception of Jack Benny, Amos 'n' Andy, Bing Crosby, Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor,
Bulletin grabbing an additional 40,Astaire, and a few other topflight personalities whose shows originated from the Coast, Manhattan was
M0 to 5O,00d tons of newsprint at Fred
the undisputed focal point for radio actors, producers, directors, etc. gocfc \n 1987 Chi'caao ranked about equally
a time when the. item is scarce as with Hollywood
as a point of origination for coast-to- coast programming. Zady Esther was then sponsoring
diamonds.
Wayne King out
Chi. Fibber McGee and Molly, in their second year under the Johnson's Wax banner, were
One odd wrinkle is that Leon and also coming out of Chi.,
as were Fitch's "Sunset Dreams" show; the "First Nighter" and "Contented Hour"; Lum
of
to Dave
Ike Levy, who sold
and Abner, Sinclair's Minstrels and a flock of other then top-coin shows.
Stern, stayed on with the station diToday the picture has altered drastically. In place of the mere handful of '37 Coast origination*,' there
recting its policies, and are continuing to stay on—at least for the time are now 63 nighttime air shows coming out of Hollywood, including nearly the tuhole roster of name persontoeihg-^-even under the Bulletin deal. alities.
As b matter of fact. Stern, never put
Here's how the N. Y. and L. A. production chart shapes up today, as compared with 1937:
into effect any of the changes he said
•he would, institute in the station. It
1937
1947

WNYC

11.

faced with job of process1 the largest single batch
broadcast
applications
But So Is Unmarried Prescott, In ever to come before it. Commission
now has backlog of nearly l.ooo AM
'Admirer' Fannie Hurst's Article
station applications, 250 of which
on
Allen Prescott, who has a show
were filed last week alone in anticiWJZ, N. Y., is doing a slow burn
pation of the Feb. 8 deadline on fll.
over a piece written in Saturday's
ing of standard broadcast bids.
N. Y. Journal-American by Fannie
Commission started off its threeHurst, in which the author (who also
month freeze period by announcing
covers Broadway legit openings for
WJZ) describes a first-class jerk procedure it would follow in handling
mass of applications before it,
whom she tabs as Allen Prescott.
What made matters worse was that bulk of them complicated engineer,
ing cases affecting operation of staMiss Hurst identified her Prescott
on adjacent radio channels.
tions
as an Army lieutenant. The mccoy
In general, FCC said it will follow
Prescott was a lieutenant in the
practice of "first come, first served"
Navy. The guy (who happens to be
and
will
give priority handling to
bachelor) has as a result been being by
of

proposing the
establishment of annual popular-

Philadelphia local watter, already
has that outlet on the auction block,
asking a reported cool $1,000,000.
This is the highest price ever asked
for a station without network affiliation.
is one of the key
Stations of

So

Wife Hurt

Bachelor's

statistical

radio

fraternity,

The 50kw, clear channel outlet is
part of the package which the Philly
Bulletin purchased from Stern, in
addition to the Philadelphia Record
and Camden Courier -Post.
Bulletin,

Is Ob,

Ever Faced by FCC on AM Wave

WPEN

for

Radio Oscars Mulled
C. E. Hooper organization,

»

over again,

:«

II

Washington, Feb.

Washington, Feb. 11. -f
FCC, which only last October
okayed the $6,000,000 transfer of
WCAU, from the Levy Brothers to
J, David Stern, now faces the un-

happy task

Wednesday, February 12, 1947

is

represented

in

last

week's

station filings. There were 78 requests to modify existing facilit

ties.

.

WCAU

.

remained

just as

ways operated

Lews

the Levys had

al-

it.

HOLLYWOOD

Dicker For

Fibber McGee
Charlie McCarthy
Jack Benny
Radio Theatre
Red Skelton

Amos

Arthur Godfrey
Negotiations
were under way
yesterday (Tues.) between Young

and Rubicam and

CBS

for

acquisition,

of

'n'

Andy

Screen Guild
Bing Crosby

.

Fitch Bandwagon
Duffy's Tavern
Gildersleeve

Lever Burns & Allen
Fannie Brjce
Date With Judy

the "Arthur
Godfrey Talent Scout" show. With
-the.Lipton Tea (Levers) "Vox Pop"
contract terminating this spring, idea
ts to move the Godfrey show into the
Tuesday at 9 p.m. segment currently
occupied by "Vox Pop." No contracts have been signed as yet, but
as of yesterday the deal was hot.
Deal would clinch CBS' long-time
effort to sell the Godfrey* housebuilt package, which is currently
heard in the Tuesday 9:30 slot. Despite the tough opposition of Fibber
Molly on NBC, Godfrey has 9.5
Hooper for the first quarter-hour
segment and 7.5 for the second 15
minutes.
Bros.'

•

Bob Hope

&

IN

L I

I

Chase

&

Sanborn's
"Want to Be An Actor"

Jack Benny
Bing Crosby
Fred Astaire

Amos

'n' Andy
Ben Bernie

Bob Hawk
Merry-Go-Round
Take It Or Leave It
F. B. I. Peace-War
Crime Photographer
Amer. Album. Fam. Music

Jack Oakie
Hollywood Hotel
Burns and Allen
Lux. Radio Theatre

Mr. Keen
Mystery Theatre

Eddie Cantor
Vick Open House

Irene Rich

Al Jolson

NEW YORK
Album

Man. Merry-Go-Round

Post Office Building. Failure to at»
tend will indicate the applicants do
not wish to participate in the corny
mission's plan to speed action on AM

of Music
Fireside Recitals
Cities Service Concert

Voice of Firestone
Gen. Motors Concert
Fred Allen '
Snow Village
Hit Parade

bids.

Maxwell House

wavelengths!

Saturday Evening Party
Shell Chateau

Warden Lawes
Richard Himber
True Story Court ol
Voice of Experience

Can You Top This?

Life of Riley

Crime Doctor
American Melody Hour

Judy Canova
Dick Haymes

Telephone Hour
Waltz Time

Easy Aces
Ethel Barrymor*
B'way Merry-Go-Round

Henry Morgan
Lone Ranger

Gangbusters

Katie Smith Sings

Rudy Vallee

Break the Bank
The Falcon
Adv. of Ellery Queen

Jack Carson
Durante-Moore
Adv. of Sam Spade

Sweetest Love Songs

Husbands and Wives
Jack Pearl
Helen Hayes

Ed Wynn
Unsung Champions
Shep Fields
A & P Bandwagon
Ma & Pa
Broadway Varieties
Andre Rostelanetz

The

Firestone

"Sheriff

Information Please

Highways

in

'

DuPont Cavalcade
Al Pearce's Gang
Gillette Community Bing

Policewoman
Pot O' Gold

Twenty Questions
McGarry & His Mouse

^

Alexander Woollcott
Phil Baker
Hammerstein's Hall
Palmoiive Come Let's
Sing
Gangbusters
Heidt's Brigadiers
Popeye the Sailor

the cat out of the bag.
In a last-minute effort to bolster
the show, Phil Rapp was called in
as producer to replace Glenhall Tay*
lor, Coast radio head of the Ayejf
agency. The latter took the assign*
ment on a week-to-week basis. It's 8,
reunion for Rapp and Morgan, si
let

Hal Kemp
Major Bowes
Floyd Gibbons
Pick and Pat

Melody

Contented Program
Mystery of the Week
Double or Nothing
Gregory Hood
Hildegarde

Exploring the Unknown
Hires Sunday Party
Real Stories
Treasure Hour of Song
Burl Ives

their decision by the show's Hooper*
ating at that time. At the agency it
is admitted that Morgan is "shaky,"
but American Tobacco has not yet

-.

Vaughn Monroe

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
ain't saying yes and thsy
saying no, but the word ft
around that Frank Morgan's "Vb
Tweedy" Is not long for Pall Mali
Notification, date rolls around sport,
and the optioners will be guided fll

They

ain't

Dude Ranch
1937 Twin Stars
Death Valley Days

Jean Sablon
Nick Carter
tit

Burning Out

Walter Winchell

Jack Smith
Theater Guild

'Voice

Show

Believe It Or Not
Ford's Universal Rhythm

Digest

»

Morgan s Oggie

Relations
Stainless

Radio Edition Readers'

BOW0UT; TDFREELANCE

This week's conferences will affecj
applications for the following
930kcr 1140kc; 660Jsei
710kc; 960| 1280; 1430; 610; 980; 1820)
1440 and 1580.
all

Rudy Vallee

Eddie Cantor

Harriet
Your Hit Parade

will

said.

Show Boat
Leo Heisman
Waltz Time

Dr. Christian

&

Those who don't show

not be given the privilege of amend*
ing their applications as conflicts
develop with other bidders, FCC

We, The People
Saturday Nite Serenade

Ozzie

i

day through Thursday (13). All ol
the meetings will be held in the new

Joan Davis
Dennis Day
People Are Funny
Jack Haley

Frank Sinatra
Bob Burns
With Lennen and Mitchell agency Frank Morgan
*
*
Jimmie
Fidler
now devoid of any eastern-origination shows, John Loveton is check- Maisie
ing out of the agency and is going Dinah Shore
Roy
Rogers
into the directorial field on a freelance basis.
Loveton's last show This Is- Hollywood
for the agency was "Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bracken
North," the NBC whodunit which Sherlock Holmes
Woodbury dropped.
It went off I Deal In Crime
Dec. 18, and the agency, which has Alan Young'
the option rights on the program, Kay Kyser
has not re-sold it. As result, Love- Don Ameche
ton has Since been on the L & M Hollywood Players
Meet Me at Parky 's
sidelines.
During the period of indecision as Mayor of the Town
to the status of Frank Sinatra's Old Meredith Willson.
Gold show, produced by the same Gene Autry
agency.s Loveton stayed on, as it was Murder and Mr. Malone
planned to sub the "North"- show for Ginny Simms
the Voice the latter had perma- Mel Blanc
nently checked off for. OG.
With Hollywood Star Time
Sinatra due to return after a three- Those Websters
week vacation, however, the "North" That's Finnegan
Borge-Goodman
ehow remains, in cold storage.
Loveton had been with the agency Ann Scotland *
Lum & Abner
two and a half years.

—

HOLLYWOOD

Fred' Allen
Walter Winchell
Mr. D. A.
Aldrich Family
Suspense
Big Town
Inner Sanctum

This Is Your F. B. I.
It Pays To Be Ignorant
Adv. of the Thin Man
Cavalcade of America
Kraft Music Hall

Truth or Conseq.
Blondie
Abbott-Costello

Louella Parsons

tOVETON

NEW YORK

the oldest applications in its files.
Where the requests involve coriflicts with applications for othe*
wavelengths, commission said it
would issue periodical announcements of informal conference with
the engineers who have bids on file
for any of the affected channels,
As a starter, FCC set informal engineering conferences beginning to-

.

they were together on the old Maxwell House show, with Rapp as writ;
Hell
er and latter writer-director.
continue to turn out the scripts for

Don Ameche's Drene
Raleigh to

stanza.

WCAU

News

Staff

Philadelphia, Feb.

11.

John Raleigh has been added to
news staff of WCAU, taking over
the daily Horn & Hardart "Morning
Newspaper of the Air." He relieved

Shaw in
Shaw has taken

Charles

spot.

over another news

program on WCAU. Raleigh wa«
war correspondent with NBC »»<»
instrumental in exposing notorious

Lord Haw-Haw.

UAmm
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ffe NAB-Network Story

:

Revelation that NBC and CBS were planning to scram out of the
prexy Justin Miller on a flyNational Assn. ot Broadcasters sent
ing trip to New York last Thursday (6) for conferences with Niles
Trammell, NBC president, and Frank Stanton, CBS president. Out of
the huddling came the following joint statement:
"There is no schism between NBC or CBS and the National Assn.
of Broadcasters. Neither network member has resigned from the assn.
nor intends to resign. The networks and the assn. have been considering for some time what the nature of network membership shall be.
The only question to be determined is whether network membership
This will be decided at the
shall be on an active or associate basis.
Board."
May meeting of the
It's no longer a secret that as of last Tuesday (4) there reposed a
announcing the web's deletter on NBC's dtesk addressed to the
cision to pull out of the association. The time schedule called for CBS
to follow suit almost immediately, once the NBC letter had gone qut,
All of which would seem to refute the statement's opening line that
"there is no schism between NBC or CBS and the NAB."
On Thursday, NBC was still in possession of its letter, but there had
been a change of heart. The NBC brass was slightly more than disturbed that word of the projected pull-out had leaked. And as long
as. NBC was not going to mail the letter, CBS decided that it, too;
would hold off. Came the Miller-Trammel-Stanton huddle and the
face-saving statement that spoke about an "associate basis" for the
networks to be decided at the May meeting.
The gimmick of the "associate basis" is in itself interpreted as evidence that the schism has existed, despite its refutation in the joint
statement. Meanwhile the whole issue has resolved itself into a waitand-see situation, pending the May meeting of the
hoard;
on such a basis would find NBC and CBS
Participation in
making only a token financial payment to the association, with no
representation on the board. .It would thus reduce the webs to the
same status as set manufacturers, market researchers, station reps and
other holding membership on an associate basis.

THREE BIG

1

FCC To

Invite

25

Open Hearing On

NAB

NAB

NAB

NAB

NAB

.

Whodunit Issue

Still

The Case

<rf

Adman's

Zest'

Des Moines, Feb. 11.
KCBC, scheduled to go on the
air Saturday (15), has completed
a house-to-house survey in which
people hired by the new outlet,
just brushing up its antenna for

Academy Award was

its

scuttled

Phillips

Lord's

now-circulating -f

being peddled, pointed up the networks' growing aversion to this kind
of diversion on the air. Several ad
agencies are reported keen to use
the Lord format but CBS .and NBC
both are reluctant to okay the series
despite adman zest for a probable

'All's Fair In,' Etc.
The highly competitive disk
jockey sweepstakes on the New
York indie stations appears to

have

stir-red

among

the

up some

show

feeling
biz personaliill

ties involved.

For example, it's considered
something more than a coincidence
that
"WNEW platter
turners have laid off Bea Wain
recordings ever since the singer
and her husband, Andre Baruch,
.

rating-getter.
The webs feel the Lord opus is a
"Gangbusters" in new togs and as
certain to draw law enforcement

teamed up

for

their "Mr.

and

and clubwomen, frowns as audience

Mrs. Music" disk on the rival

hurrays.

WMCA.

Meantime the whodunit issue is
simmering right how, precisely because network salesmen are talking
summer replacement shows and
finding out in instance after instance
thaijtheir clients have crime shows

Network brass in Manhatloathe to issue flat prohibiagainst gangster-type melo-

in mind.

tan

is

tions

There's been no official ban
order at WNEW; the Bea Wain
disks are still on the station's
But nodisk library shelves;
body's denying that they haven't
been touched since the singer
became a competitive spinner.

drama and yet
the

is unable to stand off
growing criticism from educaand police sources.

tional

What makes the Lord case

so significant is the general recognition
that it's a slick job of writing, directing and planning-for-rating. The
webs think the show's "crime doesn't

AIC Waling
Last Camel Mile

pay" preachment is, however, super;
It looks like the parting of the
ficial and will fool nobody.
Mean- ways for Abbott and Costello and
while another whodunit, Basil RathR. J. Reynolds (Camels) at the end
bone in "Scotland Yard," took off
season. A & C are being ofin the past fortnight

on Mutual and

further underscored the "good buy"
angle by copping a snappy 7.0 rating
as a starter.
A" good deal of discussion is heard

nowadays when radio writers and
directors foregather around town
They interpret the dilemma of the
networks as due to cost. "Most whodunits are badly written, but because of the big audience it mat(Continued on page 34>

o£ the
fered around to the agencies for the

new

NBC show has a current Hooper
of 15.3, lacking any real tough opposition in the 10 o'clock Thursday

A

& C-Camel
segment, with the
blowup reportedly stemming from a
real "b-a-d boy" situation, a good
part of the trade being cognizant of
the fact that the William Estey
agency, which produces the show,
has had its share of headaches keeping the comics in line.

A

too many, to paraphrase
from a war slogan. In a nub, there
have been too many of the film star
dramatics and the cost has been too
much for what they fetch in rating
At season's outset there were seven
programs using guestars and properties from the cinema,
the biggest
such load the kilocycles have had to
bear 'in Coast history. The drain on
-

.

hit the

networks, with

NBC

& C have been on

for

Camel

its

"Man Called X" moves

the

CBS

Saturday night slot. However, it
works no hardship on Jack Johnstone, producer, and Herbert Marshall, host, as they move right over
to the succeeding show with the
only changed capacity being Mar-

two-year cycle on- the Edgar Bergen
show and prior to that were on the

to

serving

notice this week on sustaining artists that they'll be washed up after
/'-."
four weeks.

Kate Smith stanza.

WGAR'S 75G PROGRAM

DEAL FOR BOND CLOTHS
Cleveland, Feb.

11.

One of the largest sales in radio
Those affected by this week's edict,
numbering about half a dozen, are here made by WGAR, which through
mostly singers, with Dorward Kirby, Neff-Rogow, New York, sold to
emcee of "Honeymoon in New York" Bond Clothes one-half hour show
as the only non-singer on the list. 5:30-6 p.m., Monday through FriIncluded also is Lee Sullivan, fea- day. Ernie Benedict and his Range
tured on the web's "Vest Pocket Riders, a hillbilly show, and a 10Varieties.'' Latter program is to be minute newscast, at 11 p.m. Monday
dropped by NBC as part Of its re- through Saturday.
trenchment policy.
Sale price reported as $75,000.

it

was predicted

Jr.,

two weeks that

past

if

FCC
they

will re-

make

the

request. Commission itself is split
on whether or nol the Mayflower
decision is bad law and would welcome the chance to hear both sides

from radio.
Second choice was news, 48.8%

of the question.
FCC could, of course, reverse the
Mayflower ruling simply by failing
to follow it in making a station
grant or license renewal to a broadcaster who said he would editorialize.
Commission could also modify
it by a public notice bulwarking its
action and inviting industry com-

that

KCBC

was comedy and

A

'

variety.

33%

47.4% said they disradio serials, and almost
put thumbs down on hill-

billy

music and mystery shows,

total of

liked

ment. However, it was speculated
that a hearing would probably be required in view of the conflict of
opinion 'on the FCC bench itself and
the lack of enthusiasm by several
important broadcasters for~*junking,
the Mayflower ukase.

Summer Gaps Need

Week

after "Star Time" breathes
last March 29 after 65 weeks,
into

ban.

FCC Chairman

open the question

is

category down as
No. 2 in their radio wants. Third,
close to the news percentage,

squawks but
to the wail of big advertisers who
couldn't bring themselves to the
reasoning that they're "coming out"
with a rating under 10 for a show

no-editorial
here today.

is

putting that

beginning to bring
as nothing compared

Mayflower decision
barring radio stations from editorilizing will be thrown into public
hearing, if the industry or any important segment of broadcasters calls
on the Commission to reverse the

tailor its programming to desires
of listeners.

going to program upward of
50% of its time in music and
music-talk shows. For 71.1% of
2,000 listeners interviewed hereabouts expressed a preference
for music as their first desire

much and

11,

FCC's

Charles R. Denny,
has given several network representatives
assurances
within
the

Result, in part,

in the trade but
the conservative element can't quite
justify the axing as mere coincidence. Realistically, it's a case of too

The

kilocycle teeoff, asked housewives what they like, or don't
like, about radio. And station will

move now general

was

It

hearings

now

in

promise

Plenty Fi!

Low

the

of

FCC would not initiate
on its own motion right
view of the Commission's
by May 1
several hundred standard

felt

to clean its files

broadcast applications filed before
Feb. 8, This job, plus unfinished
*

business in color television and
clear channel proceedings, makes it.
unlikely Commission will have time
to probe merits of the Mayflower
The networks and agencies are ruling any time soon.
shall's new billing as star of. the
Neither*
nor the network
polished whodunit. Jimmy Saphier starting to buckle down to the
tepi here reported intention of petinegotiated the deal with Foote, Cone summertime
schedules.
From a tioning for an immediate hearing on
& Belding for the J. Richard Ken- business standpoint, network
execs
nedy package for a term of five are of the opinion that there will the question, but all agreed the Mayflower ban is getting to be a "hot
years in 13-week optional pickups. be just as many shows
taking a
"X" filled the summer time for Bob hiatus this summer as last year, potato" for FCC.
President Justin Miller wai
Hope last summer and was consist- when the hot-weather cancellations
(Continued on page 34)
ently rated in the First IS.
by advertisers reached their highest
With three of the pedigreed dra- number since before the war, which
mas expunged, the list is now shaved means that the webs are saddled
by half. Remaining are the old with the same problem as last year
standbys Lux Radio Theatre, Screen in finding a flock of summer fillers.

Budgets Preferred

NAB

NAB

—

Guild Players and Cavalcade of
America. Using secondary film players and airing in the morning on a
dime store budget is "Stars Over
Hollywood," which has proved a
good buy considering its rating and
long service.
Has the film star lost his audience
pull in radio? Coming on the heels
of a concerted move among agencies
to lower the ceiling to $3,500 from
as high, as $7,500, the voiding of
shows with flicker greats would indicate such a lack. Major agency
recently tabbed the Hooper result of
$5,000 guestars and was far from impressed. With a tighter clutch on
money bags all around there may
be other casualties among shows in
the munificent price range. Two or
three are now oh the ragged edge

Dave Taylor, CBS programming
is currently on the Coast

veepee,
looking

their identity doesn't
guessing.

the

leers

availabilities.

negotiations and thinking generally
around the four webs,, while the
shows- will be low-budgeted, there's
a decided emphasis on steering away
from the usual fillers and an attempt
to inject an element, of freshness
into the summertime programming.

for Free

With This Snarl
CBS, Lowell Thomas, Procter and
Gamble and Campbell Soup appear
to
in

be in the midst of a stalemate

connection with the upcoming
Thomas commentary deal for P&G.
Thomas moves over from NBC to
CBS in September. The soap outfit,

which has the

7 to 7:30 p. m. strip
CBS (currently occupied by
"Jlystery of the Week" and Jack
Smith) wants to slot Thomas in the
7-7:15 segment. But CBS won't hold
still for that time.
For one thing.
brass over an anticipated upsurge Bob Trout has the Campbell Soup
in billings generally next fall.
By news program at 6:45 (he's Thomas'
that time, new products will be hit- current
opposition),,
and putting
ting the market, production will be Thomas in at 7 would mean a backin full swing and -^-psychologically to-back sequencing of news shows.
they say, signs justify the optimisPScG wouldn't be averse to Camptic outlook.
bell changing the format of its 6:45
Emphasis around the agencies on segment, but Campbell has resummer replacements for clients is sponded with a "we're doing very
also on low-budgeted shows.
And well with Trout and we'll stand
And CBS, it's reported,
it's
practically a headache right pat."
down the line, finding suitable pro- wouldn't mind solving the whole
grams without resorting to the cus- problem by putting Thomas into
the .7:15
period.
However, that
tomary filler.
would mean Thomas would be pitted
against NBC's "News of the World"
program and it's a question whether
P&G would go for it.
Right now CBS is waiting for
AIR
CBS
P&G to suggest the next move. But
"American School of the Air," they've got until September to kick
it around.
CBS' across-the-board educational

on

.

While there's no particular jubilation over the prospects of summer
business, there's a wave of expectancy among the network sales

•

and

over

Adrian Samish, ABC's programming
boss, has just returned from Hollywood after wrapping up the initial
batch. And on the basis of current

.

need too

much

—

OG Folds Parky,'
Gives

Up NBC Tine

'air

Artists

The economy wave continues

semester.

for three years, their first starring
Previously they had a
show.

NBC Axe Falls On
Soslammg

fall

Utopia in Des Moines

by

costs around $12,500. It all
added up to a mild fiscal debacle.

Today

Potato'

Washington, Feb.

If it didn't happen in three's 1t
might be charged off as an economy

was

Demanded;

If

Ban Hottest

Editorial

Squibb and Schenley (Cresta Blanca) went cold on Hollywood Players.

that

bang-bang show, "Treasury Agent,"
based on detective activities of the
United States Treasury has, as much
as any other whodunit program now

Mayftwer Ruling

MICE

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Hollywood glamor shows of the
guestar type took another whacking
last week and the home guard was
wondering whether a fine, old institution was rocking on uncertain
pinning, wobbly on its Grables. Pink
handed to "Hollywood Star
slip
Time" by Frigidaire marked the
third such kiss-of-death smacked on
the fancy -budgeted drama operas
within recent weeks. Previously

studios

Sinners In

the

GET THE

Hollywood, Feb. 12.
After two years, Old Gold has decided that late Sunday night is no
time to sell cigarets with a comedy
show and has cancelled out "Meet
Me At Parky's," as of April 5. Time
also is being vacated,

SUMMER SCHOOL OF
ON
AGENDA

Both client and agency reasoned
that 10:30-11 p.m. eastern slot is too
to do a selling job, especially
with a comedy show after a long
Constring of that type program.
tract with Harry Einstein (Parky)
expires March. 9, but he's staying on
for an extra month of time com-

be extended through the
this year for the
time in its 17-year life span if
network execs give the final okay.
According to plans mapped by CBS
educational director Robert H. Hudson and Leon Levine, producer, exmitment,
Show's rating is not too impres- tension of the school through the
summer will provide an experisive, but program may have been
retained if NBC had cleared a bet- mental period in which to try out
(Continued on page 35)
ter time niche.
series, will

late

summer months
first

i

Cold Spots Hot
As the prelude to a national campaign, Maxson Foods, frozen products, is taking to radio for the first
time with a series ol spots lined up
for the New York market as «
beginner.

Spot campaign

has

been set by

Lemien and Mitchell agency.
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All Laifai,
In

Bis

lock if Oiler PoEtin*
FCC 'for New

to

Washington, Feb.
Politicos, past

and present,

From

Stations

11.

figure

Render Unto'—

prominently in radio bids filed with
FCC during the past week.
Alf M. Landon, Republican Presidential candidate in 1936, last Thursday (7) applied for a new standard
watter in Liberal, Kan. Landon was
also on record in a partnership application filed the same day for
Leavenworth, Kan. He would own
100% of the first station and 65% of
the second. His applications describe
him as "an independent oil producer
for 32 years and a former governor

WHN,
in N.

Y„

,

Madison Square

meet at
Garden on Feb.

22,

the flying
tional indoor mile
be in action.

Dodds,

when

,

Gil

parson,' nachamp, will

.

hour before he checks in

An

Garden

at the

Hilly Bulletin

.

cidentally, filled out his own application without benefit of highpaid counsel) told the Commission

On

Spot Spn

Philadelphia, Feb, 11.

The widest use of radio spot announcements by- a newspaper was
recorded here by the Philadelphia

he had considerable experience in
radio and had written an M.A. thesis Evening Bulletin following its sudseveral years ago comparing the den decision to publish a Sunday
effectiveness of. radio and the press.
Bulletin after purchase of the Guild-

On the Demo side of the
struck J. David Stern newspaper
former West Virginia Congressman properties, the Philadelphia Record
Jennings Randolph shows up in a and the .Camden' Courier-Post newsVa.
ledger,

'

newly filed bid for Fairmont,- W.
papers.
Randolph is a 10% stockholder in
Sale of the assets of the Stern
Co.
Fairmont Broadcasting
the
properties to the Bulletin managewhose other principals are local ment was announced officially Jan.
businessmen.
31.
The Sunday Bulletin made its
Meanwhile, last Friday (8) FCC initial appearance under date of Feb.
awarded an FM permit in Tulsa to
To inform the public of the imthe West Central Broadcasting Co., pending appearance of the new pubchairman Of whose board is. Okla. lication, the Bulletin took to the -air
Gov. Robert S. Kerr. President of in an unprecedented manner.
the company is E. K. Gaylord, pubEvery available spot on every
lisher of the Daily Oklahoman and radio station in. the city was grabbed,
midwest radio man. Both are also according tor George Eager, promobidding for an AM station in Tulsa, tion director of the Bulletin, who
said:

'-.*;

•

'•

.

"We had to work fast, and we
got the spots on all the
stations that could sell us spots.
didn't even wait to count them up
or figure the cost.
just wanted

We

did.

We

We

announcement of the new paper
on the airf and to be sure people
heard it. They did."
The intensive, hurry-up promotion

that

.ABC9 Scz Sainish

'

Spots

.Peter Aylen,
sponsored musical when it celebrates its 21st anni, Feb. 21
formerly with CBC, now director of United Nations radio broadcasting by
DX in 17 languages.... FCC Commissioner -Clifford J. Durr is pushing
Eddie Cantor's record, Durr's fourth daughter was born in Washington'

NX Indies

.

Behind the

man, propping tele show, "Supersti.
H-Ball Carlton Fredericks, WHN's nutrition
tions in Nutrition" for WRGB. .. .Mason Adams joins cast of "Big Town"
Doris McWhirt with "Lorenzo Jones", .. .Mary Hull
With the increasing coverage of as Harry the Hack
Winthrop says any resemblance to
Barbara
television.
And
doing
CBS
radio on a national basis, due to the
Hull, who is imgrowth 'of New York originated Miss Hull is purely accidental, since it is she, not Miss
Carol Ames to be the featured singer on the
radio columns spread by syndicates, personating Dorothy Dix.,..
Murray Forbes worknew
Bill Cullen radio package, "Going Nowhere"
New York indies are getting a
for an apartPerkins"
shows
looking
and
"Ma
novel
between
ing
new
on a
greater slough -in their hometown
columns and are facing

Situation has become so tough that
the problem is no longer being
wrestled with by flackery chiefs
Only, among the indies, but is engaging the attention of station managers and owners. In at least one
case,- an* indie chief has discussed the
subject 'with a couple of columnists,
trying to figure out how to stay in
the picture despite national syn-

a feasible way of doing Fanney litvin Bonnet
has altered the -feelings of
many a top name who's always been
Tossed Into
Ring
shy of network radio possibilities if
they didn't bear NBC or CBS tag.
Montana's Murray
Programming v e e p e e Adrian
Washington, Feb. 11.
Samish says he received confirmaName of another woman has been
tion of the change of heart on hijs
recent Coast visit. And as a result added to candidates for the FCC
of the new love for ABC, says vacancy. She is Fanney Litvin, FCC
attorney,
whose
candidacy has been
Samish, a number of top names have
indicated to him while he was in supported by Sen. James Murray
Hollywood that "just get us the (D., Mont.) and other offices of the
Montana
delegation
on Capitol Hill.
sponsor and time, and we'd just as
Mrs. Litvin is being urged on two
soon tie up with ABC as with the
counts: First, because of increasing
other webs."
pressures
the
White
House to
on
Several of the stars, Samish said,
are being currently tailored for new name more women»J;o high governpackages, and there is a real pos- ment posts; and second, unlike other
woman
boosted
for
the FCC job, Mrs.
sibility that more than one new
show featuring a big name will re- Litvin has had long-time experience
sult for next fall scheduling oh ABC. in radio regulatory matters. Her ap"They have suddenly found," said pointment would be a merit promotion,
is
argued,
not a political
it
and
Samish, "that we too can get real
Hoopers for them if we have the one likely to spark heavy opposishow and they can do just as good tion from GOP ranks.
Mrs.
Litvin
with
the Federal
same
business in our store as in any other
establishment." Crosby's spotting in Radio Commission in 1926 and stayed
the time we gave him which we on with the FCC. She has participated
most
in
important
FCC proall feel could be improved, and will
be as soon as possible—has con- ceedings, is personally responsible
vinced the people interested only for authorship of many commission
rules
and
regulations,
and
occupies
in real top shows that we can give
them the audiences they deserve. the highest position ever accorded a
Crosby's transcription pre- woman at the FCC.
Also,
Marion Martin, former head of the
cedent has proved itself as more
women's
division
the
of
Republican
than merely feasible. And the name
people on the Coast see now they National Committee, and former
can do a transcription show without Democratic Congresswoman Chase
endangering either their status or Going Woodhouse of Conn, have also
been mentioned for the FCC job. It
their drawing and earning power.
"As for Henry Morgan, they are is known, however, that President
Impressed with the fact that Mor- Truman intends to nominate a
gan has been really building, getting Democrat, which would rule Miss
higher and higher Hoopers right Martin out. And backers of Mrs.
have
admitted
her
along. They're all aware that, spotted Woodhouse
opposite "Information Please" and chances of winning confirmation in
Kay Kyser, Morgan has climbed a GOP-controlled Senate are -slight.

FCC

%

-

,

—

—

•

Tribune-Daily News syndicate
going to circularize Ben Gross, while
the New York Post is developing
syndication for Paul Denis.
The
Nation's recently added column by
Lou Frankel, that of the Saturday

Review of Literature by Al Wiland the open secret that the

—the

people with a more intellectual sense of humor proves that
Morgan really has something, and
that his placement on ABC did both
him and his sponsor a lot of good.
Naturally, these people who want
real ratings look differently at ABC
now than they used to."

ence

—

CIO AIR SERIES IN MINN.
Minneapolis, Feb.

11.

Hennepin county council of CIO

New

—

.

Republic

is still

having connip-

because it hasn't found the
right radio formula, add up only to-

.

—

fJV

BOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

tions

Bob Welch took time out from his writing duties at Paramount to give
a lift
an old army buddy, Bill Morrow. Feeling the need of a rest from
the same sum.
More and more his to
writing-producing chore on the Bing Crosby disks Welch took over
national coverage, to the increasing
while Morrow loafed at Mexican resorts. Incidentally, The Groaner pays
by-passing of the New York indies.
back a guest call by helping Jimmy Durante and Garry Moore sell Rexall
Latter have always felt privileged
products Feb. 21 . .Gail Smith, daytime radio head of Procter & Gamble,
because, when they got N. Y. newsaround on a routine checkup
Day after Ted Hediger, producer of "I
paper attention, they pushed into na- Deal in Crime," returned from Switzerland, where he settled an aunt's
tional attention the easy way. Until estate, he was rushed to
the hospital with a ruptured appendix, but is
the syndicates got rolling, a new coming along all right.
.The Walter Craigs passed a few days here before
-public service show on WMCA, an
taking off for a delayed honeymoon in Cuba.... Let rumors fly but the
unusual program on WNEW, or a Borge-Goodman Show is safe into
June
General Electric gets the first
special event on
was sure to refusal of a record cut by Don Lee to star
Shirley Ross as singing emcee,
cop plenty of kudos through the big with Ray Sinatra's orchestra
and Dennis Day as the "sample" guestar. It
town's radio columnists.
will be a tfirice weekly night time quarter-hour strip. ,. .Seaman Jacobs,
Now some of the same guys come onetime jokesmith for Fred Allen and Henry Morgan, brought in by Lou
back with a "sorry, this isn't Levy to work on picture and radio material for the Andrews Sisters.
national news" routine.
The same
Hal Kanter drew a term ticket as Amos 'n* Andy scripter. Freeman
indies that got peak attention before Gosden (Amos) last week kept intact his record of
not missing a broadcast
feel they've got to work up other in 16 years by being cut in from the hospital where he is on the mend from
formula to stay in the swim, al- kidney stone surgery.
.Jean Hersholt" takes "Dr. Christian" to New York
though what concerns them more through June and November by which time he'll be well past his 900th
directly is the New York area broadcast in the vaseline series, including repeats. .. ."Corny" Jackson to
readership rather than the national New York and back that fast after attending Ford dealer meetings.
.Bob
Ballin, headman here for Ruthrauff & Ryan, easting for home office talks
circulation.
Indie execs in N. Y. agree that the and a stopover in Toledo enroute home. Could be that he'll chat with
problem is far from solved, and may Emerson Foote on that pitch to head up the Coast operation for Foote, Cone
get worse before it gets better. & Belding. So far it has just been casual talk with Hubbell Robinson, a
"But we're working on it," said one, sort of a feeling-out process. .Sampling our sunshine (fog and smog) the
"and maybe we'll find a way to lick past week were Henry Stanton, Thompson topper in Chicago, and Bertha
Albers, whom the lads at Young & Rubicam affectionately refer to as
it."
"Miss Y & R"....Rudy Vallee will be busy night-clubbing at Las Vegas
Feb. 18 and 25, so his show will take the air fr6m there on those dates.
Following week he takes the last puff off his Philip Morris at NBC...
EGOLF'S STATION PREEMS
.

,

-

.

.

WHN

. .

.

.

Washington, Feb.

11.

New daytime local watter, WBCC,
just over the line in suburban Maryland

from

northwest

Washington,
was dedicated Sunday (9) and got
on the air regularly beginning

yesterday.

IN CHICAGO

.

.

,

Sudden rumors of ABC pulling out of Chi video were nixed by both
network execs and WBKB's Captain Bill Eddy, who pointed out, "No contracts have been cancelled".
.Monica Lewis set to lend her lush chirping
to the- oncoming Jan August Mutual show.
Donald' McGibeny is the new
editorial topper at WAIT.
.WTMJ, Milwaukee, staffers beat the recent
heavy storm by spending night in studios. .Frank O'Conhell, ABC Central Division exec for past four years, moved over to Chi office of Liberty
mag,
Rush Hughes jammed up WIND switchboard after asking for comment
on new singing discovery, Richard Cannon. Hughes claims intro of Jan
August over same outlet last October.
.Niles Trammel in for look-see at
NBCites last week.
.Herbie Mintz boasting 25 years in Chi radio....
Norman Kraeft, new NBC platter rider, hopes to spin the disks at least a
week before they go on sale,
.

.

was dedicated

by Charles G. Ross, secretary
President Truman, with a number

moted

Broadcasts feature Paul Martin in
views of the news, CIO not editing

land in attendance. Head of the
corporation running the station is
Willard D. Egolf, former NAB pub-

his opinions.

licity

prominent local citizens of the
Bethesda-Chevy Chase area of Mary-

man.

.

.

•

1

.

. .

.

.

.

of
of

.

.

.

.

Station, at 1120 ke,

industrial unions has started- series
of weekly broadcasts, 15-minute sessions at 6:45 p.m. Thursdays, over
WTCN, and first of their kind prolocally.

. .

liams,

'

steadily until now his rating is 10.8,
against "Info's" &7, and Kyser's 8.3.
The fact that both "Morgan and
"Info" appeal to the same type audi-

.Milton B. Kaye has joined production staff of WHN. Dorothy
Sewell recent addition to same station's continuity dept. .. .Flora Rheta
Schreiber teaching a course in radio production at Adelphi College in Long
Island
Dick Erstein, director in the CBS education 'department, has
resigned to accept a production post with the Lowell Institute CooperaStarts on new job this week,,..
tive Broadcast Council in Boston-.
Josephine Lyons, BBD&Q radio and television writer and casting director,
has tendered her resignation to package a new show, "Between Us Girls,"
."Cavalcadeof
America" will originate from the
written.
which she has
Coast, again beginning Feb. 17 with stars lined up for first three Coaststemmed shows being Chester Morris, Ida Lupino,, and Robert Young.,..
Commentator Bill Gailmor's first full-length documentary film, '-'The Great
Betrayal," screened privately Monday (10).
Michael
Larry Hammond to Texas on what he says is a new radio idea
Hanna, girt. mgr. of WHCU, Ithaca, and NAB board member, to teach new
special course in public relations at N. ,Y. State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations. .Sixty members of radio industry, directors of programs
and special events, conductors of musical shows and f emme commentators,
met last Thursday in N» Y. to form special Red Cross Radio Division under
leadership of James E. Sauter, radio chairman of Red Cross 1947 Fund of
Greater New York
John Reed King, ailing for 'the last month with a
serious virus infection, expected to return to his radio" and television shows
about March 1
Edward R. Evans, with RKO-Pathe for the last 13 years
as a writer-director, succeeding Hans Burger as film supervisor for WCBSTV, N. Y. video outlet of CBS.

a tough ment,

problem.

is

—

.

Syndicate Rash

radio,
•

.

.

There's been a change among film of the Bulletin left this city's radio
dication,
and radio stars as far as the ABC stations a bit groggy, but none-theJohn Crosby's Herald Tribune
network is concerned, and the reason less happy as the tills were filled.
column gave national syndication of
is Bing Crosby and Henry Morgan.
radio columns its big push within
Payoff ,oh the two shows, plus proof
the
last year. Now the Chicago
Groaner'S transcription
that
the

show

.

.

FRANKIE CARLE

Rep. Alvin O'Konski of Wisconsin
another GOP'er to make a pitch

a radio station of his own.
O'Konski filed for a local channel
operation in Merrill, Wis., of which
he would be the -only stockholder,
Publisher of a weekly newspaper in
Hurley, Wis., O'Konski (who, in-

for

.

.,,

for the meet, the

Nebraska-born preacher will be
delivering the sermon on WHN's
"Word of Life" program.

of Kansas."
is

YORK CITY

.......
fjV
Doris Gaines, daughter of Charles Gaines of Ziv, Inc., gone to Work for
Benton & Bowles publicity department. Last 'With. Federal agency. .CBS
announcer John Tillman and former CBS staff writer Patricia Voils parents
of a son... .It's agony these days getting train accommodations, Several
.C. C.
radio .big shots have gone west in uppers, completely humiliated.
.Joe Spadea in from
N. Y. looking for an instructor in radio advertising.
Jury duty for William
CBS Detroit office huddling with officials at 485
Fineshriber at CBS coincided awkwardly with boss Davidson Taylor's
absence. ,. .Christopher Cross of United Natidns at Lake Success stalking
.Daughter of Compton agency's David
a radio writer for permanent job.
Lesan on danger list last week with pneumonia. .Phil Barber (Robins &
Barber) doing scripts for citizens educational group that may be aired via
WJZ....Pet Milk's Emile Cote offering 16-voice combo via Dan Tutlnll as
Revised version of Erik Barnouw's "Handbook of Radio
daytime strip
Max Wyh'e's text on same subject also being
Writing" due in April
Jan Struthers ("Mrs.Miniver," rememre-issued in partially new form
American Theatre Wing schools greatly expanded
ber?) around town
Harriet Van Horne has a piece on
Miracle boy ... he completed 80 assignments of Stephen Fry, e-'-BBC
years of music in 365 days!
the spindle at McCall's mag— about audience participations.
Columbia sold 7,000,000 Frankie
Roberi J. Landry, Director of Program Writing division at CBS, turned
Carle phonograph records in 1946
Landry-s
reviewer Saturday (8) for "Of Men and Books"
which, according to Lang:- Worth's guest book
Clair Cbsover will succeed
notice.
astute statisticians, total 79 years, secretary, Beverly Chase, has given
Johnny Wilson, well known around N. Y. web and agency circles,
330 days, 23 hours and 36 minutes of her
WOV's Arnold Hartley may move home from Bronx
continuous music.
now in Dallas radio
To the King!
Keith Tyler beavering like mad to get events lined
to Brooklyn Heights
LANG-WORTH, INC., NEW YORK up at Ohio State Institute for Education before he traipses off to Germany
Blonde greeter Harriet Dillon, who handles actors calling on CBS
directors, is back on job after six weeks for appendectomy.
Foote, Cone & Belding's N. Y. casting director, Ann Howard, leaving
WINS script editor, George S.
Saturday (15) for FC&B's Chi office
Carlesco, to teach scripting at Cambridge School of Radio Technique....
Cities Service "Highways in Melody" establishes a longevity record as a
.

the Metro-owned indie
will cover the National

AAU

mW

PrsdnciiM Centres

tfe

.
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There's a lot of talk going around about
the inside half and the outside half of the
Pacific

Coast

buying market.

Frankly,

no such thing as an outside half.
The bone, marrow and good meat of the
Pacific Coast market lie in just eleven
Metropolitan Districts. These eleven areas
include 70.5% of population, 73.5% of radio
homes, 72.6% of retail sales, 77.6% of effec-

there

tive

is

buying income. (

ABC

Pacific covers

*.,

ft

.#

these eleven districts

—plus!)

In addition,

it

covers eight other worthwhile markets from
inside.

Altogether,

94.6% of
92.5% of

the
the

ABC

Pacific reaches

Coast daytime

listeners

and

night-time listeners (primary

areas).

ABC Pacific will do a real job for you
and your product. Use it and find out firsthand the outstanding selling job this network can

do.

SPOT SALES DIVISION

ABC

A merican
CHICAGO

NEW YORK
33 Went 42nd Street

Civic

Opem

Company

roadcasting
Building

SAN FRANCISCO
155 Montgomery Street

I.

OS

AM.UJ*

M-10 Highland Avenue

DRTK< MIStroli

Building
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television

28

considerable speculation has
arisen in the industry as to what
course the web will pursue it the
FCC decides to nix its request
Apparently unwilling to apply for.
more black and white stations in
the hopes its color system would be
okayed, CBS may find itself cut off
from outlets in other key cities if
color is postponed to the future.
Seven available channels in Los
Angeles have already been granted,
and permits in most of the other
key cities are being handed out
outlet,

FCC

Scratches

Head Over

PA1 GETS BREATHER
ON DUMONT PROBLEM

Telelmt,

Washington, Feb, 11.
FCC last week gave Paramount
make
Pictures more time in which to
hold on to its
its mind whether to
white
up
and
black
infant
the
affect
Labstock in the Allen B. DuMont

With Effects of CBS Okay a
Washington, Feb. 11.
anybody's guess which

Puzk

industry.

still
"It might go well or there might
the FCC. will vote on the Co- be chaos," Engstrom said. CBS has
peti- been urging the FCC to okay color
lumbia Broadcasting System's
for now 'and save the broadcasters and
tion to adopt standards now
stl» public a lot of money in investment
color video. That the FCC is
be- in black and white equipment but
undecided on the color question
nobody from that net has told the
came doubly clear s§ the anal round
to go all-out on the economic
hearings opened yesterday UU>. FCC
It's

way

of

angle. And RCA,
soft-pedaling the
because it doesn't
leveled that it is

obvious to
It became even more
round
observers during the second
that
of testimony today (Tuesday)
backward
the FCC was bending over
scrap of
to let CBS throw every
rectestimony it possesses into the
ord.

Reason for

this,

it's

believed,

preclude the possibility of CBS
claiming it wasn't given a chance,
to nix
if and when the FCC decides
the web's color bid.

is to

by
of the $64 questions raised
FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny
the
himself was whether or not
the
into
delve
should
Commission

One

economic effects of okaying color
now, or base its decision entirely
on the technical adequacy of the
And so far,
"Columbia pictures.
neither CBS nor NBC have given
him a straight answer on that one.
Hyde's
Rosel
FCC Commissioner

no
flat statement that the FCC had
right to holdback a technically acceptable service because it would
enonly
the
hurt the other guy was
couragement Denny got on that tack.
Both CBS and RCA forces have
gone in he'avy for testimony 'on the
economics of color versus black'Jand
white, but neither has urged the
FCC to base its decision on economic
.

it

is

reported,

is

oratories, Inc.

and so

forfeit several

Television Review

smith, Jr., director of research for

running smoothly and offering the
right kind of fresh, young divertissement.

will not set up stations in
small towns just for the sake of
establishing a network, Stanton said.
It's possible, he pointed out, that

WNBT

"Hoopla" replaced U. S. Rubber's
Night- Quarterback" on
"Friday
and, with the current emphasis on basketball, Long Island
U's cage coach Clair Bee has suc-

ceeded Lou Little, Columbia U's
football coach. In a set resembling
a college corner drugstore. Bee is
interviewed by Bob Stanton on the

possible.

if

basketball games in ManOn the show caught (7),
St. John's lanky cage

current
hattan.

Harry Boyko

star, sat in to offer his views.

Song and dance was provided by
Jack Kilty and Anne Crowley, both
of the "Oklahoma" cast, and a
bevy of cheesecakey young gals as
cheerleaders. Kilty and Miss Crowley both sant one tune in good

Web has prepared itself for eitherblack and white or color as far as
remotes are concerned. Web sewed
up some of the top sports events
this year via pacts with Madison
obtaining their own music
Square Garden and the Brooklyn style,
by the clever expedient of apparDodgers. All contracts, Stanton said, ently putting a nickel in the juke,
provide for either monochrome or
lormed the focal point

To Stay Anyway
If

.

country."

not all stations for which grants in
the big cities have already been
made will be put into actual operation, indicating CBS may make a
pitch for some of them. He also
indicated the web may buy into
indie stations already in operation,

t

These were the developments:
1—Raibourn told the FCC that
television has a chance to be a great
educational medium—something the
motion picture industry has failed
to become—but only if 4ele sets are
simple enough to be operated by the
ordinary guy and tele images bright
•enough to view under normal lighting in the home. The CBS sequential color system, which he declares

We

*

first

CBS

CBS Monochrome

research director.

said,

ahead of programming.
to get programming settled
in the No. 1 market here before
attempting to spread out over the

want

'

DuMont; Paul Raibourn, president
of Paramount^ Television Productions, Inc., and David Smith Philco

he

engineering,"

"Television
"is far

Clair Bee, Bob Stanton, Jack
Kilty, Anne Crowley, others
Ernie
Colling,
Producers:
Ken
Yonnff
15 Mins.; Friday, 8 p.m.
U. S. RUBBER
WNBT-NBC, N. Y.
(Compbell-Etuald)
After several months as a halfhour show on WNBT, "Campus*
Hoopla" has been condensed into
half that length in an apparent effort to make it perk a little more.
Resembling a variety show in ..format, the cut in time must also have
meant a cut in cost, since the other
15 minutes was necessarily given
over to ..outside acts. Program in its
present form is good entertainment,

With

pending television. applications. Commission, acting on request of the
company, said Par did not have to
the FCC.
reach a decision until 60 days after rapidly by
If
the FCC rules against, its
the Commission has decided whether
request, CBS still hopes to establish
the Columbia Broadcasting System
network, Stanton
may commercialize its color tele- a- black and white
declared, but expend all its energies
vision.
on extending the N.Y. market first.

economic angle
Par, in a letter to FCC last Wedwant the charge nesday (6) said it was "difficult if
merely trying to not impossible" for Par to decide
indollar
million
to do until the CBS color
several
what
protect a
vestment in black and white video. question was settled. By virtue of
Engstrom instead told the FCC Par's having "working control" of
for
any
and Interstate Circuit, Inc.
standards
setting
DuMont
that before
new service, it should be thoroughly of Dallas, Tex., FCC has moved to
video bids
"field tested and the public should dismiss the following
the
adequacy
of
filed by the .three companies: Par
be satisfied as to the
Duservice." The CBS system of se- requests in Detroit and Boston;
and CleveCincinnati
both
for
on
bids
Mont
quential color falls short
counts, he said, and should be de- land; and Interstate for Dallas.
nied on that ground alone. He wad
supported in this view by testimony
of Dr. Allan B. DuMont; Y. T. Gold-

t

CAMPUS HOOPLA

Color Folds

'

•
box, which
broadcasting.
of the jset.
entering the final stages color
Uncomplicated show offered few
of its fight for color television in
problems for the cameras and produWashington this week, it's a
and
cers Ernie Colling of
certainty that the web will bow out
Ken Young of the Campbell-Ewald
uf the color picture if the FCC
agency carried it off okay. Agency
thumbs down on its request
is currently working on the idea of
W. Engstrom, thro we away 90% of the available turnsthe establishment now of comE.
considerations.
integrating its single commercial
for
RCA engineer, who testified as light, is "completely unsatisfactory," mercial color standard*." Should the
into the script, which didn't come off
Chairman of a Radio Mfrs. Associa- Program content in television, as in FCC "nix eome through, however,
too well in last Friday's show because of carelessness with production committee at Monday's hearing, films, is more important than the
CBS will continue active work in
.Stat.
tion of the filmed plug.
Hollywood, Feb. U,
sidetracked a direct question on how addition of color. The^ CBS color black and. white video, according to
Coaxial cable some 450 miles long
adoption of color standards would method, Raibourn concluded, was CBS prexy Frank M, Stanton.
will be laid between Los Angeles
tried out, by the film industry in
made
statement
.Reiterating his
some time early
1906 and several times since then during testimony in the original and San Francisco
in 1948, it was announced by the
but was subsequently discarded.
FCC hearings this year, "Stanton Southern California Telephone Co.,
View
CBS has almost
declared that
chore in as2—Testimony by Dave Smith, in single-handedly developed color which will handleitsthe parent
firm,
sociation
with
his capacity as chairman of an
stage.
"We
present
video to its
1U'fare
and Telegraph
committee, to the effect that color cannot go ahead further without the American Telephone
sets,
both simultaneous and- se- FCC, and the next move is theirs," Co.
ZffotpertmdCrMlty?
Projected wire will be longer than
quential, would cost almost double he said. "If the commission fails to
any now in use and is expected to
the prices of comparable mono- act quickly and decisively, it may
serve as a television facility for
chrome units, which was challenged find it impossible to act. CBS is
the boom of video looked for here.
by CBS' director of research, Peter now at the crossroads in television,
Bell company, also experimenting
Goldmark. Goldmark said the
and we cannot alone continue to with auxiliary
radio service to serve
committee estimates were made on expend the time, manpower and
as a video relay, states the primary
the basis of a 47-tube sequential money on color that we have spent
purpose of both new operations- is
color receiver. Botlr CBS and Ben- until now."
to serve telephone communications
dix, he said, now have a cheaper
With CBS so far limited in black between two coast cities, However,
:>"
(Continued on page 32)
THE VOICE Off Tlir PALM BEACHES
and white television to its one N.Y. it is admitted video is a definite
consideration in laying of the link
which should be completed by early

With

CBS

WNBT

LA.-SJF. Gets

Co-ax in 1948

mm

Making

-

•

EMA

RMA

Dun tmd

the best

even

,

-better!

.

RMA

Nothing
Anybody

in

New

THE RADIO AUDIENCE HEARS

IT

1949.

Program Ideas?

In

the studio dnditne* can write a popular song on this machine

PLAYED

TWO

,

,

.

AND

MINUTES LATER!

Coast cable will tie into the transcontinental string, which comes into
the state through Blythe from PhoeRadio testing, which
nix, Arizona.
is already being done in San Fernando Valley, is expected to be used
to service such way towns as San
Jose, Fresno, Stockton and others
-

with television.

JWT

Sleuths Pic Field

For

fdm

Prospects

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Survey of the Hollywood scene to
determine availability of motion, pic•

tures

for

television

and extent

of

planned production is being, carried
out by J. Walter Thompson agency,
one of few agencies evincing strong

medium. Norman Blackburn, v-p in charge of Hollywood

interest in
office,

ing.

is

conducting cinema sleuth-

,'.';.

NOW—

,

•

.

.

along with
"The Texas Rangers"
.

.

A

fir

,

,

sure-fire give-away or
At-

offer!

self-liquidating

tractive 48-pages of Original

Agency, which, was first to handle
a video commercial program on the
Coast, having cleared Tupman Motors on Paramount'*! KTLA, probably
is being hypoed by prospective sponsors among its clients.
Particular
interest is being shown in availabilities of topical and newsreel type
short films, 'though thorough scouting
of entire film field is being made.
.

Songs The Texas Rangers
Sing&nd scrap-book album.
Provided sponsors of "The

Texas Rangers" at
Write for full

cost!

details.

The Texes Rangers
Moppet
Mol«dy
Writing
Machine"
(«nd the program

t&^s^^^l^
_
(»*»
*"VX
oiitt"> v

„„

Thin deriee,
derten
not pre-xet.

in
is entirely n
npoHtanctui

ana

matlMinaileut ehaueen
aiwiiiHt repetition are uvvroj Unule'ty
«>,U0(> to 1.
Uaeh time, it produces a
metmlte sequence upon u-hieh it U pos-

*>M«

'

"Let's Write a Song")

80

to tiase

'file

a good commercial

tune.

Are Owned and
Controlled by
Pat Sallard and
Roger Bower
Representative:
Mitchell Benson

Gale Agtncy

Serial Gets

WBKB Daytime Airing

All Rights to

"The Pot Bollard

;

;

Chicago, Feb. 11.
WBKB, the Balaban & Katz video
,
station, made another pass at daytime television via an afternoon kid
serial.
Presenting a variety program from 3 to 4 p.m. the station,
cooperating with RCA Victor Distributing Corp. and the Electric
Assn. for the benefit of retail demonstration purposes, is featuring fifteen
chapters of a film serial, "Adventures
of the Flying Cadets."
1

i

.

B. CHURCH
PRODUCTION

AN ARTHUR

PICKWICK HOTEL, KANSAS CITY *, MO.

G°gs
Parodies
Parodies
"PUNCH LIMES" No. 1, jr " pu TnS
zoo
No. 2— Mch Issue contains over
not—Irosh, really clover. "»«'"",?

Gags
Col

LINES"
sook

.

nerfectfor t»raios, MC's. Ballmer,. •"«« 01*",?;
magicians, etc.
introductory offer: St eewj
s>
funny
parodies on standard lilts,
each or 6 for S3.

NEW

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
276 West 43rd St.

.

New York

Ciij

-
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RADIO
No

Raie's Irlerii Sclerosis Danger

Hearst P.A.
Washington, Feb. 11.
Rosel Hyde
(10) refused to sub-

FCC Commissioner
yesterday

Diagnosed by Dr. Dollar in

son

a "comprehensive, for high ratings was skyrocketing
absolutely
unbiased, the cost of big name talent, an<i that
continuing study of public reactions" the inevitable splitting of the total
present-day radio, Robert F.
to
audience because of more networks,
Elder, kever Bros, veepee over conmore stations and more programs
sumer research, warned broadcasters
and -ad agency execs last week that cut down the audience for each inthey could only continue to operate dividual program. Only solution, he
under private ownership and con- declared,
is a "rebirth of the vitality,
trol "as long as the American people the fact-finding
enthusiasm, and the
beiieve that pattern of operation willingness
to experiment that were
serves them better than any other so conspicious
10 or 15 years ago
could."
when radio was a youngster 'on the
"'
Client
Looks
at make.'
Speaking on "The
Radio in 1947" before the Radio Executives Club at the Hotel Roosevelt, N. Y., last Thursday (6), Elder
declared that "we are false to our
for

Calling

Feb. 25, to testify on why he
should be allowed to continue to
operate WBAL.

painstaking,

.

Newsmen- Drew Pearson and

Bob Allen had asked the FCC to
require testimony from the 83year-old publisher, who owns all
capital. stock of WBAL, Counsel'
for Pearson and Allen indicated
they would appeal the FCC ruling.
Hyde said the contenders
for
could call for Hearst's
appearance again in the course
of the proceeding.

WBAL

trust if we seek temporary individual profits at the expense of the
public goodwill of radio as a whole."

pulled no punches in warning
the execs of the pitfalls that lay before them if they continued to remain oblivious to public goodwill.
With Lever Bros, one of the top
spenders on radio today, his statement was considered especially important among REC members.

iiies Show 18% B.O. Hike For

poena William Randolph Hearst
to appear at a Baltimore hearing,

With Net

'46,

Washington, Feb,

to roll into the
broadcasters' pockets in even greater
quantity in 1946 than in 1945, FCC

Commission announced

said today.

on the basis of preliminary
financial reports, net time sales Of

that,

webs and standard broadcast stations
during 1946 increased by 7% over
1945,

Affiliates'

previous record year.

.The reports cover the four major
webs and their 10 key stations, three
regional networks, and 751 individual stations. The same 751 stations'

•

(Continued on page 34)

WCKY

He

The Nation's Leading Independent Station

In October,
I

Apparently
omitting
purposely
any reference to the FCC or the
Blue Book, Elder pointed out that
the most serious charge against the
radio industry today is that "we do
not know enough about where we
stand with the public, not only as
to the- over-all picture, but also as
to specific practices." Actual constructive use of a public relations
study now, he declared, would be to
discover "just where' and why radio
may be failing in its job of public
service, either by sins of commission

November, December, 1946, Hooper Survey—

WCKY

Delivered

Friday,

Thai Any Other Cincinnati

Mere Audience, 8:00 A.M.-8M

P.M., Monday-

Station, Except One.

The October, November, December, 1946, Hooper Survey Shows That
Programs Deliver—
'

'

or by sins of omissions." In addition,
he said, such a study would "produce the evidence to confound selfappointed critics" if present radio
policies and practices are correct.

Afternoon

MAKE BELKE1E BALLRGOM-Over 18%

Ewening DAILY HIT PARADl-Ower

25%

of

ef

WCKY

Audience

Audience

Plujs 'Obtrusive

Noting that any advertising so
"inevitably obtrusive"
radio's
as
would be Certain to rouse some irritation, Elder declared that the problem lay in determining the point
"where advertising goes beyond
what people tolerate as a reasonable
quid pro quo for the entertainment
they get, and becomes a source of
active annoyance." Elder challenged
the broadcasters that their decisions
on what constituted a reasonable
amount of advertising are "entirely
arbitrary, and that you have no way
of knowing what is reasonable and
proper amount of advertising time/'
Noting the difficulty of getting (Birred factual measurements, he declared that modern research techniques should prove adequate for the

Evening
In

WALTZ TIME-Over 18%

October, November, December, 1946, the

Direct Sales Mail.

l«

?

some as some critics say, or is the
wave of commentary, gags and car-

them evidence that they
have caught on and are amusing, as
toons about

well as selling the public?" In order
to defend their position on such matters beyond "assuming a stuffy air
of righteousness," the entire burden
of proof rests with the broadcasters
and ad agencies, Elder declared.

Pointing out .the unfairness of trying to deprive the public of what
it wants to hear, as well as trying to
cram shows down peoples' throats
who don't want them, Elder noted
that the system' of ratings would
work much better if ratings were
"really fully representative of all
the radio listeners in the country''
instead of catering mostly to the
majority tastes. Because of current
rating practices, he said, advertisers

today won't venture into "new and
Untried fields, which may produce
fairly low ratings, yet still create
listeners at a lower cost per thousand than some of the high-rating
'big-name' shows." He added:
Just

Who

Listens?

"There is not enough attention
given to the qualitative makeup of
the audiences which can be obtained
with different types of programs.
Many an advertiser pays a big price
fur a large number of assorted listeners, when he could at much, lower
cost attract just as many potential
prospects for his product as he gets
in the bigger- group. Again we come
clown to the fact that not enough
is known about radio listening habits
and the preferences of different
kinds of people."
Elder noted that' the competition

WCKY Jamboree—
236,000

1

947, Totalled

l

l^

WCKY
The Nation's Leading Independent Station

WELCOMES THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL NATIONAL SPOT
ACCOUNTS WHICH HAVE PLACED NEW SCHEDULES ON WCKY
IN THE LAST 90 DAYS:

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO
COLGATE SUPER SUDS
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM

McCann-Erickson,
William Esty.

Ted Bates.
Donahue & Coe,

REPUBLIC PICTURES

GROVES 4-WAY COLD TABLETS
MUELLER MACARONI
RALEIGH CIGARETTES
FORD MOTORS.
MONTICELLO DRUG
OLDSMOBILE
BUCKLEY'S MIXTURE

Tarcher,

Duane Jones,
Ted Bates.
J. Walter Thompson,
Gahagan. Tarnbull,

New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New
New

CLEVELAND CLEANER
SEARS ROEBUCK

'

-

TINTEX

Grant Advertising. Toronto
Olian Advertising. St. Louis
Bayless-Kerr. Cleveland
Roche, Williams, Chicago
Chas. Storm. New York

CALL FREE & PETERS FOR AVAILABILITIES

INVEST YOUR AD DOLLAR
L.

B.

WCK

WILSON STATION

WCKY
CINCINNATI
FIFTY

York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York
York

D. P. Brother, Detroit

'

ZERBST PHARMACAL

THE

Pieces

-

s Mail for the Month of January,

"The same thing goes for many of
the other questions you have to decide, or may have to decide in thebreak announcements? The only re-'
search I have seen on these points is
ludicrous. What about singing commercials? Are they really as tire-

Audience

(8:00 P.M.™ 1 2:00 Midniie, Sun.-Sat.) Filled

job.

future," he' said. "What about, 'hitchhikes' and 'cow-catchers' and station

of

THOUSAND WATTS OF

SELLING

POWER

Up 8%

in 1945 accounted for 97.7% of the
net time sales of all stations.
Network hikes in time sales were
less spectacular percentage-wise than
those of individual stations.
Net
sales of the four webs and their key
.outlets amounted to $70,008,962— an
increase of 2% over 1945, while three
.out of five regional webs reported a
10% drop from 1945. The. 751 individual stations, on the other hand,
increased their sales by 9.2%.
Independent stations
registered

11.

Dough continued

Wecee

.
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'BwoHyn's Tree Grows Wisdom, 1st, fFollow-ip CiMMt;
» M M.** *** ** ***
Warren B. Francis, new National
Club prez and ex-VAKtrav
S1BC Hints in Flight Tkn ie Blue Press
disclosed a
1

•

conception that the pertinent answers to questions re-

The popular

imjor item of concern in the Bor- lating to this important subject It's
true that these kids are above averough of Brooklyn is l'affaire Lippy age stripe but they proved that it's
and Laraine and the pennant possi- possible to grow smart and literate

Dem Bums was

kids as well as trees in Brooklyn. L
In "Brooklyn Goes to Church,"
four civic leaders discussed the subIt's
ject of interfaith cooperation,
pointed out that there's a fairly even
distribution of the three major religions and, except for isolated inThe program was part of an amstances condemned by all responsibitious series of "Salute" within
elements— there's no racial or
WitfBC's listening radius being un- ble
nationalistic conflict.
dertaken by the station; with preStation's tribute to Brooklyn teed
vious kudos extended to Bayonne,
off early morning on the "Modern
Yonkers, Jersey City and Paterson.
Brooklyn

bilities

jolt

of

Friday

given a

WNBC

when

(7)

(NBC,

N.Y.), put on "Salute to Brooklyn"
In which that segment of civilization
was toasted on 16 varied programs
throughout the day.

—

WNBC

even put on the raiment of
respectability
on the hoyendish
Brooklyn territory. After listening
-to a few of these sessions it becomes
possible for the listener to fonder
•

.

Farmer" program when a
boy who had never viewed rural life
was interviewed while making his
Climax of the day
first farm visit.
was Kenneth Banghart's reading of

WNBC's tribute to that section.
Brooklyn has been maligned all
Although Brooklyn got the best of
these years. Perhaps in Brooklyn, the tributes, the
production
it could be that there are worse
staff gave out with a rather unprocatastrophies than a drubbing by the fessional job. In attempting to bring
St. Louis Cards or even the lowly out the home-type flavor of the borJints.
It may also be that certain ough, much of
the polish and variety
intellectual circles there aren't holdof the usual programming were
ing their breath while lippy is sep- gone. Staff would have done better
arated from his one true love:
to break up the four special proif

WNBC

One may also discover that all
Brooklynites don't speak Brooklynese, but a good brand of English
with an accent that isn't at all peculiar. Not all jabber like Hortense
and Girard on the Henry Morgan
show, and many talk of items of universal concern.

grams with a musical or variety ses-

WNBC put on four special programs from 9:30-10:80 a.m. in which
jt was possible to make all these

all along.

The

discoveries.

first

was

The hour-long gabfest was

sion.

too

much, despite the fact that different
topics were discussed.
However, Brooklyn, according to
the day's broadcasts, emerged as an
average, healthy and colorful American community. Many, suspected it
'

Jose.

'

TfME OUT

tran-

a record taken in a With Bill Campbell, Joe Thomas, annonneer
plane flying over the borough, in
frodoeer: Jack C barest
residents, in a quizS» Ming.; Sat., 19-103O SJn.
session, pointed out. major attrac- Sustaining
tions in that borijugh.which included WCAU, Philly
the Brooklyn Museum, Borough
This is a new quiz, show for teenPark, and of course, Kbbetts Field.- age boys carried on with the blessIn another session, Bob Smith chat- ings of the Philly Sandlots Associated with school kids at P.S. 1. It tion, sports outfit organized by Crime
proved that kids aren't born with Prevention Committee, and "other

scribed from

which various

.

fighting

agencies

that accent.

juvenile

delin-

»

mugg in Washington,
good mike voice and sound judgment
and
f s guester with Jinx Falkenburg

capital.
Tex McCravy from the leading
They asked him some
questions—McCrary is an old news-

hawk himself, and his wife accents
a
the fact he is trying to "make her
good reporter"— but Francis handled
himself well. The accent naturally

WHN

combp

With Chuefe Aeree, JRecgie Cross;
Harm
nooneer, Don Gordon
Danny Barker, Baby Dodos, Lucky Producer: Georgette O'Donnell

Spanier,
With Budl Blesh,
Alfred Nicholas, George Brunels,

Roberts, Cyrus St. Clair
Writers
Producer:
30 Mins.; Sat, 2:30 p.m.
WOK, N. Y.
Rudi Blesh, commentator on this
new jazz music show, to be given a
by listener deweekly spot on
mand .after one isolated perform-,
ance, made one observation on the
debut that was a clean strike. He
rapped the "hectic noises that far
too often today passes as jazz." He
wasn't kidding.

WOR

disk
Many jazz followers, and critics,
jockey Roger Q. Lewis is in love
With the old Ted Weems recording too, often heat themselves up in
of "Heartaches" and gave it a gala praise of performances labeled as
reprisplugfests,
"jazz" given by individually fine
ride, with repeated
of
number
(and some who are not)
a
musicians
platter
Decca
ing the
times, in between the commercials. who get together only occasionally.
They feel that since the men individually are great their work colABC's "World Security Workshop" lectively must be also. This same
wound up its first cycle last week judgment is applied to the infretaking quent get-togethers of widely known
(e) with another click show,
'Hiro- name bandleaders in one group. That
its place alongside the net's
shima" broadcast of last summer. they're great individually doesn't alThis one, reporting on former Sec- ways prove they're great collectiveretary of War Henry L. Shmsons ly, but the raves go on.
Dearticle in Harpers mag on "The
Be that as it may, Blesh and the
cision to Use the Atomic Bomb, .did musicians listed above do a good
away with all efforts at dramatiza- show and if they continue the brand
tion; relying on a straight reading
of music performed' on this debut
other
several
with
by Joe De Santis,
program it's quite possible that they
voices interspersed for color and can do something for jazz. The
variance, to sock the content home grouping of cornet, clarinet, tromradiowise. As in "Hiroshima," projone, piano, guitar, drums and bass
duction showed once more that turned out some mighty fine music,
straight reading, sensibly divided well paced and nicely scheduled so
among a few trained voices, can be that almost each man in the outfit
as exciting as a slic't whodunit—if the
got' to. solo. They played with spirit.
importance.
stuff read, is of intrinsic
Occasionally, their methods of complementing one another's work give
"One World Or None," WMCA's the impression they are using ardramat series on atomic energy, re- rangements rather than working ad
duced its scope to a simple human lib.
and
night
(7)
tragedy last Friday
While the musical portion is exthereby increased its effectiveness. cellent, Blesh's commenting could
Story concerned itself with the last stand improvement. He seemed stiff
man to be killed by an atomic bomb and ill at ease when this show be—a scientist who died from radia- gan, but soon ironed out. But that's
tion burns following an incident in not the objection.
His script, if it
an experiment conducted one year is one, could be better written to
after the war's end. Script Was a make clearer the histories of songs
professionally tailored piece, avoided and musicians and could go a little
discursive
and
the
the oracular tone
deeper into each without stemming
quality which characterized some the pace of the show (this one was
of the previous dramats in the series. very fast).

was on

politics,

Show was

also

etc

marked by good

thesping which made the program
theatrically persuasive, if, not too
profound.
Scripter Dexter Masters, in an
epilog, made a brief pitch in behalf
of the show, pointing out the necessity for wide public education in
the- meaning of atomic energy. He
confessed that he had no specific
program to contain the demonic
energy of the atom but that the solution was implicit in the series'

quency.
Bill Campbell, sports director of
WCAU, handles the show, which is
of "Professor Quiz" and "Information, Please." First 15 -minutes
is devoted to studio audience of kids
shooting questions on sports via title.
traveling mike at panel of "experts.'
When caught the ^experts included
Joe Lord and Norman Btstts, leading given to those who know the right
Philly collegiate basketball stars, answers. Joe Thomas, staff spieler,
and a couple of lads from the two does a smart job of handling -the
sandlot clubs which were special moppets in the audience, with Campbell keeping fast pace to show with
guests in the audience.
Second half, trick is reversed with rapid-fire chatter.
nomic conditions that made it possi- the "experts" quizzing the audience
Show listens good with enthusiasm
ble for them to give germaine and with prizes of sports equipment of young audience catching, ghat.

'Young Brooklyn' Speaks
But the major items showing the
wealth of intellectual life and an
awareness *>f the more important
things in life was evidenced by the
programs "Young Brooklyn Speaks"
and "Brooklyn Goes to Church." In
the former, a collection of high
school paper editors were interviewed on the subject of juvenile
delinquency.
discussion
Their
showed an awareness of. socio-eco-

HINT HUNT

THIS IS JAZZ

..

-

15

mta.;

»».

p m> .
.

AKMOUB

WBBM-CBB,
(Foote,

Chlearo

Cone

tc

Belding)

public
Cross betwixt
service,
giveaway, and audience participaArmour's new venture into
network promotion which has a hot
housefrau angle. Attempt to make
tion is

more beautiful for the gal in
the house brings ladies before the
mike to pass on household hints
which should prove ginger peachy
in easing the little lady's chores.
life

Show, which has been aired for
weeks on a trial local basis,
to have developed enough in-

several

seems

terest in that the studio never lacks
for Indies who are eager to help
their neighbors, as well as get a
chance at some of the lush giveaway
stuff.

Chuck Acree proves capable as
who offers an apparent
sincere interest as the hopefuls retheir little original schemes,
which sometimes make for real
giggles. For instance, listeners have
been let in on how to keep hubby
from pulling all of the bedclothes to
his side.
Winning gimmicks are selected by
studio jury. Reggie Cross, in character of "Beagle," assumes duties of
describing prizes amid the sighs,
and helps provide corn which is
eagerly consumed by a happy mar.
an emcee

late

ket.

.

:

EARLY BIBDS

,

Writer: Ethel Boron
Producer: Bert Koeblttc
Director: Sack Bines
39 Mins., Mob. thra Friday, 6:39 a.m.
Sustaining

WHS, Cleveland
What started out as a publicity gag
has been worked into a pleasant
morning' show that should meet with
much listener appeal. It began
when Sol Glantz, station's flack,
chided Press Radio Editor Stan Anderson into retracting statement that
no one listens to shows prior to 9
a.m. by saying he—Anderson would

—

answer

Material used on this program was
well chosen, too, since it got away

a.m,

from the usual items one hears when
jazz bands get going. There were a
couple of the hackneyed titles, like
"Muskrat Ramble," but on the whole
there seems to be an attempt to
take a different road. Blesh and his
men deserve a nod.
Wood.

for

THESE ABE AMERICANS, TOO

Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:30

(CST)

all calls

to his

home

in the

With phone jangling incessantly
hours, Anderson called quits,

admitted

his

Meanwhile,

error.-

WHK asked listeners to write

in and
what they would like to hear
most on an early bird stanza. In
the more than 550 letters, listeners
almost unanimously asked for: No
jive, but sweet music to ease pain of
getting out of a warm bed and waking up; announcer with mellow

state

who isn't the cheery, bouncy,
effervescent spieler that won't startle
into awakening; weather forecasts; the time, and news headline*
The Radio Actors' Workshop, an so that they can fortify themselves
inter-racial group, launched a series for the day's struggle.
of plays on the small New York
And so that's what the station in
indie, WEVD, Sunday (9), the aim putting on the air. There's plenty
being to project the contributions by of calm music; the time is given at
Negroes to the building of America. least six times in the 30-mmute
The initial installment concerned the stanza; headlines come about four
life of a Negro family in Georgia, times during the show; the weather
their bitter struggle for security and
(Continued on page 34)
the ultimate goal achieved by the
»ii gaittBBfiBHttBiBBB'MB BB SB MW*
son who as a doctor was accepted
and so permitted to show what he
could do.
*
Though the Radio Actors* Workshop has set for itself a meritorious
goal, the premiere broadcast by no
means measured up to the ideals behind the series. Even excusing the
limited facilities of the station, the
I
elementary
dramaturgy,
further
handicapped by a feeble production
S y
and some popr casting, made the
effort rather pitiful.
The story itself was choppy, just
affording episodes to support the
platforms expounded.
The actual
acceptance of the young Negro doctor by the poor whites became confused with brief lectures on medicine
and extraneous family orations on
the equality of man. Unfortunately,
the acting and direction were on a
WEED « CO. Nolioftol 8epres«nloli»s»
par with the script.
Rose.

Writer-Director: Reverie Vance
30 Mins.; Sun., 9:30 p.m.

voice

Sustaining:

them

WEVD,

N. Y.

ii

Ho
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aammces

the opening of

new

BUSINESS IN

offices of

.

.

.

FINLEY TRANSCRIPTIONS CO.
Eastern Sales Headquarters

Western Sales and Poaactioa

546 FIFTH AVE.

747 SO. HILL STRUT
LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK

<

••THERE'S riENTY Of

F 8 L BTV

CITY

Mutual 487f

Wisconsin 7-8285

PRODUCERS AND SOLE DISTRIBUTORS OF

Go Your
Short
Using.--

"MYRT and MARGE"
130- 15 minute open-end transcriptions now available.
additional 130 shows are now in pre-production.

An

ii

IGHT with MUSIC"
39-15 minute open-end musical variety (hows, starring
Marion Hutton, Nat Brusiloff's Orchestra, Herb Sheldon
with guest artists . . . Desi Arnaz . . . Clark Sisters ...
Johnny Desmond .... Ray Eberle ,
Eberly
.
. Bob
Guiuc ._. . Gen* Krupa . . . Phil Moore . . .
. , . Tito
Carl Ravana . . »
Danny O'Neil
Pastor
.
. Tony
Claude Thornhill . . . Miquelito Valdex . . Jerry Wayne
Henry Youngman.
.
.
,

.

,

.

.

.

.

WANTED— EXPERIENCED SALESMEN
Transcription salesman

.

.

territories still available,
confidentially.

.

here's

ail

excellent opportunity for high earnings. Some choice
office.
All inquiries will be treated

Apply by mail te cither

ATTENTION OUTSIDE PRODUCERS
With car pretest sales organization, we are Mapped te handle mp te
stow* at this time. If yen have a sales problem, please contact

six
ess

eMlietia!

—

ewtsitte

immediately.

"I'm

wMrM. Cow* say* tfeejr ttli cat Wheatien.

1
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IK Siper-Dwper

Set With

New

E

For Full-Scale Course

Memphis, Feb. 11.
the Commercial Appeal stahas been licensed
tion" in Memphis,
which will be
WMC-FM,
to operate
operation by late
in full power
December of this year, on a fre-

most modern radio station has
been' put into operation at Stephens
College, Columbia, Mo.
Although
it
broadcasts within the college
campus only, it is equipped to feed
any national network.

St.

Louis,

Feb.

WMC

FM

.

The step-up power process is
planned because the equipment for
the fullpower operation will not be
Equipment
immediately available.
for the 18,000-watt operation is expected to arrive soon. Delivery of
materials for the power increase to
103,000 by Sept. 1 is promised, with
the materials for the full operation
to arrive throughout the year.
An antenna for WMC-FM will be
erected atop a new tower to be constructed at WMC's present transmit-

last

f fcgs-Witii-Iitehsip Biz
Prepares to

Spill

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Ever-smouldering feud between
_
NBC and its affiliate heie. KFI,
burst into flame again this week. In

|

|

i

were

syndicated

virtually

'

victim of a
charges it has been the violin
conspiracy between the net, agen-

We

"

'

nave

this in writing," said the
wire, "and' wish to assure
are .thoroughly

boiling

^

!

1

I

-

-

*W
™S

i

!

speak for
it's

own

its

to

to NBC prexy Nilos
copies to heads of the
leading agenc.es

Wire was sent

Trammel and
other

three

.

engineering staffs.
We intend
continue on this basis and fight
any joint action on the part of
unjons and networks to nuUjfv our
cfforts to negotiate for our own

chafed

nets,

'

and industry associations, protesting station."
the practice of nets speaking lor atin
filiates
the recently concluded!.
,

,

1

.

,

i

AFRA

BARBASOL'S PITT. DISK DEAL

negotiations, and* hurling the
waming that the same should not bt
nt
itted to happen in tho

,

,

.

Pittsburgh,

.

cum

i1

Pittsburgh's

^ ^ ^ T"""?"^' ^

biggest

|

;

.

M

,

concluded AFRA
recently
negotiations "presumed" to. embrace
KFI, the wire complained. AFRA

The

|

j

!

Wcstinghouse station,
Little-known fact to program's
listeners is that Brant himself is a
professional musician.

'

When New Lines Hook Up
Storecast Corp., which launched
business of piping commercial
and transcribed music into

spots

from two studios located in
Manuand Hartford.

facturers

of

33-

grocery

products

have bought the ad service which
comprises a series of 30-second spots
repeated regularly throughout store
hours.
Storecast

recently inaugurated a
new service, permitting advertisers
to make brief pitches for their
product to store managers before
opening time. Chain of First National Stores, in which the service
is now installed, is also using Storecast facilities as an inter-communication system to' keep managers
posted on sudden price changes and
other policy matters.
-
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KFWB FOR TEST SHOW

"'« at 13
it*

vitnh ing

,•;

-<-.£,<

tin

,)

<

iM&W>ii i^-md

work

swing.
Auto makers will
new type of program combining theatre, films and ether with
details of theatre showcasing
and starting date in the fire now.
Under the heading of "Hollywood
Auditions," 'show will run 30 minutes five times weekly. Format is to
give theatrical aspirants an overall
test which will present them on a
theatre stage before an audience
while their broadcast audition is being filmed. Applicants will first be.

launch
all

interviewed with ensuing tests devised to suit their backgrounds. Material will

replies

be framed around their
why they think they

as to

are suited to thesping.
Applications will be

through

K-F

dealers,

distributed

and Max Fac-

tor will see

erly

made

that testees are propup.
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€htcag«'s Showmanship Station

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
be proving grounds
for Kalser-Frazer. Concern is readying for its Pacific plunge with a
tryout on local before making a netwill
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WHK

Bridgeport

11.

;

its

basis

Feb.

,

American
the
program under a single sponsor is
do-;
It
Federation of Musicians.
now KDKA's "Midniters' Club,"
inelude KFI in
"cw
""»»""»
which 'is disk-jockeyed
by Bill Brant.
J
scales, comany agreement on wage scales
g „ 0 w bankrolling the
mercial
rcial £ees vacations or othci conflye and g half hours week)y
f.
with

negotiations

O.;
WKNY ™y
m

MIT PAY DIRT

it

deal.

AFRA

in vesti£»* Jf
and' American FoderaUoTTf
1 r<
urse ° ««* coilu;?°
In negotiating the f.f ]?
Radio Artists.
s 10n
» continues: ''KFI hns .alnational AFRA-net agreement, the
h ad se P arate agreements coynegotiate and
to
rights
station's
t
e
its
own announcers mus.c.ans
staff were usurped.

cies

Over

super-markets seven months ago, is
blueprinting expansion plans after
winding up the initial period of
operations on a solid financial footing. Currently limiting its coverage
to about 80 markets in southern
New England and in N. Y. state, the
outfit is preparing to penetrate into
the rest of the N. E. territory as
soon as telephone lines are available.
George H. Hennessy, formerly grocery store merchandiser for BBD&O,
joined Storecast Feb. 1 to supervise expansion of the system.
Storecast .is supplying music and
plugs to stores on a nine-hour a day

separate
station,

d the netg contimlert to negotiate
0n the basis of there bcing no dif.
ference in the KFI contract to be
arrived at from that agreed upon
tor the aiets.

throughout the industry, the station

Steubenville,

in

,

.

j

which

S

WSTV

AFRA-Net Deal

was entitled to a
However, said the

a scathing wire to the net, copies of

:

include

>

had agreed with the station that

|

\

•

WFPG in Atlantic City and
Cleveland—Jack Maurer has re- in Kingston, N. V.
turned to his post as sales manager
WPIT, which expects to be on
after a year and a half the air by April on 730 kc with 1,of
leave of absence to organize the 000 watts, is the sixth and first new
'.'"> station in Pittsburgh since 1932.
Ohio network.

outside Memphis. The
tower will be 753 feet above the
ground, giving it a height of 620 feet
above the average terrain in the
Midsouth area.
The antenna and the RCA transmitter will be the new type recently
designed by RCA engineers.
Radio dealers and suppliers in
the Memphis area are stocked with
FM receivers awaiting the station's
initial broadcast.
H. W. Slavick is general manager
of the station and E. C. Frase, Jr;,
technical supervisor and- chief
is
engineer.

plant

ting

.

The newspaper, the Metropolitan
Broadcasting Co., also of Belleville,
The and the Southern Illinois Broadstation is part of the college's radio
casting Co., Centralia, III., all sought
curriculum, and every phase of radio
from selling to broadcasting is the 1430 kc. permit, While the matter was being mulled by FCC, the
taught..
The plan to inaugurate a radio News-Democrat withdrew from the
joint hearing and amended its apdept. started last March when a
plication.
A request of WIL, St.
dozen outstanding authorities from
Louis, to increase its power and
the radio and advertising industry
change frequency from 1230 kc. to
were invited to formulate plans.
1430 kc. was involved in the joint
Arthur F.'Rekart, .chief engineer of
KXOK, was assigned to install a hearings.
modern broadcasting station.
He
drew the plans for remodeling stuMEBDIAN'S WPIT TAKEOVER
dios, etc.
The college station has
"•'.
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
new high fidelity, professional dupliJohn L. Merdian has been apcate recording equipment, and is
equipped to receive
and FM pointed, general manager ol town s
broadcasts and shortwave programs. newest radio station, WPIT, by John
nag g
L
6
Hale Aarnes is in- charge of the
l>
t
^.Vi
Friendly Group Stations,
Which also
course.

T'rT

U km

BaltIe Bursts

Station Gripes Vs.

ville,

AM

31'

11.

Publishing

Co., publisher of a daily in Belle111.,
14 miles from St. Louis,
week broke a three-way squabble Jor permission to operate a new
radio station on 1430 kc. when it
amended its application at the suggestion of FCC and sought a permit
on 1230 kc.

11.

A

WWC

expects to
In the meantime,
broadcasting to Memintroduce
phis and the Midsouth in about 60
18,000
watts.
starting With
days,
Around Sept, 1 the power will be
stepped up to 103,000 watts, with the
final step-up to 515,000 watts to come
before the first of the year.

Feb.

Louis,

St.

The News - Democrat

quency of 93.5 megacycles, or chanIn addition,
maintains a line
nel 228, with a power of 515,000 to KFRU, Columbia, through which
watts. That's top gun on anybody's KXOK, St. Louis, may be fed.
kilocycle.

SShlos!™66

Gadgets

Ffer Gets Okay
WMC,

'

RADIO

College Radio Studios

i'«0 k<

;

.

—

S
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DuMont Return

FCC Dilemma Over

Teletint

color

30-tube

set,

which

costs

ap-

3— CBS and RCA
fire

drew

-witnesses

on the nearness of RCA's simul-

taneous color process.

CBS

counsel
admission

wrung
Julius Brauner
that C. B. Jolliffe, director of research for RCA, had earlier estimated four-and-a-half years would
be required to standardize simultaneous eplor, Engstrom told the
FCC yesterday that RCA and the
rest of the industry could agree on

by Denny, Smith and Dr. DuMont,
however, seriously weakened the
CBS testimony as it was brought out
that he is apparently not the expert on television that he is on biophysics. Hecht admitted that he had
seen only the CBS color demonstration in N. Y., but had not seen the
color against black and white comparative tests, nor the RCA simultaneous system. As for black and
white, he'd seen demonstrations only
in dealers' stores. He also admitted
that higher definition color pictures

Dr. Selig Hecht, Columbia Univ.
biophysicist, bore the brunt of CBS
testimony during today's morning
session as he tore into the statement
to the

obtained

color video pictures. Dr.
also supported the CBS system, declaring he'd found it produces a picture "adequate in brightness, color resolution, contrast and

viewing
1

Tele on

Air

With SI Programs;

Tests In

-Day March 10

est 'in electrical

New York

What use the black and white
proponents would make in their
testimony of the propagation tests
conducted last week with CBS' color field equipment, meanwhile, remained to be seen. Tests were
last

Sunday

through

Wednesday (5)
with RCA,

(9),

A. Video

Hollywood, Feb.

Los

11.

Angeles'

"T-

Day," kickoff to general television
receiver distribution, has been
cially

named

as

March

offi-

On

10.

that

day heavy daily and trade press advertising, special video programs and
promotional tieups will
and consum-

retail outlet

bally video set displays

400 Sets on

Hand

St. Louis, Feb. 11.

Ecsting

planned sked by 30

its

days, KSD, owned and operated by
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, began
television
broadcasting
programs
Saturday (8) and thus claimed to be

With

RCA

parent-

ing, all set manufacturers and distributors will participate, including

DuMont,

Farnsworth,
Gilfillan,
Emerson, General Electric, etc.
Detailed plans are to be announced on
Feb. 14:
Special dealer meetings will be
called at Ambassador hotel Feb. 28
27 at which distribs will be instructed on set handling and their
share in overall ballyhoo. Select 60
of 600-odd retailers in L. A. will be
asked in to receive a few sets for
display and some for immediate delivery to public.
will show
five models, including two table sets,

and

RCA

—-—

which will be immediately
communications that

has taxed the limited funds and perThe
sonnel of the Commission.
showing ""made has largely been
made possible by extraordinary ingenuity and effort on the part of

employees in

er availability.

=====

a

i

available.

IP

all levels."

The reoort disclosed that since the
close of the war more than 200,000
applications covering 40 different
DuMont and Philco engineers at- the first newly equipped postwar categories of radio service have been
tempting to determine whether the tele station in the U. S. to go on filed at FCC and nearly 200,000 auCBS ultra-high frequency signal the air, and No, 1 among newspaper- thorizations issued. At year-end
could be received in .anything but a owned stations. Several days before 1946,, more than 530,000 persons or
the kickoff, KSD successfully tele- corporations held permits or licenses
line-of -Sight transmission.
CBS, which originally refused to vised several events. A "corps of for some type of radio activity.
make its equipment available, co- engineers, under the guidance of
Robert Coe, the station's chief enoperated to the extent of providing
gineer, gave the green light for the
a color receiver, in addition to the
I
CIS'
black and white receiver asked for. actual start of public programming.
The station's tele sked calls for
Receiver was installed last Wednes-

conducted

L

F§r

Metropolitan

.

FCC ASKS CONGRESS

flicker."

Concentrated grilling of Dr. Hecht

'

signal strength for all localities to

ISD

effect that the rods and cones of the
eye conflict with each other when

freedom from intrusive

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Al Donahue stepped into a 9isk
Date for the return to the air of jockey spot here, making second
WABD, DuMont's N. Y. tele outlet, Stickwaver to spin platter locally.
depend
lias not yet been set and will
Donahue is sponsoring himself on
on how soon tests can be completed daily half hour show over KFVD,
following the installation of the
plugging his own record store. Bestation's new high-power transmitter.
cause he has not the number of
Transmitter, built by RCA and the
waxings etched by Woody Herman,
first of its kind to be Installed, will
initial batoneer expects to become a
boost WABD's sending power to 22.5
temporary pancake flipper,
kilowatts. With weather permitting,
Donahue fears no thumb by local
DuMont execs hoped to have the jocks who are cold shouldering such
scaffolding torn down this week and
inroads in their profession by not
to begin experimenting with a test
playing certain band leaders' pressafterwards.
immediately,
pattern
ings.
Tests will determine' the correct

^''ADEQUATE FUNDS'

half years.

Hecht

to Air

without any
provide the best sound and picture.
flicker via the RCA method, and
DuMont expects to come back with
that he was employed as a consul- the same broadcasting schedule that
tant by CBS.
was in effect before the station shut
Dr. Goldmark and RCA- witnesses down and to hypo its programming
Washington, Feb, 11.
were slated for cross-examination gradually from there.
A strong plea for adequate funds
this afternoon. T. A. M. Craven, veeto handle the ever-growing load of
pee of Cowles Broadcasting, and
radio applications is contained in the
former member of the FCC, is exFCC's annual report for the fiscal
pected to testify in support of CBS
year tended June 30, 1946. Report
tomorrow (Wednesday) with the
was forwarded to Congress this week
declaration that "the FCC should not
(9).
base its decision on the obsolescence
FCC Chairman Charles R. Denny
question but rather on the technical
informed the Congress in his letter
feasibility of the two methods.
of transmittal: "The return of peace
has aroused an unprecedented inter-

be

might

standards within 18 months and RCA
could be in retail production of the
electronic color sets in three-and-a-

made yesterday by Rajbourn

Al Donahue Sponsoring
Self on KFVD Disk Show

Awaits Transmitter Test

Continued from page 28

proximately 20% more than a comparable black and white unit.

"

BI Sbcum lows

For Fulltime Scribing
day in the home of Finster Macin- 51 programs weekly to be seen over
William J. Slocum, director of spetosh, prez of Philco International in receivers in the cocktail lounge of a
Bronxville. Signal from the field downtown hotel, several department cial events for CBS, has resigned to
transmitter was reportedly good, stores, and a public utility company. devote his fulltime to writing. He
with the color more clearly defined During the current week RCA-Vic- checked out Monday (10), for Sarathan in the CBS N. Y.—Tarrytown tor expects to install 100 tele re- sota, Fla., to begin work on another
ceivers in residences, hotels, depart- book.
test several weeks ago.
ment stores; etc., and have 300 more
Slocum has been with CBS for 10
Monochrome backers, however,
available for sale. General Electric year's. He is the author of "Reilly
were also satisfied with the results,
also expects to have sets available of the White House," scheduled for
claiming

"HIRES TO YA"
FOR SECOND YEAR
COAST-TO-COAST

CIS,

1

I®

there were several places
the low-band black and
white signal was received where the
nigh-frequency color signal did not
come through* Reason, according to
the black, and white camp, was because the ultr'a-hig^i frequency Signal worked on the same principal
radar
as
and would therefore
bounce' back from any object in its
path, setting up a multiplicity of
signals between the transmitter and
intervening object but not getting
through to the receiver.

where

2» 3.

ed cashmnii
HOLLYWOOD

for purchase.
The kickoff Saturday (8) consisted of a talk by the station's
special events director; a sports interview with some local celebs by
the paper's sport staff writes, "Man
on the Street" interviews, and an

Murray dance

Arthur

spring publication, and of ^"FDR
My Boss," the experience of Grace
Tully as secretary to Franklin D.

For Sale

Roosevelt, set for fall release. Slocum's next -book will be on the experiences of Elmer Irey, iormer head
of the Treasury Dept law enforcedemonstra- ment agency.

tion.

Substantial Minority
-

tele schedule calls
until 4 p.m. Monday,

station's

first public tests were made flock of sponsors and plenty
RCA-Victor dealers and guests waiting to get on.

The
to

Interest in

RADIO STATION

—

Boston Nan Howard, for 20 years
for programs
a sales rep with WEEI (CBS), retires
Thursday and Saturday; until 3 on April 1. For years she has been asTuesday; and until 8:30 p.m. on sociated with the Caroline Cabot
shopping service, daily slot with a
Friday.

The

250 Wefts
Network Affiliate

mm
154

still

W.

Variety,

46th

St..

at a downtown hotel. Dan Halpin,
of RCA-Victor, said this town is
definitely ahead of all others on the
basis of sight and sound, and at-

DISC JOCKEYS

Mutual Station' Grals

f ON TARGET
Even when

drop

it

the

into

energy,

skill

sistently

.

basket by

itself.

and experience to

which

why

It

many

radio stations have chosen

Weed

and Company

so

to represent them.

^

IUEED
company
ftriD

RADIO STATION
R E P R E S E N T AT IV I
NEW YORK • BOSTON •CHICAGO • DCTR01T>SAN rMNCISCO'ATlANTA'HOlLYWOOB

the air.
""

^ Cleveland,

Feb.

11.

ABC

product, but when that net's
WJW, decided: to take a
sponsored hockey match in place of
the comic,
decided to take advantage of the thousands of Morgan
fans'bere.
local outlet,

WHK

An agreement

with the agency has
been reached and now the Morgan
show is heard locally over WHK,
the Mutual outlet.
It's understood
that even when the hockey season
expires, agency will continue to
keep the
spot because of the
good job in keeping the community

WHK

—ABC
—WBBM

BREAKFAST WITH THE BENNINGS

NBC SERENADE

TIE W.

E.

LONG 00.

155 North Clark

St.,

Radio Division
Chicago

'19%'

1,

III.

'1996"

TRANSCRIPTIONS

ADVENTURERS CLUB—CBS

-

These biographies are included in the 1996
now in use by over 200 radio stations.
They are available to other stations with the
1996 contract, or separately. Write for script
of sample biography and prices.
contract,

contact.

BROADCASTS
STUMP THE AUCHORS

1996 offers you 350 thumbnail biographies of
phonograph recording stars, ready to put on

Props Comic for Hockey

The Henry Morgan show may be
an

Amer-

is

Henry Morgan as WJW
-

takes

score conof

. .

ica's finest

looks easy, the ball doe i n't

Bos 900
New York

'1996"

tributed it to the fact it is the first
city technologically to be completely
equipped with postwar materials

and equipment.

1

DAVE BACAL
lllAN-PlANI-llflCWIli

MUSICAL DIRECTOR—THE W. E. LONG CO.
LOVE LETTERS WITH FRANKLYN MacCORMACK
FRANKLYN MacCORMACK'S BOOK OF
MEMORIES
STEPHEN KNIGHT, CRIMINOLOGIST
JACK STARR STORIES
STARR'S TEMPERA-TUNES
PEABODYS
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As Ye
A WNBC

RADIO
HEART WARMING STINT
Marshall
I MILWAUKEE STORM

§tw-& lil Ye E«p

(N. Y.)" policy against selling station breaks paid off handlast week, The station—flagship lor NBC, and of late

Chicago, Feb. 11.
Blizzard that brought 18 inches of

somely in the

busily building community goodwill in the area— became the official
mouthpiece for gas companies in the N. Y. suburban area, and the
firms, in turn, boosted the station in letters, paid advertisements and

to Milwaukee, Jan. 30, and
Washington, Feb. 11.
all transportation facilities
Secretary of State George Marfound radio jumping to the
shall last week gave emphatic supfore and reconverting its program- port
to continued government shortming to public service.
wave broadcasting and gave qualiLocal stations— WTMJ, WISN,. and fied approval to Asst. Secretary of
WEMP—within the first 12 hours State Bill Benton's plan for an Inof the storm, were top-heavy with ternational
Broadcasting Foundaannouncements concerning industries tion to coordinate overseas proand schools forced to close, weddings gramming.
and funerals postponed, missing perAt his maiden press conference
sons and lost dogs, emergency mes- (7) Marshall declared it was essensages from stranded people, public tial "... we try to fnvev the earth
utility announcements, and frequent with truth in the midst of this riot
broadcast of emergency methods to of propaganda." On Thursday (6)
be used in case of fire, flood, or ac- he urged Congress to give priority
cident.
attention te legislation setting up a
First time in 65 years that Mil- publicly-chartered government corwaukee Journal went to press with- poration to handle shortwave proout any ads, and paper was printed gramming.
He told newsmen, however, that
with no assurance of delivery.
WTMJ, Journal station, however, some changes might have to be
read all the news over the station made in the Benton plan, and that
at frequent intervals. Transporta- he intended to study it carefully.
tion was finally unsnarled following
Meanwhile, Marshall's endorseday.
ment of government shortwave

for latest gas developments.

As the situation got worse, rather than better, the Rockland Gas Co.
asked for similar service. Announcements were then spread on all
news shows, for all counties involved, throughout the day and evening.
Suburban dailies carried gas company ads, telling users to listen to
the latest gas developments on WNBC. Sound trucks were sent out
through Long Island plugging the station. Throughout Rockland
County, preachers last Sunday (9) told their parishioners to listen to
the station, and all film houses had the information announced over
their p.a. systems.
The gas situation changed from hour to hour, users at times being
told, they could turn thermostats up to 65 degrees, down to 55 degrees,

Move

—

lily,

Mai E§ard

operations has already had some
effect on Capitol Hill where an appropriations committee has proposed
paring funds for shortwave and
other of Benton's information programs.
(It is reported that, unless
Congress restores cuts made in
Benton's division, 140 employees will
get the ax.)
Meanwhile, Benton's plan for a 15man foundation to direct shortwave
has already been forwarded to Concommitgressional appropriations
tees.
It calls for a government corporation made up Of 14 prominent
non-salaried directors to be named
by the President. The Chairman of
the Corporation would be paid a
yearly salary. One of the 14 directors would be the Secretary of State
or someone named to represent him
on the Foundation.
Funds would be appropriated by
Congress, and the board of directors
would have to report to that body

•

•

'

*

Ceigress Has Plan if

snow
tight,

II

Benton's

locked

even from church pulpits,
Because of the .extremely cold weather, householders in Nassau,
Suffolk and parts of Queens County (all on Long Island) and in Rockland County were faced with gas shortages. The Long Island Lighting
System applied to WNBC last week for purchase of station breaks,
during which it would' inform the suburbanites how high or low they
must keep their thermostats in order to have enough gas for all.
Since the station has an anti-break sale policy, the service was
offered free. Announcements were first started on Kenneth Banghart's
6-6:15 p.m. news show, with the gas company in Long Island mailing
20,000 letters to gas users telling them to listen to the Banghart gab

off altogether, etc.

Back

each year.

i

to Un-Snafo

Philly-Camdei
Washington, Feb.

11.

FCC came up

with a plan last
to correct the snafued small
tadio station situation in the Philadelphia-Camden area where little
outlets are on a channel sharing

week

HALF

basis.

Under the proposal, not yet final,
WCAM, Camden, which now shares
the 1310 kc channel with WTMJ,
Trenton, and WCAP, Asbury Park,
Would get a channel of its own as
would the other two. However, their
power would be decreased.

.

A
QUEEN"

WTEL

In addition,
and WHAT,
sharing the 1340 kc channel in
Philly, would get wavelengths of
their own and increased power.

now

-

The action Ignores completely the
longtime fight over the license of
because of its contract with
Mack Radio Sales Co., of Camden.
FCC has a proposal pending to lift

WCAM

WCAM

t

unless it
the license of
wriggles out from under the dsal
which gives Mack Radio control over
a large segment of the time. Presumably this deal would have to be
terminated for
to benefit by
the new arrangement.
Plan would also knock out the
petition of Ranulf Compton for a
channel in Camden, although such
channel had been tentatively ap-

WCAM

proved last Oct. 28.
Commission has consolidated into
a new hearing March 10 the application of the Valley Broadcasting Co.,
of Allentown, Pa.
would
Under the plan:
move to 1340 kc and drop to 250
drops
Watts unlimited time;
to 250 watts on the 1300 kc band for
daytime operation; WCAP, remains
at 1310 kc, with 250 watt, unlimited
operation.

WCAM

WTNJ

In Philly, WTEL would be upped
from 100 to 250 watts, daytime
operation and transfer to the 860 kc
band.
would jump from 100
to 1000 watts, and get the 800 kc
Channel for daytime operation.

the ofher hoi'
is

sponsored by

ALKA-SCLTZCR

WHAT

On April 30,

1945, "Queen For

A Day"- a new kirid

of daytime radio program -premiered on Mutual.

lank

Navy Glad

Radio

Built around woman's yearning for glamour,

After Beef to D.C. Brass
Hollywood, Feb.
U.

S.

11.

Navy here has loosened up

press coverage invitations and
given virtual carte blanche to radio
as a result of complaints to top brass
in Washington. Example is found in
the heavy radio representation at
unveiling of new Navy jet plane at
Douglas plant, in El Segundo. Local
etherites were strongly in evidence
—and on equal terms with press

Its

'

due

to

Navy

about-face.

Coincident with Navy invitation
Admiral Felix
letter from
Johnson, Navy public relations top
per, in Washington, apologizing for
seeming oversights of the past and
promise that local radio will share
coverage with papers. On invite of

came

local Navy rep, Lt. Bill Lombard,
local stations covered event.

San Antonio

— The

Community Food
ing a

new

tonio."

Handy Andy

Stores

is

sponsor-

Monday through

program over
titled "Wake up San AnBud
feature
Programs

Saturday

KMAC

daily

Whaley as

half-hour

m.c.

packed with

sure-fire heart-appeal

.

.

produced by

the hit-conscious Hay Morgan organization ... the
half -hour, five-a-week

new

"Queen For

Cinderella-a-day story,

listening

must

for

A Day" with

its

became an overnight

women from

coast-to-coast.

By October, "Queen" had run up such an unusual
record that

two

of the nation's top radio advertisers

hit a

high of 5,3 (not including audience turn-over )

and the average has been

cember

30, 1946,

while P.

& G.

4.3.

renewed

Alka-Seltzer,

constrained by shortages,

bowed

is

available and,

don't think

To

it

will

from current

interest,

has an established audience and

twitt sell

can mean exceptional returns, in terms of

queen

it

over the daytime

products,

"Queen "undoubtedly provides a proven answer.

29 and December 31, 1945, respectively.

waves. Daily ratings

we

remain available for long.

We

air

out.

five-a-

an advertiser seeking a radio vehicle which

bought it-winning out over other bidders. AlkaSeltzer and P. & G. began sponsorship on October

Throughout the past year "Queen" continued to

on De-

for another 52 weeks;

So now-half the "Queen" (quarter -hour,

week)

shall

be more than pleased to submit the

"Queen" story and why

this

your advertising Investment.

full

program, on Mutual,

.

S3

sales, for

The Mutual

casting System, 1440 Broadway,

Broad-

New York 18, N. Y.

nmm

84

Rare
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FCC NKES NABET

APIA Chase Stymies Platter

Radio leviews
-

Deal fer South African Payola Wefe
•

Current

efforts

buy

to

tran-

American programs for South
Broadcasting Corp.'s new
commercial channel are being stymied, according to ad agency rep
George Movshon, by a heretofore

scribed

African

unnoticed clause In AFRA's transcription contract. Formerly a pro-

ducer with SABC, Movshon is
temporarily representing National
Broadcast Advertising Co.. Ltd., a
group of South African ad agencies,
in an attempt to buy U. S. transcribed programs for the planned
commercial web which is to start
But a stopper
next September.
clause in the AFRA pact calls for
any foreign purchaser of transcriptions to pay scale on the talent cost
for each individual platter.

Movshon, who plans
with
AFRA National

to huddle
exec sec
George Heller in an effort to work
out an equitable arrangement, said

that he's blocked until some reduc"A transcribed show
tion is made.
for which a Cincinnati station is
required to pay $100 per platter
would cost us the usual $100 plus
as much as $2,000 per shot for talent

shows in Afrikaans. Commercial, or

C

channel will afford a third set

of

programs from the same originat-

ing facilities.

New move to commercialize is being vigorously opposed by the South
African press, admittedly because of
the possible loss in advertising
revenue. A commission is now Sitting to decide on the move, and
Net has
set a date if. it's favored.
in development capital
$2,500,000
laid aside after 10 years' operation.

Agency rep declared that there
are plenty of sponsors available to
the new net, and that the "United
States is the obvious place to shop
for plattered shows. He also pointed
out that the Union of South Africa
is the fifth largest export market
for the United States.
AFRA transcription contract currently in force was signed in 1941,
which means that shows plattered
before then can be bought without
the additional talent cost. But, Movshon says, some of those are pretty
bad.

FCC

under this ruling," Movshon stated.
He added that, at present, on the
.

non - commercial

operation?

about a quarter of

all

Mayflower

-

in his

decision

on the
year ago.

attacks-

a

Now, however, he has unanimous
support on NAB's 14th district directors, oral

support of the

NAB

Small

Market Stations representatives and
modified backing of the networks.

Fee One of the Highest

s

li Invite

Continued from page 25

programming almost alone

in spite of the fact that all
available talent is being used, which
would -indicate that there's no question of protecting South African
radio personnel.
Is live,

•

Si

only

were

Mutual Board members
for
as an effort to known to have raised the question
lower license fees for the 380,000 with FCC'ers in Washington, Jan.
officers have also gone on
radio families in South Africa. Cur- 31.
rent fee is one of the highest in the record in favor of an editorial polworld, at $7.50 per year. Movshon icy, though American's v.p. Bob
emphasizes that the net is not gov- Kihtner is reported opposed to upernment-owned or subsidized, but is setting the Mayflower ruling. CBS
rttn as a non-profit organization, Jees men have reported to FCC that bulk
for which are collected by the gov- of their affiliates favor having the
ernment.'
With stations in Cape- right to editorialize even though
town, Johannesburg and Durban, they have no particular desire to
web operates one channel with- pro- exercise the right.
grams in English, and another chanPrivately, FCC'ers say Mayflower

continued from page 30

-

HEARING BID VS;WDNC

5

Washington, Feb.
tional

venture

In Jan., With Rival

WNBC

Humping

Chest

Also

WNBC

and WJZ, N. Y. flag,
ships respectively for NBC and ABC
nets, competing ac.tively against each

With

other for local business, both claimed
hangup business improvement for
January, both backing up their
claims with facts and some figures.
Interesting, to the trade was the
fact that, while NBC has divorced
its N. Y. key station from net operations, giving it larger autonomyABC has done exactly the opposite,
tying the local outlet a few weeks
ago more directly than ever to the
web's apron strings. As a result, the
business hypo seemed to prove
neither the effectiveness of one sysalinvestigate
to
Commission's duty
tem nor the other.
leged unfair labor practices and
WJZ, while not revealing dollar
added there would probably be little figures, claimed its January business
the Commission could do even if had increased over the preceding
estabwere
practices
such unfair
month by 32%.
pointed to
NLRB,
lished by' the
five sales on news shows, and three
sales on other major programs, making a total of eight. By coincidence,
'

'

-

;

30 min. Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Griffith Auto Co.
KELD, Dallas

CST

Ben

(Kinney)
Here's a new twist to an audience
participation show. This opus is
heard from the service department
of the Ben Griffin Auto Co., local
Ford dealer, which is said to be one
of the largest covered garages in
the state. There is enough room to
seat 10,000. Show should make customers for Griffin as he is featuring
an unsual twist. He is offering to
contestants, who answer the questions correctly, a cash award plus
the amount the contestant spent
with him during the past month.

On airing heard, the carry over
amount of the question was $20.
The winner purchased a new Ford,
with the result he was given a check
Each question used
for $1,398.03.
hap a cash value. If the contestant
misses, this amount is carried over
to the next question.
Bill Hightower is "Mr. Griffin"
and makes a fine quiz master. He
has a fine sense of humor and keeps
the show; moving along smartly.

Malcolm Kinney

WNBC

Indies'

—

18%

WJZ's

Hike

Continued from page 29

s

higger improvement in sales than
did network affiliates, most of whom
had already reached the S.R.O.
The 620 network
saturation point.
stations increased sales by 8.1%,
while the 131 independents upped
In terms of
their take by 18%.
power, the wee watters showed
greatest percentage-wise improvement in net time sales, wth 371 unlimited time stations 19.4% ahead of
1945, and 13 local day and part time
total of 41
stations, ahead 27%.
clear channel 50-kilowatt stations
showed only an increase of 3.3% in
time sales; and 5-20kw. unlimited
time stations of which 22 reported,
showed only 5,9% increase.
;

A

the announcer
as well as the originator and producer. He does a nice job on the
commercials which are about the
ABC
What this means, according to FCC
various services offered by the Grifanalyists, is that the agency men
fin people. John Hicks is producer
for KRtiD and handles the controls moved out in the sticks to buy better time on the wee watters. Sponfor the remote.
Show is said to have played to sors moved in to the smalltime sta7,000 people on, its first two airings. tions which had availabilities, since
Questions are fairly simple, allowing the bigtime stations were jampacked
for plenty of contestants to go home
in
happy with the money. Airing is -and could not absorb much more
the way of advertising revenues.
well produced and ably presented.
FCC men stressed too that the wee
Andy.
watters start out with a much
nel covering the same area with ruling
smaller earnings base, so that only
is already a "dead duck" in
increased revenues loom
slightly
strictest sense. They point of sevlarge percentage -wise. The reverse
eral cases of editorializing which
is true for the heavy earners. More
have been violation of the MayContinued from page 25
comprehensive data on broadcast
flower ruling but have not been
cited by FCC. They say the Com- ters less tMn in either kinds of script income and expenses will be released
mission is only concerned to see shows," one writer summed up. An- later, FCC said.
\
that licensees let both sides on the other thought that the sex angles
air, particularly on important pub- injected into "Thin Man,'.' "Mr, and
CITIES SERVICE'S 21ST
*
Mrs. North" and some other shows
lic issues./
Cities
Service
Corp.
celebrates its
Some of the best network shows, had done more harm to the market
21st anniversary on the air on Feb.
as they see if, are outside the May than anything else, although it was
21 with a cocktail party being hosted,
flower* ruling taken in its strictest remembered that "Gangbusters" was
logically
enough,
the
21 Club.
at
sense. This goes for CBS shows like drawing fire as far back as 1939.
M. H. Aylesworth, radio consultNobody thinks whodunits will pass
"The Empty Noose," Lyman BryLOU CLAYTON
ant, will emcee. Only switch is that
soh's Sunday talks on CBS radio out, but it's anticipated that critiUNITED EEHH, DRUG CO.
the
shindig
is being celebrated the
SWto-«BS--»:S6 p.m„ BSX
policies and programs, the net's cism may force a strict code that will
M-O-BJ—"Mils Time for Keeps"
broadcasts a year ago on the Detroit stop the use of wilder sort of plots 19th.
"It Happened 9a BfooUjm'
and the "talking it over in bed"
trace riots, etc.
angles that a few shovfs, to hypo
WCKY's Misery Series
their ratings, have been getting
Cincinnati, Feb. 11.
away with.
With the approach of Ineonfe Tax
time,
has asked Fred W.
Capitol H1U Action
Boss; Assistant Chief Field Deputy
of the office of the Collector of
Washington, Feb. 11.
Growing criticism of radio's crime Internal Revenue for the First Disshows found an outlet on Capitol trict, to prepare a series "of six
Hill here last week when Rep. Walt broadcasts explaining the tax laws.
Horan (R., Wash.) dropped a resoFirst of the series began Feb. 2
lution in the hopper calling for oh the
Public Interest Period
an investigation of the blood-and- at 5 p.m. Boss will discuss different
thunder broadcasts to determine phases of filing Income Tax Rewhether they contribute to juvenile turns each succeeding Sunday evedelinquency. Horan's bill would have ning through March 9.
the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee do the probing with a view to clamping restrictions on this type of radio fare.
His action followed organization

New commercial
SABC was proposed

.

11.

Going on the theory that the NaLabor Relations Board and not
the SFCC must decide radio labor
questions, the Commission last Friday (7) denied a petition of the National Association of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians to reopen an
FCC hearing record and incorporate
much
has
show
evidence on "alleged unfair labor
The 30-minute
merit, making for easy a.m. listening practices" on the part of the Durand certainly should provide the ham Radio Corp., WDNC, Durham,
answer to "how to keep the listener N. C.
Mark
happy."
The union's petition was Opposed
by both WDNC and a new bidder,
MEET MB. GRIFFITH
Information Corp. of DurWith Malcolm Kinney, John Hicks, the Public
ham; both of whom had received
Bill Hlghtower
John Hicks, Malcolm station grants from FCC.
Producer:
said it was not the
spokesmen
Kinney
FCC

report as often as possible, usually
every seven minutes.
At the moment, with the show
Dave
just a few days old, announcer
Sheldon Still is seeking to meet listener interest by asking for letters
giving preference in whether song
titles should be lumped together,
"given one at a time, or in bunches.

WJZ's 32| Biz like

is

Whodunits

AMI

I

figure

in Washington last week of a National Council on Child Entertainment whose purpose is to campaign
for elimination of crime programs at
hours when children might be listening. The group is made up of
local parents, educators and church

CLEVELAND'S
Advertisers begirthe big

when they
for sales.

show, Sundays, 1:15-1:30
m., for 52 weeks. Other new
business during January included two sales for the "High Jinx"
show, for Borden Clothes and Literary Guild; Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., for news, 8-8:05 a, m.,
Mondays through Saturdays, and
1-1:15 p. m. Sundays; Shell Oil,
news, daily 6-6:15 p. m.; S. & W,
Fine Foods, news, Sundays, II: soil: 45 a. m.; Peter Paul candies, news,

Parker
p.

WNBC

7:30-7:345 a. m., Tues., Thurs., Sat.;

and Wilbert No-Rub (floor wax),
news, 12-12:15 p. m., Mon.-Wed.Fri.

WJZ's new business included four
52-week contracts, for "Headline
Edition" for Crawford Clothes; Elmer Davis for Phillips Packing Co.;
"Ethel and Albert" for West Disinfecting Co.; and N. Y. HeraldTribune's
sponsorship
of
co-op
"American Town Meeting." The WJZ
spot business was from ColgatePalmolive-Peet, Brown & Williamson
for Kools, Curtis Publishing Co. for
Satevepost, and Garrett Wine Co.
for Virginia Dare.

File Radio Detaining
0® You

gain—sales soar to new heights
CHIEF Station sow the seed

better local programming cultivates a

large listener acceptance for .you
fertile

market

...

in

the nation's

'

. . .

ABC Network

Cleveland.

WJW
0'.lili

8 r

Hia&'.

5000 Walts
31" 4«/0 N/GWr

irtiio

i

o M

t>

Suffer

from A. J.?

Cliaic

ACUTE

JINGLE-ITIS! A Ce>uj»I* of A5CAP•rs, as Musical Therapists, Are Willing to Lead Your JINGLE Out of too

LOSE NOTHING. TRY

Jungle.

us.

Do You

Lilt* Your Product Well
Enough to Want to Sing About It on

tho

AIR? PRE-AUDITIONING.

MONEY

NO

changes bands unless you're
Only
Phono
Radio's

Satisfied.

JINGLE CLINIC

MURRAY

ai

mm.

HILL 3-5882

TOUGH JO! T®

Bl DONE?

I'm your gat Know radio Held, stationfl,
networks; former program,
production
commentator.
director,

Know

publicity;
public
relations,
agrency experience. Hut am open for
related fields. Keen sense ot shoWOr
niannip.
Call I.Orralm *-»«*».
Write Box 977, Variety, JB4 West 16tli
Street,

New

Iforli

atfe&bd by most

IB.

.

N.

.

If.

.

most

groups.

STATION

let Cleveland's

WJW's

also eight, includ-

.

WCKY

WCKY

was

ing four co-op shows and four contracts for spots (WNBC doesn't sell
Spots or Station breaks).
WNBC's sales included one to
Coward Shoe Co. which, beginning
Feb. 23, is returning to the air for
the first time in eight years. Through
Frederick Clinton Co. agency, th$
shoe outfit has bought the Frank

<.

n

It was given a big sendoff by
former Rep. Chase Going Woodhouse (D, Conn.), who, as chairman

of the National Consumers Council,
wired the group her best wishes.
Mrs. Woodhouse, who has been mentioned as a candidate for the FCC
vacancy, declared: "Surely an industry which has achieved so much
on the engineering side can find socially minded men and women with
the ability to build children's programs worthy of this great industry."

Des Moines—After five weeks the
Radio theatre has given up
Sunday vaudeville revival for the
present season and for diverse rea-

KRNT
r

sons.

in

the

BUYING

Write

Ark-La-Tex

for Availabilities

•
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WB POWER HIE

— Radio

American Federation of Radio Artists has set rights on the recording
business after having wound up its new contract negotiations with nets,
As the recording companies issue more and more narration and dramatic
disks, union gets more and more eager to set up -thesping scales on platOther talent guilds have indicated disinterest in the jurisdiction,
teries.
and with AFRA members getting most work in field due to similarity to
radio type of acting AFRA has assumed right to it. Campaign will start
this

month.

PLEA

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

TO GUN TRIANGLE BEEF
Hollywood, Feb.

11.

Warner Bros. Studio has asked for
power increase and frequency
change

for

coast

its

radio

KTSA

station

of

KFWB.

Studio will largely rest case
on fine public service record of the

City's

own

station,

WNYC,

gave "UN-type" coverage

this

WNYC
1

WNYC

WOR

WHK, Cleveland, pushing ahead with plans to celebrate its 25th anni
this year, is^n the market for a beauty queen to serve as station hostess
and ambassador of goodwill. Applicants must be 25 years old and as a
special gimmick, the contest entries will be judged by four former Ziegfeld
Follies girls who now reside in Cleveland.
WLW's (Cincinnati) touring stock company, consisting of Charles Lammers, veteran dramatic director, a cast of from eight to 10 actors, and a
.soundman and engineer, retakes to the road Feb. 21 for a series of 12
weekly full-scale radio programs in auditoriums of high schools in Ohio,
Kentucky, West Virginia and Indiana. Idea was inaugurated in 1945.
Following high school legit plays before audiences., a radio program will be
staged for airing by
at 11:30 p.m. on Fridays through May .2.
In
1

WLW

each city or town a local student

is

selected for a part in the radio play.

Flack Dick Harrity and gabber Fulton Lewis, Jr., exchanged punches
without gloves, and with no television remote eovering^ the bout, at a WOR
(N.Y.) studio last Friday (7) night. Altercation occurred after Mutual's
"Meet the Press" had been staged, during which Lewis and Elliott Roosevelt exchanged verbal blows. The hot 'argument between the two continued after show was off the air, with Faye Emerson (Mrs. Roosevelt)
coming to her husband's defense. It was a case of who said what, and
what did you say my wife was, etc. with- Harrity starting the one-two
and Lewis giving back. Lewis and Roosevelt apologized to each other, but
there were no amenities between the spieler and the p.a.

—

president,

KABC,

FCC for a boost to
watts from 5,000 and a fre-

cation with the
50,000

quency

change

from

present

kilocycles to 830.

Application

also

will

tary, Natalie,

WHCU, Ithaca, formerly
Army Radio Correspondent,

nouncer at

precipitate

U.

a three-way fight for the 830 chan-

S.

CIO.
Helen Lee, WMCA, is first vice-president; Ted Newton, World Broadcasting, second vice-prez; Peggy Holman, WOR, recording secretary; arid Ben
Margolis, CBS, treasurer. Paul Lubow has been assigned by the national
office of the UOPWA to work runtime with the new local, and was elected
executive secretary by the collarites.

Ellen Ball, who does a daily morning broadcast over the station for

in the European Theatre, and anWarners and nouncer at WIS, Columbia, S. C, Kaufmann's Department store, has
named public service commenKWKW and newcomer Beverly Hills has been named Production Manager been
tator for WJAS.
Dave Tyson's "Hi'
Broadcasting Co., all seeking the of WELM, in Elmira, N. Y. WELM Neighbor" show on WWSW and Bob
same channel. Latter filed about a is a new 250 watt operation at 1400 Carter's Sunday evening musicale on
month ago for 830, asking 5,000 kilocycles, owned and managed by KDKA both renewed by bankrollexpects ed. In addition, Tyson has landed
J. R. Meachem. Meachem
watts. KWKW, now on 1430 with
full
to begin
time operation on a twice-weekly half-hour for Ma1,000 watts, has had its applicaApril 1.
jestic Records.
Another new comtion for switch to 830 on file for
mercial is Chet Clark's on WCAE, 15
some time. Warners cannot go to
Phoenix Bill Taliaferro and wife minutes five afternoons weekly.
higher power on present frequency
and, it's reported, 830 band also does Jane Connelly, latter recently reFort Worth— For the second connot allow stations with more than signed from spot as women's editor
5,000 watts to occupy it at present. of KOY, local CBS outlet, opened secutive year the Army will sponsor
If
and when clear channels are Arizona's first package production the airings of the finals in the Texas
Golden Gloves over stations of the
broken down by FCC latter ruling outfit last week.
Lone Star Chain as basic network
will change.
Pittsburgh Roy Philson, formerly and a group of supplementary stawith Bulletin-Index, local newsmag tions. Airings will be on behalf of
weekly, has joined sales staff of army recruiting. Programs will be
WWSW, filling post left vacant by heard starting Wed. (12) and will
School if
recent death of Bobby Gemas, who be heard through Feb. 17.
Continued from page 25
had been with indie station for more
program ideas adaptable for the than 10 years.
nel.

It 'will

involve

—

—

c

j

Mr

regular air curriculum in the

J

fall.

Although the summer extension
will be slotted in the same time as
the regular series and will be slanted
for predominantly juve consumption, title of the series
will be
changed for this period to an as
yet undetermined name. Thus far,
formats of only fdur of the five daily

Raleigh

— Charles

general manager,
the appointment

WBT

CKUA Ik

Ambitions

H. Crutchfield,

WBT, announced

of Keith Stone
sales manager for
once.
effective at

Byerly as
the Carolinas,
Prior to his appointment with WBT,
Byerly was connected with the Hugh
A. Deadwyler Adv. agency in the
capacity of manager.

Gel the Knife Again
Edmonton, Alta. Feb.

11.

For the third time the Alberta
provincial government has failed to
obtain a commercial license for its
radio
station,
CKUA, Edmonton.Latest rejection was by the federal
programs have been drawn up by
cabinet.
Twice previously applicaHudson and Levine. These will inRaleigh Graham Poyner, program tions were turned down by the Caclude a series on outdoor life, a
manager of WPTF, has been ap- nadian Broadcasting Co. board of
theatre workshop for original onepointed assistant manager of the governors.
act plays, a musical session and one
The Dominion governments' poliRadio Co. Poyner has been
series of programs devoted to unwith
for over 13 years, start- cy is that licenses will not be grantusual Americana.
ing as a staff announcer and copy- ed for commercial broadcasting stations owned by provincial governUp to this year, the "School" has writer.
ments, Alberta authorities have been
been operating on a 39-week cycle
Omaha—
in conjunction with told by James J. McCann, federal
with a complete shutdown during
United States National Bank, has revenue minister.
the summer months.

—

Chester F. X. Berger, of CBS television, has been elected prexy of Local
United Office and Professional Workers of America (CIO), the first
full-fledged labor local of radio white collarites chartered in N. Y. by the

60,

signed a lease with the Trans-Lux
News Sign Co, of N, Y. to erect a
61-foot traveling news flasher on the
bank building, which is on the busiest
corner in the city.

of KONO; Lily Juncker,
Pittsburgh— Bob Cochran, WCAE
second vice-president; secre- announcer, has resigned to go with
Zogheib, KMAC, and the U. S. Steel Corp. Mary Lee EngRuth Burleson of KCOR, treasurer.
strom quitting KQV continuity de980
partment this weekend and will be
Ithaca— Preston L. Taplin, an- replaced by Bernice Friedman. Jane

indie station. Studio has filed appli-

New York

•week to a local event which evoked a lot of interest. Affair was city's
open hearings on whether or not to increase subway fares from a nickel
With hearings skedded for three solid days (10, 11, 12) and
to a dime.
station lacking the- equipment to cover the shindig thoroughly, program
director Seymour Siegel borrowed eight table mikes, a parabolic microphone, a floor mike and a panel from the United Nations radio division.
had each of the eight members of the city's
With this equipment,
Board of Estimate talk into his own mouthpiece, With the parabolic picking up crowd noises and comments, and about 40 organizational reps
speaking pro and con from the floor.
sent the entire proceedings
out on the air for the duration.
(Mutual flagship) also did special coverage of the hearings. News
and special features director Dave Driscoll had the hearings recorded,
with a half-hour on wax aired from 9:30 to 10 p.m.

—

Antonio Violet Short of
has been elected prez of the
San Antonio chapter of the Assn.
Woman Broadcasters which has
been formed here. Other officers
elected include Jane Rowley, vice-

San

WPTF
WPTF

.

WOW
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British Best Sheet Sellers
(WeeR Ending Jan. 30)

Jocks, Jukes an.
By George

"

Frazier

do "Movie Tonight," which, while
very pleasant, is no I Do Do Do
Paul Weston accomps
Like You."
both sides.
At this late date, there seems
Miss Bailey's latest little left to say about Eddy Howard.
fine singers.
vocalist, an una lightly-swung "Lover, He is, if not a great
release
Come Back to Me"—has taste, time,
enunciation, feeling, and everything

Till

—

—

—

is

terfield).

two

I

—

sey (Victor).

"Amapola"

—

Jimmy

versions to .date (there are,
wot, more coming) is the Pied
It is certain to
Pipers' (Capitol.)
pull a good juke play. "Richard" is
I Gonrja Kiss
backed by "When
You Good Morning?," a slow ballad
which provides the Pipers with their
most effective job in ages. It's a
pretty tune and this treatment of it

(Decca).

"Honeysuckle

—

parts)

(two
Rose"
Brothers

,

Dorsey

(Decca).
"Tangerine"
(Decca)

—

Program 2

Sundown"— Tommy Dor-

"At
sey

(Victor).

—

"Mood Hollywood"

Dorsey

Brothers (Columbia)
"Chicago"
Tommy

—

Dorsey

(Victor).

"My Very Good Friend the
Milkman"
Dorsey Brothers

—

(Decca)

— Tommy

"Embraceable You"
Dorsey. (Victor).

"Shim Sham Shimmy"—Dorsey Brothers (Columbia).
"Six Lessons from Madame

— Jimmy

LaZonga"

Am

should go big.
"Anniversary Song"

Dorsey

Program

,

,

hot

"When

—

I

Take

—
—
—

My

Sugar

to

Tommy Dorsey (trombone), on The Boswell Sisters
(Brunswick)
"You Rascal You"
Jimmy
Dorsey (clarinet), Red Nichols
(Brunswick).
"Tiger Rag"
Tommy Dorsey
(trumpet), (Okeh).
Tea"

Sun

Wood

Forgetting

'

—

—

Do Like You" (Capitol) as an assured best-seller. It deserves to be
too, because, everything considered,
it's one of the most polished bits of
showmanship to have been waxed
in many, many months.
Tune—
kind of calypso—is the credo of a

grumpy man who loathes everything
and everyone including himself, but
excepting his girl. For the purposes
of the metier, Mercer assumes a
credible Trinidadian touch. The result is a disk that you will be hearing on all the coin boxes. On the
reverse, Mercer and the Pied Pipers

in Calico (9)

Old Buttermilk

10.

(Remick)

...

'.'

|

(Remick) ..........

(1^)

(Burke-VH).

'

recording

companies under

AFM

.

.

.

.Decca
.Decca

Columbia

Margaret Whiting...

.Capitol

J

Tex Beneke

(

Bing Crosby. ........ .Decca

1

Victor

(Kay
.

.

•

(

Kyser........ Columbia
Connee Boswell
Decca

Coming Up

—

(

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah (Santly-Joy)
Sooner or Later (Santly-Joy)

My

Close

.

-•

1

'

"

That's Beginning of

End (ABC).

•

(

••'•
(

Mammy

'

"

•

—

Kaye.
Dinah Shore

Victor

Mildred Bailey.
Perry Como
King Cole Trio
Margaret Whiting.
.

| Johnny

Vfctor
Capitol

Columbia
.

.Majestic

.

Victor
Capitol

.Capitol
Desmond ..... Victor
.

.

.Decca
Al Jolson.
.Capitol
Peggy Lee.......
(Frank Sinatra... .Columbia

(Bourne)

. .

,

.

This Is Night (Jefferson)....

You Can't See Sun (Simon).
Misirlou (Colonial).

.

Sammy
(

Eyes (Maurice)...

Sammy Kaye

(.Johnny Mercer.

'

.:, . ,

(

distribute
shortly begin to
among various locals throughout the
country some of the coin derived
deal with
two-year
the
union's
from

(

,

Andy Russell
Vaughn Monroe.
Jan August

. .

....Capitol
.

.

,

.

.

.Victor

.Diamond

which
on re-

royalties accrue to the
cordings sold. Fund of this.coin has

by now reached approximately $2,000,000, and some $1,600,000 will be

Inside "Stuff—Orchestras-Music

allocated to locals on a per capita
basis, figured out to the point where
each branch will receive about $10
for each member up to '5,000 and
$2 each thereafter.
Coin so distributed is to finance
various items, from putting on local
concerts to educational aims, performances by local musicians at service hospitals, etc. The $1,600,000 rephad
resents the amount the
collected from recording companies
up to Dec. 31 last. Difference up to
the overall $1,750,000 said to be in
the fund will be held until the next
distribution, which probably will
occur annually.

the PennsylNew York hotel operators, particularly James McCabe, ofdaily
by Eddy
'done
vania, are keeping a close check on the business being
the b.o.
Howard's orchestra at the Commodore hotel. Their interest
again McCabe in parof the band stems from the fact that some of them,
turned it down
ticular, were offered the combo for their room and
Howard had been a territorial combo powerful at the b.o. in only the
big last
midwest until his Majestic disking of "To Each His Own" clicked
summer. Now he's being sold by Music Corp. of America as a nationallyknown commodity. McCabe, for one, didn't and doesn't believe that the
band is a national power despite the record, but at the same time hes
on
close check on the accuracy of his judgment by daily checks

—

They
and Tex Beneke's (Victor.)
all have their points, but the Shore
sounds like the biggest
potential hit of the four. Her voice
and her interpretations have made
her one of the record industry's
sturdiest allies. Her chief fault has
always seemed to us a tendency to
mumble a lyric. It's nice to be able
to report that she doesn't evidence
that drawback in "Anniversary.'
You can chalk this one up as surefire for the Seeburgs.
Backing is
in the'nature of an experiment. Accompanied by Spade Cooley's hillbilly herd, Miss Shore does a twangy
tear-jerker called "Heartaches, Sadness, and Tears."
Its urban appeal
will probably be limited, but it
should be a minor sensation in purple sage locations.

Wax Facts
as

Right Here for You"—
Tommy Dorsey (trumpet)
(Okeh).
"Oodles of Noodles"
Jimmy
Dorsey (alto sax) '(Columbia)
"Milneberg Joys"
Tommy
JDorsey (trombone), (Victor.),..
"Kansas City 'Kitty"
Jimmy
Dorsey (clarinet), The Cotton
Pickers (Brunswick)
"It's

(4)

Everything's Movin* Too Fast (Capitol)

'

S

(Tommy and Jimmy
soloists.)

Gal

Do

Wood
Maurice
& H.

Disk Fee Fund

is out in four
Dinah
versions this week
Shore's (Columbia), Andy Russell's
(Capitol), Louis Prima's (Majestic),

more

(Decca).

9.

. ,

.

American Federation of Musicians

handling

Jimmy Dorsey

Oh," But I

.

Carmen Cavallaro.
Hoagy Carmichael.

(

Flying. .F. D.

will

Tuttle).

Dorsey

7.

8.

Guilty (Feist)...

—

"Heartaches, SadHillbilly
and Tears" (Dinah Shore)
and "A Broken Promise Means
(Wesley
a Broken Heart"

'

Cousin
Fanny"—
"Annie's
Dorsey Brothers (Decca)
"Song of India"—Tommy Dor-

'

,

. .

\

•

.

.Victor

Columbia

Sammy Kaye.
victor
Kay Kyser. ..... .Columbia
(Perry Como
Victor

•

••••

Decca
,,.

Kyser,.

(

(13) (Shapiro-B).,.

(

ness,

God

bia).

Keep

"(Kay

Whitt.

.Victor

.

(Harry James

AFM to Cut Up

best

ulous Dorseys" opens shortly.)
"I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over
You"—-Dorsey Brothers (Colum-

—

(Encore)...

•

&

-..victor

Al Jolson
Tex Beneke
Freddy Martin.

(

\

Huggin' and Chalkin' (6) (Hudson)

I'll

mistakably pashy one, and his hold
on the nickelodeons has been one
His newest
of Majestic's delights.
release brackets "Don't Tell Me That
Catalina."
"Santa
Story"
with
"Don't" sounds like the more profitsev
recorded
by
been
has already
able side, but "Catalina" will grow
eral labels, "Necessity" would apin proportion to the song's popuof
chance
better
the
have
pear to
Howard also leads an exlarity.
becoming a Wnrlitzer wow.
ceedingly danceable band.
It requires much less than genius
We would like to mention "Open
to spot Johnny Mercer's "I Do Do
the Door, Richard" only briefly
enough to say that one of the

and
Jimmy Dorsey, whose "The Fab-

—

We Did... Edwin Morris
in Night. New-World
". Southern
Rickety Rickshaw
3 Beautiful Words. .World-Wide
Macmelodies
Night, Darling

—

Tommy

You Sweetheart. Dash
Sun
Later

You" (Johnny Mercer)

"How Are Things in Glocca Morra?"
She sings them
trick.
hitting notes right on
beautifully
the button, enunciating with crystal
warmth, and,
projecting
clearness,
like Bailey, avoiding the saccharine.
Glenn Osser's accompaniment is
Morra'
"Glocca
as
grand. Inasmuch

of

Call

Somewhere

—Will do the

honor

Sonata (6) (Oxford)

Things

(Pied Pipers).
"Necessity" (Georgia Gibbs) and "In My Merry
Oldsmobile" (Les Brown).Novelty—"I Do Do Do Like

Rhythm

Rainbow" extracts, "Necessity" and

(In

Old Lamplighter

6.

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Da

—

ing?"

"Firkian's

Suggested Programs

5.

Rumors Are

gia Gibbs), and "When Am I
Gonna Kiss You Good Morn-

commercial ones.
Much the same thing applies to
Miss Gibbs. In some 10 years—ever
since the night she broke in with
Bobby Hackett's little band at the
after-hours Theatrical Club in Boston—she has never sung less than
splendidly. But in 10 years she has
never really achieved conspicuous
Maybe her newest
success either.
Majestic — coupling

Chappell
April Showers
Sweethearts Never 01d....S-M.
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Wood
Pretending .....

I

(

•••tCOTrit'Hasie.

(Mood)

(3)

Capitol
victor

Spivak
Jack McVea. .Black

} -Charlie

.

(

Managua, Nicaragua

Sooner or
This Is Always
Sentimental Reasons

"Anniversary Song"
Ballad
"How Are
Shore),
(Dinah
Things in Glocca Morra?" (Geor-

(2)

4.

May

That

—

"At Sundown" on the

a record to cherish. It
would be silly, though, to pretend
that it will be on every juke box.
Mildred Bailey is one of popular
music's most capable artists, but
not, unfortunately, one of it's more

backside

Me

Anniversary Song

3.

Second 12

Story" (Eddy Howard) and "You
Turned the Tables on Me"
(Merry Macs).
"Lover, Come Back to
Hot
and
Bailey)
(Mildred
Me"
"Ain't Misbehavin' " (Billy But-

Pine background, is by a small band under
and to a
"Lover"
Ellis Larkin.

sorting to sugariness.

lesser extent,

Tell

Open Door, RicharcU(2-!u(Duchess) ,

-Yale

Best Bets
Dance—"Don't

2.

(12)

Box & Cox

Dream Again
Go Home.,

mi Csli-Machiies
Kins Cole Trio
(Leeds) ,1

For Sentimental Reasons

Chappell

T"hen

Mm

1.

Wood

You Always Hurt

The Majestic label may have its
shortcomings, but a laek of exciting
female vocalists is not among them.
In Mildred Bailey and Georgia
Gibbs, Majestic can boast of two

It is a perelse vital to vocalism.
fect example of her ability to make
a love song believable without re-

;f

London, Jan, 31.
Five Minutes More. .Ed. Morris
.Victoria
To Each His Own
.Dash
Old Lamplighter
Connelly
Anniversary Song

AFM

m

keeping a

It is probable that he s
of Dick
using the results to determine the course he'll take on the use
Jurgens, another band strong mostly in the midwest and which hes tentatively committed to play at the Perin's Cafe Rouge in the spring.

Howard's covers at the Commodore's Century Room.

Times
'Inspired by a December article on the disk industry in the N. Y.
Sunday magazine, Jack Kapp, prexy of Decca Records, recently wrote a
three-page letter to Times publisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger opining the
exthe
at
general
in
sheet was devoting more space to long-hair music
pense of the pop field—both music and records. Quoting liberally from
Gerald Johnson's book, "The Honorable Titan," based on the life of Times
Artist and
himself.
Ochs
of
founder, Adblph S. Ochs, Kapp cited the liberal tastes
objections, Times Sunday editor, Lester Markel, agreed
Clicks at Carnegie, N.Y. Answering Kapp's
with the Decca topper that pop music and disks had been slighted and
Following the trail set by Duke El- promised correction. He noted, however, that reviewer Howard Taubman
others,
lington, Woody Herman and
reported that he had received "only about a half dozen albums from Decca
Louis Armstrong came to Carnegie in the last six months." Markel's letter also quoted Taubman as saying,
Hall last Saturday afternoon (8) and "If Decca is not getting much attention in our record column, it is because
gave an exhibition of trumpeting Decca does not seem to care."
.

Showman,

that marked him as one
of the greatest jazzmen of all time.
Although booked at the odd hour of
5:30 p.m., Armstrong drew a nearcapacity crowd of 2,600 that paid
$5,400 into the till.

and singing

•

From

start to finish, this

perform-

ance was strictly a one-man concert.
In the first three-quarters of the program, Armstrong had to overcome
the uninspired accompaniment of.
the Edmond Hall sextet while in the
last quarter he had to contend with
the comparative mediocrity of his
own orchestra. But despite the obstacles, or perhaps, because of them,
Armstrong's genius as trumpeter and

Les Brown's "In My Merry Oldsmobile"
(Columbia)
should
do
sumptuously on the nickelodeons.
Tune is taken at a nice relaxed
tempo and Pat Flaherty and Butch showman flashed brilliantly from
Stone do an engaging vocal.... The the bandstand.
Three Suns, switching from MajesUnlike other jazzmen who have
tic- to- Victor,- do "GoodbyeV Girls,
come to Carnegie, Armstrong didn't
Km .Through? in a way -that spells "try
alter

Writer of more than 250 songs, Gladys Shelley, points out that only five
of 'em ever achieved substantial sales due to "lack of exploitation on the
part of publishers." By way of exposing Tin Pan Alley's evils, Miss Shelley
has collaborated with Leonard Traube (Shephard Traube's brother) on an
article for This Month's May issue where she gives the songwriting fraternity a going over.
An ASCAP member, Miss Shelley recently collabed with Bea Walker on
"Everybody's Friends With Everybody," which Rytvoc is publishing and
Eddie Cantor is slated to' introduce it on his show Thursday (13). Femme
songsmith, whose rhumba, "Thanks Mucho Much Earl Wilson," has been
published by Bourne, Inc., also penned "June" with Will Jason due for
one of Monogram's "Teen-age" series.

Majestic Records' appeal to Miller Music Co. to be allowed to release
immediately Merry Macs' recording of "The Egg and I" has been refused
by the pub firm. In issuing contracts for waxing of song Miller tabbed
March 15 as mechanical release date. Majestic, however, put "Open the
Door, Richard" on "Egg's" other face and is anxious to get its version on
sales stalls before novelty dies or market Is hogged by the other 14 disks
of ditty. Miller, however, well is aware that if Majestic is allowed to
jump afore-set date of release other platteries prepping "Egg" will squawk.
to
his style or his program
plenty of spinning in the cocktail
Among renditions being readied are those of Columbia (Dinah Shore),
to conform to the staid surroundings.
lounges. Artie Dunn sings this slow
Forrest). Millers
In a group of selections that were RCA- Victor (Sammy Kaye), M-G-M (Blue Barron, Helen
ballad with the proper whisperiness
only concession to Majestic permits plattery to send disc jocks the platter,
designed to trace the history of his
..."Twilight Time" a reissue is on
for "Richard" plugging, providing "Egg" side has been so marred it cancareer, Armstrong played with a
reverse. .There's persuasive dansanot be air-borne.
flexibility, inventiveness and sense
pation in The Merry Macs' "You
Turned the Tables on Me" (Majes- of musical humor surpassed only by
Dave Dreyer, longtime general professional manager fo* Irving Berlin,
tic.)
Reverse is "I Can't Get the Armstrong of 20 years ago. His has been talking of going into business for himself, as is generally known
Started," which has, for hot fans, a vocalizing was as good as it ever was in the trade. This gave rise on occasion to reports of Berlin's retirement
—meaning at the very top in the
bit of good background trumpet by
as a music publisher, but the songsmith says "there isn't money enough
hot
jazz
tradition.
His
standout
numMannie Klein
Tex Beneke's
to buy my catalog," although it's no Secret that Berlin would prefer to
"Hoodie Adde" (Victor)— the back- bers were "Rockin' Chair," "West content himself as a standard music publisher. However, as with "Annie
ing to "Anniversay Song"—is a End Blues," "Black and Blue," and Get Your Gun" and "Blue Skies," current Broadway legit and Par filmunovelty number that should entice a "St. Louis Blues" among the 25 se- sical, which propelled him into the publishing business, so once again m
lections.
coin machine play. ..The Golden
1947-48 Berlin will be a very active publisher in light of two similar new
Sharp contrast between Armstrong projects, One is Metro's "Easter Parade," on which he is working, and the
Gate Quartet's "Atom and Evil"
(Columbia) is a superb parable on as a jazzman and as a dance band- other is another legit musical for Rodgers
& Hammerstein which Berlin
a topical theme. Appeal is limited, leader was strikingly brought home plans doing this fall as successor to "Annie."
but it should go well in race loca- in the last section of the program
tions.
Reverse is the perennial when Armstrong's own band re"Meadowlands" arrangement used currently by Tex Beneke orchestra
"Shadrack"
Wesley Turtle's "A placed the Hall combo. The loud in the stage show at the Capitol theatre, New York, is actually the Jerry
Broken Promise Means a Broken brass and dull arrangements tended Gray arrangement, titled "Russian Patrol." It's the fighting song of the
Heart" (Capitol) sounds exactly the to overshadow Armstrong's pow- Soviet Cavalry, but when the band attempted to use it under that title
'

-

.

.'

.

.

"

.

.

.

way you'd expect a record called
"A Broken Promise Means a Broken
Heart" to sound. .Billy Butterfield's
accomplished trumpet is heard in
"Ain't Misbehavin'" -(Capitol.)
It's
chiefly for hot fans. ,
.

erful personality, During this portion
of the program, the jazz aficionados
at the affair sat on their hands while
in the early portions, where Armstrong featured his trumpet solos,
the auditorium rocked.
Herm.

during recent theatre bookings they found the public unwilling to accepi
it under the Russo title.
Boo and hisses, etc., greeted its intro. Benews
without argument reverted to the "Meadowlands" tag. Band, incidentally,
has been optioned by the Cap for another four weeks sometime next year
at its current salary of $50,000 for four weeks and $11,500 per for extra
stanzas.
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ack Lawreice Files Suit in N. Y.

Aimed

to Eliminate

In

ASCAPflai

STRETCHING LEGS

Lawrence

Jack

Virtually all of the standard summer dates for name bands have already signified that a "business as
usual" shingle will go up when
spring rolls around. And since such
stirring from behind winter's shutters by ballrooms, locations, etc., is

1

has-*

U. S. District Court,

suit

New

York, against Deems Taylor,

as president ot the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, a move he has threatened for
some time as a result of constant
rebuffs by Society chiefs in his
attempts to better his classification.

while that may have
caused Lawrence's action,

However,
basically

STANDARD SPOTS Board Members Give Levy Fishy Eye

Of Writer Papent, Up iaiig

•

Songwriter
jiled

the suit itself is more concerned with attempting to eliminate
of arriving at
ASCAP's
classification of writers and substituting a plan of distribution based
wholly on performances.
The suit, although it is not the
first 'of its kind, is likely to cause
quite a stir. Many writer-members
.

method

of ASCAP who have been aware
of Lawrence's intentions are deeply
whatever decision
in
Interested
comes out of it, These, particularly,
would be young writers who in re-

years have constantly beefed
over their treatment.
While Lawrence's action, prepared
by attorney Lee Eastman, essentially seeks to prove that he rates better
than a "BB" classification as a writer
it also charges that ASCAP's entire

Storms Nip B.O.
Storms up and down the
eastern seaboard and some distahces inland made a mess last
week of the one-nighter and location b.o., which had been
showing a bullish tendency after
many months of slack. Luckily,
quite a number of bands on the
road

a bit earlier than usual, agency men
feel that the summer will completely
dispel the b.o. blues that sank the
biz deep in the doldrums the past

.

.

Friday and Saturday
(8-9) were playing college dates
rather than promotions.
But
those that were- on the latter
were hurt badly.
Location spots were clipped,
too.
New York's major rooms
were all considerably off the
previous week's biz.
last

It's felt, too, that the many opportunities for young bands to get
started, by hitting the usual onenight circuit, may turn up a new
name or two this year and further

help the postwar band biz. They
have been looking for that new
for some time now.
Up and down the Atlantic seaboard, and deep into the midwest,
standard operations are signalling a

name

summer

Steel

Up

cent

.

few months.

full

Granz lines

87

Bandleaders Is.
Discrimination

method of evaluating and classifying
writer members of the Society is

Pier

season. Atlantic City
uses
its
first
band

(Frankie Carle) Easter Sunday, but
won't pick up full-week bookings
until later. Convention Hall, Asbury
Park, which lost coin last year, will
again be operated by the Rediker
Bros., local jewelers. However, instead of paying heavy flat sums
they'll work on guarantees and per-

centage

arrangements.

Inn, Sea Girt, N.
Cavalier
hotel,

J.;

Sea Girt
Somers Point;

Virginia

When He

Closes the Door to

With 'Iclirf in

ASCAP

BMI Assignment

"Open the Door, Richard," new
novelty song hit which two weeks
ago threatened to be smothered be.AFM Reps From.
Set
fore it got started by legal arguHollywood, Feb. 11,
ments over its origin, is in more hot
Tabbed to attend American Fed- water. Only this
time it's Leeds
eration of Musicians' national conMusic, parent company of Duchess
vention in Detroit as delegates from
Music, holder of the "Richard" copyLocal 47 are J. K. (Spike) Wallace, right,
which faces, a battle.
prez; Frank Pendleton, recording
It seems that major music pubsecretary; H. C. Green, trustee. Phil
lishers in New York who are memFischer will accomp, as observer.
From Negro Musicians' Local 767 bers of the board of the American
prez Bill Bailey, secretary Paul How- Society of Composers, Authors and
ard and trustee Fay Allen will at- Publishers don't like the action by
tend.
Confab opens June 2, head- Lou Levy of Leeds in placing
"Richard" in the Duchess cradle.
quartered at Cadillac hotel.
Duchess Music is a Broadcast Musicaffiliated firm activated by another
hit, "For Sentimental Reasons." And
the ASCAPers,. who didn't like it
when Levy went into the Duchess
matter with BMI, but said nothing,
are burning. They feel that Levy's
move in tossing "Richard" into

LA.

Big 3 to Offer

Tunes

On

to All Cos.

Equal.

Bask

Hollywood, Feb, 11.
Following series of huddles here
week it has been decided that

last

Beach;

Duchess and making Leeds its selling agent is "showing teeth" at the
with which' Levy has been
embroiled for some time in an argument for a higher availability rating.
Leeds and Levy, generally looked
upon in the music trade as the most

.Society,

aggressive and

wide-awake

of

the

Norman Granz, promoter of the Coney Island, Cincinnati; Cedar hereafter Metro's subsids, Robbins- comparatively new major pubFeist-Miller pub firms will offer new
lishers,
have been tangling with
wrong. He asks the court to do "Jazz At the Philharmonic" con- Point, Sandusky, O.; Eastwood Gartunes to all other recording firms beASCAP for some time over availsomething about it on the basis of certs, started a driva last week to dens, Detroit; Lakeside Park. Denfore, or at least at the same time
ability.
the decree handed ASCAP by the line up as many top bandleader ver, are other lactions from three
Levy has been before the
Government during the sadio- names as possible behind a cam- days to a week that will reopen. they are tendered to the forthcoming Society's Appeals Board and PubM-G-M label.

ASCAP argument some years ago. paign against racial discrimination.
(Continued on page 40)
Lawrence's case presses the theory It's all based on Granz's Ideas of the
that performances only should gov- past two years', exemplified by claus-,
ern the rating and revenue received- es in contracts he writes for the use'
by a writer from ASCAP. He feels of auditoria in which to present his
These deny aud owners the
standards of unit.
that the present ".
measuring the works of author and right to discriminate against either
composer members are so indefinite, Negro players in Granz' group, or
uncertain, vague and indefinable against anyone being admitted to
that (ASCAP is). .incapable of fair, the building because of color, etc.
Granz wired some 30 leaders from
impartial
and non-dlscrlminatory
and 'is therefore, the top down last week asking for
administration
inequitable, unfair, discriminatory, their support to add to that already
illegal and void.. Suit asks a system promised by playwrights, legit protabulates and logs each ducers, directors, etc. He claims to
that ".
John G. Paine, general manager of
answers
from
and every performance .... com- have affirmative
the American Society of Composers,
putes the aggregate number .... Tommy Dorsey, Artie Shaw, Buddy
Authors, and Publishers, and Louis G.
divides the moneys available for dis- Rich (who's now with Granz' unit),
Frohlich, attorney for the Society,
tribution .
in accordance with King Cole, Harry James, Count
.
.
left New York Monday
(10), set
Basie, et aL
the ratio of the performances.
to appear before the Indiana Senate.
Lawrence also asks a $30,000 judgThey will endeavor to block passage
ment. He believes this sum is due
of two bills introduced in that House
him as the difference between what Irving Mills
.

.

lishers

Classification

Committee

Obviously decision was reached to
numerous times looking for a raise.
circumvent any grumbling by other
Twice he was jumped from 750 to
platteries that the Metro combine
1,000 points by the Appeals group
constituted a trust, or that the pub
and
twice pushed back by the Classisubsids showed any slighest partialanother
ity.
Series of week-long,- confabs fication Committee. He has
meeting coming up soon on another
at Metro were attended by Abe Olattempt.
And it's inferred by the
man, general-manager of the -pubs,
get
it bepubs
that
he
isn't
going
to
and Harry Myerson, artist-and- rep1'
ertoire chief of new watery, both of cause of his move with "Richard.
whom came here from N.Y. to sitAll of which should blow things
in with studio execs.
wide open. Levy once before had a
M-G-M product will hit sales stalls deal cooking to take his holdings-bag
March 1, with "Till the Clouds Roll and baggage out of ASCAP and join
By" album the teeoff. Myerson will with BMI. But he subsequently
remain here two more weeks, to dropped his plans.
record new sides by Helen Forrest
Levy admits his placing of "Richand David Rose, and during inter- ard" in Duchess "was deliberate, but
missions confer with Jesse Kaye, it had nothing to do with ASCAP
label's Coast chief.
and whatever argument he may
Olman is in Palm Springs, re- have there. It happens that none
cuperating from attack of sinus of the writers of the song are
which seized him shortly after ar- ASCAP members, and it was his
last week aimed at ASCAP.
rival here.
He will return for an- judgment and their request that lie
other session with Metro lot execs place the tune with BMI. From the
Senate Considering
before wending back east.
Indianapolis, Feb. 11.
latter they will get performance
Two bills aimed at the American
royalties.
Not being ASCAP memSociety of Composers, Authors and
bers they would not have gotten this
Stanley
Sfeads
Publishers
were introduced last
coin had the song remained in Leeds.
week in the Indiana legislature.
Same thing obtained with the
Group in
Senator Samuel E. Johnson would
writers of "Sentimental."
virtually outlaw ASCAP in Indiana.
He would make it unlawful for
Tussle for Contract

fame, hohhcfc

.

Try to Head Off

.

Indiana Senate

.

.

.

.

Headed

he received and what he feels is due
him since, in his opinion he should
have been classed in the "A" group.
Lawrence has been endeavoring to
(Continued on page 40)

For England to Rep,
Sell

Indie Masters

'

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Irving Mills is New York bound
on the first leg of a trip to London
to sell English release rights on output of some half dozen indie recording labels. Mills, veepee and
Coast head of Mills Music, will writers, printers or publishers to
Stanley Adams has been named
huddle with Wally Moody and other form a combination whose object is chairman of the committee repretoppers of Electrical Musical Indus- to own or control the right to per- senting the Songwriters Protective
form musical compositions publicly Assn. in its negotiations with the
tries, Ltd.
Represented by Mills are Atlas, for profit. It would provide also Music Publishers Protective Assn.
Atomic, Enterprise, Excelsior, Pan- that any publishing house which for a new contract between the two
American and Temp platteries, who owns or controls public performance factions. Adams, who's also a memhave contributed about 100 masters rights by contract is unlawful and ber of the board of the American
from stocks, which Mills is taking that musicians who play music pub- Society of Composers, Authors and
when certain performance Publishers, replaced Miltoh Drake,
to England with him. While there licly
rights are retained are equally liable
it's possible he will open London
who went to Colorado a few weeks
for damages with their employer
office for publishing house,
ago for his health.
and that when music emanates from
Meetings between the writer and
out-of-state and is replayed here
pub representatives on the new conEckstine Contracted
its out-of-state origin is liable for
tract probably will start again later
payment; Violation would be punish- this month. Most of the publisher
Years able by a $5,000 fine, imprisonment and writer principals, who were in
for
Metro
for one year, or both.
Florida, etc., on vacation, are now
Billy Eckstine's orchestra has been
Introduced in the same House by
signed to the new M-G-M recording member Herbert M. Copeland was back. To cover the interval both the
SPA and MPPA have twice agreed
subsidiary of Metro, moving over
a bill to provide that an association
from the National label for which such as ASCAP must obtain a license to extend the terms of the old conha has recorded for almost two from the state treasurer to issue tract which expired Dec. 31. Current extension expires Feb. 28.
years. National pact expires in May.
licenses for public performance of
Deal with M-G-M is for two years copyrighted music. In obtaining such
and is said to call for a guarantee
license, the association would have
Fisfaman Suffers
of $35,000 yearly, the band to cut a
to file a true copy of its articles of
minimum of 24 sides at $1,000 per.
association, names and salaries of
v
Between now and the time the
Slirfit Heart Attack
its
officers, titles of the musical
M-G-M contract is affective, how- numbers
Hollywood, Feb. 11.
it owns, rates charged and
ever, Eckstine will rebuild his orEd Fishman suffered a heart attack
and disburseHe has given his current total gross receipts
ohestra.
to Cedar
effective ments made during the preceding here and was ordered
outfit two weeks' notice
year.
Lodge for observation and rest by
next week (16). Move was caused
Copeland's bill would impose a
by an "impossibly high" operating
physician.
of 5% of
Eckstine will go into Billy franchise tax equivalent
cost.
Vet band booker and' talent manthe total gross receipts of the orBerg's, Hollywood, early In April at
or- ganization for the preceding year. ager cannot be disturbed by friends,
the head of a locally organized
he Bill provides a $500 fine for each according to his doc, but he is not
chestra for 12 weeks. Thereafter
seriously ill.
violation and injunctive relief.
organize a new combo.

Adams

R.R,s Choe-Choo

For Band Biz

*

For the first time since early in
the war, various railroad lines are
beginning to solicit band booking
agencies for business. So far only
such lines aa Lehigh Valley and St.
Louis-San Francisco .Railway, et al,
are again'on the prowl for biz from
travelling orchestras, the larger ones
still carrying peak civilian loads.
While the buslines have for some
time been after business from the
band industry, their sales pitch is
quickening du« to the loosening of
equipment production. Most of the
indie companies which' served the
band biz for years before the war
are all getting new diesel buses, and
are hotter than ever after charters.

kmi 1OTCH SOCIETY
fit

RECIPROCAL DEAL

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers has concluded a flve-year reciprocal performing rights deal with the Holland
music society, Het Bureau Voor
Muziek-Auteursrecht, commonly referred to here as BUMA. Deal is the
first

between

ASCAP

and that out-

fit.

While quite a bit of U. S. music
performed in Holland, very little
the latter's musla is used In
America.

is

of

SPA

MPPA

By

Bisk

2

Ed

'

,

'

will

ASCAP Execs Eye
Radio

Renewal

Discussion Monday (10) at an executive committee meeting of the
American Society .of Composers, Authors and Publishers dealt with the
Society's position With radio interests. ASCAP's current contract with
radio has until 1949 to run, but during recent months there has been
talk of a possible renewal deal before it expires.
Monday's meeting is believed to
have reached nothing concrete.

SAMMY KAYE NAME1
IN 100G INJURY SUIT
Birmingham, Feb; 11.
Sammy Kaye was named co-defendant in a suit for $100,000 filed
here in Jefferson County court by
Celesta

Brooks

for

injuries

re-

ceived when she slipped and fell at
a dance at the auditorium, Jan. 18.
Kaye is named because his band
was supplying the music.
Other defendants are the promoters of the dance, Oliver and Claude
Ritter, the manager of the aud, and
the operators of its soft drink concession.

'

^

—
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Harms Attwneys

Bands

Zimanich Joins Col.

Ridicule Theory

ARA

Josef Zimanich, head of the
it was under Boris Morownership, has joined Columbia
Records in New York. He's in the
artists and repertoire division under
Manie Sacks, but his exact
v.p.
duties have not yet been determined.

Hotel

at

label while

§11

lotlce ©f Iser

Imiike

fur

.

Zimanich

hi Publisher Test if Sync Rates

,

Attorneys interested in the case
out last week that
Longine's complaint cited that Harms
had not filed with the copyright division, in Washington, a "notice of
user" on the song and that the
mechanical rights to the tune were
therefore in the public domain.
(Legal procedure demands that once
a song is recorded, a "notice of user"

had pointed

be

filed which
thereafter allows
to record the tune by the
simple method of asking for a license and paying the full 2c per
recording statutory royalty rate. Until a publisher allows a song to be
recorded once and files such "notice" it can restrict the recording of
» tune.)

anyone

It seems that when the Longine
attorneys had made "the contention
in their complaint that no "notice"
had been filed, they did so on the
understanding that Jerome Kern,
the song's composer, should have

•

anas

Bite

In

to

m

4.

Stan Kenton is having a one-night
skein laid out following his current
month's stand at Avodon and is asking but $1,750, with 60% privilege,
or $1,500 per nite if assured three
consecutive stands by any one promoter. This is a big cut over Kenton's past quotations and engagements have been a cinch to get.
Charlie Spivak has a full field of
one-nighters to follow his Sunday
(2) closing at Palladium. He asked
for $1,500 guarantee per stand. After
Carmen Cavallaro got $10,000 for a
stanza at Million Dollar theatre he

Breach of Hale

Dave Salmon, Syracuse one-night
promoter who filed a civil action
for $11,000 last Fall against maestro
Stan Kenton for fajjing to keep a
dance date, has dropped his claim
to $893 plus a sum for loss of cusThis move by
tomer
Salmon followed advice about two
months ago. from the American Federation of Musicians to the effect
that if he persisted in suing Kenton
in civil court he might find himself
on the union's "unfair" list and
unable to continue promoting dances
with name combos.
"goodwill."

obliged promoters by cutting former
basic price of $1,500 nitely to $1,250
and grabbed as many dates as he
could handle before heading east.
Four other names who habitually
worked around here, Jan Garber,
Skinnay Ennis, Will Osborne and Al
Donahue, have cut 20% under fortook the attitude that argu- mer charge, $1,000 or slightly less

AFM

ments with

its

•

BOURNE
799

Waldorf with Morton Downey; Ice Revue

at

Yorker,

'•'

5

Freddy Martin, (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Bingo
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50). Brisk 3,300

3,400 covers,
tabs.

'

good, 17,500.
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.).
beautiful 6,200. Ted Lewis did it;
Lawrence Welk (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.).

18,000.

'

'

.

+

;

Disking With Strange
Outfits for

'
,

-

their orchestras have temporarily been broken up, maestros

Dreams Wetter

Woody Herman and Tommy Dorsey
have both made records during recent weeks, and Les Brown is due
for a session for Columbia Records
on the Coast tomorrow (Thursday).
Herman recorded with a studio outfit in Hollywood a week or so ago,
and T.D. made his at RCA^Victor in
New York with the group he led at
the Capitol theatre, N.Y., several

FOE ASTOR REINSTATED

also is using

Brown, incidentally, may have his
date to return to the band business
set back. He's down to open at the
Ballroom,

V/c/ori

CHARLIE SPIVAK

Colombia; ELLIOTT LAWRENCI

— wilh

Biocs to follow

PAUUPIONEER MUSIC
1657

Broadway

New

Ycrk

—

Hollywood,

March 18, but due to the fact that
the transfer cards filed by some of
his men with Los Angeles Local 47
of the
won't mature until later,
he's trying to delay it.
He may
switch periods with Tony Pastor,
who's due at the Palladium April 29.

13

N

AFM

I

FEEL

A SONG
COMir ON
Music by.

.

.

JIMMY MeBVCH
ROBBINS

.

NEW COPACABANA,

Additional

four

weeks

McHugh drew

MANAGEMENT

JOE GLASER,

Ave

New

York 22

of Merit, the

Pres.
PL.

FEELING I'M FALLING

award for selling $28,000,000 worth of war bonds
in one evening on the Coast, penning
the music for war shorts by Bing
Crosby and- Prank Sinatra, plus

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
5-5572
f

GOT A

Jimmy McHugh was

second highest honor a civilian can
be given, in Washington Monday
(10) for his contribution to the war
effort. Presentation was made
by
Secretary of War Patterson.

CHIN'S, Cleveland

Fifth

I'VE

To Songwriter McHugh
Songwriter

awarded the Citation

745

SANTLY-JOY

Citation of Merit Given

ALOHA MAIDS

Opening Feb. 10

EXCLUSIVE

beyond

to the end of the Roof's season
have not so far been filled.

LANI MaclNTYRE
His Orchestra and the

May

Kaye

Detroit

the

LINK-ROSE-WALLER

other efforts. Following the presentation, McHugh, who had been
in
York, continued on to Holly-

New

wood.

THE NEW RHUMBA SENSATION

THANKS MUCH0 MUCH EARL WILSON
WOKDS

BY GLADYS SHELLEY

Successfuly Introduced by

Bourne.

Inc.,

MUSIC BY HAL KAMNEft

CHUY

1EYES over CIS

799 Seventh Avenue,

New

York

V

ABE OLMAH OP THE BIG 3
SUGGESTS .FOR YOUR PROGRAM

'

12 or 19, for four weeks,
followed by Kaye for eight.

•:

CORP.

a

studio outfit.

Palladium

CAVALLARO, KAYE PACTS

Brown

h)ick.

"-~—»"«'»-s

iefsPutOur

Brew

Though

weeks

Ja

The Ballad Hit for 1947

i Dorsey

Herman and

'

either

still

Just like pre-peace with

Handsome

(Los Angeles)
Stan Kenton (Avodbn, B, Los Angeles, 1st wk). Sock 16,000 payees
putting site in black.
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 5th wk). Profit at
6,000 admishes.
Vaughn Monroe (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 1st wk). Smashing 24,000
Best stanza Since Tex Beneke in Sept ember.

Palladium.

NOW

nt
at

.

Nine Days.

Sale of the Astor hotel, New York,
Meanwhile, the $11,000 court action
has not been withdrawn. It is being apparently will not be consummated
Mary Maloy, formerly with Joe
held in abeyance pending the AFM's until the fall, if at all. Contracts
for the appearances of the bands of Sanders' orchestra, joined Ray Robarbitration efforts.
Carmen Cavallaro and Sammy Kaye bins' band here at the Peabo'dy,
on the hotel's Roof Garden, which Memphis.
had been cancelled, have been reinstated.
Cavallaro opens the season

Inc.

SEVENTH AVE. NT* YO«K

14,000
**,u«u

Location Jobs, Net in Hotels

members must be

was paid him for expenses,
goodwill, etc. Kenton and General
Artists, his booker thought the figure
too high and refused to pay it; the
$11,000 suit followed.

Show

9,575

—

13

Chicago
Russ Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Swell 4,100.
Dick Jurgens (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Bad weather hurt, but

AFM

$2,500

Indicates Floor

15,675
36,425

t2,650

Los Angeles
.

Only one crew coming into this
adjudicated, by its executive board,
territory has held to sky-high price,
a rule that usually is applied only
when both disputants at loggerheads Vaughn Monroe. And since Willard
Alexander, his manager, arrived this
are
members.
week, it is figured price will be reSalmon had Kenton signed to
duced drastically. Monroe's quote
play for him last Oct. 18, but the
guarantee of $3,500 per night—
Paramount , theatre, N. Y., mqved was
sans even a nibble, especially as
Kenton's Opening up a week and
promoters know orch is getting $6,forced him to cancel a week of one000 per week plus percentage at
nighters. Though the cancellations
were made several weeks in advance,
Salmon refused to accept unless

1

Chicago

State of ballroom biz finally has
forced down asking prices of name
batoneers cavorting around Coast,
not only for location dates, but also
for one-niters. Most booking agencies went to bat along with terpalace operators in inducing leaders
to slash demands by pointing out it
had become a matter of meeting offers or getting no engagements. In
less than a year possible one-nite
time in entire state has dwindled
from 28 dates to 12. Many a promoter has gone into another biz till
the b.o. blues blow away.

$893

(400; $1-$1.50)

46,825

Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 700| $1.50-$2.50 mini
Despite cold wave Edgewater got some conventioneers to total 3,900. "*
Victor Lombardo (Panther Room, Sherman; 950; $2-$3.50 min.).
With
Jan August aiding, coin machine men equaled gigantic 6,200.
Ramon Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.50 min.) Carl
Brisson opened Friday, Feb. 7. Hartmans closed their run with poor
2 000
GrilT Williams (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Very good 4,800'

Coast

Hollywood, Feb.

6

14

(300; $1-$1.50)

ml I-Nite

—

Drops Kenton Claim

Commodore

Coven

2.500
2,100
1,450
1,875
1,350

_____

t

Harms will do its best to see that
the suit goes to trial. Harms and all
major publishers want to lift the
cloud surrounding' section IE of the
1909 copyright law as it pertains
to tranor, rather, does -not pertain
scriptions. Such song uses as transcriptions and synchronization were
not known then and Longine seeks
to prove that it is liable for only a
2c royalty per use to publishers for
song uses on transcriptions. Publishers have been asking 25c per
disk per performance for pop songs
and 50c for show tunes.
Publishers feel, too, that if their
argument is sustained, it's very probable they will boost the cost of music to transcription users. They feel
the above price has been too low.

.,,

Johnny Pineapple. Lexington

New

tune are' fully protected regardless
of the Longine argument.

From iiG

Eddy Howard.

ARA when Mark

Hf™.

Played
17
8

. .

Left took over the now-defunct firm
and has freelanced ever since.

Attorneys for T. B. Harms, due to made- the move. Actually, the pubhe involved with Longines-Wittnauer lisher had done so, in February,
in a suit which figures to test the •1934. So the mechanical rights to the
validity of rates set by publishers
for transcription uses of their songs,
brand as "ridiculous" tha theory
•that Harms had not filed a "notice
of user" on "Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes," which would therefore fail
to test the point of the argument.

left

B.O.'s

Weeks
Hotel
Band
Emil Coleman*,,, Waldorf (400; $2)....
Jimmy Dorsey,,,, Pennsylvania (500; $l-$1.50),
Chuck Foster*, .New' Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Guy Lombardo... Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)

ros'
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get the "sparkle" of the
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fees! selling
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it's

got the "warmth" of the smash picture hit

NEW ROMANTIC

AND

THE EGG

The Big Disc Jockey-Juke Box Favorite Coming Up

IF

YOU'RE EVER
(LOOK
lyricmy "By "

Watch

for this

Dvnham

new "baby"

—
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DOWN
ME
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music by Terry Shone/

•

way

Copies coming your

MAMA, DO
iyrk by
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GOTTA?

masfe by Vic Mizzy

1619 Broadway, N.

Y.
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Weiss Resigns Musicraft,
Retains Coast Post
Bobby Weiss resigned from Musicraft Records Friday (7) and immediately returned to California, where
Eli Oberstein, RCA-Victor Veepee in'charge of pop recordings, Coasted he will set up a publicity and ex-'
over weekend to supe flock of waxings, including sessions with Vaughn ploitation business of his own. Weiss
Monroe and Betty Rhodes,,.. Jacqueline DarbQ joined Coast cubicle of was assistant to Irving Felt, MusiSpina-Green Music Corp. .,, Roy Tracy, Vogue Records' recording supe, craft president, and during the peErnie riod between his resignation and his
back in Detroit after waxing Art Kassel and Joan Edwards

Willi Largest

Ssngs

Each Alienees

(Survey Week of Jan. 31-Feb. 6)
The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Cover,
age Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc.

1

—

Andrews' hot-jazz combo cutting six Joe Green ditties for Aladdin Records
Sidney If ornheiser, general manager of Burke & Van Heusen,
back in N. Yl after fortnight on Coast. B & VH, incidentally, has started
a subsid, Home Town Music, Inc., to handle hillbilly and prairie plaints.
Binning Sisters' present pattern breaking up. Since her recent marriage
Lou Dinning no longer wants to travel and henceforth will work with
chirp trio only when it is on Coast. .. Vanguard Songs, Inc., starting
.Ruth Miller has
hillbilly and' oatune dept. Charlie Adams will handle.
quit Pour Star Records to join Hollywood publisher-rep firm of Aaron
Rothenberg. .Capitol Records prepping album of songs written in years
Rocco,
past by Buddy De Sylva, plattery's founder and board chairman
Vocco, veepee of Bregman, Vocco & Conn, west for fortnight to huddle
with pub's Coast chief, Lee Finburgh. .. .Bobby Gross has quit as Coast
rep of Emery Music Co.... Johnny Mercer, .Andy Russell and Martha
Joe Ellison,
Tilton each sliced two sides last week for Capitol Records
former manager of Allied Records, Hollywood plant, joined Superior label
as production chief..,. Bob MacGimsey writing tunes on new pact given
vet by Scofield'-Taylor Picture Productions.
.

.

.

.

Wage Hike May

Printers

Gal in Calico— i "Time, Place, Girl"
Rainy Night In Rio— f'Time, Place, Girl"
was worked out All By Myself.;
So To Bed
under which' he wiH represent Musi- And
Anniversary Song— i"Jolson 'Story"
craft on the Coast on talent and

exit Friday a deal

Bless

tunes.

Music publishers overall may' have
the price' of printing music boosted
after March 1 due to a raise in
salary secured for their employees
by the Amalgamated Lithographers
Union, N. Y. Local 1. As a result,
some publishers are endeavoring to
print music in advance to avoid the
boost as much as possible, just as
they did a few weeks back when a

Weiss' decision to leave Musicraft
his inability to lake

was based on

the N. Y. climate.

.

i

n
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PROGRAM SUGGESTIONS

MILLS

BIN© CROSBY With
Orch.

ill

New Deces

Rust

Morgan

1

!

Record No. 23745

DOES YOUR HEART
BEAT FOR ME?

For Sentimental Reasons
For You For Me Forever—
Gotta Get Me Somebody To

MILLS MUSIC.
1*1* St;eadw«y

.

INC

New

.

strike was threatened,
ers have already increased prices,
but most of the bigger ones haven't
as yet.
Printers, after being threatened
with a strike vote of some 7,000
members of Local 1, gave in to a
salary boost calling for 10% increase

which cannot he less than $5.20. On
top of that they submitted to another 5% tap which will go into a
sick and welfare fund for printers.
Printers themselves feel that the
extra salary comes at the wrong
time, since the music business has
not been at full sales strength for
almost a year.

SOME GOLD AT LAST

SOLD MY HEART
T© THE JUNKMAN
I

York If

Mood
Shapiro
Duchess
Chappell
Morris

fShocking
Love—

i

Miss Pilgrim"
"puel In the Sun"

Guilty

Feist

'

Things In Glocca Morra— ""Finian's Rainbow"
Huggin' and Chalkin'
If This Isn't Love— ""Finiants Rainbow"
I'll Close My Eyes

How Are

NX. Disk Jock's Plug

'blacks'

Of Old

It's a.

Crawford

Hudson
.Crawford
Maurice

Good Day

.Capitol

All Over Now
Let's Go Back and Kiss the
Managua Nicaragua
There Is No Greater Love

BMI

It's

Disk Forces Tone
Hollywood, Feb.

Leeds

Up
11.

Music

Girls Good-Night Again

Slept

Encore
World

resurrecting
"Heartaches," a tune which, has lain
dormant for 16 years. It is to get a
buildup following an odd chain of
coincidences which bobbed ditty in-

Witmark

is

.

.

Shapiro-B
Burke- VH
Duchess
Oxford
Santly-Joy
Jefferson

Dorsey

-.

Rap by March

LA. TERPALACES SEE

THAT'S 'MY DESIRE

.Famous

Oh, But I Do— f'Time, Place, Girl"
Old Lamp-Lighter
Ole Buttermilk Sky— f'Canyon Passage"
Open the Door, Richard
Sonata
Sooner Or Later— f'Song of South"
to limelight,
Last month a Decca 'distrib in This Is the Night
Charlotte, N, C, wanting to get rid This Time
of 400 copies of Ted Weems 1931 Through a Thousand Dreams
1 waxing of the song, which hurdened Uncle Remus Said f'Song. of the South"
his inventory, got a local disk jockey Whole World Is Singing My Song
few printto plug the item. He started such a Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South"

Result

A

Berlin
.'.

You

.

In Pubs Getting the

Remick
Witmark

:

.

.

A
A

Bros.

Remick

—

Sant'y-Joy

Robbins
Santly-Joy

demand that Decca was prompted to
re-issue the recording and Leeds was
literally forced to go to work on the
tune.
Other waxeries are cutting it,

The remaining 20 sonys of the week, from the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Sxirvey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks.
Published by the Office ol Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
Among My Souvenirs
T. B. Harms
RCA-Victor with Sammy Kaye, Co- Anybody's Love Song
Miller
lumbia with Harry James, Mercury Best Man
Vanguard
with Frankie Laine, Majestic with
Coffee Song
Valiant
Eddy Howard, Capitol with Joe Connecticut
*
H. Warren
Alexander and others have propped Girl That I Marry, The— '"'Annie Get Your Gun"..
Berlin
versions.
I Tipped My Hat and Slowly Rode Away.Robbins
I'll Never Love Again
Peer
It Might Have Been a Different Story
C-P
,

,

.'

Can Be Beautiful
Is a Random Thihg
the Other End of a Kiss

Melrose

Liwrenei Suit

Life

Love

Harms

5 Continued Irom page 37 =

On

Beverly

September Song

Crawford

secure a raise to "A" classification. So Would I— f'My Heart Goes Crazy"
He has been before the Society's" That's the Beginning of the End
Appeals Board and Writers Classifi- Things We Did Last Summer, The

Committee numerous times.
His arguments are based on comHollywood, Feb. 11.
Ballroom biz saw some silver lin- parison with two other writers who
joined
ASCAP
at the same time as
ing last week, after long slump. For
he, in 1934. These contemporaries,
first time. in more than six months
he seeks to prove by charts, have
all terpalaces here pocketed some
cation

Burke-VH

ABC
Morris

Too Many Times

What
You'll
f

I Gonna Do About You?
Always Be the One I Love— f'Song

Filmusical.

profit- In his first of six stanzas at' offered neither the same number
Palladium, Vaughn Monroe lured nor equally as valuable contribuabont 24,000 payees, giving site its tions to the Society's repertoire as
he has; one is an an "A" classificabest week since Tex Beneke was on
tion, the other is a "BB" writer.
stand last September.
Therefore he feels that the present
Avodon, with Stan Kentone, had,
method of evaluating a writer's
its best week since spot opened last
worth to the Society is "too vague."

Advanced
Paramount

Am

*

of South"

Sinatra

Legit Musical.
'
.

,

'

—TO DEAEEBS

W

EMPEY RECORDS, 49s
EMMY

Fa.

103

OPEM THE DOOR, RICHARD
Sung, Acted and

TOSH (One
and

His JTnrettera

Mamona

Biz

ver; are other locations ot from
three days to a week that will reWinding up initial frame last
open. Cavalier debuts May 10 with
Though it's not mentioned in the Johnny Long.
night (Mon.), orch drew nearly 17,suit,
Lawrence
points
to
a
recent
000, record that tops previous best,
Onc-Nighters Active
the Xmas stanza when .Count Basie move by the Songwriters Protective
Of the one-nighters,
Hershey
was on tap. At Aragon, Art Kassel, Assn. as a cue to his case. Members
fortified by Desi Arnaz over week- of this organization pay annual dues Park, Hershey^ Pa.; Mahoney City,
on
the
basis
of
their
classification
in
end, found profit in around 8,400
Pa.; Sunset Ballroom, Carrolltown,
ASCAP
Though
he's
now
"BBC"
a
payees. Bobby Sherwood, at Tommy
Pa.; and the usual New England
Dorsey-owned Casino Gardens, lured writer, SPA has asked him to pay
around 6,000 admishes. Sherwood, dues on the basis of an*" A" classifi- spots such as Old Orchard, Hamporiginally brought in for month, now cation. And the governing board of ton Beach, Riverside Park, SpringSPA,
he
points
out,
is
composed
of
has started sixth week and manage
field, Mass., et al, have either sigment is picking up options week by almost the identical men occupying nified resumption of biz or are expositions on ASCAP's Writers
week.
pected to.
Sunnybrook Ballroom,
Classification Committee.
As cited above, Lawrence's action Pa.; Andy Perry at Allentown; Valagainst ASCAP is not the first based
encia Ballroom, York, Pa., all have
on a pique over classification. Arthur
Schwartz filed a suit some years been going through the winter. So

May.

Swung by

String Willie)

EMPEY 101
Harlem's Poppin'
Recorded by NOBLE SISSLE
Of Billy Hose's

Summer

Continued from pace 37

Horseshoe, N. T. C.

%

EMPEY 102 by "CHIC CHOCS"
d
Sugar
Them There Eyes

EMPEY RECORDS, INC.
SSrd St.
New To* 19
Phone: COIumbas 5-8074
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Open tfceDoor

GREAT POPULAR
STANDARDS T00AY
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•

-a

never went to trial. far, bookers claim to know of no
by putting him in the standard operation that will not reJohnny Burke and
Jimmy Van Heusen also began one sume this spring. And they claim,
they
haven't
encountered
several years ago, but their ratings too,
have since upped.
much price resistance on the
better
names, though quotations
Madame Portugal, wife of the are not down too much from
Brazilian consul in Los Angeles, last year's. They
are running into
wrote the French lyrics to "J'vous
Aime," Sam Coslow's tune, which resistance on only the lesser names,
Carmen Miranda sings in "Copaca- of the calibre that sold pre-war for
night
$450
a
and
now
must get or
bana" (UA).
but

back,

It

was

AA

it

settled

classification.

i

NW« |C

are asking $750 guarantees.

10 Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Feb.
Anniversary Song....
.

^

*

8)

Mood

For Sentimental Reason.Duchess
Old Lamplighter
Shapiro-B
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Guilty
Oh, But I

..Feist

Do

Managua Nicaragua
Open Door, Richard.
I'll

Close

My

...Witmark
Encore
.Duchess
.Maurice

..

Eyes. ....

Gal in Calico....

.Remick

Sonata
Oxford
Sooner or Later. .. .Santly-Joy
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH.
Girl That I Marry
Berlin
Rainy Night in Rio. ...Witmark
Huggin* And Chalkin'. .Hudson
Uncle Remus Said
Santly-Joy
You Are One I Love. .Sinatra
Adobe Hacienda .'.
Southern
.

'CLUSIVELY

.

.

It has long been felt by top agents
some of the ills of the band
business are traceable to the refusal
of too many maestros to hit the
road, that neither recordings nor
film work takes the place of a public appearance to stimulate interest
in themselves or the band business
as a whole. To this, of course, the
bandleaders point to wartime and
postwar, transportation and housing

that

Second 10

^LICENSED BY-

Bookers*hope that by the time the
spring rolls around the handful of
better names that temporarily disbanded recently, and others that
have been hiding from the public,
such as Harry James and Xavier
Cugat, both of whom aspire to be
actors rather than maestros, will
start working. It's probable that all
of the disbanded outfits, such as
Woody Herman's, Tommy Dorsey's
and Les Brown's, will again be in a
position to accept dates.

.

,

Ever Leave Wyoming...... Feist

problems,
among the numerous
others encountered on the road.
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BEAUTIFUL BALLAD
DEANNA BUMM

Sung by
IN

THI UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

mi
I'LL

BE YOURS"

Words by JACK BROOKS
Music by

Chorus

DHEAMTIME

IT'S

'

WALTER SCHUMANN

Medium Slow witK expression.

fnjp

HEeOiOIP

IT'S

BY:

DREAM

-

^

J

TIME-u.

put our hearts to - geth-er,

let's

IT'S

DREAM - TIME

(Listed Alphabetically)

Blue Barron

^^^^^^^^

.

Carmen Cavallaro
Bob Allen

let's

Harry C@@l

look a-head to

-

geth-er

peo-ple dp,.

as

Folks like me.

Saxey Dowell
Vic

Damone

Jc

Bob Eberle
John Gart

Those

Folks like you,

in

love.

IT'S

DREAM -TIME.

Pick Jurgens
Jerry

Jerome

Vaughn Monro©
P3?

Men

Manhattan

©f

We'll find our fu

.-

tnre

in

it,

IT'S

DREAM

TIME

-

Pled Pipers

Andy

Russell

George Paxfon
Milt'

?3E

E

Saunders

F

Don't waste a pre-cious

Jerry Sears

•SrfTTT

min-utej

It'a

time for

Time

mc r

S

3

p.

•4f

23P

for you.

To make

Mel Tonne
.

George Towne

all

dream -ing come

this

IT'S

true.

true.
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Her Sells Embassy, N. Y.

Mclntyre, Alexander

Coast

ACTA frackmg Down On

Almost Trade Blows
Howard's, opening,

Eddy

Commodore

Tyro Nights

in Theatres, Niteries

hotel,

Y„

1ft.

Ownership of the Embassy, N. Y.,,
on Saturday (9) passed from Bill

the

at.

last

Miller to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Schwartz,
with Dave Paris still holding an interest in the spot, Schwartz was at
one time in on the operation of the

week

nearly saw a serious situation arise
between maestro Hal Mclntyre and
Willard Alexander.
Mclntyre has felt recently that Troika
Alexander, who has a grip on the closed
.

.

which
Washington,
down sometime ago after a

,

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
American Guild ,of Variety Artists'

club,

:

.

Ace in the
Jimmy Ray, who

local chief, Florine Bale, is waging
a campaign to extinguish completely

"amateur nights" in niteries and
Three spbts hereabouts—
Ambassador hotel in Santa Monica,
soutfiside Stork Club and Toddle
House, which used sirnpn-pures occasionally—have agreed to use. nothing .but pros after being warned that
unions would blacklist them if they

was

days

cafe

a

dancer, and

theatres.

now

is

a

Hole

Commodore booking

prewar
and vaude
commercial
in

plane pilot at a minimum pf
$1,000 monthly, visits 'booking
offices regularly on his days off.
,

,

He

takes club dates.

>

was

situation,

disastrous

ened

words developed and
.'

Up

To

-

Dinner Be

Menu prices In many New Ynf t
niteries are being reduced
consider-, "
bly in an effort to stimulate
trari
Some spots which haven't shown
table d'hote menu since the
beginnin
of the war are now offering
D ri»
fixe prices. Drinks at the
bar haw
also been reduced at many
c i ub .
Spots like La Martinique f or
the
first time in 'many years are
adver
Using dinners starting at $2.75
.

'

blocking him out of the hotel. When
the two saw each other at the opening,

fire.

Cat- Prices

Miller will henceforth confine his
nitery 'operations to the Riviera, Ft.
Lee, N. J., which he expects to open
in. May with a name policy.

threat-

to lead to fisticuffs.

'

Zerp Mostel, currently in ''BegOpera" on .Broadway, will
spoj; starting TuesThe
He'll do' only ,the midday, (18)..
Embassy for the first time since
.*'
it
night show.
opened has printed menus with
fiat
priced dinners, while the Copaca"
bana is showing the table
d'hote
menu with greater frequency
Leon & Eddie's has reduced' drinks
at the bar from $1 to 85 cents
That
spot also advertises a full-course

gar's

Flamingo, las Vegas,

double into the
,

'

Belays Talent Splurge.

continued partial policies.
Theatres have, been told they may
use amateur, shows thrice yearly,
providing only kids .performed and
pro talent was used rest of year.
AGVA drive here probably will initiate
national campaign, to grab
working time for members, who feel
pinch of dwindling playing time as
niteries rapidly told or drop floor
shows.

Head

to

i

Until Hotel Is

Unit in Concert

Tour

Cleveland, Feb.

Hermann

Leopoldi, Viennese

11.

com-

.'

Completed

IMPORT ANIMALS, ACTS

Flamingo club, Las Vegas, is postponing its talent presentations uniil
the hotel-adjunct to the club

Andrews

is

com-

FOR MINGLING CIRCUS

were slated
.Paris, Feb. 11.
poser, singer and piano satirist, is re- to open last week, were put back
Scouting for talent and animal
turning to concert stage after closing until sometime in March.
Abbott
six-week nitery run at the Alpine and Costello dates were also 'post- acts in Portugal, Spain, Italy, BelVillage here.
poned. Comedy team were slated to gium, Holland, Sweden and France,
He will appear in a continental get $15,000 weekly, while the An- Hans Lederer has rounded up some
revue sponsored by the drews sisters were down for $12,500. 12 animal acts and 25 other acts for.
variety
GALE AGENCY CHANGES
debut with Ringling,
Kabarett der Komiker at local SevSpot is reported to have been a show to
Walter Hyde has been shifted erance Hall, Feb! 15. Staged by Kurt dropping heavy coin in the casino Barnum & Bailey Circus in Madison
from the Moe Gale agency cocktail Robi'tschek, who put on similar per- because of the lack, of daytime ac- Square Garden, N. Y. in April. Declaring European tent business looks
department to the theatre sector. fbrmances at New York's Carnegie
tivity.
Void in patronage, it's felt,
He'll work with Lew Leslie in that Hall and Town Hall, concert' troupe
promising this season, Lederenjfwill
will be rectified when adjoining inn
department.
will include Oscar Karlweis, Fred
remain abroad another six weeks
is completed.
Irving 'Rose will now head the Lorenz,
Kitty Mattern, Michaela
organizing the shipment of acts
Flamingo opened several months
small combo division.
Stoloff and Eva Arlen.
which have been delayed everyago with the most grandiose talent
where by visa and transportation
plans ever executed by any cafe.
bottlenecks, thus necessitating movPreem session had Jimmy Durante ing some animals
by plane.
and Xavier Cugat orch.
Meanwhile, Lederer .has booked
several American acts for tours of
Knickerbocker Yacht Club England, Scandinavia and even
France, where he managed to have
EBDIE RAY, Photographer
pleted.

sisters

j

;

•

|

|

j

dinner

at

Some

$1.50.

ot

have drinks

bars

street

the

52d

from

75

the price

re .

cents

However, despite with

ductions, individual checks
remain
virtually the same even during
the
dinner session when minimums
are

Average check remains

off.

at about

$4 per person, difference being made
up in drinks. Niteries are still hang,
ing onto the same minimums. which
is from $2.50 on weekdays to
$450
on weekends and holidays.

I

LIGHTS! ACTION! CAMERA!

MINNEAPOLIS
DAILY TIMES

.

February

.

Plans

;

of Radio, Screen and Sfage
Stars,

now associated with
STUDIOS,

McFARLAND

§j

master

craftsmen

new,
speed

of

high

sensational
lights,

is

the

Name Resumption

part of acts' salaries remitted home
in dollars. Also here on a look-see
Yacht Club, Port Washington.- N. Y„ through France and .the continent
intends
resuming the use of name has been circus operator John Ringbands this summer. Spot inaugurated ling North, who is slated to return
such a policy late last season. It to the TJ. S. Saturday (15), Showclaims to have ,remote wire connec- man Clifford Fischer plans to. sail
tions,
the same day for the States'.
Bernie Mann, .who operates the
425-capacity room (which can be'
Stretched to 700 with outside treraces), figures to open May 1. He's
dickering for Boyd Raeburn's orchesBy Happy Benway

Anchor

Room,

•

,

producing

.

.

.

photography

of

unusual

merit for show people, on
their

own

enough to
50 artists.

stage,

SaranacLake

,

large

tra.

accommodate

McFARLAND
Studio ot Creative

Photography

New

York 19, N. Y.

Circle

Y.,

6-9018

perting

Ditto

up.

Slim" Glenn, who

is

pital,

neckties

money
and

"Shea, with one of the most
entertaining novelty acts in

show business, pulls even
bigger laugh-provoking stunts
and is funnier, more enjoyable since we last saw hint

with Olsen & Johnson's 'Sons
Fun' at the Lyceum Theatre
To miss this one is to
miss one of the rare comedy
treats of the season."

O'

here.

LAST FRONTIER HOTEL
lm Vegas, Nevada
Until March 13m
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
il'T

back,

operation and

clinic reports.
Thanks to Dave Ferguson of Jewish Theatrical Guild, Bobby Barry
of "Burlesque" and Joe Laurie, Jr.,
of "Can You Top This" for their
-

greetings and good cheer campaign
in behalf of the shutins.

BOY

il

Not.

GAG FILES
@ S1.00 each

thru 22

1

"BOOK ©P BLACK-OUTS"

@

3 Vol».
$20.00 Per Vol., or
$50.00 for 3 Vol*.

Helen PelechoWicz showing improvement via bed routine. Ditto
for Lillian Bergson who was floored

"lOOiC OF PARODIES"

with the flu.
Al Bagdasarian, commentator over
WNBZ, lauded the Will
broadcast

"HOW TO MASTER

»

10 Sock Parodlet for $10.00

local station

Rogers Memorial in

his
City."

features of Our
It
nice plug, neatly handled.

THE CEREMONIES"

of

(Hnw

was a

The annual March ol Dimes drive
at the Rogers went over the top
with Helen LeClaire Carlson, Lee
Khmick, Sam Lefko collecting for

the patients, and Marie Southard for
the staff.
Write to those who are ill.

'

For All Branches of Theatrics!*

iFUN-MASTER

'

FOY

nil

PATTER

good

flashing

WIWI—llll*WM*lp— WIMMIWII'll

COMEDY

•,'•>;

Ann' Commerford

England

iiHiIHI

11

stage

William Garzke planed in from the
Big Town to visit wife, Edith
Garzke, who is making nice come•

to top it all they get their

money back.

Forrest
penciled in

first

and a handful of
who are not
bid—and none are—

to those

afraidl to

Tl 'I'"

of the thoracoplasty
back at the Rogers.

Recently Returned to the States From

Ha

to

ai>

jCini'ra)

$3.00 Per Cop y

No

I' *•
C.O.D.'S on any mnteriiil!
route, also send permanent address.

PAULA SMITH
200

W.

54th

St..'

New

York 1?.

Parodies! Special Songs!

MX

Bits!

from our library, one ot Ott
most comprehensive «»
Showbiz)
1947 Catalog FREE!
....
,
Exclusive material onr specialty

* Draw

largest,

YOUNG JUGGLING WONDER

ON ONE

gives
cigarettes, cases of brew, peanuts
by the case, bottled goods,

French hos-

N.Y.C.

'The Mad
swings into his

Auctioneer,'

for

.

for observation at the

ENTERTAINER TO ROYALTY

of.

11.

1947

SHEA,

riotous
auction and
away nylons, cartons of

Sig Mealy, in his third month of
bed routine due to setback, is slowly

Police said the bandits apparently
hid in a washroom until all the patrons had left, and then surprised
J.
H. Cayton, the manager, and
Catherine Dees, the cashier.

Sophie Mede mastered

Successful Four

Feb.

memorial service was held here
for the late Grace Moore at the local
Pitt Cafe Held
Methodist church under auspices of
Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
Saranac Lake Study and Craft
Two gunmen held up the man- Guild. Songstress had often aided the
ager and cashier of the Nixon Cafe,- Guild.
early last Friday (7) and escaped
Eugene Platzman, music arranger
with nearly $4,000, representing re- and member of the downtown colceipts from downstairs spot as well ony, left for Florida with his frau
as Nixon Cocktail Room upstairs. to continue the cifre.

Up

Appointment

only.

846 7th Ave.,

Saranac Lake, N.

A

.

8,

(By the Stingtider)

"JACK

Knickerbocker

*
*

WHEEL

&

J.

H.

KLEINMAN

2S-31-K 30th Rood, L I. City X N.
Telephone: Astoria 8-«M5

Y.

CURRENTLY

ROXY THEATRE

HELENE and
'Corned)'

HOWARD

Dance Antics'

B3r.l St.

laid

345 CLUB,

lircwjing

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
MATTX ROSEN

Dir.!

on ground

bonne; SJ,33ii an,- «•
linoleum floor, snM»M«

dancing

NEW YORK

spare, aiiractiicly
floor «r "I" 1 "

E.— Club

out,

ment

atrncteil,

Currently

studio,

meeting

hall,

rooms ana showers on

WM.

A.

Mr. O'Nti!

WM. MORRIS AGENCY

Curry, Byrd

SAMMY RAUCH

» U Roy

"BEDLAM IN THE BALLROOM"

m

Direction
j

I

MATTY KOSKN

»"»

WHITE & SONS

MU. 2-2300

DIRECTION

Thanks to

'

t»*'

«<

floor.

° N T0UR
CLUB-DATES

IIAIiKY

Wednesday, February

ISC,

JLjW?
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New Career; Opus 117-Date far

.Of

Newark, N.
At

60,

J.,

Feb. 11.
think*

when most people are

on their annuities,
Siginund Romberg is at the peak of
career. Composer has reached
a new
three-score years in an eventful
resting

ing °f

Beverly Tyler's P.A. At
Capitol, N.Y., March 14

In at Peak

failerg CiKrts Put

AGVA

Fines Songstress
For Breaching Pact

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Trial Board of American Guild of
musical career that finds him still
Variety Artists last week fined
a name to be reckoned with at the nitery chirp Margo
Shafer $100 for
boxoffice.
"conduct unbecoming a member"
jfow, it's concerts. It's been con- and also ordered her to pay Club
certs for several seasons, ever since Zamboanga and agent total of $82
he started a new cycle of a medium after being found guilty of breach
that includes almost every type of of contract by Board.
And that
musical entertainment.
Booked to open recently at nitery.
large-scale orchestras, Miss Shafer
goes from
failed to show.
Zamsuch as Romberg's current 55-piece boanga then haled singer up before
outfit to, perhaps, lesser vaudeville- union.
At the hearing she angrily
type performers seeking to take ad- denounced proceedings and flounced
vantage of a wartime trend that out, for which action she

was

paid off.

Friday night

(8)

at

and the maestro-composer, who has
written some of the great scores
for Broadway musical comedy and
light opera, can well gross close to
the million mark on a hegira that'll
see him wind up' on May 26.

With a nut of $17,000 weekly for a
70-people personnel including advancement etc., plus soloists and
himself as the batoneer, Romberg
has been routined wisely in a setup that spotlights his own compositions,

This-

fined.

In paying off all around, Miss Shafer
the Mosque also tendered written apologies.

theatre here Romberg began another
of the annual cross-country concert treks that he began in 1942, and
which has since become an assured
b.o. commodity. This time it's 117
dates in various types of auditoria,

though always with modesty.
after all "An Evening With

is.

Romberg," and at $4.80 top in Newark, his music is what they came
to hear. The sellout of nearly $8,000
was full testimony to what showmanship and selling can do, to put

show of this type.
Romberg can still do a little cutespecially in the first half of
the layout, but there's no doubt that
he will have achieved this before
the troupe has played many more
concerts. His program includes such
orchestral numbers as Offenbach's
"La Belle Helene" for the overture
all the way to Kern, Porter, Gersh-

over a
ting,

(Continued on page 46)

Mickey Rooney TaggeJ

By Army Pa! Witt

Beverly Tyler, Metro contract
player, has been signed for the Capitol theatre, N. Y., starting around
March 14." Miss Tyler, who appears
in "The Beginning or the End"
(M-G), will follow that picture into
the house. It's figured that her p.a.
will mean more at the b.o. once the
film circulates.
Deal was made by Matty Rosen, of
the A.
Lyons office. Whether

& &

Miss

Tyler will appear on other
dates hasn't been determined yet.

Sonja Henie leer's
?58G si N. Y. Run
Sonja Henie with her "Hollywood
Tee Revue" closed the season to
capacity at Madison Square Garden
Tuesday (11). There was a total of
73 performances limited to four
cities, show having played Indianapolis, Detroit and Chicago prior to
New York. In each stand two performances more were added over
last season's

(Tuesday)

in

New

Nix 25G Fla. Nitery

Date When Unable to Set Ike for Airer
Melba Now Talent Head
For Sheraton Hotel Chain
Ex-maestro Stanley Melba has
been signed by the Sheraton Corp.
as talent supervisor for

Melba's

schedule but the total

10G Breach Suit number of appearances was less beMickey Rooney is beihg sued for cause the attraction will not play
by his ex-sergeant in the the Coast. Takings for the Garden
Army, Hugh Benson,, in an action date were estimated at $750,000 and
yesterday

& telle

its

chain of

28 hotels.

$10,000
filed

ott

the total for the four stands figured
at $2,200,000. Cost of production was

48

Colonial Inn, Hallendale,
Fla.,
which is seeking top name's, got two
rebuffs within a week when Abbott
and' Costello and Maurice Chevalier
turned down bids to play that spot.
The Abbott and Costello deal,
which would have started yesterday
(11)

chore

is

getting the

music and talent for the three hotels
of the company now using shows,
the Copley-Plaza, Boston; Belvedere,
Baltimore, and Providence-Biltmore,
Providence.

MCA, Tepper Feuding

had to be dropped after the
had tentatively accepted,
it was found that it would be

comics

when
first

impossible to get lines to the spot
to enable them to broadcast their

Camel Show on Thursday nights.
Comics were slated to get $25,000
weekly with cafe paying the line
charges. Proceeds were to have
gone to the Lou Costello, Jr., Foundation, an endowment in memory
of Costello's infant son who died
several years ago. Deal is highest
ever proffered by a cafe.

Over Lester's lirect
Booking

Eals Beits

in

Jerry Lester has been booked into the Club Charles, Baltimore, starting Feb. 18 at $2,750 climaxing a
second feud between Music Corp.
of America and Sol Tepper, cafe's
booker. During negotiations between,
Tepper and Lou Mandell, Lester's
attorney-manager, MCA sent Tepper
a registered letter protesting his direct contact with an
act. Copy
of the note was forwarded to Artiste
Representatives Assn., the agents'

Chevalier, who was offered $15,000
weekly, turned down the deal because he doesn't want to work cafes
as yet. Gallic ehanteur is slated to
arrive from Europe Feb. 28 on the
Queen Elizabeth and will do a concert tour opening March 9 in New

York at a theatre still to be selected.
Chevalier's opening show will be a
benefit for American Aid to France
with French Ambassador Henri and

Mme. Bonnet

sponsoring.

William Morris agency, bookers of
the Colonial Inn, was able to partially compensate for the two disLast season Miss Henie played the
appointments with Carmen Miranda,
ice palace renamed for her at West- organization.
who opens there last week in Febwood, just outside Beverly Hills, for
protests, deal
Despite the
ruary.
five weeks. The arena was purchased was consummated w
Mandell,
i't h
by Arthur Wirtz, who presents the who, according to Lester's underskating star, and a Chicago group standing with MCA, has the right
but some difficulty over leases was to negotiate dates for the comic.
'ICE-CAPADES'
not settled and the Coast date was
K'b the second scrap Tepper has
scratched. It had been planned to had with MCA. First tiff came on
;/'
Benson shortly following their dis- use the Westwood spot as the orig- the'Martha Tilton booking when, at
New Haven, Feb. 11,
charge from the Army and quoting inating point, quite a number of the the conclusion of her date at the
Rooney as saying, "Benson was my line skaters hailing from that area. Charles, spot took out 5% booking
"Ice-Capades" completed an 11boss in the Army but now he's going
Miss Henie is due to plane to fee and forwarded it to Tepper. day stand at the Arena Sunday (9)
Show
to work for me." Benson was for- Europe Thursday (13) to search for
played
to 45,000 which meant,
subsequently demanded return
merly with Army Special Services talent for next season's show and of the percentage stating that on all at -$3.60 top, a healthy $120,000.
and traveled in Europ* with Rooney also to visit her home in Norway for deals involving
acts, prices are
Trixie, juggler, left the troupe
when they were doing "Jeep Shows." the first time since the war,
net. Tepper declaring that since no after
final performance here
to
He said that the deal was originally
net provision was in the contract, await a family addition,
Bobby
broached in Europe and was finalized
Baddy Ebsen, until recently in his cut was legal. MCA's claim on Specht, out of cast tot some time
verbally March 2, 1846.
"Showboat," has been signed for a the Tilton setto has been inactive with a broken ankle, limbered up
Rooney's attorneys registered a tour of Loew one-nighters in New for sometime after some attempts while here and returns to show durfull denial.
York starting Feb. 19.
were made to get the refund.
ing current Hershey, Pa., stand.

York Supreme Court. Benson claims

a verbal contract between himself
and Rooney in which he was to be
paid $200 a week for a year "as an
administrative adviser in connection
with Rooney's acting and theatrical
producing activities."
Pictures and clips from Philadel
phia newspapers were submitted as
evidence by Benson's attorney, Henry
Zeltner, showing the comedian with

around

$400,000.

MCA

MCA

120G

INllATNEWflAfP
.

MCA

MCA

JOAN EDWARDS
AMERICA'S OUTSTANDING SINGING PERSONALITY

"She

is

entirely

and presents an

not only a fine singer, but a terrific entertainer

new Idea

in

her act."

—BOB CORBIN
—San

Manager, Golden Gate Theatre

•

Just

Francisco

dosed triumphant week, Golden Gate Theatre

• Opening RKO

Boston February 13th

• Opening State Theatre, Hartford, February 21st
•

Opening

New

York Paramount

¥ehmmy

26th

Guest Appearance Forthcoming on Carnation Program With Percy Faith

—JACK

Personal Manager

Booked Exclusively

BERTELL, Pfoia Hotel

MCA

Artists Ltd
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Versailles,

ffigli
Copacfcbana,

Miami

Miami Beach, Feb, 8,
Susan Miller, De MarMaxellos (4), Ralph Young,
Jane, Taylor Girls (7), Dave Tyler
Orel) (14), Noro MoTales Orch (12);
$4-$5 min.
Ritz Bros.,

ios

,

Bernard Broj.

Club Reviews

(2),

.

Y.

Bob Grant and

Panchito Orchs; $3.50 and $4.50 min.

and
The Bernard Bros, are back start
second sesh the trio work throughbut might well
out the show, interweaving theit still effective
new wrinkles to their
screwballisms into every act. Finale adding some
well-developed phonograph record
Sinatra
the
and
"Snow
White"
with
mimicry. Still tfie best of that type
takeoff.
format is
of turn, none the less the
their
Supporting- acts build solidly to familiar and while class tells
the topliners. Susan Miller, blonde accented knowledge of audience
looker with a zingy delivery, scores Values, some extra furbelows are
Tees off with well in order. Their impression of
in her sequence.
song-ahd-dance
"Green Grass Grew All Around," an an
old-fashioned
aud participation bit; changes pace team with that "Tea for Two" nonwith "Anniversary Song" and then sense is an idea of the proper prog"No Business Like Show Business' ressiveness.
for big returns.
The Bernards' booking into the
Plenty of class is added by the De Versailles, like Irwin Corey's into
Marios, a young, nice looking terp duo: the Copaeabana, concurrently in

m

_

YOu'Ve got to have an attraction
payees into a cafe hereabouts or resign yourself to offish
biz against the stiff competition.
Proof lies in the recent fengagement
of Danny Kaye at this spot, his stay
pulling the smart room out of the Male half, throughout, cleverly cendoldrums into money-making class ters aud attention on sultry looking
and now the continued socko biz femme partner. Routining is defibrought in by the Ritz brothers.
nitely different, as is their musical
That the RHzes are one of the backgrounding. Open with Liebehardest working acts in the cafe biz straum" to show daring lifts and
Follow
that win attention.
is demonstrated again in the two spins
completely different shows they of- with an exciting routine to a medley
fer nightly.
Their laugh-making from "Porgy and Bess" that wraps
proclivities are an established fact things up.
And whether they offer standard or
balancTumbling acroantics and
new stuff, the yocks keep coming in ing of the Maxellos is also socK.
a steady stream,
They're an integral part of the
First show finds them working in Ritz's stint and in own spot earn
own spot, the laugh-getters includ- gasps with their footwork and lifts.
Production has been streamlined
ing the takeoff on "Samson and
Delilah" with the screwy twist on by a fast opener, with the June Tayhair-shampoo outfits, "Dark Eyes" lor girls handling "Java Jive " Ralph
and that zany biz with the orch, Young sings the Benny Davis lyrics
"The Guy In The Middle" a howler to the number. Dave Tyler rates
winding up in a cream pie slapstick bows for the manner in which he
and their latest, "We're Continental, backs a difficult show. Noro Morales
Sentimental Gentlemen of Song." and" his rumba junta get the anatEncore with their classic lampoon- omy tossers up on the floor in heavy
Lary.
ing of Richman and Ted lewis. In numbers between shows.

to bring the

(2),

IV.

.

•

'

N. Y„ is part of the current trend for
Both
moderation of expenditure.
turns are alumni of the so-called
"Continental" -type of bistros, of the

Blue Angel and Kuban Bleu calibre,
and thus somewhat out of their ele*
ment in spots which heretofore actop-price headliners.

It's

to

cented
the Bernards' credit that they're the
applause hit, as evidenced here, but
it's necessary for them to match the
big league spotting with a little more
As it stands, the Friday
weight.
night business while fair was evidence of the differential between the
Jean Sablon-Carl Brisson-Dwight
Fiske type of draw, and this act. On
the other hand, where the class trade
turns out in larger numbers for the
above-mentioned trio, the Bernards
probably eclipse them as applause
hits.

The hand-to-hand music

sort has) brought • change. With a
well paced 45-minutt show tottallecL
Yyette, a seasonal standard for
this room, score* in no uncertain
Her
fashion with the attendees.
chaiia and manner of delivery fit
Turns in a
the room perfectly.
neatly blended song stint which Includes "Glocca Morra" "In The Park
Thing
In Paris," "Happiness Is
Called Joe," "Doin" What Comes
Natur'lly" and "J'Attandrai." Niftily
gowned, she works in intimate, easy
manner to rjjte the sock reception

A

she gets.Capella and Patricia, dance team,
are also repeaters here. Duo click
with lifts and spins in top class.
Routines are well-balanced and include samba, foxtrot and a version
of the Castles that ends in a breathtaking spin with Capella balancing
Patricia on one hand while whirling.
Makes for boff applause. Encore
with a graceful Viennese waltz.
Jules Lande orch, though obviously not "set up instrumentally to
play a show, manage to accomp in
fair fashion. On the dance side they
get the conservative patrons up in
goodly numbers with their sweet
Lary.
rhythms. ..

is

rather unusual in bistros of the Versailles type, but the freres got a
plenitude of that so they mimicked
the Andrews Sisters, Crosby-Mary
Martin, Ethel Merman-Ray Middleton ("I Can Do Anything Better"),
Betty Hutton and the like. Their

"Sonny

Boy"

satire

has

become

something of a classic as done bs
the Bernards. The "Annie Get YouF
Gun" excerpt is relatively new and
likewise very good. Their picaresque

TONY MARTIN

be

CM

will

ail in

Mardi

maestro started many years ago in
the old Beaux Arts on West 40th,
N. Y. Per custom, maitre d" Robert
runs the room like a masculine
Emily Post with suavity and dispatch, and biz apparently continues
on high plane despite relative conAnd
servation and the weather.
New York's snowstorms, for once,
make the weather a good alibi for
.*'
-.
Abel.
any bonlface.'

I

AIM

and ..ADAM

DIGMNO

rhumba dancers on the floor and
Arnle Barnett and 12 piece orch
back the show in fine style. Loop.

Havana Madrid.

GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

%

Sol, Gloria
Line (6), Luis
(11), Raymond
$3.50 min.

Izar,

Retrenchment policy

at this pop.

nitery is 'being poured on
without much subtlety in the current show. Result is a formless and

hodge-podge without the
yeast of any name talent or standout
Lacking in variety and strung
acts.
together without much planning
tasteless

;

faves,

many

of

CAPPEtlA
And

which have never
•

PATRICIA
Currently
'

Miami

Brook

CMto

priced

•

STRAND THEATRE 2-1447

Hi.

Paco Reyes, Carmen
Libran,

Del Campo Orch
Argueso Orch (8);

eliminated.

been seen here as "Those Little
Things," "Road to, Mandalay," "Old
Black Magic," and "One Meat Ball."
New bit is "I'm '^Married to a Strip
Tease Dancer," which is 'a change
from his usual takeoffs. Closes with
Hindu rope trick and begs off to prolonged applause. Having undergone
recent leg amputation, handicap
doesn't affect comic at all in his
performance, .
Phil Foster, other funny man on
bill,
is dissimilar in his delivery.
Club,
Comic, who is playing midwest for
Miami Beach, Feb. 9.
Yvette, Capella & Patricia, Jules first time, has revised New York material
with which he scored such a
Lande Orch (7); Prix Fixe Dinner,
hit, for local consumption. He gar$10.
ners applause by essaying ordinary,
everyday characters with payoff reOne of the smartest boites in the sults.
area, and attracting the Palm Beach
Looker of the show is blond
set as well as the formal crowd in
theMiamis, this chi-chi spot had been Dolores Gray, shapely husky-piped
swell job on
However, chirper, who does
operating sans talent
"Love Is On The Air To-night,"
business pickup throughout the re"These Foolish- Things," and jazzes
up "Maids of Cadiz." Takeoff of Virginia O'Brien doing "In a Little
Spanish Town," which is not too
fresh or well done, could be eliminated.
James Burrell, whd does the lyrics
from the book, has a clear high tenor
voice which he displays in a spot of
his own on "Whole World Is Singing My Song," and "You Keep Coming Back Like A Song."
If show
wasn't owerlong could stand another
song- or two.
Top ballroom team of Beatrice and
Gomez uses Bob Edwards to provide
effective vocal background for their
dance patterns. End act with sure
attention
getter
as
they choose
partners from ringsiders for rhuroba
session.
Marianne, soloterper. does

In the Interim

However, gals do not work well'
together, which is most apparent in
their slow numbers. Chuy Reyes and
14 piece rhumba band bring out the

Bistro, most costly in Chi, and estimated to have cost over' 400G to build,
has tropical format with "palm trees

as centerpieces and strip lighting
blending into exotic murals. Club is
is good
divided into a supper room, seating
500 guests, and a lounge bat from
Panchito's Latin rhythms and Bob
which part of the show can be seen.
Grant's brisk dansapation round out
Jimmy Savo, not seen here for
Grant, still a juve, in
the show.
years, remains the great panto" artist
cldentally marks a reunion with coas always. Rings the bell with old
host Nick Prounis with whom the

be COPA-setic

raS

coS-

-

showmanship.

Everything

l

show drags for the full length of its
40-minute run.
With this type of
entertainment fare, the bistro has to
depend solely upon the rhumbaddicts
Chicago, Feb. 5.
Jimmy Savo, Phil Foster, Dolores who, at least, can And solid chile
Gray, Gomez & Beatrice, Marianne, rhythms dished up by the two
James Burrell; Jane Wynn, Chuy combos of Luis Del Campo and RayReyes Orch (14),. Arnie Barnett mond Argueso.
Orch (12), Line (16). Produced by
Best bit is turned in by Chito Izar
"Wally Wanger; music by Frank War- who comes on midway with an acren; costumes by Billj/ Livingstone; ceptable brand of crooning. Reper$3.50 min.
tory is nicely varied between American pop tunes like "Just Yours" and
Layout for this show, which is the "Begin the Begulne" and a collecmost elaborate in town, bogs down tion of. romantic ballads in Spanish.
from its own weight. There is too Compared to the rest of the layout,
much, duplication which could easily
(Continued on page 46)

Copaeafea.ua;,

"costuming" to match each

at the .COP A with you

minute tvwri that has customer
checking their watches and
hefty sendoff as she finishes.
dance act In the show is Jane WvmT
soubret, who is musical
material with her fast taps and
soul
vocalizing pa production -numbers
Line girls are nifty costumed in
gowns that accentuate their heiKht
five
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High Operating Costs,

Wring Shop

Jane Russell Bows ill

Of Florida Nitery leal

Give Talent Agencies Plenty Hea Jacks
Cost of operation in talent agenconsiderably since
cies has gone up
the recent business stump. Although
volume of business is on level with
the wartime booms, cost of booking
performers and bands has risen to
the point where some agencies declare that operations take up to 7%

HMG

COLE

PLUS 69% IN CONCERTS
will play a series

Map* Agencies Angling Radb lines

11.

the last minute, decided against making nitery appearances until she has
set proper sort of act.

3'S $1,500

King Cole Trio

Miami Beach, Feb.

Fir

Deal for Jane Russell for the
Copacabana, Miami Beach, * fell
through last week. Miss Russell, at

Miss Russell
$15,000 weekly,

fante Derma Summer ffiatns

R00NEY SETS STATE, NX
DATE AT $12,500 PLUS %

was submitted at
which was accepta-

Mickey Rooney, who's set to
ble to Murray Weinger, Copa operaTexas begin- tor,
who felt that, despite the ab- the Copacabana, Miami Beach, Feb.
ning May 2. So far, the three-man sence of acceptable material, she
28, will continue his personal aptimes higher in the case of bands.
group, which because of its record- could draw business to his boite.
pearances, with his first New York
Heason for hike of operation costs
ings is one of the strongest b.o. Film actress has already made perstems from the fact that it's more
vaude date in several years. Rooney
names available, has been sold on sonals in vaude.
difficult to sell, and some salaries
is set for a two-week date at Loew's
six dates through Dallas, Fort Worth,
have gone down. Retrenchment in
State theatre, starting April 3. He'll
Houston, etc,, for $1,500 guarantees
cocktail
lounges
has
and
cafes
many
supply surrounding acts.
against 60% of the gross. They will
agency
expenses,
At
to
added
also
of

an

act's

commission and some-

of "concerts" through

agencies declare play large auditoriums only.
the same time,
Unusual angle is that the trio is
they're still saddled with boomtime
expenses. Some offices, particularly being sold alone. As a rule, when
America
of
and General combos such as Cole's are sold as
Music Corp.
have
cut
down
to
some
Corp.,
above,
a semi-name band is included
Artists
degree in operating costs, but ma- in a package to provide dance music.
jority still maintain the same num- Cole will play straight concerts.
during
employees
as
the
war.
ber of

,

It's pointed out that most agencies
indulge in high speed selling via long
distance telephone and telegraph.
Whereas, a year ago, one call to a
booker
Pittsburgh or a Detroit
might have resulted in four or Ave
placements, agents today consider
themselves lucky to get one or two
acts placed.

Split Fees
some offices are being
business with cafe
bookers who demand 10% as their
cut. This is done sub-rosa because of

In addition,
forced to do

the fact that American Guild of
Variety Artists in its agreement with
the Artists Representatives Assn.
has declared the agent's cut to be
10% with the booker limited to
5%. A year ago, these bookers
couldn't get to first base with this
demand because of the seller's marSome N. Y. agents are now
ket.
forced to book through these offices
in order to get some acts set. When
that happens the agent can get only
5% commission.
The- cost of doing business in
.

however, remains virtually
the same. There has been no appreciable dent in the amount of
playing time, and since most deals
are made in New York, theatre departments still show a good profit.
theatres,

Hayes* Repeat

Op

Rehearing on Salary
Paul

Young,

operator

DateatCopa,N.Y.

Peter Lind Hayes, first
to develop via niteries, may
at the Copacabana, N. Y.,
Irving, Davis Ankle
8.
Hayes emerged into bigtime
after his engagement last year at the
Set
Talent Agcy.
bistro, and is committed to another
date there. Mel Tonne, songwriterResignations of Val Irving from
the singer, has already been signed for General Artists Corp. cafe depart-

name

GAC

May

.

—

—

i—

"

up, it's likely that Rochester,
Day and the Phil Harris
orch will be sold separately.
Feelers have also been sent out on
Dinah Shore, Peter Lind Hayes, Abset

Dennis

and Costello and the Vaughn
Monroe orch. Agencies haven't dis-

bott

cussed terms for these performers,
C, that layout.
ment, and Mort Davis, Of the GAC but are merely probing to see whatHayes would be in the layout fol- band location sector, were handed in the summer vaude traffic will bear.
has been granted appeal by Amerilowing
Tony
Martin,
who'll
open
over
the
go
weekend. Both quit to
can Guijd of Variety Artists from
March 13, Irwin Corey, current into business for themselves with
Showboat Actor Beats
a previous ruling that tagged him for comic, may hold over on that show.
Irving opening a booking office and
$750 for salaries due on unplayed
Robbery Rap in St. Loo
Davis embarking into personal mantime of the vaude unit "Fun For
agement.
St. Louis, Feb. 11.
Your Money," which recently played
Charles

Romany Room, Washington,

D.

H1MGARDP EXTENDED

the nitery.

IN

AT PERSIAN RM., N.Y.

Hildegarde's engagement at the
Persian room of the Plaza hotel has
been extended Until May, giving the
chanteuse the longest engagement
she's ever had at this spot. Hildegarde started engagement there Nov.
four extra days. He claims latter
7, but run was not continuous beokayed deal but that nine other per- cause of several weeks* Illness when
formers in the unit took their beef Gracie Fields and Tito Guizar
subto
for a full week's salary, stituted.
instead of four days, which had been
Chanteuse has been making supper
promised.
club appearances in New York for
this about 10 years. Before becoming an
Young appeared at
week, denying such allegations and annual attraction at the Persian
has been granted a rehearing on the room, Hildegarde appeared at the
Savoy Plaza hotel.
matter, set for next week.

AGVA

-

AGVA

—

•

Irving has already set

and

Act, according to Young, had been
booked in for two weeks several
weeks ago. When he decided to,
change opening date of his nitery
shows from Monday to Fridays, he
claims to have consulted Leo Fuld,
producer of "Fun" on remaining for

Tin
.

Up Own

To

Row

of

started the ball rolling with th»
pacting of Dick Haymes for summer
theatre dates. He's been signed for
the Oriental theatre, Chicago, for an
August appearance. It's also submitting Andy Russell for dates during
the hot months. Both appeared in

vaude last summer.
Music Corp. of America is subRooney is reported getting $12,500 mitting Jack Benny for vaude. This
and overages. Deal was okayed by will mark the comic's first theatre
Sam Stiefel and William Morris tour in years. Agency, is attempting
Agency.
to package most of the Benny stock
Rooney during his 1940 date at the company into this package which is
being offered on guarantee and overState grossed nearly $49,000.
age basis. If no suitable deals can be
postwar

repeat

Union Grants Nitery

Talent agencies are preparing for
the close of the regular radio sea-

son by submitting talent from top
shows for presentation in vaude.
Several have, already been signed for
vaude dates during the summer.
play
William Morris agency has already

Pan

is

up

offices

said to be supported in this

move by Monte

Proser, operator of
the Copacabana, N. Y., who will buy
unattached acts through Irving, and
will turn over to Irving acts which
he has under management. Proser,
who recently started going into personal management as a sideline in an
effort to find talent for his club and
pictures which he will produce, has
Bill Shirley under eontract, and is
seeking other talent.

Davis is starting off with a list that
Billy Maxted's orch, Phil
Moore's band and the Four Vagaincludes

bonds.

GACfhas made no replacements

as

of

the

G. Kaiser, 22, a member
troupe of Capt. John- W.

Menke's showboat "Goldenrod," beat
a highway robbery rap last week and
justified the impresario's faith in his
innocence. When Kaiser and two
others were arrested for holding up
John Shelton, a native, near the
levee last summer Capt. Menke told
cops the actor was aboard the
Goldenrod at the hour of the robbery and was innocent.
Last week in Circuit Judge Waldo
C. Mayfleld's court Shelton repudiated his previous identification of
Kaiser and said he was not one of
the trio that held him up. The others
were convicted several months ago
and are serving sentences in the

workhouse.

yet.

Alley's Minstrel

-- 1

•

*

RETURN ENGAGEMENT

•

El RANCH0 VEGAS Hotel
Las Vegas, Nevada

OPENING WEEK OF FEBRUARY 20
Management CHARLES YATES

Associated Booking Corp., 141

itfi

lie.

Mm

York
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Continued from page 1
give therh a

new

feeling of

what an

— those

Variety Bills

Night Club Reviews

'Radio Raek to People'

(Continued from page 44)

selected for this originating

Madrid, IV. Y.
not cooperation— would also be expected
imto contribute.
By now we've got a Izar's crooning maices a strong
.
points; it would make them realize real
,
The average cost pression.
pile of coin.
of the show is comprised of
Rest
influence;
inof
their
the vastness
of a mid-country- net origination several turns apiece by Paco Reyes,
Libran,
(over the cost of its usual L. A. or Spanish
Gloria
still a feeling of responsibility in
hoofer;
probably iemme dancer, and Carmen Sol,
them; and would give them a new N. Y. origination) would
That would take doubling in song and dance— all pi
be about $5,000.
appreciation of radio
a medium, a raft of dandy shows into a lot of whom work singly and together in
the line of six
it's argued, that some of them use
feverish communities in one short conjunction with
Reyes is slotted at three difgirls.
year.
and prosper by, and yet ridicule.
ferent spots in the show and, while
"Folks in New York or Hollywood his flamenco style dancing is neatly
Perhaps the staurichest champion
it's not strong enough to
of them all. in the campaign to "give have no idea what a commotion oc- executed,
curs when- a bigtime radio show carry the heavy load put on him.
radio back to the people" is Hugh
Libran's Castanet - clicking
It really does Gloria
hits the hinterlands.
Terry, manager of the powerful
are standard, while Carmen
something for the people in the routines
and dancing have ocwarbling
Sol's
Mountain
affiliate,
KLZ,
Rocky
CBS
troupe, for the station, and for the casional striking moments but on the
in Denver. Terry has just completed
listeners.
Of course, just traveling whole, never rise far above the
comprehensive
tabulating
reports
it requires mediocrity of the show.
Choreoga show isn't the answer
the payoffs on the recent "Vox Pop" wholehearted
and expensive coop- raphy and costuming in the producand Durante - Moore originations in eration on the part of the station. tion numbers par the general level.
Denver. These are' being submitted
Del Campo's crew of four reeds,
But when 'all is forthcoming, the
cut the
to talent, client, agency, local reprerhythm
overall effect is tremendously good two brass and five
show in acceptable form and flash
sentatives and network, to back up
for radio.
some firstrate dahsapation rhythms
his campaign to send more and more
"More
of
this needs to be done; for the Arthur Murray disciples after
air shows out to the people.
/
the Show. Argueso's smaller combo
in fact, must be done."
Terry Formula
alternates on the stand in adept
Hewn.
style.
In fact Terry has laid before CBS
execs an ambitious formula for a
planned schedule of "personal apJeanne- ST
Eddie's, N. ¥.
audience

really

is

— people,

Havana

Numerals

—

—

—

—

Arc

Continued from page
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ger's current deals,

and

it

&

Leon

King,
Sonny
Whalen,
Jackie
Sherry Britton, 4 Macks, 3 Parks, Car-

\

has nothing to do with any of

may

Wan- men Montoya, Joan
well

be released through some other dis"Instead of a small co-op newspaper campaign,'*, says Terry, ''or trib entirely, with no reference to
in place of the expensive hodge- either U or UA. Film will go into
podge 'fall premium' Stars in the. production in Hollywood immediateAfternoon, and in place of a $25,000
ly following the closing in May of

Line

Shepherd
Orcli; $3.50

(10)

Montell,,

Art

more

heavily on the current layout since
Eddie Davis is on a combo vacation-

-L&E

supervising the
Business
In the
operation in Palm Beach.
proniotioh award contest
all this
absence of the entertaining half of
coin can be lumped into a real kitty the current Broadway hit in which the boniface team, Leon has selected
to help take radio, back to the peo- Miss Bergman is appearing, Maxwell a show that leans heavily on comedic
and novelty values which will hit
ple. From CBS alone, such a" pool- Anderson's "Joan of Lorraine."
the boite's audiences for high entering of funds would total little short
Script for the pic, which will be in tainment values.
of $750,000.
Then, mayhaps, client
Sparkplug of the current show is
and agency would also be alert to Technicolor, will incorporate por- Jackie Whalen, who's now slipping
the worthiness and would, add their -tions of Anderson's. play. Eliminated into the niche of Davis'- permanent
bit to the pool. Then some stations will be those scenes which provide sub. Taking the cue from the absent
partner's recitals, Whalen's japeries
a framework for the "Joan" parts
the modern-day scenes in which Miss are aimed at the tourist trade. He
Bergman is shown in discussion has a good assortment of yarns with
touches of indigo which hits the
with the "director' 'on how she
Berlins'
He's an induspatronage' nicely.
should play "Joan." Miss Bergman trious performer, working bits be55 Continued from page 1
said she hoped Anderson would be tween the* acts aside from his own
f&r Freed and Berlin to enlist the available to work on the screenplay. lengthy stint. Does neatly for himin
this spot.
self
services of such Metro contractees
Miss Bergman has been intent on
There's a greater reliance on
as Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Gray- doing a "Joan" picture next, and" was
son,
Judy Garland, Gene Kelly prepared to set aside any other com- standard turns this show with Sonny
King, tenoring to the satisfaction of
and Red Skclton, and others mitments.
The Hollywood strike, the audience, even though he uses a
whom Berlin deems necessary to however, has made any move in that too schmaltzy delivery. Other w.k.
properly sing his songs. The story direction on her part unnecessary. appearance is by -the Four Macks,
idea is also Berlin's, that being part Her next scheduled picture was to be mixed skating group of three gals
of -the package, as was the case with "Under Capricorn" for Transatlantic and a guy, who do- a fast routine of
spins and lifts to hit the applause
his two predecessors, "Blue Skies" Films,
the Alfred- Hitchcock-Sidney jackpot.
and "Holiday Inn," both Par.
Bernstein unit. Studio strike, howThe spot's permanent sex-display
The previous high flat price for a ever, postponed the start so long of is, as usual, by Sherry Britton.-who
musical score was the $300,OjOO paid "The Paradine Case" which Hitch- this trip eschews the shedding of
Cole Porter for his "Night and Day" cock is now making for Selznick, that raiment in favor of a writhy-wriggly
turn. For the firemen it's tres
terp
package which,, however, included it' won't be completed until April.
rights to his biography as well as all That leaves too little time for "Cap- gai.
Re^t of the bill has newcomers, of
the
tunes.
Incidentally,
Berlin ricorn" to be made in England this which the Three Parks, an aero
"agented" this Porter deal with summer, as had been planned, and a group show up best. Joan Montell,
Warner Bros. Porter best took ad- decision was made in the past few a singer and Carmen Montoya are
vantage of such large income by weeks to postpone it until the spring reviewed under New Acts.
Art
Waner's crew does the usual comspreading the $300,000 over a period of 1948.
petent showbacking.
Jose.
of 10 years, being paid $30,000 per
Otherwise, Miss Bergman's only
annum. Berlin's deal with Metro other commitment was an arrangefor the $600,000 may likewise be ment
with Wanger to join him in an
amortized over a period of years. indie unit,
EN Productions, to make
The George Gershwin biopix rights "The Balia'd and the Source." The
(WB) went for around $125,000. EN setup will be pushed off, howContinued from page 43
George M, Cohan's "Yankee Doodle ever, since Fleming, for many years
Dijndy" (also WB) called for a like a Metro director will be partnered win and Berlin. And all done with a
showmanship without which this
amount, plus 10% over $2,500,000.
in the new "Joan unit
trip

•

—

.

—

Romberg

I

type of show can easily go awry
whatever the straight playing values.
The veteran composer has wisely
chosen good^ooking people as the
soloists,
and he. projects them
smartly all the way. .There's" the
dark-haired* winsome Nita Carol,
an operatic soprano; Gene Marvey,
a handsome tenor; Gail Manners and
Leonne Hall, both oe whom are
stunning blonde lookers with singing
talent as well. And all garbed in
impeccable taste.
Romberg handle the introductions
of his soloists, and he knows how
to use a proper veneer of schmaltz
that, perhaps, might be labeled corn
at Carnegie but is strictly bargain
stuff for

Newark.

Music Hall

King Cole

13

(I)

Oil Maison
Robert Marshall

HOLYOK19
Valley Arena

Valett

(three to nil)

KANSAS

13

(F)

B

Cootie Williams
Ella Fitzgerald
Inlc Spots

You Anything

Ada Brown

Lamb

R & B Ambrose
Adams

Bergen

3 Extremes
Dobaa 2

Fred

BROOKLYN
13-1S

(I)

Wow?

Troupe

Diamond

Eddy Howard Oro
Hotel New Voruer
Chuck Foster Ore
Marion Spelman
June Arnold

& Farley
Farrar

Bob Turk

Hotel Pennsylvanir
Frankle Carle Ore
Hotel

Dyer-Bennett

Don Pryo

Dorothy Douglas
Eddie GIbbs
Vanity Fair
Gertrude Nieseu
Jan Murray

& King

'

Hal LeRoy

Bob Williams
Xelle Fisher
Boyd Itneburn
Uiunie Powell
Wlvel
Rob Leo
Kay Carole
Stuart Langley

.

Peggy Palmer
D'Qulnrey

Pierro

Noble

MILWAUKEE

&:

GiVns

Zimmerman's
Gene Kardos
.Tanczl Makula

Jere McMnhon
Florence Zamora

Ilildegarde

Zsiga Bela
Paul Arnold
Sinclair & Aids
Helen Wenzol

Hal Kannor Ore

raic:i

Harrison Ore
Hotel Pla«a

'

Citss

•

"
Lee Mills & Powers
At Norman

QUEENS

Jamaica

13-15

(I)

Virginia Austin

T Thorn & Roberta
Parks & Clifford
Dick Leslie
Toy & Wing

BALTIMORE
Hippodrome

&

Martoz

Mara * Maurice
Dolly Bnrr
Chas Stuart

Co
Tommy Hanlon Jr
Jesse & James

PHILADELPHIA
Carman (I) 13
& Dot Remy

Marshall Bros
Don Rice

Bud Sweeney

Jack Curtis
Spauldlng 3
Enrle MV> 1.4
Charlie Barnet Ore
Sieve Evans
Bunny Brlggs

PROVIDENCE

State (I) 13-15
Chris & Raonl

Met

&

Ray English

BEADING

Rajah

Florenz

Canlleld Smith
Lane & Claire

Lew Nelson
Nichols & Penny,

3

BOSTON

Arnauts

SAN FRANCISCO

Keiths (B) 13

Golden Gate (St) 1%
Truth or ConUlit!
"Truth or Con-

Joan 'Edwards
Clro Rlmac Oro
Nonehalants
Arthur Blake

Orlova

Woo Woo

il

seojacuces":

Stylists

Hor/nandos

Ben Beri

&

.

-

'

Dennis

.

Kelly

Bob Hall

Bennett

Rohmer & Darrow
Feola Ore
CopaCHbnna

Dolores Gray-

Boulovor-Dcars
Lutln Quarter
Ted Lewis Ore
Gcraldlne Du Bois
Paul White
Klroy Peace

Chuy Reyes Ore
Arne Barnett Ore
Jimmy Save
Jimmle Burrell

t^orwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore
Mack Triplets.

Phil Foster
Hotel Bismarck
Joseph Sudy-'Orc

Griff

Palmer House
Williams
Dorothy Shny

Oro

F & E Barry

Roland Twins
Vela Montoia
Lenore
Annette Olsen
Montero & Tvonne
Eddie Fens Ore
Hotel Blackston*
Carl

8

Lee-

Hotel Micrmaa
Victor Lombardo
Jan August
Carl Marx
In Models (8)
Hotel Stevens
Don McCrane Oro

Sherman Girl
Buddie De Vito

&

Song

Lathrop

Colosimo'a
Vivian Francis

Sol

Hild D'cers (16)
Dojiua Lane
I.os

Jack Cole Dcrs
June Edwards
Gay Claridge Ore
Adorables (12)
Phyllis Gale
Lucio Garcia Ore

Garon

Kdgcwaler Be^ch

Henry Brandon O

Stevens

Chez Puree
Tony Martin

Brisson

Ramos Orch

Hotel Congress
Joe Vera Oro
Sam Bari
Hotel Continental
Za Bach's Ore
Marianne Fodels
Sheldon Reed

Arromanlacs
Abbott D'nce'rs (11)
Rio Cabana
Francis Faye

Jack Carter
Nancy Doran
Bob Lee

t'opsey & Ayers
Bradlleld
Lovelies (10)

Don
The

Cee Davidson Oro
Vine Gardens
Al

Zimmy

Ryan Bros (3)
ICIsh Ore
Mel Cole Ore

•Too

Ralph Edwards
HPItlNlii'IKLD
Court Sq (I) 1S-16

BOtTND BKO OK

Brook (I) 15-16
Duko Norman
Day

Kasha Leonoff
Ferdinand the Bull
Jackie & TitfCy
Doris Faye

Pat
.
Finn Bros
(two to fill)

CAS|)I>HN

Towers (I) 14-16
The Lorraine*
Tommy Hanlon Jr
The Jacksons
Walter Walters Jr

& Barbara

W
A sin NO TON
Capitol
13
(TJ

5

Grays

Amory Bros

*

WOONHOCKET

New Pork (I)
Sammy White

Town

Criers
Dunhills

Julie

Eddie Leo

16

Day & Alva

Kate Kllen
8 Extremes
Dobas 2

Oriental (I) IS
Clyde McCoy Oro

out in two or three weeks. Before
he could get to his typewriter, how-

he turned critically ill.
Spokesman for Korda said Crosby
had been extremely gracious in extending the time limitation and
ever,

Eddie Hanley
Gnudsmith Bros

CHICAGO

-

RflnyOat-Groshy
1 s

5 Continued from page

Kayo

Cleorgie

Charles

'

Buddies

Chicago (P) 14

Bob Crosby Ore
3

13-15

(I)

George Paxton Ore

Pierre Carticr

3

(I)

Sam Donahue Ore

.

1(1-1!)
.

14-16

Vivian Blaine

Betty Jane Moore
Olias Stuart Co
The Aristocrats

Dick

•

14

(1)

Uelita

Yvonne Moray

Martin

———

!>

M-10

,

Blnckliawfe

Russ Carlylo Ore

Geneve Dorn

Pearl Bailey

Direction: EDDIE SMITH AGENCY
1501 Broadway, New York

otherwise expressing willingness to
cooperate. However, the story was
a tailor-made affair, not only for
Crosby's talents, but for Runyon's,

was said, and Korda is experiencr
ing difficulty in getting another
writer to pick up the threads or in
locating another suitable yarn.
Korda idea on which Runyon was
working was to have Crosby an
American cowhand who suddenly,
it

NEW 10S5
Blue Angel
John Buekmuster

Tekhcr & Terrantl
Care Society

Jackie Glcason
Billy

Ronald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noble Sissle Oro
Syd Strange Oro
El Ciilco
Rios

I'.osita

Mienel & Albaicin
Chelo Viliarcal

Uptown)

IiUeienne Beyer

Ming Ling

And there are tunes by Johann
Strauss, Sousa, K a 1 m a n
Aehar,
Lecuona, plus classics by Mascagni,
Nicolai, Sandoval, Malotte, Bizet and
others, all done with mass appeal
with which Romberg can't miss.

Jose Curbello

Embassy

Larry Marvin

l»uanos
Jose Mollis Ore
Ralph Font Or
Iceland
Milt

Maohito Oro

Ore
Copacabana
Shirley

Raye & Naldl
n * dasher
?#t.
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando

Diamond

Alvcrcz

Imogene Coca

Pupi Campo Oro
La Martinique
K Dunham Dcrs
Ernie Stuari uro
Latin Ouarlrt

A Lee Kimpkins
Paul Vrincltell
Francis & Grey
Chandra Kaly Dcrs
Craddocks
Chic Gladk*
4

Esquires

O Wanger Line

HorHCslioe

Sir!

Brhton Ore

P Whitctnan .lr Or
La Conga
Jack Howard

Irwin Corey
Bill

Banks

Hal Hunter

I

others.

Hj-do

Turner Ttvlna
Rosebuds

Tables Davis

(Downtown)
('lift
Jackson
Josh White
C Heard Oro
Cafe Society*
(

CITY

Herman

Josephine Prcmlce
Mildred Bailey
Joan Nichol

.

Kahn,

R

CHICAGO

II

,

Mnxlne Sullivan
5 Flames

Dean-

Chan Reader Oro

LOW, HITE and STANLEY
NOW PLAYING
SCHROEDER, HOTEL

Dream," "Carou- Davo Martin
sel in the Park," "The Big Back Edmund Hull Ore
Yard" and "Close as Pages in a Olsen Carnival
&. Johnson
Book," all from his last BroadWay Beatrice Kay
Kalicl Puppets
show, "Up In Central Park; "May- C & T Valdcz
time," "Riff Song," 'One Alone" and Blackburn Twins
Michael Edwards
"Romance" (All "Desert Song"); McManus Ore
Ore
"Lover Come Back to Me" "Softly Reid China
Doll
as in a Morning Sunrise" and "One Georgo Wone Tr
Kiss" (all "New Moon"), among Frances Chun
Tai Sings
to

Panchito Ore
Village Vanguard

Sol

West

Andy Arcari

M

Elliott

Versailles

Bob Grant Ore

Eddie Stone Oro
Nino Bd

Alice

H "«wallan«

_ Unban Blen
Mantis & Miranda
Muriel Gaines
Gloria King
Cedrlo Wallacs I
Bernard Bros

Lebran
Margaret Phelan

Bissell

m

Ti,°„
the ?n
Chanteurs
Barry Bros Oro

Leonard
4 Notes

Chlto Izar
Gloria.

Majestic (I) 18-ie
Shirley LaValle,
C'arnlvale

R &

Lee Davis Co
Evers &- Dolores

Eleanor Bowers
B.

(P) 14

PATER SON

Don Corey
Edward Sis
FlatbnsU

Jenel

OMAHA

Oonnee Boswell
Jimmy Joy Oro
Gary Morton
Delage & Shirley

lff-16

Joe Phillips Co

Johnny & Georu*
Chavez Oro
Nod Harvoy Oro
Havana-Madrid
Paco Reyes

Hotel Bill more
Kate Ellen
Carmen Cavallaro
Camllle & Laur)no_ Hotel Commotlore

Orpheum

BRONX

Windsor (I)
Ted Claire
The Del Rios

Dutch Adlor

NIG
Revut
Roy Sedloy

(!)

S<1

Morton Downey
Hmll Coleman Ore
Mischa Borr Oro

Don Baker
Kapua

OUi BonuntaB

Belmont-Plaza

NEW BBDFOBD
13-1K

Bnllss

Sihnney

&

Hotel Taft Ore

Waldorf-Astoria

Nina Dover
Je* La Porto Ore
O'wieh Village laa

Berrile

'

„,

O

Jackie Phlllip»
Sadie Banks

Blair

Johnny Woods
Pryde & Daye

Terry Ixiwlor
Harrison ft Fisher
Strand (W) 14
Claude Thornhlll O
The DlGatanos
Alan Hale
Martha Tickers

Macks

Luis Del Campo
Carlos Varela Ore

(I) 14

Alvlno Key Oro
Olga San Juan

State (I,) IS
Jackie Glcason
The Jansleys

Jjkw

(I.)

Monte Ore
Hotel Boowveit
Ouy Lombardo

Sherry Brltton
Art Waner Oro
Monte Carlo
Dick Gasparr*
Roberto

Carmen

NEWARK

Pat Terry
Evelyn Knight

Mary

« Marjorle
MIAMI

Olympin (P) IX
Fred Boner
4 Pantlnos
Johnny Morgan
Yvette

Boy Foy

Jim

Simons

Julian

Tap & Toe
Stump & Stumpy
Boxy (I) 11
Peter Lone

'Hp,

.Terry

CITY.
Tower (I) 14

-Lee

'

Gil

M

(I)

George Faxton Ore
Michael O'Shea

eorps de Ballet
Rookettes
Hym Ore

Paramount

S

Dunham Or
Calts Br & Marilyn
Boh Gentry
Sonny

Bowman

T & F

1

State (I) 14-19

The Fontaines

Olivette Miller

Orchestrally, vocally or with the
at the piano, Romberg
compositions
garner
the
major
plaudits, namely "It Doesn't Cost

composer

week

or split

Sonny King
3 Parks
Carmen Montoya

HABTITORD

(June Sheldon

Patricia.

Charles Laskey

Record

=

below Indicate opening day of
show

full

tellers In parenthesis Indicate elrciilt: (I) Independent;
<P> Paramount) (B> BKO; (W> Warner

Waner's

shelled out

bills

NJSW XOBK. ('«« B Well & 4 Fays
Jack Leonard
Capitol (li) 18
Brown l>6ts
Tax Beneko Oro

Frank Bob Hopkins

mm,

Leon Enken has

connection Willi

in

whether

.

pearances" in selected cities
paid
for cooperatively
by the network
promotion dept., client-agency, and
the station; since each would benefit
considerably.

1*

.

Loon & radlo-»
Eddie Davis
Jackie

whalan

via the death of a distant relative in
England, finds himself a British
nobleman, with a castle, hunting
preserve and the other standard
prerogatives. There's then a comparison of American ways with
British,
which prove that while
there
are superficial differences,
people are the same the world over.

One of the humorous ideas in the
story, for instance, was to have the
British,
Crosby goes
with
grouse-hunting, amazed to find that

whom

while they use the traditional fowling piece, the American cowhand
gets his grouse every time by shooting from the hip. Another was his
insistence on ilsing a western saddle,
instead of the conventional English
saddle,
but getting there faster
nevertheless."
It

was hoped

that

Runyon might

left some scraps of the story
among his papers and a thorough
search of his efforts was made with
that possibility in mind. Not a l" ie
has been found, however.

have
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PsraHtoant, N. ¥.
ink

Ella
Stumpy, Tip,

Spots

(4),

Fitzgerald,

Russian dance with a number of fast
spins for nice applause.

State, W. ¥.
Block & Sully, Wilbur Evans, Paul
Remos & Toy Boys, D'Angelo &

Ladd Lyon has a well rounded out
Tap & Toe,
Cootie Willioms Orch (16); "Easy balancing act, using two plants in Vanya, Harris & IMette, Joe, Lou &
Come, E«s« Go" (Par), reviewed in the audience for plenty laughs and Marilyn Caites, Lou Basil House

Stump &

Variety, Feb.

5,

buildup to his

'47.

Lucienne

An 'all-sepia show

is

currently get-

ting over very well in this

their

&

clever

finale.

Orch; "Blue Skies" {Par).

Ashour give out with
Apache dance which

midtown winds up with the

gal getting the

house on the strength of a generally best of the man.
good entertainment level rather than
Stars Of the revue are the three
any single big act. Bill has good Slate brothers who have the crowds
length and balance.
with them all the way. Their penny
Cootie Williams' band,, with five arcade bit goes over as does the
reed, eight brass and three rhythm, finale travesty on the Lucienne &
open with a blues number, "Let's Ashour dance.
Fay Carroll, songstress makes a
Do the Whole Thing," which might
have a bit too much color for the pleasing appearance and gives out
family trade. Follower is "Open the with the "Coffee Song" and "Prisfor
Richard"
continuous oner of Love" for nice returns.
Door
Seems anyone can sing
chuckles.
Lighting and scenery add to the
this one now .and get a laugh.
presentability of the revue which
Probably best returns' on the lay- had the SRO sign out at the supper
Andy.
out are garnered by dance trio Tip, show caught.
Tap and Toe. These old-timers provide plenty of yocks and good terps
in their stint, with the tall boy's
Chicago, Chi
shuffles drawing best. They're good
Chicago, Feb. 7.
.;

for any date.
Ella Fitzgerald

Orch

Eddie Rio,

Bob Crosby
spotted before
"Johnny
Stumpy to prevent a se- 3 Dunhills, Town Criers (4);
Stump
quence of vocalists, since Ink Spots O'Clock" (Col).
bill.
While
no
she's
wind up the
bill that
this
longer the draw she once was, Miss
with
wrong
Nothing
Fitzgerald still rates among the best. a little enthusiasm wouldn't cure.
Probably could do better with more Extra lift just wasn't there but then,
choice of songs, replacing opener it might have been the zero weather
is

(17)

,

&

"For Sentimental Reasons" with one outside. -.'.':
...
,„
of the blues numbers she does so
Bob Crosbv orch opens with Sumwell. Should also omit "Stone Cold mertime" theme and then swings
Dead in the Market" despite fact into "Sioux City Sue" with maestro
that she made it a hit. Song is too on the vocal for light applause.
old and not a standard, therefore Three Dunhills tap out precision
falls stone cold dead on the audi- routines with one member garnerence. Her closer is a vocal jam on ing. heavy mitt by somersaulting and
"Lady Be Good," nearer the type of then following, as he lights, with
thing she does best, but a trifle long. rapid footwork. Town Criers, young
Routine needs sprucing.
mixed quartet, really sock home
,
the
Combining slapstick, dance and with click arrangements of "Bytwist
cute_
chatter, Stump and Stumpy open Sea." "Buttermilk Sky,"
and
slowly, but build well to a good en- on "Open the Door, Richard,"
Crosby,
with
numbers
two
sing
core stanza. Vocal gags are n.s.h.
and
but Stump's mugging and gyrations "South America, Take It Away,"leans
bring nice returns, as does Stumpy's "Girl That I Marry." Quartet comic
heavy on the mugging and
terping.
Rio
Ink Spots have a strong enough angle for top response. Eddie
impressions,
name to headline the bill, but they does a series of dance
dance and
don't top in the entertainment cate- first how service men
rhumba and
gory. Open with "To Each His Own," then the origin of the
best returns
gets
Comic
jitterbug.
follow with "I Never Had a Dream
Come True," and close on "The on his hoofing. Preliminary gags
Gypsy." Despite no change in their need perking up.
Crosby aggregation comprises four
usual soporific style, the quartet is
still pretty good. Mitting is pkay, trombones, five saxes, three trumand they come back to encore "If I pets, four rhythm and follow the
Didn't Care," plus a couple, of other Dixie Land kick. Band seems to play
of their standards. Bow off quietly, under wraps; at no time does it seem
to serve for more than just a backTomm.
ground for the vocals and acts. -.',;•'
'

Most

Wash.

effective

number

is

drum

solo

Capitol,
of "Big Noise From Winnetka" by
Washington, Feb. 7.
Ray Bauduc, with Ward Irwin asThe Paysees (2), Bob Hopkins, sisting
on bass fiddle and whistling
Bonnie Baker, Walton & O'Rourke; bit.
"Secret Heart" (M-G)
Weather kept the customers away
with main floor half full for first
Holdover of feature film is accom- time in months!
Loop.
panied by one of best balanced bills
of recent weeks.
General average
.

up to usual

New Acts
LARRY MARVIN

LUCIENNE BOYER

Songs

With Accompanists

15 Mins.

Songs

Embassy, N. Y.
Larry Marvin, a newcomer
with minor experience
cafes
lpww snot*
spots, haZ
nas oai-vprf
oaivea
working lesser

45 Mins.
Cafe Society

State show thi. week
standard, offering plenty of sock,
diversified entertainment. With the
for
tor
*u
„t Jesse
Toco Block
nwir and
and
old standby team of
himself a comfortable niche in this
Eve Sully in the next-to-closing spot. Booked in a hurry in place of
slot, the bill also offers what's probCharles Trenet who was unable to
ably a good reason for Block's de- get passage from France, Marvin
cision to bring his wife, Miss Sully,
came to Miller's attention via the
back into the act after a few months' talent discovery nights in his cafe,
work as a single.
and since then seems to be catching
Block opens the act with a couple on.
Of minutes of patter and fails to
Marvin, who's related to Willie
elicit more than a chuckle from the Howard and Jack Powell, is apaudience. Act perks up consider- parently taking these relationships
ably, however, when Miss Sully seriously by emulating another oldwalks on and the duo together draw timer who can still handicap most
plenty yocks. Team plays on the performers and top them all. He's
nostalgic theme, making much of the a prototype of Al Jolson, but his
fact they've been together 18 years imitation is done in the spirit of
and Miss Sully's silly giggle, plus flattery and not a mere impression.
her standard "some crust, I'll say," Vocal fidelity to the master is strikis apparently remembered by the
ing. He has similar mannerisms, the
payees.
same full delivery, and his repertoire
Wilbur Evans, former lead of "Up is culled mainly from tunes now bein Central Park" legiter, throws out ing hummed because of the release
a couple of clinkers with his reper- of Columbia's "The Jolson Story."
toire of legit tunes but his robust Even the songs that aren't associated
baritone goes over in sock fashion. with Jolson come out the same way.
Guy stands a little too close to the
While "The Jolson Story" is popumike so that his voice sounds breath- lar and culling top grosses throughAfter Opening with out the country, he's a hot item, but
less at times.
"Singing My Song," he sticks strictly once this wave is over, it's likely that
to musical comedy stuff from Victor the spending public won't want to
Herbert to Gershwin and does a beg- take a Jolson delivery from anyone
off. Paul Remos and his Toy Boys
but A. J. himself.
Jose.
also get hefty response with their
standard balancing act, the midgets
going over strongly with both adults THREE PARKS
Aero
and kids. Little guys inject plenty 9 Mins.
of comedy into the act for good reLeon & Eddie's, N. Y.
turns.
Two men and a gal team impress
Joe, Lou and Marilyn Caites open as a thoroughly polished act worthy
bill with their two-generation terp- of the opening slot in vauderies.
ing and the elder man, coming on Trio has perfected routines combinto a soft-shoe routine after the two ing terps and aero work, with sufkids single, steals the act. He later ficient
highlighting
of
applause
teams up with the boy in a well- values to sustain interest throughout.
executed precision stepping and all
Of major- interest in this team is
three return for a good finale. Bud
the femme member who's able to
Harris and Lillette, sepian comics,
support
both
males
in
a
standing
garner their share of laughs via
position. In addition she does backtheir versatility, with the gal shinbends on understander's shoulder to
ing on a fast piano boogie. Parqdies
support the third member of team.
on the oldie tunes are clever and There are
some rough spots in their
their gags are new enough to be
presentation which additional playfunny.
ing should iron out nicely.
Jose.
D'Angelo and Vanya close the
show with some sock ballroomology.
After a fast waitz opener, they segue
These boys
into a bolero and wind up with a Bowser, comedy team.
fast and fine samba. Routines, al- handle a velvety brand of patter,
though strictly on the legit side, are with slick timing and clever gags.
excellent and get sock returns, Lou
Marion Cox vocals "St. Louis
Basil's house orch, back in the pK Blues," aided from the comedy angle
again this session, opens with a gaod by Ray Nance, trumpet player, who
overture and backs the acts in top leaves stand for clowning. Nance
Stal
style.
also sings "Don't Tease Me, But
is

'

Squeeze Me." He clowns throughout
show.
Al Sears, scholarly-looking tenor
Oscar Lopez, The Walkmirs (2), saxist, is featured in "Hawaiian"
Balto.
of quartet of acts is high, with inHe formerly fronted his
Colleono, O'Donnell & Smith, Norma number.
terest sustained throughout.
Dave & Dotty Workman, Ann An- Jean Hinds, Jack Parks' Tower Orch own band, and knows his* musical
Star of show is Bonnie Baker, trim, Wally Boag, 3 Nonchalants, (9) with Kenny Field; "Heldorado" business,
Fred Douglas presents a
baby-voiced chantoosey, whose dis- Felice lula House Orch (12); Song (Rep) and "Lone Wolf in Mexico" novelty terp act by doing tricks of
magic
tinctive style still clicks. Gal's ma- of the South" (RKO).
while
going through fast tap
(Col).
terial is ,good, and she builds up
routine.
Peck and Peck, comedy
terp team, offer fast-stepping tap
from a mild beginning to a sock
Layout sums up to fairly enter- routines also.
Pleasing setup employs standard
finish
the
with
familiar
"Oh
and
a
bit
heavy
smash
although
taining
session,
outstanding
Johnny" number. Standout on rou- talent but no
Vocalist Al Hibbler pleases with
portion on acrobatics,
Jack Parks leads
tine is "A Good Little Bad Little rounds out sufficient stage
of the house band in a western medley rendition of "Brown Book" and "It
Girl," which Miss Baker manages for accompanying film ("Song
at with Kenny Field winding the num- Shouldn't Happen to A Dream."
With a minimum of expression a,nd South") -both obviously aimed
Dave ber with a vocal on "Wagon Wheels," Lighting effects, especially during
predominating juve trade.
a maximum of suggestion.
numbers featuring the Ellington at
with musi- for usual good response.
Bob Hopkins gets smash reception and Dotty Workman open
the piano, add'to showmanship of his
ringing after
Oscar Lopez, doubling as emcee,
in an imitation act which tops any- cal glasses and bell
Bandsmen featured
appearing brings on Norma Jean Hinds, dis»: presentations.
thing of this type seen here recent- which Ann Antrim, nice
a trio of covery night winner, who contribs in various spots during show are
ly.
Accent throughout is on comedy, songstress gives out with from
Harry
Hodges,
Carney,
bal- acro-contortion specialty for good Johnny
ranging
vocals
contrasted
with hep gags as well as Convincing
Lawrence Brown and Oscar Pettiresponse. returns.
Nice
boogie-woogie.
to
lad
takeoffs. Format is effective, with
ford.
Wally Boag does tricks with variHopkins doing a Bing Crosby rouFollowing are the comedy trio,
Biz good when caught.
Shal.
balloons which is a novelty
tine, in which the crooner emcees colored
rating
O'Donnell
Smith,
Colleano,
&
is good
a line up of radio and screen per- and his patter while working
as a wacky act and dishing out but
Pitches in with some
sonalities, such as Bob Burns, Cary for laughs.
a fair bit of entertainment. Trio
reveals pleasing stage
Ol.yiupia,
Grant, Frank Morgan, Bob Hope, hoofery and
combines slapstick in terp routines,
Three
returns.
for neat
Willie Howard with Al Kelly,
Ed Gardiner, and at least a half presence
but the foolishness doesn't jell and
Nonchalants follow with strong hand- response is so-so.
1
Sunny Skylar, Danny Drayson,
dozen, others. Good for as many reto-hand and aero stuff highlighted by
Janet & Paul, Catherine Westturns as time allows.
Lopez, in own spot, combines
top.mounter who whacks out
Rhode House Orch;
Les
field,
Walton and O'Rourke have a talking
comedy. Lad has the comedy patter, impressions of stars "Humoresque" (WB).
novel puppet act, which they work considerable
for more ambitious under- and radio programs, and winds with
as a team and in individual stirrts. makings
All
dance.
bullfighter's- cape
taking. Act made a strong clincher a
New angle is line of patter which is for
salvos.
plenty
cleverly
and
wins
done
Neatly blended layout here this
this layout.
part of dummy routine. Though not
Burm.
The Walkmirs close with their week, combined with pic iure,
Biz okay.
ventriloquists,
effect
is
similar.
standard perch act, the femme, do- should keep the big house jammed.
Drunk number, with one of pupTopliner, and always a draw hereing her acrobatics and spins atop
IIKO, Boston
peteers playing a waiter in a night
Howard, with
is
Willie
pole balanced by hubby. Final bit abouts,
club, and .stooging for his wooden
Boston, Feb. 7.
with gal spinning on horizontal bar double-talking Al Kelly. The vet is
partner, while other one pulls the
Hal Mclntyre Orch, Perry Franks with apparatus balanced on male's a past master at getting the. most
"13
Rue
Mastrings, goes over best.
Reeves;
& Janyce, Cy
forehead makes for a thrill finish out of an audience and he does it
The Paysees, adagio dancers, open deleine" (20th).
The yocks come fast and
that wins merited applause. Quin.
again.
show in a fast, graceful terp act.
furious as he indulges in his biz with
Lowe.
Kelly. It's standard stuff with him,
Straight bandshow with only a
and always sock. Had to begoff.
Earle, Philly
pair of vaude specialties, this is a
Majestic,
Skylar, nice looking lad
Antonio calm and soothing layout with subSunny
Philadelphia, Feb. 7.
San Antonio, Feb. 5.
Duke Ellington Orch, Peck & Peck, with a neat pair of pipes and a top
stantial merit but, on the slow side.
Paul Small's "Varieties of 1947"
The Hal Mclntyre band, a highly Marion Cox, Fred Douglas, Al Sears, array of song hits which he cleffed,
with Slate Bros. (3), Lucienne & capable outfit which can bear down Ray Nance, Howell & Bowser, Al turns in a solid stint. Purveys his
Ashour, Ladd Lyon, Betty Jane when it wants to, does "Blue Skies,
"Waitin' For The Train To Come
Hibbler; "Blind Spot" (Col).
Smith, Fay Carroll, Dorothy Byton "Swanee
Porter
In," "Besame Mucho,". "Amor, Amor"
"King
River,"
Girls (12), Majestic House Orches- Stomp," "St. Louis Blues" and other
Sesh this week looks like cash- among others and throws in zingy
tra (11) with Ted Eddy; "The Cock- tunes, going in for ensemble work register clicko for the Earle with version of "A Good Man Is Hard To
and
eyed Miracle" (M-G).
extended solos
Duke Ellington and crew luring the Find" to garner plenty of palmrather than
specialties. Sounds fine, and plenty customers, and a good all-sepia show whacking;
Comedian-tapster Danny Drayson
Currently touring the Interstate unanimous,
giving the seat-buyers 'their monies'
,
„
.,,
Circuit is Paul Small's vaude unit,
does okay with his stuff, though he
Three vocalists are with the band. worth.
"Varieties of 1947," which should Johnny Turnbull, a local product
Ellington, suave and personable, might well eliminate that overand
ring the boxoffiCe bell at -all stops. does "Huggin' and Chalkin'
the band, but also worked "lady taking a bath" routine.
only
fronts
not
It s a fast moving 60-minute revue of "Buttermilk Sky" to catch a nice re- emcees the show in smooth fashion. Overall earns good returns with his
comedy, songs, dances and produc- sponse. Nancy Reed, doing her own He gets down to business leading limberantics. Tops stint with roution numbers. Revue had been pre- piano accompaniments, follows with band through opening number "Just tine to "Poet and Peasant" that gets
viously tagged "Show Time."
"Sunny Side of the Street," "I Can t You, Just Me," standing up ana house.
Dorothy Byton Girls teeoff with a Give You Anything But Love, etc., fingering keys of piano when that
Catherine Westfield projects her
song that it's showtime, which makes to nice returns. Frankie Lester bari- activity is called for.
marionets .in a stint that shows litway for midway bit and then segues tones "Gal in Calico."
Janet and Paul,
Later in bill, piano is rolled onto tle imagination.
into an aero tumbling number which
Turns are Perry Franks and stage and*he gives out with "Happy Aerialists, earn gasps with their airwho terp with skill and
spotlights the individual girls. Gals Janvce
acro
work with some well devised
response, Go Lucky Local" and "Indian Suite."
also are seen in a fan number, a energy to work up a nice
to spins and bar work. Les Rhode and
comic, whose lugu- Piano is then returned to wings,
stilt
routine and a Spanish bit. and Cy Reeves,
backed
show in comhouse
orch
acts,
vaude
stage
for
room
on
give
set
cracks
brious delivery and wry
Costuming is okay.
Full house when
customers. of which the biggest hit opening petent fashion.
up
~ r fine with the
Betty Jane Smith offers a series of him
.......
Lary.
day (7) were Bert Howell and Buddy caught.
ntl rnpr
tap routines, 'best of which is her Biz fairly good at opener.

Tower, K. C.

•

Kansas

City, Feb.

7.

Hippodrome,

.

•

>

'

'

(6)

Uptown, N. Y.

A World War casualty so, far as
the international market was concerned, Lucienne Boyer's return to
America is big show business news.
She lives up to the buildup,' Despite
a bad sartorial upholstering job
which the Elizabeth Arden-Ricbard
Hudnut "success school" of limning
should well overcome in a few
weeks, there's no denying the intrinsic showmanship, basic talent and
general appeal Of the true artiste.
Still
Miss Boyer is all of that,
possessed of a beautiful face, it isn't
long before her fundamental artistry
asserts itself,
Her repertoire successively becomes a series of peaks
as she paces herself to a socko sum
total.

Backed by a special violin-pianoaccordion combo of ofays (said to be
imported), these are interspersed
with the Edmund Hall-Dave Martin
(regular bands) recruits cello, bass
and .guitar—making for a highly
effective string combination as general backer-upper. She herself is in
a blue velvet, relieved by a simple
corsage which, eventually, serves as
camouflage for the hand mike.

—

Her repertoire
tion of ballads

is

a skillful alterna-

and dramatic songs.

The gamut includes Apache, Moroccan, and a descriptive dipso tune,
interspliced with such disk familiars
as "Hands Across the Table," "Si
Petite" and "Parlez-moi d' Amour,"

plus a gay gang song (male vs.
female customers) in "Le' Petit Vin

Blanc," and stuff like that there.

For Barney Josephson's Cafe Society. Uptown, this class black-andtan marks a curious segue from the
Hazel Scott-Jimmy Savo-Zero Mostel
style of turn to the Gallic.
Miss
Boyer is more Wedgwood Room than
CSU, but for both sides it's a good
parlay. It gives this bistro a surprisingly effective change of pace, which
proves an old show biz adage: give
'em the attraction and they'll come.

The Francophiles turned out on a
Monday in mobs. And they
like it was

blue

were sampling the grape

Josephson .probably

7-Up.
this

was a misplaced July

.

Miami

San

4,

thought
accord-

ing to the popping bottles. Psychologically, too, irs

a managerial wind-

fall for Arthur Lesser, the William
Morris Agency, Josephson, et al, that
she gumshoed in here, because Miss
Boyer Will be -a big Parisian noise

Manhattan

in

Then

in short order.

there's also this: 1947

marks

the great French invasion.
It's a
switcheroo on Yank tourism to Gay
Paree. The marking time during the
prolonged Continental warfare, the
refugees, the international amity and
the simpatico pour les Francaise,
which has always ueen an American
weakness, have all conditioned V. S,
amusement-seekers to the French
idea. Jean Sablon has been cleaning
up, even during the war years. There

have been lessers in and out, but
none wjth any great socko. Now
comes Miss Boyer and really rings
the bell.
They'll be waiting for
Chevalier like French postcards.
Abel.

.

.
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JOAN MONTELL
Songs
5 Mins.

Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
Joan Montell is a striking looker,
but unfortunately, .vocal values are
below the visual aspects. Her

far

two numbers on the floor indicate
that she still has much to pick up in
projection and delivery before she
can hit bigtime.

'

At show caught, she impressed as
suffering from the miseries of a,
cold as a nasal delivery was more

—

than evident. It's unthinkable that
that kind of delivery is a permanent
part of a chanteuse's makeup. Her
rhythm tune, and ballad were just
so-so.

Jose.

CARMEN MONTOYA
Dance
4 Mins.

Leon

&

Eddie's, N. Y.

Carmen Montoya in the current
Leon & Eddie show does an abbreviated dance turn, and what she
shows doesn't have too much commercial value. She may have other
numbers which can meet cafe demands, but it's not evident here.
Miss Montoya does a Spanish*
Gypsy dance, not an authentic item
but one designed to give the customers a come-hither impression.
Terps are sufficiently graceful and
could be made commercially acceptable with reroutining.
Jose.

,

_'

.

|

i

G.V. Nitery Reopening
Little Club, Greenwich Village,
Y., which had been shuttered sevmonths for renovation, will reopen March 15. Spot has undergone a change of operators, with Hal
Conklin having taken over from
Carl Pederson, former owner.
Nitery will have modestly-budgeted floor show and gal line with
Also a
Stanley Todd producing.
small music combo for dancing.

N.

eral
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Some Shows Approach Finale
A drop in business along Broad--*'
way last week was mostly attributed
to the first really frigid weather of
the season plus snow, but thefe were
other factors, with indications that a
number of shows which were holdHollywood, Feb, 11.
ing to goodly levels are approaching
Las Palmas theatre, one of the few
their final weeks. If so the booking
Hollywood,
situation will be somewhat allevi- remaining legit houses in
Pink and Paul
ated but it's expected that several was bought by Sidney
Schreibman for a reported price of
attractions affected will perk up.
evenshifted
be
For the first time since the war $75,000 and will
some hotels are advertising that tually to a picture policy, featuring
currently
rooms are available, and while that foreign films. Actors Lab,
perbe
will
house,
does not include the leading spots, occupying the
its seaare that the visitor mitted to go through with
indications
volume in the metropolis is at least son's schedule.
control
partially constricted. Now and then
Pink and Shreibman also
Broadway around 11 p.m. has been the Belasco, where Jack Present £.nd
jammed with taxis, mostly empty, Harry Zevin are staging "She Dood
and hotel reports have it that rates It in Dixie." on a lease which exfor permanent guests will soon be pires April 1, but the legit show will
offered. For years such patronage be allowed to continue as long as
has been shunned and transients its grosses pay off. The Belasco will
were limited to four or five days, remain open to stage productions for
when reservations were accepted.
several months while the Las Palmas
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame" will is being remodeled for films.
Meanwhile, Actors Lab is negoclose this week although the management had been hopeful of seeur tiating for property on Cahuenga
ing another house. Musical is slated boulevard for the construction of a.
to lay off at least one week and if no new theatre, school and workshop,
other Broadway spot is available, it
may go to Chicago.
Date of John Gielgud's arrival is

ANOTHER LEGIT HOUSE
GOES TO FILMS

I LA

J

!

Great Falls, Mont., Feb. 11.
Newspapers throughout the counone contry recently dismissed in
of another
cise paragraph the death

Differences over billing have cropped up between Ella Logan and the
of "Finian's Rainbow." The actress' contract expires at the
end of May. Miss Logan is given first feature billing in the program but
none of the featured players' names is carried in the daily ads, nor on
the 46th Street, N, Y., where the new musical is playing
of
canopy
the
Actress wanted her name on the canopy but Lee Sabinson
to capacity.
who'* producing the show with William R, Katzell, refused because there

management

is no such stipulation to her contract.
contract, her request would
If Miss Logan enters into a run-of-the-play
Lulu Sutton be granted. Sabinson explains that "Finian," like other musical hits on
Maude
Broadway sans feature billing, would not figure to be affected on attend*
was to the northwest what
Other
current musical stand,
are
made.
changes
cast
was
when
and
ance if
Adams was to the south. She
Uncle outs that do not feature their principals are "Oklahoma!," "Carousel" and
the daughter of Richard (
finest "Street Scene." First two named are long-run attractions and there have
Dick") Sutton, one of the
both.
principals
of
the
among
her
changes
been many
showmen of the period, and
her.
Actress returned to the cast Monday (10) after being out- of the show
father named his company after
the five days with a throat ailment. Kitty Kallen, former band singer, is
"The Lulu Sutton Co, Presents
20 now understudy for Miss Logao.
Greatest Show on Earth for 10,
and bQ Cents," he advertised. Sutton
"Pygmalion," first show in a planned season of plays in English at the
never raised his prices and he became wealthy and went broke at Iris theatre, Mexico City, last week, contrasted with Broadway in the mat.
ter of performance starting times. Curtain went up at 9:30 in the evening,
least three times.
The Sutton family—Uncle Dick, with matinees Saturday and Sunday starting at 6.
George "Bernard Shaw comedy, with Gertrude Lawrence starring, is
his wife, Aunt Fannie, and Luluwere known by cattlemen, hard claimed to have approximated $30,000 gross, capacity, top being $5, with $1
rock miners, farmers and business- admission to the second balcony. "Pygmalion" company planed to San
men alike throughout Montana, Francisco from the Mexican capital and opened at the Curran there
Idaho, Southern Canada and North Tuesday (11).
Last week two 'first nights on Broadway rang up shortly after 8 o'clock
Dakota. When the Lulu Sutton Co.
came to town it played from eight to with objections from some of the audience. One prominent first-nighter
10 weeks straight, to packed houses declared he'd go on strike against early curtains, feeling that it's too hard
who don't leave their office
nightly, The company once played from the time element. Some newspapermen
for seven years in Butte, Mont. And until seven feel the same way about it, being forced to gulp a snack in-

riches- era
star of America's rags to

—Lulu Sutton Belmont.
1900's

early

In the

•;.

.

1

,.:

in Helena, Mont., the theatre
ager complained that patrons

manwho

stead of the usual dinner repast.

had been turned away from the boxoffice were breaking down his doors

March issue of the magazine Your Life carries a breezily written article
by John Golden called "What Makes a Play a Hit?" the manager declaring: "The true art of the theatre is to do business." Showman, who has
had
many hits on his scoreboard, wrote: "I, have either written, directed
set for March 3 in "The Importance
or presented perhaps 150 shows, and offhand I should guess that two-thirds
of Being Earnest," English star comworld, his company played only the of them were failures. Think of it: the man who produced a hundred
ing to the Royale, where "The Fatal
e
northwest. The reason was obvious. flops! On the other hand..,. I have had my share of successes. Yet I
Weakness" is in its final three weeks.
His stops were months long and his don't know nor do I know anyone who does know (before the public
Paris, Feb. 11.
Gielgud had been slated for the
touring season elapsed rapidly.
has given the answer), whether a play will succeed or" fail."
Following persistently disastrous
Plymouth, where "Present Laughter"
No man is known to have seen
Golden states that he is the oldest active producer in New York and
is still bettering its. stop limit, but operations of the Comedie Francaise,
Sutton wear a tie, not even when believes he is .the only manager of the old line left who never accepted
that house is a. possibility for "The manager Andre Obey has resigned.
for a picture. Characteris- outside money to back his plays.
posed
he
Eagle Has Two Heads," starring
Theatre, completely broken down, tically, every shirt he wore, even if
Tallulah Bankhead. TwO houses are requires a thorough reorganization
he put it on clean, had a spot of
A line spoken by an actor at the Philadelphia opening of "Carrot and
currently dark.._"It Takes Two" was of all phases of its management.
cigar juice on the front of it. At Club" Tuesday (4) brought loud laughs from the audience that the play's
yanked from the Biltmore Saturday
one time his cigar juice spots author, John Wexley,- never intended and did not understand. House was
(ft) after one week, the next attracnationwide attention.
him
brought
filled
with striking members of the suspended Record, there for benefit
tion to be "Parlor Story," while the
So. America, Monte Carlo
With Lulu in the leading role, the performance for American Newspaper Guild, and when the actor read an
Ziegfeld awaits "Brigodoon," MarSutton Co. produced such plays advertisement outlining his thoughts on a strike at one of his oil plants,
Tryouts for Paris Plays Lulu
tha Graham's dance revue lighting
in a Bar Room," wording was so similar to statement issued! at outbreak of Guild strike by
Nights
"Ten
as
that house for one week prior to
Paris, Feb. 4.
"Bertha, the Sewing Machine. Girl," J, David Stern, publisher of the Record, that guffaws resounded from
the -musical's premiere.
Two French plays will be done on "Nellie the Switchman's Daughter," orchestra to gallery. Also at opening, when actor said something about
There have, been 13 closings after
than those in Paris be- "Tennessee Pardner," "Why Girls "where is the nearest liquor store?" drunk in audience spoke up, "That
tryouts, on the road to date, the stages other
This
Go Wrong" and "On the Bridge at reminds me!" and quickly left Walnut Street theatre in search of
here.
produced
they
are
latest flops in that division being fore"
cued Midnight." When nothing else would bottle dispensary.
"Carrot and Club" and "Darling, increasing trend is considered
Uncle Dick staged "East
satisfy,
Darling, Darling," that baker's doz- by .the American practice of trying
Lynne" or "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
on
preem
they
Ruth Draper has been doing fairly well at the Empire, N. Y., during the
en having indirectly reduced the plays out before
Sutton started many a performer layoff of "O Mistress Mine," the takings being quoted at around $6,000
.
The previous Broadway.
booking pressure.
road
to fame. Among those weekly. There
on
the
is an elementary setting for her so-called "monodramas"
tryout foldings: "The Magnificent
Francois Mauriac's "Passage du
Stone, Henry Chester- and
Fred
were
Heel," "Barnaby and Mr. O'Malley," Matin" ("The Fading of Morning")
a skeleton crew of three men. Understood that the house is guarahteed
National Vaude- a
profit of $500. Miss Draper's schedule of performances has been switched;
"The Legend of Lou," "The Merry will be done in South America be- field, head of the
(Chess) Gillette,
for the last two weeks of a six-week date she is giving afternoon showings
Wives of Windsor," "Sweet Bye and fore it comes to the Madeleine in ville Artists, J. W.
one
of the best
recognized
as
once
mostly, with two night performances at weekends.
Bye," "Set 'em Up, Tony," "Gay October.lt will be directed by Jean
nation, and
Resumption of "Mistress" was set back until Feb. 24 instead of last
New Orleans," "A Lady Passing Louis Barrault, with Marie Bell in trumpet players in the
star of
Monday (10). Comedy was forced to suspend when Alfred Lunt was
Man's Fancy," the lead, Maurice Escande is to take Kathlyn Williams, former
Fair," "A Young
the moving picture serials. Miss Wil- operated upon for a kidney ailment. He
"Best of Spirits" and "Washington thts play to S,A.
is rapidly recuperating.
cashier
in
a
one
time
was
liams
at
Square." Two other shows stopped
("Evening
Butte
theatres.
Soir"
du
Sutton's
"Araignee
one
of
There was a scenic designer-stagehands flareup again in Philadelphia
out of town also, but "Lovely Me,"
Uncle Dick and Aunt Fannie Sut- during preparations to open a revival of "The Chocolate Soldier" last
Spider") by Andre Gillois, w.k. radio
first known as "The Temporary Mrs.
this
is,
the
same
plot
buried
in
initialer
are
whose
ton
now
commentator
Smith," resumed and reached Broadweek. Crew didn't want Jo Mielziner on the stage but he insisted on
way, while the other, ("Dangerous will be first done in Monte Carlo. in the cemetery at Butte. The last sticking to his job, and the dteckhands went about their work. Following
Woman" nee "Cordelia") which also Cast includes Madeleine Robinson, of the Suttons, Lulu, has been laid a similar row in Philadelphia, when "Finian's Rainbow" was being readied,
to rest in .California.
went out again, is still surrounded Henri Vidal and Michel Auclair.
the crew refused to work until a Mielziner aide did his directing from the
by uncertainty as to its Broadway
other side of the footlights. Since that time the delegate for the scenic
date.
artists union and the stagehands international clarified the jurisdictional
argument but the Philly deckhands were apparently unmindful of this.
:

-

Quits Comedie Fraicaise;

while the show was in progress.

Although Uncle Dick was known
widely throughout the theatrical

1

Plays Abroad

FRENCH GROUP WOULI

produce

in

mum

Amsterdam, Feb. I.
A group of French producers
seems to be interested in the Amsterdam Cinetone studios for production of French films here. The
studios are not damaged, but the

Germans looted everything.
The French combination, propelled
by Gus Ostwalt, a Dutch producer,,
who worked in France, would try

London, Jan.

30.

H. M. Tennant, Ltd., and Theatre Guild
presentation of comedy by S. N. Belirman,
from short Btory by Somerset Maugham.
At Atdwych
Directed by Richard Bird.
theatre, London.
UrOula Howells
Anne Tower
,
Konald Squire
William Tower
Millicent

Tower

Jane Fowler.........
Froblsher
Peter Shay

Irene Browne
Yvonne Arnaud

Charles Victor

Lord Froblsher
Gilbert

.'

Simon Lack
Jeremy Hawk
Ernest

Wileon

Hare

to bring equipment from France but
The combination of S. N. Behrreckons with support of the Dutch
Government. The principal reason man and Somerset Maugham should
for this idea is that production in prove irresistible, and very nearly
France becomes costlier every day, is. This is an adaptation of a briland wages in Holland, rent of liant Maugham short story about a
dowdy and frumpish dame from
studios, etc., are much lower.
Liverpool who decides to marry a
young dress designer half her age,
and is so transformed that she be-

CATS' GI

SHOW

Tokyo, Feb.

5.

Produced with the assistance of
civilian actress technician Imogene
Watts, the Allen Scott-George Haight
play, "Goodbye Again," was recently
presented at the Army's Ernie Pyle
theatre- here for Occupation troops.
Besides Miss Watts, cast included
T/5 Gerry Sperling of Buffalo, T/4

Arthur Green, of New York, and
Ella Gerber, of Hollywood, who directed.

"Joan" for V. at Minn.
Minneapolis, Fab. 11.
University of Minnesota Theatre
expects to be the first group outside
New York to stage "Joan of Lorraine."

College has contracte dto present
it March 4 to 9 in the Music hall on
the college campus.

comes the most sought-after hostess
in London.

Behrman is quite safe with this
theme till the end of the second act,
which is the end of the short story.
Then he has to depend on his skill
as a dramatist and a romantic subplot to spin out the comedy to three
acts.
Action takes place in Mrs.
Tower's

London house,

constantly

by her ex-husband, Willie.
And it is their daughter Anne, and
her unhappy affair with a worthless
young man that the author seizes
upon to fill up the gaps between the
Maugham epigrams and to extend
the shortness of the short story. But
after a couple of acts it all becomes
rather tedious, For there, is nothing
as boring as something continuing
when it has ended. What saves the
comedy, if it can be saved, is the
smooth and cynical characterizavisited

Charles B. Driscoll, in a syndicated column last week, wrote of Bert

Serious in
by himself as a Lahr, who "I have long considered the funniest actor alive."
conversation, Lahr is quoted as having told the writer; "Most theatrical
Yvonne Arnaud is amusing as critics are too well educated to be writing about the theatre; they write
whose gift .of truth prostrates over the heads of the audience and fail to react as does the average perCabinet Ministers and society hos- son." He thinks
a fair report on a show might be made by capturing six
tesses,
It is a sock part for her.
average customers in the lobby and asking their comments on the show.
Ronald Squire's Willie, a rather unsmiling Maugham, is equal in suav- Comedian is currently appearing in "Burlesque" on Broadway.
ity and cynicism. He is the center

quisitely debunked
"glorified hack."

Jane

Jane,

of indifference to fame, success and
the beatings of the heart, though he
has his moments of sentiment. And
Irene Browne, as Jane's sister-in-

law, is likewise brilliant. Supporting parts are excellently played,
especially Charles Victor's womancrazy newspaper owner, Lord Frobisher.

Behrman's performance,
considered,
ing,

sprayed with wit despite the other
shortcomings.
The play was warmly received on
the coldest night in London in about
50 years.
Ef>et.

In the absence of Wolcott Gibbs, first nights are being covered by John
Lardner for the New Yorker. Latter is a sports writer and columnist, with
no special liking for the drama assignment, he tells friends. Gibbs is in
the Lenox Hill hospital, N. Y., where he's been seriously ill. He's due
to resume first-nighting upon recovery.
Brooks Atkinson, the Times
critic, is in Washington at the
bedside of a brother who is dangerously
ailing. Lewis Funke of the drama
staff is subbing.

Valerie
Paris, Jan. 13.
Leon Volterra presentation of a three-act
comedy by Eddy Chilian. .Stars Gaby Morlay and Henri Rollan.
Directed by Jean
Set by Jean and Emile Berlin. At
Theatre de Paris. Paris.
Gaby Moriay
Catherine Hareourt. .. .Franrolae Morhance

Trail,

Margaret Webster is organizing a special radio program to be broadby CBS on Feb. 27, marking the 100th anniversary of the birth of
Ellen Terry, onetime British stage star. Helen Hayes and Ina Claire

cast

Dame
are

among

those invited to participate, also John Gielgud, although the
be
It's possible the program will
1

British star is appearing on the road.
picked up for England by BBC.

Valerie..

Yvonne

Maud Vrwn

Jean Leeuyer

The Uncle.,,.

'

,

Maltre Ttairuet
The Doctor

Henri Rollnn
.George* C'ahnzac

Paul Rhyseo
.Henry -Verlte

Opened inauspiciously, this play
has been carefully mounted by Leon

Volterra. While Gaby Moriay is a
general favorite here, she has a part
that does not give her a chance.
the perfection of the acting Whatever love interest that develops
and the knowledge that here we is entirely smothered in repetitious
(Continued on page 52)
see Maugham himself being extion,

1

all things

as finished as the actfrequently
beautifully

is

and

In Sunday's (9) N. Y. Times there .were four letters from playgoers
complaining that actors in Broadway plays are often inaudible. Drama
department states that it has been receiving similar communications for
some time and plans to spotlight such performance' defects. Readers are
asked to write the drama editor, mentioning the plays at fault, names of
the erring actors and locations of the seats. Basic reason for inaudibility
has not yet been set forth, as it may be traced to the director, manager
or the theatre acoustics rather than the players.

Carl Friedan, operator of strawhat Lakeside Playhouse, Lake Hopatcong, N. J., is getting out a handbook for summer theatre managers, to
include trade directory, ad rates, play lists, Equity
articles
rules, etc., and

on strawhat management by various producers. Book

is

due March

31.

Actor in a njay that recently tried out in Boston was arrested on a
morals charge but was given a suspended sentence. Youth involved was
reported to be an unsavory character, and the actor is claimed to have
been stewed.
Pat Liddy of the Lyceum, N. Y. ("Born Yesterday"), boxoffice required
surgery to alleviate styes on both eyes. Bill Dillon, veteran tickctseUer,
subbing.

is
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"Bathsheba" Maximillian Becker,
Lee K. Holland and Sylvia Fried-
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Idle lis Week

Theatre Wing I®

lander.

Form

for Dramatists

Revised basic agreement between
Guild and Broadway
the Dramatists
uroducers appears to have reached
after protracted considfinal form
authors and comthe
by
eration

and Managers

"Heartsong".

Between

'Carrot'

And

'46

For Wing Hospital Units;
.

Gave 2,016 Ward Shews

Report of its hospital show-unit
committee made to the American
Theatre Wing last week revealed
that during 1946 there were 494
performances given in GI hospitals
within the New York area. Included
were 166 legit plays and, in addition,
there were 2,016, ward entertainments for bedridden veterans of the
last war. The .Wing, will continue
such postwar activity indefinitely,
and 20 hospitals are regularly get-

"Taming Of The Shrew" (Hollywood)
Edgar Luckenbach and
Eugene Bryden.

first

Hil Censorship

on 39th street, Sunday (9) evening,
the house being operated by the
American National Theatre and
Academy. Project is for the encouragement of new playwrights and to
provide a showcase for actors. Performance schedule carefully steers

company

headed

by

Katharine

Cornell and Brian Aherne all being
on minimum pay. Wing turned the
money over to USO-Camp Shows,
Which made the disbursements.
Soon to start are psychiatric programs, units being specially trained
for GIs under such treatment. There
are now demonstration groups being
sent to 49 hospitals,, staffs Of which
are instructed in technique of putting on entertainment, programs being widely varied and inclusive of
sports. This type of service is also
participated in by volunteer profes-

Christopher

Morley,

here

11.

for

a

shows were

given

under

Giving Iceman'

key subscription stands, the
Eugene O'Neill drama will probably
skip the date.
It was tentatively
booked there early in April, indicating that the play's Broadway run
at the Beck will terminate next
Guild's

•

•

fulfill

obligations

There's a chance that

"O

to

little

Princess, east of

Broadway

clear of regular legiters, except for
when a limited number of
commercial stage attractions are

The Freeze-Out

to
scribers.

the

Sundays,

Boston censorship is giving the
Theatre Guild a headache in connection" with "The Iceman Cometh,"
and' although the Hub is one of the

when

sub-

Mistress

played. The other performances are
given on off-matinee afternoons.
Initial
play is "The Wanhope
Building," authored by John Finch.
There are 27 players in the cast, all
getting the Equity minimum of $60,
the' payroll being $1,420. At $3 admission, if the five performances sell
out in the 299-seater, the gross will
approximate $4,500, with Theatre,
Inc., the production group, getting
around $3,000. In addition to the
actors' pay. Thjeatre, Inc., defrays
the cost of production and assumes
whatever additional outlays are required. Some backstage equipment
has been loaned ANTA for ET
shows.
No tickets are sold at the boxoffice, the ET season being on subscription, and there are no actual
tickets. Subscribers receive one card
good for the five shows, each numbered from one to five, according to
the performance assigned to individual subscribers, and it's first-come,
first-served.
There are volunteer
ushers, but no confusion accompanied
opening night, when there were

some unoccupied

There

a
small balcony at the Princess but
it is not used, and by holding the
seats.

is

capacity under 300, no city license
is required.
It is believed advantageous for
actors to appear in ET plays because
showmen will attend each attraction for the purpose of looking over
the product and to view prospective
talent for new productions. Stated
that more than 90 players obtained
engagements after 'appearing in attractions staged by the American
.

it

son.

starring

ENACTED

I PHILLY

Indianapolis, Feb. 11.

with

stagehands

finding a suitable outdoor site without heavy construction outlay.
Plan had been to offer four or five-

city council.

The bill provides a $100 fine for
each violation or 30 days in jailin
The ordinance
default of the fine.
limits the markup on tickets to half
of the face value of the ticket With
a maximum charge of $1, plus tax.

Cairo

'Handsome'

'

(111.)

William

A.

Opera House

Destroyed by Fire
Chicago, Feb.

11.

built in

heyday of

riverboat trade, -housed major con-

and plays

'

Can't See Solution

ART

so heavily involved that
those helping to solve its problems
hardly see a solution. One idea calls
for liquidation of the corporation
through bankruptcy, in which event
the backers, r. umbering almost 306
who bought stock, would be eliminated so far as owning any interest
in the project.
Reorganization appears to be the

only

is

procedure because

ART

.

weeks. When asked why it was
necessary for ART to have gone out
of town with revivals, Miss Webster
insisted that was necessary in order
to have a polished performance for
the start on Broadway. The unions
said they would like to help ART
but it seemed further evident that
only a new setup would make it
possible for repertory to be played
seasonally on Broadway.

until past.the turn

,

of

the century,

gradual decline

when

it

went

has

contracts and agreements calling for
expenditures that make it unlikely
to operate except in the red. The
are under
twe-seasen
principals
contracts, and although their salaries
are modest, they must be paid
whether used in the revivals or not.
"At a meeting with the stage unions
last week proposals to reduee the
backstage payroll were discussed,
but even the" euts broached would
not result in an even operating
break for ART.
Local 1, stagehands union, explained that it alone was not blameable for the large stage crew, because the rules of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees require a double set of department heads for shows which
play out of town more than four

'

also hit.

Opera House,

two-thirds of the board agrees and
two-thirds of all its directors is
present.
Some members of the
Wing's controlling body are not in
favor of further support to ART on
the ground that the rep outfit started
as a frankly commercial venture,
designed to make money,
The rep corporation has expended
its $300,000 bankroll raised by the
sales of stock shares, and while
Margaret Webster, Eva Le Gallienne
and Cheryl Crawford, its guiding
hands, declare their venture will
survive, it appears that more money
than the total granted the outfit se
far must be forthcoming. Attempts
will be made by ANTA to help ART
to complete the season, or at least
until "Yellow Jack" and "Alice in
Wonderland," the final two revivals,
are presented.

Bow

Fire of undetermined origin destroyed the historic Cairo, HI., Opera
Four other buildings were
House.

certs

to ART.
Under its setup the Wing cannot
make additional donations Unless

Opens

legitimate
ordinance,
the
ticketbrokers are required to pay a
$50 annual license fee to the city,
and also calls for strict enforcement
Bill was sponof their activities.

Councilman

money

New

Under

sored by
Kelley.

American Theatre Wing has donated $1,000 to the American Repertory Theatre, which has been financially wobbling at the International
theatre, ;N. Y., and this week the
Wing's board will decide whether
additional support will be accorded
the rep outfit. Like Equity's recent
grant, the Wing contribution was
sent the American National Theatre
and Academy, which remits the

Wrong Choices
The selection of plays revived is
held in some quarters to have been
one of ART'S mistakes, and the
same may apply to "Jacket" and
"Alice." Latter play is figured to
have a mostly Juvenile appeal, and
it's understood that players outside
the rep's original player group havebeen engaged for both shows, addTheatre Guild
ing to the operating nut.
Other
Coast Offices criticism concerns the price of tickHollywood, Feb. 11. »- ets, the absence of theatre party
Theatre Guild has opened new support (probably because the perschedule
was
rather
offices on La Cienega boulevard, formance
borderline between Hollywood and scrambled) and even the curtain
Beverly Hills.
Queenie Smith, in speeches, which some patrons think
charge of setup, announced' official emphasize 'the company's predicaunshuttering takes place in about ment rather than encourage more
month, to be attended by Guild's attendance. It's understood that the
Lawrence Langner and Theresa Hel- Misses Webster, Le Gallienne and
burn, provided pair do not go to Crawford were supposed to draw
$300 each weekly but are reported
Europe for "Oklahoma!" premiere.
In same building, also in new not to be drawing any pay now.
The* repertery situation in New
offices, is Leighton Brill, coast rep
York appeared to be further mudfor Hammerstein & Rodgers.
dled by Theatre, Inc., which announced that it would seek capital
for new plays proposed for producStage. Inc., Coast
tion rather than continue to present
Los Angeles, Feb. 11
revivals only. Stated that while the
First legiter to be presented by
backers could benefit from possible
Stage, Inc., new repertory troupe,
profits, Theatre, Inc., share would
will be "Dunnigan's Daughter," startgo into its general fund, thereby
ing Feb. 13 at the Musart theatre.
non-profit
Jay Novello, Mady Carrell and maintaining the outfit's
John Holland head the cast with status. Last season "Pygmalion" was
Warren Ashe and Peggy Wynne in more successfully revived than was

Would

Not Go On

week season in 1947. Long-term
Casting
Howard Hoyt, legit topper of Cen- prospectus calls for Indianapolis
tury Artists, planes from New York park board to build modern outdoor
for the Coast today (Wednesday) to theatre and lease it to Indianapolis
line up film names for "They Liked Theatre Assn. Idea is held in abeyThem Handsome," musical which will ance until building conditions imbe produced on Broadway by Nelson prove.
Indianapolis Theatre Assn. now is
Gross this spring. Hoyt will be in
considering proposition for series of
Hollywood about five days.
Jule Styne and Sammy Cahn did summer pop concerts by Fabien Sethe tunes for the show, which has a vitzky and the Indianapolis Symph
book by Stephen Longstreet based as possible substitute for opera seaon his novel, "The Sisters Liked son, Bloch disclosed. Profits would
Them
be used to swell opera fund.
Handsome."

Can Gross $4,500
Experimental Theatre opened the
of its five announced plays at

OTI-8CAMC LAW

is also active

auspices.

New York Preem;

Mine" will not play Boston either

Indianapolis Theatre Assn., •Inc.,
in Washington, formed two years ago to sponsor
is in charge summer opera in Indianapolis, has
of hospital shows, 323 having been
subscriptions^ on hand totaling -$40,given in the past nine months' Its
560 without public campaign, J. M.
committee in Boston provided for Bloch, president of the civic group,
7,216 shows in nine soldier hospitals
But Bloch at the
revealed here.
during the past year and a half, but
same time advised contributors that
the Wing's show service in Cleveproduction plans for 1947 season be
land, where
three hospitals were suspended on account of late start
serviced, is suspending. Set forth
by lengthy negotiations
that in the last three years 34,000 occasioned
and difficulty in

Wing

In

Theatre Wing this season so far, and
number of placements often foltakes to the road next sea- a
Alfred Lunt, who has been low appearances in Equity Library
in the Terrence Rattigan shows.
and completed a three-act play, comedy with Lynn Fontanne, said
"Make Yourself at Home," which that if the Hub censors sought
Gielgnd to Return to
will be the concluding vehicle of changes, he would refuse to appear
the George Spelvin players, directed there.
"Mistress," whic"h has been
by his daughter, Helen Morley laying off during Lunt's illness, was
Montreal After N. Y.
Woodruff in their presentations in slated to resume at the Empire MonMontreal, Feb. 11.
day (10) but is now dated to relight
the hotel's Theatre of the Sky.
John Gielgud, now touring Canada
"When I came here I was in the Feb. 24. Show is presented by the in Oscar Wilde's
"Importance of
midst of a book that wasn't going too Guild and John C. Wilson.
Being Earnest" for smash b. o.
well, and the first thing I knew, I'd
results, will return to Montreal at
I'm one of the
written a play.
the beginning of June, after he ends
most unsuccessful playworld's
his New York engagement.
wrights," he continued, "I enjoy
"Earnest" has
played London,
writing them, all right, but I don't
Ont., and in Montreal, and is curcare what happens to them once
Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
rently showing in Toronto.
It's
written."
they're
An "anti-scalping" ordinance, first understood that Gielgud has picked
legislation of its kind ever enacted for his June engagement a revival
in Philadelphia, was signed Friday of "Love for Love," the Restoration
Indpls. Al Fresco
comedy by Congreve. "Love" will
(7) by Mayor Bernard Samuel, folDuring '47 lowing its unanimous approval by open in N. Y. before coming here.
Atlantic City, Feb.

where a local committee

hospital

—

man"

Winds Up With May

sionals,.

Wing

4-

—

month.
"A* Moon for the Misbegotten,"
second O'Neill drama to be produced
by the Guild this season may be
the theatre's next attraction but as
that play is booked out of town
for five weeks, starting Feb- 20, the
Beck- may go dark until "Moon" is
ready for New York.
It ,is understood that O'Neill will
not cut his script as suggested by a
three-man "jury," including Boston's
ent elisions.
mayor, who saw the drama and last
Inquirer, which is hard hit by week submitted a list of lines which
paper shortage, was trying to fSake were deemed objectionable. Dramaroom for over-sized ad for Sunday tist is adamant against any changes
when management decided Friday to his plays, as shown heretofore,
morning to close show at the Walnut and when asked to revise "Iceman"
whose so that the length of the performBulletin,
Saturday night.
critic took a sock at "Carrot," was ance could be shortened, he "threatall set to use ad; same with News. ened" to add an additional quarter
Fact that ad was in type leaked of an hour. It's the second time the
out, and several local columnists and Guild has been nicked by Boston
censorship with an O'Neill play, his
commentators mentioned story.
"Strange Interlude" being performed
in a nearby town when Hub authoriThe same
ties thumbed it down.
Morley Starts a Book,
course may be followed with "Ice-

show units.
three-week vacation at Haddon Hall,
Wing defrays transportation and turned from a book he was writing

other expenses, units being taken to
the hospitals and back in busses, but
the actors are giving their service
entirely gratis. Only instance when a
unit received pay was when "The
Barretts of Wimpole Street" was
sent overseas during the war, that

.

—

'

ting its

To American Repertory Theatre

Experimental Theatre

Only concession reported by the
authors was an extension of time for
and narrowmanagerial sharing of picture-rights bigotry, false ideals
synmoney. If a show reverts to the mindedness from the heads of
strip.
author but the film rights are finally dicate which sells his GI
The big ad quoted Variety (New
disposed of, the producer shall reparagraph,
ceive a share up to 18 years after the Haven) for a whole
original stage production.
Under- prefacing same with the statement
responsibly restood such sharing is to be on a slid- that Variety did
of "Caring scale, according to the year the port the theme and content
of
sale is made.
Ordinarily producers rot." Quote was a combination
get 40% of the picture money, au- two separate paragraphs of original
New Haven review, with convenithors receiving 60%.

in

"

Theatre Guild.
"Yellow Jack" (revival) American Repertory Theatre.
"The Greatest Of These"—Satenstein, Luckenbach and Krakeur.
"O'Daniel" (Experimental Theatre)—Theatre Guild.
"Springfield Couple" (Hollywood)
Gilmore Brown.
"Ten O'clock Scholar" (Hollywood) Lewis Deak.

or authentic in their report on the
theme, which concerned a returned
vet, a cartoonist, who meets with

166 Legits Played

Coin

Selznick.

—

Avert Near-Tempest

;

this season.

On Whether to AJfance Mere

Cheek"—

With

—Irene

"A Moon For The Misbegotten"

Showraen, through the League of
Critics in Quaker City
New York Theatres, asked the delegiving authors
Philadelphia, Feb. 11.
tion of stipulations
selecthe right to choose or okay the
critic-baiting campaign such as
A
orchestra
leader
stager,
tion of the
Broadway has seen a couple of
and dance director of musical shows, times during the last few seasons
Several
refused.
Guild
has
but the
was op the verge of happening here
producers of musicals sought to strike
last week but was averted when the
out the provisions, while those who irate producer decided at the last
specialize in straight plays were unminute to close his offering instead
that
the
adconcerned. Latter feel
of tilting with the crix.
revised
vantages to managers in the
Indignant producer was William
contract balance the revised regulaJr., who put on John Wexley's
Herz,
tions, including those objected to.
Walnut
Another regulation that managers "Carrot and Club" at the
Tuesday following brief breaklast
sought to scratch given authors the
New Haven. The three local
in
in
right to require bonds from proalthough
adverse
were
all
reviewers
ducers guaranteeing the payment of
fairly
Although it is legally es- they all let the piece down
royalties.
First night, with a poor
tablished that royalties are trust mildly.
house partly due to inclefunds and therefore not expendable money
audience
saw
little
weather,
ment
b-v producers, the provision calls for
enthusiasm. *
a $10,000 bond for musicals and $5,Following day management de000 for straight shows, but so far
run a big ad. It's underthe regulation has-not been invoked. cided to
that author Wexley was the
Last season, however, two managers stood
any rate,
were remiss, one waiting an exces- one really burned, but at
a blanket critisidestepped
sive length of time before paying the the ad
criticisms but claimed
authors, while the other is said to cism Of the
accurate
were
not
Neither has a the local reviews
still owe the writers.

new show

Boy

"Barefoot

George Abbott.

into
I

support

(Continued on page 50)

.

Bernard Thomas, Don Shelton, John obvious weakness of the plot. There
Conway, James Monks, Richard is an element of, timeliness, too, that
Sanders, Tom Daly, John Pimley, mitigates against Krasna's comedy.
Had the boy come back to his gal a
loec.
and Tom J. McGivern.
year or so ago it all might have
Both attractions originated on the
shaped up funnier.
Coast and jumped directly to BroadKrasna's story is of a sergeant
John Loves
way.
after three
Rodgera and Oscar Hammerstein home from the wars
The widow Mary Surratt con- 2dRichard
years,
his GI pal who saved his life,
proJoshua
Logan)
with
association
(in
ducted a boarding house in Wash- duction ot three-act comedy by Norman and an extra bride. The ensuing atington in 1865, a gentle woman with Krasna. Staged by Joshua Logan; scenery tempt to postpone the sergeant's
LuFrederick Fox; costumes,
until
grown children, John and Anna, The and lighting,
Opened at Booth theatre, marriage te- his old sweetheart
Ballard.
boy, an admirer of John Wilkes cinda
'«; $480 top (opening night, John's other wife is properly disN, Y„ Feb.
Booth, is revealed as one of the con- SO)
pensed with is the motivation for the
Nina Pooh laughs.
spirators.
Three boarders of Mrs. Mary McKlnley,
Ralph Chambers
Surratt are also in the Booth band. Oscar Dugan,
Krasna can thank his cast, as well
Tom Ewell
Fred Taylor
Though they, too, were convicted, John
Lawrence.......... ...William Prince as Logan. That goes, particularly,
and are present in chains during the Senator James McKinley
Loring Smith for Tom Ewell as John!s old buddy
Ann Mason
trial of the widow, what actually Mrs. Phyllis McKinley
Smith as the Senator.
LJie Bettger and Loring
became of them isn't established, the Lt. Victor O'Leary
Gordon (Gertrude LawPamela
Showalter
.....Max
author concentrating on the story of George Beechwood
Pamela. Gordon rence's daughter) comes off better
Herbiah
Mrs. Surratt.
He could have ex- Lily
Harry Bannister
Harwood Biddle
in
cast

Plays on Broadway
The Story of Mary
Snrratt

.

Russell Lewis ana Howard Young production o£ drnma in three acts (three
Stars Dorothy
scenes) by John Patrick.
Staged by author;
Gisli and Kent Smith.
settings designed by Samuel Leve; lighting,
Girvan Higginson. Opened at Miller, N. Y„
'47:

Fell. S,

M.80

top.

Surratt.,,...,.,
Surratt, ........

Ijouis

Welshman

Louis Payne...
Georse Atzerodt,
David Herold

,

Mary

•»,

.

Anna
Mary
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Elizabeth Ross
Dorothy Gish
....Bernard Thomas

Don

Shelton

.....Zachary Berger
Michael Fox

John Surratt......... ....... John Conway
James Monks
John Wilkes Booth...
Grahan Denton
Captain William Smith
Larry Johns
......
Sgt. Day.
Douglas MpEachin
Colonel Burnet
General Joshua Holden. .Richard Sanders,
.Wallis Roberts
Brigadier General Bkin
Reverdy Johnson............ /..Kent Smith
Major General Hunter. ... .Edward Harvey
Brieadier Genera! Harris. Prank McParland
Robert Nef£
Major General Wallace
Thomas Glynn
Major General ICautz
Robert Morgan
Brigadier General Howe
Dallas Boyd
Brigadier General Poster
Lee Melbourne
Colonel Tompkins
.

.

.

.

.

'

;

tended the' play but wisely held to
his theme.
Booth appears in one scene, pla-

cating the

widow when she

finds that

John has somehow secured a large
sum" of money. It is not shown that
John directly aided in the assassination at Ford's theatre, there being no

'

Loves hibited cockney

"John

at the boxoffice
—and it will probably wind up as a
moderate click—belongs by and large
to Joshua Logan. For as director of
Norman Krasna's successor to "Dear

related that Ruth" and the latter's continued exIt's
shooting scene.
John escaped to Canada, and thence cursion into the comedy of GI errors,
Gordon Barnes went to Rome, but not mentioned is Logan has succeeded in overcoming
Majop Henry Rathbbne
.Bill Hitch
Lt. Henry Von Steinaclter.
Surratt was the weakness of a thin plot. The
John Piinley the fact that young
General Jubal Bentley
is presenting the comedy in
Harlan Briggs later tried in a civil court and ac- latter
Father Wiser.....'
association with Richard Rodgers and
.Hugh Mosher quitted.
W.' B, Doster.
Oscar Hammerstein II,
Dr. Samuel Mudd... ....Tom J. McGivern,
Dorothy Gish is Mary Surratt, an
Lytton Robinson
Edward Spangler...
Logan
has extracted everything
As
portrayed,
she
Michael O'Laughlln. ........Bill Reynolds admirable choice.
Larry Johns is so far removed from any partici- possible from the characterizations;
Samuel Arnold
Earl Dawson pation in Lincoln's murder that the each bit of stage business is used to
Guard...............
...... .Michael Roane
Soldier.
a nicety, and no one portrayal is so
to
the
indicates
judges
trial
scene
Cook
Clyde
Soldier.......
be a bullheaded bunch of army exaggerated as to become either a
The witnesses against the buffoon or unbelievable. His expert
men.
As the new drama pertains to the widow are palpably shown to be timing and knowing ability to squeeze
murder of Abraham Lincoln, its perjurors, which the prejudiced out every bit of merriment makes
entry on Broadway just before the judge advocate and his aides disre- for an evening of pleasure, but even
martyred president's birthday is gard. When counsel pleads with he, with his finely chiselled direction
rightly timed, It's a many-peopled them not to hang Mary, he is told could not create continued hilarity or
play, very well acted and produced that the verdict has already been even one boff laugh.
but whether it can garner sufficient decided.
Krasna is more successful- in his
partonage Is questionable.
Kent Smith is another excellent treatment of straight comedy charac"The Story of Mary Surratt," selection, as Reverdy, Johnson, the ters, for in neither John nor Mary
He has a tend- does he quite capture the guileless
originally known as "This Gentle defense attorney.
Host," may not provoke another ency to lower his voice too much in charm or captivating effervescence of
Civil War but if it is as historically the cell scene but the author's direc- youth that could carry such nonaccurate as indicated the revelations tion holds down the other actors to sense, Nor has he fortified Nina Foch
are somewhat sensational. It deals heighten the effect of his story rather or William Prince, in the title roles,
on melodramatics. with particularly warm lines. Howwith a disgraceful courtmartial by than depend
Union generals that sends an appar- Little Elizabeth Ross, called to the ever, Krasna is at his happiest in
ently innocent widow to the gallows. Coast to play Anna, proves to be a projecting such assorted characters
It's one of the little known incidents promising young actress, having her as the girl's father, a U. S. Senator,
linked to the' assassination of Lin- chance mostly in the first act. Por- very righteous but grandly comic;
trayal of the priest, Father Wiget, or the overseas buddy who is gauehe
coln.
\
John Patrick, who attracted at- by Harlan Briggs could not be bet- and bewildered but a loveable goof
tention with his f'The Hasty Heart," ter. He, Miss Gish, Miss Ross and who is the cause of the catapulting
authored the play. -Russell Lewis Smith received repeated curtain of the errors.
and Howard Young, the presenters, calls.
"John" opens with a farcical situahave done another showmanly job,
There are 34 players on the stage, tion that in its very improbability
adding to their managerial rating, some having not more than a line, provides the groundwork for potenhaving already scored this season all having been brought across the tial laughs. But neither the story
with the revival of "Lady Winder- continent. Others figuring in a dis- ramifications nor the comedy lines
mere's Fan" with Homer Curran. tinguished
presentation
include are sufficiently sock to dissolve the

....Arthur Stenning
Colonel Clendenin
Tom Daly
Special Provost Marshal
. , .

.

.

,

'

.

women

than the other

the

'

in the role of the completely unin-

Whatever credit
Mary" accumulates

, , . ,

'

who

the "extra

is

Rose.

girl."

gives several of the cast
ample on.
p*
portunity to project,
Theme of a newly-invented
bomb, more deadly than tha
atom
propose*

W

in

that

fantastic, for

on direction, with sets and lighting
by Wolfgang Roth also firstrate Mution.

Edbo.

Wing-ART
Continued from page 49

.

Housewife
Guard.

Frederic Cornell
Clark Howat
Don Peters
Penelope Sack
Will Kuluva

Professor Thorstoin
Interviewer
Medical Examiner
Secretary,
,

Bro^n Hat

Robert Wark
...Clair Cutting

Announcer.
Qutz Master...,.....,

Billy Rollo
Baritone
....Walter Craig
Mr. 10
...Anthony Grey
Mr. 11..
..Courtney Burr, Jr.
Mr. 12....,
..........Ford Ralney
1st Customer.
2nd Customer........... ..Frederic Cornell
Attendant
.Frank Richards
Fellna.
Beatrice Straight
.Lex Richards
Arnold.
Young Lovers. Penelope Sack. Robert Wark
.Margaret Barker
Miss Queen

Pomeroy . .................. .. Anthony Grey
Madam Endor...
Freda Altman
...Don "Peters

•

Max

....Robert

John B. Sherman
Police Committee

Wark

Ford Ralney
Prank

Blair Cutting.

'

Richards
Clark Howat

Pilot

Theatre, Inc.'s production of John
Finch's fantastic opus, "The Wanhope
Buildiffg," fills the bill for experimental theatre purposes but has
nothing for the commercial marts.
It's compact and well written, has

difference

ANTA

of opinion within

over aid
its overall purto help the theatre, whether
professional, community, little or
experimental.
ANTA's drive for
funds, which started in Philadelphia,
was " enthusiastic, but the financial

ART. However,

to

pose

is

response was under
Honorary membership
$10 yearly, with

expectations.
to
are

ANTA

memberships

life

hoped
method in

to raise funds by
that
all parts of the
country.- There are several in the

$100.

It is

ANTA
with

office

little

who were

theatres

New

Star of

identified

and summer

stock, also a flock of stenographers,

volunteers and working without
pay.
all

CURTIZ'S

LAGUNA STRAWHAT

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
Michael Curtiz will operate the

Laguna Beach Playhouse during

summer

York's Top Musical, "Toplitzky of Noire

<

*&&L

Dame"

T.EE MORTIMER
Mlrros
„. -y. D»«y

p

^""Ib into*

Atte

BOSTON
CYRUS DURGIN
Boston Herald
"The show does not come to We
until well alone In the first act.
when Frank Marlowe • Knockout
comic sends the audience Into howls
of amusement."

MONOBE' BUSHMAN

"Carryinr
»was Frank

off honors for the show
Marlowe.
ThU Is a
amusing and ordinal act.- H*
en *n °y»Uon ' »««d was per..
.
d
e * v * *he **«*• reluctantly,
Th. .£A
wanted mere ana
*
more

OTIS

clever,

#v

ET*»i«*

L.

GUERNSEY,

Jr.

* N. Y. Herald Tribune
"The nearest approach to genuine
Frank Marlowe."

mSt^

liveliness here, Is

New,

CINCINNATI TIMES-STAB
"Clean comedy with » lot of
laugh appeal is the stock in trade of
Umber, lanky Frank Marlowe . . .
And laughs he does set in volume."

S

St

th

Y

the

to train thesps for his inde-

been given worthy production and pendent film company.

FRflnK H1ARL0UIE*
Comedy

,

.

expected; the attraction is touring.
This Season the revival of "The
Playboy of the Western World" apEdmond Le Comto pears to have dented Theatre's
.Courtney Burr. Jr.
Winifred Cushlng bankroll too much.
Prank Richards
Reported there is some

Mrs. Moad
Michael...
Sleeping Drunk.

Jo Light..

b.o. It's t0
tod
°

Z

Johnrfordan
.Dorothy Patterson
Walter Craig
....Martin Balsam
Octavla Kenmore

George,,
ISddie

enough for the
one thing.

tainly not

John Jordan gives a fine portrayal
of the fearless gob who would
balk
the bomb's inventor, while Dorothv
Patterson is beguilingly wistful
the heroine. William Kuluva, as
th?
scientist-inventor of the bomb- HrT
kell Coffin, as 4-F, narrator; Octavin
Kenmore, an old woman finding
cape in her suds, are among others
contributing standout performance,
There's a large cast of others, moi"
of whom have brief but showy rolp«
Brett Warren turned in a good job

,

.

nullify the

background score by Arthur
Kreutz properly enhances produc-

production of fantasy In
Theatre,
three acts by John Pinch, sponsored by
American National Theatre and Academy's
Staged by Brett
Experimental Theatre.
Warren; sets and lighting, Wolfgang Roth;
musk'Sl score, Arthur Kreutz, At Princess
theatre, N. Y., Feb. 9, '47; *3 subscription.
Haskell Coffin
4-F
Inc.,

.

to

sical

The Wauhope Building

Flashy Page
Maggie.

it

mind rather than entirely destroy
engenders some suspense but
cer'

y

.

V^negday, Febmary

12,

Too Hot

.O.s

lute Op

for Zero £§i

temperatures, legithouses played to
Sn irishine biz. The trend at the

Sight rise over last week's volume,
the thermometer took a
though
nosedive over last week's already
unpleasant weather.

the take were all houses
the Blackstone, which has
blacked out this week, opening

Moving
except

with "Three To Make Ready" Sat'
urday (8).
„
,
,
Estimates for Last Week
(27th
wk)
"Harvey," Harris
bit affected last
(1000; $3.60).
week; $20,000.
(3rd
Studebaker
"Lute Song,"
grossing
Really
$4.20).
(1,246;
lc)
W
for the house with takings around

_

'

.

A

'

,

:

Erlanger

Yankee,"

"Magnificent

and

(3rd wk) (1,334; $3.60). Steady
cot $17; subscription support.

"Song of Norway," Shubert (10th
wlc) (2,100; $4.80). Constant with its
$34,000.

wk)

ter than

Following Thurs, preem of "Brigadoon," Shubert boxoffice was virtually mobbed to build to quick SKO
for remaining shows. Turnaways
were plentiful as word-of-mouth

Current Road Shows

.

14^6

like Click,

in 1st

Seven Times,

'Sons Nifty 17G, Toplitzky/ two,' Oil

reached smash proportions. Four ,
performances (6-8) at $4.20 (tax
incl.) top registered an approximate
Decline in Broadway legit attend-*
$16,000, tremendous.
ance was evident in most theatres
Balto. (10-15); Nixon, Pitt. (17-22).
Current
week
has
Elisabeth
the weather was a week) (D-1,213; $5.40). Tickets on
"Anna Lucasta"—Locust, Philly Bergner in twin bill, "Miss Julie" last week when
sale into March but being set to
factor, snow being a deterrent at the
(10-22).
and "Marriage Proposal" (13-15).
and again on Saturday (8). tour; eased off to $16,000.
"Anna Lucasta" Geary, Frisco Next week gets return of "Bloomer midweek
"The Story of Mary Surratt," (1st
So far though, it has been a winter
(10-22).
Girl" (20-22), and following stanzas favorable to show business. Grosses week) (D-920; $4.80). Presented by
"Apple of His Eye"—Cox, Cincy have bre'akins of "Hearfcsong" (27-1)
Russell Lewis and Howard Young;
expected
were
which
some
shows
Of
Louisville
(17-18); and "Barefoot Boy" (5-8).
(10-15);
Aud.,
written by John Patrick; opened
to wobble are over the stop limits,
Mem. Hall, Dayton (19); Town Hall,
Saturday (8); notices mixed.
and new productions out of town are
Toledo (20-22),
"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosstill waiting a chance to berth in the
Ballet Theatre—Aud., St. Louis
co (148th week) (C-939; $3.60). Like
metropolis.
(18-19).
other
long-Tun
shows,
business
"John Loves Mary" proved best Of slipped last week but at $10,000 okay
"Blackouts Of 1947"—El Capitan,
last week's entrants being accorded for three-person play.
Hollywood (10-22).
a two-thirds favorable press and
"Toplitzky of Notre Dame" CenBlackstone
Des Monies
Aud.,
promising starting takings. "It Takes tury (M-1,712; $4.80). Final
and
(16); Lyceum, M'pl's. (17-22).
11th
was
and
down
Two" drew thumbs
week; house getting Shakespearean
"Blossom Time"
Erie
Shea's,
yanked after one week. "The Story repertory next week; $20,000 estiColonial, Akron (11); Park,
(10)
of Mary Surratt" bowed in Satur- mated; may relight.
Youngstown (12); Michigan, Ann
day. "Toplitzky of Notre Dame" is
"Years
Ago,"
Mansfield
(10th
Arbor (13); Palace, Flint (14);
closing this week,
week) (C-1,001- $4.80). Excellent
Keith's,
Gr. Rapids (15); Opera
Estimates for Last Week
grosses
and although the count
House, Chi. (17-22).
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dratna), eased to around $22,000, plenty good
"Born Yesterday"—Cass, Det. (10-

period Covering Feb. 10-22)
Dangerous Woman"—Ford's,

—

'Central Park'

—

—

Hot 29C, Boston;

;

Selwyn

'Darling' Folds

CD (Comedy-Drama) R (.Revue), for this. one.
Boston, Feb. 11.
(Musical) O (Operetta)
REVIVALS
None of the three openers last M
(10-22).
"All My Sons," Coronet (2d week)
"Bloomer Girl," City Center (Mwas very cordially greeted by
"Brigadoon"—Colonial, Bost. (10- week
First full-week's 2,693; $2.40). Final and sixth week
the press although "Up In Central (D-1,095; $4.80).
approximated $17,000; con- of repeat date, which has not been
22).
Park," occupying the Opera House, takings
that
"Chocolate
Soldier"—F o r r e s t,
very good for one-setter
profitable;
rated
around $24,000;
did vast biz on strength of N. Y. suc- sidered
Philly (10-22).
provoked some difference of opinion. Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo follows
cess. The other two, "Darling, Dar"Come On Up" Biltmore, L. A. ling,
"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial with six-week date starting Feb.
Darling," at the Wilbur, and the

Los Angeles, Feb.

Bost.

—
—McCarter,

Prin-

"Countess Julie"

Bridgeport
Lyric,
Utica
(17); Erlanger,

(10-11);

(12); Avon,
Buff. (18-22).

"Dear Ruth"—Town Hall, Toledo
(10-12); Hartman, Col. (13-15); Aud.,
Freeport (17); Iowa, Cedar Rapids
Paramount, Waterloo (19);
(18);
Music Hall, K. C. (21-22).

Heads"- His

Two

Has

"Eagle

—

Denver
"Hamlet"
Aud.,
(10);
Aud., Boulder (11); Chief, Colo.
Spr. (12); Aud., Pueblo (13); Aud,
Topeka

American,

(15);

"Harvey"— Harris,
(10-22).

"Magnificent
(10-22),

Chi.

"Moon

The

For

Hartman,

Misbegotten"—

Cal. (20-22).

Mil.

Story"—Playhouse,

more than

a mild $3,500.
at Ford's is ZaSu

in
"A Dangerous Woman"
against "A Flag Is Born" at the relighted Maryland.
Good action in

Pitts

latter,

"Song

of.

Norway"

(10-22).

Wil.

(17-22).

"Pygmalion'— Curran, Frisco

Baltimore, Feb. 11.
"Craig's Wife," with Judith Evelyn,
made an attempt at a revival at
Ford's here last week but failed to

(10-

Cincy (17-22).

(14-15): Wilbur, Bost.

(10-

—Shubert, Chi.
—Selwyn,

"Springtime for Henry"
(10-15).

Chi.

of the
Union"—Temple,
Aud, Nashville
(10);
(12-15);
Erlanger,
Atlanta
Natl, Wash. (17-22).
"State of the Union"—Radio, Des

"State

Birmingham
(11)

;

Moines
(12)

;

(11);

Palace.

way,

Orpheum,
Bend

So.

Madison

Davenport

(13); ParkEnglish.
(14-15);

(17-22).

Ind'pls.

,

Elisabeth Bergner double feature
bill at the Plymouth were hit pretty
hard, the former washing out on
Sat. (8) for good.

Two

openings this week, both
with nice advances and prospects
for boffs.
"Importance of Being
Earnest," the fifth Theatre GuildAmerican Theatre Society entry,

basis
for
two weeks.
is "Parlor Story" at the
17th. "Glass Menag"Heartsong," "Red Mill" and
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek" ahead.
Estimates for Last Week

four-walls

'Ruth' 5G, Split Indpls.
Indianapolis, Feb. 11.
First two-show week of the season at the English was clipped by
a blizzard. But Walter Huston came
through fine in "Apple of His Eye,"
taking a sturdy $10,500 in four performances at $3.60 top Feb. 3-5.

(20);

Temple, Tacoma

(21);

Everett (22).
"The Glass

Wilbur on the
erie,"

Aud,

—

—

Worth

Wichita
Falls (11); Conv. Hall, Tulsa (12);
Conv. Hall, Norman (13); Aud,
Stillwater (14); Aud, Okla. City
(10);

Majestic,

Play's Hoosier angle stimulated in-

(16); Civic Center, Bartlesville (17);

terest.

"Dear Ruth," here for return en-

Conv. Hall, Tulsa
The Greatest of These"— Shubert-

gagement Feb. 6-8 at $2.40 top, settled for mild $5,000. Advance is good
for "State of Union," slated for week
of Feb. 17.

Lafayette, Det. (17-22).
The Importance of Being Earnest'*— Plymouth, Bost. (17-22).
"The Red Mill"—Shubert, Philly

(18-19).

$45,500.

"Another Part of the Forest," Ful-

000; cleaning up.

"Call

week)

leiagede'
In 1ft

stone.

Sod 26G
Week

at

Was!.

Washington, Feb;

11.

"Glass Menagerie" did sock biz in
first week at the National, ringing Up a heartening $26,000. Show,
hypoed by ATS subscriptions, is assured capacity for its second and
final stanza as well.
.

Chi.

(10-22).

—

Opera
"Up in Central Park"
House, Bost. (10-22).
Davidson,
Veloz and Yolanda

—

Mil. (18-22).
of
"Voice
Pitt. (10-15);

Turtle"—Nixon,
the
Hanna, Cleve. (17-22).

us

Advance sale on* "State of the
which bows in for three
weeks on Feb. 17, indicates good reception for return session of show.

'BORN'

UP FOR 2D WK.

1ST.

LOUIS, $18,000

St. Louis, Feb. 11.
Biz picked up for the second and
week of "Born Yesterday,"
which ended its two- week stand at
the American theatre Saturday (8).
Eight performances, with the 1,700Ballet Theatre
seat house scaled to $3.66, grossed
estimated $18,000.
11(3 Despite Mpls. Eaves anBlackstone's
magic, one of the
Minneapolis, Feb. 11.
town's standbys, is making its first
Ballet Theatre won raves _from appearance of the current season.
stand Sunday
critics and customers, but grossed He began a one-week
is scaled to $2.44,
a disappointing $11,000 for four (9). House
nights at $3.60 top in the 2,100-seat
Lyceum. Big balcony was a com- Gielgud-'Earnest'
plete sellout every night, but lower
floor was lightly populated, except
.
Nifty $23,100, Toronto
on the final evening.
Toronto, Feb. 11.
half
Business undoubtedly was hurt
With sellout business at last
John Gieljud w^'The toweek,
of
badly
»«<uy by
oy bitter
outer cow
cold weather, neareing Earnest" scored a
~f$
blizzards and the fact that the Hurok
Alexandra
$23 ,100 at the Royal
nifty $23,:
ballet had played here only a short
time previously,
Scaled at $3 top.

Union,"

final

Poor

•

KE£
•L^-

Me Mister,"
(R-1,104; $6).

maker here and out

National

(43d

Real moneyof town; con-

Me

Mister," Shubert (1,590;

sistently selling out and real musical winner; approached $33,000 again.

16.

"Burlesque," Belasco (7th Week)
(C-1,077; $4.80). Best grosser this
house has had in years and should
prosper into spring period; $19,009
:

estimated.

"Penry Vin," "What Every Woman
Knows," "John Gabriel Borkman"
and "Androcles and the Lien." International
(14th
Week)
(1,172;
Present revivals, with "An-

$4.20).

weather; nearly $20,000.
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barry more
(18th

week)

(OD-l,09fft .$4.80)'.

An-

it

(95th week)
Expected to play into

"Carousel," Majestic

'

mated $29,000

W EST

first

week.

'Okla.' lit §f letreil
appear after May; $30,000.
"Harvey," 48th St. (119th week)
Little off at midAfter 3
(C-920; $4.20).
Weeks;
week with latter portion selling out
and the gross approximately $18,000.
.
'Woman' ligbt, 11G
"Icetime," Center (34th week) (R-:
Theatre skating revue
2,994; $2.40).
Detroit, Feb.

35G

Fill $16,000

1UCASTA' 22G, FRISCO
San Francisco, Feb.

11.

Mae West wound up her second
and final week of "Come On Up" at
.

the 1,776-seat Curran with a fair
gross of $16,000 last week. Tonight,

variable at times as tp business but

making money, with last weeks
approximating $27,000; big
weekends.
,
Right
"It Takes Two," Biltmore.
after adverse notices it was decided
to finale on Saturday (8).
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvin (12th
still

takings
at

11.

"Oklahoma" moved out of the
Cass after three weeks of capacity
business at $35,000 .a week for nine
performances at $4.80 top,
t
'

.

"A Dangerous Woman" (ZaSu
Pitts) ended its run at the Shubert(11), Gertrude Lawrence
Lafayette With a week estimated at
opens in "Pygmalion" at the Curran
months $11,000.
with a cast headed by Dennis King, week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Three
and
business,
capacity
of continuous
Staged by. Sir Cedric Hardwicke.year,
"Anna Lucasta" chalked up a that pace could continue for a more
third-week gross of $22,000 at the according to ticket demand;
1,550-seat Geary theatre last week. than $32,500; standees.
"John Loves Mary," Booth (1st
•

Tuesday

ii' great

'

Make Ready"—Black-

to

(12th

ton

(10-22).

"Three

Al-

other classic that's making a run of
and should extend into the spring;
dipped but approached $18,000.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (3d week)
$4.80)— Tenth week of sock attrac- (M-1,667; $6).
(M-1,382; $4.80).
Something of a
tion remains on phenomenal esti- another
summer; major musical surprise
followup rave press
mated $29,000 level with no letup, without names hasn't had a losing enhances and
chances; again virtual ca"Darling, Darling, Darling," Wil- week; eased somewhat to $29,500.
pacity takings; $32,000.
bur (1,200; $3.60)— Severely rapped,
"Christopher Blake," Music Box
"Craig's Wife," Playhouse (D-865;
this one withdrew on Sat. (8) after
Eased $4.80). Revival of former Pulitzer
(10th week) (D-979: $4.80).
five performances and probably will off under around $14,000, drop being Prize winner
by George Kelly opens
not be revised. Estimated $3,000.
more than some others; tonight (12); presented by Gant
slightly
"Miss Julie" and "Marriage .Pro- little agency demand.
Gaither.
posal," Plymouth
$3.60)—
(1,200;
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
This double bill with Elisabeth (5th week) (M-1,319; $6). Little dif•The Wanhope Building," PrinBergner isn't taking too well here ference in takings of new musical'
though the notices were all right if success, which went to capacity cess (D-299), Presented by Theatre,
Inc.; written by John Finch; opened
not warm. Estimated $9,000.
again; $42,000.
"Up In Central Park," Opera
Broadhurst Sunday (9) for five performances.
Birthday,"
"Happy
House (3,000; $4.20)—Long awaited (15th
$4.80).
(CD-1.160;
week)
success had a big advance and got Should play into summer, dependent
off to a great start with an estion whether star (Helen Hayes) will

Menagerie"
Nat'l.
Wash. (10-15); Ford's, Balto. (17-22).
Worth,
"The Glass Menagerie"
Ft.

$6.50).

'

Same week

ison (10); Vocation N. S, Li Crosse
(11): Lyceum, Mpls. (12-15); Aud,
St. Paul
(16-17); Capitol, Yakima

10iG,

(M-1,427;

drocles" mostly performed, will discontinue after another week to be
Instead of "Front Page," briginally
week dipped a bit to under $30,000. followed for four weeks of ••Yellow
skedded to 'open the new E. M. Loew
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (54th Jacket;" rated amind $17,500.
Center theatre, "A Flag "Is Born"
week) (C-993; $4.80). Those close to
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort
comes in Tuesday, Feb. 18. "Front comedy click figure it is good on
(17th week) (C-1,064; $4.20). About
Page" cancelled out because house Broadway for another year; last the
best draw among tm revivals
is not union, "Flag" coming in On a
week's count slightly bettered $21,- and looks like it will play into warm

"Student Prince"—Parkway, Mad-

tasm-'As^

week)

(39th

though new musicals are faring well
and one sells out, preference in
agencies is 2-1 for this smash; nearly

week) (D-968; $4.80).
Dipped to around $18,000; still making goodly money.
"Beggar's Holiday," Broadway (7th
opened at the Plymouth last night
week) (M-1,900; $4.80).- Could get
(10), and "Brigadoon," musical show,
bigger grosses but has earned an
debuted at the Colonial same -night. operating profit right along; last

"Call

"Oklahoma!"— Davidson,
"Parlor

MUD

Chi. (10-22).

— Studebaker, Chi.
Yankee" — Erlanger,

Song"

"Lute

$3,500 IN BALI®

advance for

Louis

St.

(17-22).

22).

currently

Royal

(10-15);
Majesty's,
Mont'l
Alex.. Toronto (17-22).

15): Aud.,
?

Mister"— Shubert,

(10-22).

ceton

Musart Thursday in an effort to establish a stock troupe in the downtown miniature .house.

tmm WIFE

,

'

Me

"Call

11.

Grosses of the three legits still
open here were at pleasing levels
last week. Ken Murray's "Blackouts
of 1947" slid through the 242nd week
at El Capitan with usual $17,000 sellout gross. "She Dood It In Dixie"
had' $10,300 on the sixth frame at
the Belasco. At El Patio, "Pinafore"
finaled a fortnight stand with $7,000
on the second stanza and $13,500 for
the run, which was just about even
With the book..
Trio of openings this week include
"Come On Hp," Mae West laugher,
which bowed to a healthy advance
at the Biltmore last night (Mon.).
"Pirates of Penzance" takes over in
the Gilbert & Sullivan repertory
run tonight (11) at El Patio. "DunDaughter" bows at the
nigan's

.'

22).

(1,000; $3.00). Slightly betlast week with $13,000.

'BLACKOUTS' AGAIN 17G

In

list 1 way Slows Dip; 'John Looks

11.

"A

LA. LEGITS PICK UP;

attract

Haven, Feb.

51

,

"Springtime For Henry,"
(2nd

New

-

^office indicated a steady though

$23,000.

I NEW HAVEN PREII

orway

to 2

Chicago, Feb. 11.

mmww m m

an icy week of zero

In spite of

Sen

LEGITIMATE

1947

Cold Spell

flasks

Turtle' in

Pitt,

lit

21G

Pittsburgh, Feb. 11.
Worst cold spell of the season
hurt "Voice of the Turtle" early in
the week at the Nixon but show'
came back strong at midway mark
on strength of rave notices and
clocked fine $21,000. Terrific advance
sale for holdover session indicates
an even bigger gross for the windup.
ZaSu Pitts in "A Dangerous

week) (C-712; $4.80). Got six distinctly favorable notices out of nine
in the dailies and strong attendance
for new comedy; around $14,500 in
_
first seven times.
,„„-..

'Iff

mm

KANSAS CITY STAii'

Kansas City, Feb. 11.
"State of the Union," Feb. 6-9,
was the first road legit hi town following settlement of the Kansas City
strike.
Star
takings little affected, with gross
The Erin O'Brien-Moore and Neil
around $8,500; okay for run leader.
Hamilton company ran into severe
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (CD- cold weather throughout run of the
Instead of relighting
1082; $4.80).
performances, but much of the
seven
until
Feb.
off
resumption
this week,
gate was pre-sold. Rang up a great
24; Ruth Draper solo appearances
continue until then: "Mistress" has $30,000.
.

"Life With Father," Brjou

week)

(C-613; $3.60).

Eased

(375th

off

but

42 weeks to its credit.
,„„„.,,
"Oklahoma!", St. James (200th
week) (M-1.509; $4.80). One of sevWoman" comes in next week, fol- eral great musical moneymakers sans
lowed by, Elizabeth Bergner in her names, will complete its fourth year
two one-acters. March 10 brings back at the end of March; nearly $27,000,
"State of the Union," With the Coast
Plymouth
Laughter,"
"Present
company, for two weeks. This hit (15th week) (M-1,063; $4.80). Dipped
played here with original cast last like many other attractions but
season before opening on Broadway. above stop limit; $14,500 estimated.

Big in Memphis Too

-Memphis, Feb. 11.
"State of the Union" did a sockin three performances

,eroo $12,500

Friday and Saturday (7-8) at Ellis
Prize play
Auditorium. Pulitzer

company, headed by Conrad Nagel,
Irene Hervey and Henry O'Neill,
the Union," Hudson
of
garnered enthusiastic press notices
week) (CD-1.057: $4.80). Pic- as well as three soldout houses.
•Prince' 13G, M'w'kee
ture version due for cameras next
O'Neill revealed he is leaving the
becontinue
could
summer but play
Milwaukee, Feb. II.
return to Hollywood
yond that, judging from business; cast shortly topicture commitments.
because of
Despite consistently zero weath- not much off last week: $24,000.
plans to
(5th Miss Hervey said she also
Adelphi
Scene,"
er, snow clogged streets and near"Street
from troupe when it
and mo- week) (M-1.434; $6). Rated as opera withdrawPhiladelphia in the spring
public
in
breakdown
rather than musical play, which may reaches
torcar transportation, "The Student
for a six- week run, the actress (Mrs.
affect run chances, but great so far;
wishlife)
private
Jones,
in
highly
satAllan
a
with
Prince" came up
close to $40,000 again.
Royale Ihg to return to her family in Holly"The Fatal Weakness,'
isfactory week of $13,000 at the
(12th week) (CD-1,025; $4.80). Has wood.
Davidson.
Edith Atwater being mentioned aa
last week went
and
late
dipped
pi
,
i.
w„w
"Oklahoma!", playing here Feb. Q gv to f around
leaving possible replacement for Miss Her$12,500;
vey, but no word on the ONeill
sold out a March 1
10-15, was completely
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (18th spot.
week before arrival.
"State

(65th
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seems as -fresh and spontaneous
and zestful as it did when it opened
immeas38 years ago, and this is an
urably superior production and an
it

Plays Out of
New

Haven, Feb.

6.

Cheryl Crawford production of musical
Jn two acts, 11 wmw. Book mill lyrics,
Aim Jay Ijemer's music. Frcilcricli l.ncwc.

BWures

Dnviii

Mui'iun

JSroolts.

I'ti-

licit.

Britton, Lee Sullivan, (iconic krow,
William Hansen, Dances. Agues de Millc;
production staged by Robert Lewis: Bconcry,
Oliver Smith; costuhies. Dnvlil >tolke»;
musical director, Franz AUcrs; orchestra"
Ted Royal; vocal arranscuicnts,
tions,

nicla

lighting,

I.ocwe;

Frederick

I'oKKj-

Opened at Shubert,* New Haven, Feb.

*4.»

top,

Tommy

...George Kcane
. , .

..

.

Margaret Hunter

,

Warren
.Edward OtUlen

....... Jeff

Andrew Mncl-aren

.

.

.

.Marlon Bell

Fiona MacLaren.
Jean MacLaren. ..

....Virginia

Pamela

..
Brockle,.
Charlie Dalrymple
Tho Blrl in Blue..
.

.Elliott Sullivan
Jnmes Mitchell

Hunty Kelley
......Walter SchelT,

Angus MacGufUe.
Sandy Pean.

Meg

I'larlc.
«.

.^Pavld BiooKa

Albright,..

Douglas
Archie Beaton,....
Harry Beaton.
Kate MacQueen...
Fishmonger....

Jeff

.

Hosier
Britton'

....... I.ee Sullivan
....I.idUa Franklin

...William Hansen
Mr. Lundie
S*word"Danccrs,... Roland Gnerard. (Jeoige

His somewhat indifferent delivery has as yet failed to
generate the sparkle needed for the
Pamela Britton captures a
role.
healthy share of laughs in both song

trionically.

Prako

Wendell rhllllps
Frances Miartea
Bagpipers. ..Tames MacFaddeu. Arthur Horn

K

all-around

better

cast,

making

girls, 12 boys: dancers, 10 girls.

'

dialog, and George Keane displays valvet, smoothness in putting
brand of
particular
his
across

and

/

The next crash to hit Gotham will humor comedy. Lee Sullivan, who
not be on Wall Street— it will be on. offers a well-oiled set of pipes in a
Broadway when "Brigadoon rich tenor, could use a bit of that
smashes its way into the hit column same lubrication to remove some of
•with a resounding bang. "Finian s the
from his thesping,
stiffness
Kainbow" will soon have a fantasy William Hansen does some excelcolleague on the play list, only this lent trouping as the schoolmaster.
time the emphasis is on plaid. They ve
On the dance front, James Mitchtaken the word "charm" right out of ell, Lidiia Franklin and Virginia
the dictionary, dressed it up in kilts Bosler
honors.
hold down top
and bagpipes and have come up with Mitchell, incidentally, impresses as
a musical Scotch broth that should fine film fodder, being possessor of
do things to jaded theatrical appe- marked femme appeal. Vocalizing
tites.
is in good hands, and this applies
tunefully not only to principals but also to
scripted,
Interestingly
scored and artistically designed, this choral numbers which materialize
new entry has enough, even in its as important support.
on
spot
assure
a
to
formative stage,
Staging is topnotch in view of the
the must list among this season s complications of setting fantasy bemusicals. That it will do well at the fore an audience in a plausible
a foregone con- manner. Pace has been maintained
b.o. is virtually
clusion.
throughout in a way that has cut
Bone.
Story is laid in Brigacoon, an deadwood to a minimum.
imaginary town in Scotland, and the
,

Plays Abroad

for,

over-all, far more entertainment than
cither the original or any of the subsequent revivals, of winch this reviewer has seen at least three.

Del Bondio and Bartsch
have really gone to town on the phyMessrs,

Ad- sical production, and they've also
siderable favorable comment.
mirers of color "ul costumes will be had the wisdom to gather arouha
singing a Ffolkesong in praise of the them trained and able specialists in
snap and dnsh designed into this all lines. Guy Bolton has made some
array of tartans. Lighting, which revisions in a book that didn t need
was still experimenting as of the many. Straus, himself has composed
proem, gives indication of providing five new numbers, three of them
an effective lift once it is properly dances which permit the introducofe
tion of three stunning ballets not
Cast is generally well picked, sev- in the original, Bernard Hanighen
eral members being due for a con- has streamlined the lyrics (and addsiderable playup as a result of then- ed the necessary new ones>»
work in this production. In the
The cast produces several real surfemme lead, as Fiona, Marion Bell prises, probably the major one beA winsome ing Billy Gilbert. An able comic alrings it all the way.
personality, coupled with an excel-, ways, both on stage and screen, the
lent voice, pegs her as a talent con- rotund Gilbert really scores the tritender. David Brooks, as Tommy, umph of a long career as Colonel
•registers better vocally than his- Popoff, the heroine's father. Keith

IVank...
Jane Ashton
Singers.
10 <hoys.

Town

nial terps, scale represents exciting
footwork in a wide variety of expression.
.
. .
,
,
The charm of the Highlands has
been successfully captured in a
series of settings that attract con-

Continued from page 48

,

entertainnent

Valerie
The

haggling.

mercenary

ending

misses entirely.

introduced as a 37Gaby Morlay
year-old, rich spinstress living in the
country. She has a strong moneygrabbing propensity and before she
agrees to marry a neighbor she takes
with
in an 18-year-old girl to live
her. The second act, a year later,
shows the girl and the husband interested in each other. Third act, three
the
and
girl
years later, depicts the
husband conspiring to get rid of the
wife by having her adjudged msane.
When the latter realizes this, she
becomes a raving maniac, throws the
contents of the safe through the winis

rather

than

brow philosophy.

Bach, popular comedian,
nrovW™

the laughs. H; is introduced a*
butler just hired in the house

of I

when latter is
H has plent of chances murdprtd
to
both lines and business,
as the
simpleton who finds himsei:
charged
with the murder and can't tak

scientist

IS

stuff,

e

it

seriously. The fact that
Germain
Passe, as a maid, already
employed
in the house, does his separated
who wants to get him back wifo
ffi
tries to get him adjudged
insane
contributes to the fun. Bach
does
not undern..y but gets over bia
s and
•

As a hefty mitt.
The serious part

.

m

of

the
\\er
\.
dow, and dies in a fit,
shows Allain Dhurtal in a double
Henri Rollan, as Miss Morlay s part, first that of the
eminent inhusband, is fair support, but Fran- ventor whose secrets are
sought bv
cpise Morhange, cast as the girl, is foreign spies i, id who
is important
bits.
only
weak, Balance of cast have
enough to be under secret police
tendency to protection,
Robert Ancelin is the
Andes, a local boy and newcomer The principals have a
staccato man-

crackerjack
Lieutenant Bumerli, his fine sense of
comedy, agreeable personality, and
good looks easily offsetting some occasional voice limitations. Frances
McCann is a lovely and vocally brilliant Nadina, and she, too, has the
requisite sense of humor.
Gloria Hamilton, as Mascha (what
used to be called a soubret role);
Ernest McChesney, the- bumptious
and fatheaded Alexius, with whom
Nadina is in love before meeting
Bumerli and to whom she sings the
classic "My Hero"; Muriel O'Malley,
as Nadina's susceptible mama, and
Henry Calvin, a TBulgarian officer,

just out of uniform,

is

a

are fine, too, and Mary Ellen Moylan and Francisco Moncion are an
outstanding dance pair, both in clas-

deliver their lines in a
" .
nerThe two sets are nice,

Over." "Lovely Women"
and "Chocolate Soldier," is splendid
sung. Straus has written a new patter tune, which Gilbert sang for
many encores the opening night, and
one new romantic duet, "After To-

..

,

t

Dare You')
Paris, Jan. 10.

Paul Achord's
of
adaptation of N. C. Hunter's Kngllsh comedv "All Rights Reserved." Stars Iluguette
Directed by
Duflos and Pierre Bertin.
Pierre Henri Duval. At Potinlero theatre.
Paris
Hugnette Duflos
Suzanne Profallles
Marie Franco Plnncze
Gladys Canton
production

secret service man who with the
help of the late professor's daughter
creditably done by Jeanne Reinhart!
s teceeds in unraveling the mystery
and in interesting the gal, though
this is no love play.
Ancelin's direction is excellent
Numa Matagne's set, designed by
Ja:k Plunkett, prewar Par flack
shows the office of the. scientist and
looks
both yohd and authentic

Though very
senic

and

different from

Old

Lace,"

more comedy and

less

"Arwhich has
meller, the

play has potentialities as a drama
with suspense relieved by an important comedy part.
Maxi.

Suzanne Grey

Eugenie

t>

Pierre Berlin

Victor Prefallles
and comic ballets.
The show's gorgeous score, fea- Marc
Jules Trunnel
tured bv "My Hero." "The Letter t>ibble
Song," "Sympathy," "Thank the Lord Postman

War

,.

Chiehe
('I

Potinlere

sic

the

,

and lighting
good. The whole play centers
about Miss Morlay. Experienced as
she is as an actress, she cannot inject interest into a dreary script.
Maxi.
is

Jacques Henry Duval
Maxime Fabert
Christian Genly
Paul Denneville

Le Tourbillon
(The Whirlwind)

Paris, Jan. 12.
Frnncaise production of comedy
four arts by Bernard Zlminer. Directed
by .letyi Jleycr. Seta and costumes bv M,
Dignlmont.
At the Salle. Luxembourg,

Cmedle

In

Is

Paul Achard has given the English
comedy such a French touch, locale
and style that the audience could not

Paris.

Sa nine
The-

Prince

..Julian

Berlheau

Jean Meyer
believe this had not been originally Kmlllo
I'lerre Gallon
written for the French stage. He has Lieutenant de Goze
.Jacques Clancy
.Maurice Portenit
done an excellent job, and dialog also I'anlalcone
line between fantasy and reality is
day," which is fairish.
...I.imia
Ivan
Eymond
and
choruses
acting
enhance
dancing
Production,
to
and
blended
as
Both singing
is first-rate.
so smoothfe
Soldier
An Officer
....Paul Kcoffard
Two
are more than usually able and have direction is excellent. Result is that Kluber
the plausibility of the tale.
.Jacques Senior*
Philadelphia, Feb. 6.
well trained. "Chiche" is being welcomed. A long The Mother
exceptionally
young Americans, grouse-hunting
Beatrice Bretty
J.
H, Del Bondio aend Hans Bartsch been
The Princess
Mony Dalmes
in the Highlands; come upon a small production of comic, opera 1n three acts. Felix Brentano has done a note- run is likely.
Denise Pezzunl
town not listed on the map. It's a Music' by 'OscfW Straus; book by Rudolph worthy staging job, and Jo MielHuguette Dtlflos, veteran actress, Gemma
festive day in preparation "or a Bernauer and Leopold Jacobson;.. original ziner's two settings (Acts II and III is attractive as the wife of a flighty
by Stanislaus Stange;
Very inauspicious. The last scene,
wedding, and the quaint characters American version
have the same scene) are effective. author. She manages to make it imrevised book by Guy Bolton; revised and
intrigue the Yanks, who decide to additional lyrics by Bernard Hanighen; So, very decidedly, are Lucinda Bal- possible to guess if she really suf- in which Jean Meyer comes back
was
woman's
disguise,
under
a
Frequent
stay and see what goes on.
directed by Felix Brentano: settings and lard's costumes.
fers from her husband's infatuation
hints of a miracle, dropped by the lighting, Jo Mlelziner; costumes, Lucinda
The sole problem presented is to for the other woman or if she is razzed on opening night and has
It is a very light
natives, rouse the lads' curiosity, Ballard; choreography, George Balanchlne: shave time; first night curtain was making use of it to have a good time been cut since.
Jay Black ton; orchestra
of a type more appropricomedy,
to
and when one of the pair, Tommy orchestrations.
be
would
way
obvious
One
11:25.
her
own.
Billy
on
Features
conductor, Jacques Rahiroff.
Albright, shows interest in a native Gilbert, Keith Andes, Frances McCann. drop one of the interpolated ballets,
Marie France Planeze, as the at- ate for a small boulevard house than
volun- Gloria Hamilton, Ernest McChesney, Fran- especially as two of them come close tractive young widow who frustrates for the Luxembourg which is the
lass, Fiona MaeLaren, she
teers to take him to the village! cisco Moncion and Mary Kllen Moylan. together* in,;. Act III. On the other the plans of the wolfish husband, is second stage of the Franca ise.
schoolmaster, the only inhabitant Opened at Forrest, Philadelphia, Feb, 6, hand, they've all so good, that would a natural for the role. Suzanne Grey,
„
Inspired from a tale by Turgeniev,
'47; $8.90' top.
to
miracle
privileged to reveal the
Waters.
.Frances McCann be a shame, too.
Nadina
daughter of actress Denise Grey, does it is poorly balanced, the first act
outsiders.
Gloria Hamilton
Mascha
,
the fresh young maid in an 'alluring being a kind of farce and the secMuriel O'Malley
Score is delightful, bHng adroitly Aurelia
manner. Pierre Bertin, as the hus- ond devoted to showing a woman
dovetailed .into the mood of the Bumerli. ...................... .Keith Andes
performance.
Darling,
Sterling,
fooling her husband and trying to
band, gives a first-rate
Henry Calvin
Backgrounded with Massakroff
overall play.
Billy Gilbert.
Popoff
Maxime Fabert, as the friend who make another man her prey with
essence of heather, tunes lilt their Alexius
Ernest McChesney
butts in, rates tops in a character practically no connection between
way into auricular passages with Stefan (a servant)
Michael Mann
Boston, Feb. 6.
roaring
audience
keeps
his
part.
He
the two actions. The play, produced
Anna Wiman.
pleasing effect. Standouts are "Wait- Katrina. (a. servant)
William Cahn production of comedy in as does Jacques Henri Duval in the at the Luxembourg after Simones
Mary Ellen Moylan three
In" For My Dearie," "I'll Go Home Premiere Danseuse
acts (four scenes) by Patricia ColeFrancisco Moncion
son of sophis- "Sunrise" had to be removed just
With Bonnie Jean," "The Heather Premier Dancer
man. Staged' by George Schaefer and Elli- role of the overgrown
Latter's direction before opening, evidences the curparents.
ott Nugent: sets Ralph Alswang; costumes ticated
On The Hill," "Come To Me, Bend
If present-day audiences have been Pat Havens. At -Wilbur. Boston, Feb. 5, keeps the cast on its toes.
rent difficulties of the Franchise
To Me," "Almost Like Being Ih
•47; $».(» top.
» .'.
"Chiche" stands as one of the most both in finding suitable new plays
Love," "There But For You Go I" willing to accept and even acclaim Martin Fife
Etlmon Ryan
numerous
and "From This Day On.'; Two revivals like "Sweethearts" and "The Lillian
Gee Gee .Tames successful adaptations made Of a for- and in casting, since the
Lenore Lorergan eign play for the French theatre.
talent resignations which created
comedy numbers, "The Love Of My Red Mill," in which only the lovely Linda Burgess
Longmire
.Adcle
Maxi.
..........
Mason.
music
and
certain
Jennifer
Herbert
nostalgic
a
&
Life" and "My Mother's Wedding
terrific opposition of the Mangny
Ruth McDevitt
Barrault and
feeling about the past were able to Miss Brown
Lyrics
Jean-Louis
Day,"
,are cleverly worded.
the
housing
|
Richard Stanley
Brown
r
on the whole are exceptionally 0yercome_the handicaps of creaking Gaby
Madeleine Renaud company.
Buff Cobb
Becky Philips
Suite
ltevlent
I„<>
librettos, it's hard to see how this Andy Fielding
v
good.
..Arthur Frar.z
The first act comedy is acted in
of Oscar Straus'
If there are any further dance new production
(The Deceased Comes Back at Once) a way to get some laughs, with
laurels for Agnes de Mills to garner, "The Chocolate Soldier" can fail. In
Paris, Jan. 20.
"It is like unwrapping a mummy"
Maurice Porterat as a hotel porter
she should do so with this produc- fact, by all the laws of averages and says one of the characters in "DarlKobert Ancelin production of three-act and Beatrice Bretty as the hotel
Ancetion. Adopting a native foundation, logic, it should be a cinch bet for ing, Darling, Darling." She's talking comedy by Jean Sultton. Directed by
keeper making it plain clowing. The
lin. Set by Numa Matagne. .Stars Bach. At
choreography adds a distinguished top-rating honors in its field.
about something else,, but she might Porta St, Martin, Paris.
second half is repetitious and dragcontribution to the general enterThe most important factor about well have been referring to this en- Bouzinet
.....Bach ging, despite good acting by Monty
tainment value. Banging from the this one is that it never seems in the deavor. It hasn't got a chance.
..Ancelin
Deloourt
Juhen BerBerthler
Jeanne Belnhart Dalmes as the vamp.
traditional sword dance to. ceremo- least like a revival at all. In fact,
impossible
The play deals with four aspiring Maryse
Allain Dhurtal theau as the fiance has an
Holland Berthler
tare
Broadway tyros, a femme play-, Michel..
Maur'el
Raymond
part and Jean Meyer does not
v
wright, two actresses and an actor. Boitel
V., .Gaston Dupray
whose jealhusband
the
Maurice Noel better as
All four live in Bohemian grandeur Brachard
his love
by
check
in
is
held
ousy
Germaine Blase
Henrietta Bouzlnst
Pezzam
in a just too-gay house, studying Watson
Robert Teuton of his wife's money, Denise
French, diction, fencing and brittle Muller.
Georges Olorlns provides little love interest.
rejoinders while the playwright's Cormier
Jacques- Galland
with
Staging the play in, 1900
script goes the rounds.'
not neip,
Everybody's hungry. Please give
This mixture of melodrama and period costumes does
wears some
Please, broad comedy is very effective in though Beatrice Bretty
in, they say. No, she says.
shows the
they say. No, she says. The ac- getting the audience to take the ac- fine clothes. The first set
gooa.
and is
tress turhs up from Europe and tion seriously one moment, and in- hall of the hostelry
^avtmm
takes an option on the play. Mad, dulge in belly-laughs the next. Play The second, the Prince's
unconvincing.
ecstatic joy.
Art has won another has every cha.tce of a long run at in a palatial hotel, is
the St. Martin where they expect
great victory. So has Cain's.
It is all Very earnest but never in
There are
the least convincing.
pages of good writing, but the whole
thing conveys the impression the
heroine is the author herself and as
a result it's too subjective, too starry-eyed.
You conceive the notion
proafter about 10 minutes that it was
in having your next play _
hatched in a Bohemian apartment
duced by a young man Sully versed in all facets of professional
when somebody said "Boy, wouldn't
production, both dramatic and musical?
this make a play!"
j

.-.

. .

The Chocolate

.
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TABLISHED PLAYWRIGHTS

Photographers

ARB YOU INTERESTED

STAGE

SCREEN

RADIO ARTISTS

NEW YOUK

154 West 57th Street

DELIGHTFULLY AIR-CONDITIONED
PHONE CIRCLE

BOSTON STUDIO

-

The cast has good people in it:
Ryan, Lenore Lonergaii,
Adele Longmire, Gee Gee James
and Ruth McDevitt, all solid, but

Edmon

STUDi©

7-3S05

LENOX HOTEL

Phone for Appointment: Kenmore 5-300

they can't save it. Two debuts in
play, too. Richard Stanley, English
importation, and Buff Cobb, granddaughter of Irvin S. Can't tell too
much about them from" this.
Production of William Cahn is
luxurious and excellent, and direction of George Schaefer, with additional work by Elliott Nugent, is as
helpful as possible, but not sufficient to carry it. Pix might soup up
the zany homelife angle, but the
young hopeful crashing the theatre,
has circles under its eyes as a theme.

A YOUNG MAN «ho

Is

of present managing one of th»

country's largest theatrical enterprises . . . who is interested only
In bringing fresh ideas, progressive thought to the presentation of
on important work. Experienced in Broadway dramatic and musical
fields

IF

and

In

Hollywood

writing.

YOU ARE A PRODUCED PLAYWRIGHT,

PREFERABLY EVEN A SUCCESSFUL PLAYWRIGHT, and you should be interested in working with a
dynamic, experienced young person in the theatre
drop a note
tfe^^dress Wow and perhaps we can get together In my office
Jo
vital,

. . .

,

NEW YORK

BOS TO N

Mis,-

(Closad in Boston Feb. 8)

Box 207f. Variety. 154 W.
New York 19. N. Y.

46tfa St.

—
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Wednesday* February 12, 1947
tering about San Francisco during
the time of the earthquake. He also
has in the works a novel dealing
with the Comstock Lode. Both will

Literati

SCULLY'S SCRAPBOOK

!!

be published by P-H.

»

:

whom

Stem

I" Affaire

Charging that he was forced to

sell

the Philly Becord and Camden
Courier-Post to the Evening Bulletin
because the American Newspaper
Guild was seeking to destroy him,
Stem warned the nation
J, David
"against the" cancerous growth that
the keystone of our
jeopardizes
liberties" in his testimony yesterday
(Tuesday) before the House Educa-

had obtained jobs in other

Members

of the Newspaper Guild,
who, with the blessing of the typos

One
tists

of the founders of the

bulletins, agreed to a new contract soon" after the strike ended.
This called for $16 a week pay in-

crease on top minimums, similar to
the Typo-

the amount obtained by
Wash- graphical Union.

By Frank

Scully

«

Now

Drama-

Nominated

Guild, playwright George Midrecalls how he personally

for an extra Oscar:

The guy who feeds

Feb. 7.
the Breen seal.

or, Nev.,

fish to

dleton,

had worked throughout the controinked George Bernard Shaw, Sir Arversy, writing radio news and winthur Wing Pinero, Noel Coward and

dow

«

Geo. Middleton's Biog

plants.

53

»4»»«« «»»

M

others, in his forthcoming autobiography, "These Things Are Mine," due

May

in

via Macmillan.

Book covers Middleton's career
the

in

theatre for the past 40 years.

Reversion

Tripe

to

That everybody is not taken in by all these spinning wheels, an old lady
exiled by a prosperous Hollywood son to Las Vegas for her health was
reporting to him that the place was full of hicks.
"Why, mother, how can you say that?" countered her son. "On your
left are Harvard people from Boston.
On your right is a steel man from
Toledo. The mayor is an Oxford man."
"Yes," interrupted mama, "and after three months around here they're all
hicks."

Author of a score of plays, he writes
During the blackout the public of the Erlanger legit monopoly and
charged that there
turned to the radio and out-of-town also contributes anecdota on George
was-.considerable Communist Party
newspapers, while advertisers used M. Cohan, Julia Marlowe, 'Sarah
influence in the leadership of the
Retreat From Glory
radio
and
store
papers,
mail,
The
Bernhardt, David Belasco, et al.
Philly local" that led the walkout
This business of backing border-line competitors of show biz may be a
Sun, biweekly throwaway selling for
against his papers.
nice way to report capital losses to cut income taxes, but the Jack Ford
a nickel temporarily.
Betty Smith Back From Abroad
Charge that the sale of the Stern
way
More Oscars should go for performances of this sort.
is better.
Betty Smith, author of "A Tree
papers to the Bulletin was really
Here's a chap who wanted to do something for all who had served with
French Silver Lining
Grows in Brooklyn," her daughter,
trafficking in newsprint was made in
Pessimistic attitude embodied in Nancy, and her husband, Joe Jones, him under OSS and the Navy. So when he got an offer to direct "They
Washington Monday (10) by Guild
Were Expendable" in wartime he told the producers to clear through the
"existentialist" have returned
Satre's
Jean-Paul
to their home at
spokesmen, who testified before the
Navy,
His price, he told the top levels in both Washington and Hollywood
philosophy has opened up a highly Chapel Hill, N. C, after a threeCommittee.
(where his salary as a captain on sea duty could hardly exceed $100 a
Sam Eubanks, lucrative French market for books month stay in Switzerland.
• Lead was taken by
week), was $250,000 payable to naval relief, He asked Secretary of Navy
American and English authors.
In Switzerland Miss Smith wrote
ANG exec veepee. Issue was par- of Sartre's
Forrestal to earmark the dough for a pet project, a sort of sailor's home
philosophy, taking a foot- a scenario, "American Youth," for
ticularly important because the BulFord had in mind. Receiving his chief's okay, Ford went into the San
hold in the present troubles of post- Swiss producer Lazar Wechsler.
Fernando Valley and picked up an estate for $60,000, that had everything
letin has got all of J. David Stern's
war Prance, has gathered under its Filming will take place in the United
newsprint contracts, amounting to an
but a coat of paint,
fold most French authors.
Public, States.
From there he went to town. He laid out a home, chiefly in the maple
estimated 40,000 to 50*000 tons annuconsequently, is fast becoming tired
Return was timed to coincide with era of New England.
Completed, it looked like a dream at rest. It had a
ally, while no paper is available for
of the pessimism and will buy almost the appearance of her new book,
swimming pool, badminton, tennis court and all that, hatch, but it still
a daily paper in Camden, N. J., and
any foreign book as a relief from which is expected to reach sales looked as if
hundreds of small users all over the
it needed a coat of paint on the outside.
the existentialist line.
counters soon. The book is entitled
But inside! Beautiful master bedrooms to sleep 14, dens, living rooms,
U. S. are being squeezed.
With an acute shortage of paper "Tomorrow Will Be Better" and has play rooms, bars and snackeries. Any member of Ford's fleet can put up
"Mr. Stern," said Eubanks, "had
existing in France, however, a Brooklyn locale. It is not, however, free, except for
liquor, and that's at cost.
The directorial fee pays the
mortgaged his properties recently still
foreign authors no longer discuss a sequel to "Tree," author says. It overhead.
and had used .the proceeds to purterms with a French publisher on is being published by Harper's.
Only one room is held on'an exclusive basis. That has two gold stars on
chase one of the leading radio stathe money angle. Deals now revolve
the door and is reserved for Major General "Wild Bill" Donovan. Othertions, WCAU. Perhaps the terms of
CHATTER
around how much black-market pawise, Field Foto Farm is completely a naval operation.
that mortgage had something to do
per the publisher can guarantee to
Si Newton has bought into the
with his decision to sell. But he had
for the author's work.
Oil Reporter.
one valuable asset— the right to pur- provide
Oscar to Hersholt?
Cedric Belfrage has sold a book
chase newsprint. The supply is inAnother Oscar should go to Jean Hersholt for his production a few
on undertakers to Sloan.
adequate today to care for all the
Ashton Stevens' Salute
Kay Campbell to Seattle on a mis- miles beyond Ford's fantasy. That is the Motion Picture Country House.
newspapers that c.ou)d be printed.
Devoting a recent column to Ber- sion for American Home mag.
Here is the best proof that some people in Hollywood think beyond their
"His contracts were made last year nard Sobers, "The Honorable Craft
Jack Horner, former Salute editor, horses' noses. If the Foto Farm is completely the work of Jack Ford,
at OPA ceiling price of $85 per ton. of Press Age'ntry," the Chicago Herthe country house iS chiefly the work of Jean Hersholt. Himself an actor
Then the Government decontrolled ald & American's Ashton Stevens now associate editor of Collier's.
Cass Canfield gandering Holly- who began laying away 12%% of his salary years ago, Hersholt has never
Now the price to those without was moved to write at length about
it.
been tough on those who' were less provident.
contracts is $200 a ton and better. yesterday's press agents because, he wood studios for Harper '& Bros.
Thanks to him, Hollywood talent today owns a country house that is
Evelyn Waugh, British novelist,
Stein was offering a very valuable said, "today's press agents ..have
worth at least a million dollars as a property and is self-supporting through
We are forced to conclude given me so little to write about to- visiting Hollywood for the first time. interest
asset.
on bonds and investments. It is the flower of the industry's relief
Ann Helming joined the dramathat Stern would have suspended day."
fund, and its dining room, library, cottages and grounds are so beautiful
staff of the Hollywood Citizen-News.
•,his papers for his own financial gain
Sobel's tome prompted Stevens to
LlOyd Sloan started a daily motion that you're willing to forgive and forget all that Hollywood dough poured
even though there had never been a recall that after a half -century of
in the Hollywood down the drains of faraway gambling palaces.
strike."
writing about the theatre, he had picture column
Iff 1933, when Hersholt became president of the Motion Picture Relief
Reports persisted over the week- discovered he had muffed a "very Citizen-News.
Idwal Jones' new book, "Ver- Funcf, 25% of the fund went into overhead. Today only 112/3% goes into
end that the prosperous money-mak- important chore" that of being a
By 1944 the excess of income over expenditure
Prentice-Hall staffing the project.
ing Camden newspaper properties press agent. Critic also pointed out milion," comes off the
showed a favorable balance of $260,360.08, and the long-range Hersholt
had several prospective purchasers that Sobel glaringly omits only him- press March 15
Octavus Roy Cohen is in Las Vegas manner of running things now has nearly $4,000,000 in .capital investments
more or less clamoring to buy the self (Sobel) and the late Percy
out of which to pay current expenses.
sheets "from the Bulletin.
Hammond among p.a.'s who became to write a yarn about that town for
Right now the clinic is being enlarged to an 87-bed job. Nothing but
However, the fate of the Record notables in the world of "arts arid Cosmopolitan mag.
Dana Tasker, assistant managing the most beautiful equipment will pass through its portals. Anybody who
remained in doubt. Competent ob- letters.
has put in 20 years in the picture business is eligible to register as a guest.
editor of Time, in Hollywood to
servers in Philly's newspaper row
tion and Labor
Stefti
ington.

Committee

in

1

—

i

—

pointed out that prospective purchasers viewed with a leery eye the
cold fact that the Bulletin, in acquiring features of the Sunday Record,
left this sheet with only a six-day
franchise, certainly an unattractive
prospect for a possible purchaser.
Meanwhile, as palavers regarding
purchase of the Stern papers reportedly went on, the staff of the
Bulletin suffered the birth pains attendant upon a new publication
the first issue of the Sunday Bulletin.
But they got the paper out.
This tremendous project, usually the
result of months of planning and
conferences, made its initial appearance on schedule, on a week's notice.
The rush into print was explained
by Bulletin officials, who said suspension of the Record and the Camden Courier-Post newspapers left a
gap in Philadelphia's Sunday newspaper field which readers wanted
filled at once.
They filled it. The
Sunday Bulletin hit the homes and
newsstands as a lusty brother of the
circulation-swelled Evening Bulletin.
It contained such Record features
as the American Weekly, Parade, the
comics, the Spirit, and the familiar
columnists. Through it all, the activity and the confabs, leaders and
members of the Guild held firm to
their position— the strike continues,
to maintain their legal status as a

Casey at Bat
to be one of the
poorest-timed layoffs in Chi newspaper biz broke this week. Robert
Casey, vet of 25 years' service with
the Daily News, had a squabble with
Reporter,
editors and was retired.
who had covered late Al Capone for
years, was let out day before gangNext day, Herald-Ameri.ster died.
can plastered Casey all over the front
page with "I .Knew Capone." News
had to carry straight wire story.
Casey and W. A. S. Douglas,
former columnist of the Sun, have
banded together as a writing team
to do biogs of leading companies.

What turned out

client of "Historians" is the
M.K.-T. railroad. Also in the works
if-and-when-electcd biog of
is an
Martin H. Kennelly, Democratic
Assocandidate for Chi mayor.
ciated with them on the publicity is

First

They're all guests, not inmates.
gander studio doings.
Several years ago some mugg wrote that there were only three civilized
Cameron Shipp is writing a story
homes in that land of magnificent mansions. Hersholt checked the checker.
for Colliers on the problems of in"I have one.
You have one," he said. "Who has the third?"
dependent film producers,
It took years te find it, but if he asked again I'd say the old-time troupers
Dorothy Kilgallari's Saturday column in N. Y. Journal-American at the Country House have the third.
slated for change of format.
Corporations Go Human
Molly Castle's "New Winds Are
Blowing" has breezed into Swedish,
Issue between American Red Cross and the Permanent Charities ComDanish and French editions.
mittee of the Motion Picture industry puts Basil O'Connor in the switch
Walter Seltzer and his wife, Mick- for the first time since FDR moved him up to a key position in rescue
ell -Novak, sold Coronet mag a story
work. Unlike the Prez, O'Connor shrinks from controversy, but he had
about neurotic dogs in Hollywood.
to face this one because the Red Cross is convinced it is too big to take
impersonal handouts.
Harold Salemson, resigned as di
Though claiming its life depends on personal membership, actually the
rector of publications of Screen
Writer, is back writing for French Red Cross is pretty much of a closed corporation. Members have as much
chance of picking the president as a guy with 10 shares has of picking the
press.
head of U. S. Steel.
Milton Luban now handling Holly
But it's true, charity is getting to be run strictly as a corporate and
wood for Federated Press and
American Veterans Committee soulless biz, and it's ironic that the Red Cross should be forced to fight
for the humanization of alms-giving and the picture biz, the most genweekly.
'Alfred Street," by Russell Mc- erous of all industries, should find itself billed as the heavy.
Lauchlin. drama and music critic for
the Detroit News, now in its third
Split Personality Lasts Split Week
.

Jack Hess, formet Paramount and
RKO publicity head in Chicago.

printing.

the

It isn't up to me, I now learn, to make any Anatomy Award to Earl
Wilson. The Oscar has already been tossed to Ingrid Vergman, a Skid
weaver, who has been ordered to go back to her own name, if she
can find it. Legal eagle of Miss Bergman's caused the restraining order.
It's now debated whether to call the stripper Pullet Goddard, Jane Hustle,
Alexis Myth, Moaner Loy, Greeter Garbo, Deanna Derby or Heady

tions

Lamour.

No Luce - New Yorker

"Plays of the American West," a
collection of 15 one-acters by RobFinch will be published by
Greenberg in February.

Row

ert

Tie

Report that any "feud" between
Ralph Pearl is writing a HollyNew Yorker and Luce Publicacolumn in Las Vegas Life, a
had been relaxed because the wood
magazine published
Luce organization had acquired quite twice-monthly
in the Nevada metropolis.
Harold
denied
by
is
stock,
F-R
of
a bit
MacMillan, publishers of Kathleen
states
who
editor,
Yorker
New
Ross,
Winsor's "Forever Amber," preparnone
this
in
truth
no
is
"there
ing a 30th edition of the tome whose
group with whom a new buyer must whatever."
have now topped 1,400,000
sales
Ross also denied the stock purnegotiate in collective bargaining.

—

copies.

the exchange of writers between the two
for

*

Horror Story
continued from page

.

der 'mysteries aired at the smallfry's
bedtime.
"Woman in White" and
"Ma Perkins" were two of the
dramas particularly blasted, with a
resolution passed which said in part:
"We as members of the board should
inform ourselves of the problems of
radio broadcasting, should become
intelligent and discriminating listeners, and should actively support the.
radio poll to be conducted by the
Des Moines Register and Tribune to
thg end tnat q Uality of ra aio programs may be improved."
editor for tne
radio
Jllt
.r " ~. n .„„_
"T1/ *Little,
, rl
Register and Tribune, will soon stai t
determine favorite pro„ ams of the listening audience.
The resolution stems from the

1

port of an investigation by Flynn's
Beth Brown, authoress and dog
Leading Twin City psyher hobby in committee.
Rochester (N. Y.i Dailies Resume
Exchange was evi- fancier, has glorified
publications.
chiatrists and psychologists, intera romance titled, "Mr. Jolly's Hotel
pacting
Yorker's
New
the
Timesby
denced
Rochester's two dailies, The
viewed' by the committee, generally
for Dogs," which Regent House is
do
to
writer,
Life
Hersey,
Union and the Democrat & Chron- of John
agreed that such forms of entertainpiece publishing shortly.
icle, resumed publication Feb. 8, just his now-famous "Hiroshima"
ment could have harmful effects on
Jules Archer is doing pieces on
three months after they were blacked and by some of Ross' stable doing
children from mental, psychological
Richard Tyler, kid star of "ChrisLife.
for
was
standpoints.
It
out by a strike of the Typographical stories
social
topher Blake," and "The Lustiness and
Union. Both papers are operated by
agreed to make the drive a major
of America," with emphasis on burSplurge
'Vermilion*
p-H's
the Gannett Co.
and immediate project and copies of
shivarees, etc.
first lesque, smokers,
a
ordered
ha?
Prentice-Hall
...
Although the strike was settled a
of the committee report and executive
producer w
itzramcK, prouucei
James vFitzPatrick,
IIt;«_„ rt f &u,uu<J
of
snnnn copies
roDies ui
.,,
,
„
month ago, the papers did not re- edition printing ot
lKa board s resolution have been sent to
series
ubUai a **r
win puonsii
Traveltalks,
.„ rhn n1
nHnrinal
prmcipal and local
sume then becau.se of demands of Mwnl Tones' "Verm lion," top novel of postwar travel guides
three every school
Jones
e P H roster for 1947.
four other mechanical unions for on
volumes, first of which will be on P.T.A. president.
New
Z
,
,r+*™rn
fh«
Pmst
to
Coast
the
-from
,
back pay. They claimed the com- was brought
The Minneapohs Tribune took
and South America.;
pany broke their contracts, while the York to read p. oof on the book
cognizance of the eampro- editorial cognizanc.
Frazier. has a pro.
Prolific George Frazier,
nrinter as
of Robert Kazmayer of
management declared it "would not order to pet it to thi>
paign. commending it because of its comments
file on Mark Hellinger in True mag
Rochester, N. Y„ author and compay men for striking," and the unions quickly as possible and wound up
constructive character.
for March: a cldseup on PetrUlo in
Publication
week
mentator, who told the club Jan. 8
refused the company's offer to arbi- the chore last
March 8 „ piece on Madi
pier's
May
for
set
"ashamed of the stuff
was
bVn7ent*r7ely
he
that
'Shameful' Supers B'asted
trate the issue.
dale has
son Sq. Garden and Gen. John Reed
women are listening to" and picked
Des Moines, Feb. 11.
Pressmen finally agreed to arbi- 15.
forthcoming True;
horrible exearly California. Kilpatrick in a
An expert
trate.
stercotypers
»,..„»...«.•
The board of directors of the Des out "Stella Dallas" as a
Mailers
„«»„
and
piece on Irving Berlin in an
and
Zro
a
oon
a
working
urging the women to protest
signed a new wage agreement with- Jones is currently
Crosby Moines Women's clubs is now ob- ample,
Also
Coronet.
,0
m
vine- u
sponsors,
£' 0 a
out back pay, and last to sign up mantic novel of Calionmi
to soap operas and to mur-lto the
Ejecting
sauue.
flu
cm
tun
piece
H
cenaction
the
of
were the photo-engravers, all five ofyards. with much

chase was responsible
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hardt,

having been featured in a

number

OBITUARIES

of the latter's productions in

linneapolls lixes Flagstatf

Berlin.

——————

Continued from page 1
Mother of Lou Wilson and Joe
Wolfson, former with Prince Littler
on the antagonistic feelings of the liament had claimed that
,„
Office in London, latter with the
s
get aid. She was taken to the Cook
many Scandinavians" with whom he alleged fascist writings should
JOHN W, BRAXTON
0
Of the William Morris
appear- him from touring
proposed
John W. Bratton, 80, who had been County Hospital and her condition cocktail dept.
talked about the
agency, N. Y* died in New York,
an
opera company.
one of the leading song writers at is serious.
ance,
Feb. 2.
his
died
considerGigli
of
century,
at
Circus
gave
turn
the
Ringling
the
explained that five
They joined the
Newspapers here
home in Brooklyn, N. Y., Feb. 7. about 25 years ago and stayed with
able prominence to the Artists he had authorized
Paul Huldschlnsky, 57, set director Course rejection of Mme. Flagstad, "confidences of an publication
That afternoon he had written a new it for 10 years, after which they
eWuS ively Jfi
Santa
song in collaboration With Leo Ed- played vaude and fair dates. For at Paramount died Feb. 1 in
and the Morning Tribune also tic nature and advice to
Calif.
Monica,
been
Brings
they
had
singers."
Reports that he had
wards, composer, titled "Time
the last seven years
played' up its front page with a
B
living at the trailer parking place.
Many Changes."
four-column head a story by one of a pro-fascist book, he said
wer«
retired
film
Garvey,
73,
Lewis D.
He never kept count of the songs
its Washington staff members, Nat "foundationless."
REYNALDO HAHN
publicist and advertising executive, S. Finney, in which Tor Myklebost's
he wrote but estimated them as "in
Hollywood.
His first real hit
the hundreds,"
article in an Oslo newspaper, "ex
Reynaldo Hahn, 72, French com- died Feb. 7 in
was "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," poser and manager of the Grand
posing her," was freely quoted, The
followed by "Darling Sue" which Opera, died in Paris recently.
Father, 81, of Milton Bren, film Finney story also pointed Out that
was also known as "I Love You in
His' operetta, "Carmelite," was pro- producer, died Feb. 3 in Hollywood. Norwegian chief justice Stang, who
Continued from page 1
the Same Old Way"; "Only Me," duced at the Opera Comique in 1902.'
in 1945 gave Mme. Flagstad a clean
Mardi .Gras since before theTTJ
"Henrietta, Have You Met Her" Other of his works, "Tie An Reve"
bill of health, reneged on the white
eC ° r
S
"In a Cozy Corner," "In a Pagoda" and the ballet "Fete chez Therese,"
wash after publication of the article
C ° St the ^'
"
and "The Rose's Honeymoon." In were produced later at the Opera.
by Myklebost, who was connected $35?O0O
asebalK B'east
Mayor Chop Morrison issued
He also wrote the score of several
1924 he wrote "The Mender of
with the Norwegian legation in
Continued from page 1 as
"Ciboulette",
comedies,
proclamation in which he urged a
Broken Dreams" for Gertrude Law- musical
Washington during the war.
tho
rence, then starring in "Chariot's "Brummel" and "Oh Mon bel In- terest, but to irregular time segments
"Kirsten Flagstad lived in the populace "to lay aside every da,
connu" as well as many songs, and
Revue."
consumed by each game with con- U. S. when the Germans invaded cares and problems and take an
tive part in the festivities,"
One of his prized possessions was a piano concerto.
disruption
sequent
of
broadcast Norway," Myklebost wrote. "She
He was a Commander in the schedules. And with costs increasing was a Norwegian citizen. When she
a barroom bill of fare. He was in
The city had one major
concernthe -chorus of "Erminie," playing Legion of Honor.
down the line, from telephone decided in the spring of 1941 to re what to do with the thousands of
charges to the prices spielers are turn to Norway she made contact visitors who want to come here and
HARTHE CHENAL
quoting on themselves, advertisers with the Norwegian legation in lose their cares in the revelry. Hotel
Marthe Chenal, 62, former French are growing more reluctant to plunk Washington, D. C, to obtain the le accommodations are out
of the
operatic star, died recently in Paris'. down the large chunk of coin needed gation's help in securing a Portu- question.
And rooms in private
She made debut in 1905, and acted to bankroll a full season's play.
residences are unavailable this
guese visa.
year
both at the Opera and Opera
"The Norwegian Legation stated so tight is the housing situation!
N. Y. As Is
Comique.
that it could not do this because Hotels on the Gulf Coast and
in
She became famous for singing
In the New York metropolitan Kirsten Flagstad intended to travel Baton Rouge, more than 80 miles
the French national anthem, "Mar- area, the baseball picture for the through a country which was at war away, have been booked
solid
seillaise," cloaked in a French flag coming season remains unchanged with Norway. The legation, how
The night clubs see a bonanza in
-.-7
v Variety
on the steps of the Opera on Armi- with the local fans being delivered ever, submitted the question to the the Mardi Gras. And the same
goes
stice day in the first World War. the full schedules of the Giants, Norwegian ministry of foreign af- for the restaurants and
theatres The
With Fond Memories
She repeated this performance many Yankees, and Brooklyn Dodgers on fairs in London and received a cable nitery lads have been taking it
on
times in many places.
the same three indies that carried that no assistance should be ren- the chin since the end of the Christ'from Your
She retired from stage several them last year.
dered Kirsten Flagstad. Madame mas season and business has been
years ago.
Typical of the nationwide upward Flagstad was informed immediately. plenty off since the Sugar Bowl
Chicago Friends
visitors
went
"Efforts
home. But the coming
to dissuade Mme. Flagtrend in costs for advertisers is the
ABRAM H. VAN DEUSEN
$325,000 which Old Gold is paying stad from leaving the United States two weeks will make up for plenty
"
Abram Hi (Abe) Van Deusen, 51, for the Brooklyn games on WHN were made. It was pointed out that they say.
at the Casino when Victor Herbert
her departure would have a serious
was a 'cellist in the Metropolitan head booker and office manager for this year, compared to the $250,000
on American public opinion.
orchestra.
He met Herbert one RKO Pi^ures in Albany for many laid out last year. Old Gold, inci- effect
years, died in that city Feb. 5. I
dentally, made its deal direct with Kirsten Flagstad paid no heed to
night after the show in the back
Lillian Schary Waldman to Paul
He worked for RKO, Pathe and the Brooklyn ball club, the latter this.
room of a nearby bar. Herbert
"She left and there is no other Small, New York, Feb. 9. Bride is
had been penciling some musical other, companies in the capital city having bought the time from WHN
explanation of her departure than N. Y. interior decorator and sister of
since 1922, and. was active in the in a two-year agreement.
lines on the menu and started to
Brooklyn's home-and-away games that she must have obtained assist- Dore Schary, head of RKO film prothrow it away. Bratton asked him organization of .front office workers
there four years ago. He also took will be handled by Red Barber and ance from the German embassy in duction; Small is the theatrical agent
for it and Herbert obliged. On the
brief fling as an exhibitor in Connie Desmond with the out-of- Washington ... She left America by and manager.
menu he had scribbled the first eight a
Greene, N, Y.
town games being wired in. Full Trans-Atlantic plane and returned
Marjorie McMeekan to John R,
bars of the now-famous "Gypsy
Survived by widow, son, daughter, schedule of the Giants will be aired to Norway via Germany to reside Andrew, Greenwich,
Conn,, Feb, 1.
Love Song,"
sister and brother.
over WMCA, With Frankie Frisch with her husband, Henry. Johansen She is supervisor of
service for AsBratton went from playing in
and Steve Ellis at the mike for Pabst (who was indicted on collaboration sociated Program Service
musical,
comedies to_. producing
(Muzak);
Brewing. WMCA is also negotiating charges and his $26,000,000 estate he is director of
.
ERIC MAYNE
sales promotion for
them after his" success in the musiEric Mayne, 81, stage and screen with tbe ball club to carry the pre- confiscated by the Norwegian gov- same outfit.
cal field. As a member of the firm
season exhibition games by wire. ernment. He died before he came to
of Leffler & Bratton, he produced actor, died in Hollywood, Feb. 10.
Ella Raines to Major Robin Olds,
For the past 25 years Mayne play> Yankee ball games will be heard trial).
such shows as "Hodge Podge," "The
Hollywood, Feb. 6. Bride is screen
over WINS, with Mel Allen and Russ
"In the period between April 9,
Star and the Garter," "The Man from ed in films, after a long career on
Hodges doing the play-by-play gab 1940, and April 19, 1941, Mme.. Flag- player.
China," and "The Pearl and the the London stage, where for nearly
Bonita Granville to Jack D. Wrathfor Ballantine Beer and General stad was 'highly indifferent to' the
Pumpkin," as well as many road three decades h® specialized in
Cigar on a cooperative basis.
world crisis, and it apparently er, Jr., Beverly Hills, Feb, 5. Brid»
Shakespearean roief.
shows.
never occurred to her that her is a screen actress; groom a film proBorn in Dublin, Mayne started his
Other Rig Leaguer*
Edwards had collaborated with
country had a right to expect a con- ducer.
Bratton for the last 18 years. Among professional career there as a youth,
In St. Louis, Cardinals' schedule tribution from her.
On the contrary,
Esther Richards to Carmen Bumthe Songs they wrote were "Sweetis being aired over WEW and WTMV she
had a concert on Nov. 27, 1940, mo, Pittsburgh, Jan. 26. Bride's a
heart, Let's Grow Old Together," inwith Harry Caray and Charles in Washington, D.
C., which was at- band singer and groom is pianist
troduced in England by Gracie Fields
"Gabby" Street spieling for Griese- tended by the
Norwegian ambassa- with Dom Trimarkie orch.
and "The Teddy Bear's Picnic."
dick Bros. Brewing. Dizzy Dean and dor and
Caldwell I. Brown, Jr.
his wife.
Bratton also wrote the lyrics for
Johnny O'Hara have been signed for
Doris Fisher to Charles Gershen"One can readily imagine the
"One World," built on the theme of
the Br.own schedule, with Falstaff
ambassador's state of mind when the son, Miami, Feb. 12. Bride is songWendell Willkie's book, for which
.1911-1936
Brewing bankrolling.
German charge d'affaires, Hans writer.
Geoffrey O'Hara wrote the music.
In Boston, the Sox and Braves
Thomsen, took his seat in a box
Martha Lund to William A. Hosie,'
He was a member of The Lambs
home schedule is being aired over nearby
before the concert Greenwich, Conn., Feb. 9. Groom is
and the Songwriters Protective AsWHBH and a special New England started. Itjust
shortly afterwards going to Eng.
should also be noted that eastern publicity rep for Walt Disney
sociation.
network with local sports announ- Kirsten
Flagstad did not render, a Productions.
He leaves a widow and a daughter, land.
cer Jim Britt doing the play-by-play.
single Norwegian song throughout
Several years ago he conducted
Atlantic Refinery and Narragansett
the evening; the songs were
a series of. lectures on
PEGGY O'NEILL
all in
Brewing are bankrolling the broadPeggy O'Neill Bowles, former ean Drama" at the Los Angeles casts. Atlantic Refinery is also spon- German with German music.
public library.
"The effects of Kirsten Flagstad's
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Zeltner, son,
legit actress, who had recently been
soring the Baltimore Oriole games
return to Norway were soon seen Pittsburgh, Feb. 8. Father's a salesconducting a schodl for acting in
over ,WITH in conjunction with
WALTER
C.
ASCHENBRENNER
the
Norwegian
singer had a posi- man for Metro.
San Francisco, died in that city,
Gunther Brewing.
tion
so
great
Walter
in
C. Aschenbrenner, 57, or
America that her
Feb. 7. She was the widow of Arch
Mr. and Mrs, Herb Kornfield, son,
Pittsburgh games are to be aired
return to occupied Norway
Bowles, West Coast theatre execu. ganizer and director of the Chicago over
was al- Hollywood, Feb. 3. Father is a carand a western Pennsylways interpreted to the point that
Philharmonic Choir, died in Chicago, vania network,
tive, who died in 1944..
toon animator at Metro.
with Rosie Roswell
Fame first came to her, when as Feb. 4. He was also conductor of and Jack Craddock at the" mike for conditions in Norway 'were normal
Mr, and Mrs. Herman W. Hallberg,
Accordingly,
the
Waukegan Philharmonic Choir. Atlantic Refinery and General
all reports about GerPeggy O'Neill she starred in "Peg
Mills. man
son, Indianapolis, Jan. 30. Father is
activities
O' My Heart" shortly after the first Since 1908 he had been associated All home games and away
in Norway were
games progaganda,"
booker at 20th-Fox exchange in that
world war. While the late Laurette with the American Conservatory of are to be carried including, for
the
city; mother is daughter of Lawrence
Music.
Lombard told the Tribune that he
Taylor was starring in original profirst time, night and Sunday games.
J. McGinley sales head of Pffestige
had also conferred with
Survived by widow and son.
duction, Miss O'Neill was starred in
In Chicago, the White Sox and
concert Pictures unit of Universal.
in
road company.
Chicago,
Cubs' home games are being carried managers
Michigan,
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Ladd, son, HolFRANK J. SHEIL
Later she starred in other plays,
by WIND and WJJD, respectively Canada and New York before arrivthe for-'
ing
at his decision to turn
and won the hearts of London
Frank J. Sheil, 73, managing di- with Bert Wilson and Bob Elson
down the lywood, Feb. 5. Mother is a Paramer Sue Carroll; father is
proffered booking. The
theatre goers in the early 1920's in rector of Samuel French, Inc., play spieling for Old Gold and
University
Walgreen,
Artists course is the
mount star.
"Paddy, The Next Best Thing." The publishers for 20 years, died at his co-sponsoring.
largest and
play ran more than two years in the home in Bronxville, N. Y., Feb. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Baron Elliott daughDetroit games are being broad- most important here. The Minneathe
British capital and on tour in the
He had been with the publishing cast over WXYZ and a Michigan
°? he*a and the ter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 4. Father's
provinces.
company for 50 years and had been network by Goebel Brewing with Minneapolis
Auditorium
concert bandleader.
bowl series haven't
In 1939 she married her late hus- well known In theatrical circles, Harry Heilman announcing.
booked her
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Mclntyre,
band. In addition to her other in- both here and abroad.
Schedule
of
the Washington either.
son Pittsburgh, Feb. 3. Mother is
terests, Mrs. Bowles served as stage
Survived by two daughters.
Senators is being split between two
the former Barbara Burns, actress.
manager at the Golden Gate Theatre,
Manager Denies Negotiating
local stations. WWDC is covering
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. MacCosWe,
San Francisco, for a number of
r
the night and Sunday games
ISAAC SELDNER
while d ?pH° r Eng les head of Consoli- daughter, Pittsburgh, Feb. 4, Fathers
dated Concerts and
years.
Isaac Seldner, 81, relief manager WPIK will air the weekday games
manager of on the WCAE staff.
v
lagstad
at Loew's Mayfair theatre, N. Y., with Arch MacDohald, assisted by
dented n? N ew
f
Mr. and Mrs. Fred S. Fox, twins,
LORENZ HIRSCHHORN
t
e had been negotiating
for the last two years, died Feb. 9 Ray Morgan working the mike for
'j
son and daughter, Hollywood, Fe».
T
i
Lorenz Hirschhorn, 86, former at his home in New York, following both stations. Old Golds, which had with the University
of Minnesota
on BoP
acrobat and animal trainer, who a heart attack, He had been With the games last year, are not bank- for a concert date for the opera 7. Father is a radio writer
did an act with his wife as The Loew's since 1905 and was the oldest rolling this year because Clark singer. "Beyond that," he said! "I Hope's show.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Yergin, sonDubells, was found frozen to death active manager on the L.oew circuit. Griffith, ballclub owner, has set a have no comment to make."
price this year too high for the
in his bed in Chicago, Friday night,
Hollywood, Feb. 6. Father is p.a,
Widow survives.
cig
outfit's budget. Another
GigH Denies 'Fascist' Rap
Feb. 7, by police who were attracted
sponsor is
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard .Ka lba?'
being sought,
to a trailer truck by the barking
MAX GUELSTORFF
Modena, Italy, Feb. 11.
twin sons, Rockville Center, N. *•>
Waite Hoyt will mike the Cincinmanof dogs.
Replying to charges made in
Max Guelstorff, 65, who had been nati
Feb.
3. Father is publicity-ad
the
Reds' schedule on WCPO for British
His wife and former partner; one of Berlin's best
House
of
ager
of Mills Music.
known character Burger Brewing while
BenWGAR will }*m"?° Gigli, operaCommons,
Barbara, 72, was found unconscious, actors, died there
tenor, denied
Feb. 9.
air the Cleveland Indians'
Mr. and Mrs. Mel Brandt, daughoutside In the snow where she had
games that he had written a book published
is
For many years he had been as- with
ter, New York, Feb. 6. Father
announcer and sponsor not yet in 1943
apparently fallen while trying- to sociated with the late
under the title of "Why I Am radio
Max Rein- set*
announcer; mother a ram"
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CHATTER

jca to star in

Broadwai
Joseph Seider, prexy of PrudenPlayhouse*, oil a month's va-

tial

^he^will

honor Janus A.
luncheon Feb, 20 at the

Farley at
Waldorf-Astoria.
Actress Ann Jeffreys, on leave
for "Street Scene," due
from
hack at studio June 8.
Richard Aldrich planed to Mexico
Gertrude
ritv last week to see wife,
Lawrence, there in "Pygmalion."
Corp. Joseph P. Harris, youngest
son of Charlie Harris, general manAbbott,
back
from
George
ager for
Ja
Mr"; Gus Edwards leaves from
Hollywood in April for the unveiling of the late songsmith's memorial

BKO

.

Woodlawn.

at

,

Universal's

Since

Maurice Berg-

man fell off that horse in California,
they're ribbing him about the "horseAmerigo Benefice head of Variety
film Distributors, sailed for England
last week for a snort business junket
there and on the. Continent.
Jack L. Warner slated to return to
Coast at end of this week winding
up a short N. Y. visit following his
return from England Feb. 3.
•
(Ida)
Cantor and
Mrs. Eddie
Natalie ' Cantor back to the Coast
after a fortnight's visit. Janet and

Marjorie are remaining east.

romance

Muzak
.

culminated

in

marriage of sales promotion director
JOhn R, Andrew to Marjorie McMeekan, supervisor of service.
Fred J. Schwartz;, veepee of Century Theatre circuit, 1947 chairman
of the Amusement Division in the
Boy Scouts of America finance drive.
Arthur Jeffrey, Eagle-Lion exploitation chief, flashing a Texas deputy
sheriff badge since returning from
"It's a Joke Son" preem in Dallas
1

,

week.
Arthur Pine,

last

agent, to lecture

advertising

tomorrow

Broadway press
on radio advertispublicity and

news

business

ing,

copy at CCNY, starting
(13).

H. Allen Smith's
riot

"Rhubarb" will
be film-produced by Michael*

Todd
after

for

Universal-International
Todd took an

although

all,

option on his bestseller.

The Sonny Werblins (Leah Ray)
cocktail -partyed

Lew

the

Wassermans Saturday

(Eddie)

at their East

72d St. apartment before the

MCA

new

prexy returned to Hollywood.
Rose and Julian T. Abeles—he's

copyright attorney, yclept the
Squire of Mount Abeles, Greenwich,
Conn. celebrate their 30th anniversary St. Valentine's Day (Fri-

the

—

day).

.

to

Music
change

Mrs. Irving Berlin east over the
weekend while her songsmith-husband gets a house preparatory to
their domiciling there for. the summer. He's guesting meantime with
Joe Sehenck.
Bobby Burns Berman (BBB), exVarieiy mugg, quondam vauder

and now a Redwoods,

Calif.,

mer-

chant, in town to exhibit his blue
ribbon schnauzer at the Madison Sq.
Garden dog- show.
Harry Kurnitz's cocktailery at the
Stork next Sunday is just an "innocent" Shindig excepting that it coincide* with the birthday of Patsy
England, Iha Claire's understudy in
"The Fatal Weakness."
Hai'ry Hershfield was cap-andgowncd as "Dr. of Humor" at the
Senior Centennial prom at the
Hotel Pari: Central. Dr. Harry N.
Wright, president of CCNY, made
the formal presentation.
Wintering at John Balaban's La
Quinta hotel, Indio, Calif., at present
are the Oscar Doobs and Morty
Springs, of Loew'S, RKO's Malcolm
Kingsberg, Irving Berlin and Joan
.

David Loew is slated
tomorrow (Thursday).

Fontaine' while

By
for

folded.

light a

Unable to get another theatre,
She.rek is being forced to
close his successful show "Message

Henry

war, will be reopened by' owner Jay
Pomeroy as repertory spot as sooh
as he can get a license.
Service being neld Feb. 27 at St.
Paul's, Covent Garden, to commemorate the centenary of the birth of
Dame Ellen Terry, with service to
be conducted by Rev. Vincent Howson, who was formerly a member of
Sir Frank Benson's company.

By Larry Solloway
Michael Todd in town for short

Florence S.

Lowe

wowed mem- Cuba, a revolution in Peru, an
Club with some in- quake in Chile and the Nips
Philippines.

local dinner,

bers of Variety

formal clowning.
Jinx Falkenburg and Warner starlet
Jean Warner guestett' at National

Press Club's inauguration of officers
past Saturday (8).
March 12 set for opening date of
"Best Years of Our Lives" at RKO
Keith's, with manager Sol Sorkin
announcing a regular grind policy
plus scale upped to" $1.80.

Jay Carmody, local drama
Hazel

and

rector

critic,

Markel, educational di-

WTOP-CBS

participated
in forum Jto hypo interest in project
for a D. C. moppet theatre.
Stephen Olds, brother of Maj.
of

Robin Olds, who married screen
star Ella Raines past week,' is new
singing discovery of Bob Knight,
local radio and nitery maestro.
New airer, "Salute to the States,"
preemed over station
past

WWDC

Sunday

featuring members and
Joan Blondell in town with the officers of D.C.'s 48 State Societies,
plus music typical of state being
children.
Judy Holliday resting at Gros-. feted each week.
Adelaide Hawley, Metro News of
singer-Pancoast.
Walter Winchell back in town at the Day, and Vivyan Donner, Fox
Movietone, highlighted fashion show
the Roney Plaza.
Luba Malina house-guesting with luncheon for wives of Virginia Motion
Picture Theatre Owners, here
Harry
the
Richmans.
Robert Mitchum- and the missus in for convention last .week.
from the Coast for a stay.
stay.

the

Herbert Rawlinsons divorced,
Clark Gable laid up with flu,
laid up with poison

Harry Anger, producer of shows
Ceorge Kollman, currently RKO rep
Club Cairo, currently ailing.
Abbott & Costello, here to high- in B. A., who struck a hurricane in

court order, at

for Margaret," after current Duchess
theatre run.
Royal Court theatre, Sloane square,
which was badly blitzed during the

of its readers are for abrogatcurrent edict prohibiting
smoking in French picture theatres.
Harry. Nova, telling the story of

ing

England, which had

name on

its

55

65%

the instigation of Music Corp. of
America, to Music Artistes, Ltd., has

"

and-bergy" days.

;

"Peace Comes to Peck-

ham" which Firth Shephard is
shortly producing in the West End.
Corp,' of

(9),

•

Arch Reeve

earth- .ivy..

in the

Geoffrey Parsons, Jr., editor of
Paris Herald Tribune, making a
speech at the American Club in lieu
of Prefect of the Seine Roger Verlomme, who was Scheduled but unable to attend.
Louis Jouvet, in a lecture at the
Annales Debatin" Club, thanked the
stage crix, claiming that 'even if unfair they benefit the show business,
and that uncriticized playwrights
are bound to fade off.

Ralph Wheelwright

I

Mona

:

Maris

Aires.

.

planed

from

New

Buenos

to

...

.

Coles Trapnell laid up with bron-

I

chitis.

Buddy DeSylva bought
Malibu.
Clarence

Brown on

a house at

siesta at

Palm

Springs.

Robert Mitchum

to

Cuba on

a fish-

ing trip.
Bill Feeder joined, the
flaekery.

Lee Harris

to*

Nero Films

ASCAP

Arizona on

business.

Australia
By Eric Gorrick
Bill Osborne will make
this zone for Monogram.

in

York.
j

Edward Arnold to Salt Lake City
on business.

*

Phil Cahns Celebrated their Silver Wedding,
Rosalind Russell to La Quinta for
a month's rest.
Harry Wardell on the mend after

tour of

a'

'

Charles Murtro is buying more
Brisbane nabe houses to increase his
:

circuit.

Wee Georgie Wood is expected
here soon to do vaude tour for Dave

critical illness.

Sara
Swartz
recovering
horn
major surgery.
James Tinling home from the hos-

Martin's Tivoli loop.

Archie Young, longtime branch manager for Columbia in South Wales,

pital after surgery,

has resigned because of ill-health.
William Elliott to San Francisco
Graham Willis has been appointed for the cattle show.
by Bernie Freeman, Metro chief, as
Phil Ford returned to Republic
assistant to advertising director Hal after appendectomy.
Carleton.
Marjorie Reynolds on siesta at
Understood that the MacQuarie Arrowhead Springs.
Jayne Manners Charm Room over
commercial radio network will have
Jack Carson to Phoenix to emcee
Park Avenue Club, a click.
quite a lot of U. S. radio talent out the Boy Scout show.
Paris
DeCastro Sisters set for Clover
here shortly.
Richard Conte broke his right
Club date late in the month.
Madge Elliott and Cyril Richard hand in a tennis game.
By Maxlme DeBehc
Max Baer headed for Coast and
Cold
wave in Paris denting will plane back to London in two
Joan Leslie enrolled as a partweeks after completing Aussie tour time student at UCLA.
pic engagement in "Big Town."
grosses.
Myron Cohen and Fisher Si White
Painters* models getting scarce in for Williamson-Tait.
...
Bing Crosby elected a director of
Carnivals and other outdoor set- the Western Golf Assn.
head new show at Kitty Davis'.
Montparnasse.
Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier exCynda Glenn showing Paris to ups doing fine this summer. ReMickey Rooney to Miami to. head
lease* of more petrol sees carnivals show at the Copacabana.
pected at Lord Tarleton any day.
American friends.
Dario (La Martinique, N. Y) in
Suzy Podselver in Paris for awhile hitting the road again.
James Stewart returned from
town and gandering nitery shows.
"Gay Rosalinda" still doing big biz three weeks in New York.
on her European junket.
Lau Walters commuting via plane
Rudy Sieber in for 3, fortnight in in Melbourne for Williamson-Tait at
Warner Baxters celebrated their
His Majesty's.
"Follow the Girls" 29th wedding anniversary.
between his N. Y. and Miami Latin Paris with wife Marlene Dietrich.
Quarters,
London Amusement Trades Ex- goes in after Sydney run,
Jean Osborne hospitalized for obEaling's "Overlanders" has swung servation in Santa Monica.
Jack (Clover Club) Goldman and hibition advertising in Paris papers.
Al Goldman planed to N. Y. for
Carmel SnbWf editor of Harper's into its fifth month at the Lyiieuin,
Frederick Worlock celebrated his
father's funeral.
Bazaar, gandering the fashion shows. Sydney, for Greater Union Theatres 45th anni in show business.
Harry
Richman
joins
Sophie
Bob Krier back from America under direction of Norman Rydge.
Jack Votion due from Paris in two
'Aussie Religious FUm Society, weeks for huddles at RKO.
Tucker and Jackie Miles at the with some real cigars unobtainable
headed by- Rev. Hamilton Aikin, has
Beachcomber, Feb. 18.
hefe.
Dick Bare to Las Vegas on comDon Richards' Famous Door back
Latest Paris hats three feet wide, bought some 15 new films in Eng- bined business and vacation.
to show policy, with Al Robinson St and the couturiers busy with their land from the J. Arthur Rank unit
Peter Lind Hayes heading new
for showing here.,
Alkali Ike, plus gal line.
...
openings.
floor show at Slapsy Maxie's.
A big boom is expected this com- Tom Greenway and Coleman Clark
Gracie Fields set for the Brook
Edis
de Philippe, American soClub Sunday (14).
prano, in "Marion" at the Opera ing winter in ice-skating in Sydney to Las Vegas for nitery dates.
and Melbourne. Applications have
Beachcomber and Copacabana had Comique.
Rudy Vallee to Las Vegas to lead
biggest nights of season Saturday
Vienna Opera Co. is coming at the been made to the authorities for per- a troupe at the Last Frontier.
Jerry Hoffman moved into his new
(8), with rest of clubs around town Champs Elysees, opening March 12 mission, to erect -more rinks in each
city.
doing
home in San Fernando Valley.
also
boff biz.
with "Cost fan Tutte."
»
Lunch hour concerts popular in
Frank Sinatra's stint for charity
Clark Gable cut a birthday cake
Marianne Oswald, torch singer, to
Office workers,
factory on "The Hucksters" set at Metro.
(all money going to Damon Runyon have her memoirs titled "One Small Sydney.
hands and suchlike make Up audiBen Kalmenson and Norman
Memorial Fund) at Colonial Inn Vpice" published by Chariot.
packed the huge room, Monday night
'Premier Paul Ramadier attending ence with longhair yen. Noted con- Ayers left for Jacksonville, Fla.
Marvin Miller warming up in the
the opera gala staged by RKO for cert celebrities do the 1-h chore for
(10).
50 cents admission.
desert at the Furnace Creek Inn.
its French buy:, "Farrebique,"
Norman Siegel took over new.
Don Redman orchestra, after ;succhores in the Paramount flaekery.
eessful booking at the. Beaulieu here,
Pittsburgh
Mary MacLaren to Harr isburg, Pa.,
IS
off to play Holland for a month.
to visit the governor, her cousin.
Joe Hummel cocktailed the press
By Hal Cohen
By Les.9e.es
Sheila Ryan in from three weeks
to introduce Yves Vincent, latest
Joey Bishop
•

.

<

:

.

.

,

held

over

at

the

Carousel.

Bob' Cochran, WCAE announcer,
has resigned to go with U. S. Steel
Corp.
John McQuade, local actor, signed
for forthcoming tour of "The Front
Page."

Blackstone, magician,, into
Feb. 17-22.

addition to the Warner talent stable.
Some line showgirls here trying
to get job as air hostesses but finding the scholarly tests a hard hurdle
to jump.

Korny Klowns'
night plub.

into St.

Lyqeum

of personal appearances in Texas.
Byron Haskin to Mexico City and
Acapulco for a two-week vacation.

Paul Park

'

Mary Mario won an annulment of
her marriage to Fred John Richards.

Hotel Lowry Terrace has Bernie

LaMotte orchestra.

George Stevens and Lou Smith reVaughn Monroe into Orpheum turned" from business in New York.
week of March 20.
Andre Villon, French thesp, arCasino's George
Columbus Boys' choir into St. Paul rived to make his home in California,
37th anni as a Pittsburgh showman reporting.
Auditorium
Feb.
22.
Buddy Rogers resumed his pro"Tortilla Flats" at the Ursulines
this week.
Alec Templeton plays concert at duction chores after a week out with
,
and Victor Flem- Auditorium
"You Can't Take It With You" getting Steinbeckthe
this Week.
flu.
more sophistiCharlie Wiener appointed Selzopening run at Carnegie Tech drama ing raves from»
Brian Donlevy had a birthday
cstfitl crix*
nick representative here.
school this weekend.
party on the "Heaven Only Knows"
Michal, stage manager of
Robert
North Star Drama Guild offering set.
Joe Bahn, of Mercur Music Bar
the Frankfurt theatre, resigned when "Barrets of Wimpole Street."
staff, off for Mt. Clemens' to take the
Alberto de Zavalia, Argentine film
Shakespeare's "Shybanned
they
Eli
Barnett resigned from 20th- director, guesting with Milton Sperlbaths for couple of weeks.
Fox sales staff to teach' music.
Clark Sutton, town's youngest lock" there.
ing.
Isabelle Kloubowsky, who did dubLeRoy J. Miller, Universal branch
radio producer at KQV— he's 17—
Harry Sherman to Salt Lake City
bing for Metro during the war. now manager, to Chicago for sales meet-,
hurt his back in an auto accident.
to arrange for the premier of "Ramreading script' in Paris for Sir AlexJaffe celebrating

Jacques Dauphin, Agence France

Presse reporter, jugged for breaking military^censorship in Indo China

'

j
•

•

'

.

,

•

Frances

Tannehill,

ing.

"Voice
rod."
Korda.
Allen Luddin here ahead of Mauwas joined here over week- ander
John Houseman in from ManhatRestaurantman Petipa, Ballet des rice Evans' "Hamlet," giving lecend by her actor-husband, Alexander
ida, Brock Pemberton has taken a
tan to resume production chores at
Champs Elysees angel, back to his tures.
cottage at the exclusive Jupiter Clark.
RKO.
eatery while Roland Petit takes the
Metropolitan
Opera,
for
four
here
Marion Leslie, Sun
Telegraph
Island Club, Hobe Sound, near Palm
Gene Kelly back to work at Metro
Company abroad.
performances
next
month,
will
have
newspaper
gal,
will
make
her
acting
Beach, where several 6ther showafter two weeks out with a sprained
All Paris crix getting a copy of
men spend their winters. Plan? to debut, here in "Macbeth" at Play- "Lost Weekend" in French from $7.20 top.
Chicago Symphony orchestra drew

to arrive

Instead of motoring through Flor-

remain south until late March.

'

house]

KQV

be

will

Friedman.

John Logie Baird, inventor of telename, left estate

The
March

Bagatelle,
7,

Paris,

reopens

with Jack Harris and band

as top attraction.

Peter Maurice, head of own music
company, sails for America Feb. 13

on the

Queen Elizabeth.
Julius Harrison, composer
and
conductor, is to be director of. the
•wgar Festival at Malvern in July.
Johnnie Schofield, who has appeared in about 200 British films,
runs a tobacco shop as part time occupation.
Barbara Bliss, starring in out of
way Theatre Royal, Stratford, is
daughter of Arthur Bliss, famous
English composer.
Michael Standing, director of vafor the British Broadcasting
<-°rp., is in Switzerland recuperating
after recent illness.
Kirsten Flagstad, here after eight
Sears, is to give one concert at the
Albert Hall with the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
The Ministry of Fuel and Power
sponsoring new play about mining titled "Black
Magic," to be done
at the Unity
theatre.
Mrs. Victor Silvester, wife of Briton Broadcasting Corp.'s ace bandleacior. had a leg amputated at the
riety

.

-

«nyal Northern hospital.
itotha Belmore here from Amer-

publisher Robert Lafon through a
tieup with Par Hackery.
Jules H. Grad, formerly of Stars
and Stripes, now on the European
edition of the Herald Tribune, married to Jacqueline Lenoir.
Leonide Lifar, brother of choreographer Serge Lifar, trying to get
Nijinsky from Vienna to Paris to
open a dancing academy there.

Mary Lee Engstorm has resigned
from
and

vision bearing his
of $28,000.

of

of

Turtle,"

Bob
tor,

continuity
replaced

department

by Bernice

'

,

Gill,

here

former Playhouse direcfor

visit

from Toronto,

where he heads U.
drama department.

of

Toronto's

house at Northrop Memorial
Auditorium.
W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox sales
manager, undergoing major operation at Mayo Clinic this week,
Morning Tribune has started daily
film, radio and record column with
full

Jose Cabot's dislocated sacroiliac
took him and Evelyn Dresden out of
Madeleine Renaud and Jean Louis
Terrace Room show couple of nights; Barrault
Marigny
their
taking
Beaucaires subbed.
"Fausses Confidences" company for
a tour soon to Portugal and Eng-

&

Henriquez.
After four years at Park Club in

Pappy Trester's "Screwhave moved into Happy Hour
nitery here as first stop On tour.
St.

land.

ceau.

A

Paramount talent scout Kenneth
Cartel! seeking new faces in Ireland.
Pianist Henryk Mierowski planed
here for radio appearance and southern tour.
lin season.

O'DonOvan scripting new
for English tour by comedian

Harry

Jimmy O'Dea.

William P. Ryan, biz manager
Gate Theatre Productions, planes to
London this week.
'The
and
Encounter"
"Brief
Wicked Lady" barred by Eire film
censor Dr. Richard Hayes.
Chairman Desmond Flymi opened
National Film Institute course on
"Films in Education k for school
'

teachers.-

,

*t

combine,

,

„

headed

j

huddles.

i

1

I

Tom

j

is

Moore, drama coach for years,
acting again in "Forever Amber"

at 20th-Fox.

Sam

Hill celebrated his 25th annias superintendeht of the

versary

Goldwyn

lot.

Merian C. Cooper to Mexico City
to wind up production details on
"The Fugitive?
to work
in "Vendetta" after three days out
with bronchitis.

Faith

Domergue returned

Joan Fontaine and WiUiam Dozier
Skews Aires
start a Caribbean vacation on WashMaestro Juan Jose Castro off for ington's Birthday.
Virginia Mayo to Denver iof. perHavana concert tour.
Argentina Sono Film setting out sonal appearance with "Th£ Best
Years of Our Lives,"
welcome mat for Dolores del Rio.
Charles D. Brown, former BroadCarlo Buti renews radio programs
:

.

by

Artus, is blueprinting
an .organization specializing in the
production of pictures for children
audiences.
actress currently
Vercors,
Helene
in revival of Armand Salacrou's
"Terre est Ronde," is the wife of
Pierre Bourdan, new Minister for
Fine Arts.
Victor Francen publicized here as
coming back from Hollywood to produce a picture; "Reubens" and a
French stage adaptation of "Life
with Father."
Par's "Lost W&kend" will shortly
get its fifstrun release in three Paris
theatres playing day and date at the
Paramount, the exclusive Marbeuf
and the Lynx.
A poll of its readers by the evening daily Paris Presse shows that

Kamenka and

Kenneth MacDonald back from
London for Anew McMaster's Dub-

show

local

Paul,

balls"

The French press devoted more
front-page space to Grace Moore
than to any other celeb since the
death of Premier Georges Clemen-

By Maxwell Sweeney
Eddie Byrne directing new vaude
talent hunt for Theatre Royal.

'

j
[

Will Jones, feature writer, handling,
Latin-American revue into Hotel
Nicollet Minnesota Terrace with Tito
Linda and Irma
Coral, Carlos

.Ginger Rogers, Jack Briggs and
Scotty Melbourne returned from
Denver.
Richard Morgan in from Paramount's home office for studio

i

j

I
,

I
I

j

:

j

!
1

.

for Federal

Soap on Belgraho net.
Mirtha Legrand (Senora Daniel
Tinayre) expecting birth of a child.
Radio Mundo net announcing Tito
Scbipa to arrive in June for radio

way thesp, playing his 100th film
role in "I Walk Alone,"
Henry Ginsberg reelected to the
board of directors of the Joint Distribution Committee for relief of

and concerts.

hungry Europe.
Joan Crawford and Dana Andrews
:

Elvira Rios postponed Argentine
radio dates because Rio Janeiro attractions too strong.

accepted their Golden Apple Awards
as Hollywood's most cooperative
thesps at a luncheon tossed by the
Hollywood Women's Press Club.
New Don the Beachcomber's in
Beverly Hills on Pico Blvd., near
down Pacific coast,
Iris
Marga and Miguel Faust Hillcrest Country Club, will house
South Ssas *hops, becharacteristic
Roeha, axed at the National Comedy
sides
separate huts as private dining
packviews,
anti-Peron
theatre for
rooms.
ing for legit engagement in Spain.

Edward D. Cohen, 20th-Fox

supervisor, clippered into Buenos Aires on
last lap of South Arnerican trip
.

•
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JACK BENNY'S $40,000 A WEEK
Inter Faith

and Inter-Racial Body To

Scan Radio-Pix-Press on "Stereotypes'
move is on foot to weld together
80 -minority organizations represent*
ing soma 40,000,000 Americans in a
jperowtoeht front to act as corrective
<- .^orotic force in radio, films, the
telf stage, newspapers and all other
£ipP* ;: of expression. The initial
will be confined to the. airflyer

A

,

Delinquents Say Crime
Pic Gave 'Em Ideas

i

THEATRE DATE KEY

drawing power in theatres
from bands to personalities has put
an entirely different complexion on
Caught short
the salary situation.

By LARRY SOLLOWAY

Seek

to Fix

Vaude

Miami* Feb.

Dates for Graziaito

been
Rocky
Graziano,
who's
"San Quentin," pic that last week by the public shift to headliners, the barred by the N. Y, Boxing Complayed the 5,000-seat Fox theatre in bookers, are now paying previously mision for one year as an aftermath
received a black eye unheard of salaries in efforts to get of an attempted fight -fix, will try
waves, but the avowed intention of midtown,
top
back
to
personal
names
to
get
to compensate for his loss of income
American Jewish Committee, locally when three juves, captured
t\ie
appearances.
with a few vatiie dates.
National Assn. for the Advancement by cops after committing six store
burglaries, said they "got ideas",
Realization that top salaries are
Fighter is being submitter.", by
of the Colored People and the Counzooming beyond anything ever paid Jerry Rosen, who's asking (but isn't
from the flicker.
cil for Oemocracy, chief backers of
It was the second crime spree for in the history of the theatre is seen
expecting to get) $10,000 weekly.
the proposed drive, is to broaden its
the lads, two of whom are 13 and with the Jack Benny booking at the High figure is being asked in an atfeope, once successfully launched.
Roxy, N. Y., currently in the works. tempt to get guarantee and percent/'Contending that the media are not the other 12, within a month.
Benny heading a layout including age deals.
rteeting their critical responsibilities
Rochester. Sportsmen quartet and
.during a crucial period, the organPhil Harris, reportedly will get the
ising committee is now sending inrecord-breaking $40,000 plus overvitations to unions, religious groups,
ages on a gross of $135,000. Benny is
organizations and
liberal political
also booked for the' Chicago theatre,
professional units to huddle on the
Chi., for week starting May 9.
permanent organizer
fiuoposal. A
'who'll have a full-time salaried job
This would be the highest theatre
iSj to be named this week and his
salary ever paid out, but some personalities have done nearly as well
p4y check, besides other expenses,
have been guaranteed by a pledge
in percentage deals.
Dick Haymes,
of the NAACP to subsidize the camfor example was able to draw oyer
paign; All organizations joining in
$35,000 at the RKO theatre, Boston,
the move will be asked later to conSheet music sales have increased while Danny Kaye was able to get a
tribute to the war chest.
so well the past couple of weeks that percentage deal at the Chicago thfcaA new box for ticket-taking that'll
mean sudden death to the collusive
./'Organizing committee which has the music publishing business at the
(Continued on page 48)
monkey business of dishonest house
moment is in better shape than it
(Continued on page 54)
has been for almost a year.
managers, doormen and cashiers and
will prove a multi-million dollar anWhat has publishers and jobbers
nual boon for exhibs has been inhopped up is that instead of a "one
kidnapers,
vented. In the opinion of circuit
song'' or "two song" biz, there are
owners who've examined the new
now six to eight tunes selling in
gadget, the box is practically foolgoodly quantities, followed closely
proof, and once installed, will act as
by four or five more. This hasn't
"
Oklahoma City, Feb. 18.
such a psychological barrier to the
How a
newscast brought happened in montbe. For too long the
easy-money' boys that 99% of all
first and second songs on bestseller
fttiMit
the surrender of four kidMetropolitan Opera Assn. of N. Y.
(Continued on page 54)
ijapers. and
prevented' a possible lists were doing all the business, the
signed five-year contract with Co(Continued on page 48)
murder has stirred considerable comlumbia Recording Co. yesterday
ment here..
Dickering To
(Tues.) to record complete operas Metro
r lillie -'felly, of Oklahoma City,
from the Met stage, for the first time
Buys Theatre, Transports
and;, a_ telephone girl, had been kidin Met or U. S. opera history, ReFilm FDR's Career
naped by tvyo. Chicago gangsters and
pordings will start this season, with
It
148
Miles
D.
in
N.
negotiating with members
Metro
is
two local hoodlums.
They were
Mozart's "Marriage of Figaro" as
of the family of Franklin D. Roosetaken to-a cabin near the city, where
Minneapolis, Feb. 18.
likely first choice. Diskings will be
Kelly was severely beaten and
When Francis Dalbec, Wing, N. D., made at special sessions, without velt to film the life, of the late
President,
with understanding that
Sphere the g ang sters, according to wanted a theatre for his town, but
audiences, with Met's stars, chorus
compensation will be paid to those
Kelly, decided to murder the pair. was stymied because governmental
and orch used, under Metopera
supplying material from which the
fHA KOMA's 12:30 p.m. news pro- priority regulations prevented him presentation.
biopic
would
be made.
from building, he wasn't discourt -*rt*Wt entered, the picture.
Contract is believed to be a great
Action comes following objections
The- gansters
the aged.
listened
to
move in furthering the cause of
•broadcast,
He heard of a theatre for sale at opera and music in America. Here- by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt to scenes
which accurately deportrayed
FDR
as
by Godfrey
of
feibftd the kidnapers and revealed Souris, N. D., 148 miles distant from
(Continued on page 48)
(Continued on page 54)
;;.Waf*.'a^ statewide alarm
had been Wing. He bought the house and
moved it to Wing.
founded.
St. Louis,

Feb. 18„

Sheet Music Biz

New Ticket-Taker

,

In lest

Shape Of

Would Be Death

,

Tie Pas! Year

To

'

'

Am

But Nightclubs, Shops Just

TOBIGNAMEPUL
Shift of

Crowded With Y^tiopeft

M

Larceny

18.

The town is crowded, but the niand shops aren't.
Which about sums up the season

teries

and storekeepers
spent more and
than at any time in

for the bonifaces

who have probably
taken in

less,

Only a.
an in-the-black take

this glitter coast's history.

few cap look

come

to

Tropical

park's

And some

April.

will

moot question,
Florida Supper Club Assn.

lies

a*

is

in

closing

have closed

Where the answer

long before that.

.

mem-

bers, after investing in the highestbudgeted shows in nitery history,
find practically every charity organization in the country flocking
here to get in on what looked like
the last resort for big money. Topper came for the cafe owners when
they'found their high-priced acts
participating in as many as 10 "free"
affairs, all of them advertised, in
one week, The association clamped
down, with just a certain few allowed to continue, And those or-

ganizations allowed to do so switched
their affairs to the confines of the
clubs themselves, so that the operators might be able to make some

money.

•

.

let Opera' Alum;

scared by

Second,

and

doing
•

comwhich were

season<long

plaint, was- that hotels,

more than all right, were
(Continued on page 54)

Newscast, -surrender

liiolumbia Disks

KOMA

-

'

',

,

j

,

'

I

;

:

of

the broadcast,
to call the Sheriffs office
'<tod surrender, pleading they'd been
-m all-night drinking party. They
''^rendered, and gave up their
prisoners, but were charged with
result,

WMed
jm
:

DOOR

Current "Open the Door, Richard!"
adaptation for national advertising is
establishing A precedent for Tin Pan
Alley. Arnold Shaw', 'tor Lou Levy,
prez of Leeds Music arid Duchess
Music Co, (latter is the BMI affiliate
which publishes "Richard!") is asking
and getting $500 from national advertisers whenever the phrase is
employed, just as if it .were a syna picture.
chronization right in

When used as a comic Catchphrase
the air it's something else
again, comparable in a large measure to the blanket ASCAP-BMI liover

(Continued on page

2)

The gangsters held a conference

.;

Sdfe

;

The building was sawed in half
then and the halves mounted on two

'RICHARD' OPENS

,

kidnaping,
.Kelly

'

phoned

koMA

.Station.

trucks each. Seats, equipment and
furnishings were left intact, and one
of North Dakota's " strangest cara-

vans was under way. Twelve days
were consumed in getting the theatre to Wing over dirt roads, hill and
snow.
When it arrived, however,
to thank the
it was undamaged and then, put together and set up on a vacant lot.
Now Wing has a film theatre—but
Sou i% is left out in the cold.

The Hour

.

AlMvirl Orchestra

'

Strawhat on a Spree

;

-

A

is

strawhat With a nitery hookup
Barney Josephson's idea for Cafe
Out-of-Town at Suffern,
in conjunction with
Gus

Society
**>

'Schirmer, Jr.

The

operator

of

Cafe

Downtown and Uptown,
tan,

in

Society

Manhat-

has also dabbled in legit backing and production.

mill

"]

Cftioir.

Condnet«d

.

i»y.''

Groucho As 'Fred Fisher'
|-

Hollywood, Feb.

18.

Groucho Marx will portray Fred
top songwriter of several
decades ago. in a film biography to

Fislfor.

be directed by Al Green for indie
release,

„''.

Picture is to be Groucho's
Straight dramatic role.

first

L

Sunday?, 4*30
'

p.fl»

'

*
t

v

pmnm

Wcgw^djg, Febrtmry

B wood Should Learn Fran fway And

Execs Already on Censorship Hook

Dare to Exprimeot-E. G. Robinssi

Film

Hollywood should take a cuef
from Broadway in making possible
experimental pictures, just M* legit
players and craftsmen have recently

Moulding the Songwriter

Eva Tanguny'i Will

Ctoulding, 20th-Fox director, is taking a serious fling at song-

Edmund

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Eva Tanguary's will was filed in

made

possible the establishment of
an experimental theatre in New probate court yesterday* (Monday)
York. That's the opinion of Edward and evaluated at $2,000.
Following her death Jan. 11, its
who returned east last
Robinson,
G.
having spent value was estimated at only ?500.
after
(14)
Friday
several weeks in Manhattan during
opening
with
connection
January in
which he- is Hotels''
of "The Red House,"
Over,
partnered as a producer with Sol

m

War Boom

Lesser.

"There is a great need on the
Coast," Robinson declared, "for development of new ideas and new
techniques in picture-making. However, the economics of the situation
are such that it isn't feasible for any
one studio or producer to embark

Hosteiries

Now

Hustling

KEN MURRAY'S

"BLACKOUTS OF 1947"
El Capitsn Theatre, Hollywood, C*l,
"I've never laughed so loud, Ken
Murray is sensational."

Return of competition in the hotel

SRO

TYRONE POWER.

and

of experimental pic-

JEAN ARTHUR'S

,

'

linen's

,

Hollywood, Feb.

t7.

Jean Arthur returns to films after
a two-year absence with a one picture deal set at Paramount, which
inked the actress quietly.
Dealis.believed to be plenty hefty,
inasmuch as actress known tp have

'

.

nixed several offers from indies for
clothes-conattracted
has
as much as $200,009 for one film Paris
every part of
with additional percentage of profits. scious people from
the world—England, South America,
Egypt, Scandinavia. Doris Duke,
Carmel Snow of Harper's Bazaar,
Predict Henie-Style B.O.
Bettina Wilson and Louise Harry

.

cooperation with the
in
American National Theatre
Academy. Aided by funds contributed by various theatrical groups,
Experimental Theatre is putting on
In a small midtown theatre a series
of plays figured to be unlikely Of
commercial success, but offering Meredith,

opportunity

'for

Broadway

experimentation
costs make im:

.

women

Goddard.

Ian

US®

1

Harpo Marx heads a USO-Camp
Shows troupe on a tour of Army
with stops

in El Paso,

San

Antonio and' Tucson.
London, Feb. 18.
Company, traveling under auspices
England's
coal
famine of the Hollywood Coordinating Comstretching into its second week withmutes, includes Harry Ruby, Mary
out any sign of abatement, .most Aim Perrine and Christopher King.
laboratories have been forced to
to close, thereby preventing any
printing or delivery of new films
to cinema houses. Most studios, howFavorite Story
ever, are still working including
Buddy De Sylva

With

My

Denham, Pinewood, British National,
£aling and Islington with Gainsborough due to resume Friday (20)
Holdup is unlikely to cause great
losses and may involve around two
Talk

current of tightening up dollar expenditures by
cutting out some American product
consistent with keeping theatres going. But there is no .cause for immediate alarm as Britain will not be
self-supporting in matter of providing sufficient films for years.
Legit business in London is better
in most cases than last week. Black,
out and fuel cut are not hindering
legit because the public is finding
theatres warmer than their homes.
is

Motion

picture theatres, off since
of the year, are even worse now
with most houses suffering from lack
of heat. General depression and
blackout are playing havoc with the
nitery business,
fir the outlying areas, snow bli^t
(.Continued on pag$ ,uy
first

There's the one about the old
colored woman who slipped on

an icy pavement and landed on
the usual upholstered spot. She
picked herself up, shook a reproachful finger at the ice on the
sidewalk and said, "July will
get you!"
Bill Halligan

A

New York playwright, sick
of Hollywood, sent in his resignation. The producer sent for
him and tried to get him to
change his mind. The playwright
told the producer he was going
back to New York to write a
•

play.

"But

money

you

can't

writing for

make
the

the

producer told him.

your

Inst play.

any

stage,""

"Take

How much money

did that make?"
said the writer with

'

*

•

warn

also

corrective

that un-

steps

are

SHOW

BIZ STRONGLY

BACKING NCCJ DRIVE
With launching of National Brotherhood Week over last weekend.
(18-17)

by National Conference
'

ol

Christian and Jews, show business
initiated an industry-wide sponsored
drive in behalf of tolerance and objectives of the NCCJ.
Participating
in
the* ,$2,000,000

fund-raising campaign announced by
NCCJ president Dr. Everett R.
Clinchy, indie exhibs and circuit
owners across the country have begun .to chip in sizable donations to
fill
the motion picture industry
quota. In addition, over 9,000 theatre-owners and managers are term,
ing nucleus groups of 10 or more
neighborhood leaders to combat
prejudice in their neighborhoods.
pleated, some straight, some slightly
Screening of David O. Selznick's
By JOE LAURIE, JR..
draped, are worn with little white special short on tolerance has also
hats and veils. That is. the Lanvin been booked Into over 9,000 theatres
With everybody on the radio specialty. The skirts are only an inch
for duration of Brotherhood Week,
banging '.on the door and musically
or two longer than they used to be. In radio, a series of special proyelling "Open the Door Richard," it
Black afternoon dress and formal grams, forums, interviews, dramatic
opened my memory door and I reafter five o'clock" suits are also shows and spot announcements have
called the time the late great minslightly longer. They have long tight been scheduled for airing on both
strel, Bert Swor, sang a popular
sleeves, or short sleeves .with long the major networks and local stasong, over 35 years ago, called
gloves. Hand-made embroidery or tions.
"Hanna Won't You Open That
jet sequins glamourize the bodice or
Selznick and Sp'yros P. Skourai
Door?" Odd thing about it' is that
lapels. They are topped by multi- are acting as co-chairmen of the mohe treated it the same way then colored flowered hats or huge flat
tion picture committee for the drive.
with
that they are doing now
cartwheels with side width. There Edward Noble, American Broadcast"Richard." He sang the song while
are also many long dresscoats tightly ing Co. prez, is chairman of the rawalking up and down in front of
"["
nipped in at the waist.
dio group; Wilbur Forrest of the
a 'Set door' and in between the
As for evening dresses, there is a newspaper section; John Farrar oi
chorus did a monolog telling what
mixture of the stem-like, tight, long the magazine section.
he would do if she didn't open that
frocks with beautifully embroidered
Cinema Lodge, B'nai Brith is paydoor.
short jackets, or huge crinolines in ing tribute to columnist Dorothy KilDoubt very much if the writers the most gorgeous Lyon fabrics. gallen for promoting inter-racial
of "Richard" ever even heard of Every dress looks like an old paintbrotherhood at special luncheon
Hanna who locked out her man over ing or a debutante's dream.
Tuesday (25) at Hotel Astor. Jim
35 years ago. But I did find out why
There is no set rule in anything: Farley will present scroll.
Richard wouldn't open the door- when you walk out of Lelong, you
he was a Harvard man and the door decide to shorten your jacket, and and
wrapped
cleverly
evening,
had a Yale Lock!
then after seeing Balanciaga, you around long tight dresses, unexwonder how you will manage to pected colors. He is inspired by tltf
lengthen it.
various "ballets," His dresses are all
on
American Influence
spectacular and will be perfect
a
''Richard'
Several French couturiers have the stage or " for the f ilms— MWJ
been to America recently, and it too extreme for street wear. F»«
Continued from page 1
to
shows in some of their -ideas. Many had a contract f6r Hollywood,
censes by radio for all music works. of the playsuits and beach dresses a bad auto accident prevented ft*
Franklin Simon,
Ruppert's beer, seem to' come straight from Call leaving. He says he. will go short!*.
forma. "Little girl" dresses and He and Hollywood are sure to have
scarf and dress manufacturers and
sports dresses have a Fifth Avenue a wonderful time!
others have been taking "Open the look. The big
gap that existed beHats and Vivien Leigh
Door" licenses' from the music pub- tween the two countries shortly
Hats are very small or very b'S
lisher.
Heretofore, particularly for after the war has disappeared. Every for formal occasions. Mostly asymdrees shown at -Molyneux's could be metrical, they try to cover the right
straight and ad purposes, it was a
worn by a smart American woman ear, but they are always "off the
"courtesy" permission, on theory of without attracting
any attention. face," baring the brow and worn
it's a plug both ways.
Shaw now takes Lelong, Lanvin, Rochas and Balmain with fine veils. Spring flowers bloom
a
the position that "if it's a plug, why are also very conservative.
everywhere. Straw and "Cnn,
pick on the currently reigning hit;
But this could not be said about new horsehair fabric that looks Me
give us a plug on some song where Schiaparelli. This year
her theme stiff organdy and comes in all colors,
we^need the exploitation.*?' Another is "Forest and Farmyard"— wood are the most popular materials. Toe
new wrinkle that's evolved from this prints, pichic cottons. Bird's nest hats film "Mrs. Miniver" (the latest
»
trading of plugs is a continuing deal (complete with birds
imported
picture
and eggs) American
where, for a lesser current fee for perch on the head above jackets
mdlmeis,
Paris!!..) inspired many
ewhits like "Open the Door," the man- "shaped" with crinoline
or ruched and the famous Mrs. Miniver
nau.
ufacturer of the dress accessories ribbon. Tight little capes over
the bage" rose is featured on many
ha
will utilize a forthcoming Leeds title •shoulders, narrow skirts—
no woman Vivien Leigh has bought three
where he might want the plug.
could be unnoticed in a Schiaparelli here this week: a small crOWhiew
strips
Even within the trade, two ads in outfit.
model in red and white candy
icture
last week's Vambtt— both Metro and
Jacques
Fath's
"Collection"
is silk, a big floral chintz P
Warner Bros—used the "Richard!" probatjly the most popular as a show. and a black cartwheel with veiye
catchphrase for exploitation, each He launches hundreds of brave new bands and two bunches 0 ( violet
obviously unbeknownst to the other.
ideas— new lengths for sports, day nestling under the brim.
,

experimentation and development Alexander Korda, after which they
to keep films fresh and exciting. will take over the Dublin assign..:"*.
Hollywood's hardly like Broadway, ment.
where money isn't so easy and' a lot
of hungry people are willing to try
With
Harps
anything to make their mark.""
Hollywood, Feb. 18.

hospitals,

Clergymen

drastic

taken immediately, Hollywood will
be largely responsible for a disaster
"a thousand times worse than Nagasaki and Hiroshima."

if

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Robinson isn't too optimistic that
Burgess Meredith and his wife,
his idea will be picked up by fellow'
pixttes. "Too few people in Holly- Paulette Goddard, will' invade Ireto co-star at the
summer
wood are willing to experiment," land next
he declared, "because they're doing Gaiety theatre, Dublin, in a play,
too well commercially as It is. They still untitled, by John Steinbeck.
leave
for London
Couple will
won't stir themselves from their soft
berths, despite the evident need for March 7 to make a picture for Sir

lilTZED BY BUZZARDS

.

•

•

BRITISH SHOWBIZ GETS

less

Her

Plan Legit for Eire

.

possible.

age."

Champ

New

Skating
Hopkins are among the representaFor
tives of America.
Montreal, Feb.- 18.
There is plenty of glamour in
Barbara Ann Scott, 18 and a look"collections" as they
er, of Ottawa, is the figure skating these shows—
champ of the world, it was an- are called. Champagne, music, beavrthe evening per.
.
nounced Sunday (16) at Stockholm, tiful models
Sweden, where the competition took formances have all the pre-war foris as elegant
place. , Hollywood scouts "are already mality, and the audience
parking on her doorstep, some claim- as the "mannequins." Lady Diana
England's
AmbasCooper,
ing a Sohja Henie-type career is in Duff
sadress,' wearing spectacular dresses
store for her.
Miss Scott defeated 21 of the top .and hats; hardly misses a show.

Simplicity Is The Tread
skaters from seven countries.
The new feature is simplicity. No
victory was as conclusive as that
She won last month in the European more "poufs," enormous bows and
championships at Davos, Switzer- heavy drapes. The lines are more
last year's ridiculous
land, Eight of the nine judges placed natural. Most of
details have entirely disappeared,
Miss Scott first place.
There is more subtlety in the drapes,
frequency and
trips with lesser
less exaggeration in the flounces and
won't be until the summer. Hotelruffles. The hats, big and small, at
men anticipate* a pickup in June
sis the
'Richard'
last are becoming.
when the vacation season starts.
Hundreds of navy blue afternoon
white, some
dresses piped with
Door

unions

pictures,

1-ftt

DEAL AT PARAMOUNT

.

that high

Z
Z

244TH WEEK!

1

.

currenttv

fl

Biz as in Prc-War Era

again the inn managements are resorting to varied gimmicks to bring
tures. Costs are so high that it be
in trade. The Maria Kramer chain,
comes prohibitive to take a chance operating the Edison and Lincoln
on a loss of such magnitude."
hotels, N. Y., is again sending out
player-producer
Solution, as the
credit cards. Some hotels are now
and
sees it, is for Hollywood artists
writing to varied .organizations and
cyafts to cooperate in strictly ex- business firms offering dispatch in
perimental ventures at low cost. obtaining
and
accommodations,
guild
in
This would require changes
others are actively soliciting patronand union- rules to make it possible age by varied means.
for normally high-paid directors,
Since' the beginning of- the year,
free
writers, and actors to work for
hotel patronage has declined considand the craftsmen and technicians erably. It's now possible to call up
to work for far below their usual most hotels and get a room without
scale.. Everyone involved would be
bribing the clerk, or resorting to
Invited to present novel ideas. These chicanery. All that's necessary is to
would be thrashed out by a com sign the register.
mittee representing the entire" comPlight of the hotelmen was openly
pany and the workable novelties announced when the lift in OPA.
would be used in the production,
ceilings on transient accommodaCaif Always Benefit
tions was made this week. Some
If the resultant picture turned out
declining
that
declared
hostels
useless commercially, Robinson said,
patronage coupled with rising exnot .much eoin would be lost and penses made price increases manthe film could at least be made
datory. Many inns are not jacking
available to other Hollywoodians so
up prices, but others, particularly in
that they might learn from seeing
the commercial! hotel class, have
the mistakes and might get some
hiked tariffs as high as 90% in
adaptable ideas from them. If the
suites. The Great Northern hotel,
picture should prove successful box
N. Y., upped $5 suites to $9 daily.
office-wise, arrangements could be
How long the hotel increases will
made lor its release and the income remain in/effect in the face of dwinplowed back to finance other exdling patronage remains to be seen.
perimentation.
The buying slump throughout the
Robinson's scheme is in many
country is said to be in a great
respects -similar to that inaugurated
measure responsible for the decline
a few weeks ago by legit guilds and
in hotel revenue. Buyers are making

execs,

.

.

bn the making

.industry

faced with censorship squawks
ovm
such pix as "The Outlaw" and
"T>2
Sun," are becoming
increas
ingly disturbed over the rising
of censure directed by
relieim
groups against the divorce rate
private morals of the Hollywood
m

m 4h«

writing with initial publication of
his works by Schirmer. Numbers are semi-classical ballads with
lyrics and music by Gouldlng,
colony. However, they're at
a
What isn't generally known is that plete loss -at what to do about com
this
Goulding has taken * hand in writ- aspect of Hollywood since
there's
lug musical scores for pictures he's production code to" govern privatl
directed but has not allowed fact to lives of actors,
excepbe indicated in credits. Only
Sample of what the execs are im
tion is Feist's current publication of against is severe attack
launched bv
"Mam'selle" Goulding's theme to three prominent religious
leaders' of
"Razor's Edge," with lyric by Mack the Catholic, Protestant
and Jewish
Gordon.
faiths against Hollywood's
"promis
cuous sensuality and positive glori.
flcation of adultery." Writing
in a
Fashions
forthcoming issue of the fan
mai
Motion Picture, Rt. Rev. Msgr,
FulAgain the Magical . ton J. Sheen, Dr. Harry Emerson
Fosdick and Dr, Sidney E. Goldstein
.'
Lare In Gay Pare® jointly call for an immediate end to
"the force of multiple divorces
By LUCETTK CARON
among movie stars in order to preParis, Feb. 10.
vent the complete breakdown of
the
Back and forth between the Place American home."
ElyseeSi
Champs
Vendome and the
Msgr. Sheen asserts, "If Roilyjournalists and buyers rush between
wood stars are going to accept the
Chiaparelli, Molyneux, Paquin, then
homage that goes with stardom, they
to Lelong, Balenciaga or Patou, trymust also accept the moral respon.
ing to form an idea on the new trend
sibilities that go with that homof Paris clothes. The old magic of

two of

.

industry, after the protracted
signs of the boom war years,

19, 194,7

Hollywood's Private Morals Stir
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EAK FOREIGN
Schaefer s %-of-iie-Gross" Deal

For Handling Enterprise Debit
•

Association of George J. Schaefer
with Enterprise as v.p. in charge of
announced over the
distribution,
•weekend, is one of the most unusual
deals of its type ever set. Schaefer
is understood to have invested $250,000 in the indie production unit and
will receive a percentage of the
gross of all Enterprise pictures. He'll
also get a nominal salary, it is reported, as v.p.
It's understood that Schaefer may
set up a new company, with himself
as head, to supervise the distribution of the pix, which will be re-

by United

leased

Artists

in

this

M&

to Ent.

these previous negotiahas been learned, incident-

of

was with Liberty Films, prior
that outfit's hiring of Ted O'Shea

ally,

to
as distribution topper. Liberty top-

per

Sam

fer

on heading

Briskin talked with Schae-

up

sales,

but

he

refused unless he was permitted to
get a percentage of gross. Quartet of pro-

make an investment and

(Continued on page 54)

Brltisli

5-Man Limit
.

On U. S. Directors, Prods.
Working There

in

1947

London, Feb.

18.

down

drastically
on
foreign film production in England,
the British Producers Assn. and

Clamping

rove no

II, If 11

ins To

la

M's B'way Musical
Hollywood, Feb.

18.

viser.

seas gains during the

in

month take
Powerful

Take

ii 5 Cities

With, only five cities played to
date, Samuel Goldwyn's "Best Years
of Our Lives" has amassed $1,369,000
in theatre gross and around $750,000
in rentals. RKO, which is distributing
the film, is counting on it, if present strength continues,' to top the
$8,000,000 garnered last year
by
"Bells of St. Mary's."

Total of 45 weeks has been played
among the six houses in whicli
"Years'* has had engagements, the
longest being the 12-week stand at
the Astor, N. Y. At least three different policies have been used in
presenting the film. In New York,
Chicago and one Los Angeles house,
pic has been on a grind basis with
$1.80 and $2.40 top. In another L. A.
theatre and in Boston it has been

Sez to

I

Me

try's film-

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Psychological technique, utilized
Diana Productions in "The
by
Secret Behind .'the Door," endows
Joan Bennett, with an extra voice,
that of her subconscious mind.

industry that British films

have met barred theatre doors in
the U.

S.

"are utterly without basis

Matty Fox, executive veepee
of Universal, and William J. Heineman, U. S. sales chief for J. Arthur
Rank product, told Variety this
week. "We have not been denied
In the .down-to-earth dialog, Miss screen time by important affiliated
Bennett uses her own tonsils, but chains and independents," Fox dewhen her conscience speaks, the clared, "and I do not anticipate any
words are those of Colleen Collins difficulty in selling 10,000 to 11,000
who does not appear on the screen accounts."
"The criticism levelled at American exhibitors that Rank's pictures
in fact,"

1

1

!

in international biz.

showing

for

January

repeat itself during
the current month, however, foreign
dept. execs say. Main kick in the
pocket comes from Britain, where
excessively
wintry
weather has
brought about both a coal shortage
and a resultant slump in business.
Blackout regulations plus an inability to heat theatres comfortably
have Weighted the take for Yank pix
along with native product.
likely

So

of Jan-

weekly rentals, the
majors racked up a 10% -15% advance over January, '46, which, heretofore, had been the record first
$4,000,000

isn't

lest feus I

month

uary with the eight majors taking in
foreign
ex$17,000,000 'in
change. In hitting a pace of over

some

F

rit isl

Recent wails of British politicos
and of some elements of that coun-

U. S. films continued their over-

George Murphy and Robert Montgomery are reported discussing plans
for a Broadway musical which they
would co-produce.
Murphy in addition would serve
as choreographer and technical ad-

•

One

Hainan

'

country and Loew's abroad. Percentage Schaefer will get for his work
-and his investment hasn't been disclosed, but in attempting to make
similar deals previously with other
producers, he had asked 3%. It's believed the Same figure might apply

tions, it

ox and

$17J1J1

to

.

:

;

IPA Pulls Reins
On

Pix Overseas

With British returns representing
of the worldwide revenues, the
dip in that country's grosses may
well bring total returns in February below the figure scored in the
previous year, it's said. January's
returns were garnered before the
coal blitz and gave the majors approximately one-twelfth of the $210,000,000 they took in for. 1946. This is
a sizable take because, generally,
overseas.
overseas business tilts downward
The plan is for industry selfduring that month and then- scores
regulation internationally in a mana rise in the early spring.
ner akin to self-regulatory characMajors are maintaining soiid gains
teristics of Joe Breen's Production
in continental Europe, particularly
Code Administration. It has the
in the western fringe of nations. Far
blessing. 'of the U. S. Department of
east returns continue good, it's said,
State in going a long way to meet
with the Philippines holding the
the latter's sharp criticism recently
forefront for heavy advances over
of indiscriminate flooding of foreign
prewar grosses.
markets with films of poor quality
which reflect on Hollywood, or pix
which contain subject matter reflecting on the U. S. as a whole.
Gillham Set
See

60%

roadshown at $2.40 top, while in
Miami Beach it has been presented
on a "reserved performance" basis,
with three shows daily at $1.80.
Film rental has been far higher
than normal, since Goldwyn has been
To
Bob
averaging around 70% on the roadshow dates and getting good splits
in the other spots, for a median of
Join Agnew-Selznick
around 60%. Flock of new dates
Bob Gillham/ head Of motion picabout to open will also be on varying
ture and video department at the
policies, with the straight grinds
J. Walter Thompson ad agency, will
getting 70% rentals. Even Fox-West
likely soon become publicity-adverCoast is paying that figure.
tising head of the Selznick Releasing
Theatre gross to date is as follows: Organization. Negotiations between
12 weeks $584,000 Gillham and the Selznick outfit have
Astor, N.Y.
Esquire, Boston
8 weeks
100,000 been in progress for. some time and

Warner Deprecates

J. L.

Antagonism

So-Called

Abroad Vs. U.

Films

S.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Jack L, Warner, in a radio address
over KFWB fast night (Monday ),
spoke on international cooperation
'

He
in distribution and production.
dismissed foreign raps at Yankee
For the time being, at least, the pictures,' stating "there, certainly is
extreme selectivity will be practiced no prejudice inside the theatres nor
only for films distributed by the among the people who patronize
Motion Picture Export Assn. in them. All they want is good entercountries
in
which it tainment; they are like other filmthe
13
serves as the pooled distributing goers all over theworld."
agency of the eight majors. It
Warner, who just returned from
extend
the England, said overseas blasts can be
however, to
is hoped,
American companies as Paramount,
plan to the product of all compa- blamed to some extent on envious
RKO, Metro, 20th-Fox and others
nies in all territories as soon as foreign producers,
"Our pictures
.
which were propping productions
Voluntary agreements can be ob- are our best ambassadors of good
Colony,
it
is
understood they have now
here. There is, however, a large
Miami; Beach ., 5 weeks
70,000 virtually culminated in Gillham's tained. Industry observers are not will for the American way of life,"
loophole in the argreement which
sanguine that 100% industry-wide Warner said. "Many will remember,
Woods, Chicago . 9 weeks
390,000 decision to leave the ad agency.
permits U. S. firms to continue
(Continued on page 19)
Palace, L.A
3 weeks
92,000
following the first world war, we
He has been with JWT since 1945,
making as many films here Cand the
Beverly, L.A. ... 8 weeks
133,000 when he resigned as publicity-adoften read criticisms of Americans
more the merrier, in the opinion of
and everything American. That is
vertising head of Paramount. At
ACT unionists) as the quota allows,
45 weeks $£,369,000 Par he was associated with Neil
Reis'
Pact
(Continued on page 21)
providing all the production spots,
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Agnew who was distribution topper
after the first five, are handled by
Irving Reis, radio producer gone
there and now holds a similar post
locals.
at SRO. Eastern pub-ad spot at SRO film director, has signed a four-year
Agreement calls for a percentage
has been vacant since Sid Alexander ticket with Universal-International.
basis for allocation of wjhich Ameri
Agreement permits the director to
left about six weeks ago to go into
can companies may use American
B.0.
do one outside picture a year.
the ad agency biz.
toppers, but as far as can be deter
Trade Mark Registered"
Pickup of both boxoffice and pro
mined, arrangement is loose, in that
FOUNDED BY SIME SILVERMAN
duction activity in Central and South
the whistle will only be blown on
Published Weekly by VAB1BTS, Inc.
America was noted by Columbia exec
any U. S. outfit using two sets of
Sid Silverman, President
Associated Cinema Technicians union
have ruled that only five foreign
directors and five producers will be
permitted to work in British studios
during the rest of the year. By
"foreign," the agreement means other
than British subjects, with emphasis
on the U. S.
Immediately concerned are such

'

are only playing in small theatres
and taking small money, is distorted," Fox continued. "These uninformed and irresponsible statements come from interests other than
Rank's. He is very well satisfied with
the
reception here. "Caesar and
Cleopatra." for instance, played first
Another step in the motion picture run in the finest theatres in this
industry's overall policy for meeting country."
growing criticism and restrictions on
(According to estimate .of Eric B.
U. S. films in foreign countries will Johnston, Motion Picture Assn. prez,
go into effect immediately. It entails in an address given in Washington,
much greater selectivity of pictures Monday (17), British films will do 10
to be exported, with setting up times as much business in the U. S.
inside the Motion Picture Assn. of this year as the estimated $3,700,000
a special division to choose pictures gross Of 1946. Net profit may go as
of the major companies for showing
(Continued on page 48)
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JACK COHN NOTES SJL

AND PROD. SPURT

-

.

veepee Jack Cohn yesterday (18)
chiefs. Other
following his recent return from an
would seem here that the eight-nation south - of - the - border
companies which apply will
business junket. Cohn said that theaS.
that,
U.
okay and after
construction, halted during the
companies will be limited to pure tre
war years, had now resumed on a

National Boxoffice Survey

imported production
wise,

it

nflrst five

get the

British-bred

handling.

Warmer Weather Helps

1

SCRIPTING JOAN' PIC
Maxwell Anderson, who authored
"Joan of Lorraine," Broadway legiter in which Ingrid Bergman is currently starred, has been pacted to do
the screenplay of the Joan of Arc
film that Miss " Bergman will make
this
spring,
according to Victor
Fleming, who will direct. Pic will be
produced by an indie unit comprising Miss Bergman, Fleming and

Walter Wanger.

Anderson and Fleming are presently working out the screen verwhich will vary considerably
frc^rn
the play. After preliminary
sion,

—
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'Jolson,'

Annual
SiiiKie

St„,

New York
Foreign

tlO

Copies

N. T.

19,
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*J1
25 Cents

1

End of the cold wave in many
films are still very popuLatin-America, Cohn said. sections of the country is spelling
According to opinion of exhibs wjth better biz at the nation's film theawhom he spoke, South Americans tres, with many key cities also beneprefer super-imposed films to those
fiting from a new assortment of
which are dubbed.
product. Only in a few scattered
northern communities is trade still
being slowed to a walk by continuAmus. and Other U.S. ance of the severe cold. Additionally.
Lincoln's Birthday holiday crowds
Taxes Continue Indef helped at the wicket.
lar

in

20%

Washington, Feb. 18.
(Mon.)
The Senate yesterday
passed the bill extending the high
wartime excises— including the 20%

on

theatres

definitely.

and

night

The measure

clubs
is

— in-

as earlier

passed by the House.

was made briefly to
An
amend the bill by exempting admiswork is completed in New York, sions tax, so that it would return to
early in spring, the pair will go to
level effective July
10%
its prewar
the Coast,
However, the amendment by
1.
Fleming, with Metro for many Senator Hugh Butler was withdrawn
years, retired about a year ago and before action could be taken.
has been living with his family on
There were two minor amendan island near Victoria, British Co- ments to the measure as it passed the
effort

Topping the

list

of 10 big leaders

session is "Shocking Miss Pil"Jolson Story"
grim''
(20), , with
(Col) not far behind. Others of the
Big 10 are closely grouped as to coin
obtained in keys covered by Vaiuety
this week. In order of biz done they
this

Clouds Roll By" (M-G),
"Lady in Lake" (M-G), "Sinbad the
are

'Till

Sailor"

(RKO

),

"Humoresque"

"Best
(M-G),
"Yearling"
(WB),
Years of Lives" (RKO), "It's Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "California"

the new films doing well
stanza are "That Way With
doing fairly well in
N.Y.; "Angel and Badman" (Rep),
Which is doing big to fine in three
keys; "Bedelia" (E-L), holding well
in second N.Y. week; "Nora Prentiss"

Among

Vol.165

No. 11

this

INDEX

Women" (WB),

(WB), which

is

setting a

new

record

Philadelphia; and "Beast With
Five Fingers"- (WB). "Perfect Marriage" (Par) is solid in Louisville but
not so good in Denver and Philly.
"Stairway To Heaven" (U) is holding nicely in N.Y., Boston and Los
Angeles. "Abie's Irish Rose" (UA)
is proving a disappointer in L. A.
in

"Always Loved You" (Rep)

is

a

strong entry in Providence. "Razor's
Edge" (20th) apparently has played
out in most of keys, showing up in
only three cities this stanza, and al
tag-end of runs in all of them.

feature of money done
the neck-and-neck
is
race between "Wonderful Life" and
(Par).
"Best Years of Lives," both RKO
The next money-making six, all releases. Latter is in four cities while
doing nicely the current session, are' "Life" is playing in seven, yet there's
"Dead Reckoning" (Col), "San Quen- only about $1,000 difference between
tin" (RKO), "I'll Be Yours" (U). the biz totalled by each.
Peculiar

this

session

House, so that the bill will go to a
conference committee for compro(Complete BQxaMa®>$$.eporls mi
than in actuality and he had become mise on these points before it be- "Man I Love" (WB;, "Rue Madeline"
(20th) and "Song of South" (RKO). Poges 14-lSfei?^"
"fed up" on idleness.
comes law.
lumbia. He said the retirement idea
had looked much better in prospect

West 4Cth
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N. Y.

Motion Picture Fonndatiot Hopes I®

dation, meetings will be called in all
cities"

board by mid-May.
Before the board can meet,

board.

the trustees will be

PHIL AMIGONE and

nesday) at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.,
with general sales manager William
J. Kupper scheduled to discuss new

Motion Picture Foundation,
being, set up, Will have a
double motto incorporated into

'

will

It

insignia.

Way—To

"To

read:

of the general operati&n of
20th under the decree.
Yesterday's meeting was given
over to huddles on 20th's roster of

line

Lighten the

Way."
"To Light the Way' 1 covers the
"basic projects of the Foundation in the
science and

field

of

20 pix for 1847, with prexy Spyros
Skouras outlining the forthcoming
product. Skouras also gave the sales
managers an outline of his recent
Coast huddles with production chief
Darryl F. Zanuck and exec pro-

research,

education," while
"To Lighten the Way" expresses

MPF

to aid those informer industryites
dustryites,
and their families who are sick,
aged or destitute.
Since light is basic to all films,

plan of the

be made by the MPF before the
$10,060,0-30 is at hand unless a very
.

special situation should arise necessitating an emergency expenditure.

A

number of major companies,

and wealthy industryites already have earmarked large contri-

circuits

'

butions to the Foundation, so it is
not anticipated that there will be
great difficulty in achieving the
initial sum. General public will not
be solicited. It is hoped that via
bequests in wills, memorial funds,
etc, that the fund will be greatly
increased in future years. Foundation
incorporated so it can accept
is
donations for its major fund or can
administer bequests for such special
industry welfare projects as the

donor

specifies.

Filing of the incorporation papers
week brought into being as a
an idea that has been
kicking around the industry for
many years. The idea was put into

last

legal entity

Fla.

from

They were

actually,,

BUILDER-UPPER

FOR BERLIN'S REISSUE

special hanat the
opening day's session of 20th's .national sales conference in N. Y. Monday ( 17) , He revealed the film would
preenl at the Roxy, N. Y., 20th's
principal showcase, and that Charles
Skouras' National theatres had promised at least 100 day-and-date openings on the Coast, with at least 50
houses in the Los Angeles territory
alone. All bouses will be linked via
full-page newspaper advertising on
the film.
Wobber has set a sliding scale arrangement for the film' on the Coast
to insure 20th of receiving top rentals. "Alex" will
probably be released nationally in late March or
early April. Film, with a medley of
some 30 familiar tunes by Irving
Berlin, stars Tyrone Power, Alice
Fayc and Don Ameche and features
Ethel Merman and Jack Haley. It's
a show biz (Berlin) cavalcade of the

A

<

•

familiarize

the

industry

with

the

Foundation prior to the area conclaves to elect trustees.

HITCICOCK-BERNSTEIN

PACT 1NGR1D TO
Deal

by

Transatlantic

PIC

Pictures

(director Alfred Hitchcock and British theatre owner Sidney Bernstein)
with Ingrid Bergman was formally
inked last week following a verbal
agreement that has existed for the
past year. Pact calls for femme star
to appear in the indie unit's production of "Under Capricorn" in England next spring.
Initial pic by Transaltantic will be
"Rope," which will be filmed in
Hollywood as soon as Hitchcock finishes his current direction chore on
Davjd O. Selznick's "Paradine Case."

given

i

March

as

his

job,

sirable standards."

M'W'KEE

Cm FATHERS

1

BAN 'OUTLAW AGAIN

Mi COASTITES

YEN THAT
David O: Selznick

N.Y.
is

CHILL

expected in

New York

within the next few
weeks to o.o. production activities
on "Portrait of Jenny," which is being shot in the east. Stars Jennifer
Jones and Joseph Cotten, and the
rest of the cast, and crew, who arrived in New York last week, got
in one day of shooting on Central
Park ice before the weather turned
sent them
alternate park scenes.

into

L. A. to N. Y.
j

Sidney G. Alexander
Richard BalUrino

J

Cecil Barker

John

Joan Barton
Slephan Beknssy

Lynn Jones

filming

Carroll Carroll

Jan is Carter
Walter Craig
Diana Douglas

One or two more days of ice are
needed, with the Selznickites hoping
the weather will turn favorable for
the shooting before they leave.
Terry

York
]

Donoghue, former
newspaperman,
has

licity

for

Ted Baumfeld
Lowell Calvert
Dane Clark

I

Sam Dembow.

Loew's State and at the

starting

Technicolor

musical,
'Easter
Parade," with score by Irving Ber
lin.

15.

Berlin

|

|

is

writing seven or eight
for the picture which

Sol

Hurok
J.

Roscoe Kains
Bcla Lugosi
David Loew
Oscar

F.

Lou Nova
Eli

Jones

Frank McCarthy

Harvey Day
Jr.

Ned E. Depinet
Henry Ephron

h.o.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Guy Bolton has been assigned to
prepare story for Metro's projected

Clyde Eekhardt

Oberstein

Hal Roach
Edward G. Robinson

rule Storm
:;vidson Taylor

Harry Thomas
Richard F. Walsh

Ncu

N. Y. to L. A.

New
been

named unit publicity man fcr ''Jennie." He was on the N. Y. JournalAmerican and News and did pubLoew's

*

archdiocesan director of the legion.

testimonials.

!

j

warm and

tion,

21 Fete
Catholics of the community were
Cecil B. deMille will be feted toasked to avoid seeing "The Outlaw"
day <19> by Paramount at a lunch- and to refuse to patronize the Towne
eon attended by company toppers theatre even after other films reand the trade press in the 21 Club. place "The Outlaw" there. A stateDeMille, in New York following his ment of the Legion of Decency was
testimony before the Senate Labor read from the pulpit of every CathRelations Committee, has been put olic church in Milwaukee, according
through a round of appearances and to Rev. Joseph J. Helm, MUwaukee

indies are going to build
for coming seasons.

for

Auer will double as director, with
jJohn Carroll and Vera Ralston as coI

contained in

Mi's

Wometco and Paramount and

several

new houses

to Eep.

first

his

into the

Bolton on 'Easter Parade'

sionelle"

support

Metro
this bill that we must censor a picture not because of its content, but
Music Hall.
on account of the way it is puffed
Legion of Decency, which viewed
up in advertising, is likewise a radi"Duel in the Sun" almost two weeks
cal departure from the existing deago, has made no decision yet on the
since a flock of top

sibility,

.

outfits.

"Alex"

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
John Auer returns to the Republic
lot as a producer with "Crime Pas:

Albany Dio-

New York

product coming up has been grooved

years 1911 to 1937.

Auer Back

Evangelist,
publication, to

Protest of

a seasonal basis, all pic bouses

Wobber outlined the
be

The

stance.

Milwaukee, Feb. 18.
L. of D. ganderers" opinions are
generally compiled and a classificaMilwaukee aldermen have ordered
tion placed on a film within a few
Outlaw" to be pulled on the threat
have been experiencing top biz, no days. Length of time being taken for of revoking the Towne theatre's limatter what the attraction; for. this- decision on "Duel," it was declared cense, ifouse today is dark.
season there are, plenty of tourists by the spokesman, justified the conAldermen's notice is the upshot of
in town, but they're just not going clusion that there was more than the continuous agitation, which began
for the high-priced, niteries. Instead, usual difference of opinion among the when the picture came quietly into
they flock to the filmeries, and the o.o.ers and some difficulty was being the new Towne theatre Thursday
popular-priced cafeterias nearby. It experienced in coming to a decision. (13) with only a day's" notice, and
Meantime, the pic. will open more police and Catholic church immediall adds up to pre-war conditions,
when the pic purveyors did more than 100 engagements in Texas and ately became interested.
than okay. Last season and the war California Within the next few weeks
At the first showing, at 9 a.m., five
years were good but due to those with 'prints that have been trimmembers of the police department
special prices for men in uniform, med in accordance with recommen
were in the audience, on orders of
the grosses didn't add up to any- dations of Catholic groups on the
They
Police Chief John Polcyh.
thing near this year's.
>
Coast
submitted written reports of "inAnswer to it all lies in announce-:
sufficient evidence" to start prosecuments recently made that both chain

advertising - publicity - exploitation campaign with all the
force 20th puts into a top new pic-

to

cesan

afternoon
the cold* spell, saw top grosses for

ture.

dling

ial in

Selznicks picture's acceptability. L. Of
D. reviewers were asked to send
their opinions in writing to the organization's headquarters and the rehowever, both plies are still being compiled,
sectors,
and evening shows during spokesman said Monday (17).

showing

On

general
manager of 20th-Fox and now
Coast sales chief, is being called
into the company's homeoffice to
take charge of the giant sales campaign 20th is putting behind the reissue of "Alexander's Ragtime Band."
This is believed to be the first time
such a high-ranking, exec has been
given the specific task of handling
a single reissue.
Wobber's assignment to the temporary duty is evidence of Fox's
hope it can amass a $2,500,000 gross
for "Alex," as against the $2,000,000
the film got in its first time around
in. 1938. Reissue will
be given a

and aide to
Barney Balaban, Paramount prexy,
under instructions and supervision of
the steering committee, which consists
of Balaban, chairman; Fred
Poole, Si Fabian,
Wehrenberg, H.
Leonard Goidenson, Tom Connors,
Ted Gamble, Charles (Chick) Lewis,
Sam Pinanski, Ed Zorn. Karl Hoblitzelle and E. V. Richards, Jr.
Meeting was held Friday 14) by
Goidenson with the tradeprcss in
New York on plotting a campaign to

Wilson has told Variety that he is
pushing passage of the law on "high
moral grounds" and cited an editor-

all.

Herman Wobber, former

compiled by

tion of the prints. Alternate plans
are being laid, however, in the event
no deal is set.
In latter case, prints will be put
on reels at the Technicolor plant on
the Coast and shipped directly from
there to theatres. Some prints will
also be stored and shipped from the

a factor which
the hostelries of an evening, with
rhumba bands., on hand iot dancing
indoors militating further against
tourists going out. But dullness of
afternoon hotel life during inclement weather has always led to
hypoing of pic matinee, biz in no
uncertain grosees, balancing off, in
this cold wave instance, any drop in
the night trade. In outlying second-

its

papers and .by-laws.

B.O.

.

sales

Louis' Novins, attorney

Mat

City Councilman Eugene P. Connolly that the
studio.
,
bill is "evil in principle and a danSuffered.
If any engagements should end beger throughout to freedom of speech
It has long been an established
fore a distribution organization is and
a free press" has had little or no
f aot here that only rainy, cloudy or
set, SRO has laid out a scheme for
effect with the legislature. Connolly
cold -weather helps theatres to comshipping from one house to the next has
introduced an ordnance with
pete with the sun in drawing matiand making inspections of the film the city council which would bar
nee biz. Evenings, especially during
in the theatres.
N. Y. License Commissioner Benthe season, has always been in the
Meantime, negotiations continue jamin Fielding from clamping down
turnaway class.
on a New York showcase, with the on films or plays without a preMost of the bigger Beach hotels
Rivoli still leading the possibilities, liminary
jury conviction for obhave heating systems of some kind,
posscenity. "The principle
helped keep them in but Loew's Capitol now also a

concrete form last December With
meeting of some 75 film execs
all over the country in New
Orleans. Steering committee was set
up at that time to. set the works
in motion for drawing up corporate $500,000

a

It was substituted for the Malcolm
With "Duel in the Sun" slated to Wilson bill which unanimously
open more than 160 engagements passed the assembly last night
starting next Monday (24), Selznick (Mon.) without debate. Samuel
Kapto
hopes
Organization
Releasing
lan, American Labor Party rep, had,
conclude long-delayed negotiations moved to strike out the bill but
withbefore the end of this week for an drew his objection following
peroutfit to handle physical distribu- sonal explanation
by Wilson.

Miami, Feb. 18.
Most acute cold wave to hit in
years saw pic house matinee sessions
-only biz
standing-room
into
hypoed
throughout the area, though in some
cases on Beach evening turnouts

products,
Divisional sales managers, including Andy Smith, Herman Wobber
and Harry Ballance are slated to
remain in New York tomorrow
(Thursday) and Friday for homeoffice huddles with Skouras, Connors
and Kupper. William C. Gehring,.
central .division sales manager, was
unable to attend the meet, since he's
convalescing from a recent major
operation at the Mayo Clinic in
Kochester, Minn.

IE

Dad'

New York

Wave Ups

Cold

ducer Joseph M. Schenck. Charlie

camera.

v

Held Over at th»

CHEZ AMI CAFE
in Buffalo,

Schlaifer, 20th ad-pub chief, yesterday detailed the exploitation campaigns already set up for the season's

insignia will carry the Slogans
against a background of a shaft
of light from >a projector or

Up

present

GEORGE GIVOT

First postwar national sales meet
of 20th-Fox winds up today (Wed-

and branch managers and homeoffice reps. Tom J. Connors, veepee
over distribution, and general counsel John F. Caskey opened the
sessions Monday (17) with an out-

now

JACK 6 ROOD

Up

policies under the antitrust
decree with the 75 division, district

Light the

to

'

sales

Dual Motto

its

liam Condon's proposal passed today
in the state. Committee set up without trouble by the senate and
promote the napkin-tucking is now goes to Governor Thomas K.
seeking s capacity attendance of 600 Dewey for OK. It extends the power
execs
film
and
by stage personalities
of the Motion Picture Division, State
from both the east and the Coast.
Education Dept. to., revoke a film
Ducats are tagged at $10 each.
license where any advertising is obscene, inhuman or sacrilegious.
Condon bill is an outgrowth of
Seknick Setting
'The Outlaw" case in which the
Board of Regents determined that
the law, as presently drawn, grants
Physical Distribution
the board revocation powers applicfor 100 Dates able only to banners, posters, etc.
Of

men

3-flayN.Y.MetfTohy

.

to devise ways of" amassing the $10,000,000 fund on the income of which
the Foundation will begin operation.
It js expected that raising the coin
will take two years. No grants will

being feted as the dean Of show-

is

be of the exploita-

Sales Cony. 'Winds

Asleep

Albany, Feb. 18
Failure of the film Industry and
liberties groups to mobilize
against extension of censorship i n
the Condon bill before the New York
legislature makes its passage a certainty. Typifying the lack of opposition despite expressed intentions to
fight censorship, State Senator Wil-

Rhode Island In the Sheraton-Biltmore hotel, Providence, May 9. Fay

20th-Fox's IslPisIwar

as total composition of the

Initial task of

"

the

distribs

New York must

members

Golden testimonial dinner to Edis being prepped by
of
Exhibitor*
Independent

ward M. Fay

profits in addition to his straight sal-

ary. Films will
tion type.

Us

civil

Ed Fay's 50th Anni Fete

Is«/s B's fer CoL

elect 10 trustees,
who will meet the 31 from the exchange areas and name 10 more
trustees at large. This will make 5}

in

4-

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Martin Mooney has inked a deal
with Columbia which sets him at the
head of the fifth of the newly-organized B picture units on the lot.
Mooney will produce six films annually, with participation in the

within the next
month or so to get the. industrywide welfare fund Under way. All
exhibs, distribs and execs in allied
trades will be asked to get together
in each of the 31 exchange areas
and elect one of their number to the
national board of trustees. It is hoped
to hold the first meeting of the full

exchange

fill

Stow Bi

Certaii to Pass;

$1WM§ Fund ml Tears

Raise Its

With filing in the District of+
Columbia last week of incorporation
papers tor the Motion Picture foun-

fib Ad Censorship

Phoebe Ephron
Harry Gold
June Havoc
John Joseph
Marna Kcnnealy
Harry Kosincr
John Lund
Kenneth MaoKenna

Don McElwaine
Robert Mitchum
George Raftery
Budd Rogers
Harold Ross
Deems Taylor
David E. Wcshner

Europe
j

E. E. Blake
Clifford C. Fischer

to N. Y.
Maud Lamy

Terence Rattigan

Leslie Mitchell

Murray

Ben GOelz

Y. to Europe
Jock Lawrence

new numbers

South America to N. Y.

will also include several of his oldies.

Jack Colin

David O'Malley

Silverstone

MCTOMRS

REPS
MPTOAs First Exhibit Fornm in N. Y.
March 1041 Due

;

industry forum idea, promoted by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners** of
America, is to take permanent root
and, it so, its scope and organization,
general
Herman Levy,
counsel, said this week. "While exhibs,' alone, have been invited to the

Apparently facing no product
shortage
and quite possibly
causing one, Sunset theatre on
125th Street in New York's Harlem plays triple feature bills

MPTOA

with

changes,

crosstable huddles,

at subsequent confabs
takes, Levy declared.

if

Owner s of America and Southern
California Theatre Owners Assn.
have accepted the invitation. fc>ther
orgs asked to put In an appearance

weekly

program

Last weekend's films

'.'

(20th).

the idea

Block away West End theatre
also committed to the same
policy,- and marquees a dajly
change of fare.
Last Friday
is

Up to the moment, American
Theatres Assn., Independent Theatre
'

thrice

,

were "Plainsman and the Lady"
(Rep), "Texas Panhandle (Col)
and "Cowboy Millionaire"

major company reps will be asked to appear

first

United Artists1

Plenty of Film

,

but

still

unheard from are National

"

pix

were

"Breakfast in
Hollywood" (UA), "Here's Flash
Casey" (GN) and "Mesquite
(14)

Buckaroo"

(indie).

Allied States, Southern Confederacy
of Theatre Owners and the Conference
of Independent
Exhibitor
Pacific Coast Conference of
Assns.
Theatre Owners Assn. has nixed its
appearance on. the ground that such
action should await a final decision
of the Supreme Court in the antitrust action.
Little likelihood of attendance by
Allied or the CIEA is seen since
AUied's general counhas sounded off against the plan
as premature.
Myers took that action even before receiving MFTOA's
Invite and that's the last heard from
the organization by
toppers.

Abram Myers,
sel,

MPTOA

Fabian, ATA's prexy, Robert
Coyne, executive secretary, and posSi

sibly Ted Gamble,
will put in their

board chairman,
appearance for

Open Competition
Hits

Par

Even on

Affiliates

Own

Pix

theatre partners in Florida is how
the company will treat with its theatre partners under decree selling!
While others of the Big Five, because
of Section IV of the decree, can deal
.

One pf the chief inducing factors for many of the deals which
brought Par into the picture as a
partner was the equivalent to a permanent franchise on its pix lineup.
That's decree-banned" now, and, since
the company has less than a 95%
(Continued on page 21)
uct.

Film Score Invoked Si

$40,720 Worth of Times
Climaxing almost three years of
Samuel Cummins" Foreign
Sc Domestic Music Corp, has been
awarded $18,000 in* damages from
Habran, Inc., operator of the Gaiety
theatre, N. Y. and $22,720 from film
distributor Michael M. Wyngate, Inc.,

litigation,

BERGE QUITS

1.

OF 1;

B0RKIN SUCCESSOR?

for illegal use of four songs in the
Washington, Feb. 18.
picture "Ecstasy" released by WynAssistant U. S. Attorney Wendell
gate and exhibited at the Gaiety
from July 3-Sept. 4, 1943. Judgment Berge, in charge of the anti-trust diwas filed against the defendants in vision of the Department of Justice,
which has three important pending
N.Y. federal court Jan. 29.
motion picture cases, resigned last

Granting F & D Music an interHabran
and Wyngate on March 27, 1946,
Federal Judge Nevin appointed Sidney Kocin as special master to fix
damages on the songs which included "Oh, Play Tzigani," "Lost in
locutory judgement against

oh

the"

an

by

dis-

is

eltfort

Grad Sears to shake

UA

a time-honored
institution—
the producer's representative.. Attending the meetings, along with the
producers, will be the reps themselves there are some dozen of
them—who went to the Coast from
New York over the weekend to hear
the plea for their own doom.
Under the system of competitive
bidding required by the recent court
decree, Sears maintains that a producer's rep is a needless appendage.
Duty of the rep primarily is to
scrutinize and okay or reject contracts obtained by the
sales de-.
partment for his producer's pictures.
Under all UA releasing pacts, producer retains the right to have the
final say on what de'als should be acoff

—

UA

cepted.
Sears' idea is that there will no
longer be any choice about deals.
Pic .will be offered in' a territory
and it then becomes obligatory to
accept the highest bid (or none at
all).
Therefore, distribution chief
maintains, producers will have to
waive their contractual right of deal
approval. And if they waive that
right, they don't need, the men in

New York who

do the approving.

its

have Fred Wehrenberg, prexy, and ings are so extensive.
Levy as .delegates with three more
Consequently, Par's partners have
members yet to be named by fretted since the decree was inked
Wehrenberg.
because they now face open competition on the company's strong prod-

'Ecstasy'

week

Conclave

While Sears has one strong point
Chief problem, and. a knotty, one, in his argument, it doesn't appear
currently being thrashed out at Par(Continued on page 19)
amount's huddles with a- number of

ATA. Paul Williams, general coun- with their own houses in any mansel for SCTOA, and Harry Vinnicoff ner whatsoever, Par's status is pewill rep SCTOA. MPTOA plans to culiar because its partnership hold-

Hedy Lamarr's

Coast this

tribution topper

'

Berge formerly served

in the anti-

Beginning

, .

.

In

Yank

fair:

.

•

Hal Carleton, Metro's ad-pub
head for Australia and' New
Zealand, laid final exploitation
plans for the Sydney preem of
"Beginning or the End tonight
(Wednesday) as his last official
act before leaving Australia for
the U. S. last week.
Traveling by air, Carleton ar*
rived in N. Y.> Monday (17),

His

act here will be
to attend the U. S. preem of "Beginning" in Washington tonight.
first official

American preem regardless of product situation.
Outlining E-L's

present

produc-

tion plans, Krim said that "Out of
the Blue," fllmization of the Vera
Caspary novel, will go before the

cameras next week.

"Love from a

"Blue" in the
company
while "Captain
Casanova," with Arturo de Cordova
and Turhan Bey, is set for March
and "Clementine," introducing 14year old songstress Lois Butler, for
Stranger"

follows
schedule

pix,

"Kenny," from

the Louis Bromfleld novel; "Prince
Valiant," cartoon strip subject; and

45 to 55 minutes, that Roach was
making. Wanger, on the other hand,
had a deal with Irtgrid Bergman, and
UA was anxious to have him.

As

.a result,

Roach, vrho controls
made an agree-

a spacious studio,

to, share it with Wanger, provided Wanger could sell UA on
making a combination deal to in-

Johnston Reviews

clude Roach in when he made his
distribution pact with UA.
Actually, the deal was not far

advanced when announcement was

Gov't and Pix, Brit.

And

the U.&, Etc.

Washington, Feb. 18.
The research division of Motion
Picture Assn. will sooh move to the
Washington building from New York,
Eric Johnston disclosed yesterday
(Mon).
Unit, headed -by Robert
Chambers, will make special national

Pis.

pix play off slowly in Britain

much fanby which

Walter Wanger and Hal Roach were
to rejoin the United Artists producers' fold, has fallen through. It
leaves Roach in a spot, since he has
three pictures completed and awaiting release and a fourth almost finished and he has no way of distributing them.
Planned association of the two
producers with UA in a Combination deal came about following the
distrib's
refusal
to .handle
the
streamlined features, running from

ment

America and Britain

as a consequence of a current pileup
of backlog there, Krim added. Under the new pact, Rank is committed
to gun E-L flhns in his 560 British
day-and-date, with their
houses,

Stymie

Deal, announced with
fare a few months ago,

End,

Here's the most convincing
proof to -date of the way plane
travel has made the worldwide
film industry a "one world" af-

and international industry surveys,'
it was explained at a trade press
luncheon at MPA headquarters.
Other developments:
Highlighting the head start that
Frank McCarthy, new MPA rep in
its "tieup with the J. Arthur Rank
Paris, will be the industry spokesorganization gives it, Eagle-Lion has man at the International Trade Concompleted agreement with Rank for ference which opens in Geneva
the simultaneous release of its, April 8. Also present for MPA will
American-produced films in the be Allen Dulles and Foster Dulles.
U. S. and England, E-L prexy Arthur Johnston also will probably be in
Krim said on his return from an Geneva for a portion of the time.
Johnston expressed opposition to
extended Coast Visit. Deal has its
ordinarily, Government production of any films,
advantages
because,

lay-Date Release of

weekend, effective May 1. There was
no indication that this would in any
way effect the pending appeals in
the Schine and Griffith theatre cases April.
Three other
and in the big New York anti-trust
suit.

Rank Set

Eagle-lion and

Distrib

Leaves the Latter Out en a limb

IfiEll

exhibitor meeting set for*

Initial

(N.Y.) will thresh out whether the

UA

Wanger-Roadb's

fur Crucial Test

made that the two producers would
UA and share Roach's lot.
Since then, a number of stumbling
rejoin

blocks have arisen in the; way of
Wanger's closing the UA deal—
which hasn't' particularly bothered

him, since he also has a deal with
Universal for three pictures— and

(Continued on page 21)

To Test

British

Film's

Morals by Ohio Censors
:

Cleveland, Feb. 18.

"Murder In Reverse," Four
release (British), has
a; novel ruling by the
Board of Censors, limiting its
tinents'
hit by

Conbeen
Ohio

playing time to one week only st the
Lower Mall theatre. In quandary
over whether film has an Immoral
theme, board is planning to review
official
approval for filth after
insisting that was a function of pri- judging public reaction.
Preliminary objection of censorvate industry. "We do not want the
Government running newspapers or ship board was based upon fact that
the murderer in the picture is not
(Continued on page 20)
seen to pay the penalty as usually
demanded. Pic, however, has not met
any bluenose obstacles in any other
•;
state although it is being released
without the production code seal of
the Motion. Picture Assn.
U.

GRIERSON'S SECY RAP

BEHIND

S.

VISA NIX

Montreal, Feb.

18.

John Grierson, now in London for
a month doing a series of four articles for the U. S. weekly, The Nation, on relationship between the
American and British film industries,
has been refused a quota immigration
vita to the U. S. Refusal was given by
American consulate in Montreal.
Grierson was in U.. S. on a shortterm visitor's permit and wanted a
permanent visa to Carry on work

Metro Ups Prize Novel
Coin to $150,0004275,1*0
Metro

is

upping the awards in

its

prize novel contest to a mininium of
$150,000 and a maximum of $275,000,
with a switch from annual to twicea-year Contests, starting in May.
Previous awards in the competition,

which

M-G has

been running for the

"What Do Gypsies Dream" trust division under Thurman W. "Montana" are being readied for there.
past three years, were $125,000.
{"Down the Gypsy Trail") and Arnold during whose term as asWhile officials here refused to give Publisher of the winning novel, as
filming after "Clementine," Krim
"Love Awakens in the Spring." Koany information, a contributing angle heretofore, will get $25,000 from
sistant attorney general the suits said.
cin placed a value of $10 for each
to the U, S. State Department's Metro. ''•'':
were first begun. He will become a
performance of the songs. Since it
clampdown may have been the fact
To get the top $275,000, figure, a
Was determined that the picture was partner of a New York and Wash- U TO DISTRIB INDIE
that his secretary, Freda Lipton, book must win the Pulitzer prize.
ington law firm to be known as
played five times a day for the pewhen he was director of the Na- That's worth $25,000 to it. Ceiling
Arent. Joseph
riod in question, the total found Posner, Berge, Fox &
Film Board, was involved' in otherwise is $250,000, which would
former economist and atPRODUCTION BY SHAFF tional
against Habran came to $18,000 Borkin,
the investigation of dissemination of include $25-,O00 for Book-Of-thewhile Wyngate was held separately torney for the anti-trust division,
Universal over the weekend inked atomic information to the Russians
Month or Literary Guild selection
also shares offices with this partnerits first straight releasing deal to dis(Continued on page 21)
by a group of Canadians. Grierson and 25c per copy bonus on each
ship.
tribute a picture made completely was never in any way connected
Ecstasy,"

•

Borkin is one of those who have
off the lot. Pact is with Monte Shaft, with these disclosures, however.
been mentioned to succeeed Berge.
who will independently produce
Others suggested for the post are
"Maneaters of Kumoan," from the
James Kilday, head of the Justice recent best-selling yarn by Jim CorDepartment transportation section^
Frenke's 'Macbeth' and Kenneth Kimble, who has been bett. Book, laid in India, was a See More Pine-Thomas
Literary
Guild selection last year.
United Artists' board, at its meet- first assistant to Berge in the antiShaff is trying to line up Stirling
Films Via Par This Yr.
ing last week, okayed the making of trust division.
Hayden for the lead. He goes into
deal with United California ProducHollywood, Feb. 18.
production this spring and hopes to
tions .(Philip Yordan and Eugene
Likelihood of an increase in the
be ready for release by fall. He'll
Frenke) for release of one pic, "Joe
number of Pine-Thomas releases by
his
financing.
provide
own
Curtiz Sets 'Serenade'
Macbeth," a modernized version of
Paramount is seen this year with
Grant
set the
Attorney
Arnold
the Shakespeare classic. While conHollywood, Feb. 18.
six slated for distribution during the
deal In New York.
tract is not finalized, basic terms of
next six months, Need for action
James M. Cain's story, "Serenade,"
the one-pic arrangement have been
product accounts for the pushing of
will be the next Michael Curtiz proagreed on.
Buys
the schedule from one P-T film
duction for Warners release, followevery other month to the new reHollywood, Feb. 18.
In keeping with UA'S recent policy ing completion of his current task,
of lifting fees, particularly where "The Unsuspected." Picture Will be
RKO signed Norman Panama and lease slate.
Additional four films will probonly a single film is involved in a made in Technicolor with Ann Sher- Melvin Frank as a producer- writer
team with "Mr. Blandings Builds His ably go out during 1947. "Advendeal, Yordan and Frenke are paying idan starring.
27%% for domestic distribution,
Yarn was bought by Warners sev- Dream House" as their first dual ture Island," first P-T color film, is
being rushed 'to meet release dewith higher fees in overseas terri- eral years ago but held back for re- chore.
Cary Grant and Myrna Loy will mands, and three others will probtories. Most of the recent UA deals writing to overcome objections' by
ably go out to theatres goon.
head the cast
have been at 25%.
the Johnston office.

UA To

Distrib

Yordan

And

RKO

New Team

book sold beyond 25,000.
Initial contest under the new setup starts May 12 and ends May 29.
Second one. will be in November.
(Continued on page 21)

Kenneth MacKenna, Metro studio
editorial exec,

in New
story de-

who has been

York huddling with

h.O.

partment toppers and talking with
publishers and writers, returns to the
Coast at the end of this week.
MacKenna took over his new
duties about a month ago under

Voldemar Vetlugen, who

is

now

in

charge of the scenario department
and administration of the story department. MacKenna's post is strictly
the realm of acquiring new
in
Vetlugen will handle
properties.
writers on the lot

Wednesday, February 19, 1947
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FILM REVIEWS

8

The

lleglisralng

Or the

The

,

Metro release ot Samuel Marx production.
Stars Brian Donlevy, Robert Walker; features Tom Drake, Beverly Tyler, Audrey
Totter, Hulhe Cronyn. Hurd Hatlield. Joseph
Cullda, Godfrey Tearle. Victor Francen.
Diehard Haydn, Directed by Norman Tau-

cast

is

replete

real

with,

names. Dr. Oppenheimer, who headed the atomic scientists; Br. Albert

(well done by Ludwig
Einstein
Stossel), Dr. John Wyatt, Dr. Enrico
Fermi, Dr, Marre, Dr. Vannever
Bush, Dr. James B. Conant, Dr. Harold C. Urey, Dr, Leo Szilard, Dr.
(Screenplay, Frank Wead; oriijlnal.
rotf.
Ernest O. Lawrence, General Brehon
Robert Considine; camera. Hay June. WarDr. E. P.
ren Newcomber, A. Arnold Gillespie. Donald Somervell, Dr. Troyanski,
Ballbusch; editor. George
Anvfitheatrot,
Daniel*
score,
Boemler;
Tiadeshown N. T., Feb. 13. *47. Running

Jahrus,

Pete

K"S«
minis

, ,

Colonel Jell Nixon
Matt Cochran......
Anne Cochran

Wigner, General Thomas P. Farrell,
and other real-life savants and leaders in military affairs, give this film

g™v* s .Brian Donlevy- an aura of authenticity and ^special
Robert Walker historical significance which must
Tom Drake mark a step forward in the over-all
.

Beverly Tyler

Audrey Totter
Jean O'Leary
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer. .Hume Cronyn
Kurd Hatfleld
Dr. John Wyatt
Joseph Callela
Dr. Enrico Fermi
Godfrey Tearle
President Roosevelt
...Victor Francen
Dr. Marre......
Dr. Chisholm, ............. .Richard HaydnDr. Vannevar Bush. ........ .Jonathan Hale

motion picture industry. The fullfront reenactment of PDB follows

the tradition of personating past
is
President Truman
presidents;
shown only in rear silhouet, in
keeping with the tradition of not
depicting any living Chief Executive.
John Lltel
of
K. T. Keller
credit
total
It's to the sum
general Thomas F. Farrell.. Henry O'Neill
that the docuWarner Anderson everybody concerned
Oapt. Parsons, U.S.N
Barry Nelson mentary values are sufficiently there
Colonel Paul Tibbets. Jr
Art Baker without becoming static. Yet, wisely,
President Truman...
Ludwig Stossel none of it was given „the brushoff.
Dr. Albert Einstein
John Hamilton
Dr. Harold C. Urey
with ohms
Frank Ferguson Whatever the abracadabra
Dr. James B. Conant
Tom Stevenson and neutrons, there is a sufficiently
Dr. B. P. Wigner
John Gallaudet faithful reenactment of the laboraDr. Leo Sxilard
Nella Walker tory excitement as the
scientists
Grace Tully
Edward Earle stumble on one another in still anCharles G. Ross..
Dr. Arthur II, Compton. .... .Moroni- Olsen
explora......Norman Lloyd other forward step in their
Dr. Troyanski.
.....Jim Davis tion of the mystery and the magic of
Pilot at Tinian
Walter S. Carpenter, Jr..Chas. Trowbridge this new-found power » from the
..Frank Wilcox atoms. The closely guarded subcellar
Dr. W. H. Zinn
Henry Hall
General Brehon Somervell
the evacuation of entire
Paul Harvey laboratories,
Lieut-Gen. W. D. Styer
from
Quaker Scientist. .......j..*... Larry Joans populations and developments
BoberrEmmett Keane the northwest to the building of a
Dr. Band
James Bush new wonder city around Oak Ridge,
Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence. ,
Trevor Bardette Tenn., the experiments in Los AlaClinic Bdctor.....
William Wright
Colonel John Lonsdale
rest
of
it
are
the
M.,
and
all
mos,
K.
..Danaian O'Flynn
C. D. Howe
special tribute to the technical adDr. H. T. Wen"The Beginning Or the End" is a visors who comprised
sel, Dr. Edward T. Tomkins, Dr. Dastory of our times. It dramatizes
in the comfort of one's xavorite picture theatre—all the blood and sweat
and .tears, all the travail and fight
for our very lives which Bitlerism
brought to all of us. It tells the saga
of America's one truly great secret

vid Hawkins, W. Branford Shank;
and the military technical advisors,
Col. William A. Consodine and Lt.
Col. Charles W. Sweeney. Dr. Tomkins, of the" consulting scientists enlisted for technical advice, incident-
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Daughter"
Faraeer'a
"The
(BKO). Sock romantic comedy
fare starring Joseph Gotten and
Loretta Young.
"Pursued" (WB). Second of
U. S. Pictures adds up as strong
period western fare slated for

smart returns.

"My Faverite Brunette" (Par).
Familiar hot water treatment for
Bob Hope, with -laughs crowding
Surefire b.o.

the screen.

"Dangerous Venture" (UA).
Not up to previous Hopalong
Cassidy caters. Ordinary western,

"That Way With Women"
(WB). Mildly amusing, for lesser
situations.
"Fear in

the Night" (Par).
Suspenseful melodrama with entertainment strength for dual
bookings.

"Seven Were Saved" (Par.)
Okay melodrama framed around
work of Air-Sea Rescue Service
in the Pacific.
"The Boot of All Evil" (GenFilm)
(British - Made).
eral

femme

Tired

emancipation

drama, sparked by Phyllis Calvert. Limited appeal,
Fingers"
(Anglo"Green
(British - made).
American)
Drama based on osteopathy;
suitable for dual situations.
"Big Town" (Par). Program
feature, based on the radio program of same title, lightweight
entry.
"School for Daager" (UA)

(British-Made).
RAJP. made
on sabotage; good selling

on producer Sam Marx and
furthered the idea of "The Beginning

film

possibilities.

Or the End."

"While

,

Sun

the

Shines"

(Pathe-British).
Late Leslie
Howard's son's pic debut; b.o.

its

recognize as achieving a stature- far
beyond the average celluloid standards. As the title tells it, the fictitious telme -capsule of the 25th century AJ>. alone may fully unfold for
our descendants of 500 years hence
the answer to the wisdom of the

release of Dore Senary production.
Star* Loretta Young, Joseph Cotton, Ethel
Barrymore; teaturea Charles BIckford, Roe*
Hobart. Rhye Williams. Directed by M. C,
Screenplay, Allen Rlvkta, Laura
Potter.
Kerr from play by Juhni Tervutna; camera,
Milton Krasner: editor, Harry Marker.
Tiadeshown N. X., Feb, IT, 'it. Running
time, »« MINIS.
.Loretta Young
Kaltln Holstrom.....
t

Sturges production; top b.o.

called

Performance-wise the trouping. im"The- Beginning Or the End" tells
beyond the
portentous tale in broad strokes parts a sense of realism
The onlooker abOf masterful scripting and production average, casting.
which the most casual film fan will sorbs the idea that if it weren't for

BKO

"The Beginning Or The End"
(M-G). Atomic bomb story deserves and will get important
boxoffice support
"The Sin •* Harold Diddlebeck" <UA>. Harold Lloyd's
pic return in zany Preston

weapon which not only turned the ally, figures dramatically in this enproject, for it was
tide and won the war but, even now, tire cinematic
his actress-pupil, Donna Reed, who
is the crux of postwar power politics
into making
among the same Allies who were helped motivate Metro
agent-husband,
united in a common conquest of fas- this film. Miss Reed's
in the
cism, A moving unfolding of the top- Tony Owen, gets formal credit
having
secret story of World War H it's a titles for bis "cooperation" in
tip-top cinematic entertainment It's
a credit of new proportions to the
motion picture industry.

The Farmer's Daughter.

-uncertain.

"We Lived

Ttewigii Baehcnwald" <Mage). Belgian-made
documentary of the Nazi con-

the real-life counterparts of all the
characters unfolded on the screen
they might very well not be here
to view this film as an American film
company produced it; in truth, had
the Germans won the race lor the

centration camp.
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though not ot top strength and «„-w
aid the selling. It's the second

duction^or U.

S. Pictures,

releaS

* nd returns
aiujiT'
S|andout in

picture is susi«.n«
generated by the Niven Buseh ori»
inal. script and Haoul Walsh's dire?I
tion. It builds the western gunman'*
death
walk
to
high
moments of thrill
Joseph Cotton
Glenn Morley
Ethel Barrymore and action. Strong casting also is a
Mrs. Morley
.Chas. BIckford decided factor in selling the action
Clancy
Rose Hobart wares. Production makes use
Virginia..,
of nat
Rhys Williams ural outdoor backgrounds
Adolph.
supplied
Harry Davenport
Dr. Sulven
Tom Powers by New Mexico scenery, lending ai*
Xordlt-k
...William IlarrlKan of authenticity that is fully captured
Ward Hughes
I*x Barker by James Wong Howe's camera
Olaf Holatrom..
Harry Shannon
Mr. Holstrom,
There are psychological elements
.Keith Andes
Sven Holstrom...
Busch script, depicting the
........Thurston Hall in the
Wilbur Johnson...
Art Baker hate that drives through a man's life
A. J. Finley......
..........Don Beddoe and forces him into unwanted danBlnar,
....... **t
peter Holstrom,.,
..... .James Aurness
gers. Robert Mitchum is the victim
Anna Q. Nllsson of that hate,
Mrs, Holstrom.
.,
made to kill and fear
because of an old family feud His
This is a brightly wrapped cellu- role fits him naturally and
he mkes
loid package that can't miss at the it entirely believable.
Teresa Wright
boxoffice. With Joseph Cotton and upholds
the femme lead with another
Loretta Young as the top name play- of her honestly valued, talented
porers set in a witty variation of the trayals that register sincerity.
poor-girl-meets-rich-boy theme, "The
Plot motivation stems from feudFarmer's Daughter" rolls irresistibly ing between the Callums
and the
along in the light romantic comedy Rands. Feud starts when
Dean Jaggroove.
ger, a Callum, wipes out Mitchum's
Appearance of Ethel Barrymore family because a Callum girl
and Charles Bickford in supporting love Mitchum's father. Only a dared
small
roles will help charge up the marson is saved, taken away by the
quee voltage, and beyond that, the lum girl who raises him with Calher
two vet thespers chip in a pair of own family. He grows up to be Mitsterling performances. One of the chum and
adult
as an
is constantly
pic's chief assets is the political tilt
put in jeopardy by Jagger's hate. In
given to the story line which, with the finale, h* finds true
love with
its rapidly glossed over liberal demMiss Wright, a Callum, and Jagger
ocratic shibboleths, will give patrons
is destroyed.
a
right<ninded feeling in their
Among memorable moments is the
hearts without disturbing their brain stalking of Mitchum by
the Callums
too much. Bxcept to the lunatic
as he spends his wedding night with
fringe, political philosophy espoused
a bride who also had just tried to
in the film is completely inoffensive
kill him. Suspense developed by diaand non-partisan.
log absence and Max Steiner's music
Loretta Young plays a Swedish score is terrific. Another suspense*
country girl, complete with accent laden sequence occurs when
Jagger
and rural garb who, upon coming to eggs Harry Carey, Jr., into gunning
the big city, lands a second maid's for Mitchcm
over • fancied insult to
job in the, mansion of Gotten and Miss Wright
bis mother, Miss Barrymore. Latter
Strong support to thg stars comes
pair are well-intentioned leaders of from Judith Anderson, the Callum
.

'
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.

.

.
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,

.
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the local political machine which is
embroiled in a hot fight with the
opposition Over the election ot a Congressman.
The country lass, being naive and
frank as well as an eyeful for Gotten,
openly voices her disapproval of the
compromise candidate chosen by her
employers and heckles him at the
nominating rally. And by a freak
chance that never happened to any
housemaid anywhere, but which is
neatly put over in the film as a logical and credible development, she
gets the nomination from the rival
party.

Politics feeing

a grimy busi-

who dared to love a Rand and paid
for her mistake; John Rodney, Miss
Anderson's son who had been raised
as a brother to Mitchum but hated
him; Jagger, Alan Hale, Carey, Jr.,
and others. Ernest Severn, Charles
Bates and Peggy_ Miller are good in
portrayals of principals as children.
Milton Sperling's production makes

smart use of showmanly values, giving the film backing that will pay off.
Bros.

My

•

Favorite »rH«@4t®

(ONK SONG)
Miss Young is framed up on a
Paramount release ot Daniel Dare producmorals rap on election eve. But the tion. Stars Bob Hope, Dorothy Lumour;
pic proves that honesty is greater features Peter Lorre, I^in Cheney, John
than politics, and love is greater Hoyt. Reginald Beany. Jcefc La Rue. Dl.
by Elliott HagtM. Original screen.
than both, as Gotten deserts his own reeled E^tmaad
Clay,
BeMa mad Jack iteat: camfemme football rooters and the party, smashes the fascist varmints era, Lionet !4ndeB; editor, Slfarmuia. Beet*
within its ranks and rides) his for- lead; special vaotegntpby, Gordon J»eslightly perky action the only throwntags; aagJetast director, Mel
Epstcla:
backs to the silent era. Lack of dia- mer housemaid into Congress on a •ong. "ResH* Too," Ray arsBfr
and Jar
log is ably replaced fey an hilarious landslide.
Uvtacstea: eec-re. Robert Rraesatt Boteji.
Although politicking is used only Tradesbowm K. T„ Utt. t.
Running
score and Lloyd's antics should garMKHS.
ner just as many laughs in 1947 as as a once-Hghtly-over excuse for time,
the
romantic
Ronnie
Jactaon..
He»»
bickerings
final
and
Bob
they did 24 years ago.
Dorothy LaaMW
clinch, director H. C, Potter slips in Carlotta, Montay
Film segues expertly from the a few satirical barbs against the Kismet
Peler I-arre
Lou chuney
Freshman" footage to the new prod- sacrosanct political practice of blar- Willie
Dr. Lundau
.John Hoyt
uct, showing Raymond Walbura, as ney and buncombe. In
one montage, Major Simon Montague
Charles Dingle
an enthusiastic alumnus now head a rapid sequence of politicians shoot- Jarass CoIUaa.
Reginald Denny
of a top ad agency, promising Lloyd
Mentay....
Frank Puglla
ing off their mouths fades out in Banra
Miss Racera
Ann Don a
a job for having won the game. pure jabberwocky
of double-talk.
Wittard Robertson
Lloyd takes the job after graduation Story is manipulated for laughs con- Prteos Warden.,..
Toay....
........Jack La Bue
but is stuck immediately into a minor sistently and
from
all angles, includbookkeeper's niche, where he reing the romantic buildup between
Bob
Hope,
the sad sack would-be
mains forgotten for 22 years. Wal- Cotton and
Miss Young.
sleuth; Hope, the condemned prisbura finally remembers him long
Difficulty with the Swedish, accent,
enough to fire him—which is where Which occasionally collapses into oner, nerving out his imminent
quietus with unhappy bravado; and
the fun starts, Lloyd, deep in the straight
Americanese, is the only Hope, the pushover, squirming undumps, bumps into a racetrack tout flaw in Miss
performance. easily under a chemieal yen for the
who talks him into having his first Otherwise she Young's
breezes through with potent Lamour charms it's familiar
drink. With a load on he parlays
finesse. Cotton adds to bis rep as stuff but still grist for the yock mills.
a 15-1 bet into several hundred G's, the slightly-confused
but honest and You can say Hope, like Kilroy, was
throws his money around by buying charming
politico. As the mother. here before but as long as the comic**
hansom cab and a bankrupt circus Miss Barrymore walks through heir
fans want it that way "md there**
and then wakes up to find he's broke. part in the
grand manner of a crusty enough of them around to swing the
some zany slapstick, he sells the matriarch but
without overplaying electoral college—Faramount's made
circus at a neat profit and wins the
her hand. Bickford'a comeback is its investment in a safe and sound
seventh in a series ©f sisters -he's
been courting over the 22-year definitely established with this film. formula. Score up the osncoctisa
He registers solidly as the family for surefire ho.
'
(
stretch.
butler and adviser and still retain!
What's also traditional with th»
Snake CbJo»er..,..........«l»ays Rarest
Abetted by some excellent dialog thai sense of brute |»ower associated comic's celluloid antics is that vtfee
A Boormaa.,
..........Max Wa»w* from Sturges" pen, Lloyd handles his
with his name.
Jackie, the Use)
.-.
play*s definitely not the thing. Em....By Htaneu role in his usual fanny
fashion. One
Production is tastefully dressed ploying the precedent of the Hope
sequence, in which he dangles from throughout with a firstrate screenthe
Return to the screen of Harold a leash 80 stories above the side- play feeing siven ail the advantages oldie, "My Favorite Blonde'* andJack
Lloyd in ahaest any type of film walk, with the ether end ot the leash of strong cast, positive direction, rich "Road" series, Ed Betoin and th»t
Rose have fashioned a plot
vehicle would be a welcome note to Sed to a nervous lion, is standout settings, excellent
camerawork and serves merely as a gadget to dip
film boxoSices, and when the par- The king of beasts is utilized for a good musical
Hem. Hope into hot water up to his gutscore..
ticular brand of Lloyd slapstick is number of -other funny sequences.
edged probiscis, then allow him free
combined With the zany touch of Rest ©1 the cast, nmder Sturges' able
rein to founder with the peculiar
producer-director Rreston Sturges, direction, backs aim capably. Vaibrazen-timid capers in which the
as in "The Sin of Harold Diddle- lee, Kennedy, Ariine -Judge, Franklin
Hollywood, Feb. 17.
gagster excels. The story hardly
feock," bosioffice in almost all situ- FaSgborn and Lionel Stander, all
Warner Bros, release ot United States stands inspection for either credibilations can be expected to do top biz. familiar faces, are excellent in com- Pictures (Milton Sperling) production. Stars
ity or
clarity—very probably its
Lloyd has appeared in several pic- paratively small roles. Vet vauder Teresa Wright, Robert Mltetuum features water-holding capacity wasn't ever
Judith
Anderson.
Dean Jagcer, Alan Hale,
tures since the advent of sound, hut Simmy Conlin, as his tout sidekick, John Rodney. Directed
by Raoul Walsh. considered.
.
,
"Diddlebock" is his first since "The mate his top impression in pix, Wal- Original screenplay, Nlvan Baarfc; camera.
One
long
flashback is the «*vir*
hiim
also
does well, and a deep bow James Won* Howe: music. Mas Stciner;
Milky Way" OParamount) in 1936.
employed. Credits segue into a scene
Attired in what might be the same is due the debut work of Frances editor, Christian Nyby. TrajSeshowa Feb,
depicting Hope as a condemned mur17, '47.
Banning Uate. 1*S HESS.
strawhat and black-rimmed specs Ramsden as the seventh sister whom Thor
Teresa Wright derer being groom** for the gas
that he wore in his early silent flick- Lloyd finally wins.
Teh
..Robert Mitcfeum chamber. So ireporters gathered w»
ers, neither* his person nor his comProduction mountings are not too Mrs. Callum
.Judith. Ao&sreoa
record his early demise, Hope relat*9
Dten Jester
edy has changed much which should lush but are adequate for the picture. Grant....;.
« u *?*!
Alan Hals bis tale ot wee— which at the
be enough for any audience. As an Robert Pittack's camera work is Jake Diiuil*
John RcdMr has him as a baby photograph"
added lure, Sturges has incorporated good, and the music, under direction Prentice........
..Harry Carey, 3z. whose frustrated urge towards gu*11 ;
into the first 1® minutes of the film of Werner Richard Heymann, is tops. The StrsroBt...
CUtton 1aar,K
invention «f
the
Inspired
has
J»l> <as» «).....
an actual sequence from Lloyd's
Eraiat Bevsra
SUA.
1 keyhrt* 'camera.
Adam (a«e l*>,
w _
diaries Bates
"The Freshman," which the ccmcThar <as* »)....
Hop*"* nextdoer nsi^f;
.......*>*gXF Mffltt
dian made back in 1933 and which
a private eye, leaves town requests*
should be a certain word^ot-mouto
{beiie Chanilfr
Hope to tad his oKce, the comics

secret

,

Trembled" (Superfilm). Woven
around opera "Tosca," Italian-

weapon we might have been

Thus Brian
atomic bomb. Whether this scientific Hiroshimaed instead.
as General
splitting of the uranium atoms will Donlevy's performance
is highly impressive and that
work for good or evil ultimately is Groves
integrations of
something "which only you in the goes for the fictional
the Robert Walker, Tom Drake, Bev25th century will know THE END,"
erly Tyler, Audrey Totter and other
as the fadeout title tells the auditor.
roles. Incidentally, Miss Totter imThe showmanship device utilized presses as an sa. blonde who should
for the unspooling of this film be projected to new heights by this
matches its sum total effort Picture film, mod
„. .. that goes for Mis Tyler,
tees off with a pseudo-News of the winsome, as an ingenue and no'
Day (John B. Kennedy commenta- longer the teen-ager.
Abel.
ting) 'tews" clip, showing the burying of a time capsule, not to be
opened until 24*6 AX'. In the time
Si* ef
capsule is placed a motion picture
film which records "The Beginning
Metdletock
Or the End." Thereafter is unfolded United Artists release at California Pictuna (Howard Hughes-Preston Sturges)
the nearly two-hour picture.
It brings to the most enlightened proSactlon, written a&d directed by Sinxges.
Stars Harold Lloya; features Jimmy CoKfollower of world events a new ap- Un, FVances Kamsden, Baymond Walbam,
preciation of how science and big Edgar Kennedy, Budy Valle*. Camera.
business were mobilized fey Amer- Robert .Wttscfc; efillor. Tom Kelt; anusSc,
TradeshowB
ica to achieve the Atomic Bomb Werner iUeiutrd Hermann.
T., Feh. 11, •«!. Honaing tiw*. MMSK,
even though President Roosevelt was N,
BaraM Dlddlebodi
Harold Uoyd
told it would cost a billion dollars Mire Otis.
.Firsjseeii Bamsdcn
and possibly two billions. The dar- Wormy. ....... „
..Jimmy ConllB
ing and the diplomatic profligacy 3. E. W»*8let«rry...,.,Bay»oaa Wslhwrn
FranMim. ..,.,...Pr*ekHii S>s»g*or»
which apparently moved FDR to Formfit
Flora
.....Mareatet Hamilton
phone Winston Churchill in London. lianleuriat...
.AIiln» .Judge
Inviting the entire British scientific Wild Bin lateaceck......
...AI Bridge
Edgnr- Keaned?
staff to come to America; the cour- &to.
Ffcask
age which inspired him" to ask Con- Mike
Barber. ................... ..»o»rbtn M»y«r
gress
approve fantastically large Prof.
Petehe..
Victor Petal
funds for an anonymous (because it James, B. ten**
Jack. Norton
was so secret) war effort; the mobil- Banker Blscfcitan
Arthur Hoyt
fiwuKia. Cain*
ization of big business and stout Bearded Lady..
,
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made

film's
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young scientists, to work with their
more experienced elders; the rallying around Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer (whom Hume Cronyn so expertly impersonates); the questioning
.

—

by young Tom Drake whether he
was doing the right tiling, and the
answer given by some of the
scientists. Who tell the military and
their co-savants that "this has sow
become a munitions project hence
we, as scientists, must resign" (from
the further development of the
world's most terrifying -and destructive bomb)—these, and ether facets,
partial

ere shfMttSly integrated into Sam
Marx's production which Norman
Taurig so expertly directed from a
Frank Wead-Bob Considine
:

tiptop

script.

.'

•.

.

,

,

Integrated also is a thin but pleasant—and obviously necessary—love
story embracing Drake and his feride,
Beverly "Oder, and Robert Walker
cast opposite Audrey Totter for a
Miss
secondary romance interest
Totter personates the real-life Jean
O'Leary, Major-General Leslie R.
Groves5 secretary, who was formally
decorated by the O. S. Government

keeping the top war secret,
Brian Donlevy is capital as Gen.
Groves, eclipsed only hy Godfrey
Tearle's extraordinary personation
of President Roosevelt. A brother of
the late Conway Tearle, w.k. In films,
Terle incidentally makes his Hollywood debut although » standard
lead in LoodoR Mu» andx? legits

.for

i

'

—

.

.

TfeeCaihuBs....

fillip.

ElSatwjaa
tiack Mcntgesut;

4 Stater

Original acrseiipiay, which Sturges
Hollywood, Feb. 11,
lien MacDonaM
handled along with his production
Dory Schary's first purchase since
directorial chores, pegs directly taking over the
'Pursued" is potent frontier days
top producer chore
the
"Freshman* sequence,
western aim flore. ^tortainment
Which shows the now-famous slap- at BKO is "Mr. BSanotess v&jilas His elements are f,at together
solidly tor
stick football game. Issly i>rint has Sreara Eose*.*
Cary Grant and Myrna Loy will assurance of mstimtc* reception ana
h«tn retouched nicely and shows well
buildup of word-of-mouth exploita•n th* screen, with costumes of the co-star, starting in July.
tion. Marquee names' are good,

and

®ato

•

'

al-

.

»™*"
rises to t

usual pot ®* temiWe
mer. Be tanglts with Dorethy
mour in a fantastic snarl mvolviBi
mysteriom map <e oMeill f*.„^
Hope in a drfaariii* s»P f™*8
and
I^wwwrt missi»g

M

a

*^
Ww
who's fetes a*W«*A W «
£
international criminals headeo w
(Continued ©nrpage 8)
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Wednesday* Febraary 19, 1947

jHy Favorite Rrnnette
lawbreaker,

familiar

Peter

Gag's pile onto more gags in the
intricate story development. Hope,
the classically dumb dick, flees the
eang's clutches in a wacky auto
chase- lands back in their hands

•

FILM REVIEWS

no great boxoffice stir, though the as pilot and nurse respectively, and
returns should be adequate,
Russell Hayden, rescue pilot, carry
Sydney Greenstreet, Dane Clark off the leads excellently. Ann Doran,
and Martha Vickers occupy starring Byron Barr, Richard Loo, John Eidspots and do about as well as might redge, Keith Richards
and an. unbe expected considering the story. audited cast member make up others
Greenstreet is an auto tycoon, put of the life raft group who are good,
out to pasture on the Pasadena gold- Don Castle has small spot as Haycoast.
He hasn't lost his urge to •den's co-pilot in the rescue work.
work, though, so, in defiance of his
L, B, Merman served as associate
medicos, he buys a partnership in a producer to Pine & Thomas. Okay
gas station with Clark. In between lensing contributed by Jack Green-

(Continued from page 8)

hat

when lured to a sanitarium; gets
himself framed for murder; traps a
confession of the killing from the
mobsters via a record player— and
then dumbly loses the record. Hence,
the murder Tap. Throughout this
melange, he drools ineffectually over
Miss Lamour, wanting,,to run out of
lured on by
the dangerous mess but
•
the urge to merge.
There's no execution, of course,

trouble with protection racketeers, halgh.
Bros.
the police and keeping his masquerade secret from his family, Greenstreet finds time to play cupid in proof All Evil
moting a romance between his
(BRITISH-MADE)
daughter, Miss Vickers, and Clark.
London, Feb. 6.
Lending support to top trio are
General Film Dlstrlhutots' release of
Alan Hale, Craig Stevens, Barbara Gainsborough production. Stars Phyllis

The Hoot

Nor has he been helped by fore being commissioned.

1

Big

Town

.

.

make

forts to

adventurous and gay

Only principal who
inherently funny is Bonar Colleano as Joe, and story lags when
he's off the screen.
Cane,
is

We

.

Through

LIvcmI

lluehenwald

.

.

it

seem obvious.

Hollywood, Feb. 11,
Brown, Dick Erdman, Herbert And- Calvert. Michael Rennle. Directed by Brock
Williams. Screenplay by Williams from J.
Paramount release of William Pine-Wilerson, Howard Freeman and others, S. Fletcher's
novel. Camera, Stephen Dade.
liam Thomas production.
Stars Phillip
Frederick de Cordova's direction At Studio One. London, Feb. 5. Running Heed. Hillary Brooke, Hubert Lowery. DiScreenplay,
rected by William Thomas.
works hard to gloss over script con- time, lit* MINS.
exonerates
him
and
conwhich
photo
trivances, but characters are never Jeckie Farnish...,.
.Phyllis Calvert Geoffrey Homes; original story, Homes and
victs the gang. Curtain, rings down real.
......John .WcCalluin .Maxwell Shane: based on radio program,
Leo Townsend screenplayed Joe Bartle,
"Bis: Town"; camera. Fred Jackntan. Ji
.. .Michael Ttennie
on a solid rib. Hope's impatient exe- with added dialog contributed by Charles Mortimer,
.
Farnish
Urefni O'ltourke editor. Howard Smith; score, Darren Calker.
cutioner turns out to be—you guessed Francis Swann.
'47.
Running lime.
George Griee,
..,>. ..Arthur young Tradeshown Feb, 1(1,
Jt— Bing Crosby. To which Hope
Physical production values measure Albert Clrlee. .. ...
.Hubert Gregg S!> .WINS.
Philip Reed
cracks; "That guy will take any
,
Pat Hicks Steve Wilson
Charles Hoffman's super- Lucy Cil ice. ......
l.orelei Kilbourne. ......... .Hillary Brooke
pretty, conceit that up under
.

9

Pic ha*
uncertain b.o. possibilities.
Stoi* is set in wartime London on
the eve of the Earl's marriage t»
Lady Elizabeth. She is an Air Force
photography.
Robert Beatty gives a good account corporal and, traveling to London
of himself, and would have been for the wedding, she meets one Colhelped considerably by better make- bert, who woos her with Gallic
up. Nova Pilbeam looks like ful- rapidity. By chance she meets Joe
filling the promise she revealed as a Mulvaney, an U. S. Army "loot," in
youngster a decade ago, and Felix Harpenden's rooms, arid he, mistakAylmer gives his usual polished per- ing her for an accommodating girltriend, sets a rapid pace. Complicaformance.
Story should play to fair business tions ensue, but story ends happily
here, and, with some cuts, may fit with the loving couple paired off in
church in the nick of time.
into dual situations in the States.
Cane.
Possibly due to its stage origin,
picture has a static quality, and efdetail.

the camera which has been particularly unjust to Carol Raye. Her good
acting is often negated by indifferent

since Hope is saved by an incredible
jast-rninute discovery of a keyhole

,

. ..

.

.

(BELGIAN-MADE)

.

comes
«

.

Another

part."

gives

Hollywood, Feb.

the cinematic

is still

Thomas

plausible. Plot convolutions place no great strain on
her thesping talents but she's still a
biltful in the classical role of the

Features Paul
production.
Kelly, DeForest Kelley, Ann Doran. Kay
St ott.
Directed arid written by MaJjwell
Shane, From story by William Irish: camera. Jack I Ireenhalgh ; score. Rudy Schrager;

Hope scramble

magnet which drags Hope

into a
snoot Cul of trouble. Actress sings one

liam

Howard Smith. Tradeshown Feb.
Running time, 71MINS.

editor,
'47.

11,

,

Harlan

Cliff
lietly

moronic sanitarium guard, rates for
a risible repliqa of imbecility. Rest
Of the supporting cast put in their
oars right skillfully. Direction by
Elliott Nugent keeps the pace brisk
* Wit.
and lively.

Dangerous Venture

.

Warner

.

. .

•

.Robert

................

Kelly
Scott

De Forest Kelley
Ann Doran
Kmmett Keane

. .

..Jeff Tforke
.Charles Victor

Tiptop job of projecting suspense
makes "Fear in the Night" a nifty
entry for dual bookings. It's a good
psychological melodrama, unfolded
at fast clip and will please the whodunit-and-how fans. Production values reflect upped budget of the Pine-

Thomas

Vailed. Artists release of Lewis J. Raoh
mil (Hopnlong Cassldy) production.
Stars
William Boyd; features Andy Clyde. Band
Brooks. Directed by George Arehinbaud.
Sfreennlay, Doris Schroeder: camera..'Mack
Siengler: wore, David Cbudnmv; editor,
Fred IV, l*erger. Tradeshown Feb. 14. '47.

Kay

Winters..
(Ira y son ;V
1,11 HarlanMr. lielnap.
Torrence.

number, "Beside You," which doesn't Vince

mean very much to the picture, one
way or the other.
Lon Chaney, as a muscular and

.Paul

feature.

Maxwell Shane, who

a
scripted from

William Irish story, also directed.
his first directorial chore. He
realizes on meller elements for full
a

It's

worth. Plot concerns young

.

,

,.

. , .

.Hazel

.

Court

Carney

Reginald Purdell
.Moore Marriot t

.....

Diana Decker

,

Pete Ryan.,

Vance Crane
Vivian Leltoj

man who

Final film of Maurice Ostrer, before bowing out of Rank organization, this will gain neither critical
kudos nor much boxoffice trade.
Pedestrian in production, it savors of
those dramas of the twenties when
feminine emancipation was quite a
topic. Film never actually leaves the
covers of the novel, and with suitable
sub-titling and appropriate music it
could have passed for a period piece.
Jilted by spineless Albert Grice,
Jeckie becomes hard and embittered.
When her father's farm is sold she
determines to acquire money, and begins her fortune on a check for
breach of promise settled out of
court. Ruthlessly she gets what she
wants and bumps into philandering
Charles Mortimer^ a mining engineer
who has located' oil in the neighborhood. Together they make a fortune,
but all her wealth cannot buy
When the oil
Charles' true love.
wells are fired by the aggrieved
farmer who once owned the land,
Jeckie stumbles back to the arms of

awakens one morning after dream
that he has killed a man. Reality of
dream is strengthened when he finds
strange button and key in his pocket.
seeks aid from his detective
.........Fritz Leiher He
...... .Douglas Evans brother-in-law and between the two
...... .Harry Cording they piece together enough evidence
.Betty Alexander
that he had actually stabbed
Francis McDonald to assure
Xeyle Morrow a man. Why and how takes further

humble farmer, Joe Bartle, who always loved her.
This shouldn't have happened to
California Carlson...
Phyllis Calvert. She plays the part
Xmcky Jenkins.
Xl'Oll
as if she didn't believe in it for one
t>r. At wood.
moment. Michael Rennie, as the
Morgan. ., ...
engineer, shows star potentialities.
Sue Harmon.
Given the right grooming and the
Kane. ...
proper parts he is now under conJose.
.. ....
Tain
....... .Patricia Tale
unravelling but unfoldment reveals tract to Maurice Ostrer he should
Stark.
......... .Bob Faust he had been hypnotized into crime become marquee value.
To get the goods on real villain
Rest of the cast is adequate, but
Third in the new Hopalong Cas- young man goes through hypnotism with all their talents and all the
William Boyd
.....Andy Clyde
.Rand Brooks

—

...

. .

. .

.

.

.

Hvrant

1

I-Vrnand,
Pierre..
Kiel

Jules.
Janiit.

—

.

goodwill in the world, .they couldn't
again for fast action finale.
Paul Kelly is a believable cop who breathe life into the yarn. Phyllis
aids DeForest Kelley solve nightmare Calvert will undoubtedly draw her
riddle. Latter also is good as bewil- quota of admirers in this country,
dered young man. Ann Doran, his but it will be tough going for AmeriCane.
can screens.
sister, and Kay Scott, his fiancee, do
well. Robert Emmett
a smooth villain.

with

films, is tops,

Brog.

expert.

Hollywood, Feb.

Features Richard Denning, Catherine Craig.
Russell Hoyden. Directed by William H.
Pine.
Screenplay. Maxwell Shane; based
on original story by Shane and Julian Harmon; camera, Jack (ireenhalgh: editor,
Howard Smith. Tradeshown Feb. 10. *47.

Punning time, 71 SUNS.
..Richard Defining
('apt. Allen Danton
Catherine Craig
Susan Briscoe.
Russell Hayden
('apt. Jim Willis
Ann Doran
Mrs. Rnllln Hartley
Byron BanMartin Pinkert. ... . .
l.t.
John Eldredge
Mr. Rolin Hartley
l.t.

Richard 1,00
Keith Richards
Don Castle

Yamura

Col.

Smith

'.
.

Pete Nturdevant

are actually the best feature of the

Pine-Thomas have framed actionmelodrama around work of the
Rescue Service, assuring
"Seven Were Saved" an okay recep-

film. Thesping is ordinary but suffi
cient. as indicated by top Credit go
ing to
Clyde and his Keystone

ful

Andy

Kop

Thatx

__
Wav
T

Air-Sea

Tomm.

bits of business.

m_.

„„..,.
With

Women

Hollywood, Feb. 14.
Warners release of Charles Hoffman prostars Dane Clark, Martha Vickers,
Sydney (Jirenslreet; features Alan Hale,
Craig Stevens, Barbara Brown, Don McGnlre, John Ridgely, Dick Krdman, Herbert
Anderson. Howard Freeman. Directed by

|

l

Frederick

de

froth » story

Ted

Screenplay.

Cordova.

is

T,eo

added dialog. Francis Swnnn;
by ,Bari Derr Riggers: camera,

McCord: editor, Foimer Blangsieil.
Tradeshown In Tins Anceles. Feb. IS, '4"
Running lime. S3 Ml.NS.
«ren Wilson
Dane riark
Marria Allien
Martha Vickers
James I'. Alden..
Sydney c.reenstreet
Herman Hrinlter.
.Alan
" " Hale
Carter Andrews..
Craig Stevens

i

j
i

Alden...

Brown
Don MrUuire

...... .Barbara

Slade

Ham.

'

John

Ridgely

....... ..Dick
..... Herbert

A ndcrsori

,

F.ddle

Melvln PfcilTer.

.

Dr. Harvey
T"

.

Ian Wolfe
Olnf H>tten

Cranilall...

It.

Davis
l">esk

Sergeant

Harry Miller
First

Parly Hlrl.

Alice Cireen

$'i«SS
fiawliina
l>»aenn

Angela.,
MacPlversiin

Krdman

Howard Freeman
....... ..... .Joe Devlin

..........Charles Arnt
....... .Susti Crandall
...... ..Janet Murdoch
....... .CrelBhton Hale
Phllo McCulimigh
......... .Jack Mower
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

..lane

Harker

...... .afonte.Jllue

"That Way With Women" is a
mtsnom.n- for this remake of th" old

Goorw

Arliss starrer. "The MillionThis version is a mild drama
with comedy touches that will cause
aire,"

a bit overlength,

|

, ...

.

..

.

..

,

Rene Horde
Andre Gevrey
..Werner Began

....
..
... ...
.

.

.

.

Marcel Jcsa
Joseph (.Severs
Maurice Auaat

.

.

.Sylviane

Ramboux

Anne Marie

Ferriet-ea

While war's atrocities are being
dimmed by time, Belgianmade "We Lived Through Buchenwald" is a grim reminder of the
frightful deeds of the Nazis. Dubbed

Press after getting burned by yelYarn gets under
journalism.

English

into

by

distributor

Mage, modest-budgeter

tells

James
of the

way with an actionful takeoff but miserable existence of Buchenwald's
soon slows down under the strain inmates, all in documentary style.
of carrying painfully unnatural dialog

and improperly motivated

situa-

tions. There's no eity room authenticity to help, either. Geoffrey Homes

Uneven story and poor editing, however, hamper the plot and b.o, possibilities.

Reportedly the "authentic" story

from an original by him- told by the surviving inmates of the
Nazi terror camp, film lacks a proself and Maxwell Shane.
Phillip Reed tries hard with the fessional touch in the acting. Mage's
Steve Wilson role and would have first dubbing attempt is a good try
scripted

r
given a better account o himself
with worthier material. Same goes
for Hillary Brooke as Lorelei and
Robert Lowery as Pete Ryan, as well
as others in the cast.
William Thomas' direction of the
Pine-Thomas production isn't able to
get much from the script. Lensing
and other technical credits are standard. Music score has some good moBrog.
ments.

at lip synchronization, but unfortunately some of the dubbed voices do
not seem to. match the screen characters.

.

.

Opening with a prolog, consisting
of narrative and newsreel clips which
trace the carnage wrought by the
Germans, picture recounts the .activities of several members ot the Belgian underground seized by the GesUltimately all find themselves
Buchenwald. Climax is reached
with the arrival of American troops.

tapo.
at

School for Banger
(BRITISH-MADE)

EIe£ore

London, Feb.

5.

railed Artists release, of Central Office of
Information Him. Produced by R.A.F. Film
directed
by Wing Commander 10.
Scenario, I'X Baird and ,1. WuolasBail'd,
ton; music, John Greenwood; camera. W.
Pollard. Previewed Hammer, London. Running time, «8 MINS,
Capt. Henry Ree
I'VIix
Jacqueline Nearne
Cat
E. Balld
Henri Pickarrt

II inn

Rome

All

Trembled
(ITALIAN-MADE)
(Songs)

t' nit

release of Kxoelsa Film proStars Anna Magnanl, Gino Sin.
Directed by Carmine Gallons.
Anchlse Brlzxl; music. (Jiacomo
conductor, Luigl Rlccl: English,
titles,
Armando V. Macaluso.
Tradeshown N. Y. Feb. 13, '47. Running time,
Stipe rfllm

duction.

imberghi,

Camera,
Puccini;

1

lireen Fingers

10

.MINS.

Anna Magnanl
Ada
Lapse of time since end of war, and Franco
....Olno Sinimberghf
Kdda Alliertlnl
Hollywood's efforts at depicting work Lena
Steften Bode-Wub
of O.SJS., have blunted the edge of Franx.
Anglo-American release of British NaPolice Officer
.Carlo Duse
,
which
film
is a
factual
this
exciting
Beatty,
Robert
Features
tional production.
.loop Von Hulzen
Webb
Carol Raye, Nova Pllbeam, Felix Aylmer. composite story of actual events. It Doctor.
Guldo Notari
Screenplay by features training and ultimate sabo- Mechanic.
Directed by John Harlow.
Tina Scoltl
Jack Whittlngham from Edith Arundel's tage activities in Occupied France of Stagehand.
(lugllelmo Slna*
novel "The Persistent Warrior." M"usic by
.(luiseppe Varnl
Stagehand
opera1
Hans May: camera. Krnest Palmer. At two British agents, named for
Cost /or Opera "Tosca'
Palace, London, Felt. 4. Running time, 87 tional purposes Felix and Cat. Felix Ploria Tosca
lilisabetta Barbate
MINS.
is an army officer, Cat an ordinary Cavaradossl
.Glno Slnimberghl
Tito Gobbl
Robert Beatty civilian.
After extensive training Scarpla
Thomas Stone....
Carol Raye they are parachuted into France for Angelolll.
.Giulio Nert
Jpannie Manaetl.
Nova PHbearrt
Alexandra Baxter.
organize sabotage and
to
Felix Aylmer Felix
Daniel Booth
Un Ualian;~English Titles)
..Harry Welchman underground resistance with Cat as
Dr. Baxter
Ifidward Blgby wireless operator. Pickard is the conAn Italian import, "Before Him All
Albert Ooodman..
Kllis Irving necting link in England.
Jones
Rome Trembled" is a long tale of
Marriott
.... Moore
Pickles
underground Woven
Italian
Since Felix and Cat are reenacting the
Olive Walters
Mrs. Mansell
opera
.Felicity Deveraux their real life roles during the war around a performance of the
Pamela
plot could be
Doreen Lawrence and many of the actual agents
Angela
ap- "Tosca." The overlong
.....Charles Victor
Jde Mansell
pear in the production, there is a speeded by judicious scissoring, espe..Frederick Morant
Dr. Miles
first
reel. Film's potenin
the
cially
everything,
tendency to understate
thereby actually emphasizing the tial audience will largely be limited
Unlikely to please the medical pro- danger of these heroic folk.
to music lovers.
fession, this picture is the biggest
Briefly story deals with Anna MagThe picture gives a much better nani and Gino Sinimberghi, singers
boost osteopathy has yet had, alidea of how underground resistance
Royal Opera. Latter,
though it points out the dangers of
fictional with Rome's
than
many
organized
was
the inexperienced dabbling in the art
along with his teacher Franz (Steffen
films could. With proper selling this
Bode-Wab) hide a wounded English
and science.
Cane.
place,
Thomas Stone, a fisherman, decides should find a
agent, Joop Von Hulzen, in a cave
near his country home. Paralleling
to become an osteopath. By hard
Shines the story of "Tosca" to some extent,
the
work and study he has almost completed his four years at the Academy
iealous Miss Magnani suspects Sin(BRITISH-MADE)
imberghi of betraying her for anof Osteooathy. Jeannie, daughter of
London, Feb. 1.
other. Unwittingly this results in the
his landlady, is a cripple given up by
(Assocoiated British PicPictures
pa
the
the doctors. Stone treats and cures ture Corp.) release of International Screen- Nazis' discovery of not only the
sanctuary but also
Stars Barbara White. Englishman's
her, but instead of receiving praise play Production.
ColBruce.
Bonar
for
Brenda
reprimanded
Squire,
Konnld
leads to the arrest of the household
from the deal, he is
Ronald Howard, Directed by An- staff. Though under suspicion. Sin-,
having laid hands on a patient before leano, Asquith.
Screenplay, Terence Katthonv
he is qualified. This is quackery, but tigan. Anatole de Orunewald. from Terence imberghi is permitted to sing in the
the case receives such publicity that Italtigan's play; camera. Jack Hildyard. opera and with Miss Magnani effects
the ex-fisherman decides to set up in U Palace, London. Running lime, 78 MINS, a dramatic escape at the end of the
•

(BRITISH-MADE)

London, Feb.

5.

.

.

.

,

.

.

rW=*"
raft to battle elements while practice regardless of the academy
awaiting rescue. How common sense, or a degree.
,
He prospers, marries Jeanme, beaids provided in the
a ]ong with
specialist, and
ra f( B| w ill assure survival until the comes a fashionable
Air-Sea Rescue Service arrives is finds he must choose between soBaxter,
a
air
Alexandra
of
Details
phisticated
capably projected.
having an
search for victims are given, climax- patient with whom he is
He decjdes to
ing in dropping of powered rescue affair, and his wife.
commits
boat from a plane to carry survivors break with the former, who
suicide. The inquest discloses that
to safety.
Melodrama angles of plot as di- Thomas had incorrectly diagnosed
treatment inrected by William H. Pine strive for her illness and his
loses
character studies of crash victim that directly led to her death. He
back to sea and
don't always come off but general ef- faith in himself, goes
accident, his
fect is okav. Among those awaiting only when, owing to an
recurs
and doctors
of
paralysis
victims
wife's
former
rescue are three
cure, does he
war
of
despaired
a
Jap
have
high
a
camps,
prison
Jap
use his
criminal en route to Manila for trial, yield to his wife's plea and
sol- "Green Fingers" again. She is healed
a nurse, the plane pilot and two
morale and he recovers his faith.
diers. Gradual breakdown of
John Harlow, who achieved sucamong the weaker aiid efforts of the
With Crime,"
stronger to hold the pitiful band to- cess with "Appointment
gether occupies considerable foot- has made a fair job of a not-toodue
age and sometimes becomes tedious. convincing story. His failure Ls
Richard Denning, Catherine Craig, to cliches and to lack of attention to
••

life
j

.

Minerva

Footage,
is carried out.
particularly in
sequences, but general effect
measures up to all demands of the
market for which it is intended.
Story line sets up rescue technique by having a plane earning
crash in the Pacific. Asprincipals
c
so rted characters that survive crash
uuuw " together on a rubber
a,e thrown

hap victims
life raft

auction,

Townsend:

tion in action bookings. Plot use of
garners interest on technical
side depicting how the rescue of rms-

ASRS

,

.

.

.

14.

Paramount release of William Pine-William Thomas (f.. B. Merman! production,

filters fully

, ,

.

Were Saved

Seven

pedition headed by, of all -things, a
lovely gal, sets out to verifv the Indian lineage. Suspicion is thrown on
the redskins by a group of rustlers
who dress like them on raids and
leave planted evidence. Meanwhile,
the assistant on the expedition gets
ideas about the solid gold relics apd
ties up with the rustlers to raid the
possessions buried with dead warriors, Through all of this rides Boyd
with his sidekicks, ever eager to
catch perpetrators of injustice, which
he eventually does.
Camera work, as always in the

Hoppy

Keane makes

Suspense mood is furthered by
Jack Greenhalgh's lensing and the
score by Rudy Schrager. Editing and
other production credits are equally

.

slowly

.

series

,

.

La Fermiere.

low

—

.

has all the. low-budget
chemistry of the previous William
Boyd productions but the mixing
lacks one ingredient: story matter.
Result is that the streamliner, fails
to jell and, perish forbid, even drags
for portions of its 59 minutes.
For one thing this film is unique.
It's a western without a» single chase
scene. A couple of gallopers might
have added some needed spice. Slory
thread winds around a tribe of Indians isolated on a mesa, who are
supposed to be direct descendants
of the Aztecs. An archeological exsidy

.

.

Jacqueline.

.

.

.......

Van

Lightweight secondary feature that
gets off to a promising start but bogs
down too quickly. Based on ether's
"Big Town," it looks like the start
of a Pine-Thomas film series but
other entries will have to be stronger
if there's to be a survival.
Plot function is the establishment
of Steve Wilson as the crusading editor of Big Town's illustrated Daily

BUNS.

(tunning time. 59

Hopalong Cassidy

...Nana Bryan-^t
..Charles Arnt

Mrs, Crane
Mr. Pea body..

Jean

14..

Paramount release -.of William Plne-Wll-

•

whose attractiveness makes the

cutie

-.

.

.

...... .George

Perkins. ...........
Scholes,

Paul

in the Night

.

.

Bowser, ...........
.

Fear

ing to play the gumshoe a la "those
hard muggs in the movies."

Miss Lamoui;

Rtishie. Farnish...,

and lensing by Ted McCord
Brog.
them good display.

vision,

the use of Alan Ladd in

off is

part as the nextdoor detective
envies because he's pant-

bit

whom Hope

James Mage

release of Belgian production.
Directed b\ K. (1, De Myest. Story,
Robert L-owery Herman (Tosson: music, Robert Pettier:
Bare .dialog, .Mary Dunton. previewed In N. If.
. .Byron
Veda A<iwi- ilot's
*. .»<-. H'. '-17. Running time, 56 MINS.

!

Sun

While

Barbara White
Ronald Squire
.Brenda Bruce
.Honar Cotieano, Jr.
.Ronald Howard
Miles Malleson
..Margaret Rutherford

Lady Klizabelh Randeil

Duke of Ayr..,.
.Mabel Crunl
loe

Mulvaney

. ,

.

Karl of Harpendei
art on ...........
Dr. Winltrert Fr>
1 1

.

.

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

......
.

.

...

.

.

Cyril

old Admiral.,,..

Daphne;

.

. . .

. .

.

,

Colbert ..........
.

Mr. Jordan
Mrs. Flnckel....
.

,

. ,

.

Maude

Joyce ftrenfell
.Michael Allan
..Garry Marsh
,

.

..Amy Frank

'

,.,

finale-

A

'

.

realistic

,

donna.

prima

Miss

registers as Ada. However,
the voice of Elisabetta Barbato is
dubbed in for the musical scenes.
Tenor Sinimberghi handles his thespian chores in creditable fashion and
is an acceptable "Cavaradossi" in the
operatic sequences. Supporting cast
Direction and photogis adequate".

Magnani

raphy is satisfactory, while producMain interest in this adaptation of tion accoutrements are better than
Terence Rattigan's London stage hit the usual Italian import.
(it flopped on Broadway) is screen
debut of Ronald Howard, 28-yearFOR 'BLUE'
old son of the late Leslie Howard.
Dead ringer for his famous father,
except that he is taller, he has the
same quiet voice, the same easy
manner, and has inherited some of
the talent. His natural flair for actLike
ing needs nursing, however.
the Earl of Harpenden, whom he
plays in the film, Howard served on
the lower deck during the .war be-

BEY INKS

Hollywood, Feb.

18.

Eagle-Lion inked Turhan Bey to
co-star with Virginia Mayo in "Out
of the Blue," based on a novel by

Vera Caspary.
Shooting starts March 3, .with
Leigh JasOn directing and Isadore
Gpfdsmitn prpd^diiif.
,
'

•

10
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Warn

Distribs

Against

1947

JnUS-MU»VCTI0K

field Sales Stiffs

Any Dipsy-Deode Deak

With new selling techniques under*
the anti-trust decree slated to go'
into full force by July 1, most distribs are currently warning their
.field sales staffs against malting any
under-the-table deals with exhibitors.. Wary of incurring any further
Governmental displeasure by laying
themselves open to more lawsuits,
homeoffice topper* have told the sales
men they'll be held entirely responsible for selling in. any other way
than what's decided on for the final

Holly wood, Feb.

consent decree banned block booking in favor of selling in blocks of

Numerous

Sam

fall."

Same sort of warning was issued
to the sales staffs in 1940, when the
five.

with

Shanghai.
Picture will be filmed at the Gen,
eral Service lot for United Artists
release, following Bischoff's similar
deal with Dick Powell in "The Pit-

decree.

no more than

18.

will

double, as coBischoff and
star, in "Intrigue," a tale of blackmarket skullduggery in postwar

producer

Quarter Augurs

office.
When the exhib mentioned
such a deal to a branch manager, he
learned the la|ter knew nothing
'47
about it, meaning the exhib usually
didn't get delivery on the product
Registering a huge net of $7,203,and the distributor was open to arbi- 000 for the first quarter of fiscal
tration suit.
1947, Warner Bros, has scored sweepCurrent warnings mention specifi- ing gains over its previous record
cally the competitive bidding system, 1946 net of $18,424,000 while making
with distrib toppers apparently real- a strong bid for the No. 2 spot in
izing the possibility of one of their the '47 profits derby. Should the
salesmen making a deal with two company maintain its pace, it will
competing exhibs. By learning what more than likely head off 20th-Fox
one exhib is prepared to bid for a which garnered an approximate $22,certain picture, the salesman could 000,000 in '46 to place.
officials
then practically guarantee the film told stockholders yesterday at its
to the second exhib by telling him annual meet in Wilmington that alto offer a higher bid. Taking other though profits for the second quarter
into
consideration
besides
will
not
matters
be as large as the first
the actual bid, the homeoffice might quarter they would exceed those of
still sell the film to the lower-bid- the corresponding period of 1946.
WB's first-quarter take would
ding operator, leaving the salesman
give
it some $28,000,000, making it
out on the limb.
comparable to a '46 lineup as fol-

No. 2 Spot in

WB

lows:

M-G NOT JUMPING GUN

Samuel

Stanleigh

Carlisle,

P.

Charles S. Guggenheimer,
AUCTION-BIDDING Friedman,
Samuel Schneider and Morris Wolf
Contrary to reports circulated to two-year terms. Total of 5,081,during the Metre sales meet in Chi(Continued on page 21)
cago last week, the company will not

ON

competitive
situations under the auction-bidding
system, according to M-G homeoffice

"Yearling"

sales

execs.

in

all

Instead,

Metro

KORDA STARS LEIGH
IN 'KARENINA REMAKE
7

will

handle "Yearling" and all future
product as it has handled pix, heretofore, only testing the bidding sys-

tem

in

strictly

competitive

London, Feb. 18.
Alexander Korda has signed
situa- Vivien Leigh to star in a remake of
Sir

Tolstoy's, "Anna Karenirfa."
Slated
to roll as of April 15, picture will

tions.

Company execs thus denied they
were jumping the gun on the July

.

be directed by Julien Duviver.

1

It's

his first of three directorial chores
for Korda.,

date set for the wholesale industry
inauguration of bidding. Sales staff
may extend their tests in certain individual territories where Metro pix
presently get no performance but
full-scale bidding will
effective until July 1.

"Karenina", made as a silent in
1915 by Fox, was done again 20
years later by Metro, starring Greta
Garbo and Fredric Marco.

not become

coming

week,

this

IE Lenses Qriatd

after
dis-

Hollywood, Feb.

economy moves by Other majors,

.

j

j

Qamor

j

j

wm

i

m

j

;

|

.

!

>

sion.
;

;

train.
j

comply with distribs' demands which
were admittedly in violation of antitrust statutes, Federal Judge Charles
E. Wyzanski ruled in upsetting the
$966,000 triple-damage award handed

18.

Five pictures are facing the camclose little change during fiscal 1946
in the salary nut to officers and em- eras at Warners this week, with the
ployees earning more than $20,000 starts of 'The Voice of the Turtle"
and
"Two Guys from Texas."
yearly. Columbia actually shaved its
Others are "The Unfaithful," "The
overhead to $4,225,900 from $4,373,
and
"Wallflower."
256 in '45 while U's slight rise Unsuspected"
Meanwhile,
"My Wild Irish Rose,"
brought its cost to $6,508,411 from

A. B. Momand against the "major
companies.
In a 26-page opinion
which directed a verdict for the defendants, Judge Wyzanski indicated
another pitfall which can beset ex-

musical tinter, is going through a
recording process.

Columbia's officers and directors
took in $890,432 for the fiscal year
ended June 30 and $3,335,468 fox-

Momanls Award

Boston, Feb. 18.
An exhibitor cannot incur extravagant damages by refusing to

hib seeking anti-trust balm. If an
exhib charges Sherman Act violations in a

others against $842,575 and $3,530,681
respective for '45. Officer-director
class of Universal garnered $1,434,446
and others; $5,073,965 against $1,353,879 and $5,076,153.
U's proxy also disclosed that Nate
J. Blumberg, company .prexy who
held no common stock at outset «£
year, bought 16,800 shares during

Trust Adds

ended Nov. 2. Matty Fox,
(Continued on page 20)

fiscal '46

number

of trade practices,

but can prove only one of those, he
has the further burden of demon-

Odbmrs Aths-

that his damages were
caused by the one practice proven
and not by the other uproven pracstrating

/

tices,

To

••
.

.

While Momand had itemized 20
practices which he claimed had
strangled his Oklahoma circuit, all
but one^ compulsory arbitration and
credit conspiracies, were ruled out
because of the statute of limitations
and previous decisions in suits which
had been brought in Oklahoma, .the
court said.
As to specific claims
brought by the majors on arbitration awards, which were conceitedly
improper, "not a penny was paid on
any of these claims," the court

Film Holdings

Indicating the conviction of Floyd
Odium, Atlas Corp. prexy, that
the film biz will maintain its present
payoff of solid profits, Atlas has substantially broadened the base of its
film holdings and currently/ has
$20,288,426 invested in pix stocks
and bonds. Holding company In the found.
Momand's companies "had considpast
six months, analysis of the Atlas
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
erable latitude in selecting an alter*
Although new contract demands annual report discloses, added $2,- native and indeed an expensive
by Screen Actors Guild are under- 435,430 in film securities outside its course to avert complying with detremendous
holdings.
stood still under wraps in sessions
fendants' criminal demands," the
of a secret committee of SAG, it is
Most substantial thrust was in the court said, but "the particular course
understood that two major demands direction of Paramount, with Atlas those companies chose was so disprobably will be for payment to ac- picking up an additional 48,000 proportionately extravagant that it
tors on reissues and for a percentage shares of common to bring its total could not be charged to defendants.
of profits on loanouts. Committee to 93,000 shares at a market value To decide otherwise (if the treble
has been meeting for several months of $3,022,500 at the year's close. At(Continued on page 21)
and it's expected new clauses will be las also inched into Metro,' purchasing
presented to its board of direptors 2,000 shares of common, valued at
in about two weeks for approval. $51,250.
Acquisitions of 20th-Fox
Present contract with studios winds and Warner Bros, stocks were made;
up May 15.
10,000 shares of the former being
IN N. Y.
Precedental clause on reissues bought, evalued at $380,000 and
With talks between 18 major New
may demand as much as payment 5.000
shares at $88,125.
equal to the original salaries for
Company also increased its hold- York labs and film lab technicians
union, Local 702, still deadlocked
(Continued on page 20)
(Continued on page 48)
after a series of conferences during
the past week, threat of an industrywide shutdown looms upon expiration of the old contract March 11.
Preliminary steps for a walkout
have already been taken by the union with filing of a 30-day strike notice with the.U. S. Department of
Labor
on Feb. 8.
Hollywood, Feb. 18. . self in a sequence of "A Miracle
Basic point of disagreement beAnne Cornwall, star of speechless Can Happen," to be produced by. tween the companies and union is
Bogeaus
and
Burgess
films, in "The Woman in White" at Benedict
latter's demand for wage parity
the
Thomas Gomez and Meredith at General Service .
Warners'. .
with Coast lab workers. Minimum
Richard Haydn borrowed from 20th Republic bought "Heart of the wage rate in the lowest category in
Rockies," authored by Louise Rousfor "Singapore" at Universal
this area is 87c an hour as comAnn Dvorak inked as femme lead in seau, as a starrer for Monte Hale
pared
with a $1.40 for the same
"Casanova," to be produced by Paul Jarrico doing the final script category oh the Coast. Subsidiary
Churubusco on "The White Tower," which Ed- questions include the union's demand
Picker
Leonard
at
picked ward Dmytryk will produce and for increased vacation, sick leave,
studios, Mexico .City
.
.
"In Room 303" and "Wife Tames direct in Switzerland for
severance pay and differential scales
Wolf" as titles for two comical shorts Jack Pennick's Charros, group of 37 for night work.
starring Leon Errol
Sam Bischoff Mexican horsemen who recently
Union execs and company reps
will use the sidewalks of Los Angeles worked in "The Fugitive," were have been meeting almost daily since
for shooting "The Pitfall," forth- signed by the Ringling Circus
the contract talks began several
Fortunio Bonanova will star in "In.
coming Dick Powell starrer
.
weeks
ago. Another confab has been
Columbia switched from "Blondie spector General," Spanish-language scheduled for today (Wed.).
Sees Stars" to "Blondie in the picture to be made by Cuautemoe
Dough" . . . Michael Duane draws Productions in Mexico City.
B.

Gs Me

loo

On Reissue

1

Coin

,

RKO

week
Although she received less coin
she was supplied with
wardrobe requirements, which is not
included in the Faramounl deal.

at Selznick's,

•

LABMEN DEADLOCKED,
STRIKE

WB

From

Briefs

LOOMS

•

the Lots

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

£xh%

Both men leave for east March 2,
Williams- by plane and Vinnicof by

mailed

•

"Yearling," it was said, will be
handled along the lines established Mono's 26-Wk. Net Profit,
for "Green Years," being let out
slowly for select situations in ad$216,999, Above Last Yr.
vance of a wholesale national reMonogram's consolidated net for
lease. Metro execs emphasized they
the 26 weeks ended Dec. 28 totals
set up no revolutionary changes in
$216,999 compared with $183,692 for
their sales policy at the Chicago
the corresponding period of 1945.
meeting, at which particular stress
Revenue for the company .in both
was set on discussing the decree.
domestic and foreign fields" has inRegional meetings, meanwhile, will
creased substantially, according to
begin about April 23, when veepee
Steve Broidy, Monogram prexy, with
over distribution William F. Rodgers
the half-year boost reaching 42%
returns from his current trip to the
Since June 29, date of last anCoast.
nual report, management options for
31,900 shares have been exercised by
holders, with a t6tal of 22,200 shares
CaL
Leaders East reserved for option still outstanding.
Broidy's statement stressed forma-^
Hollywood. Feb. 18.
tion of Allied Artists Productions
Southern California Theatre Own- and Monogram's program for higher
ers Association sending Paul Wil- bracket pix through that subsid.
liams, general counsel, and Harry Company expects to push up profits
Vinnicof, board member, to New by AUied's production of films in the
York for the open-forum industry $1,.000,000 bracket, Broidy said,
meeting under auspices of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, to be held March 10-11.
Pitch
Anita's Far
Pair has been empowered by the orHollywood Feb 18
gamzation to work with other exhibie aV e David O.
Anita Colb
itor reps
order to meet problems Sctoick snor u
y to assume a new
raised by- consent decree. Williams
post at Paramount where she will
also
meet with Thurman Arnold, nand]e wardrobe and social contact
American Theatres Assn. counsel, on £ol ] ayers she takes over her new
p
joint appeal of SCTOA and ATA with
chore June j. with salary of $700 per
regard to New York anti-trust dcci-

wm

firm in one phase of their battle
against the corkscrew of rising costs
of annual salaries for top executives and players. Proxy statements of Columbia and Universal

—that

'

Wilmington meet reelected directors

Alleged Violation, Court

Rules in Reversing

$6,430,032.

WBs fancy first./

in-

stances cropped up since that time,
however, of salesmen making deals
with exhibs for an entire season's
product for the sake of boosting
their own records with the home-

sell

On Every

PROXIES R
The majors are apparently holding

laffs'Salrip^isitle
George Raft

:

Siii Exhib Most Prove Damage

GOLUM

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

RKO

RKO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the male lead in "Keepers of the
Bees," John Haggott production at

"Would You Believe Me?" is the
new and final tag on "Love and'
Brian
at Warners
Aheme's brother, Pat, recently arrived from London, makes his Holly-

]

j

(Learn"

Columbia.
Barbara

Powers, nitery cigaret
girl, draws the Nell Gwynn role in
"Forever Amber" at 20th-Fox
Cliff R. Ganz, story chief of Sol M.
Wurtzel Productions, took over new
duties as executive assistant to the
president
Ian Keith completed
his role in "Forever Amber" and
moved to Chicago for a stage role
Seyin "The Vagabond King."
mour Nebenzal gave the green light
to "Atlantis" on the Goldwyn lot,
with Maria Montez and Jean Pierre
RKO bought
Aumont in top roles
"The Road to Carmichael's," a Satevepost tale by Richard Wormser,
for production by J. Robert Bren on
.

.

'

.

.

.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
"Forever
After several weeks of deliberaUniversal- itions, Screen Writers Guild commit-

in
.

.

j

.

.

j

SWG

,

.

.

.

days ahead of schedule at Universal
Vince Barnett drew
Shift in John Houseman's produc- International
program at RKO brings up his third consecutive role in Mark
Thieves Like Us" at his next chore. Bellinger productions, this time in
"That Girl From Memphis," origin- "Brute Force." at Universal-IntcrKathy O'Donnell inked
ally slated as Houseman's next, was national
switched to late, summer production. for the top femme role in "Kenny"
Harry James inked to play him- at Eagle-Lion
j

.

j

tion

Screen Writers Revise

AAA »A WHIUIIU
PnnSnfm With
AI A
HIHI nfcn
«nn
IV

International is spending $50,000 on tee has revised the American Aua ballyhoo campaign for "The Eggithors Authority
plan, calling for
and I" in the Los Angeles area
tifjht
copyright control of literati
Lloyd Goff Broadway "thesp, makes product. Purpose of the
is to
his film debut in "Body and Soul" bring the AAA within the frameat Enterprise ... Michael Curtiz work of
the Authors League of
closed a deal for Technicolor treat- America.
ment of his forthcoming production,
Simultaneous with these amend"Victoria Grandolet."
Katharine ments. Christopher LaFarge, Authors
,
Hepburn, Robert Walker and Paul Guild prez. has brought in another
Henried return to Metro. March 1 plan for protection of authors' copyfor added scenes in "Song of Love." right. Licensing of properties as
Sam Wood*, brought "Ivy" in 23 against outright sales is object of

.

the Churubusco lot in Mexico City,

.

j

wood screen bow
Amber" at 20th-Fox

.

.

.

j

j

.

.

.

.

.

both plans, but LaFarge's does not
call for pooling of copyrights. Writers groups feel that since the topflight novelists and playwrights are
now arranging licensing deals, it is
only a question of time before
studios will give same terms to all
writers.
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PICTURE GROSSES

14

Upped Temp Meals B'way

Up

Boswell-Joy Band

e.u.s;

Omaha

Ace' Big 20G,

Omaha, Feb.

'Pilgrim'- Lorre - Kiiight - Lamb

132G,

Qi Steady;

Oke 20G, least' Lusty 17G

'Be Yours

„

Mai

'

Reckoning'

—

Igfc

Three

'

New

wknW^

3SG, Plllly

'Reckoning' Fine 30G,
'Clouds' Lofty

pace.
Capitol

(Loew's) (4,820; 7O-$l.S0)
—"Lady in Lake" (M-G) and" Tex
Beneke orch. Gene Sheldon on stage

32G,M

Detroit, Feb. 18,
The number of holdovers and re(4th-final wk).
Modest $56,000 on issues is not helping overall biz picblowoff after fine $76,000 for prior ture here this stanza, and few of
week. "Beginning or End" (M-G) new ..entries are making a strong
with Kathryn. Grayson, Johnnie showing. "Dead Reckoning" is getJohnston, Paul Regan, Nat Brand- ting a fairly respectable figure at the
big-seater Fox but "Love Laughs at
wynne orch opens
(Thurs.).
Andy Hardy" is no great shakes at
Criterion
the small United Artists.
(Loew's)
"Till
(1,700;!
60
$1.25)— "Dead Reckoning" (Col) (5th Clouds Roll By," in second week at
wk). Down to $15,000 for fourth ses- Michigan likely will get top coin.
sion ended yesterday (Tues.) which
"Westerner" and "Adventures of
is good in' view of length of run;
Marco polo" are doing remarkably
"

•

''

,

,'

—

—

i«k
M$
J? &
,

™?^

.

—

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-$1.50)
—"Easy Come. Easy Go" (Par) with

sage" (U), $2,800 in 3 days.
Michigan (United Det.) (4,039;' 7095)— "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
and "Luckiest Guy in World" (M-G),
(2d wk).
Powerful $32,000. Last

Ink Spots, Ella Fitzgerald, Cootie
Williams orch on stage (3d wk)
Second round concluded last (Tues )
night held to fairly, -good $70,000;
opening week was solid $82,000.
Radio City Music Hall (Rockefellers) (5,945; 70-$2.40)
"Yearling"
(M-G) plus .stageshow (4th wk).
Perking a bit this>stanza aided by
better weather and Lincoln's Birthday to do $122,000 after fancy $123,000. for
third week. Still holds
though "Sea of Grass" (M-G) is being advertised as next attraction

week, terrific $40,000.
Palms-State (United Det.) (2,976"Nocturne"
(RKO) and
"Ghost Goes Wild" (2d wk). Okay
$15,000.
Last week, stout $22,000.
United Artists (United Det.) (»!,,

—

70-95)

is

.

denting

Monti

Montreal, Feb. 18.
„
stor y" at Loew's looks

one

this stanza.
biz slightly.

Weather

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-63)— "Dark
(U).
Stout $13,000.
Last
8 Clemenline " (2 °th),

Mirror
$Tl500

-

'£$ A.

of $12,000, plenty profitable; last
week was about same. Stays on at
modified, roadshow policy.

Smart People" (M-G), No

:

.

son Story" (Col).
Great $21,000.
Last week, "Notorious" RKO ), $14 <

'

Metro

*t fair $7,500. Last week,

<

S0 "

—

AVA GARDNEB'S lOAtfOUT

steady pace

Riaito (Mayer) (594; 35-85)— "Two
dice here
"Tower of
London" (U) (reissue), $7,500 5 for
third week. nice.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; G0-$1.25)
—"California" (Par) (6th wk). Fine
# 26,000 for 5th round
ded last

,

-

here.

to

ut
J

<CT) (i 85 °; 30-50)—
70-95)
"Love Laughs Andy u'ifei'tK***
Gallant Journey" (Col) and "Lone
Hardy" (M-G) and "Magnificent Wolf
m Mexico" (Col). Good $6,Rogue" (Rep). Mild $14,000 or near.
ast week
Cockeyed Miracle"
Last week, "Trapped" (Col) and ?S2'r.f
Made Me A K uer "
"Rage in Heaven"
(M-G), fair
i
$18,000.
Loew's (CT) (2,800; 35-67)— "Jol941;

Park Avenue (U) (583; $1.20-$2.40)
—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (9th

wk). Settling down

—

'Jolson' Great 21G,

...
like °L
the big

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
loaned Ava Gardner to

Universal-International
as
femme
topper opposite Fred MacMurray in
the
forthcoming
mystery
film,
"Singapore."
Actress recently completed a role
on, the same lot in the Mark He'llinger production, "The Killers."

500 for third week.

Palace (CT)

(2,300; 35-63)

Gentleman". (UA).

torious

'

*

'

— "NoOkay

Last
week.
"DeeeDlion"
(2d wk). $12,500.

$12,500.

(WB)

Princess (CT) (2,300; 35-63)—
"Show-Off" (M-G) and "Wife
(Col)
(Col)

65-95)—
Looks
Last week

(1,500;

w^

(7th

*

big $13,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95)
—"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th)
plus Clyde McCoy orch on stage (3d
wk). Not too shocking at $30,000.

Last week, trim $40,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95 )-"l'U
Be Yours" (U) and "Code of West"

Sound

(Rep),

$20,000 or near.

Last

week, "Love Laughs Andy Hardy"
(M-G) and "The Trap" (Mono),
'

tasty $22,000.
Blalto
(Indie)

65-95)"Beast With Five Fingers" (WB)
and "Shadow Of Woman" (WB).
Lusty $17000. Last week, "City for
Conquest" (WB) and "Wild Bill

Hickock"

(1,700;

(WB)

(reissues),

nice

$15,000.

Roosevelt

(B&K)

(1,500;

65-95)—

"Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk). Hobust

$28,000.

Last

week,

sock

(B&K)

(2,700;

65-95)

.

$32,000.

State-Lake

—"Razor's Edge" (20th) (8th wk).
Crisp

$18,000,

Last

week,

neat

$21,000.

United Artiste (B&K) (1.700; 6595)— "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G)
(4th wk). Strong $20,000. Last week,
tall $25,000.

Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 95-$l.20$1.40-$1.80)—"Best Years Of Lives"
(RKO) (9th wk).. Still holdouts,
great $38 ,000. Last
eek, near same.

w

Mpls^ Tilgrim' Bangop

m ttm

Heart' 126

Minneapolis, Feb. 18,
With more favorable weather,
grosses are picking up-agairi. The
lone holdover.
"Brief Encounter,"
actually is doing better in its third
week than it did in the first. Among
the newcomers, the real strength is

'

$26,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)— "Mr.
District Attorney" (Col). Mild $9,000. Last week, "Lady Luck" (RKO),
$8,000.

being demonstrated by "The Jolson
Story" and "The Shocking Miss

TEMPTATION'- TALL
.

$18,000

Pilgrim."

Estimates for This

1 SI LOUIS

Missouri

"Jolson Story" Is still
thing in this chilly' burg and will'
grab a big $25,000 on holdover.

"Temptation" dualed with "Pilgrim
is second best. Biz is slightly
off all over. "Henry V" still On the

(

Lady"

black side of the ledger.
Estimates for This

Week

Aster (Par.) (900; 30-44)—"Lone
Wolf in Mexico" (Col) and "Down
Way" (PRC). In for 5
days, good $2,200. Last week, "So
Dark Night" (Col) and "Fool's Gold"
(UA) split with "South of Chisliolm
Trail". (Col) and "The Trap" Mono),
okay $2,900 in eight days.
50-70)—
Century .(Par)
(1,600;
Panned
"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA).
by the critics and be lucky to hit
mild $6,000. Last week, "Wicked
Lady" (U), big $9,500.
Gopher (Par) (1,000; 44)— "Dan-

Feb. 18.
the hottest

St. Louis,

Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 50-75)
—"Temptation" (U) and "Pilgrim
Lady" (Rep). Strong $18,000. Lasi gerous Millions"
(20th). Mild $3,000.
week "Magnificent Doll" (U) and Last week,
"Wife Wanted" (Mono),
"Wife Wanted" (Mono), $16,500..
$3,500.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "DesLyric (Par) (1,100; 50-70 >— "13 Hue
try Rides Again" (U) and "When Madeleine" (20th) (m.o,). Good $5,Daltons Rode" (U) (reissues). Okay 000.
Last week, "Stanley-Living$16,000, Last week, "San Quentin" stone" (20th) (reissue), $4,000.
(RKO) and "Vacation in Reno"
Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 50-70)(RKO), $17,000.
"Jolson Story" (Cop.
Big $23,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)— Last week, "Magnificent Doll" (U-I),
"Jolson Story" (Col) (2d wk). Great $10,000.
$25,000
after
wham $33,000 first
Radio City (Par) (4,000: 50-70)7
stanza.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th).
Missouri (F&M) (3,500: 50-75)— Fancy $17,000.
Last week. "Till
"If I Had My Way" (U) and "Shad- Clouds
Roll
(M-G) (3d wk).
ow of a Doubt" (U) (2d run). Solid fine $12,000 inBy".
6 days."
$17,000. Last week, "Shocking Miss
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 50-70)Pilgrim"
(20th)
and "Dangerous "Mr. District Attorney" (Col). Good
Millions" (20th) (3d wk). $9,500.
$8,000. Last week, "Swell Guy' >UOrpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)— I). $7,000.
Gallant; Bess" (M-G) and "Alias
State (Par) (2,300; 50-70)— "Cross
Mr. Twilight" (Col). Good $8,500.
Heart" (Par). Crix slams makL,a.st week, "Her Secret Heart" My
it
N
tough going. Good •Hi 2 :""'!;
(M-G) (m.o,), $8,500.
Last week, "13 Rue Madeleine
St. Louis (F&M) (4.000; 50-60)—
20th) (2d wk), big $12,000.
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Fabulous
50-55)Uptown
(1,000;
(Par)
Suzanne" .(Rep)
(2d
wk). Fine
nabe show'

'

1

$8,500 after sc-ck $14,000 for
stanza.

"Blue Skies" (Par). First
ing. Fine $4,500. Last week, "Time.

initial

(20th).
Only $8,000. Last
nn
Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20- Place, Girl" (WB), $3,500. 50-99'
World
(350;
(Mann)
"Return of Monte Crista" $2.40)— "Henry V"
(UA) (4th wk) "Brief Encounter" (U) '3d «*;
and "Alias Mr. Twilight"- Solid $6,500 after
$9,000 for third Looks about
against £« uu
$2,700
(2d wk), $7,000.
session.
$2,500 second week.

Wanted"
week,

(RKO)

great $19,000 or near.

'

.

65-95)-

(900;

(U > <2d wk). Okay
week, stout $17,000

La<J y"

"Wonderful Life" (RKO)

.

was hefty $26,000.. "Song of" well at the Downtown -considering
Scheherazade" (U) is due in next.
that both are reissues.
Globe (Brandt) (1.500: 70-S1.20)—
Estimates for This Week
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (9th-flnal
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)— fourth week was sock
Holding up remarkably well
. wk).
$22,000; last
Story"
(Col)
(7th
-with trim $18,000 for blowoff frame; "Jolson
wk). week, big. $25,000."
eighth week hit sturdy ..$21,500. Good $9,000. Last week, neat $10,Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 40-80)
"Strange Woman" (UA) opens next 000.
"California"
and "Susie
Saturday (22),
Broadway - Capitol (United De- Steps Out" (UA).(Par)
Strong
$30,000 or
Gotham (Brandt* (900; 70-$1.40)— troit) (3,309; 70-95)
"California"
Li sL» week "Humoresque"
"San. Quentin"
(RKO) (2d wk). (Par) and "Sweetheart Sigma Chi" °XmS
H
(M °h°). ?28,Fairly good $20,000 after big $25,000 (Mono) (3d wk).
Sturdy $16,000. 000
opener. Holds again.
,
Last week, lusty $20,000.
6rpheum (Loew) (2,900; 40-80)—
v
Golden (767) ($l,20-$2.40)—"Henry
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 70- Jolson
Story" (Col) (3d wk) Huge
V" (UA) <25th wk). Still in chips 95)—
8
"Westerner" (FC) and "Ad- $28,000 after $32,000 for second,
-with $9,000 for 24th session -conventures Marco Polo" (FC) (reisParamount (M-P) (1,700; 40-80)—
cluded last Saturday (15) while* we- sues).
Surprising $18,000. Last week,
Matl
Vfr (WB)
"'Ghost
vious round was virtually the same.
r
n e) (2d wk >- ExHollywood (WB) (1.499; 70*$1.10) "Sun Valley Serenade" (20th) and £rf S
Bowery" (20th) (reissues), cellent $15,000 after $17,000 for first.
—"Humoresque" (WB) (9th-final "The
okay $10,000,
sta *« (Loew) (3,200; 40-80)— "Jolwk). Okay $17,500 for eighth week
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,100; 70-95) son Story" (Col) (3d wk). Fine
ending last (Tues.) night; 7th- frame
was $16,000.. "Nora Prentiss" (WB) "Dead Reckoning" (Col). Solid $30,- $16,000 after $18,000 last stanza
Translux (Translux) (900; 30-74)
000. Last week, "Temptation" (UA)
comes in Friday (21),
P1 0 " (WB)
and "Conflict"
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 60-$1.20)— and "Swell Guy" (U), $27,000.
?
(Mono) (reissues).
Medium $4,500.
"Sinbad" (RKO) (5th wk). Fourth
Madison (United Det.) (1,866; -50week "Hangover Square" (Inweek ended resterday (Tues.) held 60)
"Killers"
(U) and "Blithe die) and
'Lighthouse" (PRC). $5,500.
nicely at $35,000, only a step behind Spirit" (M-G).
Strong $2,600 for 3
$36,000 done in third -week, Stays days.
Last week, "Vacation Marindefinitely at this pace.
riage" (M-G) and "Canyon Pasthird

e»

"Sinbad The Sailor" (RKO).

;

tomorrow

e<i

Grand

.

with Hal Maclntyre orch,
$36,000. Last week, "Secret Heart"
on stage, $28,000.
(M-G.) finaled at $14,000 for 6 days
Copley (Shubert) (1,000; $1.80)— 'of 5th week.
"Stairway Heaven" 'U) (2d wk).
Karlton (Goldman) (1,000; 50-94)—
Roadshow 14 shows a week, excellent $9,000 after about $11,000 for "Show-Off" (M-G) (4th wk). Holding tip well at $8,000. Last week,
first.
Esquire
(M-P)
$1.80)— neat $11,000.
(1,200;
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
"Best Years Lives" (RKO) (8th wk).
Matinees are dropping off but $8,000 "Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d run). Good
$9,500.
Last week, "Blue Skies"
is good after, $9j500 last week.
(Par), trim $9,000 for second run.
Fenway (M-P), (1,373; 40-80)—
Mastbanm (WB) (4,350; .50-94)—
"Man I Love" (WB) and "Ghost Goes "Humoresque" (WB). Sock $40,000
Wild'^dndie) (2d wk). Good $9,000 plus elegant $4,500 for Sabbath showafter $12,000 in first.
ing at Earle. Last week, "Till Clouds
Majestic (Indie). (1.500; 40-80)— Roll By" (M-G), oke $19,000 for
"Les Miserables" (Indie) (2d wk). fourth sesh.
Remaining sound at $8,000 on this
Pix (Cummins) (500; $1,30-$1.95reissue after about same last stanza. $2.60)— "Henry V" (UA) (7th wk).
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-80)— Holding Up well at $9,500. Last week,
"The Razor's Edge" (20th) begins good $10,000.
today (Tues.).
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "It's
Last week, "It's
Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "Lone a Wonderful Life" (RKO) (3d wk).
Wolf Mexico" (Col). Six days of Rousing $25,000. Last week, nice
others,

^

'

(B&K)

Garrick

*^ k

, T
$12,000. Last

wk)

Up Del;

R0

Stout $55,000.

—

Holdovers Slow

Year's of Lives". (RKO). (13th
wk). Still doing strongly at $47;QO0
an improvement over 12th week's
$45,000. Seems geared to around this
level with small sign of slackening

the

'

—

—"Best

8t

Estimates for This Week
Apollo
(B&K) (1,200; 65-85)_
"Jolson Story"
(Col)
(8th Zk)
Hardly a sign of faltering at $21,000
Last week, strong $23,000.
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)"Johnny O'Clock" (Col) teamed
with Bob Crosby orch on stage
(2d
wk).
Good $45,000. Last week
K

'

'

week

te;

.

Okay Hub

in

in this

with "Sinbad the Sailor"
looks to make best showihe at iw
P8
ru Be
Tdo nice $20,000 or near. "BeastshSud
w h
Five Fingers" at the Rialto is stmnS
at $18,000.
"Humoresque" is big "n

'

OG

its"
1,8

bowed

films,

Grand

-

taMorma Wow

IT

'

eighth week,

—

—

.

.

'

..

i8

&

Rising temperatures, which brought*'
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20Grort
Isttaafet!
& halt to the cold wave, are bringing
"Mr. Ace" (UA) and"Conme
85)
This Week
$3,878,0(10
improved business to many BroadBoswell- Jimmy Joy Stage band
(Based on 22 cities, 208, theaway firstruns. New fare is also helpLast week,
Big $20,000.
show.
ing.
The zero weather was broken
tres, chiefly first runs, including
"Rage in Heaven" (M-G) (reissue)
around Lincoln's Birthday, the holiN. Y.)
and "Susie Steps Out" (UA), light
Estimated Total Gross
.."''
Fact
likewise
heing
strong.
day biz
$10,500.
Total Grow Same Week
This Week............ $748,000
that Washington's Birthday falls this
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-65)—
$3,006,900
Last Year
(Based on 18 theatres)
year on a Saturday robs the theatres
"Nocturne" (RKO) and "Blondie
(Based on 23 cities, 184 theatres)
Last Year
T. .$722,500
of an extra big-business day, since
Knows Best" (Col). Healthy $8,500.
Saturday is normally socko anyway.
(Based on 18 theatres)
Last week, "Wonderful Life" (RKO)
Strongest new entry is at the Roxy,
and "So Dark Night!' (Col) (2d wk),
where "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" and
fair $8,000.
stagebill headed by Pefer Lorre, Monday (17) night; fourth week
Oman* (Tristates) (2,000; 16-65)—
Evelyn Knight and Gil Lamb got off slipped to $25,000. Stays on.
"Strange- Woman" (UA) and "BeBoxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$1.5O)
to a rousing start. Initial eight days
Light
ending last (Tues.) night hit smash "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) with Peter low the Deadline" (Mono), Sister's
Last week, "Her
Strand has the other new Lorre, Evelyn Knight, Gil Lamb $8,300.
$132,000.
layout with "That Way With Women" (2d wk), Initial session of eight days Secret" (PRC) and "Truth About
and Claude Thornhill band, Martha ending last (Tues.) night soared to Murder" (RKO), $8,800.
Vickers, Alan Hale on stage. Looks smash $132,000. In ahead, "13 Rue
Paramount (Tristates) (3,000; 16Philadelphia, "Feb. 18.
"Humoresque" (WB). Only
*to d*> okay $55,000, and holds.
Madeleine"
(20th)
with
Gracie 65 >
"Dead Reckoning" is setting a
Improved business tone was re- Fields heading stage layout (4th wk- $8,500 looms. Last week, "Strange
house record at the Goldman this
by such long-runners as 6 days), was down to $50,000.,
flected
Woman" (UA), $9,500.
Music Hall, Palace and Kivoli. "CaliState .(Loew's) (3,450; 43-$\.10)—
State (Goldberg) (865; 15-50)— week and grabbing top honors among
fornia" at the last-named went ahead "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d "Razor's Edge" (20th).
Fine $4,000. firstruns here. Also in the heavy
of its previous week to S26;000. run) plus vaude headed by Jackie Last week, "Westerner" (FC) (reis- sugar is "Humoresque." "Mr. District Attorney" and "Perfect Mar"Sinbad," at Palace, held to $35,000, Gleason.
Nice $29,000. Last week, sue), $4,300.
The "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d run), with
barely off from third week.
riage" among the newcomers are
HaU's "Yearling" looks to do $122,- vaude topped by Block & Sully, Wilgetting only lukewarm response.
000. which is close to the third-stanza bur Evans, $28,000,
Estimates for This Week
figure.
Strand (WB) (2,756; 75-$1.50)
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "Per"Wonderful -Life" is concluding a "That Way With Women" (WB),
fect Marriage" (Par). Mild $13,000.
hishly profitable run this week (9th) with Claude Thornhill orch, Martha
Last week, "Temptation" (U), so-so
with trim $18,000 for finale at Globe. Vickers, Alan Hale on stage.
On
$9,000 for third week.
"Strange Woman" (UA) comes in first week ending tomorrow looks
Saturday
Tomorrow like okay $55,000. Naturally holds.
next
(22).
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)—
(Thurs.), Capitol brings in "Begin- Last week, "Man I Love" (WB) plus
"Nocturne" (RKO) (2d run). Fairning or End," with Kgthryn Grayson, Charlie Barnet orch heading stageish $4,500. Last week, "Boom Town"
Johnnie Johnston, Paul Regan, Nat bill (3d wk), $39,000.
Boston, Feb. 18.
(M-G) (reissue), great $7,500.
Brandwynne band on stage.
Victoria -(Maurer) (720; 70-$1.20)
upbeat
with
"JolTown Still is on
Boytf (WB) (2,350; 50-94 )-"Nora
"I'll Be Yours" opens at the Win"Bedelia" (E-L) (2d wk). Holding son Story" still wow at the State and Prentiss" (WB) (2d wk). Okay $21,ter Garden next Friday (21) after
up in nifty style at $22,000 for initial Orpheum although in third weeks. 000. Opener was solid $37,00Q^
theatre's four solid weeks of "Swell
holdover frame ending tomorrow Other houses are sturdy with "Cali»
Earle (WB) (2,760; 80-99)— "SweetGuy." "Nora Prentiss" tees off the (Thurs.);- opening week
fornia-" strong at the Met. "Wicked
was
smash
Hollywood,
followheart
same day at the
Sigma Chi" (Mono) with Char$27,500; Looks set for a run.
Lady" with Joan Edwards heading
ing over eight weeks of strong busiWinter Garden (UA) (1,312; 60- stage layout at the Boston also is lie Barnet orch on stage. Nice $24.ness for "Humoresque." Latter film
500. Last week, "Blind Spot" (Col)
"Swell Guy" (U) (4th wk). fine.
goes two days beyond the full eight $1,20)
Duke
Ellington orch, great
and
Final stanza likely will drop to
Estimates for This Week
stpnzas.
$33,000.
while third was $18,000.
"Bedelia" is holding uu nicely in $15,000,
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
Fo* (WB) (2,250; 50-94) "13 Rue
"I'll Be Yours" (U) comes in Friits second frame at the Victoria with
"Wicked- Lady" (U) plus Joan Ed* Madefeine" (20th) (3d wk). Nice
day
(21 \
$22,000 and looks set for a run.
wards, Ciro Rfmac, Arthur Blake, $16,500. Last -week, fat $25,000,
Nonchalants.
Tasty $31,000.
Last
. Estimates- for This Week
Goldman (Goldman) (1,300^.50-9.4)
week, "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th)' (2d
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 95-$2.40)
—"Dead Reckoning" (Col). Torrid

—

Chicago, Feb.

.

'

Considering the predominance
of
holdovers* loop bia is maintaiiiin/i
steady pace,, with the week
helped by Lincoln1* birthday. s g
Pv
eraf films keep paying off
de srX"
long runs. Good example is -SI*
Story," finishing its second
month
Apollo with a solid $21,000
saml
applies to "Razor's Edge" w
th
000 at the State-Lake wh£"
in

not quite up to expectations. "Nqc,
turne" at the Brarideis looks solid.
Estimates for This Week

'lat Way'-loiiHHIale 55G

$19,000,

18.

Bolstered by Connie Boswell and
Jimmy Joy band, '.'Mr. Ace" looks
to get a smash session at the Paramount's Orpheum, "Humoresque" is

Vooni

Mai Wham

19, 1947
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OF THE

SCOOP

CENTURY!

Metro-Gdklwyn-Mayer, producers of the screen's mightiest entertainments, reveal

FOR THE FIRST TIME
greatest

of

DRAMA of all

THE PEOPLE who made

STORY woven

A

on'

solid

into the

any screen the personal

time, the
it,

ATOMIC BOMB!

a LIFE STORY, a

HUMAN

It is

drama behind the

the behind-the-scenes story'

LOVE STORY,

a

MYSTERY

most fascinating and gripping motion picture you ever saw.

now a

year in secret, guarded production and

enacted by a hand-picked cast.

No

cost

spectacular entertainment

was spared to make it memorable!

The
the

forbidden door to
room from which they
might never return!

M-G-M's

PICTURE

OFJBTURES

Ek

BRIAN DONLEVY ROBERT
EVERLY "TYLER
SwHnWwto

•

•

AUDREY

oUcw t»

Produced

FO

TOM DRAKE

III

OrUinsI Stoty b»

ROBERT CONSIDINE

•

ST

b;

DEL

MM

-

A METRQ-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

§

Launched with widely publicized Global Premieres in leading English-speaking cities of the
world! Terrific interest in advance of first engagements, Washington, B.C. and New York City,
come t® your fheafrel
is prediction off business to

-

L A. Nice But 'Pilgrim' Not Shocking
At 67G, 4 Spots;
60G in

2,

'California

Terrif

lady Rousing 72G

Lob Angeles, Feb. IB.
Firstrun grosses are continuing at
e fairly even pace here, With four
new bills helping brighten the situ"Lady in Lake," sighting
ation.
strong $72,000 in three theatres, is
getting the top money, but 'California," playing in two Paramount
houses, is comparatively as strong
with $60,000.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim"

week. "Cross
"Rolling

Wednesday, Fdbruagy 19,

USnttTf

PICTURE CROSSES

16

My

for 3

Heart" (Par) and
(2d wk), faint

Home" (SOi

$12,900.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (I,)— "California" (Par). Big
451; 50-$l
Last week, "Cross Heart"
(Par) (2d wk), fair $7,900.
RKO HHlstreet (RKO) (2,890; 30-

$21,000.

00)— "Song of South" (RKO) (3d
wk) and "Mr. Twilight" (Col). Solid

is aiming $17,000.
Last week, with "Secret
for $67,000 in four spots which is Whistler" (Col), fine $24,600.
okay but not big. "Abie's Irish Rose
(1,370Kitz (FWC)
50-$D—"I'll
looks fair $28,500 In four smallseat- Be Yours" (U) (2d wk) and "Lone
with
sturdy
is
South"
of
"Song
evs
Weak $3,500. Last
Wolf" (Col).
likely $34,000 in two houses in third week, fair $7,900.
stanza and holds a fourth. Second
Studio City (FWC) (880; 50-$D—
tame of "San Quentin" is hitting a "I'll Be Yours" (U) (2d wk) and
surprising $25,500 or near in four
$3,000.'

Sinbad,' Buffalo Ace,
$23,000? 'Show-Off'

18G Pitt

Buffalo, Feb. 18.

,

"Sinbad the Sailor" is pacing oil
entries here this week with a
smash session at the Century. "Swell
Guy." is doing fairly well at the Lafayette and "Show-Off" is having a

new

Wonderful 25G, 'Sinbad' Fancy 26G

nice week at the Buffalo. Weekend
trade is pushing up bis in flrstruns
currently.

after

$13,000

deleine"' (20th)

Last

last

however, as indicated, include the U!S. amusement tax.

prices,

Hipp (Shea)
000.

$15,000

Are Net

ported herewith from the vari«
ous key cities, arc net, i.e., without the 30% tax. Distributor*
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission

—

week, o
(2,100;

40-70)— "Ma-

$9,000

40-70)—."Westerner" (Par) and "Splendor" (Par)
(reissues) (2d wk). Good $5,000 after
$6,000 last week.
Lafayette. (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Swell Guy" (U) and "Singin' in
•
Corn" (Col). Sturdy $14,000 or near.
Only
"Lone Wolf" (Col).
situations.
Last week. "Dead Reckoning" (Col)
Last week, scant $4,800,,
Kansas City, Feb. 18.
•
Roadshow pace continues steady.
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; (2d. wk), $11,500,
eighth
Musicals are getting the play this
"Yearling" will do $12,500 on
20th Century (20th Cent.) (3,000;
50-$D— "I'll Be Yours" (U) and
near
appears
week
'Song
conas
of
the
South"
week. "Best Years"
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO).
"Lone Wolf" (Col) (2d wk). Light 40-70)
$42 000. "Duel in Sun" likely will do $7,500. Last week, average $13,000. and "Vacation in Reno"
(RKO). tinues strong in a second week at
'Time, Place and
Both are in two
about $36,000.
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$D— Pacing city with smash $23,000. Last the Orpheum.
is
"Stairway to Heaven
houses.
week, "Song of South" (RKO) (3d Girl" is getting a good opening week(20th).
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim"
at the Newman.
"Secret Heart" at
nifty $8,000 for fourth frame.
Last week, "Rue wk), $6,500.
Good $12,000.
the Midland and "Temptation" in
Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk), okay
Estimates lor This Week
three houses are getting only a
Belmont CFWC) .(1,532; 50-$l)- $7,000.
moderate play.
Weather turned
Vogue (FWC) (885; $1.20-$1.80)—
"San Quentin" (RKO) and "Dick
warm
and pleasant over the weekSteady Indpk Thaws; 'Be Yours'
Tracy Versus Cueball" (RKO) (2d "Duel" (SRO) (7th wk).
end, giving houses a break from rewk). Oke $3,000. Last week, good $15,000. Last week, stout $15,600.
cent cold spell.
Wllsblre (FWC) (2,296; 50-$l)—
$6,900
Great
Time,
Place'
-$1,801—
$1
Estimates
Lake"
for
This Week
"Lady
in
(M-G).
Solid
$18.Beverly (FWC) (1,352;
(RKO) (8th wk). 000. Last week, "Till Clouds Roll
Esquire - Uptown » Fairway
"Best Years"
(Fox
Sturdy 15G, 'Heart' 11G Midwest) (820, 2,043, 700; 45-65)—
Steady $14,500. Last week, great By" (M-G) (4th wk), neat $9,800.
WiUern (WB) (2,300; 50-$D—
"Temptation"
Fairish $15,000,
$15 400
(U).
Indianapolis, Feb. 18.
but won't holdover.
Beverly Hills Music Hall (G&S- "Man I Love" (WB) (2d wk). Near
week,
Film biz is moderately bullish here "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" Last
65-$D—"Abie s $9,000. Last week, fair $16,100.
(824;
Blumenfeld)
(20th ) also
again this week, thanks to milder had light trade, $1«,000.
Irish Rose" (UA). Good $5,500. Last
Kline (Dickinson) 550; 65)— "Open
week, "Chase",.(UA) (3d wk), nifty
weather and batch of new attractions
$4
at most downtown spots.
'Time, City" (Indie) (4th wk).' Nice $5,500.
Last week, $6,000.
Carthay Circle (FWC) (1,518; $1Place and Girl" is strong at Indiana
Midland (Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
$1.80)— "Yearling" (M-G) (8th wk).
to lead town.
"I'll Be Yours" is
"Secret Heart" (M-G) and "Blondie's
Strong $12,500. Last week, zoomed
strong at Keith's, "Cross My Heart" Big
Moment" (Col). Moderate $16,up to fancy $12,200.
is okay at Circle.
000.
Last week, "Jolson Story"
Chinese (Grauman-WC). (2,048; 50Estimates for This Week
$1)— "Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th).
(Col) (3d wk), great $14,000.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 45Good $18,000. Last week, "13 Rue
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,800; 40-60)
Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk), $10,300
—"Cross My Heart" (Par) and 65)—"Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Solid
Cincinnati, Feb. 18.
Downtown biz is rising with the "Mysterious Mr. Valentine" (Rep). $17,000 and probable holdover. Last
""Downtown (WB) (1,800; 50-$D— weather after last week's frigid Nice $11,000. Last week, "Wake Up, week, "Cross My Heart" (Par), $14,"Man I Love" (WB) (2d wk). Fair stanza." Hotest film currently is Dream" (20th) and "Strange Jour- 000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)—
$14,000, Last week, nice $21,000.
"Sinbad the Sailor," several, degrees ney" (20th), $10,000.
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- up on "13 Rue Madeleine," also a
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3,300; 40-60) "Song of South" (RKO) and "FalIrish newcomer and
55-$l )—" Abie's
feld)
(872;
lush.
"Magic Bow"
?'Time, Place, Girl" (WB). Strong con's Adventure" (RKO) (2d wk).
Last week, soefco
Rose" (UA). Slow $11,000. Last another firstrun, is so-so.
$15,000.
Last week, "Razor's Edge" Smash $15,000.
week, "Chase" (UA) (3d wk) closed
Estimates for This Week
(20th) (2d wk), sluggish $10,000 after $19,000
Towel? (Fox Joffee) (2,100; 45-65)
with $8,300.
Albee (RKO) (3,100; .55-70)— "13 big $18,000 opener.
„
—"That Brennan Girl" (Rep) and
Egyptian (FWC) (1,538; SO-ttJ-r Rue Madeleine" (20th). All right
Keith's (Indie)
40-60)—
(1,300;
$18,"Alias Mr. Twilight" (Col) with Ada
"Lady in Lake" (M-G). Smart
$15,000.
Last week, "Perfect Mar- "I'll Be Yours", (U). Great
$11,000. Brown heading stage bill.
Average
000. Last" week, "Till Clouds Roll riage" (Par), $8,000, new. low for Last
week, "Wicked Lady" (U), slow $9,500.
Last- week,
"Heldorado"
By" (M-G) (4th wk), neat $11,900 house.
$7,500.
(Rep), and "Lone Wolf in Mexico"
on finale.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 55-70)—
'
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)— (Col) with vaude, so-so $8,000.
El*ey (FWC) (861; 5041)-"San .T1U «clouds RoU B „• (M „G) ( 2d 'Jolson
Story" (Col) (3d wk). Plump
(RKO) and "Tracy Vs. wk) Swell $13,500 after sock $18,Quentin'
iientin"
$11,000 to add to second stanza's big
Cueball" (RKO) (2d wk). Okay *S, 000 opening. Holds again.
500. Last week, smart $7,100.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 55-70)— $12,500.
'Clouds' High $22,000,
tyle (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60)—
Fairfax (FWC) (1,504; $120-$1.80) "Dead Reckoning" (Col) (2d wk).
"The
wk).
(6th
Bowery"
(20th) and "Sun ValSeattle; 'Heart' 10 «/2
—"Duel in Sun" (SRO)
Nifty $10,500 after great $15,000
ley Serenade"
(20th)
Nice $21,000. Last week, steady $21,- opener. Stays on.
(reissues).
Seattle, Feb. 18.
9
Keith's (UP) (1,542; 55-70)—"Ma- Oke $7 500. Last week, "Beast With
The severe cold weather of the
,nd ,Gaiwe oi
°Four Star (UA-WC) (900; $1-$1.50) gic Bow)) (U). So-so $6,000, Last
—"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (4th week, "I'll Be Yours" (U-I) (2d
past week is hurting trade at many
;
wit). Fine $8,000. Last week, soared Wk), $4,500.
theatres. "Secret Heart" and "Till
to $8,100 via continuous policy.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-70)—"It's
Clouds Roll By" look to be the best
Guild (FWC) (988; 50-$D—"I'll Be Wonderful Life" (RKO). Moveover
Yours" <U) (2d wk) and "Lone Wolf for third downtown week. Sock $7,- 'Badman' Big 20G, Denver
newcomers.
Latter
is
especially
in Mexico" (Col). Only $2,500 or 500.
Last week, "San Quentin"
strong.
less. Last week, scant $3,000.
(RKO) (m.o.), slow $4,000.
In 2 Spots; 'Clouds'
Estimates for This Week
Hawaii (GfcS-Blumenfeld) (956;
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-70)—
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
50-81)—"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA). "Sinbad Sailor" (RKO). Smash $20,Denver, Feb. 18.
Nocturne" (RKO) and "Vacation in
"Till Clouds Roll By" is the big
Good $6,900. Last week, "Chase" 000. Last week, "It's Wonderful
news here with smash .week at the Reno" (RKO) (2d wk). Sad $3,300.
(UA) (3d wk), nice $3,700.
Life" (RKO) (2d wk), $10,000.
Holly weed* (WB) (2,756; 50-Si)—
Shubert (RKO) (2.100; 55-70)— Orpheum. "Angel and Badman" also Last week, "Duffy's Tavern" (Par)
"Man I Love" (WB) (2d wk>. Okay -Blue Skies" (Par) (m.o.). Fourth is scoring with big biz at the Denver and "Flame of Barbary Coast" (Rep)
(reissues), slow $2,900.
$10,000, Last week, satisfactory $17,
round on front line. Solid $7,000. and Webber.
200.
Last week, $9,000
Estimates for This Week
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 43-60)
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen
Secret Heart" (M-G ) and "Crime
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 35-74)
S0-85>—"Abie's Irish
feld)
(475;
"Magnificent Doll" (U) and "Gentle- Doctor's Manhunt" (Col). Good $10,Good $5,500. Last 'Humor§sque' Hot 20G,
Rose" (UA).
«00.
Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO)
man Joe Palooka" "(Mono), after
week. "Chase" (UA) (3d wk), went
"Vacation in Reno" (RKO), good
week
at Denver, Webber. Fair $4,000
2"^
out with $3,400.
$10,600.
Last
week,
Balto;
"Humoresque"
'Balkan' 7G, 2d
(WB)
Iris tFWC) (828; 50-85)—"I'll Be
good
$5,000.
liberty
(J&vH) (1,650; 46-80)—
"Lone
Yours" (U) (2d wk) an*
„
Baltimore, Feb." 18.
0,
Story" (Col) (8th wk). Great
Wolf" (Col). Dull $3,500. Last week,
"Humoresque" at the big-seater ..rP^"™""!' (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-70)— $10,500.
,f f°n
Last week, about same.
slow $4,500.
Stanley is the big news here this *, eA"£ ctr Marr w«e" (Par). Moderate
$11,000. Last week, "Cross My Heart"
Xotw State (Loew-WC) (21.404; 50- week, with
Music
Box
(H-E) (850; 45-80)— "13
trade reported extra
(Par) (2d wk), fair $7,500.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" good. Also in surprisingly
$1)
in
and "Shadstrong
™L.w**Vl
?l <20th)
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "An- owed
(20th). Barely okay at $26,000. Last position
<Col) (3d
*vk ). From Parais "Angel and the Badman,"
gel and Badman" (Rep) and "Pil- mount.
week, "Rue Madeleine" (20th) (3d repeating at the
Good $5,000. Last week,
Mayfair
after a
wk), closed with $15,500.
house record for getaway session. f,rTu Lad/'.' ( ?e P>. day-date with «?(i2? ge Woman" (M-G) (4th wk),
Webber.
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; Other
Nice $16,000
Last week
$3,900 in 6 days.
spots doing well also.
(M-G).
"Magnificent Doll"' (U-I) and "Gm50-$l>—"Lady in Lake"
Estimates for This Week
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 45-80)—
week,
e a
Last
Handsome $36,000.
PalO ° ka (M ° n0) ,m0 )
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 20San Quentin" (RKO). Big $11,000.
o od $14?000
"Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (4th wk), 60)—
"The Chase" (UA). Drawing g Esquire
Last week, "Gallant Bess" (M-G)
-smooth $17,800.
(Fox)
(742;
$1.20-$2.40)—
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50$1>— well at $14,000. Last week, second of 'Henry V" (UA) (2d wk). Big $8,000. J'"1 Blackie and Law" .(Col ),• okay
"Strange
Woman"
(UA),
$13,200.
$10,000 in 10 days of second week.
'Shocking Miss Pilgrim" (20th).
Last week, record $9,000
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Neat $11,000.
Last week, "Rue
20-75)—"Song of South" (RKO) (3d «J >« p 55 ,lm < R KO) (2.600; 35-74)— „ O^Pheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk), $6,400
Ma&Hficent Doll" (U) and "Secrets
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) and
wk) plus new vaude layout. Main- Jilla ge
on final frame.
yage " 'Mono),
Great of Whistler" (Col). Nice $10,500.
„ „".
. Y?
Million Dollar (D'town) (2,420; 50- taining fairish pace at $13,000 after $22,000.
Holds over. Last week "It's Last week "Deception" (WB) (2d
85)—"San Quentin" (RKO) and previous week's $14,800.
Wonderful Life" (RKO) and "Bos'. wk), big $8,500.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20"Tracy Cueball" (RKO) (2d wk).
LaW
(COl)
"
<2d
wk)
(H-E) (1,350; 43-80)—
„
Near $6,000. Last week, good $12,500 60)—"California" (Par). Starts to- big $17000
Out California Way" (Rep) and
day (Tues.) after nice week of "Laon first week with straight films.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200- 35-74)—
.^°"? e r <PRC) plus stage show.
Orpheum D'town-WC) (2.210; 50- dies' Man" (Par) with $11,700.
That Brennan Girl" (Repi and Uke
oVCh$o,000.
Last week, "Desperados"
Mayfair (Hicks)
25-55)—
(980;
$1)—"San Quentin" (RKO) and
(Col) and stage, fair $5,600.
"Tracy Cueball" (RKO) (2d wk). "Angel and Badman" (Rep) (2d wk).
0
La t
ee!f
Th£ Chase"
?'
5
,S.
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)—
Good $13,000.
Last week, very Aiming at another top figure of $7,- ?tt°a
<UA)
and
"Devil
on
Wheels"
T
000 after a much better than pre- (PRC), good
l0uds Ro11 3 *" <M"G). Socko
solid $27,200.
$10,000.
. ^i^
J
Palaee (D'town - WC) ($1-$1.80) viously reported preem that hit a
Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Hu- ?iZ,00» or near. Last week, "Made—"Best Years" (RKO) (4th wk). new house record of $8-,600.
moresque" (WB) and "Renegade leine (20th) and "Shadowed" (Col)
New (Mechanic) (1.800; 20-60)— Girl (SG), after week at Denver (2d wk), good $9,500.
.Smooth $27,500. Last week, terrific
$30,800, ahead of first and second "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th) (3d wk).
Esquire, Webber, Aladdin.
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)—
Good
Fairish $8,000 after second round of $5,000.
weeks.
Last week, "Strange Womdeception" (WB) (3d wit). Good
Fanfares (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l>— $9,200.
an"
(UA) and "Trap" (Mono) $4,500. Last week. 4th of "Dark MirStanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)— "Hu- (m.o.). good $4,500.
"Song of South" (RKO) (3d wk)
ror
(U) and "Allotment
and "Alias Mr. Twilight" (Col). moresque" WB). Big news of city
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)—"An- (Mono) (4th wk), nifty $3,600.Wives"
Nifty $17,000.
Last week, with at sock $20,000. Last week, "Man I gel and Badman" (Rep) and "The
Winter Garden (Sterling ) (800- 25"Secret Whistler" (Col), sturdy $24,- Love" (WB), fair $13,200.
Pilgrim Lady" (Rep), day-date with 50)-"Margie"
(20th)
and "Sister
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)-— Denver. Fine $4,000. Last week,
300.
Kenny"
(RKO) (3d run). Slow $3
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$l )— "It's Wonderful Life" (RKO) (4th "Magnificent Doll" (U-I) and "Gen- f)00.
Last week, "Time of Lives" (U)
"'California" (Par) and "Ghost Goes wk). Final round drawing $11,000 tleman Joe Palooka" (Mono),
fair
N° L£aVe " ,(M " G> <3d rLm)
Wild" (Rep). Smash $39,000. Last after steady third sesh at $12,700.
p3,000.
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money

at Harris,
at this spot speaks

extra
volumes because of house capacitv
"It's, A Wonderful Life" at
pVnn u
making next best showing and isS hia

^
sf^
Estimates

bailor" also

fs

for This

big a

g

tU e

Week

U',700; 40-70

)~"tm

Be Yours" (U). Crix lambasting
here making it tough and terrific

Strong $10,"Secret Heart"
and over hopes.

(1,400;

2
m$

be "The JoWStory*"

top

Fulton (Shea)

(m.o.).

week,

(M-G) (m.o.),
Teck (Shea)

'Pittsburgh, Feb. is

Famme of the last few w^eks h' a3
made way for a feast currently, with
three hot films running neck ViS
neck, all in big dough. Leader
,

Grosses

Film gross estimates, as re-

Estimates fer This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)
"Show-Off" (M-G) and "Strange
Journey" (20th). Nice $18,000. Last
week, ''Madeleine" (20th), $17,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 40-70)
(3d wk).
(20th)
"Razor's Edge"

Fancy

19-t?

PerksfJolson Huge 28G/Life'

competition this session is reaif*
hurting. Will be lucky to get $7 oon
Last week, "Temptition" (U)
7

oX

$8,000 in 10 days

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)—
"Jolson Story" (Col). Looks to set
smash $28,000. Last week, second of
"13 Rue Madeleine"
(20th),
fine
$12,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)—
"Wonderful Life" (RKO). Catching
on and developing strong staying
powers. Ought to land great $25,000and that means a h.o. Last week
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
wk), good $17,500.
Rite (WB) (800; 40-70)— "Humor,
esque" (W.B) (m.o.). Here after two
weeks at Stanley. Won't hit above

moderate. Last week,
"Strange Woman" (M-G), 4th downtown week, oke 43,000.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
Madeleine"
$2,500,

.

Rue

"13

(20th)

Nice $4,500

or

ovef.

(m.o.).

Last

week,

"One Million B. C." (UA) and

Daughle r"

"Housekeeper's
(reissues),

(UA)

satisfactory $4,000 in 10

days.

(WB)

Stanley

(3,800;

40-70)— "Sin-

bad Sailor" (RKO). Got away to
booming start but isn't likely to hold
pace. Looks sock $26,000 or better,
despite

this.

Holds.

"Humoresque" (WB)

Last

week,

(2d wkj, $11,.

000.

Warner

(WB)

40-70)—

(2,000;

"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (m.o.).
Strong $10,000. Last week, "Notorious" (RKO), $7,500 for 4th wk

downtown.

'Be Yours' Lively 12G,
L'ville;

'Marriage' Trim'

16G,'McGurk'Nicel5G
Louisville, Feb.

Weather

is

18.

balmy, and business at
is on the bright

downtown houses
side.

Recent

cold

put

crimp in grosses, but film
bouncing back with renewed

a
biz is
vigor,

"Perfect

Rialto,

Marriage,"

spell

at

the

"Mighty McGurie' at the State. "I'll
Be Yours" at the National, look best
bets. "Be Yours" is doing comparatively greatest business.
Estimates for This

Week

Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's (1,000; 4060)— "Cross My Heart" (Par) and
"Dangerous Millions" (20th) (m.o.).
Fair $4,000. Last week. "San Quentin" (RKO) and "Dick Tracy Vs.
Cueball" (RKO) (m.o.), low $2,200.
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
—"Stranger" (RKO) and "Badman's
Territory" (RKO). Good $3,400. Last
week, "Undercurrent" (M-G) and
"Mr. Ace" (UA), mild $2,900.
Mary Andersen (People's) (1,100;
40-60)— "Beast Five Fingers" (WB).
Nice $8,000.
Last week, "Humoresque" (WB) (2d wk), $7,000.
National (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
Be Yours" (U) and "Danger
Woman" (UA). Lively $12,000. Last
week, "Her Sister's Secret" (PRC)
and "Slightly Scandalous" (U), fair

—"I'll

$9,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 4060)— "Perfect Marriage" (Pat) and
"Criminal Court" (RKO). Aiming at
$16,000.
Last week, "Razor's
Edge" (20th) (2d wk) big $15,000.
solid

State

"Mighty

(Loew's)

40-60)—
and

(3,800;

McGurk"

(M-G)

"Chase" (UA). Stout $15,000. Last
week, "Dead Reckoning" (Col) and
"Cigarette Girl" (Col), neat

Strand (Fourth Avenue)

(

$16,000.
1,200; 40-

60)— "Westerner" (FC) and "Com*

And Get

(FC) (reissues). Neat
Last week, "Cross My Heart
and "Dangerous Millions
oke $6,000.

$7,000.

(Par)
(20th),

It"

'Clouds' Bright $37,500,

'

<

-

(

$3 30o"

Frisco;

'Quentin'

18iG

San Francisco, Feb. 18.
Better product is held responsible
for the upbeat in business here this
week. Pacing the field of newcomers
is "Till the Clouds Roll By." at the
field. ."Temptation" also looms
as a pleasing new entry at. the or-

Wm

pheum, while "San Quentin"
ing sock in
Paramount,

first

is

prov-

four days for tn«

Estimates fer This WeekFox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95 (—"Angel
anil Badman" (Rep) (2d wk). Okay
$14,500 in 6 days. Last week, strong
S33.00O.

M

Golden Gate (RKO,) (2.844: 60-95
—"Boston Blackie and Lav" '"5™
plus vaude headed by "Truth or Con(Continued on page 48)
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8

fagle' Screams Loudly

Russia Slat

By

Again Ii London

1950;

f

0

fins Now

Gothenburg, Sweden, Jan, 30.
Declaring that Russian color techniques had so advanced that some
50% of the country's film produc-

EQUITY SETS $52 HI.

tion now consists of tinters, Soviet
film director Serge Ivanov also re-

FOIAUSSIPIXACTOIS
Sydney, Feb.

Crusoe,"
"Robinson
that
Russian three-dimensional

vealed
touted

Tinters

-

be
soon
would
feature,
Currently
in
Moscow*
touring
Sweden, as an official,
representative for the Russian Film
Industries, Ivanov is being -accompanied on his junket by Georg

preemed

10.

Native talent will face film cameras for a salary minimum of $52

color

weekly for a 48-hour week, according to a deal just inked by Actors'
Equity and local producers. Arbitration Court must okay the setup.
There had been threats of a strike

Soviet in the Aussie pix industry if producers made any attempt to employ
labor, including the hiring of
Remarkable repairs have been cheap
amateurs, or non-employment of
made .to some 12,800 Russian theaEquity talent. Agreement sets out
durtres damaged by the Germans
rates of pay for the Aussie
weekly
ing the war, Ivanov disclosed. All
pix; biz as follows: extras ?28; bit
are now reopened, he. said, and
players, $40; actors, $52 minimumnoted that upon completion of the
is the main yardstick for
Wordage
Soviet's present five-year plan in
the rates. According to. the agree1950 there are expected to be a total
ment, an extra is. a person who
of 46*700 film theatres throughout speaks no more than six short lines
Russia compared with an estimated of dialog, and bit players must like-,
15,290 as of Jan. '46. He didn't wise not go above 50 words, otherspecify whether 35m theatres or wise he or she steps into ., the $52
special 16m setups wjould comprise class.. For non-speaking 'roles the
this total.
rate is $24 a week.
Discussing current Russian film
production, Ivanov emphasised that
a large part of the industry's output
will consist of scientific pictures.
Preservation of world peace also
looms large, he added, and said director Friedrich Ermler recently
started a film, "For Saving the
World," which is based upon goodwill among all nations. Production
Sydney, Feb. 18.
of special films for children is to be
Metro is prepping a new holding
another important phase of the fiveompany to cover theatre properties
year plan, he pointed out.
Australia presently under its own
Most popular foreign stars in Rus- in
ownership or control, along with
sia, according to Ivanov, are Greta
property currently being
Garbo and Charlie Chaplin—and other new
angled for as part of the company's
Walt Disney's cartoons. Ingrid Bergexpansion plans under managing
man is comparatively unknown as director
Bernie Freeman, it's been
yet. Believed to be a result of the
learned.
recent Swedish loan to" Russia,
As a separate unit from its own
Ivanov confirmed that Swedish pix
distribution' setup, Metro presently
will soon he exhibited in Russia.
operates eight theatres in Aussie
keys. Company is slated to take over
the Minerva in Sydney and has
plans for top Sydney nabe expansion. Freeman will also seek out•
of-town property buys.

Greiff, chairman of the
Film in Stockholm:
,

hicle is inferior to the acting. The
play is in for a short run prior to
the revival of Noel Coward's "Pres-

ent Laughter,"

Metro Preps

New

Aussie Exhib to.

.

Mexico

City, Feb. 18.
producers, who were hard hit

halting of loans by the big private banks,' see relief through the
organization here, under a federal
Cinefranchise, of the " Credito
matografico Mexicano, capitalized
for $30,000,000 (Mex) and intended
to provide ample finance.
Organizer is Manuel Echeverria,

Producciones'

of Brit

Natl Back
Lou

fined $5,000.

to

London

Jackson, exec producer of
National Films, leaves tothe
stay

New York

pix

looking for American
for British productions.
recent
agreement between

talent

With

British National and Warner Bros.,
controlled Associated British Cinemas circuit of 500 theatres for
product distribution, Jackson is pre

paring series of high budgeted features,

Refusing to be caught in middle of
controversy about respective merits
of

.

-

American major film companies,
which have representatives on
board, have joined Metro in

the

fighting enforcement of the regulabanning theatre - ownership.
tion
Majors all see it as bad in principle
since it hampers similar moves
which they may want to make in

the future.

Anti-U. S. Argentine

British and American pictures,
s^id both countries were
out "wonderful" pictures.

Jackson
turning

Producer

is

accompanying

Lady

Yule, owner of British National, and
daughter *back to England on the
Elizabeth.

Algiers Exhibs Shut

Down

Paris, Feb.

Algerian

18.

much

Associafor their own purposes.
tions countered by bringing suits' for
libel against Nestor.
Nestor's dismissal from the Entertainment Board has not affected his
position as propaganda counsellor to

Winding Up

Latin-Amer. Tour in B.A.

the Army Command, and on behalf
Aires, Feb. 18.
of the latter he continues broadcastThe Pan-American- Clipper will ing his commentaries over Radio El
land six Goldwyn beauties on Bue- Mundb.
nos Aires' Moron airport Sat. (22),
their Latin-American
publicity stunt for "The

up

Mex

Daily Says Actors,
Producers Dodge Taxes

Kid From Brooklyn," with Danny
Kaye. The six are due for a round

"\
Mexico City, Feb. 10..
of junketing liable to tire out even
El Nacional, local daily that is the
an Eleanor Roosevelt, including a
government's organ, has the film
courtesty call on Senora de Peron.
trade talking about the charges it
The girls will throw a cocktail
printed that several film players are
party for press and local film perdodging the income tax, an allsonalities at the AlVear Palace hotel
federal levy in Mexico, and that
an hour after their arrival. They
several producers are in cahoots
are due on the air over Radio El
Mundo for Lux theatre at 9:30 that with them.
System is simple, says El Nacional.
evening, and will be interviewed by
Accused players allegedly make
commentator Chas de Cruz over
three contracts with producers— one
Radio Belgrano at noon next day.
to dodge the tax, a second for pubTeresa French, of RKO's publicity
licity purposes, and the third the
department, is handling the arrangereal one, which, according to the
ments.
daily, remains hidden.
El Nacional, saying that this rackS. A. Shifts
et is costing the government heavily,
Filling post left vacant last week asserted that "our picture business
by promotion of Sam Bekeris to is all bluff and publicity." But, it
United Artists supervisor of south- added, "this sort of evasion of inern pai't of Latin-America, Jorge come tax is not peculiar to Mexico.
Suai'ez has been named UA's manager in Argentina by foreign manager
Lapinere Out of Par
.

,

UA

Walter Gould. Arnoldo Binder was
appointed to acting manager in
Chile. Suarez' former post.

exhibitors have closed
down, protesting the administration's
A. W. Katz, UA's manager in
refusal to permit an admission hike. China and Japan before the war,
C '•rent scale in Algiers theatres was appointed manager in Singais ;i 25C top while in French Morocco pore, succeeding Fred S. Gulbranthe tariff is 50c.
sen, resigned.

social criticism implicit in the play

by

rebaptizing
it
"Servant and
Lord." Hebrew version is by Nathan

Alterman

with

first

rate

st'atje

designing by Genia Berger. Desp'te
excellent acting of J. Bertonoff and

I

Paris, Feb. 18.
Failing to agree as to the scope
of his duties, Isadore Lapinere has

parted amicably
Lapinere, who

with Paramount.
handled publicity

for Par during the recent Cannes
Film Festival, is regarded as the
leading continental film flack.

theatre."

"Antigone," Jean Anouilh's adaptaGreek play, has been put

tion of the

on at the Chamber theatre by an
avant-garde dramatic group. Play
was translated into the Hebrew by
Product shortage, major problem N. Altermann with Passcvsky as
of "most -subsequent runs, even ex- producer. Play is unlikely to have
tends to New York's Chinatown. wide audience appeal but is a
Harold Lee,' operator of the Silver courageous theatrical experiment.
Star theatre where Chinese pix are

Product Problem

-

shown exclusively, declared last
week that the situation will be defilms,

Far

when

fresh

Chinese

now en

route, arrive

from the

East.

Three

new

pictures

Montevideo, Feb. 10.
bought last summer from Shaw
One-time film commentator Nestor Bros., Hongkong film producers, and
(Miguel P. Tato), long an enemy of now held in "the N. Y. Custom
U. S. pix interests in Argentina, has House, will be, he said, the first
now fallen foul of the local film fresh film fare for his patrons since
producers and been clipped.
>
before the war.
The local film tycoons took their
Lee, owner of the N. Y. Chinese
complaints against Nestor to Presibooks some 15
dent Peron personally, with the re- Film Exchange which
houses in the V- S, West Indies and
sult that the ex-press' attache of the
Japanese Embassy during World Panama, pointed out that during the
War II has been dismissed from the war he usually ran pictures for a
influential post he has held (since full week and repeated them about
He predicts a
the Peron regime took over) in the every two years.
Entertainment Board which con- sharp climb in grosses when the new
Deproduct becomes available.
trols all showbiz in Argentina.
The dismissal was accompanied by scribing his patrons" tastes, he said
a spate of letters published by most of them considered ^comedies
Nestor in right wins newspapers, as their top favorites while musicals
accusing actors and producers asso- ranked lowest,
,
ciations of engineering his dismissal

tralia

tour as a

Chinatown Eases

cidedly .eased

Censor Gets Part Axe

Metro execs, it's reported, figure
okay to invest coinage in Aus-

winding

morrow <20) for London on
Queen Elizabeth after a 1.0-day
in

between the two human eyes.
Three-dimensional cameras

Buenos

Lou Jackson

British

Acquisition

all of

it's

Goldwyn

Jesus ~ Grovas,

and

'
lish, Jewish and Greek classics
Moscow,' Feb, 11.
that
With two three-dimensional fea- have met standout success.
Habimah's premiere was "The Admirable Crichton" by James, Bari-ie
Drama group is underlining the

"

'

head.

SOVIETS
HOUSE READY TO OPEN

Jerusalem, Feb. 10
Despite the unrest in this area
due to the political situation the
Hebrew theatre is flourishing here
Various legit groups, are currently
busy on a series of revivals of Eng-

Of 2 Theatres

despite high taxes, seeing
the same conditions of good
biz as exist in other parts of the
world. Company toppers also figure
that a buy in the zone in which
they're operating would introduce a
taboo against any political washback
via the old opposition cry of "Yankee
Octopus," leveled against any exprominent filmer, and set up is pansion plans of a "foreign" unit.
backed by such big local banks
Metro position in Australia is conas the Banco International, Banco sidered excellent at present, With
Mexicano, Banco de Industrie and practically every other' distrib opBanco de " Industria y Comercio. erating in this zone envious. ComMain stockholders are Gen. Abelardo pany employs hundreds of Aussies,
L. Rodriguez, ex-President of Mex-, has loads of money sunk in local
ico, now governor of Sonora state;
real estate, controls its own distriTheodore Gildred, Ameriean studio bution organization and doesn't have
and theatre operator, and Produe- to depend on anyone for key reciones Grovas, pix producers. Board leases.
includes Luis Montes de Oca. who
was Secretary of Finance during
Giris
two presidential regimes; Gildred,

by

rest
4-

Kutai in leading roles, play is lackand ing in dramatic sense as a result of
screens are the invention, of Semyon laying on the moral side too thickly.
Bolshoi
TokTyron Guthrie, English stage diIvanov, riveter from
mak, who began experiments 12 rector with the Old Vic company,
Basle, Feb. 18.
years ago, Film is projected so that worked with Habimah for six weeks'
Metro faces a boycott by Swiss the beam doesn't hit the screen as guest producer of Sophocles'
exhibitors as a result of its recent directly but is thrown on special "Oedipus." Following recent e vacua,
acquisition of the Rialto theatre, mirrors which divide the light and tion of British citizens from PalesGeneva, and the Capitole, Lausanne. then reflect the beam to the screen. tine, Guthrie was forced to move
Exhibs are incensed over the move
Two pictures are divided so that from a hotel in Tel Aviv into
because they claim that the Ameri- each eye sees only the picture de- quarters inside Sarena's suburbs.
can company violated regulations signed for it. Screen is of optical
About 50 persons who attended
of the Swiss Film Board which bans glass whose front, surface is flat Habimah's first performance o£ "The
theatre ownership by a film dis- while the back is covered with Dybbuk" in- Moscow 25 years ago
tributor.
flligreed
facets arranged fanwise. were the company's guests of honor
Currently, "Metro has filed appeal Facets serve to separate impressions. at a special presentation of the same
from a three-month suspension Cloth screen is at an angle lower play in Tel Aviv recently. Choi's
Worker's theatre, celebrating its
order from membership on the Swiss and behind glass screen.
..-''
Film Board, running from Jan. 14,
20th anni jubilee, put on a surprise
hit with a new adaptation by Mark
which carries with it sanctions for
Lavry of "The Witch," by Abraham
the period of the suspension. ..AdGoldfaden, "father of the Jewish
ditionally, the company has been

HEX PR PRODUCERS

SET OWN BANK SETUP

h

Heirew Theatre flourishing

probably
be "Robinson Crusoe"
which the Russians worked on for a
protracted period using a technique
of taking two pictures on a film at
one time from points of view corresponding roughly to the difference

Swiss Bora At

-Gs

Bvmta

tures completed and more" planned,
the first stereoscopic theatre will
open here soon. Leadofl film will

AB

.

Pix

Bow

London, Feb, 16.
"Eagle Has Two Heads," opening
at the Haymarket Feb. 12 with
Eileen Herlie, repeated the tremendous success it scored at the Hammersmith tryout last summer, with
James Donald also scoring.
Critics still maintain that the ve-

XOSTOOJi OFFICIO

Hwrtln'n ttae*. 'Sta&lgmt

St.

FRENCH NEWSREELS
Paris, Feb.

Tending

new

film

ernment

18.

to block expansion of
enterprises, postwar govtechnicalities are making

the path of newcomers a thorny one.
In an attempt to eradicate their opposition, French newsreel companies
have officially protested the newly-

launched Metro Journal fa 'newsreel) charging Metro's 1949 permit is
invalid because it was granted after
the war.
Metro, on the other hand, claims
to have had three prewar previews
'

If the new Minof Education Pierre Bourdan
decides to reopen the case, he will
give Metro a hearing before handing
down a final decision.

in provincial keys.

ister

'Completing
tion,'

Current London Shows

IN

PROTEST VS. METRO BFAL

its first

year of opera-

Metro News, distributed

outside

U. S.. and Canada, has been admitted to membership in the Newsreel Assn. of Great Britain and Ireland. Company recently opened' a
Paris office to handle continental

.the

London, Feb. 18.
"Anthony-Cleopatra," Piccadilly.
"Bertrams Mills Circus," Olympia,
"Between Ourselves," Playhouse. distribution.
"Born Yesterday," Garrick.
"Caste," York's.

"Clutterbuck,"

"Eagle Has
market.

Wyndham.

Two

Pascal Sets

Heads," Hay-

New

Irish

Pix Unit With Dermody
Dublin, Feb.

"Fifty-Fifty," Strand "Follow The Girls," Majesty's.

13.

Chicago-born Abbey Theatre producer Frank Dermody, who resigned
a short time ago to become associ"Grace of God," St. James.
ated with Gabriel Pascal, leaves
here soon to study film direction in
"Guinea Pig," Criterion.
Fiance and Italy.
"Hattie Siowe," Embassy.
Parent company for new Pascal
"High Time," Palladium.
unit
be newly
in
Ireland
will
"111 Met by Moonlight," Vaudeville.
formed Irish Films, with Patrick and
•'Jane," Aldwych.
Peter Farrell, exhibs; Robert Flana"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
gan, agent; Arthur Cox, attorney,
"Man From Ministry," Comedy.
and Pascal and Dermody on direc"Message for Margaret," Duchess. torate.' Pascal is due in Dublin about
"Mother Goose," Casino.
March 2.
"No Room at Inn," Winter Garden.
Dermody, who formerly directed
"Pacific 1860," Dmry Lane.
Gaelic Theatre in Galwny, says Irish
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp,
films will have "international hori"Peter Pan," Scala."'
zon." Abbey plays are expected to
"Piccadilly Hayriile," Wales.
be recruited as cast of pix made
"Red Riding Hood," Adelphi.
here for Pascal.
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"Shcphard Show," Princes.
"Fools Rush In," Fortune,

"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vie Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass,
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix.
"Windermere's Fan," Haymarket
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.

"Wizard of Oz,"

Saville.

"Worm's View," Whitehall.

JOCK LAWRENCE ABROAD

Jock Lawrence, vecpee
Arthur Rank organization
of

publicity,

sails

today

of the
in

charge

tW

f"r

on the Queen Elizabeth.
Lawrence heads directly for London
on
to huddle with Kank Officials
r
budget and promotional pluns i«
forthcoming British product.
!»•
March
S.
He returns to the U.

England

'

'

m
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.Sale if

ExIfcScsre

Caiiiea Papers

Hit

Free

RJ.

loretta

&

'

newspapers
suspension

Camden

and
have

'Isfef

Iilii §1 British litis

18.

Samuel Goldwyn signed Loretta
Young to co-star with Gary Grant
and David Niven in "The Bishop's
William Seiter directing.

Courier-Post

Femme

role

was

problem for film men

in that

Sfctftiif

Swing to an art theatre policy still
the
upbeat with Charles
Skouras, National Theatres prexy, as
the latest convert to the spreading
trend. Sighting on the b.o. harvest

•

originally

as-

rides

subsequent signed to Teresa Wright, who withcreated quite a drew to await motherhood.

their

Rock IA Pension Plan

Cam-

den county community of more than
being supplied in 16m size by Uni- 125,000 and its trading area of more
versal-International under a one- than 300,000, with a total of 30 theyear contract.
atres,
Portion of a statement released
To merchandise their pictures,
here over the weekend appeared a now that the city is without local
warning to Universal that it might dailies, the film men have resorted
lose exhibitor customers by persist- to a number of advertising
alternaing in the arrangement. Statement tives. They are using radio,
sound
also shook an admonitory finger at
trucks, and ads in weekly papers in
the other studios by indirection. It

i
i

Mare II Theatres Is Foreign Policy

Wife," slated to start this week, with

Philadelphia, Feb. 18.

Sale of the

18.

to

Hollywood, Feb.

on

Films.'

Washington, Feb.

Allied States Assn. of Exhibitors
has opened flre-on the new service
Oh'o Railroad'
of tfae Chesapeake
—showing films in the evening on
one of its crack trains. Films are

Yrang

Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 18.
Rochester stagehands have de- promised by the postwar influx ol
veloped a new wrinkle for a pen- British and foreign language pix,

Ad-Pk Bouncing

sion plan.

Skouras has already switched naba
Members of Local 25, IATSE, who houses in Oakland, Cal., and Seattle
retire after 25 years service, auto- to
art operations and is currently
matically become members of an ad- weighing added changeovers in simivisory board and draw $15 a month lar houses. Skouras is reportedly
under a new provision of the con- considering the program in a numCommercial advertising pictures, stitution just voted.
ber of theatres which have been
Which took a $10,000,000 nosedive
Majority now in the union are in recently turning in low receipts on
last year as a result of the unstable the elderly category, and
younger
the" area.
production output of the country's members, because of dearth of stage Yank pix.
said, in part:
Meanwhile, Prestige Pictures unit
The lack of newspaper advertising top manufacturers,- have rebounded shows, have not been as completely
"Does Universal think it is elevatof
Universal which handles tha
this year with a vengeance, Toptrained in the fine points of stage
ing the tone of the business by put- has adversely affected the b.o., coin advertisers are
expected to sink mechanics as oldtime crews. Lack artier of J. Arthur Rank's product
theatre men report. They gloomily
ting movies on the free list?
in America, is mapping a campaign
at least $22,000,000 into ad-pix in
"The use of premiums, giveaways^ predict further bad effects on 1947, representing a $7-8,000,000 of skilled stagehands has been re- to hypo the movement. Lewis Blumvealed here by efforts of traveling
two-for-ohes and bank night not grosses. If the situation continues boost over
last year's gross and by
shows tc lure members to go on the berg, assistant to Lawrence J. Mconly have been frowned upon but for too long a period.
far the biggest year in the infant
Ginley, prestige sales chief, pushes
road.
have been assigned as the reasons
The Philadelphia newspapers that industry's history.
off this week on a tour of U's exfor increasing clearance over the have wide circulation in the area,
Reason for the skyrocketing inchanges to check the conversion-toBut Universal the Evening Bulletin and the In- vestment in the medium is the fact
offending theatres,
art possibilities in the territories.
(Despite Allied
evidently feels that giving away quirer, are now publishing pic sched- that this is the first year since 1940
Blumberg will instruct exchange
movies is a virtue since
has made ules, which help considerably, say when manufacturers have been cermanagers to survey their sectors
"Swell Guy" available to the C.&O. theatre men, but certainly are no tain enough of their ability to proWalkout) Will
and report likely prospects to h.o,
before offering it to the exhibitors.
substitute for full coverage such as duce to plan
a long-term ad-pix
What Universal wants is a com"Not only is the C.&O. to have they have been used to before the campaign and to establish sales and
Co-sp Willi U. S. Ideas plete tabulation of theatres suitable
priority on run but also, apparently, papers suspended publication.
training
via
films,
according
service
National Allied's walkout not- to straight playing of Prestige films.
it will be granted more favorable
to execs of the J. Walter Thompson
withstanding, formation of an all- Played first run in sureseaters, PresSince it charges no admisterms.
ad agency's film department, which
industry organization to treat with tige product such as "Brief Ension fee, it probably does not have
is probably the top agency in the
the Government and deal with other counter" has demonstrated a staying
to play on percentage.
And it it PhiDy's Film
business. Heavy investment in the
power which insures exhibs that its
does not play on percentage, it premedium also represents far greater matters applying to the film biz as
a whole will be pushed.
Aiming pix can keep a small house going for
sumably will be spared the attenBoulevard
recognition of its value on the part
For
towards creation of a permanent set- the better part of the year. Initial
tions of Confidential Reports and its
Of manufacturers. Fact that this
Philadelphia, Feb.. 18.
up sought by Government officials, survey now in Universal's hands
weird collection of checkers,
recognition
was
not
forthcoming
imFilm Row will be chopped in half
tabulates 156 theatres which have, at
"Since the theatres directly or inmediately after the war was prob- meeting has been called for March
in the near future when the state
one time or another, operated on an
directly provide virtually all of the
ably the result of the manufactur- 4 with invitations already sent to
begins its long-delayed plan to
art policy in the past ten years.
er's economic uncertainty, it pointed exhib organizations, major distribsmajor companies' revenue, we are
widen Vine street make a boulevard out.
British and foreign pix. are makand the newsreels. Temporary orconfident that far-sighted executives
from the Delaware River Bridge to
committee,
headed
by ing a particularly strong showing
Most of the 1947 ad-film spending ganizing
will not supply their production on
Parkway.
American Theatres Assn. prexy Si in New York and on the Coast and
is expected to go for sales and serv10m to be shown in competition with the Ben Franklin
The State Department of High- ice training of company personnel, Fabian, will make its report and ask consequently changeover trend is
the established theatres and in any
ways announced over the weekend with a hefty share of it also ear- for replacement by a permanent strongest in these two sectors.
event, not for free shows."
Rosener Circuit on the Coast added
that it would start the project im- marked for institutional public re- unit blanketing the industry.Originally planned at Government its impetus last week when it acmediately after having postponed it lations advertising. Latter is carried
Break Into Iowa Theatres
The on mostly via educational and docu- behest to funriel its pix to exhibs, quired the Stage Door and Nob Hill
due
to shortage of materials.
Des Moines, Feb. 18.
street, hub of mentary pix, which are slanted for pro tern committee will recommend houses in Sah Francisco. Both theaVine
of
side
south
Robbers broke into the Ritz tHeaarea, will be do- schools, colleges and civic organi- expansion of the org's functions to tres will shift to British and foreign
tre, Centerville, la., escaping with Philly exchange
embrace such touchy problems as films, bringing the Rosener total to
an undisclosed amount of cash repre- molished. Due to go are the Colum- zations. Because of its institutional
nature, the manufacturer's pitch charity
drives
and the serious eight four in Los Angeles and four
senting week end receipts from bia exchange, Hollywood exchange,
branches and usually consists only of an opening climb in tax bites. Necessity of rig- in Frisco.
of
indie
number
both the Ritz and the Majestic thea- and a
In New York, where foreign films
and closing credit line, with the" ging some sort of representative oroutfits.
film
accessory
tre, Central States Theatre Corp.
company's particular merchandise ganization to meet these puzzlers do their best, sizable number of art
houses in Centerville.
The Vine street project had been inserted as unobtrusively as possible has been pointed up by recent de- houses has been increased by transiready to go for the past five years into the script.
velopments such as the publicized in- tion of the Republic theatre-to overbut each time there was a respite
Rapid expansion of foreign mar- dustry falling out with the Red Cross seas' product. Flexer circuit, medium,
due to war exigencies, public pres- kets will also hypo the work of ad- and the widening movement by local sized chain operating in the south,
sure, etc.
which has gone all-out for Prestige
pix, according to the JWT spokes- politicos to clip theatres, it's said.
men. Virtually all foreign JWT ofMeanwhile, proponents of the unit pix, is reportedly expanding above
gas Continues worn page 3
fices now use films for local compa- continue sour on the decision of the Mason-Dixon line with the idea
cooperation can be obtained, but fig'
nies, spotting native product in their National Allied's board to withdraw of
picking up nabe houses and
ure that whatever can be achieved
own markets. Films bankrolled by support from the organization. Their switching to British and foreign
is a step in the right direction.
the top American companies with claim is that Allied is playing. poli- flickers,
Continued from page 5
Aronson *
Job
worldwide offices also get played in tics in refusing to go along and that,
Reviewing of pictures for bestowal likely that all the producers will go foreign countries, where they are
once again, Allied "intransigency"
Of the export okay will be in the along with him in dropping their either dubbed into the native lanhas hampered the shaping of an
hands of Alexander Aronson, who reps.
Sears' big point is that a guage or carry on original foreign
essential all-industry body which
two weeks ago was made assistant to liability exists for triple damages to soundtrack via two separate sound- could do much to further the cause
Peace With
Gerald Mayer, managing director of any exhib who figures he should tracks on the original production.
of films,
are exthe
international
division. have won the bid when a picture American manufacturers
Movement had marked time since'
Aronson was formerly assistant to was awarded to his opposition. If pected to produce films especially the Washington huddle in the fall to
Several Pictures
is to accept that liability, ac
fOr the foreign market, but most of
Irving Maas, v.p. and g.m. of
Almid-winter
action
at
the
await
Minneapolis, Feb. 18.
and was for many years Continental "cording to Sears, it naturally must the foreign ad-pix are now bank- lied
board meeting despite GovernAfter a "boycott" of the company's
rep for Metro. He'll have the aid have final say on choosing the win- rolled by native firms.
ball
start
the
to
ment impatience
product for nearly a year, Theatre
and advice of Mayer and a group of ning bid. If the producer, via his
acmembership
Formal
rolling.
Associates, one of the territory's bigrep, insists on final choice among
experts on questionable pictures.
ceptances have been registered by gest buying and booking combines,
With many foreign countries look- bidders, the liability devolves on
ATA, Motion Picture Theatre Own- has made peace with Paramount to
ing for any sort of excuse to clamp him. It is not assumed that many
and
majors
the extent of agreeing to^terms on
ers of America, the eight
quota and other restrictions on producers will want to chance
IN
spokesman
a number of pictures.
the five newsreel companies.
other
Hollywood's output, another major triple-damage suits. On the
for the exhibitor group said that the
Shelbyville, Ind., Feb. 18.
assurance, preffacet in the overall plan of industry hand, they will want
strike settlement" was possible beMrs. Audrey Hancock, sister of
that they do
public relations goes into effect erably contractually,
a little
gave
sides
cause
"both
John Dillinger, outlaw of a decade
March 3 with the arrival of Addison shuck off all liability in waiving deal ago, has filed suit for $500,000 damground."
open in
Durland on the Coast to start the approval. If they remain
One of the combine's members is
SIX
to suits, they'll more than ages against Monogram Pictures,
International
Centre. any way
Berger,
Information
circuit.
Berger's
Bennie
ever want a right to okay contracts. Inc., and the- Lyric Theatre OperatTed Gamble, board chairman of president of North Central Allied,
This will be a central intelligence
ing Co., Inc., Indianapolis, and also
the American Theatres Assn., closed
Multi-Duties
agency to provide up-to-the-minute
a few weeks ago denounced Paraasked for an injunction to prevent
a deal this week acquiring the six- mount for its alleged "excessive"
dope to the studios from abroad on
waive
do
producers
Even if the
further exhibition of the Mono film,
what should and shouldn't be in pix contract approval, several of them, "Dillinger," on the grounds that it house Monarch Circuit from Sam terms and declared that more than
Katz, Metro studio executive, and 150 independent exhibitors in the
from an international viewpoint.
at least, will retain their reps in incites juvenile crime. The s'uit was
corps of specialists will be available New York, since these reps perform filed in Shelby county circuit court his brother, Harry. Purchase Of the territory are "boycotting" it because
chain gives Gamble control of the they can't afford to play its piclulltime to give advice.
regardactivities
other
a number of
here, after having been venued from
situation in Indianapolis,
first-run
At the last North Central
tures.
Industry leaders are hopeful of ing
distribution
foreign
special
Marion Circuit Court in Indianapthe success of the IIC since not only deals, sale of reissue rights and even olis, where the suit was originally where three of the houses are Allied convention here, Berger tried
located and three others in the outunsuccessfully to get the body to
the major studios have agreed to talent and story negotiation. This is filed.
It brings Gamble's adopt a resolution condemning Paralying section.
Avail themselves of its services, but particularly true of the old-line
Mrs. Hancock asked the halflined up in the past few weeks to producers with permanent organiza- million for "embarrassment" caused holdings up to 16 theatres with the mount because of the alleged "vicious and Unreasonable demands."
support it and abide by its advice tions and important backlogs of pic- to her and her family by the show- other 10 located in Oregon.
Harry Katz, reportedly, unloaded
In addition to the Berger circuit,
have been the Society of Independent tures, such as Sol Lesser and Ed- ing of the Dillinger film at the Lyric
theatres
because of failing Theatre Associates also includes tha
the
Small.
ward
Producers, which consists of the
theatre in Indianapolis in July, 1945.
he'll join W. R. Frank,
that
Eddie Ruben, Ben
Understood
health.
major indies, and the Independent
prexy, was She charged the defendants had no
Edward C. Raftery,
Coast
the
on
and "Voik Bros, chains, all
Sam,
brothel-,
Friedman
his
Motion Picture Producers Assn. supposed to attend the Coast meet- legal right to produce or exhibit the
of them large and successful thea(Chad wick group), consisting of ings, but didn't go since he is being picture and asserts that many scenes, shortly.
/
the "strike,"
During
circuits.
tre
of
lesser indies. Latter organizations sought in California for service
showing Dillinger shooting several
which started in March last year
will be handed all the informative papers in the suit by David O. persons, are false and untrue.
Antonio
with the release of "The Virginian,"
material gathered at considerable Selznick against UA. His brother,
She demanded that the prints be
owned
by memtheatres
Twin
City
a
is
counsel,
cost to themselves by the major George, a member of
destroyed.
bers of the combine have passed up
San Antonio, Feb. 18.
studios during the past few years.
attending in his stead.
pictures, many of
Safecrackers, after knocking off 13 top Paramount
isvery pleased to have
Producers' reps at the conclave are
them ace boxoffice hits, in their twin
open
to
failed
the
safe,
knob
of
the
aligned the indie groups, since, Harry Gold (Howard Hughes), David
first-runs and enHelena, Mont., Feb. 18.
the strong box in the office o£ the City downtown
when pix are attaqked abroad, the E. Weshiner (Bing Crosby), Carl
Amus. 'Co.
threatened amusement tax al- Uptown theatre, an Interstate nabe gagements in Minnesota
stigma is not placed on any particu- Leserman (Benedict Bogeaus), Harry
rob-- ^(Paramount) neighborhood houses,
lar film or its producer, but on Kosiner (Edward Small), Sam D6m- lowable to cities, counties and minor house. According to police the
past year, the big
the
During
Entrance
to
amateurs.
was
were
bers
in
Hollywood as a whole. Specialists bow, Jr. (Federal -Films), Ted Baum- subdivisions
also turned thumbs
has
combine
rear
a
through
of
made
floor
house
was
hitting
the
the
will work with the producers, di- feld (Arnold Pressburger), Buddy squelched before
down on RKO's "Kid From Brookdoor.
rectors and writers while the film Rogers (Charles Rogers), Harvey Montana's 30th legislature.
United
J.
H. Sollock, manager of the lyn" and "Notorious," and
Independent theatre reps, sport
is in the script stage, to avoid un- Day (Jules Levey), Lowell Calvert
Cleopatra" and
in house said the safe contained sev- Artists' "Caesar and
necessary expense of cuts, revisions (Hunt Stromberg) and Don McEl- and even municipal reps aided
"Mr. Ace,"
cash.
dollars
in
hundred
eral
killing the bill in committee.
or reshooting.
waine (Andrew Stone).
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With the special Saturday morning kid shows which were inaugurated by theatres throughout the
country four months ago at the urging of the Motion Picture Assn. con-

Recent publicity stunt of polling San Quentin prison inmates on their
reaction to Liberty Films* "It's a Wonderful' Life," recalls similar coup
pulled by Jake Wilk when he was flack chief for World Pictures some
years back. Picture was "Alias Jimmy Valentine" and a $25 prize was
ofltcred to the best comment written by a Sing Sing prisoner. One of the
entries was s0 except ionally well-written that Wilk became interested in
identity of the conv ict. After the la iter's release, he was introduced
{0 prominent ]j te rati personages and successfully embarked on a writing
career
His name was H enry Leverage, a well-known slick mag contrjbutor wno djed B lew years ago

;

Baltimore, Feb. 18.
commented. "Neither
sales- the radio" he
ol
Stressing Importance
do we want Government to enter
planning for pictures before producthe field of film production."
tion, Paul HoUister, eastern studio
an attack by.
^pooh-poohed
Johnston
rep for RKO, told the Sales Manthe Allied States Exhibitors Associaagers' Club of Baltimore that the
tion upon the showings of motion
Ch^p**. &* Ohio railpictures
Pictures on Chesapeake
road trains. He said it was no tiilterrisk, he said public taste in stories
ent than showing films on ocean
can only be met and led by costly liners which has been going on for
venturing or else it "must wither,

Cliililren's Films

19, 1947

r^CsU^TuVaeS

^

|

sidered a top industry good-will getis sending its public relater,
years.
will get singing comCircumventing Metro which objected to his practice of reviewing jf£
tions force into the field to check on and the public
and further promote the shows. Pre- mercials and like them."
pictures the same day that they opened, Alton Cook, N. Y. World-Telegram
Foreign Analysis
Pointing out differences between
liminary tally reveals that in the
Exhaustive and detailed analysis film critic, worked out a "friendly arrangement" with the National Board
industries, he de17 weeks that the Children's Film film and other
in
particularly
trade,
of
foreign
of Review whereby he became a member and sat in on its advance screenLibrary has been in operation to clared that "one of Kettering's
be presented by Eric ings.
films, will
provide pix ior the moppet enter- dreams is the car that will travel
Assn.
Picture
Motion
Johnston,
Cook made no secret that he was attending screenings as a National
tainment there have been approxi- 100 miles on a gallon and cost $100.
prexy, later this week to a joint Board member
However, Howard Diets, Metro's director of publicity,
But General Motors can't risk tool
mately 5,000 shows.
committee of Congress and Govern- squawked to the NBR expressing amazement that a professional reviewer
Paramount, the only company ing for a freak car, knowing that
ment departments which will make was sitting in on preview arranged strictly for the NBR. Last week to
which has. so far provided an exact it may very well lose money; whercforeign avoid embarrassing the NBR, Cook withdrew from the organization.
motion picture producer recommendatidns for a U. S.
the
jscore to the MPA, reports 926 spc- as
trade policy. Johnston's exhaustive
ciai showings of the three pix it has cheerfully knows that 'Romeo and
are designed .to
made available to the CFL. Twenty- Juliet' or 'Caesar and Cleopatra' or charts and tables
Jimmy Fidler's alibi on "Duel In the Sun" sounds like an old habit.
carry on his fight for continuance
eight films, provided by the eight 'Abe Lincoln in Illinois' or 'Sister
When questioned about the divergence between his printed praise of the
agreements
A Kenny' may very well not show a of the reciprocal trade
majors, comprise the Library.
chief was
in New York SatSelznick production and his razzing of same on the air, Fidler explained
"
new batch of titles is now being profit-but it jolly well has to be
urday and Sunday attending meet- that the typed story was written by one of his staff in his absence. When
made up and will be in exchanges made for the good of mankind."
ings of the Committee on Economic Fidler was sued by Walter Wanger for attacks- on "Scarlet Street," he adwithin a few months.
Claiming that radio presents "zero
is
a mitted he had given the film a three-star notice in his column three weeks-^
Glen Allvine and Arthu. DeBra, competition to motion pictures," Development, of which he
before he slammed it on the air.
of the MPA New York office, were Hollister said the proof of films member,
in Albany Friday (14), where they popularity was indicated by fact that
Reports that Mutual Life Insurance Co. of New York had recently bought
huddled with all the major com- 60 to 80 million people per week pay
20,000 shares of Paramount common stock at something over $500,000 are
pany branch managers, some district cash to be told stories in the motion 'ABIE'
untrue. Mutual execs, in denying the reports, said it was in no way an,
managers and reps of the Fabian picture idiom. "If for any reason,"
indication of their lack of faith in pic stocks as an investment, but under
and Warner circuits. It was agreed lie said, "the picture theatres of
FIZZLE state laws governing insurance companies they are not permitted to purIN
at the confab that a city the size America were to close at once,
chase common stocks at all.
Minneapolis, Feb. 18.
of Albany should not have more you'd see a popular uprising that
than two special Saturday shows WO uld make the recent threat of a
Threatened "boycott" of "Abie's
each we'ek. In their enthusiasm at railroad strike look like a sulky kid
Maxwell Shane, who is generally called hyphen in Pine-Thomas, turned
Irish Rose" because of alleged exthe start of the program, , six or w ; t h his thumb in his mouth at a
out his first directional job for the Two Bills (Paramount), with "Fear In
hibitor opposition due to racial and the
seven theatres were running the !,j anc ing school."
Night," which he wrote as well. Picture wfcs shot in 10 days for about
religious reasons has fizzled out al- $130,000, which also sets some sort of a modern production record in view
a.m. entertainment, but discovered
of
acceptance
the
wide
girt despite
there wasn't patronage or pix in
;„ general, he said, scientific most completely here, despite the of costs, etc.
fi j ms
sufficient quantity to support them.
pic
specific
each
sales-planning for
demand by Bennie Berger, president
Aim is now to get at least one such ture was necessary if it's to show a of North Central Allied, that it be
performance in each town each
profit. He detailed three factors en- withdrawn from distribution and his
Restrict N. Y.
week.
tering into this planning: (1) sense assertion that the- refusal *to accede
Mrs. Marjorie Dawson, of the
Continued from page 11
proto the demand would bring a move
of appraisal of the seasoned
Sntdoor Advertising
MPA, is now holding meetings with ducer;
constant contract with for state and local censorship.
(2)
executive veepee, received a pay
tteatre men on the Coast to push
Albany, Feb. 18.
theatres
The Minnesota Amus. Co. (Para18,000
through
public
the showings, while DeBra and Allboost of $43,414. Top salaries paid
Film and legit billboard advertisthrough which is registered their mount circuit) was the first to take
vine will make further visits to easting, along with other types, have
tastes; and (3) certain novel and the bull by the horns, making a deal were $223,623 to Blumberg; $223,623
ern cities.
been
put under attack by State
mechanical aids for pre-testing the for the picture .and spotting it cur- to board chairman, J. Cheever Cowpublic's attitude towards a forthcom- rently in one of its loop "A" houses, din; $101,899 to Fox who also re- Senator Thomas C. Desmond with
introduction by him of four bills
the Century. Charles Winchell, the
Would Repeal Ohio 3% tax
ing story on the screen.
ceived $42,000 as United World Piccircuit's general manager, said the
drastically restricting all forms of
Columbus, O., Feb. 18.
tures head; $60,117 to John J. O'Conchain has encountered no opposition
outdoor displays.
Measure to repeal the Ohio state
nor, veepee; $128,299 to Charles P.
to or complaints against the picture.
His bills would require licensm*
Inks
8% admissions tax, as recently recPrutzman, general counsel; $138,899
Even the buying and booking
of outdoor advertisers and prohibit
ommended by Ohio Tax Commisto Clifford C. Work, former studio
Holly wood, Feb. 18.
combine which includes the Berger
locating of signs near state parks,
sioner Emory C. Glander, has been
Metro signed Joan McCracken, of theatres isn't "boycotting"' the pic- chief; $65,917 to Martin Murphy,
highways', and intersections.
introduced in the Ohio House of the Broadway stage, for the femme
v.p.; $143,899 to William A. Scully,
a
although
it
hasn't
made
deal
ture,
Representatives by Rep. Clifton L. comedy lead in the forthcoming yet for it. The combine spokesmen sales head, and $128,299 to Joseph H.
Seidelman, foreign topper.
Caryl, of Union County.
musical, "Good .News."
say they're awaiting the public reIf the state repeals the tax, it will
June Allyson, Gloria De Haven action to the picture and boxoffice
Columbia's Setup
„
pave the way for municipalities to and Peter Lawford are slated for results. Most other combines here
Harry Cohn, Columbia prexy, led
enact such a levy.
top roles, starting March 3.
Continued from page II gss
have adopted a similar attitude.
that company's payroll with a salary
However, Harold Field, head of a
Other high bracket making film. Such a clause would,
of $223,600.
large circuit of Iowa theatres and
salaries listed were $130,000 to Jack if accepted, point the way to other
of the Park, local de luxe neighbor*
Cohn, executive veepee; $92,516 to talent groups in future demands.
hood house, whose headquarters are
Abe Schneider, -veepee and treasurer;
Loanout clause is believed to dehere, has declared he considers the
$89,845 to Nate Spingold, ad-publicity mand 50% of the profit made when
picture
"offensive" and will rehead; $81,000 to Abe Montague, sales a studio farms players out, giving
fuse to show it in his theatres.
veepee, actor half of coin made by studio
A number of individual exhibitors head; $76,791 to B. B. Kahane,
»
Bscs. Clarke
MarHis Viekers
and $69,275 to Joseph A. McConville, over and above his salary during
are known to have taken a similar
*
Sydney Gracnitract
former chief.
the loan.
In Warner Ire*. Hew Hit
In Warner Bros. Hit
stand, but others are buying' and
Among 20 or more new provisions
J.
Arthur Rank holds 134,375
With
"The*
showing it. The buying combine that
with
comprises most of the leading Min- shares of Universal common, repre- being considered by the SAG comCo-Starring
HAM! s CRAMS STEVENS
senting 13.3% of the outstanding mittee are a weekly minimum of
neapolis
St.
Paul
and
independent
Person
•
Keat SMITH
Bruca BENNETT
exhibitors, who were supposed to securities, according to the proxy. $250 for all contract players on an
Claude TbomMll
Robort ALDA
nod tag Orchcstnt
be dead set against the picture, British tycoon has these interests in eight-hour day. AH provisions have
Special Attraction Direct from
Directed by Vincent Sherman
hasn't got it on its "boycott" list, the name of General Cinema Finance been discussed not only by commitHollywood
but is awaiting the public reaction. Corp. in which he is an officer. tee but by that group in interviews
WARNERS'
• Aim Hafe
MsrtSi'- Vickers
BROADWAY
When Berger sent his ultimatum GFD is the licensee of U's pix in with individuals and groups in SAG,
B'way
C
T
at
5
1
St.
B
D
W
AT 17TH is. BEET * 8 K
to United Artists, he said he was Britain under a contract made April in order to get a representative idea
acting for a group of exhibitors. 2, 1936.
of what the body wants in way of
Grad Sears, United Artists' sales
While this pact has until June 30, a new pact.
Betty GRABLE Dick
head, advised Berger that deletions 1956 to run, negotiations are curwere being made, but he upbraided rently under way to either amend
the North Central Allied head for or supersede the agreement, the
bringing the matter to the attention proxy said. U is presently distribA SOth Ce-.,turs-Fex Picture III Tecbolceler
of the press. Berger, however, as- uting certain of Rank's product in
Plus on Stage— PETER LORRE
serted he'd request the mayor and the U. S., it added, but it is expected
Sit LAMB • Eitra! EVELYN KNIGHT
the latter's committee on inter- that an agreement will be made for
7th Ave. 6
SOth St.
racial unity to pass on the picture. the future distribution in the westNow .Berger is vacationing for a ern hemisphere of certain additional
month in Florida and unavailable for productions.
ft
comment.
•THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR'
Referring to the fact that Scully,
9a
Technicolor
Critics
Film
Work and Daniel M. Sheaffer had
N. Y.
A Paramount Picture Starring
received blocks of stock warrants as
Ray HILUND, Barbara STANWYCK
Small Texas Booth Fire
directors and had later sold some of
Barry FITZGKRAf.ll
these
warrants, proxy statement said
Alba, Texas, Feb. 18.
With
Eetrse
Caulturis.
Albert
Dekktr.
that their sale had raised a question
Anthony QuilM, Fraud F«ylen
l.ivo"
Alba theatre, operated by J. H. whether
these sales did not entitle
B'way and 4°tfc St.
piU'AI
CosrfHWOWS
1"WAY mrti
suffered damages in its proflIWULII Doom Open »:SO A. M. Seagler,
Universal to recover against the trio
45th ST.
Performances
jection booth as a result of a fire
THERE'S ONLY ONE
under the Securities & Exchange
which started there. Several reels Act.
RADIO CITY MUSIC "*»
After considering all factors
were
destroyed. Small loss is at- including
Rockefeller Center
opinion of U's lawyers,
\ tributed to the fact
that the town's the board voted against
bringing suit
fire department was holding a fire
on the debatable point.
f drill near the house
MIAMI BEACH
at the time.
DiyeiAS FAlftlANKS, Jr.
f GREGORY PECK • JANE WYMAN.
House will be reopened within a
OCEAN FRONT • 40th to 41* S».
CLAUDE JARMAN. JR.
I
few weeks.
Ga. Provisional Sunday Bill
MMffifttl 8'HARA - WALTER SLIM
Httmrntoni lmitti - Walter Jacob*
fin TccMcolor • An M-G-M Picture!
Atlanta, Feb. 18.
the
SPECTACULAR STAGE PRESENTATION
Blaze Guts Memphis Nabe
Sunday films
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the

would be permitted
in Georgia except between 8 a.m.
land 2 p.m., and 6 p.m. and 9 p.m.,
under a bill

introduced in the
Memphian, deluxe nabe house of Georgia
House by the Floyd and
Lightman chain, early one morning Spalding County delegations.
the past week. Quick work by local
Present laws ban Sunday pix in
fire department, saved exterior walls, most of the state.
Permanent inJ
0HHST0tl
however.
junctions against Sunday showings
Reconstruction already is finder are effective in Rome and
Hogans*^255fe*.J
••
'.
ville.
v
i l.-v «•;«,
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Edits Bai

pictsjsses

« Nosy

signed as

Miidi-Craici

Gets Tap-Results; Otter
Indianapolis.

Boyd Sparrow's stunt at Loew's ol
'posting usher at door to relieve patrons of foods and confections that

cause audience static has gained him
nationwide attention. AP picked it
Customers
up from local papers.
are asked to deposit popcorn, potato
chips, karmelkorn and other loud
eatables, as well as crinkly packages,
that disturb others while they see
the show. Reaction is all to the good
so far.
Indiana's

.

.

senator,

Homer

Xdange News

Ferrucio Tagliavini.
Rather than
have English titles for the picture,
Bibo arranged to have Deems Taylor deliver a short explanatory narrative as an introduction to each act
of the opera.
Interstate Books "Fifth Ave."
Dallas
R. J.. O'Donnell, general manager
of Interstate Theatres, has signed a
contract calling for showing in all
top houses of circuit for "It Happened on Fifth Avenue.'.' Deal was
made through Jack Schlaifer, sales
director for Allied.
Monogram is
distributing.

vol and

21

Main Line salesman

for
successor hasn't been

his

named yet. A Navy veteran, Keynan came here year ago to take over
vacant b y death of Danny

Majors Deprecate Protest ny isiey

Davis

M ™n, formerly with WB in
tv5
Pittsburgh and Cleveland, joined
0£'

Republic in the latter

Indies Vs. Confidentiars Checkers

city.

Hubbub raised over local checkers
an<| the continued potshots at Confidential Reports, Inc., the majors*
percentage checking service outfit,
over the system is the outcry of the
vocal few, not the majority of exhibs, CRI claims. Maintaining that
the bulk of theatremen have no bone

.

Jordan

„

io Charlotte

Raleigh.

_

H, H. Jordan, Atlanta territory
salesman for Monogram,
named
manager of the. Charlotte branch to
succeed Sam Hinson, who resigned
to go with Colonial. theatres corp.
of Valdese.

Jordan was a salesman with Warner Bros, at Charlotte several years.

Wanger-Roach
5 Continued from page
negotiations are

now

'

5 s

practically at a

Since Roach's contract
hinged on Wanger's signing, UA
won't make a deal with Roach,
standstill.

Wanger's Bergman Deal

to pick, CRI spokesman asserts that
of the half-million playdates checked'
in 1946, exhibs in only 6,000 instances

week made a new denied theatre entrance to a checker
Capehart, has accepted bid from
deal with Miss Bergman and Vic- because he was domiciled in the
Carl Niesse, national canvassman
tor Fleming by which the three of same locality.
'Ecstasy' Seere
from Indianapolis tent No. 10, to atIn a total of 8,000 instances or
them would be associated in an indie
tend Variety's annual convention in
Continued
from page 5
SS
unit to make a film based on the 1.6% of all playdates o.o.ed during
Los Angeles next May. Marc Wolfe,
B'klyn House Leased
No releasing '46, entrance of the checker was
liable for use of the songs at other Jeanne d'Arc legend.
national doughguy, weekended in
Inking a 14-year lease with the
Cleveland on Variety business.
theatres where the print was shown. arrangement has been made yet, but blocked for one reason or another,
G.K.Z.
Amus.
Corp., owners of the
Moe Esserman, manager of the Parkside theatre,
Distribution .rights, to "Ecstasy," it is not anticipated there will be the CRI mouthpiece said. Most exBrooklyn, Shanhibs, he continued, realized the necIndiana, is back on job after trip
Ion Theatres, Inc., plan extensive which stars Hedy Lamarr, were any difficulty in getting distribution
south to visit his home folks at
essity of checking and the reasonalterations on the premises.
House originally held by Cummins' Eureka via UA, U or some other company.
Rome, Ga,
ableness of employing local watchformerly part of Century circuit.
Productions and subsequently lost to
However, Roach is not in the same
Wyngate upon expiration of Cum- position because of the peculiar dogs.
(Total field cost to the industry
Pat Snyder's E-L Post
mins' contract. Wyngate later en- length
Carter Vice Smith
which
makes
it
of
his
films,
Patrece Snyder upped to radio
for checking is disclosed by the halftered into an agreement with EureMemphis.
difficult for many theatres to book
manager spot with Eagle-Lion. She
million figure. Some 7,200 part-time
Ralph Carter, formerly with the ka whereby ~ it took over the firm's
them. Completed are "Here Comes checkers are paid $6.60 daily to take
formerly served as special ass't to Liberty, in Oklahoma City, for WarMax E. Youngstein, ad-publicity ners, now house manager of the prints but not the musical score Trouble," "Curly" and "Who Killed the b.o. count. All majors, except
which was owned by F & D Music.
director of the company. Miss Sny- Warner here.
He succeeds Allen
Doc Robin?". Editing now is Bebe Metro which has its own checking
Although the contract specifically
der, previous to Joining E-L, was Smith, who is entering the automoproduction
for
Roach, system, plus Republic paid out $3,Daniel's
publicity contact on motion picture bile business in his home city, Hart- stated the music was not owned by
"Fabulous Joe." Pix are in Cine- 300,000 in '46 for their field checks.
accounts for Russell Birdwell.
Eureka, the defendants used F & D's
sell, Ala.
color. Roach is particularly anxious Sum is in addition to permanent orscore regardless, the plaintiff said.
since he financed them ganization costs of CRI.)
about
them,
Accordingly a restraining action was
'Jolson Story' In Spades
Dortic's Off-Again
begun which led to Judge Nevin's completely with his own coin.
Cincy Indies' Beef
Butte, Mont.
Albany.
Fox - Intermountain's Montana
Charles M. Dortic, who resigned as decision. Habran, Inc. is said to be
Fight over local checkers came to
theatre relights Feb, 21 with "Jolson salesman for Columbia to take on controlled by Brandt Theatres. Moa boil again last week when the
Story."
Montana, formerly Broad- the branch managership of PRC, is tions to confirm the judgment will
Greater Cincinnati Independent Exway, was built for Jolson's Butte back with Columbia. He did not as- be made
Par Affiliates
in Federal Court March 4
hibitors circulated a letter protesting
manager, "Uncle" Dick Sutton, by sume the PRC post, because of a reby the pontiff's attorney Henry
Continued from page 5
its continuance and charging CRI
copper tycoon W. A. Clark.
ported mixup with the home offices
senior

Wanger

just last
-

=

,

;

i

Exploitation tieup includes news- on terms supposedly agreed upon
paper coverage theme: "45 years of here.
showbusiness in Butte." Historical
The PRC job has been vacant since
point researched by manager -Bill Jack Armm, former Columbia salesFowers is Jolson's appearance at man, resigned two months ago,
"Uncle" Sutton's Family theatre here Armm is now in California. Elmer

Pearlman.

Sutton Family's part in
Montana theatre history was recently reviewed following death of
daughter, Lulu Sutton Belmont.

John McCaffery,

in 1902, and picture's chronicling of
star's appearances in nearby north-

west

cities.

Hollander, director of the PRC playdated branch in N. Y. headquarters,
came to Albany to pinch hit for

district manager Joe Miller, stricken
with a heavy cold.

Interstate Aides in

Truog's 30th Anniversary

Kansas City.
Film row will honor W. E. Truog,
Artists exchange manager,
for his 30 years of service in the film
industry in this territory with a celeUnited

Muehlebach hotel Feb.

bration at the

As a fitting" bit of kidding the
committee in charge is making the
affair a cocktail party for Truog, a
84.

reputed non-drinker.
Truog began his industry service
here in 1917 as exchange manager
tor World Film. - Since then he has
district manager for Goldwyn,
district manager for Universal, and

been
with

UA

branch manager since

as

1928.

The committee
Cole,

includes Arthur
T. R. Thompson,
George Baker, Senn
Withers, R. R. Biechels

chairman;

Ward

Scott,

Bob

'Lawler,

and Finton Jones.

.

No formal

invita-

are being sent out, and the
committee is simply asking friends
throughout the territory to show up
at the party.
tions

Although local Interstate Theatres
did not participate in the March of
Dimes' campaign, employees of the
circuits houses here participated in
a street drive which netted $3,052.41.
Interstate loaned the use of its
sound truck during the two-week
drive, which was parked in front
of its Majestic, ace house here.

formerly with Paramount and

.

Ernest Schwartz Reelected
Cleveland.
Ernest Schwartz reelected prez of
Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association. A. E. Ptak became
•

vice-prez.; J. E. Scoville, treasurer;
George W, Erdmann, reelected secretary.
Board of directors: Henry
garden, Edward Bleier, P. F. Essick,

M. S. Fine,
Frank Gross,
Porozynski,

Henry
J.
J.

Greenberger,
D. Kalafat, Frank
E,

Ted

Scoville,

Vermes and Max Lefkowich.
Fisher

To Eagle-Won
Toronto,

nipeg sales representatives for E-L.
After four years in the Canadian
Army, Hutchinson had been a service officer

with the Canadian War-

time and Prices Board but had eartier been with Paramount in Winnipeg.

Bibo's Boston Showcase
Branching out into exhibition for
first time, Waiter Bibo, prexy

the

the Denver territory were made by
the Natipnal Allied caravan meeting
meeting will be
here last week.
held in -the Brown Palace Hotel,

A

Denver, on March 25-26, according
John M. Wolfberg, operator of the
Broadway, Denver, attending the
meeting in Philly.
Scheduled to attend are Col. H.

to

A. Cole, of Texas, national Allied
head; Truman T. Rembusch, Indiana,
and Sidney E, Samuelson, executive
director of Eastern Allied. Indie exhibs of the entire territory surrounding Denver have been invited
to attend.

Wolfberg

tributing another Italian-made film,
Barber , of Seville," starring ±ha
Metrop0litan Opera'fl :riew tenc

D

Gimmick,

at least 40,000
of the rest are

What's also on the agenda is a plaints." "The big men, so-called in
breakdown of situations to weed the this industry, have time and .again
non-competitive spots from those deplored the action of exhibitors and
which are subject to the decree's exhibitor groups 'washing their dirty
Naturally, Par's linen in public,' and running to the
regulations.
stiff
partners would like as large a num- Government for legislative relief
ber of non-competitive spots as pos- and law-suits. What is the exhibitor
sible designated since, since that to do when he can't even get an anmeans so many more houses which swer when he' writes to them," the
can count on unopposed allocation theatre group declared.
GCIE in its letter requested CRI
Decree isn't very defiof product.
nite on distinguishing between the to turn over a list of its employees
two, which leaves that problem to to be submitted to a bonding comthe distribs, subject, always, to exhib pany; that checker be instructed to
leave copy of their reports with the
challenges in the courts.
theatre manager; and that they have
Meet is attended by all of Par's
introductory letters containing their
southern partners and a scattering
names, addresses and daytime occufrom the north. Barney Balaban,
pations. Basis for the demands was
Paramount prexy, wields the gavel the claim
that checkers, under liwith the company's top legal talent,
censing contracts, had the right to
including Austin C. Keough, veepee
enter a theatre boxoffice.
and general counsel; Louis Phillips
Differing sharply with the GCIE
Walter Gross

as "far as

tive part in the gabbing.

L Warner

J.

said.

3

happening again concerning our
films, to some extent, because of a
few motion picture producers over
there who are envious of American
productions."

Reports that Par officials would
discuss severing of ties under the
partial divorcement section of the
decree have been branded as "nonsense" by company toppers. Despite
statements recently aired that Par
planned a 50-50 split on co-owned
theatres, biggies are insisting that
Par will not even consider any such
moves unless and until the decree is
upheld by the Supreme Court. At
that point company will hold on to
as many houses as it reasonably can,

Reporting on his visit with Sir
Stafford Cripps, British Board of
Trade chief, Warner said Cripps it's said.
spoke favorably of Warner's arrangement with Associated British
Pictures for production in England, Cripps also told him, he said,
that more production by different
Continued from page 11
film units in Britain would prove
healthful competition and that he damage provisions of the anti-trust
"approved our ..program as being statutes are taken into account) perprobably beneficial for his country, mit plaintiff to recover over $1,000,for America and for motion pictures 000 to avoid specific claims of $10,322

Momand's Award

pacts contain no such proviso. CRI,
itself,

has checkers bonded,

said,

prior

to N, Y.

Buffalo.

Howard G. Minsky, Buffalo 20thFox branch mgr.,. has resigned to
join the Geo. Skouras circuit of N. Y.

Wm. Graham,

local Fox office
for the past three years,
will succeed.
city.

manager

San Anton* Nabe
San Antonio, Tex.

The Josephine theatre, a new 850seat nabe house, has been completed
here*
House will be owned and operated
by Gene Mueller and Bob Dennis,
both former veteran projectionists
with Interstate Theatres

circuit.

Jim Alexander'* Comeback
Pittsburgh.

Jim Alexander, one-time co-holder
with Sam Fineberg, of Republic
franchise, is returning to Film Row.
S.
He's just bought out the A.
Theatre Supply Co. and takes oyer

&

immediately, at same time grabbing
distributorship for

later sold out to Bert Steam's opposition Cooperative.
.
Byron (Buzz). Keyhan has re-

in general."
"There will be no resentment, I am
sure," Warner declared, "against the
use of American players in films
made in England, as we are planning.
In fact, I believe that the circulation
of both British and American pictures in our two countries will have
a desirable internationalizing effect

—that

is,

a recovery of ten times the

specificially

threatened damages."

"Plaintiff himself gave multiple
causes for the losses," Judge Wyzanski declared, "and he did not try
to measure or estimate the degree
to which, defendants' arbitration and
credit conspiracies were an important cause. Reasonable men, on
or outside of a jury, could not tell
whether these conspiracies were a
dominant cause, a substantial cause
or a minor cause."

to

their

it

was

employment

Moreover, they're armed with introductory letters and are under orders to leave a copy of all reports
on request of the theatre manager,

CRI spokesman

IB

declared.

Earnings

Continued from page

11

642 shares, out of 7,402,180 shares
outstanding, voted at the meeting.
of Warner stockholders was
increased by 6,000 during the past

Number

year and now totals over 30,000 it
officials also
was announced.

WB

indicated that the company would
appeal the anti-trust decision to the
U. S. Supreme Court.
1.

Paramount—$44,000,000

2.

20th-Fox—$22,000,000

.

Minsky

movie
off RCA
house equipment. Following Repubatre, Boston from Loew's, temg off lic's purchase of its local office from
Jan 20 with "Jericho." ItaliaEmade him and Fineberg, Alexander formed
Life of Mozart," Bibo's own im- an indie booking combine with Buck
portation, is current. .He is also dis- Stoner, ex-Metro manager here, and
ot Excelsior Pictures, reissue exporters, leased the Fine AjI'the-

if

completed.

Continued from page

Plans for organizing an Allied in

New
frank H. Fisher, Canadian genmanager for Eagle-Lion,
appointed R. J. Hutchinson as Win-

submitted

words and an outline

RKO

i

eral sales

may be

in that territory.

Philadelphia.

Singer purchased building

partment, will run them.
Among the innovations this year

competition.

Denver Allied Planned

for $85,000 last year from Lester
Patrick, the hockey man, and intended using it as centre for sports,
Siusic and other events. Building,
owever, is being used by federal
government for vocational training
of war veterans.

~

of Metro's story de-

will be opening of the competish to
British authors of books published
only in England. Heretofore only
British-written books published in
the U. S. were acceptable. Another
angle is that unfinished manuscripts

Loeffler Goes Rep
Republic has ap'pointed Joseph E.
Loeffler as Minneapolis branch manager effective Feb. 17. Loeffler was

Vancouver, B.C.
Singer, former proprietor
Of the State here, convicted last fall
for staging an indecent show in his
house, has sold the Auditorium for

Prize iswil
Continued from page 5

with taking a "take it or leave it"
attitude
towards exhibs. Majors*

outfit was scored for its claimed neglect to
answer "legitimate com-

Metro is concerned, is that it not only gets an
option on screen rights to the winYiddish House Into Pix
Formerly housing Yiddish legit, ning novel, but on all others subHopkinson theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y., mitted. Because of the high prize
reopened with a film policy. House lure—not only to author but pubwas acquired last August by Michael lisher—many novels are held back
Hyams and Joseph Green, operators for the contest,
although they are and
in attendance.
of the City and Irving Place theastance,
CRI officials assert that
tres, N. Y.
Extensive alterations frequently seen toy other film com- Leonard H. Goldenson, head of Par's checkers are instructed not to enter
panies before being entered in the theatre branch, is also taking an acwere made on the premises.
the theatre b.o. and that licensing

Singer Sells Ont

Hymie

$165,000.

Dimes Push
San Antonio.

interest in some 1,100 houses, those
ftlmeries will have to be sold product at arm's length.

3.

4.

(est.)

(est,)

Warners—$19,424,000
Metro—$18,691,533

RKO —

$13,000,900 (est.)
5.
6. Universal—$4,565,219
7. Columbia—$3,450,489
First quarter for Warners

Dec

1,

'46,

ended
and compares with $4,-

garnered in the equivalent
period of '45. Indicating the sizable
savings because of the lifting of the
on the players."
paid $4,400,000
excess profits tax,
to the Government before reaching
the '46 figure and $4,300,000 in '45.
Wilk to Coast to Continue
Net profit for the quarter isi equivaCourt distinguished current suit lent to 97c per share on the 7,402,with
from the recent Bigelow decision 180 outstanding; against 596 for the
Jake Wilk, Warners' eastern story because Momand had failed to offer year before.
department head, leaves for the evidence "from which the jury could
Film rentals plus theatre take
Coast Friday (21) to continue con- infer that plaintiff's companies' losses totals $42,636,477 with the entire
fabs with Jack L. Warner on story were entirely unexplained except by gross amounting, to $44,003,881. In
defendants' unlawful acts." In the the inventory column, backlog of
properties.
Warner left for the Coast last Bigelow action, verdict was upheld completed productions, unreleased,
week, accompanied by his brother when plaintiff showed a discrepancy amounts to $21,870,539; productions
Major Albert Warner, to attend between his earnings and that of a before the cameras, $12,122,192; and
wedding ceremony of Lita Warner competitor who had not been the pix in current release,, $9,385,571.
yesterday (18) in Beverly Hills. target of unlawful selling practices. WB's investment in Associated BritMomand's actions reaches back to ish Picture Corp. is now up to $8,»
Lita Warner, daughter of the late
Sam Warner and foster-daughter of uniform contracts arbitration made 164,826.
Cash holdings have hit $19,506,158
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Warner, was in 1928-1931. Exhib, after selling his
married to Dr. Nathan Hiatt, an as- houses, moved to Boston and there- while U. S. Government bonds total
<•*
*
'••—»-. -.»*'« ST
after brought the preserfMuIt.
$2/430,128,-"sociate of Dr. Stanley finmennan.

Powwows
.

•

11. Warner

367,000

WB

—

.

HAiSI©
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Ibjef Sez Hearst in Suit toH

Yea Larger

Hucksters

FCC Recai WBAL Blue Book dirges

Net Policy; Set Huddles to Air

L§ig Stored Up Sponsor
For some tjme now the Assn. of+
National Advertisers, whose members comprise the big coin spenders
in radio, has felt that it should have
* voice in the formulation of net-

work policy on censorship, talent,
labor, rates, etc. Or, at best, that the
collective thinking of the associaintion's brain trust should be
tegrated in some way into web
advertising
the
operations, since
netthe
of
blood
life
the
is
dollar

&ips

NBC Newsies

CBS

day (15) filed suit in a U. S. district
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
NBC newsroom men are to receive court to require FCC to correct Bl
ue
new monthly minimum of $360, as Book charges against his
Baltimore
was agreed to by the Radio Writers
station, WBAL, before going
ahead
Guild and NBC, at the closing of

Rusticating

CBS is negotiating for a William
package, "Hootenanay," a
jamboree hillbilly show built around
Alan Lomax,
It's planned as a sustainer. Will
Roland is down for producer.

.

with the four network presidents at
meet
the end of this month in a

which may have far-reaching impli-

For
Not

Amos

since the days

V And

its license

Former minimum was $270, al- renewal.
staff were paid $300,
Hearst

though some of
it's

KLZ

ning
through fall of France in World War
II, Bill Parker has first-hand knowledge of peoples and countries in the
news.

KLZ,

Army

on the

Warriors'

Tale

C

to

ReM

"Warriors of Peace," Army-sponsored show on the ABC network
Sundays, is expanding its format by
sending writers out into the field to
actually undergo various experiences which they will use as basis

Racket' Seen In

Specifically,
Hearst
to alter statements

FCC

Blue Book comparing
of

for their radio scripting.

Rah Rah Boys'

WBAL

right

DENVER.

when they were

riding high and handsome with their
cross-the-board early-evening show
have Amos 'n' Andy been hitting the
bigtime Hooper league as in the new
ratings. Their No. 3 spot on the Top
with a 30.9 (an 95 increase over
gripes,
sponsor
their previous rating) is strictly the
which
id agencies, in
long confined to correspondence with mccoy.
disthese
From
aired.
West, will be
And while the abnormal spiral ing
cussions a program will be drawn up of the figure has a lot '.of guys in
and presented by West to the web the trade puzzled, actually it stems
prexies for further action.
from the advance bally on the Feb.
ad
their
of
part
With a handsome
broadcast (night the rating' was
vertising dollars going to radio,
made) when the whole Tuesday eveMolly,
members have been squawking to ning
lineup of Fibber
the organization on various bones of Bob Hope and Red Skelton jamdon't
they
feel
contention which they
stanza.

What was considered a strategic
to delay a commission hearing
license renewal.
An
earlier request to FCC itself for the
same relief had been refused out-

move

correspondent from beginof Jap-China war in 1933

ANA, which has been in the process of choosing a representative for
radio for more than a year, has
scheduled an earlier confab between
various
its members and reps of the

stated.

in

PARKER

A war

cations.

called on the court for
a
declaratory judgment against FCC

Night News Editor

BILL

jke the Old Days

with a Feb. 25 hearing on

negotiations Feb. 13.

Morris

works.
Apparently this thinking, after a
year of ANA discussion, is about to
crystallize itself, with Paul West,
ANA prexy, scheduled to huddle

Washington, Feb, 18.
Striking hard at FCC's Blue
Book
William Randolph Hearst las{
Satur.!

a

~

-

'

,

Hiked

Two men had

been lined up for
long trips, and both have bowed
out, for varying reasons, but other
men will be sent Allan Sloane had
been slated to go to Europe, and
Norman Rosten was to .be sent to
Colleges
and universities are cover "Operation Frigid" which is
"making a racket" of radio insti- now being conducted in Alaska and
ANA
tutes, Seminars and writer confer- other Arctic areas.
Sloane can&
NBC
ences. This is the growing opinion celled his trip because he got
a comof broadcasters in the face of a mercial contract, although he's still
packed the
mounting number of invitations to also working for "Sound Off," anHigh
on
media.
encounter in other
The vet comic team has been land- send officials to such events.
other
of
the
Army-sponsored
shows.
hudforthcoming
the agenda for the
It's understood both NBC and CBS
ing a Top IS berth this season with a
Rosten changed his mind because
dle is network censorship of com- consistency that has Lever Bros., the are planning seriously to curtail all
he's anxious to finish a .play he's
mercials, but from an unexpected
sponsors, and the William Morris acceptances and, as a significant de- doing for Broadway.
in
radio
angle. The big money boys
velopment along these lines, the
agency boys doing handsprings.
Earle McGill, director of "Warare complaining that bluepencffling
Less accountable, and considered 1947 delegations of both webs to the riors," advised by Army brass in
of commercials, by web continuity
quirks Ohio State Institute for Education by
acceptance staffs is too lightweight one of those strange Hooper
Radio will be smaller than at any Washington, is looking tor other exis
new
pop
up
the
that
occasionally,
They
and should be made stricter.
time in a decade. Ohio State is the perienced scripters to undertake the
"FBI
In
Peace
1&8
rating
for
the
advertising
point to the distasteful
trips
scheduled for Sloane and
and.War" Thursday night CBS show, daddy of all the annual events of Rosten.
for laxatives, depilatories and deodorLast year over 1,100
representing a jump of 5.5 over the this nature.
ants, and are planning to ask netMeanwhile, with a stable of three
persons registered to attend its
works either to kill this copy or read previous tally. As a result "FBI" is
writers working on the show, McGill
three-day
session.
the
15
league.
also
batting
in
Top
taste.
more closely on matters of
Broadcasters point oat that re- is sending one of them out on field
Claim that this type of commercial
quests are coming' in from remote, trips in this country. Joseph Lisa,
is driving listeners away from the
hard-to-reach spots like Stephens Len Finger and Peter Martin, the
radio will be put. forth by the naRadtt
Washed
-Up?
College
in Missouri, Univ. of Texas, three men currently at work on
in
any
tional admen, who. say that,
Univ. of Washington^ Univ. of Okla- "Warriors," are alternating in the
case, it's lessening the effect of their
What About Those 51
homa, and so on. New Hampshire's field trips. Liss, who's done most
advertising. They use as an example
writers confab now expects of the "Warriors" shows for the last
summer
the strict limitations- many newspaan to add radio as a subject while six weeks, left for Washington, SunOriginations, Sez
per and magazine publishers place
Denver, Utah, Michigan and other day (16) to study the Army's peaceon the type of ads accepted by those
Chicago, Feb. 18.
have summer projects time air navigation route which flies
universities
media.
Saying that he was "mad" about
Another beef headed for the net- some unkind arrows shot at Chicago in mind. Some of these pay fees on an all-weather schedule between
work brass is the present high cost radio, Jack Byan, NBC Central Di- for lecturers, usually very small, Washington and Clinton county,
expect
but
some
the radio industry Ohio.
adof radio talent. One group of
vision publicity topper", last week
Other trips will be taken by
vertisers emphasizes the point by sent out an unusual press release in to cuff©.
either Liss or one of the other
using as an example the return of which he listed all that his three
At
and
Etting
writers, digging into the Army's use
personalities like Ruth
competing networks were doing.
besalaries
of radar for peace purposes, the
Jolson to the air at top
for $35STO§
Ryan gathered data from the other
work of the Army veterinarians who
cause there is no good new talent nets and sent the stuff to trade paper
They're quick to state reps.
available.
are developing animal husbandry to
that ifs the job of the webs, and not
help feed foodless' people in Europe
furnishes facts and figures to
He
talent,
since
build
Hollywood,
Feb.
fa
18,
advertisers,
the
and Asia, and other similar projects.
show
the four nets get 55 shows out
to
sell
sponsor
is
the
the business of
Jack Stanley won a $35,000 jury
~ and that of the network to enter- of Chicago. As for his interest in verdict against
CBS in a suit chargwhat everybody else is doing, Ryan
tain.
ing the net appropriated the title and
says, "I like my job and I want to
cotffollowingthe
for
a
hypo
Due
keep it, as I don't relish the thought format of his program, "Hollywood
tabs is ANA*s appointment of a radio
of anybody getting any queer ideas Preview." He asked for $100,000
rep. It. has always had men, chosen!
about whether or not we have any damages.
Sandy Stronach, program manager
from among the advertisers them"Preview" was sponsored on CBS
work to do."
media,
various
other
the
selvesv. for
early last year after Stanley was un- of Young and Rubicam radio departRyan lists the NBC parade at the successful in making the sale.
but has had difficulty finding the
At- ment, has resigned after a sevenhead
of
the
list
but
apologizes
thus:
During
slat,
year
radio
association with Y It R during
man
for
the
right
torney Harold Fendler for Stanley
the fall a choice was almost made, 1. I am using NBC's money to pay said it was the first time on the which time he was director-produce?
but the field has expanded to two for compiling this material and get- Coast that a network had lost a on many of the agency shows. He
ting
list to you, and the company
the
later
are
immoved into the talent departagain.
Members
candidates;
damage suit on a plagiarism action.
ment which he headed up, moving
patient because they feel the lack in ought to get a break for its white
over about a year ago to the prodiscussions on labor, sates and other aHey. 2. According to the way my
fingers add up NBC seems to have
gram
especially
managership.
were
They
matters:
'Danger* Finds Cavalaro
Stronach's run - down condition,
frightened, by the recent strike scare more network originations out of
Too Tough; Makes Shift coupled with that of his wife's
from AFRA, and have expessed de- this town than anybody else. 3. I
longain't modest.
ABC
is
shifting
time
"Danger,
illness,
radio
cued his decision to bow
such
Dr.
Danthat
no
other
termination
Breakdown has NBC with 2® field," its Sunday 3 p. m. show, to out of the agency. He plans a rest
labor problem shall arise without the
advertisers themselves being repre- shows, ABC 19, CBS and MBS both Sundays at 3, the sponsor, Knox before mulling offers.
Pharmaceuticals,
with
five.
Oddly
preferring
to
enough,
theirs
discussions,
since
-get
Stronach's
final
sented in the
away from the 10-and-over Hoop- Y & R assignment was taking over
is one of the largest stakes in the inerated Carmen Cavallaro show on direction on "We, The People" the
Several have objected to
dustry.
NBC which has been its opposition. past few weeks. It was back in 1038
smaller unfair rate practices, and feel
"Danger"
has
that
gone
he
to
a
rating
started
in
as
greatof
will
have
a
researcher
that their objections
4.1, and hopes to do better in flu
on "We, The People."
er strength when presented by a rep

Conferences

,

WBAL

to promises

wants

made

the

in the

his operation

made by

the

Hearst Hearing* Set
Washington, Feb.

18.

Judge T. Allen Gold borough of
the U. S. district court for D. a
will hear arguments tomorrow
(Wednesday) of the FCC and
counsel for publisher William
Randolph Hearst on legal procedures to be followed in
Hearst's suit against ;the Government.

Today (Tuesday) Hearst called
on the court for a restraining
order oh the Feb. 25 hearing,
pending an investigation of the
FCC's Blue Book. At the same
time, the

FCC called

on the Gov-

ernment to convene a special
three -man court to decide the
questioa FCC counsel Ben Cottone argued that the. Government's court has no authority to
issue an injunction against a
Governmental agency.
If the three-man court is set
up, the FCC will then be able to
take the case directly to the Supreme Court without having to
drag it through various courts,
*
of appeal.

CM

If

-

Wicked

STRONACH BOWING OUT

AT Y&R DUE TO HEALTH

of all the national advertisers instead
*f each organization- individually.

O'Keefe Vice McNeill For

NEWSHAWK DRAMATS TO
REPLACE DR. TWEED?

With PaH Mall (American Tobacco) dropping the Frank Morgan
"Dr.

Tweedy"

NBC

show

as

of

earlier spot.
Shift puts

the

Army

recruiting

show, "Warriors of Peace," which
has held the 2 p. m. slot, up an hour

Cone & Belding,
r
Emcee which handles the account is re- 'Eds©' Fellow. 'Whistler'
'Breakfast
placing it with a half-hour package,
Chicago, Feb. 18.
Chicago, Feb. 18.
Search for two week replacement "Feature Assignment " dramatizing
Long search for whodunit scripts
for vacationing Don McNeill ended authentic stories of newspapermen. by WBBM to get on the local Hooper
Iset week with ABC nabbing Walter Title, however, will be switched be- bandwagon
after
"Whistler" was
OTteefc to take over "Breakfast fore air time. Pall Mall is shaving snatched by Household Finance for
dab" emcee chores. Network mulled its cost by about a third.
network use comes to end, with
several potentials, most of whom
Show will emanate out of New "The Echo" set as an attempt to fill
$2.frOQ
the
down
to
York. It's a Bernard J. Prockter the vacated 161 shoes.
weuM not come
package, latter having previously
weekly fop set
Sherman Marks will produce new
Among those under consideration wrapped up, in collaboration with show while Frank Smith will gen
W«*e Art .Ltofcletter. Bob Hawk, Dick Lewis, the "Quick As a Flash" original music. Peter Hand Brewery,
IfieMsr Ke»»*3V ie* S- Brown, Ran- show, and the Warden Lawes pro- which had "Whistler," takes en
Sherman *nd Jack IprkTj^,
gram, bath
Mutual.
"Echo" through BBDftf& { f°
April

2.

1

m

'

.

Will

Be More Noble

To laugh Than Lead

Foote,

Ckb

am

It

to 3 o'clock.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Edgar Bergen takes his java show

Consolidated Gas & Electric Co. lent
before he bought the station,
Hearst's

renewal

proceeding

is

complicated by m competing bid for
the WBAL wavelength Sled by
newsmen, Drew Pearson and Col.
Robert S. Allen. Pearson and Allen
entered the race after publication
of the Blue Book charges against the
Baltimore station.

Hearst counsel Dempsey & Koplovita said the suit is definitely not
the court test of the Blue Book, 8>

long sought by the National Asm.

of

Dempsey explained
Broadcasters.
he was not questioning the right of the
FCC to issue the Blue Book or to
require program information. He is
challenging toe accuracy of FCC*
charges against the Hearst operation, which are how being used w
the basis
hearing.

©f *

license

renew"

Cohen and Marks, counsel for
Pearson and Allen, said they were
not parties to the litigation.
The Hearst action recited a
of grievances laid before FCC
earlier petition.

score

in ««

These were:—

Commission had

"
deliberately *> s

WBAL

by analyzcriminated against
ing its logs in 1843 during a *etK
which was not typical of its operation.
Evea so, the suit claim*
1

,

up better than naW
other stations given a clean bin «
health by FCC.

WBAL showed

FCCs Blue Book was "grossly un-4
fair" to Hearst when it compM*
promises mad* by former ownerConsolidated Gas & Electric Co «
actual
1925 and 1927 with Hearst's
During »»
1943.
operation
in
c&arperiod, the brief said, the whole
inacter of radio changed and the

w

dustry's gross billings multiplied
times.

The six other
Blue Book have

stations cited in**
tow
all fared better

W«

hands. Three
for broadcast of WBAL in FCCs
withoutM*
IS, but Ray Noble can leave won license renewals
FCt
baton behind. He goes along Ing, two more are awaiting
»'
purely as an actor, the Mexican tion on renewals, and the
»«
equivalent of James Caesar Petrillo WTOL, Toledo, w«art to hearing
•»'»
demanding a full Mexican band, and did not have to contend with
*
Allen'
leader in retaliation for the union's bidder (like Pearson and
ruling against Mexican musicians its channel. FCC has also B*»
performing in this country. Show acttoa on WBAL's FM applicationwill pick up 24 Bidemen below the
The brief insinuated that
Rio Grande.
Book charges wear* dreamed
Full cast with the exception «* Charles Sitpraann, a for
„«5t«
announcer SCen Carpenter will be official and temporary consult*"*
fl«w*4*tfe way*.,
....
.;.
to

Mexico City

March

his

'

'

»

'

Moanin Low

PUIEfil

SKEO

tough going on the canary circuit.
next season and they're laying odds that a lot of radio's topcoin femrae chirpers won't be singing for their supper— at least not
fer the same sponsors and not for the same fancy prices.
Kate Smith and her Sunday night show exit from the General Foods
camp in June. As a noon-time gabber, she's going on Mutual co-op,
but her half-hour nighttime singing show is still without takers.
Similarly the .status of Dinah Shore and Ginny Simms remains in
doubt. Borden has been worried for a long stretch about Miss Simms'
Friday night CBS show and the general impression is that after she
rides out the season the sponsor will call it quits. The Ford people,
who sponsor Miss Shore's Wednesday night CBS show, feel that the
$15,000 weekly talent investment merits more than the 9 and 10 ratings
it's been getting and the chances are that the springtime Hoopers will
cue the motor company's decision On whether or not the show rides
over into the '47- '48 semester.
Hildegarde's "Campbell Bnom'' also looks set to shutter permanently
at the end of the season, with reports that the Campbell Soup agency,
Ward Wheelock, is negotiating to repact "Corliss Archer." If so, that
would be the third in-again-out-again chapter in the "Corliss"-Camp-

Weeds Sproutaig Strong

in

Tobacco

It's

Come

•

•

bell saga.

kM km

Falls

on Bob Burns,

will probably wit-

recapture their onetime eminence in

commercial programming production, wrested from them by the
agencies back in the early thirties.
It's realized that the time is ripe
for activity, that it could well be
"this year or never." They've been
studying the Hoopers closely, excited over the showing of the "web
babies" that have been sold to
clients.
They're aware, too, of the
prevailing desire of sponsors to shave
programming costs and eliminate
the multiple "hidden fees' resulting
from outside package buys and the
payoff to the "middle men" in the
talent agencies, etc.

fenny Delmar
most drastic sponsorship
cutback of network programming in
many months, American Home Products swung the axe deep into its
radio billings over the weekend, lopping off the Bob Burns Sunday evening show on NBC and the Kenny
Delmar "Hollywood Jackpot" CBS

Revamp

The

drastic

revamp

will probably

involve a reshuffle of A-H-P's
programming schedule,
nighttime
with likelihood that one of the CBS
shows will be moved over to NBC
to take over the Burns segment
when latter vacates it June 1. In
addition the bankroller wants to lop
off a number of markets on the two
also

"Our Gal Sunday" and "Romance of Helen Trent."
First to go will be "Jackpot," with
current 26-week period terminating

CBS daytime

strips,

end of March, Following "Jackpot"
will be Bob Burns on June 1. Fate

"Our Gal Sunday" and "Helen

Trent"
stage,

in the negotiating
is still
with meetings currently being

held between
Stanton
and

CBS

prexy Frank
Dancer - Fitzgerald -

Sample and A-H-P brass to determine just how many stations the two
soapers will leave.
Because they're taking the brunt
of the blow, CBS execs are fighting
hard to retain "Gal" and "Trent" on

Without Mirrors
Single-handed, a tired, beaten
makeup man achieved the feat
of transplanting 63 Coast-originating shows back to 1937 and
leaving the '47 Hollywood scene
stranded with a mere 14 radio
shows.
By the simple expedient of
transposing the 1937 and 1947
lines on last week's Variety
chart showing the wholesale
N. Y. to L. A. shift of radio programming, you can get an accurate picture of what's been
going on.
It's that simple.

is

its

:
,

Contract with Earle C. Anthony's

Godfrey package goes commercial in the spring, Lipton Tea
buying it last week as 'Vox Pop'
asked agency for 'out.'
ABC says "take a gander at our
(which web has just
'Fat Man"
sold), and is paying off with a 9.8
rating for the first 15 minutes and
$6,000

1

the second quarter.
Argument of the networks that
buying a web-built show is a coinsaving device is supported by the
Sunday afternoon RCA- Victor package, with the client grabbing it off
at approximately one-third the talent
cost
by bypassing the packagetalent agency boys.
NBC's "International Harvester"
show, with its orchestra stemming
from network auspices, is cited as
another example of a client saving a
.
good chunk of coin.
8.9 for

Dinah Shore Wednesday night CBS
show for its final 13-week cycle this
season. Program originates from the
Coast.

To the
who was

trade, in

general,

Hayes,

the object of considerable

agency bidding at the start of the
season, has been a disappointment
as a radio comic, with the impression prevailing that he's yet to find
the right formula as an air perforf ormer.

Arthur Simon to WIIB
WLIB, the New York Post indie,
is still

in the process of overhaul.

Eversharp Gives 'Maisie'

The CBS Gate Next Month;

—

shows that appears to be going up in
smoke, At no previous time have so

many
the

of the ciggie segments riding

coast-to-coast

kilocycles

pro-

such multiple headaches to
and clients at one given
time. It may be mere coincidence or
vided

agencies

a full-grown recognition
competitive sweepstakes

the
the

that
for

postwar ciggie market is on in earnest, but figured any way the fact
remains that the "tobacco belt" pro-

gramming

reshuffle,
involving
a
multi-million dollar investment in
time and talent, has reached new

highs.

Perhaps the only ones singing a
can be beautiful" tune at the

K.&E. Plotting

"lite

moment

Pioneer

In

Move

Sponsors

•

Tina

are Raleigh,

with

its

Red

Skelton—"People Are Funny" brace
of NBC shows, and Chesterfield,
which is snaring happy Hoopers
with its cross-the-board "Supper
Club" show. But some of those smoke
rings emanating from the Camel,
Pall Mall, Philip Morris, Old Gold
and Lucky Strike camps seem to be
fading

off into

question marks.

For Old Gold it's been a two-way
with the Frank Sinatra
Wednesday night show on CBS and
the Sunday night "Meet Me at
Parky's" on NBC, which is being
headache,

'

cancelled

Out

as

of April

5.

The

Sinatra-OG breach has been healed
until the end of the season.

Camel
with

looks' set to part

top-budgeted

its

company

Abbott and

Costello show at the end of t - seasori, with the A. & C. team currently
being offered around *he agencies.
On the other hand, however, the
agency on the account, Wm. Esty,
appears happy over the Bob Hawk
and Vaughn Monroe contribs to the
Camel ledger sheets.

Biow agency is still in process of
overhauling the Philip Morris setup
and next month P-M's Johnny will
be ushering, in Milton Berle as replacement for Rudy Vallee. Earlier
in the season things looked tough
for "Pays To Be Ignorant," P-M's
other program, but show has edged
up into the bigtime Hoopers and it's
sticking.

Idner;

Frank Morgan and Pall Mall are
it quits.
And Lucky Strike
has been going through the turmoils
of overhauling the Saturday night
Hit Parade show in a bid to hypo
the rating, with guest stars replacing
Joan Edwards. The LS/MFT crew,
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
on the other hand, is still slap-happy
Double casualty befell the latest over the continued popularity of its
(seventh) cancellation of a Holly- top salesman, Jack Benny.
wood show in recent weeks when

to

calling

Bracken Cancelled

Texaco served notice of expiration
on the Eddie Bracken show as of
March 23 and Buchanan agency surrendered the billing to the Kudner.
Latter phase developed
agency.
through the sale of Tony Martin and
Jane Powell to the oiler by Myron
Deal is for 13
Kirk of Kudner.
weeks with no commitment beyond
that cycle. It will mark the windup
of 26 weeks for the Texas Co. by
Bracken, whose rating proved his

undoing.
Kirk has been sniping at the Texas
account since Bing Crosby's break
with Kraft when he tried unsuccessfully to

swing The Groaner.

When

Texaco let pass Kirk's first pitch
Not Seen the Point With Martin he switched to Al Jol"Maisie" goes off the boards, on son, but the latter shrugged off a 13March 28. Biow is not only washing week deal and wasn't too inup the Friday night CBS show for terested anyway in a regular series.
Eversharp, but is giving up the Buchanan still retains the Metopera
10:30-11 p. m. time as well. Agency billing and other media for Texaco.
and client have long been unhappy
over the late evening time segment
and the pullout comes as no surprise.
It's Gehringer
However, the dissatisfaction reDetroit, Feb. 18.
portedly stems from other factors
Charlie Gehringer, former Tiger
as well, too. For one thing, it's felt
into regular
that the audience payoff hasn't justi- star, will venture
with a general sports
fied the $13,000 weekly talent nut sportscasting
p.m. Saturdays on
for the show. And also seen as a summary 7:45

13G

And Now

Johon&ys.No

.

To Elgin, Texaco
Hollywood, Feb.

18.

Al Jolson has finally decided that
he doesn't want a regular radio
series and now Hal Hackett of MCA
has to pitch all over again to ElginAmerican. Client" was ready and
willing to pay $13,500 for the package but Joley would rather do guest
shots if and when he feels like it.
Texaco also had a firm offer dangling but he nixed that too.

WHP Lifts 'Iron Curtain'
In Harrisjburg, Too
Harrisburg, Feb.

WHP

yesterday

(17)

the State Department's

1-hour

broadcasts

broadcasting the

to

initial

18.

hopped on

new

series of

Russia,

re-

program for

Harrisburg listeners, thus becoming
probably the first indie in the country to carry the actual program.
heard am
listeners
Harrisburg
factor is the current overflooding of CKLW.
done by Mart
Baseball will be featured topic but English translation,
the market with the low-cost ballarranged through ths
all sports. Yanofsky,
point pen. In contrast, the Eversharp his program will include
State Dept.
Sponsor deals are jelling.

Ke I runs out this year end and the
Arthur Simon, former manager of
chain is in no mood to renew. NBC WPEN, Philadelphia, moved in this
Doroas sales manager of the
f the only net without its own weekThackrey-operated
product's a
station.
station in Los Angeles.
thy
/
•

Com-

Arthur God-

frey Tuesday night show, which has
an 8.8 despite the fact that it's
spotted opposite the No. 1 rated
team of Fibber McGee & Molly. The

reportedly in

Tony Martin into the
Copacabana, N.Y. nitery in the
spring, which is seen as the tipoff
that Hayes may be missing from the

Trammell the deal he proposed to
G. A. Richards for. purchase of controlling interest in KMPC, which
soon goes to 50,000 watts. It has
been in the wind for some time that
NBC has been dealing for 51% interest in the station, with Richards
to be given
some kind of executive

—

plex and How to Cure It"
while Nielson, in the other corner, will kick around "Program
Ratings Boon or Menace?"

K

chest-thumping over

Peter Lind Hayes

berth,

7:30 period, is but one indication of
the concerted effort being made by
the networks to wrap up commercial
deals for their own shows. Fact that
the show hit an 8.3 rating, with a 9.8
on the previous Hooper, despite the
fact that it's spotted on fringe time,
is cited as evidence that web-built
shows are commanding more and
more audience respect and favor.

line to follow

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Sidney Strotz hopped east last
Friday (14) and the trade is wondering whether he'll lay before Niles

tackles "Radio's Inferiority

On NBC, CBS Sked

CUE FORD SHOW BOWOUT

KMPC?

Nielsen at
tomorrow's (Thursday) luncheon
of the Radio Executives Club at
the Hotel Roosevelt in N. Y.,
with a large segment of the
trade that's been following the
"Battle of the Ratings" anticipatting some verbal slugfests.
Wearing the mythical purple
trunks will be Hooper as he
vs.

(Rare These Days)

HAYES COPA STINT MAY

KFI for

Hooper

the looks of things, there's

a whole flock of cigarette-sponsored

No Holds Barred
It's

Spice tir Sale

•

Jilting

* From

Bill Lewis, Kenyon & Eckhardt's
has initiated a
radio
chieftain,
pioneering gesture which, if given
client acceptance, may be a farCBS Points
reaching step toward closing the gap
And CBS chimes in with a "look- between commercial and public
what's-happening-over-here," point- service programming.
ing to the Anchor Hocking payoff on
In effect, the Lewis proposal is
the
"Crime Photographer" show.
that agency clients foot the bill for
modestly - budgeted
Latter
is
a
heard as
whodunit developed by the web sponsorship of programs
sustainers on the networks, either as
that's been kicking around the susThus it
a one-shot or in cycles.
taining slots for a couple of years.
client with an
Anchor Hocking bought it as re- would provide the
opportunity of testing commercials
placement for "Hobby Lobby." Its
on so-called prestige shows of a
latest rating is 17:5.
That's abnorFurtherpublic service character,
mal, because the Jack Haley oppomore, it would go far toward erassition show on NBC was off the
ing the "over - commercialization"
night the rating was made, but on
no
the previous Hooper, it snared a 13.1, stigma that advertisers have
truck with using the airlanes for
almost comparable to the highprestige purposes and are strictly
budgeted Haley-Sealtest show.
concerned with utilizing radio to sell
Look, too, says CBS, at that recent
Jean Sablon 9.0 rating, which the their product.
Lewis has already laid the plan
If you look fast, there's some web sold a few weeks back to Hud& E plans board as a
additional nighttime "space for sale" nut.
Network is also doing some before the
prelude to inviting client acceptance.
around NBC and CBS, which is

a full network basis.
In present pretty much of a rarity these days.
Old Gold's dropping of the "Meet
meetings they're reported advancing
compromise deals* to the agency and Me at Park's" show and cancellation
sponsor in an effort to hold at least of the time throws open the Sunday
one of the soapers to a full net night 10: 30: to 11 segment.
CBS has the Wednesday night at
schedule.
Reasoning is twofold: i) they'll 10 slot open as result of Cresta
Blanca's cancellation of "Hollywood
feel most of the loss in the cutback,
Players," and now that Eversharp is
with the cancelling of "Jackpot,"
dropping "Maisie," the Friday night
likely loss of a nighttime show to
10:30 period enters the "for sale"
NBC and the proposed reduction of at
columns. And witn American Home
"Trent" and "Sunday" in addition to
Products cancelling Bob Burns and
the recent chopping undergone by planning to reshuffle its night pro"Aunt Jenny," another Whitehall gramming, it will probably result in
show which recently dropped to 45 a CBS show moving into the NBC
stations; 2) they object to having the
time segment, leaving another CBS
cream daytime period from 12 to slot open. Tuesday night 9:30 to 11
12:30 held by the two programs in
on CBS can also be had for anyone
question without using entire net- interested in bucking Fibber & Molwork facilities.
ly-Hope-Skelton opposition on NBC.
Reason given for the cut by
American Home is the fact that the
recent market trend has been downward and they feel the peak in consumer purchasing has been reached.

NBC

Haze of Reshuffles

in fflue

slots

for clients who will buy networkbuilt shows, as in the case of the
recent sale of the web's "Grand

Gg-Sponsored

Off

Marquee" show to Hudnut, which
was given the Thursday evening

the

cross-the-board afternoon stanza.

of

in Drastic

To Choke

Shows

ness a determined effort on the
part of the networks to move in on
agency dominance and attempt to

NBC's withholding of time

In

Belt'

FOR MIDDLE
The year 1947

costly item.

,
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Of Congress Yens FCC
Washington, Feb.

Frtn Ae frofatini fate
ItMH

first

fiV

-f

18.

Up on Capitol Hill, there is a race
going on between the Senate and
House to see which arm of Congress will get FCC legislation to the

1

Washington, Feb.

Gen. Bradley ..Names

Falls,

Washington, Feb.

A

is

field.

cil

18.

national Radio Advisory Counwas named by Gen. Omar N.

Bradley last Friday (14) to counsel
the Veterans Administration on its
information campaigns for ex-GIs

and their

proclaimed the outstandingcontribution to American music for

been

director

.

sion activities.

expected to probe every-

thing from FCC's approval without
hearing of giant radio sales to Arde
Bulova's current mixup over WOV,

Scovill,

events

families.

LANG-WORTH,

Batson,

CBS

Washington
Charter
rep;

Charles

information

director,

Washington

NAB

Inc.,

New York

:

:

Religion in L L
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
First Congregational Church of
Los Angeles plans to hypo Lent attendance via radio spot announcements. This will be the first time a
recognized and established Christian church will have employed
ether for attendance plug.
Drive
will be aimed at special two-a-day
services which will run through to
Easter Sunday with Rev. James W.
.

.

'

-

Advertising Council, N. Y.
Council held its first meeting with
the

Bradley and
Charles Dillon

VA
last

director

radio

Friday (14).

VA

projIn'the future, all major
ects will be referred to the radio
men for advisory approval. Immediate project is web and station support of the campaign to have 10,000,000 GIs reinstate their lapsed

Fifield officiating.

service life insurance policies.

Seattle Stations Set

New AFRA

"

Contract

Seattle, Feb. 18.

New
ratified

and

is

AFRA

contract between

and KIRO,

KJR and KOMO

by vote
being

select investigat-

ing committees to go, after govern-

100G Claim Dismissed
A

$100,000 damages claim brought
Audioscriptions,
Inc.,
against

quarters for okay. Contract is the
of negotiations which" have by
program service, Bamberger
been going on since Nov. 14, and
Broadcasting Co., N. W. Ayer agency
strike dates have been twice postand Sheffield Farms was thrown out
poned during confabs.
court
yesterday (Tuesday) on
New scale gives announcers a base of
rate of $77.50 per week, with a raise motion for dismissal granted by
•f 10% for commercials and an in- N. Y. Supreme Court Justice Thomas
crease of one-third in transcription L. Corcoran.

WOR

;

Plaintiff alleged that it owned the
original idea for ''Guess Who" which
Sheffield has been bankrolling over
since August, 1943,

WOR

NAB s Baker Takes Sock at Gallup

agencies.

Gene Cox Rides Again
Rep. Eugene Cox, who resigned
from an earlier FCC investigating
committee under pressure from his
colleagues, declared on Friday (14),
"It is
opinion a special commit
tee to investigate FCC will be au.
thorized by this Congress." Cox said
he believes the "root of evil" is not
the Communications Act, but the
membership of the commission itself.

my

The FCC under Fly made

itself

unappetizing

KGINS, REYNOLDS

in

for erie

I

urn
18.

Keith Kiggins, recently resigned
veepee in charge of station rehas a 10% share of the
lations,
Community Service Broadcasting Co.
which last week put in a bid for a
waiter ^n Erie, Pa.
new
Kiggins is teamed with Donald
Reynolds, midwest newspaper publisher and licensee of an ABC-affiliated station in Ft. Smith, Ark.
Third member of the corporation is
Andy Haley, Washington counsel for
ABC. Haley already has an FM station in Pasadena, Cal., and last week
filed a third bid for an
opera
tion in Fullerton, tal. Reynolds also
has other applications on file. Kiggins is asking for the 1330 kc wavelength with 5 kw power in Erie.

AM

AM

Joe Moran, Young & Rubicam veepee, to speak on "Radio Commercials"
tonight (Wed.) at Univ. of Ohio.
.Michael J. Madar, veepee in charge of
production, elected to board of directors of Lennen & Mitchell. .. .Aimed
as summer replacement show, new Carl Jampel quizzer, "Your Three
Wishes," with Bob Sherry as emcee, to be auditioned next Tuesday (25).
•

.

CV

.

HOLLYWOOD
...
'-.«'

Washington, Feb.

18.

,

.

.

.

1

'

+•

.

NAB's director of research, Dr.
Kenneth H. Baker, has taken up the
cudgels for BMB's audience measurement studies and radio researchers in general in a scrappy letter to
poll-taker George Gallup, the

NAB

MBS WEEKEND GROUP
IN WHOLESALE SHIFT
A

group of Friday and Saturday

night Mutual shows

.

.

.

being shifted
Baker was fighting mad about around week after next (28), one of
Gallup's statement in Frisco re- the shows being a Mutual oldie
cently that "newspapers do a more taken* out of the mothballs for a
thorough job. in providing circula- sponsor.
Latter is "Bulldog Drummond," Hi
tion figures and give advertisers a
much better opportunity to weigh Brown package, which has been off
coverage," than does radio. Radio, the air for a while. "Bulldog" is resaid Gallup, "fudges its figures," with turning to the net for American
the result there are no reliable data Transit Assn. sponsorship which is
on radio listening.
giving up its "Spotlight on America,"
... .
Baker replied that the infant latter having been on Friday at
Leslie AtIass CBS Central Division veepee, says
gave away
.-,?„'
BMB, though only in its third year, 10 p.m.
ei >
T. F.
Taking "Spotlight's" place Friday $269,125 worth of spots to benefit 64 social agencies in 1946
has the support of three-fourths Of
Arnold
upped
to
sales
manager at WHBF, Rock Island, while Forest CooK
at
10 will be "Meet the Press,"
the radio industry, a boast that nights
takes
over
program
jockey f<*
directing.
.Dolph
disk
kelson is the new
newspapers' ABC Records could not which is being moved from 10:30. At
Wax
and
Needle
list.—
Club"
via
flu
to
WCFL...,Don
Herbert added
make in its third year of existence. the same time, "Leave It To the Geraldine Kay
new member of "Betty Crocker" cast.... Gene Fibp »
Baker also wanted to know why Girls" is being shifted from Satur- new
publicity staffer. .. .Peter Lucas,
staff announcer,
Gallup hadn't done anything to im- day night at 9:30 to Friday at 8:30 hitched
to CBS page girl Sanny Lou Sherman.
.Olan Soule, NBC "Gran*
prove radio research in the nine p.m. "Girls'" place Saturday night Marquee star,
off
to
Davenport
.Group of CM
for special WOC show.
years he had Been on the board of at 9:30 will be taken by "Thrilling radio thesps
pulling
switcheroo
in
giving press party for Dutton-Lippo^
governors of the CAB. Gallup had Stories." Latter is being bracketed their flacks....
sepia talent search takes on unusual slant in that
described radio research as "in its in a thrill-adventure-sports-western most singers
auditioning
come
up with longhair stuff. .. .Walter Emerson,
infancy," adding that the Hooper "masculine" parlay with "Mighty ABC Central
Division attorney, sporting new cast after breaking knee on
and Nielsen systems of reporting Casey" at 9 p.m.
ice as he was delivering ABC
studio tickets to friend'. .. .Eugenie Ba'«
listeners are the most used though
chirp
leaves Paul Whiteman for one week
to take over "Breakfast Club"
neither covers the country. He was
Buffalo Glen Ford, news com- ing
New gimmick in guesters is "Flag," fawn in "Yearling," V^r!
conspicuously silent on BMB's job mentator for BBC, joins WBEN visit to Hal Tate's
WAIT
spot.
.WGNB noting rise in FM dialers witn
for radio to date.
(14).

is

IN CHICAGO

WBBM

'

.

.

WGN

WBBM

.

'

—

same

.

capacity.

.

.

WBBM

shortly in

.

*

Phil Baker is bringing back "Take It Or Leave It" and this time he's
taking it that is, Hollywood as a permanent origination point. .. .Bill
Ramsey, Gil Ralston and Gail Smith, the "big three" of Procter & Gamble
radio, around to see what can be done to hypo the rating of the Am'echeDrenejihow before renewal time rolls around. , .Leo Burnett of the agency
of the same name in town on the, trail of a piece of business. .. .John
Crosby here on a combined* honeymoon and look-see at our "terrible"
shows and really getting around with his bride
Frank Hemingway, the
only newscaster who mimics the names in the news, getting double sponsorship for a five-a-week strip over ABC
Bill Baker an arrival from
the east to extend the contract of Burns and Allen, timed to coincide with
their 15th anniversary in radio
Hedda Hopper is tying in "This Is
Hollywood" with the world premiere of "Ramrod" Feb. 22 at Salt Lake
and will air a vignette of the picture with the stars, Joel McCrea and
Veronica Lake. .. .Carroll Carroll east to go over the available Coast
shows with Ward Wheelock, who'll have three shows on the air in the
fall for Campbell soup.
.Prances Langford being put on wax by Walter
Lurie at Don Lee in a quarter -hour series for sponsorial consideration....
When Dinah Shore read the recent rating of Bob Hope, she quipped, "He
must have a nose bleed way up there." Henry Ford II and a bevy of Ford
execs take over the client's booth at her show this week....BBD&0 ha«
dropped the ceiling for guestars on Cavalcade of America to $4,000. At
one time they paid as high as $7,500. .. .Drug chain bought transcribed
"Myrt and Marge" for a midday strip on
Johnny "On-the-Spot"
Grant here frpm New York with his wire recording equipment and searching out a sponsor for his roving pickups, .. .Local AFRA crowd feeling
the pressure of the eastern influx, which is thinning calls to the oveiscale regulars.
.CBS has its engineers on the ground sizing up the layout
for its frequency modulation operation
Art Linkletter also joining the
trek to Salt Lake and helping Utah celebrate its centennial with a broadcast from the Mormon capital Feb. 21.
.Don Searle back at his ABC desk
for a few hours a day with an Arizona tan and
that healthy look. ...John
Ryan, whose Victor reissue of "McNamara's Band" Will run to an initial
35,000 pressings, being flooded with offers to do the ditty on St. Patricks
Day programs.... Walter Van de Camp named interim prexy of Hollywood Ad Club, with Tom Lewis as" veepee, and Burt Oliver, secretary.
Mrs. Floyd (Betty Lou) Head, who retired from radio when her husband
returned from overseas, mothered a boy
in Frisco. ., .Syd Gaynor
east for three weeks of client calls....
a
It has been too much of
hassel for Bill Grey, late of the Jack Kirkwood
show, to avoid contused
identity with Billy Gray, the night clubber,
so he's changed his monicker
to Buddy Grey. But he also changed
up
mixed
his hairdo and now he's
with Garry Moore
. •

Washington, Feb.

ABC

fessor at the university there
CBS stenogs, et al„ got salary adjustments retroactive to last fall paid off this past weekend under schedules
worked out by web and union. . .WOV setting up a subsidiary scholarship
for ex-servicemen in .addition to its regular piano scholarship.... Jack
McManus, of PM, doubling into Seymour Peck's radio column while latter
vacations
Irving Brecher in from the Coast for a couple of weeks.

KNX

For Sluff-Off ©f Radio Ratings

very announced Friday

Con

to the Georgia
(Continued on page 30)

,

.

.

—

here
has been

of the membership
national' head-

sent

result

partment chief.... ABC Sunday Evening Hour originates from the Art
Center in Toledo, Feb.. 23, with the premiere of MacDowall's "Tragic
Symphony." The composer's widow will hear the work for the first time,
listening to the broadcast in Los Angeles
Blahey Harris, assistant to the
Director of Radio of Doherty, -Clifford and Shenfleld, father of a son.
Hugh Hole, formerly with Benton and Bowles, has joined the radio department of Dancer, Fitzgerald, Sample. .'.Charles Harrell, ABC director, and his wife, Virginia Adams, actress, back from three weeks at
skiing in Canada
Jane Mathews is writer-director attached to James
Stevenson package house. .. .David Owens Of Dancer Fitzgerald agency
spends every weekend! in Ann Arbor, Mich., with family. He's ex-pro-

.

Other groups, mostly Evangelistic
churches, have used radio for a long
time, employing airings of services,
revival meetings, etc. with a dollaron-the-dial pitch underscoring. Established churches have shied away
from much of those practices. Congregational has anted up a budget
of $3,500 to Lyle Sheldon Agency to
handle time buys and costs of producing spots on transcriptions.

Under the Congressional Reorfees. Pact also marks first time that
ganization Act, the interstate comhave been covered here, they
merce committees of both houses writers
being represented by AFRA as there
will normally conduct investigations
is no Radio Writers Guild local.
of the radio agency and may do ,so
without enabling legislation. However, a majority vote of either
up

for

the

special

HesleP.

and George Ludlam, radio" director
of

leaders.

set

Record Jockeys

Spot Plugs Get

Edward

of special events;
director;

Mutual

City, and his long-time
with the. Catholic Paulist
fight
Fathers who want Bulova's Station
Wiggleswprth's
WNEW.
Under
chairmanship, FFCC's funds are likely
to be cu$ sharply despite plenty of
the
commission's
evidence
that
workload has doubled since war-end.
Wigglesworth would also like to
head up another select committee to
investigate the FCC. However, Rep^
Clarence Brown (R., Ohio) has the
support of Rep. Eugene Cox (D.,
Ga.), and plenty of his own party,
to head such an investigation. It is
known that Brown is nursing a ripper bill tearing FCC apart. He has
delayed introducing it, until lines
of action are agreed on with party

House may

19)

No. 1 candidate for 1947.
Nice going, Jack!

New York

ment

,

Price concert Saturday night (22) at Town Hall.... Carl J, Burkland
WTOP (Washington) general manager; A. E. Joscelyn, WCCO (Minnel
apolis) general manager, and Carl Ward, WCC's promotion manager, in
New York for conferences at CBS.,..Dr, Juraj Slavik, Czechoslovak
ambassador to the U. S., last night (18) presented Norman Corwin with
a painting of the destruction of Lidice. Presentation was made at the
conclusion of Corwin's sixth CBS "One World Flight" broadcast. ...Hub
Robinson has trained in from the Coast. ., .Henry Neely and Walter
Greaza join casts of "Rose of My Dreams" and "Young Widder Brown''
respectively. ...Kathryn Haht, Geoffrey Bryant and Richard Keith to
"Front Page Farrell", .. .Dinah Shore and George Montgomery due in
Feb. 27 and 28 enroute to Washington and White House festivities.,,,
A. & S. Lyons agency packaging the 15 min. sports quiz program that
formerly featured Leo Durocher on ABC each Sunday afternoon as a
show for Hank Greenberg, who's slated to start his air chores soon....
Vivian Delia Chiesa, warbler with Conti's "Treasure Hour of Song^'T
scheduled to emcee Girl Scouts' 35th anni via MBS net March 14,
station manager Berenice Judis off on her first vacation in seven
years, having' left yesterday (Tuesday) for Mexico. .. ,WOR flack dept.
Bert Briller breaking into print with two articles, one in April International Digest, another in June Reader's Scope. .. .WOR's "Uncle Don"
going to do a moppet disk jock ride Saturday mornings, at 9:30, begin,
ning March 1, having closed down his long-term afternoon strip,..,
"Lights Out," the Baynard) Kendrick novel about a white southern ex-GI
who becomes friendly with a Negro vet when both are in a hospital for
the 'blind, has been radio-adapted by Arnold Perl and will be given oneshot time, next Friday (21), 10-10:30 p.m., by WNEW. Show will be recorded off the air for playback via .transcription by stations around the
country..,. Timebuyer Ginny Parham has resigned from the Kenyon &
Eckhardt radio department as Ray Simms, formerly with WCAX, Burl,
ington, Vt., moves into the department as assistant to Frank Palmer, de-

WNEW

1

1946,"

Standing radio advisory committee
includes Frank Russell, NBC veepee
in Washington; Robert Saudek, ABC

Meanwhile, the commission is expected to take its first drubbing in
when Rep. Richard
mid-March,
Wigglesworth <R., Mass.), chairman
of the House subcommittee on inappropriations,
offices
dependent
©pens hearings on an FCC budget
request of $7,300,000. Wigglesworth,
long-time foe of FCC and big broadcast interests alike, has promised
several days of hearing on commisis

by Jack Bregmas, BVC) has

lished

Today (Feb.

the only committee member,
past and present, with practical
radio experience.
Ellsworth, who also publishes
a newspaper in Roseburg, has
publicly opposed FCC's alleged
inroads in the radio program

He

i

agree that listener demand
G! Education Campaigns "Dream Concerto" stamps it

pointed

Ore., station,

Eaio

Adnsory Group to Aid On

out that Ellsworth, owns KRNR,
Roseburg, Ore. and a' piece of a

Klamath

,

.

,

.

Of Rep. Harris EllsOre.) is being recommended by an important bloc of
radio men here to head the radio subcommittee of the House
Interstate and Foreign Com(R.,

It is

Jf#^P

Dec. 11th this column announced,
"D'Artega's 'Dream Concerto-' .(pub-

18.

Name

merce Committee.

:

D'ARTEGA

ager of the station.

Ellsworth Touted

.

.

North Carolina Station

Raleigh, Feb. 18,
AU four networks are known, to
favor legislation of the type likely
Melvin Purvis, the, former FBI
to be proposed by Sen. Wallace agent, has purchased full ownership
White, (R., Maine), chairman of the of radio station WOLS, Florence,
powerful Interstate Commerce Com- N. C„ from Martin F. Schnibben,
mittee," in preference to moves by subject to FCC approval.
more rabid House members who
Purvis stated that there would be
would like to revive a smear inno changes in the personnel of the
vestigation of the radio agency.
station, and that Nat Royster would
be retained in his position as man-

worth

CITY

George Heller left Sat. (15) on two-week Cuba vacation. Ray Jones
coming in from Chi to fill in for one week. .MCA packaging a 15-minute
Cross-the-board show based on the Betty Smith novel "Tree Grows In
Brooklyn".... Robert Q. Lewis doing the intros on the one-man Georeie

Ex-G-Man Purvis Buys

floor first.

IIIMttlMtlHmM

I

NEW YORK

lotsa requests for

program skeds.

.

.

W

•

-

Wednesday, February 19, 194?

Top

15 and the Opposition

V

.OPPOSITION

15

Total

Network
Fibber

Molly

Sc

Bob Hope

Amos

Andy

'n'

Jack Benny
Red Skelton
Charlie

McCarthy

Fred Allen ..
Walter Winchell
Lux Radio Theatre
Duffy's Tavern

-..

33.4
32.9
30.9
27.8
27.6
26.7
25.9
22.6
22.5
22.0

Phil Harris

21.'7

Screen Guild Players
Mr. D. A

21.2
21.1

FBI

Peace and War

In

Gildersleeve

7.6

15.9

Drew Pearson

16.5

11.9
11.5

(No sponsored competition)
Sam Spade
18.3
Crime Doctor
14.7
Man. Merry-Go-Round
24.8

13.3

.

20.2
J16.8

18.5

Burns

&

Allen

\

15.0 Dr. Christian

(

11.3

24.7

Johns-Man ville News.

18.6

FM

Eferybdy's Rushing

to Establish

haste a

little

more

Pipe Dreams

now

appears. The newly -organized
National Assn. of Radio News Directors announced yesterday (17)
that a committee is now at work on
a special code for radio newsmen
which it will complete some time

post-marital

for a while.

meeting of the NAB Standards of
Practice Committee.)
John F.- Hogan, news director of

the minister who administered
the
oath
was named Rrv.

George Washington

of

tions

overall

more

I

radio

L A. FM Stations

dial as the

Pool

to

TEMPO RISING ON HUNT

more recent candidates
shape for the Gray rou-

the

chlrpster

flolly

Dawn, Musipraft musical director
Walter Gross,
(Newark) disk
jock Jerry Roberts, Larry Funt and
a number of others. All have, had
recent guest shots on the show, and
wound up answering the telephone
and going through the usual
disk jock business. One proviso of
the new setup is reported to be that
Gray will pass on his replacement.

WAAT

WOR

Lee Wynn, g.m.

On Wednesday. March 5, CBS will
knock off "Info" to spot its juve delinquency .show, written and produped by Robert Lewis Shayon, in
the 10 to 11 p.m. segment. And on
March 27. the health documentary,
based on cross-country studies made
by Howard Rodman, will also go

1

;

!

;

;
!

On Guest Shots
Chicago. Feb.

into the 10-11 slot, resulting in cancellation
of
Hallmark's "Reader's
Digest." The two shows tee off the
1917 series of CBS' Documentary
Unit, luv.-lcd by Robert Heller, and

18.

rrackdown by James Pein his Chicago Local 10 which
an overall nix on guest shot:-,
but!; air ji:<1 p.a„ has
local disk
jockeys plenty bunted - - einnasse.
The $200 ice which could do the
Latest

mention

trillo

more and

complaining of inter-

t>u>

new

Money

until rniv is oil*

trie";

A lew months hack

the network
off
an "Inner Sanctum"
to present
"The Empty
with a subsequent checkup
revelling that more than 6,000.000
listener* stayed tuned.
A -miliar imbitious program is on

kmielied

•

program
Ni«>

week
L
was

la:.;

1

'*.lv-4M
'

jtl t

*

tic

alHKtt

p!.;tii ?

its!er;

ai-.s!

a

«

5*3Si

v. isle impikatti'n-,
op* r< tll;» Sl.l
<•)
CuibiUs ais> •,'-;•< sraftce s« a mu-.irecent; found itself in the position of hand- eian other ttisn regular e!J j,wts:i":«Although no! direcl1> r^tmicIMe
ing out
permits to persons with
judgments against them for fraud for the disk jockeys' desire to tall:
and other legal offenses. In at least things over with Petrillo. an epboika half-dozen cases in recent months, involving Bob Crosby proved to be
Dun & Bradstreet has reported un- one of the straw:, to break the
favorably on would-be broadcasters camel's back. Crosby was di sirous
of appearing on Ernie Simon's disk
after FCC has approved permits fo
them, and th« grants have had to be .••hot to plug a Glenview Naval Station show. Plan was that the band
rescinded.
In still other cases, FCC may find leader would not mention his Bobthat it has stretched its own rules cats or the Chicago theatre where
and regulations by licensing two he was currently appearing. Local
stations to one outfit in violation of 10 said no.
Other new incidents, with respect
a strict interpretation of
ts
rule
against multiple ownership in the to guesting, involve Burl Ives and
field.
Confusion on this score ;T\\u Ton Baker. Ives was set to
has already caused FCC to call a make three visits to Hudson-Ross

FCC

bui'd:.-!g

.

KGER, Long

of

'

j

March

9,

when

ill.

Bond'

Hollywood. Feb. 18.
KFWB is calling for a guarantee
on proposed Kaiser-Frazier radio
program. Show is to be aired locally before going to national hook-

r

j

for

Oh Auto Program

j

,

a.-enriu

wWB Asks

;

lias

.

}

.

..'.M-uiaiy
.i

r

:

*

to M«.-cow." a half-hour
dossier on Germany,
be presented in place of the
"PonplrV Platform," on the
<>!
the Moscow Conference.
It
tie produced by Heller.

little
>

Ffei«nces

an effort to speed
stations,

."

"

»-

L»!t!JJ

Fraud
In

ne«v

proposed to present at least a
of them throughout the year.

it's

down

can't

a mui-.nan's get !«• after a
rule tt>.i8 s«<rai»t5 tip oternigiit

WKRC. Cincinnati, the ctHli'S
forced FCC to set ast ie cads

Warner Bros, indie wants no
up.
part of the deal unless they are to
be cut in after the show goes net.
Station wants assurance that it will
remain as originating point or, at
least, share program
with a netoriginating station here.
Program
will not be accepted under any Other
conditions.
Show. "Hollywood Auditions," is
to run a half-hour, five days weekly.
It will be a new type program combining
theatre,
films
and radio.

'

!

i

'

|

Those

auditioned will be filmed
while performing on .theatre stage
before house audience.
Previously
KFWB originated "Grouch Club,"
"Breakfast in Hollywood" and "So
You Want to Be an Actor." all three

AM

.

{,

of

which went network after brepk-

'

ins.

FCC GETS SECOND PLEA

FOE PACKAGE STATION

Another
application

when

^station
tai«
FCC
was

^'""J

filed

with

^^

0

Howard Essary and Fehr Gardner,

FCC s
.

.

i

and Sam Rowley engmeer.
J»a«.
both of KLAC, Location asked
Nuys.
is Van
The other tailor-made pitch is tin
Beverly Hills Broadcasting Co.

.

genda

Ben Green

.^.^

i

1

now

l)ent

^

to Meyerhoff
Chicago, Feb. 18.,

>

<

<

>

roway. say there
for

FI Conies of -Age in I.C.. As

.

out ot the new association, is
on a snow(lown with the un

clloserl

have-'

Support

"good faith" of particular bidders.

Agency:
Advertising
Allied
Roger Patrick, announcer and news!

licensees
or other

a half dozen hearings

least

of

CBS

^t

he™

m

,

Harb Land, time salesman on KLAC:

jurisdiction

which

notice

persons asked tor new_ 250- waiter on
1340 kilocycles. Involved, and apparently fully equipped to go. insofar as personnel is concerned, are:

last

existing
by
hidden contracts

controlled

=ge=
-ped
under

counsel Squire Ogden argued
the court "here "doe's not have
in the case, and contended no cause for action because
theie is-'no proof of damage to the

Nix

i

week took under submission a defense motion to dismiss a $33,000,000
suit against CBS brought by Sam
Morris. Dallas evangelist and temperance advocate, and Henry M. Johnson. Louisville attorney.
that

M

I

plica' ions.

j

Louisville, Feb. 18.

Shelbourne

j

Petrillo

Beach, made the suggestion which is
now under consideration by eight
prospective stations recently granted
construction permits. Under the plan AM
mountain sites would be cut out and
stores,
local record retailers who
special hearing Feb. 24 on what con
levelled; station and quarters buildstitutes
overlapping service from sponsor his radio show. Deal fell
ings proper pooled. With the entire
FM and television stations under a through after H-R figured the $600
project the guaranteed assignment
single management. Other observers fee prohibitive when newspaper adsee
broadcasters
of one contractor,
say that FCC's next step will be to vertising had to be considered also.
savings effected. Television stations
liberalize its present rule on dual Union said the $200 per stint had
located in the same area have alto be paid.
ownership in the
field, or else
ready completed heavy road work, to confess that it has inadvertently
Baker was slated to appear at a
thus simplifying work of newcomer violated
own rule in recent Sears-Roebuck store. After putting
its
builder. Construction work is exout a lot of cash lor newspaper progrants.
pected to start within 60 days if
motion. Sears discovered it would be
The
filing of "strike" applications
agreed upon.
to pay another $200 to the
by persons who wish to delay licons- necessary
artist. This was not considered at
ing of competing stations is another
worry FCC has had to cope with. the outset, and Sears reluctantly
'paid because of the amount they
Feeling is that commission may have
had already spent with the papers.
licensed some stations without hearWax and patter boys committee,
ing which it may discover later are

In $33,000,000 Suit
J.

to

receiving

j

slants (which were alleged t£» ha
ci
engineering inter fcratice
these established liccme*?;' '
hold hearings on the newer.»

ing

Seek Dismiss Motion

Federal Judge

find it position

j

Jocks Bern

;

consolidation of building conby dropping overall Mt.
Wilson construction into mit of one
firm, thus cutting the nut. CooperaBarry Gray are tive step is similar to that taken by
parade of pros- San Francisco television interests on
as replacements
"
Mt. Tamalpais.
record and gab

future.

been

;

i

S. Paley-Edward R.
revamped
programming

technique aimed at reaching out to
millions of listeners when the network is of the opinion that something vital needs to be said. Thus,
too. it puts into concrete form the
formula espoused by Paley before
the nation's broadcasters at the NAB
meet in Chicago last fall.

|

j

hi

William

Murrow

•

1

will undoubtedly spark off a
of wholesale commendation
translates into realistic ac-

it

tion the

can-',

;

tracts

Testing is ostensibly to get
someone to take Gray's place on his
one night a week off, Sunday, but
it's known that the station has made
overtures to a couple of established
platter-spinners as well as some
showbiz names to fill the Gray slot
on a fulltime basis in the near

plaintiffs.

j

i

GRAY'S DISK SOB

session.

Move
wave
-since

'

Clear Channel Broadcasting Sen-,
ice is complaining about the himdri ds of new' daytime station:, which
threaten to freeze present AM. cissignments.
In a couple Of csmtnotably an appeal of WQXI>. N' Y

Building Costs

Jack Kreuger, WTMJ, Milwaukee;
Hollywood. Feb. 18.
Jack Knell, WBT, Charlotte; Soren
Prospective operators ot FM staMunkof, WOW, Omaha, and Fred H.
tions here are weaning a deal muHinshaw, WLBC, Muncie. Ind.
tually to reduce expense of building
construction and individual layout
of staiion grounds. FM'ers are urg-

getting in
tine
have

!

tered with newcomers.

'

lias

Dicker

NARND

Among

j

on the standard broadcast
band becomes more clut-

Terence

j

and

held its first conThe
vention in Cleveland immediately
following the NAB meet in Chicago
last October. Members of the newsmen's standards committee are Sereno B. Gammell, WTHT, Hartford:

(N. Y.) and
currently testing a
pective disk jocks
on Gray's all-night

is

letters

I

i

ments.

WOR

j

•

news presentation and publication of
a radio style book for news depart-

HE

may

FCC. not

fringe areas.

Capitol Hill,

a

recommenda-

will consider
for improving

it

in
an embarrassing
the day of reckoning comes.
For example, increasing numbers
existing stations are going to
court to appeal FCC grants without
hearing to new local stations in their

'.

mittee

FCC

when

Hill.

adopted the standards com-

is

the clients.

of the 400 seats in NBC's studio
6-B. Audience will be polled beforehand to find the overall
opinion on the subject in question, and then the machine will
tabulate their views following
the end of the debate.

of

I

The disillusionment set in on
the very day he was married.
Too late, Sanville learned that

so fast

[self
j

I
1

I

(Concurrently, more
month.
work on NAB's long-promised code
starts March 5 at a Washington

code

job as a CBS direcmarried-on the Coast.

Sanville

agenda was the idea of forgetting all about Commercial radio

next

WCSH, Portland, Me., president
NARND, announced that once

tor to get

ville quit his

the

is

its

moved

sion

back Dick San-

On

history,

procedures to make
everybody happy faster by quicker
action on applications.
And, all
things considered, it has done just
that.
However, there are some
notable exceptions where cotnmi--

of Radio Life

A few weeks

Opinionmeter, as the device

named, records audience reactions by means- of an electrical
push-button connected to each

slowly."

its

blue-

—

air.

j

in

streamlined

Washington. Feb. 18.
Broadcasters may not have merely
one but several brand-new codes of
ethics to guide their every move, it

had "made

it

Faced with the heaviest mas? of
applications

The Code Facts

is

AM

commission wishes

the

it

nature. Two sponsored shows. "Information Please" and "Reader's
Digest," are getting the heave-ho on
different nights next month in order
that
the network
can put into
cream-time segments two 60-minute
documentaries on top issues of the
day juvenile delinquency and the
nation's
health
problem. Gesture
means a $20,000 rebate by CBS to

"Make Up Your Mind"

called

with Ben Grauer as emcee, will
test the ability of top speakers
to sway studio audience opinion,
with results announced over the

is

"public interest" features.
This sentiment is being expressed
by a growing number of FCC officials,
and ,has its roots in both
engineering and legal considerations.
Since VJ Day, FCC handed out 608
building permits for new
stations
and 665 for new
stations, bull;
of them without hearing. And now.

19.7
12.2

18.8

Normal practice
hearings only where there

applications.

to call

16.9

Blondie

mechanical mind-readi r will
form the basis for a half-hour
radio show to preem Saturday
(221 on WNBC. Program, to be

competition for a frequency, or
where FCC has serious coubt about
an applicant's qualifications or other

.

19.0
13.1

A

at FCC either to call a halt to the
present breakneck speed of licensing
stations or to require a hearing on
all

when

wasn't kidding

its unprecedented plans to
knock off commercial shows in order
to expose a multi-million audience
to documentary programs of a vital

Grauer's Folly

Although it
hundreds of would-be broadcasters, there is a growing sentiment

to

13.0

......
.......

10.1

CBS
printed

Washington, Feb. 18.
will come as bad news

Competition

New p*y

At 28G Nick Hews to

NEWCOMERS

UK

positions.

TOP

Heave-Ho of 2 Sponsored Shows

DHLS JAMMED

.Eight shows in competition with the Top 15 on the new (Feb. 18)
Hooperatings have managed to crash through with a 10 or better. It's
Andy in the 1-2-3 leadoff
Fibber & Molly, Bob Hope and Amos

the

stand.

—

may be

But they

2

HELEN ELEY'S DEBUT
Hollywood, Feb.

|

i

18.

onetime

Broadway

star, makes her radio debut
Arthur Meyerhoff Co., expanding musical
Friday (21
night on' the Kenny
radio activities,- has appointed
its
her husband.
Benjamin J. Green to position of Baker show, on which
"Schlepperman"
Hearn, is the
Sam
radio director, with Ken Robinson
comic.
featured
switching to post of account exec.
If her comedy
role clicks, she
Green was ex-radio director of
stays as a regular on the show.
H. W. Kastor agency".

.18.

,

the

station

were upped to seven
Sundays,

Arthur Church, prexy, has set the
at 10', of those on KMBC's

rate

I

regular

1

i

City. Feb.

is coming of age commercially
K..C. with the announcement by
KMBC-FM that facilities could be
bought by advertisers effective Feb.
H. Same day operation hours of

daily, 2 to 9 p.m., including

|

Eley,

Go Commercial

Kansas

FM

in

know why.

Helen

Stations

~

>

a reason
want to

i

AM

card No. 24

now

in ef-

feet.

,

1

'

Announcement follows a similar
move by KOZY, an FM operator
since 1942,
Jan. l!

wh£h went commercial

—

,

pmmfr

RADIO

t«

New York s

135 Hours of Italian

B'castingWkly. Set AB-Time High

WCOSCta

EM

Raleigh, Feb. 18.
H, F. Kinsey, president of Carolina Broadcasting Co., has
at
sale of station

WCOS

S. C, to the
stations.

announced
Columbia,

owners of two Georgia

WMBL

WDAK

WHOM

upped its foreign programming in
the last several months, currently

prqgramming

75 hours weekly in
21 hours in Polish and 7%
Jewish. Italian shows, coupled

Italian,

hours
with the 60-hour

ming

WOV,

Italia

.

program-

Y&B

Robert

J.

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
has read-promotion

brings

WHOM

— WEEI
former

Newscaster Neil the Lowell Institute Cooperative
lieutenant, Broadcasting Council in Boston,

Navy

awarded Purple Heart for wounds
Louisville— Russell Pirkey, for 12
when his DD was sunk by
Jap Kamikazer at Okinawa. Tom years with WAVE in the news dereceived

Russell, former WTAC announcer partment, has- left that station, and
and recent Army dischargee joined will be manager of WKAY, Glasgow,
WEEI announcing staff replacing Ky,
Jack Lawrence, who left radio to
Galveston
KGBC, owned and
go into business with his father in
Robert Morgan, formerly operated by the Galveston BroadN. J.
WFCI, Pawtucket, new control room casting Co., of which James W.
operator for WCOP, Hub ABC outlet. Bradner Jr., is prez, has taken to

—

MacAndrews

Cleveland-— Sieberling-Rubber Co.
dealers singing weather
Blochradio.'
Is handling the
licity-promotion staff.
promotion which was
the
of
sale
His successor is coming out from
FewMeldrum
and
organized by
N. Y.
smith. Sieberling's agency. To date,
signed

his

post .as

is offering its

manager for NBC's western division announcements for
to join the Young & Rubicam pubJoseph & Associates

the total
Station has scrappe
brokerage
hours to 135, an all-time N. Y. high. shows. Former 15-20 arrangement
Most of the foreign-language boost whereby salesmen-announcers rehas been instituted since Generoso ceived 15% commission as salesmen
Test Cig in Hub
Fortune Pope took over
and 20% of the remainder as talent
Boston, Feb. 18.
from* Cowles Bros, last Nov. 8. Be- —has been eliminated by Pope.
sides the Italian, Polish, Jewish and Time
now belongs to station
Hub chosen as initial market for
German shows, the station also airs alone, which schedules it and assigns the Larus Bros, cigaret, "Alligator,"
once weekly Greek and Russian its own staff personnel. Salesmen- with an airer over WBZ-WBZA
hours.
Station's
biggest
English announcers on station today receive ayems at 7:10-7:25.
pitch is the all-night "After Hours" a straight 15% sales commission,
of
recorded
Show,
consisting
show, aired across-the-boards from plus flat staff salary for announcing. band music, debuted yesterday (17).
of

Boston
Wallace,

Belying reports of low ratings 11 p.m. to 5:30 a.m.
William C. Bechman will remain
being chalked up by multi-lingual
Station has hiked its coin on Italian as manager, and other personnel will
stations,, listener survey conducted shows, which have replaced some of
be retained, the announcement said,
hi N. Y. Polish language houses re- the former unproductive daytime The new owners also operate
veals that the Polish Hour on English hours.
Italian announcing at Macon and
at Columbus.
WHOM, N.Y. indie, 'from 7 to 8 staff has been increased, with plenty Sale must be approved by the FCC.
a.m. daily cops 57.7% .of the total of emphasis placed on foreign pub- WCOS operates day and night on 250
Polish audience in N. Y.
lic
service shows. Prof. Thomas watts.
With the Polish audience as an in- Russo °of the Brooklyn College
centive,
management has faculty has been retained on a
McANDREWS JOINS
full-time basis as director of Italianlanguage public service programs,
supervising daily shows encompassing naturalization, social r security,
juvenile delinquency, American history and English lessons.

February 19, 1947

Wrttarstliiy,

Sleberling dealers in 17 states have
signed up for the campaign.

the air here, operating with 1000
watts on 1540 kilocycles daytime.
Jerry Fisher is station manager;

Dean Turner program

director.

LonlsvlHe-^-Town's newest

WKYW, now

station,

slated to get on air

March

1. S. Q. "Steve" Cisler,
ager, mindful, of the 1937 flood
former charge
his

WGRC

man.

when
was

inundated and out of commission
Boston—Ben A. Hudelsoni formerly for some days, has new transmitter
educational director of Westinghouse house set on pontoons.
station
WOWO, Fort Wayne, to

WBZ-WBZA

in

same

capacity.

Hudelson takes over post left vacant
when George Slade went over to
.

Seattle

—

FM

First, full-time

began

he.re

station

operation last week.
with
effective

KRSC-FM,

Indie,

power of

15,000 watts, 93,5 tag., is
operating 15V* hours per day. General manager is Bob Priebe.

Butte,

KGIR,

— KXLF,

Mont.
completed

formerly

distribution

its

plans for Pacific Northwest Playground, magazine stimulating interest in this vacation land. KXLF
shares distribution of Playground
with other XL stations in Portland,
Spokane, Ellensburg (Wash.); Bozeman, Helena, Butte, and— after Feb.
'

15— Great

Falls,

Mont.

Kansas City—Authority

to build a

radio station in Kirksville, Mo., is
being sought by the North Missouri
Broadcasting Co., which has filed application with the FCC. Application
.seeks operation on 1450 kilocycle*
with 250 watts for unlimited time,

Memphis

— James

Melton's

NBC

"Harvest of Stars," for International
Harvester on Sunday afternoons at
1:30 o'clock, will broadcast from
Memphis Sunday, May 11, as curtainraiser for the annual Memphis CotGreatest
ton
Carnival,
"South's
Party," which starts next day. Frank
Black* will bring principals of hii
50-piece orchestra and Lynn Murray
likewise with 22-voice chorus, both
Local
groups to augment here.
vocalist will be chosen for duet with
Melton at some point in program
saluting Dixie's King Cotton.

—Cold wave made two

Philadelphia

WPEN

new

accounts for
when Kool
cleansing
cigarets
and Soapine,
agent; contracted to sponsor broadcast weather reports. Hugh Harper
has been named
continuity
director, and Freddie King has been
added to the writing staff. Harper's

WPEN

connections were
WBCM, Bay City, Mich., and KSCJ,
Sioux City. King has been assigned
to station's "Holiday Inn" open house
show with music.

previous

radio

—

Pittsburgh L. N. (Woody) Woodruff, recently out of the marines and
a former nltery comic, has joined
announcing staff at WCAE. He fills
spot left vacant by resignation of
Bob Cochran to go with U. S. Steel.

Des Moines—JStart

of operation of

KCBC, new Des Moines
been delayed.

Station

station, has
was set to
but last-

start broadcasting Feb. 15,

minute testing showed the phase
monitor'had been delivered incomplete. Now hoped to start March 15,

—

Minneapolis
Univ. of Minnesota
16)
Friday
and Saturday
(15,
launched radio news short course it
plans to conduct annually. About 50
radio news editors from Minnesota,
Iowa and Dakotas attended.

Minneapolis—Norman BoggS, general manager of WLOL, has been
elected president of Independent
Merchants' Broadcasting Co., parent
of station.

0

Detroit Exec» to Chin
Detroit, Feb. 18.

Detroit
executive

formed

is

at last starting a radio
nucleus was
club.

A

week with the

following
charter members: Charles Burke,
Sales Manager WJR; Ed Wheeler,
Assistant General Manager WWJ;
Dick Jones, Sales manager CKLW;
this

William Bryan, Petry rep in Detroit.
Membership is initially open to
station managers, assistant station
sales managers.
.

managers and

That

WOR

is

here to celebrate

Anniversary this month,

number
them
.

of sound

.

WOR

is

and basic

its

25th

the result of a
beliefs.

Among

with the dull and hack-

this impatience

has always watched for any ten-

neyed, circulates through every

its

part to be satisfied with the

usual, to hesitate to experiment with the

new and

different.

For

WOR

knows that

while other businesses might commit this
error

fatal.

This awareness, this eagerness to pioneer,

.

dency on

,

fast-changing field of broadcasting would

be

and

exist, to

do so

in the mercurial,

WOR's programming day
ess, is

sors.

moment

unconsciously absorbed by

That

it

works,

is

of

and, in the procits

spon-

repeatedly reaffirmed

in scores of surveys and 107 enviable success stories.

W

.

"

Setting

Up of Coast-Awards

CBC APPOINTS TWO FOR
TELE TRAVEL SURVEY

Accents

FCC 5een Mixing CBS Color

Toronto, Feb. 18.

N.Y.-LA

Battle for

Domination

in estimating operating
costs for their contemplated chain of
television stations across the Domin-

To help

has been going on since the L. A.
stations

first

leaders the idea that it's time for their greater length of experience
tele to get together for the best should make the majority of shows
originate in N. Y. when network
interests of the industry.

Academy awards, to be made in
three categories of live production,
film production and engineering, are
almost duplicates of the awards
made annually by the Television.
Broadcasters Assn., with N. Y. headquarters, to which most of the Coast
In addition,
broadcasters belong.
the American Television Society, a
N. Y. organization^ also presents
annual

awards for different

cate-

gories of top tele shows. TBA execs
out
that
the Academy
pointed
awards would be similar to the film
Oscars of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. Likening
TBA, therefore, to the overall Motion
Picture
Assn.
of America,
there's still no evidence of any
duplication of prize awards in the
film industry^.
Struggle between the two coasts

actuality broadcasts, musical, variety

and dramatic programs.

J.

A. Ouito pre-

met, CBC chief engineer, is
arrives.
pare a report on current television
Idea for the Academy awards, to operating costs.
be known as "Ikes" (trade name for
Iconoscope), was- the suggestion of
Patrick Michael Cunning of the

programming

Academy Cbi's

Bergen-Cunning studios.
has also forwarded an application for

WBKD

Doubles

Its

Time Rales Next Month

charter as a non-profit corporation
to Sacramento and held its first
board meeting yesterday (Tues.) to
work out by-laws and duties, of
various committees named.

Chicago, Feb. 18.
With an authenticated 1,00ft video
receivers now in use in the Chicago
doubles present time
area,
rates based on 500 sets.
New sked, which brings about
GM's Tele Cheerio
outlet's first boost, is effective March
Chicago, Feb. 18.
15 and calls for* $200 per hour, $120
Attempt to hypo General Mills for 30 minutes, and $80 for 15 minvideo commercials is new cartoon utes. Capt. William C. Eddy,
head, in setting up new rates, said
film, to plug Cheerios, packaged by
that present time users would come
Green Associates for Dancer, Fitz- under the old charges until present
gerald
Sample.
contracts run out.

Tele;

performance of black and white
versus CBS color and the potential
of other color systems and go

-cal

on

light

economic

considerations.

Thev

point out that FCC always has
to
take into account the public's
in.
vestment, but in this case, the
telebuying public to date is too
small
to weight the FCC's decision in
anv

one direction.
A speedy decision was promised
by Denny at the windup of last
week's hearing (13). Denny aho
expressed satisfaction that FCC had
mind.
all the facts it needed on which
to
^Responsibility for the decision,
base a decision.
it
is
speculated, will fall largely
These were the developments at
on SCC Chairman Charles R. Denny
and Commissioner E. K. Jett:' These the Anal sessions:
two, more than any other men on «CBS vice president Adrian Murthe FCC bench, followed closely the phy claimed that simultaneous color
technical patois of the engineers.
television
as proposed by RCA
Insiders are betting FCC's written would
never be commercially
decision will emphasize the techni- feasible, while RCA's E. W. Engstrom made the same charge about
ing to the previous hearings held in
N. Y., .giving the FCC less to take
into consideration in making up its
•

CBS

WBKB

CM, Y. Gets
Video Webbi)

WBKB

&

19, I947

May Decide ®m Technical Wirirings

•

Washington, Feb. 18,
Broadcasting Corp.
An FCC decision on CBS' bid to
went into operation ion, the Canadian
has assigned two men to make an commercialize color television is exand has been hypoed by the grantdetailed study of the lat- pected some time next month and
immediate
ing of commercial licenses to LA.
est television programming and op- most observers here predict that the
stations. Coast broadcasters, led by
erating costs in the U.S. and Britain FCC will continue the present black
Klaus Landsberg, station manager
With both jobs involving travel, and white dominance by nixing the
of Paramount's KTLA, claim that
H. G. Walker, manager of the CBC's CBS, request, as anticipated in the
L. A., with its lion's share of top
Dominion network, will investigate trade. Observers believe the final
film stars and production chiefs,
latest programming techniques and round of hearing which wound up
engineering achievements. Announce- should be the natural center of the costs, the CBC use of television enhere last week added- little or nothment gave several top industry industry, while N. Y. toppers claim visaging the use of films, lectures,

Further evidence of the growing
struggle between Los Angeles and
jffew York to become the television
center of the country was furnished
last week with the announcement
that the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, strictly a Coast organization, will present annual prize
trophies to top tele shows and

Fehvwty

WecSmestlay,

TELEVISION
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Chicago, Feb. 18.
coaxial cables which will

Two new

provide a video net between Chicago and New York are planned by
Illinois Bell Telephone Co. Links
will circle area between Chi and
east coast by laying one line via
South- Bend, and the other by way
of Terre Haute.

IBT spokesman

says the

work

is

to begin this year and is expected to reach completition in early
1948. Although cable is manufactured here, it wiir be carted to
Cleveland, where installation will
begin westward to Chicago. Other
end will go. west from Philadelphia
to Cleveland. Move will bring about
video network between New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Cleveland,
Toledo, and Chicago, as well as
smaller markets.
set

Five Chicago outlets hope to be
by the time the link is
completed. In addition to WBKB,
sole functioning commercial station'
has permit to build WGNA.
ABC and NBC are expected to go
into video action soon, and
Zenith
hopes to boost its present experimental setup.
in operation

WGN

IBT

will use a cable especially de-

veloped for television pickup pur-

Known as "string insulated
video cable," it consists of 16-gauge
wire, insulated with a new
type

poses.

plastic string

and

CBS

of

tests

color

transmissions

RCA

spokesmen for Philco,
Allen
B.
Dumijnt

and the

Laboratories

claimed the CBS signal was "so deficient it could not even be seen at
seven out of eight test locations
within 25 miles of New York in the
course of tests made by CBS itself."

A

General Electric

Official

esti-

mated that CBS color sets on
would cost 2.7 times

average

the
the

of a monochrome receiver.
Four or five major design changes
in the 18 color receivers ordered

price

GE

from

by CBS had delayed

completion and upped their

was

testified.

A

their

costs,

it

$495 10-inch black

and white receiver would
proximately $1,343 in CBS

cost apcolor.

James Sheridan, FCC economist,
reported on a survey of 19 television manufacturers who predicted a
1947 production of approximately
450,000 sets. Prices range from $150
for television-only units to $2,640 for
combination
console
and largeThe companies said
approximately 337,500 sets would be
shipped in the last six months of '47.
screen models.

tape.

Television

|

color video.

Murphy, seconded by T. A. M.
Craven, vice president of the Cowles
Broadcasting Co., charged that opponents of CBS' color system were
so busy establishing black and white,
the public would probably be denied
color for another generation, if FCC
turns Columbia down. Craven declared the CBS pictures are adequate
and FCC has no right to hold up an
acceptable service.
Reporting on four days of field

Review

BOOKS ON TRIAL
With Kurt von Scjiuschnigg, Ralph
Inyersoll
Dorothy
Thompson;
Sterling North, emcee

P 0

Raymond

1!l:

ty**'
C rltty
30 Mins.; Mon., 8 p.m.
Sustaining

WNBT-NBC,
After

a

N. Y.
one-shot

.

experimental

try out several weeks ago
of televising "Books on Trial," radio
show
r
? v y Moi} d£, y ni S ht *>y WHN,
Y. indie,
decided the snow
offered good enough video

w v
N

5 WNBT

e
i°
t
WHN

mk

possibili-

a 13-week contract with

"HIRES TO YA*
FOR SECOND YEAR
COAST-TO-COAST

for
exclusive tele riehts
belief will probably pay
la a sponsor picking
up
?°u
,
b
r th e si 0Vf be «*use
alfhn,,^
-J°
,
i
though its designed
strictly for rau di
au d i ence . it makes for
^fiiJ * ?,
excellent
television fare.

WNBT's
reaches 7U,}

%

between 6

AM

S

and Noon

7

CSS,

-

la this area there

Me

2,735,051

reaches

70.6% between Noon and 6

radio homes. Qf these hemes,

reaches

79.2% between 6

0ft STATION

reaches

in feur weeks...

PM and

PM

.

Mo n day'-1 U7 )

show, first in
senes offered excellent
video dramatic
and WNBT producer Burke
jSSfc capitalized
Clotty
on them. Carting
ge
thi
cameras into
th?pJ"!?
°Jla «»»
ai 1Z0U "?
^' W Y - th e show's
nnw 'f

n,*™

Midnight

81.2% between 6 AM and 6 PM
Hireaches 86.1% between 6 AM and Midnight
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possibilities for
full

-

point of origin, Crotty
installed his
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£ Sh0ts and so
overcome
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" ck of action
By good
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he trained his
u'
011
each
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correct
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Let's stop
i*n clio

sli.€ii*t»i3.liiiiii£iiii£

— one

men who build prohow sound radio
new values of the medium

of a series to show the

grams, and who buy and
research

— and

(hetib
A

revealing

is

new

sell time,

opportunities in

use.

its

'The Astounding Case of the Uncounted Audience"
or,

"Who hung
This
is,

on Kelly?":

If

about a guy named Kelly.* He was, and

is

a swell chunk of radio

inci-

found that the "rating" they had hung on Kelly was based on certain

local station

where he rose

Kelly,

and

$678,000.

cost of

A

to fame.

sold him to

of money, Mister!

took

pay

lot

somebody hung a

Nobody

said.

Based

They
ing

is

just

4.2%".

it

his

pletely

and

first

Kelly,

look at the chart.

—

towns and on farms—'and.

makes a

real difference.

counted audience

disappointing "rating."

discovered

the sound idea of

after

that

$678,000

rf

his

all

Client

is

just

Addcom-

Kelly's

102%

greater

— agency— network —

he was worth the

— because

of

audience

among non-

client's

he was reaching a highly

satisfactory part of his client's total market.

Here

THE TRUTH ABOUT KELLY'S AUDIENCE
A(THE "RATING" THEY HUNG ON KELLY)

is

another case where NRI's accurate and

•*

.

adequate measurement of radio reveals
4.2%

CERTAIN BIG CITIES ONLY

effectiveness

—

in

agency,and network

(HIS REAL AUDIENCE VIA NRI DATA)
5.8%

I BIG CITIES ONLY (PHONE AND NON-PHONE)

guys named

Wouldn't

MEDIUM

it,

audience previously uncounted

ing these

Client— agency— network—

somebody had

of

fine job with that part

fe/ephone homes which have lower income.

of what?".

than that

until

all

shows Kelly was doing a

in small

all felt t-e-r-r-i-b-l-e!

went on, and got worse,

°

upon NRI data, derived from an accurate sample of

kept on dismally repeating, "Kelly's rat-

only

•(Not Mi reo/ name, of course.)

entirely

radio homes,

"4.2%", they

"4.2%

homes with telephones. And

For the whole truth about Kelly's audience

network program,

"rating" on him.

thought to ask

only

was

V

all

Kelly's third

— included

It

that certainly wasn't all of Kelly's audience, nor all his sponsor's market.

for Kelly's show.

Then along about

an advertising medium)

selected big cities only

an

client for the tidy
It

This

— began to emerge.

show on the

the profit on five whole trainloads of the sponsor's product to

Kelly

"uncounted" audience— (and,

his

dentally, radio as

Then a network found

and

Kelly— and

long and hard to build his five-a-week daytime

agency; and the agency sold Kelly to a particular

time and talent

Radio Index service to woik. Within twenty minutes

putting Nielsen

the truth about

worked

Kelly

talent.

it

the

interest,

— (and,

of

its

true

advertiser,

incidentally,

a

lot

of

Kelly).

be a sound idea

if

you asked

us to

10.3%

CITIES

come and

tell

you more about Nielsen

Radio

Index service?
11.5%

SMALL TOWNS AND RURAL

8.7%

NRI TOTAL AUDIENCE (KELLY'S TRUE RATING)

Nielsen Radio Index
vides,

on a continuous

A

NRI

Complete and Accurate Research Service which pro-

basis, the vital facts

needed

in solving the

problems and

capitalizing the opportunities of programming, time buying, time selling of Radio.

A.

C. MSfelSEM
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COMPANY
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RADIO

Inside Sinff-Ratfe
WOR's

(N.Y.) icy stunt this past week of flying "The Hermit o£ Saraiiac
ol his wilderness retreat by helicopter was a sort of luting

Lake" out

prelude to the station's 25th anniversary next Saturday (22 ). For to radio
oldtimes the stunt was in keeping witli the "McCosker pace" of the Bamberger station set, from its inception. It recalled to mind the stunts of
board chairman Alfred J. Mcmore than two decades ago, when
Cosker was known as "Hollywood" McCosker, who, as the station's' first
press agent, cooked up an assortment of "projects" to get the station rolling
When a new bullet-proof vest was invented, McCosker put the inventor
on the air, wearing, the vest, had a Supreme court justice Are a shot at the
inventor and his mccoy vest. That was a typical McCosker stunt. There
were scores of others. When McCosker stepped up to the more staid post
of station manager and president, others carried on the showmanly special
features tradition he'd established, including G. W. Johnny Johnstone in
the early thirties, and for the past eight years, Dave Driscoll. the station's
present director of news and special features.
Station's programming for thp 25th anni includes two two-hour shows,
one from 2 to 4 p.ni. Saturday, the other from 9 to 11 p.m. Saturday. The
personalities
afternoon show, heavy on nostalgia, includes standard
such as Bessie Beatty, Martha Deane, Alfred V/. McCann, Uncle Don, Stan
Lomax. Joe Bier, Dorothy and Dick, George Monaghan, and John B.
Gambling as emcee; plus a reunion of some "WOR alumnae like Henry
Morgan, Mary Margaret McBride, and the Fitzgeralds. Evening show includes Rose Bampton, Eugene List, the Golden Gate Quartet, Ella Fitzgerald, Shirley Ross, Dennis Day, Frances Langford and the
Symphony Orchestra, with WOR's musica^ director Sylvan Levin at the helm;
also Russell Bennett conducting the premiere of his "WOR Anniversary
Overture." written especially for WOR.

WOR

An ni versary

Jp25th

WOR

WOR

A QUARTER OF
A CENTURY

ONLY

IS

WHN's (N.Y.) ukase banning all commentary, personalized opinion and
interpretation of news on its programs, has cued a novel switch from political commentary to "cultural commentary" by William S. Gailmor, who
aired his plans Sunday (16) for revising his 1:15. p.m. Sunday spot to conform to new policy. He disclosed that his new program would be "a humanized, cultural commentary dealing with all aspects of American thinking in literature, the arts and sciences, the stage and screen with emphasis
of America's struggle to promote human welfare.'.
.
This program will
be, as indeed it has been all along, a fighting liberal radio program—
program of thought— a program of the best human objectives indigenous
to the democratic America we are trying to achieve."
Gailmor tipped his hat to
for respecting his rights and position
as a journalist and commentator during the six years he Has been on the
station. Stuhmer Baking bankrolled Gailmor during that period and will
continue as sponsor.
.

WHN

THE BEGINNING
MARVEL
means

of the Twentieth Century

mass communication

for

and

of education
Broadcasting
genius. In

is

little

.

.

.

.

.

New York's WNEW, recently dubbed (much to the station's displeasure)
"the 50,000-watt jukebox" because of its jive-jazz formal, is going in for
longhair music with a vengeance. Beginning next Sunday (28), station
will put on a half-hour disk-jock show of esoteric concerti, sonatas and
string, quartets, recorded by the Concert Hall Society for a limited audience, with no more than 2,000 pressings for each album.
Show is being spotted in the 7-7:30 time, Sunday night, deliberately
placing it opposite .the Jack Benny with the idea that only the most hardbitten musical addicts will listen

.

disseminator

entertainment

Transcribed spot announcements are being boomeranged back at the
agencies by station managers in carload lots. Primary reason is that the
•platterized inserts are, according to the managers, in poor taste, consist of
poor copy and are in the main offensive. Most of the station chiefs feel

... Radio

man's inventive

a tribute, to

more than 25 years

it

that former copy writers and space salesmen are trying to be producers,
with the sad results showing up on wax.

has grown
I. C. Free-Far-Ail

from novelty to necessity in our daily

Continued from pate 24

lives.

I

IN THE CENTC K OF
THE UTAH MA RKET
1

Proud to have played a part
growth of the radio

on the occasion of

art,

its

in the

gressman when it publicized a
$2,500 check he allegedly received
from an Albany. Ga. radio station

phenomenal

pioneer Station

"for legal services" before
other agencies.

Anniversary (Feb-

Silver

made

its

probe, the idea of a special investi-

Firm

chairman

in the belief that there
for broadcasting

is

the

of

House

Interstate

Commerce Committee, has not yet
named his radio subcommittee and

who have

100% engaged in aviation matters.
Denny to Be Grilled

is

A one-day appearance of FCC
chairman Charles R. Denny, .Jr. is
scheduled on the problem of interference of FM bands to aviation receivers and inability of pilots to use
certain wavelengths in emergencies;
However, general radio legislation
is. as far as Wolverton'
committee is
concerned, "not even in prospect."
Spokesmen for Sen. White admit

operation possible.

tomorrow

and.

gating committee may be dropped.
Rep. Charles Wolverton (R„ N. J.),

ruary 20, 1947) looks back through the years

with a deep sense of gratitude to those

FCC

A similar opinion was expressed
by Brown, who said, however,, that
if the House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee favors an FCC

WGY,

an even greater

with the addition of

which expand broadcasters' rights to
hearings and appeal from FCC decisions) are being used as a framework of a new bill. White himself
said he is not convinced the industry
is
100':,,
sold on
new legislation.
NBC, it is reported, has definitely
gone on record to that effect. The
White committee said it has not yet
seen or heard from NAB president
Justin Miller on the subject of legis-

Electric Stations face the future with plans for
service.

lation.

WGYGENERAL
50,000 Watts

NBC

Affiliate

.

The new White

bill,

if

it

mate-

rializes, will,

not incorporate former
Sen. Burton K. Wheeler's ban on radio commentators.

Meanwhile,

New

Sen.

Charles

Tobey

(R., N. H.) said he has
not made
up his mind whether to reintroduce
a resolution for an investigation
of

0EUCTRIC

Schenectady,

FCC's upward

YorJc

FM

shift of the
band.
robeyVs voice is likely to be strongly
in the radio committee,
which
would have liked to head, and it
was speculated that mild-mannered
Sen.. White might be sympathetic
to
obey's request for hearing on radio
matters, if and when the New Hampfelt

lie

Represented Nationally By NBC Spot Sales

I

that the procedural amendments
of
the old White-Wheeler bill (those

Frequency Modulation and Television, General

mrther expansion and better

j

,

1

j

I

shire Senator

makes up

his mind.

Cincinnati-WCKY hasTdded Jim
Purser to

its

comes from

announcing

WCMI

in

Purser
Ashland, Ky.
staff.

SALT LAKE

CI™

In certain areas of communication, radio's
greatest strength works against it. For inherent In radio is its unique power to reach

During the twelve months following V-J

Social Hygiene to solve their personal

Day, Massachusetts' illegitimate birth and

problems.

venereal disease rates, for example, soared so

...Doctors, lawyers, businessmen

high they threatened the social-as well as the

and parents
from 49 greater Boston cities and towns called

are Usteninff together, usually as a family unit,
and to convey information with an extraor-

physical-well-being of the community.

the series "splendid... courageous... vital...

dinary degree of intimacy and impact. One

ignorance,

such area where radio's capacity for penetration involves a serious problem of social re-

for Youth." The series -presented in collabo-

...Requests for copies of the scripts with per-

ration with the Massachusetts Society for

mission to use them in similar campaigns

all

kinds of people, to reach them while they

sponsibility is the field of sex hygiene

guidance.

As a consequence

and

this subject has

But

last

summer a

Social

WEEI

broadcast "Sex Guidance

Hygiene-was preparednnder the

direction of

two outstanding

W. Linwood Chase

been generally taboo.

minded radio

To combat the appalling consequences of sex

courageous, public-

station successfully challenged

Dr. Augustus
School.

S.

specialists, Dr.

of Boston-University and

Rose of Harvard Medical

Each broadcast featured a

civic,

who

edu-

the taboo ... and in Neio J?«£rfow<?-traditional

cational or social welfare authority,

stronghold of a hush-hush attitude toward

cussed a topic, such

sex.

Ask and Don't Ask"..."Puppy Love"..."Dating

as,

timely and important. .very instructive...
.

excellently presented

came from eight
..

.

.

.

and a great help."

states.

.The American Social Hygiene Association

requested copies "for possible use by societies

throughout the country."
...The Health League of Canada asked per-

dis-

mission "to give the Canadian Broadcasting

"Questions Children

Corporation the benefit of them (the 'Sex Guidance for Youth' scripts) in the way of sugges-

,

Boston's WEEI broadcast a series of nine
authoritative programs dealing with sex

Do's and Don'ts"..."What

is

Love?"... "Look-

tions for a similar series here."

ing Ahead to Marriage". ."Avoiding Pitfalls"
.

The story

of sex on the air in Boston

problems confronting youngsters and adoles-

..."Those Teen-age Years."*

Though frank and factual, the series
met every standard of good taste; fulfilled

fying:

voice in flosto?i"-disregarded one of radio's

Hundreds of WEEI listeners sought assistance from the Massachusetts Society for

most honored taboos, the better

The reactions were immediate... and

cents.

every requirement for family listening.
Police and medical records showed the need
for such a campaign.

.

.

grati-

.

*"Sex Guidance

for

Youth"

icriptj

or* availoble on request.

story of

how WEEI -"Columbia's

is

the

friendly

to fulfill its

pledge to broadcast in the "public interest,

convenience and necessity."
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RADIO REVIEWS

SCHOOL TEACHER—1947

THE FAMILY THEATRE

JAN AUGUST
With Monica Lewis, Chick Robertson, Tony Espen, Ken Roberts
Producer-Director: Paul Munroe
15 Mins.; Sat., 5:45 p.m.

REVERE CAMERA
WOR-MBS, N. Y.

('Flight

'

From Home')

With Loretta Young, Don Ameche,
Virginia Gregg, Diane Irgens, Ted
Von EHz; James Stewart, narrator;
Tony La Frano announcer
Producer: Robert Longnecker

15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri, 9:15 a.m.
Sustaining
y
W1P, Phila.
Latest addition to the ranks of
femme commentators in Philly is
diminutive Kit Crane. Gal, late of
Hollywood airwaves, has a breezy
manner, writes good copy and
handles interviewees like a veteran.
On show caught, she had as guest
Mrs. Edward J. MacMullan, local
head of the John Robert Powers
"charm" school, in which latter told
they, too, can be
listeners how
Miss Crane led Mrs.
glamorous,
MacMullan skillfully so that story
was told in informal, yet .informative

manner.

throughout

Shah

of

modern

living.

Producer; Robert Saudek
Director: Charles Han-ell
30 mins., Sun., 7:3o p.m.
Sustaining-

WJS-ABC, N.Y.
For some time now the ABC network has been doing a commendable

,.

a public

,

'

When the first day's (10) proceedings threatened to stretch beyond
the station's 10 p.m. sign-off time, Seymour N. Siegel, acting head of
WNYC, telephoned the FCC and obtained special permission to stay
on the air as -late as necessary. Result was that, on first day, proceedings became a kilocycle goldfish bowl open from 10:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
The following day, the same procedure was followed, airtime being
from 10:30, a.m. to 7:20 p.m. Finally, on Wednesday evening (12),
O'Dwyer went on the air to render his decision to the people.
(Mutual flagship) cancelled two commercials—Fulton Lewis, Jr.. and
"The Answer Man"—to carry that report, and all the other stations
piped in, either carrying the Mayor live or playing him back later in
the evening.
The last 20 minutes of the Tuesday night session climaxed not only
the hearing but O'Dwyer's fast time, glib adlibbing, and rapid repartee,
putting him down as an emcee with perfect pacing for that kind of
stint. In the 20 minutes, at least 50 people were called to the floor
mike. In rapid succession, they gave their names, addresses, told whom
they represented, and stated whether they were for or against the
10c fare. Here was the kind of cross-section of IJew York's cosmopolitanism that only the radio could dramatize, arid O'Dwyer's handling
of this part of the proceedings made the march of voices truly exciting.
Every shade of voice was there, reflecting the city's multi-lingual,
multi-national, multi-racial character. An Irish brogue was followed
by the measured baritone of a Harlem representative, a dame whose
broad vowels stamped her as very hoity-toity with a Vassar degree,
a dialectician who was unconsciously a great comedian, and a lady
from Staten Island who said she represented only b,erself and her brood
of lads who couldn't afford to have the fare' raised to 10 cents.
That New York listeners want that ikind of radio was proved immediately.
half-hour after the station was off the air, Tuesday evening the studio switchboard was still Christmasy with congratulatory
calls.
Tuesday morning's first
mail brought 490 pieces— all
favoring the broadcasts but one which complained because a musical
show had been cancelled. Altogether, more than 2,000 letters and cards
were received, upping the 1,200-mail pull garnered by the outlet when
it started" broadcasting the United Nations sessions last year. In addition, the Mayor and the other members of the Board of Estimate drew
a heavy mail-load. Definitely, New York wants that kind of radio from

WOR

The idea for the sevies is based on
a suggestion made last year by Rev.
Patrick Peyton, to show the -value,
of simple prayers in the complexity
hardly original.

_

.

hearing held by the city's Board of Estimate
committee of the city government, with very
broad powers) on the issue of raising the subway fare from a nickel
to a dime. As chairman of the board, the Mayor invited anyone and.
everyone with a viewpoint to present, or an axe to grind, either pro or
con or in the middle, to step before a floor mike and give out. WNYC
had set one mike before, each member of the Board, and in addition
to the floor mike had a parabolic one picking up crowd noises and
random, remarks.

Occasion was

entire

its

™

Writer: Lillian Schoen

(really the executive

"

originality
structure.

With Norman Rose, narrator- vi,
glnia Adams, Neill O'Mallev,
DeKoven, Gary Merrill,
Prnd'homme

Enicee-O'Dwyer

sponsibility.

_

BAR

lew

the runNew York's City Hall and the town's station, WNYC, are in
position apparently
ning again as a radio personality proving ground-a
bowed
abdicated a little over a year ago when Fiorello H. LaGuardia
William O'Dwyer,
out of the mayoralty; It took LaG.'s successor, Mayor
effect at all. But when he did, as
a year to hit the airwaves with any
he did last week for three straight days (10, 11, 12) his impact was
to
•terrific. He proved himself a radio showman who knows just how
reget the best out of the medium on the highest level of civic

(Roche, Williams & Cleary)
Director: Richard SanviHe
Jan August, whose recording of Writer: True Boardman
"Misirlou" is a current occupant of Music: Meredith Willson
the best-selling lists, impresses as. 30 min„ Thurs., 11:80 p.m.
a pianist of considerable ability on
Sustaining
the Revere Camera show. He plays WOR-MBS, N Y.
a lush, full-bodied and colorful
Mutual made quite a to-do in adpiano, which coupled with the chirpTheatre
ing of guest singer Monica Lewis, vance about its "Family
array
makes for a pleasant 15-minute series, stressing "the greatest
gathof motion picture talent ever
session. He disks for Diamond.
and the
banner
one
under
ered
However, August, having hit his
writers and producers
"topflight
number,
present peak with- one
used. But judged by its initial effort
of
mistake
-the
makes
"Misirlou,"
Thursday (13) the result is a disapoffering every number in the same
pointment.
vein, consequently losing contrast
and missing up on variety. The inHere is another instance of netdividual pieces are attention-arrest- works relying on film names to
ing, but total effect falls down becarry a program, instead of conceiir
Miss trathv! on a strong script, and suitcause of repetition of style.
Lewis, with her offering of "Em- able actors. James Stewart was
braceable You," provides the sole down as narrator, yet he appeared
contrast on the session. Pipings are for a moment only at start and finish
easy to take and her inclusion in the of Thursday's program to state its
Loretta
conclusions.
center offers a timely respite. Sing- theme
and
ers are on a guest basis.
Young and especially Don Ameche
August is backed by an electric were grossly miscast, or perhaps
didn't rise to the occasion, to miss
guitarist, bass, and drum, but none
young
of these instruments are much in all semblance of reality as a
evidence since all the instrumental couple facing the hazards of marThe program
Jose.
riage and divorce.
accent is on August,
showed a lack of enterprise and

KIT'S CHATTER
With Kit Crane

N. Y.'s

That in itself is
The first program

discussed the problems of a harried
couple, and it was all such familiar
stuff that any ftlmgoer could spot in
advance. The couple that wanted a
baby a long time; the woman getting pregnant; the husband getting
drunk because he lost out at the
lab for the director's job; the woman
losing her baby; the pall over the
home; the talk of adopting a child;
reconciliation of the distressed duo.
Sentimental, familiar plot and incidents further uninspired in script
or delivery.

Miss Young, carrying the burden
of narration and dramatization, gave
her lines in flat, reading fashion,
while Ameche was far too glib most
of the time. Direction of most of
cast was at fault. Yarn dragged
throughout. If Mutual wanted to
attract listeners with film names, it

A

public service job, its public affairs'
dept. being particularly alerted to
vital issues of the day. As, for example, this series (broken down into
three
half-hour
segments aired
Sunday (16) and Monday, examining
public education in America at a
time when the whole nation has be.
come conscious of fundamental
shortcomings inherent in the U S
educational system and the matter
projected into page one prominence
There was nothing pretentious
about the series, but the pimple
dramatizations, punctuated with narration that documented the premises
with cold facts and figures, overwhelmed the listener with the underlying sincerity of the trilogy.
It was. wot a pretty picture that
was painted on the Sunday broad-

cast.
Reduced to human equations
values, "School Teacher— 1947"
laid bare the weaknesses within the
realm of public education; showed

and

the personal tragedies attendant on
the teacher who is subjected to
social isolation; the false pattern of
behaviour bestowed on them; the
misguided respect; the stunting ot
individual Initiative; the lack of incentive that prevents the retention
of a youthful curiosity; the financial
without
insecurity
the
deeper

rewards, and the final disillusionrevealed by
the startling figures that 40% of the
nation's school teachers quit since

ment and checkout, as
1939.

The verdict was one of stagnancy
within the teaching profession— that
it is no longer an honorable profession. And ABC told the story vividly and honestly. The network rates

nod

a sincere

for

translating the

whole issue into terms of good

its

radio.

•

Rose.

WYNC

WtTg

municipal station.

.

Whether

succeeded.

them on
dubious.

can

it

hold

basis of the initial airer is
Bron.'

variety of tunes selected from varied
language groups.

1

Daville's pipes are in a _sweet
tenor vein 'and utilizes guitar" backing, which sometimes is so full as to
RUSSELL DAVILLE
interfere with the vocalizing. He ex15 mins., Sun., 4:15 p.m.
plains his numbers with nice delivSustaining
.
ery, but more background could be
WLIB, N. Y.
used inasmuch as the French, SpanRussell Daville, Martinique-born ish and Portuguese "tunes used could
singer who served for a term as have fuller explanations in order to
singer with the Katherine Dunham be understood to a greater extent.
Songs haye an authentic folkdance troupe, is the latest entrant
on the WLIB parade of balladeers, flavor and he should be an okay atFor a quarter-hour session, he im- traction for the ballad students:
presses as a pleasant singer, with a
Jose.
.

KORN'S-A-KRACKIN'
With Ann Ryan, S!im Wilson, Ozark
Red, Chet Atkins, Bale Parker,
Junior Ha worth, Goodwill Family,
Prairie
Playboys,
Ozarks Five
Fiddles,
Mandolin Band,
Carl
Haden, Flash and Whistler, Haden
Trio, Lamp Post Four; Bill Ring,
emcee; Bill McCord. announcer
Producer: Bill Ring

Worcetterfoads
in

.fit*

frarad*

department $h»r» miss Sb~

crease tfvw Boston* Springfield/

and Provident*.

Writer-Director: Jim Fuson
30 Mins.; Sat., 10 p.m.
Sustaining

KWTO-MBS,

Springfield.

Mo.

of this show ain't a-foolin',
of the cider jug,
half-hour session of Ozark
culture has a genuine
flavor of the backwoods which, to
the natives, should sound as natural
as a Saturday night social. Pace of
this show is terrific with more than
Title

Poured straight out
this

mountain

dozen performers wheeling up to
the mike in a succession of fancy

a

mmii-ltafm&md

fiddling,

•

-

yodeling,

crooning,

har-

monicaing

and harmonizing.
Another positive feature is the minimal

CORPORATION
111

EAST 52nd STREET,

NEW YORK

122)

5-5511

gabbing between numbers.
On the reviewed session (25), typical fare was Ann Ryan's warbling of
"Don't Let It Bother You." a- hillbilly quartet version

Here

of "California,

Come," a cidered-up rendi"A Tisket-A Tasket" by a
instrumental numbers by
quintet, mandolin players
and the like. Bill Ring handles the
(Continued on page 34)
tion

Mr. Program Buyer

vocal
a

Wherever You May Be

I

of

trio,

fiddle

oerstemcfimjh;
Aggressive,
local,
popular, high-billing station wants
top-notch young, ambitious, tsoroygnly reputable salesman. You've
.

got to fee willing to work hard. Yon
must want to earn over $100 a
Yon must
weed on commission.
have successful radio sales experience.
As soon as you demonstrate
real ability . . . as quickly as y®«
yourself merit the fob, you will become Sales Manager of this station.
Full details and snapshot first letter,

Or

please.

if

yen

(save abso-

lute confidence that you're the man,
wire and come ahead. WSNY,
Schenectady, N. Y.

just

My dear Mr. Program Buyer:
In order to better serve you and our other
iwonderful clients (long may they remain so...
clients, that is), we wish to advise you that we
have just moved into new, larger and quite lush
quarters at 11 EAST 52nd STREET in New York.

Make it a point to drop in and see us...
anytime. . .for business. . .or. even a social call
(business always preferred. .but we are socially
inclined)
.

ON TARGET

With warmest personal regards, we are

Svan when

Most cordially yours,

drop

Ray Q%mn
General Manager

it

skill

sistently

.

ica's finest

. .

basket by

itself.

down I
It

tokes

and experience to wore conwhich

Is

why

so

many

of Amer-

radio stations have chosen

and Company

Weed

to represent them.

WEED

We have some great shows, live and tranP.S.
scribed, and of course radio's greatest transcribed half -hour show, "HOLLYWOOD'S OPEN HOUSE"
*a variety program featuring the greatest names
in all of show business.
R*

looks easy, the boll

into the

energy,

RADIO STATION
REPRESENTATIVES

6.

NIW YORK BOSTON 'CHICAGO • KTROIT -SAN FRAWBCO'ATMNTA-HCUYWOW
•

)
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St Lits 13

Tele.Prod. Chief

Sponsors in iWk
'

by the

St.

FOR HOME GAMES

Louis Post-Dis-

is

18.

television outlet,
setting up a department-

WBKB,

&

duction manager, will as originally
planned remain general manager of
KTLA and Coast director for Television Productions, Inc., Par subsidiary. Assistants will handle detailed
phases of programming, etc.
and one, the Hyde Park Brewing
New program head is expected to
Co., is continuing to bankroll a
be chosen by Landsberg this month.
sports program.
Under him the following persons
addition
initial
13
in
to
Hyde
The
are the Union Electric Co. of will function in capacities named:

says several prospective sponsors
are currently mulling the idea of
taking on "baseball and contracts
should be signed before the first ball
is

tossed.

,

Larsen, lighting; James Cassin, chief
cameraman; George Marshall, stage
manager; Frank Faylen, comedy
programs, and Fred Ashley, assisPark
Bob
Bright, art director; Gordon tant engineer at headquarters.
Co'.,
Shell
OH
Bulova
and
Missouri
Wright, program research, docu- James Duncan, engineer, will be in
watches,
Botany,
ties;
MonElgin
mantaries and civic programs; Ice- charge of transmitter site atop Mt.
santo Chemical Co., Bemis Bag Co.,
land Mullen, films; Richard DeMille, Wilson.
Trimfoot and Rythm Step (shoes),
news; Ray jjoore, overall engineerKeith Hetherington, now chief anSt. Louis Independent and American
ing supervisor; Charles Theodore, nouncer, is being groomed for sellPacking Co., both meat processors; latter's assistant
and in charge of ing and may, in addition to gabber
the Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad remote pickups;
Dick Laine, variety duties, assume sales manager's post.
Co., and Coca Cola.
programs; Edward Resnick,
Bill Welch and Jack Latham are
KSD execs believe thafr when ties and photographic effects proper(super- assistant announcers, specialising in
more tele sets are installed in home visor of all cameramen); Robert sports coverage.
the bankrollers will again return
clamoring for the opportunity to
sponsor programs. It is reported in
local radio circles that the TE setup
at KSD cost approximately $225,000
and the overhead expenses will be
increased by the addition of camera

—

'

S3

Answer

b Knotty Tele Antenna Problem

gets

WBKB

(Pulitzer) became the first
local station and the first newspaperowned station in the U, S. to begin
programs. Total of 13
televised
sponsors jumped at the, opportunity
to bankroll 51 .Edison Week shows

patch

N. Y. Landlords Gel Partial

Chicago, Feb. 18.
Full scale telecasting of baseball

under way in Chicago with
Balaban
Katz outlet, set
to televise all home games of Chialized
organization
under Klaus cago" Cubs this season. First of 77
Landsberg, director, in preparation games will be available to telefor expanded commercial operation. viewers on April 19.
William C. Eddy,
topper,
Latter, now on the hunt for a proHollywood, Feb.

Paramount's

KTLA,

week when KSD-TV, owned and

last

WIS PACTS CUBS

e uperanoD

St. Louis, Feb. 18.
Radio time buyers in. St. Louis
grabbed the promotion opportunity

'-operated

TELEVISION
New
As KTLA

Landsberg Seeks

Problem of television antenna in- caused by the aerial and its installastallation in metropolitan apartment tion.
Those landlords banning tele aeribuildings, which erupted in the N. Y.
als, led by the Wood, Dolson real
press last week with the revelation
estate firm, have objected to installathat tenants in more than 100 N. Y. tions as individual requests were
buildings had been denied tele sets made on the grounds that erection
by their landlords, found a partial of a separate antenna for each of
100 or so apartments in a building
answer this week in the provisions would
create a serious firfe hazard
of several landlords.
Latter, in an
and would make the roof look like
effort to solve the problem until such
a pincushion.
Objections were detime as a master antenna system is
cried by the Television Broadcasters
declared feasible, have permitted the
Assn. as being "invalid in most reinstallation of antennas but only unspects, due to a lack of understandder certain stipulations.

ing of the situation."

In letters to tenants applying for
permission to erect aerials, the landstipulated that the tenants
must agree to remove the antennas
at their own expense at the termination of their lease; remove them'
at any time during the term of the
lease within 10 days of the date requested by the landlord and that the
tenants must be responsible for and
be ready to repair any damage

lords

TBA
its

devoted a special session of

affiliate

membership committee

last week to the problem,
with Ernest A. Marx, general manager of DuMont's tele receiver division, designated to organize the affiliate
members so that all such
problems in the future could be
speedily met. In a special statement

meeting

(Continued on page 34)

men, talent and props when drama,
televised.

etc., is

Telesliows
Continued from page 28

Caught

tory.

between

two

such

vociferous speakers, all Schusehnigg
could do, with his faulty English,
was sit and squirm in discomfort.

Tieup between non-affiliated raand television interests opens
up wide fields of new video programming possibilities and it's to be
hoped the tele broadcasters make
the most of it.
stal.
dio

TILL DEATH" DO

TJS

PART

With Naomi Campbell, Stiano Braggiotti, Marga Ann Deighton
Producer-director: Phil Booth
80 mlns., Thurs., 9 p.m.
Sustaining
WCBS-TV, N. Y.
It's been said before that television is the perfect medium for a
near-forgotten literary art, the oneaC
I
tbis Thursday drama
1

-

,

V^W
WCBS-TV

Blot
to

£.,

a

opened

its

facilities

one-act murder story tfrat
as excellent video program

i

emerged
fare.

As a story, "Till Death Do Us
Part was not particularly good, offering little in the way of suspense
and suffering under a burden of
dramatic cliches. As a production,
however, the show was polished and

well done. Acting by the principals
was convincing insofar as the story
limitations allowed and the single
set by Jlm McNaughton was
perfectly planned.
Plot was unoriginal in its fundamentals, limning the story of a husband driven into a psychotic state
y Jea!°.usy of his younger wife and
a youthful doctor-friend. His mind
twisted, he plots the death of
both
by pretending to poison both himself and his wife after knocking
the
doctor qut and tieing him in the
closet. He .plans to have
his wife
run from the house and die on the
road and then to burn everything
down with the doc inside and leave.
Things become mixed up but turn
•»« alright in a contrived ending.

Whatever sympathy was built for
by obvious false accusations of infidelity, was quickly lost
in the end when she took a switch
the wife

and embraced the doctor over the
body of her former mate. Direction
of the program was okay, if un-

Tomnw

original.

It's

is

Cleveland, Feb. 18.
»
This City's first television station
expected to be in operation by

late

summer

WEWS,

or

early

fall

a

BIG package ... big enough to hold

listeners to a radio

•Cleveland's First Tele

when

operated by Scripps-Howard

Radio

Inc., opens.
Station will occupy 35,000 square
feet on two floors on East 13th

between Chester and Euclid
Construction gets under
avenues.
way this week. »

program

680,000 pieces of mail

. .

.written

by

in the short space of four-and-a-half months.

Sweet stuff for a sponsor.

The Package

is

BIG enough

Heart's Desire, heard

to hold the radio

program

itself...

Mondays through Fridays from 3:00

As the name suggests, the show

is

the magic door through

to 3:30 p.m.

which

street

We do not need

OXFORD IN SWITCH TO KFI
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Ronald Oxford will assume.jcharge
KFI's
executive

ducer at
switch

activities

television

of

producer

NBC

to

the

shortly.
resigns March

networks

as

Pro1

NBC

producer.

•
.

need

to go into

emotion as a producer of

to underline the sponsor of Heart's Desire will

for a real selling job. (Heart's Desire

organization-producer of "Queen For

is

A

sales.

Nor do we

have a vehicle

produced by the Ray Morgan
Day".

to

affiliated

station and handle video in opposition to net.
for five
On the Coast for
months, after coming from New
York television staff, he was ostensi-

bly^ 'radio

participants attain their heart's desire.

And so — to a sponsor with a definite heart's desire— on Valentine and every
other day- Mutual offers this BIG package. Why not get the full story?

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM, 1440 Broadway, NewYork 18, N.Y.

-2"

$

Veiaegdsy,

S4
SMILE TIME

That day last fall when Harry
Wismer grabbed Red Grange by

Undid Rcvibws
Continued from p»se 32

emcee job with

a clipped

;

to cover the activities of
the state legislature. Jerry Hallas,
vet newspaperman and press secretary to Democratic and Republican

and twangy reporter

,'
humor.
Show, which is carried network,
will have heavy appeal for hillbilly
But, as always, one governors, is handling the statehouse
music fans.
man'* music is another man's caco- chore for the station.
In addition to his coverage assignphony.
ments, on Friday nights he wraps
up the weekly activities of the
.

JERKY SCOTT
With Robert

Hutsell's

Orch

15 Mins.; Mon,-thru-FrL, 1:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WHAS, Louisville
This is more than the usual 15minute stanza of baritone vocals, as
it follows a pattern of using a variety of tunes, old and new, blending smoothly from voice to orchestra, with Jerry Scott introing his
numbers in a friendly manner. Guy
has a mellow pair of pipes, and has
attracted a loyal following among
daytime listeners in this area.
* His opening and
closing themes,

solons. He presents his material in
straight matter-of-fact fashion, utilizing his background in bringing to
the layman the important doings of
the legislators in an interpretative
manner. It's a more than adequate
bit and both informative and interesting, with Hallas doing an excellent job of keeping a 15-minute gab
show from falling into a dull rut.

Eck.

SATURDAY SALUTE
With Tod Branson, John Saunders,
Rosatte Herman, Jo Cody; Bill
Carlson, announcer

Were the Only Boy" and "The Writer-Director: Branson
Song Is You," are appropriate. Producer: Howard Malcolm
Musical content/ with a romantic IS Mins.; Sat., 12 neon

was simple

enough. Wismer followed the
ball but whenever there was a
time-out Grange stepped in to
explain exactly what was going
on down on the field. And
Grange knew. That was the key
which made it swell listening.
Hence, Wismer's solution to the
problem of football broadcastone announcer to follow
ing
the ball, backed by another to
define the merit of play and
point out the important plays
and players as the game prog-

.

—

It makes sense because no one
announcer can follow the ball,

Sustaining

WTOD,

Toledo
Combination musical and news
show, this program has evolved an
effective format for jelling the two

ways" and "I'll See You in My
Robert Hutsell's orch
Dreams."
showed rich instrumentation in disparate elements.
Program is
"Our Waltz" and "Smoke Dreams," based on a weekly salute to a w.k.
with the string section prominent, orch leader with spot and feature
Altogether, a pleasant 15 minutes of news used as verbal filler between
well-blended vocal and instrumental the band numbers,
Spot news Is
music to suit a wide range Of lis- punched over in headline fashion
Hold.
tener tastes.
for two-minute periods with local
color stories and sidelights presented

REPORT ON CONNECTICUT LEG-

formula

resses.

"If I

musical tinting for Valentine's Day,
included "Gal in Calico." "You Are
Always in My Heart," "This Is Al-

Sustaining'

the hand and taxied to the Polo
Grounds, for the playoff between
the Giants and Bears, may,
should, and could become significant as regards football broadcasting. Anyway, it certainly was.^
the best game ABC's sports an;
nouncer called during the season.

The

dramatized vignettes.
On reviewed session (1), Blue
ISLATURE
Barron was chosen for showcasing
With Jerry Hallas
in two numbers with one news fea15 mins., Fri., 11:15 p.m.
turette dramatizing how a couple of
Sustaining
juvenile* delinquents caused a train
WTIC, Hartford
Of the 15 radio stations in Con- wreck. Show has snappy pace with
necticut, WTIC is the only one that news and music alternately timed
has seen fit to assign a permanent for maximum interest.
as partially

KHJ, Los Angeles
and Wendell Noble and rapid-fire
delivery by former account for a
well-turned quarter-hour session of

comedy. Allen
in the
brittle

»»»»»»

t»»»»«««*-»

"Time of Your Life" was the Sunday (16) program for U. S. Steel's
weekly one-hour ABC broadcast,
Theatre Guild, which originally produced the Pulitzer prize winner,
,

.

with what announcers
think is the necessity of introducing celebrities between the
halves—invariably a stage wait.

away

It there's something to do for
on the field it's a
cinch there's also enough going
on to make two men at the mike
not only desirable but necessary. Grange not only made it
easier for the listener but lifted
much of the game pressure from
Wismer, thereby permitting him
to do a better job. Wismer, incidentally, had the right dope,
too, in announcing the National
Open golf championship at Baltusrol last summer. In that one
he had former National Open
champ Johnny Farrell- as his
sidekick, and it will be a similar
twosome again this year.

five officials

lead in the current film "That Way
With Women," .played Joe, the
screwy fellow with plenty of coin,
the part having been originated by
Eddie Dowling when the play was
produced nearly eight years ago.
The two supporting leads were

squeeze a little.
wasn't long after this Wis-

mer-Grange incident that Red
Barber innocently emphasized
the idea on his nightly quarter
hour. It was that evening he
had Jock Sutherland as his
guest. The session was a standbecause when Sutherland
football, brother, you're
row center. And if Sutherland ever wants to change his
location on a football field he'd
be welcome over the air for he
has an excellent radio voice.
So you there, Harry and Bed.
Boys, do us something!
out

talks
first

The

gives

first

WW

J,

NBC In Detroit,
The other
If.

at peacetime highs, Detroit

is

issued after the meet,
"Until

first

suitable

radio station in the nation.

systems

capable

numbers

of receivers are fully

de-

present situation to the early
days of radio and noted that the ra-

had licked the problem.
"Surely the television industry will

dio industry

Basic

NBC AHiliafr
FM Station WENA

lotovision Station

WWW

950 KILOCYCLES

$000 WATTS

meet
ly,"

this problem

.

.

.

Owmd

and

and commentaries for Wultex (Ion*
sponsor of such a program).
Singiser

is

following the style he
thrice-weeklv

employed on a

last

evening block for an oil company
over MBS. It constitutes listenable
not extraordinary radio fare
There is perhaps a little more color'
judging from the second shot. However, the commentary angle seems
to be less stressed than 'was the case
in the group of broadcasts which
Prof. Sotundo, of Union College,
if

recently finished for the clothiers.
New spokesman started with a
news flash on a catastrophic fire in
Berlin, swung into a discussion of
Thomas A. Edison's 100th birthday
and ended With a tribute to the
U. S. Weather Service, celebrating
its 77th anniversary.
Jaco,

FORUM

With Tret Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Nor.
man S. Livingston,. Hugh M. Seville; Thomas N. Tarleau, moderator
30 Mins.; Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, N. Y.
Discussion of radio's future on this
forum last Tuesday (11) was a perfect model on how to turn a hot
potato into a stale, luke-warm pattycake. Moderator of the show, which
is aired under the auspices of the
Commerce and Industry Assn. of
N. Y., put a tight lid on controversy
and channelized all comment into a
musty blind alley.
With Prof. Lazarsfeld, of Columbia Univ., pitted against Norman S.
Livingston,
commercial opera,

handled by young legiters, Mary Anderson as Kitty and John Lund as
"

Tom.
Elaine Malbin,

future

in

facsimile,

FM. and

tele-

vision.
In the last five minutes,
Lazarsfeld tried to kindle some interest through launching an attack
on commercial radio's failure to
satisfy the listening needs of a large
and growing critical minority. But
the clock conspired with the moderator, and the prof.'s comment's were
lost in the slgnoff shuffle.
Herm,

who has

joined the
NBC "Serenade to America" show,
provides a highly cultivated pair of
pipes to a pleasantly rounded out
musical session which includes Jack
Kilty and the Milton Katim orch.
While a program fo this type should
have more than its allotted quarterhour in order to give the varied
participants a better chance to display their talents. Miss Malbih made
a deep impress when caught Friday
(14),

with

voice

is full,

her single aria.
Her
has nice resonance and

sole fault seems to be phrasing that
doesn't match the rest of her equip-

ment.
Peter Brunswick, RAF flyer and
British radio producer-writer, who
has put on programs in Cairo and
for the Palestine Broadcasting System, guested with the McCrarys on
"Hi Jinx." In fine mike voice he
pointed out the difference between

•if,-

tOV CLAVTOM

OMITKU BEXAM. OHIO CO.'
BVfMtoy—CBS—»X& p.m„ KST

.
M-n-M—
"This Time

"It

Happened

lor Kwps"
to BraokljrB"

Hebrew and Yiddish; the fact that
"Norman Corwin's scripts are read
like the Scriptures," in Palestine: the

Hebrew

versions of 'The Eternal
(NBC) programs are avidly
received; the need for more of the
American program idea in radio
abroad; the new respect for U; S.
commercial radio and what it does for
the advancement of the business; the
reaction to V. S. films in Palestine;
the three Hebrew legit theatres, etc.
All of it made for fine listening and
brings up the point anew that "it's
a pity so much good stuff is wasted
in the morning."

Light"

he said.

Opwafd by THE DETROIT NEWS

and meet

"I£ the

need

it

is

HATE TO LEAVE
'NEW 7DRK AND MIS!
ROSALIE ALLEN'S,

PRAIRIE
STARS' ON

square-

shown,

the solution is invariably found."
Solomon Sagall, prexy of Telicon
Corp, meanwhile, reiterated his
firm's "intra-video" system was the

answer to the problem and led a
concerted drive to have it accepted
by the TBA and the tele industry.
Sagall revealed that several large
real estate firms had accepted the
intra-video

FIRST IN DETROIT

graduating from Brcwn, has begun
a series of Sunday news roundims

prexy

the

Associate

WGY

multiple antenna
of serving large

veloped and field tested, it would
appear unfair to tenants of apartments and other multiple dwellings
to be dprived Of a television service,
if they desire one."
Poppele likened

your product story to the wealth
of stars attracting a host of listeners

WWJ,

TBA

A

Jack T. Poppele declared:

indeed a market

of wealth. For highly profitable promotion,
of your product in Detroit, hitch

to

Y. Antennas

Continued from page 33

power. With capacity-production of
new cars indicated for years to come,
and with employment and bank accounts

SeheneoisSty
voice familiar to longtime
back on the wavelenath
of the General Electric-owned station.
Singiser, who started as an
announcer here 15 years ago after

making the presentation. The show
seemed"somewhat pedSstrian and it
was difficult to imagine William
Saroyan's locale, that of a San Francisco waterfront saloon. Nor did the
habitues of Nick's joint seem anywhere near as interesting as in the
There were
presentation.
stage
WOR
some audience laughs and the pro- tions manager, and Hugh M. Beville,
gram from studio angle (Vanderbilt NBC director of research, there was
theatre, N. Y.) 'was doubtless more enough
well-informed opinion on
effective than it seemed to listeners. both sides to debate intelligently the
The commercials seemed boresome serious question of radio's social rebut the orchestra contribution was sponsibilities.
What was projected
up to standard. Dane Clark, male instead was a flat recital of radio's

ters," well, •Just

gives that audience its vast purchasing

19, 1947

WOY,

BUSINESS

follow-ip Comment::

reach for "color" as that ingredient would be inherent in
the backer-up's description of
the pattern of play. And if the
booth is crowded with "spot-

vast listening audience.

a creditable gabber

Henry Morgan fashion with a
sense of humor that favors

the rapier wit over the howitzer gag.
Show is marred, however, by occasional bromides and a transparent
stretching for laughs that go over
only with the studio claque. Dismissal of the latter will go far to
heighten the effect of spontaneity.
On the session reviewed, show featured a rather sharp satire on the
film industry which is somewhat
unusual considering that program
originated in sensitive heart of filmdom itself. Allen traced history of
industry in a kaleidoscopic
film
treatment accented by stray nonsequiturs and up-ending sound effect
climaxes. Gags managed to sustain
an adult level throughout except for
the couple of tasteless misfires.

Not much doubt that a pair of
announcers is the answer to improved football games via radio.'
It wouldn't even be necessary to

its

is

Wdbtwary

frank smm&m
IS minis., gum,. 1 p.m.
WULTEX CLOTHES
listeners is

Clever scripting by Steve Allen

give you the carrier, tackier,
blockers, yardage, penalties and
the
all
besides
substitutions
other things anyone familiar
with football wants to know. So
the regular announcer's backerup, in this instance Grange, made
Don't overlook,
it a pleasure.
too, that with two men doing a
game it provides a vocal change
of pace to overcome the monotony of the same voice for two
hours and a half. It also does

It

SHOW ,,„„.,
M»Ms

With Steve Allen, Westell
Serlpters: Allen, Nohle
Producer: Elbert Walker

In Re: Gridcasto

system

for

installation

and declared there was "no doubt
whatsoever" that his company could
antenna systems in
any section of N. Y.
I
install

efficient

RALPH N. WEIL, General Manager

JOHN

E.

PEARSON

CO., Nai

l

R»P-

»

.
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ASCAPE
Band-Buyers

Insisting

on Protective

UKELYTG

Clauses in Bookings Due to Repeated

FOB

Rumors of Many Orch Folderoos
'

Diskbox Tax

Bill Slipped

agreement In meeting yesterday
(Tuesday), the Society's board appointed a committee to deal with
radio biggies with a view toward
Montana's 30th legislature has hop- ironing out all aspects of a new conpered a House Bill licensing juke tract. This committee consists of:
boxes.
Clark explained to Butte John O'Connor, Gus Schirmer, Lester
constituents that purpose of tax was Santly, publishers; Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, Otto
Harbach, Fred A.
to raise hard-to-get
Helena, Mont., Feb.

8.

to

Man

Disking

In Royally Ttf

What may have contributed to the
Spivak rumor is that he's going to
take a three-week vacation beginning March

10.

ords, last week cancelled all contractual holds he had on the cast of
"Finian's Rainbow" to perform the

score of the

rent agreement was allowed to renew itself automatically, it's felt by
ASCAP men that the nine-year term

Broadway musical for a would go far beyond the point where
Kapp released the television will come ihto general use,
(all except Ella Logan)
and they want the issue cleared well

Decca album.
contractees

when it looked as if his hold on before 1849.
them, 'plus his impasse with the proSo far, however, ASCAP men
ducers of the show for rights to the themselves are not too sure of where
music, would lead to a legal battle. they stand regarding television. They
Under the circumstances, Lee Sabin- have been designated the bargaining
son and William Katzell, the pro- agency for music rights in the new
ducers, couldn't have approached field by more than 80% of ASCAP's
another 'disk manufacturer to make publisher-members, but there are isthe album.
sues to be settled among themselves
Kapp has washed his hands com- as to how the licensing of material for
Despite the Xise of release dates by pletely of the "Finian" deal.
He the new medium is to be conducted.
publishers for new pop songs sub- feels that the producers'
demand for Such questions as to whether telemitted to disk manufacturers, there a 5c royalty on each album
was out vision usages will be "small rights"
has been little or no lessening of of line. Kapp has never
paid a pro- or "grand rights," or a combination
wrangling launched because various ducer royalty
a
for show music, pay- of both, haven't yet been settled.
diskers jump the gun on tunes. Due ing
casts' flat scale and giving only
to the fact' that some publishers still
important principals a royalty deal.
are not labelling tunes with release
He feels they weren't entitled to
dates, or, if they are, are not enit.
In this case, Lyn Murray, who
forcing them, almost every week
arranged the music for the show,
there is some sort of argument
also wanted a royalty arrangement
It all has led Manie Sacks, Columjust

Snarls Pie Up

On Bisk Releases

Berlin's Decca,

his orchestrating would be
bia record artists and repertoire since
head, to demand in the future that vital to an album purporting to coneverything about tunes and their re- sist of accurate reproductions of the
lease dates told him by publishers music as done in the show.
Sabinson is now negotiating with
who are not fussy about such things,
be put in writing. Then he can't be Columbia Records for the marketing
of an album.
hornswoggled.
Sacks' burn stems from being
scorched three times in the past few
weeks. First came when Majestic Ptiiibir. Joins
put out an Eddy Howard recording
of "I Want to Thank Your Folks"
to
In
(Oxford Music). Both he and Frank
Sinatra figured they'd be first out
Artist Relations
with it, but Majestic beat them by a
Jack Philbin, manager of Les Elcouple of weeks. Next Sacks found
a Sammy Kaye recording of "Speak- garfs orchestra and singer Marion
ing of Angels" (Santly-Joy) on Hutton (Mrs. Philbin), among othRCA-Victor by Tex Beneke, beating ers, joined the General Artists
his own by a long stretch.
Then agency Monday (17) in charge of
came a Kaye recording of "Midnight artists relations. It will be Philbin's
Masquerade"
(Shapiro-Bernstein), job, firstly, to keep GAC artists
which his label's Fr ankle Carle "happy," and thereafter to concern
himself with developing talent and
hasn't even cut yet.
Publishers involved in such tussles selling, all of which is figured to
feel that they are not at fault since remove some of the load from presineither tune will be "worked on' dent Thomas G. Rockwell and Art
until a couple of months from now Weems, head of the New York ofand the companies which put their fice.
GAC brought in Philbin to handle
versions out early have little to gain,
nor has Sacks much to lose. Tunes artists relations because it felt that
in most cases still need that plugging at the moment there is considerable
to put 'em up front, except in cases bad feeling toward major agencies
where a tune catches on of its own by artists. This theory is not new;
«ccord. Then the company late or Music Corp. of America recognized
it a couple years ago when it offered
beaten with a disking is hurt.
Mike Nidorf a high-salaried spot to
accomplish the same purposes. This
was right after Nidorf had severed
'

GAC

Move

....

Cement

ASCAP Records

Chicago, Feb. 18.
Kilroy missed one spot in all
"Open the Door,

nomination as candidate for a posi-

too well.
comes from the
it all

police department.
Patrol wagon drivers have
been busy for the past several
weeks erasing from the back entrances of the Black Maria the
title words of "Richard" which
youngsters have been scribbling.

Local 41 in

ing yesterday afternoon

Jam

With AFM on 100G

Tax Odinpencj

JAMB FORAY EM
NOW MARCH MAYBE
Harry James, who has been

re-

vising his plans for an eastern jaunt
often enough to keep Music Corp.
of America in a dither, now may
pack up his band and bring it east

AFM

Cress Courtney

Disk RhraJry si Song

Crept Up §i

tmk

For Skore ail Russell

-

professional reputation.
First letter was seat to various

on

the

amicably.
It

the origin of the communiques, but
isn't discussing it

seems both Dinah Shore and at the moment

Andy

now on

show,
have recorded "Anniversary Song"
for

Russell,

the

Columbia and Capitol, respecNaturally, they both want

tively.

to

perform the tune

to

CHARLESTON WANTS

TO BECOME FAMOUS

D«ms

•

Poison-Penned

Cress Courtney, head of the William Morris agency band department under general supervisor Nat
Kalcheim, is the victim of a pair of
poison-pen letters circulated throughout the
industry
in
the
east
during the past week. He and the
agency are preparing to go to the-.
District Attorney's efilce in New
York.
Both letters impugn Courtney's

artists; the second
to James C.
Petrillo, president ef the American
Lucky Strike "Hit Parade" last Federation of Musicians, outlining
'again "charges" levelled in the fast
Saturday (15). However, this one
and requesting action.
wasn't too serious and was settled
Courtney has a suspicion about

A new kind of snarl showed up

plug their

disks, but both can't do it on the
same show, of course.
MCA can An arrangement has been made
a satisfactory series of dates. whereby they will alternate perHe would play six weeks, which formance of the tune while Miss
would get him back on the Coast in Shore fills out her four-week date
mid- June, in time for the expected on the show.
relations with GAC and prior to his
birth of Mrs. James' second baby.
hooking up with Sammy Kaye and
Mrs.
James is actress Betty Grable.
the latter's manager, Jim Peppe.
Day's
Most of James' dates figure to be
Disk*
Charleston, S. C, Chamber of Com
one-nighters, with one or two brief
mere*, through its "Charleston ChalDoris Day, vocalist who left Les
Not Jack Roijbins?
lenges" buseau, is currently sponsorlocation, stops of one-week. James Brown
last fall to do a single, will
Lionel Hampton's theme song, apparently doesn't want cafe locaing a national song contest in an atbegin
recording
for
Columbia
tempt to find a pop tune written "Robbins in Your Hair," was writ- tion work on the theory that there Records within a week or two.
ten by the vibraphonist last fall as will be more coin in one-nighters.
about Charleston.
Singer goes into the new Little Club,
Bureau is offering a $1,000 govern- a tribute to disk jockey Fred RobNew York, either next week (17)
bins.
ment bond as an award, with an adfrom the or the following week (24).
discharged
Recently
Tune is being published by Hampditional $2-00 in the offing if the song
Little Club is being backed by
Mercer Ellington, son of
selected makes the Hit Parade with- ton's own firm, Swing & Tempo, and Army,
reorganised his own band. Monte Proser, opsrator of the Copain sis months of introduction. Roy- has been waxed by his octet en Duke, has
for Sunset. catoana and fronted fey Silly Heed.
feus
tunes
Outfit
has
cut
Decca.•ttjf rights- stay with the composer,
s

him on

AFM

end of March—if

at the
line up

tossing their weight behind

a

9

Publishers, collecting over §46,«KK)
for the last quarter, which exceeds
anything Berlin ever got since he's
been in the business.

approved along with other
writer and publisher candidates.
What has caused the speculation
is
that Caesar was named as a
nominee to a position on the publishers' side of the board. Last year,
at the annual elections, he was defeated for reelection as a member of
the writer faction after having
served on the board for years as
such. Immediately after, he was appointed to the Society's appeals
board as a publisher representative.
Caesar's nomination, it is believed
by certain publishers, virtually assures his election. They see the publisher half of the 24-man board

the theory that he wouldn't have accepted the nomination without asHollywood, Feb. 18.
surance of election. What makes
severe reprimand from them doubly
certain is his inclusion
American Federation of Musicians' as a candidate with such names as
prexy James C. Petrillo, Local 47 W. C. Handy, Bob Miller
(pub, not
here has put into effect a complete MPCE bead) and Frank Connor,
list of new rules regarding collecstandard rep.
tion of taxes from film studio muThey see also in Caesar's nominasicians. Regularly Vk% of salaries tion that the governing
faction of
constitute a tax, 1% of which goes publishers, whose combined weight
head- of votes under- the weighted ballot
to Local here and rest to
quarters. Petrillo hit the ceiling re- system, can make *r break a candicently when it was discovered that date, is out after the scalp of one
Local 4? had been delinquent in col- of their number. Those coming up
lecting taxes and that a total of for reelection among the publishers
nearly $190,000 was involved.
are Jack Bregman, Lester Santly
This delinquency is a serious of- and Abe Olman.
fense, for according to constitution
Writers up for reelection, but
of the
a local can have its whose opponents haven't yet been
charter revoked on such grounds. named, include; Stanley Adams, Otto
While obviously nothing of the sort Harbach and Edgar Leslie, for three
will eventuate, union execs here years, as pop writers; Deems Taylor,
were on the carpet for a number of standard writer, 4lso for three years;
days. No one has .been precisely and Oscar Hammeistein 2d for two
blamed for the negligence, since the years.
local's tax collector for many years,
the late Eddie Gergen, died last
autumn. Ray Huffine, who replaced,
has been in office only a short time.
Measures are being taken, however, to collect long-owed taxes and,
meanwhile the new and considerably tightened tax-collecting rules

After

sic Co.

The Berlin firm also got its, top
quarterly statement from the American Society of Composers, Authors &

(Tuesday)

and

Evidence of what a parlay like have been made effective imme'Blue Skies" (film) and "Annie Get diately. These, in brief, call for
Your Gun" (Broadway musicaD musicians under contract at studios
to pay monthly, casuals within two
can do for a publishing house is the
weeks, and if this deadline is not
double record established by Irving met the negligence
will be punished
Berlin as a publisher— not as a
by suspension from union.
songsmith. Decca paid its top quarterly royalty to any single firm when
in
$-63,03)0
it accounted for over
mechanical royalties to Berlin Mu-

a Yr. Aft

considerable speculation

tion on the director board of the
American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers. His name
was submitted to the board in meet-

his travels but

Latest

is

among the few major publishers
who are aware of Irving Caesar's

'Richard'

Richard" covered
complaint

on ASCAP

Surprise;' (listed
There

More

Into Montana Legislature

Elmer Clark, Butte delegate

Deeca Cancels

read as long as the Revolutionary

B'da

new

revenue in MonHiert, Edgar Leslie, Deems Taylor,
bands such as Charlie Spivak, Gene. tana, and to help better condition writers.
Krupa, Jimmy Dorsey and many of musicians.
As it stands, the current ASCAP
Legislator is member of Butte
others.
contract with radio is automatically
Musicians Union.
tl. of Minnesota is one of those
renewable at the end of 1949— if
worried about such rumors. ComASCAP doesn't ask for an increase.
mittee which bought Spivak last
The option is for nine years. Howweek for a prom on March 7 insisted
ever, if the Society does want more
on tile insertion of a clause demandcoin, the option is automatically caning the original Spivak orchestra or
celled, and if the two parties cannot
the deal would be off. It calls for
get together the case must go to
Spivak's ''regular band ... no subarbitration. A repetition of the 1939
stitutes."
music strike cannot occur.
With such additions as the above,
However, it's extremely unlikely
plus others, like one demanding, that
that ASCAP will want more revenue
a band perform a certain number of
from radio. What will be discussed
dance tunes to every jump arrangeby the committee with radio men is
ment, bookers feel that eventually
several so-called "side-issues." Chief
Jack Kapp, president of Decca Reccontracts for one-night dates will
among these is television. If the curBill of Rights.

Publishers' Candidate

IRE MONEY

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers apparently
try expires in 1949 to negotiate a

Is

Irving Caesars Nomination

does not intend to wait until its current contract with the radio indus-

There have been so many rumors-f
lately 'predicting the demise of vari©us top bands that buyers, par^
ticularly college committees that deal
with agencies, are insisting on protective clauses in contracts. BreakUp of such outfits as Tommy Dorsey
and Woody Herman, and the frequent publication of reduced operating costs by some leaders, plus poor
biz reports, apparently are responsible for the breakup rumors about

ASK

CoL

AFM SCALE AVOIDED
BY ONE-MAN BAND
Pennsylvania hotel, New York,
uniquely has avoided the

rather

American Federation of Musicians'
recently

boosted

minimum

scales.

On Monday (17) it hired a one-man
band to work in its cocktail lounge
between 8 and 7 pan. and in the
Cafe Rouge, the name band room,
during intermission—% to 10 p.m.
One-man combination is Lee

.

Keener, whn plays banjo, drums,
maracas and several gadgets which
he himself invented. He takes th«
place of a piano player, actually, «o
therc's no slap at the AFM.
Keener last year was featured as
the sole

musk

at

a daneehaU

in

a

mountain resort net to* far from
Hollywood. He promoted weekly
hops himself and is said t© hav«

done wefl.«t

tb*fe.»*

'

.
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e

—

"
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British Best Sheet Sellers

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By George

Frazier

something more than merely cpurse, exceptions, and, offhand, we
Coma wilful and persistent nostalgia can name, beside Kapp, the
its Julia
that makes us shudder at the current modore label; Capitol, with
Apollo, which occasionally
State of recorded jazz. Nostalgic we Lees;
fine; and
are, and with bells on, but our im- comes up with something
patience with this particular aspect one or two others. We don't have
like Blue
of the present is compounded of much sympathy for firms
more than a misty-eyed yearning Note, which gets pretty precious,
It is

for the years

when Armstrong was and

on Okeh, Nichols on Brunswick, and
Pollack on Victor. In those years,
recorded jazz had spontaneity and,
if you will, ingenuousness as well.
But now the innocence has departed and in its place is a horrible

which

Circle,

antiquated in

>

Wax

Sing" Overture-

I

Facts

—

"Bong Kong Blues"— Hoagy
Carmichael (Decca).
"The House Detective Registers'—Alec Wilder (Columbia).
"That's Him"—Mary Martin
(Decca).

Program 2
half-hour

(For a
dancing.)
"I

Married

LeMar

solid

An Angel"—Eddie

(Capitol).

Goes"—Eddie

"Anything

Mar

of

Le

(Capitol).

"She Didn't Say Yes'V-Eddie

LeMar

.

(Capitol).

"You're a Builder Upper"

Eddie LeMar (Capitol).
"You Do Something to Me"—
Eddie LeMar (Capitol),
"I Guess I'll Have to Change
My Plan"—Eddie LeMar (Capitol).

and

"Fine

LeMar
H -wWTi r~

Dandy"

Cool, calm,

surprised

— Eddie

(Capitol),
.il

...I

»

1.

-.

Fiiini

time to time, pleasant and, on the
whole, completely satisfactory interludes, but, in the main, the proceedings are downright sickening.
Anyone Who' buys them should
consult the nearest analyst without
further delay, "Jazz at the Philharmonic" U junk and it is astonishing
that Disc should waste its energies
on it. (Disc, by the way, put out
what seems to us the best children's
ever
Woody
album
released
Guthrie's "Songs to Grow On.")

—

A

few weeks ago we mentioned a
RCA-Victor album called "New

We

52nd

Street Jazz."
especially excited by

wanted time
.

*?

to hear

but'
again.

it,

it

weren't

we

We

had a chance to do so this week. If
anything, it's worse than we suggested. What bothers us, however,
is not the unexciting music.
The
album was supervised by Leonard
Feather, who also does criticism.
In itself, this is suspicious, but we'll
yield on the point and allow it was
ethical for Feather to have taken
the assignment. What gets under
Our skin is that Feather should
have chosen a composition of his
own for inclusion in the album. If
the tune—a blues called "Low
Flame"-f had any merit, there might
be a reason why it was picked. It
hasn't, however.
Feather presents a problem that
only the record companies can solve.

and
is

.

collected.

how much

song. This'

this

to

.

(4)

,

. , ,

Sonata (7) (Oxford)

6.

Old Lamplighter

Freddy Martin
Kay Kyser
Perry

,

Huggin' and Chalkin'

8.

Oh, But

9.

Gal in Calico (10) (Remick)

I

Do

(5)

(7)

.

.

Victor

Columbia

Como

All

Hoagy Carmichael
Decca
Harry James
Columbia

(Remick)

Margaret Whiting... Capitol

Tex Beneke

Victor

Bing -Crosby
Dinah Shore

Sooner or Later (1) (Santly-Joy)

Decca

Columbia

Sammy Kaye

Victor

Kyser
JKr.y
Connee Boswell.

Old Buttermilk (Burke- VH)

I'll

Out

j

...

Capitol

Records,

Sammy Kaye

which recently
head-

installed Charlie Craig in its
here as strictly a

disk
jockey contact and promotionist,
shortly will spot men in Chicago,

and

in

one southern

Eyes (Maurice)

..Victor
.Capitol

..

Johnny Mercer,
(Dinah Shore

.

.

.

.Columbia

(Mildred Bailey... Majestic
{Margaret Whiting, .. Capitol
Guilty (Feist)
Johnny Desmond. ...Victor
! Perry Como
.Victor
That's Beginning of End (ABC)
King Cole Trio
.Capitol
Peggy Lee
.Capitol
Everything's Movin' Too Fast (Capitol)....
.

.

18.

quarters

New York

My

Close

—

.Columbia
Decca

.

T§ Woo Disk Joi
Hollywood, Feb.

Decca

Columbia

(

Cap Goes

Victor

Victor

Kay Kyser

(Hudson)...;.

7.

Whit..

victor
Capitpl
victor

Carmen Cavallaro
Sammy Kaye

(Shapiro-B)

(14)

&

Charlie Spivak

(Encore)

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah (Santly-Joy)

city,

as yet unselected. Their duties sole*ly will consist of coaxing jocks in
their respective territories to air the
free platters Capitol supplies.
Move will represent even greater
servicing of jocks as a sales-promotion.
According to best available
listing here there are at present 092
jocks at work" in the U. S. currently
and for a firm to send free disks to
each costs about $300 per release for
regularly marketed shellac platters
and much more for vinylite.

(

This Is Night (Jefferson)
\

Mammy

(

Frank Sinatra

Andy

.

.

.

.

Linda (Morris)

.

Columbia

.

.

Russell

Clark-Noble

-

.

Al Jolson

(Bourne)

.

..Capitol

.

..

Decca

.Columbia

.Majestic
{ Eddy Howard
Buddy Clark
Columbia
Vaughn Monroe.,
.Victor
.

Things In Glocca Morra (Chappell)...
...........
You Can't See Sun (Simon)
I

.

. .

(Perry Como.,..,. ....Victor
(King Cole.
.
.Capitol

1

Want To Thank.Folks (Oxford),...,

.

Jan August.

Misirlou (Colonial)

.Diamond

.

Decca, Too
Hollywood, Feb.

18.

to

.

McVEA SUES McKAE
ON 'RICHARD' BILLING

Jack McVea. .Black
Count Basie
King Cole Trio

(Duchess)

Coming Up

.

"Jack
McRae," who last week
no stronger played Tomlihson Hall, an Indianapthan its weakest link. Feather is olis ballroom, billing himself in
that link.
It's surprising therefore newspaper
ads as heading "the
that Victor should go for such she- orchestra which originated 'Open
nanigans. If Feather's a composer- the Door, Richard,' direct from
pianist, let him give up criticism. If Harlem."
he's a critic, let him renounce comDamages as well as a cease-andposing-pianoing. We admit that this desist court order will be. sought,
is quite, a choice.
according to McVea, who has a clear
Just one more thing and we'll be claim to the "Richard" identification,
done with this matter., A company song and also the first to record the
called Keynote has been putting out novelty hit.
a number of allegedly hot records.
Of the ones we've heard, only one
Irving: Fields who, with AfGamse,
—Joe Thomas's "Black Butterfly"— turned out "Managua, Nicaragua,"
was anything. All of which makes has a new one, "The Goosey Gal
us feel like going steady with Jack From Tegucigalpa."
It's part of a
Kapp, who, when he puts out jazz, cycle of tunes localed in different
puts out good jazz. There are, of tropical countries.
.

Managua, Nicaragua

5.

10.

Maurice
Words of Love
Good Night, Darl'g.Macmelodies
Be With You. .Keith, Prowse
Without Penny in Pocket.. Dash
Shall Always Remember. Sterling
Whole World Singing. F. D. & H.

'

of dates and,
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Jack McVea and manager, Reg
includes his
tunes as well as picking him- Marshall, have commenced grinding
legal
self as the pianist.
gears
to
is
level a lawsuit at a
He
a poor

}

Sooner or Later
3

RAINBOW
BYRNE
TO CUT STANDARDS SOW

own

is

4.

(3)

I'll

"

.

For Sentimental Reasons (13) (Leeds)...

Sun

give great attention to platterspinners for some time, believing
that servicing of them promotes
production.
First issue Of Decca disks designed for jocks will.be forthcoming
to
Eddie
LeMar's
"Manhattan Louis Jordan rendition of "Open
Moods," a new Capitol album. Just the Door, Richard."
how strongly we feel about it may
be determined from a glance at our
Suggested Program 2. It's a honey
SIGNS
of a stint. We do quibble with one
minor matter, though: Ordinarily,
Capitol makes no excessive claims
in its publicity, but that isn't true in
Bobby Byrne has been signed by
this case. The inside cover of "Man
the new Rainbow Records, set up
hattan Moods" has some prose that recently by Harry Fromkes and
goes a little haywire. "Here,"
Herb Hendler. Byrne, however, has
says, "is music as gay as the Fifth been signatured as a soloist without
Avenue Easter Parade, as witty as his band. He will cut standards and
other special material for the new
the Maitre
at El Morocco
. ." As
witty as who? . . . Speaking of le label with a studio band consisting
danse, you better look into Freddy of a rhythm section and strings adding up to 22 men.
Martin's "Concertos for Dancing'
Rainbow also signed Marshall
album (Victor), You probably "know
most of the items, but they sound, Young, singer formerly with Arthur
Godfrey's radio program. He made
if not too exciting, pretty listenable.
And, needless to say, very danceable his first disks last week. Prior to
Young's date, Jack Lawrence and
too
There's a fine band accom
panying Red McKenzie in "Heart- Larry Clinton turned in their first
aches" (National). As for'Mckenzie, master-making sessions for the new
company.
well, the band still sounds fine

supervises a number
more often than not,

pianist.

in Night. New-World

Decca Records finally has recogone nized disk jockeys, in that plattery

He

The record business

Somewhere

You'd be

well in the nickelodeons. Reverse
"The Preacher and the Bear"—you
can skip . . , Curiously enough,
really danceable disks are extremely
rare. It is a pleasure, therefore, to
be able to give an unqualified nod

.

3.

Sun

and all. The Seeburgs better grab it will service wax-whirlers with free
quick...
air-expressed Vinylite editions of
Phil Harris is fairly amusing in
new releases. Company is the last to
"Where Does It Get You in the break down its
wall of reserve.
End?" (Victor). It should do very Other recorders have been
wont

D

Open Door, Richard

Yale

Things We Did,.. Edwin Morris
Morris
Ole' Buttermilk Sky
Wood
This Is Always

helps the

recommended

ou Coin-Machines
Dinah Shore....... ColumWo
"'g
Tex Benecke

2.

(3)

.

understandable stiffness (this was
second record date) cannot disguise Alexander's resemblance to
the Bing Crosby of the early 30's,
You're likely to be hearing from
and about, Alexander, so here are
a few facts: He was born in Baton
Rouge and sang for a while with
Floyd Ray's band. During the past
few years he played drums and bass
with so many panic bands that he
spent a good deal of his time making ends meet toy working as 1
butcher. Being a Negro, he isn't going to have an easy time of it, but
he is a sound bet for the networks
and it behooves them to investigate
him immediately. Neither face of
the current release is likely to be a
juke sensation, but they should be
interesting
to
anyone concerned
with a new talent .
Far and away
(at least for our taste) the best commercial version of "Open the Door,
Richard" to date is The Charioteers'
on Columbia. Charioteers remain

—

.Maurice

Go Home

his.

My Head"—Frank

"You Go To

.

I Call You Sweetheart. Dash
Wood
You Always Hurt
Remember. .Fcldman

Stars Will

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah

background on both sides .
Joe
Alexander's second release for Capitol brackets "Heartaches" and "If I
Had a Chance With You," Even his

Sinatra (Columbia).
Rosario
"Petos y Taconeos"
and Antonio (Decca).
Lee
"Baby's Awake Now"
Wiley (Gala).

Reasons.

(Mood)

Anniversary Song*

Second 12

.

"Of Thee

Sentimental

(ers
1.

May

downright

is

more than casual interest. One is
^elf-consciousness and a terrifying
Perry Como's "Easter Parade" (Vicurge to make history with every tor). He sings the Irving Berlin
Take, for example, the Disc
lick.
classic with feeling and care, and
Philharalbums called "Jazz at the
the result is a juke box natural, it
monic.'*
is backed by "Song of Songs," which
"Jazz at the Philharmonic" is is pleasant, but scarcely of the same
certainly one of the poorest projects proportions
"Easter
Parade."
as
ever put on disks. There are, from Lloyd Shaffer's band provides the

Russell Bennett (Sonora).

(Week-Ending Feb, 6)
London, Feb. 7.
.Dash
Old Lamplighter.
Victoria
To Each His Own
Anniversary Song ....... Connelly
Five Minutes More. .Ed. Morris
Chappell
April Showers
Chappell
Till Then
Box & Cox
Dream Again

its tastes.

This, as we have intimated, has
been a remarkably unprolific week.
There are, however, a few items of

Suggested Programs

. ..,

Rainbow

will

make no pops

for

the present. Everything recorded is
designed to avoid the quick death
that the average pop song experiences. Latter is one of the greatest
difficulties with which most indie
manufacturers have been bothered
and is primarily responsible for the
refusal of retail dealers to carry
their lines along with the fasterselling major labels which carry the
added lure of top artists.

Inside Stuff—Orchestras-Music
Frank Dailey, operator of -Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., seems to
be in a sort of a spin about sweet vs. swing music. Originally, Meadowbrook was strictly a swing spot, then Sammy Kaye was brought in before
the war and cracked a couple b.o. records for himself, doing far better
than some of his top name, swing-featuring contemporaries. Now, with
so much shouting about sweet bands, or at least melody-playing rhythm
combos, Dailey has played both Kaye and Blue Barron during the past six
months and couldn't do business with them. Randy Brooks, a leader far
less known than Barron, let alone Kaye, followed the former at Dailey's
spot, two weeks ago and business tripled until storms cut it off. As a result,
Dailey is in a bit of a quandry as to whether biz improved that much
almost over night or whether he's operating a swing or sweet music
emporium.

John G. Paine, general manager of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, and Louis Frohlich, attorney for the Society, did
not manage to discuss last week with Indiana legislators the proposed two
anti-ASGAP bills to be placed before the state's Senate. There was no
hearing on the bills at the time expected.
Their trip west, however, to try to block them was not completely in
vain; it was discussed with individuals who had some connection with the
proposed legislation. It's possible a hearing may be scheduled on the bills
later this week; if it occurs, Paine and Frohlich will go west from N. Y.
again.
Paine thereafter will continue on to Hollywood for the annual
meeting with the Coast contingent.
.

A

N. Y. Times despatch clarifies that "Lili Marlene," reportedly a Nazi
is actually of French origin. Paris publisher Philippe Pares was
cleared by a court decision of charges of having been a Nazi collaborator.
Tune became a German marching song after Pares' firm was seized by the
Nazis. With music by Norbert Schulze, a German, and lyrics by Frenchman Henri Lemarchand, song was introduced in 1940 in Paris by French
chanteuse Suzy Solidor. The Times editorially commented Saturday- (15,
that Lily was the sort of a girl back home that
would appeal to the heart
of any soldier. .. .they had earned the
right to sing about her" by their
*
conquests of North Africa and Italy.
balled,

Record companies in numbers are prepping platters of Irish tunes
to be plumped on market by St.
Patrick's Day. Against this March 17
deadline Decca is now pressing two sides of
Ould Sod airs by Judy Garland and also will re-issue Bing Crosby's
"St. Patrick's" album. Columbia
now is shipping distribs Kate Smith's "Irish Songs" album. RCA-Victor
is bringing out "Shamrock Melodies,"
a Dennis Day album, plus two slices
of Irish tenonng by John Ryan. Capitol
is known to have plans to serenade
Erin, but wont reveal fully. First
on to sales stalls is album by Tempo,
Hollywood indie, with Jimmy Nolan's "Music From the Emerald Isle"
album.

m

)1
Sh
ho does exploitation and publicity for Leeds Music,
t.^
i .?tr
:, ~
helped
You Fell
Out of a Star" to a healthy start via a Perry Como renhe tune andl a « interview with the lyricist on CBS' "We the
d 1°?
,?V ,
P
(1 6)*
lnter view between Como and Andy Tartaglione,
££ °*% T£rtaglione's collaboration
with a staff medico at the Montefiore
*°Jf
T!Fja llone crippled since infancy, penned the wordage, while
« !
! 11111
Leeds Music 80t the final plug on the program
when Como told the lad song had been accepted.

^
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>
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*

Holdover Would Balk
ms
success of the
p(^ *S? r ^.
13 "dicing
Dailey on Howard Date
Jabe1
0

^
M \J^^
'

Three Suns, who recently shifted to the
numerous combos of similar instrumental

0 I°st the Suns to RCA, is now cutting a combo titled
York, is. ^"tCTI*!
whic seems mighty close to the Suns since their
endeavoring to keep its Century «IL Tt
S
Room open a bit longer than the in- t *5! t Tw»"8 ht So»8- Columbia has the Dell Trio, now at the Melody
n
I
8
land
spot owned *>y MCA 's Johnny Dugan and Joe Galkin,
'£° 8 ?
tended mid-March closing by hold- rT,
ers
There is als6 the Gordon Trio, with Signature,
ing over Eddy Howard's orchestra. inrftfS Ivr
*?l
atl ° ther diSker
However, Howard is due for a three- and
made Up °* accordion gU
electric orgaiT'
week run at Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
March 16, and the latter apparently ChafwA'^I1 al °,ne I?,11 webTbanned rendition of "Huggin' and
last week partially relented
and permitted purely instrumental
isn't amenable at this late date to
e
from bands and fact that song has become
giving Howard up.
«
^3?*? motivated
"ft
new move. Around trade circles, however, there
Dailey and Music Corp/ of Amer™
cy "? ca bel e f *at the network
out
ica have been together on the situa» JKL
\hmh? when summarilyfinally realized it had crawled
barred the tune, only to find no
"
tion all week.
one
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M

Affl Local 47 Slaps Record

10 Best Sket Selers

File on Mgr. of Teee-Agers Band
Hollywood, Feb. 18. t
Musicians* Local 47 last week
tapped a fine totalling $20,000 on
Van Tonkins, organizer and manager

Muskraft's Financial Oiceriaiity

(Week Ending, Feb. 15)
Anniversary Song
Mood
For Sentimental Reason.Duchess
Open Door, Richard
Duchess
Managua Nicaragua
.Encore
Old Lamplighter
Shapiro-B

'

Cues EBhigton Release Request

,

MARK

band.

Teen-Agers

claimed, is
in the history of the American Federation of Musicians. Trial board of
the local, after series of hearings,
found Tonkins guilty of numerous
violations of union pay-scale, and
also tagged him for what union
judged unsatisfactory housing condiOn
tions when orchestra traveled.
each specific count the manager was
fined $590.

Some time ago a few of the members of the band squawked to the
unjon, and their 'under-pay claims
were said to aggregate $3,100. Called
upon carpet, Tonkins offered to pay
Union refused to
off half that sum.
make such a deal, and then opened
full investigation of band's activities
since first it was grouped. At one of
the hearings Tonkins, long a musician and at one time a batoneer here,
tossed his membership card on table
and said he was quitting the AFM.
Trial boardsmen, however, ruled that
he could not resign, according to
by-laws.
Consequently he
stood full trial, and now, it has been
indicated by union execs, he probably will be expelled.
_

AFM

'

LEFF QUIZZED

ON ARA DISK ASSETS

This,
it's
fine ever assessed
. largest

of

Hollywood, Feb.

Mark
disk

My

Oh, But

Do

MPPA

Feist

I

Eyes

Duke

Witmark

Gal

in Calico
Remick
Huggin' And Chalkin'. .Hudson
Things in Glocca Morra.Chapell
You'll Always Be 1 Love.Sinatra
.

physical assets, exclusive of $12,000
when masters of recordings were sold.
In regard to master pile of etchings by Jan Savitt, Jan Garber,
Town Criers, Bob Crosby, Judy
Canova, Ginny Simms and Phil Harris, sold- for mere $6,200 to A. E.
Simpson, in the case of Phil Harris
he originally offered $3,000 for re-

.

,

.

.

.

. .

.

Mew

Recap

Die'

Town Poker

Club:' and
Like About South.'

Publishers Classification Committee of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers apparently intends to get going finally
on the frequently forecast, but never
started, idea of re-evaluating the
availability
ratings of publishermember catalogs. Meetings are due

"That's What I
Sale of pressings by Victor were pre
vented by trustees of ARA.

Majestic Records

to start in

mid-March under

Henry King Orch Pits
In at Ciro's,

H

Hollywood, Feb.

18.

Henry King opened

at Ciro's last
after a nifty bit of juggling by
King originally was

the Flamingo Club, Las Vegas,
but was put out in the cold with all
other entertainers when the desert
Total
Coven
nitery did a foldo "for redeeoration"
Covers
Weeks r»«t
even though the spot only opened
Plnyed Week On Date
49.275 six weeks ago for the first time.
2,450
..18

—

Hotel

7
7
15

Eddy Howard
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
Johnny Pineapple Lexington (300; $1-$1.50)

2
14

*

in

Hotel B.O/s

Waldorf (400; $2)
Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50)
Chuck Foster*... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
Guy Lombardo. . Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)

Indicates Floor Shou> at Waldorf with

Morton Downey;

2,600
1,475
2,025
1,300
1,050

Some

dickering

resulted

in

Ciro's

getting the outfit, but at a figure
less than the Las Vegas
spot, with the latter footing the differential.

somewhat

at

King was

Chicago

Don

700; $1.50-$2.50 min.).

Alfredo,

Jerry Wald and
rhumba crew, at Ciro's.

to join

However, trouble with AFM Local
47 arose.
Ciro's wanted to release
Wald after two weeks of the run, but
the union found this wasn't exactly
expedient. Reason the union gave
was that it didn't like local bands
being shoved out by traveling crews.
Ciro's smiled, gulped and offered to
keep Wald on for the extra week. So
now the nitery offers three bands
for three weeks, an unheard-of prec-

Den McGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). New revue
week doing fine 4,300.
Raymond Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Carl
Brisson and Ramos average 2,500.
Raymond Scott (Panther Room, Sherman; 950: $2-$3.50 min.). Scott
in third

opened Friday (14) to big 6,000. with Dusty Fletcher.
Joseph Sndy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465; $2-$2.50 min.). Family spot
took a nice leap to 3,900.
Griff Williams (Empire Room, Palmer; 650; $3.50 min.). Newly remodeled room took nice hunk of convention money this week;' 5,100.

edent.

Los Angeles
Snappy

3,100 tabs.

17-PIECE

BAND

I LA.

Location Jobs, Not in Motels

Hollywood, Feb. 11.
First new, sizable band formed
hereabouts in some time is the 17piece combo which Tommy Pederson
under aegis of William
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Down little, but still socko will front,
Pederson. ex-BG,
Morris agency.
5,800.
Barnet trombonist,
George Olsen <Aragon;'$0.90-$1.15 adm.). Olsen hit strong 19,000 first TD and Charlie
will break in crew with several oneweek.
around San Diego next week,
Lawrence Welk (Trianon; $0.9O-$1.15 adm.). Welk in last week of four- niters
then go into Palladium on Feb. 24
month engagement still drew fine 17,500.
crew, vice
(of£-nite)
as Monday
Chicago

Rnss Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50 min.). Fine 4,200.
Gay Clarldge (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). Packed.

'

•

,

.

Corp.,

ger.

,

new

Pat Lombard to Open

PJ. Offices in New York
Chicago, Feb.

!

18.

Pat
Lombard,
who formerly
headed band department of Chi
William Morris agency, will open a
personal

j

management

New

office in

York. Lombard, in town for Raymond Scott two-weeker at Hotel
Sherman, says that besides Scott he
The other two have had signed Earl Hines and Dick La

office space.
theirs.

j

Salle.

The top 31 songs of the week, based on the copyrighted Audience Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks. Published by the Office of Research, Inc.
Survey Week of Feb. 7-13, 1947.

A
A

Gal

in

Calico— f'Time, Place, Girl"

.....Remick

Rainy Night In Rio— f'Time, Place,
Among My Souvenirs.
And So To Bed......
Anniversary Song— f'Jolson Story"
Best Man ....

.Witmark

Girl"...,.

You

Bless

.

Harms
Famous

.T. B.
«

,

Mood
Vanguard
Shapiro-B
Duchess

.;

For Sentimental Reasons..

Close

I'll

My

—

Eyes

Berlin

Morris
Feist

Good Day
Over Now
Can Be Beautiful
Managua Nicaragua
There Is No Greater Love
It's

a

It's

All

Crawford
... .Maurice

,

.BMI
Melrose
Encore

World
Witmark

Oh, But I Do— f'Time, Place, Girl"
I Ever Leave Wyoming?
Old Lamp-Lighter

Oh Why Did

Sky— VCanyon

Ole Buttermilk

the Other End
September Song

On

.

.Capitol

Life

Feist

Shapiro-B

Burke-VH

Passage"

Beverly

of a Kiss

Crawford
Oxford

Sonata
Sooner Or Later— f'Song of South"
There Is No Breeze

Santly-Joy

Too Many Times
Whole World Is Singing My Song
You'll Always Be the One I Love
Zip-a-De-Do-Dah— f'Song of South"

......

Robbins
.Advanced
.Robbins
Sinatra

.

Santly-Joy

...

The remaining 19 sonos of the week, from the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc.. Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
All

By MyseK

Another Night Like This
Egg and I t"Egg and I"
For You For Me Forever

—

— f 'Shocking

Berlin
E. B. Marks
Miller

Chappell

Miss Pilgrim"

Pemora

Illusion

.

(Los Angeles)
Stan Kenton (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 2d wk). Okay 12,500, ease-off
after initial record frame.
.
.
Art Kassel (Aragon, B, Ocean Park, 11th wk). Desi Arnaz crew shared
three-day week-end and spurted biz to satisfactory 8,000.
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 6th wk). Continued
Profit »t 6,500 ^dmi?hes.
••
,
Vaiuhn Monroe (Palladium,. B, Hollywood, 2d wk). Dandy 20,00.0 *dmishes.

License

.

PE0ERSON FORMS NEW

Excellent 3,600 covers.

900; $1-$1.50).

Ross Morgan (Biltmore; $1-$1.50),

AFM

Mus-Art Management

booking agency established last week
by Jack Whittemore, Russ Facchirie
and Lyle Thayer, all ex-MusiC Corp.
of America men, has been granted a
license by the American Federation
of Musicians.- License was applied
for last week and received yesterday
for last week and received a few
days later.
Whittemore, who will head the
New York branch of Mus-Art, while
Los Angeles, has not as yet found

:

Fair 3,700 for week.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador;

group of prominent investors, is in
the Apollo picture, and talk* had
been going on with Atlas re tossing
the two disk outfits into one pot.
Garwood officials, admitting they
looked over Musicraft' s possibilities,
flatly denied any thoughts of a mer-

Bins-Art Gets

,

Yorker.

Henry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach;

Several
weeks back, Musicraft
and Apollo Records had been rumored as readying a merger. Garwood Industries, representing a

negotiations.

final

With King unexpectedly on its Girl That I Marry, The—-'"'Annie Get Your Gun"
hands, Music Corp. of America told Gotta Get Me Somebody To Love— t"Duel In the Sun".
.....
the Flamingo management it was Guilty
How Are Things In Glocca Morra— ""Finian's Rainbow"
either a play or pay proposition.

18,275
11,050
38,450
3,850
15,050

Revue

Ice

straighten out the firm's affairs.

again,

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

wood,

In Fast late Flipping

week

. .

pact, which was to
31 and was rein effect until Feb.

is

may be extended

chair-

several parties.

New

It

pending

is

Around."

Bund

twice,

28.

man Gus

Frankie Carle

of a

presi-

have expired Dec.

newed

to

PaysOffADDebts

deliberate plan to avoid confliction
National Foundation for Infantile
Guy Lombardo's orchestra. Latter closes at the Roosevelt, Paralysis is getting all proceeds and
where it's a winter perennial, March rights from a new tune written by
22. Victor L. left his brother's band MacKinlay Kantor. Song is titled
Man Who Couldn't Walk
last year "to form his own combina- "The

Emil Coleman*

SPA -MPPA

rent

01

March

-'For

Musicraft has been in the throes
new financial deal for the past

I

Absence of Lester Santly,

with frere

at

,

dent of MPPA, and Louis Bernstein several weeks. As late as last Frihad delayed the meetings. Herman day the company's executives were
Starr, not a MPPA member, who sits meeting with officials of the Atlas
in as rep of non-member publishers, Corp., investment outfit which a lew
also was away, but is now back. Abe months ago put $400,000 into the
Olman is still is Hollywood and indie. However, it's claimed at least
won't attend. Meanwhile, the cur- another $1,000,000
is
needed to

New

Bands

liam Morris agency, asked for a release. It has been refused. But at
the same time, Morris has been offering Ellington to other record
companies. It's asserted that neither
Ellington nor the agency is anxious
to get out of the contract if all its
terms can 06 ful flI1 ed, but that the
lat,er *? simply taking no chances
on "protecting its artists."
,

tion of Jack Mills.

covery of his own masters and then
at "instigation of Eli Oberstein, recently here, Harris tried to buy disks
again, but Simpson was there before him.
Oberstein had urged Harris to buy
masters in order to release, two of
tunes, also cut by Victor.
Songs

hooks Lombardo, doesn't say so, the Company's December profit alone
booking into the New Yorker is a claimed to "have reached $93,000.

Ellington, whose initial Mudisks on a $100,000 a year

agreement hit the market several
weeks ago, has, through the Wil-

of

today (Wednesday) in New York.
This meeting was scheduled during
the last couple days when it was determined that the members of the
MPPA board who had been out of
town, thereby delaying meetings,
would be available with the excep-

Rainy Night in Rio. .. .Witmark
Ever Leave Wyoming. .. .Feist
Girl That I Marry
.Berlin
Uncle Remus Said. .Santly-Joy

recovered

sicraft

the board of the
Music Publishers Protective Assn.
and the committee representing the
Songwriters Protective Assn. will renew negotiations for a new contract

Sooner or Later
Santly-Joy
Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke- VH.

today by bankruptcy referee Hugh
Dickson as to where assets of firm
may be recovered. Net of $256,000
already realized on sale of firm's

RENEWING CONFABS

'

Members

Schirmer, with catalogs
be measured in groups starting
with the lower-rated firms.
niting around this territory.
Reason given for the check of the
Majestic Records, which had been lower pointholders
first is that the
far in arrears in royalty payments
majority of complaints come from
to music publishers, has paid off its
that quarter, which seems obvious
obligations.
Company's final pay- since the higher valued catalogs
Vic Lombardo Set
ment on delayed coin, which at one have less to beef about. Findings of
For Hotel
Yorker time added up to a considerable the committee will not be bunched
sum, was paid last week (12). Three for one sweeping change in ratings.
Victor Lombardo's orchestra moves
days later the. regular payment for Firms given increases or decreases,
into New Yorker hotel, New York,
the final quarter of 1946 was due and as the case may be, "Will find their
May 8 or 9 for its first major loca- that sum paid.
fate determined at the end of each
tion date in N. Y. Band will follow
Clearance of its debts takes Majes- quarter, when the Society makes its
current Chuck Foster, coincident
tic out of the "shaky indie" cateregular revenue distributions.
with the debut of a new ice revue.
gory into which most publishers and
While General Artists, which rival companies,, had placed it.

tion.

immediate future of Musicraft
Records seems to be of some con-,
cern to artists it has under contract.

SPA REPS

BD.,

Maurice

Second 10

When

queried if the planned to pay
the fine and squire himself with the
unions, Tonkins laughed. He can no
longer manage the Teen-Agers, of
course»,.but it is understood he ovwis
the combo, and, so far as can be determined, he has not disposed of his
financial interest. Band is now one-

Guilty
I'll Close

18.

ARA

Leff, prexy of bankrupt
firm, will be further quizzed

were "Dark

f The

Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Sonata
Oxford

•

>

* *<.••'•

'

-

Vaughn Monroe.
Pederson has- lined up flock of exname sidemen, including 88er Dodo
Marmarosa. Joe Trsicarj, Mickey
Willie
Wilson.
Ollie
Mangano,
Corky Corcoran.
Schwartz
and
Femme Billie Rogers wijl sit. in
fourth trumpet chair and also.hand^
vocals'.

"
.

.

,

It's

Santly-Joy

Dreamtime

....Morris

Linda

Harms

Random Thing ....
My Heart Goes Crazy— f 'My Heart Goes Crazy"

Love

Is a

Open
That's

.

Richard

the, Door.

Where

I

.Burke-VH
..Duchess

»

:

Robbins
Dorsey Bros.

Carrie In

This Time
Through a Thousand

Remick

Dreams

Uncle Remus Said— f'Song of the South"

What Am I Gonna Do About You?
What More ,Can I Ask For.
When Am I Going To Kiss You Good Morning
Yes, Yes Honey
You Can't See Sun, When You're Crying

....Famous

London

,

t Fil musical.'

"

"Legit 'Mysjce.l.

Martin Music
Chelsea

:
...

,

'

'

.

.Santly-Joy.

'

,

Simon
.'.

V. '';Vf,'

.

-
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ikat fene yen heard in fne Frencfr Cafe Scene in

MACK GORDON
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by Mack Gordon
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music by
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Edmund GoMing

Tfism® from the French C«rf@ Sc@n* in "7fie flaw's Edge"
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Moderately Slowf/reelyj
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room somewiieresomoone be-pin to slug

this ser-e-uda made for mnember-iiig.

Choros, Moderately slow (with feeling-)
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rit.

A small

ca - fe Mam-selle

—

oar ren-dez-votts S!sm-*sell©-_» The vi

sweat and so wera yoa Mara-saMe.—^ And as the night danced by

I

I'.jj
— Your

j
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'

m

<y

lf

iove-ly eyes seemed to spark- le just like wine does

mine does for

you

And yet

I

A

jij

i

•

-

o

- ties

were warm and

kiss be. came

^

No heart

ev-er yearned the

_ Then vi.o - tins will cry And so will
Twentieth
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Rights Throughout the

jockeys
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movie fans
juke box ops
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lune from the

little

now
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Corporation,

Feist,

Inc.,

York, N. Y.

. recording companies . .
disc
have inquired about "that beautiful

artists
.

Music

World Controlled by Leo

New

Millions of

Century

York, N. Y.

.

.

.

'The Razor's Edge' ".

French Cafe Scene in

many
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song.

our next plug song, scheduled for all-out exploitation.
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OftCHEST itAS-MUSIC
Torme Lands a Plug

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Robert Riskin's picture, "Magic
Town," .with Jimmy Stewart and
Jane Bryan starring, will have a
title song by Mel Torme.
Betty Button sliced flrst sides under new pact at Capitol Records over
Pic w as being cut when song was
weekend.... Johnny Clark first chirp signed by newly formed Coast label,
Harry ( Bank, prez of recently formed Cardinal label, on Coast written and Riskin liked it enough
Whimsy
to re-shoot a dance sequence for
Ruth Wallis, nitery lark, signed by spotting of the
arranging western distribution
sottg in body of film.
.Bob Hope and Dorothy Lamour dueted
Mills Music, Inc., as staff defter.
"My Favorite Brunette," title ditty of forthcoming film, for Capitol RecLcnnie Al Comparte Vice
ords. Item is backed by "Beside You," solo'dby Miss Lamour
Hayton will be musical director on Metro's forthcoming "Good News"
Mac Green as Head
Johnny Mercer will vocalize on first two Benny Goodman releases under
banner
Musicraft
shortly
will
release
about
five12
Records'
Capitol
Of Coast
Unit
year old masters of Boyd Raeburn band, which were waxed for old Guild
Hollywood Feb 18
label; It is understood that Musicraft first tried to peddle masters to Jewel
Al Comparte is set to succeed
Records, to which Raeburn is under pact, but plattery prez Ben Pollack
MacGreen as western regional direcnixed.... Ed Wolpin, gen. mgr. of Paramount and Famous pub firms, in tor for Music Publishers Contact
Hollywood confabbing with Tubby Garron, Coast rep of companies
Employees, having been chosen by
Exclusive Records prepping a first album by Johnny Moore's Three a vote of members for the first time
.Biug Crosby sliced two new pops for Decca: ditto Dick Haymes, instead of by the board of governors,
Blazers.
backed by Gordon Jenkins' combo. .. .Hoagy Carmichael cut final sides who previously selected one from
Switch iii balloting
for new album Decca will issue. ...Eli, Obesstein, RCA- Victor veepee, own group.
suggested
by Bob Miller,
back to N. Y. after week in Hollywood. .. .Julian Cailliet named musical was
arranger by Argosy Pictures— Buddy Baker, Exclusive Records' musical national head of union now here.
director, 're-sigried to five-year paper.... Los Angeles Musicians' Local
Corparte was Coast' chief of Lewis
47 toying with stunt of giving a piano-pounder, name of Harry S. Truman, Music and held post for four years
an honorary membership card.
before resigning last spring. Miller
Johnny Cferk, film singer formerly under contract to producer Hunt at meeting of members gave report
Stromberg, inked recording and publishing pact with- Whimsy, Ltd., newly of union condition and also revealed
.Vaughn Horton, writer of "Choo Choo Ch' he collected $5,000 in advertising
organized Coast music firm.
Boogie," joined Continental Records as talent chief. Diskery has added a from publishers here for program of
race and folk music dept.
MPCE 'show in May.
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Artur Rodzinski to Baton
Chi Symph Vice Defauw

I

.

-

Chicago, Feb.

Blow up

.

.

I

assent

to

(17),

the

at

slice of the

Big

3.

-

I

,

I

Defauw

to

Montreal

Montreal, Feb.

18.

Tiff that resulted in the resignation by Artur Rodzinski as conductor of the New York Philhar-

Pastor to CoL Disks

Tony Pastor was signed to a Columbia Record contract last week,
monic Symphony had its echo in for five years with options. He'll
Montreal and Chicago Friday (7). make his first disKs In New Yoik in
Chi symph director, Desire Defauw, a few weeks,
Pastor's Cosmo agreement expired
resigned to take over full time di<
rectorship of Les Concerts Sym- ijust before the company went into
77B about a month ago.
phoniques here.
I

'

|

'

j

1

Hay aes Sets Up On Coast
Don Haynes, manager of the Tex
Beneke-Glenn Miller orchestra, is
moving himself and his family to
Hollywood, April 1. He has bought
a house in San Gabriel and expects
to set up an office in space already
acquired. His New York office will
remain open, in charge of Tommy
Shields.

Haynes

will

Arthur

commute when
•

necessary.

manager

Michaud,

of

Tommy

Dorsey, Ziggy Elman, et at
shifted west several weeks

also

back.

,

Hove You Heard

.

.

mm

fhankie

(Mercury Record No. 5007)
Singing

iellad

The

of

the Ye«

THAT'S MY
DESIRE
MIUS MUSIC,
1619

INC.

Now York

Broadway

Sung by Deanna
"I'LL

18

Dtirbin in

BE YOURS"

(Universal-International)

1

IT

S

DREAMTIME
SANTLY-JOY, Inc.
TOMMY VALANOO
GM. Prof. Mgr.

Because of
Copies Are

Many

Requests

Now

Available

BROADCASTERS, THE ARTISTS, THE RECORDING
COMPANIES, THE TRANSCRIPTION FIRMS, THE COIN MACHINE
DEALERS, THE MUSIC DISTRIBUTORS

Close The

AND DEAURS, TO All

<

Door Dora!

ODwver!
By Clarence Gaskill. ASCAP
c o Variety. New York

which
was

deal

.

I

.

.

complete

Symphony. He replaces Desire DeDeal will call for the publication
£auw who submitted his resignation by the Big 3 of all scores turned
last we< k and w *" lea e after tne out for 20th films, with the exception,
l
,Y,
season closes on A P nl 28
of course, of any written by writers
Rodzinski will be the second con- under contract to other publishing
du ctor since the death of Frederick houses.
By the same token, the
He was conductor catalogs of Robbins, Miller. and Feist
Stock in 1943.
in Los Angeles and Cleveland be- will be made available to 20th profore coming to New York.
ductions.

,

.

New York Monday

had

he has been signed by the Chicago

1PEE

.

I

18.

with the New York Philharmonic given, 20th will pay Metro $673,000
Symphony Board was followed this gross ($500,000 net), the same paid
week with the announcement that Jack Robbins last year for his 20'o

•

.

that Artur Rodzinski

Twentieth-Fox's buy-in on the
Robbins-Metro music combine is expected to be completed this week.
Following a stockholders meeting in

I

B© ABCAST MmtC

INC.

Chicago

<

Hollywood

,

more than any other human being!

. . .

T

HE voice of Bing Crosby probably has been heard by
people than the voice of any other

more

human being whomever

lived.

his

We

is

there in

one man's song to make

is

it's

faith

.

.

and hope

full,

A

friendly voice

.

.

.

.

.

ring out

whisper our love songs.

in "Ballad for Americans"

the

inside

.

.

.

You

You

thrill

to

chuckle

its

into a pleasant kind of day dream

when

it

sings

"White Christmas"

Range" puts a faraway look
.

.

.

takes

in

vibrant

power

asks

"Who

when

it

.

.

when you

hear "Too-ra-loo-ra-loo-ral" in that warm, soft voice.

...

and

your eyes.

you to Hawaii, the cowboy country,

Yet

never pretended to be a great voice in the operatic tradition.
it

sings every

song

as if that

song were the best one ever

written.

You

never heard

it

go high-hat or

formal.

You've always been able to understand every word

the Overalls in Mrs. Murphy's Chowder?"

drift

of Bing

voice that can laugh at

exult in America's triumphs

.

.

It does things to yon, this voice.

You

good

the old South ... to a dozen foreign lands!
It

because the big,

so unmistakably American.

America's jokes

Threw

millions

phonograph records?

think

Crosby

our

feel

"Home on

It does things to you

Why? What magic
buy

You

We're proud that Bing,

like

many another of your

it

sings.

favorite

entertainers, records exclusively for Decca.

Because, you see, we've set ourselves to the task of

bringing you the kind music

and sung the

v/ay

you

DECCA RECORDS

you

like to hear

like best

it.

— played

i

Wednesday, February 19, 1947

He

On

Peter Maurice, head of the London
bonds for Trilon label.... Lionel
Hampton broke it up on Baltimore music publishing firm of that name,
"Laura"
one-nighter last week, earning $6,325 and Jimmy Phillips, general manhot on a
ager of Peter Maurice,

New York

last year's hit song,

With
in

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
Maurice, Phillips In
N.Y. for Several Wks.

Upbeat

mind, Harry Link

is

made up

thing called "Mam'selle"

of

Ltd., arrived

for his end.

Hollywood
background music from "Bazor's
Benny Goodman and Les Brown
Edge" by Edmund Goulding to
which lyrics were fitted by Mack both have transferred into Local 47
Frank Dailey pretty well here as full members
Gordon
,
Xavier
set With bands for his Meadowbrook. Cugat starts four-week stand at
.

.

.

.

Louis Prima follows current Johnny Ciro's, Feb, 28 ... . Jimmy Zito*,
Long for one week next Tuesday former first trumpet with Les
(25), then Ray McKinly for two (14), Brown, in throes of organize 11Eddy Howard, three; Gene Krupa, piece crew here. Already set are
former arranger, Frank
three; Stan Kenton, May 16, and Brown's
Chuck Comstock, and ex-alto, George WeidTex Beneke June 6 to 15
Poster held over again at New ler, along with Benny Goodman's
David erstwhile drummer, Lou Bellson;..
Yorker hotel until May 15
Finn named general- sales manager Boyd Raeburn pacted for Columbia
Shapiro- film short, following current stand
of SCA-Victor disks
Bill Stanton
Bernstein took tune called "Freddy at Vanity Fair, N. Y
the Fish," written by Rasa Bros., fined $100 by Musicians' Local 47 for
members of Fulton Fish Market auditioning his small combo sans
Elliot Lawrence pay at Hollywood A.C.
Desi
Fishery Council
seems to be college date champ, Arnaz today (Wed.) being lensed for
Spike Jones has
having played 35 during past six Colombia short.
new stage routine, "I'm Forever
months.
Dres
Frankie Carle studying trombone Blowing Bubble Gum"
while at the Penn hotel, New York, Broome band following Japk McVea
for his own amazement
Three into Red Feather nitery tomorrow
Joe Liggins' crew closes
one-nighters and (Tburs.)
Blazes" -working
theatres with Sy Oliver band, start- at Club Savoy Feb. 28 and trudges
Irving Tanz quit cross-country via one-niters, culmiing next month
Encore' Music after hassle with Herb nating with vaude week at Apollo,
Pinky Tomlin
Levine over "Managua Nicaragua" N. Y., April 11 ,
Noro Morales , band into Copa, combo starts month stay at Tom
. .4
Chi,. /.Frankie Laine's recording of Breneman's tomorrow (Thurs.)
"You're My Desire" upsetting Phila- Elmer Hubbard, AFM traveling rep,
Eddie
delphia
Billy Goodheart, former here checking conditions'. ,
N.Y. head, and wife in N.Y. Le Baron band now being handled
.
on periodic trip
Robblns Music by William Morris agency
snagged, "I Wonder, I Wonder," a Lester Young sextet flew in from
Coast sleeper tune disked by Vaga- N. Y. for jazz concert sponsored by
Aladdin Records' chieftain Eddie
Mesner at Shrine aud Mon. (17).
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.
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Woody Herman, Benny Goodman,
Jack.McVea among others joining

1

TOP HITS OF YESTERDAY

EAT PO

in.

PILAR

Local

STANDARDS TCOAY

47 Thumbs

Jan

L. A.

^ vtV

.--

Hollywood, Feb.
•

18.

American Federation of Musicians
rule bars members of traveling
bands, from participating in ^jgm
sessions" except in musikers' home
last week stopped number of sidemen in Stan Kenton's
crew, current at Avodon ballroom,
from appearing at a session at Billy
Berg's nitery. Union, now in midst
of campaign to thwart growing unemployment, figures by keeping

territories

CVi»

,\»s

r

travelers off jam dates an increase
in working opportunities for local
windjammers will result.
Local 47 here flat started rigidly
policing the jamming here at more
than a dozen of the smaller niteries
determined to see that scale is being paid participants and that no
more than scheduled number of musicians sit in. Rule is that only number of musikers regularly at a spot
can be used simultaneously at a session. Niteries also must secure from
Local 'express permission to toss a
session and only one weekly is al-

lowed.
Local 47, will call in operators
next week for a round-table discussion as to why union should not
abolish jam sessions altogether. Sitting in with execs of 47 will be reps
of Negro Musicians' Local 767.
Just about the only chance nitery
ops are going to have in the discusdeclare that sessions
sion is to
largely help their spots keep going
and that if they are forced to drop
them they may have to drop use of
musicians altogether. Unions here,
it is known, do recognize that jams
measureably tilt the take in the tills
in a number of smaller spots here.

'or new arti.t ropier and
arrangemenU, writ* or phone
PHIL KORNHEI$6«, Monaaer.
Standard Expfoltollon Dept.,
TK« ${g 3, 1619 Broadway,
New York 19, Circle <5-2939

LOESSER SETS STAFF

OF NEW MUSIC CO.
Staff of the new Frank Loesser
music publishing firm, to be called
Susan Publications, is set in New
York and Chicago. Murray Luth becomes professional manager, shifting over from Paramount Music.
Under him will be Bob Baumgart,
moving in from Beverly Music, and
Marvin Fisher, who comes in from
Paul Salvatori will be
the outside.
in Chicago, Herb Reis in Hollywood.
Outfit gets going March 1 under the
supervision of Eddie Wolpin, Paramount-Famous general manager.
Susan firm is being financed by
Paramount Pictures and will exploit

LET'S PUT

OUR DREAMS
TOGETHER
RECORDINGS
y-Ktot:

CHAME

Columbia: EUIOTT

Diamond:

— Other
PfltftL

JjpftM

SPIVAK

UWRENCI
BROOKS

releases to follow

PIONEER

MUSK

C

OR

—

the tunes Loesser turns out for that
Deal calls for the
films.
entire setup to revert to his ownership after 10 years, including copyrights, with no payoff to" the film
perhaps the first
It's
company.
agreement of its kind.

company's

New York

yesterday

Eipeis Piisfter Uwler

'Swig Shark' Onus; a Preci

(Tuesday).

Gordon Music Co., a Hollywood
pop publisher, has been expelled
from membership in the American
Society of Composers, Authors and'
St. Louis, Feb. 11.
Five New York music pubs, Sun, Publishers. Move by ASCAP is the
his wife, is in the party.
Melrose, Shapiro-Bernstein, Harms first jn history and is the first re9
Leeds, under a deal completed last Inc., and Williamson, last week sult ot the Society's recently inyear, operates a Peter Maurice pub- slapped an infringement suit in the stalled rule forbidding companies
lishing house in N. Y., while Mau- United
States District Court on from using the name and seal of
in
soliciting funds from
rice operates a Leeds, Ltd., in Eng- Tony Scapelli and Charles Bologna, ASCAP
co-owners of the Club Plantation, a amateur writers for publication of
land.
midtown nitery furnishing Negro their songs.

They're here to review the Peter
Maurice connection with Leeds Music and otherwise look over
the
U. S. music business. They'll stay
several weeks. Billy Reid, writer of
"The Gypsy," and Dorothy Squires,

-f

Five Pubs Sue St. L. Nitery
For Song Infringement

entertainment for white trade.
ASCAP feels that it is foremost
Suit charges the use of five pop in objecting to the activities
of song
numbers, "You Always Hurt the One sharks and to have one of its memYqu Love," "Five Minutes More," bers involved in that field reflected
"On the Sunny Side o fthe Street," upon its prestige and reputation.
"Gotta Be This or That" and "If I Gordon's
expulsion
was recomLoved You" without use of the copy- mended by the complaint committee
right owners and asks the court to and sustained
by the director board.
Norman Granz's first major per- enjoin further performance of the
formance of his "Jazz at the Phil- songs and to assess damages to "no
harmonic" troupe at Carnegie Hall, less than $250" for each of the copyDistaff Hogging oh Coast
New York, Saturday (15) evening right owners.
(his first last year was unimporHollywood, Feb. 18.
tant), was indicative of many things.
Mildred Cavanaugh is slated to bePrimarily, it seemed to prove that Interlochen Leader
come first femme songplugger on
the
name swing-band business,
Coast.
Over weekend she filed apHits Petrillo in Plea
which has taken quite a lacing in
plication for membership in tunerecent months, has nothing to worry
touts union. She will plug for Capiabout if (.1) leaders put their bands
For Legislation Curb tol Songs, Inc., with which firm she
to normal size; (2) its arrangers stop
has been doing secretarial work for
Washington, Feb. 18.
several years.
over-embroidering
tunes
to
the
Her husband, Dave
James C. Petrillo, president of
point where screaming brass chase
American Federation of Musicians, Cavanaugh, is arranger for Bobby
patrons home, and (3) musicians get
was described today (Tuesday) as Sherwood orch.
some life into themselves.
There are femme pluggers in east
an "unscrpulous labor dictator"
The crowd that jampacked Car- by Joseph
F: Maddy, president of the and at least one in Chicago, but sufnegie at $3 top to hear Granz's
National Music Camp, at Interlochen, frage is just beginning to seep into
handful of star musicians (and some
Mich., whose bands were ruled off the biz here.
who weren't stars, just good musi- the air by Petrillo. Maddy, who has
cians), was perhaps the most unruly
been thrown out of the AFM in conone that ever graced a Carnegie nection with the
MURRAY BAKER OF fcOHlNS
row between him
pop-music performance. Salutations
SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM
and Petrillo, appeared before the
of friends among the audience revhouse committee on Education and
erberated from balcony to orchestra
labor to urge legislation to curb the
too often for a conservative guy's
I
AFM leader.
comfort. It was like hot-dog time at
Maddy presented a long stateConey. But these kids made no
ment of his battle over what he
bones about their appreciation for
called "numerous repressive acts by
the drive and musical zip of Buck
Petrillo, president and dictator of
Clayton, trumpet; "Flip" Phillips,
the AFM." National AFM conventenor; Trummy Young, trombone;
tions have become
mere rubber
Willie Smith, alto; Kenny Kersey,
stamp sessions, surrendering all
piano; Benny Fonville, bass; Cole. .
to the president and dicta:
n jf _ wiMev*% wm
man Hawkins, tenor; Roy Eldredge, powers
tor," said Maddy.
trumpet, all sparked by Buddy
'Mr. Petrillo is protected to a
ROMINS
Rich's tremendous drumming. Unlarge degree in his tyranny by the
derstand, it was the drive they went
provisions of the law as it now
for. Nobody said anything about the
stands relating to labor practices. It
jazz,
appears that through perversions of
It's a safe bet that not a third of
Don't
the intent of our laws it is possible
the approximately 5,000 attendees'
labor leaders like
knew what Willie Smith was doing for ambitious'
Pretty
Petrillo to establish themselves as
with his alto on a slow-tempo "Tea
large sections, of our
New, Unusual Semi-Bounce Tune for
For Two." They didn't seem half so dictators over
Artist* Who Want Something
populace and to usurp powers even
interested in the brilliant ideas he
Different
broader than those permitted Conpoured out with a. rich tone and
gress by the Constitution of the
Female Version
tnt. Ce»le*
fluid technique as they were when
United States."
She** Music
the combo got riding. Then they

Gram Jaziipe

]

FEEL

Sessions for All.

Travelling Musicians

BIB

in

ASCAP
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A SONG
COMir ON

Music by.

t»mw WCflUun
JJMMl
Wear Slacks
Baby

—

lifted the roof off the Hall.

And

Rich

was

their beacon. It was he, apparently, who lured most of them. His
first

and

last solo break,

during the

GORDON

SAM FOX TO MARKET

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

'BRIGADOON' SC01E

put them into a frenzy.
And well it should have; his' treSam Fox music publishing commendous drive, rock-like beat and pany will market the score of
amazing speed are things to watch "Brigadoon," new musical due soon
and hear.
in New York at the Ziegfeld theatre.
This concert should be a lesson to Fox took the score after most mamost name maestros just as it was. a jor publishers had expressed an
personal triumph for Granz. His aversion to the terms laid down by
"Jazz at the Philharmonic" isn;t Frederick Loew and Allan Lerner,
jazz as most people define the word. the writers, and producer Cheryl
His musicians play fine jazz solo, Crawford. Writers wanted a $5,000
but collectively, while they do have advance, plus the setting up of a
more freedom, they're nothing but a separate publishing house to exploit
group of musicians playing what the tunes, the producer and writers
after a few concerts can be called to share in the profits.
At those terms there weren't many
"head" arrangements with a 1947
beat. But they make it plenty ex- takers among major publishers, and
said last week that the
citing. Which is all the kinds want it was
and what they haven't been getting writers were going to publish the
from nine out of 10 organized swing score themselves through their Loebands whose arrangers are too busy wall Music Co. Whether Fox met
the above terms is undisclosed.
trying to outdo one another.
semi-final,

In- addition to Smith and Rich, the
work of Buck Clayton on trumpet
was outstanding, so was Ken KerColeman Hawkins,
piano.
sey's
working in duet with Roy Eldredge,

who had a split lip, proved his inTrummy
reputation.
ternational
Young's trombone, which
consistent, should have
home.

ever inbeen left

is

Lone femme in the troupe is
Helen Humes, former Count Basie
vocalist. She whammed in a trio of
Wood.
blues bits.

3

Suns to Have Jocks
Disk From N. Y. Spot

Three Suns are pulling a new
gimmick at the Piccadilly hotel, New
York. They have arranged for various N. Y. disk jocks to do shows
weekly from the room in which the
trio is

working.
broadcast occurred Friday
when Bea Wain and Andre

Initial
(14).

Baruch guested.

1686 Grand CMeeam
New York 57. N. Y.

LEWIS

C. LEBISH

Certified Public Accountant

Attorney and Tan Consultant

ANNOUNCES
hit offices

are

new

locates! et

238 W. 55 St, HiwYift
Circle 5-5*3l«2

295,000 Shares

Signature Recording
Corporation
,

Common

Slock

Price $1.00 per share

WILLIS

E.

BURNSIDE & CO.
!We«rp*)r*fc«r

30 Pine
HHiwh.Il 34852

Street,

New York

5, N. Y,
Tele.

NY

1-2243
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Set for Nitery Tour

w irryiig. inncessionaires

Fla. Bistros

Sally Rand, fan dancer, has reorganized her all-gal unit for a tour
of nitery dates, opening at the Peacock club, Jacksonville, Fla., Feb,
26.
Other nitery dates are being

Tab! Splurge Lifesaver

'

Despite

Wanger
To Open

Chi and

bill

Senate 41-0

has already passed the
and has been sent to the

Assembly Codes Committee.
Measure would put concessionaires out of business, and consequently cafe <Sperators stand to lose
considerable portion of their
a
Concession
revenue.
rentals,
in
cases, means the difference

Wanger is forming a central casting bureau for chorus and showgirls,
from which he hopes to supply

femmes for nitery, legit, ballet and
pix, It's his idea not to charge the
girls fees, but to have the

chorus

operators or producers pay a service
charge.

many

between

profit

instances,

survive

and

loss,

cafes have

only

and

in

because

of financial
concessionaires.
Loans from the concession firms
have frequently tided. over a shaky
operation.
However, the most severe loss
would come in the way of initial
nitery financing. Many niteries were
able to open primarily because of

advances

made by

L A. County Fair
Pdstpraed. Again
Hollywood, Feb. 18.
For the sixth year there will be
no Los Angeles County Fair this
year.

the

Abe Ellis, one of the largest
concessionaires in the
business, must realize the tremendous expense in checking
hats in and Out of cafes.
He never wears one.

nitery

an advance from the concessionaire.
Nitery owners were still unprepared to predict their course in the
event the b01 is passed. Some believe they would have to run the
cloakroom as a free service, while
others feel that individuals could
take over the concession, and make
a raft of money out of it, as long as

Event, largest of its kind in
country, has been postponed

until September, 1948, and has not
been held since September, 1941.

Smart Guy

Extensive repairs are necessary
before the Pomona site can be
opened. And since it has not yet
been returned by the U. S. Army,
which has occupied it since 1941,
Fair execs see no chance of getting
things in shape in time even if Army
suddenly indicates return. New display building alone will cost $750,000. Old one was destroyed by fire.
And grounds will require a $600,000
restoration,

it's

figured.

La Conga, N.

he had no employees.

Change Tag

Would Doom Concessions
Passage of the bill would mean
the end of concessionairing firms,
such as those operated by Abe Ellis
•and Oscar Markewitch. Indicative of
the money that has been made from
concessions is seen by the fact that
the Stork club operates its own
cloakroom and derives double .the

r

Y., Will

In Carousel

When NTG Goes

like

Philly, Seceding

'FrcmNatTAGVA
A

nationwide demand

In

by three

branches, with Pittsburgh slated to
hold a confab today (Wed.) were
held, at which time the branches
threatened to break away from the
parent union, unless they were given
the complete right to run' their own

By Warners
Harry Mayer, for many years
vaude booker tor the Warner Bros,
houses, has been promoted to talent

affairs.

director in charge of eastern activiHe'll be succeeded in former
ties.
post by Milton Berger, of the Wil-

The Chicago meet, held without
the sanction of Jack Irving, Chicago
executive secretary, demanded that
they be governed by a constitution
of their own making, and be allowed
a voice in the enactment of the na-

liam Morris agency band department, who starts Monday (24) where
he'll work with Don Sherwood, who
assisted Mayer. Mayer will continue
to supervise the booking office.
Mayer Has been With Warner

of Danny KBye at $20,000 weekly, plus another two weeks
of Mickey Rooney at $16,500, are the
biggest individual bookings by that
agency. With those two names comes
$77,000 worth of placements.
Because of the huge Copa budgets,
the neighboring Beachcomber was
simi..,rly forced to shell out stratospheric salaries in order to entice
names. That spot has used per-

formers such as Sophie Tucker,
Raye, Jackie Miles, often
using expensive supporting shows in
conjunction with 'the attractions.
With Miss Tucker getting a reported

Martha

$6,500, 'Miles at $3,500 and Martha
Raye pacted for $5,500 the Morris
office was able to account for another healthy slice of commissions.
Philly Branch Seceding
v
Bros, for 20 years. Prior to that he
Other major break came with the
Philadelphia, Feb. 18.
Philly members of the American had been in the Keith-Albee book- exclusive that George Wood has on
Guild of Variety Artists last week ing dept. Mayer's hew duties will the Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla.
turned down ukase of national entail talent scouting in all enter- Because this cafe operates as the
that the Quaker City unit tainment fields. Selma Brookov for adjunct to .a casino, he's able to
take the status of a "branch" in line the time being will work with pay above the recognized salai-ies,
Mayer.
In the case of Joe E. Lewis, who
with union's national policy.
Berger joined the Morris agency rarely gets over $5,000, Colonial is
At a meeting of the membership,
last year after being with General paying $7,500. In addition, they've
it was voted that the group will remain a "local" with its own auton- Artists Corp. Prior to that, he was set Florence Desmond, Jane Froman,
omy and control of its own treasury assistant to Harry Levine, Para- Minevitch Rascals and the Harry
rather than come under the national mount booker, and before that with Cool and Dacita orchs.
the Jack Davies office.
Other William Morris bookings in
office of AGVA.
Miami and Miami Beach include
The action— a virtual declaration
Gracie Fields and Lanny Ross at
of independence from the parent
Concessions
the Brook club; De Marcos at the
group was taken in what Execu- French

tional constitution.

-'.

AGVA

Pay

—

OK

$13,000

AGVA

AGVA

June

JESSEL INSTALLED

ABSENTIA AS NVA PREZ

NTG

MCA;

Buys

Fishman

N.

Back

Date

Break

Tannen's

•

Vauder

Memphis

-

NVA

an undisclosed sum.

summer

date.

chairman of arrangements.

I

EDWARDS TO FB

Martha Raye's D. C. Date

formerly in the
Nick
cocktail dept. of Consolidated Radio
has shifted to Frederick
Artists,

Edwards,

Martha Raye has been signed
the Club
April 7.

for
Cairo, Washington, starting

Miss Raye has been set for $4,500
plus overages when gross reaches
$18,000.^
.

,

|

I

Bros.
He'll

work with Joe Marsolais and

Walter Bloom.

Keye Luke's Nitery Bow
Keye Luke, Chinese

player,
has been signed for his first N. Y.
cafe date at the China Doll, starting

Monday (24).
Luke has been

seen in the Charlie

Chan and Dr. Kildare

I

I

film

pix.

|

Chalmers Cullens, one of the oporators of
into New

shows.

the

York

house,
shortly

Opening date

is

to

isn't

yet.

Herb Shriner set for the Palmer
House, Chicago, starting April 17.

Miriam

Oat Stars Mora

Yank

East for
Vaude

has

thoroughly in

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
shriveled
up
so"
the far west, even the

wes'tern screen stars can't dig enough
playing time to make a trek worthwhile. As a consequence the sagebrushers are aheadin' east even to

—

New England.
Sunset Carson hits Rhode Island
(20) With six weeks of
one-niters already laid out for him.
The former Republic star who next
spring starts own indie productions
heads an eight-person unit which
figures on grabbing $3,000 per week.
All his dates are in New England.
Eddie Dean, heading another unit,
opens today an eight-week tour of
southern one-niters, through the
Carolinas, Georgia and Alabama.
His unit is geared at $2,000 per
week.
Max Terhune is here rounding up
a covey of cowhands, yodelers and
effete

Thursday

guitarists

the

other

will head for
Mississippi.

and shortly
side

of

the

These units, which are produced and
booked by June Carr and Ron Ormand, play only the smallest towns,
spots which normally never see live
entertainers, Each unit is geared to
be able to put on a performance on
an apron, as most of the houses
touched do not even possess a stage.
The playing time was unwrapped
by the producers when they trekked
girly shows through the. territories
during the war. They queried theatre owners on proposition of cowboy stars, and now that the normal
playing time has dried up out here
in the real sagebrush country, the
sombrero-wearers axe
eager
to

make

the junkets.

New

Hub

leer for Center,

Boston. Feb.

expected
line up
definite

Wences,

Quarter;

Latin

La Velle, Kent Edwards, at the
Colonial; *Susan Miller, Estelita and
Carlos Ramirez at the Copacabana,

'

Shows

of

talk

Two weeks

Mayer

Nils T. Granlund (NTG) is set to
return to the same Broadway site tive Secretary Dick Jones called "an
Eases landers; Rossi
where he bad his longest run while effort to allow the actors to have
entertaining on the Stem. He's set a voice in directing their own afli 4, Montreal
for La Conga, "located on the spot fairs."
The local at the meeting on
of the old Club Frivolity, where NTG
Part lifting of the ban on dollar
Thursday (13) also adopted a conamount that concessionaires offered. had a 63 week run in the late '30s.
exchange, which now enables some
With NTG's bow, La Conga will stitution and by-laws, with Jones U.S. acts in France to send half their
Sherman Billingsley . several years
ago refused to lease the checking change tag to Club Carousel.' Spot pointing out that the national body pay in dollars home, has had a pracwas still sans constitution, operating
Will install a 12-gal line, and is
concession at $35,000.
tical as well as a goodwill effect. It
as an offshoot of the Associated AcEllis made sufficient dough out of seeking another name to run conhas helped to increase the number
tors and Artistes of America, parent
checking fees to acquire the Man- current with NTG.
of French artists (Lucienne Boyer,
Granlund recently completed a of theatrical unions.
hattan Center, N. Y., and' the Steel
The Pittsburgh membership simi- Maurice Chevalier, Tino Rossi and
run at the Greenwich Village Inn,
Pier, Atlantic City.
others) coming to America, thinks
larly demanded complete autonomy.
The Diamond Horseshoe, for ex- N. Y.
Felix Marouani, manager of- Rossi.
ample, leases its checkroom, with the
The French are keenly desirous of
National
Investigating
getting their vaude and nitery stars
lessee paying a minimum advance of
When queried on what action, if here, for the prestige and money
$55,000. Rest of the take is based on
Plaza, St. Loo,
any,
would take on the Philly value involved, and are making expercentage of the tips.
Shelvey,
incident,
Matt
national
tra concessions to accomplish this.
Insiders believe that the legislaSets
Until
head of the union, stated he had not
Rossi, stage and revue singer, who
tion was aimed at the Longchamps
Crystal terrace of the Park Plaza been informed of the meeting or its was here in 1937 for 20th-Fox but
chain of restaurants in New York,
decision to secede from the union didn't make a film, is now on his
hotel,
St. Louis, has set talent until
^ owner of which was recently con- the middle of June. Lanny Ross
(Continued on page 46)
first North American tour. Doing a
".victed of tax frauds. The Longconcert appearance with a 10-piece
champs chain runs its own conces- has been signed to open there May
23 or 30 for three weeks, while other
orch in pop and classical songs
sions. Return is said to be $7,000
IN
ranging from "Besame Mucho" to
weekly from coatrooms in its 12 pacts have been made for John
Schubert's "Ave Maria," singer is
Boles, opening Mar. 7; Dwigbt Fiske,
restaurants.
booked for a month each in Canada,
March
21; Evelyn Knight, Ajaril 11,
N. Y. ops, however, are apathetic
Argentina and Brazil, and some
and the Di Gitanos, beginning May
George Jessel was officially inabout the bill and haven't taken acSouth American dates.
scattered
9.
stalled as prexy' of National Variety
tive -steps to defeat the measure,
Last week, in four performances in
Hotel is part of the Koplar chain
Artists at its annual election heid in
despite the obvious loss of income if
which also operates the Chase hotel its clubrooms in New York Sunday Montreal, at $2 top (plus tax), Rossi
measure is passed.
grossed $13,263. Canadian tour calls
Chase has set Dick night
in that town.
Installation was made
(16).
for 50% of gross less taxes (which
Jurgen's orch for March 7, to be
by proxy since Jessel's duties as a
are 33%), with a $1,100 guarantee.
followed by Barry Wood -and Patsy 20th-Fox producer prevented his
beSinger will visit N.Y. March 5-12,
Kelly coupled with the Raymond
Switches to
ing in New York.
then take boat to B.A. where Radio
Scott band, April 3.
Post is honorary and Jessel sucBelgrano has booked him for radio
ceeds Lou Handin, N. Y. attorney,
Pact
Off
and stage appearances (two-a-day
who held the presidency for 10 con- on stage and two air appearances
Y.
Nils T. Granlund (NTG) has adCalloway's Strand,
secutive years. Handin, however, weekly)
at $5,000 a week, Rossi just
justed contractual differences with
to April 4 was elected without opposition to turned down a bid from Harry FosSet
Ed Fishman, Coast agent, and
Cab Calloway, originally slated to post of executive-secretary, which ter for joint concerts in London
switched over to Music Corp, of
carries salary formerly allotted to
with Larry Adler in April at $800 a
play the Strand theatre, N. Y., on
America for representation.*'
him as president.
concert. Singer, who has made four
Granlund signed a three-year current show, has been given a new
Six were elected to the board of
exclusive
contract date starting April -4. He's signed governors for a term of three years French films since the war, is due in
representation
Paris in July for another pix assignAfter for three weeks and options.
with Fishman last October.
supplement a similar number that ment, but expects to
Calloway will follow run of Louis to
be back in the
coming east some months ago to
had been elected to full terms a year U.S. for his first playing dates in the
play an engagement at the Green- Prima, who starts March 7.
ago. Latter includes Jaijlc H. Boyle.
fall. William Morris agency is hanwich Village- Inn, N. Y„ Granlund
James O'Neill, Benny Walker, Joe dling him in U. S.
decided, he'd like t'o remain in the
Rose,
Frank O'Connell and Joe
N. Y.
east,
Board will appoint a new
Comedian.-singer Don Tannen due Verdi.
He took the matter of the contract
treasurer to succeed O'Connell, infirst major New York
in
switch to American Guild of Variety io gel his
having been Sepia
booking in July, at the Latin Quar- cumbent, that post also
Artists, which mediated the matter
The W. C. Handy theatre, "curmade honorary sans remuneration.
with Fishman, and an amicable ad- ter nitery.
has rently under construction in MemAnnual benefit of the
Tannen went on a' the L.Q. last
justment was made, through Granthe Majestic, phis, Tenn., will use Negro vaude
"guest" shot, and he was been set for April 20 at
lund buying back contract from week in a
Y., with prexy Jessel as exec
immediately approached for the N.
talent when i- opens.
Fishman for

Park

pre-season

the

slump in Florida bistros, current 10week season in the resort state has
produced some of the most lucrative
talent agency trade in years. The
New Zanzibar cafe, N.Y., to be William Morris agency is estimated
operated by Joe Howard and Carl
to have spotted around $300,000 worth
Erbe, who run the nearby Vanity
of talent during the current season.
Fair, will open Thursday (20) with a
This is said to be the greatest amount
layout topped by Mills Bros., and
ever placed by any single agency
Eddie Heywood's orch. Apus and
in Miami Beach and neighboring
Estralita, sepia dance turn, is the
towns.
other act on the layout, while Dole
Biggest break for the agency came
Dickens will be the second band.
the cancellation of the Milton
New location is on the site of the with
defunct Ole South.
Wid Widney Berle booking at tbe Copacabana,
and Zeke Ruzicka, formerly con- Miami Beach. Although Berle was
nected with the Ole South, will man- originally set at $12,500 plus overages when gross reached $50,000, the
age the spot,
Morris office was able to supplant
him with more expensive talent.

Zanzibar, N. Y., Reopens
On New Site Thurs. (20)

different branches of the American
Guild of Variety Artists for complete local autonomy is in the works.
Sporadic meetings in the past week
by the Chicago and Philadelphia

some

been able to

-

For Top Ageys.: Moris' 300G Listings

Nitery operators in New York 4set for the unit.
state stand to lose up to $75,000 anMiss Rand posted cash security
Quits Walters
mially if the Wicks-Butler bill, forthis week with American Guild of
bidding employees to kick back tips
Variety Artists to cover salaries and
Chorine
Agcy,
becomes
law.
Bill
inemployer?
to
After five years as production transportation for the troupe.
troduced by Arthur Wicks, Kingston
Republican, and William J. Butler, head for the Lou Walters' Latin
Republican Of Buffalo, would pro- Quarters, N. Y., and Palm Island,
Fla„ Wally Wanger steps out of that
vide up to $1,000 fine and a year
Pitt,
imprisonment, for firm or individual post Saturday (22) to open a chorus
girl agency.
requiring the return of gratuities.

The
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Sally Rand's Gal Unit

Prohibiting Kickback of Tips

Bill

Maribel
will spot

Vinson and
a

new Center
rent run of

new

18.

Guy Owen
show

the
theatre following curice

'A Flag

Is

at

Born."

Producing firm handling blader is
Iceshows, Inc., and scenic effects will
done by Edward Gilbert.

Vocal Act Signet)

C§ps SleHgh 4 Montreal litems

Montreal, Feb. 18.
Continued reform pressure claiming Montreal night spots are violating liquor regulations as to hours,
Anally caused a series of raids by

SewrWarWedaNote

,

'

of the city.

Raids prompted other niteries, bars
and lounges to toe the mark as far
as liquor regulations are concerned.
It
was feared af first that the
licenses of these places were cancelled, but it turned out they were
It

was

their licenses

go harder with them next time.
Chief complaints against Montreal
bistros, as voiced in a detailed protest last week to Premier Duplessis
by the Sacred Heart League, were
that local clubs and cafes were
harboring prosties and that liquor
laws were being violated. Better

spots protested the blanket
charges. They said that although
some of the lower class boites may
be guilty of these charges, it did
class

IgM Ctt

.

Downey

,

|

Hunt

turns to England

March

.

22.

fore hitting the Hub.

•

Herald Trib Sponsoring
Georgie Price's Concert

not apply to them.
The issue continued to boil, and
By Happy Benway
Georgie Price, who's- giving a solo
last week, when morality officers
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Feb. 18.
went to the Val U'Or to pick up
Ted Collins is building a camp concert at Town Hall, N. Y., Feb. 22,
were next to the Kate Smith place at is being sponsored by the Herald
they
"characters,"
alleged
bouncers.
Tribune
Fresh Air Fund.
hustled out of the joint by
Lake Placid.
Prize will offer impressions of
Few days later coppers raided spot,
Robert Goldstein tipped for pix
showbiz biggies along with nostalgic
picked up some women and three and visiting privileges.
o^.thc bouncers.
Marilyn Shaw upped for all meals, reminis.censes of the theatre.
pix and mild exercise.
Mary Mason, legit actress, checked
Seeks U. S. Acts
in for observation and rest.
Havana theatres are angling for
Tom (IATSE) Curry mastered reCowsirl Boots
American acts. Already signed is
cent operation and resting nicely.
Charles Golden was given all-clear Bobby Breen for the Campeamor,
lexas
papers and planes -to Florida to or- with other acts in process of negoganize his own orchestra.
tiation.
Sam Schulman upped for meals
Theatres are expected to use tal..

fi

.

.

"

teeing off with Jere McMahon, a
Leslie Howardish type of ballet tapHe effects a blazer type of
ster.
bolero jacket for his tight ballet cos-

and

tuming,

nice

a

effect

the

is

cigaret for the "Dancing in the
Dark" opener which segues into a
A
rhumba arrangement.
fancy
Latin-tempoed number is No. 2 and
sansrmusic taps
a
the
finale, is

La Martinique.

I*.

\\

Katherine Dunham Dancers (9)
wtth Sans Soitci Singers <4>, featuring Jean Leon Destine; Lillian
Roth, Ernie Stewart Oreli, toitli'
Daniel Mendelsohn; M a r s a H no
Guerra Rhumba Orch; $3.50 miit. ($5
opening night (13).

demonstration, withal a neat inter-

McMahon

lude.

bespeaks his mUsi-

comedy background

effectively.

in the class Cotillion Room it makes
Fortified by
for an effective front.
undeniable virtuosity, Miss Zamora's

Makes

"Gypsy

"Es-

Cry,"

Violin

and a straight concert piece,
are ideal routine for an environment
trelita"

such

here.

as

none the
iste

a

for

rostrum,
personable violin-

Basically

•

less this

makes

interlude in

nice

boites.

Topliners are Harry Noble, Jr. and
Frances King, who bring back that
time-honored, boy-girl, piano-bench
routine

extra

for

values

in

cafes.

The suggestion
ville routining

modern

is

Jimmy Vernon,
bonifuees. with one

Credit Dario and

La Martinique's

Florence Zamora, concert violinist,
accompanied by sister Nancy Zamora, utilizes silhouet lighting effecAs done
tively for her floor work.

of yesteryear 'vaudeends there; their stuff
and tempo. Noble
is in white tie and tails, at the Stpinway, but more than an accomp to
Miss King's vocalizing. Modishly accoutred, she makes a very personahle
front as they play, their stuff straight
and hoke, with telling change of
pace, such as a French lyric to "Lay
That Pistol Down Babe," alternated
with "September Song," "Great Big
Wonderful World" (tiptop opener).
"Girl That I Marry" (with fresh
lyrics), a Strauss waltz, and the like.
They do a fast meaty 15 minutes and
are prime for the better boites.
Reader's "Warsaw Concerto" speand mild exercise.
cialty is well done by his combo of
Martha Scott planed in to visit her ent playing Miami Beach niteries three violins, three reeds, trumpet,
husband, whp is resting .at the Bal- and the Olympia theatre, Miami, be- bass, drums and piano. Reader on
cause of the saving in transportation occasion
som cottage and doing OK.-'is a xylo soloist.
AlterMoe Gould,' Hugh Carney and costs.
nating Cass Harrison combo dishes
John G. Binkley resting after recent
up some extra fancy Latin dansapaoperations.
tion. highlighted by Harrison's exNORSE SINGER JAILED
Alice Dudley and Charles Dowe
„
traordinary pianology.
Stockholm, Jan. 30.
flashing good reports.
Reader is perking the aura of the
Lions club put on a two-act musiCally Monrad, prominent Norwe- Pierre with a lineup of variety peocal, "Headin' for Hollywood" at the gian singer, charged with being a ple such as The
Modernaires with
town hall to a SRO audience. Show Nazi collaborator; was sentenced re- Paula Kelly due in March 4; Dave
was staged by Richard F. Stewart. cently*
Apollon April 1: Mati & Hari April
Proceeds will be donated to the milk
J
Court sentenced her to a year in 29. with Dr. Giovanni and Se nor
fund of Day Nursery at the William
Wences to follow.
Abel.
prison and forfeiture of her NorMorris Memorial park.
-

Renews

Mmmm, H. Y.

Otilllow

smart

Saranac Sake

19, I947

«rd sailor and girl tern routine
with the acroantics earning
(HOTEL KERBS)
best returns.
Paddy Cliff sinesfa
Charles Reader, Jere McMahon, medley of Irish and
Yiddish son™
Nancy
(with
Zamora
Florence
also some musieomedy
Zamora), Noble & Kino, B«?«er« Line gals, parade in some standards'
brief roul
u
Orch (iu; vocals bv Stanley Worth; tines.
Cass Harrison's Latin Rhythms (5);
B. S. Pully and. his diminutive
$2 and $3 viinimwn.
partner Gump come on for the sec
ond
and
late shows.
Payees
Charles Reader is handling the in to hear their blue Insanities com*
One
Pierre's entertainment in the Co- bit, a takeoff of the
hoodlum nair
tillion Room with the same aplomb in "The Killers" is
standout in their
as did Stanley Melba, so long a fix- routine.
It's clean and gets laughs
headBesides
ture here, before him.
Johnny Silvers and orch
of
11,
combo
terp
tiptop
ing up a
show in top fashion and do okav
Reader is an authoritative emcee as for customer dancing.
Ldry.
he parades the class trio of turns,

n

,

stated of-

these places would have
and $150,000 of seized
liquor returned to them, but if they
stepped out of line again it would

flcially that

Hollywood, Feb. 18.
Williams Bros., vocal quartet last
week bowed out after five years
never
Aussie Vaude-Revue Unit under pact at Metro—afterImmedihaving worked in a Aim.
In 1,100 Mile Air
ately after, the act signed with Universal-International and singers are
Brisbane, Feb. 5.
Harry' Wren, teamed with Will slated to face cameras for first- time,
Green-I.e6
Johnny
two
Mahoney, will route a vaude-revue singing
unit headed by Tommy Trinder, Robin tunes-; in Deanna Durbin's
British comic, from here to Ade- forthcoming "For the Love of Mary."
Foursome was drafted into Army
laide, about 1,100 miles, via air. It's
costly but it saves a lot of lost play- in 1942 shortly after signing at Metro
ing time. Understood that Trinder and since release from service the
singers have just waited around.
is copping $3,000 weekly for span
deal
on
Wren-Mahoney
under
mj»,
through the Tivoli loop.
p ,
Bob Geraghty, Mahoney's former |nOF6 Hit@rf I#at@S 381
manager-partner, is planning a big
stage setup here within the next
-For Morton
few weeks.
Morton Downey, who closes at the
Wedgwood room, of the WaldorfAstoria hotel, N. Y., Saturday (22)
Lyons' U. S. Talent
goes into the Town Casino, Buffalo,
London, Feb. 13.
at $6,500 weekly March 10. He'll vaEnglish vaude agent Michael Lyons
cation at Palm Beach until then.
sails for America Feb: 22 on the
Downey, will follow with the
Queen Elizabeth to scout around for
Blackstone hotel, Chicago, March
medium-priced acts to tour England.
21, for four weeks and may go into
Lyons has carte blanche from
the Latin Quarter, Boston. Boston
theatre
circuits
and
indie
various
date is indefinite so far inasmuch as
owners to book acts, guaranteeing he
may have to play an old comHe re- mitment at Ciro's, Hollywood, bethem at least six weeks.

Hop

(14) that resulted in

the suspension of four licenses.
Raids occurred in the afternoon
before many were open for business
and included in the spots closed are
"• •, Hawaiian
the Val D'Or, the Tic
lounge, and a cafe in the northend

merely suspended.

To

Metro for five Years

On liquor Rags in New fice Crnsade

police Friday

Weimmiujf Febraary
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in style

'

of the smartest moves in nitery biz
year.
With their business
this

slumping, the duo took a chance in
booking Katherine Dunham and her
dancers into the room for their first
nitery date.
Result is a boff shot in the arm
for the west side club, with' opening
night's business (13) the best since
Danny Thomas last played La Martinique last summer. Miss Dunham,
with her legit and concert following,
is
certain to attract the longhair
clientele that usually doesn't venture
west of Fifth, avenue, along with the
room's regular customers, so that biz

should continue to perk.
Dunham troupe, with Miss Dunham herself setting the pace, makes
the switch from legit to nitery
boards with ease, presenting a socko
SO minutes of versatile terping,
Group, attired in highly -colorful costumes, does two West Indies numbers (their recognized forte) and
also three routines from Miss Dun(Continued on page 48)
•
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BeClnstue

LATIN

1>*

Fell.
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<4t'.4KTKR, fin.. lor S Weeki
III St.:

—

MATT*
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Miami

Beach, Feb.

15.

Myron Cohen, Fisher «t White. OlPaddy Cliff. B. S. Putty
& 11. S. Gump, Line (6), Johnny Silxen & Joy.

vers Orch (7); $3-$4 mill.

Probably the heaviest draw to
play this intimate room in recent
weeks, Myron Cohen, the dialectopper, has been brought, back by
Danny Davis, and from opening
nights heavy attendance, it looks
like the story-teller retains ability
to lure them in, despite heavy eompetish around.
Rest of show is an
in

ROXY
NEW YORK

affair.
turns in a stint

tests on his versions of the
garment
center guys and gals eccentricities.
Announced fact that he spent many

.years

in

that

section,

adds to au-

thentic touch which forestalls any
such reaction. It adds up to a sock

improved

stint.

lite!

from our Horary, nnr of
most ooinnrrlitiiKivv

tfc*

lottcrst,

In

Showbiz.

* IM7 C»t«l0(c FKEKt
* Kscluslve mnt«ri»l owr KpetMm
J. & H. KLEINMAN
2S-31-K 30th Rood, I. I. Oly 2, N.
Telephone: Aniorfci 8-0SS5

Y.

Utilizing

the platter-backgrounded takeoff
on
"Figaro." Garnered heavy applause
lor a begoff.
Olsen and Joy turn in their stand-

kwsmvi

i

hmmm
e
i3t

57th

.

.

n. t. c.

St..

Pt.

i-nn

MAXINE

SULLIVA
VILLAGE VANGUARD,

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

New

York

NOW {Indefinitely)

pr ess representative

SIDNEY ASCHER

Parodies! Spscirf-Songs!

k Draw

for the payees, who keep
on pounding for more.
Fisher and White, are back with

dummy, a hypnotic sequence and

management

Newark

MATTY HOSKN

session

funny pan to full extent,
the duo turn in some yock getting
bit*.
Highlights of act are the ventre number with Fisher playing
the

KM

Antics'

Theatre,

Mr::

which runs

40 minutes and packed with laughgetters.
He's
eliminated
stories
which might prove offensive, though
the guy heretofore, via his ingratiating manner, hasn't raised any pro-

a much
fisher's

ELYN

'Comedy Dose*

and out

Cohen

at the

HEENE and HOWARD
Adams

RADIO: Sundays.
Parsons!

Management

eibsbt terry

if

1

i&mttm

3-3:15 P.M.,

WNEW
'

Direction:

MUSIC CORP. OF AMW'C*
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holdover from tha previous show.
She has a new number in which she
brings out a large hatrack loaded
costume hats, changing the
dance to match, each hat, A pretty
girl, she also «Jng4 some and plays
to the baldhead row. Mostly her
numbers are routines she used a

and brings him back for repeated
encores.

Raymond Scott does a swell job
in holding down the band spot and
while interest in the band might
have been secondary, Scott with his
Maestro
nifty musicianship, scores.
leans heavily on his own composi"Powerstarting off with
tions,
house" followed by "18th Century

gbt Club Reviews
Continued from page 44

\m

Martiuiefsso.

N. ¥.

ham's recent legiter, "Bal Negre."
Sensuous quality keynotes the stuff
and Miss Dunham's slow strii>s and
suggestive wiggles will have the
front-table bald pates craning their
necks. Group isn't hampered by the
room's comparatively small stage
nor the lack of props for its revue.

type show and the dancers get in
the same amazing leaps they did in
their concert work.
Baritone Jean Leon Destine and
the Sans Souci Singers set the stage
with a good presentation of Haitian
ceremonial songs in the longhair
groove and then Miss Dunham takes
over for her "Carnival Time in,
Brazil," ably aided by male terpers
Lenwood Morris and Vanoye Aikens.
Miss D.' sings the Brazilian lyrics
in tempting style and then strips
down to the bare necessities for a
fast terping windup. Accustomed to
working in a large theatre, the group
has tailored its stuff for the smaller

room,

and

the

audience

respond

heitily.

Show

,

the
"Negre" numbers, including "Blues,"
"Nostalgia" and "C'est Lui." Singers
get splendid harmony in "Nostalgia"
with a medley of oldies, backgrounding a flash terp demonstration of the turkey trot, bunny hug,
etc., and spotting the number to sock
applause. "C'est Lui" has Miss Dunham singing the lyrics in high school
French with a Sans Souci background. She and Aikens then do a
slow and torrid dance, again accentuating the sensuous, earning the
troupe a begoff.
really

clicks

witl>

Holdover Lillian Both also garners
top reception.
Certainly not possessed of a standout voice, she has

SONIA CORTIS
INTERNATIONAL
SINGING STAR

;

indefinable
showbiz quality
that
demonstrated by most of the vets,
which catches on' with the audience.
After a couple of pops and parodies,
she encores with a medley of the
tunes she introduces, such as "Sing,
You Sinners," "If I Could Be With

Parody on "Stone Cold
etc,
Dead Ttt the Market" is good, but
she does best with the torehies.
Ernie Stewart's orch, with Daniel

Stal.

Jack Bempwv'it.

Korn Kobblers
minimum.

(6);

IV.

no

V.

coi'cr

or

feet.

This cooperative group subsists on
a special brand of corn that, if it
were anything else, could be called
smooth and polished in execution.
They provide the Dempsey customers with exactly what they're looking for; a hilarious evening.
Individually versatile, these boys double; on just about everything available.
Stan Fritts, emcee and driving force, plays the tram and a fabulous: washboard rigged with automobile horns; Eddie Grosso, ex-Kuss
Morgan man, plays all reeds, strings,
flute and ocarina; Charley Koenig's
on the string bass and tuba: Howard
MacElroy, who harks back to Ben
Pollack days, plays drums, cowbells,
siren and anything else that happens
to be near; Marty Gold. ex-Ben
Sarnie, is on the piano, and Mels
Laakso on the trumpet.
Outfit has several specialties that
are regular laugh-getters, with a
takeoff of an old Chic Sale number
leading.
Others bringing great returns are "Casey Jones" and a grand
opry- number. -Beside this unconscious satire on what passes for hillbilly music, Kobblers play better
than fair Dixieland tailgate and
throw in a dance tune on Occasion,:
They're tops for this kind of en•

Tomm.

Panther Room.

4

hi

(SHERMAN HOTEL)
Chicago, Feb. 14.
Raymond Scott Orch (10) with
Collins:
Dusty Fletcher,
Line. (6), Carl Mora:; $2-$3.50 min.

Dorothy

Panther Room really snagged a
neat package this. week that packed
the spot opening night.
Dusty
Fletcher and his "Open the Door,
Richard" routine that has been
standard with him for years, steals
the show.
Fletcher is essentially an old burlesque comic with his exaggerated
shoes, battered top-hat, and rakish
dress coat. From the minute he gets
tossed out of an imaginary saloon
,

'

KING EDWARD HOTEL
TORONTO, CAWABA
'

Opening Marco 'Ms.

TIC

TOC CLUB

MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

and

starts

to

wend

his

way home

with a large ladder he corns it up
plenty ; but it's all commercial. Alternate pleading and blustering to
Richard" has patrons in hysterics

Monti
»»

•

-i.

,

i

Chez Ami.

;

|

Rivalry

Montreal, Feb

Wing among

bonifaces for
talent they can afford.

WOblem; the

•

originally

brought

steak

i»

thTw

operators admit

house!

in

52

but'

entertainment. Their nn?
s
u p but 50 have the
tab,
.,
is $1 cover plus
your dinner
or supper, which is a la
carte

one
H
£
which

-

.

.

Mayfalr Room.

Unbridled screwballism, with overtones of sly purpose, have earned for
the Korn Kobblers an enviable
country-wide following and, judging
from current business, ifs all pack-,
ing into Jack Dempsey's emporium
every night of the week. After a
four-year tenure at Roger's Corner,
the Kobblers, from whose format
sprang the litter of corn "stylists,"
were imported into a sagging Dempsey's and within the space of a
month have put the spot back on its

tertainment.

Opening Ettmrary 24th

over for solid response.
Her presence indicates the drive
being made by the Cairo to attract
dance floor.
Scott's crew consists of four trom- the former Troika clientele. This is
five saxes further hinted by the fact that the
.bones, four trumpets,
Duncan
sisters are soon due to play
with three doubles on clarinet, and
Arrangements are here. Three or four years ago, they
three rhythm.
Strong on tenor sax and clarinet went for months without a break at
minor
chording the Troika, hanging up a longevity
with
passages
prominent. Dorothy Collins, among record for that nitery,
Ted Alexander and accompanist
the tops in band vocalists both in
looks and voice, does nicely with provide a vocal interlude during the
"Man I Love," "Stormy Weather," dancing. The line, as usual, is niftily
costumed.
Lowe.
and "Stuff Like That."
Line gals are okay in the parade
numbers and Carl Marx continues
Chi
Loop.
with his panto antics.
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Chicago, Feb. 12.
Carl Brisson, Ramon Ramos Orch
Huff ale
(fl» $2.50-$3.50 min.
Buffalo, Feb. 5.
Mary Jane Todd, Hudson & Share,
Carl Brisson in his second appearGeorge Givot.
ance here in eight months does an
Reviewing the Chez Ami in this hour show and could have stayed
town is almost like commenting on longer without pulling for applause.
a civic institution. Phil Amigone and Danish singer uses all the tricks Of
Jack Grood have been turning them the stage to good advantage in this
over in this spot for better than 20 swank spot. Carries his own techniyears, and it's a tribute to their cian for mike and lights and instead
acumen that they continue to draw of depending on room lights creates
the town's best trade as well as the his own effects which enhance bis
•>

Marsalino

for dancing with
Guerra's rhumba crew.

'

Drawing Room," and "War Dance cluding a flower dance, Portuguese
cymbal dance, semi-acrobatic hula
and a very peppy can-can. All get

Mendelsohn conducting for the Dunham part of the program, rates a
special nod for backing a difficult
show in outstanding style. Orch doubles

Yiddish Cafes

few years, back when she was an oft
and on feature at the Troika, in-

Music wise
for Wooden Indians."
his playing is tops and .he has muted
his arranagements, without sacrificing rhythm, so that he fill* the

You,"

•

.with

Suffrin's

and Sloppy

Joe's,
are the two main spots, haven'twhich
thS
liquor licenses as yet, and
if thtv
difficulty in getffi
them, it's a question on
howlonl
they can keep going. Sloppy
can take in about 200 for two
show*
nightly and Suffrin's about
450
with the nut increased up
to °$'l gw
weekly, they're frankly worried
Entertainment
all
alone
vs..
brought big reaction from
Suffrin's first to open, teed
off with
Jenny Goldstein, and has
brought in Fraydele Oysher no»
and
Hvmie

have much more

wf

w

-

hXye~

Jacobson. Show is well-bal.
anced and gives the payees the
Yiddish entertainment they
waff
usual contingent of visiting firemen. stint.
Miss Oysher clicks with a
repertory
After bouncing into the room to of
Always a legitimate operation, the
vocals in the Jewish vein.
management has never stinted on "Hello, There" with personal inter- ters big in cantorial excerpts,
the McCoy quality of the bar offer- polations for old friends, Brisson edg and folk tunes. Jacobson comsa
ings or in the excellence of the sings a medley of hit tunes that he boife 'era. with some
ribald humor
cuisine.- If the shows have not al- has introduced ending with "Beer and special material
which
ways been On the five-star side, it Barrel Polka." A new one for this
seems to have been a shortage to spot is "Nora" which doesn't sound
which the paying customers have as Irish as it might, but still sells.
Then he switches to sitting on top
made no noticeable objection.
Current show has a line of eight of a chair and using a hand mike as the layout for the current
p™ff
girls backed by. Pat Van's perennial he sings a special, 'The Manicurist."
Also on the bill is Mickey
free'.
instrumental aggregation. Mary Jane With a sudden switch in mood he man, a
fresh - looking,
Todd, a standard chanteuse, sounds goes dramatic in "Memories of Old young comic whose borschtpunchine
e j!
over-loud for the house acoustics. Vienna" in a blue spot. For the a natural for this
spot.
Freeman
Danish
contingent
Brisson
does
a
Hudsoq and Share are in for a turn
of ballroom terping which turns out folk song and has the .audience join- nicely
All he^needs is some mate-''
ing in the refrain. After making the
to be pleasingly acrobatic.
Zen'th Sisters (2). warblers,
,
George .Givot (New Acts') has rounds of tables he discovered a get okay
hand with a varied selecbeen" booked for a fortnight and is newlywed couple and sang "Bells of tion of pop and
Yiddish tunes.
being
held
over an additional St. Mary" dedicated to them. Crowd
ate it up. Finishes with "Last Time
Lam.
stanza.
Bur/on.
I
Saw Paris" and "Little White
Gardenia" to terrif applause. His.
Club Cairo,
popularity and showmanship should
Washington, Feb. 12.
attract boff biz for this spot.
Barry Wood, Patsy Kelly, Talia,
Line (6), Ted Alexander Duo, .Bob
Glass Hat, rV. ¥.
Simpson Orch (7); min. $3 weekdays,
(BELMONT PLAZA HOTEL)
$3.50 weekends.
Radio Aces (3), Paul Sydell &
J5K „a " •»«•<*«* of Theatricals
The Cairo, which" has been stead- Susie, Wendy Bishop, Ronnie &
FUN-MASTER
ily: building since its opening here Ray, Eddie Stone Orch
FILES
(11); Min.
N»*. I thru 22
last fall, comes up with the best $2.50 uiee/cdajys; $3.50 Saturdays.
$1.00 each
show it has offered its customers
BLACK-OUTS"
Glass Hat currently has a 'standard
thus far. Barry Wood and Patsy
3 Voh.
Kelly work together smoothly to vaude layout that's plenty pleasing
$20.00 P.r Vol., or
offer a melange of slapstick, sweet to the visiting-buyer and traveling$50.00 for 3 Volt.
music and enough. noise" to blow the salesmen trade which flocks to it.
PARODIES"
Radio Aces (3) top the bill and are.
top off the jernt.
10 Sock Parodist for $10.00
Wood comes on first and soon has made to order for a boite like this.
the gals at the tables oohing and As a matter of fact, their swift and
MASTER
ahing as he feeds them "Great Day," zany routine is tailored to measure
THE CEREMONIES"
"Only Girl in the World," "Zip-a-dee- for any sprawling spot where knock(How (o Bo an lUmvee)
Do-Da," "That Old Feeling" and "Be- 'em-on-the-head humor is in order.
Aces have a strong portfolio of
gin the Beguine," last an interesting
$3.00 Por Copy
special
arrangement. There was not a spft
material, such as their take>'• r.O.D.'i o« any material!
Her!
spot in Wood's performance when offs on m.c.s and on musicals, and
route, alia send immanent address.
caught, and he pulled audience at- they know how to peddle the stuff.
tention much better than' is usually They never slow down in their
SMITH
the case in this Sam Schanker bis- screwy and raucous singing, mugging
260 W. Mih St* New York 19,
and gagging.
tro.
Paul Sydell & Susie hold runnerFrom then on romance ends and
party gets lively as Patsy Kelly up position. To say this' dog act is a
comes on stage, meatier than in the standard is to say everything, beold days but with the same rough- cause it hasn't materially changed
house tactics that have been so suc- since originally reviewed in Variety
cessful both on the stage and in pic- at the Orpheum, Brooklyn, in 1923.
tures.
Audience loves it as she Its far from the best o£ the manfusses Wood and as they alternate andrdog routines, but to stay in busiplaying straight for each other's ness that long and work regularly,
an act obviously has to have somepunch lines.
Miss Kelly scores nicely with a thing Sydell works with three difcalliope
version
of
"ShortenhV ferent dogs dancing with them and
Bread," and they wind up with a duet balancing them.
In IQtfe
Otherwise, layout includes Wendy
of "YouVe Terrif," Act is one of
the liveliest and hardest hitting that Bishop, wno, as has been noted of
Month
hasTplayed a night spot here in some singers before, has "a nice chassis,
but not one wired for sound."
time.
Blonde
Talia, well known in these parts mixes pops and specialties for ho
Theatre
as a single dancer specializing in particular results. Pretty much the
cymbal and hula numbers, is a same can be said of terpers Ronnie
& Ray in the opening slot. Couple
e nd WO k hard iu a series of
t?
f
neS bUt
" &oaaft
count fo?muct
•TRUNKS*
Seeisssiiii
Orch leader Eddie Stone is one
of
Taylor, Jl & M and other
tne Glass Hats major
assets. .Not
HE Continued from page 43
makes, •lightly used. We are
e
y
in la ugh-getting
torcod to move and must as"
and therefore could not comment on fashion,
)nn° S
*\
but he's a personable guy
our Mock at sacrifice priced,
situation until he had made proper who keeps the lads and
Alno very grood line of Airlassies from"
plane Luggage.
investigation.
interlan ds well - entertained
with ^
gags, special material and
SAVOY LUGGAGE SHOP
From other sources it was learned L,Hh
just
fl« HAST, IH1TII MTItnUT
that national AGVA. backed by the plain joviahtv between shows. The
J.KH YOKK <«TV
orch s okay f or da ncint
;,
too
Her
Four A's, could resort
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linary measures against
branch by either taking
or declaring its
outlaw action.- Union

pletely

withdraw

to

discip-

the

Pliilly

'

^
"SENSATIONAL - TWO-ACT REVUE'

over comstance an
could also
j

the

branch's

autonomy

and place those involve^ on its unlist. Since AGVA is a
migratory
union such action would mean that
members of the Philly group could
not be employed in theatres
and
mtenes with whom AGVA holds
basic agreements.
Several years ago there was
a
similar flareup by the Philly
local
fair

but this was adjusted when national
AGVA stepped in, dissolved the local and took it over as a
branch of
the national office.
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1,

pickpocket

iurn,

their

The Roxy's extremely flexible pol- gasps
wide latitude in. the spins
icy permits a

talent buying so that there isn't
no
tno wide a difference in, grosses

matter what the. stage fare is. The
Surrent layout gives the impression
whereas
at being a high budgeter,
have often been
results
lesser
achieved with more expensive talWithal, there's plenty name
ent
value in a batch of acts topped by
Peter Lorre, Gil Lamb and Evelyn
.

Irfaddition there's the further attraction of tasty production with a
colonnaded set that embellishes en-

aerial

with

stunts get plenty of
their arm-twists and

Diversified and tightly played,
Despite the fact that the show
current bill at the State is in the
adds up to an entertaining total,
tradition of this theatre's vaudeville
there are some minor lapses in the
Lorre, who's pulling heyday. Acrobatics, comedy, daticpresentation.
ing, vocals and s. a. are here in
In a goodly share of the trade, gives
reasonable, amounts to insure good
a heavy declamation on Foe's "Tellreception.
Tale Heart" which, while excellently
Firstly, there's Jackie Gleason to
delivered and shows his thespic abilpace the layout. And Gleason is a
with
the
genout
place
of
seems
ity,
the show. far cry from his 52d street days
erally light tenor of
Nonetheless, the crowd shows re- he's that improved. His material is
spect for his ability and he's away something that needs nursing, perLorre, during haps, but the slimming fat boy has
to a hearty salvo.
some of his shows, had been reading acquired a greater sense of deadpan
from script, but at show caught, delivery. Additionally, he knows his
•while he field the folio, he didn't way around a stage and can handle
himself under any conditions.
torefer
to
it.
have
The Jansleys, as they have for
Other lapse came from Gil Lamb,
who had a time getting started, but many years at the State, and in
once he went into his jitterbug rou- vaude in general, open the layout
tine and his harmonica bit, he had with their always-click foot-balanc.

smooth

and similarly walks

sailing,

ing.

Terry Lawlor

healthy returns.

Evelyn Knight, however, provides
nifty song stanza. This well-groomed
songstress, with the renditions of

"Grandfather's Clock," "Lass With
the Delicate Air," both of which are
closely identified with her and "September Song" cuts the house down
to her size.
Miss Knight started in
intime rooms, but demonstrates that
she's able to project in this huge
theatre.

completed by Boy
Foy, who recently played his first
postwar N. Y. date at the nearby
Loew's State. This diminutive unicyclist-juggler must share a secret
with Fanny Ward. He still gives the
extremely youthful appearance, despite the fact that When Variety first
caught in at the Biltmore room, N.Y.,
in 1937, he had been around for
sometime in other class spots. But
he's still doing a sock act that has
class, speed and much visual interThis British import, is probably
est.
the best act of his type around.
The house production has the gals
on skates to provide a good warmerupper by executing the pinwheel

Act lineup

is

routine. Aural aspects of this number aren't neglected with Pat Terry,

former singer with Bobby Byrnes
orch, doing the production singing.
Jose.

Hippodrome, Balto.
Baltimore, Feb. 16.

Don Rice, Jacqueline Devine,
Yvonne Moray, Marshall Bros. (2),
Martez & Delita, Felice lula House
Orch (12);
(RRO).

"Song

of

the

South"

average layout is
sparked by Don Rice as a flip working emcee and legitimate spot holder
on his own. Comic has developed
considerably since last around and
shows promise of more ambitious
possibilities on stuff revealed currently. Opening is allotted to Martez
and Delita, mixed aero dancing duo
working to synchronized musical
than

Better

background of Latin- American tunes.
Punch out flashy and effective terps.
Yvonne Moray, pint-sized comedy
singer, deuce, handles vocals of

"Old

Man Mose,"

"I'm a Big Girl Now"
and an impression of Jimmy Durante. Makes good spot for Marshall
Brothers, duo of personable mimics
who give out with two-way workings »f the familiars but in swift
and telling sequence for socko results.

Winner of a recent "Al Jolson
Singing Contest" here, Jacqueline
holds down a niche of
straight singing in which she delivers "Zipa-De-Do-Dah," "Sonata"
and "See You in
Dreams," all
hi pleasing voice and well received.
Rice closes with effective clowning

Devine

My

and audience

bits abetted by couple
Has a sure way with a

of plants.

gag and

sells for

maximum

Biz okay.

LORETTA MILLER

current issue.

6 Misss.

effect.

Burn.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Feb. 14.
Yvette,
Johnny Morgan, Fred
Roner, Ruth & Billy Ambrose, 4
Fanhnos, Les Rhode House Orch;
Perfect Marriage" (Par).
.

another frequent

is

State repeat with her vocalisthenics,
and the red-head still knows how to
reach the mass type of audience.
Jerry
Bergen,
pint-sized
the
comic, garners plenty of laughs with
his violin nonsense, in which he's
assisted by Elizabeth Walberg in one
of the standby routines of vaude, a
guy "confused" by a busty, sexylooking dame.
Harrison and' Fisher continue to
maintain the sharp pace of the show
.

with their

satirical

ballroom

stuff.

Kahn.

UK©,

BoStOlI
Boston, Feb.

ripple.
It's unfortunate that the p.a. busihad to close this show. Thornand Adam and Jane DiGatano
do such a thoroughly great job for
Ever since he first
the first half.
launched his own outfit back before
the war, Thornhill's style and musical excellence has been aching to
break through to top public acceptAnd if enough people could
ance.
see him work at the Strand that
would do for him what that one
recording he has been missing by. a
hairbreadth could and would accomplish.
His is a flne band, made su-

ness
hill

Ciro Rimac Orch, Joan Edwards,
Arthur Blake, 3 Nonchalants; "Wicfced Lady" (U).
Nifty layout full of color, variety,

and good personalities. Joan Edwards holds the ace spot and well,
but supporting show contributes to
the overall favorable impression it
makes on audience.
Ciro Rimac orch turns out sharp

rhumba rhythm and

offers good asof entertainers for the first

Show opens

midway with

a piano interlude,

backed by rhythm only, that could
be labelled a Thornhill interpretaAnd it's
tion of Frankie Carle.
swell.

Fran Warren, vocalist with the
band, works up front. She does an
excellent job on "I Get the Blues
When It Rains," "Sentimental Reasons," "Sunday Kind of Love." but
overstays her leave with "Coffee
Song," a faded piece not done too
that has

Wash.

with tap routine.
Steve Evans, comic, goes over
with imitations of a drunk,
various
a melodrama monster, and
types of audience laughter, the latter the biggest bell-ringer with the
clicks

solidly

balanced

to

Johnny Morgan mixes some new
and tried material into laugh-buildsession which garners heavy
re-;

:<?«".'•'

....".».

.

j

1

_

patrons.
.,
,
Rex Stewart, cornetlst, steps down
from his stand to do a comedy
specialty of the talking cornet, which
*nai.
gainers plenty laughs.
,

begoff.

wg

Newark, Feb. 13.
Alvino Rey Orch (16), Olga San
Juan, The Blue Rey s, Jimmy Joyce,
Jo Ann Ryan, Johnny Woods, Pryde

,

is currently adding a surprising new talent— a fine singing voice.
a smooth performer as
monologist and raconteur, this new
ingredient should place him in front
rank for consideration as a singing

Always

star for stage or screen.
Incidentally, the story of his vocal
ambitions, nursed by him for many
years, is one of amazing perseverance in the pursuit of the illusive
will-o-the-wisp of successful voicetraining.
Givot's current routine,
which is marked for the first time
by emphasis on vocalization, continues to include a number of clicko
stories,
segued by his standard
Greek-ambassador
mimicry,
for
which he has been chiefly recognized
through the years. Both continue to
be surefire for old and new patronage. The fact- that Givot still is able
to put it across for top returns, even
in the face of rowdy over-exhilaration from the customers as marked
the performance caught, marks him
again as a fine showman.
Latter part of the routine is given
over to straight singing in which
he uncovers a voice of surprising
range, tonality and volume. He delivers several ballads for an excellent reception and closes with "Glory
Road," which had the customers in
bravos when caught.
Givot's new talent marks him as
an excellent bet for musical comedy

Sophisticated, sleek appearance of
animals make effective contrast to
baggy pants comics, and climax of
act,
a pyramid building stunt, is
hilariously slapstick.
Amory brothers, seen here for
first time, rate attention in a novel
harmonizing routine. Vocalising is
good, arrangements different, but
act still needs plenty polishing before it can be rated tops. Brothers

BEVERLY BEVAN.
Songs
14 Mins.

& Day; "Dangerous Money" (Mono). Sawdust

Trail, N. Y.
Beverly Bevan, a recent Austra-

In first postwar appearance in this
spot, Alvino Rey and his hot guitar
are finding the going tough. Audience at opening (13) more or less
sat on its hands, returns being far
below the excitement drummed up
on pre-war visits. Rey has found

nothing
old

bit,

replace
"Tiger Rag,"

his

to

uproarious
bellowed

as

Sole number
out- via electric lute.
approaching it in reception in current offering

is

a brace of airs,

"My

Buddy" and "My Bonnie Lies Over
the

.

stint which embraces neat variety
vjrth "J'Attandrai" and "Doin' What

Had

class

Ocean," oldies

The DiGatanos are a dance team by

half of the show. Alzira Camargo
warbles "Tico Tico," "Upa, Upa"
and others with appropriate manifestations of physical inquietude,
and there are various dance and
trumpet specialties by Charley Boy,

from swank to pop in smooth manner.
Looks good and gets hearty
well

little

.a

made palatable
electronic trickery combining
voices with warm plectrum stuff.
Most of the band contribs lack
sparkle. "Guitar Boogie" has a monotony of approach, and the openers, "Blue Ray" and "I Found a
New Baby" make little impression.
Jimmy Joyce, baritone, does okay
with "Night and Dry" and joins

well.

Olympia show this week Is up to impreshes of Mae West and Kathe- acro-dog act. Rotund dialect comics
get plenty laughs and approval in
making solid entertain- rine Hepburn. Her takeoff on Hilde- their familiar routine of playing
garde is also hilarious.
Bunny Riggs, sepia youngster, stooges to a pair -of French poodles.

her

with

made quite a mark during
the past 'few years.
They haven't
yet approached the level they eventually will reach. Two routines sufficed, to get them over big with this
audience, the second of which, done
to "Begin the Beguine" is an unRinita, Mechita and Belem inter- usually exciting pattern. While the
polated. Adds up to lively session male half does a fine job, it's his with Blue Reys in "Huggin' and
partner who solidifies the act. Her Chalkin'."
Jo Ann Ryan purrs
and draws loud applause.
Miss Edwards wows from walkon graceful twists and twirls, plus nifty through "O But I Do" and "Among
with her looks and holds them with costuming and the fine points the My Souvenirs."
She opens with latter covers makes the act a shooOlga San Juan, lassie with the
her song stanza,
"Sooner or Later," and follows with in. She uses her gams when they're snapping black eyes and unexpect"Zip - a - De - Do - Dah," "Buttermilk off the floor like Danny Kaye uses edly blond hair, goes Caribbean in
Sky," a Gus Edwards medley, and his hands.
a big way in "Bim Bam Boom,"
Bob Hopkins, a Coast comedian, "Cuba," "Babalu" and "Asi Asi," a
"Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe."
Makes additional friends by being supplies the laughs. His delivery in- new bit she has added to her act,
unostentatious and friendly, but her dicates a good future and his vocal She's solid but could stand better
singing voice, clean enunciation and takeoffs of various stars are almost routining.
Pryde and Day have a funny, jugwarm presentation are the basis of all extremely accurate—but that
material won't get him far. He broke gling turn, and Johnny Woods does
her sock performance.
Arthur Blake impersonations, eggs here like a short-order cook and imitations of famous folk, mostly
Bran.
ranging from Bette Davis through didn't convince the crowd he was satirical.
Hildegarde, Louella Parsons, Car- funny until his finale bit, built
men Miranda,- Hepburn, Stewart, around a laughing drunk accom
Apollo, X. V.
Laughton, etc., wow the customers. panying a rendition of "Holiday for
Duke Ellington Orch, Peck & Peck,
It's
a comical piece of
Three Nonchalants, acros who kid Strings."
Howell & Bowser, Fred Douglas, Al
Elie. business and got him off nicely.
themselves, also well received.
Martha Vickers, who's in the Hibbler, Marion Cox, Kay Davis;
Strand's current film, along with "Secrets of a Sorority Girl" (PRC).
Earle, Pfeflly
Hale, leads the p.a. parade. She has
Philadelphia, Feb. 14.
Fronting a sprightly hour-long'
Hopkins to help, but succeeds in doCharlie Barnet Orch with Billy ing nothing Jbut looking pretty. Her show, affable Duke Ellington is a
Usher; Rex Stewart; Anne Russell; contribution is a dull three or four polished emcee and keeps things
Bunny Rigos, Steve Evans; "Sweet- minutes of conversation. Hale fol- moving at a smart pace at Harlem's
heart of Sigma Chi" (Mono).
lows, alone and also with Hopkins' flagship where the wickets whirled
merrily opening night Friday (14).
help and gets nowhere fast.
Bill this week headlines Charlie
At this showing Dave Clark Band, comprising seven brass, five
Barnet and his orchestra, and pre- made a brief p.a. (he did one at reed and four rhythm, tees off with
show.
vaude
entertaining
sents
opening and last show). He handles a fast "Jes' You, Jes' Me."
Peck & Peck, fast comic knockBest part as far as Barnet is con- himself well onstage and seems to
cerned comes at end of stint with his have a solid grip on femmes. They about turn, builds up a slow motion
Howfistic bout for fair returns.
medley of five numbers that have squeal like Sinatrafans.
Wood.
ever, routine's drawn out too much
proved popular during his career.
Tall
and could stand tightening.
Barnet also fronts band and
Capitol,
songstress Marion Cox chirps an acchimes in on sax and clarinet in
Washington,
Feb.
14.
"St.
Louis
Blues."
ceptable
Was
opening number, "The Sergeant
Eddie Hanley, 5 Grays, Amory
Ellington shines on the ivories
Shy," plus "Caravan" and "For Sen- Bros.
(4),
Gaudsmith Bros. (2); with "Happy-Go-Lucky Local" and
timental Reasons." Billy Ushers vo- "Lady
in take" (M-G)
Davis, who's
is followed by. Kay
cals are pleasant, but far from socko,
fetehingly attired in a print gown
in medley of "Pretending," "Mood
Show at Capitol this week fairly with bare midriff. Warbles "MinneIndigo," "I Only Have Eyes For
routine, offering no headliners, but haha" and "Brown 'Penny" from
You" and "Without Love."
nevertheless
pleasant
fare,
Holiday"
in a
Ellington's "Beggar's
Ann Russell, a looker in a blue paced, and with enough appealwell
Trumpeter Ray
to haunting delivery.
evening gown, pleases the. cus- sustain interest.
Nance comes off the stand for a
tomers with her comedy singing.
Best audience response goes to comic vocal of "Just Squeeze Me But
Gonna
"I'm
are
numbers
Her best
Gaudsmith brothers in their zany Please Don't Tease Me."
Guy," in which she does
sortment

»
for the payees.
Toplining is Yvette, in from the
Erook club and making the switch

with

and,

added, team has sock possibilities.
Get best returns on a negro spiritual, "Who Built the Ark?"

Chen Ami, Buffalo, ». Y.
To a showmanship Which has been
well known to theatre and nightclub habitues for 25 years, George
Givot

Newark

with the band behind

ected on the latter. From there on
such things as "Love Tales," "Anniversary Song," "Grieg's Concerto,"
"Oh But I Do" and many others hit
the jackpot, Thornhill relieves the

ment

Natur'lly" standouts.

proval,

ganization.

a scrim, a spinning recording proj-

pace
14.

depend too much on mugging and
leg work which detracts from their
piping.
Customers register ap-

•

standard,

Comes

Comedy
20 Mins.

Eddie Hanley, veteran comic, has
doffed his burlesque togs and added
some new material for a mildly
Act is
pleasing comedy routine.
spotty and overlong.
Hanley still
has plenty on the ball, but should
stick to the panto, which, he does
best.
Nitery
number,
"Sloppy
perlative by the ability of the leader Joe's", in which comic works with
himself.
His artistry is threaded a rangy femme assistant, isn't worth
through the overall performance so the effort. On the other hand, his
nicely that it sews the first half into finale, a takeoff on femme foibles,
a tight pattern of nifty entertain- clicks and gets a real rise from the
"
customers.
ment.
Five Grays, terp and warbling
Thornhill uses no tricks of the
type that theatre men have for some- team of four gals and lad; make a
time been urging for stage bands. colorful curtain raiser in a varied
Working in various and pictures, or perhaps
His is straight music, intelligently and fast act.
even the
from combos, team does everything from operatic
selected
judiciously
paced,
boards. A generation ago,
among past Columbia recordings, precision work through folk danc- with the assistance
of Hammerstein
pops and standards, and performed ing, winding up with a good West- pere, Orville Harold, fresh from
the
Lowe.
in .manner that proved the eight ern number.
ranks of a vaudeville quartet, made
brass, two french horn, five sax, four
the Metropolitan roster. So why not,
rhythm set up a great musical or-perhaps, Givot?
Burton.
Adamst,

Love That

response

GEORGE GIVOT

ACro-Dance

Bal Tabarln, N. Y.
Stage show at the Strand, coupled
in air,
Loretta Miller has much to learn
Terpers Ruth and Billy Ambrose, to "That Way About Women" and in way of routining so that act would
nice looking pair, go over nicely built around Claude Thornhill's post- go in the smarter boites. Straight
with their dance routines.
Les war band, is an immensely satisfying terping is subdued in favor of the
Rhode and house orch backs show bit of business for perhaps 40 min- aero work, and it's in the latter that
in top styles. Biz good when caught. utes—then it falls flat on its personal she has to formulate a few more
appearances and everyone connected antics and body designs if she's to
Lory.
Hollywood just go in for the higher-priced jobs.
with it gets hurt.
hasn't learned yet that for a film
She makes a nice appearance on
personality just to show his or her the floor, but doesn't attempt to
State, N. Y.
kisser, etc., on a New York vaude project personality. Further experiJansleys, Jackie Gleason, Terry
They ence and reroutining should make
stage is no longer enough.
Lawlor, Jerry Bergen with Elizabeth
Alan Hale her commercially acceptable.
gotta do something.
Walberg, Harrison & Fisher: "Till the
learned that painfully this showing
Jose.
Clouds Roll By" (M-G).
when four straight gags didn't get a

tire proceedings.

off to

New Acts

Alan Hale; "That Way
About Women" (WB); reviewed in

Vickers,

With volunteers from aud the victims.
The Fantinos are socko with

'47.

47

Biz with orch a howler.

Strand. N. V.
Lamb, Evelyn Guy has an easy delivery which
Claude Thornhill Orch (19) toith
to solid overall effect.
PM Terry. Hoxy- adds
KniohU Boy
Lightfingered Fred Roner offers Fran Warren; Jane & Adam DiFfflS iWl Howe Orcfc: "The
Gatano,
Bob
Hopkins,
Martha
smartly
Gil

Lorre,

Peter

importation;
compensation for
Trail regular, Ella
cently departed to
in the Antipodes.
cent of each other
lian

provides ample
another Sawdust
Shields, who re-do a vaude tour
They're reminisin

many

respects.

Miss Bevan is a genuine Downunderite, while Miss Shields, an American, had to
to get a rep.

work

British territory

Miss Shields carved a
niche for herself with "Burlington
Bertie" while her successor is able
to ride a crest with the Australian
fave "Waltzing Mathilda."
Miss Bevan makes her appearance
garbed in tails and topper, but vocally
she's
sufficiently
feminine.
She's got an able, robust music-hall
delivery which reaches the farthest
reaches of .this long room.
Her numbers are the beerstube
variety, sentimental and melodic,
and makes nice background for
downing suds. They're also conducive to the customer's chipping in

•

•

vocally.
In all she's ideally suited
for this spot— to the extent that it's
hard to imagine her in other type
rooms,
Jose.

WEELA GALLEZ
Songs
30 Mins.

*
:

George Washington Hotel, N. Y.
This is Weela Gallez's first date

New York

in

after successful stands in

most of the midwestern key spots
and the attractive blonde singer had
her work cut out for her here. Dorothy Ross, her predecessor, stayed at
this intimate room for four-and-ahalf years doing a similar act, meaning
the
bolte's
steady
clientele
adopted the "show me" attitude for
Miss Gallez. And she'll make good.
Gal sings ultra-sophisticated ditties, a la Dwight Fiske, working at a

piano with a small hand-mike. Material, most of which she writes herself, is socko stuff, drawing a steady
round of snickers from the appreciative audience. She has good delivery, punctuating the songs with
suitable facial expressions, and she's
learned the secret of projecting her
personality across the room.
She
mixes several standard tunes with
her special stuff for a nice change of
pace, but her parodies, like "I Wanna Be in Winchell's Column," get
best results.
Miss Gallez currently works under bright lights at the room. She'd
do better with a baby spot and the

room's lamps dimmed.

.

Stal.

DAVE COLLIER
Songs
9 Mins,

Bal Tabarin, N. Y.
Dave Collier presents a full-blown
bary that has volume, a high degree
of melody and a good savvy in proSpotted midway in show, Howell jection. There are still some rough
particu& Bowser run through a fast line of edges in his presentation, tremolo,
gags. Former pleasingly vocals "De- larly a too pronounced
lovely" and "Honey." Boys close to which while giving fullness, detracts
strong mitting. Fred Douglas mixes from the essential" quality of bis
up some magic along with fast step- pipes. That fault, however, is easily
,
ping while keeping up running line corrected.
In this spot, Collier takes no
of patter with Ellington.
With a voice capable of extreme chances with his numbers,., they're
range, Al Hibbler shows it to advan- all familiar faves, such as "Night
Song" and
"Vagabond
Day,"
and
tage in piping "All That's Left of
Me," "Don't Take Your Love From "Yours Is My Heart Alone." Good
Me." Also scores in the blues num- for the family trade. He hasn't the
ber, "You're Fat and 40, But Lady finesse of » polished emcee. He's es-. Jose.
sentially- a singer.
You Are My Meat."
>

"

o

,

;

:

4ft

lem of finding toppers for every

Continued from page If

for angles, but little has

come up

as

sequences" with Ralph Edwards. Fine
$38,000. Last week, "Mighty McGurk"
(RKO) (2d wk) plus vaude headed "Lady in Lake" (M-G), plus vaude.
kudos.
by Wally Brown and Eileen Barton, Average $26,000, despite crix* (M-G)
Last week, "Secret Heart"
onlv $19,000.
Orphean (Blumenfeld) (2.448; 55- (2d wk), oke $23,000.
Pleasing
Columbia (Loew's) (1.263; 44-70)
85)—"Temptation" <U).
(20th),
$20,000 or near. Last week, "Johnny —"Shocking Miss Pilgrim'
week,
O'Clock" (Col) (3d wk), fair $11,000. (2d run). Nice $9,000. Last
Paramount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)— "Razor's Edge" (20th) (2d wk)
•'SanQuentin" (RKO). Socko $18,500 (m.o.), good $9,000.
Earle (WB) (2,154; 44-85)-Huin 4 days. Last week. "Show-Off
Tapered
wk).
moresque" (WB) (2d
(M-G) (2d wk), okay $tt,500.
„„
Stareaeor (Ackerman) (350; $1.80 off to $18,000 after a strong $24,000
(UA) (21st first week.
to $2 4«>- Henry
(RKO) (1,838; 44-80)—
Keith's
wk) Husky $6,500. Last week, about
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (2d wk).
for second
"Stale (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)-<;i3 Town's boxofflce champ
opening
Rue Madeleine" (20th) (m.o.) Nice week at big $23,000 after
$12,500. with socko $26,000.
$7,089. Last week, very good
Little (Miller) (285; $1.20-$ ..40)—
TJ«U«d Artiste (Blumenfeld) (1,207;
55-85)—"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) (2d "Henry V" (UA) (15th wk). Still goslightly
is
which
at
$5,000,
fair- ing strong
wk). Down to $9,000. Last week,
Last week, near
under capacity.
(FWC) (2,656; 55-85)- same.
Metropolitan
(WB)
(1,513; 44-70)
Great
(M-G).
By"
Roll
"Till Clouds
Love —"Saratoga Trunk" (WB) (reissue).
$37,590. Last week, "Man I
Nice $9,500 for return stint. Last
(WE) (2d wk), $10 ,000 in 4 days.
week, "Blue Skies" (Par) (2d run),
about same.
Palace (Loew's) (2,370; 44-70)—
"Cross My Heart" (Par). Sad $14,000
Terrif $24,000,
for 6 days. Moves out Feb. 19 to
for "Beginning or End"
make
Sock (M-G).room
Pre?4
Last week, "Andy Hardy"
(M-G), $16,000.

—

direction now goes into the
of headiiners,

md

trod
22G, las 1

W M
Love'

Providence, Feb. 18. ;
here currently.
It's a smash week
at
"Jolson Story," in fourth week
Sinbad
Strand, is still going strong.
hot
the Sailor" at RKO Atbee is

Loew's State's fTve Always Loved
You" and Majestic's "The Man I
Lave" also are peiW; .
.
Estimates lor This Week
44-65)
(2J200;
Albee (RKO)
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) and
"High School Hero" (RKO) TerriWonderfic $24,000. Last week, "It's
(3d wk), grand
ful Life" (RKO)

_

Slaet Music
Continued from page
remaining" eight hitting the
for the ride,

1

list

just

XKW YOKK (TO
Capitol

«•

<JU>

(I)

SO

Bowman

Malson
Robert Marshall

man cited "Wicked Lady" as an instance. Pic will play, he said, in
the entire National Theatres, War-

-

apealag jny 9t ,b>w

week

(L)

F

Valet t
T ft
Corps ri> Ballet

I,ea

Elgart Ore

Toy

ft

Cootie Williams

"
B

Lamb

Hoy F«y

O

Jlros

ners and Loew's circuits. Between Diana Berry
Gaudsmith Bros
Loew's and RKO, the film has
Strand (W) 21
blanketed all situations covered by Claude Thornhilt O
The DKIafanos
those circuits, the sales topper de- Alan Hale
Paramount
Martha Vickers
clared. Moreover, such
Hopkins
Bob
and
Jenkins,
partners as Lucas
BRONX
Wflby-Kincy circuits have signed for Windsor («> 2S-2S
Wong Troupe
the film, while preliminary negotia- Jim
Eleanor Bowers
Interstate.
tions are under way with
Nancy R Diamond
I.ee
Mills
ft Powers
240
We've already playdates for
Al Norman
BROOK LTN
out of the 559 key runs in this coun22-22
(I)
I lulbiisli
try and there's no doubt that we'll Stan
Irwin
have the rest before 'Wicked Lady' 3 Arnauts
the Cleveland territory alone, we've Paul GaryRyan
Morris ft
just put through a deal for the film Rambna. Lang
(R'KRN'S
to run day-and-date in 33 situations,
Jamaica (I) SO-22
opening March 13. The upshot is Cowan Tramp Bd
that we'll have a minimum of 9,000 Olympic Girls
Paye ft Garry
contracts before we're through
Rally Massalle

Ballsa 84

Guy Lombardo Ore

Emll Coleman Ore
Mlsrha Borr Oro
Rogers Career

I.ee

(I)

SSonSe. mrln
Dlcir rjaspnrre

Marry

Roberu>

O

Nina Dover
Joe La P»rto Ore
(i'trlrh VlllaKo laa

Bob Howard
Doris Ruby

Morsan

Vanity Fair
Gertrude Niesen

Havnna-niurtrtd

Sis

Robert Baxter

Warner

Dorothy Douglas
Krtdio Olbbs

Jan Murray
Hal LeRov

The Rodrtauey,s

I*aur'ce

24-26

Pierre

Don Frye
<w

Chavex Orc
Ned Harvey Oro
t

rVollckera
l.*w Nelson

ft Cole
Curlier

_ „
Ferdinand the Bull

.

WHITSON BROS.

Aces
Maclovia Ruix
ChltO lxar
Luis Del Campo
Carlos Varela Ore
3

Bob Williams
Glnnle Powell
U'trel

Rob Leo

Kay Carole
Stuart I.angley

Dean

ft

Fisher

Nelle

Boyd Rneburn

Beli»»nt-Fla»
Blair

Flantes

1

R Dyer-Bennett

Phil Brtlo

Gonzales !
Dick Berk

F.lllott

Versailles

Bernard Dros
Bolt Grant Oro
l'anchllo Ore
Village Vaaaaaei
Maxino Sullivan

Banks

Satlle

2S only

Van

PATKRSON _
MaJeath- (I) 80-S1

ft

Leonard
4 Notes

Phillips

I„ewis

Ore
lilen

Marais ft Miranda
Muriel Gaines
Gloria King
Cedrlc Wallace I

•

Jackie

liros

Rabna

Johnny Long Bd
Buddy Lester
Joan Edwards

/

Dutch Artier
Alomaa llawallana
The Chanteurs

Macks

Mava Ore
ea Konuwlaa

NKWBCKGH

Swan

Don Baker

Kupua

Sherry Brltton
Art Waner Oro

Ernestine Mercer

Latasha

W aldorf-Asterta*

Russell

*

ft Kaye
Duke Norman

ft

Hotel Tail

<*raddocks
Ohlc Gladke
4 Ksqnirea
Waniter Lino

Ducat

Kit* <P)

Hotel RewertMt

Jane Pickens

Trama

ft

Hal Kanner Ore
Monte Ore

Simpklna
Archie Bobbins
T'YancIs ft Grey
Chandra Kaly Dcra

I

VKW BEDFORD
20-2*

Kiske

Ernie Stuart Or*
Lathi C*ar«f»

Harrison Ore
Tl
ii„,"°*
HlWegarde

Sonny King
1 Parka
•armen Montoya

Atlnms (!) *1
Glenn Miller Oro
Tex Beneke
Helene ft Howard
Leon Fields

King

ft

fere McMahon
Florence Zamora

Chaa Reader Ore
(.ass

I.m>h
Ktfella'*
Jaokiis Whalan

NKVYARK

Peter Loire

Amery

1»

Claire

ft

Noble

3i Or

lm €»Kgf(

Jack Howard
Machlto Ore
Johnny Rodriquec
Pupl Camno Oro
Ia MHrtlnlaue
K Dunham Dors
Lillian ROth

A

Cardenas
Pat Hill Co
Jack McCoy
John Boles

Tap ft Too
stumn * Stumpy
Roxy (I) 18
Tip.

Pat Terry
Evelyn Knight
State (I.) SO
Richard Himber

m

Olympic
I.ane

Klin FlUgerald
Ink Spots

4

All)

to

Tower {l> 21
Hamlin ft Clark

Sym Ore

Gil

Win*

Deleon

KANSAS CITY

B Whlteman

W|

,

Hotel Plerr»

.

Milt Brltton Oro

O

* Dellta
SiOl.TOSiii
Valley Arena (1) 2»

Mattes

(three

<P)

21-81

(I)

johnny Burke

•lark
•

Roekettes

Paramount

State

leelaisd

rnii.AOKi.FHiA
In addition to the long list of tunes
Cnrtttaa (I> S*
riding high and the others chasing
I.arry I>aniels
Pryde ft Da.ve
them closely, there are four or five
The Chesterfields
just starting which show promises of
McNallle Sis
Vernon ft Draper
Same Rental Terms
big sales. Such items as Leeds'
"Contrary to common belief," Fox
"Heartaches," Mayfair's "Linda" and
"How Are Things In asserted, "a British picture is no
^Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65) Chappell'i,
harder or easier to book than its
—"Beast With Five Fingers" (WB) Glocca Morra" are opening up.
equivalent. Moreover, we
American
First(WB).
New IPIaylns
Bandsmen and nitery owners, who
and "Gas House Kids"
run is nice $7,008. Last week, -"Time, watch music sales are also heartened get the same rental terms. We, thereHOTEL KIMiKVYATER BKACH
Place, Girl" (WB) (3d downtown by the upturn. They 'watch such fore, deny that there's any discrimChleago
ination. In fact, we've gotten symweek), happy $5,500.
4 WEEKS
trends on the theory that music is
ray's (Fay) (1.400; 44-65)—"Little
pathetic cooperation and there's no
money, and that
Direction: EDDIE 8MITH AGENCY
Giant" (U) and vaude on stage. bought by "surplus"
reason to believe that it won't con1BSS1 BronSn'tty, Kew T«rle
Fairly healthy $7,500. Last week, sales in the field indicate the pub
tinue.""
"Darling Clementine" (20th) (reis- lie's appetite for entertainment.
Actually," Fox continued, "many
sue) and vaude, good $7,000.
exhibitors are delighted with the
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
AESEON
E»rle (W) 21
new style of picture and its fresh Palace (I) 20-23 J t> St M Cailes
"Man I Love" (WB) and "Mr. Hex"
Nonchalant*
ideas and presentation. It's true Clyde McCoy Ore
(Mono). Strong $16,000. Last week,
Jazx Philharmonic
Michael O'Skea
"The "Verdict" (WB) and "Wife
there is a scattering of exhibitors Sibyl Bowali
BEAMING
Moore

-

.

IS

IsKileate

unlit

HARTFORD
Joan Edwards
Johnny BotJnveu

Oil

high as $10,000,000 for the English.
Johnston also expressed no opposition
to a substantial amount of foreign
pix being screened in this country.
Implication was that it would prevent other nations from .instituting
trade barriers against U. S. films.)
Backing Fox's statement, Heine-

or

hmwiM!

Charles Laskey

;

full

letter* la paresthesia Indicate .rifcult: <•) Independent;
(») KKO; <W) Warner
(P)

Patricia

Continue* from page I

katew

bill*

whether

Nat flrandywine 0
p Franks ft, Janyce

Fox-Heineman
;

caanectlo*. with

la

Kathryn Grayson
buying Johnnie
Johnston

„

^wSffi

Numeral*

Paul Regan
Music Hall

M

V

Bills

WEEK OF FKBSflARY
for theatre
bookers has been solved since the
Return of many performers
war.
from the services is responsible for
eliminating the headache o£ obtainIn fact
ing surrounding talent.
salaries have fallen to some degree
in that field. But any savings in that

^However, one problem

;

at Loew's Capitol looks only average.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew's) (3,434; 44-80)

SAN FRANCISCO

Variety

show.
Other houses are shopping around

Picture Grosses

Hernia VFest
Kddi»_,Stono Or»

Peggy Palmer

Nino Bd
Motel Blltmore

D'Qulncey

Carmen Cavallaro

Mills

Glv'ns

ft

Zanzibar
Bros

Eddie Hayward Or

Hotel CoMinartor*

Eddy Howard Ore
n Dickens Ore
Hotel Kew Swker Apus ft F.stralila

Chuck Poster Oro
Marion Snelman

Zlmnzorrj&n'a

Oene Kardos
Mnkula

June Arnold
Blssell

Janrr.l

Zsfga Bela
Paul Arnold
Sinclair ft Aid*
Helen Wenzel
Olga Orlova

Karlajr

ft

Farrar

Alice

Bob Turk

PeaaajrlTantr

Hotel

Frankle Carle Ore-

:

.

'

-,

.

—

!

!

Wanted" (WB),

$14,000.

Metropolitan (Snider)

(3,100;

65-

of Geraldine" (Rep)
and Vivian Blaine and Sam Donahue orch on stage for three-day

85)—"Affairs

E

weekend run. Very nice $S",500. Last
week, "Partner's in Time" (Mono)
and Gene Krupa orch on stage for
weekend, $9,500.
State (Loew)

(5,200;

44-65)—"Al-

Jack Benny's 401

—

I

—

;

—

/Lady'-Yaude 26G, D. C;

2d

Washington, Feb. 18.
Mid-town biz generally is on the

is

Pierre Cartier

Lavere

& Handtnan

The Dla coifs

CHICAGO
Chicago (V) 21
Martin Bros

Dean Murphy
Connee Boswell
Orleatnl (I) 28

Dick Jnrgens Ore
Cy Reeves
Gletins

3

!

j

'

(

j

1

j

j

j

\

i
1

Blue Angel
John Huckmastcr
Josephine Premice
Mildred Bailey

RKO

on a non-name policy, mainly be- Asset value

:

Telclier

ft

Terrantl

«fe noclely
(llownto's'n)
Olivette Miller
t

ClilT

Josh
1

Jackson
While

C Heard Oro
Cafe Society
(

Uptown)

Luclenne Bover
Ott.ve Martin S
Kdmunri Hal) Ore
Carnival
Olsen

ft

of

!

i

i

......

.,

.

v-

TOI.KDO

I'aramn't (V) 21-23

Bob Crosby Bd

Town

Criers

WASHlNliTON
Capitol

(I.)

29

4 Moroccans
Sarah Ann McC.ii he
Jerry Bergen
Chadwicks

Howell ft llowsei
Peck ft Peck
Freddy Douglas

WOONSOt'KET
New Park (I) 23

Ducat

ft

M

Kaye

Norman
Duke Norman

R

ft

Hob Kbrrly
Adams ft Vaughn

lis

Johnson

:

••1

V

CM

B

Barry
Acromanlacs
Abbott D'ncers (111
Rio Cabana

F

ft.

Francis Fayo
Jack Carter
Nancy Doran
Bob Lee
Copsey ft Ayers

Hotel Rlnrfcstono
Briason

Don
The

Orcli

Betel Congress
Joe Vera Ore
Sam Bari
Hotel Continental

Bradlleld
Lovelies (19)

Cae Davidson ore
Vine Gardens
Al

Zlmmy

Byan Bros

Za Bach's Ore

,

;

(J)

Jo» Klah Oro
Mel Cole Ore

Marianne Fedele
Sheldon Beed

Howard (I) SI
Duke Klllnglon O

»

Skv Riders

Palmer lloase
Griff Williams Oro
Dorothy Slisy

Hotel Bismarck
Joseph 8udy Oro
Roland Twins
Vela Montoja
Lenore
Annette Olsen
L ft G Canslno
Kddie Fens Ore

Ramos

Scott Ore

Paul White
Klroy Peace
Corwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore

!*arry Stewart

Carl

,Kddle Itlo
Dunhills

NEW XOKK

Large sales of
as every circuit will put in of that company."
stocks along with that of Bonbids:
Thus when a personality has
wit Teller, Inc., accounted for most
a few weeks available, he has the
choice of selecting virtually any of the company's $20,599,242 profits
house out of the 12-14 weeks sub. during '46, according to Odium.
Upping of dividend payments has
mitted to him
been decided upon, Odium said, and
.
Angling snows
henceforth Atlas will, pay quarBecause of this situation, some terly melons of 40c. per share with
houses are attempting to angle their the first divvy to be made March 20
entertainment. The Radio City Mu- to stockholders of record, Feb. 28th.
sic Hall, it's pointed out, has been Latest dividend action represents an
raking in gigantic grosses for years increase of 10c. per share annually.

much

Co

Frank Conville
Fred Jenel

Sherman

Carl Marx
In .Models (I)
Hotel Stevens
Don McCran'e Oro
Dennis Kelly
Boh Hall
Boulovar-Deara
Ijttln Oaarier
Ted Lewis Ore
Geraldine Du Bols

Metro Dicker'nf
SSS Continued from page

1

i

Tearle in Metro's "Beginning of the

End." Despite Mrs. Roosevelt's prefwith those
dispense
erence
to
the studio plans to release

scenes,

the film as shot.

Beatrice Kay
Puppets
company's common Kalici
r.
ft T Vahles
cause of pictures and stage spec- rose to $30.06 per share during '46 Blackburn Twins
Michael Kdwards
tacles.
The Roxy, consequently, is from $34.14, the year before.
McManus Ore
Ore
working on a plan to install ice
On Dec. 31, Atlas had an earned Held China
Doll
who went to Bishop Rock lighthouse shows. Ice exhibit would be part of surplus of more than $20,000,000; a Keye .Luke
John Tin
to do a Christmas broadcast and was the regular shows, with headiiners capital surplus of nearly $22,000,000; Jaydine Li-Sun
marooned for 29 days because of still used. It's figured that it will and an unrealized security apprecia- Tai Slugs
Fran Vsng
tion
probaggregating
the
take
degree
of
strain,
off
$22,003,000.
a
heavy
seas.
gales and
Ckai s. SomMr
<

St'RINtiFIEI.n

t

Lee

ft

Raymond

Dusty Fletcher Oro

Phil I'osler

Bud Sweeney
The Handltelds

Cabaret

,

anything like it had hapPeople literally
to handle snow
and it was three days before even
semi-normal service was restored.
The same storm hit the off shore
Scilly Islands which live by producing iarly season flowers and vegetables and ruined the farmers there
almost completely. All in all this has
been the winter of the great discontenfc and show business has suffered
alonfr with everybody else.
Radio, too, has been victimized.
Most publicized case of weathercreated trouble for BBC was the
case Of Frank Ward, a radio reporter

Georgia Ciibbs
Dareaco's
Russ Clark

.

Regal (P) 21
Count Basic 11 d
Sim ft Sonny
Coke & Poke
Shorts Davis

i

know how

Danny Kaye

Copa Cover Girls
Harvey Crawford

Sammy White

-

in 55 years.

Carol King

Connie Sawyer

Blizzards

did not

Hotel

Noro Morales

SAN FRANCISCO

Stylists

Los Hermandoa
Ben Beri

Lathrop

i

Golden Hate <R> It

Court Sq (I) 20-23
The Bricklayers

Odium's Holdings

pened

Song

*

Paul Walker Ore

Benny, as a vaude veteran, incident- the film

so embarrassing they say even
dull side currently. Only "It's a their agents are blushing.
Wonderful Life," at RKO Keith's, is
Attitude of theatre operators for
standout.
Despite terrific praise marty years on percentage
deals was,
Continued from page 11
from local crix, "Lady in the Lake"
as expressed
Siy
one executive,
'We refuse to make partners of ings of Walt Disney Productions by
actors."
That day has apparently acquiring $308,500 series "A" bonds
valued
at
$256,055.
During the
passed.
British
same six months, Atlas sold 400,000
Since the war and the waging inContinued from page 2
shares of RKO common while reterest in bands, vaude bookers have
taining a balance of 929,020 shares
zards and cold, all relatively rare been hard pressed, not only because
with a year end price of $14,399,810
here, have marred the present thea- of the name scarcity, but because of
and
327,812
stock
options
at
trical season by producing all sorts the fact that when a top name
$1,680,036.
of motorbus breakdowns and log- has made up his mind to do a series
Atlas still remains the largest
Transport
jams.
being
difficult of personals, it's only been for a
stockholder in RKO despite the sizenough at best, people have been limited time.
The fact that a circuit might have able unloading of common stock,
staying nome in droves from cinemas
the only theatre in the territory Odium said in his report. Moreover,
and music halls.
As an example Cornwall, most traveled is no guarantee that the holding company continues to be
southerly county, had a foot of snow headliner will play that house, inas- "actively identified with the affairs
flrst .time

Hlld D'rers (It)

Donna Lane

.1

ally,

has already netted over Chocolateeru
is expected to teach some of $280,000 with all expenses, including
KOCND BROOK
.Brook (I) 22-2S
the present and past Hollywood lam
advertising, deducted first. Another
Hud Carell ft Rosa
misters about doing a real stage act example is 'Brief Encounter,' which Pablo
instead, as is the case of at least one is playing in the Little Carnegie. Its I'etfK.v Parrot
Rogers WrHeht
current filmer, literally reading his New York take is $75,000 now and
CAMDEN
script in front of the audience. An
we anticipate a $100,000 total."
Towers (1) 21-21
other turn currently on Broadway
Al organ Sis

on second.

life' Rousing 23C,

It Kdgewater Be'eh
Henry Btsndon O

Blacfctawir.
Carljfle Or»

Joey Bishop
Chez rarea
Tony Martin
Pearl Bailey
Jack Cole Dcra
Juno Kd wards
Gay Clarldge Ora
Adorables (12)
Phyllla Gale
Luclo Garcia Ora
CelaatHM'a
Vivian Francis
.Sherman Girl

Rajah (I) 29-22
whose previous unhappy experience Kay
Ray Eberle Ore
BALTIMORE
with British films make them a bit
Don Rice
tre, Chicago, in which he drew $79,Yvonne Moray
(I) 21
shy. But they -have told us they Hippodrome
ROCKKOKD
Knberts S ft White
000 for two weeks.
would give us an opportunity to Frank Cook
Pnlnre (I) 21
Buddie De VII
Phil * Bonnie
Currently in the Broadway de- prove the films' worth without ad- Artie Dann
Garon ft Bennett
Collesno, O'Donnell
Bohmer ft Darrow
luxers are such picture personalities vance commitments and we're per- Bill Johnson
ft Smilli
Slate (I) t»-St
Sol Feola Ore
as Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie John- fectly satisfied with that attitude." Dolly Bavr
Sleepy Williams ft
Cojtarabana
Father
lliKKins ft Hayes
ston, Martha Vickers, Alan Hale and
Betty Reilly
"Take 'Henry, V,' for instance, Professor Cheer
Don Baldon
Virginia McGraw
Reter Loire, who, for one reason which in Boston alone has netted the Wilfred-Mae 1
ft A Dooley
Jimmy Save
Renee Revelle
Continued from page

ways Loved You" (Rep) and "Alias or another
23-2«
usually as a pre-film
Artists, $100,285,"
Mr. Twilight" (Col). Snappy $22,000. booking trailer or hypo are being distributor, United
Linda ft Revel
U's veepee said. "To my knowledge, !> & L Raymond
Last week, "Strange Woman" (UA)
Corey
and "Singing in Corn" (M-G) very booked at their regular picture no other picture with the possible Don
Mara ft Maurice
salaries.
nice $23,000.
exception of 'Gone With the Wind'
BOSTON
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Benny, as an independent opera, evej; took in that much in one house
Ronton (K) 2«
"Jolson Story" (Col) (4th wk) be- tor, can be between-pictures at will. in that city. In New' York, so far, Lionel Hampton
O
gan Monday. Third week was sock
Iteds & Curley
$15,000 after $16,500

CHICAGO
Ruaa

The atom

was shown privately
recently

velt

in

picture

to Mrs. Roose-

New York

by

Ralph Wheelwright, Metro publicist.
At the time, Mrs. Roosevelt staled

Moo Song
Coimmhaaa

the
that while she found no fault in
manner of playing by Tearle, she

Irwin Corey

felt

Bill

Shirley

Would be

it

better

to

leave

Rayc ft Nsldl
Sleen ft Tasher
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando Alyerez O
Diamond nnrseshor

now
people with the illusion they

Siri

tray

v

Jlnoeene Coca

Herman H)do

Turner Twlni
ilosel)uds

Jackie Gleason
Billy Banks-

Hal Hunter
Tables Davis

Renald ft Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noble Siasle Ore
Syd Strange Ore

HI Rios
Clilea

P.osiia

Miguel ft Albalcio
Chelo Villareal

Kmbassy
Larry Marvin
Zero Mosiel
Jose Mellis Ore
Ralph Font Or

wartime chiet exec,
porrather than have someone else

have

of

the

him. Objections, she L-mphawere purely sentimental.
WheelIn Hollywood, meanwhile,
conwright, back at the studio,

steed,

firmed the story of the President's
widow expressing sentimental opjections to five or six minutes
om
the film in which he is shown,
noadded she definitely had made
demand that they be ellminateo.
FDR
Several close friends of
»f"
W>»
were shown the film, including
Grace Tully, his secretary for n**™

w

years.j

,

'

.
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Benefit

Jooss Hale! Returns To

At

Tighter

England After Poor Biz

Madison Sq. Garden Is Bolster ANTA
Proposals to establish firmly the
National Theatre and

American

Academy were
cussed in

Garfield

enthusiastically dis-

New York

As

Legit 'Peer'

Hollywood, Feb.

during the past

18.

John Garfield plans a return 'to the
week; and plans are maturing for a stage next year in
the double role
.major benefit show to be staged at of producer-star in a modernized
Madison Square Garden. There is a version of "Peer Gynt."
Joseph Pevney will direct from a
possibility, too, that the American
script by Ernest P. Pendrell.
Theatre Wing will come within the
ANTA setup though retaining its

own

identity.

AH

.

this

was suggested

meet-

at a

ing held by the Wing. Both organizations include all phases of

business.
.

Welles Eyes

The Jooss

pointed out that the Wing's
new psychiatry teams for GI hospitals were suggested by the Army.
That, in addition to combining the
two groups, could result in a hopedfor eventual Congressional appropriation, it being thought that ANTA
could effectively operate with a
federal subsidy of approximately
It's

$3,000,000.

Wing's board has voted another
ANTA though it's virtually
earmarked for the American Repertory Theatre, regarded as an emergency case. Similar aid is one of the
principal aims of ANTA for other
$4,000 to

meritorious projects. Wing now is
credited with having donated $5,000
to ART, same amount as supplied
by Equity.

Idea of a benefit at the Garden
to start at midnight, met with instant hearty approval of the Garden's Brig. Gen. John Reed Kilpatxick. He told ANTA people that for
years he noticed how show people
had supported the many charity affairs at the Garden, and now that
they planned to do something for
themselves he was all for it Kflpa trick stated he would personally
contribute $1,000 to the benefit and
could guarantee that a number of
his associates and friends would buy
boxes for the show for similar sums.

highly

came to the U. S. for a tour this
season after a six-year absence, cut
short its tour due to disappointing
receipts and returned to London.
Company, which began its season in
Quebec Oct. 11, and was to tour

March

23, ended its travels
and sailed home last week.
Charles L. Wagner, N. Y. manager
who booked the troupe, claims a
personal loss of $30,000 on the tour.
Company also lost an estimated $30,000 on the trip, accepting $16,000 less
than guaranteed on the weeks

until

Feb.

Ba

F©r Morraon Fete

1

played, balance of loss being estimated on the cancelled portion of
the tour. Company played in N. Y.
three weeks, at the City Center, beginning Dec. 3, and drew sparse
houses.

Company

POTS

Included in

that

when

T*

legiter

at

played Buffalo recently,
the weather was widely

of

RT

comparatively

IS.

has been asked because the musical
has been supplanted by an English

Shakespearean repertory company
headed by Donald Wolfit.
Equity has made concessions when
producers stated they needed Eng-

Gets 18G

lish

his

own. He has

first dark s-essioa since the season rector is slated to be chosen. The
opened on Labor Day. It's the first
show will be produced in the east.
time in years Nixon has ever gone
There is a stipulation in the theaalong this .tar without a single empty

stretch.

tre

ticket

code ruling out brokers

tentatively slated for from being managers on the side, but
it doesn't look either as it's indicated that the provision is
if Elisabeth Bcrgner will come in obsolete Code board advised Schonwith her two one-asters. That means ceit to go ahead, ft now being felt
Nixon will be shuttered until March that production generally, should be
a when Eugene O'Neill's new one, encouraged -rather than curtailed
"Moon for the .Misbegotten," stops Stipulation was made originally to
here en route to Broadway. After top agencies from favoring one atthat Coast company of "State of Un- traction over another, but it is union" gets a two-week stay beginning derstood that several brokers have
March 10.
invested in pieces of legitera with"A Dangerous Woman," by George out protest or ill effects to other
has
Batson, which folded once before shows. Reported that Schonceit
for a rewrite job by Jack Kirklaad a share of a current success, and
when it was known as "Cordelia," profits gleaned are going into "Stars."
closed for keeps Saturday night (IS)
Segall wrote "Heaven Can Wait,"
in Baltimore.
bought by Columbia and turned into
a sock film, "Here Comes Mr. Jordan." Early this season it was presented as a play under the title of
"Wonderful Journey," but it was a
Stockholm, Jan. 30.
fast flop. "Stars" was slated for pro-

Although
next week,

.

'km' Iffaidiiafia

fe Donations

Maxwell Anderson's "Jean of Lorraine" is slated to have its Scandivanisn g>re*m in the near future at
Copenhagen's
AUe theatre. Per
Knutsen will produce. Play will alM
•pen sooa at the Itoyal Dramatical

now on
For

To Censor Wrangle
With Baltimore announced as the
road date for "The Iceman
Cometh" on Mareh 17, chances are
that the Eugene O'Neill drama will
not play Boston, where the tour
first

was

originally slated to start.

Hub

censors politely submitted some two
dozen words or terms to which they
after
which the Theatre
object,
Guild considered spotting "Iceman"
in a stand outside the Boston City
limits, aware of the dramatist's attitude against changing or cutting
the script.

Author has been engrossed with

IMM PROD.

A

Rep

Umk Show

and Donald Wolfit,
playwright,
at Past
British thesp now heading rep comPasadena, Feb. IS.
pany en Canadian and U. S. tour,
showing of "Springfield
First
announced Friday (14) that Coulter
has been commissioned by Wolfit to Couple," a comedy ef Abraham
Canadian play for the Lincoln's days as a lawyer in IlliSegall S«t $2^00 advance royalty produce a
nois, will b* held at the Pasadena
from Hopkins, that coin being re- graup.
starting Feb.
"If all goes well," they stated, Community Playhouse,
funded to him by Kipness for transwill he rehearsed 28.
play
new
"the
investferring the rights. Latter',
New play, by Ksman Bemere and
rethe
part
of
us
here
opened
and
tost,
the
ment appears to have been
Harriett Hinsdale, is aimed »t presreturns
Wolfit
when
season
pertory
option oa "Stars" havtog Wired
'
entatiea on Broadway.
to Canada: in the Bpriaf *t M*>*>
•

French sste Louis Jouvct is scbed*"*<l fes a Scaadteavian tour later
ttis year. In Stockholm he'll appear
at the Royal ©ramatical ass* to
Copenhagen- at the »©yaL
Feb.

«.

because of "Toplitzky" com-

week or two the musical's
was under the stop limit,

cal's

however, believed the

actors,

show was ousted by the

visitors,

and

'

the chorus is claimed to have threatened to picket the Britishers. When
Equity was asked about the matter,
it stated it could not control the actors in such a situation if they
picketed.
;

That "Toplitzky" had operated in
the red was indicated by the fact
that the management used money
deposited With the union to guarantee salaries for the last two weeks
of the engagement. Business did improve, but not consistently, and
after better takings one week, attendance eased off. It's reported that a
balance due on the show's costumes
threatened to interfere with Saturday's final performances, but it's
understood the full bill had been
paid off while the show was trying
William

To Play Boston lie

FOR DE

duction by Arthur Hopkins, but
when suggested changes were not
made, he relinquished the script to
Joseph Kipncw, a garment » center
manufacturer, who dabbles in shows.

not

out.

L4MDRUOTSNEW0NE

Canadian

had

which permitted the bouse, operated
by the Shuberts, to give Toplitzky"'
notice and also an opportunity to
book in the Wolfit troupe. The musi-

followed by "Love For Love." For
the latter play Adrienne Allen, who
is in the U. S. but not in "Earnest,"
has been cast. Five players in that
show will return to London, as will
Miss Allen, but she will be among
five other English players to come
John van Druten has written a
to N.Y. for "Love," the quintet connew comedy to be produced by Alstituting a unit within Equity's regfred de Liagre, Jr., next season. At
ulations. "Earnest" will debut at the
present it hasn't even a working
seven
for
3
March
Y„
N.
Rovale,
title.
weeks, to be immediately followed
the
same author-producer
It's
by "Love."
team that delivered The Voice of
the Turtle," still current on Broad(Moroseo) and en the road.
way
For
Canadian Play
Second road show was recently
Troupe brought back.
Wolfit
Montreal, Feb. 18.
-

ineligible
six months

a

gross

New

Irish

were

required

engagements

plaints.

new

Coulter,

the

between

lapsed. If the rules are not changed
it is indicated that Equity will net
be lenient in such instances from

rehearsals of his new play, "A Moon
for the Misbegotten." He will attend
the debut of the drama, Thursday
<20) in Columbus, O., where the
presentation is regarded as a speusual withholding deductions were
authorities will parmade but the amount held out was cial event Civic
ticipate in a program honoring the
later paid back to the visitors.
dramatist
There is an Equity angle to the
'Iceman" has seme of the most
Gielgud visit. As the company came
over as a unit, the players are not lurid language the stage has had in
subject to the alien actors dues of years, but such talk is native to the
5% of the pay weekly, only require- atmosphere of a New York waterment being that they pay $9 for six front saloon. No special protests are
during
months, becoming temporary mem- known to have been made
the principal squawk being
bers not subject to the $109 initia- the run,
the extreme length of the performtion fee.
ance. Ifs conjectural whether outGielgud will first appear in "The of-town audiences will complain
Importance of Being Earnest," to be about the lines.

John

who

actors

because

Huge outdoor

secured the rights to Harry Segall's

the Century, N.Y., of "Toplitzky

Notre Dame." The result

is that a
tightening of alien actors regulations

variable and business not so hot,
telegraphed the producer:
"First two
days too cold.
Next two days too mild. Last
two days too late."

Tax Ease Treaty

Broadway play on

'

Manager back with a

mm

Last-minute cancellation of ZaSu fantasy, "The Stars Weep," after it
Pitts' "A Daagerous Woman," which had been considered for presentahad been booked for Nixon this tion by two other managers. Deal
week, is giving local legit house, its was made on the Coast, where a di-

.

Equity and its chorus branch be?cam < inv0,v ' d 5 "
a« itaMon last
week over the closing Saturday (15 >

Too and Too Makes Too

centennial celebration. Actor letdown in interest in the dance. tory Theatre, there has been a total
is on the Coast trying to arrange his Other ballet managers attribute fail- of $18,000 contributed by theatrical
studio schedule so that he can make ure of the tour to bad programming organizations, actors and well-wishappearances in the Mormon city and to wrong or insufficient promo- ers outside show business. Most of
and, possibly, a tour thereafter.
tion. Jooss troupe is sponsored in its the funds were sent ART directly,
Welles has been anxious to play native London by the Allied Arts but the money is being channeled
Lear" for some time, and during Council, a British government com- through the American National
Theatre and Academy, Latter has
the engagement of his "Around the mission.
remitted the bulk of the funds to
World," which flopped on Broadway
ART but will observe the rep outlast spring, he wanted to appear in
fit's situation until
it presents its
at extra performances, but the
final two revivals.
idea fizzled.
If more coin is
needed before' ART ends its season,
Schedule for the centennial calls
ANTA will turn over the balance,
for four or five weeks of stage
plus whatever money it can disburse
shows. Agents for the celebration
for that purpose.
have taken offices in New York, and
0
Equity and the American Theatre
is understood that $500,000 has
Wing .made the largest donations,
been earmarked for the celebration.
while the largest one from theatreWelles, it is reported, has stipulated
that if he appears in either Shakesgoers came from Mr. and Mrs. Gerard Swope, who gave $2,000. ART's
pearean work, half the profits are
to go to the American National Thestarting repertory of four plays conBooking of John Gielgud and com- cludes Saturday (22), its next atatre and Academy, which has given
New York space to the Salt Lake pany in the U. S. has been designed traction being "Jellow Jack," openCityites assigned to engage talent to come within the limits of the ing Feb. 27 for four weks, to be folfor the celebration.
reciprocal in- lowed by "Alice in Wonderland."

mmw mm

theatre hare.

TopEhfy' Freezesit

Result of

summer

Be

Pittsburgh, Feb.

As

:

manager claimed
Orson Welles is considering ap- tour curtailment was due to high
Since an appeal for financial aid
pearing in "King Lear" or "Mac- labor costs, such as standby musiwas made by the American Reperbeth" in Salt Lake City during, its cians and stagehands, and general

Broker

SNARLS

.

and

come tax provisions, which elimiSetting Mtth Ann!
nates double levies. The Britishers
Salt Lake City, Feb. 18.
spectacle celebrating will not remain longer than six
the 100th anni of Mormonism is months.
being set by the State of Utah. It
Under an agreement entered into
At the Wing session it was stated will take the form of a music drama,
and Britain, if
that the stagehands would work the titled "The Promised Valley," with between the U. S.
Garden show gratis, the first time script by Arnold Sundgaard and actors do not appear for more than
they are not subject to tax
that the union will have participated music by a Utah composer yet to be 183 days
by both countries. Gielgud and his
in that fashion for a benefit. Stagechosen. Helen Tamiris will handle
supporting cast will therefore not be
hands union belongs to the Wing, as dance sequences.
subject to American income taxes,
do the other stage unions, and it's
Performances arc- scheduled to
no withholding
anticipated that the musicians will begin late July and will run for one and there will be
deductions from salaries, the indilikely .team with the deckhands in month in a specially built stadium.
viduals being subject only to the
donating their services to the Gar. Rehearsals start June 15.
The Donald Wolfit
British
tax.
den event. Both unions receive pay
troupe, also from England, likewise
for benefit shows held by the Actors
comes in for the tax arrangement
Fund and Stage Relief Fund but do
Louis Schonceit to
in its current New York stay.
not receive aid from either organ'
The so-called protocol between
ization. The actors, of course, al
1st Ticket
to
the two countries was first agreed
ways give their services free for
upon to stimulate business between
show business benefits.
them, and when authors' royalties
II lllS
were made subject to a single levy
Louis Schonceit, who operates for the first six months, actors*
Mackey's agency, N. Y, would be salaries were similarly classified.
the first ticket broker to produce a Last summer, when the Old Vic
troupe came from London, the
MXffli

pins'

Mm Actor life Tiled

touted

German-English dance troupe which

show

,

Ballet,

49

who

Calm,

produced

"Toplitzky," made desperate efforts
early this week to keep the show
going, and even considered moving
it to the comparatively small Miller
theatre. He proposed cutting down
the settings or eliminating some
scenery in order to play the house.
Stated that when he received notice
at the Century, he was assured by
the Shubert office that the Barrymore would be available for Toplitzky " and on the strength of that
he ordered several thousand dollars
worth fit new billboard paper reading that the show had moved. Barry more has the successful revival of
"Cyrano De Bergerae," which is
grossing considerably more than the
stop-limit figure, although the Shubert office evidently figured that
patronage would fade before now.

Deal for the Wolftt engagement
a minimum ©f three weeks,

calls for

attraction to guarantee the house
$6,509 weekly. Broadway engagement is under the management of
Hall Sheltoa, who has had pieces of
various legit attractions end who
presented a short-stayer, "The Boy
Who Lived Twice-," last tease*.

IALTO TURNABOUT

m SEGREGATION
Baltimore, Feb.
First instance of

a>

tfc

Negrt- theatre

being accommodated ia a
Baltimore legit bouse is believed to
have occurred last week during the
showing of "A Flag Is Born" at
party

House management,
which demanded that the sarty
change their locations to balcony
Ford's theatre.

seats,,

retracted

whea

.

a representa-

tive of 'the American League tor a
Free Palestine and Ma* Paraes, company manager, insisted that the Negro group remain where seated.
from WashingThe group came
ton to see the pis? and wss sold
orchestra location*. House manage-

m

theatre
the
representing
ment,
owners, then tried to effect the
change-.

'.

Following

member

the

of the

incident,

every

company signed a

petition to Actors Equity Assn. a*kng the union to make it illegal for

members to play houses
where segregates is the rule.
Negro pickets paraded test sight

Equity

(17) in front eS Ftecft; hansasn*
"Glass Menagerie;," prirtcstiBf segregation *f Hegr«BB to toft fsHery
seating only.
It was the irst mch protest is 43s®
teng history •* legtt $*Bsy «**«.

(Continued on- pag* ttl
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Engktl

Giving America a Lessii

'

Maxwell Anderson expounded on drama critics in the Sunday rim *t
Times drama section, his lengthy discourse principally, making th P n'i *
Fried and Paul Moss.
that "the present tension between Manhattan critics and playwright
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek"—
due entirely to the enormous increase in the reviewer's power "
But «
George Abbott.
author was pro and con in his contentions.
"Heartsong"— Irene Selznick.
The dramatist may have had in mind that the aisle-sitters nannprt hi
Maximillian Beck,
"Bathshcba"
i

—

Greenstone Wins Suit

Miss Helburn found good professional rep troupes in Birmingham,
Glasgow, and elsewhere,
Bristol,
while America, she felt, had only
its strawhats and a few community
playhouses like Cleveland and Pasadena (partly amateur) to match
them. Small labor costs and4ack of
like restrictions explain the great
British experimental activity, according to Miss Helburn.
Miss Helburn saw about 15 legiters
in London, and several things impressed her. England still has its
moderate drawing plays which have
fair runs, whereas N. Y. has no
place for anything but a smash "hit,
due. to higher U. S, production costs.
The British don't do as much type
casting as we do. Not everyone has
to be young and beautiful, she said.
Miss Helburn, accompanied by codirector

Langner and
N. Behrman, went

Lawrence

playwright S.
abroad primarily to see the producof BehrmatVs adaptation, of
Somerset Maugham's "Jane." The
Guild owns the play. Instead of trying it out. in New. Haven, Boston,
etc., as usual, says Miss Helburn,
they tried it out in Blackpool arid
other cities before bringing it into
London. Plah is to bring the show
to N. Y. next season with British
cast.

"Guild

-off ieials

pickect

Special Train Tieup
For 'Hamlet' Booking
Memphis, Feb.

18.

Ellis auditorium management and
Maurice Evans' "Hamlet" are split-

ting cost of a special locomotive to
get touring Shakespearean troupe
from Evansville to Memphis in time
for performance on Friday night,

March

14.

of

L»
w

"

lander.

raine."'

"Yellow Jack" (revival) —American Repertory Theatre.
"Springfield Couple" (Hollywood)
Gilmour Brown.
"As We Forgive Our Betters"—
Experimental Theatre.
Experimental The"O'Daniel"

Anderson's contention is that "a small group of theatre critics
become, without intention but no less absolutely a board of censors' whU
a play must pass to achieve a, run." He concedes, it's possible for' a
to live down adverse notices, but the current high cost of production
n
makes that impossible now.

w

£

—

Anderson holds that censorship of the theatre by

—

critics "has set

up and

maintains a general control over theatrical production. Like all censor
ships it degrades and diminishes the art it sets out to serve. Any groun
that stands between the public and an art form; dictating what the public
may see, is a damaging force in a democracy."

atre.

Rather confusingly he says: "Critics used to influence a play's destiny
of life or death over it," Anderson
writes
"Plays are struck down... or blown up on the opening night," adding
"The ability of the critics and the quality of their criticism are irrelevant
to a discussion of censorshop." Anderson says, also, how much the "un»
censored" judgment would differ from the- critics is a matter of opinion
but his own observation "makes me certain that the public would accept
many more plays, many more playwrights and a far wider range of subjects if it were allowed to choose for itself."

Today they have the power

Brings Scramble

Emphatic attention to Broadway's
house shortage developed when "The
Story of Mary Surratt" abruptly
closed at the Miller last week. Word
did not get around about the folding
until Friday evening, and on Saturday (15) the house was sought by
Gilbert
six attractions, five new.
Miller, who operated the theatre, appeared to favor booking in Maurice
Chevalier, the house being deemed a
natural for that attraction. Theatre
may remain dark pending the arrival
in N. Y. of the French star. He is
under the management of Sam NasEnglish,
as
A number of plays in
ser, former Parisian showman, who
stars
with
guest
part of a stock setup
presented "Little A" at the Miller
have
imported from Hollywood,
recently.
been set for Mexico City. "Pygrecent
Word-of-mouth from enthusiastic
malion," now touring, was the
Sam audiences may have resulted in
Parks,
Melvin
lid-opener.
Pearce and Martin S. Holman, who "Mary" building to profitable proGran Teatro portions but patronage was too
operating the
are
Esperaza Iris, all New Yorkers, have limited during the first and only
posted $4,700 cash with Equity to full week, and Coast managers Lewis
guarantee salaries, including one & Young decided not to go further
in the red. Six reviews were quesguest star at $1,000 weekly.
Six players are under contract for tionable or adverse, three being
the Mexican season but additional favorable. Show needed its percenttalent is used, according to the size age of $15,000 in order to operate
of cast required. Management is but the gross was a shy $8,500. Esrepresented in New York by David timated that the loss on "Mary" was
around $55,000.
Klinger, an attorney.
Understood that there was some
The 34-player company with proeyebrow-raising among Americans in duction was sent back to Los AnMexico City because an English geles Sunday (16) morning but 11
play (G. B. Shaw) and British star actors elected to remain here, in(Gertrude Lawrence) were the first cluding Dorothy Gish and Kent
attractions of the season. However, •Smith, who were co-starred. Among
the schedule arranged so far calls others staying in the east are Elizafor appearances of Margo in "Angel beth Ross, James Monks and Harlan
•

Of Plays in English

Street,"
Henry Fonda in "Our Briggs. Several of the cast were
up two plays town," Hedda Hopper in "Dinner at originally engaged in New York.
Eight," Boris Karloff in "On Bor"Christopher Blake" is due out of
rowed Time," Lillian Gish in "Cradle the Music Box May 8, with "John
Song," Edward Everett Horton 4n Loves Mary" moving in from

London for N. Y. presentation
next season, Terence Rattigan's "The
Winslow Boy" and a satiric revue,
"Sweetest and Lowest." Both will
The
be- done with British casts.
Guild also started plans for production of "Oklahoma!" in London in
late spring with a U. S. cast. Miss
Helburn disclosed that the "Oklahoma!" music, unlike other N. Y.
hits, has never been played on air or
vaude stage in London, due to restrictions, and therefore should not
be stale. Music will be released on
air in Britain when the play opens
in London, not before.

in

"Truckline Cafe" last season, then acclaimed his current "Joan

Lee K. Holland and Sylvia Fried-

Mexico's Season

tion

'

Inside Stuff

"Heyday" ("The Golden Years")—

cording to Theresa Helburn. The
On Theatre Concessions
Theatre Guild co-director, recently
returned from six weeks abroad,
Al Greenstone, New York theatre
was particularly impressed with ex- concessionaire, won his suit against
perimental theatre in Britain. Pro- George Klar, also in the same busishe
fessional groups everywhere,
ness, when Justice Lloyd Church in
plays
said, are constantly putting on
N. Y. supreme court last Friday (14)
of all sorts, new or revivals, stag- ordered a hearing to fix amount of
ing them in converted barns, ware- damages. Suit involved dissolution of
are partnership and an accounting from
houses, anywhere. If the plays
good, they may get a chance at the Klar on monies Greenstone claims
West End. There must be 15 or 20 due him on the .partnership deal.
around Court appointed Edward J. Gould
Such groups, now working
London.
as referee to fix the damages.
Helburn,
Church upheld GreenJustice
In addition, said Miss
there are small but good professional stone's contention that Klar violated
repertory groups all over England. agreement concerning the concesThe British Arts Council (partly sions at the City Center theatre,
government subsidized) helps out N. Y\, ever since its opening in Dealmost everyone, in work similar to cember, 1943. Also on souvenir books
what the American National Theatre for the legit "Carmen Jones," the
and Academy is trying here. Since opera "Carmen" and many other
these groups operate tax free, they shows. Decision found for Greennet 40% more than do the West End stone on all counts.
houses.

19, X947

—Legit

Rehearsal

Howard Lang.
"The Whole World Over"—Walter

In Legit Activity, Says Guild's Helburii
England is giving America a lesson in legit activity, despite shortacages, unhealed theatres, etc,

in

"When you start to consider the virtues and values of the critics you will
find a long list to their credit," Anderson concedes. "As drumbeaters for
something new and different or unexpectedly worthwhile they have often
brought the public running to a theatrical venture which might have died
1

sometimes an unusually perceptive critic
.
unnoticed and unmourned .
finds out and reassures a new talent doubtful of itself but capable of more
than it had dared to expect. A writer or actor never knows his own
As discoverers and champions tha
value or whether he had any. .'.
critics have often contributed substantially to theatrical growth,
Some,
times an. audience has sat doubtful and unbelieving before a new play,
moved but unsure till the critics crystallized the emotion for them,
gave them reasons for going along. Many a hung-fire first-night audience
has caught and glowed and passed the word to future audiences because
Last, but not least,
the critics have caught on first and set the blaze.
our critics are honest. They cannot be bought. Their opinions are their
ownj.not dictated from above and not paid for. We have become so accustomed to honesty in our journalists that we overlook its rarity in this
venal and increasingly totalitarian world. There are few countries left
where newspaper opinion is neither official nor for sale."
.

.

.

.

.

Yet he argues, when "commentators (critics) become judges (censors)
both their virtues and their«vices are unduly magnified and some of their
they all acquire, after a certain
most engaging qualities become vices
number of premieres, the critics' occupational disease, an acute allergy to
theatrical representation ... if ... he is ever able to have a good time in
the theatre it's in the nature of a small miracle. . .
Personally I don't
trust any critic or anybody else including myself to know when a play
has said something worth listening to or worth saving. I do trust the
public in a. democracy. That's the only faith I have."
In the Times magazine, incidentally, Marguerite W. Cullman, wife of
Howard Cullman, a consistent backer of shows, chatted on Sunday about
,

.

.

—

—

first

nights and

first

nighters.

.

She says that many dramatists

find pre-

mieres "almost unbearably painful." After the debut of "Joan," Anderson
"was wearing a pleased but somewhat benumbed expression," and when
asked about first nights he said: "You wouldn't believe how lucky I am.
My last five shows I was home sick in bed."
Mrs. Cullman mentions the inscrutability of critics during first nights,
especially when a backer is sitting next to a leading reviewer. But sometimes a "whole show, one scene, a song or a dance routine is lit with what
Maxwell Anderson calls 'a holy fire.' When that happens the audience
responds almost as one. All restraint is dropped."

'

"Springtime For Henry," Eddie Al-

"Boy Meets Girl" and Dame
May'Whitty in "Night Must Fall,"

bert in

week's attraction.
Program with billing, is in Engwith advertisements in Spanish,
as is a synopsis of each act for the
benefit of patrons who do not unIris is a 2,500
derstand English.

last

the
Booth. Latter house may get "Present Laughter" now at the Plymouth
which would then be available for
"The Eagle Has Two Heads."

lish,

seater. Understood the management
has now set aside the second balcony for Mexican students who are
admitted for one peso (about 25c).
Many Mexican playgoers familiar
with English have bought tickets for
all the plays announced so far.

Mex Anglo

N. Y. District Attorney

N. Y.

has

made

inquiries recently 'about Max
leasee of the Belasco theaafter several complaints.
One

J. Jelin,

tre

Season Clicking

district attorney office

query dealt with a rubber check,
Mexico City, Feb. 18.
and the other pertained to unreAmerican Theatre, now in its third funded money for tickets to perof 11 weeks stock of standard Anglo- formances of "Lysistrata".
ColoredAmerican plays in English, first ven- cast revival was presented briefly
ture of the kind in Mexico, at the by Jelin and James Light last fall
Teatro Iris here, is an established at the Belasco.
success.

First

week's

gross

of

When Theresa Helburn and Lawrence Langner of the Theatre Guild
were in England recently they found George Bernard Shaw, the "capitalistic millionaire," amid a socialistic atmosphere, just as crafty mentally at
90 as he was 30 years ago. They told the veteran author that because he
insisted on a royalty of 15% of the gross, it was necessary for any of his
plays to get $15,000 weekly in order to operate. Shaw shot back:
"I'll give you a new proposition.
I'll give you my plays royalty-freemp
to $15,000, but any receipts (gross) over that I'll take half." He stipulated
that a large theatre be used. The Guild directors said: "No thank you,
we'd rather pay the 15%." That was related in a N. Y. Times story written
by Langner, who admitted the Shavian wonder outsmarted them.
N. Y. License Commissioner Benjamin Fielding invited several Civil
Liberties Union attorneys and a couple of Showmen to a luncheon conference in his office last week. His purpose was to make clear his position
regarding censorship, and he felt slighted that they had not consulted him

before advocating the Connolly bill, which is pending in the city council
of N. Y. As he had previously stated, he declared himself friendly to the
theatre, and feels the Connolly measure unnecessary. The guests explained
that the proposed law to prevent the license commissioner from suspending
licenses, or denying renewals, unless theatre managements were convicted
by jury for indecent performances, was designed for future commissioners.

There

is

similar legislation pending in Albany.

Although grossing $20,000 and better, "Burlesque," a straight legit revival,
has been able to turn a slight profit only after some revisions of contracts.
Bert Lahr, for instance, held a straight 15% contract which netted him
$3,000 weekly. This was cut to 10% up to 15G and 15% thereafter, whictt
means a $750 saving. Jean Parker was cut 10% from $1,000 to $900. Stager
and co-author Arthur Hopkins has waived his staging royalty but, with
George Manker Watters, is collecting around $1,700 weekly as dramatist.
Understood there have been other readjustments in general overhead so
that the show has been clearing $2,500.

N
One check that bounced was given
This is twice United Booking Of$18,000 (U.S.) was most gratifying.
shows into Memphis Gertrude Lawrence's "Pygmalion" Equity to guarantee salaries for the
"Lysistrata" cast but was made good
from Evansville under impression
opened the season (4-9).
before the show was allowed, to
it's
an overnight sleeper jump,
Producers denied reports pub- open. Jelin explained
then that he
which it isn't the way the conneclished here that Miss Lawrence had had drawn
the check against one
tions operate.
"The Glass Menag- been
so discouraged by peepholing deposited by
him from a backer.
erie", also headed here from Evansa poor house that she nixed doing After the latter witnessed
ville too late to hang the show for
'a preher final performance (9).
Miss
view
of the show, he stopped payLarge cast of "The -Story of Mary Surratt" received two-eighths salary
a Friday night curtain, decided to
Lawrence took sick, so that one ment on the check, it was
cancel the Friday preformance altoalleged. for the week of Feb. 3, although only one performance was played, that oi
show had to be cancelled. Managers It was claimed that refunds had
gether and concentrate on the two
been the premiere on Saturday (8). Under Equity rules there is a non-salary
point to certified figures on box- made on all tickets calling
shows Saturday.
for per- liability provision for cross-continental jumps, such as made by.the "Mary
office to answer rumors of poor formances
after the show folded company, which came directly
With "Hamlet" sure to draw houses. Significant fact is that
the drama openca
ma but that was evidently incorrect. the night before, as intended, from Los. Angeles. Had have
been due,
heavily here because of Evans' local jority of audiences are
three-eighths pay would
Mexicans.
Ability of claimants to prove they because baggage cars
with the production were delayed, the date was canfollowing, all hands decided to take
"Pygmalion's" success was matched bought tickets appears to have
been celled, also the scheduled Saturday matinee.
no chances on losing a performance. by "Night Must Fall" (11-16). Cus.
a problem.
Regular train schedules are out the tomers went
for the Emlyn WilAn arbitration award for one and
window and a special engine will liams play in a big way. Dame May
There are only five characters in Eugene O'Neill's new "A Moon For the
an
a half week's pay was made to the Misbegotten," but four
haul thespers direct in plenty of Whitty
understudies have also been engaged. Usually
and Oliver Thorndike didn't "Lysistrata" actors
time.
by arbitration, understudy can be up on several parts, just in case, but the range in
disappoint, and Patricia Marmont,
the amount approximating $6,000. and types is so wide
in "Moon" that that isn't* feasible.
.„
Percy's daughter, gave such an out
Equity represented the cast but is
Another Part of the Forest" has 13 characters with considerable vana
35G KY. THEATRE LOSS
standing performance that she was wondering
how to, collect the coin. tion also; five understudies are regularly rehearsed. There are 34 peop'
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 18.
accorded curtain calls every show. However, if
Stan.
and when he ever pro- on the payroll including four
backstage musicians and the managerial
Guignol, little theatre erected on She's of the theatre's resident com' duces another show, the award
must
the University of Kentucky campus pany, playing the season.
be liquidated.
The Belasco, now
Sent to Broadway legit theatres last week by the American toper^
Eddie
Albert in "Boy Meets Girl,' has the revival of
here in 1928, was destroyed by Are.
"Burlesque", Theatre were heralds advertising its plays at the International, with a rt
Scenery, wardro.be and props for current (18-23), looks to duplicate which is faring well. "Lysistrata" quest that
the slips be inserted in the programs. Accompanying not y)
he
• forthcoming production of "I Re- the success of the previous two played half of one week, Equity's to the effect
that the League of New York Theatres board had okayed |»
jmember Mama" were destroyed. plays. Show sked is six nights and contention that salaries for two stunt. One
manager who's on the board was aware that no such acu«
Loss' was $35,000 on building and two mats, one Saturday, other Sun. Weeks after the opening being up- had been taken,
and it was Indicated that someone in ART had excee.o=»
day.
equipment.
held by the arbitrators,
,y
his authority. Some managers-

fice has routed
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declined to use the heralds.
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$15,000

Chicago, Feb. 18. -f
full of delegate!

Having the town

convention proved"
to the dentists'
to the legit houses.
far from painful

WolfitCo. 14G, Toronto;

The medics, along with a few other
convention groups, helped keep a
merry crowd at the wickets all week.
And with a spring-like change in the
weather adding to the healthy situa-

"Three to Make Beady" brought
back to the Blackstone last
week and started off in a fairly big
way. "Springtime for Henry" folded
at the Selwyn Saturday (15).
"Blossom Time" bowed at the
Civic Opera House on Sunday (16),
followed the next day by opening of
"Front Page" at Civic.
the lights

fit's

Estimates for Last Week
"Harvey," Harris (28th wk) (1,000;
Best in some time; nearly

"Lot* Sons:," Studebaker (4tb wk)
Manages to snag lotsa

$24,000.

Yankee,"

"Magnificent

(4th wk) (1,334; $3.60).
$17,000.

"Song- of

wk)

Erlanger

Happy with

Norway," Shubert (10th
Went up the hill

week

to $36,000.
"Springtime for Henry,"

this

(1,000;

$3).

Selwyn

Last week brought in

$15,000.

"Three to

Make Ready,"

Black-

Opened Saturclone (1,358; $4.80).
day (8). Crix like Bolger. Bowed in
with fine $28,000.

MAE WEST GARNERS 206

I US

ANGELES STAY
Los Angeles, Feb.

itan.

Dixie" went down
slightly at the Belasco for $9,800 on
the seventh stanza. "Pirates of Penzance" did about $7,200 for the final
week of Gilbert and Sullivan repertory at El Patio, giving BredenSavoyards $31,400 for the five-week

"She Dood

It in

Attendance along Broadway improved last week, betterment mostly
having been at midweek due to Lincoln's Birthday.
Matinees were excellent and the night before was
much better than usual. Current

First British troupe to visit Canada since 1939, the Wolf it company
ran up amazing gross of $108,300 for
six weeks in repertory of "King

'Park' 29G,
last

3G
18.

ZaSu Pitts in "A Dangerous Woman" failed to catch on at Ford's here
last week folding up for good after a
bad week at less than $3,000. At the
indie-booked Maryland "A. Flag Is
Born" mounted a very steady figure
rated at $22,000 for nine .shows including Sunday (16) with the weekend scaled at a $4 top.
Pauline Lord in "The Glass Menagerie" is in currently to strong advance at Ford's, with John Gielgud's
"The Importance of Being Earnest"
set to follow as the third of five plays

promised under Theatre Guild-American Theatre Society subscription.

Current Road Shows
(.Period

Covering Feb. ll-Mar.

"Anna

Lucasta"— Locust,

(17-1).

1)

Philly

—

Geary, Frisco
Lucasta"
(17-22); Biltmore. L. A. (24-1).
"Apple of His Eye"— Aud., Louis-

"Anna

ville
(19);

Mem.

(17-18);

Town

Hall,

Hall,

Toledo

Hub

Boston, Feb.

Two smash

Dayton
(20-22);

Cass, Det. (24-1).

week

in

attractions

temperatures
were
mild
throughout.
Big grosses for "John Loves Mary"
and "All My Sons" indicate they'll
Sharp disbe prosperous stayers.
appointment was the yanking of
"The Story of Mary Suriatt" after
eight days.
Revival of "Craig's
Wife drew most favorable notices
with a rave or two from critics.
Only openings this week are Donald
Wolfit's English Shakespearean rep-

18.

came

in

"Importance of Being

Earnest" at the Plymouth and "Brigadoon" at the Colonial. First had
hottest notices any play has got this
or almost any season and was a sellout from the outset, though there
were plenty of vacant seats first ertory.
Estimates for Last Week
night on account of a ticket mixup
involving
Herrick's.
Second got
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
nearly unanimous praise with some CD (Comed-y-Drama)
R (Retme),
reservations and after slow start
(Musical) O (Operetta)
looks eood.
"All My Sons," Coronet (3d week)
"Call Me Mister" remained solid <D-1 095- $4 80)
Picked up to beton penultimate week and "Up in ter than $19,000; excellent money for
Central Park" fared fine at the postwar drama.
Opera
House.
"Parlor
Story"
Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial
opened last night at the Wilbur (17)
and "A Flag Is Born" opens the new (40th week) (M-1,427; $6.60). In its
Center theatre tonight. "Glass Me- 10th month and still playing to the
limit of standees; gross of nearly
nagerie."
"Heartsong."
"Chocolate
Soldier" and "Barefoot Boy With $45,500 tops all musicals.
"Another Part of the Foresi," FulCheek" ahead.
ton
(13th
week) (D-968; $4.80).
Estimates for Last Week
Perked up and approximated $19,500,
"Brigadoon," Colonial (1.500: $4.20). which is real money for serious
Scotch musical fantasy had a private drama.
house sale first night so crix didn't
Beggar's Holiday," Broadway (8th
cover until second night.
Notices
were mostly good and certain week) (M-1,900; $4.80). Doing very
amount of controversy in columns well but in such a large house ca
draw is difficult; $32,000.
didn't hurst. Result fairly good Slfl,- pacity
"Born
Yesterday," Lyceum (55th
000 on first week with much better
Statement
(C-993; $4.80).
take expected on second current and week)
shows $21,000 or slightly more week
final.
"Call Me Mister," Shubert (1.590: after week and it'll be that way in$4.80). Eleventh week remains in definitely.
"Call Me Mister," National (44th
estimated $27,000 class with one
more week after current to chalk week) (R-1.104; $6). GI revue's apUu longest musical run in years. peal is undiminished judging from
Show has averaged better " than the weekly takings that are close to
.

change in
last
week,
when count approximated $10,000;
load company big.
"Years
Ago,"
Mansfield
(11th
tie

week)

(C-1.001:

warm

Aimed

$4,801.

into

weather; attendance consist-

somewhat

ently strong though

vari-

able; $22,000.

REVIVALS
King Lear," "As You Like Itand " The Merchant of Venice," Cen

!

tury (1,712; $4.80). British repertory

!

headed by Donald Wolfit opened
Tuesday (18) to high scale for

'

Shakespeare.
"Burlesque," Belasco

,

(8th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80). Among the bestrevivals. Indications are for

|

liked
i

continuance

,

M

1

week, $!€,-

last

17;

break even.
The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco (149th week) (C-939; $r\60>. Lit
takings

I

tre patronage dependent on weather
That was also a factor last week

when

Does 22Gin 9, Balto;

'Dangerous' Fizzles at

the last half should see strong thea-

March

"The Story of Mary Surratt,Miller. Taken off Saturday
(15) alter playing one week and
a night: around $8,500. Coast-made
attraction needed much
more to

Henry

.

Lear," "Hamlet," "As You Like It,"
"The Merchant o£ Venice" and Ben
Jonson's "Volpone," confining the
six weeks to Montreal, Toronto. Ottawa, Hamilton, Brantford and London, Ontario.

'Flag'

to tour
500.

I

week finales with Washington's Birthday and as that holiday is on Saturday (22), no extra performances but

'Earnest' $20,080,

18.

Business looked nifty here last
week for the four houses and indications were that even better grosses
were in the offing. Mae West brought
in "Come On Up" to the Biltmore
with reviewers expressing distaste
for the show. But the public paid
$2ff,000 for the first frame. Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947" encored
$17,000 for the 243d week at El Cap-

Sweethearts' 32%G; 'Surratt' Oat

due

Girl"

3.

rigadbon ISC,

nifty $14,200 at the
1,525seater scaled at $2.50 top.

Baltimore, Feb.

(2,100; $4.80).

March

Shakespearean company from

Royal Alexandra here, with
1

(1,246; $4.20).

newspaper space and also up to great

mm

London grossed a

.

43.00).
$24,000.

here

Toronto, Feb. 18.
Winding up a whirlwind six-weeks
limited Canadian tour, Donald Wol-

the overall picture has everybody whistling.

"Bloomer

aisle-sitters.

108G in 6 Canada Weeks

tion,

fway Atafaee Hp; 'Sons Mils
'kW
h first Fii Week,

in Montreal

Montreal, Feb. 18.
Tallulah Bankhead, ending week's
engagement
(two
matinees)
in
"Eagle Has Two Heads" Saturday
(15), garnered only fairish $15,000
in 1,850-seat His Majesty's at $3.32.
Play got bad going-over from the

lite Both 24G

Tfarrey,'

SI

j

through spring; cxcel-

money, no to S21.000.
"Henry VIII," "What Every Woman Knows," "John Gabriel Bukmu"
and "Andrecles and the Lion," International (1,172; $4.20). Final and
lent

.

i

'

I

.

1

,

I

i

16th

week

sics;

around $17300

for

the quartet of claslast week; re-

vival of "Yellow
(27) next week.

Jack"

Thursday

"Lady Winder mere's Fan," Cort
week) (C- 1.084; $4.20). Commands excellent business and advance sale indicates an indefinite
flSth

stay: $20,000.

"Cyrano de Bergerae," Barrymore
(19th week) (CD-1J5SS: $4 .SO). Making much longer stay than was an|

ticipated;
consistently
profitable
grosses; $18,500 last week.
"Sweethearts." Shubert (4th week)
(M-1.382; $4.80). Drawing standees,
takim?? went to $32,500 last week;
unexpected money for vintage musical.

!

Blackouts of 1947"— El Capitan,
Hollywood U7-l).
$28,000 for entire run.
$33,000.
Lyceum, M'pl's (17Blackstone
"Importance of Being Earnest,"
"Carousel," Majestic (96th week)
22); Davidson, Mil. (25-1).
Plymouth (1.200;
Smasheroo (M-1,667; $6). Picked up as usual
"Bloomer Girl"—Court Sq., Spring- for this British $3.60).
importation with when there's a holiday and long(24-26); Metropolitan, Provi- out-and-out
field
raves in every newspa- staying
estimated
musical
was
(27-1).
per and a sellout for entire two around $32,500.
Musart opened with its first dence
stay.
Opera House, weeks'
.Time"
"Blossom
run on a Theater Guilduntainted legit show in months
"Christopher Blake," Music Box
(17-1).
One
Thursday night with "Dunnigan's Chi.Born Yesterday"— Cass, Det. (17- American Theater Society basis. Es- (11th week) (D-979; $4.80).
timate is $20,000 including TG-ATS drama that didn't improve; around
Daughter" presented by Stage, Inc.,
Erlanger, Chi. (24-1).
discount and first-night accident in $14,500 last week and doubtful of
Notices encouraged 22);
a new group.
Call Me Mister"—Shubert, Bost. connection with
the producing company but panned
agency tickets which s t c lei ri f£
(17-1).
left 70 or so of the best tickets unthe play generally.
Rainbow,"
Street
46th
"Finian's
Brigadoon"—Colonial. Bost. (17- sold. Fmal week
current.
One of
(6th week) (M-L31S; $6).
22); Forrest; Pihlly (24-1).
"Up in Central Park," Opera the newer musical clicks that is sure
Forrest,
Soldier"
"Chocolate
House (3,000; $4.20). Second week of running through summer and bePhilly (17-22); Colonial, Bost. (24-1): remained on
first week basis with
yond: capacity $42,000.
Avon, Utica estimated
"Countess Julie"
$29,000; a solid attraction
Birthday."
Broadhurst
"Happy
Erlanger, Buff. (18-22).
here.
126,500 m< Washington (17);
(16th week) (CD-1.160; $4.80). One
"Dear Ruth"— Aud., Freeport (17);
of the season's standout draws and
Washington, Feb. 18.
Iowa, Cedar Rapids (18); Paramount,
capacity virtually all performis
National did capacity $26,500 for Waterloo (19); Music Hall. K. C. (21S30.500.
ances:
nea'ly
second stanza of "Glass Menagerie.'' 22); Aud., Okla. City (24); Aud., 'Pygmalion' 23G, Frisco,
"Harvey," 48th St. (120th week)
Manager Ed Plohn reported a rec- Bartlesville (25); Con. Hall, Tulsa
Holiday helped but
(C-920: $4.20).
ord breaking number of turnaways (28); Arcadia, Wichita (1).
;24,§8§ long-runner is always in the money:
Eagle Has Two Heads"—Royal
at the boxoffice.
takings last week estimated around
Toronto (17-22); Erlanger,
"State of the Union," with the Alex.,
San Francisco, Feb. 18.
$18,500.
Chicago company headed by Neil Buff. (24-1).
'Pygmalion,"
starring
Gertrude
"Icetime."
(35th week) (RCenter
American, St. Louis Lawrence and Dennis King,
"Hamlet"
Hamilton, Erin O'Brien-Moore and
opened 2.994: $$2.40). Improved to around
James Rennie, began a three-week (17-22); Aud., St. Paul (24-25); Ly- at the 1,776-seat Curran Tuesday (11)
$31,00(j: holiday prices helped theastint Monday (17) with a healthy ad- ceum. M'pTs. (26-1).
to rave reviews and chalked up a
fine tre ririk revue.
(17-1).
Chi.
Harris,
"Harvey"—
vance sale. The Ina Claire starrer,
first
week gross of $23,000.
"Joan of Lorraine." Alvin (13th
"Heart Song"— Shubert, N. Haven week, Mae West wound up her Last
"Fatal Weakness," bows in for the
Leading
sec- week)
$4.80).
(D-1.331:
(27-1).
usual, fortnight on March 10.
ond and final week of "Come On Up" drama grosse- will hold its capacity
Chi. With an
Studebaker,
Song"
"Lute
okay gross of $18,000,
plus pace until the end of the run in
(17-1).
"Anna Lucasta," picking up as it eariv May: $32,500.
Erlanger, goes
"Magnificent Yankee"
along at the 1,550-seat Geary
Mary,"
"John
Loves
Booth
Eergner 6G, N. Haven
(2d
Chi. (17-22); Hartman, Col. (24-26); hit a huge fourth
week gross of week) (C-712: $4.80). Looks like a
New Haven, Feb. 18.
Cox. Cincy (27-1).
$24,000.
click- scaled to do $18,600 wepklv
Elisabeth
"Moon for the Misbegotten"—
Bergner stopover at
and that was the count in first full
Shubert last week (13-15) in twin Hartman, Col. (20-22); Hanna, Cleve.
we.pk mav move to larger house.
bill of "Miss Julie" and "A Marriage
(
Blackstone in $13,700
"Life With Father," Biiou (376th
Proposal" proved to be only a mild
"Oklahoma!"— Aud.. Cincy (17-22);
week) (C-613: $3.60). Held its own;
draw. At $3.60 top, light gross esti- Aud., Memphis (25-1).
Grab at St. Louis Stand run
around $8,500.
leader again
mated at less than $6,000 was a fac"Parlor Story"— Wilbur, Bost. (17which nets some orofit.
St. Louis. Feb. 18.
tor in decision to lay off for recast- 22).
"O MMress Mine," Empire (CDBlackstone
and
his
mystic
(17magic
"Pygmalion"— Curran, Frisco
ing of "Julie," final performance be 7
grabbed a neat $13,700 for his one- 1.08?: $4.80). Announced to resume
mg given Saturday night.
1).
week stand at the American that ne*t Monday (24): played 42 weeks
"Song of Norway"— Shubert, Chi. Wound up
This week has return stand of
Saturday (15). The 1,700- until forced to suspend; Ruth Draper
"Bloomer Girl" (20-22) to the tune
q(no *ran jn final week.
seat house was scaled to $2.44.
of a healthy advance.
Next stanza '"'State of the Union"— Natl., Wash.
"Oklahoma!" St. James
(201st
Lovers of Shakespearean drama
gets breaking of "Heartsong" for
are getting their first chance during week) (M-1.509: $4,80). Plans are
the Union"— English.
of
"State
weekend of Feb. 27-Mar. 1.
the
local
dramatic season at the for a comoany in London late spring
Ind'pls. (17-22); American, St. Louis
American, sole legiter here. Maurice but Broadway's musical chamD will
doi-MJess still be here: $27 000.
Evans
in
"Hamlet"
opened
Paul
a
St.
one'Okla.!' 28G, M'w'kee
"Student Prince"— Aud..
"Present
Laurhter,"
Plvmouth
week stand last night (Mon.). The
(17); Capitol. Yakima (20): Temple.
Milwaukee, Feb. 18.
house is scaled to $3.66. with a neat (16th week) (M-1,063: $4.80). Has
Tacoma (21); And., Everett ("22); advance
"Oklahoma!" did its customary ca
scored a goodly engagement and
reported.
Metropolitan, Seattle (24-1).
pacity week of $28,000 at the David
should last into spring; takings last
"The Glass Menagerie"— Ford s,
son, and cut sharply into the rewp^v
approached
$16,000.
(24ceipts of several rjther attractions Balto. (17-22): Plymouth. Bost.
"State of the Union." Hudson
1)
here in the same week.
Turtle' 26|G, Pitt
week)
$4.80>.
(66th
(CD-1.057:
"The Glass Menagerie"— Civic CenBallet Theater, which customarily
Should plav through another sumPittsburgh, Feb. 18.
Bartlesville (17): Conv. Hall,
Plays to full houses at the Pabst, ter
mer: cleaning no. as arc two road
Second
and
last
week
of "Voice comnanies;
tud considerably less than that, al- Tulsa (18-19).
$24,000.
of the Turtle" resulted in a wallopShubertThese"—
of
Greatest
"The
though its. four-day engagement was
Scene,"
"Street
Adelphi
(6th
ing $26,500, or about $5,500 more
longer than the usual stay.
Ballet Lafayette, Det. (17-1).
week) (M-1.434; $6). Drawing an
"The Importance of Being Ear- than show did on opening session opera crowd in addition to playTheater did $8,800 this time.
(17-22); to give comedy hit $47,500 on the
Plymouth. Bost.
nest"
run That's terrific schedule in order goers and is getting big money;
Ford's. Balto. (24-1).
ovpr'-$39,006.>"
'HAMLET' 11G, DENVER
"The Red Mill"— Shubert. Philly to bring it backer a return before
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale
the end of the season.
Denver, Feb. 18.
An|:|4.3th week) (CD-1.025; $4.80).
Cancellation this week of ZaSu
Hamlet" did a big $11,000 in the
'"Three to Make Ready"— Blackweek %fter this and then to
Pitts in "A Dangerous Woman" and other
3,300-seat Auditorium with a $3.60 stone. Chi. (17-1 ).
_
_
week
road: eross improved last
Opera
Park"—
of
top.
Elizabeth
Ccnlral
in
Bergner's
two
one"Up
to $14,500. "The Importance of BeThe same production turned in House Bost (17-1).
ek
darkening Nixon ing Earnest" (John Gielgud) follow,.
nanna. for the first time $this season. House
rlIe „ „. Hanna
"Voice of the Turtle
|^,000 more in Laramie, Wyo.;
March 3
Boulder,
and Cleve, (17-22): Colonial. Akron (24): will be shuttered .until O'Neill's
Colorado
Springs
"the Iceman Cometh." Beck (19th
Pueblo., all in -Colorado, with .A. M. Shea's. Erie (25): Shea's. Bradford "Moon For the, Misbegotten" comes
t-wepk (D-L213: $5.40). Another play
(911- Psn* -i
f'V^u*"" T~'~*n««
uberfeider,,.
impresario,
" "
Denver.
•»
'lle/ving for road soon, being due
,'
in March 3,
.
;
booking these spots.
Ywngstown '(Jfl^I
,,

"Craig's Wife,"
Playhouse
(1st
week) (D-865; $4.80). Mostly favorable press and indicated chances are
for moderate success rating.

—

Miirl7a Phaiy,

—

'Siller $3t(

i

—

ene

—

lucasta
legit

indications, will continue to do
so for some time. Last week's b.o.
reaction at the three legit houses
active, demonstrates the situation
clearly. Leader was again "The Red
Mill," which got $37,000, capacity, in
its second week at the Shubert.
all

(

Close on the heels of the Victor
Herbert revival, however, was "The
Chocolate Soldier," which tallied a

—

—

M§§

Philadelphia, Feb. 18.
business at an unusually high peak, Philly is suffering
from a serious shortage and, from

With

sensational

$32,000

in

its

first

full

week at the Forrest. Gross represent,
ed a sellout from Wednesday matinee on. Difference between two re"Red Mill" came in
with a terrific advance, whereas
"Soldier's" advance sale had lagged
somewhat behind. Both shews got
vivals

—

fine

that

is

notices but those of

"Soldier"

were in the rave class and by Friday
morning (after opening) a line had
formed at the b.o. which didn't break

-

for three days.

-

.

Philly's

week was

,

only
the

other legiter last
long-staying "Anna

Lucasta," and this drama also did
very well with $13,500 reported for
its eighth week. Show will stay here
until end of next month, with "Glass
Menagerie" slated to follow either
24th or 31st of March. "Lucasta" has
already set season's long-run record
\vith "Voice of the Turtle" (8 weeks)
as runner-up.

Bookings are now in a chaotic state
Walnut has no bookings until

here.

March
song."

|

17
is

when

listed for

a try-out,

"Heart-

two weeks on sub-

scription. Incidentally, Theatre Society subscribers are getting their
plays all in a bunch with "Briga-

doon," "Heartsong" and "The Iceman
Cometh" lined up. Forest is the best
taken care of, with "Bsthsheba"
(James Mason) set to follow the two.
weeks of "Brigadoon," which starts
next Monday, and then "State of the
Union" skedded to follow "BathErlanger (indie) has no
sheba."
bookings.
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Perennial 'Prince' 14G, Mpls.
Minneapolis, Feb. 18,
Plaving its 21st local engagement,
Prince"
'.'Student
perennial
grossed a big $14,000 for three.
nights and a matinee at $3 top, |R
the

:

I

the 1.900-seat Lyceum.

,

,

Weditcaday, Fcbrnary 19, I947
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flays Out of
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lays Abroad

TO INSURE HIT RUN
London, Feb.

'

-it.

ANGEL LEASES BOUSE

Erie thein .Chicago teed off at the

Parlor Story

.

.

Ill

7.

Mo* by Moonlight
Feb.

l*v*r

I*"

Dm

S»le}i

(Th6 Rf»l«t of the Sun)

8.

London,

auspices
atre here with a personnel,
and staging different from that of

,

Barlow, Wolverhampton
J.
Paris, Jan 22
H.
Mnnlt & Dimtee presentation of JMbHjj
Comedle Francatso production ot ni«v't»
by Mlchne
business man who backed "Worm's Gate^production In three acts Hilton
Kfl- four acta by Francois Porclie »
Broadway revival. Plan
n a a"
second year MucIJammolr. Directed by
Streser production ot comedy In. the recent
PiiiiCl
Slmont>: Mrected by Mme, Hlmoi « SetT'
next week Eye View," now in its
Vaudeville.
three acts bs' William McCleery. Settrns, is to open in Chicago
Mmue Berth., Stars Vunnel Sua M<)My
Whitehall, has taken theatre mrt£ bast "u>
wil
lUymoni) K'ove.v; staged by Bretnigne \«n- and then tour the hinterlands. Ques- at the
Valines, At Luxembourg. Pails,
Feb. Wthe play on three year lease from owner Lou S'aifi,™
dust. At Playhouse, Wilmington.
aammolr
is: will the names of
tion
MacI
Michael
originally See
15, '4T; *a lop,
entertainment Cooper.
was
Theatre
Maureen OusaeK bonis XIV...,,..
V.JeaVMarttS
Walter Abel Wrights and natural
JC'i*
Charles Burnett......
t» rwi
Vnllot,,,
Kdith Atwater values of the piece be strong enough leased by same owner to Phyllis
Marian Burnett......
Manclni
Philippe
»««
Jacques
D
Cla„i
~ WU. M
..Jonn Vol" to overcome the cast and produc- Dixey and her husband Jack Tracey, Catherine. H.llaro*
,.
Katy
n
Wheeler

Wilmington, Del., Feb. U.
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draw?
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Marco Beliwt
with lease expiring next April.
Onde'nel •,:
'« 'PeWM
Without any wellknown playfrs Dixey wanted to renew lease, with
Mnjovflnnio
i....
Mo Peltle<
whose
but a couple of former leads, Ralph owner asking $40,000 premium.
d.'Autrlche,,,..,
...Beatrice Bretti
The Dublin Gate theatre, Abbey Anne
Marie Munclnl. .......
Hertz and Sally Cunningham, both
of the
"7.(2;"™
B«»e»Position now is that ,the show, nlavers (with those
I'.aure Martlnozsl
newer
the
..Olnrline
to
reinforcing
unknown
Beudcm
undoubtedly
rtosa
being one of West End hits, fire) are Wrongly
...Anionta Bouvawt
piax
a
generation, the company is strictly despite
London
gives
Munclnl
lacaueUirt"5b!
March 1 to British pictures, furies, wrapped in Olympe
in the road class. Houses here were is compelled to vacate
Mortense Manctni, ..Marie
herese MoffiH
of witchcraft and
Tony .faponof
In ."Parlor Story" author William very slim, which may have been due tour provinces, returning May 5 un- the traditional Celtic twilight In an Monsieur.
Anno Merit Marilnoral
TouiX
McCleery has compounded a pleasant to the $3 top or potential audiences der new lessee, who also owns the ancient house in Connemara a new- Alphonur
Mnndnl.;
Hen* (fiSS
is
little comedy which, if the pruning having seen the film versions.
Mmiimnn Mnnc-inl
Hose Maria Mjuej
show, to resume its run. Manage- lvwed wife. Catherine Mallaroe,
shears are judiciously used, should
Edward Nugent, featured with ment is dickering with Henry Sherek possessed by an evil spirit scares
find an audience on Broadway. It s John McQuade, provides a satisfacThis play, penned by the late
Mar- he occupants by her uncanny
From
Message
"A
transfer
to
is
that
arid
threatens Francois Porche, father
entertaining throughout,
tory performance as Walter Burns,
of the curDuchess, but knowledge of the past, and
one factor which counts at the box- the heartless managing editor. Mc- garet," currently at the
down in an excess rent head of French radio, Wladimir
room to burn the place
office. Also, it looks like a natural Quade fails to convince
as Hildy which has to vacate to make
rage. Into this theme Porche, and whose widow Mme.
two of possessive
wellfor films.
Johnson. Ralph Hertz, playing the for another show on March 3 for
Simone, was a wellknown actress,
the author has introduced the
At present play is way overboard Sheriff, and Jabez Grey, in the role months,
known time theory so fascinating to
should have opened the new secto
Thompson,
Bill"
"Big
dramatists. Time can be made
on length. While emphasizing laugh satirizing
ond stand of the Comedie Francaise,
strikes,
Better
lines and situations, McCleery finds render fair interpretations,
stop and when the clock'
It had been announced at the beginlives
time to attack a formidable array of than average personations are those
terror strikes, too, and happy
ning of the season but its presentaBallet Booking
problems; including low pay for of Joseph Hardy, Arthur Foran and
are confused.
tion was postponed owing to sets
teachers, political corruption, Ameri^ Morrie Brenner as criminal court
MacLlammoir" has written and costumes not being ready and
Michael
Calendar
Dance
chilCrowds
legmen. The direction of Ted Post
can fascism and the plight of
play which irritatingly reminds rehearsals deemed insufficient.
fact
played
In
are
parents.
scenes
is spotty.
Some
dren of divorced
The numerous cast is made easy
Booking by Michael ToBd of the one of J. B. Priestley's time maproblems
for
required
the
when
the
fast-paced
tempo
times
Rose'
at
there are
since the Francaise has a lot of talent
Ballet des Champs Elysees for its chine, of J. M. Barrie'S "Mary
"Con- under contract, but a large numget in the way, but the dialog is this slice of newspaper, life and
this spring, has and of Margaret Kennedy's
first N. Y, visit
bright and intelligent, and the author others are permitted to drag. These
young daugh- ber have only bits, and interest censome flurry in the terpsichore stant Nymph," for the
Tessa in ters on very few. Even at' that, the
has peopled his play with some spots Will undoubtedly be 'speeded caused
another
is
play
the
ter
of
up before opening in the. Windy world because of the way it will her way, and the professor, who un- period nlay is mostly acted in the
interesting characters.
R«ss, / crowd the dance calendar, and comdresses before the audience before formal way which is in keeping
The central figure is Charles. Bur- City.
pete for the limited ballet audiences. going to bathe, is a reminder of Miss with, the Louis XIV period, and fails
nett, ah ex-newspaperman turned
Plan is to present, the French dance Kennedy's wild and glorious Sanger. to draw human emotion except in a
college professor. He has his heart
group of 35 in Boston, March 20,
The general impression, never- couple of scenes between Yonnel as
set on becoming president of the
Play
Broadway
university, but the governor is lukeand in N. Y., March 24, at the Broad- theless, is one of eerie charm with Cardinal Ma'tfarin and Mony Datmes
as his niece. Martinelli is miscast as
warm because of the opposition of a
way theatre for four weeks, then touches of madness and melodrama
and while it successfully entertains King Louis XIV. Beatrice Bretty is
powerful newspaper publisher who
tour briefly.
fair as the Queen Mother, and »
it
does not always convince.
wants to force Burnett's, return to
The spring ballet season in N. Y
Craig's
performance is given by youthgood
better
itself
the^ newsroom. Ari editorial in the
lend
would
The play
will have the Ballet Russe de Monte
Marie Mallea as the teen(3alther production' of
three-act
CSant
college newspaper, written by. the
to the screen than the stage. It has ful Rose
boyfriend, drama by George Kelly, SStara Judith Eve- Carlo at the City Center Feb. 16 to
.the cardinal.
She
daughter's
professor's
devilish power to amuse, aged niece of
kind
of
a
staged by March 30; Original Ballet Russe at
Features BhlliP Qber.
poise for her
gives the publisher a chance to attack lyn.
the theory it unfolds with a evidences considerable
and
settings, Stewart Chaney; At PlayKelly;
..>..Burnett. The editorial is labeled house, N, Y., Feb. 12, 'il; **.80 top (SO the Met opening March 20 (and di- good deal of blarney and poetry is age and is worth watching.
communistic, and that's enough to opening night).
The story repeats history. Cardicompeting with Elysees) always fascinating.
finely
is
rectly
It
minister
prime
of
Naturally
Mazarin,
cook the professor's goose.
Miss Austin. ........... .Kathleen Comegys while Ballet Theatre is set for
acted, too, with an excellent eccen- nal
- everything works out okay for the
France Under young King Louis
Mrs. Harold
Viola Roache N.
Y. visit in April, Martha Graham tric study by Hilton Edwards as the
Mazie.
,
.B-ortha Duckworth
and the widowed Queen
final curtain.
professor, a nice piece of witchery XIV,
Mrs. Craig
^..Judith Evelyn wiil have completed a week's pres
had
a niecj Marie
lover,
Mother's
characterstricken
Dunne
as
the
the
Eithne
in
from
gay
However, it's
Kthel tiandreth.
.Virginia Dwyer entation at the Ziegfeld in February,
the King fell
wife, and a beautiful half-woman Mancini with whom
...Philip Ober
izations and amsuing dialog that the Walter Oralg
The Elysees troupe got a .300,000' study
and would have
Virgin la Hammond
of the daughter by Maureen heavily in love,
play gets its biggest lift. Topnotch Mrs. Frazter
Cardinal, giving, the
subsidy
($3,200) .from the
Hersche] Bentley franc
Birkmire
Cusack, midway between innocence married If the
direction by Bretaigne Wmdust is Billy
Joseph Catelle.
.......Hugh Benhie French government, as a goodwill
The author State preference over his own
sophistication.
and
another important factor. Likewise a Harry. ........
........ .Allan Nourae
both plays Lse, the manservant, with im- family's aggrandisement, had not
transportation
for
hard-working cast of troupers who Eugene 'Fredericks.
.John Hudson gesture,
killed the love affair despite his
ways, but otherwise Todd is assum mense gusto and good humor.
know their business.
niece's and the King's protests snd
Ebet.
ing financial risks. Ballet Theatre
Walter Abel returns from HollyMore
20 years after its origthan
arranged for latter to marry the
played six weeks at the Broadway
wood to play Burnett, and he does
daughter of the King of Spain ininal
production,
George
Broadway
last fall to moderate-size houses.
an excellent job. Close behind him
Vingt Cinq
stead. Climax in the play is the
is Richard Noyes as the student Kelly's Pulitzer Prize drama, "Craig's
scene in which the niece dares her
rumpus.
the
raises
all
whose editorial
Wife," has been revived by Gant
uncle to act against the Kings
Happiness)
His naturalness adds zest to a char- Gaither, with Judith Evelyn inheritot
US Yean
wishes followed by that in when
acterization Which might easily have
MaxU
Paris, Feb. 5.
he succeeds in doing so.
St. Louis, Feb. 18,
become a caricature. As the gover- ing the titular role bestowed in the
Parleys revival of comedy in three acts
production
on Chrystal
J. R. Cuniff, a member of Blacknor, Paul Huber is the typical poli- original
.laoques
Germalne
I.elrancq.
Directed
by
by
Sis©
tician whose main concern is being Heme. To a new generation of play- stone's magic company, last week Baumer. Sets by Mile. Plrsys. Starring
in with the right people. The pub- goers, Kelly's study of a woman suffered a severe gash on the right Betty Dttuasmona and Germalne Montero.
lisher gets hard-boiled treatment whose name over the years has be- hand at the American theatre when At Theatre Michel, Paris.
London, Feb. 7.
Castille....
.Betty Dauswnond
from Royal Beal. Dennis King, Jr. come accepted in the Americana pat- it became tangled up in a circular Mrs.
Blanche Littler ami Hubert Wooamrt
Michellne Valmonde
Florence
three acts w
impresses in his brief appearances as tern as a synonym for the, nagging,
The Maid....,,
...Christiane Barbey presentation ot new Inree In
domineering, superior wife, it re- lumber saw as he prepared to dem- Marguerite ............... Germalne Montero A. R. Whatrtiore. Directed by Austin ««•
a meddlesome state trooper.
Charles Dechamps ford. At Apollo, r.onrton. Feb. B, %*•" Bare
mains
biting, brilliant analysis of a onstrate how a woman is cut in half Castille
a
Edith
Atwater
distaff
side
..Robertson
On the
Gallet Krneat BrlBS» .«••>•• •••
Barbler
woman obsessed with the love of her and still lives.
.Joan Carol
Is charming and competent as the
Bom-din
Andre.
.Roland
Flo Bi'lggs..
home and its security. But above
Blackstone finished up .without
.Peter HoOKM
wife, and the teen-age daughters are
Sir Oeoi-Ro Basingstoke
..Doreen Ftachtr
Violet BrlKS-a
delightfully played by Carol Wheeler all, the revival marks a personal mishap.
.Brenaa Cameron
This, play, a rip-roaring comedy, Maude Brine*....
and Joan Vohs. Dorothy Eaton as triumph for Miss Evelyn. It should
peler Humphreys
Spence.......
,loe
was first done in 1942 and had a run Rnmuel Sankey...
....Sidney Vivian
the governor's wife and Frank; Wil- have at least a moderately successYokel s Coast Huddle
Denis lehrer
cox as a state trooper round out the ful run.
of about 500 performances, which Tony. ..... ........
.Constance IfflM
Hollywood, Feb. 18,
Kelly's dialog^ by its conciseness
cast.
explains why Mile, Parisys revives MnKKle
.Christine Bennelt
ARntha
Alex Yokel is here for fortnight'
The attractive living room setting and his ability to unfold a complete
Ms! Bacon
study without resorting to any con- huddles with Paul Gerard Smith it at her Michel at a time when audi- Alice
was designed by Raymond Sovey.
...Ian CarmlchMl
Teddy Dyeswood
Klep.
trived situations or unnecessary ac- regarding production of latter's com- ences
are craving for escapists.
tion, is still something for playBare,
Betty Daussmond was in the original
edy "Benchwarmer,"
The presence of Robertsonlegend^
of
man
little
frightened
the
Front
Yokel, conferring on revisions of cast.
and comedy, in a bedroom
(Road Co.)
script, hopes to get comedy on ChiIt is an escape in pink, and would cartoon
Craig's
us for one of tne
prepares
farce
14.
Schenectady, Feb.
ano
cago boards by early May; other- never get the green light from Joe
(Oct. 14, 1935—The Original)
oldest theatrical prescriptions,
Excepting the playwrights and
Rosalie Stewart production of drama
wise he'll hold off until August or Breen, but on the stage it just this one is no exception to the rui£
murders them, and looks like a good
In three acts by George Kelly. Staffed
Harold Grau, of the original and reSeptember.
Hare gets horribly involved w*
by the author; settings. Sheldon K.
bet on any stage where bluenoses
vival companies, this fast-moving,
while fixing
Viele. -At Morosco theatre. ,N. T.
won't interfere with a theme where a series of women
»
ne
as
bawdy comedy of newspaper days
but
divorce,
Miss Austen...
Anne Sutherland
PRODUCING OUTFIT
illegitimacy is trumped by further evidence- for a
Mrs. Harold. ..... .Josephine Williams
fundamentally the most
Mazle
n
Marie Gildea
Paul Benard, former Republic illegitimacy.
of men he naturally .Mis
Mrs. Craig
Chrystal Heme
Betty Daussmond is the highly
providing the evi
Pictures director; Helen Bonstelle,
woman
the
with
Bthel Landreth
Rleanor Mish
wen
niece of Jesse Bonstelle, actress- respected wife of Charles Dechamps, dence. Play skates along these
<!ralR
..Charles Trowbridge
twee,
Mrs. Praaler
......Josephine Hull
manager of Detroit Civic Theatre, a wealthy provincial industrialist. thumbed situations till act mtc a
StHCE 1S30
Billy Birkmire
They have been happily married for
up
Arling Alcina
and Don Briody, have formed a 25 years, and each one believes the when it suddenly boils
an
Joseph Catelle
.-..Arthur Shaw
Play, Brokers and
o£ an outside iwo
Harry
ot
producing company named Theatre other faithful. They have a 20-year- wild burlesque
J, A. Curtis
composer
cast, with Hare as a
Fredericks
Nelan Jaa'p
Authors' Representatives
Project-.
old son, Roland Bourdin, who falls
song hits for Hollywood.
85 West 454 ii Street, New Yoris
in love with Micheline Valmonde, a
returning
Haddon,
Piter
811 West 7th Street, JUs Angeles
over
pretty Parisian bank clerk. When he
wrights to shoot at. Despite the aura
West End stage after years of
tells his parents he wants to marry
welcome
which has surrounded "Craig's Wife"
seas broadcasting, makes a
the girl, his mother, who has more comeback as .the sjlly-ass English
as one of the minor classics of the
Constance
exalted plans for his future, strenuAmerican theatre, the revival points
man of. all time. Hare.
Owner of Opta-Air Theatre would
Continued Irom page 49
ously objects, especially when the Lome and that fine trouper, J»»
up anew that what Kelly wrote is a
life® to make eoetocti with
comtne
.for
girl
frankly
acknowledges that she Bacon, are much too good
perfect one-act play. Had the first Films, hotels and restaurants restrict
io
panies to perform for nlm weeks'
is working in the provinces to escape
act been left to stand alone, with its Negroes completely.
ancient formula. Play is built to
during sommer of J 947.
Theatre
the atmosphere of her mother's laughs and .gets them, but fails
ia"»
flawlessly defined characters comsituated 7 mi. outside Mia, Pa.
home. Latter is a well kept woman, rise" above" the conventional level o j
plete in their sharply defined vigLisner Negro Ban Lifted
Ebet.
and the girl is of unknown father.
Box 8700, Variety
nettes, it might have rated such actrite and sexy farce.
The boy's father sides up with
Washington, Feb. 18.
claim. The second and third acts are
154 W. 46th St.. New York 19,
100th
George Washington University's him, Play further reveals infidelity
anti-climactic, for the actual plot dePitt Playhouse's
velopment never pars the brilliantly Lisner Auditorium color ban came of both of the boy's parent* and
means boy takes to win girl.
Pittsburgh, Feb.
conceived titular characterization.
celeto an end here last week, terminatThe play is written in such a way
Pittsburgh Playhouse will
EXPERIENCED
Miss Evelyn makes Mrs. Craig a ing a situation which began when
that most lines get laughs without brate its 100th production
merciless tyrant who is very sure she the place was leased for the openever getting raw. Betty Daussmond Shakespearian work for the
is right in- her opinion of men and
ing of the Ingrid Bergman starrer, is a wow as the haughty provincial
time.
values, capturing all the nuances and
.
„
nf
"Joan of Lorraine," a couple of socialite who bosses her husband.
meaning written into the part by
"Macbeth," under direction
Latter,
.
done by Dechamps, and
months back.
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY!
Kelly. Philip Ober as the husband
Frederick Burleigh, opens
and
At that time the place was pick- Gallet as the lawyer who sowed his
Please Write P.O. BOX 1031
is
John Johnsraw
good, but his performance is
oat Wlth hlm S'y e
n excel- Saturday (22) with were togetiw
ther
CUAND OKNTRAT, STATION
?
dimmed
by
the extraordinary acting eted because a "white only" policy lent performance
?
NEW YOBK
as the two men Dorothy Scott, who
ck,"
thp audience
anrlipnop was
wa« followed.
fnllnwr-H
H n » who c
of the femmes in the play, Virginia in the
Howth ,
Uh th
k recently in "Juno and the including
1
*
Hammond as the garrulous neighbor, ever, the auditorium is now closed 0 £ respectability.
doing'the'ieads" and a cast
played in the original, production by to commercial stage shows,
new
Germaine Montero, who appears Marion Leslie, Sun-Telegraph
Josephine Hull; Viola Roache as the
dew
The new policy. line was decided only in the third act as the
PSgy
stage
Interested In
girl's paper gal making her
housekeeper and Kathleen Comegys by the George Washington board of
mother, brings out beautifully the
For Summer Try-Out at
as the aunt, are all fine.
trustees', which ruled that the uni- contracts
between the respectable
.
St. Paul's Pieem
Reputable Theatre, Pre
Kelly, who staged the original, reIBversity Would "impose no restric- bourgeois couple and herself who
St. Paul, Feb.
peats on this one most effectively.
r
Broadway
tions on attendance" whenever the has graduated from the gold-digging
Being fundamentally a character
World premiere of Robert
sorority into a swanky Parisian derili"Proud FJesh
sketch, the play suffers little by hav- place is leased to outside organiza- mondaine. Among the four
Write Box 750, care Variety
el
of them Warren's play,
U»iv
meetings
tions
"for
or
the
functions
decades
of
ing been written a couple of
the comedy is kept at fast tempo take place April 8-13 i"
154 West 46th Street, N. Y. City
Hose.
a general educational nature."
back
with telling results.
sity theatre, U. of Minnesota.
Maxi.

C'hriSting
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Governor Sam Bright

Mrs.' Bright
Mel Granite
Mike, Ktate Trooper
lialnawii State Trooper
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tion for a boxofflce
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LITERATI
New York

Literati
did a turn for Transatlantic. For the
first year and a half of its existence
price of the Philadelphia Record
meet- Transatlantic's masthead carried due
was revealed as 13,400,000 at a
credit to the Writers War Board as
Thursday
(13),
Tnt of «tockholder»
origination- source of most of its
building.
The
held to the Record
Record was part of a package deal material. This was eventually
the Camden dropped and the Board itself has
which «l8o included
Courier and Post newspapers and been disestablished some time now.
fyGAU. Although the price of the
deal was never officially
made public it was believed to have
involved about $12,000,000.
The meeting took 12 minutes, and
s attended by approximately 40
persons representing 75,831 of the
81,414 shares of outstanding stock.
Before discussion of the resolution
approving the sale, it was announced by J. David Stern, who preaided, that holders of 93% of the
voting stock had indicated their approval. The resolution was adopted
by voice vote, with no negatives
forthcoming.
During the discussion, Joseph
Moss, an attorney, asked Stern if
everything possible had been done
to avert the sale, and Stern replied:

Chi Trio to
pay no more

entire

•

w

to

Hollywood

of Jericho," just published. It's the
Literary Guild selection for February and already has been printed
in over 700,000 copies. Wellman said
he will take a month or so to write
another novel with Kansas background before returning to his
screen writing chores. Also planning at least four more Western
yarns. "Jericho" already has been
sold for screen production. Latest
film on which Wellman did script
work is "Cheyenne."
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Grub Gulch, Feb.

15.

"Just how some low humor becomes unacceptably out of key with a mucomedy and acceptably in key with a more solemn exhibit,' I wish
some one would explain to me," writes Judge Jean Nathan, whose pot
finally seems to be sagging in a nice complacent bulge at the end of

sical

"Finian's Rainbow."
In the hope of atomizing his finger

away from me, I'll explain it. Th*
reason diapers would not be funny in, say, "Sweethearts" and might be
funny in "Life With Father," is that you see so much of panties at a musical comedy that one more reference, even junior grade, might run smack
against the law of diminishing returns. In a straight show, on the remaining fin, you might not hear anything as essential as diapers discussed for
years. Thus when the subject is brought up, it's welcomed like an old
friend. And people usually welcome old friends with laughter.

4c.

CHATTER
than three
John OHara has switched to
cents" slogan that the Chicgao Tribune socked home for the past few Random House.
Harold Ross, editor of the New
months, while the Sun went up to
5c, is going by the boards. Trib has Yorker, to the Coast,
Peter B. Kyne long sick, is rehiked the daily to 4c. Rumored, too,
that the Sunday Trib will raise its ported in better health and writing
price from 10c to 12 or 15 in a short yarns again.
"The

S3

to tell the

gang about his eighth novel, "Walls,

i

!

The Shew

Off

'

The research these lightfingered word-operators can give you! Not only
Street tc Smith's Charm Mag hits the Judge, but Erskine Johnson.
"Jimmy Stewart is telling pals he'd turn down almost any role," writes
Trib blames increased labor and 500,000, circulation, effective with its
printing costs. Most recent hike was April issue. Ad rates will be hiked Skinny, "if given a chance to star in 'The Showing Up of Blanco Posnet,'
a rootin", tootin' western by George Bernard Shaw. Shaw wrote it after his
raise granted to mailers last week as of August
Hal Roach, Jr., closed-deal for an first visit to California, picking up the western atmosphere from a train
of $14.50 with a cut of ah hour and
half in hours. Trib uses more mail- illustrated edition of "The Story of window."
This legend was repeated by Gabriel Pascal at his press conference when
ers than any other daily with its Fabulous Joe" by Book of the Films
he announced that he, Mary Plckford and Lester Cowan were joining forces
Co. in London.
.large country circulation.
Profile on Milton Biow, "Fabulous to produce Shaw in Hollywood, starting with "Posnet" and "The Devil's
Huckster," and an article based on Disciple."
'Project X' Due In Nov.
Actually, in "Posnet" Shaw performed a greater stunt than believed
"Bride and Groom"' radio program,
"As you know, I have been working
"Project X," planned new mag of are showbiz highlights of March by these latter-day Shavian disciples. It was written after Shaw looked
18 hours a day, seven days a week,
out of a window on Adelphi Terrace overlooking the Thames Embankment
and I acted only when disaster was the Saturday Review Associates, Pageant.
certain." Weekend developments in- and to be edited by Saturday ReNew addition to Go, is James and it was written 38 years ago. That's 23 years before he ever saw "the
cluded word from a spokesman for view of Literature editor Norman Agate, theatre critic of the London west from a train window." Moreover, it is spelled "The Shewing Up Of
the Evening Bulletin, which bought Cousins, is slated to debut in No- Sunday Times. Beginning in March, Blanco Posnet" and it's about as rootin' and tootin' as a painted ship upon
assets Of the Record and the Stern vember. Besides Marshall Field IH, Agate will do a monthly story on a painted ocean.
Bargain: 40 For 1
newspaper properties in Camden, originally reported to be sole backer London theatre.
Fortunately for those who look here for professional guidance, I' have
Minneapolis Morning Tribune has
that a deal for purchase of the Cam- of "X," who will have only partial
den papers is hot No details were money in the mag, one of the chief launched a' new feature to be de- all the plays of GBS. In fact I have them all in one volume of 1,131, pages
backers will be Everett de Golyer, voted to entertainment, with em- of fine type. This news may well drive Shaw crazy, for he is as thrifty
given.
The spokesman added, however, ex-prexy of the Amerida Oil Corp. phasis on radio. Column is con- in fact as Jack Benny is in fiction and he does not favor selling Shaw all
in one volume for a few bucks when the merchandise can be peddled in a
that although the American News- De Golyer has considerable money ducted by Will Jones,
flock of volumes for many times that price. Constable published the single
paper Guild has assured them they invested in SRL, which Cousins press contact, has sold another artiof the
industrialist's cle on the film industry to Barron's, volume in London in 1931, and as soon as Shaw heard of it he ordered the
will be reasonable in their demands, termed one
onmibus withdrawn. But by then I had my hands on »• copy, and let him
prospective purchasers have been richest "oil strikes," since it's paid financial weekly. Another Gillette
try to get it back.
apprehensive about this phase of the off 10 times its original investment article, "Never Been Topped," is beThe trouble with single volumes is that they distract your attention.
ing reprinted by Reader's Scope in
deal. It was also reported over the in the last five years.
You begin looking up "The Shewing Up of B. P." and you find yourself
its April issue.
weekend that several large syndistopping at "The Devil's Disciple" to see if Clark Gable; could give life to
Philly Daily News 'drama critic
cates have been interested in. pos'What America Beads' Book
Gerard Gaghan, who was also war the old cadaver. Then you take a look as "Candida" to see how that old
sible purchase of the Record and
Editors of This Month plan pubreplacement for Ralph McCobmbs as girl and. Greer Garson would survive a picket line. Then you run over
WPKN.
lishing their "What America Reads",
"The Doctor's Dilemma" to see how Wagner could get out of that dilemma,
publicity director for Philadelphia
series in book form. January issue
Orchestra for five years, quit orch and he no doctor. Then you read "Caesar and Cleopatra" to find how
Molds Red Label Libel
teed off with Jules Archer's piece on
(and why) age withered and custom staled her infinite varieties, even in
; U. S. circuit court of appeals
in the N. ,Y. Times; he did the one on assignment Feb. 1.
Geo.rge McManus, creator of Technicolor. Then you rush past "How He Lied To Her Husband" twhich
Chicago in a far-reaching decision Variety in the current (March) iswas the first piece of Shavian schmaltz to be made into a talker) and
remanded a suit for $2,000,000 to the sue. A. Victor Lasky did the Chi- "Bringing Up Father," editor of a brother, was that a pukeroo! And thus in time you come upon "Blanco,"
federal district court .of northern cago Daily Tribune in the Febru- new volume-of humor and cartoons and after reading
it you wonder if Jimmy Stewart wouldn't do better to
published by World this fall. HowIllinois on the grounds that label- ary issue. Others will
cover the
continue to draw $24.75, less agent's commish, on "It Pays To Be Ignorant."
ing a person as a Communist is cause comics, love pulps, detective mags, ard Fast has edited the first oneThe London Cowhand
volume collection of stories by the
libelous action, reversing an other newspapers, etc.
tor
In defense of Shaw it .should be said he did not shew up "Posnet" after
late
Theodore Dreiser, also via
opinion to the contrary by the disseeing the west from a train window. He didn't even call it a play. He
World.
trict court. Suit was brought against
called
it "a sermon in crude melodrama," and even oil doesn't come
Jasmin Heads Le Canada
Westbrook Pegler by
N. Spaniel
cruder. He wrote it in London in 1909 after listening to Frank Harris at
Guy Jasmin, assistant editor of
on the grounds that Pegler, in an
the Cafe Royale tell about his days as a cowboy, and' if Shaw had listened
article dated March
'45,
IS,
had Le Canada, Montreal French lan- Times Spare'
a little more attentively he at least would have got a chase out of the
Hovel
damaged his reputation by implying guage daily, has been promoted to
thing. It's all about a Frisco horse thief who didn't hang because he gave
that he was a Communist or fellow editor and chief of the sheet. He
the horse to a woman who had to get to the doctor with a dying child and
Just Misses, Sez Laurie didn't get there anyway.
succeeds Edmond Turcotte, who was
traveler.
.
^
Original suit was "filed against editor in chief since 1934.
By JOE LAURIE, JR.
The only thing which gives it a claim as an entry for current westerns
Jasmin joined Le Canada in 1931,
Pegler, the Illinois Publishing and
"Times Square" (Curl; $2.50) is a is that nobody necks anybody through the whole play, but after what
Printing Co., publishers of the Chi covered the waterfront, and subse- first novel written by Beatrice L. Jimmy Stewart does with Donna Reed in "Wonderful" and a phone, I
Herald American, and King Features, quently was correspondent at 4he Heuser. She has quite a back- doubt if the customers will like him posing as an unloved horse thief.
distributors
of
Pegler's
column. Quebec legislature. For a time dur- ground, having appeared with Sir
In fact, all interest in horse thieves, even as heavies, is practically dead.
Spaniel is president of International ing the war, he also served in the Herbert Beerbohn Tree on his last Today, in the
west, people steal horses, strip them of their silver-trimmed
Latex Corp. Federal district court Department of Public Information American
tour
in
"The Merry saddles and chase them home. The owners complain to the police, who
had previously ruled that Spaniel in Ottawa.
Wives Of Windsor."
She then are busy bisecting black dahlias, and haven't got time for saddle-sneaks.
had no grounds for suit
played vaudeville, cafes, stock and So nothing comes of it. In fact, I often ride through a place called HorseFreedmans* Click
musical comedies.
After the de- Thief Canyon. I have never seen a horse or a thief there. All I see is
Pbilljr Fen & Pencil Elect
Literary Guild (.March) selection pression she became a costume de- wrecked hot rods.
Harold J. Weigand, editorial writer Of "Mrs. Mike" <Coward-McCann; signer, sign writer, poster painter
Horses have their moments, but Champion was dead two weeks before
for the Philadelphia Inquirer, was $2.75), by Benedict and Nancy Freed- and radio broadcaster.
She finally Gene Autry thought the news important enough to report it to the obit
reelected president of the Pen and man, spotlights the fact that he's the thought she'd write a show biz editor. Why, people get better breaks than that.
Pencil Club, oldest newspapermen's 27-year-old son of the late David novel. She calls it "Times Square."
Majoring; In Barbara
club in the country.
Freedman, pioneer radio scripter,
As the only completely repudiated but still only authentic biographer of
She writes about the Times
Other officers renamed were Jerry librettist and author, long identified Square of the early '20s. It's the Shaw, I marvel at how well the unsocial socialist plays the capitalist game.
Doyle, cartoonist for the recently with Eddie Cantor.
story of a chorus girl's love for a He has a few ace properties like "Saint Joan," "Arms and the Man,"
suspended Philadelphia Record, vice
The boy scripts for Red Skelton big producer and his love for her. "Candida" and possibly "Captain Brassbound's Conversion," but to get
president; William D. Long, secre- now, and Mrs. Freedman, as Nancy He is handicapped in his love be- them you have to buy, make and pump life into a lot of his long-dead
tary, and Raymond Nelson, treas- Mars, a former Bernhardt protegee, cause he is carrying extra weight ducks. The best picture property he had was "Pgymalion" and that's alurer. Elected to the board of gov- is a stage and radio actress.
ready in the cans, as is "Major Barbara."
in a wife who doesn't like his gait
Considering we are now beginning to run our merchant! of death, in
ernors were Carl Eichman, Thomas
but won t unharness him just for
J. Finney, Powers Gouraud. Richard
the direction of federal canitoriums, "Major Barbara" ought to go well in
spite.
It's the regular story of girl
Old Fashioned Jockey
J. O'Keefe
America
at this time. Certainly the picture presents a much more vital
and Francis T. (Doc)
Jim Walsh is leaving his job as going through thick and thin for 10 issue than "Caesar
Mullin.
and Cleopatra" and the idea of pointing out to a Salvafeature writer on the World News years lor the guy she loves, a very
tion Army lassie hell-bent on reform that the money needed to effect
join
station nice guy by the way, and finally the
to
in Roanoke. Va.,
reforms
usually comes from sinister sources, can't help but enlightes
these
Double-Nine's the Winnab
WSLS on a Monday to Friday basis, wife gives him his freedom, and he
Former Hollywood p.a. Scott effective March 15. Now writing a [is happy to be able to sign the hotel a lot of contemporary forward-looking frails.
No Noose Is Good Noose
Graham Williamson is a persistent
.... legally.
book, "Record Makers," about wax registers Mr. and Mrs.
Whether all of Shaw has become sufficiently dated to be hot for pictures
guy
and apparently it's paid off and cylinder records from 1877 to
Heuser tells an ordinary is still a question. Much of his stuff is, but "The Devil's Disciple," the
jyji ss
this time. He's about to have his
1909, Walsh first became popular on 1 story 0 j & how business. The talk, first
of his three plays for Puritans (it was written in 1897) still seems
first novel published, "The Fiesta at
WDBJ, giving old phonograph rec- SCenes and authenticity are all there
Anderson's
House,"
which Holt ords, with comment, in a program DUt it hasn't got the socko of the too controversial to me to sail smoothly across the Dead Sea of what he
calls the "sinamah."
brings out March 3.
called "Wax Works." He will use old modern s h ow biz novel, although
Pascal says Shaw has written 34 new scenes^ into "Devil." "He did it, y*
Actually, it's his 18th novel The reC0 rds, in his (alks.
laid in the glorious, unforgetable understand, to surprise me," adds Gabriel by way of blowing his own horn,
nrst 17 he tore up without ever
Sev, era i book pubs interested
era of the 1920s. Her cast contains though I rather suspect he actually did it to improve the script. It is, bv
showing them to a publisher.
his opus to be.
the chorus girl, producer, agent, the Shaw's standards a melodrama, and contains such, priceless melodramatic
pal with a heart of gold, the kepties, dialog as:
Titan sat <*n tic Shifts
Italy Bans Flaubert
the ambitious team, the angels and
Essie: Oh Dickl
Transatlantic magazine, published
Richard (good humoredly but wilfully) Now. now: come come! 1 don't
The works of Gustavo Flaubert, Johns ... but they lack fire and
in London but dealing with Amerihave smash.
novelist,
mind being hanged but I will not be cried over.
cans (and some Canadian) themes, long dead French
Italy, and
I am anxious to see this gal's next
has dropped from monthly to quar- been adjudged obscene in
is with -special
This thing is set in a New England town in 1777 and General Burgoyne
novpI because she certainly knows
terly publication Thk ta the oeriodi- banned there." This
MadamC B
The general comes off as a very charming hangman
is the English heavy.
ea.
ground. But in this novel of Times of other people's liberties. Shaw has a dame in the play which, in his
of the war with the special blessings Salambo.
When "Madame Bovary" was first Square she hasn't captured the younger 70s, he could have played himself. He describes her as "an eland a paper allotment from the Minnearly a cen- pumping, lovely, smart, hustling, dcrly matron into which the barren forms and observances of a dead
istry of Information so that British published in France
a sensation and leaping, keen, energetic, eager and Puritanism can pen a bitter temper and a fierce pride." Being exceedingly
inulders of public opinion could tury ago, it created
nnd publisher were enthusiastic part of Times Square disagreeable, she is held to be exceedingly good. "Short of flat felony,
lu
know more about their big ally. IlSj both
w <:aUf
,^"e of a scene in and has also muffed the double
she enjoys complete license," and is consequently, without knowin;; it,
»«*e«.t»». bt
'»•«»! run was 50.000 C
copies
which had couple making; o i
id]
do ; ent procrastmat- "the most licentious woman in the parish on the strength of never having
novel
Satla»tic>e
:ing, dull and stupid Times Square. broken the Seventh Commandment or missed a'Sunday at the Presbyterian
was the tie-up with the Writers War Iov€ 1,1 a cab.
Even when Tinier Square is dull and church."
Board of New York which funcCan you imagine tossing stuff like that around as long as Presbyterian
stupid it is much more interesting
Prolific Wellman
tinned, entirely gratis, as American
"
any place Elder Hays is alive to protest? Princeton certainly would never i?ct it
editor' in obtaining ''co'nv" "dealing
Paul 1. Wellman. former Kansas and pu!sc-.,umpin!| than
Why jou couldn't say things like that on the screen about even
with writers paying off 'at British City Star stafTman. .-topped off in the on earth. Tnis M.ss Heuser did not released.
the House of David's infield', or Jehovah's Witnesses!
her
this
first novel.
in
from
catch,
Hay
his
on
line
recently
hometown
time.
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Wegnegday, February
out from top of the ticket box. Tickels fall down the epindla on a wire
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McCoy, son, thread running the full hefght ol the
Washington, Feb. 5. Mother is Lynn box and cannot be reached or tam-

19. 194.7

BIRTHS

OBITUARIES
LUCIUS HENDERSON
Lucius Henderson,

99,

reputed to

the oldest member in years of The
Lambs', died in New York yesterday
a colorful
(18). He had spanned
career in the theatre, having been
an accomplished concert pianist,
actor, producer and director of both
stage and screen productions.
studied music

former vocalist with house
Loew's Capitol.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Passman, son,
Father is pro7.
and "Songs of Dawn and Twilight." Washington, Feb.
WTOP-CBS.
Survived by widow, the former duction manager for
Emily Evelyn Beglin, retired. MetMr. and Mrs. Arthur Morton, son,
Father is a
ropolitan Opera singer,
Hollywood, Feb. 10.
composer-arranger at Columbia.

MRS,

Allison,
orch at

DONALD NELSON

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shaw, son,
Mrsi Donald Nelson, 28, wile of Philadelphia, Feb. 10. Father is news
Inthe president of the Society of
commentator and analyst at WCAU,
dependent Motion Picture ProduPhilly.

died Feb. 12 in Hollywood after
Mr. and Mrs. Wiilard Parker, son,
an illness of two weeks, Death came Santa Monica, Feb. 13. Mother is
two days before tha Nelsons were Marion Pierce of the stage; father is
wedding
to celebrate their second
a film actor,
anniversary.
cers,

In his youth he
under Clarence Eddy, celebrated organist of that era, in Chicago, and
fater taught music there. He -later
decided to become an actor and
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Wampler,
Born Marguerite Coulbourn in
played juvenile roles with ModPittsburgh, Feb. 10. Father's on
Connecticut, she became Nelson's son,
jeska and Mme. Janich's companies
staff in that city.
secretary in Washington during his KQV
and after that had toured in comchief of the War
Mr. and. Mrs. Robert Longhecker,
service
as
wartime
panies of Salving. Booth and Barrett
mar- son, Hollywood, Feb. 12. Mother is
were
They
Board.
Production
He
in Shakespearean repertory.
after NelHussey of stage and screen;
ried Feb. 14, 1945, shortly
eventually tried his hand at legit
son took over as head of SIMPF.
producing, being associated with
Edwin Milton Royle, playwright in
DAVID 3. CHATKIN
the production of "Friends," in
David J. Chatkin, 38, chief of
which he also appeared in the cast.
music department, died Feb.
For a time he had trouped in vaude Metro's
Springs, Calif., afterPalm
in
14
doing an act satirizing Ignace Padeheart attack.
rewski, pianist. He later collabed
joining Metro, he was an
Before
with Dr. Alice Smith on the play,
the Balaban &. Katz
executive
of
"Strength of the Weak," produced
Chicago and direcby John Cort at the Liberty, San theatre chain in
theatre management for ParFrancisco, at time of the earthquake. tor of

Ruth

father is a radio agent.

pered with once they

fall

Inter-Faith
Continued from page
l

through

J

.

been working on the project
iZTTT
three months also
j£$!
used for different priced tickets and Peter Lyon, prez of
Writers Guild; Robert ft? RaHi,
the
week.
of
nights
different
for
Heller «
ducer
for
Columbia
Broadcast
Periodic Checker-Uppers
System; Arnold Pearl,
Every hour the doorman is re- Hope. Spingarn and scrip "
Dr.
quired to drop a numbered brass Young. They
are original y
ring down the spindle which indi- to attend the
confabs
launched It
cates hourly rate of ticket sales, At the trio of organizations
as exLx
"^mits
end of any period set by owner or in the radio field.
manager, box is
district
circuit
Radio Monitor Inst
opened and tickets are removed
Permanent unit to be set un M
strung on the wire indicating exact lowing admission of other
grout* £
order is which numbered tickets planned to operate on three
were sold and collected. If- numbers functions-monitoring, research
on tickets on wire are hot in a fairly program creation. All' radio and
good consecutive order, th€ exhib grams will be monitored, it's 'too.
under,
knows that shenannigans have been stood, with the idea of developing
a
going on in the theatre. Consecutive technique to be applied later
to six
order of the collected tickets pro- stage and newspapers. In the
creative
vides the only way by which the line, sponsors hope to build m>
a
exhib, for the first time in 35 years paid writers staff and
augment it
of the film business, can check his with a large advisory group
of ex«
the slot at the top. Box has room
for a dozen spindles on top to be

past

Z

HS

1

.

frS

s

,

S

cash register accuracy*
pert radio scripters.
With the development of the orSingle drawback to wide acceptance of the box by indie exhibs ganization, backers expect ultimately
employee
stops
it
while
to put on their own programs which
that
be
New York, Feb. 15. Bride is may
it also would serve the dual
exhib,
the
against
cheating
purpose of
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Spyro:
will increase difficulty of exhib presenting the case for minorities in
Skouras, prexy of 20th-Fox; he's an
chiselling against, major distributors America and hit back at any violaattorney.
on percentage pictures. According to tors of a code yet to be drafted. One
Lita Warner to Dr. Nathan Hiatt, Randel, distribs in the future may of the prime initial objectives
set
L.A., Feb. 18. Bride is daughter of insist that the such boxes as his be forth in the group's preamble
is to
Sam Warner and adopted used on each percentage deal with smash "the perpetuation of stereolate
amount Publix in New York.
Harry
After appearing on Broadway in
checking of the stubs to be handled types which cause embarrassment
He was a brother of Jack Chat- daughter of Mr. and Mrs."Bros»
Warner
several productions including "The
of
"prez
Warner,
In
any
M.
themselves.
American
minorities."
exchange
film
distribs
to
Universal
kin, of the
by the
false picture of minorities is
Elizabeth Sanders to Len Boyd,' case, new box has aroused considin Chicago, and Herbert Chatkin,
manager of the Century theatre, Las Vegas, Feb. 15, Groom is a erable interest among circuit owners currently being presented by the
Hollywood publicist.
who can't oversee operations at their popular media, the preamble says,
Chicago.
To all friend* of ray late
among
especially
and
and "it is hoped through a coopbrother, KOI.AJHD BOTTOMHEJC,
Satiny Lou Sherman to Peter Lu- various houses,
lor the many kind letters of symCHARLES F. SCHWERIN
Chicago, Feb. 13. Groom is execs if theatre chain's o. o. by the eration with radio to prove that
cas,
pathy I have received, also lor the
majors who are %ot faced with these concepts are not only false but
Charles F. Schwerin, 67, veteran
staff announcer,
floral tributes, t wish to extend
percenheartand
on
appreciation
chiselling
of
bad business." Statement of aims of
my deep
film distribution exec who started
Mary Davis to Bill Lightfoot, San temptation
_'„
felt thank*.
_
the campaign opens: "We believe
his career with the old Essankay Antonio, Feb, 14. Bride is reception- tage deals.
ROBERT
radio as it now operates is not meetAmUs. Corp. in 1914, died Thursday ist at KABC, groom is on KABC
Opera House, Scarborough, Kin.
ing the critical responsibilities it has
(13) in New York. Later with the sales staff.
towards ultimate crystalization oi
original First National Pictures, he
Dr. Harvey CumMassen
to
Osa
diverted
to
he
public concepts."
Great John Ganton,"
subsequently was associated in variFeb, 16. Bride is
Since people of other nations demotion pictures as actor-director for ous capacities with Grand National, mins, Los Angeles,
*
Continued from page 1
actress.
screen
a
Hearst'sCo.,
pend, for the most part, on radio
the old Thanhauser
Metro and Columbia,
Michael
to
Woodworth
He
Marjorie
others.
Pix
and
. International
siphoning off business via the use and films for their evaluation of our
Born in Newark, Schwerin re13.
Feb.
Angeles,
Los
films
Kosturick,
produce
then went abroad to
tired, from the industry four years
of rhumba bands and entertainment. people and traditions and consein London and Italy. In 1920 he or- ago to become a distributor of elec- Bride and groom are film players.
All this despite a local ordinance quently, our ideals, it is imperative
ganized his own producing unit, trical merchandise in New York, His
Mary Graham Minor to Landon which allowed only a string orches- these media provide a truthful rehe
in
which
American Cinema Co.,
widow, a son, two sisters and a Laird, Kansas City, Feb. 8. .Bride is tra and no entertainment, with a flection of the fundamental democfortune.
lost
a
is reputed to have
Climax brought racy of the American people," the
gal line producer; groom is drama midnight closing.
brother survive,
of
After that he returned to the stage
editor of the Kansas City Star.
a ban by city council on such goings- preamble states. A false picture
being presented, it
in the Shuberts production of "My
WALTER J, HATES ....
June Hansen to Paul Frees, Los on, with an unspoken compromise our culture is
with
for
Maryland," which he toured
Walter J. Hayes, 52, vaude and Angeles, Feb. 1.8. Groom is a radio allowing the hotels to continue with adds, and if this is permitted to conit
period,
three seasons and retired in 1929.
musicomedy actor, died in' Brooklyn, actor. ;
the rhumba juntas as long as they tinue in this most crucial
Hotel ops in may well contribute to the gradual
midnight.
N. Y., Jail. 29.
Helen Regel to John Mach, Pitts- closed at
will and unSIDNEY TOLER
He had been in vaude for a num- burgh,
the main wanted to know why, with deterioration of good
is on
exBride
15.
Feb.
Sidney Toler, 73, stage and screen ber of years, appearing in productheir industry the biggest in the derstanding.
staff.
Among the organizations currentactor, known recently for his film tion acts and had also appeared in change
area, the law allowed a smattering
Velraa Cooper to Bayard Bloom, of clubs to run them. Pointed out ly being invited to participate are
roles as Charlie Chan, died Feb. 12 several musicals, including "Perils
Bride is that if the same plaint was brought the CIO, the AFL, B'nai B'rith, the
at his home in Beverly Hills, Calif.' of Pekln" and "Roly Poly Eyes." He Rutledge, Pa., recently.
As a lad Toler broke into show was an expert soft-shoe dancer, in- former singer and mother, of Donna by New York club ops, the hotels Federal Council of Churches, the
business at the Ninth Street Theatre, corporating this in most of his stage Dae; radio songstress.
American Jewish Congress, Catholic
would run them out of business.
Kansas City, in "The Master Man." appearances.
Interracial Counsel, American VetMary Foy to Lyle Latell, North
However, it was realized though
After touring in road companies with
Survived
by widow, Frances Hollywood, Feb. 17. Bride is a mem- the clubs are far outnumbered, they erans' Committee, Council Against
Julia Marlowe and Corse Payton he Hayes, formerly of show business ber of the Foy family; groom a stage
Intolerance, Young Men's Christian
are an integral part of the town's
landed on Broadway in 1903 with and now a nurse.
Young Women's Christian
Assn.,
and screen actor.
life during the season and that
Lawyers' Guild.
"The Office Boy." His first starring
National
Assn:,
Anita
Savant
to Richard Canning, compromise should be reached. Most
venture was "Billy Baxter," 1905Freedom House and the Progressive
FRANKLIN M. TIN SD ALE
agree
and
Angeles,
Feb.
Bride
is a
hotels
insist
that
they
14.
Los
America. All these
1907, after whicb he toured and
of
Citizens
Franklin M. Tinsdale, 76, pioneer
an
would
rather
the
provide
secretary
Warners;
groom
adhave
clubs
at
played in stock in New England. As in film industry and associated for
groups have worked together m the
the entertainment than they thema playwright he authored "The Belle many years in New York with vertising exec.
past on the Committee Against
selves.
Insist that the few that
of Hichmond," "The Dancing Master" Biograph Films, died in Los Angeles,
Lynching. Their enlistment in the
want
to
compete
are
causing
the
and "The House on the Sands," Feb. 14.
campaign is considered highly probtrouble
and.
that,
come
summer,
it
among others.
able by the backers of the move.
Tinsdale also was an actor and
will
be
straightened
all
out
for
next
r
Toler became a film actor in 1929, director for several early Mary Pick»
season,
making his bow in the Metro pro- ford and Clara Kimball Young films,
Continued from page 1 MmmmmmS
Formerly eafes cried that casinos
duction, "Madame X," followed by liter he owned and operated one of
"Speak Easily," "The Phantom Pres- first educational and industrial film cheating now going on by theatre were drawing off the spenders. This
employees will immediately end.
season has proven differently. Most
Continued from page 3
ident," "Call of the Wild". and many companies,
Trade-named "Stub-Rod Control," of the Broward and Dade county ducers who comprise Liberty turned
He leaves widow, daughter and
others.
the device was invented privately by chance spots are way -oft.
Some down the offer,' figuring there were
On the death of Warner Oland in son.
Henry Randel, chief of faramount's up to 50%. Colonial Inn, which last already enough partners.
1938, Toler fell heir to the Charlie
Schaefer
New York exchange, in collaboration season took in close to $6,000,000,
factor in the deal with
ANNE BURAK
Chan role, with occasional appearthe
Anne Burak, 24, former aerialist with I, Dashen, with manufacture this year is not near one quarter the may have been, it is believed, a
ances in other films. The last two
and distribution slated to begin
Loew, who
Chan films were made last summer. with Ringllng Bros.. Barnum & in the next few months. Inventor's take, This despite the best in tal- insistence of David
ents, in addition to the casino.
partnered with Charles
Bailey Circus, died Feb. 14 at ColoSurviving is his widow.
model,
m
which has been tried out excoin invested
rado Springs, succumbing to tubercuCafe-wise, a Danny Kaye, with a Ent. Loew had
W<
perimentally in several out-of-town
the World" and 'GI
losis.
.BENO SLESIN
$60,000 gross, brought the Copa- morrow
super
She was "Miss Venus" in the Dali theatres over the past half-year, was cabana out of the doldrums. But on both of which Schaefer
Beno Sl'esin, 40, since last October
installed secretly at the Gotham,
and got consider
United Artists manager in Colombia, exhibition at N. Y. World's Fair in N. Y., yesterday (18) for a final
the minimum had to be hypoed, for vised distribution
60
gross than had
died Feb. 15 in the crash of a Co- 1939 and joined the Ringling Circus day test run under
the room seats 'only 500. With the ably more
distnD,
condition of
originally estimated by the
lombian DC-4 airliner near Bogota, later.
Broadway's hectic boxoffice opera- Ritz Bros, current and Mickey Roo- United Artists.
,
„„.^
ney coming in, this class spot must
Colombia. Arriving in New York
CO"
tion.
GEORGE DE COSTA
With both sides hush-hush a
only two weeks ago for homeoffice
of
necessity
keep
those
beverage
Basic principle of the box, which
cerning the unusual investment
George De Costa, 48, nitery come- has
conferences, he had left on Thursday
no motors, mechanical springs minimums ($5 and $7) up,
number of poi»»
4 <
dian and singer, died in Chicago, or other complex
Only
(13) by plane to return to Bogota.
spot
Ltet
instance,
has
been
fronta
moving parts, is
are
guu. S'eaV^For
native of Lithuania, Slesin had Feb. 16. Until his illness, De Costa the establishment of the collected runner,
biz-wise,
»
has been the
the $250,000 put up
been with Warners from 1928-1946 as had been a member of a trio that tickets' number continuity in such a Beachcomber, due mainly to smart whether
mvestmew
Schaefer is a personal
general manager in Europe, Africa played many Chicago niteries.
way that will clearly show up resale booking and bringing in an added or advanced by Equity Capital eorp*
Survived by widow and two broth- of palmed ticket stubs
sind the Near East prior to joining
new
topper
to
keep
them
coming.
Illusby the doora financing outfit which he
United Artists. His widow, a daugh- ers.
man-to-manager-to-cashier
double tration would be the addition of Also, whether the coin gwes W"'
ter and six-weeks-old son survive.
stocK,
play combination. This is the most Harry Richman to the Sophie Tuckfer common or preferred
UA is making arrangements to
.common form of cheating by house er-Jackie Miles click now in their both, and how much?
.
haS
Ship the body back to the U. S. for
he »
employees, and while no total of third week.
But how many can
In previous deals which
aw
interment in New York in accordkeep
booking
stolen money can be accurately calin this manner? The
talked regarding supervising
ance with widow's wishes.
culated, some circuit operators esti- smaller spots that have tried 'to comContinued from page 1
bution for indies he has
tn
pete
just
mate that at least 2% of the councan't get going.
non-exclusivity. It is believed
recordings
of try's boxoffice gross finds its way
complete
tofore,
The tourists aren't going out more in this case he will handle
FREDERICK W. VANDERPOOL
exception
Frederick' W.
than once a week. It's again a case
Vanderpool,
70, operas by^' established opera com- into illicit pockets.
prise alone, with the
actor and composer who wrote more panies were available through VicHere's how the box works: Tickets of too much and too many, both several minor deals in which
than 350 songs since the turn of the tor or Columbia disked by foreign are sold at the booth in the usual nightclub-wise and shop-wise. Ho- already involved.
,
UA and
Milan,
Scala
of
Glynlike
La
manner but have to be printed dif- tels are filled, but the clubs aren't.
century, died Feb. 13 at his home in groups
Schaefer, former .head f
hu*W*g
debourne in England, Bayreuth Fes- ferently than now. Two quarter- It'll be a record year for hotels and RKO, is now on the Coast
Newark, N. J.
Born in Brooklyn, Vanderpool tival in Germany, and smaller units. inch' "diameter holes are symmetric- the popular-priced amusements such with Ent execs on their lineup.
.
studied voice and appeared in vaude. The few complete operas recorded ally placed on both wings of the as pic houses and dog tracks. Hia- ttal pic is "Ramrod," Joe *
0„
Trouping with De Wolf Hopper in in this country have been made with ticket with a perforation down the leah is 10% behind last year on Veronica Lake western, whicn
ioi
"Mr. Pickwick" from 1901 to 1904, pickup artists from miscellaneous middle for tearing purposes. As the attendance and tote. And for res- the
release schedule
n
ua
he was also seen as a member of a opera companies. The Metropolitan's doorman receives the tabs, he tears taurants, it's the popular-priced but will open preliminary
,
quartet known as The Four Singers. prestige, backing these albums, will them down the perforation, handing spots again. As for cafeterias and Utah next week. Second is
An ASCAP member, he had written carry great weight with music buy- one-half to the payee and placing beer joints, most cafe men would of Triumph," which will be
the other half on a spindle coming like to own a few.
such songs as "The Want Of You' ers..
,
shown,
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arrived there Friday

to appear in a picture about her
late husband, Ernst Rolf.
Hollywood
publish new
Danish film directed by Alice
Max Gordon off to Florida on song "I'm A Rollin'," which Jackie
Tom Arnold bedded with serious O'Fredericks
Brian Donlevys divorced.
and Lau Lauritzen,
Va
Miles .and Sunny Skylar defied re- attack of bronchitis.
Robert Montgomery to New OrJr.,
slated for production by SwedMike* Wear (Varmty), back after cently.
Scott and Whaley, recently split
leans.
ish
Kungs
Film
with
all-Danish
siege.
an
long hospital
Latin Quarter, Copacabana and after 25 years partnership, are re- cast.
Mary Stuart vacationing in Tulsa,
Lodewlck Vroom now managing Beachcomber staged a three-in-one
joining.
"Plans for Tomorrow" by Zoe Okla.
the Miller theatre.
The Joe Losses expect to make Akins
switch of shows for round robin
was poorly received here at
Oscar Serhn to Hollywood and benefit for National Cardiac
Tom Tully aired in from New
Home, their first trip to America in Sep- the Vasa theatre although cast's
vacation at Victorvllle, Cal.
tember.
York.
Sunday
(16).
Alice and Ernst Eklund won praise
Irving Brecben in town; his wife
Andrews Sisters on siesta for two
Basil Radford has rejoined cast of
Every biggie in town turned out
from critics.
joins him east next week.
weeks.
first world preem here since pre- "Clutterbuck" after five months' abfor
Svensk
Filmindustry
producing
Maurice (Horse-and-Bergy Berg- war. Pic was "Sin of
Gordon Gordon laid up with
Harold Diddle- sence due to arthritis.
"The Sixth Commandment" while bronchitis.
man will be bedded another week.
Arthur Askey, with wife and child, Centrum
bock" with Harold Lloyd making a
Film
has
picture
of
the
a
New
in
Orleans
for
Levey
Jules
Ray Crossett hospitalized with
personal. Staged at Lincoln theatre and his manager. *Jack Lister, sail same title currently in work with
pic, "New Orleans."
preem of his
high fever.
for America, April 2, on their first
by Sonny Shepard,
Stig Jaerrel directing.
Jeanne Cagney out of "The IceLee Zahler recovering from virus
visit.
wan Cometh." Anna Minot replaced.
pneumonia.
J. B. Priestley bought a 200-acre
Bernard Simon oft to Pine Bluff,
Gene Tierney laid up with a
farm on the Isle of Wight for $200,Oil
Ark., for a month, for first homefractured toe.
000, and will take up farming in a
Paris
town visit in 17 years.
Olivia de Havilland bedded with
big way.
"By Florence S. Lowe
Miriam Teschner, Columbia pix
By Maxlme de Beix
food poisoning.
Maryan Johannes Rawicz and
Arthur J. Casey, production mannewspaper contact, back at the shop ager of WOL-Mutual, back on the Walter Landauer, now a standard
Eddie Albert and Margo planed
Roger Ferdinand, Authors Society
alter a sinus operation.
to Mexico City.
job after month's absence because of vaudeville and concert act in Eng- prexy, prepping a new play.
Hook Lewin, of Madison Square illness.
Susan Hayward and her twins
land, applied for naturalization.
Chilean pianist Claudio Arrau battling flu germs.
Garden restaurant, claims to be the
Hal Monty, who has been enter- recital at Salle Pleyel a hit.
State Dept lists M. Jacques Mana- rfirst bartender-columnist.
Richard Arlen returned from his
chem, director of French Broadcast- taining the United Services in AusGilbert Comte expecting Richard Manhattan vacation.
Ringling, Barnum & Bailey circus ing System, currently in New York tria for the last 10 weeks, has been
de Rochemont in Paris in April.
Alexander Knox returned to work
a bit later than usual because of at Waldorf-Astoria.
held over a further eight weeks.
hockey playoffs.
after a battle with flu.
Cliff Fischer unable to be home in
Special performance of Emile LitMet's Tagliavani and Dinah Shore
Kent Smith heading back for the signed to highlight this year's White tler's pantomime "Mother Goose" at time for his silver wedding anniClark Gable buying an Oregon
Coast after wee|f*s vacation follow- House Correspondents' dinner March the Casino Feb, 24 to aid Central versary,
ranch for stock raising.
of
"Mary
close
Surratt."
ing
Virginia Field returned to work
with committee dickering for British Fund for. Jewish Relief and
Yves Montand at Ambassadeur
1,
Clifford' C. Fischer due in on the Dusty Fletcher.
Rehabilitation.
nitery with the Aime Barelli or- after a week out with flu.
for
leaving
S.S. America Saturday (23) after a
Carmen
Miranda
Bertram
Montague,
local
agent,
flack
for
Enchestra,
Fred Polangin, D. C.
lengthy stay on the Continent.
Florida, for a nitery stint.
terprise Pictures and others, will and one of the biggest pantomime
Jean Hellmann cocktailing the
Eddie Anker, former Albany news- handle press, radio and video for producers in England, married to
Greer Garson and Richard Ney
paperman, honored by the Albany new advertising firm being set up Iris Kirkwhite, who has been help- press to meet Paul White, David O. announced their separation.
Selznick's .rep,
Malta Mitrovich, screen actress,
Club, Waldorf-Astoria, last week.
by Bert Sarazen and Robert Nathan. ing him in his productions.
Kathleen Winsor's "Forever Am- became an American citizen.
Oliver Sayler, back to staff of AsHenry Sherek's, latest play, "EdPatsy Kelly and Barry Wood, curY. Frank Freeman to St. Ausociation of Theatrical Agents and rently a sock hit at Club Cairo, took ward, My Son," written by actor ber," in the French translation, a
Managers, after being ill nine weeks. time out to do a show, at Walter Robert Morley and Noel Langley, in best seller here.
gustine. Florida, on vacation.
Eugene S. Bryden, stage director,
Kay Buckley forced out of the No. Reed Hospital last week, and guested which former will also star, will
Hans Lederer, scouting Belgium
and Nordic countries for circus acts, drew his final citizenship papers.
8 femme lead in "Burlesque" by apat Variety Club's Valentine Party on have Peggy Ashcroft as femme lead.
Sam Bischoff moved into new ofpendectomy attack. Now at LeRoy Monday (17).
Anthony Hawtfey has leased the due soon in Paris.
San.
("Christopher Grand theatre;' Croydon, and now
John Ringling North to Spain to fices on the General Service lot.
Tyler
Richard
John Balaban vacationing at La
J, Arthur Warner, Wall streeter,
Blake") and Joyce Van Patten ("To- has three tryout spots for new plays. clear visas for acts he booked there.
Quinta, where he owns a hotel.
racetrack owner and show biz in- morrow' the- World"), young Broad- Others are the Embassy, Swiss Cot- Then planing to N. Y.
Nancy Guild to Lake Arrowhead
vestor, in Doctors hospital for 10Bibliophilist Jean Genet writing a
way actors, White House guests past tage and Playhouse theatre, Buxton.
days' observation for colitis.
Laurel
and Hardy head the play titled "Les Bonnes" for pro- for a Snow Queen picture layout.
week for kick off of campaign for
Abbott and Costello returned-»with
Joe Louis restaurant on Harlem's Childrens' Memorial Forest in Pal- vaudeville bill at Palladum for two duction by Louis Jouvet.
125th street due to fold the end of estine.
weeks, starting March 10. In supMarcelJe Rivier, former stripper their troupe from an eastern tour.
Al Rockett laid up with bronchitis.
port are Billy Cotton and band, at the French Casino, N. Y., now a
the month, a flopperoo. New buildEsther Williams and Ben Gage
Jack Train; Ronald Chesney and painter in provincial Mirmande.
ing was erected for the champ by
•>
Lou Brooks.
others,
Marcelle Chantal, prewar Bob buying a house in Acapulco, Mexico.
Mexico City
Sir Alwyn Crow, British official,
Hildy Parks, who's signed for the
Lyons restaurants (the London Kane discovery in France, to stage
visited Deborah Kerr on the Metro
ingenue lead in "Bathsheba," the
Childs) are running concerts and a legit comeback at the Daunou.
By Douglas L. Crahame
lot.
James Mason starrer, is thj wife of
Hipodromo de las Americas, local quizzes during afternoon electricityWilliam Einstein, former art critic
James E. McPherson in from New
cut hours. Wimbledon, a London of the Herald Tribune European
Sid Moss of the William Morris ra- race track, up for sale.
York for executive huddles at Redio department.
Ancia Films, newsreel firm, to pro- suburb, is also arranging concerts edition, married to Josiane Dairin.
Lucius Beebe appeared at party duce feature pix in Monterrey near every afternoon at the local Town
Allan Curtis and Patricia (Honey public.
Dot Meyberg joined the Academy
marking the opening of American the Texas border,
hall.
Chile) Wilder killing an evening
stock in Mexico City dolled up in red
Emile Littler has acquired rights at the Vie en Rose (Life in Pink) publicity staff as assistant to Don
Maria Tereza Montoya starting
checkered sports shirt, but with world tour to focus attention on to American success of last decade, nitery.
Louis Hyman in from Europe,
dancing pumps.
"Animal Kingdom," which will be
Mexican dramatic art.
While filming a lion-tamer seKathleen O'Brien, last in "Bloomer
Show quence in Marseilles, actor Lucien where he established offices for Sol
Collapse of set at Tepeyac film produced by Peter Cotes.
Girl," doing choreography of Equity studio last week resulted in death of opens in Edinburgh, Feb. 21, and Coedel was severely clawed in the Lesser.
Joe Pasternak has a dissertation
Library Theatre production of "Mis- three workmen while 19 others were comes to the West End sometime arm by a lion.
on cooking in the next issue of
in May,
tress of the Inn," at Hudson Park injured.
Hellmuth Wilk, cousin of Jake
Committee for Verse and Prose, Wilk, to Belgium before returning to ESquire.
Library Feb. 26-27-28.
Federal conciliation board settled
Harry Sherman- and Joel McCrea
Hotel Astor. cautious because of employee strikes at Cine Alcazar, which has highbrow membership, Hollywood camerawork after leavtook an option on a cattle ranch in
the Longchamps liquor-charging jam, local second run house, and Cine including Poet Laureate John Mase- ing the Army.
fleld, is forming legit companies to
has stopped liquor-on-eredit to cus- Encanto in Monterrey.
Renee Brasier, long time business Nevada.
Lou Weiner in Sawtelle Veterans
tomers. Most other niteries, eateries,
Company called manager of the New York Herald
Station XEFO on the air again perform at pubs.
with recurrence of a warHospital
a
to
due
the
shutdown
Taverners
etc., however, are ignoring the State
will give first show Tribune European edition, getting a
after a 10-day
time ailment.
Liquor Authority ruling.
strike.
Help won 60% pay hike at St. Helier's Arms, Carshalton, Legion of Honor.
Martha .O'Driscoll to Salt Lake
with "Othello," to be followed by
Groucho Marx, having seen a and other advantages.
Sauveur
Nahon, formerly with
rough cut of "Copacabana'r which in"Alia
en el Rancho Grande" more Shakespearean plays and plays Sayag at the Ambassadeur theatre, City to tee off Utah's March of
drive.
cludes in its cast (?) three Broad- ("Way
Down on the Rancho by Sheridan.
now to rep Cliff Fischer here vice Dimes
Gabriel Pascal returned from his
way newspapermen who play them- Grande"), 1935 pic which reportedly
Georges Boronski.
La Jolla vacation to huddle with
selves, predicts that next year they grossed $4,000,000 (Mex), slated for
Sacha Guitry reportedly attempt- Lester Cowan.
will be known- as the Three Stooges. remake in Technicolor.
ing to book the Royal Opera in
Depinet in from New York
Ned
(GerSprings
Mrs. Louis (Virginia) de RocheTan"
Zoot suit comic "Tin
Cairo, despite some objections by
discuss production with Dore
to
iiiont, rest-cured in Palm Springs,
man Valdez) saved by police from
the local press there.
By Hank Goldenberc
Sehary at RKO.
due back next week with her pro.- lynching at hands of irate patrons
Etienne Descombey, U.'s French
Ralph Wheelwright checked in tit
Circus Room: Jackie Coogan and
ducer-husband, who prepares for at Jalapa, Vera Cruz state capital,
manager, busy getting hotel reser- Metro after six weeks in New York
production of "Spoonhandle" (20th- where he was three hours la' - for a bride.
vations for the company's forthcom- and Washington.
At the Bombay: Jack Dempsey and ing continental
Fox), which will be shot entirely in carnival date.
convention.
Madge Bellamy, former star, visitAbe Roth.
Maine.
Lucien Vincy, formerly of the ing old friends on the UniversalMr. and Mrs. William Meiklejohn
Mary Pickford, recovered from illGrand Guignol, taking his own International lot.
vacationing
here.
ness whieh had her bedded in N. Y„
company on tour to give the sticks
Arthur Sachson in from New York
At Pago Pago: June Haver, Jimmy a taste
remains over until the end of the
of this kind of show.
By I.es Bees
for sales huddles with his boss,
Van Heusen, David Rose, Frank
week when Bhe returns to the Coast
Maud Lamy, French starlet re- Samuel Goldwyn.
Andy's nitery has Alphonse Berge Sinatra.
or leaves with her husband, Buddy
cently
elected
Miss
Cinemonde,
George Oppenheimer hospitalized
and models.
At the Tennis Club: Dennis leaving
Rogers, for a southern vacation,
for
a
in
month
Hollywood
as
with a recurrence of malaria, inRay Pearl band into Prom Ball- O'Keefe and wife (Steffi Duna)
Fred Astaire's. terp school going
guest of the Paramount studios.
room for five nights.
curred in military service.
Jane Withers, James Musio. Michael
all-out iri introducing the "Astaire,"
Danielle Darrieux likely to marry
J, J. Shubert is due in town this
Jane Pickens held over at Hotel Garrison, Loren Tindall. Joe Valen"Astaire Tango" and "Adele Waltz."
for the third time, actor Pierre week for huddles with Mae West
Radisson Flame Room.
tine.
Academy is throwing a bracer break,
being mentioned. She first about her "Come On Up" show.
University of Minnesota Theatre
KCMJ. local CBS outlet, cele- Louis
fast at the Madison hotel Sunday (23)
was married to director Henri DeDon Martin out of the hospital
presenting "Rip Van Winkle."
brated first anniversary by broadwhich these choreos will be unClub Criterion resuming shows casting "Vox Pop" program over coin, then to diplomat Porflrio after spinal surgery but will reouire
veiled.
a month of rest before returning to
with Gordie Dudero orch and Ginny national hookup from Tennis Club Rubirosa.
Shepard
William Friedberg, representing. work.
Henkin,
Hotel
New Lee.
last Tuesday.
Yorker publicist, elected first permaJimmy McHugh returned from
LeRoy J. Miller, Universal branch
Mexico City group headed by Mr. Duke International, taking a print of
nent Commander of the Veterans
manager, to Milwaukee op business and Mrs. Louis Montes, prominent "Voyage Surprise," a Roland Tual Washington, where he- received a
Club of New York; Larry Nixon, for- jaunt.
production, for preeming in N. Y. Presidential citation for war acexhibitor, and Carlos MarMexican
merly with Pan-American Airways
into Lyceum March 2 tinez, director general of the Re- on the same day it will open at the tivities.
"Henry
V"
and ex-radio p.a., named second asst.
Marignan here, in May.
Johq Ford and Merian Cooper in
for two weeks under Theatre Guild forma Hotel. Mexico city, visitors
adjutant.
from Mexico City, where they
sponsorship at $2.40 top.
here.
wound up production details on
Joe Loeffler ninchhitting as ParaSunning at the Racquet Club: Mr.
"The Fugitive."
mount branch manager while Ben and Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Rex HarAustralia
Beach
Marc Cochran drew the Civilian
south.
Blotcky vacations in the
rison and wife (Lilli Palmer) AnnaService Award from the War DeNorth Star Theatre Guild here bella, Ann Rutherford. Cary Grant,
By Eric Gorrick
By Larry Solloway
partment for overseas work with
first to get Katharine Cornell's okay
Leo Morrison, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Warner's "Mildred Pierce" is a hit
Earl Carroll line into Clover club. to do "Barretts of Wimpole Street." Sutherland,
USCXCamp Shows.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar at Regent, Sydney, for Hoyts.
Frank Sinatra back ifi town after
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope were
Max Shulman planed in from New Bergen and Ken Murray.
First Royal Fair in Sydney since.
Havana trip. jolted, but not seriously; when a
York to weekend with family beNational Theatres' top execs have
Joan Blondell and the children tween rehearsals of "Barefoot Boy just concluded three-day confab at World War II is set for March.
phoney airplane in which they were
Eric Porter, local pic producer,
left for Nassau. With Cheek."
Tennis Club.
Some 60 toppers getting set for his second film, titled riding dropped to the ground, about
Latin Quarter reported shuttering
feet.
10
central
Skouras
headed by prexy Charles
W. C. Gehring, 20th-Fox
"Storm Hill."
in early March.
division manager, recovering nicely attended meeting, which was also
Peter Dawson is reviving "FanDave Rubinoff in town for con- after major operation at Mayo clinic, addressed
Skouras, tasia" (RKO) for fourth time at his
by
Spyros
cert appearances,
prez of 20th-Fox. Charles Skouras Savoy, Sydney.
Rochester, Minn.
Gracie Fields packing them in at
reported that while there was a
Ollie Campbell, one of best-known
By SI Sfcalts
swank Brook club.
10% decline in patronage, box- poster designers in Aussie, died
Jeff Keen, striking Philly Record
Joey Adams writing a sequel to
office receipts are. still at high war after serious illness.
Copenhagen
columnist, is ailing at his home.
his Gags To Riches."
level years.
Comic Tommy Trinder may do
musical diJoey Kearns,
By Victor S kia.ru
Town jammed, but late biz still
quick tour of New Zealand before rector, has added another CBS shot
offish for most spots.
Bergman's "Adam Had
Ingrid
,
swinging home to London.
for his orchestra.
Kitty Davis putting her club on the Four Sons" (Col.) panned by critics.
Newspaper Guild
Ella Shields a big success for Dave
for
Benefit
block after this season.
Many British pix in local theatres,
Stockholm
Martin
Tivoli, Sydney, on two-a- strikers at "Carrot and Club" netted
at
Monica Boyar, Dominican thrush, most of which were booked before
day. It's her third Aussie trip.
$800 for strike welfare fund.
By Sven G. Winquigt
at Hollywood Beach hotel.
American films came in.
Don and Gordon Waterman, assoClarence Furhman, musical direcActress Inga Landgre leaving for
Lauritz Melchior's first U. S. film,
Harold Erichs, Variety business
ciated with the Waterman film cir- tor at KYW, has again been signed
"Svoemmepigen" ("Thrill of a Ro- the U. S. to study .dramatics.
manager, at Lord Tarleton.
Grove
Swedish
film "Appassionata" re- cuit, are en route-to U. S. for a visit. for summer stint at Willow
Palthe
"
at
received
well
mance"),
Crosby Sisters joined Joey "Adams
Bill Osborne, Monogram's- man- Park.
ported a great success in Switzershow at the Five 'O'clock club.
ladium.
ager, is having an office in Film
Mutual's "20 Questions Show" will
Tommy Dorsey, Perry Como' and "Going My Way" (Par) in its third land.
Swedish film technicians hired by House set up. by British Empire appear at Philly's Educational Week
Guy Lornbardo due in town any day. month at the Grand despite bad noAuditorium
Gimbel's
Blind
Films.
Aussie
distribs
Mono.
at
for
for
the
new Polish film industry in
Florence Lust<<>, dress designer for tices. Reviewers thought the pic too the
Williamson - Tait will
revive on Feb. 27.
Warsaw,
top show biz femmes, at Lord Tarle- sentimental.
...
,
Clinton W. Smullen. veteran sports
Hollywood expressing interest in "Smilin' Thru" in Sydney for brief
ton for rest.
French Existentialist playwright
"Gay Rosalinda," with Irish show operator, has purchased the
film scripters Dagmar Edqvist and span.
Eddie Davis making the rounds, Jean Paul Sartre .dominating Danish
star Tara Barry, debuts late Febru- Philly Record's annual outdoors exOlle
Hedberg.
spotplays
different
three
coming down from Palm Beach Leon le"it with
position to be held week of Feb. 28.
Viktor Rydberg's novel "Sing- ary.
and Eddie's.
ted in as many theatres.
Cowanova, prexy of
Florence
Rafael Kubelik, conductor Of the
years ago
Danish State Radio's disk .lockeys olla," filmed 'in Sweden
Joe Pasternak and the missue
slated for film Czech Philharmonic Orchestra, will Philly chapter of Dancing Masters
house guests of Harry Richman, "Lind and Berg Madsen plugging and never released,
do an eight-week concert tour of of America, is set for her 25th anproduction in Denmark.
along with Luba Malina.
films by using excerpts from sound
Academv of
Tutta Rolf (Mrs. Jack Donahue) Aussie for the Australian Broadcast- nual recita.1 at the
Lou Holtz- spending month's va- tracks of such pix as "Blue Skies,
Music.
ing
Commission.
Sweden
native
her
may return' to
cash at Roney Plaza. George Dixon, and "Stormy Weather."
.
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First release of "Richard" which
will receive good distribution is
Count Basic's for Victor. His first
cutting under his new
contract,
this may turn out to foe the
best-,
selling platter the Count ever made.

RCA

It is, a superb job— and its taste is
abova reproach.
Vocal is by Harry Edison, Basie's
great- trumpet man, and Bill Johnson
—and- handled, by the way, very

competently.
Basie's extraordinary
piano is heard throughout the proceedings and- is extremely effective.
If you must have "Open the Door,
What's-His-Name," Basie's is the
version to get. We do not consider

deep crystal-gazing to predict it
will be a terrific seller.
For one
thing, it is virtually without competition. It is coupled with "Me and

it

the Blues," which has a vocal by Ann
Moore. Side is a nice job, but it
doesn't appear as if many people will
get a chance to hear it on the
nickelodeons.
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78,000,000 TALENT BILL
Blanchard and Davis Get

Army OK

Prices,

-

'

For Pic During Summer Furlough
Blanchard and Glennbacks of the West Point
team, have a chance to make

Felix (Doc)

'

Davis, stai'
football

wad of dough in pictures. Athletes,
recently denied an extended furlough to play pro football, were
'sianted permission by the War Department to do a film. William Morris agency is representing the pigNo contracts have been
skin artists.
'signed as yet, nor is there any definite commitment for any special pic.
Blanchard and Davis will probably do the film during their regular
summer furloughs to follow their
a

'•

graduation this spring.

versal in

May 4

which he holds large stock
prime purpose of trip

rch in Musical

*

be

Lobby for Funds
'

Raleigh, N.
unique audition

C.,

for

Feb. 25.
financial

lina Symph,
had his hands full
Spectacular, the Piiad pleading with his men to make it
Pixad, most recent innovation of sweet and low and persuasive. They
.the' spectaculars
On Times Square, were doing perhaps the first musical
state legislature has
K." Y., which features regular 35m lobbying any
trailers in full Technicolor of Holly- ever had to face;
North Carolina outfit is state-sup"wood product, made its formal bow
=to the public last (Tuesday) night ported. And N. C. lawmakers were
'plugging David O. Selznick's "Duel not too receptive to continuing the
an the Sun," Coca-Cola and the group on the budget—hence the speSterling Salt Co.
Preem followed cial concert for the boy at the 100'three months of test runs conducted year old Capitol building here.
Symph is asking a $50,000 approto iron out all mechanical bugs and
• arrive
at an operating schedule that priation for the next two years. Out• would. give
advertisers full display fit, recruits men from all walks of
,i*alue without tying up traffic. Sign life and tours the state giving con-

—

Stationed- atop a
rag between 42d

Broadway

build-

and 43d streets,
Pixad was given a preliminary try-

certs.

They're

Now

Pix

but last

in

Plugging
Supermarkets

March. Because some 5,000
Hartford, Feb. 25.
people jammed traffic during the
In a departure from its usual settJS-mimite show, city police and the
plugging store products on its
"N- Y. Housing and Building Com- up of
service, Storeeast Corp. has
new
mission ordered the sign stopped
been running a 10-day campaign
"Until* the showings could be modified
plugging the film "Carnegie Hall,"
J so' that
they would not constitute a
which preems at Bushnell Audi^safety" hazard.
Present operating
torium
here Thurs. (27). Since Feb.
-Schedule,
for
consequently,
calls
20 there have been time announceeight-minute
cycles
with' t'hree"mute intermissions, latter thrown ments every hour daily, from 9 a.m.
6
in 15 supermarkets in
to
p.m.,
in to give the sidewalks a chance to
45-wear,- Sign now" runs five hours Hartford, plugging the pic in
second spots.
(Continued on page 02)
Storeoast, .supplying music and
plugs to stores throughout New
England, now has 43 sponsors in 120
stores, latest addition being Pills3 SABL0RS: DISSOLVE
bury Flour,
•

.

•

After 23 years as standard vaude
Three Sailors have dissolved
..their act..
o
•
Direct cause of the breakup is
cme to Harry Blue who, in the last
' week of
"The Night and the Laugber
at the Coliseum, London, suf,
;
fered
a back injury and was com-

Lena

act, the

>

pelled to quit.

Blue
HQbson,
is also

giving-up show biz. Bob
another one of the team,

is

retiring.

He

will confine his
future
activities
operating a
to
restaurant. Bert Jason may form a
similar act with two new partners.

show

cfiart

o/ tlie

biz brackets.
(Detailed
of costs on Pages 34 and 35
Radio Section).

The figure represents an all-time
high in programming expenditure
on the part of the nation's bankrollers, despite the prevailing cry
to agencies to "cut down costs; give
us cheaper shows."
,
a nighttime show
the $7,000-$8,000 a
which is slightly

cost is still in
week bracket,
higher, in fact, than during the lush
war years, but if you want a top
calibre star of the Benny-Bergen-

suport of a symphony orchestra oc- Allen-Crosby-McGee & Molly-Cancurred here last week '(19). Direc- tor, Burns & Allen, et al., variety,
tor Ben Swalin. of the North Caro- you still got to plunk down any-

r

-was designed by C. L. Thompson,
Pixad prexy,

top

The average on

A

New B' way

Wynns

of time)

interests, but
will be social.

IgckiicoSor Trailers
Feature of

in U. S.

/

efforts since it would
on their own time.

Winter vacationers are returning
from Florida this year without too
many' kind words about Miami and
Miami Beach. Although many expected sky-high prices and rookings
to some degree, few thought that

-f

War Department, according

ihespic
.earned

Fk Wary of Next Seasons Biz

Estimated talent costs (exclusive
for nighttime and daytime
Plan Joint Play
programming on the four major netJ. Arthur Rank is set to visit the
Hollywood. Feb. 25.
works represent an expenditure of
U. S. again on May 4. He plans to
Max Gordon, laying plans for a
$1,500,000 a week for 1947.
On an
sojourn in the States for three
annual basis that's $78,000,000— re- musical adaptation of "Sherlock
months, a good part of the time with
flecting radio's comeuppance in the Holmes," would like to snare Ed
his daughter in Del Monte, Calif.
field of entertainment and a figure Wynn for stellar role with George
He'll discuss general worldwide
which puts radio right up with the S. Kaufman to handle the adaptafilm situation with top execs of Unition.

Rank Due

to the
.Morris agency, did not stipulate that
,they couldn't retain salaries for their
»'•

Make

AT ALLTiME

Customer Beefs, Tings

Home Bows to M-G

Home, sepia songstress,
turned down a $7,500 weekly bid to
Lena

play the Latin Quarter, N. Y. Metro
studios, to whom Miss Home is

where

from

Wynn

considering the idea but
to a play his son,
is now writing for
both of them, to play in.
is

more partial
Keenan Wynn,
is

Advise Mrs.

FDR

Not To Sue

M

Picturization
of
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt in Metro's "Beginning or
the End" has so disturbed the late
President's widow that she bad con-

'

contract,

is

said

to

have

Biggest beefs are directed at the
nitery nicks and the apparent crimewave that hit the resort this year.
But despite the highest prices in
night club history, losses "this year
are reported at their top level. Bonifaces are crying that they've been
working for the talent, and in an

attempt to beat the herculean performer costs, made many enmities
with inflated menu, prices. They feel
that they've lost not only financially
but prestigewise.

Whether the bad feeling engendered during the current season will
(Continued on page 52)

Riugliug Circus

Buys

$15,000 to $25,000 a sulted attorneys
on the possibility of
obtaining injunctions, it has been
48 European Acts; See
shows average about learned.
Counsel
recommended
That's been pretty against any such legal action, how$1,800 a week.
static for some years.
$6 Top Probably Cut
ever, and no further steps are now
contemplated
Eleanor
by
Mrs.
Despite the fact fhat John RingRoosevelt, beyond a ostrong letter ling North, veepee of the Ringling
she
forwarded
Loew's,
Inc., Bros. & Barnum & Bailey circus,
to
Pix, Comics Don't Hurt
prexy Nicholas Sehenck.
anticipates
that
the forthcoming
Mrs. Roosevelt consulted attorney 1947 season will not produce the allKids, Sez Prof; Need
MiltojfSDiamond of the New York time peak gross of $6,000,000 chalked
law firrn of Poletti, Diamond, Rabin, up in 1946, new edition of the show
Diet of Films, Radio Freidin & Mackay, with which her will present an expensive facade of
son, Franklin D. Roosevelt. Jr., is 40 new acts he has imported from
Cleveland. Feb. 25.
No child ever learned anything associated. Diamond's opinion was Europe. There's the possibility that
the $6 top will have to be redttced,
(Continued on page 6)
bad from a film or a comic book
to conform with the general levelalone, according to Dr. Clarence B.
ling off prevalent in most fields.
Allen, who, in his capacity as professor of education at Western Re- Mpls. Nitery Showcasing
For the first time since the beserve Univ.. is making a study today
ginning of the war, the circus will
Talented Studes in Show
of the effect of films and radio on
include a new batch of talent and
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
the modern child.
will rely less on production ideas.
Hotel Dyckman Robin Hood Room, During the war, outfit
"No child ever went wrong behad to overcause of a radio program or a film," loop supper club which recently dis- come lack of new talent by angling
"He had the ten- continued floor shows, is now going its shows, but with new" talent, not
Dr. Allen said.
dency or the attitude beforehand, in for a local talent policy.
seen previously in this country, acRoom will showcase talent from cent will return to talent.
and the film merely gave him the
University of Minnesota via newly
technique to carry it out."
North Clippered in Sunday (23)
organized Creative Talent Service
began

week.

Daytime

his study to find
Dr, Allen
out for himself how much films, there, designed "to bring into the
radio programs and comic books spotlight numerous individual perreally harm the growing child. Jn formers and teams that otherwise
his 17 years as professor of educa- might go unnoticed."
Shows include three acts backtion at Reserve he has spoken to
thousands in PTA and other educa- grounded by the Perry Martin band
and will be changed every two
tional groups.
,

that children
Dr.-> Allen believes
can not grow up in America normally without an average diet of
movies and radio programs.
"If a child gets nightmares from
overdramatic radio programs, or becomes morbid from certain movies,
then such tnir.gss are bad for him.
But if there is no apparent reaction
on the part of the child, then parents
should not try to over-protect him

after

a

two-and-a-half month

stay

on the continent gandering talent.
was accompanied by Hans
(Continued on page 62)

He

& PEAK $43,991,000 FILM
DIVIDENDS PAID IN '46

weeks. Initialer ha<j Kathleen
Gene, recent winners in the Northwest? jitterbug contest; Marta Tryba,
song stylist, and Eddie Sherman,
impersonator.
All are " university
students.

Chevalier's

Memoirs

Maurice Chevalier has almost comby keeping him away from these pleted the mss. of his two-volume
autobiography, "Ma Route Et Mes
asked her to lay5 off riitery ap- amusements.
"Some parents try. to pre-digest all Chansons" ("My Road and My
pearances.
Music Corp. of America, which has such entertainment for their chil- Songs"), the first book of which was
been submitting Miss Home, said dren. But life doesn't treat the child published last year by Rene Julliard
The poor manners, bad in Paris. This traces the French
that offers from other cafes includ- that way.
ing the Copacabana, N. Y., also had language, intoxication, or over-ideal- star's career until post-World War I.
Second book takes him from 1919
to be refused because of the studio's ized, love scenes the films portray
(Continued on page 62)
to date.
request.
under

tariffs would rocket .to stratospheric
proportions, and robbery would exceed the polite stages.

Washington. Feb. 25.
Film industry dividends hit an alltime peak of $43,991,000 during' 1946
with all the major companies paying out extra fat divvies, U. S. Dept.

Commerce reports. Mountainous
sum in '46 represents an 86';, gain

of

over

previous record year,
stockholders raked in $23.-

1945,

when
665,000.

For December,

'46,

n total of $10.-

were paid out
by the majors, with Paramount leadThis figure coming the parade.
889,000 in dividends

pares with $6,560,000 obtained by
stockholders in December oi th«
previous year.

'

—
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fa Phooey to Rap

Boston, Feb. 25. f"
radio audience isn't 12 years
old mentally, says Div Phillip J, Coast
Rulon, acting dean of the Harvard
Univ. Graduate school o£ Education.
.

just tired, .he says,

Lambs

to

Honor

Hollywood, Feb.

Newly formed west

coast

25.

Lambs

Dr. Rulpn made h'is defense of the
will toss their first 'dinner at the
of radio and film audiences durBeverly Wilshire hotel, March 15,
ing one of the first Lowell Institute
with Leon Errol as guest Of honor.
Cooperative Broadcasting Council's
Affair will be in recognition of
new series "of weekly radio forum Errol's 46th„ year
as an actor and his
running in three different slots.
35th year as a member of the Lambs.
This one was on WCOP, ABC outlet
here, on the subject "We Human

.

The Harvard dean traced

the ori-

gin of the belief that the average
radio listener or filmgoer has a 12year-old mentality to the group tests
developed by Arthur Otis in World

W

•

'

"
.

of

^EEK!

Of

"BLACKOUTS OF
"A

Much

r I and known as the Alpha tests.
By LUCETTE CABON
Dr. Rulon said the 12-year-old age
Paris, Feb. 22.
level is a reflection on the makers
Paris "couture" had its "big event"
and users of the tests and on the
gullibility of those who circulate the this week; a new house has opened:
Dior, a baldish
notion of the 12-ye£tr mental level. Christian Dior.

Great

fun."

GARY COOPER.

Waina

Guestar?

"They're used by people who have young man in his 30s, was completely unknown two months, ago
axes to grind," he said.
He claims that the Alpha tests in- (except by a few experts in the ;
and now his name is
dicate that people .lever progress, business)
:..
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
which is a wrong idea. The ability everywhere.
Gossipers who have been fattening
Carmel Snow of Harper's Bazaar
to learn, he claims, continues to increase to the middle 20s, levels off has reserved three full page's of her off -free guest shots by film stars are
into the 40s, and doesn't tend to de- magazine for Bis collection alone. having their toy taken away from
decision by
them.
In
unanimous
a
Life sent a photographer who lensed
crease very much until the late 50s.
The radio subcommittee of the Association
To illustrate his contention that steadily for three hours.
press
started " beautiful of Motion Picture Producers, major
films and radio are not necessarily French
studios
have
as of
been
set
down,
designed for those of low intelli- stories. .which were cut short by
furgence, Dr. Rulon suggested consid-. the strike (not a single French news- March 15, and told flatly not to
eration of any group of college pro- paper has been published for sev- nish any more free talent to gabbers.
Reason:
increasing
number
reof
American buyers could
fessors, bankers or other groups gen- eral days.)
for
gratis
quests
appearances.
erally recognized as superior. "These not resist buying "Dior" clothes
Unaffected will be such networkpeople may be tired at night and. With the result "that they are now
ers
Louella
Parsons
Hedda
as
and
want to relax. If they go to the practically penniless; his "simple
Hopper, who pay off for guests. Dimovies or listen to the radio, it re- little ensembles" start from $1,000
rectly hit are the local and regional
laxes them, and it's a good thing. and up.
Dior worked for the couturier tattlers, who thrive on gratis calls
It may prove they are tired, but it
by name players, and the studio
Lelong
until last year.
He
had
no
cannot prove they are dumb."
money, but plenty of talent.
One press agents, alerted to cop a plug
of the richest men in France, Mar- for a current release wherever they

1m

,

Gotta Pay

.

T

*

AGENTS' MULL BENEFIT

cel Boussac,

owner

of

famous race-

horse's decided to "launch" him.
A
sumptuous house on the Avenue
Montaigne, near the Plaza-Athenee
hotel, was transformed into a maison
There's the possibility that the de couture, and the prettiest manneNew York agents may hold a bene- quins in Paris were hired: Tania,
according to a Yolande, Noelle, Paule Liicile, and
fit for themselves,
questionaire being Sent to the mem- Marie-Therese.
They are all very
bership of the Artists Representa- tall, and boast having the smallest
tives Assn. The* agents, faced with waist-lines in Paris.
the problem of rising costs of runCame the D-Day Of the opening.
ning their organization and the crea- Just as the last ladder was being
tion of a death benefit fund for de- removed, the expectant public beceased members, are scouting around gan crowding, Lucien Lelong was in
for new sources of revenue.
the front row, smiling without too
The quiz is asking the membership much bitterness. Next to him sat
whether the additional coin should the opera singer, Jjanny Heldy, wife
be raised by a show in a theatre, a of Marcel Boussac.
dance and ball, or a golf tournament.
The first dress, "Amour", was an-1

SHOW FOR THEMSELVES

*Ex- Actress Leila

Ricard

Heals* Optical Service
Leila Ricard Ettinger, president of
endowed Optical Membership
New York, which
Plan,
Inc.,
operates on the order of the hospitalization plan, is an ex-actress
who became interested in opthalmology when she married. It's a
non-profit organization sponsored by
a group of financiers, socialites and
medicos in order to bring expert eye
examinations and eyeglasses to the
public at minimum fees.
As Leila Ricard, Mrs, Ettinger was
In several Music Box Revues, later
in Hassard Short's "Ritz Revue,"
sang at the Fairmount hotel, San
Francisco, but since retirement has
work which
been active in the

the

'

OMP

has been widely publicized.

Amateur Photog Almost
Blinds Danny Kaye in SP
San Francisco, Feb.

25.

An incident which may serve to
discourage the granting of permission to amateur photographers to
take flashlight pictures of stars occurred here yesterday (24) when a
flashlight bulb exploded in the face
of Danny Kaye and temporarily
blinded him.
Glass from the bulb sprayed
Kaye's face. He required doctor's
attention who fortunately found no
glass in his eyes, but the explosion
affected his sight for several hours.
He, made another visit to the doctor
today. The amateur picture taker
was not identified.
Ed Dukoff, Kaye's personal rep,
said that the incident which might
have resulted in permanent injury
to Kaye's eyes should act as a warning to performers npt to indiscriminately grant permission to take
flashlight photos, Kaye is appearing
at th Golden Gate theatre,
.

can.

At periodic intervals AFRA examines the practice with practically
the same findings; that an actor who
.

doesn't act can't collect his established fee.
An interview is something else again and not a matter of
emotions.

—

the Plug Values?

New

York.

afternoon delivery!"

sistent refusals to

open'

it.

The

in-

A

,

'
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Hollywood, Feb

.
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touring the U. S. with his
wifeS
renewing contacts with friends
V,«
a bygone day when he toured
professionally on the Keith
and Or

pheum

circuit.

BROTHERHOOD ItIVS

"

'

and British pictures were

for 1847.

tabu, and

Spyros P. Skouras headed the film Jap and German productions failed
to click with the people.
In addidivision together with co-chairman
Jack Kirsch, Fred Wehrenberg and tion, the Jap regime promoted
Ted R. Gamble. National vice-chair- demonstrations and near-riots in
men are Barney Balaban, J. Robert front of the theatres,
When the American troops arRubin, Herman Robbihs, Max A,
Cohen, Si Fabian, Jack Cohn, Harry rived in Shanghai, Sam declared,
Brandt, Louis Nizer, Ned Depinet they caused a new problem for which
they were not to blame. It seems
and Herbert J. Yates.
the usherettes fell so hard for the
Presidents of all national and loGI boys that they forgot all about
cal, exhib associations worked with
committee, headed
Connors, to carry a special
on the Brotherhood
Charles Schlaifer hea,ded
the division's publicity committee. ;
Kate Smith reported to the "National Conference of Christians &
Jews that her radio introduction of
the

distributors

Tom

by

short

subject

campaign.

Irving Berlin's "Help Me to Help
Neighbor"
the
Conference's
semi - official
"theme *song"
achieved a first in the songstress'

—

My

'

—

career.

Her fan mail reached unpreceproportions and included
cash contributions for the furtherance of the NCCJ's Brotherhood

their ushering.
"Today," he said, "pictures shown
in China are chiefly American, with
a few British films exhibited in
Hong Kong. Audiences over there
like Hollywood action pictures, with
plenty of fighting and riding in the
canyons.
Customary program is »
feature, a short and a newsreel. On?
difficulty is finding translators, and
the best of the translators are girls,
who speak perfect Chinese and kees
right up with the action on the film.
Rentals are high in China Because of the foreign exchange sitOrdinarily, Sam explained,
uation.
he pays from 40 to 50% for Ameri-

can
55

films,

%

and sometimes

much

as

Birdwell Sues Dantine

are

as

for high-budgeters.

While anti-foreign feeling is
ning high in China today, Sam
American films and American

*

still

runsaid,

stars

favored.

Over Contract Beef

radio-movie reporter with an opinion or two on the costly fallacy of
the move.

Chiaa Exhi

.s
,.'

25
In from the Far East
comes
Tack Sam, years ago a topW
vaudeville with his Chinese
J?
acrobatic and patter act,
and Z,
owner pf a string of film
housed
Shanghai. >Sam is on a
vacation

II

The sweeping, no-exceptions decision of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers to veto the socalled "free" radio interview of
Hollywood stars finds this humble

nggliiig Films

Film business, according to
Sam
is good
in China, with plenty
of
customers but plenty of headaches
Among the .headaches is the labor
problem, with strikes and walkouts
SN
popping up unexpectedly and
theaFollowing an intensive industrytre employes drawing from
$200 to
wide drive in behalf of American
Brotherhood Week (16-23), spon- $300 a month, "Even the theatre
sored by National Conference of coolies," Sam said, "draw $75 per
Christians and Jews, key figures in month in addition to a rice allow*
v
the motion picture division of the ance."
His three film houses took a lot ot
campaign are holding a special
meeting today (26) for final checkup punishment during the Japanese ocon pledges and coin collected by in- cupation of Shanghai but managed
dustry towards $2,000,000 NCCJ fund to weather the ordeal.
American

NCCJ RECAPS PIX

movement.

Editor, Vahdjty:

The duller colors are Royal Khaki, terview practice was just getting its
toehold on the kilocycle tieup. The
Paris Blue and Paris Earth.
The
gist ot the Variety stories remains
brilliant- tones Scream Red, Longchamp green and Porcelain Rose. almost the same today as when the
yarns first hit print and endeavored
For street wear, there are many
navy blue and ' black dresses, with to act as radio-primer for all the
majors' boys who ran radio interbodices- tightly buttoned and hips
ference.
accentuated by three folds of the
That the free interview practice
fabric at each side below the belt.
Narrow pleats are stitched to the generally is costly, in more ways
than the by-passing of a fee, is not
mid-thigh, and then they flare out.
to be argued by those of us who've
Short jackets and snug boleros comhelped mould the format. But, that
plete the costume.
the setup, regrettably is still hanDresses Applauded
dled amateurishly too often, is also
Almost all dresses of that type not to be argued.
radio interview,
were applauded. Cocktail suits and if it fails to project the appeal, the
late afternoon dresses, follow the Warmth, the personality of the star
same lines. "Cafe de Paris", a long on the other side of the microphone,
black restaurant dress in the "8" is costly for all concerned no matter
figure-line, is worn with a big black what the paid fee. A compact incartwheel hat, reminding of the pre- terview, professionally written, careWorld War spring.
fully rehearsed,
smoothly segued
Many of the long stem-like eve- into its proper niche in the program
ning dresses are quite straight and and deftly handled is of boxoffice
entirely pleated
very small tight value no matter what the by-passing
pleats.
They are worn with capes fee.
lined in brilliant colors.
Radio still continues to be a tough
All the gala dresses came next... taskmaster for movie harnessing. Its
white organza, white satin with em- slip-shoddy interview still remains
broidery, black dotted net veiling, its most relentless Simon Legree.
pink foundations....
Regarding the chore as just another
Each dress was cheered. Christian piece of. talk, talk, talk, lacking the
Dior is now on a pedestal. He may charm of smooth dialog, the lustre
not hold it long but, for this season, of brilliant anecdota, the delicate
he is the style-setter and some of the intrusion into the personal realm
younger couturiers of recent fame with good taste ever the guardian,
are slightly nervous. Jacques Fath, euchers itself into a costly experiwho had the most spectacular show- ence for the star. Instead of selling
ing last week, invited all of Paris his next pic, it crucifies it; profescafe society (his future clients) to sionally he takes a beating and fi(Continued on page 42)
(Continued on page 42)

—

my

dented

Whai About

nounced. Everyone stopped talking
It was Variety, four years ago,
and a parade of over 100 models
that developed a series of stories
started. Two silhouettes: the "Coblueprinting the free interview pracrolla Woman and the "8" Woman.
tice, its advantages, hazards, exploiDior has invented two distinct lines.
The 'Carolep" figure features tight tation values, fee allocations, boxoffice residue. With newspaper space
bodice, wasp waist, petticoated skirt.
vise-tight then, the radio interview
The "8" figure features also a wasp
became a powerful bargaining facwaist but with accentuated bust and
hips,
narrowing around the legs. tor. Some of the networks' carefully
guarded stanzas were finally invaded
The skirts are decidedly longer and
and their "no-plugs" protocol broken
the jacket shorted- so as to make
down like Richard's door after perwomen look tall
scarcely any
shoulder pads.

course,. I did get a little Sun-

1947"

stage show,

hilarious

sir;

burnt on

El Cupitkin Theatre, Hollywood, Cal,

Showmanship

But They Cost Too

245th

KEN 'MURRAY'S

French Fastens

Foil

even one day when
a big ferocious, dog attacked me
and tore my pants. I still went
through my entire route twice.

"No

said,

•

New

who had been

Post Office door.
His friend, asked him if anything had ever stopped him. He

IQ

Beings."

letter-carrier,

had never missed a day in delivering the mail, He would always say, "Neither sleet, nor
hail, nor slush, nor snow, nor
wind, nor anything, can stop me
in the performance of my duty."
He -always added several more,
elements to weather conditions
than were in' the slogan over the

Errol at First Peed

•

LtnglacfeSai

-

•»,'

A

on- the same route for years,
was bragging to a friend that he

low Iff of Pix-Radio Audiences

The

It's

'

•.

Duty Calls Postman
By' VICTOR MOORE

Los Angeles, Feb.

25.

Russell Birdwell filed suit against
for $7,500, charging

HARRY JAMES WANTS NO

Helmut Dantine

PART IF CROSBY GAGS

breach of contract.

he provided Danunder an actoragent agreement, which the player
Plaintiff declares
tine with services

finally refused to sign,

interest from Sept.
tion to the. $7,500.

6,

Suit asks 7%
1946, in addi-

Ed

Perkins' Round-World
Trip in 102 Flying Hours

West coast concert manager Edward Perkins figures his new TWA
(Constellation) around-the-world flying time at 102 hours—four days and
hours—under the schedule he's
set for himself on the new regular
passenger service in quest of per-

Los Angeles, Feb.

25.

James, bandleader, filed
recover $150,000 which, he
he laid on the line for
seven racehorses which show little
or no inclination to race.

Harry

suit

to

declares,

James wants his money back, if he
returns the steeds, or $65,000 if he
retains them, with an additional
$3,000 for feed bills since last May.
Named in the suit are C. H. Jones &
and
Sons, Long Beach horse dealers,
Joe Hernandez, racetrack announcer,

middleman on the

deal.

six

He

sonalities,

left

San

Frances. Langford, Hall

Francisco

week

for Manila, flight consuming 37 hours. The Manila to Paris
hop takes 43 flying hours, stopping
en route in Bangkok, Calcutta, Cairo
and Madrid. He figures Paris to New
York on the new Constellation in
14 hours, and
to LA, also Constellationing, in 8 hours.
last

NY

He

cllppered from Frisco last

week

New York from

Paris

and is due in
Sunday (1).

Vidor Appeals Cohn Case
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
filed a motion
break his

Charles Vidor has
for a

new

Offered to Terperies
Hollywood, Feb. 25,
husFrances Langford and her
as
band, Jon Hall, are being offered
Wila vocal team to ballrooms by
thai
liam Morris agency. Idea is

bulwark one-nitlng orchesin
Both sing singly and duet
front 'of bands.
at MisFirst booking is March 8
pair
sion Beach, San Diego, where
Pedcrsons
will work with Tommy
handleo
recently formed orch, also
turn
by Morris office. Langford-Hall
percentage
plus
nite,
per
asks $1,750

pair will
tras.

.

,

.

slice.

trial in effort to

contract with Columbia. He charges
that Federal Judge Ben Harrison
"pre-judged" his testimony in the
recent trial and also showed "bias
and prejudice" in remarks about

Geo. White's Parole
Plea Turned

Down
28.

San Diego, Feb.
Columbia prez Harry Cohn being a
County Parole Board turned do*»
'°'
finer gentleman than Vidor, because
application
White's
George
M«
latter brought *his wife's name into
parole. Stage and film producer
'
prop"
the case.
release to obtain
asked for

Attorney

Hubert

Morrow,

who medical treatment

the brief with Judge Harrison,
the plea is nixed it will be
taken to the .circuit court of ap-

filed

ana
for pyorrhea

knee ailment.
on »
White is serving one year
01
county road gang as a result
«accident
peals.
Meanwhile, Harrison has fatal
automobile
taken the motion under advisement. autumn.
said

if

a

•
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UAW1U
A Word

of Caution

Through the years the top stars of screen and radio have
essayed presentation house and vaudeville dates to prove one
thing— their potency with the public in a direct-to-the-consumer
method. Eddie Cantor does it periodically. Bob Hope ditto.
Danny Kaye, Frank Sinatra, Dick Haymes, Jimmy Durante,
Martha Raye and the Andrews Sisters have rung up astounding
grosses that way. And now there's Jack Benny & Co., essaying a
coming tour capped by a record $40,000-a-week minimum salary
at the Roxy, N. Y. The bands, of course, are a category all by
themselves..

.

The purpose
In

course.

of these personals

many

instances

is fundamentally money, of
even more pressing than that—

it's

means

for raising tax-coin. Periodically, pre-March 15,
many a star has been known to take a flyer in the deluxers just to
raise a few thousand for Uncle Sam's tax obligations.
it's

a

There is always the auxiliary purpose entailed: that of reiterating a star's hold on his or her public. Phil Regan, for instance, was between-pictures for quite a spell until two years
ago, but when Hollywood read those grosses in Variety on his
dates in the vaudfllmers and niteries they realized they'd better
*
start casting him pronto.
Latterly, there has been a wave of more personalities from the
Coast "making personal appearances." And with disastrous reBecause, fundamentally, that "personal .appearance" gag
is a corny way of indicating condescension. The film personalities, usually not top-drawer", would do better if they did an act
instead of making just a p.a. If that were so, there wouldn't
occur the sorry spectacle experienced where film player Peter
Lorre literally read his script before a Broadway picture house
audience. The excuse was illness but the theatre is no hospitalization plan. And a mixed team (Martha VickersrAlan
Hale) also on Broadway, were downright embarrassing with
their "routine" or lack of it just because their studio (Warners) decided to send them out into their New York showcase
because of (a) no immediate assignment, and (b) on the theory
of trailerizing a weak-sister picture. It worked out disastrously
all-round.
•

sults.

—

,

—

—

lilt CHANCE
Fi iili CO.
With the settlement of the David
O. Selznick suit last week, United
Artists is about to embark on a
series of internal and external moves
which will radically change the
characteristics marking the company
since its founding almost 30 years
ago. Its owners optimistically see
these as lifting it to a position among
the strongest of the eight majors.
Principal switch will be away 'from
its traditional cooperative setup and
into a public ownership corporation.
Moves to strengthen
will start

UA

almost immediately, with the mechanics to be completed in about
six months. Initial step will be to
split the present 12,000 shares of
stock perhaps 10-for-one or 100-fororie and offer for public sale the
expanded equivalent of the 4,000
shares turned back into the UA
treasury by David O. Selznick last
week.
Treasury block represents onethird ownership gf UA. Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin, who now
stand as the sole owners of the
company, will each retain a one-

continued on page

law. WouM Have

Balked ffwood
*

Strike-Johnston

in future films.

They

The Cantors,

the

show
talent, and can play dates removed from
Hopes, etc.,
their currently top media. They have the background, the experience; they know never to sell any audience short.
still

on talent in

pay
have that
off

business.

Just a word of caution on how easily a star can be shown up
before one of the most common of all show biz denominatorsAbel.
live audiences. Eventually that means boxofflce, too.
'

.

Washington, Feb.

25.

the Motion Picture Assn. chief contended would have prevented the

ii Cisi

UA

30OG Escrow Coin in
Tennis Champ's

New Love

Hollywood, Feb, 25,
Frankic Parker, former national
champion, will make his
screen bow in a featured role in
"Las Vegas."
Picture will be produced by the
tennis

new

Schofield-Taylor

indie

unit,

starting in June.

Settlement

David O, Selznick received $164.000 in cash and forgiveness of debts
totalling
$1,536,000
jn
settlement
last week of bis contractual battle
with United Artists,
He also got
back $300,000 which he put in escrow in 1941 as payment for the
one-third interest in
to which

UA

he gave up

claim by last week's

all

UA

settlement.
treasury in turn received from escrow the 4,000 shares

stock which was to have been
iS
handed over to Selznick when he
of

completed

terms

purchase

his

of

contract.
End of

II S. Prods

the UA-Selznick squall
considerably faster than it
started, with the first intimations of

came

peace coming in talks

New York

in

Monday

(IT) morning of last week
by Milton Kramer, Selznick's attor-

Brassds festival

ney, with Charles Schwartz, counsel
for Charles Chaplin, and Arnold
Grant, counsel tor Mary Pickford.
Chaplin and Miss Pickford are left
as sole owners of UA by the turn
of events, with both sides agreeing
to call off all suits and threats of
suits- against the other.

Apparently having learned a lesson from their experience at last
year's Cannes film festival, U. S.
film companies are expected to cooperate wholeheartedly in the next
Five days of high-powered negoworld film event, -scheduled for the tiating—with little change except in
month of June at Brussels. All minor details from terms talked of
member companies Of the Motion the first days— ended Friday (21)
Picture Assn. of America will par- midnight with a UA hoard meeting
ticipate in the festival by entering in New York and a dramatic fourtheir
top
pix for international way phone hookup with the Coast.
awards.
With Selznick execs Dan O'Shea
U. S. producers brushed off the and E. L. Scanlon and UA attorney
invitation of the Cannes committee Herbert Files, Jr., in Hollywood and
by sending over only a few entries
(Continued on page 49)
and were then miffed when the Rus-

The Hollywood studio strike never sians, French and British, who parwould have occurred if there had ticipated full force in the event,
been proper federal legislation, Eric walked off with most of the prizes.
With the international market growJohnston declared yesterday (24).
"There is no moral justification ing increasingly more competitive,
for a jurisdictional strike," he as- American companies reportedly now
serted at a press conference to pre(Continued on page 62)
sent a plan worked out by the Committee for Economic Development.
CED offered a new procedure which Eisler Quiz
Prelude

Flock of Tradeshows Opens Product

$I4Ji

Feitiveiiess of $1,536,000 Pelit Plus

'

There was an instance, too, several years ago where a dialectic
comedian did such a brodie on his vaude tour he almost suicided
his Hollywood career. The pic producers were afraid of risking

him

20)

EecaVes

Seiziiicfe

To

ITS

FIST "POSTWAR

Ml CONVENTION
Universal - International's
first
overseas convention since the Hitlerian blitz struck Europe is set for
Paris the latter part "of March. Contingent from the h.o. Will be headed
by Joseph Seidelman, U's foreign
dep't chief,

H'wood

who

Eng-

will sail for

Communist Prole land ori the Queen Elizabeth early
next month.
Johnston,
Washington, Feb. 25.
Accompanying Seidelman will be
has the National Labor Relations
Un-American
Activities
House
Board determine and certify the Committee will probe Hans Eisler, Al Daff, top ranking assistant; Harproper union to serve as bargaining Hollywood
songwriter
film
and old Sugarman, chief of the 16m dept.
representative.
However, there is brother of Gerhart Eisler, who was and Fortunato Baronet, publicity
Raft of tradescreenings held by-*"
nothing in the law to determine who recently called the No. 1 tommy in head. U's reps from all European
countries will be briefed on the
does what work, an.d that's why the U. S.
all distributors within the last sevcompany's new product.
Nick
there are jurisdictional strikes. UnCommittee had earlier decided
eral weeks represents the distribs'
der the CED plan; NLRB would be that somewhere along the line "it
Washington, Feb. 25.
efforts to open their product to comgiven the power by statute. At the would investigate alleged Red acpetitive bidding and not to overcome
Washington Board of Tax Ap- Request
of either the employer or tivities in the film capital.
The
the alleged product shortage in first peals last week upheld an income
one of the interested unions, NLRB Eisler thing is a new development
run houses by hypoing the current tax assessment of $12,393 against
would appoint a referee to make the and apparently will dovetail with
reales rate, according to industry Warner Bros. Pictures. Income was
(Continued on page 49)
the
other
investigation.
Trade ivjarti Registered
legalites.
Tradescreening new pix, derived from a subsidiary, Warner
FOUNDED BY SIMK SILVERMAN
therefore, does not mean these films Bros. Distributing Corp., handling
Vubllshed Weekly by VAIUETY, Inc.
will be released immediately but distribution here, and covered the
Sid Silverman, President
father that distribs are prepping for period from 1941 .through 1944.
154 West 16th St., New York 19, N. Y.
ttecree-imposed policies, which call
for film's availability 30 days before
SUBSCRIPTION
'Jolson/ 'Prentiss,' 'Yearl- Annual
Bliz Bites Eastern
the date on which bids are first to
$10
Foreign
$y
Single Copies
26 Cents
be received.
ing,' 'Pilgrim,' 'Calif.'
Hollywood

strike.

The Wagner

Act,

said

•

For Decree's 30-Day Bidding

Prow©

WE 12G Tax

'

National Boxoffice Survey

.

Keys

Attorneys point out that all the
majors have reduced the number of
features they'll turn out in 1947 so
that it would be virtually impossible
to boost the release rate and still be
able to spread out their product for
the entire year.
Number of new
means
tradescreenings,
therefore,
that the majors are priming these
features so that they can swing into
competitive bidding on them when
bidding becomes effective July 1, or
that they plan to sell pix that way
immediately. Fact that exhibs must
be notified of a film's availability 30
days. in advance of the first bid and
must be given 15 days in which to
turn in their bids means a 45-day
delay in competitive situations after
July 1, unless distribs build up a
backlog of available pictures now.
.

Increase" in tradescreenings

is

evi-

denced by the reviews which ap(Continued on page 56)

Dmytryk's

New RIO

Pact

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Edward Dmytryk inked a new producer-director

pact

at

RKO

last

week.
First chore on contract is "White
Tower," backgrounded in Swiss
Alps and already in work.

DE ROCHEMONT EXITS
AS 20TH-FOX PRODUCE!

—

Head Golden Dozen

Record snowfall and storm which three keys covered by Variety.
swept the Atlantic seaboard cities Strength being displayed this round
and extended as far west as Cleve- by "California" is traceable to some
Louis de Rochemont is exiting as land ploughed under grosses last six important playdates. This Paraproducer with 20th-Fox and will week, making an extremely spotty mount opus is leading Minneapolis,
concentrate on producing documen- business picture for current session. is fine in Boston, big in Buffalo
Ankling follows completion New York and Boston probably were where topper and doing strongly in
taries.
of
de Rochemont'* "Boomerang," hit hardest by the storm with biz L.A. on its second frame. Showing
which he brought in 12 days ahead returning to somewhere near nor- by "Reckoning" in present session
of schedule and $300,000 below the mal last Saturday (22). In contrast, also bespeaks important playdates.
film's budget.
Besides these 12 leaders, with seLos Angeles is blaming warm weaWhile with 20th, the producer ther that is taking many to the vere weather splitting up the busiturned out "The Fighting Lady," in beaches for a laggard pace that's ness fairly evenly among them,
there
were five runner-up films that
of
launching
Navy,
helped
by
only being
cooperation with the U. S.
did fairly well. Pacing these is
and originated the documentary- some fresh product.
"jolson Story" (Col) moved up "Beast With Five Fingers" (WB).
type feature with "House on 92d
Others
in this group are "Song of
week
current
position
for
same
the
into
top
He incorporated
Street."
Pilgrim" South" < RKO), '""The Chase" (UA),
Miss
"Shocking
technique in "13 Rue Madeleine" and while
"Boomerang," latter slated to preem (20th) leader last week, has slipped "It's Wonderful Life" (RKO) and
(20th).
Madeleine"
"Rue
among
position
the
fourth
the
back
to
following
at the Roxy, N. Y..
Playing in only two big keys, "Be-,
"Nora Prenfirst 12 money-makers.
current "Shocking Miss Pilgrim."
De Rochemont went to New York tiss" (WB), newcomer this stanza, is ginning" did not show enough to tell
whether
will
be
it
a smash coin(M-G)
Yearling"
"The
out
edging
non-theatrical
last week to start his
Besides getter or do only fairly well. "Prendocumentary production, where he for second-place money.
is
in
tiss." while stout in St. Louis,
has several sponsors already signed these three and "Pilgrim," others
good
L.A. and same in
rated
only
in
of
in
order
Dozen,
Golden
the
of
part
as
to bankroll the shorts
ad campaigns. strength. "California" (Par), "Till N.Y. "Best Years of Lives" (RKO),
institutional
their
in only three* key cities
showing
the
Sinbad
(M-G).
Clouds
Roll
By"
out
turn
also
De Rochemont will
covered by Variety is doing very
documentaries for Chesterfield, Sailor" (RKO), "Dead Reckoning"
(M-G), well in all of them, best showing
Squibb and Reynolds Metal, and has (Col), "Lady in Lake"
or probably being on its long-runner in
been asked to do one film for the "Humoresque" (WB), "Beginning
N.Y,
Scheheraof
"Song
and
End"
(M-G)
will
shorts
the
U. S. State Dept. All
(Complete Boaro/fice Reports
week for
be shot on location in either N. Y. zade" (U). It's the first
o» Paget 14-15),
"Scheherazade," being spotted in
Hollywood, Feb.
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THAT STARTS THE
IN

THIS

NEW YORK'S

GREAT NEWSPAPE

10

THE UNPARALLELED PARADE

IS

OF BOXOFFICE RECORD-BREAKERS

NOW PLAYING AND ON THE
WAY FROM
THE

RAZ OR'S
13

CENTURY-FOX

THE HOMESTRETCH
E DGE

In Technicolor!

MOSS ROSE

RUE

MADELEIN E

MIRACLE ON

BO OMERAN G!

34 th STR EET

GE ORGE AP LEY

OF BATTLE
In Technicolor!

THE GHOST

AND MRS.

WONDER WHO'S

KISSING HER

NOW

In Technicolor!

MOTHER WORE
TIGHTS
In Technicolor!

BOB, SON

THE LATE

I

KISS OF DEATH

M UIR

THE FOXES

HARROW

OF

FOREVER AMBER
In Technicolor!

NIGHTMAREJLLEY
CARNIVAL

IN

COSTA RICA
In Technicolor!

CAPTAIN

FROM

CALL
CASTILE

NORTHSIDE 777

In

Technicolor!

y

"

No

Fittion

Writer .Could Creole Such Drama!

. . .

Told how

. . .

Filmed the way

it

happened!

-

•

111111

$$0ttMMt&ff

it

happened!

brings to a stunning climax of

perfection the technique 20th €entury»F©x

made
"

famous in

"The House

On 92nd

Street"

'

;

and "13 Rue Madeleine'

"Because

it is real:.

^(ffffH0UUt^f
lifted, alive

.

is

true .

a

. .

new

.

authentic

kind of motion picture,

and pulsating out of life

itself !

...

V
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«11
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by Richard Murphy .tari Upon

Artide fey
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Hoiise Whips

Bob Weitmaii's (N. Y. Par) Cniting Of
Admissions to Baker Matinee Trade
Applicable Chiely to B'way Situations

decision

licized

now

well-pub-

slash

admission

its

to

demonstrated that Broadway's
dwindling matinee trade is primarily
due to inflated price tags on ducats,
according to Rofcert Weitman, director of the showcase. Meanwhile,
Par's mos?e touched oil a hot debate
along the street with managers of
other Times S<j. first-runs concedscales

.

ing that success in the step would
'

gun parallel action—but pooh-poohing, at the same time, the Weitman
contention,
It's

;

.

showmanship and the strength

determine how
many customers surrender their
greenbacks, rival managers countered, and admission levels aren't
out of line. Several asserted that
Par's recent offerings had been on
the weak side and that the^tbeatre
had its own peculiar,: problems.
"Paramount is in a squeeze because
it's depended on the kids flocking to
name band shows—hut other Broadway houses don't rely nearly as
much on that sort Of business," one
theatre topper said.
of

that

bills

still

Washington, Feb. 25..
*By a vote of 210 to 124, the House
yesterday (24) whipped a bill to
have daylight saving time in the
District of Columbia during the
summer. Had the measure become
law, as urged by the bulk of Washington organizations, it would have
cut. into, the early evening shows
at the filmeries,

Unballyhooed price-cut tests con-'
ducted by the Paramount theatre,
N. Y., prior to

DX. 1ST

Bill was licked by the farmjbloc,
which argued that it wotdd force
the farmers to get up an hour earlier

Affect* Par Stock
Admission scale reductions by
Paramount's premier showcase
brought on a selling splurge of

to

Par's common stock which hammered the price down VA points
on the New, York Stock Exchange. Indicating the timidity

WB

much

Pottstown.

WB

claim? tax, passed last December, ups annual fee for operation
of its Strand from $100 a year to
$10,000 annually. William Goldman,
operator of the Hippodrome in Pottstown, said his company will also file,

-

suit.

Newsreels Want

....

Complaints of the theatre ..operators will be heard Friday (28) before Judge William F, Dannenhower,
Court of Quarter Sessions of the
Peace In and For the County of

Montgomery.

To substantiate his point, Weitman
disclosed that business had doubled
on several days whenJ?ar hatf tested
the planned reduction by holding
prices, at opening levels. "We did
this on several, weekday matinees

of statewide interest as it
was reported other boroughs in state
are eyeing similar tax ordinances to
bulge the treasuries.
Suit

is

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
in each instance our business
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
increased on a two-for-one ratio,
ALLIED
MINN.
comparing both with the day before and Sciences was informed by New
and the same day of the week pre- York newsteel editors that they
ADMISSION BITE
waitt action and atmosphere in this
( Continued on page 42)
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
year's filming of Oscar Derby win-,
Fighting a proposed 20% state adners.
Last year's pictures, they
mission tax, now. before the legislawere told, were drab, uninteresting ture, North Central Allied is carryand lacked selling value as news- ing on a campaign to convince

and

BATTLES

in

.

SCHAEFER EAST ON ENT

AND U REISSUE SALES

George J; Schaefer, who last week
was named v.p. and distribution
:

.

chief of Enterprise, returns to

New

members

reels.

Newsreelers want to photograph
the presentations from the front of

York from the Coast over the com- the house, with sound effects of
ing weekend to establish the Ent audience reaction. Academy chiefs
;

sales

setup.
He's rethis week to

supervision

maining

in

Hollywood

see previews of "Arch of Triumph"

and "The Other Love."

week

also reportedly
purchased reissue rights for U.S. and
Canada to 300. Universal features
produced prior to 1938. Price was
said to be $1,500,000, plus a percentage of income., Pix will be released
via franchise-holders, with Schaefer*
taking no active part in distribution.

Schaefer last

—

ATA

—

Loans Ned Stagrae

biz
exploiteer
film
_ experienced
to direct the Government's "Freedom
Train," American Theatres Assn. has
agreed to loan Ned Shugrue, theatre
org's director of public relations, for
the project. Shugrue steps into the
new post this Saturday (1) for a
six-month stint to organize and promote the rolling museum.

Plan,

by the Govern-

suggested

in-

dustry, calls for a year's junket of
historical
rri e r i c a n
documents
which will be brought to the pubbackyard by a specially adapted

A

lic's

train. Film industry is playing a
prominent part in the project as a
member" of The American Heritage
Foundation, organization formed to
handle the plan.
Shugrue will be paid by the
foundation while in his managerial
post. Before moving into ATA one
year ago, he served as national direc-

tor

of motion pictures

and special

events under Ted Gamble in the
Treasury Dept. Part of his job was
the prepping of seven Victory loan
-

drive trains.

would

*

being

is

made

to the
should

that

such

procedure

interfere, with the show, but

'

ESO,

M-G Diwys

,

•

Will be United Artists releases.

8..

RKO

Past." putt joined
as a writer
in 1943 and was subsequently upped

omparative
Paramount

Roxy

Lion a week ago.

State

•

I way Muist

:

Scales

Boxoff ice scales of other Broadway stageshow houses as against
Paramount's new schedule is as follows:
Theatre
Weekdays
Saturdays
Sundays

producer.
is the second producer to leave
the studio since Dore Schary was appointed chief. The first was Lillie
Hayward, who shifted to Eagle-

He

On Censor

Fight

Music Hall
Capitol

Strand

55e-$1.20
80c-$1.25
... 80c-$1.25
80c-$1.25
70c-$1.25
55c-$1.00

70c-$1.5O
95c-4?125
95c-$1.50
85c-$1.50
85c-$l,-76

50c-$1.10

•

•

$1.25-$1.50
$1.25 (all day)
$1.25-$1.50
$1.25-$1.50
$1.25-$1.50
55c-$1.10

Squawk A-I§p1

Drama

in

M-C s

(Doing a switch on the
usual
squawks, group of; scientists

who

worked on the atom bomb

project

complained this week that
Metro's
"Beginning or the End" was
rela-

tively accurate from a
scientific
standpoint, hut not dramatic
enough
They opined, after viewing the film
on development of the A-bomb
that
the climaxes didn't come through
on
the screen in half so dramatic
a
manner as in actuality.

With the usual reticence and caution of .men of science, Drs.
H
Goldsmith and B. T. Feld declared
that the pic "glamorized rather
than

H

dramatized." Dr. Goldsmith is editor of the'offlcial Bulletin of Atomic
Scientists and was coordinator of information of physics on the Chicago
bomb project. He's ndw director of
t

info

of

the

Government's BrookLaboratory.
Dr
Feld, who worked on the project at
Columbia University, Chicago; Oak
Ridge, Tenn., and Los Alamos, N. M.,

haven

is

National

assistant professor of physics at
Institute
of
Tech-

Massachusetts

nology.
The physicists said this week they
felt that while the film .would do no
harm, "it muffed a remarkable opportunity to do. the important job of
enlightening the American public on
the dreadful potentialities of the
bomb." The best they hope it will
achieve, they declared, is to lead to
a series <«f other films that "will
really
come to grips with the

Forces fast asleep while the Wilson-Condon
bill
slipped
quietly
through the New York legislature
woke with a bang this week as the issue."
censorship proposal lay on Governor
"Primarily missing," stated Dr.
Thomas E. Dewey's desk for signa- Goldsmith, "is a realistic treatment
Heading the snowballing op- of. the actual effects of the bomb.
ture.
position to the bill which would sub- I don't know whether o.*ie should
•

ject film advertising to blue-pencilling was the .Motion Picture Assn.,

heretofore

on

silent

the

against- its passage.
Delegation of film officials visited'

the governor in Albany on Monday
(24) and presented a brief against
the bill.
Group included Sidney
Schreiber,
attorney; Gordon
White, advertising code administrator; Glen Allvfne,
public relations chief; Stanleigh P. Friedman,
Warner Bros, veepee and general
counsel; and Howard' Dietz, Metro
publicity chief. Extension of cen-

MPA

MPA

(Continued on page 56)

L. A. to N. Y.

Dorsey.

Diana Douglas.
Paulette Goddard.
Richard Greene.
Alvjn Greenman.
Henry Hathaway.
Elia Kazan.
Angela Lansbury.

Lutz.

Burgess Meredith.
Burtram Nayfack.
Richard Ney.
Ingred Samuelson.

In the meantime, announcement
from the Coast that, her son James
would be associated with Jay Rich-

ard Kennedy in a series of indie picon FRD's career, appar-

Film Biog Series Planned

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Series of pictures based on the
career of the late Franklin D. Roosevelt will be made by Jay Richard

Stone.

Janet Thomas.
Philip Tong.
Albert Warner.

Kennedy,
With'

Orson Wellss.

N. Y. to L A.
Martin Gang.

Lou Levy.
Russell Lewis.
Pat O'Brien.
Kent Smith.
Clair Trevor.

the

producer,

independent
aid

of

James Roosevelt,

who will not be a member of the
producing firm, but has volunteered
to help in gathering material from
family sources and public records.
Referring to Metro's portrayal of
FDR in 'The Beginning or the End,"
James Roosevelt said:
"It would be a most happy thing
if it were possible to eliminate all
impersonations " of my father on
stage and screen during the lifetime
of those who knew him directly or
indirectly. Metro has already shown
that, regardless of the family's po,

Arleen Whelan.

Howard Young.

'

Mrs. Leon Kimberly.

Europe to N. Y.
Maurice Chevalier.
'
.

St. Clair.

N. Y. to Australia
Al Dean,
George Weltner.

,

FDR

George Seaton.
David O. Selznick.
Robert Sidney.
James Sidney.

Charles

^

world affairs. That will come
about only with the passage of time
and will be well in the future. In
an atmosphere like this, how can
anyone be expected to make a film
from an objective viewpoint?"

David Lord.

Ben Goetz.
Murray Silverstone.

1

in

Ben Lorber.

Andrew

paiee

as a surprise to Mrs.
She objects to any biographical picture so soon after the
President's death and told Diamond
she felt that as the widow the decision should rest with her.
"A biographical picture of my late
husband should be made objectively," Mrs. Roosevelt is reported
to have said, "and this can he done
only when it is possible to draw a
more sober appraisal of his position

James S. Burkett.
Hal Carlton.
Jerome Chodorov.
Douglas Dick.
Oscar A-- Doob.

Sam

Advise Mrs. FDR
sss Continued from

that there is little legal basis for action and so it would be ill-advised.
Objection of Mrs. Roosevelt is to
the full-face views of FDR, impersonated in the film by Godfrey
Tearle. She wanted the late President
shown only in over-theshoulder views, such as used in
Warner Bros.' "Yankee Doodle
Dandy." Metro's stand is that it was
a matter of dramatic necessity to use
the full-face shots.

tures based
ently came
Roosevelt..

Robert Bassler.

Tommy

(Continued on page 48)

subject.

American Civil Liberties Union also
came to and dispatched a letter to
the v governor urging his veto. The
hue* and cry was joined in by the
New York Times which editorialized

Phylliss Calvert.
25.

Warren Duff, producer at RKO,
will check off the lot on completion
of his current chore, "Out of the

to

Trek to Albany

N. Y„ to Europe

Ming EKO
Hollywood, Feb.

Wake;

Pic Heads

,

March

0nff

The argument

legislature, too, that theatres

-

For UJ5. 'Freedom Train'
Responding to the pitch of U.- ST
Attorney General "Torn Clark for an

ment and bankrolled by private

the legislature- that
"theatre admissions are not a luxury
at all, but constitute the price for
the poor man's entertainment."
of

not be discriminated against and
"singled out for unfair and discriminatory treatment." The theatres are
the bosses back east declared they \ illing to pay taxes on the same
would nix .the Derby unless they basis as any other legitimate busiwere allowed to shoot live action.
ness, the legislature has been inNewsreel photogs will have to formed.
hang from the first row of the gal"Gov. L. D.,Youngdahl and many
lery and use telephoto lenses, ac- legislators
.have
repeatedly
excording to a ruling of the Academy pressed -opposition
to a sales tax," S.
board, which is sticking by itg^guns D. Kane,
North Central Allied execto keep lensers off the main"" floor utive
secretary,, has pointed out to
the night Oscars are handed out at the
lawmaking body. "Well, a tax
Shrine auditorium. Lensmen have on admissions
is just as much a sales
been banned from the main floor for tax
as one on such other essentials
several yearS, since the night a
as milk, bread and shoes for junior."
bulbpresser went through a bass
drum in eagerness to get pictures.
Also move- is meant to protect $12
per seat ticketholders downstairs Eiteririse'sSltftl©'
from getting trampled. Meanwhile
newsreel cameramen are still adDonahue, Coe Agcy.
amant about "live" shots or none
Enterprise Productions switched
at all.
advertising agencies last. week, going, over to Donahue & Coe from
McCann-Erickson. Latter has done
the campaign on only one picture,
20th,
"Ramrod." While Enterprise execs
Stockholders of RKO, 20th-Fox and
Metro garnered quarterly dividend are known to feel they'd rather have
payments during the past week. an agency with more experience in
RKO melon of 30c. per share was the motion picture field than Mcdeclared on common stock payable Cann-Erickson, it is understood there
April 1 to holders of record on may be other important factors beMarch 15. Metro's investors are due hind the switch.
Walter Blake, who went over from
for a payment of 37 %c. per share
on common, payable March 31 to the Blaine-Thompson agency to M-E
to handle the Enterprise account, is
record holders as of March 11.
Quarterly cash dividend of 75c. moving to Donahue & Coe to conper share of common has been de- tinue servicing it, D&C topper Ed
clared by 20th, payable March 31 Churchill said in N. Y. yesterday
(Tuesday). He disclosed the agency
to holders of record, March 8. Board
also awarded divvy of $1.12% per will open a Coast office to handle,
share on outstanding prior preferred Enterprise and Metro, the only two
stock, payable March 15 to stock- picture accounts it will take.
holders as of March 3. Divvy of
J. Walter Thompson during the
37 Vic. per share on convertible pre- past
week shared the Benedict
ferred stock has been declared pay- Bogeaus account for "A Miracle Can
able March 31 to holders of record, Happen" and "Christmas Eve." Pix

explained

in Germany*
that the statement not
only will lead to ridicule by the
Germans of American films, but
of American culture in general
and will detract from efforts at
democratization.
It's felt

Warner Bros: Theatres, Inc., has
filed suit in Montgomery county
against the borough of Pottstown,
to have declared invalid the 5% tax
on gross admissions of theatres in

director,

as 'Par.

Tension between the Army
and foreign execs of American
film companies has been further
heightened by arrival in the U.S.
of German newspaper clippings
of Samuel' Goldwyn's remarks in
December anent the low quality
of Hollywood films. Foreign top-

mote VS. prestige

that the house was no longer
packing them in apparently
touched off the selling activity.
Other film companies showed
chinks in their armor but none

declined as

GoWwyn's Crack Hurts

pers are burned at Army censors
permitting use of the Goldwyn
statement in Berlin papers at a
time when everything possible' is
supposedly being done to pro-

Seels t® Nullify

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.

Statement by Robert Weitman,
theatre's

Treated Without

'

of film investors- in the present,
uncertain market, some 13,500
shares of the company passed
hands, by far the greatest trading of any of major film companies during the day.

Paramount

supply the Washington market.

Scliiisis, ii Switelt

sition, my, father will be impersonated in motion pictures and there
is strong possibility that he will be
impersonated on the stage.
"Therefore, we are in agreement
that it is better to give full assistance and cooperation to those in

whose judgment, good
tegrity

we have

taste'

full

'

and

in-

confidence,

rather than allow a multitude of inaccuracies and false impressions to
be created: It- is in consideration of
these circumstances that I am lending ttiy assistance to Mr. Kennedy."

'
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PICTURES

.OAs Stable »f Indie Producers rax
Sears Hands-Qff Propsal an Selling
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Grad Sears got a decisive and unvarnished nix yesterday (Monday)

Pa. Standing-Room

of indie
from United Artists' stable
Bill Before Legislature
producers in reply to his plea to
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
them last week to forego their right
Philly and Pennsylvania theatre
contracts
of approval of exhibition
company operators are in for restrictions on
sold by UA. Best that the
standing room under a bill introdistribution chief got yesterday was duced last
week In the state legislawhich the
8 mild counterproposal in
ture at Harrisburg.
producers admitted recognizing
The bill would restrict standingthere'* have to be some changes in room sale of tickets to no more than
the decree.

methods under

selling

was based on the deprimarily those requiring competitive bidding. After
reading to the conclave of producers,
their sales reps and lawyers a more
prexy,
than hour-long analysis by
Edward C. Ra'ftery of the decrees

5%

of seating capacity.

Sears' plea

cree's provisions,

UA

on

effect,

indies,

Sears made

Decree Boosts

requests.
First, he asked the prods' to give
up the right of contract approval
they enjoy under their distribution
pacts. Second, he asked that UA be
permitted to start selling under the

provisions of the decree prior to
court decision on the company's
appeal. Third, he asked that when
selling begins under the decree,
be allowed to make decisions as to
methods according to its best discretion and without further consultation with the producers or their

UA

reps.
Initial

meeting Tuesday

(18)

was

amicable, but there was unanimity
among the producers that they
wouldn't give up any Tights without
further' study. Lawyers met the following day and drafted the reply to
Sears which was handed him at the
meeting yesterday. This was followed by discussion of application of
decre to arst-run bookings.

To
Slowdown

changes in sales practices, according
to Herbert J. Yates, company prexy,
in a statement to stockholders ac-

companying the report.

Announcing a net profit of $697,940, report disclosed that Republic's
pileup of pix has brought up its
evaluation of Unreleased .films already
in the. can to $7,644,714 from its previous point Of $1,150,890 on Nov. 26,
1945. Total of all film inventory at

Prestige Pictures outfit of UniverJ. Arthur Rank division has
to,

tempo

tory to a peak $15,387,470 as of Oct.
with a 500% climb in completed, but unreleased pix for a 48week period, Republic's annual report discloses. Protracted delay in
both releasing new films and collection of income therefrom was directly attributable to the Federal
court ruling which required radical

Long and Short Versions
eome up with a new idea

releasing

26, 1946,

Release of Same Pic In

sal's

$W8J,«
in

caused by the anti-trust decision on
- defendant
Republic Pictures
boosted that company's film inven-

non

(EantU) Flans-.

Prestige

•

X».hM«T

three,,

com-

house circulation of prints. Contemplating testing the plans with "The
Aussie-made semiOverlanders,"
documentary, Prestige figures on
distributing two sets of prints, one
of which would run some 10 minutes
longer than the other.
to make the
pic available for general distribution
in a shorter version than the orig-

Gimmick would be

stressing its action and scenic
features. Art houses would get the
longer replica since its leisurely
inal,

is best suited for the habitues
of the sureseaters. Should the plan

pace

out. Prestige would employ the
device in other British films handled

work

STATUS IF IS

Ross Shelves 'Robe'
For Another Year
new

following
absorption
of
World Pictures, started dickerings
for reduced charges by the British

At the same time, written contract
to up the minimum number of Rank
pix handled in the U.S. by Universal
from 8 to. 12 is still to be inked. Pact
will likely be signed along with the
contract in the near future.
Understood that Robert Benjamin,
prez of the U.S. Rank outfit, will
make a flying trip to London within
the next few weeks to finally tie the
loose end of both deals and another
involving
joint
16m distribution
plans of
and Rank. Arthur Krim,
Eagle-Lion prexy, will accompany
Benjamin on the trip to brief him-

picture.

Regular holdover figure of $75,000
it as one way oi having your
for Thursday-Friday-Saturday-Suncake and eating it too.
day applies to "Grass" and if it
recently
which
"Overlanders"
doesn't hit that it may be pulled any

by

Sears'

El Paso and Chi

Stopoffs en Route East
Grad Sears, United

Artists distri-

bution chief, who has been on the
Coast for the past 10 days huddling
With
producers, is planning to
attend two of the company's divi-

UA

sional Sales meets on his way. back
to New York. First is in El Paso

tomorrow (Thursday) and second in
6. He's expected in
about March 10.
Prexy Edward C. Raftery is attending the other two of the four
sales conclaves. He's currently in
Buffalo,
for the meeting which
started
and goes
Saturday
(22,
from there to Pittsburgh for the
huddles opening tomorrow,
Also attending the Buffalo and
Pittsburgh conferences are J. J.
Unger, general sales manager, and
Paul Lazarus, Jr., Pub-ad director.

Chicago,

March

New York

is

exceeded,

if

the control

Gus

20th Execs

finding of fact but claimed that the
conclusions and relief were erroneous and that there were 25 major
points of error which the Supreme
Court should reverse on appeal. In
accordance with custom, the papers
were filed with the trial court which
automatically signs an order approving the appeal request and then
ships the papers back to Washington.
In addition, there was an accompattern established
panying brief by the U. S. Solicitor
already selling via
General which contended that the
20th-Fox sales toptrial court went sour on four major
the company's nafronts: first, failure to enter a judg-s

For Product Now
Following the
by those majors
auction bidding,
pers decided at

tional sales meet in New York last
ment which dealt adequately with
week that all requests for bids would the violations; second, concluding
be handled by the homeoffice, at that the majors neither Individually
least until competitive selling takes
nor collectively had a monopoly on
self on forthcoming Rank product full effect July 1.
After that, de- either distribution or exhibition;
which his newly formed company cision on the bids will eventually be
third, concluding that the defendants
will peddle.
decentralized to the branch manMatty Fox, U's exec veepee, may agers, since it would be impossible might. make valid clearance agreements* to protect any exhibitor from
also make the trek to rep for U at
for the homeoffice to render de- competition;' and fourth, failure to
the final windup of the protracted cisions on
each film for the 6,000- order divorcement or, at least,
negotiations.
Benjamin and Krim, 7,000 accounts to which 20th' sells,
prevent cross-licensing Oh the part
aside from their film chores, are
In accordance with the orders of of the majors'.
partners of the same lawfirm—Philprexy- Spyros Skouras and veepee
"In the light of recent "decisions,"
lips, Nizeri Benjamin & Krim.
over sales Tom J. Connors to con(Continued on page 20)
form strictly with the decree, company sales chiefs were told to, forward all requests for bids to the

mum

However, even

tice

To Act mi Bids

GFD

Metro's "Sea of Grass," opening at
the Music Hall, N. Y., tomorrow
(Thursday), goes in under an unusual deal that limits it to a maxiof five weeks.
Metro got the
date because of the unexpectedly
short run of "The Yearling," current
tenant, and the M.H.'s commitment
20th-Fox that "Late George
to
Apley" would be the theatre's Easter

week.

Top

outfit.

AT MUSIC RAUL
LIMITED TO 5 WEEKS

figure

25.

Calling for complete divorcement,
the Anti-Trust Division of the Jus-

Department Friday (21) filed
versal will be superseded by a
its appeal from the New York court
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
oontract extending more favorable
decision in the Big Five motion picFrank Ross has pushed back the
terms for U for the distribution of
ture anti-trust case and asked the
start of "The Robe" for another
U. S. Supreme Court to upset the
its pix by GFD in Britain, under
year because of casting difficulties.
trial tribunal.
negotiations currently in the works
Same problem has caused postJustice Department claimed the
Deal ponements of three other highbetween the two companies.
New York bench went haywire in
will lower the percentage paid by budget
pictures,
George Stevens' refusing divorcement, in failure to
of
its
Universal to GFD for handling
"One Big Happy Family," Tay Gar- see that a strong monopoly actually
partnerfilms to conform with the
nett's "White Jade" and Andrew
existed, and in instituting competiship status of U with Rank. Original Stone's "Petticoat Lane."
tive bidding which Would generally
agreement was made in 1936 for a
hurt all Independents in the indus20-year period but change in the
try.
relationship of the two companies,
The Government accepted the
United

'GRASS'

(NX),
Rialto
the
in
drive
successful
the
dramatizes
across the great Australian desert of
the northern cattle herds.*Move was
made to save them from the threatened Jap invasion. Film was produced by Michael Balcon of Ealing
Studios and stars Chips Rafferty
and Daphne Campbell.

Washington, Feb.

Pact between J. Arthur Rank's
General Film Distributors and Uni-

(Continued on page 48)

preemed

liHeasois

In Appealing for 100% Diforcement

•

that time was $10,152,338. Negative
cost of released productions on Oct.
26, '46 was $3,625,147 and pix in production, $2,592,877.
Adverse effect of anti-trust suit
was coupled with a solid blow
from jurisdictional squabbles which

bine general distribution with art

Justice Dept. lists

CHANGE BRITISH

?

'

Eyssell,

U

•

1

RALPH CLARK NAMED

as soon as they're received. This, doesn't mean, according to 20th sales chiefs, that the com-

homeoffice

PRC SALES MANAGER

Ralph H. Clark, has been! named pany -will inaugurate bidding on all
general sales manager of PRC, .suc- its product immediately but rathe):
ceeding Lloyd Lind, who moves into that it's conforming with Sect. 9 of
the top spot in Pictorial Films, Pathe the decree, which forbids the majors
Industries' subsid "handling 16m distribution. Shift of Lind to Pictorial
prexy is part of a Pathe drive to expand narrow-gauge activities with

the company adding Eagle - Lion
product to PRC 16m prints currently

being distributed. Clark has been
a sales rep for International Pictures
engaged in liquidating foreign accounts

following

to

refuse arbitrarily an exhibitor's
(Continued on page 48)

ENT TO VACATION ON
WHOLESALE BASIS
Hollywood, Feb.

International's

2§th-Fox Kef Eipleiteers

To Survey the

Field

In

Closeup; Schlatter's Idea
Hypoing

his efforts to indoctrinate

the 20th-Fox publicity department
with problems to be met in the field,
20th ad-puB chief Charley Schlaifer
is planning to send out key men of
his various divisions on field trips
within the next few months to
huddle with exhibs, 20th field reps,
etc. Plan is a followup to the series
of trips taken by Schlaifer during
the Jast Several months; during
which he's covered most of the
eastern states.
Homeoffice chiefs, Schlaifer said,
would cover more than just the key
cities, hitting exhibs in the smaller
towns as well. System, he declared,
will give his department an insight
on such problems as changes in
population, reactions to showman-*
ship campaigns, etc. Schlaifer himself plans to leave on another of his
junkets, this time to the south, about
March 1, when he'll line up ballyhoo
20th
campaigns on forthcoming
product. He'll probably be accompanied on the two-week trip by
either Rodney Bush or Sid Blumenstock of the homeoffice publicity de.

25,

'

Enterprise will shutter its studio
merger with Universal.
Pathe will follow the upbeat on for two weeks between March 15
16m films set by the majors, by over- and April 1, to give its employes a
seas expansion, particularly in Latin
vacation before starting work on two
America and the Far East. Drop- pictures slated for April starts.
ping its former practice of releasing
Films are "Wild Calendar" and
narrow - gauge prints domestically
Passed This Way."
program "They
agency
-

outlets, new
through
Shuttering will follow completion
provides for integration of 16m films
"Body and Soul," fourth of the
into the PRC exchange system for of
six films promised for release this
handling along with 35m prints.
"Ramrod," "Arch
Lind steps into his new job within year. Others are
Triumph" and "The Other Love."
a week. Prior to joining PRC in '45, of
he was ass't sales manager for Monogram. Clark was in charge of the
Far East, Australian and New Zea- Acad Mails Out 1,600
land territories for Warner Bros, for
many years before enlisting with In-

M. H. topper, holds the option of exiting it at the end of five weeks,
Final Oscar Ballots partment.
in 1945.
since the Easter show must start by ternational
Hollywood, Fate. 25.
Pictorial will handle only the
April 3, at the latest. It can^n-eem
produced pix of E-L. Both
More than 1,600 final ballots for Johnston to
up to two weeks prior to that date, American
Price's
are subsids of Pathe,
and
PRC
E-L
the Oscar Derby were mailed out
however.
Pictorial.
organization
of
parent
Successor Within Month
"Yearling" teed 'off rather well at
by the Academy of Motion Picture
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
the Hall, but failed to hold anticiArts and Sciences, with instructions
Byron Price's successor with the
pated pace, with the poor weather
for their return not later than
prevailing during its run at least one
March 8. The winners will be pre- Assn. of Motion Picture Producers
Pal Exits Puppetoons
It goes
of the factors responsible.
sented with their Awards at the is not expected to be picked for a
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
month at least, with Eric Johnston
out today after five weeks. Actually
Shrine Auditorium March 13.
Puppeof
producer
George Pal,
now going over the list of likely
it didn't quite make the h.o. figure
Academy members will vote on candidates.
will confine his activities to
entitling it to this week, but came toons,
the disposition of 35 Oscars and a
feature and industrial fields on
Johnston is due here March 9 for
so close Eyssell made a good will the
number of special awards.
termination of his current releasing
a 10-day stay, during which time ha
gesture, as he sometimes does in
Paramount.
deliver an "address at the
deal with
will
such cases.,
given
was
production
High cost of
Academy awards presentation March
Arthur Rank's British-made
J,
the reason for his departure from
13, Meanwhile, Price is being urged
Wolfe Quits
"Great Expectations" is booked into as
field.
shorts
to keep his board chairman post until
It may the Puppetoon
late spring.
ihe
•

Name

RIO

Hall for
follow "Apley" directly or another
pic may be slipped in before it, un-

der present plans.

Pickford's
Mary

Cuban

Pickford, in

Siesta

New York

for

confabs ending David O. Selznick's
United Artists, planed out
Republic enlarged its advertising tieup with
appointments Saturday (22) for Florida. She met
staff with two new
de- her husband, Buddy Rogers, there
last week. Into the pressbook
Dennis Carlin go and the couple then proceeded to

Rep Adds

2

under
relatives.
Stephens, formerly with Co- Cuba to visit
They expect to be back on the
lumbia and United Artists, and exyears.
Coast in about • week.
newspapevman Marv Needelman.

partment

Mary

'

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
April 1. United Nations secretarystory department general Trygvie Lie, however, is
exec at RKO, resigned, effective pressuring him to take over the UN
March 15, and will vacation in New chore March 1. At present, Price
York before announcing a new con- plans to stay here until March 15,
nection. His pact had 11 months to
Clarke (Duke) Wales, assistant
go.
to Arch Reeve, public information
Before joining RKO during the committee secretary, has moved into
regime of the late Charles W. the AMPP spot previously held by
Koerner in 1944, Wolfe had been Col, Frank McCarthy as assistant to
story editor at Paramount for eight Price until such time as' the latter

Manny

Wolfe,

.

leaves for the

UN.

i
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"Producer Walter Wanger
.

presents with understanding, intelligence

mml without .preachment

or other undue under*

scoring-© narrative portrait of
fine picture,

fascinating

an

alcoholic.

and appears guaranteed

to

It is

do

all

a

types ©f audiences

end 'potent

tre-

drama

tetter

is

far reaching

power

in the

THE BEST
ONE OF

in the

it."

"Walter Wanger has one

must be labeled,

SHOULD 00
44

. . .

hm

made

in recent years

unofficially, "as

a 'Female

Lost

Weekend,* and the comment will probably be
... a highly interest-

and capable job

biz in all situations

Is©

with a subject as hot as 'The Lost Weekend.' This

nig

that should

similar,

as well as the success of the film."

do good

-T-7HE EXHIBITOR

exhibs will capitalize from

good word-of-mouth, especially from the distaffs."

"Smash-Up

—VARIETY

,

in

good marquee names

—mowmem rmm review

©f the best pictures

•.

strong- dose of

exploitation possibilities should bring

—WIUIAM R. WEAVER, MOTION PICTURE HERALD

ing

a

should entertain

theme and

impact as well as taste and discrimination
handling given

. . .

.

than average business.* 9

mendous business. It rates top time in all situations and figures to set records both as to grosses
and satisfied customers.
"There

. .

gripping drama!"

—HOLLYWOOD
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SHOULD
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Wanger preducfien stands f© go
sock* its message

"This
places
across

oil

and should rake

along the

line; realistically

...»

known
is

persistently

good

—FILM DAILY

in big *takes\"

In the trade

strong, dramatic attraction

.

and s©

is this

—motion

it

I

is

gripping drama-

a female

alcoholic.

an audience, especially feminine contingent—
a certainty for smash boxoffice." —DAILY VARIETY

will hold

looks like

Scresopfey. fr; -JOHN

.

BOXOFF
"Smash-Up

and

one."

name baily

—BOXOFHCE

tization of the story of
It
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appears inescapable that this Walter Wanger

pr®cfeeii@n is destined for top grossest"

ASH

mm
. .

as a woman's picture. The Type

for substantial grosses,

«|t

mm

an*
Original Story
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HOWARD LAWSGW * Additional Dialogue by Lionel Wiggam .
WALTER WANGER
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Ramrod
United Artists release of Enterprise
<Harry Sherman) production. Stars Joel
McCrea, Veronica Lake, Donald Crisp, Don
DeFore; features Preston Foster, Arleen

"Ramrod"
strong cast

"Fabulous

UA).

.

"Private Affairs of Bel Ami"
GeorgesSanders,. AngelaLansbury in denatured version
of de Maupassant novel; OK b.o.

Ian McDonald
Charles Buggies
Preston Foster
Arleen Whelan
Lloyd Bridges
Donald Crisp
Rose Hlggins
Chick York
Sarah Padden

Jim Crew

Annie
Dr. Parks
Mrs. Parks
Peebles

Ward Wood

Link Thomas
Moore

Hal Taliaferro
Wally Caesell
.Ray Teal

Jess

Lee

Burma

t

Jeff

Bice

Corey

a good western with
above-par cast names, a better-thanaverage romance appeal for the

"Ramrod"

is

femmes, and hence a better-thanaverage grosser as outdoorers go.
It'll do plenty of key city business.

Film marks

the'first

du Paradis"
Enfants
"Les
(French). Expensive, ambitious
film with high artistic aims, but

fundamentally, it's Harry Sherman's
production, which leaves Ent yet to
its

mark when "Arch

real

to aid selling.

b.o. potential.

from Enterprise

via United Artists- release although,

make

(Songs).

"Tbe Devil Thumbs a Ride"
melodrama
Exciting
(RKO).

Powers

John

Pokey-.

Band"

with plenty of appeal for the
action market.
"I Cover Big Town" (Par).
Good melodrama for supporting
positions. Based on radio series,
"Big Town."
"Jungle Flight" (Par). Standard adventure material for dual
bills. Good aerial photography
a feature.
"Trail Street" (RKO). Lusty
pioneer western fare with hefty

Cliff

Bailey

Virg

name

Nestor Patva
Parkinson
...Trevor Bardette

Curley

Tom

the

•

Don DeFore

Schell

Hill

."Beat

(RKO). Lightweight musical.
"Danger Street" (Par).- Mild
melodrama with Jane Withers

.

Sheriff

(Rogers-

Dorseys"

fllmusical for fair b.o,

*

McCrea

........ Joel

OK

(UA).

.

Red Catcs

Ami

western with
names for OK b.o.

uneven attainment.
"Her First Affair"

of

Triumph" is tradeshown.
The title stands for ranch foreman
and Joel McCrea is the ramrod of
Veronica Lake's ranch. The challenge
starts when the cattlemen would stop
sheepherding in this cowtown of the
1870s. Preston Foster runs the cow-

guish).

(Distin-

Danielle Darrieux's

first

postwar French-made film; good
for art houses but slim elsewhere.

"Angel and Sinner" (French).
French pic on patriotic theme
will have moderate b.o. success

country, with acquiescence of Charlie
Ruggles whom his daughter (Miss
Lake) defies when she 'throws the
gauntlet to Foster. Arleen Whelan is
the honest homespun seamstress to
whom McCrea finally turns, and in
between there is the volatile Don DeFore as the hero's aide; Donald Crisp
as the honest sheriff who is another
victim of Foster's men; Nestor- Faiva
as the hero's hand who is ..fatally
beaten; and other assorted characters on sides of law and the lawless.

in art houses.

"Code of the West" (RKO).
Taut western with moderate b.o.
appeal.

"Hue and Cry" (General Film)

The femme angles give more than
ordinary substance to this western
which otherwise has its usual assortment of gunplay, hard-riding, skullduggery and the inevitable Chase for
the finale. Miss Lake is the predatory,
female who proves a wrangle although fundamentally she dares to
Challenge the marauding Cattlemen.
Miss Lake engages in such escapades
as purposely stampeding heir own
cattle in order to throw the onus on
Foster; while her ramrod (McCrea)
is committed to the idea, of flghpng
the varmints strictly according to the
law. In this he has sheriff "Donald
Crisp's backing until the latter,, top,

British-made). So-so whodunit
with kid angle; _
"Praterbnben"
(Sovexport).
Action-less Austrian-made film
built around famed Vienna Singing Bpys.

from the Pennsylvania coalmining
territory, and Dorsey senior (Arthur
is shown painstakingly persisting they raise themselves out of
the sopt and the grime of the Shenandoah poverty by adhering to their

Shields)

trombone and saxophone practice,
even if he has to take their shoes off
to keep them anchored indoors.

'

United Artists release of David L. Loew
(Loe\v-Lewl») production, directed by Albert Lewin. Stars George Sanders, Angela
Lansbury, Ann Dvorak; features- Frances
Susan Douglas.
Camidlnc,
John
Dee,
Screenplay, Lewin, from novel by Guy de
Maupassant; camera, Russell' Metty; editor, Albrecht Joseph; music, Darius Milhaud; song, "My Bel Ami," Jack LawTradeshown N. Y.
rence-Irving Drulman.
Feb. 24, '47, .Running time, 110 MINH.
George Sanders
Georges Duroy
Angela Lansbury
Clbtilde de .Marelle
Ann Dvorak
Madeleine Forestler
Frances Dee
Marie de Varenne.
Charles Forestler. ........ ..John Carradine
Susan Douglas
Suzanne Walter
Hugo Haas
Monsieur Walter
Marie Wilson
Rachel Mjchot
Rosserman
Albert
Rival
Jacques
Warren Williams
Laroohe-Mathleu
Kathevlne Emery
Madame Walter
Richard Frnser
Philippe de Cantel
David Bond
Norbert de Varenne
John Good
Paul de Cazollcs

Count de Vnudreo
Uiurine de Marelle
Bortense

Mayor

of

Wymlham

Lumsden Hare

Canteleu

Commissioner

Lawyer
Keeper of ihe Seals

unremitting in making an artistic production of the film, seldom allowing a light line or a
laugh. More damaging than that,
however, so far as its American
b.o. chances are concerned, is
that Reed has taken what could
be essentially a suspenseful outlaw chase story in the Hitchcock
vein and, by adding reels Of footage, turned it into a character
study. Instead of showing the
seriously-wounded Mason's efforts to evade the law, Reed focuses on the reactions and the
personal use to which each of
the people the fugitive comes in
contact with want to put him.
It's a highly artistic, interesting
and novel treatment, but it's not
b.o. in America. The 116-minute
running time makes it much too
With the action held to a minimum, draw will hinge largely
on Mason and he again has one
of those sombre, albeit sympathetic (this time) roles. Acting
throughout is superb, with scene
after scene stolen by the fine bit

Leonard Mudle
Standing
Karolyn Grimes
Judy Cook

Pottn

Jean Del Val
Charles Trowbridge
Olaf Hytten

Confronted with the old problem
of cleaning up a classic novel to con-

form to strict censorhsip codes, the
David L. Loew-Albert Lewin production outfit has come up with a
scrubbed-face version of the complete scoundrel depicted in Guy de
Maupassant's "Private Affairs of Bel
Ami." Cleanup process, which denatured most of the story's Original
flavor, results in. a fair picture which

r

same fashion, none, of which

is

Lew?

Audience's will have to'
interpret the picture, consequently,
via their oton' tastes and thinking.:
Entire tempo of the story is slowpaced, which' is- carried out even in
the dim lighting" effects. Lewin's
script builds up little sympathy for
George Sanders, the "Bel Ami"' of
the piece, who climbs to the top of
Paris social and political circles in
the 1880's over, the broken hearts of
five women whom he uses to advance
himself and then discards. Story
picks him up as a down-and-out exsoldier whose, former comrade gets
him a job oh a Paris newspaper,
in's "fault.

Ann

".

.

'.

'.

. .

*

Janet Blair is the little hometown
who grows up into loveliness to
sing with the forever-scrapping Dorgirl

1

.

&

Edw*d

.

.

..

.

ciples

Tommy

of

. . ,

.......

dansapation

know

Jimmy
Carol

that ing itself to a brisft 88 minutes.
Abel.

and Jimmy Dorsey came

Reason behind

cabs.
clear but the result

this is unis striking.
Stal.

Kincaid Buys Holdings
Decatur, Tex.
L. R. Kincaid, formerly with Texas
Co., has bought the
minority holdings of A. v. Wade in
the Majestic and Ritz theatres here.
H. S. Usry is principal owner.

Power and Light
(
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North

Nan

Leslie

Betly

Lawford

Andrew Tonihes

Owens
('apt.

Tierney

...Ted
,

Harry Shannon
Glenn Vernon
Marfan Carr

Jack
Plane

William Oould

Martin.....'

Mother

Josephine

Pete

Wblttell

Wun-en

Phil

Robert

Sheriff

Malcolm

"The Devil Thumbs a Ride" depicts the dangers of giving a highway lift to strangers and does a
mighty good job Of moralizing. It's

—

strong melodrama with exploitation
values that will play well in the
•

action market.
'

, .

,Grady Sutton

for program

filler in nabe situations.
Except for Gene Krupa's intense
skinlpeating and some classy warbling
by' Frances Langford, pie has little
to recommend. Scripting has an- occasional bright spot but in the main
is a conglomeration of cliched gags.

Production mountings bespeak the
budget limitations.
Musical score by Leigh Harline
and Mort Greene is' so-so but under
stylistic treatment of Miss Langf ord
has listenable qualities. Latter, not
much in the straight thesping department, renders three tunes, including

whom

the plot swings:
Story concerns Ted North, young
salesman, returning to Los Angeles
after attending convention in San
Diegp. Slightly drunk, he picks up
Tierney, who has just held up and
killed a theatre manager. Along the
way, North also picks up two girls
who are headed for San Pedro. A
smart service station attendant puts
the police On the trail of the killer.
As police net tightens, Tierney talks
North into avoidirrg road blocks because of drinking and foursome hole
up at Newport in a friend's beach
house.
Circumstance brings police manhunt closer to its goal and those with
Tierney gradually realize what he is.
One of the girls is killed as she tries
to seek help and others are in jeopardy before a capture is effected,
Script is taken from a novel by Robbert C, DuSoe and builds plenty of
suspense and thrills for meller addicts.

'

,

,

Nan Leslie and Betty Lawford are
"Kissin' Well," "Tm fa Love" and the two femme pickups, both good.
"I've
Got My Fingers Crossed." Miss Leslie shows especially well as
Krupa and his orch are featured in the girl who is bumped off. Andrew
two hot jive numbers with unusual Tombes appears to advantage as a
camera angles giving them; propor- drunken night watchman at the
tions of big productions.'
beach, and Harry Shannon is a very
is

Story, a fragile peg for the music,
concerned with a hick gal who

Comes to the big town for operatic
lessons. She falls into the hands of
Phillip Tarry, a "bandleader, who
poses as a musical spaghetti slinger
in order to get her money. Complicated bedroom gag of one man masquerading as another man's wife is
provocation for most of the laughs.

believable policeman. Glenn Vexnon, the smart service station attend,
lend
ant, clicks, and others in cast
excellent support.

Lensing by J. Roy Hunt, Paul Sawmusic score, the art direction
aid
and other credits do much to
unfoldment of the production.

tell's

tight

1 Cover'BIg town

Ralph Edwards, "Truth and Consequences" airshow star, plays comic
sidekick to Terry, and while his super-volatile antics
are bound to
tickle, they're better suited for radio
than films. He would do better to
tone down the exaggerated mannerisms. Terry is okay as the romantic
'

lead. Donald MacBride effectively
registers for laughs while rest of the
cast score par for the course.

Herm.

Hollywood, Feb. 20.
of William P'^-^"-

Parnmount release

Shane) P™ <, " < ,1 ™;
Robert
Stors Philip Reed, Hillary Brooke,
lowery; features Robert Shayne, Mono. B«ru»
rle, Vlnce Barnett, Louis Jean Heydt.
'

Ham Thomas <Maxwell

1

by William C. Thomas. ""P""
on
screenplay, Whitman Chambers; based
-eanwi".
the radio program, "Big Town'
Jack Greenhalgh; score, Darrell
Tradeshown Fet>.
edKor, Jloward Smith.
rectcfl

,

:

time, 6* MINI*.
pnlllp I1
Steve Wilson.......
„
Hillary Br" 1 *?
Lorelei Kilbourne

17,

"Running

r^

Banger Street
Hollywood, Feb.
Paramount
llam

Thomas

20.

release of William Pine-Wllproduction. Stars Jane With-

ers, Robert Lowery; features Bill Edwards.
Elaine Riley, Audrey Young, Lyle Talbot,
Charle« Quigley. Directed by Lew Landers.
Screenplay, Maxwell Shane, Winston Miller,
Kae Salkow; original, Miller, Salkow; camera, Benjamin H. Kline; editor, Howard
Smith. Tradeshown Feb. 17, '41. Running
time, 88 SUNS.

. .

som

Lawrence

Steve.

Agnes
Joe Brayden

Clay worth
Mabel Paige
.Andrew Tombeu
Donald MaoBrlde
Mini Mc Kinney
..Harry Harvey

,

Miss Blair, who also handles the only
Darius Milhaud's score is excellent
original ballad in the score, "To Me," and Russell Metty 's camera work,
a promising Don George-Allie Wru- spotlighting shadows and gas-lit interiors, is good. For an added innovation, set designer Edward G. Boyle
Pat Marvin.
carried out a vertical stripe theme Larry Burke..
in almost every scene, with the Sandy Evans.. .. ...
stripes appearing on floors, walls, Cynthia Van Loan.
ceilings and even the inside of han- Dolores Johnson.

Orchestra

release

Stars Lawrence Tierney; features Ted
North, Nan Leslie. Betty Lawford-. Andrew
Directed by Felix
Screenplay. Feist; based on the
novel by Robert C. DuSoe; camera, J. Roy
Hufct: music. Paul Sawtell; editor. Robert
Swlnk. Tradeshown Feb. 20, '47. Running
tlme,.«3 MINS.
tion.

Feist.

Gene Krupa Band

.

,

RKO

Hollywood, Feb. 21.
of Herman Sehlom produc-

Tombes, Harry Shannon.

Clark

•The Fabulous Dorseys" emerges bel tune. The "Dorsey Concerto" is
a pretty fair musical and may start by Leo Shuken.
a cycle of dance bandleaders' bioFor what line-reading they must
graphicals. Primed for the jive trade do, both Dorseys deport themselves
it tells the story of the scrapping well;
ditto Whiteman, who plays
freres who, longtime friendly ene- himself in two brief sequences, Lunmies, were reunited with the passing digan is okay as the romance interest
of their father. Fortified by a band- opposite Miss Blair, who looks well
show cavalcade of the top Jimmy and sings ditto (she's originally a
and Tommy Dorsey arrangements it band thrush," hence realistically readds up to acceptable b.o. divertise- creates herself here). Bobby Warde
ment.
and Buz Buckley play young Tommy
Story is simple, and, apparently, and Jimmy Dorsey, and the rest are
a pretty good approximation of real- bits. Film' has pace and tempo, unkeepJife biography. Diskophiles and dis- der Alfred E. Green's direction,

Brog.

'

The Bevil Thumbs a Bide

Lightweight filrriusical spawned in
the B corner of RKO's lot, "Beat the
Band" is thin, obvious stuff intended

f

Helen O'Connell
Art Tatum

up.

.June

•

Sherry
•-

Photography by Benjamin H.Kline
and other technical credits measure

.Phillip -Terry

Mr. Rogers.
Harold.

which affords one of the picture's
Henry Busse, Mike Pingatore (with few
light ..moments as background for
Whiteman), Ziggy Elman, Ray Bauan 1880 version Of the dance terped
duc and Stuart Foster.' The action in a Paris" bistro by Sanders and
Hotel Clerk
Andrew Tombes segues from Sands Point to the Is- Miss Lansbury. Painting of "The
De Witt
Casino, as it's called here Temptation of Saint Anthony," by
...Jack RopCr land
Radio Station Attendant
Specialties
(meaning Glen Island, N. Y., when Max Ernst, which forms one Of the
Stuart Foster
Charlie Barnet
the brothers really broke up in a focal points of the story a la "Dorian
Ray Bauduc
Henry Busse
hassle). The -musical excerpts run Gray," is flashed on the screen the
Tommy Dorsey's
Mike Plngatore'
the gamut from "Running Wild" to first time it's shown in brilliant
.Orchestra
Zlggy Elman
"The Object of My Affection," by Technicolor for good effect.
Jimmy Dorsey'e
Bob Eberly
.

',

'.

,

•

Jack searl
James' Tagfeftrt
Dawson
Hal
Sherwood

. .

.

",

able.

Herman Schlom has given film
good production backing to display
melodramatics and Felix Feist's direction of his own script is an expert job. Lawrence Tierney does anuncompromisingly
ofhis
other
.Frances Langford
Ralph Edwards tough guys as the killer around

Professor.
Duff*
Mrs. Rogers,...;,.....

.'

,.

.

,.

Eddie

'

.

Lew Landers' direction carries piot
along nicely; getting best from not
too well based ingredients. Maxwell
Shane, Winston Miller and Kae Sal.
kow scripted from original by latter
pair. Charles Quigley is the photoed
heel who's trying to marry Elaine
Riley for her money, while Bill Ed.
wards is the old friend who gets the
gal in the. end. Others are accept-

Band

Damon
Willow.
Mrs, Peters

,

Herself".

magazine for capital to get their own
rag underway. Sale of pix results
in murder of purchaser and leads
be
come involved in amateur sleuthing
to nail the killer. Before plot"!
washed up there's another killine
but Miss Withers tricks killer into
a confession and solves everything

Arthur Ross from piay by -George/Abbott
songs,,-LeIgh HarJIne,; Mpl't Greene: camera,
Frank Redman; editor, Samuel E. Beetley.
Tradeshown N. Y. Feb. 19, '47. Running
'
tJme,,6rMINS. -.•.-.'

•

Phil
Artie.

the publisher decides to unload. Pair
lens compromising photo of a
rich
girl's fiance and sell it to
another

should go strongly with the femme
players.
Femme lead, Kathtrade but may be a little too talky
leen Ryan, making her screen
for general audiences. Fact that it's
debut, is a star being born if there
a period piece will also militate
ever was one. She has qualities
against the film outside the keys. It's
similar in many ways to Ingrid
slotted for the first run's, though,
Bergman, but with greater depth,
where it should do satisfactory biz.
and is a sure Hollywood bet if
Lewin's screenplay, adaptation of
J. Arthur Rank doesn't have her
the de Maupassant novel has the title
Herb.
tied down.
character pay for his sins by being
killed in a duel which he brought on
himself, in .strict compliance with
the
the Production Code's "crime doesrft
(SONGS)
pay" edict. Prosties, which had a
RKO release ol.Mlche} Kralke production.
feature' part in the story, emerge as Stars Frances -Lang'lord} features Ralph
dancers of questionable character in Edwards, Phillip Terry, Gene JCrupa .Orch.
the film, and other themes resem- Directed by John II. Auer, Screenplay,
bling the off-color are treated in the Lawrence Kimble; adaptation by Kimble,

Beat

"*

Miss Withers and Robert Lowerv
team as heads of cooperatively rim
mag, taken over by employees when

—

,

The Fabnlons

Joe

name of Jane Withers to lend
extra value.

with

appraisal of this
highly-touted new. British production, starring James Mason,
pretty well agrees with Variety's
London reviewer (Feb, 12, '47).
Cane, who opined that the pic,
with its two" hours of unrelieved
gloom, would get critical raves
and do well in big cities, but
would take plenty of selling elsewhere. It's being distributed here
by Universal.
Director Carol Reed has been

Sanders marries the' comrade!? wife
to further his career after the friend
dies and then ditches her after getsey Bros.' band; keeps William Lun- ting half her inheritance. After neardigan, pianist-composer with the ing- his goal by acquiring the title of
is murdered.
band, on the hook because, of her
supposedly extinct noble family
Besides the good all-around cast, loyalty to the boys; and engineers the and proposing to the young daughter
the film has other plus factors in a finale when Paul Whiteman reunites of his wealthy, editor, he's brought
fetching outdoors lensing; a Jine the brothers for a musical charity up short when the last of the titled
musical setting by Adolph Deutsch concert and features "The Dorsey family appears on the scene and
which does a lot to enhance the ac- Concerto" by an unknown "D. H. challenges him to a duel. Sanders
tion; and lush production values in Smith," who turns out to be the ju- naturally gets killed in the duel and
Abel.
every respect.
venile lead, Lundigan. .In between the film fades out to mournful music.
are shown the travails of a barnCast is exceptionally strong and,
band, the oontempt Of bands under Lewin's skilled direction, is
IHwrsey* storming
for early radio days, the call from mostly responsible for the film's
(MUSICAL)
the King of Jazz himself for both merits. Sanders has one of the meatUnited Artists release of Charles it. Rog- Dorseys to join the Whiteman en- iest parts of his career and plays it
Star* semble, a jam session around Art with the correct hammy touch, leerers (John W. Rogers) production.
Blair:
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey, Janet
Tatum's tricky pianology. Mom Dor- ing nastily at the* "women, striking
features Paul Whlteman, Wm. Luttdigan.
Original sey (well played by Sara Allgood) them when it suits his fancy and
Directed by Alfred E. Green.
emoting with de Maupassant episcreenplay. Richard English, Art ^tnur, utilizes the device of long-hand bioT.
Herbert
director,
Curtis Kenyon; asst.
graphical notes, as if writing an in- grams for sock effect. Angela LansMendelson; music director, Louis Forbes;
formal diary, to tie the sundry scenes bury is beauteous and competent as
camera, James Van Trees; editor. George
the young widow with whom he's
Arthur; music editor, Walter, Hannemann; together from the days when the
dances, Chas. Baron; photographic effects, boys, in breeches, sit in with their probably in love all the time. Ann
Alfred Schmtd; original songs, Don GeOrSe- father's band for the dance at Gor- Dvorak, Frances Dee, Susan Douglas,
Tradeshown
Aliie Wrubel, Leo Shuken.
Katherine Emery and Marie Wilson
N. T., Feb. 24, '47. Running time, 8J-MWIB, man's Hall, and TD starts to impro- all show well as the other women
...Tommy Dorsey vise on his slide trombone as he, con- in his path. John Carradine, as the
Himself
Jimmy Dorsey verts' the turkey-trot and "When You
V
Himself
comrade, and Hugo Haas and Albert
Janet Btelr
Jane Howard
into
a
Maggie"
Were
Young
I
and.
Basserman handle the male roles in
Paul Whiteman
Himself....-.-.
.William Lundlgan modern rhythmic arrangement.
okay fashion. Ex-star Warren WilBob Burton
....Sara AllBOOd
Mrs. Dorsey.........
Subsequently the boys unreel liam shows his old. form in a feature
..Arthur Shields
Mr.. Dorsey..........
role.
"Green
Eyes"
"Marie"
(TD)
and
Flavin
Jame»
Gorman.......'...
Production credits, under the able
William Bakewell (JD), with Bob Eberly and Helen
Eddie
.Dave Wlllocfc O'Connell featured in the latter, supervision of Loew, are for the most
Foggy
...Bobby Warde
Young Tommy,
part standout. "My Bel Ami," feaworks
with
TD.
Blair
Miss
while.
TBuckley
...Bu«
Young Jimmy,
'....Ann Carter Specialties in the jam session and ture song penned by Jack Lawrence
Young Jane..'
....Torn Dugan elsewhere bring in Charlie Barnet, and Irving Drutman, is a fair wait?
Walter.
.
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Ah American

(ONE SONG)

UA).

generally.

;

Rose.

-

Above-average

Charlie Ruggles., Directed
"Whelan.
by
Andre de Toth; Story, Luke Short; screenplayj Jack Moffitt, Graham Baker, Cecile
Kramer; asst. producer. Gene Strong; score
composed and conducted by Adolph Deutsch;
camera. Russell Harlan. Harry Pedmond,
Jr.
editor, Sherman A. Rose; asst. director, Harold Godsoe; music director, Rudolph
Tradeshown Feb. 20, '47. Running
Polk.
time, »* WINS.
Connie Diekason.
Veronica Lake

Dave Nash.. ......
Walt Shipley
Ben Dickason. .....
Frank Ivey

(Enterprise

Odd Man

Private Affairs of Bel

Miniature Reviews

Robert Lo««
J
Smiine

Pete Ryan
Chief Tom Blake
John Moulton
Dora Hilton

Harry Hilton.
Korden Royal
'.

\

llf.v

t

..Mona Barne
Frank WIlooJ
Pen*
',*,",. ....Leonard
.

J.'.'.

.

Murkil

Robert
Louis Jean

".
'.

'.

".
'.

'.

'.Vlnce Harnett

"I Cover Big Town" is second in
the Pine-Thomas series based on tne
"Big Town" radio program. It s a
much stouter entry than initialer ana
.Jane Withers will pay off in okay style in the sup..Robert Lowery porting market.
There's plenty ox
...Bill Edwards
pace developed »y
....Blaine- Riley action and fast
and
.Audrey Young William C, Thomas' direction
. .

.

.

Charles Johnson,...
..... Lyle Talbot
Carl Pauling. ......
.Charles Quigley
Smitty
...Lucia Carroll
Veronica.
Nina Mae McKlnney
Turlock
'.7.T.7'-7.¥imi Harvey
I

Problems of operating a photo
magazine and solving a murder at
the same time set the pattern for
light
melodramatics
in
"Danger
Street." It's secondary product from
the Pine-Thomas unit at Paramount

P-Ti production framing gets the
most from budget.
News sleuthing of Philip Reed as
Steve Wilson, and Hillary Brooke
Beas Lorelei, prevents a man from
ing framed for murder, uncoveis
deal to bankrupt a building fi™ and
brings a wanted crook to justice, a"
interminutes,
62
In the space of
ingielarded with the melodramatic
(Continued on page 11)

a

.

Jffe&nesHay,

I

Town

Brog.

ket intentions.

Fob. 20.

od.
Tin

William Pine-WH-

of

production,

s

Stars

llol.ert

Lowery. Ann Savage; features Barton MiLane. Douglna Fowley, Douglas Blu'kley,
Direeled by
Curl Kola. Duncan Rcnnldo.
Peter Stewart, Screenplay, Whitman Chom..bers: original story. David Lnngj eamcra.
Jack Greenhalgh: aerial photography. Fred
jHrkman, Jr.: editor. Howard Smith. Trade-

shoun

I'VI..

Running

17, '41.

'

railed C'Hi'tu

in

.

MINS,

Ann Savage
..Barton .MacLane
.Douglas Blaekley
...Douglas Fowley
Curt Bois

Tom Hammond..
Tony

lime, G<

.Robert Lowery

Keliy Jnrdnn
Iaiirey Roberts..
Case llasln
Andy Mellon

..Duncan Rennldo

.

"Jungle Flight" bases

its

chief production feature. It's standaid material for filling out the twin
bills and will show okay returns for
modest budget.

Plot concerns freight line operated

by

Robert

Lowery

States.

when

As

result Blaekley

killed
his overloaded plane crashes.
then segues into romantic phase
is

Yarn
when Lowery takes Ann Savage,

(FRENCH-MADE)
Trlii.Jnre

Mima

release of Pallia (France)
stars Jean-Louis Utu-ruult ArFabien Lorls
Directed by
Marcel Carne. Original screenplay, Jacques
•'revert:
music, Joseph Kosma. Maurice
»hlt>rte, Georges Mouc|ue,
A.t Ambassador.
Y.. Veil. Ill,
'4T.
Running time. 144

MINS

Dehurnu

riapiisi?

.

Frederick [.emailre.
Uiu-iince

•

Jean-Louis Barranlt
Pierre Brasseur
Arletly
llerrand

.

Lnconaire
Jericho
Avril

Marcel

Renoir
Fabien Loris
Ktlenne Decroux
Maria Cnssares
Jeanne Marken
Gaston Modot
Louis Salou
..Pierre Patau
Pierre

Anpelme Dehurnu.

. .

Nathalie

Madame

Herhilue.

The Blind
Count de Mommy.

.

.

,

Director
Senrpla Barigni
Inspector of Police.

Remy

Albert

Paul

.

Frankeur

(In French; English Titles)

The most ambitious French film,
and certainly the longest, to cross
the

Atlantic

since

the

Nazis

were

pushed back of the Seine, turns out
be a strange mixture of the beauthe esoteric and the downright

to

tiful,

Some

dull.

startling

leads

men

to their ruin in an uneven
of writing and direcwhich will do

performance
tion.

A

well

film, in short,
in
sureseater

metropolitan

situations where there are enough
flyforeign pix fanciers for heavy traffic.
from a crooked husband, to the
In Chillicothe, its chances are in reas cook. Douglas Fowley, the
verse.
husband^Jinally locates his missing
"Les Enfants du Paradis" ("The
frau, appears on the scene .with the
cops right after him. He's captured Children of Paradise") borrows its
but plane crashes on return trip to title from the denizens (reminiscent

mine

Finale has Lowery flying to rescue victims, mixing in a
violent slugfest with Fowley and getting the girl in the end.
Peter Stewart keeps the Whitman
Chambers script on the move with
his direction although pace would
civilization.

Roslne Luguet

Suzanne

of those old silents depicting

mobs

l

French; English Titles)
"Her First Affair" ("Premier Rendezvous") is Danielle Darrieux's first
postwar film, which comes wrapped
in all the Darrieux charm to give
the art houses a happy tilt at the

Prnterbnben

1

boxoffice. Whatever lure the French
actress might have held with U.S.
audiences, however, must have been
dissipated during the war, so that
chances for "Affair" elsewhere in the
U.S. market look slim.
Of interest to U.S. audiences,
though, is the introduction of Louis
Jourdan, handsome juvenile whom
David O. Selznick recently inked to
make pix over here. Resembling a
youthful edition of Charles Korvin,
Jourdan seemingly has what it takes
to make ihe grade. Pleasant but innocuous story of "Affair" doesn't give
him too much chance to strut his
thesping ability but he's the tall, dark
type who will set the femmes agog
and, with proper grooming in the
DOS stable, he should make out well.
"Affair" was written, produced and
directed by Henri Decoin, former
spouse of Miss Darrieux, who made
of the film a bright-enough little tale
of a lonely orphan who seeks mental

Billy...

.

.tieorge

Madge Meredith

Susan ......
.

Maury...'...

.

Carmody....

Steve Brodie
Billy

Hannah.

Sal.e

...A Harry Woods

Slim

Phil

Mayor

House

Virginia

....
.Lsricin. ......

Jason

"Gabby" Hayes

sprightly little comedies that

made

French pix famous but Decoin. by
striving for novelty, gets snarled in
an over-complicated plot that fails to
rise above the ordinary.
By means of a ruse. Miss Darrieux
gets to meet her secret pash but
finds an a.k. college professor. Latter, however, reveals he's only subbing for the real "lonely heart,"
whom he describes as a young and
handsome lad. Since it's too late to
return to the orphanage, the profes-

Warren

..Harry Harvey
Jason Robnrds

,

,

demi-monde (Arletty)
who moves through the seamy Pa-

passion for a

eral college tunes,

her
environs,
bestowing
charms on those she likes but not
for coin. Arletty is also pursued by
a flamboyant confrere of Barrault's
cutsinister
a
(Pierre Brasseur): by
throat (Marcel Herrand); and an
aristocrat (Louis Salou) whose attention is transfixed by Arletty's stage

heavy

risian

—

.

(1,

.

.

.

•

none

of

which

is

outstanding. Decoin's direction is too
in spots for the comedy but
he's mounted the film on well-designed sets, with the other producStal.
tion credits also' good.

Angel and Sinner
(FRENCH-MADE)
AFE

relense of Herman Schlom producDirected
Features James Warren.
by William Berke.
N'onuan
Screenplay,
Houston, based on Znne Grey's novel: muPaul Sawtell: editor. Krnle Leudlay:
sic,
camera. Jack Mackenzie. Previewed X. Y.

Feb. 21,

Mllly
Hatfield
.

.

,

.

'

j

,

.

.

.

j
!

I

.

.

Phil

and critics were practically unanimous that the picture was not
worth the trouble and money expended.

Harry Woods
Raymond Pure
Harvey

Warren
Lynn

...lCmmetl

ii

Vienna Singing Boys were badly
depicted as "bad boys playing Indians." Cuts were made. Film was
then exported to Switzerland. Again
there were cuts.
Rumors spread
about a political angle involved.
Finally the Vienna premiere came

1

.

...Harry

.

Despite a familiar story formula.
"Code of the West" turns out to be
a nicely paced galloper which should
be acceptable faro for action situa-

Main objection is that film shows
only the famous Austrian Singing
Beys. There's very little action. One
boy falsifies the signature of his
father in order that a play of his
friend can be produced.
Father
guarantees the eventual deficit. That
is all.
Reminiscences of old Viennese Prater with its amusement
places are also not sufficient to warrant production.
Emil.

There's hard ridin', fightin'"an'd
mild romance packed in the film's

tions.

57 minutes.

Based on the Zane Grey tale, plot
hangs on the efforts of James Warren and John Laurenz to homestead
it On the Arizona strip circa 1880.
Most strip claims have been optioned
by gambler and tavern-keeper Raymond Burr who's had inside info
that a railroad is to extend ultimately
across the area. However, newlyarrived banker Harry Harvey refinances the settlers' loans. Thereupon Burr and his henchmen cook
up plenty of skullduggery be'ofe
they're all corralled by Warren and
turned over to the law.
ThesRing chores are well handled
by a first-rate cast. James Warren
turns in a credible and forthright
performance as a champion of law
and order. His partner, Laurenz. is
vaguely reminiscent of Leo Carrillo.
Burr is sinister as the heavy. Harry
Harvey convinces as the banker, and
Emmett Lynn's characterization of
the Doc shines. Debra Alden and
Rita Lynn acquit themselves favorably as the heart interest.
Despite the apparent low-budget,
producer Herman Schlom has endowed this entry with better-thanaverage production values. Director
William Berke milks Norman Houston's screenplay to advantage, while
cameraman Jack Mackenzie's lensing
is

effective.

Other technical credits

are standard.

"I.'Arche

de

(FKENCH).

Noe"

("Noah's

Ark")

R.A.C. release of ProilncInternationales
Clnehintogrnphiqnea
Stars Pierre Brasseur, Armand BerGeorges Roliin: features Alerme.
Claude Larue, Jacqueline Pierreti.w Armou>!.
Directed by Henry Jacques.
Soreen•ilay, Albert Paraz, based on his novel "Bint";
dialog,. Pierre
Laroehe;
camera,
Henry Tiquet; music. Joseph Kosma. Reions

111m.

nard,

.•lewed

In

Paris.

Running

tli«e,.»1

MINS,

Poor direction and technique in
every phase make this entry an unlikely bet for export, but the humorous story might provide material for a Hollywood remake..
In
Fran.ce it's cued for the sticks and
nabe situations where it will draw
plenty of laughs.
a houseboat
makes their

come, from

Title

where most
home.

of the cast

"lykke Pun Itejsen" ("Lucky Journey") (UASISH). Palladium Film prnluction and release.
Slavs Urling Schroeler. Ingeborg Brams: features Asbjorn An.
lersen, Peter Malle'rg, Maria Garland. Klsa
Kouranl, Greta Bendix, Vera Llndstroem.
Viilborg Neuchs. Directed by Christen Jul.
Screenplay.
Klrstine

Jul and
Andersen:
camera. Kinar Olsen; music, Sv. Rrik Turn.
Tradesbowtt in Copenhagen. Running time.

MINS.

»8

Good

Danish comedy starring
Long absent from
his role with fiStory deals with a married
man's journey to Paris and his
amorous adventures there.
Film
will do well in Denmark and probably all over Scandinavia.

Erling Schroeder.
films,

he handles

nesse.

Hue and Cry
(BRITISH-MADE)
London. Feb.

'

. .

Alden

Debru

.

;

i

157

lohn Lam en'/
Sieve Hn
Lynn
Rita
.Robert Clark"
....Carol Forma

Carter
Stockton
WPRCOll ....
Doc Qui a.
.

MINS.
James Warren

time.

-.

.-.

release

Hanging on the fringe is Nathalie lou. Palau. Roger Karl. Marcel Simon, Di(Maria Cassares), hopelessly in love rected by Christian- Jaeque. Baaed on novel
with Barrault. After considerable by Guv de Maupassant. Previewed X. If.,
development of complex emotional Feb. 21, '47. Running time, H4 MINS.
.Micheline Presle
cross-currents. Arletty cuts the knot Boule de Suif
.Louis Salou
Lt. Eyrirk (Flfit...
by joining with the aristocrat in a Carre-Lamadon
...
Palau
continental tour of love. Interim of La Major Falsborg.
Roger Karl
some half-dozen years is indicated in Le f'orote. ....
Marcel Simon
cinch.
Alfred Adam
Name values are strong for the ac- which Barrault turns to Nathalie for Cornudet.
...Jean Brochard
Lolseau
tion market, leading off With Ran- nuptials, consolation and devotion to Otto Grossling
.....Michel Saline
dolph Scott and George "Gabby" his art.
Denis D ines
Le Cure
Arletty returns and, surprisingly
Hayes. Locale is pioneer Kansas and
the small trail's end town of Liberal. enough, discloses that her one per(In French; English Titles)
The latAgainst, that background script and manent love is for Barrault.
of
a
France
is
relighting
entry
from
Latest
direction pitch fast movement that ter, carried away by a
family to melodramatic echo from World War
entertains. Scoring potently are Scott the torch, deserts wife and
Mauas Bat'Masterson, famed western law rejoin her. In a final scene, Barrault II. Although taken from a de
man, and Hayes, a bewhiskered loses her again in a carnival crowd passant novel based on the Francoafter Arletty is moved to take a Prussian war of 1870, film draws a
prairie veteran.
of direct parallel to France's martyrAction gets underway when Scott walk-out by the despairing pela
dom and heroism during the recent
Barrault's wife.
is brought in to clean up lawless ele_ ,.
Barrault is brilliantly effective as Nazi occupation. Film is marked by
ment that, is wrecking Liberal and
His a gallery of superlatively drawn
the farmers who are trying to make the sensitive, lovelorn mimic.
the
characterizations, done in the best
in
portrayed
the land fruitful. On the law man's pantomiming skill,
above
"and
tradition of Gallic wit and candour;
far
Is
sequences,
side are Robert Ryan, young land stage
for but a discursive screenplay and limp
agent who visions vast wheat for- anything that the screen's shown
should climax destines this effort to only
tunes 'for the farmers, and Hayes. a long time past. Hollywood
reference moderate success' in U.S. art houses.
Excitement rides high under Ray En- mark him down for future
Micheline Presle, in the star role
if thats in
right's direction as story develops —and future acquisition,
of a modern Joan of Arc with a tar...
,~
logically to the climax when' the bad the cards.
all
Arletty has a beauty and allure nished past, scores heavily on
men are done in and Liberal settles
Her counts— looks, talenjj and personaldown to be a peaceful wheat, instead that's pure feminine schmaltz.
carriage
Her playing of .a fillc de joie
graceful
itv.
enigmatic smile,
of cow. town.
have a who refuses to share her charms
Action is leavened by Hayes' fine and magically appealing eyes
re- with the Prussian conquerors is profar
goes
that
pull
Gallic
li«ht comedy work. He gives a lift" worldly
jected with simplicity and passion,
when needed and relieves tension at gardless of boundaries or language
merits the atten- skirting the pitfall of patriotic posjust the right moments. Scott makes barriers. She. too.
As to turing. Generally appealing perhis role a big success. Robert Ryan tion of Hollywood's filmakers.
their roles are formance holds promise of a big fuis excellent;
Madge Meredith regis- Hie other lead parts,maintained
con- ture With U.S. audiences.
ters more favorably in the romantic slnrpiv defined and
peak
Surroundinc her, without dimming
<lcmtlv in a film which is a
spot with Ryan than does Anno .left'Wit.
her luotre, is a brilliant crew of
reys. Latter's part is larger but not of the>pian artistry.
"Trail Street" is rough, tough western entertainment, geared to regisNat
ter heavily at the boxoffice.
Holt's production repeats the commercial factors he used in the successful "Badman's Territory" last
season and comparable success is a

Running

'-IT.

Wade

Boli

of Louis Wilts production.
Slars Micheline Presle; features Louis Sa-

appearance.

West

Code

RKO

tion.

escape from her orphanage environ- Rulh
ment by answering a "lonely hearts" Chlto
ad in the newspapers. Situation could Saunders
Pcplta
have been made into one of the Harry

—

.Randolph Scott
Robert Ryan
......Anne Jeffreys

ii

i

•

Rube

reviews

depict the vari- crooks who use a serial story in "The
society, the Trump," a kids' weekly, as a means
bourgeois, bureaucrat, aristocrat, and of communication. 'Joe Kirby. an
radical.
Especially
standout
are imaginative youngster, spots this, and
Marcel Simon, Palau and Jean Bro- in spite of discouragement from his
chard who, in portraying collab- boss and an alleged detective, he
orationist elements, run the full ga- perseveres, interests his pals, and
mut of emotions from craven fear to brings off a great coup when boys of
cunning back again to hysteria. Less ail ages flock to the bomb-ravaged
accurate, psychologically,
are the wastes of dockland for a roundup of
portrayals of the German officers the criminals.
which border on caricatures of bruDirector Charles Crichton has been
tality.
conscientious,
but
queer camera
Story is concerned with a group angles and shadows can add little
of French citizens thrown together thrill when the original material
in a stagecoach while fleeing from lacks it. Film will need a lot of sellthe German-occupied zone around ing here, and is unlikely to weather
Cane.
Paris. En route they are stopped by Atlantic transportation.
a nasty Prussian who makes it clear
to the party that they cannot continue until Miss Presle walks the
(Boys of the Prater)
plank into his private chambers. Res!
of the group cajole her into sub(AUSTRIAN-MADE)
mitting to the officer as a patriotic
Vienna, Feb. 10.
duty. Bitterly disillusioned by scornSovexport release of Vindohona Film proful treatment she receives from her
in. -lion.
Directed by Paul .Martin, Screentraveling companions for her im- play by Hugo M. ICiltx and Kdmutld Slrzymorality in finally submitting, she gowsky; music. Willy Scbmldt-Geiitner;
stabs another German officer who sets, Julius V. Rorsody; camera. Osknr
sound, Alfred Xorkus. At Skala,
approaches her with the same deal as Schnuercli;
Vienna. Feb.
'-IT.
Running time. IM
the first. She flees into the country- MINS.
side and pic fades out with her hap- -tchanngt.
Frllz Imboft
pily tolling the church bells during Marie
Pepl Km mer-tlloeekner
President
the funeral of her victim.
Alfred Veugebauer
Ferdinand
Herman Tbinilg
English titles are adequate for Semlramis.
Rosy Werglnz
fluent understanding of story devel- ICaergli.
.Dorothea Xeff
and the Vienna Singing Boys
opment. Settings are good and camerawork is firstrale throughout. Excellent musical score underlines genThis third Austrian production has
Hcnn.
eral production merits.
a paradoxical story. On the eve of
the premiere, it was withdrawn, announcement being made that the
of <li<»
'

j

—

Allen.,

French

of

|

Jean Tlssier
Georges Mauloy
Louis Jourdan

in French revolution scenes) who sor takes Miss Darrieux home with
frequented the top gallery of a dreary him, where she moves in on a purely
little theatre in the Paris of the platonjc basis. Since
it's an all-boys'
1840s. Its poetical concept is to pre- school, it presents the usual trouble
sent the world's charade, in which of keeping her hidden. Younger man
the theatre's actors and actresses finally arrives, he and Miss Darrieux
be helped by trimming another five take part, with the Shakespearian fall in love, but it's revealed that
minutes from footage. Lowery and view that life's a stage and those the professor had actually inserted
Miss Savage carry off the leads okay. upon it poor players.
the ad and he too loves the gal. In a
Much of its mood depends upon mess of zany comedies, the boys at
Curt Bois is in for some dialect comthe wizardry of dialog and here the the school pool their dough to raise
edy as a native who wants to fly.
Pine-Thomas production gets added film finds itself unhappily perched enough to adopt Miss Darrieux, she
value from air shots lensed by Fred on the familiar horns of dilemma goes off with the younger guy and
Jackman. Jr. Other camera work is which beset subtitled pix. Choice the professor gives them his blesscapably handled by Jack Greenhalgh. had to be made between literal and ings.
copious subtitles or short, to-theBrog.
Miss Darrieux, although slightly
point ones which do not distract from above age to play a young and innoIn taking the latter cent orphan girl, turns in a sprightly
the action.
* Trail Street
the
merely performance and also handles her
course,
transcriber
(SONGS)
sketched in lengthy, passionate ex- song assignments in good voice. Jourchanges and the viewer has the ir- dan does well as the young guy who
Hollywood, Feb. 20:
TtKO release of Nat Hult production. ritated feeling, at times, of wonder- finally gets her but it's Fernand LeStars Randolph Scott, Robert Ryan, Anne ing what gives. An unwise choice, doux, as the a.k. professor, who cops
Jeffreys. George "Gabby" Jla>;es: features in this instance, because fixing of a
the acting honors with a smooth and
Madge Meredith. Steve Brotlle, Hilly House,
subtle performance. Jean Tissier, as
Directed by mood is the sine qua nbn.
Virginia Sale, Marry Woods.
Covering a stretch of years in the his wolfish colleague, is also standRay Enright. Screenplay. Norman Houston.
Gene Lewis; based on the novel by William lives of a players' troupe, the lei- out.
Corcoran; camera, J. Roy Hunt; music, surely tale centers on a mimic (JeanMiss Darrieux has several songs
Paul Sawtell; editor. T.yle Boyer. TradeBarrault) and his other-world and the boy students also sing sevshown Feb. 10, '17. Running time. SSMINh. Louis

Bal

who

ous layers

1

Dehellv
Ruls

Kliv.n

Fernand Ledoux

(In

production,

character actors

•

liabrlello Dorzhtt

Pierre

(Children of Paradise)

ins*

.

(FRENCH-MADE)
Distinguished Films release of Henri Deproduction, written ami directed by
Deooin.
stars Danielle Darrieux, Louis
features Fernand Ledoux-. Jean
At 4!!d street Apollo, N. Y. Running time, 90 .MINS.
Miehellne
.Danielle Darrieux
Henrlette
Jacqueline Desmarets
coin

Joiii.lnn;
Tlssier.

Los Enfant* du Paradis

flashes of inDouglas spired mimicry
and fresh Gallic humor are wedded to the not un-Hollywoodian concept of the femme fatale
who. willy-nilly in this instance,

and

Blaekley, flying equipment and ore
fore mine owned by Barton MacLane in a Latin-American country.
Boys get over-anxious in effort to
make sizeable stake and return to the

First Affair

('Premier Rendezvous')
(Songs)

tell are extra values that help the
punch. Nat Holt's production gives
the screenplay by Norman Houston Angele
and Gene Lewis, based on William The Directress
ChrlstophJne
Corcoran's novel, showmanly treat- Marie
ment to make "Trail Street" pay off Xtcolns
Rollan
with large returns.
Brog.
The Director

adventures

on flying freighters and as a consequence the aerial photography is'

Her

..

.

wnm

as clearly defined. Miss Jeffreys sings
two tunes appropriate to the saloon
background where she is entertainer
Steve Brodie and Billy House are the
top heavies, but their henchman,
Harry Woods, provides the most
menace.
Expert lensing by J. Roy Hunt and
purposeful music score bv Paul Saw-

letly: feature* Pierre Brusseu'r.
Louis .Solon. silicone Drciou.v.

Jungle Flight
Paramount release

n

.
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Cover Pig

(Continued ftom page 10)
dients are considerable .chuckles to
lighten proceedings.' By-play in city
hall pressroom when Lorelei take*
over a police beat to resentment of
diehard male reporters accounts for
majority of lightness, blending well
with more thrilling action in Whitman Chambers' original screenplay.
Reed and Miss Brooke do well by
the leads and Robert Lowery is
again seen as Pete Ryan, Robert
Shayne does the police chief who
Frank Wilcox,
is harassed by Rccd.
accused of murder; Louis Jean Heydt,
crook, and Vince Barnett. bail bond
broker, give 'good support.
Maxwell Shane served as associate
producer. Lensing, editing and other
technical credits are expert lor mar-

linm

...
.

5.

General Film Distr hutoiw' release of lOalStudios product! :in. Features Alaslair
Sim, Jack Warner, V alerie While. Directed
by Charles Crichton. Screenplay by T. K.
At
B. Clarke. Camera. Douglas Slooombe.
Siudlo ne, London. ROunning time. 82

inx

MINS.
Felix Wilkinson

.Al istalr Sim
Valerie White
Jack Vitamer

,

Rhona
Nightingale
Joe Kirby
Mr. Kirby

(

.,

......... Ha rry Fow ler
.......Frederick Piper

Kirby

Mrs.
Alec

Dicky

.Headier Delaine
Douglas Barr

........ ..loan

'tarry .

Fothcrglil

Xorman

.....

. .

,;,

...........
....>..,

Arthur,

Dowling

Alec Ftlhlev
Ian Djlwwm
Gerald Fox

....... .David

Albert

Simpson

Hughes

Wally

,

Stan..
Dusty.....

......... .John Hudson
.......... .David Knox

..,

Fields")
(SWEDISH). Terra Film release of Filmo production; stars Sigurd
W'allen, Dagny Llnd, Birger Malmaten: features Elsa Widborg. Marin Arbln, Krik'
Hell; directed by Hampe Fauslman; screenplay. Jan Frldegard, Goesta Xeuen based

on novel by Frldegard; camera. Kluer AkeaStockholm.
Running
in

son.
Reviewed
time. 90 SUNS.

Bringing the lives of Swedish farmers into focus, film is a study of their
struggle for existence. Sigurd Wallen's acting stands out as does direction of Hampe Faustman. Picture looks to be a success here, but
story has little interest outside of

Wins.

Scandinavia.

Reminiscent of the German classic
"Emil and the Detective" (UFA.
1931

nor

this film has neither its charm
The stars, presumably
its wit.

J,

boxoffice magnets, have been
woefully wasted, particularly Valerie
White, uncommonly uncomfortable
in an unsuitable part. Alastair Sim
and Jack Warner, both with considerable followings in this country,
will disappoint their public.
Lack of youthful charm and spontaneity, accents that will puzzle, are
major failings. Principal actor is. exnews vendor Harry Fowler, who has
played various cockney parts on the
screen, but who fails to make the
main character credible. And everything depends on believing in him.
Story revolves around a gang of

the

"I.'Iltspeeietir Sergll" ("Inspector, Ser(Jf'JREM'H). Constellation release
Bll")
of

ATA. production.

Stars

Paul Meurlsse;

features I.iliane Bert, Rene Blancart, N era.
Maxlme, Andre Hurgete, Plorencle. llarc
.

V.-itbe).

play
[lev.
».-,

.Dim-led by .(nconer D.irey. Screenbased on novel by Jacuua

bv Porey.

Reviewed

mm.

Poorly
to

offer.

in

Paris.

Running

time.

made whodunit has little
Paul Meurisse, who por-

trayed the gangster in "Macadam."
does the detective in this one supported by a very inept cast. Booked
at the Marbeuf theatre to fill out its
four-week quota, house's sophisticated patrons snickered at the picture's obvious amateurishness. What
tragic
suspense
for
intended
is

'emerges as

a

comedy.
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HAVE YO

GO OVER

OO-O

Pauiefte

with

If!)

Ill

miTCH£LL L
Produced by
Directed by

GLAUDE BINYON

MITCHELL LEISEN

Screen Play by Claude Binyon and

P. J.

Wolfson
4

Original Story by P.

J.

Wolfson
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VER HEARD THE TRADE BOYS

rd like this

"A

- even for a

\

joy entertainment-wise for the audience... and box-

office-wise for the exhibitor.

give

it all

will

happen

to

it

needs."— Af.P. Daily

be so loud and continuous that spectators*

are apt to miss

"One

Goddard and Mac Murray

the color and ginger

"Laughter

much

more

of the crisp dialog.

pictures.

That should

Sure to score solidly."— BoxoffiU

of those extraordinary pictures that turns out just

makers hoped. Paramount hasn't had as gay
and riotous a farce to release in many moons."— Hollywood Reporter
as

.

Paramount picture

funny

as its

off in all situations. Topnotch script,
Goddard and MacMurray troup to the hilt"— Variety

"Socko. Will pay
lusty laughs.

"A

smart piece

of

showmanship

of

which Paramount may be

proud. Assured high popularity from

Gay, rollicking comedy

"A

is

credit in all

its opening scene.
departments."—/)^ Variety

must... light and gay... plenty of comedy. Pace

and

will

provide

many

is fast

a belly-laugh."— The Independent

World Premiere
At the Paramount Today
'}

Po,r- mount

Will Spring

On The

Its

First

Next Great Grosser Nationally

Day Of Spring!
>

/

a*7

PICTURE GROSSES

Warn leaier

He! 5§G, 5 Spots;
'Beast'

Neat JOG in

Los Angeles, Feb.

64G

'Prentiss'
4, 'Calif

I

Tf*IH*Mr*

I
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Bfe Sfows Up Hnb Albeit 'Raw'

in 3,

48G, 2d

Boston, Feb.

^Kcy

(Basedon

ilgriii

theatres. "Lady in Lake" is
sighting good $41,000 for second
week, three spots. "Miss Pilgrim" is
very light at $34,000 in second frame,

amount

Avenue (H-E)

Fifth

—"Song
$18,000.
i

Smash

Last week, "Secret Heart"

M-G) and "Crime

Doctor's

made quick recovery on

holiday
(Sat.) and is doing well. Top item is
-Razor's Edge" at the Memorial.
Lionel Hampton band is hypoina
"Swell Guy" at the RKO, but others
largely h.o.'s, are still potent 'at the'
b.o„ especially "Jolson Story" third
frame at the State and Orphcium.
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,200; 50-$1.10)—
"Swell Guy" (U) plus Lionel Hampton orch, others, on stage. Smash
$35,000 despite blizzard, with tipped
holiday scale helping. Last week,
"Wicked Lady" (U) plus Ciro Rimac,
Arthur Blake, Nonchalants, others,

Estimated Total Gros*
$3,189,000
This Week
(Based on 22 cities, 204 theaincluding
n. y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$3,009,900
Last Year
(Based on 23 cities, 184 theatres)

(2,349; 45-80)

(RKO).

of South"

Man-

hunt" (Col), fairish $12,500 in 9 days.

16 theatres)

Liberty (J&vH) (1,650; 45-80)—
"Jolson Story" (Col) (9th wk). This
long-runner still big. Looks sock
$14,000. Last week, big $10,500.

$101

lip

Music Box (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"Rue Madeleine" (20th) (4th wk).

lilts

'Wolf

Fourth and final ses"Song of South" is okay
two locations.

is stoot p;

four houses'.

'

Huge

54G,

1SC0

"Magnificent Doll" (U) and "Secret

San Francisco, Feb. 25.
news here currently is the
—"Gun for Hire" (Par) and "Ro- way Danny Kaye is boosting "Lone
mance of West" (PRC) plus stage: Wolf in Mexico" to a terrific session

of Whistler" (Col), $10,300.
(Sterling)

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.

Years" continues to lead
roadshow runs with $36,500. in two
"Stairway to
week.
spots, ninth
Heaven" is sturdy $7,000 on fifth
"Best

Palomar

Blizzard of last Thursday put a
dent in biz for this sesh, but terweekend trade is bringing
things back, to life.
Most of the -deluxers are featuring
holdovers, with only "Shocking Miss

Big $8,000,

rific

Week

fornia

(1.350;

45-80)

week, "Out Cali-

Last

Way" (Rep) and "Lighthouse"

(PRC) and vaude,

$6,300.

Big

I

at the

of

Golden Gate.

recent

at

biz

It's

far

house.

this

ahead
"The

50-$l)—
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 45-80)— Red House," new Edward Robinson
"Beast Five Fingers" <WB) and Pilgrim,"
"Johnny O'clock" and "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d starrer, looks neat at United Artists
"Wanted for Murder" <20thV Neat "The Chase"^ the major newcomers. wk). Fancy $16,000 after immense while "Nora Prentiss" shapes as
$20,500 opener.
Last .week, "San 'Quentin"
$6,000.
Estimates -for This Week
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 45-80)— okay at the Fox.
(RKO) t"d "Dick Tracy Vs. CueAldine (WB) (1,303; 50-94)— "Per- "Magnificent Doll" (U) (2H wk).
Estimates for This Week
ball" (RUO) (2d wk), oke $3,000.
fect Marriage" (Par) (2d wk). Weak
From Orpheum. Big $6,000. Last
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,844; 60-95)
Beverly (FWC) (1,352; $1-S1.80>—
week. "Deception" (WB) (3d wk), —"Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col) plus
wk). $9,000. Last week, oke $16,500.
19th
(RKO")
"Best Years"
Arcadia (Sablosky) (700; 50-94)— good $4,400.
vaude headed by Danny Kaye. TerAround $13,000. Last week, steady "Man' I Love"
(WB) (2d run).- Fair'
Winter Garden iSterling) (800; 25- rific $54,000. Last week, "Boston
$14,600. $6,000. Last week, I'Noclurne" (WB),
50)— "Cloak and Dagger" (WB) and Blackie and Law" (RKO) plus vaude
Beveilv Hills Music Hall (B&S- $4,000 second run.
"Courage of Lassie" (M-G) (3d run). headed by "Truth or Consequences"
65-S1 )—" Abie's
(824;
BUimcnfcld)
Boyd (WB) (2,350; 50-94)— "Nora Solid $4,500. Last week, "Margie" with Ralph Edwards, okay $30,000.
Irish Rose" (UA).(2d wk). Fair $3,- Prentiss" (WB) (3d wk). Nice $16;(20th) and "Sister Kenny" (RKO)
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 55-95)— "Nora
000. Last week, light $4,200.
500. Last week, okay $19,500.
(3d run), mild $3,200.
Prentiss" (WB). Oke $26,500. Last
Earle (WB) (2,760; 60-99)— "The
Carthay 'Circle (FWC) (1,518; $1week, "Angel and Badman" (Rep)
$1.80)— "Yearling" (M-G) (9th wk). Chase" (UA) with Norman Granz'
(2d wk), 6 days, $14,000.
Steady $10,000. Last week, fancy "Jazz at Philharmonic" on stage. Bfiz Clips Cleve. But
Warfield (FWC) (2,656; 55-85)
Neat $25,000. Last week. "Sweet$12,200.
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
(Mono) with
wk). Sturdy $23,000 after great $37,Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.048; 50- heart Sigma Chi"
'Smbad'
$30,000,
500 opener;
$1)— "Shocking 'Miss Pilgrim" (20th) Charlie Barnet orch, $21,500.
Fox
50-94)—
(20th)
(2,250;
"ShockParamount (FWC) (2,646; 55-85)—
,
(2d wk). Slow $9,000. Last week,
ing
Miss Pilgrim" (20th). Good
fair $15,200.
Vr ,
-lisiiii'esqtte StoHi2!l 'San Quentin" (RKO) (2d wk).
Down to $11,500 in 5 days. Last
Downtown (WB) (1,800: 50-$!)— $28,000. Last week, "Rue Madeleine"
(3d wk), fine $16,500.
Cleveland, Feb. 25,
week, nice $18,500.
"Nora Prentiss" (WB-). Good $25,- (20th)
' Goldman
(Goldman) (1,300; 50-94)
Such distraction as Al Sirat Grotto,
.State (FWC) (2,133; 55-85)—"An000. Last week, "Men I Lbye" (WB)
—"Dead Reckoning" (Col) <2d*wk). drawing heavy trade to Civic Audi- gel and Badman" (Rep) (m.o.).
(2d wk), only $11,800.
$26,000. Opener broke house torium, and the bliz are hurting this Third week
Downtown Music Hall (Blumen- Terrific
downtown, offish $7j500.
record at $35,500.
session. But this won't hurt "Sinbad
feld) <872; 55-$l.)— "Irish Rose" (2d
PomL^J** ," 13 Hue Madeleine"
Karlton
wk). Light $8,000. Last week, slow —"Johnny (Goldman) (1.000; 50-94) the Sailor," which is .sock at palace. < 20th («h wk) (m.o.), 6 days, pleasO'Clock"
(Col). Trim "Humoresque" also is stout at the ing $7,000.
$10,100.
$22,000.
Last
week,
"Show-Off"
Hipp.
Orpheum (Blumenfeld) (2,448; 55.
EcypHan (FWC) (1,538; 50-$l)
(M-G) (3d wk), oke $8,000.
Estimates for This Week
85)
'Temptation" (U)
"Lady in Lake" (M-G) (2d wk).
Keith's (Goldman) (1,500; 50-94)—
55-70)— Colorless at $10,000 or near.(2d wk).
(RKO)
Allen
(3,000;
Smooth $12,000. Last week, smart "Razor's
Opener
Edge" (20th) (2d run) (2d "Wonderful Life" (RKO) (m.o.). Fine was fine $19,500.
$17,800.
wk). So-so, $6,000. Last week, good $14,000 after two solid stanzas at Pal,n ' t ? ,> Artists (Blumenfeld)
El Key (FWC) (861; 50-$l)
(1,„.i
ace.
Last week, "Miss Pilgrim" 207; 55-85)
(WB) and $9,500.
''Beast Five Fingers"
"Red House" (UA).
(20th), sizzling $17,000 but not held Neat $19,000, Ust week,
"Wanted For Murder" (20th).. Good , Mastbaum (WB) (4,350; 50-94)
"Abie's
"Humoresque"
(WB). (2d wk). Slid- because of Allen's heavy back-log Irish Rose" (UA)
$6,000. *LaSt week, "San Quentin"
(2d wk), $8^00.
ing
to
$24,000
after
sock
$37,000 of films.
Stagedoor (Ackerman) (350: $1.80(RKO) and "Dick Tracy" (RKO) opener last
week plus hefty $4,500
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 55-70)—
Ty
(2d wk), okay $3,500.
~*K?S? r V " <UA > «2d wk).
"Humoresque" (WB). First three 11
te
Fairfax (FWC) (1,504; $1.20-$1.80) Sabbath showing at Earle.
A4y *5.500. Last week, capacity
Pix (Cummins) (500; $1.30-$1.95- days almost a record for this spot, ?„
$6,200.
—"Duel in Sim" (SRO) <7th wk). $2.60)—
"Henry V" (UA) (9th wk). but letting down; stout $21,000 or
Near $15,500. Last week, slipped to Off
to $7,a00. Last .week, sweet $9,- over.
Last week, "Man I Love"
$18,000.
,500.
Four Star (UA-WC)
(900; $1(WB), about $19,500.
Stanley (WB) (2,950; 50-94)— "It's
$1.50)—"Stairway Heaven" (U) (5th
Lake (Warners) (800; 55-70)— 'Madeleine' leads K.C.
a Wbnderful Life" (RKO) (4th wk).
wk). Sturdy $"7,000. Last week, fine-"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (m.o.) Firm
Fat $22,000, Last week, hangup $26,$8,100.
$3,500 in 6 days. Last week, "Beast
At Fat f 18,000;
Guild (FWC) (968; 50-$D— "Song 500.
Five Fingers" (WB) (m.o.), $4,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,475; 50-94)—"Lai
of Scheherazade" (U). Trim $7,500.
Ohio (Loew's) (1,200; 55-70)—
dies Man" (Par). Fairish $12,000.
Last week, "I'll Be Yours" (U) (2d
"Blue Skies" (Par) (m.o.). Fifth
Okay 15G, 'Spirit' 7G
week, "Mr.. District Attorney"
wk) and "Lone Wolf in Mexico" Last
downtown
round.
Big
Last
$7,000.
(Col), mild $10,500,
Kansas City, Feb. 25.
(Col), showed loss at $2,100.week. ""Bachelor's Daughters" (UA),
Hawaii (G&S-Blumenfeld) (956;
Theatre biz here is holding a mod$4,000.
50-$D—"Abie's Irish Rose" (UA) (2d
Palace (RKO) (3.300; 35-70)-r"Sin- erate pace in keeping with calibre
•wk). Only $3,500. Last week, weak
bad the Sailor" (RKO ). Sock $30,000. of attractions. "13
Betty
Mutton's
'Dream'
Rue Madeleine,"
$3,900.
Last week. "Wonderful Life" (RKO),
in three Fox first-run houses,
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 50-$l>—
looks
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
smash $21,000 for second canto.
"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Nice .$19,000.
55-70)— leader, and probably will hold.
Paramount handed Betty Hutton
State
(Loew's)
(3,450;
Last week, "Man I Love" (WB) (2d the star
Lake"
"Lady
in
So-so
open"Lady
(M-G).
spot in "Dream Girl," screen
in Lake," at Midland, won't
wk), light $8,300.
ing but picked up to fine $24,000;.
Hollywood Music Hall (Blumen- adaptation of the Elmer 'Rice legit Last week. "Love Laughs Andy be far behind. First-run situations
play.
were increased with "Blithe Spiritjfeld) (475; 50-85)
"Irish Rose"
>
Picture wili be filmed in Techni- Hardy" (M-G), $19,000.
(UA) (2d wk). About $3,000. Last
Stillman (Loew's) (2,700; 55-70)— going into two Fox Midwest houses
week, fair $3,800.
color, starting in the summer, when
"Love Laughs Andv Hardy" (M-G) Apollo and Circys, both previously
Iris (FWC)
(828; 50-85 ^"ScheMiss Hutton completes "The Sainted (m.o;). Moderate -$6,800. Last, week,
subsequent-runs, •;
herazade" (U). Stout $8,500. Last Sisters."
"Blue Skies" (Par) (m.o.), on fourth
week,. "I'll Be Yours" (U) (2d wk)
Estimates for This Week
lap, swell $10,000.
and- "Lone Wolf" (Col), dull $3,500.
0X
Midwest)
(98^°™" C Cu
Loew's State (Loew-WC) (2,404;
c.
(»»&, (50, 55)—^t>vi!'
"Bhthe Spirit"
<U)
5041)
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (2d wk). Big $18,000. Last week, sock Indpls.
Moderate
h Se tw "o«ses into firstO.
„°
wk). Dull $13,000. Last week, mis- $20,900.
^
tl0
Comb ? may hit $7,RKO Hillstreet (RKO) (2,890; 50erable $22;500.
r'
t
But 'Clementine' 14G tm *
Last
week, subsequent-'
Los Angeles (D'town-WC) (2,097; 80)— "Song of South" (RKO) (4th
ru
Indianapolis, Feb. 25.
a nd Bllind s P ot" <Col>.- Sturdy
50-$D—"Lady in Lake" (M-G) (2d
Esquire
- Uptown - Fair wa
Film biz is rolling along at a mod„
^
v
(Fox
y
wk). Okay $18,000. Last week, not $12,000.
Last week, with "Mr. Twi- erate level this stanza. "My Darling Rawest) (820,
2,043, 700? 45-65)i
tip to hopes at $30,200 but still solid.
supporting, good $15,- Clementine" tops narrow field of
.i^ 1!110 Madeleine" (20th). Nice
800
Loyola (FWC) (1,248; 50-$l)
newcomers with a great session at $18,000 and may hold. Last week
"Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (2d wk). Near
RHz (FWC k (1,370; 50-$D—"Sche- the Indiana. "Man I Love"
''Temptation' (U), light $12:000.
is oke
herazade" (U). Fancy $12,000. Last at the Circle. But current sensation
$6,000. LasVweek, slow $9,000.
Kimo (Dickinson) (550; 65)
Million Dollar (D'town) (2.420; .week, "1*11 Be Yours" (U) (2d wk) is "Jolson Story," still going strong
Open City" (Indie) (5th wk)
50-85)
"Beast Five Fingers" (WB) and "Lone Wolf" (Col), $5,500.
in fourth week at Lpew's. Fifth is ftfona $5,000 but will move out
and "Wanted For Murder" (20th).
aft
Studio "City (FWC) (880; 50-$D— being mulled.
ed n c,ay Last week, $5,500.
Fine $8,000. Last week, "Sam Quen- "Scheherazade" (U). <Good $7,000.
Midland, ?l
(Loew's) (3,500; 45-65)—
Estimates for This Week
tin"
Lady in Lake" (M-G) and "Cigar(RKO) and "Dick Tracy" Last week, "I'll Be Yours" (U-I) (2d
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.800; 40-60)
(RKO) (2d wk), closed with $5,800. wk) and "Lone Wolf" (Col), only —"Man I Love" (WB) and "Fabu- ette Girl" (Col)
Average $15000.
but likely won't hold over.
Orpheum ^D'town-WC) (2,210; 50- $3,000.
lous Suzanne" (Rep). Oke $11,000.
Last
$1)
"Beast Five Fingers" (WB)
United Artists (UA-WC) (2,100; Last week, "Cross My Heart" (Par) K?.ek '. .'Secret Heart" (M-G) and
and "Wanted For Murder" (20th). 50-$D— "Scheherazade" (U). Smash and "Mysterious Mr, Valentine"
Moment"
(Col),
000
$16
Good $20,000. Last week, "San Quen- $23,000. Last week, "I'll Be Yours" (Rep), $10,000,
ew
an
tin" ^ (RKO)
^amount) n,900; 45and "Dick Tracy" (U-I) and "Lone Wolf" (Col) (2d
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.300; 40-60) «n? £?
65)— Time, Place, Girl" (WB) (2d
(RKO) (2d wk), okay $12,000.
wk), light $7,500,
"Darling
Clementine"
(20th).
Fa r 12 00( and Won 't stay
Palace (D'town-WC) ($>$1.80)—
Uptown (FWC) (1,719; 50-$O— Great $14,000, Last week, "Time,
!'
r
^ week,
turther. Last
nice $17 000
"Best Years" (RKO) (5th wk). Fine "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) (2d wk). Pair Place. Girl" (WB), strong $15,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (1,900; 45-65)$6,000. Last week, okav $10,200;
Keith's (Indie) (1,300; 40-60)— "I'll
f23,000. Last week, $25,100.
Song o South" (RKO) and "FalPantages (Pan) (2,812; 50-$l)—
Vogue (FWC) (885; $1.20-81.80)— Be Yours" (U) (2d wk). Down to con
s Adventure" (RKO)
(3d wk)
"Song of South" XRKO) (4th wk) and "Duel" (SRO) (8th wk). Sighting about $4,500 after fair $9,000 opener.
$11 '° 00>
LMt ^ e<*'
"Blind Spot" (Col). Closes at $11,- $14,000. Last week, steady $15,500.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 40-60)—
000. Last week, with "Alias Mr. TwiWilshire (FWC) (2,296; 50-$D— "Jolson Story" (Col) (4th wk). RidTower (Fox-Jbffee) (2.100: 45-65)
light" (Col) supporting, nice -$15*400. "Lady in Lake" (M-G) (2d wk). ing for $11,000, about same as in
s ,0 « x C'ty Sue"
(Rep)
and
Paramount (F&M) (3,398; 50-$D— Nifty $11,000. Last week, sturdy third week, both sock.
lighting Frontiersman" ( Col) with
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,600; 40-60) Va
"California" (Par) and "Ghost Goes $17,700.
U P a bit to $9,500. Last
Wiltern
(WB) (2,300: 50-$l)— "Time, Place" (WB) (m.o.); Fair week. "Brennan
Wild" (Rep) (2dwk). Strong $30,000.
Girl" (Rep) and
"Nora
Prentiss"
wePk,
"The
Bowery"
Fine
$6,000.
(WB).
$20,000.
Last
Last woelt, great $38,400.
"Ajns Mr. Twilight" (Col) with
Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (1.- Last week, "Man. I Love".(WB) (2d (20th) and "Sun Valley Serenade"
y Ada Brown
(20th) (.reissues), $6,000.
$8 000
451; 50-$D—"California" <Pai> (2d wk),' closed with fair' $7,800.

(FWC)

Belmont

(1,532;

.

$31,000.

Big $4,500. Last week, $5,000.

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 45-80)—
"Verdict". (WB) and "Betty Co-Ed"
'(Col).
Good $11,000. Last week.

25.

First real blizzard of season is cutting into opening days but town

City Grosses

tres, chiefly first runs,

$3,800.

Estimated Total Gross
$671,000
This Week
(Bused on 18 theatres)
$722,500
Last Year

34G, 'Gny'-Hampton Solid 35G

Keen

Last week, "Nocturne" (RKO). and
"Vacation in Reno" (RKO) (2d wk),

"Beast With "Five Fingers" is stirring up neat $40,000 or close in four
spots. "California" is setting the pace
among the holdovers with rousing
$48,000 for second stanza in two Par-

frame.
Estimates for This

-

i

Seattle, Feb. 25,
Looks like show biz here has settled b;ick near prewar levels. However, there's no diminution in the
take of top films. Surplus of holdovers is hurting this week. "Song
ol South" looks ace new entry.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (H-E) (800; 45-80)—
"San Quentin" (RKO) (m.o.) and
"Beat Band" (RKO). Good $5,000.

Mis

sion for
$23,000 in

«lll III

'SOUTH' SUNNY 18G

-

25.

Good biz going to three flrstrun
is helping to offset the competition from the warm weather and
large .crowds at beaches. "Song of
Sheherazade" looks standout, with
strong $58,000 in five theatres, four
of which are small-seaters. "Nora
Prentiss" is heading for good $64,000
in three situations. -

I

SEATTLE PERKING UP;

L 1 But 'Song'

Hurts

Ip

.

Copley (Shubert) (1,000; $1.80)—
"Stairway Heaven" (U) (3d wk).
Film begins. a grind. policy this week
after disappointing $7,000 for second
stanza. Third frame should hit $7,000.
Esquire (M-P) (1,200: $1.80)— "Best
Years Lives" (RKO) (9th wk). Matinees a little off to bring this to
$7,500, not bad considering storm.
Last week, $8,500.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 40-80)— "Humorosque" (WB) and "Mr. Hex"
(Mono). Doing nice $10,000 after
week's layoff from first run at Met.
Last week, "Man I Love" WB) and
"Ghost Goes Wild" (Indie) (2d wk),
t

•

.

'

'

(

:

I

j

•

—

Wham

"

.

2

!

—

-

'

—

.

Memorial (RKO)

40-80)—

(2,900:

"Razor's Edge" (20th). Starts second

week today

(Tues.),

first

week

hit

strong $34,000.
Metropolitan (M-P) (4.367: 40-80)
"California" (Par) and "Susio Steps
Out" (UA) (2d wk). Fine $30,000
after great $3ff,000 first.

—

Orpheum (Loew)

30-80)—

(2.900:

"Jolson" (Col) (4th wk). Still

moth

at

$27,000

after

mam-

$30,000

last

frame.

Paramount (M-P) (1,700: 40-80)—
"Humoresque" (WB) and "Mr. Hex"
(Mono). Here from Met, nice .tl7,000.
Last week, "Man I Love" (WB) and
"Ghost Goes Wild" (Indie) (2d wk),
$14,000.

State (Loew) (3,200; .40-80)— "Jolson" (Col) (4th wk). Socko !U4,000
after great $16,000 in last round.

'Prentiss' Tall

Idf
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.
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$18^000

OK St too; 'Heart'
Warm 19G, 'Dream' 12G

In

St. Louis, Feb. 25,
Grosses are steady at the big cin-

emas despite changeable temperature. "The Jolson Story," now in the
third week at Loew's,
coin grabber. "Cross

is still

the top

My Heart" and
"Nora Prentiss" look leaders among
newcomers.
Estimates for This

;

;

•

,

.

Majestic (Indie) (1,500; 40-80)—
"Kit Carson" (20th) and "Last of
Mohicans" (20th) (reissues). Points
to a good $10,000. Last week, "Les
Mi sc rabies" (Indie) (2d wk), $6,000.

.

—

—

.

$9,000.

Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3.000: 50-75)
"Nora
Prentiss"
(WB)
and
"Swamp" Fire" (RKO). Stout $18,000.

—

Last week, "Temptation" (U> and
"Pilgrim Lady" (Rep). $14,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 50-75)— "Cross
My Heart" (Par) and "Swamp Fire"
(Par).
Nice $19,000. Last week,
"Destry Rides Again"
and
(U)
"When Daltons Rode" (U) (reissues),
fancy $18,000.

—

Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)
"Jolson Story" (Col) (3d wk). Solid
$25,000 after great $27,000 second
Missouri

(F&M)

(3,500;

50-75)

»-

"Wake Up, Dream" (20th) and
"Sweetheart Sigma Chi" (Mono). Fat
$12,000. Last week, "If I Had My
Way" (U) and "Shadow of Doubt"
(U) (2d run), $9,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (2,000; 50-75)
"Scandal
in
Paris"
(UA) and
"Bachelor's Daughters" (UA). Fine
$9,000. Last week, "Gallant Bess"
(M-G) and "Alias Mr. Twilight"

—

(Col), $7,500.

—

St. Loufe (F&M)' (4,000; 50-60)
"Dark Mirror" (U) and "Fabulous
Suzanne" (Rep) (3d wk). Will tack

on $5,000 to trim $7,500 garnered in
second session.

Shady Oak (F&M) (676; $1.20"Henry V" (UA) (6th wk).

$2.40)

Stout

$6,000

after

$6,500

for

fifth

session.

'Calif.'

BrigSsteis Buff.

Smash 22G;

13G

'Lady'

Buffalo, Feb. 25.
nothing to rave about cur"California" looks easy tupper with great session at the Lakes.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,500; 40-70)

Biz

is

rently.

—

"Lady
000.

and

,

in

Lake" (M-G). Modest,

$13.-

Last week, "Show-Off" (M-G)
"Strange
Journey" -(20th),

$19,000.

Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000: 40-70)
—"California" (Par).
Big $22,000.
Last week, "Razor's Edge" (20tli)
(3d wk). $11,000.

Hipp (Shea)"

(2.100; 40-70)

'Beast

Five Fjngers" (WB) and "Bringing
(Continued on page 56)

>

—
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PICTUBK CROSSES
LLOYD'S MIAMI BEACH

Eit Tearing Terrif 45G;

TRIPLE PREEM NSG

Chicago, Feb.

materialize despite

the good weather.

One exception

is

'

"Yearling" .which

.

The other vaude

as

re-

ported herewith from the various key cities, are net, I.e., without the 20% tax. Distributors
share on net take, when playing
percentage, hence the estimated
figures are net income.

looks terrific $45,000 at State-Lake.
Chicago's "Dead Reckoning", with
Connee Boswell oil stage is set at
solid $65,000.

Film gross estimates,

house,

The

disappointing with
is
"Biennan Girl" plus Dick Jurgens
band on stage.
"Song of Scheherazade," at Palace,

Oriental,

parenthetic

admission

however, as indicated,

prices,

in-

'

looks

good

at $23,000
Estimates for This

Apollo (B&K)

clude the U.S.

amusement

tax.

Week

(1,200;

65-95)-

Initial

« Jolson Story" (Col) (9th wk).
Still
has lines, staunch $21,000. Last week,
over estimate at great $25,000.

Lent Lops

tol in Miami and got $5,250 between
the two houses in its three-day run,
All three theatres are operated by
5
the Wometco circuit.

-

.

—

l

I

5G

(reissues), nice $7,000.

Detroit)
(4th
Tex Bencke
"Mighty McGurk" wk). $57,000.
60Criterion
(1.700:
(Loew's)
(M-G) and "Born to Speed" (PRC).
Bangup $20,000. Last. week. "Noc- $1.25)— "Song of Scheherazade" (U).
Last week,
turne" /(RKO) and "Ghost Goes Opens today (Wed.).
Wild" (2d wk). $15,000.
"Dead .Reckoning" (Col) (5th wk),
976:

Cincy Perking; 'Song'

12G, IcGurk'

"Song

slipped to $19,000 after fancy $23,500
for fourth.

Globe (Brandt) (1.500; 70-$i.20)—
Woman" (UA). Shaping up
with big $37,000 or close
for
initial
seven ...
days.
Naturally holds.
In ahead
Wonderful Life" (RKO) (9th wk ). okay
"Strange

$24,000.

its fattest

stoutly,

Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par)' (900: 30-11)— "Blind

possible

,

$16,000.

STORM SLOUGHS D
BUT

—

C;
Gotham (Brandt) (900; 70-$1.40l
A third new bill.
ors currently.
"San Quentin" (RKO)
(3d
wk).
—"Two Smart People" (M-G) and "Cross My Heart," is down under at
'JOLSON' $25,000 Near $10,000 likely in sight after"Talk About a Lady" (Colt. Far be- the Palace. Holdovers are excepmodest $13,500 for second, both below average at $9,500. Last week.
Washington, Feb. 25.
ing badly trimmed by storm. "Angel
"Mr. Ace" (UA) and Connee Bos- tionally. strong.
is snowing under grosses
and
SatStorm
Badman"
(Rep)
opens
next
Estimates for This Week
r
well-Jimmy Joy stage show at 20in
urdav (1).
here, biz being off nearly 50
85c scale, big $20,000.
(RKO) (3.100; 55-701- some spots. "Jolson Story," which is
Albee
Golden (UA)
1.20-2.40)
(767:
Paramonnt (Tristates) (3.000; In- Mighty jyicCurk" 'M-G). So-so $13,- sock, appears the only film to beat "Henry V" (UA) (26th wk). A bit off
)—
65
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim (20th). 000 0) : neal
La!(t wee \, "13 Ru<
from recent steady gait, being $8,000
the weather.
Average $11,000. Last week. "Humor Madeleine" (20th), excellent $17,000.
for 25th frame ended last Saturday
Estimates for This Week
esque" (WB), thin $8,500.
(22); previous week was $9,000.
Capitol (Loew's) (3.434: 44-80)
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 55-70)— "Till
Hollywood (WB) (1.499: 70-$1.10)
Clouds Roll By" (M-G) '3d wk). "Lady in Lake" (M-G) plus vaude
great
after
$17,000
"Nora Prentiss" (WB). Looks to
(2d wk). Off to
$9,500 after smash $15,000 sec'Undercnrrent' 14G, Mont'l Swell
good $35,000 for first week endopener.
bit
$31,000
ond -round. Slays on.
4
trig tomorrow (Thurs.) despite mild
25.
Feb.
Montreal,
Family (RKO) (1.200: j 8 .
UuH. crix appraisal. In ahead. "HumorW-G)
"Jolson Story" still is smash at "Blue Skies' (Par). Fifth downtown -Secret Hea.t
|Jg
esque" (WB) (8th wk-fivc days),
Loew's.
"Dark Mirror." at Capitol,
okay $21,000.
also shapes as okay holdover. "UnPalace
(1,700: 60-S1.20
500.
dercurrent" is top newcomer.
>— "Jolson '"Sinbad" (RKO)
changes after policy deWdt'On for
(RKO) (6th wk). Fifth
Karle (WB) (2.154 44-85
Estimates for This Week
this film.
Istorv" (Col). Sock $25,000 'despite stanza concluded yesterday (Tues.)
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 35-63)— "Dark
55-70)— "Sim weather. Last week, "Humoresque" felt imprint of storm, dropping down
O.430;
d!KO)
Grand
Mirror" (U).
Nice $12,500 for reSailor" 'RKO) (m.o.). Okay $8.- (WB) (2d wk). $16,000.
to $29,000. considerably off from rebad
openpeat session after sock $14,200
Last week. "Dead Reckoning'
500.
cent pace here: fourth was fancy
Keith's (RKO) (1.838; 44-80)
er. Latter was over hopes..
nj $'
*7noo
,
mnild
S7.UUU
mild
Stays
on.
with
lLo,) l2cl
"The
"Wonderful Life" (RKO) (3d wk). $35,000.
Imperial (CT) (1,850: 30-50)
Keith's UP) (1.542: 55-70)—"Song Nice $10,000 and would have been Locket" (RKO) to be next atlrac"Africa Speaks" (Mascot) and "Sons
Last (ion.
blizzard.
Last of Scheherazade" U I. On the beam better except for
of Desert" (U). So-so $4,000.
Paramount (Par) (3.064: 55c-$1.50)
$23,000.
week. "Gallant Journey" (Col) and for great J12 000. Holds. Last week. week, smash
$1.2(>-$2.40>—
—
(285:
Spring"
(Pari
"Suddenly It's
plus
Little (Miller)
"Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Colt. $5,500. "Manic Bon" <U>. slow $4,300.
wit). Holds
Johnny LOOK orch. Joan Edwards,
Lvric(RKO) (1.400: 55-70 l-"Ifs "Henry V" (UA) (16th
Loew's (CT) (2,800: 35-67 1— "Jolwhich is strong enough to Buddy Lester on stage. Opens today
son Story" (Col) (2d wk ). Solid Wonderful Life" (RKO*. Holding on at S6.000.
weeks. Last (Wed.).
Last week. "Easy Come"
fourth downtown week, keep this film going for
for
$19,500 alter smash $22,500 opener.; m.o
(Par) with Ink Spots, Ella Fitzgersame.
week.
$7,500.
week,
I.asl
$7,000.
llotsv
a bit over expectancy.
ald. Cootie Williams orch on stage
Metropolitan (WB) (1.5111: 44-70
(RKO) (2.600: 55-7(1)Palace
Palace (CT) (2,300: 35-63)— "Un--"Beast Five Fingers" iWBif Big (3d wk), dipped to $60,000 albeit not
dercurrent" (M-G). Sturdy $14,000. "Cros- Mv Heart" (Par). Thm S9.000;
bad in view of weather: second
$10,000. Last week. "Saratoga Trunk"
La«t week. "Notorious Gentleman 'Last week. -Sinbad Sailor' (RliO).
feirlv good $71,000-.
(WB) (reissue i. $8,700.
<ock $20,000;
(UA). $12,300.
44*70
Kadio Cltv Music Hall (Rocke(2,370;
(Loew's)
Palace
RKO) (2,100: 55-70).
Shiiivert
Princess
(CT) (2,300: 35-03
M-G Good fellers (5.945: 80-$2.40l— --Yearling"
"Beginning or End"
"Clia-o" iUAI and "Da-i/emus Mil- ••MiHch'W (20th) dn.o.). Fauish
not bad considering. (M-G) and .stageshow (5th-final wk).
near,
or
$19,000
Par
Skies"
).
"Blue
lions" it!). Nice $8,000. La.
week. 17,000 Lust week.
"Cross My Heart" (Par), Storm hurt Thursday night and early
week.
Last
bi^!
stem,
main
on
"Show -on." (M-G) and "Wife Want* ii.iirlli stanza
Friday, but pickup' yvas,. substantial
okay $13,000 in 6 days.
eu"
$:s..)()0,
$8,000.

Orpheum

Of the three major newcomers,
"California" and "Lady in the Lake"
look toppers, both going strong.
Mixed opinions are holding back
another entry. "Temptation."
The
high-flying "Jolson Story" continues
to hit the higher boxoffice altitudes
in its second Orpheum jveek,
With
more favorable weather, biz is on
the upgrade currently.

—

(1.941;

Cincinnati. Feb. 25.
of Scheherazade" is giving

round in weeks and
Last week. "Strange Woman' (UA> dead-heating "Mighty McGurk" in
and "Below the Deadline" (Mono),
the "much larger Albee for top honKeith's

70-95)

United Artists (United Detroit)
70-95)— "Perfect Marriage"
(Par) and "Mr. Hex" (Mono). Solid
Last week. "Love Laughs
Andy Hardy" (M-G) and "Magnificent Rogue" (Rep), only $14,000.

13G, 'Heart' N.S.G. 9G

$9,500.

lis

—

1

Okay

T*l.

—

stout $15,000.

Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.200:
at $9,500
— "Calendar Girl" (Rep) and
"
40-60)
Omaha, Feb. 25.
"Home in Oklahoma" (Rep). MildDespite the handicap of Lent. "Sin- ish $5,000. Last week. "Westerner"
jammed
to
playing
bad the Sailor"
(FO and "Come and Get It" (FC)

(Col).

Thursday (20) and Friday (21), with row (Thurs.).
the whole list of film theatres sufPark Avenue (U) (583; $l,20-$2.40)
fering. Slow transportation and fact —"Stairway to Heaven" (U) (10th
thousands^, of
that
suburbanites wk ). Slipped to $9,000 for 9th round
stayed home Friday and Saturday ended last (Tues.) night, storm hitalso cut in. Start of Lent last week ting this hard; 8th was considerably
also figures as no help this session better at $12,000.35-851—
although its influence -on the film
Riulto
(Mayer)
(594;
boxoffice in N.Y, picture houses in "Michigan Kid" (U).
Opened very
recent years has not been big.
big despite blizzard, and probably
Pictures opening last Friday, such will hit terrific $16,000 or near, bigas "Nora Prentiss," at the Holly- gest here in two or three years.
wood, and "I'll Be Yours," at Win- Nice campaign, especially in papers,
ter Garden, especially took it on the is helping. In ahead. "2 Smart Peochin.
Broadway was still digging ple" (M-G). mild $7,500.
Rivoli (UA-Par) (2,092; 60-$L25)
out on that day and patrons stayed
home in droves, "Prentiss" shapes —"California" (Par) <7th-final wk).
best of these two newcomers, being Off with remainder of street, and
good $35,000 albeit not big. "Yours"' stays Only one week longer. Sixth
was pushed around by the crix and stanza ended last Mondav- (24) night
likely will be lucky to land $18,000 sagged to $19,000: fifth fine $26,000.
for initial week at the Garden, con- "Blaze of 'Noon" (Par) comes in on
siderably below recent first weeks March 4.

.

—

Be Young"

Dnrbn 18G, Hedy 37G

Spot' 22G in Det.

;

to

•

isle trio

—

Terrif

Nora' Oke 35G,

Worst snow storm' in six years and after that. Likely will wind up at
near-zero
sloughed $113,000; fourth round trim $122,000.
temperatures
business at Broadway deluxers last "Sea of Grass" (M-G) opens tomor-

Roxy (20th) (5,886: 80-$1.50)—
there.
Third new entry, "Beginning or "Miss Pilgrim" (20th) plus, on stage.
End," with Iphnnie Johnston,' Paul Peter Lorre, Evelyn Knight. Gil
Grayson.
Regan,
Kathryn
Nat Lamb (3d-final wk).
Storm hurt
Brandwynne band, at the Capitol, is this combo severely but Betty Grable
shaping up stoutly with $88,000 or in film and nice stage layout will
near in prospect. It holds. "Strange hold this to $80,000 for second week
Woman," fourth newcomer, looks to ended last (Tues.) night: opening
hit big $37,000 or close for* first round was big $117,000 albeit conseven days at the Globe.
siderably under hopes. "Boomerang"
But the real surprise package Is (20th) opens March 5.
the trade being garnered by "MichState (Loew's) (3 450: 55-$1.10)—
igan Kid" at the bandbox Rialto. "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) (2d
Detroit, Feb, 25.
'Headed by The King Cole Trio Despite the weather, this may hit run) (2d wk) with new vaude
greatest the house headed by Richard Himber orch.
terrific
on the stag* with "Blind Spot," the has done$16,000,
in two or three years.
Remarkably good $29,000. in view of
Downtown theatre "is topping the
Just how badly Broadway houses trend.
Last
wck.
with
Jackie
city this week.
"Perfect Marriage" were hit is indicated by the $9,000 Gleason. Harrison Jr. Fisher heading
dip take by the Music Hall, the $37,- stage, stroiu' $36,000 and over hopes.
is top newcomer at the United Art000 nosedive by the Roxy and the
Strand (WB) (2,756: 70-$1.50)—
ists.
"Till the Clouds Roll By" at $1L000 plunge by the Paramount, as "That Way With
Women" (WB) ntu*
the Michigan and "California" at the Compared with the previous week. Claude ThOrUhill orch. Martha ViokBroadway-Capitol are the best hold- Par opens "Suddenly It's Spring" ers, Alan Hale on stage (2d wk).
with stageshow headed by Johnny Also a victim of weather although
overs.
Long band, Joan Edwards and not doing as well a.s hoped. Likely
Estimates for This Week
Buddy Lester today (Wed,).
will sat! to around $40,000 for this
Adams (Balaban) (1,740; 70-95)—
"Sea of Grass' comes into the Mu- initial holdover frame: first week
"Jolson Story"
(Col)
(8th
wk). sic Hall tomorrow (Thurs.) after was so-so $49,000. below hopes.
Strong $9,000. Last week, same.
Lat- "Pursued" (WB) next in. likely after
five weeks of "The Yearling."
Broadway-Capitol
(United
De- ter had a profitable run but biz three weeks of current bill,
70-95)—
troit)
"California" hardly
(3,309;
measured up to critical
Victoria (Maurer) (720: 70-$1.20)—
(Par) and "Sweetheart of Sigma plaudits.
"Song of Scheherazade" 'Bedel ia" (B-D (3d wk). Stayed comChi" (Mono) (4th wk). Loud $13,- opens also today at the Criterion paratively strong despite weather,
000.
Last week, $16,000.
after five strong weeks with "Dead
with $18 000 in prospect this week:
Downtown (Balaban) (2,683; 85-$l Reckoninfi." "Blaze of Noon" tees second $21,000. Slavs on. Smart
—"Blind Spot" (Col) with King Cole off March 4 at" the Rivoli and enmpiviim on this Britisher is paying
Trio on stage. Solid $22,000. Last "Boomerang" is due at the Roxy. off.
week, "Westerner" (M-G) and "Ad- March 5.
"Angel and Badman"
Winter Garden (UA) (1.312: 60ventures of Marco Polo" (M-G) (re- starts at the .Gotham next Satur- $1.20)— "I'll Be Yours" (U).
New
issues), fine $19,000.
day (1).
Doanna Durbin not acrMmed by
Fox (Fox Michigan) (5,100; 70Estimates for This Week
crix and doine mildly.
Hud storm
95)— "Dead Reckoning"- (Col) (2d
to
contend with at outset. Looks to
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300: 95-$2.40)
wk).
Good $21,000.' Last week,
hit $18,000. or near for fi st week
(16th
wk).
—"Best
Years"
(RKO)
great $30,000.
endine tomorrow (Thurs.): in ifhcad,
Madison (United Detroit) (1,866:1 Off a bit this stanza due to storm at "Swell Guy" (U) (4th wk), $14,000.
50-60)
"Show-Off" (M-G) and $43,000; last week, strong $44,500.
"Home Sweet Homicide" (20th). Continues.
Capitol (Loew's) (4.820: 80-$1,50>
Usual $2,300 in 3 days. Last week,
"Beginning or End" (M-G) with Mpls. Warmer, So Is Biz;
"Killers" (U) and "Blithe Spirit"
Johnnie
Johnston.
Paul
Regan.
M-G). $2,600 in 3 days.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4.039: Kathryn Grayson, Nat Brandwynne
'Calif.' |22,000, lady'
70-95)— "Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) orch. Likely will hit $88,000. very
and "Luckiest Guy in World" (M-G) good considering for first week end13,000, 'Temptation'
Neat $20,000. Last week, ing today (Wed.). Last Week. "Lady
(3d wk).
Lake" (M-G) with stageshow
rn
powerful $32,000.
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
(2.orch
Palms-State (United
headed by

PI T

—

houses at the Brandeis ami looks to
get a smash week and holdover.
"Shocking Miss Pilgrim" at the Paramount looks only average.
Estimates for. This Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500: 16-6o>—
"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) and
"Betty Co-Ed" (Rep). Smash $9,500
for Lent or any other time. Last
week. "Nocturne" (RKO) and "Blo.vdie Knows Best" (Col), $8,600.
Omaha (Tristates) (2.000; 16-65)—
"Mighty McGurk" (M-G) and "Great

top-

$3.60

below $4,000 for the engagement. It opened Wednesday (19)
day-and-date at the Town and Capi-

.

'Sinbad' Big

a

Slightly

.

Feels

opening— at

$1,990. Pic ran for three additional
days at the regular scale, garnering

Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 65-95)—
"Dead Reckoning" (Col) plus Connee Boswell in person. Fancy $65,Last week, "Johnny O'clock"
000.
(Col) and Bob Crosby orch on stage
Louisville, Feb. 25.
•
(3d wk). firm $45,000.
Lent and Cold weather are comGtrriek (B&K) (900; 65-95)—
wk). bining to hold down grosses this
"Wicked Lady" (U-I) (3d
Last week, nice week. Fact that product is nothing
Mil dish $10,000.
$12,000.
to rave about also is hurting. "Love
Grand' (RKO) (1,500: 65-95)— Laughs Andy Hardy" at the State
"Sinbad The Sailor" (RKO) (2d wk).
Looks prime $19,000. . Last week, is ahead of the field by a nice margin, "Nora Prentiss" at the Mary.
savory $22,000.
Oriental (Essaness) (3,400; 65-95) Anderson is doing -a brisk week.
That Brennan Girl' (Rep) with Other houses are slow.
Dick Jurgens orch heading stage
Estimates for This Week
Shapes as moderate $30,000
layout.
Brown (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,000;
better.
Last week, "Shocking
oi"Westerner"
(FC) and
Miss Pilgrim" (20th) and Clyde Mc- 40-60)
Coy stage revue (3d wk), about "Come Get It" (FC) (reissues)
(m.o.).
Medium $4,000. Last week,
same.
P a lace (RKO) (2,500; 65-95)— "Cross My Heart" (Par) and "Dan(m.o.),
gerous
Millions"
(20th)
about
and
(U)
"Soik' of Scheherazade"
Tasty same.
."Ghost Goes Wild" (Rep).
Kentucky (Switow) (1,200; 30-40)
Last week. "I'll Be Yours"
$23,000.
"Gallant
(U) and "Code Of West" (Rep), —"Plainsman" (RKO) and
Journey" (Col). Fair $3,100. Last
fairish $18,000.
"Stranger" (RKO) and "BadRttlte (Indie) (1,700; 65-95)— week,
(Col) and man's Territory" (RKO), $3,400.
"Secret Of Whistler"
Mary Anderson (People's) (1,100;
"Lone. Wolf in Mexico" (Col). Looks
(WB).
40-60)
"Nora Prentiss"
Last week, "Beast
drab $9,000.
Small
seater is not feeling the Len"Wild
With Five Fingers" (WB) and
ten slump, and looks to do neat
Bill Hickok" (WB), great $17,000.
Last week, "Beast Five
$8,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 65-95)— Fingers" (WB), ditto.
"Humoresque" (WB) (3d wk). SterlNational (Standard) (2,400; 40-60)
ing $24,000. Last week. $28,000.
—"I'll Be Yours" (U) (2d wk) and
State-Lake (B&K) (2.700; 65-95)— "They Were Sisters" (U).
Mild
Sock initial $5,500 in 6 days. Last week, with
<M-G).
"Yearling"
frame of $45,000. Last week, "Ra- "Danger
Woman" (UA), lively
zor's Edge" (20th) bowed out after $11,000.
$22,000.
eifht weeks with moderate
(3,400;
Rialto
(Fourth Avenue)
United Artists (B&K) ,(1.700: 65- 40-60)— "Nocturne" (RKO) and "Va95)_"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) cation in Reno" (RKO),
Medium
Fast $20,000.. Last week, $14,000.
(5th wk).
Last week. "Perfect Marriage" (Par) and "Criminal Court"
"^Woods^Essaness) (1,200: 95-$1.80) (RKO), solid $16,000.
—'•Best Years Lives" (RKO) (10th
State (Loew's) (3,300; 40-60)
wk). Great $35,000. Last week, big "Love Laughs Andy Hardy" (M-G)
and "So Dark Night" (Col). Brisk
$39,000.
Last week, "Mighty Mc$17,000.
(M-G) and "Chase" (UA),
Gurk"
Lent; Only

Omaha

Atom Pic-Stage Names Stout $88,000,

houses.

was at the Lincoln, Miami Beach,
Tuesday (18) night. B.o. take was

L'vifle,

'Hardy Brisk 17G

•

Miami area

Pic did
$9,250 in its three i.nd four-day
runs,
against
the approximately
$15,000
the three houses usually
average for the same period.
United Artists is distributing the
film, but took no part in the publicity campaign leading to the opening. Organization of producer Howard Hughes and the flack staff of
Carl Byoir Associates,
employed
regularly by Hughes, handled the
preem.
They had Lloyd on the
scene for two weeks prior to the
engagement.
trio of

Grosses Are Net

loop' is failing to
Although steady,
five new films.
biz is not hefty as could be expected
(or first weeks especially in view of

25,

Harold Lloyd's comeback pic, "Sin
of Harold Diddlebock," disappointed
last week at its world preem in a

+

25.

Lush biz. which Is usually the case
when a batch of new entries hit the

Record Storm ami Leii Seat B'way;

B.O.

Miami Beach, Feb.

'ReckwAig'-BosweB 65G, 'Song' 23

(Tristates) (3,000; I6-60

Spot' (Col) and "Wild West" (PRC).
Satisfactory $2,000 in 5 days.
Last
week. "Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col)
'

:

,

and "Down Missouri Way" (PRC),
$2,300 in 5 da vs.

Century
;

Irish

..

I
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W-

s£ SSa^S
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:

—

|

|

\

t

'

;

'

—
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week.
Radio City (Par) iJOOO: 50-70)—
Given big cam"California-" (Par).
paign and likely will act strong
$22,000 or be'-'. T.'-"-" week. "Miss
Pilnrim" (20!h>. *U0'SO,
KKO-Pan *!lKO) (1600: 50-70)
Mix:v! opinions
"Temot.-dion" (U).
on this one. and light $5,000 looks
"Mi'. District
about all. 1/wt
Attonvv" (Col I, $7,500.
State' (Par) (2.300: 50-70 )--"Lady
in Lake" (M-G). Picture is well relUii'ded. and looks to hit nice $13,-

:

i

'

-

—

—

|

:

I

,

I

»6.

,

(

;

!

'

'

i
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;
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Heart"

)

(Pari

Last
(

week.

"Brief
!

'

Skies"*

50-90

>

—

(U> (4tii wk).
after very good $2,800

Encounter*

Steadv $2 00(1
week.

„ third,

"Blue

m.o.). bie $4,500.
(350:
(Mann)

World

I

I

$8,200.

My

$10,000.

Uptown (Par) (1.000: 50-55)— "SeGood
(m.o,).
Heart" (M-G

*4.000.

'

(20th),

Par I.

cret

<

1

Last week. "Cross

000.

i

(

"Abie's

(1.000: 44

lions" (20th). light $2,500 in li days,
50-70)
Lyric
(Par)
(1.100:
Pi'"rim"
"Shocking
Miss
(21th)
lm.o.t.
Fairlv good S5.500 in i>«bspect.
Last week. "13 Rus 1 ' deleiue" (20th) (3d wk'). iv e «5(UHV
Orpheum (RKO) (2 800: 50-70)
Story"
(Col)
wk).
Jolson
(2d
Nothing but praise for this -ire. Big
.""'.000 first
$15,000 after colossal

.

—

—

50-70)
(reissue).

week.

lia'ht $(i 000.

(—"Flying
Deuces"
<reis«uei.
(Indie)
Big
$5,000. Last week. "D»n»ero«s Mil

'

—

(1,600;

(M-G)
Last

$8,000.

Rose" (UA).

Gopher (Par)

;

j

(Par)

Town"

"Boom
Good

I

j

|
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Samuel Goldwyn

A fetter from Harry Arthur, ofFanchon mud Marco,
thm hading exhibitors eiihe country, to Samuel Gpldwyn:

"Some producers have

me

fold

that

am

(

the toughest exhibitor in the country to negoti-

ate with.

1

have never had a 'reputation
•

'

for

giving a producer more than I thought he was
entitled to. But after seeing "THE BEST YEARS

OF OUR
you

if you
have had

LIVES',

could;

hacl asked for
[

it

And

second time, am willing
us play if in our theatres/'

"the

I

80

or

after seeing
to'

pay you

90%
for

it

to let
;

%

Wednesday, February 26, 1947

Variety
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Than

Stranger

Revolutionary

New Camera itiiately

lay Save filn li Iliiis fer-Aiiuii
Revolution

in

production -f

film

!

—

I

as quickly as

it

perts foresee the

is .shot.

away with the need

for

"rushes"

National

and thus saving a great amount of
agent,
valuable stage space occupied by
sets left standing until the director
views the film and gives the okay

cameraman who used such

IjuL

ASKS
Bargaining

dios.

America in New -York. It accomplishes in a single step all the' processing operations of ordinary photography. Turning a knob on the
camera produces a positive print in
.

RKO

Hollywood, Feb. 25,
Members of the Screen Publicists
Guild voted to accept, in principle,
the producers' proposals for a new
working agreement. Drafting of the
pact will get under Way this- week.
New ticket calls for a union shop

lots

must become members of the

David O. Selznick o'f some 100 dates
for "Duel in the Sun," which were
scheduled to .start

.

.

"

NED

.

'

.

'

HPA

.

,

—

major

lots, together with the increase of space in rental studios.

production method.
Great Saving on 'Rushes'

Edward Nassour

Advantage to the industry that is
Seen, however, is the addition of one
of the new cameras on every set to

From

Briefs

the Lots

provide

there.

Another moneysaver should be
the elimination of four or Ave takes
of a scene,, which is a frequent habit
of

some

who

directors,

later views

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Judy Garland returned to face the
cameras after an absence of nearly
two years to co-star with Gene Kelly
Dorothy
in "The Pirate" at Metro
Ford drew a comic role in "A
Miracle Can Happen," produced by
Benedict Bogeaus and Burgess MereRepublic
dith at General Service
sent its "Springtime in the Sierras"
to Walker's Ranch for 10 days of
outdoor shooting . . William Bendix
assigned to a, top role in "Jeopardy"

screenplays,

their total Hopalong
Cassidy program for 1947, ready for
shooting by April 4, with four already completed , . . Warners started
filming "Let's Sing a Song About the
Moonlight," third musical in the
Memory Lane series of shorts, with
Jack Scholl directing for Gordon

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the takes and choose the one they
want. This way, they can tell at
once which take they prefer and
stop shooting any more after they at Universal-International
get one with which they are fully Hitchcock using two camera crews
for spectacular effects in murder
satisfied.
for the Selznick proIn addition to the value Of the trial sequences
.
new process in motion picture cam- duction, "The Paradine .Case."
eras, device may mean another sav- Pepe Romero inked as technical
"Mystery in Mexico," to
ing in that the industry is one of advisor on
the world's greatest users of stills. be produced by RKO on its ChuruHundreds of shots are made on sets busco lot.
Peter Lorre inked .for a heavy
every day and it will save myWad
duplicate snaps when the photog can role in ''Crime Passionele," to be
view the quality of his work imme^ produced and directed by John Auer
Gene Fowler, Jr.,
at Republic .
diately.
in at Universal-International
A great advantage of the inven- checked
as production assistant to Nunnally
tiort is that ordinary film can be
Johnson on "Mr. Peabody and the
used in all the speeds, sizes and
Mermaid." . .
Jan Pearce signed
styles of conventional cameras. Land
for operatic chores in the Deanna
has invented several processes and
Durbin starrer, "For tt?e Love of
in some of them the negative can
Mary," at Universal-International
be used to print additional copies.
Louis Lighton checked in from his
Device is a not-too-intricate ad- Arizona ranch, where he collabdition to an ordinary camera. After orated
with Talbot Jennings on the.
a picture is snapped, turning a knob script of his next production, "The
advances the sensitized film and Black Hose," at 20th-Fox
Her.
printing paper out of the camera, man H. Larsen, former general
through rollers. They are sand- manager of the Union Pacific Railwiched together and, when peeled road, signed by Paramount as techapart, the paper has become the, nical advisor on "Whispering Smith."
finished picture. As the sandwich
Anatol Litvak's next director
v
passes through the rollers, pressure chore will be "The Snake Pit," to
breaks a tiny sealed container at- be produced .by Robert Bassler at
tached to the printing paper. This 20th-Fox. *
releases a few drops of chemical
Four features were added to
mixture that spreads between film VWilliam J. O'Sullivan's production
and paper. That develops the nega- program at Republic. "Down Tahiti
tive and simultaneously makes the Way" and "Singapore Sal" are slated
print.
Each container holds just for filming in. Trucolor and "Dareenough chemical for a single picture. devils of the Sky" in black and
Principal -chemicals in the container white.
are the usual ones for developing
Golden
Republic bought "The
and fixing.*Stallion," to be filmed in Trucolor
as a starrer for Roy Rogers.
Eagle-Lion inked George Brent
to co-star with Virginia Mayo in the
Joan Leslie fees Indie
forthcoming "Out of the Blue." PicHollywood, Feb. 25.ture, based on the Vera Caspary
Culver Pictures, new film-produc- novel, will be produced by I, G.
ing outfit, was organized here with Goldsmith and directed by Leigh
James Alien, Oklahoma oil man, as Jason.
prexy and Joan Leslie as chairman
David O. Selznick is rushing scenes
of the board.
involving' Ann Todd in "The ParaFirst production, with Miss Leslie dine Case" to enable the British
to sail for London March 22
Veactress
of
"The
Hands
'starring, will be
William Boyd and Lewis J,
ronica." based on an unpublished
Rachmil will have a total of seven
novel by Fannie Hurst.

all

.

.

.

'

.

.
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.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

-

.

,

.

.

.

.

and Hal Roach are each building one
new sound stage, and Charles Chaplin .will
offer room to producers
when he washes up his current production, ""Monsieur Verdoux." Meanwhile, studios are projected in Las
Vegas and Tucson for use by film
Uni- troupes requiring western locations.

.

.

.

to cast.

.

disk jockey sequences in "For the
Love of Mary" at Universal-international
Alexis Minotis, Grecian
legit star, signed for a featured role
in "Atlantis," to be produced by
.

.

Seymour Nebenzal
Lebpoldine
Konstantin was handed the mother
.

.

.

role in "Call Northside 777," documentary film at 20th-Fox
Liter.
ary Guild selection for May, "The
Tin Flute," authored by Gabrielle.
Roy, was bought for film production
by Universal-International.
.

.

.

Paramount,

is

it

is.

Cities

providing- depots

21

in

but can easily exparfd,
other 10 exchange

said, to.the.

soon as SRO requires. It is
expected that the outfit will endeavor to line up other indie distribs
for physical handling of their pix,
offering a service not heretofore
available in a central agency to
store, inspect and ship prints.
"Duel." "preem to Amarillo, Dallas,
Fort Worth, Houston, San Antonio
and other cities was to be featured
by the presence of Gregory Peck,
Jennifer Jones, Joseph Gotten and
Shirley Temple. Selznick office explained that delays in the openings,
brought about previously by the
Technicolor strike halting print delivery, now found Peck working in
"Paradine Case" and Cotten and
Miss Jones in New York for filming
of "Portrait Of Jenny." Both are
cities as

•

,

.

Hypo Work

Guns

.

Al Jarvis inked as technical advisor to coach Deanna Durbin in

.

is

bads

.

,

Dorn added

Depots in 21

cities to start,

Selznick productions.
.Region's Attitude
One of the reports making rounds
of N, Y. distribution circles was that
at least contributing to the-postponeP-T
ment was failure of the Legion of
Literary
Decency yet to give an opinion on
"Duel's" acceptability. Catholic body
for
viewed the pic almost three weeks
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
ago. It usually gives a decision
Pine-Thomas unit, -producing for within a few days. Lending credence
Paramount release, has a total of to this as a contributory cause was
nine scripts completed and ready for the continuing campaign against
shooting and two more in the Writ- "Duel" in the Los Angeles arching mill, although its annual sched- diocese, with 215 branches of theule calls for only six features. Idea Holy Name Society there asked, last
is that the unit may be called on for
week to boycott the picture. It is
added production before the year is thought thai Selznick perhaps did
over.
not want to risk further crackdowns
Ready for filming are "Big Tdwn by the church prior to editing
After
Midnight,"
"Hardboiled," "Duel" to satisfaction of its re"Hard to Kill," "Mr. Reckless," "Me viewers.
and My
Dog,"
"Liquid
Gold,"
Given less credence in the trade
"Waterfront at Midnight" and two was a report that Selznick called for
still untitled.
Two in preparation the postponements while working
are "Harbor Patrol" and one un- out a deal with a major to turn the
titled.
pic over to it for release, a move

Hpllingshead, producer
versal-International
borrowed
William Hornbeck from Liberty to
supervise- editing on the, Fred MacMurray-Ava Gardner starrer, "SingAlfred apore."
Porter Hall and Philip
.
.

recently opened

his new studio with two stages available and three more slated for early
completition. The new Equity lot,
with nine stages almost completed,
will be ready in another month", all
on a rental basis. General Service

.

Dion-the-spot "rushes."
soon as he finishes a
walk right over and see
what he has on film. If he is satisfied, the set can be struck and replaced at once. If he's not pleased,
he can retake the' scene then and

and

Producers

For

'

rector, as
scene, can

(24)

No

Wage scale calls for a minimum of
After two decades of cartoon $156 weekly for seniors, with provishorts and feature production, Walt sions for wage increases if the cost
Disney looks set for a steady diet of of living goes up. Under the new
live action in combination, with the terms, 'flacks will not be required to
pen work, with almost 50% of the pass through picket lines where
his four upcoming 'pro- physical danger is involved.
producers who were clamoring for
While it is entirely possible that footage on
ductions devoted- to flesh. CartoonMeanwhile, the Guild has organ- filming accommodations six months
the cameras will become available
ery's talent roster, all people signed ized the Hollywood Publicity Asso- ago are now assured of plenty of
to Hollywood within a few years,
composed
of
unattached room. One reason. "is the current
no prfe anticipates that actual release for one-shots on loanout from other ciates,
studios, reflects the switch and lists studio press agents, to solve .current dwindling
of
indie
production,
prints or negatives from which they
some of the top film and. music unemployment problems. First ma- prompted by the local tax collector,
can be made will be forthcoming
jor account signed by
was with who prowls the studios at this- time
from the new device. Perfection names currently available.
Next release scheduled on the Dis- the Mike Shores-Ben Reyes agency of year slapping assessments on exthat goes into release prints, .it is
the
anticipated, will not be available ney list is "Fun and Fancy Free," to conduct an eight- week publicity posed- film. Another reason is
(Continued on page 30)
campaign on Earl (Madman) Muntz. slowdown of production on the
for years if ever from a one-step

—

Monday

25.

Longer Bugaboo

Guild after a 30-day trial; two- week
vacations with pay every year, and
severance pay equal to one week for
each year of service up to five years.

Feature Prods.

but stated his invention
such
is "inherently adaptable" for
use. f Production at first will be confined to still cameras, although it is
expected that Polaroid will, go ahead
as soon as possible, with the action
'.;
equipment.

Studio Space

for publicists in studios, meaning
that outside flacks employed on the

Live-CartooB

permanent form.

principle,

Factor

..

Way for New Pact

Disney Goes lore

To

Readies 10 Films

Flock of rumors
were being
bandied about in the trade this week
for the unexpected postponement by

continue during the next few weeks
Eight and possibly 10 features' will in Texas and California. Selznickites
face the lenses in March' and April insisted, however, that there was
at RKO, where three films, "Ty- nothing more behind the postponements than lack of availability of
coon";"' "Indian Summer" and "If You
Knew Susie," are currently in work. the stars who were promised to
Texas' Interstate circuit for the
Slated to start within the next two
preem
there.
..
months are "Mourning Becomes
Selznick explanation was backed
Electra," "Memory of Love," "Newsboys Home," "Wild Horse- Mesa," up by Bob O'Donnell, Interstate
Circuit
chief,
who revealed he
"Return of the Badman," "Dick
Tracy vs. Dr. Nerves" and several forced postponement because Selznick could guarante only the presothers still to be announced.
ence of Gregory Peck and no other
important names. He said he has
postponed the opening until midApril and will cancel the picture
only if it is banned in toto by the
Legion of Decency.
In the meantime, Selznick Releasing Organization finally set a deal
for the physical, handling of its
product.' Arrangement is with a
group of- film trucking outfits which
banded together to provide a national network of depots in exchan.ee
cities. Outfit, tagged National Film
*
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Inc.,
Distributors,
is
headed by
Housing situation, as far as studio James. Clark, prexy of Clark Film
space is concerted, is no longer Distributors, Philly "and Washington
acute in Hollywood. Independent haulers.

.

Land has not yet actually made' a
motion picture camera on the new

May Be a

Hollywood, Feb.

Film Flacks Pave

Walt Disney stu-

election at

Stalled;

(torch Angle

For March, April Start

'

Local 1185 was notified by Disney
that IAM pact would be terminated
for striking them.
as of March 24, because approxiby
developed
was
camera
New
mately 40 machinists on lot voted
Edwin H. Land, president and direc- to affiliate with Local 789, IATSE.
tor of research of' the Polaroid Corp. IAM local is non-AFL.
demonstrated
was
version
still
A
last' Friday (21) by 'its inventor at a
meeting of the Optical Society of

a Texas

Dates

a

gadget,
Scripter Joe Bigelow, called in
to doctor the play, threw out the
invention, Miss Shelley said. He
changed the amateur photog to
an amateur painter, thinking the
idea as too implausible.

a demand by Cinema
Lodge 1185, International Assn. of
Machinists, asking for bargaining
will receive

"Duchess Misbe--around an amateur

season's

haves"

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Labor Relations Board

Studio ex-

new camera doing

last

—

i • • ,
methods that would save the indus- «j|
if
try millions a year is seen in the! MaCDllllStS Unit
announcement last week of a new
Disney
For
film
finished
camera which turns out

11 DneT

Development of the instantaneous film process came as a
shock to songwriter Gladys
Shelley who built the first- plot of

.

stepping on the gas

establish a new studio speed
record, aiming at the release of
"Blaze of Noon" at the Rivoli
theatre, New York, March 4. Picture
went' before the lenses Jan. 4.
to

Day Checks Out

of

Top

which would mean abandonment of
SRO. Recent expansion Of the distribution organization, plus the ink-

Argosy will release its first picdeal,
Artist Post at 20th ing of the physical handling
ture, "The Fugitive," in one hour
makes such a move seem unlikely,
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
and 50 minutes running time, more
although few insiders feel it imRichard Day, chief of the art de- possible.
than one reel longer than originally
scheduled
Robert Siodmak leaves partment at 20th-Fox and winner of
.

.

.

for New York March 1 with a print
of his latest producer-director stint,
"Time Out of Mind." , .
Second
feature on Sani Katzman's 1947 production program for Columbia release will be "Sweet Genevieve,"
slated to start in April .
Virginia

five

lease

.

.

.

.

tier" as the first of a

new

.

.

series of

Allan Lane western starrers to be
produced by Gordon Kay and directed by Phil Ford
Eagle-Lion
sent "The Red Stallion" back into
work for a week of added scenes,
with Guy Kibbee as a new member
.

.

from

his

recontract, which had
to go, and will

Welsch'a

.

.

,

Own

Indie Co.

Hollywood, Feb.

.

Korvin

Bows Out

at U-I

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Charles Korvin, Universal-InterRepublic's "Wake of national thesp under suspension
of the cast
for
the Red .Witch" unit returned from six weeks, .obtained a release from
a month of background shooting in his contract and checked out
to conHonolulu and the Marquesa Is- sider a new studio affiliation.
RKO bought "Bodyguard," Korvin was .suspended for refusal
lands
authored by Robert Altman and to play a role in "Jeopardy " later
George George . . . Carole Landis taken over by Vincent Price'
.

Scrik Offer Strike Aid

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
probably freelance.
Screen Writers Guild offered its
Since his return from the Marine
Corps, Day has requested his release services to help settle the studio
several times, preferring actual art strike in a wire to the Producers
direction to executive" work as de- Assn. signed by Emmet' La very,
partment head. Currently he is a SWG prexy.
Copies of the telegram were sent
candidate for a sixth Oscar, for his
to E. J. Mannix, the Screen Actors
work on "The Razor's Edge."
Lyle Wheeler has been named to Guild and the Screen Directors
succeed Day as 20th's chief of art Guild.
department.

Weidler draws a featured role in
"Three Is a Crowd," to be filmed
independently by Sidney Miller
Rita Johnson canceled an eastern
trip to take one of the femme leads
in "The Big Clock" at Paramount.
.

Academy awards, obtained

more than three years

.

Exiting

'

j

.

:

1

.

as

a

25.

producer,

to enter indie
Constance Bennett re-

Howard Welsch plans

!

.

PRC

with
ported signed for his
field,

"Lady from
Arthur Lubin will direct.
Welsch also has "Yankee Doodle
Hayride" and "Free to Kill" on his
story property slate.
He intends
buying three more to fill out an
annual slate of six films...
Jerry Briskin also ankled PRC.
Lloyd's,"
-

.

Wednesday,

MbnuMy
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<*COLD WAVE CHILLS B'WAY GROSSES

SMASH BBS
Headlines

m

when
MOTION PICTURE DAILY

says:

(THE WICKEDEST

WOMAN WHO
EVER LOVED!)

rIGURES TO RING UP * A TERRIFIC GROSS!

On Broadway and Main

Street

*BEDEMA"

is

BOX

OFFICE!

Harrisburg and Reading (Pa.)
Ed Emanuel says, of the
Troves beyond doubt that
Premieres,
Twin World
'BE DELI A' will

do outstanding

business!"

'Cko Figures

UMM From

Interwood Onto

U. S.

Market; 'Henry' Bigger 01 Profit
With $1,790,000 in the till and-*gome 3,200 contracts yet to be played
(UA) ap»ff, "Caesar & Cleopatra"
Bischoff
certain to be the British
picture industry's alltime top-grosser
in the United States. Record' was
held by Noel' Coward's "In Which
We Serve," on which United Artists

pears

'Street'

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
William Cameron Menzies will
produce and Sam Wood will direct
"Purgatory Street," next picture by
Interwood for Universal-Interna-

Mandatory U.

Hollywood, Feb.

Pair worked as a team on the re"
cently completed Ivy."

Hollywood, Feb.

'Henry* Skips

"Cleo,"

it

run about.
is
$2,250,000 when the remaining dates
are played off. Out of that must
advertison
the
spent
come $500,000
ing-publicity campaign, plus the cost

British Readying
For lore Color Pix

of the 300 Technicolor prints of the
lengthy production. Out of the inBritish film industry is rapidly
come from "Cleo" realized by the' tooling for a sharp boost In color pix
British also must come UA's 25% output and a tremendous expansion
distribution fee.
in 16m distribution, according to
Despite the larger gross on "Cleo," William M, Harcourt, managing diDehham Laboratories,
of
top profit-maker for the English in- rector
dustry in the U. S.. will* be "Henry largest in Europe. Every lab maV," according to present indications. chine currently, constructed and inhowever, that stalled in England,: is so designed as
anticipated,
is
It
"Great Expectations," which is to serve ultimately in the processing
booked into the Music Hall, N. Y., of integral tripack color (AGFA and
eventually knock off both ANSCO) by the mere addition of
will
further units, Harcourt said.
••Cleo" and "Henry."

St Paul

V

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Paul newspapers* owned by
penalizing
are
interests,
Ridder
United Artists' "Henry V" because it
passed up" their own town for an exclusive roadshow engagement here.
They, advised Jim Keefe, handling
the pictures' publicity, that on ac-;
:

,

St.

nual United Appeal have reached financial disaster for both
countries
from 20,487 donors, an or the rehabilitation of
English econ
omy depends <on America's willing,
new to buy British product, inclui
ing films, Silverstone declared.

$1,286,718

average of $62.81, and an increase
over .last year's donations.
Metro maintained the lead in studio contributions with a total of
.

$191,450.

Drop Mpk

of the "slur" to St. Paul,
they'd not give the attraction any
publicity or review it. His protests
and those of Leo Murray, manager
local legitimate
of the Lyceum,

top, were- in vain.

A

similar situation occurred several seasons ago when Ethel Barrymore in "Corn Is Green" played an
exclusive Twin City engagement in
Minneapolis. At that time, Ridder
newspapers even refused to accept
any paid advertising for attraction.
Action drew a strong written scold.

New

Theatres Drive
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.

With the abandonment of one proposed

new

theatre

Construction

project and deferment of another
for at least a year, a hone of contention among Minneapolis independent
exhibitors has been eliminated. As a
result, local exhibitors' apparently
will be free from new theatre competition until 1949.

-

.

Britain's back is up against
the
wall because of a lack of dollar ex.
•change brought on by the five years

Ted
Bolnick,
associated
with
Bennie Berger in the ownership of
Output capacity for- 16m is being ing from Murray., This time the
crown as a proflt"Henry's"
a theatre circuit and the chain's gengarnerer is being gained via the enlarged to 10 times- its present po- sheets are backing water to the exeral manager, announced he has
very special type distribution it is tential, Harcourt said, so that Den- tent of- accepting the "Henry V" given up plans to build his; proposed
getting by United Artists. It is be- ham alone will be able to process paid display ads.
neighborhood house that was violenting roadshown exclusively, in houses several million feet weekly. With
Murray here points out that ly 'opposed by the Minneapolis unit
rented by UA on a four-walls basis. that in mind, and under orders from Minneapolis newspapers go aH out of North Central Allied of * which
Advertising is being held to a mini- J. Arthur Rank, Denham owner, all
plugging St. Paul events, such as Berger is prexy. The Minneapolis inmum and the net return to UA out new printing machines are designed in
were carrying their
the annual winter carnival. He as- dependents
of theatre grosses is between 50 and for multiple operation so that they
sails the Ridders for "petty jeal- fight against a permit for Bolnick to
51%. That's considerably higher can turn out both 35m and 16m ousy." Local interests, taking up the city council. Despite the opposi'.
obtainable on other prints, interchangeably.
than- terms
cudgels in Lyceum's behalf, threaten tion, Bolnick had declared he'd fight
British pix. Out of UA's gross must
barred from purchasing equip- to revive the feuding which used to for the permit and. build as soon ss
also come, of course, the distrib's ment from American manufacturers
mark the relations between Minne conditions were better. He and Berfee before returns are forwarded to because of
currency" restrictions, apolis and St. Paul before the for- ger denied the charge that the latter
the J. Arthur Rank organization, British film labs have designed their mer far outstripped the latter in was to be interested in the project.
which produced the Shaw film.
own machinery and, in so doing, population and as a show town.
The other opposed theatre is one
of
total
have speeded up production to the
"Henry" has bnly played a
Ridders blew their top a few years to be built by the Volfc Brothers, in85 dates and UA has in its cash box point where output is. now double ago when Variety published a story dependent circuit owners, and for
on the picture $890,000. That's clear that of pre-war capacity. Harcourt out of Minneapolis calling St. Paul which they were successful in obout.
is currently in the U. S. to swap
profit after all costs are taken
"a poor show town."
taining a permit. They now say they
Jt will have abo*ut a million dollars ideas with Nick Tronolone, Pathe
won't consider building until the
by the end of its first year of dis- Industries' veepee, and to o.o. film
summer of 1948.
Bergman's Pratfall
processing methods both on the
tribution in April.
Here are net returns on "Henry" Coast and in the east.
$200,000 House lor Houston
U Adman Sees Equine Rebellion
*
British processors are working inIn major engagements to date:
Houston, Feb. 25.
.
Vs. Edict on No-More-Westerns
35 weeks* $275,®®© tensely on the AGFA tripack color
New York ...
.Construction will get under way
83,000 system and perfection of a native Editor, Vambty:
.35 weeks
Boston
here soon on a new theatre to be
75,000 process is inevitable,, according to
..22 weeks
Los Angeles
The question that bothers me, in built by B. C. Gibson and Fred V.
89,060 Harcourt. Then producers plan to addition to atom control, good neigh- Cannatta. House will cost about
San Francisco ..19 W«eks*
40,00© swing, into heavy color production bor policy and penetration, is how to $200,000.
.14 weeks*
Washington
40,000 since they're convinced that the fu- get along with, horses.
.22 weeks
Chicago
The Plaza, newly redecorated and
30,000 ture of entertainment films lies hi
7 weeks*
-Phriadclphla .
For three weeks I have been keep- equipped, will be reopened at San
that direction.
ing company with-a. plaster cast be- Marcos by the Interstate Theatres.
• Still running.
The. Majestic, a new 875 seat house,
cause a horse decided he didn't like
Fourteen new engagements on
Grainger's Color Optimism
movie advertising men and threw has been opened at Eastland by the
"Henry" are set and will open withCharlotte, N. C, Feb. 25.
me for a few picas. Why a horse Interstate Theatres Circuit. Aubrey
in the next few weeks.
"All motion pictures will be pro- should throw me, an old friend of Van Hoy is manager.
duced in color within two years," the equine family, is a matter I
The Texas, which was damaged by
James R. -Grainger, executive vice- have not clarified. I have certain fire, has been rebuilt 'and will be
president of Republic Pictures, pre- theories among which is one based reopened" at Waco by Interstate
Universal Eyes
dicted here.
Grainger was in the upon the stigma complex. I have Theatres.
4
To Eally. 'Expectations' city to confer with Cy Dillon, Char- a feeling that the horse found out
lotte manager of the corporation. He
and
Vets Setting Up Houses
Hopped up over the spring book- was accompanied by Walter L. Titus, that Universal gave up westerns
part
the
plot to
me
of
considered
Albany,
Feb.
25.
ing in Radio City Music Hall snared southern district
manager of Re- stain the name of western horses
Former servicemen are opening
by J. Arthur Rank's "Great Expec- public.
with this shame.
theatres in several small towns of
tations," Universal execs are burnOn the other hand, the horse the Albany district which at present
ing the trans-Atlantic cables in an
been
this parochial have no motion
could
have
not
picture shows. A
effort to snare a $750,000 exploitaabout Universal. We still employ house is in the process of construction budget for the pic. Original Film Classics
horses and certainly no edict has tion at Altona, In northern
outlay figure was set at $400,000.
New
of Its 13 Branches come from the magi that these York, by an ex-GI named Devo,
Radical switch in expenditures
beasts are to be barred from the lot. Another veteran is reported
to be
can't be put through without approContinuing its move toward esTo take a broader view, this horse preparing for operation in Threeval of Rank, hence the current pres- tablishment of a nationwide exmust have heard about "Black Mile Bay, a fishing hamlet near
sure.
Universal's company execs change setup for distribution of new
Beauty" and the fine public relations Alexandria Bay. He is said to have
expect "Expectations" to be 'one of product, Film Classics last week acaccomplished for horses through surplus Army projection
equipment.
its top grossers from England in
quired its fourth fully-owned this film.
1947.
Two returnees, Don Pedro and
branch in a month. All four have
No, there was something beyond
"Expectations" is a Cineguild pro- been bought up since Joe Bernhard, this. You see, I had ridden this same Frank Fitzgibbons, are opening
duction dramatizing the Charles former Warner Bros, theatre topper horse three days before his refrac- 125-seat theatre in a hall at Fonda,
Dickens novel of the same title,' and producer, bought into FC and tion. I was visiting a ranch owned in the Mohawk Valley. They have
Starring John Mills and Valerie became its prexy.
by a very fine man (a producer) who purchased portable equipment.
Fonda has been Aimless for some
Hobson, film was directed by David
Latest acquisition of an exchange really loves horses.
Lean. The story has been filmed formerly
However the first day we rode, we time.
operated independently on
several times previously.
Veterans are already operating
a states-right basis of distribution discussed the scenery and horsemanUniversal is also slotting a manof FC's reissues was St. Louis. It ship. The second day we got on a established threates in Troy, Renseized ad budget of $850,000 for combelonged to Andy Dietz. It made few scripts. The third day we dis- selaer, Long Lake, Sherburne, and
pany's "The Egg and I." Drive has
FC's 13th wholly-owned branch and cussed the relative merits of news- several other situations serviced by
already started with a series of
gave the reissue outfit coverage of paper as against magazine adver- Albany exchanges. In Troy, Joe
teaser ads in metropolitan newspatising for the purposes of acquiring Farnam, an ex-Marine, recently remore than 50% of the country. «
pers throughout the country.
penetration. Then we got into title lighted
the
Lansing,
:

;

.

;

-

.

.

.

exhaustion Of the war, the foreign
exec declared, adding that 75% 0
f
American foreign take from films is
hanging on solution of this problem
Best, quickest and easiest way out
for both countries is to have the

U.S. film industry, particularly the
exhib end, encourage and support
British production of pictures for
the international market. It's the only
way, Silverstone said, that Britain
can Obtain sufficient foreign currency
to pay off American distributors.
If, however, U.S. exhibs
door on British product,

.

750G

•

'

•

Now §wis

100%

•

FC also strengthened its sales
force by adding George Waldman as
metropolitan district manager in
New York, a newly-created post.
All industries' New York goal of Waldman was formerly in the
$1,000,000 has been set for the 1947 sales and theatre -departments,
York Catholic Charities drive.

owned

-

Name Showmen

WB

New

John

.

O'Connor, Universal veepee,
is chairman of the motion- pictures
committee of the Cardinal's Committee of the Laity for the Drive. Bert
Sanford of Altec Service has been
J.

Siegel -Draws iydia'
Hollywood, Feb.

25.

First producer chore for Sol Siegel

on the 20th-Fox lot wilf be "Lydianamed vice-chairman.
Walker is treasurer of the Bailey," based on the bestselling
Frank
committee and George J. Schaefer, novel by Kenneth Roberts.
Siegel recently shifted from Paraesst' treas. O'Connor has named some
CO film biz execs to serve in the cam- mount, where he had been a pro-

£

paign.

ducer for four years.

discussions. Want - to - see - pre
values, and before we knew we

-

sold

Charles Wilson, of the Bijou.

were

no longer home on the range but
back in the studio.
'We even got into sales policy and
an interpretation of the decree.
This, I think, was the contretemps
that induced atavistic tendencies in
my mount.
The animal got fed up with all this

CPA Okays

4 Theatre Projects

Washington, Feb.

close the
then, he

the British will pass a new
quota law that will knock U.S. films
off their feet. Although Silverstone

said,

Opined" that Britain will never bar
free entry of American films into
their country, restriction of playing
time for U.S. films would accomplish
same end of limiting the outward
dollar flow.

Silverstone suggested that Erie
Johnston, Motion Picture Assn. head,
and several top picture company
execs in this country sit down with
British officials and work out an
arrangement.
Johnston
equitable
would have a decisive ace-in-thehole in such talks, Silverstone stated,
if he were armed with a pledge from
U.S. exhibs to give adequate playing time to good British films.

-U

;

as

A Stock

Continued from page

3

as

third interest by holding on to the
total of their 4,000 shares after they
are split. By voting together they
will thus continue to control the.
company, while bringing into its
operation the fresh viewpoint of di«
rectors elected by public stockholders.

Ex-'Stooje*-Directors

,

Catholics

%

Fox International prez, just returned
from a month's tour abroad. Whether
America takes the road leading -fn

With -two more weeks

count

roadshow house, where "Henry V"
will be shown twice a day at $2.40

Economy

C

25.

to go, contributors to the film industry's an-

*

So Papers

Drop Pttbfiefty for

,

itself.-

ink,

For

26, 194,7

England's desperate economic crlsi,
has put the U.S. film industry's
eign business at the crossroads
ae*
cording to Murray Silverstono inth.

Film Appeal Clicks

25.

Sam Bischoff called off plans to
send a camera crew to China to
shoot backgrounds for his forthcoming production, "Intrigue," starring

Brit.

laying Their Prednct, Iiiclaiug Pix

.

Distributor's gross on
now estimated, will

S.

Aid

tional release.

Nixes China Lens

garnered $1,800,000 in film rentals.
.
George Raft,
"Goodbye Mr. Chips' 'took in about
Rea.son for the cancellation is the
$2,000,000, but it was produced by current unrest in Shanghai, where
an American company* (Metro) in the 1 story is located.
England, rather than by the British
industry

Fchrumy

Wg^aeetlay,

PICTURES

to

"
Another change in the board will
directorate
an * independent
charged with using its own best

see

judgment in behalf of the company.
These changes probably will come
about at the annual stockholders'
meeting in May. In the past, directors have operated under direct
control of the particular stockholder
whom they represented.

Miss Pickford and Chaplin are
determined that they will take advantage of the present plethora ol
product available to the company to
avoid repeating the error that has
plagued UA time after time since its
founding by them, Douglas Fairbanks and D. W. Griffith in 1919.

That error—or necessity, as they see
partit, has been the taking into the
nershlp of an active producer with
the hope that he'll provide the company with needed quality films. In
practically every case this practice
ended up badly for UA, with dissension centering around the pro-

ducer taken in.
A producer making a considerable
of pictures .has always understandably had more personal inthe
terest in bis product than in
general welfare. Miss
Pickford and Chaplin, producers of
no, films over long periods of years,

number

company's

have been more interested in the
Itself, and this divergence
has always led to trouble.
With public ownership of the

company

by third block of stock, Miss Pickford
and Chaplin see an end to the internecine quarrels and a new stability
which will attract top manpower w

25.

the distribution organization. Tnats

Handful of theatre projects were why they are so pleased with trie
okayed here during the past Week Selznick settlement and why they
by the CPA facilities review com- consider it cheap. They figure now
mittee. They include a $30,000 the- they
can more than make up
about
atre for R. O. and K, E. Pepper, at
whatever it cost—actually
comSt. Croix Falls, Wis.; $11,500 for
a $1,700,000—by reorganizing the
talk and finally decided to rebel. He new Quonset hut theatre to be pany
the ngni
and starting it off on
»«"
calculated that if a man wanted to erected by J. B. McCormack, Jr., at
foot toward being a sturdy,
be a cowboy for a weekend the Phoenix, Ariz.; I?8,500 to continue nesslike
a
F
concern, rather than
least, he could do would be to keep work on an auditorium
and theatre ducer's "cooperative" that has w»
his mind on his seat where it gen- at Crossnore, N. C; and
existenw
a $2,500 almost its entire 28-year
erally is anyhow.
theatre project for Sam Bogo, at been distinguished by a lack ol ««
Maurice Bergman.
Leesville, S. C.

w

'

operation.
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PRODUCERS RELEASING CORPORATION
privileged.!© bring feeclc these.

is

CREEN

.''

*

,i

ASTERPIEC

Produced by Edward Small with great stars ©f current box-office stature
nificent in production

made

.

.

celebrated in

titles,

.

. .

mag-

these nine -famed pictures will be

available during the 1947-43 season through the nationwide "sales organi-

zation of Producers Releasing Corporation.
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LaiiJy Lawrence 2-Day Pre-Trial

By

Frollcli Toothes

Esau

m Many Things

Multitudinous activities of Laudy-f,

Lawrence while he was top ranking
exec of Sir Alexander Korda's London Films were not contrary, to

Furor

Korda's interests nor violative of his

a

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Screen Guild Productions will hold
five-day national sales meeting

May

with around 80 executives,

12,

franchise holders, branch managers
and salesmen in attendance.

be John

Projectionists

Washington, Feb. 25.
pact, Lawrence claimed,,
Government film people are up in
a two-day pre-trial duel with
arms here in opposition to a drive
Louis D. (Schwartz {0 Frohlich,
force the licensing of 16m proExamined in his to
Korda's lawyer.
jectionists. Move is backed by Local
breach of contract suit which seeks
projectionists union.

employment

officers here, smarting

and election of

Among

Licensing

tin

Of 16m

SGP's H'wood Conclave

the home office reps will
Jones, president; Robert

J.

L. Lippert, veepee in charge of sales
and distribution, and Francis A.
Bateman, general sales chief.

in

224 of the

to hit Korda for $302,000 damages
and force sale of London stock at
1/20 its face value, Lawrence sought
to explain away some transactions as

known
other-;

and
as

approved

favors

for

friends

Jirige

e

of the bookies;
Sign was built by Artkraft-Strauss to 20th specifications at an undis
closed cost.
It costs about $25,000 to change the lettering, according
to
Charley Schlaifer, 20th ad-pub head. Company, consequently, is gettine
the most time available out of each plug by changing it at least several
weeks in advance of the film's N. Y. showcase run and then holding it
after the completion of the Manhattan run to advertise dates in Brooklyn
and nearby Newark and Jersey City. An estimated 1,750,000 people pass
the corner daily, according to Schlaifer.
#

.

Scrap emerged into .the open last
at a meeting of the Washington Film Council at which it was

week

pointed ,out

Korda;

by

Memphis

'bade Stuff—Picfares
Considerable attention' is currently being given by passersby in Time.
Square, N. Y., to the large 20th-Fox sign atop the Schrafft's buildinc
Erected last November to plug "Razor's Edge," the double- faceted snec
tacular now features an electrical horserace as a pitch for 20th's
forth"
coming "Homestretch," which is drawing legitimate stares, as well as thoon

with-

out compensation to himself or
hurt to his employer; while still
others, he denied in entirety.
Example of the sparring that went
on is the case of a certain Miss
Chauvire, French actress not otherwise identified. In April, 1946, David
O. Selznick asked Lawrence to
dicker for an option on her. Lawrence claimed he turned the matter
over to a friend, Frank Vogel, who
used the former's Paris office asbusiness hq. and that he had nothing
further to do with the deal. Frohlich and Lawrence tussled over the
point of whether Selznick was a
competitor of Korda and what, if
any compensation Lawrence re-

the

that

$65

Won t

licenses

might result in churches and schools
dropping their motion picture projects. It was argued that 16m is noninflammable and tfiat therefore no
"
safety hazard is involved.

Trust Suit Trial
Memphis, Feb.

The

$2,910,600

Variety Charter
New

Haven. Feb.

25.

Homeofflce of the national Variety
tent, set for

New

new

Haven. Tents from

other cities are unanimous so far in

day.

be broken down into

separate

be
tried in toto in one hearing, Federal

seyeri

currently passing on a

suit

Pains in the neck are voiced daily on a major film lot where a
femme
star recently acquired a husband and a manager at the same time
Nobody objects to the gal's romantic wedding but they are burning up about
(he bridegroom's urge to direct his bride's thesping. The garrulous
euv
has been delaying the game on the studio set with his private but
loud
ideas of motion picture technique, in which he's had no professional
experience. Meanwhile, the bride, who is aiming to hop oft on a honeymoon
when the filming is finished, is fiddling away a lot of precious hours not
only by her dilatory tactics on the set but by her tardiness in showing
up
for work. All those hours of tardiness and lassitude are jotted down
daily
for future reference, in case the filming is not finished on the appointed

Starting off a new cycle, Hollywood is currently preparing three stories
with anti-Semitism as the theme. Laura Hobson's book, "Gentleman's
Agreement," is being produced personally by Darryl F. Zanuck with Moss
Hart scripting and Gregory Peck starring. Miss Hobson, former LifeJudge Marion Eoyd ruled here Fri- Time mag circulation builder-upper, wrote the book as a labor of love
day (21). Counsel for plaintiffs and believing it was doomed to uncommercial reception. But S&S believed in
defendants^ argued for seven hours the theme, and so apparently, does Zanuck.
Samuel Goldwyn will push "Earth and High Heaven," a best seller of
before the judge before he ruled
adversely on the plea of the defense two years ago written by Gwethalyn Williams. At RKO, Dore Schary has
to break up the claims into separate okayed a story, as yet untitled, to be produced by Adrian Scott on same
theme. Latter pic will be first to get into production, probably within two
trials.
Lowell Taylor, Paramount attor- months.
ney, told the court that a tremendous
Departure of Byron Price from the Motion Picture Assn. to become
mass of evidence will be introduced
and that it would be difficult for a assistant secretary-general of the United Nations will mean very little—
jury to sift all the testimony pro- if any— difference in income, although the MPA job pays $75,000 and the

tors will not

is

25.

monopoly

brought against M. A. Lightman, his
associates and seven major distribu-

New Haven Gets

Clubs

Separate

trials,

but

will

ceived. Anyway, Lawrence said af- approving the new application.
ter much to-do, Korda knew "all
New Haven group will set up in
about the transaction and had
actually instructed him to partici- the Taft Hotel, adjacent to film row.
Charter officeholders are chief barpate for Selznick.
Claim of hard feelings between ker, Barney Pitkins, branch man- perly.
Artists
United
Gould,
Walter
"The complexity of this case, if
ager for RKO; chairman, Carl Goe,
current foreign chief, and Lawrence
tried all at once, would baffle any
who formerly topped Gould at UA, Warner Bros, branch manager; first jury," Taylor declared, estimating
was made by Lawrence to explain assistant chief barker, Jacob B. Fish- ,that there will be 257 different quesan ambiguous cable. Lawrence, in man, secretary-treasurer of Fish- tions which the jury will have to
man Theatres; second assistant chief answer in reaching a verdict.
a bid for distribution rights to
David Harsh, attorney for the
product in Holland, had called one barker, Henry Germaine, Paramount
Zerillas, partners of Lightman in a
F. L. D. Strengholt to open nego- branch manager.
Strengholt
tiator with Gould.
As soon as charter is officially local neighborhood operation conmanaged a company of which Law- granted date will be set for formal tended that the portions of the suit
dealira? with Lightman's acquistion
rence was a substantial stockholder. opening of the club.
of the Malco
(formerly the OrDiscloses Walter Gould 'Feud'
pheum) theatre, now the chain's
Frohlich introduced the purported
New St. Louis Quarters
telling
after
which,
downtown flagship in Memphis
cablegram
St. Louis, Feb. 25.
should be carved out of the suit and
Strengholt to push the deal, read
For the first time in years, St.
tried separately to prevent prejudice
"absolutely necessary he should not
Louis Variety Club, Tent No. 4 is to
know I have any interest." Wastft have its own quarters. Edward against, his clients, who -are not inthe
volved in operation of that theatre.
it a fact, Frohlich queried, that
Marco ServArthur, of Fanchon
Walter Armstrong, Sr., attorney
"he" meant Korda. Not at all, Law- ice Corp., and chief barker here
rence retorted. "Mr. Gould disliked negotiated a deal for space in the for the seven neighborhood groups,
argued briefly to keep the suit intact.
me very strongly and I did not know Victorian Club in midfown.
Judge Boyd said he felt "a comhow much Mr.- Gould's personal
More than $3,000 has been subfeelings would influence him in com- scribed for new furniture, etc., for mon question of law under the coning -to a very, very important con- the club's new rooms. For years the spiracy and anti-trust laws is involved and no prejudice will result
clusion."
exam local Variety Club maintained in- to anyone if all the claims are tried
the
in
quirk
Another
adequate quarters and for the last
Everyone here seems
cropped up when Frohlich disclosed several years has been merely a together .
agreed on one thing, that this is quite
the source of much of his claimed luncheon club.
a lawsuit. But I think we will get
evidence on Lawrence's activities.
Local tent plans expanding its acFountainhead of great part of "his tivities, first step being the donation along all right in this case with one
proof was the stenographic books of an ambulance for conveying chil- trial. We'll' attempt it, anyway, gentlemen."
of Lawrence's own secretary which dren from their homes to
a clinic.
The judge gave the defense 20
Korda had snatched and then transdays in which to file answers.
lated, according to the legalite's disHonor Claude Ezell
Bringing the suit are: Chalmers
Explanation of this gimclosure.
Dallas, Feb. 25.
Cullins, Nate Evans and Edward Q,
mick came up when Frohlich offered
Claude Ezell, veteran theatre op- Cullins, doing business as the Idleletters into evidence, sans dates, and
said that the notebooks had failed erator, will be honored at a testi- wild theatre; Kemmons Wilson, Mrs.
monial dinner here, March 3 by the Ruby L. Wilson and Louis A. Weaver,
to record the dates.
Texas Variety Club. Once each year of the Airways theatre; Augustine J.
Brother-In-Law's ¥500 Job
Outset of quiz featured much the Texas tent honors one of its and Agnes M. Cianciola; James West,
dithering over the role of Arthur members for outstanding work done. Hollywood theatre; E. R. Gillette,
Field, brother-in-law of Lawrence, Ezell is being cited as the one who Bristol theatre; Mrs. Lebora Cianand a $500 per week employee of brought Variety to Texas and estab- ciola, Rosemary theatre; and Cullins
and Evans as individuals formerly
Korda during the Lawrence tenure. lished the local tent.
operating the
Orpheum (Malco)
Field was stationed in New York'
theatre.
and Frohlich frequently implied that
Toledo's March 11 Inaugural
for
Defendants are: Lightman and
matters
Field handled many
Toledo, Feb. 25.
associates
disincluding
latter
the
William P. and
Lawrence on which
Inauguration dinner ^or new of-

UA

.

&

.

.

UN

Gimmick is that the latter is tax-free, while the Johnston
put Price in the 60-70% bracket. Both jobs have an expense
account attached, but the UN assignment is also supposed eventually to
include a house.
$22,000.
office salary

Metro will keep on producing the "Andy Hardy" and "Thin Man" series
as training grounds for young talent.
Spokesman for the studio pointed
out that the "Thin Man" has served to develop such players as James
Stewart, Donna Reed, Cesar Romero, Ruth Hussey and Virginia Grey.
the current "Song of the Thin Man" are a flock of young contraetees.

Billy DeWolfe might be interested in knowing that his comedy specialty
("Mrs. Murgatroyd") in "Blue Skies" got applause on a first run weekday
matinee at White Plains, N. Y. Probably not unusual, however, as the
also reported from Atlantir City.

same thing was

'Carnegie Hall' Day-Date
Ford's New Commercial
In Foreign Keys With U.S.
Pix Accent Disappearing
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
"Carnegie Hall" will be released
abroad by United Artists simultaneously with its domestic preem
for the first time

Titled

in.

in

Spanish, Dutch, Portuguese'

and French,

UA

.

'

his walking papers by Korda
in July, '46. Korda has countered

handed

•with the charge, that Lawrence's
activities in his behalf were only in-

many

sub-rosa personal

cidental

to,

deals.

Isidor Kresel tepped
at the. examination.

for

Lawrence

Oberon, Andrew*

Team

Hollywood, Feb. 25,
inked Merle Oberon' to costar with Dana Andrews in "Memory of Love," slated for early spring

HKO

production.

John

•

CromWell

will

direct

and

Harriet Parsons will produce, under
supervision of Jack J. Gross {

Club and assistant zone manager of
Warner Theatres, will be honored
at a dinner-dance at De Witt Clinton hotel next Saturday night (1).

Under Smakwitz leadership, the
Variety Albany Boys' Club summer
camp in the Helderbergs was con-

Paul

Zerilla,

sley,

Herb Kohn and Mose McCord;
L. theatres; Malco Thea^

the

Capitol Realty Co.; Para
mount, Warner Bros., Universal,
United Artists, 20th-Fox, Loew's and

'

S. Scene

rushing the WilLeBaron-Boris Morros film
into overseas shipment because ot
is

liam

the anticipated interest in the allstar musical cast names.
Overseas spots include Brussels,

Amsterdam, Mexico City, Havana, scene.
San Juan, Soa Paulo, Buenos Aires,
"Gloucester," produced by TransSantiago, Lima, Manila and Johan- film under the supervision of 4he J.
nesburg.

Easter

Week

will see the

worldwide release of "Hall."

Walter Thompson ad agency's film
department, was screened last week
for representatives of several of the

St.

Loo Popcorn Pop-Off
St.

A

Louis,

Feb.

25.

mild feud between Loew's State,
first-run house in downtown

MG's
St.

Louis,

and

a next-door drugstore

major Hollywood companies, several
of whom put in a bid for theatrical
distribution rights. Primary distribution, however, will be in the
worldwide non-theatrical market, If
JWT and Ford decide to slot it for
U. S. commercial filmeries, some
deal will have to be worked out
under which the distrib won't be
able to capitalize by merely buying
a negative and then selling the^ short

when Russ Bovin,
manager, put up a sign
alongside the boxoffice announcing
Columbia.
as part of its own product. "Gloucesthat fetching of popcorn and peanuts
ter," shot on location, was before
into the theatre would henceforth be
and was
banned. A sidewalk popcorn ma- the lenses eight months
InJpls. Naie Loses $1,00( chine
budgeted at at least twice the figure
is operated by the owner of
of the average Hollywood short of
Indianapolis, Feb. 25
the cutrate drugstore. The ban also
the same length.
Strand,- nabe film house here, was applies to Loew's
Orpheum also
New technique in the film was
robbed of more than $1,000 by a downtown.
during the
burglar who knocked the combinaLoew's is the first large cinema in developed by the OWI
war to show the .world how Amerition oft the safe to get the house re- town to
publicly frown upon the
cans live. "Gloucester" thus portrays
ceipts.
Theft was discovered by eating of popcorn
and peanuts in the the
Cape Ann section of MassaManager Clarence Morland when he house, although
the Ambassador, chusetts,
including scenes of the
opened up 'the next day.
'Fanchon & Marco's downtown delanding of the first white settlers in
House \is owned by Amusement luxer, several
blocks away, dislikes
America in 1610. Next film in the
Enterprises.
the old custom of its customers.
series, "Pueblo Boy," with Victor
At F&M's three other houses, Fox,
Jory narrating, will show the traBalk Chi Holdup
Missouri and St. Louis, in midtown,
ditions and culture of the Pueblo
the eating of popcorn is encouraged
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Indians. Third will tell the story of

tres, Inc.;

started

new

recently

city

.

Grand

Det. Variety Aids Cancer Drive
Detroit, Feb. 25.
Retiring Variety Club President
Arvid Kantor presented Dr. Harry,
M. Nelson, president of the Detroit
Cancer Society, with a check for
Money was raised during
$88,890.
the recent collection campaign in all
Detroit theatres.

Joe Maceri, Ed Sapin

L>and

Groups from U.

Marking a new venture for commercial ad-pix production, first in
series of Ford Motors' full-color
documentaries, "Men of Gloucester,"
is
being released this month to
schools and colleges. Series, all
travelog-documentaries running 2023 minutes, will train their sights on
different American groups which
may eventually fade out of the U.S.

UA's history. the

.

claimed personal knowledge.
ficers of the Toledo Tent of the VaInquiry of Frolich went into many riety Clubs has been postponed until
other matters including a transac- March 11 to coincide with opening
tion involving a patented device, of the new clubrboms.
"Surgitube"; dickerings on mercury
Induction was originally set for
to be sold in Italy; sale of Scandina- Feb. 4, but was switched to the new
vian rights to the film "Martin opening date of the club. Bob O'DonKoumagnac" in which Lawrence had nell, National Chief Barker, has ap :
a half interest; investigation into proved the date and will attend the
Mexican studio situation; negotia- opening together with other execs of
tions on "Hopalong Cassidy" films, the organizatiqn,..
All ot these, Lawrence denied,
etc.
explained or claimed Korda's bless•
Albany Tent Fetes Smakwitz
ings had been given.
Albany, Feb, 25.
Lawrence recently filed his suit in
Charles A.
Smakwitz, retiring
N. Y. supreme court after he was Chief Barker of Albany Variety

In

Soundproof gadgets in the new Nassour studios were given a heavy but
unannounced workout when a fleet of 120 planes, representing the Army,
Navy and Marines, roared over the lot with a noise heard for miles. Meanwhile, the Pine-Thomas "Albuquerque" company continued to work without being disturbed by the uproar outside.

RKO

the selling of the edible in the
theatre lobbies.
It is reported on
film row that the sale of
popcorn, in
the Fox grosses approximately
$1,500
weekly. Several of the nabes discourage the eating of popcorn by
reFrank Kurowski, 21-year-old loop fusing to install machines but
they
hotel bellboy, was in custody after are in the minority, as
most of the
being nabbed by police who re- houses reap a neat
profit from the
sponded to cashier's call.
sale of the confection.
theatre,

local

loop

house, was robbed of $129 last week
by yegg whose capture was brought
about by quick-witted cashier, Virginia Witt, who told outgoing patron
to "follow that man."

'

by.

the Tennessee

hillbillies.

Wilde

for 'Rose'

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Cornel Wilde will stpr and Henry
Blac*
will direct "The
Rose" at 20th-Fox.
duce
Louis D. Lighton will pr°
Technicolor film.

Hathaway

!

'

'

pardon

WHEN

my blush&&!

M-G-M's "THE

SEA OF GRASS"
FOLLOWS M-G-M's "THE YEARLING"
AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALLu proudly cherishes the
Mm
"WW
.

honor 06 stowing three of its outstanding attractions In a
•

row

at

the world-famed Radio City Music
Hall. "Till

The Clouds Roll By?

was followed by "the Yearling'*!

and now

a

new M*G-M

hit*
9

"The Sea of Grass". It is a mark of
distinction for a

motion picture to

be selected for exhibition

at the

Music Hall—and three-in-a-row
Is.

a record for

which

M-G-M

is

deeply grateful to the Music Hall

and

its

patrons.

X

"TUC
i nc

YEARLING'
!H

THCHMICOLOR"

.

Gregory feck
jani

wvman

claude jarman,

AM& MOW A NEW M-G-M

jr.

HIT!

'X

EXTRA! "The

Sea

oil

Grass" selected byLouella
Parsons in Cosmopolitan'

Magazine as Movie of the
Month] (Left) Advance
New York newspaper acf
prior to opening of "Thei

Seaof Grass.'*

nmawAneNAi.

24

8

Mack-Bar'* Export Biz

Aussie Die for Big fix

low
Biggest

ever

Entering the export film business,
Framerica Pictures has acquired

Exchange Big Factors

Costs,

expansion

E^iisiw;

experi--t

enced in the film .production

Vienna Boys Choir Starts
Ken
On Extensive Tour

next two or three years by

Hall, "Aussie top producer and veteran in film-making Down Under. Hall
is in N.Y. this week for a short time
enroute to Hollywood after huddles

Vienna, Feb.

10.

Vienna Singing Boys, directed by

here for extensive tour throughout Europe, after
in London with J, Arthur Rank. He
which they will embark for South
plans visiting Hollywood for about
America.
a month on a studio equipment buyGroup includes 10-year-old soloist
ing expedition.
Hall predicated his optimism over Helmut Stroh], highly-touted star of
Aussie picture production on four the ensemble.
factors. One was recent completion

Romano

two successful Australian pictures.
Second factor is the exchange differential which gives an American producer 25% edge on any picture he
starts in Australia as soon as he

Picutti, left

White."

transfers his coin to an Aussie film
Third one is that Aussielayout.
made films may be counted on an
American distributor's quota in EngFourth is the, relatively low
land.
cost of producing in Austriala.
Hall, who is managing director

of Cinesound, the production company of Norman Rydge's Greater
Union setup, expects to do another
feature with New Zealand as background after he returns to Sydney.
He explained that he will be busy
for the next 12 months on expansion
programs at the Pagewood and Cine

-

essentially
and far

Yuletide or holiday
below the Coliseum

standard.

Show, however, has been touring

Budin-Ainsler

Combo

the provinces to hefty grosses.

Producers

Paris, Feb. 13.

Take

London, Feb. 25.
and the Seven

White

Thursday (20) as a stopgap, prior to
the "Annie Get Your Gun" staging,
is

Siirs Paris

In 300G

"Snow

Dwarfs," opening at the Coliseum,

fare,

Skedded Financing Of

of

Paris Legit

Biect-to-PiSjlie

London Gets 'Snow White'
As Fill-in for .'Annie'

:inmg

looking
are
here
Producers
askance at the skedded financing,
under aegis of the administration, of
Latter
combo.
Budin-Ainsler
the
needs about $600,000 to produce aniin color, using plasof the usual
Besides a spehand-made
cial permit to import $200,000 worth
of equipment, they have found a
bankroller for $280,000 in M. Des-

Par

analysis of Paris legit grosses
reveals some interesting facts, For
the week ending Feb. 9, 63 houses
grossed an approximate total of
$300,000. Out of this, $100,000 was
taken on Sunday alone, with $48,000

on Saturday, the other five days
coming in for the $152,000 balance, as
estimated at official exchange of 120
fn.ncs per dollar.
sound studios, former having been
Also, out of the 300 Gs, fully 175
purchased for use in the CinesoundRank setup. Hall is seeking new were taken by 28 houses, the 125 Gs
40
equipment, to be bought both in balance being' ^divided among the
England and U.S., for his Aussie others, some taking as little as $20
production lineup, few improvements some nights. This gives an idea of
having been made over the last 15 current theatre operation here.
years.
He expects to spend about
The difference between 'the gross
$400,000 on the two plants in Sydney. and the net takings varies considerForeseeing a swing more to the ably according to the kind of show.
authentic-type of background for Subsidized theatres pay only about
features, Hall was confident that 5,% of the gross in taxes. Non-subactual backgrounds could be taken sidized have to chip in about 25%,
in Australia cheaper than they could and revues are socked 40% of their
be done in Hollywood.
takings. Volterra's Marigny grossed
"Smithy" Shows Way
about $11,800 and Jou vet's smaller
Actually it was "Smithy," the fea- Athenee, about $6,200 with plays of
ture Hall made for Columbia, that the Francaise rep, while latter painstarted the production rejuvenation fully took in $4,600 at its regular old
.

tic

instead
sketches.

puppets

On 2-Month Trek

fontaines.

At a time When

picture

money

is

getting very hard to find, the administration is making efforts to get
them outside support. The Credit
National picture appropriation, from

down

-

with

official

this

help,

would

drain about another $180,000
possible backers.

In-,

ternational prexy, and Clement S.
Crystal, Par International theatre
chief, start on a. two-month trek of
Australia) Europe, India, North Afri-

ca and England

March

2.

Foreign

distribution problems and theatre
prospects will be studied in all spots
visited.

:

•;'

"

.:••

'

"

Albert Deane, manager of Par International's "department of censor-

Ship and editing and editor of Par
International fNews, will accompany
the two executives to Sydney, his
former home. It will be his first visit
there in 21 years. Deane will get out
one issue of Par International News
while in Australia. He plans returning to N. Y. about April 15.
Visit to Australia will be the first
Weltner's
still one for Weltner. Object of
from visit to Australia isn't announced
but it's natural that he would want
been to include this territory on his forthWas coming swing because rated so vital

$3,000,000, has now dwindled
to about $280,000, out of which
the administration wants half to be
handed to them, leaving only the
balance for all the other producers,
Latter claim that what picture
money might be available should
not be tunneled ipto experimenting
to start a new project, which, even

about

Paramount

George Weltner,

.

,

With every American exec who
returns from England telling of how
top British pix now outgross ton
American pix over there, British cir*
cuit operator Sidney L. Bernstein
has set out to find the actual whyi
and wherefore.
'In the latest of his series o{ ques.
•

tionnaires,
distributed periodically
to all customers of his Granada theatre chain, Bernstein included
a
question on whether British and
American films have improved or

got worse since 1939 and also asks
the customers to list the good and
bad points of each country's product,

Questionnaires were distributed in/
December, so that final results
haven't yet been calculated.
Bernstein instituted the customer
quizzes in 1927 but discontinued them
during the war. Present issue, the
first since V-J Day, consequently is
expected to be of special value in
revealing changes in public taste
caused by the war. British Board of
Education
and the Government
Social Surveys Section helped draft
the questions and results are made
available to British and foreign producers, exhibs and interested sociologists.
With competition between
British and American pix hypoed
almost" 100% since the war's end,
results of the quiz are expected to
be greeted with open arms by U.S.
producers, as well as the British.
Probably unique of its kind, a
similar questionnaire on the same
all-embracing scope has never been
tried by American distribs or exhibs,
who've concentrated their audience
research on specific questions addressed to what they hope are a
representative cross-section of the
public.
Bernstein's questionnaires,
besides asking the standard pointers
on- favorite stars, types of pictures,
late

Ml Chiefs

mated cartoons

Paris, Feb. 15.

An

Resumes

m Pix Tastes

Que

"

up French studio product. He expects to return late in March. In
addition to its U. S. product,
Framerica also is handling French
distribution of a Spanish cartoon
film, said to be similar to "Snow

•was predicted for Australia during
•the

films in the U. S.
Currently in Paris, Bar is

French

field

nmfelmr Bantr*

Circuit (England)

Granada

eight westerns and several oldies of
United Artists for foreign distribution, principally in France, Company, headed by Harry R. Mack and
Jack Bar, also expects to release

St. SS*rtln*«s. V.nr.e.

,

etc., also go into detail on other
such as public reaction to
commercial advertising pix and govThe three Par officials leave N.Y. ernment shorts, best length -of program, and reasons for attending the
by train, and after spending a day at
filmeries.
the company's studio in Hollywood,
»
B.O. Poison
thing about it.
it's planned to plane from Sah FranQuestions expected to bring interin Australia. Now several new pro- stand, and "$3,600 at its new Luxemcisco March 8, arriving in Sydney
esting
returns are "Which film
ductions are being mulled, with bourg. Grand Opera, in five performAbbey Battle Brews three days later. Weltner and Crys- stars
do you dislike most?" and "Do
•'Eureka Stockade" next slated to get ances, took in about $10,000, and the
will leave from Perth for
under way under the aegis of Ealing- Opera Comique, in seven performChoice of Plays tal likelyand
you actually stay away from a cinEngland via India and
Europe
Harry Watt. Watt was the producer ances, totaled $9,600.
ema where a film is showing with
Dublin, Feb. 25.
North Africa April 1. European visit any of the stars you dislike?" Quesof "Overlanders," which is being
Musicals are in favor. Alhambra,
With the Abbey theatre already will be confined largely to France.
handled by Universal in the U. S.
tionnaire also attempts to score
authored
best
of
its
playing "Bonne Hotesse,"
4n danger of losing some
newspaper critics, with a pointer on
interest
of
explained
Van
a
Hall
that the
players to. the picture industry,
by Serge Veber, with music by
the customer's choice of the "best
Rank in Aussie production, via its Paris, came in for $20,000, biggest new storm is brewing.
film criticisms" and asks whether
Union
Theatres
Greater
stake
in
Chatelet,
of
50%
Abbey lank Ii Stock Switches
gross in Paris for the week'.
One of the most popular
the BBC pix reviews are considered
(Cinesound), does not shut the door starring Ferpandel in "Picture Hun playwrights, T. C. .Murray, recently
or bad. For a windup, the quiz
to other companies wishing to pro- tfers," came close with $19,000. The reviewed a published play by B. G.
To Tighten $25,000,000 good
attempts to ascertain how often the
duce in Aussie He indicated that municipal Gaite Lyrique, with "Gi- MacCarthy, "Raven of Wicklow,"
answerer goes to his favorite theatre,
the Pagewood-Cinesound facilities, tan Song," made a heftey $12,000. commenting: "Here surely is a work
GB, Subsidiary Setups and asks for ideas for the "improvewhen fully expanded, would be "Belle de Cadix," due on Broadway, that clamours for production on the
ment of cinema entertainment and
available to outside producers. Aver- netted $4,000 at the Casino Mont- stage of an Irish National theatre
London, Feb. 18.
age Aussie feature can be turned out parnasse.
Having now completed reorgani management generally."
worthy Of .the name." (Abbey's ofBack page of the questionnaire
now for $300,000.^,
Revues were topped by the Folies ficial title is "Irish National the- zation of Odeon Circuit's finance, J lists 36 different pictures, half of
Besides his interest in Aussie fea- Bergere, with $17,700, Casino" de Par-' tre.")
Arthur Rank is turning his attention
American-made, and asks the
ture production (he turned out 19 is netting $8,200. Tabarin's takings
Now another of the theatre's lead- to the sprawling $25,000,"000 Gau them
public
to rate them as outstanding,
also
heads
features in 10 years), Hall
for the week were $6,400, with a ing playwrights, Teresa Deevy, has mont-British Corp. and its subsidt
good, fair or bad. Selection was apthe Cinesound newsreel which was show amounting to a revue.
.
,
revealed that the Abbey returned aries.
parently
made of the top productions
started in 1931.
First move will be acquisition of
the play when MacCarthy— an estah
Apart from Marigny's nearly $12,in each country, with the American
Indicating how producers are getlished writer whose "The Whip the $4,000,000 capital ($3,200,000 isWeekend,"
000 with Jean Louis Barrault and
pix
including
"Lost
ting their money back now on AusHand" is an Abbey success—sub- sued) of Associated Provincial Pic
Renaud
in
Marivaux's
Madeleine
"Mildred"
Pierce," "Tree Grows in
tralian productions, he hinted that
mitted it. Prime Minister De ture Houses controlled by G-B.
"SaraColumbia soon will have all its pro- "Fausses Confidences," best straight Valera's own newspaper, Irish Press, Begistered in 1914, the company Brooklyn," "Road to Utopia,"
Michodiere
playing
grosses
the
toga
were
Trunk,"
"Bells
of
St. Mary's,"
duction costs out of "Smithy" from
printed Miss owns 18 cinemas mainly in 'the
usually pro-Abbey,
Aussie playdates alone. This film Marcel Achard's "Near my Blonde" Deevy's protest and her comment provinces. Rank is chairman and the "Wonder Man," etc.
Yvonne
Fresnay
and
starring
Pierre
is being sold as "Southern Cross" in
that the play's return is "yet an- board includes the ubiquitous L. W,
with
Jean
Hebertot
South America, and probably will .Printemps;
other proof olr the downward path" Farrow (Rank's financial chief) and
COIN
have another. title when distributed Cocteau's "Double Headed Eagle," the Abbey is choosing.
Mark Ostrer (both on the board of
and Jouvet's production and starin the U.S.
most Rank companies).
ring in Moliere's "Ecole des Femmes"
BISTRIBS
SFE1
Of the 700,000 ordinary shares of
each of which drew $6,500.
Current London Shows
APPH the Provincial Cinemato
Paris, Feb. 18.
Vaude stands did fair. European
Pix Potent Mass Medium
London, Feb. 25.
graph Theatre (another company
American distribs here were able
grossed $3,200, and the pocket-sized
"Anthony-Cleopatra,'' Piccadilly.
Says Irish Archbishop "Deux Anes," specializing in chan- "Bertram Mills Circus," Olympia controlled by G-B) owns 62,029, and to remit home a further instalment

The Lou Budin blueprint had
reported in Variety before it
known here, as sponsored by the
French administration, which denied at the time that it knew any-

points,

'

to U. S. film companies.

New

On

''

'

•

•

'

'

FRENCH OK 25%
TEAM
BY

—

.

Dublin, Feb. 25.

Catholic bishops in Ireland, writing Lenten letters to their people,
are more favorable than usual in
their comments on pix this year
with only two making direct attacks
on the industry.

sonniers, reached $3,500.

"Caste," York's.
"Clotterbnek," Wyndham.

Vienna, Feb.

10.

Salzburg Festival committee has
Bishop James McNamee (Ardagh) broken a tradition by announcing
1947 it will present a
declared that many films, even when that during
opera for the first time in prenew
not openly attacking the Christian
of young Ausideal
of
marriage,
pre - sup- miere. Opera is that
Gottfried Einem,
trian
composer
posed the non-Christian view with a
philosophy of life in the back- titled "Death of Danton."
with AmeriNegotiations
are
on
was
neo - pagan
ground
that
in outlook on marriage and sex, re- can orchestra leader Walter PeatBishop O'Doherty (Dro- chen to conduct.
lations.
said the cinema indirectly
conveys the idea that belief in God

more)

and the Ten Commandments is out
Click
'Caviar'
ef date.
London, Feb. 25.
Constructive suggestion came from
"Caviar to the General," which
influential Archbishop Joseph Walsh
clicked at -the New Lindsey Theatre
(Tuani) who proposed that— as in
Club, the theatre that launched Elsa
Italy—all cinemas should be bound
Shelley's "Pick-Up Girl," goes to the
by law to show a quota of cultural
Whitehall first week in March for
and educational films. Commenting
eight weeks.
that the cinema is the most potent
Eugenie Leontovich will again
means of influencing the masses, he
added that insufficient attention is head the cast. Actress, who is coS.
being given to the attendance of author, also played lead in the U.
version which flopped in tryout.
children at filmhouses.

London

,-

PCT of their frozen bank balance. The
French Controle des Changes has
will make to holders given an okay on the transfer of
ordinary shares will be 25% of the amounts due by the disfour Gaumont-British A shares for tribs to the homeoffice before the
"Eagle Two Heads," Haymarket
one APPH. As latter stand,
war broke out. Though the rate of
"Fifty-Fifty," Strand
around $9 and as Gaumont A
exchange at the time was about
"Fools Bush In," Fortune.
about-$2.50, holders of APPH should francs to the dollar and the transfer
"Grace of God," St. James.
make good profit.
was done at the current 120, the
"Guinea Pif," Criterion.
When this absorption by G-B is distribs thought it better not to wait
"Hattie Stowe," Embassy.
complete, Rank will doubtless con- to avail themselves of the opportun"Ill Met by Moonlight," Vaudeville,
sider position of PCT in relation to ity.
"Jane," Aldwych.
G-B. Control of this important cirSome of the companies kept then*
"Lady Frederick," Savoy.
cuit is owned by G-B. The company accounts in francs, while others kept
"Man From Ministry," Comedy.
has a capital of $12,800,000 and the them 4n dollars, meaning that those
"Message for Margaret," Duchess.
whole
of the first mortgage deben- figuring in dollars will get a com"Mother Goose," Casino.
"No Boom at Inn," Winter Garden. ture stock ($4,189,264) is owned by paratively better deal, being able
G-B. Rank is chairman and L. W. to use more of their francs current
"Pacific 1860," Drury Lane.
Farrow and Mark Ostrer are on the balances.
"Perchance to Dream," Hipp.
are
board.
Total remittances this time
"Peter Pan," Scala.

"Between Ourselves," Playhouse.
"Born Yesterday," Garrick.

of the 2,000,000 20c preference

owns

1,746,960.

Offer

of

Rank

APPH

«

,

"Piccadilly Hayrlde," Wales.

"Bed Biding Hood," Adelphi.
"She Wanted Cream" Apollo.
"Shop Sly Corner," St. Martins.
"Song of Norway," Palace.
"Sweetheart Mine," Vic Palace.
"Sweetest and Lowest," Ambass.
"The Gleam," Globe.
"Under the Counter," Phoenix,
"Winslow Boy," Lyric.

"Wizard of Ot," Saville.
"Worm's View," Whitehall.

estimated

BBITISH BLDG, LOOPHOLE?
London, Feb.

to

add

25.

British Board of Trade has declared that dollar expenditure on
the reequipment of studios or theatres in England won't be allowed.

to

slightly

over

$100,000.

Siritzky'a

Korda Tie
Paris, Feb.

"'Siritzky International, which
rights to Marcel Pagnol's "Nais

25.

holds

ana

as
However, there will be no ob- "Well-Digger's Daughter,"
^ .^'A
"provided such equipment ranged for distribution in Engianu
rejeas
gift or a rent-free through Alexander Korda's
loan."
ing company.

je.ction

comes either as a

.

"

INTERNATIONAL
Strike, Fuel

Censorship' Charges Newest fix
'

Wide

Distribs

,

RJontevldao, F«b. 20.

tionist

in Argentina

A

combination of the elements and
industrial strikes is seriously damaging
entertainment industry in
Paris.

MPEA Sets Core For

has resulted in shuttering niteries
two nights a week, while the newspaper strike, now in its second week,
is hurting amusements because of
absence of ads.
1

Butch East Indies

Don Alfredo Bolognesi, Argen- port Assn. in the Netherlands East
InCies. Currently in Hongkong, Core
tina's entertainment czar, is off on
leaves for Batavia within 30 days to
his favorite tack ©f imposing censorset up an office for MPEA and to
ship, aided by the cultural adviser
launch
preparations for active reSenor Raul
to the municipality,
lease operations in that country;
Salinas. AH pix have to be viewed
Under terms of an interim distriand censored by the- municipal debution
deal made by MPEA with
partment and by representatives of
Netherlands East Indies government
the entertainment board, of which
last August, MPEA was granted 'the
Bolognesi is the head.
right to set up an organization of its
The latest ukase by the municipal
own and to take over full distribucensors is that distributors 'must pay
tion control commencing May 1,
Censorship charges. That means that
1947.
London, Feb. 25.
officials previewing pix must be reimbursed" by distributors, and a rate
Despite
considerable
progress
of 50 pesos per 30 minutes duration,
made during the past week towards
or 250 pesos per 60-mlnute picture
beating the nationwide fuel crisis,
'Sierra Madre' to ie
has been imposed. Distributors are
show business is still acutely suffercontesting the legality of this charge
0.0/d by
Censor First, ing under effects of the slowdowns
in the. courts.
and shutdowns forced upon them
Headache for distribs and exhibs
during
Tampico Sequence Film the last 15 days.
is the "morality" classification which
trade representatives from
the censorship authorities give to
Mexico City, Feb. 20.
most of the major companies includWarners' production of "Treas- ing J. Arthur Rank, the Cinematopix. A Classification Board, under
municipal
supervision,
classifies ures of the Sierra Madre" hit a snag graph Exhibitors
Assn. and Kinefilms as suitable or not for minors at Tampico when the populace tried matograph Renters Society, met tounder 18. Until recently municipal to mob director John Huston and day (25) to discuss predicament of
police inspectors, exhibs and parents company, including Rita Michael?, the film industry.
Meeting revealed
turned, a more or less blind eye to Don Paige, Ted McCord,' Don Alva- that picture releases are sufficient
these censorship snags, and teen- rado, C. A. Bonniwell, Hans Koene- only for the next three weeks, and
agers had no difficulty in viewing kamp, Albert Barnhouse, Kenneth that major raw film companies such
pix classified as suitable only for Cox, Capt: H. De Beers and Fred- as Eastman-Kodak
and Ilford are
adult minds. However, since Bolog- erick W. Mayberry, because it re- getting a two-thirds fuel allocation
nesi took over, there has been con- sented the filming of drunks, tramps which means a
28% drop in producsiderable tightening up, with the and "beggars in the principal square tion.
result that exhibs are having to take as part of the pic.
Far-reaching impact of the fuel
the rap. So many pix are classified
Manhandling of Huston group was
famine was disclosed in information
as unfit for youngsters, that families averted by Alonso Sanchez Tello,
that there will be a definite shortage
are being kept away from 'films, pioneer Mexican producer, serving
of. raw fllmsto'ck for the rest of this
with the consequent effect on the as advisor on the Tampico sequence,
boxoffice.
who convinced Fernando San Pedro, year. In addition, there is difficulty
of processing films due to a chemical
-'./
"Stranger" Suspect
Tampico mayor, that sequence
"Moral" considerations, it's be- meant to represent Tampico 25 shortage and some plants have completely shut down. Others which are
lieved, are far from being the chief years
Nevertheless, federal
ago.
working are only 50% active. ReObjective of the censors. This is government's cinematographic superports at the meeting-declared that a
highlighted by the fact that "The vision department, headed by AnStranger" was classified as not suit tonio Castro Leal, ordered work on makeup in the production lag was
impossible even if the fuel situation
able for teenagers under 18. As a the pic stopped and the disputed
improved with total output drop
result of this classification, nabe sequence developed in Mexico, an
theatres refused to take the film, as
that if the department estimated around 30%,

Want More Foreign Showcases; MS $
Giinint (France) Dicker Trixample
Palladium Gets Vaude
Season After Six Years

,

Sbwliz Chile

British Fuel

Crisis

Slowdown

WB's

Mex

Due To

nouncing
deems the scenes disparage Mexico
in any. way, export of the film will
Apart from the censorship "tax," be banned.
Department asserted
the authorities are mulling over that though it had okayed the pic's
even greater penalization of im- script it had not assigned a superported pix, as part of their protec- visor for the Tampico sequences.
tionist policy, with talk of a tax of
Metro got into similar grief in
$3,750 on every picture that comes 1933 in the making of its "Pancho
into the country, regardless of the Villa," starring Wallace Beery, when
number of reels, or of classification objection was taken to some of the
as A or B, etc. If this goes into sequences. That pic had to be coneffect, Argentine fllmgoers will only siderably scissored and several reget to see the more important of the makes were necessary before it got

their patrons are all. in the family
,

class.
"

'

s

^Hollywood or British productions, or
such surefire grossers as make im<

official

approval.

portation worth while.
U. S. distribs are relying on Gen.
Peron's much advertised love for

German Showbiz Hard

S. Ambassador Messersmith to
smooth over these snags and dispel
the protectionist mood of the Peronist officials.
Argentine studios are
badly in need of. all types of equipment and these requirements can be
made the basis of negotiations. Much
comment has been caused locally by

heels of worst cold

U.

a

report

Garees

is

Selznick

that

film

actress

Delia

about to make a deal with
appear in Hollywood

to

but stipulated as her primary
condition that facilities should be
given to the Argentine studios with
which she and her husband, producer Alberto de Zavalia, are connected should be given facilities to
purchase cameras and equipment.
Delia Garces is among those film
people whom the Peron regime has
barred from work in Argentine
pix,

radio.

French to Release Coin
On 130 American Pix
Paris, Feb. 25.
French exchange control board
agreed to permit coin remittances to the U. S. on revenue from
about 130 pictures imported without
Permits but hot played before July,

has

They are adamant, however, in
rejecting requests for remittance on
about 60 other pictures including 40
released by
before the Blum-

OWI

Byrnes trade agreement.

'White Horse' Revival
London, Feb. 25.
Local plans are to revive the pre-

war musical, "White

Horse

Inn,"

with its strong Teutonic flavor.
Erik Charrell is planning the revival.

Mil
crisis

by Fuel
which came

wave

Crisis

Although Technicolor's
been unaffected by coal
with production going ahead as
scheduled, understood that its raw
stock can only last to the end of
March when a shortage can be expected. Newsreels are still function
ing but are* entirely dependent on
stock from manufacturers.

Greatest blow to the industry is
the Board of Trade's announcement
screening of
processes
for
that
rushes are now prohibited, a ban
which is already proving a hindrance
Meeting resulted in
to production.
a committee being formed comprising heads of the above associations
to approach the fuel ministry for
extra rations tomorrow (26).

10.
The Government has also temon the porarily forbade publication of most
periodicals including film and the-

in 50 years,
of hundreds of

has forced shutdown
atre trade papers.
film and other entertainment places
throughout Germany, as well as in
many other sectors of Central

Arbitration on

Europe..

Common

sight

at

concerts,

25.

headlined by George Formby
and four American acts,
Bob Bromley got over in top
fashion despite the fact that he'd
already played the house for a full
year in "High Time." Of the other
Al Stone and Nina Kaye
acts
brought nice returns, while Charles
Warren and Jean were okay. Hightowers were disappointing in their
(24),

debut.

House was near capacity despite
severe frost and fog.

Erillsh fii Can't

Compete

Hi

|ea%

II J.

Films,

profits to capital investment and
operating expenses, instead of clear

profit

Pay Cut

In British Fuel Crisis

made before

Crisis in

German

Weisbaden, U.

Legit

S. Zone, Feb. 10.

The new constitution of Greater
Hesse, which contains provisions for
worker committees to take part in
business management and hiring and
firing of help, has brought -about a
crisis in the Staatstheatre here.
The

or
committee,
presented management
demands for part in dewage scales, choice of

workers

Betriebsrat,
with list of

termining

repertory and casting.
the committee called on

arbitration.

Arbiter in the case is Sir Valentine Holmes, who is currently in
charge of the BBC graft enquiry.
The Thursday meet strongly protested any pay cuts made before the
arbiter's decision, but both the actors
and managers seem agreed that no

deduction should be made on salaries
of less than $40 a week, while others
above that should take proportional
cuts. All shows cut as a result of
government curtailment are
matinees.

Figured that theatre managers
Chairman of have lost an average of $4,000 weekly
management in the performance cut. Several
withdrawn if
and manage- shows are ready to be

to stick to constitution,
ment doesn't like the idea.

distribution.

which Metro formerly owned.
Arthur M. Loew, prexy of Loew's
International, reportedly opened neChances of successful British com- gotiations for the purchase during
petition in the world film market his pre-Christmas trip to Europe
with American films are nil, Isadore and hopes to close the deal when he
Goldsmith, w.k. British producer, returns to France next month.
told U.S. radio listeners last week in French government officials look favorably on the deal, since payment
a CBS network broadcast on the
would be made via dollar credit in
question.
"In no way can British
the U. S., which the French need
film., production compete seriously

anywhere

in the

world with* Ameri-

market for British
of that of America

films, one-third

or, at best,

badly. Metro," it's believed,
terested so much

isn't in-

cold weather persists.

similar setup.

two-

third when lower production costs
are considered, is a fundamental reason for rendering competition unsuccessful with Yank pix, producer

added.
Production costs are so high on
films that producers will not undertake them unless they have a good
chance of recovering their investment in the home market, Goldsmith
noted. "In order to stay in the race
at all, production costs in England
today have risen to the point Where
they are only 25% less than in
continued.
Britisher
America,"
Therefore, unlike the French, Italians or Mexicans, the British have
not only
budgets
their
base
to
had
on anticipated returns from England
alone, but also from the dominions,

Goldsmith told his audience that
the British resent regulations forcing
distribs and exhibs to have a certain percentage of native films in
Manufacture of
programs.
their
"quota quickies" brought British
films in disrepute with home audi-

London, Feb. 25.
ences and elsewhere, he said. "The
London actors have decided not tremendous improvement in the
to strike during the present British quality of recent British films has
national emergency following a mass changed this situation and British
meeting Thursday (20) in which films can now be sold in a natural
the public."
their dispute with the Society of way and not forced upon
Goldsmith is in the U.S. producing
West End Managers was submitted
the Blue," adaptation of
to arbitration. Differences arose as a "Out of
novel, for Eagle-Lion.
result of the curtailment of theatre Vera Caspary
out such films as "The
and 45% in the cinemas which have performances to six a week instead He has turned
'Matters Castle"
remained open in Frankfurt, Munich, of eight or nine because of the cur- Stars Look Down,"
currently playing.
Weisbaden and Stuttgart. Produc- rent coal shortage. When managers and "Bedelia,"
tion oi new pix stopped completely attempted to cut actors' salaries
Equity threatened strike Pat Hamilton Scripting
since Jan. 27 because Of coal and British
power cutoff.
action, claiming no cuts could be

Worker-Mgt. Fuss Brings

from film

Metro, about the only company
currently buying foreign theatres in
the open market, will reportedly
lead the way its the new move as
well. Following close on the heels
of the recent announcement that
Metro had bought five new theatres
in Europe, the company is currently
dickering with the French Gaumont
interests to buy back the old Gaumont-Loew-Metro chain in France,

colonies and the U.S.

legit

houses and pix is people huddling
blankets which they bring
with them from home, and munching
on dry bread. Conductor of Berlin
Philharmonic waves his arms about
directly over small electric stove,
several of which are placed among
musicians. Most orchestras, not as
fortunate, have simply put away
their instruments and gone home.
Receipts are off 33% in Bavaria

under

London, Feb.

First Palladium vaudeville season
in six years was opened yesterday

U. S, majors, stymied heretofore
in their attempts to acquire foreign
theatres because of the abnormally
high prices being asked by native
owners, are currently planning to
sidestep the cost angle. Companies*
plan to buy foreign houses anyway
and compensate for the upped costs
by switching part of profits earned
in those countries into a lower tax
bracket. Move would be accomplished by chalking up part of their

in immediate
can films except in England," Gold- returns
on the theatre properties as
smith said, "and I believe that such in
reducing ther French taxes on
competition even in England can company earnings
in France.
only become serious if -it is supConsummation of the deal is exported by artificially created laws pected to pave the way for a raft
restricting the import of American of foreign theatre acquisitions by
films still further."
other U. S. majors. Barney Balaban,
While Anglo pix are slowly be- Paramount prexy, reportedly
coming popular in the U.S., pro- thought of a similar idea a year age
ducer said, demand for films in and is believed to have sent Par
America is so enormous "that Brit- reps to Europe on a search for suitish pictures can never seriously af- able theatres. Joseph H. Seidelman,
International' prexy, is
fect the American market since Eng-, Universal
land at best produces only about 80 slated to attend the U continental
pictures a year and- only a few of sales convention in Paris in March
find a market and is also expected to be on the
lab has these—the best—can
Limited home lookout for theatres to buy under a
shortage in this country."

Berlin, Feb.

Fuel

-

-

Governmental ukase on fuel saving

preferential exhibition of Argentine
Charles H. Core, vet film distribuhlx, are costing dough as well as
tor \n tht Far East, has been named
pausing headaches before any picmanager for the Motion Picture Exture can be screened.

Fliers

Paris, Feb. 25.

'

Assigned to insure

policies,

Dent Paris Boxoffice Despite Higli Prices U. S.

-f

U. S. film distributors are finding
that the official Argentine protec-

25

Snugs

ITALIAN PIX

MARKET

REPORTED GLUTTED
Paris, Feb. 16.
One can more easily sell Italian
pix in Paris than French imports in
Italy, according 0to Mario Bellotti,
export manager of Italian Lux Co.,

who is now in Paris. He describes
the Ita'lian market as positively
glutted. Besides .American pictures,
there are over 150 French imports
on the market. He says he has on
hand
most

six "good" French pictures,
of them dubbed in Italian (at
$10,000 each), for which he cannot
get playing dates.

Also complains about the numberless film festivals skedded in many
countries, which are more carnivals
than trade fairs effectively promoting business. He is in favor of the

Belgian

forthcoming
meet,
but
like to see the festivals internationally curbed to one a year for
the continent.
Bellotti, who before the war was
Korda's rep here, is attempting to
organize Italian international sales,

would

beginning with Buenos Aires. In
Paris he operates through the local
firm Zenith in which Lux have an
interest.

Mex

Strike Threatened

Mexico City, Feb. 10.
All film houses of Chiapas "state,
Guatemalan border region, are
threatened with a strike by the NaPlay for Hitchcock tional Cinematographic Industry
Patrick Hamilton, w.k. British au- Workers Union (STIC) unless they
thor, has been signed to write the grant pay hikes of 25%-60% and
screen adaptation of his own play, grant other benefits.
rich

Own

"Rope," first film on the schedule of
Transatlantic Films, indie production outfit headed up by Alfred
Hitchcock and Sidney Bernstein.
Hamilton is due over in the spring
to begin work on the picture, which
will go into production as soon as
Hitchcock winds up his current
"Paradise Case."
Bernstein, meanwhile, arrives in
New York from the Coast this week
en route to London. He'll stay over
a few days for confabs on "Rope"
with Al Margolies, eastern rep of
Transatlantic,

The

federal board of conciliation
is striving to avert

and arbitration
the strike.

BERMUDA'S

WHARF THEATRE

Hamilton, Bermuda. Feb, 27.
Wharf theatre of Provincetown,
Mass, razed by the 1940 hurricane,
is
to be built on the waterfront
here by the founder, Mrs, Margaret
i

Hewes

Gosling.

Designed by Cleon Throckmorton,
theatre is expected to be ready by
early summer. Property has already
been acquired for the structure.
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Eva ffist, li-

Aide; Montgomery Set

named.

Faces Shortages
Continuing product shortage, the
bane of most subsequent run exhibs

probably hardest In

today, has hit

the country
of

center

at

FIRES RAZE ST. LOO,

Bernard Lewfl* leaves New York
for the Coast at trie end of this week
to take up the post of exec assistant
to Hal Home, Story Productions
topper, to which he was recently

Unique Films,

lts

PICTURES

Lewis West as Home's

the "biggest movie

the world''—New York's

42nd street, between Broadway and
8th avenue. Street is so named because of its 10 fllmeries concentrated
in less than one block,
With all 10 of the houses running
the same type product, including
mpstly subsequent runs, reissues and
B pictures, the product situation has
always been tight, according to MarLevine, assistant to William
tin
Brandt of the Brandt theatres. Now
that the majors have either cut out
reissues or boosted them into the
pix category and. have sliced the
number of B's turned out, the street,
which ran an average of 20 pix
weekly, will be laced with an acute

,

Bob

IND'POLIS

Competitive Bidding Even

THEATRES

Influence Certain
Majors,

successor as eastern pub-ad director
to have started in the theatre's profor Story, took over last week.
jection room.
Lewis' principal function on the
New sound and projection equipCoast will be coordination of proment costing $7,000 had just been induction with publicity. Montgomery
stalled last week. Citizens Theatre
comes to Story from the J. Arthur Co,, operators of the
house, stated a
Bank organization, tor -which he new theatre will be built in the
most recently was director of pub- spring as a replacement.
licity in England on pix to be released in the U, S.
$100,000 Blaze
St. Louis, Feb. 25.
Cairo Opera House, Cairo, 111., a

who

raised

squawk about the

as

much

unfeasibility

Terms and Piles

available, could always refuse to
buy a block of pictures as an ex-

of*

.

pression of their bargaining

competitive bidding as did the indie

power

and were usually assured that th,eir
be competition, also enough product,
used to their advantage in tough would not buy what they had turned
booking situations.
Through the down. With most first run situations
simple expedient of threatening to currently extremely hard pressed for
product, the exhibs must either kick
throw their product on the open through or
take a chance on the
auction block in such situations, dis- product being sold away from them.
trib toppers can usually influence
How widely the bidding system
a reluctant exhibitor on terms and has been used as a club in this way
is not known, but several cases have
was cream dates desired.
exhibs,

now

find the system can

Grainger's Coast Stay
unit of I. W. Rodgers circuit
among five business buildings deHollywood, Feb. 25.
Such use of bidding over the heads
James R. Grainger, Republic vee- stroyed by fire last week. Blaze apparently
started in an apartment in of exhibs, of course, is only a
pee over sales, arrived yesterday
the
building housing the 500-seat
(Mdnday) from a three-weeks' tour
temporary
expedient
since
the
theatre.
of Rep southern exchanges.
system is slated to go into general
Total fire loss was- near $100,000.
He'll remain here for two weeks

A

Now Can

Indianapolis, Feb. 25.

The 40-year-old Sourwine theatre
building at Brazil, Ind. was destroyed Sunday (23) in a $200,000
Lewis' fire. Early
morning blaze is believed

Montgomery,

27

been reported in various parts of the
country. One exhib, for example,
wanted to book a top picture of one
of the majors into his house during
the forthcoming Holy Week. When
the branch manager turned down
the deal, the exhib put in a call to
the company's homeoffice where he
was told that unless he took the

.

of studio confabs before returning to
the homeoffice.

DELAY EAGLE

industry use July

Eagle-Lion Do-Re-Mi
SUIT
..

Hollywood, Feb.

.

1,

under terms of

the anti-trust decree. Distrib execs,

A. B. Johnson Holds
25.

Arthur B. Johnson was appointed
Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Superior Court granted American chief West Coast financial officer for
Levine said.
which is probably the only Eagle Films an extension of time to Eagle-Lion and will serve additionone of its kind in the world, is also March 3 to answer a suit filed by ally as liaison between E-L and
Pathe Industries, its parent comfacing other buying problems.
Al- Eagle-Lion.
E-L seeks an injunction restraining pany.
though Levine declined to comment
A. E. Bollinger, formerly with
on this, he implied the distribs had the defendant from using the name
Universal,
was named controller
lost no time in cutting in on their "American Eagle," claiming it causes
for E-L..
share of the hypoed profits earned confusion in the film industry.
during the last few years by switching from flat rentals to percentage
shortage,
Street,

moreover, can only use the measure
situations

in

deemed

competitive

since the decree has designated only

picture on the date desired by the
the film would be thrown
'"'
open to competitive bidding.

distrib,
i

those situations as ones in which
competitive bidding should be inaugurated.

claim they're only trying to protect
their interests and reiterate that

reason why exhibs will
usually come through with demands
of distribs is the product shortage
in first run houses. First run exhibs
heretofore,
with enough product

willing to make an
adjustment with an exhib, if the
exhib can prove that terms on a picture were too high and that heylost
"T~
money on the playdate.

:

Chief

Distrib

toppers,

on

their

they're always

terms.
Biz has fallen off 10-20%
during the last few months, however,
Levine said.
He attributed the
slump to the mediocrity of product
turned out and the, fact that the
public is fast becoming selective in
its film fare, refusing to go for a

picture tltat already did poorly in
previous runs.
Of the 10 houses, the Brandt chain
operates six of them, 'three are run'
by Max Cohen's Cinema circuit and
the Laffmovie is operated by James
J. Mage, who leases the house from
the Brandts.
Most of them were
legit houses 25 years and several later switched to burlesque when legit
moved farther uptown. When they
all went in for films, several tried
a 24-hour-a-day grind policy, but all
have eliminated that, because of the
trajnps who made the theatres their
nightly flop houses.
Damage done
all-night habituees often
overshadowed the grosses, Levine

by' the
said.

Brandt chief revealed that, despite
similarity of product, his six
houses each operate on an individualized policy, with each having
built up its own clientele during the
last
few years. Flagship of the
street is the Selwyn, which gets all
product immediately after it's gone
through the Loew circuit. Apollo,
formerly a last-run foreign house,
recently switched its policy to one
of extended runs of the top foreign
pix,
playing
day-and-date
with
Brandt's Atlantic in Brooklyn. Film
recently ran "Les Miserables" for
four weeks and has booked Danielle
Darrieux's first postwar film, "Her
First Affair," to open next Wednesday (19). That' will be followed by
"Carmen," which moves over from
the

the

first run Ambassador.
Times
theatre,
which
Square
changes three times weekly, runs a
straight menu of westerns and action
pictures, while the Victory concentrates on horror and exploitationtype pictures. Lyric shows only the
top reissues and the Liberty is a
moveover house for the Selwyn. It's
not uncommon, Levine said, for a
large party of people to come down
to the street and split up, with several going to each house so that they
can see any type picture they want
and then reassembling after the
show.
Husbands and wives have
even been known to split up so that
each can go to a different theatre,

They spend $1,300,000 for movies

m
The motion

New

3 l/2

spending Redbook families were in on
i

the

first

"The

publication of such stories as

David" and "The

First in entertainment,

NEW

NU-SCREEN

time and again, been the

first

Precondition this avid movie audience with advertising of your newest
screen releases. You can do it at a prorata rate

of $97 a

page—and

has,

publisher
office

readers

throughout the

pany, along with Sparks-Withington
Co., has developed and is distributing a new type of concave, convex
screen made of fibre glass.
Gluckman, prior to his five years
association with WAC, was franchise-holder for Republic Pictures in
Now York and eastern Pennsylvania.

THEY

LIVE.

»••••• IN

crowd to advertisers. They buy a billion
dollars worth of food and spend 134 million dollars in drug stores. $44,100 will
put your product up where they can see
12 times a
it
year in full black
and white pages.

tion.

REDBOOK, U

HIT EM WHERE

YOU'D SPEND MONEY, TOO, If fOU HAD
t BILLION DOLLARS LEFT AFTER TAXES I
That's what makes the audience of the
Redbook National Show such an attractive

U. S. A. spend $46,000,000 a year to see
motion pictures. Make sure that they
spend their money to see your produc-

CO.

Herman Gluckman, treasurer of
the War Activities Committee, has
been named president of the newly
organized Nu-Screen Corp.
Com-

that's a

buy!

Redbook

Redbook

upon which top box

pictures are based.

and

"Claudia
Green Years".

Edge",

Razor's

of the stories
'

Redbook,

fill

average,

he said.
Levine declared that the

street attracts all kinds of customers, including both
Yorkers and hicks.
Several pix have played different
theatres in the block 30 or 40 diferent times, including both "Scarface" and "M," latter a German-made
honor film starring Peter Lorre.

picture theatres of

every seat in the house on an
cimes daily. An<1 smal1
wonder, since chess 42,000 young, free-

Florida

REDBOOK

s^e,
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".expert

and otent box office..
says Film Daily
".

.

.

A

5

'super

Western

©I three-dimensional calibre

amply stocked with names" U.
standout

. . .

Wayne

P.

box

. .

."'Angel*

does his best job since 'Stage-

and exciting en-

coach'" VARIETY. .."Interesting
tertainment"

DAILY

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW ... "Safe

office bet

any where" DAILY VARIETY. "Some..

thing, different

and

interesting to the general

public" INDEPENDENT
attraction"

. . .

"A

big-time, big-scale

HOLLYWOOD B1POHTEH

and touching... an exciting

.

, .

"fender

fabric that, in-

cludes gun-duels, horseback pursuits and.
fist 'fights"

M.

•the better

P.

HERALD

grosses

. . .

. . .

"Should -rid^

satisfy the ladies"

EXHIBITOR

THIRD
BIG
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fl»
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PICTURES
Bette

Thumbnose Sketch—Gea

S.

Mum

Kaufman

in

Next

Hollywood, Feb.

U and UA Decree

25.

29

Appeals Reiterate

Bette Davis will play a deaf-mute
in "Johnny Belinda,"
to
be produced by Jerry Wald for Warner from
a screenplay by Irmgard Von Cube
Slieuldii't
and Allen Vincent, based on the
It was in 1889, in Pittsburgh, that Mr. and Mrs. Kaufman were putting
stage play;
> Filing their appeals last week,
Wheirs. They called this one George S, Kaufman,
Actress is taking lessons in sign
Universal and United Artists again
new
'the
baby
until its motor got started; it has never
They spanked
language for her part in the picture.
hammered away at the poi,nt that'
He wasn't exactly a homely kid, but his mother would
they
stopped, since.
never
should
have been
; Continued from page 7
bunched with the Big Five in the
pull his carriage instead of pushing it, so she wouldn't have to look in his
Small-Seaters Have
commented the brief, "the,, court's anti-trust action. U went so far as
face. George went to a little black schoolbouse in Pittsburgh, where he
failure to find any actual monopo- to note that Republic Pictures, inpicked up a smattering of state capitals, past and perfect tenses, plus
lization of exhibition seems inex- dependent distrib, "is larger relative
Better Chance at Bally
paper-wad trajectory. He" went to high school but had nothing to show
plicable.
The areas' of commerce to Universal than Universal is relaembraced by the defendants' theatre tive to any of the 'big five.' " Both
for it but an education.
Benefits
operations were sufficiently largo to companies appealed from every subIt was in high school that he first got his taste for show business, as an
Planning an intimate theatre cir- be the subject of monopolization, stantial portion of the -decree except
amateur. And you know, once on the amateur stage, always an actor! cuit in such key cities as Washington, even though the defendants might partial divorcement and asked for
They presented a play called "The Queen's Messenger." Our hero was New York, St. Louis and Pittsburgh, not be regarded as having ever in- its upset in toto.
U raised a question for
suHe had no lines to speak, but Samuel Cummins, general manager tended to secure a nationwide preme Court contemplationU.S.
the leading iriSin, playing the messenger.
'which
of the Pix Theatre Co., reveals that monopoly of exhibition.
made his part important by delivering a registered letter instead of the his projected houses will not exceed
has been puzzling- both distribs and
"The basic issue posed by this ap- exhibs. Noting
"patent deficiencies
regular one they gave him, He studied law and was the only student 600 seats and would screen "unusual"
peal is one of judicial power rather
in the competitive bidding method."
lawyer who was ever swayed by a jury. He couldn't take it, so gave it up. film fare. Small seater, Cummins than mere exercise of judicial disU's brief said: "To cite only one, it
pointed out, is in a better strategic
If the District Court is
His first job was as a chain and transit man with a surveying corps. position to reap exploitational bene- cretion.
is provided that the exhibitor may
right in its assumption that the unBut they were practically auditions. He really started from the bottom; fits and word-of-mouth business tried and unenforcible competitive offer to license a picture upon a flat
rental or for a percentage of the
he became- a salesman for shoelaces, heels and sole leather. He was now from foreign films, since quite often bidding relief is an adequate substireceipts, and that the distribuHe was different than the boys of that type of product, he said, needs tute for the traditional divestiture gross
in the first four-flush of his youth.
"two to three weeks to establish it- relief, and complete prohibition of tor is to accept the bid of the high18. 19 and 20—he .was 16.
est bidder.
Yet it should be plain
future agreement among the guilty
Between customers (which was frequent) he would send in humorous self."
Larger houses With high overheads, defendants, traditionally applied in that if one exhibitor offers $1,000
contributions to F.P.A.'s column on the N, Y. Evening Mail. F.P.A. hurt
Cummins noted, must garner a mini- situations of this character, then a for a picture and another offers 25%
his column but encouraged George by publishing his stuff. George's humor
mum gross the first four days of a proceeding under Section" 4 of the of his gross receipts, it will be imbegan to appear in all the leading wastepaper baskets in the country.
possible to determine which is the
film's run or they yank the pic. They Sherman Act
has become an instruHe almost became bankrupt from bribing editors to publish his stuff. In can't afford
to wait while the picture ment for protecting an established highest bidder."
1912 the Washington Times needed a humorous writer besides the guy who
Again presenting the poor relative
gains momentum. Citing the experi- monopoly
from either
effective pitch,
was doing the idiotorials. So F.P.A. recommended George, who got the ence of "Henry
U asserted that "unrestricted
V," he said a tieup judicial or legislative correction."
job and wrote a column entitled "This and That and a Little of the Other."
condemnation of franchises crippled
with the Theatre Guild helped it
The -title was so long that he had very little writing to do to fill his col- along the first
Universal,
a relatively small distriLists 'Points of Error
couple weeks and
umn. After a year he gave up his job because of something that the after that the film had worked up
butor, in its efforts to compete with
Some of the main points of error the large integrated companies." U
owner, Frank A. Munsey, said to him. The exact words were: "You're enough interest
to carry the ball on alleged by the Anti-Trust Division
•fired, Kaufman!"
has as much right, or more, to showThat was the only good thing Munsey ever did for the its own.
are:
theatre.
cases as the Big Five, appeal argued,
Pummins' firm, which currently
The court erred in concluding but franchise nix negates that right
operates some eight theatres on the
Hitting at Nothing
mid-Atlantic coast, is preparing a that the relief granted was adequate unless the company is prepared to
resort
to the expensive process of
to prevent the
guilty defendants
For a while our hero was shooting at nothing and hitting the mark new Washington unit modeled along from
unreasonably restraining com- buying houses outright.
every time. His father told him he would go far—in fact, he stood out in the lines of the Walter Reade-built
Attacking the decree provision
Park Avenue theatre, N. Y. A 600 petition in the motion picture husithe road and pointed! So George went to New York, where he regained'
which
makes
it incumbent upon the
nass
in
future.
the
seater and ultra deluxer, it will be
unconsciousness. He landed a job on the Evening Mail, later became a
distrib to defend clearances, U had
"located in the heart of Washington"
The court erred in concluding this to say. "It placed upon UniStage news reporter on the N. Y. Tribune, then succeeded Brock Pemberand, according to Cummins, will that the
major defendants had not versa i the imnossible and illegal
ton as drama editor of the N. Y. Times. Pemberton was then preparing
charge a $1.10 minimum but will not actually achieved a monopoly in exto enjoy the money he was going to make years later from "Harvey."
burden of sustaining the reasonableKaufman proved that a drama editor is a stage reporter whose legs went have a reserved seat policy, as does hibition either collectively or Singly, nc ss. from the standpoint of the
the Reade house. Elsewhere in the
back on him. Aftr reviewing some of the plays of that period he decided
The court erred in not conclud- exhibitor's interests, not the pubcapital Pix Theatres expects to spend
he could do better, so in 1918 he started his collaborative career. Playlic's or its own, of all clearances
that
defendants
actually
ing
the
had
$100,000 o% its 850 seater, the Pix, for
wrights would come up to him and say, "George, I got a good gag," and
granted,
without prescribing any
renovations and is mulling construc- achieved a collective monopoly of
adequate standards for the deterGeorge would say, "Great, all we need now is a second act!"
tion of a 1,500 seat neighborhood distribution,
mination of what would be. reasonHis first play was written with Larry Evans and Walter Percival. It was house.
The court erred in failing to able. Yet under the competitive bidCalled "Someone in the House." There wasn't, so they closed it after five
Firm also opened the 500-seat Pix prohibit the guilty defendants from
ding system prescribed by the court
weeks. George then did an adaptation of "Jacques Duval." In 1921 he and in Philadelphia Dec. 23, which Cummaking clearance agreements in the the exhibitor is the one who fixes
Marc Connelly started banging out hits like "Dulcy," "To the Ladies," ','The mins said is the most expensive thefuture.
the clearance."
49'ers," "Merton of the Movies," "Helen of Troy, N. Y.," "Deep-Tangled atre of its size in the country, costCA's Argument
Wildwood," "Beggar on Horseback" and "Be Yourself." Then with Morrie ing $500,000. Currently the theatre
The court erred in failing to
UA cited six substantial questions
Ryskind, he wrote musical hits like "Animal Crackers," "Of Thee I Sing" has "Henry V" and is drawing strong prohibit the continued use by the
major defendants of each other's.,which merited a reversal. Price-fix(the first musical to receive the Pulitzer Prize), "Let 'Em Eat Cake" and biz at $2.80 top.
ban was improper UA argued,
"Bring On the Girls." Ring Lardner helped him with "June Moon,", while
theatres as exhibition outlets for '»*
^cause losing is not parallel with
each other's films.
with Edna Ferber as his collaborator he wrote smash hits like "Royal Fam-

•By

JOE LAURIE,

They

Jr.,

Be Boiiclied With Big 5

Decree Appeal

'

—Cummins

-

1

•

—

'

i

•

j

!
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the sale of commodities. Fallacious
finding of conspiracy on clearance
was also claimed, point heing made
that "undisputed evidence showed
holdings.
that this similarity was due entirely
to competitive factors rather than
•The court erred in failing to
to any agreement or understanding
S
C
amongst the distributor defendants.'
SSffi,
nf
fh ;
10
0
6 mtClCS 5
^
Company joined with
in pasting
i" fl defendant?
f
major
fixing of clearance burden on disThe court erred in failing to tribs. On franchises too,
backed
prohibit the major defendants from U, with the declaration that they
continuing to exhibit their own-films "insured the independent exhibitor
in their own theatres upon terms product for his theatre, did not rewhich discriminate against their strain trade, and provided the nontheatre-owning defendants additional
competitors.
outlets for their product."
The court erred in decreeing

"Dinner at 8," "Stage Door" and "Minick." He then soloed with
Readying lext
"The Butter and Egg Man," "Cocoanuts" and "Strike Up the Band." With Film
Herman Mankiewicz he wrote "The Good Fellow," and then came a couple
with Alexander Woollcott, "The Channel Road7 and "The Dark Tower."
For Red Cross Campaign
Howard' Dietz and he turned out "The Band Wagon," and with Katherine
With the motion picture industry's
Dayton "The First Lady." Then came a series of wows with Moss Hart
cooperation in the f947 March of'
as his collab.
Dimes campaign successfully con"Once In a Life Time," in which George played the part of Lawrence eluded, the industry continues to
was
so
miscast.
But
business
Vail, he played himself.
said
he
was
Some
prep for other charity drives coming
terrific that the ushers were always standing.
There were such others as up in the future. Next on the list
"Merrily We Roll Along," "You Can't Take It With You" (another Pulitzer is the Red Cross campaign, in which
Prize-winner), "I'd Rather Be Right," "The Fabulous Invalid," "The Amer- eight majors are cooperating by disican Way,'' "The Man Who Came to Dinner" (in which George also played tributing the Red Cross short, "Call
on the wheat circuit). You see, he didn't depend on his comb to give him to Action," from their various exa part. "George Washington Slept Here," "The Late George Apley," "Hol- changes.
lywood Pinafore" (which didn't get a Pulitzer Prize) were other collab
More than 15,000 theatres are exefforts, though not all necessarily with Hart.
pected to run the short during Red
He has proven himself the ace stage director of Broadway by putting his Cross month, March 1-31, according
magic touch on hits like "Front Page," "June Moon," "Joseph." "Once In a to Tom J. Connors, 20th-Fox veepee
Life Time," "Of Thee I Sing," "Here Today," "Dinner at 8," "Let 'Em Eat over sales and chairman of the naCake," "Stage Door," "Can't Take It With You." "Of Mice and Men," tional distributors committee of the
"Doughgirls," "I'd Rather Be Right/' "My Sister Eileen" and many, many industry. Short runs seven minutes
others.
and has been approved for showing
by most- exhib associations. Red
ily,"

Ik

The

court erred in failing to
require the major defendants to divest themselves of all their theatre

'
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Reversal on competitive bidding
as appropriate
was demanded. "The Sherman Act
where the de- provides for .injunctions against the
were in competipractices found

competitive bidding
relief

situations-

in

fendants' theatres
tion

continuance of
unlawful; it does .not authorize the
court to prescribe affirmative ways
doing business," UA said. "This
is a legislative function, not a ju-

with independent theatres.

The court erred in failing to
require that all eomnetitive bids be

"of

.

.

Good

Ycllers Get Together

Cross

He^as

learned to write by writing. He likes the companionship of his
He and his
collaborators.
It's a case of good yellers getting together.
writing companions would sit for hours laughing at each other's jokes, they
would laugh at his, and he would laugh at his own. He is highly amusing
his wish.
in a sad sort of a way.
obey
words
can
make
who
A genius
Ideas. just come and sit down in his mind. He loves to play poker. When
he plays it is practically a benefit for his fellow players. He has been
trimmed more times than a wick on the lamp of a lighthouse. He is also
a terrific croquet player, which is a lot like chess with sweat.

At rehearsals he is all over the stage showing the actors what to do and
to do it.
One actor took him for his shadow. He doesn't look like
an actor or writer, but neither did Lincoln look like a president. He wears
spectacles to keep his eyes warm. He is not a very good dresser; he and
his suits don't slump in the same places; his pants don't get up when he
does. He is tall for his height and would look taller, but he never wears
a hat. He does insist on wear ins .a new tie every day; it's new to him. He
likes puns. "One man's Mede is another Man's Persian" is one of his
samples.
Of course, nobody ever got famous on one crack, except the
Liberty Bell. On his opening nights he is a spasm of silent hysteria. He
keeps walking around the block all evening, but gets back in time to
count up the night's receipts.
Nature has given him a sharp wit, playful sarcasm and a healthy humor.
His name on'a play is a promise of quality, and laughs. He once collaborated on a picture in Hollywood; he held a guy while they were tattooing
him. George always looks like he smells a platitude, He has a fine com-

is

of the English language; he sez nothing. He takes a rib. especially
has meat on it, He dislikes office boys, clerks, waiters, taxi drivers,
phone girls and babies. But he does like peppermints!
•He is now rich, probably from having money. He loves the theatre as
a » institution.
His contribution to the stage, as a writer, actor, director,
wit and humorist has been great. And with it all he is good nattlred, modit

;

,

.

this

year,

dicial one."

The court erred in concluding
that the factor of print cost would
confine exhibition to high-priced
theatres unless a system of successive runs protected by clearance is

so

been turned out.
Film industry is also expected to
eooperate> fully in the forthcoming
cancer drive and the Greater New
York Fund campaign.

NAACPU. Wise. Branch
Protests Disney's 'South'

employed.

Madison. Feb.

admission prices/clearances and runs
by requiring a defendant-exhibitor.

versity of Wisconsin chapter of the
National Assn. for the Advancement

!

;

Chicago, Feb.

2.3.

who

I

arrested Charles Fine, projecfor allegedly selling print of

tionist,

"Going

Edmund

My

Way,"

I

acquittal
Johnson, assistant U. S.
is

of
i

;.t-

forney, and FBI agent Hugh Gordon.
Fine, arrested Dec. 7, 1945, after
selling "Going" print for $200, was
charged with infringement of copyright

and was discharged

in

Remaining defendants who

together with the
Film opened Feb.

able clearance (if clearance is in- .12 at the Capitol here.
Both groups issued a joint statevolved) to the highest bidder.
ment calling the live-aetior color
The court erred in concluding
feature "viciously slanted" in its
that the defendants' theatre holdings
depiction o: the Negro as an inferior
are not large enough to permit them,
and illiterate type. They added that
individually or collectively, to have
it
was more than Unfortunate that
a monopoly of exhibition.
tVfiim'opcno.t on Lincoln's birth
The^ court erred in ^ concluding ,j ay flt the WdrnC Bros. hou>e.
that there was or would be under
Asking all Madison citizens not to
its decree adequate competition besee the picture, they said. "Great
tween theatres operated by the harm can be done by the distortion
|
,

i-

i

Federal

court last December after testifying
he had bought the pie at a Railway
Express Agency salvage sale.
Federal Judge Philip L. Sullivan,
dismissing the suit, held that
in
Johnson and Gordon had acted within their official duties in making the
arrest.

!

•

agaihst

when licensing its fea'tures, to grant of Colored People
In False Arrest Suit the license for each run at a reason- Madison NAACP.
Aftermath of a million -dollar false
arrest suit against two U. S. aides,

25.

Formal protest has been entercdshowing of Walt Disney's
"Song of the South," by the Urii-

16. The court erred in concluding
that competition can be introduced
into the present system of fixing

2 U.S. Aides Acquitted

how

mand
when

stated in terms of flat rental.

not asking for theatre col-

that most
exhibs are expected to run the short,
of which about 3,000 prints have
lections

U

\

i

!

i

•

major defendants

The
that

in

any

city.

court erred in concluding
theatre divestiture would

'

The
that,

court

such

WESTM0EB AT
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Hollywood, Feb.

25.

Buddy Westmore has taken over

the public.
i

!

of fact in this film."

total

be 'injurious to the corporations concrrned and would be damaging to
erred

in

concluding
would not

divestiture
the illegal practices

post as" makeup department chief at
Universal-International.
He succeeds Jack Pierce, who held

found
and generous.
come to trial Feb. 27 are J. Harold remedy
for 20 years. Latter resigned
There is a Kaufman Peak in Russian Turkestan; it's 22.993 feet high. Stevens. Chi Paramount branch man- by it which has unreasonably re- post
stricted competition in the industry. two weeks ago.
ager, and Paramount Pictures, Inc.
George S. Kaufman stands just as high in show business!
'

!

;
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the building is converted to
other purposes.
Ye Colony theatre, a new 400seateiyOak Grove, Mo., has lighted
and is under the managership <jf
Frank Blumlee, manager Of Theatre
Enterprises, Kansas City. Mo.
New houses opened in the St.
*>

.

AD-Vet House Staff Preps Shore,

Atlantic City,

•

.

AC for Bow; Oiler ExcJiange News
t:

The

Downtown,

formerly the
Wade, reopened in Dallas by Joy
Houck. O. B, Bridges manager,

WB

Montana, Utah Shifts
Butte, Mont.
Perry Brown, formerly, manager
for JVarner Bros,. Salt Lake ex-

Louisville.

*

Metro's

McLeod Feted

Drive-rn Theatre Loop in L. A.
Indianapolis.
Los Angeles.
D. S. McLeod, Metro office manFilm fans on wheels are motoring
ager, returned visit at old home near into a new combination, the United
Red Bank, N. J., to be feted by staff States Drive-In Theatres, Inc., a
on 20th anniversary with company.
parent company organized to operate
Two local nabes, Carl-oil Noe's within a 35-mile radius of Los AnAvalon and Abe Baker's Towne, now geles, Charles A. Caballero heads
are coaxing the customers with stage the corporation which consists of
shows one night a week. Fare usu- California Drive-In Theatres, -Inc.,
•
ally features hillbilly acts from local and Pacific Drive-In Theatres.
radio stations.
Hudson Enterprises, operators of
Many Missouri Theatre Deals
Strand at Kendallville, Ind., now re'
modeling Princess hi/Same town.
St. Louis.
^
Associated Theatre Owners board
R. D. Roth reelected prez of Lyric
of directors to meet at Hotel Antlers, theatre, Greenville, 111., at a stockMarch 4.
holders meeting.

of anv
Grange

theatre

St. Louis.
™,
~
The Don, a 380-scater in Downers
Grove, 111.. j,nd a unit of the Alliance Theatre circuit, relighted,
The Marchesi Brothers of Amboy
purchased „ ground adjoining
111,
their Town, Prophetstown, 111., to increase seating capacity.

LoulsvHle""sWfts

•

ran the

Missouri Gleanings

change, is now sales rep in westernMontana. Keith Pack lias been asv
signed Utah territory,

'

.

three months.
William E, Fcatherly, who
Uptown the longest period
recent operator, opened the
Hall in Athens as a film
four days weekly,

city.

Louis area in recent weeks include
the Tern, Alexis', 111.; The Crest,
Cerro Gordo, 111., and the New
Globe, Savannah, Mo.

With former GI's from manager
Malone from
»nd owner doWh to its janitor as its Malone theatre .at
Charley Joseph.
staff, Shore theatre will open next
Deal has been concluded by LawPar Hps Salesmen
Friday (28). The theatre operated
Miller, Robb & Rowley circuit
rence
Paraxnount has upped a number of
here for many years as the City
Don C. Douglas, public its sales staffers to higher spots in
Square under Edward J. O'Keefe. partner, and
director, for purchase, of the eastern and southern division
The new house will be "one of the relations
Aldine Theatre Building at Robs- which Hugh Owen heads. Topping
Waxman chain. The group operates town.
the advances is Edward Maloney,
the Hollywood, Astor and Cinema.
named sales manager for the Boston
Max J. Chasens, ex-Army captain, is
WB 2-Day Sales Confab
territory. Maloney, formerly a salesowner manager. Jack Kauffman,
former GI, will be general manager.
Warner Bros, sales division under man, has been with Par 25 years.
Ben Kalmenson is conducting a two- Harold Wyckoff, New Orleans, raised
booking manager to salesman;
from
WB-UA Tieup on "Dorseys"
day confab today (Wed) and tomorrow in New York to discuss current Joseph Murphy, booker, transferred
.
Pittsburgh.
to N. O. as booking manager; Bert
Biggest radio promotional tie-up sales matters and forthcoming prod- L. Turgeon, Atlanta head booker, and
in
part
taking
Homeoffice
execs
uct.
here for a pictvire in a long time will
B. W. Smith, Jr., booker, advanced
be the dance Warner theatre and sessions are Samuel Schnieder, v.p.; to salesmen; and Paul Morgan, head
Blumenstock, ad-pub director;
UA are tossing tomorrow (Wed) Mort Haines,
western division sales shipper, Atlanta, to booker.
night in co-tieup with WWSW for Roy
N. Y, trainees Adolph Trilling,
"Fabulous Dorseys," which opens manager; Jules Lapidus, eastern Gerald Frankel and Phil Isaacs prodowntown the following day. It's manager; Norman Ayres, southern moted to bookers as has been Edgar
been labeled the Dorsey Disc Dig, manager; Ed Hinchy, playdatc head; Fitter, Jr., in Boston. Wendell ClemGoodman, exchange
R.
with admission one record of any Bernard
ent,
in the Boston shipping departconkind. Waxings will be turned over supervisor, and Stanley Hatch,
ment, has been raised to booker also.
tract department manager.
to charitable organizations.

erators, They followed John Moran
of Coxsackie, who bowed out after

and operate " the Regal stud Rltz,
Gatesville, and with the purchase
own and operate all theatres in that

when

Change in local house managers
Maurice Barker succeeded Robert
by Fourth Avenue Amus. Co. brings Lawrence at the Missouri, CarrollJohn C. Phelps, formerly with Y & town, Mo.
'

;

W

Corp. Gary,. Ind., as- manager of
the Brown, and moves H. J. Newton
from managership of the Brown to
Strand, first-run house. Phelph was
connected with local film houses
about seven years ago. Newton was
manager of the Brown for a period
of seven years, and began his show
business career at Locw's State.

The Bucklin, first motion-picture
theatre in Bucklin, Mo., in 20 years
is now operating.
David O. Williams, King City, Mo.,
former assistant manager of the Mis-

souri, St. T oseph, Mo., is remodeling
a building in his home town into a
300-seater. Williams has been associated with the Fox Midwest Circuit

many

f >r

Cornfield's Latino .Look-See
Cornfield, supervisor of
foreign sales, on a month's tour of

'ears.

Albert

company exchanges

Disney Plans

Latin-Amer-

in

ica.

Mochrie Completes Setup
gap was filled yesterday
(Tuesday) in a series of RKO appointments resulting from the crea-

Continued from page

Left on Quits Pitt fix Biz
Pittsburgh.
Lew Lefton, quitting Film Row
after more than- 20 years, plans to
settle in the southwest. He's just re-

Final

25',o

which

of

is

done

18

live

action.

Signed for this film were F dgar
Bergen, Dinah Shore; Luana Patten,
Cliff Edwards, Billy Gilbert, Dintion last week of a new sales divisigned from Republic sales staff. ning Sisters and King's Men,
sion. Sales veepee Robert Mochrie
Before
that,
Lefton
two
and
nephews
Still in the editing stage, "How
appointed Albert L. Kolitz, former
owned the local PRC franchise, Dear to My Heart" will be Disney's
Cleveland branch manager, to head which
was
bought
by
the parent
out
district,
sucthe Rocky Mountain
most ambitious live venture to date,
company in 1945. ceeding Len. S-- Gruenberg,
Jack Judd, RKO salesman, quit to with 85% of its footage given over
Gruenberg was promoted to metro- go with Columbia here as Main Line to flesh action. Film is based on the
politan district manager replacing rep. He replaces Byron (Buzz) KeyStirling North story, "Midnight and
Charles Boasberg, who in turn was han in that territory..
Jeremiah." Cartoon chief has signed
put over the newly created sales diMrs. Hilda Alvin Nacey, head invision covering southern states, the fpector at Metro and a Loew's em- Burl Ives, Bobby Driscoll and Luana
met district and Canada.
loyee for 19 years, has left the ex- Patten.
Into work under the tentative
change. Marie Herman has been proReade's Press Eevamjs
moted to her old post, and Dorothy title "It's All in Fun" Disney has
another feature which reverts alAttempting to plug the advertis- Osvirk made a new inspector.
Crescent, Fairfax, Mo., bought by ing gap create'd by the fold of his
Jack Tucker, for last year RKO most entirely to cartooning, with
Donald Fraser, Woodlake, Minn., Asbury Park (N. J.) Sun a month exploitation man in this territory, 85% of its length being done in penfrom Arthur H. Hackett, who plans ago and still uninterested in buying transferred to Buffalo.
He's exand-ink.
Story is about Johnny
to retire after operating the house space in the Asbury Park Press, Wal- changing posts with Allan- Wieder.
George Plesko is new manager of Appleseed, legendary pioneer charsince 1910. Hackett and a brother, ter Keade is employing a vigorous
He acter who'll be played in the film by
are interested in theatres in Tarkio, campaign to drum up business for Soisson theatre, Connellsville.
Mo., and Clarind'a, la.
his five theatres in the resort. Using succeeds lone Niel, who resigned on Dennis Day. Others under contract
account of ill health.
for this one are Ethel Smith, FranLee Hayob, who's been assisting three-sheets, mailing lists, windowNat Marcus, former ' B salesman ces Langford, Roy Rogers and the
trucks,
his uncle, George Hayob in manage- displays and several sound
here who was transferred to MilSons of the Pioneers, Freddy Martin,
ment of Mary Lou, Marshall, Mo., circuit has also bought time on local waukee several
years ago. has been
acquired a financial4 interst in the station WCAP.
promoted there from city rep to Andrews Sisters and King's Men.
homeoffice
Revamped
New
York
house.
"Little People," last on the curpub-ad department is now headed by branch manager.
J. T. Chosen will spend $30,000 for
Arlene Seegan promoted to as- rent schedule, isn't even out of the
Stephen W. Brener, former p.a. at
rein
Clinton,
M6„
a new house
to
the Park Ave., N» Y., while Jim sistant cashier at Warners. She's a story stage yet, so there are no final
place one recently destroyed by
Brady, who served as ad manager sister of Adele Seegan, secretary to plans on the apportionment of live
fire.
for the Sun, has become field repre- F. D. (Dinty) Moore, branch man- action
Already
and cartooning.
*
Tilden Dickson has lighted his
sentative and will work out of the ager.
new Hi-Way, Crystal- City, Mo.
Mrs. Marietta McCartney resigned pacted for the film's lead is Barry
h.o.
Held in Reade houses throughThe State rBillings, Mo., purchased out New Jersey,
Fitzgerald, with Shirley Temple and
circuit wound up a an manager oi
Jefferson, in
by Buford Lawrence, Springfield, "Conover Cover Girl Contest" last Punxsutawney, due to ill health.
Guy Madison supporting. Disney
111., from O. P. Bolinger.
week at. the Majestic, Perth Amboy. She had stepped into the position and a small staff recently returned
Byron Elliott, Miller, Mo., is havsome years ago when her husband from Ireland- following a severaling a commercial building remodeled
died. Eldon O'Neill is succeeding.
Shays Vice Goldfarb at UA
week stay there picking up mafor a new picture theatre to replace
Mabel Bickel is new cashier at terial for
Philip R. Shays named personnel
"People" an opus about
his Star which will be abandoned
and office manager of United Artists, Monogram exchange. She succeeds leprechauns.
tailing over duties of Robert Gold- Mrs. Dora Steinberg, who left to
Willingness of majors to give carte
move
to
California.
farb. Latter shifted to sales departNorbert Stern, who owns Drive-In blanche loanout to talent to work
ment. It's understood he'll handle
.details
in
connection with UA's Theatre here at South Park, and for Disney has been increased" by
plans for roadShowing "Carnegie Sam Greenberger, of Cleveland, or- fact that the cartoonery doesn't
ganized the Youngstown Drive-In work under a definite shooting
Hall" and "Arch of Triumph."
Shays was labor relations director Theatre Company to buiid an open- schedule, so there's no conflict in
for Henry Kaiser plant at Bristol, air place on Route 7 just outside
availabilities.
Pen plant works
Youngstown, O.
Pa., and for Bepublic Aviation.
RKO will move into its new Film around top names until they can
In Warner Bros. New Hit
Calgary House $90,000 Facelift
Row building, under construction for come in, since releasing schedule is
to virtually two films a
last 18 months, about April. PRC is limited
Calgary, Alta.
Renovations to cost $50,000 are be- set to move into the old RKO quar- year or. less. Disney toppers state
.
Co-starring
ing done to Grand here. New mar- ters.
that the segue into more live action
Kent SMITH
quee and riew seats will be added.
•
Brace BENNETT
New addition to booking depart- isn't prompted by desire to experiE. W. Marshall, who has been in ment at
Robert ALBA
exchange is Arthur ment or sensationalism, but only by
theatre business in North Battleford Markey, formerly
Directed by Vincent Sherman
at company's Coast decision
T
to use best means at hand
35 years, sold his interests to Famous studio.
WARNERS'
Players Can. Corp. F-P* would build
John Urse is withdrawing from for telling the stories. Actually carB'wayatSlSt. HOLLYWOOB
a $125,000 theatre, to seat 800, in exhibition in
Grantstown, W. Va. toon boss' first productions around
North Battleford when materials are and under
1923-25
were
a combination of live
a new management State
available.
there will be booked by Don Shultz, action and cartoon, but in blackKenneth Hutchinson named to manager
of Lee in Fairmont. Urse and white, of course.
newly-created Alberta government
continues his garage business in
post of film commissioner.
Grantstown and his Fairmont the(

*

'

:

-<>

'

'!

'

Milwaukee For RKO
Memphis.
RKO's Terry Turner shifted Publicist Fred Ford from Memphis territory to Milwaukee. Ford formerly
managed theatres for Lightman, and
had been in Memphis 13 years. Carol
Weld, of Atlanta, succeeds him here.
Ford

to

"

Dallas.

Forrest Dunlap, who operates a
small circuit with headquarters here,
sold his Rita atVSallisaw, Oklahoma
to L. G. Bumpers. 'Dunlap will continue to operate his two houses at
Cisco and one at Whitney, Texas,

and another

at Fort Smith, Arkansas.
A. V, Wade and his son, Martin,
bought the Powell Hotel at Gainesville which they will convert into a

900 seat house. The Wades also operate the State- theatre here.
W. M. Sparling, purchased the

New

"That Way With Woman"
with
A LAN HATJB • CRAIG STEVENS
Ferson

Claude TbomhHI
and His Orchestra
from

Hollywood
Visiters

BROADWAY
AT 47TH STREET
.

GRABLE

Betty

•

Alan Hat®

C T' • A M
T
Diek

11

HAYMES

iiiiunPMir
A

20th

—PETER

now

ANN SHERIDAN

"NORA PRENTISS"

Our

ul

Charlotte Co. Lauded by

Tfturs.

Feb. 27

Showing!
lit N, V,

Mr.

District

Attorney*

KNIGHT

Av«.f.
SGih St.

rendered during the war. His firm
procured pictures for all Navy theatres in the sixth naval district.

7ti<

CALIFORNIA n

Philly Set

to Xechnlcolo?

A Paramount

Yuuo

W'i

With

fltcrit

Couleiiris.
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BeSker,

8*»f ««l 49th St.
Boors Open 6:30 A. M.
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R«tt. WAIKIR

RostnbloMi

awmy tents

oim -using
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SlNSAPfHf 5AI10R

f

to

Smith,

a

New Virginia House
Fairmont, W.Va.
The Wood theatre at Spencer,
Paramount W. Va., second house in that town,
which cost $150,000, is now open.
The house seats 529, all " on one

House was formerly
Seville.

.

The

;

TRACY - Katharine HEPBURN
j
WALKER - Melvyn D0U6US j

"THE SEA OF GRASS"
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mujer Picture
SPECTACULAR STAGE fRESENTATION

Chicago.

.

Also on sked when group meets at
Continental hotel for 17th year is
election of other officers and board

members.

Philadelphia.

Houck Renames Wade

*ftwSKL

Rockefeller Center

Spencer

[Rebsrt

Theatres.

Harry Fried's

RADIO CITY MUSIC HAU
j,

Jr.

.

will not include theatre collections.
The redecorated Bryn Mawr reopened under management of Gold-

Max tow
Slapsy Maxie

,

branch manager, was named chairman of the film committee, and
Jack Greenberg, of Screen GuildFilm Classics, co-chairman. Drive

M-O-M't

DMflls O'Kssfs

Ulrik

hotel.

Anthony Quinn, Frank Faylta

IN PERSON

.

Kirsch Re-election Seen
Indications are that Jack Kirsch
will be re-elected Allied Theatres of
Illinois prexy at election this week.

good start in the Red Cross campaign which begins March 1, at a
luncheon-meeting in the Warwick

ETfZGEBALD

Barry

on Red Cross Drive

„,

City's film industry got off

Picture Starring

Bay MI1ULAKD, Barbara STANWYCK

l.i\i>

DIOGIAS FAIRBANKS,

atre operation.

Navy

Charlotte.

_ Hank Hearn, general manager of
Exhibitor's service here, commended
by the Navy for service his concern

LORRE

D i ll A I 1
nilULI
IHI'oN "sCBBKN

'

t

THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR'
/>;•'.,:.' N. Y. KIM Critics

"The HI.M

.

1

CMtary-Ftx Picture la Tiohnlitltr

Plus.jon Stag*)
GIL LAMB • Sutra! EVELYN
•

WB

'

WB

Special Attraction Direct

Martha

,

(

York Theatres

•
Martha Victors
Dene Clark*
Sydney Grcomtrttt
iiv Warner Bros. Hit-

la

'

*

4 Texas Theatre Deals
-

'

Wade

theatre,

as the

The property has been leased by

Albert
local

'

The Camden, Weston, closed for
reequipment, has opened.
Goldstein to

Downtown.

O. B. Bridges who formerly managed the Joy here for the" Houck interests, will be manager.
Max, Joe and H. B. Skelton have
purchased the Palace and Texas,
Gatesville, Texas, from Charles C.

Powell. The three brothers also

Thalheru»r, Jr„ and his
M. E. Thalheimer. The
manager is Zenobia Austin.

brother,

.

Dallas
recently ac-

quired by the Joy Houck interests
of New Orleans, has been opened
here as a subsequent run house with
a double-bill policy. House will be

known

floor.

own

,,

Howard

RKO

In

Albany
Albany.

Goldstein

leaving Parfor
the late
Goldstein
started with Warners at the Lincoln
theatre in Troy,

amount

to

is

become head booker

RKO. He will succeed
Abram H. Van Deusen.

War

Vets Gets Rensselaer Spot
Albany.
Another change at the Uptown
theatre in Rensselaer has brought
two war veterans, Bob Shattuck and
Tom Heritage, as managers and op.

.

.

,

Specializing*

in Refrtihmtnt

Concessions for
PRIVE-IH THEATRE

SPORTSCWVICIV

lie. Jacobs

^

,
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NBC Sales

BAMO

Pack in

foys,

land, Are

NBC

sales boys are making
avenue rounds.
The network has about 30 housebuilt packages which haVe already

The

determined effort to peddle
agencies as replacement
•shows for commercial airers going

web

a

to

web

the

snag— and

summer.

for the

anew

evidence

It's

this instance it's a case of sheer
economics rather than pride, with
NBC avowedly anxious to make an
in

impressive financial showing on the
programming end in the face of
static income and increased operat-

clubs fear too

many

that

other

maybe

and birds— and

game

people-

being peddled are

The

'Going

Nelson Olmstead," etc.
There are a flock of other packages,
including contracted talent,
that have not, however, been aired,
but have been whipped together for
presentation to the agencies.

A

Sharp Panning
tendency

increasing

the

chieftains
to
a centralization
scheme for his audimeter rating
service, so that speedy, simultaneous results can be achieved
via electricity and thus eliminate the approximate five-week
delay
in
computing ratings
neeessiated by the present mail
returns.
Networks considered it too ex-

underwrite

new

as outmoded as some of the
personalities who have
their audiences.

lost

among programs

that make a habit
of using guest stars on a regular
basis to "shoot for the Hooper night,"
with a resultant program slough-off
on alternate weeks. It's become such
a regular habit on so many of the
top-coin nighttime air shows as to
invite a raft of .criticism in trade

The procedure
alternate weeks

in

j

.

checkers are laying

off,

•

Hooper

•

i

there's either

I

no guest star at all or they sign one
up for minimum coin. But comes
the sign-off and the star's in there
With a super-bally pitch about next
week's show (a Hooperating night)
and its hard-to-get guest, as a come-

j

j

<

that counts.

Oddly enough, in many cases the
advance bally, which invariably also
includes spotlight ads in the dailies,

mean

the

with

thing,

a

Hooper hike failing to come through

As

—

M

(KhPT

WOE

result,

Alfred

"trimming
move,

the

cor-

which

re-

at

economy

WOR
to

(N.

has

Y.),

accept his resig-

June

1.

He

plans a

role in radio, although
continue as a director and as
on a consultation

a paid employee
basis, etc. He left

Monday

'

board of the Mutual network, bu he
hasn't decided yet about his future

,

j

;

;

•

I

1

Summer Romance Again

without

The

Sl.':mund Romberg -Raleigh
su. ...or alliance is becoming a ro'

ll-

Hollywood.
Coast Radio Directors Guild meets

tomorrow (Wednesday* night

the hot months.

!

"

to lay

and
rvtoey for corraling frecl'mce
curgehev' directors following the
rent network contract negotiations,

NBC

oft

mgr. since.

Fei). 25.

"or the third year, the Romberg
or .h has been nncted to 011 in on
the Red Skelton Tuesday n'-.hi

show when Skelton cheeks

a gen,

EDG COAST MEET TODAY

V

-e.

-the season's final 13 rolls
there's a whole flock of

others added to the

<
•

for

•
j

list.

livens

ojectahle

\

acceptable to the industry, will be the "first radio audi*
considered

j

ence measurement ever conceived
which is big enough to encompass
enormous, sprawling medium.
network radio." according to C. E.

•

Although a' few weeks back
looked as though Fred Waring's

NBC

cross-the-board

a.m.

would be washec up soon

it
'

11

this

;

show

[

Hooper.

for lack

.

.1

,

;

.

.

,

.

^

'

j

.

j

.

<..

'

Queen or The Case
of The Un wanted Whodunit

Having cancelled out the Bob
Burns NBC Sunday night show,
effective June 1, American Home
'

Products has served notice on

CBS

Queen"
that it plans moving "Ellery
Burns slot.
to the vacated 6:30 p.m.
However, there's one little hitch that
apparently hasn't been reckoned on.
NBC doesn't want "Ellery." at least
and
not in the Sunday 6:30 period,
all

,

indications not at

all.

while there's no decision as yet,
likely that the

network

.

is

j

corporate no new statistical concepts
in interpretation and would utilize
culls,
telephone
coincidental
the
basis of the Hooper techninue, for
(Continued on page 42)

''Ellery

from

,

No decision on the plan was asked£or by Hoopel sinee tl)ere are sW
severaI q Ues tions of cost left open
Waring currently is sponsored two fM (l|Hher discuss i (>11 Details of the
days a week by American Meat In, an
are bt>jm, kent under wraps
There, are several other unW
stitute.
is ghoWn u ,
s.j mil!ir gl 0l1p
sponsorship deals on tap: NBC is ()( wdu u
y bnlKS n Chicago within
confident a couple will be wrapped thc m>xt tw0 weebsup by the summer.
pointing out that results of the
measurement would be used by laymen. Hooper declared it would in.

of bankrollers. the musical stanza
set to ride through 1947.

now

j

I

|

1

in

around,

(24) night

the dismissal- MBS status.
McCosker. whose resignation retalent,
contracted
spread last week to th«k network's quest was timed with the stations
marked last
officially
anni.
25th
engineering department.
Just how many were given notice Saturday <22>, is one of the pioneers
a
is undetermined,
but it's reported in the induct ry. bringing with him
for news and showmanship.
that total of 23 got the pink slip.
Jlair
Move is part of the overall re- Starting as a publicity man. he bctrenchmcnt policy aimed at shaving .came WOR's first general manager
operating costs,
and was president of the station for
more than a decade. He stepped out
Ted
of the proxy spot in 194"), when
Streibcrt moved in from the general
Romberg, Raleigh Set
been
has
Station
managership.
resulted
with-notice
of

and

15

for a Florida vacation.
McCosker is also chairman of the

HITS ENGINEERING DEPT.
NBC

gross billings.

Waring Set Through '47

Lipton Tea.
And the general impression is;
DolVt be surprised if, after the next

active

he'll

The

O

McCosker. chairman of
of

nation effective

ECONOMY MOVE

cently

.

-

i

flag

1

|

Resignation

asked the board

less

hers"

J.

board

the

—

NBC'S

pM

|

T

waver the

foods outfit five' evening half-hours
on the network, five 15-minute afternoon periods and five 20-minutr
mornings slots.
"Jury Ti;iaLs" sponsorship starts
New Hooper radio measurement
June 7 and "Hornet" on June 3. In service for determining a national,
addition GM's sponsorship of "Love coast-to-coast rating for full network
Ringer" goes full network starting shows was preemed before a picked
Sept. 1, instead of present 67-station group of network, ad agency and
hookup.
sponsor representatives in New York
(21). Measurement, if
last Friday

j

the eyebrowM-aisers as saying: "who's kidding whom?", the latter contending
that it's the year-round showing that
adds up in terms of audience impact
and moves the sponsor's wares off
the shelves.
as anticipated.

—

in his: talk

(Continued on page 42)

,

on to hypo .the rating on the night

doesn't

j

i

j

Hooper

To Webs, Agcys.

|

the

of radio.

General Mills has bought the web's
"Green Hornet" whodunit show
which will be spotted Tuesday night
in the 7:30 to 8 segment; and "Famous Jury Trials" 'in the Saturday
night 8 to 8:30 period. That gives the

;

On

simple.
that the

is

attendance, after
Nielsen
vs.

ming; that they tend more and more
to perpetuate the few top rating
shows that have been around for
many years, and that until such time
that proper emphasis is placed on
other vital facets, with particular
consideration to the length of time
a show's been on the air, it will
stymie development of new programming and hurl the whole cause

annual

its

in

Hooper

Of this amount, ABC is down for
more than half, with about $5,600,000

!

circles.

spiraling

ten-

-

techniques, that the whole business
of ratings is having" an evil influence
on the structure of radio program-

radio billings to the $10,000,000 mark.

j

.

and

radioites
the

the

hearing

Reversing the current cancellation
General Mills- took the upbeat view during the past week,
buying two evening shows on ABC

network

from Hooper

yardsticks on audience measurement were at stake..
What was of prime significance
was the growing sentiment among

trend,

with

suffer

five

ABC Shows

Buys 2

top-

Not in many months has there
been such a burst of program overhauling on the part of the agencies
and sponsors as during the past
weeks. (The marginal
into the Sunday night NBC fold couple of
back-to-back with the other Standard asterisks on the 1947 Talent Cost
Brands star salesman. Fred Allen, Chart in this week's Radio Section
Bergen has been seriously mulling is in itself a revealing story of
shows. Which, of what's been happening),
plallering
his
Texaco's scrapping of the Eddie
course, would mean either an ABC
or Mutual tieup. since transcribed Bracken show (the seventh cancelshows arc strictly verbotcn on NBC lation of a Hollywood program
within recent weeks) in favor ofand CBS.
been
widespread Tony Martin-Jane Powell show, also
There
have
rumors of late that ABC has been cost the Buchanan agency loss of the
bidding for Bergen on platters in account to the Kudner agency. The
a move to build up a strong Wed- $13,000 "Maisie" show for Eversharp
nesday night (Bing's day) strip of has blown up, with the sponsor retop stars. But ABC execs maintain linquishing its CBS time. American
in the "wishful -thinking" Tobacco is saying goodbye to Frank
it's still
'Morgan and has picked up a new
stage.
In addition to the present Bergen show at about a third the cost.
Bob Burns joins the "availability
sponsor, a flock of others will bo in
there pitching for the privilege of list" when American Home Products
bankrolling Bergen on a live show cancels him out June 1, the same
week (with sponsor also dropping Kenny Del$25,000
a
basis.
At,
Bergen pocketing 10G) it's one of mar's afternoon "Hollywood JackParkyarkarkas. being
strip.
j-pot"
the costliest packages in radio.
_
_
_
dropped by Old Gold, also becomes,
available, and Kate Smith's night/I
time show is up for sale. Rudy
1
i
dropped by Procter and
Va]Iee
ill Pi
VIIUVI
iUVVfUOIll/l 14 PilflPF^
Gamble, is another without air time
after next month. "Vox Pop" will
also be open for offers when Parks
Johnson parts company soon with

they

Marl;

$10,000,000

a Pun, Son

sion."

GM Ups Bilfings T©

show business; that the era for fresh
talent has arrived and that unless
they "get out and dig" they'll be
coin

It's

Radio writer - producer Irving
Brecher feels that "the trouble
with most comedy shows is that

'

sponsorship by the mere lifting of a'
telephone receiver the moment they

with all
pointing
via the
Bergen's

evident that both felt their respec-

pensive an operation and turned
it down. Nielsen is now reported
considering shaving the cost.

become available. It has suddenly
'dawned on these agency execs that
they can no longer hold themselves
aloof from talent-hunting aspects of

considerable trade specuBergen's

network

major

Standard
Brands
(Chase and Sanborn) expires this
year and while obviously S-B will
make an pitch to bring him back

contract

Programs Gel

an

My Way?'

to what Edgar
plans are for next season,
indications at the moment
to his going Crosby's way
bigtime transcription route.

'Seesaw* Gues

There's

is

as

to

Club in New Yqrk last Thursday (20), It was no slugfest; not
even a debate. As Hooper said: "It's
no time for frivolity." It was pretty
tives

sen sweepstakes is running into
high gear.
Nielsen put in a bid to the

conditions, that the day is past when
they can fall back on the old reliables and sign them up for new

25G Dilemma

There
lation

themselves

C. E. Hooper and A. C. Nielsen,
principal proponents in the bitterest
infra-industry rivalry today, stated
their cases before the Radio Execu-

Webs

The competitive Hooper-Niel-

latter realize that they've got

attune

to

Brag to Bergen:;'

the web feels has been primed for
a nighttime segment as a commercial filler; "Serenade to America;"

Nielsen's Pitch to

,

several currently heard as sustain-

ed, including the Saturday morning
"Archie
"Frank Merriwell" and
packages;
Andrews"
hoifse-built
"Honeymoon in New York/' which

Hooper, Nielsen Defend Techniques

the $10,000-plus-a-week bracket, significantly reveals the
new trend
setting
in
for
"something new.
"something better, for less money."
The feverish agency-sponsor activity of the past two weks or so,
leaving many casualties in its wake,
has
created
an undeniable stir
within the trade, and has had the
effect of creating considerable unrest not only among air personalities
to whom the future looms as uncertain, but also among key
agency
people.

this

will be shot.

ing costs,

Among shows

likely

it's

year Stan Hubbard's station will
switch over to crows.
It appears that the State of
Minnesota doesn't like the idea
of too many fish being drained
out of the lakes. Meanwhile, the
Crow Tagging idea may run into
some difficulty, too. Sportsmen's

am-

the

of

endeavor of the networks to
recapture their hold on productionprogramming. But more than that,
bitious

to

have plenty cause for fretting these
days. And from all' indications it
looks like "The Year of the Ulcers."
The wholesale axing of established radio personalities and programs, particularly those shows in

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Plans of KSTP to repeat last
Tagged Fish promotion
which snowballed into one
of the top promotion publicity
payoffs in radio annals, has hit a
year's

stunt,

off

Stymie Fresh Ideas, Trade Feels;

RUNNING HIGH
Agency radio directors appear

Crow

Eating

maL

been plattered, with the
ing

...

'

the Madison

them

Few on Top,

Ratings Perp dialing

AGENCY FEVER

Humbly Making Madison Ave. Rounds

31

and
it's

will nix thc

switchover.

Not that NBC has anything against
"Ellery" as an entertainment package, but it doesn't feel it should innetwork
vite new whodunits into the
mountfold, particularly at a time of
ing pressure against the multiplicity

•

pullers, with the latter also
regarded as a prestige airer. as who-

rating

dunits gO,

And NBC
ity

of

CBS SAVES PART SLICE

:,

questions the advisabil"Ellery" in a time
Catholic

IN A-H-P

spotting

segment that follows the
Hour, a network "must."

Armour Takes Option On

CBS"House
Armour

&

Party'

j

Show

which has

just
picked up the tab on the CBS afternoon "Hint Hunt" show in the 3:45
segment, also has an option on the
4-4.25 cross-the-board "House Party"
»
show and time.
Co..

CUTBACK

has effected a compromise
American Home Products on
the latter'-: cutback of its daytime
A-H-P
schedule.
programming
wanted to eliminate all but 50 markets on the "Our Gal Sunday" and
"Romance of Helen Trent" midday
shows, both of which are now on a
network hookup.
1,30-station
full
execs late last
Huddles with CBS execs
sion of the
week resulted in decisic

CBS

with

i

•

j

1

sponsor to go along on 85 stations,
with marginal markets going by the
wayside.

In addition, A-H-P. as detailed in
"House Partv," which was dropped
few weeks back by General E-lec- last week's Variety, is ab-o dropping
or bans-ban? shows. NBC is content a
Bob Burns on June 1 and Kenny
trie is being aired on a co-op basis
to ride along with only two wh".:untime Armour Delmar's "Hollywood Jackpot" next
"Mnlle Mystery Theatre" and until May 9, by which
f
',
month.
high- will decide.
"Mr. District Attorney," both
j

j

|
'

V-

,

'

BABIO

82

,

;

FCC Urged

to

Tale No Arbitrary

Fchfey y

26, 1947

At FCC on Program Info Requests

Stand §i 'Multiple Ownership'

'

Wedriesilay,

,

MBs Miller fires New Broaiide

.

Washington, Feb. 25. •+
urged to adopt no arbitrary rule-of-thumb on what is or is D.C. INDIE PULiS
not "multiple ownership" in the
AM, FI.1 and television fields at a
ICKES
COPPING
special argument on the subject here
Washington, Feb. 25.
yesterday (24).
Local indie WGAY, Silver Spring,
Counsel for 30 stations generally
took the position that FCC should Md., pulled the coup of the week
not let one outfit get two bites at here with announcement last Thurstho same radio audience or monopo- day (20) that former Secretary of
lize any one market. At the same the Interior Harold Ickes would take
15time, the industry went on record in to its ether with a weekly
KLZ Script Scribe
favor of individual consideration by minute commentary.
When asked why he had chosen
FCC of all bids proposing two statold
to
sign
WGAY,
Ickes
Vawith
tions under common ownership in
Helps put pleasurable listening
riety? "The same reason a girl gets
nearby communities.
selling sock in IvLZ local proand
me
first."
married.
They
asked
Only exception was Paul Segal,
Ickes will be heard at 5:30 p. m., ductions both as a writer and as an
attorney for WADC, Akron, who
KLZ, DENVER.
actress.
wanted an inflexible ruling to apply Tuesdays, on a ''.sustaining basis.
John Kluge, WGAY manager, said
equally in standard broadcasting,
the
show is open for sponsorship
FM and tele. (WADC is protesting and transcription's
Four
Nets
for Shore
Doewill
available
be
an FCC grant of 50 kilowatts power
for
sale to out-of-town stations.
to WGAR, Cleveland, held comWGAY is a one kw indie on the Outlets as 'Plans 'at 'A.
monly by the owners of WJR, De- 1050 ke wavelength.
troit. The two stations both send a
It was understood Ickes had been
Out
FCC Hearing
signal into a large portion of each dickering
with the Mutual web for

FCC was

COUP

WICA'S

OF' PUTTER

HAROti

.

"

PALMO HAMILTON

EUS BOWING

Bucking

SPOT

NAB

Washington, Feb 25
president Justin' Miller
feed

a. new broadsMe;
at FCC's Blue Bo*
over the weekend, Ke urged
casters who file program
Info
for in that report to
.go on record

S

bZ

towards, "disk against the commission' s right
to rejockety: programs, Steve Ellis,
quire su^mlsSioS of such
material
(N.Y.) platter pilot," is giving up
MllIer lambasted FCC for
his cross-the-board .two hour morn- mg a program analysis for
a com.
ing, show March 1 to assume sports posite week in 1946. to
be filed bV
directorshop of the station. One of broadcasters in applications
for lit
the factors prompting Ellis to knock cense renewals and in
their annual
off. the solidly sponsored and highly financial
statements. The program
tide

thfe

WMCA

S?

•:.

lucrative platter

show

mitment

com- analysis called for

his

is

is

that

Sed

share with Frapkie out in the Blue Book, but
to
contained
play-by-play chore in nowhere
FCG's official rules and
coverage of the N. Y. Giants regulations,
baseball schedule this season. With
fr
uen tl chal'g e <J that'
?
v^'ifiif
t?
i
Ellis continuing to handle both jobs, FCC is attempting to 'use the
Blue
the indie's execs held that the sta- Book as an official mandate to radio'
tion would look like a one-man licensees,
although FCC members
have, taken the position the
affair.
report
.Platter show will be continued is merely a code to guide present
with four of the station's announcing and prospective broadcasters. Norstaff rotating on assignment from day mally, Miller indicated, FCC seeks
to day. Initial crew will include industry comment' before effecting
chief announcer Joe O'Brien, to- new rules and regulations, but has
Atlantic City, Feb. 25.
gether with Ed Welch, Ted Camp- bypassed the usual procedures in
Under plans outlined here in testi- bell
publishing its Blue Book.
and Mike Sage.
mony presented before Charles
For the first time, the commission
Hubert, of N. Y., examiner for the
last week asked for program
analFCC, all four of the national radio
yses along With the financial statechains eventually nlay have local
ments which are filed annually by'
outlets. Hubert is hearing testimony
all station operators.
as the Seaside Broadcasting Co.,
Miller, a statement reprinted
in
made up of a "local group, and the
the current NAB Reports, declaredPioneer Broadcasting Co., consisting
"Despite statements to the contrary
of resort and suburban Pleasantville
it now becomes apparent
.that the
men, have filed applications for stacommission intends to treat its Blue
tions.
Book as a regulation ... All broadThe Seaside company is reprecasters, therefore, are again urged
sented by Norman A. Case, former
to accompany submission of program
governor of Rhode Island, and a
information, either in renewal apHollywood, Feb. 25former member of the FCC, while
plications
or in connection with their
Divergence of opinion in the quesPioneer is represented by P. W. tion of a possible state-sponsored FM annual financial reports, with a clear
Seward, formerly general counsel network in California has assumed statement, to the effect that such
for the FCC. Both attorneys main- aspect
submission
is in no way to be conof the Civil War. The north
tain offices at Washington. The 1400
strued
as acquiescence in the comand south have split on the issue—
kilocycle wave band is the only one
and now the "Feds" the Federal mission's asserted, right to require
this program information."
open in this vicinity. The stations Communications
Commission
has
would operate on 250 watts.
entered the picture, as mediator, it
Richard Endicott, president of hopes,
between politicos and educaSeaside, testified yesterday (24) that
tors and the opposing broadcasters.
his company hopes to link up with
Robert Hudson, field investigator
license.
it
receive
a
NBC should
for the FCC, is up north gumshoeing
in
testimony
representatives
Pioneer
the situation that involves the State
today, said they also hoped for this
Board of Education, the University
national outlet. Mid-Atlantic Broadof California and legislators on one
casting Co. was recently licensed on
Frisch

'

m

the

WMCA's

€

Work

other's service area).

Segal

recommended that the FCC
more than 20% duplidaytime audience by any

assignment.

a similar

flatly forbid

cation of
stations

Common
or

more

under common control.
control he defined as 30%

joint interest in the station.

It yuenes

FCC's reaction was that this might,
be a little too arbitrary and 30%

television

Blues and Grays

Ai.pliea.ts

not the best cutoff point, at that.
Flea to hold off any rigid rule for

ine

was made by Thad Brown,

counsel for Television Broadcasters Assn. Brown 'pointed to the
need in television for a licensee to
set up "booster or satellite" stations

Jr.,

order to fan out coverage and
shadow effects within
range of the main transmitter.
Crosley Broadcasting Co., the only
tele operator affected by a multiple
ownership rule, took the same view.
Crosley argued that not enough is
known about video coverage at this
stage to nail down an arbitrary rule.
The company told FCC overlap coverage of its proposed video stations
in Cincinnati, Dayton, and Columbus. Ohio, was "insubstantial" and
that it was proposing to give Dayton
its only television service.
Ted Pierson, representing the
Yankee network, wanted FCC to
forbid any company under common
control from operating more than
one AM, FM or video outlet with
studios in the same city. Otherwise
he thought FCC should forbid comin

overcome

Good faith
Washington, Feb. 25.
frequently
chal-

FCC

Though

;

lenges the "good- faith" of bidders
for

new

radio stations, the commis-

sion seldom

is

application

is

able to prove that an
filed

just

to

block

from an aggressive
newcomer.
However, the "good
faith" of Fred Weber, licensee of
WDSU, New Orleans, and one of a
competition

half-dozen

contenders to use the
1540 kc wavelength, was seriously
questioned during the course of an
FCC hearing late Friday (21). .
Weber, according to testimony by
Earl Smith, manager of station
WCLS at Baton Rouge, put in a bid
to use the 1540 kc channel in Baton
Rouge for the purpose of blocking a
request by Roy Hofheinz to use the
mon ownership in stations partially same frequency with 50 kw power in
serving the same audience only Weber's hometown of New Orleans.
where it could be shown there' WDSU now occupies a top position
would be lively competition if the in New Orleans radio, claiming a
were separately owned. No. 1 Hooper rating in 'daytime lisstations
Station only has 5 kw
Pierson left a lot of loopholes for tening.
FCC to examine in such a ruling, power,- however, and -would suffer
but he was backed by bulk of the from addition of a second 50 kilowatter in New Orleans. (WWL, the
industry.
Loyola Univ. station, already' operates with 50 kw.).
•

"

FM

Up

in

Civil

CaL

War

—

—

RWGWHPeddle
Script

the 1340 kc band and

is slated to
erect a station soon. It will be the
Mutual station here. WBAB, owned
is
the CBS
by the Press-Union,
outlet while WFPG, also presently
in operation, is the ABC outlet.

LISA SERGIO
AIR;

BACK ON

PACTED IY WOV

At a time when the so-called liberal commentators are doing a. fast

and a split-opinioned ether
trade on the question of Assembly
Bill 1514 and Senate Bill 1382 that
seek to establish a school system
chain with the State angeling
initially to the tune of $1,715,000.
side,

FM

FCC

will attempt to^bring both
sides, together for an opSfc-discus-

sion

the

of

situation

to

eliminate

misunderstanding and misapprehenby commercial broadcasters.
Educators state they have been
(Continued on page 42)

sion felt

WOV,

the Buiovahas pacted
Cites
Need for
Lisa Sergio for a 15-minute crossSmith testified that Weber called the-board commentary at 11 p.m.
Stations Because
him before the NAB convention in She's been off the air for some time,
Chicago last October and suggested and-was last heard on WQXR, N. Y.,
that "I put in an application at New and on a sponsored ABC daytime
Are of 'General Service'
Orleans on the wavelength Hofheinz program.
Washington, Feb. 25.
had applied for."
will put Miss Sergio on susWhen Smith
New York City may have 16 raturned the offer down, Weber filed taining, with the stanza offered to dio stations
but only six of them are
a bid in his own name for Baton potential sponsors. She bows in next "general service"
operations, Paul
Rouge.
Monday (3), with a "premiere party" Segal, counsel for the Metropolitan
The FCC earlier, questioned the set for the initial stanza on which Broadcasting Service,
argued before
"good faith" of the Weber bid for ex-Mayor LaGuardia, William L. FCC last Friday
(21) in a last-ditch
1540 kc since he proposed to op- Shirer, James Marshall, American effort to reverse
a commission proerate with less than the minimum delegate to UNESCO, and others will posal to award
the 620 kc wavepower required on this channel un- speak.
length for use in Newark rather than
der commission rules.
Manhattan.
Roy Hofheinz, licensee of KTHT,
The Ohrbach department store inHouston, has bids on file for the 50 Bob Feller's 26-Wk. Pact
terests and Mayor William O'Dwyer
kw station in New Orleans and for
are principals in the Metropolitan
three other Texas towns.
For Baseball Disk
company.
Also seeking a foothold on the
FCC had proposed to give the
Cleveland, Feb. 25.
1540 wavelength are the Patroon
Bob Feller, Cleveland Indians top- channel to a Newark applicant on
Broadcasting Co., Albany; Galvesnotch fastball hurler, has signed to ground that that city with only two
ton Broadcasting Co., Galveston;
fulltime
stations
should be predo a new show called "Baseball ToEast-West
Broadcasting
Co.,
ferred over radio-rich New York.
Ft. day"; quarter-hour program
to run
Worth; Texhoma Broadcasting Co.,
Segal's point was that most of the
weekly for 26 weeks. It will be
Durant, Okla. Station KXEL, Waterstations serving the 7,500,000
popurecorded one week in advance of
loo, la., wants better use of the
lation of greater New York arenetbroadcast date with on-the-spot rechannel. Weber's company is the
work flagships programming for the
Bayou Broadcasting Co. and Roy cordings from dugouts wherever country as a whole, foreign language
Feller is playing.
Hofheinz, apparently his 'big comoutlets,
part-time
operators,
speDisks have open ends and open
petition,"
is
cialized stations like the
incorporated as the
Jehovah'
center spot for live commercials.
Louisiana Broadcasting Co.
Witnesses, etc. General service
staTheme of broadcast is done . by
h
e
Hi-Lo-Jack and the Dame. L. A.
S were WMCA, WINS,
WHN,
WNEW,
and WWRl!
Gifford of Radio Productions inked
Therefore, Newark's- less than
halfthe contract. As yet stations to han- million
Koblenzer to Ziv
population has more local
dle the disks have not been an- radio
service than did the big city
Bill Koblenzer, former head of
nounced.
itself, Segal concluded.
Music Corporation of America's ChiFCC
" 0t app ea1, '^Pressed.
cago radio department, joined FredSCHOLARSHIPS
erick
Ziv transcription company
Minneapolis, Feb.
fadeout in radio,

owned New York

NX

indie,

fore

Some

WOV

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Indication that giveaway recipients
are beginning to want more for their
attendance in stuffy radio Studios is

evidenced by Tommy Bartlett's want
ad which ran all last week in two
local dailies. Bartlett's "wants" conof ladies who will please come
to see him broadcast so that he can
get rid of some stoves, electrical appliances, clothes, etc., all of which
run into around $5,000 worth of stuff
sist

weekly.

As the situation was brought out
in the "Business Personals" column
for seven days straight: "50 Women
Wanted to attend Tommy Bartlett

Show—America's Great Laugbfest—
Prize Quiz. Apply 19th floor, Merchandise -Mart, 2:30 p.m. promptly
weekdays, Thousands of dollars in
prizes each week for ladies in'studio
audience."

Stunt came about after three February holidays found the ABC studios lacking potential lucky gals. Ad
did the trick to the tune of turning
about 200 anxious answerers away
daily, and Bartlett is again able to
move some of the merchandise off
his. shelves.

WIP PREPS 2STH

AMI

Philadelphia, Feb.

25.

WIP

will celebrate its 25th
anni with a display in the Gimbel
auditorium of the mechanical history
of radio. Display starts March 22.
WIP, operated by the Gimbel Bros,

Station

department

was founded

store in
in 1922,

Philadelphia,

Radio

secondary and subsequent

rights to
scripts belonging to their members.
Acting as a direct agent for all material recorded in their tiles, the

guild will charge a set fee, to be determined, for each script.
The setup will be similar to that
of the Samuel French agency in the
legit field

-

25.

WTCN

(24).

Koblenzer was with MfcA for over
a year following his discharge from

second year will award

radio scholarship to likeliest graduate from city's high schools.
Scholarship includes a year's radio

the Army. He'll work in Ziv's New
York office under John Sinn as a study
program head.
other
>

for

WQXR

m

WTCN

Monday

LM

in University of
state school.

Minnesota or

GORDON GRAY TO WIP

which acquires

outright,

leases on terms or otherwise represents and peddles from huge library
of plays,
French agency releases

material by performance to arty
groups, summer theatres, experimental groups, schools, etc.
has set up a Subsequent
Rights Committee to handle new
facet of its operations. Bureau will
prepare catalogs for distribution to
all stations in the country and use
direct mail advertising to hypo sales.
Material already in hands of agencies and producers on outright alltime purchase would be excluded.

RWG

Atlantic Spreads B. B.

Pirates Coverage To 3

More Towns at 35G Ike

Slmw

«S^

Re-Rns

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Writers Guild is moving

into. the agency business to peddle

Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
Atlantic Refining Co. sponsorship
of Pirate's baseball broadcasts this
season will cost around $35,000 more
during 1947 with addition o£, three
as

more towns to district network
well as Sunday and holiday games.
In past, team's management has refused to Okay any but week-day and
Saturday clashes, but new owners
have given the radio boys the green
light all the way through. Out-ofbe
will, as usual
town encounters
recreated from telegraph

v

descrip-

tions,

Broadcasts

again

will

emanate

from WWSW, with Rosey Rowsweu
and Jack Craddock continuing at
the mike, and added to the hookup
this year will be Oil City, McKeesport and Wheeling, W. Va. Remainline

ing towns, all of which were in
year, are DuBois, Johnstown,
new
Altoona, Uniontown, Butler,
Castle and Washington. Pa.
the
Rowswell, who has been doing

last

Philadelphia, Feb, 25.

S

Gordon Gray, former veepee and

M^

M of K0IL Omaha,
KFOR, tf
Lincoln, and WDGY, Minne-

apolis,

has

-

joined WIP as director of
sales and assistant
general manager.

Pirates play-by-play for last decau*.
will also serve this season as Piratedircctor of public relations.

Wednesday,

mmm
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CBS Hypes Westward Ho Trend
;

II II

'

major sxpansion in

Hollywood
according to David-

WI Yolen Resigning

its

production, staff,
son Taylor, vice-prexy

pro-

over

Will

WNEW

Yolen

checking

out

as

(N. Y.) publicity chief.

He

is

took over the job about a year ago,

gramming. Taylor, just returned leaving Warner Bros, for one of the
from a two-week trip to the Coast to top salaries among Manhattan's radio
okay some new program ideas, dis- flacks. He'll leave in four weeks.
closed that the Hollywood producYolen's future plans are indefinite.
tion staff had recently been changed
from a one-man into a four-man
operation. Ernie Martin is the new
chief of the Coast division kiSgwn
as Network Programs Hollywood.

Siiiimer

Citing statistics that highlighted
the rapid swing "to Coastwards production, Taylor predicted the trend
.would continue in that direction
since Hollywood was the natural
locale for entertainment programs.

Ftts

At Zero Count;

•

and for public service
and information programs.
Attempt was made op the Coast to
snare several film comedians for
radio work, but Taylor said that
lack of proper vehicles for them
blocked completion of any deals. Repeating the old cry of I'not enough
good writers," the CBS exec said this
bottleneck may soon be broken by
the mass layoffs of scripters now
'differential,

taking place in the film studios.
Among the shows lined up by
Davidson for network airing during
the forthcoming season are "Doorway to. Life," a dramatic series on
child guidance; a commercial show

IK

Campaip si

Washington, Fe^.

AFRA

KFI,

.

.

Scrape Barrel

Finding suitable summer replacement shows is still one'of the major
headaches confronting the agencies
today. By this time last year quite
a few were lined up, in contrast to
this year's zero count on the pacting
of hot weather fill-ins.
J. Walter Thompson is looking for
summer shows for Ford, as replacement -for Dinah Shore; for the Kraft
.

Thursday night stanza when Eddy
Duchin bows off, and for the brace
of Sunday night Standard Brands
shows— Fred Allen and Charlie McCarthy. It's still undecided whether
Parker Pen will stay on during the

singers.
.

Agreement,
policy

designed as springboard for
announcements
one-minute
spot
which are inserted locally by station

with station's
nothing written

line

in

signing

of

summer with

Your Story," handled
William Allend and Virginia
Mullen; "My Friend Irma," character
comedy show starring Marie Wilson
and Cathy Lewis, and a vocalizing
songwriter
featuring
session
the
by

"Information, Please."
Ford is undecided whether to put a
dramatic show into the Wednesday
night CBS slot or an all-musical

program.

Nets Grant IDG

phonograph

records.
However, Ritter himself
will make the announcements, via
transcriptions, if one sponsor takes
a whole 15-minute or half -hour
period. In that event (and rates are
so low that there's nothing to keep
the local boys from taking him up),
trade for the first time will witness
bait, traditionally used by national
advertisers, being tossed into the
commercial stream by Jones' Feed
and Grain Store, "at the corner of
First and Main, next to the posf-

10% Cost-of-Living
Hike,

Scales

Directors Guild a flat 10% wage increase to compensate for the upped
cost Of living. Grant pared in half
the 20% hike demand made by the
on basis of the wage reopening clause in its present contract
with the nets which runs out in

;

where

New

In a compromise settlement, the
networks have granted the Radio

offlce."

That's

Ritter
transcribed deal differs from Crosby's:
latter has a national sponsor; Ritter's
rates
is for the local seller, with
trimmed accordingly. However, it's
not at all difficult to visualize a
#
national advertiser, fed up with
rising costs of live shows (or liveon-wax, a la Crosby's), setting up
such deals with other performers
on local stations throughout the

the

RDG

Next Monday

(3),

WMCA

RDG

merly covered by an AFRA agreement but were recently assigned to

RDG

jurisdiction.

Hearing

With Thomas

budge.

the

Cancellation
His sponsor

as of

March

29, closing

out "Satur-

day Night Roundup" after 26 weeks.
Net also gets the time back. Reason
for the blackout is "considerable
cuts in- the radio budgets."
*

Wismer on

WJR

Board

Detroit, Feb. 25.
Harry Wismer. assistant to G. A.
Richards, president of WJR, Detroit,

Cleveland, and KMPC, Los
of the biggest spenders in
was appointed to the board
Miles continues to bankroll Angeles,
of WJR. Appointment
Quiz Kids, Lura and Abner, "Queen of directors
at regular meeting of
announced
for a Day," "News of the World" was
18.
and sundry local newscasts, Rogers the board held Feb.
time, the board prosame
At the
may pass up the kilocycles for a
G. Siebert. from asWilliam
spell because of picture and rodeo moted

One

WGAR

radio,

commitments.
ating

was

8,7.

Show's

last

Hooper-

sistant treasurer
urer of WJR.

to

office

of treas-

Pays

to

P&G

can't

materials for this purpose,
also announced it would try
to hike the amount of news on radio
carried hy the national wire news
services, urged stations to furnish
the services with more info on

NAB

Continued on page 40)

NBC Ready to Axe
Sustaining Roster
Chicago, Feb.

to

full

chain

WALGREEN DISKER
TALENT COST $45,000
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
drug chain has ear$45,000 for talent on its annual hour wax show for simultaneous spinning on 400 stations in June.
Record will be cut at CBS in April,
with Mannie Manheim directing and
co-scripting with Charlie Isaacs.
Bob Hope again emcees the platter special, which will have a semblance ^f continuity built around a
radio station on the desert. Others
include Dennis Day, Groucho Marx,
Bert Gordon, Art Linklctter and his
"People Are Funny" crew, Judy

Walgreen

would create
for the Oxydol division is very
happy with Jack Smith in the 7:15
segment and Oxydol dealers -won't
see him kicked around.
Nobody knows where the next
move's coming from.

JOAN DAVIS EXIT ALSO
SEEN IN LEVER CARDS
Further evidence of the trend
programtoward lower-budgeted
ming, particularly in cases where
sponsors feel they aren't getting a
commensurate audience payoff, is
the

anticipated

cancellation

by

Canova

.or

Cass

Cresta

—

to drop "Radio Reader's Digest"
the earlier date.
Juve delinquency show will

on
be

aired March 5, with "Information
Please" getting the heave-ho.

principally because Miss Davis'
show is a $17,000 package that Lever
wants out. It tried to unload the
show at the end of last season by
inviting other client bids, but there
were no takers, with Lever compelled to pick it up again because of
contractual obligations.
Lever, however, will retain the
franchise on the valuable 8-8:55 p.m.
time.

i

•

!

I

!

and

Lud

Household Grabs CBS

setting back the second in the series

It's

Daley

Gluskin's orchestra of 30. Schwimmer & Scott agency in Chicago is
booking the talent.

CBS segment

celled out of the Friday night time
on the latter date. Original plan was

and that

an inter-P&G squabble, marked

its

from
subject
the health
March 27 to April 4. As result, "It
Pays To Be Ignorant" will be can-

taken

are being

five stations,

of ratings arc next to nil. All
of these are slated for hcavc-ho.
All types of programs are under
scrutiny, indicating that names as
well as small fry will probably go.
Ninety shows, including flock of

two upcoming 60-minute documen- Lever Bros, of the Joan Davis Montary shows on juvenile delinquency day night CBS program, when the
and the state of the nation's health. latter's contract expires at the end
CBS has revamped its schedule, of the current season.

—on

25.

is poised over all NBC suseverywhere and, according
midwest net execs, weak shows
will be lopped from payroll. When
probe now under way is complete
those with light ratings and affiliates'
disfavor will be dropped.
Execs point out that shows on

Axe

tainers
to

put

P&G

Be Ignorant?

Because of the proximity of

says

slotted at 6:45, "and Trout's gonna
stay put and we don't want back-toback news slotting."
If
stuck Thomas into the 7:15
period, CBS wouldn't mind, but that

Who

Agency for General Mills was
Knox-Reeves; for Gray's, Lustig Advertising Agency.

relations moves.
Stations were told to step up the
of programs
devoted to
problems of radio. NAB will furnish
them with the scripts and basic

number

is

NBC'S BUCK ROGERS

on NBC, Miles Laboratories (Alka
Seltzer), has thrown in the sponge

CBS

Thomas in the 7 o'clock time because
Bob Trout's Campbell Soup newscast

"

WGAR

Hollywood,

and

CBS, which did considerable chestthumping when it grabbed Lowell regional nets, being weighed, number
Thomas from NBC for a quarter- accounting for nearly 170 periods
hour cross-the-board Procter and in 64 hours of broadcasting weekly.
Gamble program scheduled for a fall
Improvements will be attempted
teeoff,
almost wishes the whole on survivors, monies saved on ousted
thing hadn't happened.
shows going into strengthening reP&G remains adamant that Thomas maining ones. Few replacements are
go into the 7 p.m. slot— and won't contemplated.

—

sing

listeners

some

WBAL

to

from

lie

by as few as

For $150,000

Roy Rogers.

reaction to a mounting

Reason" by Columbia's Lyman Bryson were also endorsed as good pub*

tap

Indians So.

is

in

launches

talks with
(N. Y.) in negotiations for a contract to cover the
indie's directors.
Latter were for-

,

Latest

is

of criticism

•

Effective as of
two weeks ago, new associate directors have been raised from a starting salary of $65 to $75 while new
full-fledged directors go up from $95
to $100.
classifications.

.

Blues

Move
wave

Capitol Hill, which it is believed
was generated by the wide publicity
*
given FCC's Blue Book.
The committee particularly recommended that stations purchase at
cost transcribed talks on radio by
Justin Miller. Self-criticism of the
type made by CBS' Bill Paley and
the weekly radio series "Time for

Talks also established new minifor directors in the lowest

P

OUT BY MILES

casting.

mums

Young and Rubicam says "give us country.
three or four weeks and we'll be all
Cowboy star is now cutting transet" but as yet there's nothing on scribed
introductions to packages
paper about replacements for the of Western, hillbilly and folksong
Swan Soap Joan Davis Monday night disks by himself, Roy Rogers, Gene
show on CBS, for International Sil- Autry, Foy Willing and the Riders
ver's "Ozzie and Harriet," for Bris- of the Purple Sage, Bob Wills, Roy
tol-Myers' "Duffy's Tavern" Wednes- Acuff. Bob Nolan and the Sons of
day night NBC show, or for Borden's the Pioneers, and other nationally
Ginny Simms CBS program.
known singers of the homespun
N. W. Ayer is looking for a re- circuit. Latters' regular commercial
placement show for Rexall's Durante records
Columbia,
(RCA-Victor.
and Moore and the Electric Com- Decca, Capitol, etc.) are shipped to
panies will keep their Sunday after- stations along with the regular 16Washington, Feb. 25.
noon, time, with Phil Spitalny's vaca- inch
Ritter's
platters
containing
In an action which observers here
tion time to be filled.
plugs.
say "has no legal precedent, Judge
So far, Ritter has cut only perT. Allen Goldsborough of the U. S.
sonalized openings and closings for
district court last week enjoined the
small stations, on half-hour, crossFCC from holding a hearing, skedthe-board basis, with space for six
ded for today, on the renewal lior seven one-minute commercials.
cense of William Randolph Hearst's
These are taken by various merWBAL, Baltimore.
radio
station
chants in one town, on cooperative
Goldsborough issued the "stay orbasis, with local announcers making
der" pending court disposition of
the pitches. He's bidding now, howHearst charges against the accuracy
Cleveland, Feb. 25.
ever, to carry the ball all the way
of Blue Book statements on the staIn one of the major contracts of for local merchants.
tion's operation.
the year, broadcasting rights for the
Openings and closings, as provided
As a result, hearing on the re- Cleveland Indians' coming season now, are gratis, as part of overall
and the were sold for $150,000 by
newal license of
and rate for show, but all plugs will be
competing application of newsmen. Cleveland ball club.
thrown in at regular American FedDrew Pearson and Bob Allen to use
Of this ball club receives $40,000. eration of Radio Artists scale, plus
the
channel is postponed in- Co-sponsors are General Mills and mechanical costs. Show, with
definitely. The Hearst newspapers
Gray's 'Drug Stores, northern Ohio George Marks producing and Charare using the court action to questoc-Colman of Chicago, who have
retail drug outlet. All told, 204 contion the validity of the Blue Book
just set Up a Hollywood office,
tests will be aired, with station subitself as well as statements referstituting recreated description of top handling sales, is now spotted in a
ring specifically to Hearst's operagame of day when Indians are idle. few Northwest cities, where it's betion of WBAL.
Because of previous contract com- ing tested.
FCC men said it was unlikely they mitments, live broadcast will start at
Rate for one 50-kw station is $75
will argue the merits of the Hearst
2 p.m. with 'game time at 1:30. Weeka week and five times a week!
complaint but will appeal Goldsend out-of-town games will be Reason for low rate, of course, is
borough's order. They claim he has
broadcast directly; others, recreated. to be found in use of records and
no right to stay an FCC hearing or
Only first games of Sunday double- Ritter solely, plus fact that Ritter
to take any action on the Hearst*
headers will be aired, but one-day isn't in it to profit from sale to
charges.
weekend tilts will be carried to com- stations but to build up publicity
pletion. Station will carry as many for his films, personal appearance
tours and records.
of the "43-scheduled night games as
programming permits.
Over 100 applicants have asked for
Said It Always
.FIZZED
the job. The field has been narrowed
to 18, with the station to name two;
Feb. 25.

WBAL

A. D. Willard, NAB second-in-command, urged broadcasters themselves
to use their own medium to tell the
people about developments in broad-

November.

wage

Harold Arlen.

WBAi

25.

cam-

with
problems and achievements
was voted here last week by the

loclio's

with unions, is an oral deal, but calls
tions. It may well be the answer
for hike from $67 to $85 weekly for
to current wave of big-budgeters
station announcers, putting it $5 over
that are getting the axe.
scale paid by nets.
Deal is a transcribed disk 'jockey

between

all-out public relations
to acquaint the pubt'j

paign

Set Deal

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Negotiations have been concluded NAB's public relations axeculve
between KFI and AFRA on new staff committee. The committee, spurred
and freelance contract for actors and on by NAB prcxy Justin Miller and

et al, to heel in a new method of
local merchandising with national
flavor that has far-reaching implica-

announcers

for kids, "Tell

Hearst Stays

Latest Radio Changes
An

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
First instance of a show-biz name
being offered for sale to local radio
sponsors of each city or town is on
the books here. Tex Ritter is spearheading a deal that may eventually
bring the Benhys, Crosbys, Hopes,

setup

New

York, however, he said, would
continue as center for daytime shows
because of the cross-country time

MB Mips IWit file Relations

Lit fill

With Big Stiff Expansion on Coast

Noting the marked shift towards*
Coast origination of topflight evening
shows, the CBS net is planning a

38

Cresta*?acated Spot
The

Wednesday

night

10-10:30"

being relinquished by
Blanca ("Hollywood Players") is being turned over to the
Household. Finance Corp., which
currently occupies the Thursday at
10:30 (opposite Cantor) period.

Switch goes into effect when
Household Finance drops "That's
Finnegan" and starts sponsorship of
"The Whistler" on March 26. New
lime will pit "Whistler" opposite the
Big Crosby ABC show.

34

WeJncwhy, February

Program

Estimated' Weekly Network

26, I947

1947

Costs:
<»

Night-time and Day-time Overall Costs Include Production Expenses, Actors, Musicians,
Writers, Royalties, Freelance Directors, Transportation, Prizes, Etc., But Not Radio Time.
N for New York, C for Chicago. H for Hollywood. In the case of shows having more than one

(Point o) Origination also included, as follows:

head writer

PKOGBAM

Amos

Andy

'n'

COST

ORI0.

A Date With Judy
Abbott ft Costello
Adventures of Ellerv Queen
Adventures of Ozzio ft Harriet
Adventures of Falcon
Adventures of Sam Spada
Adventures of Thin Man
Alan Young
Adventurers' Club
^ Aldrlch Family
~Fred Allen
American Album
American Melody Hour

H
H
N
H
N
H
N
H

$5,000
1?,500
4,000
0,000
3,000
5,000
6.800
9,500
2,500
12,300
20,000
5,000
4,000
17.000

c

N
N

N
N
H

Jack Armstrong:

C

Aunt Jenny
Gene Autry

N

Backstage Wife
Jack Benny
Edgar Bergen
Big Sister
Big Town
Blondie

N
H
H
N

'

N

Bob Hawk
Boston Symphony

Rubicam

CBS

Russell M. Seeds

Young & Rubicam
Walter Thompson

Dancer-Fitzgerald
Dancer-Fitzgerald
Ruthrauff & Ryan

Sterling Drugs
Bayer Asperin
Lever Bros.

•

Knox-Reeves

& Ryan
& Ryan

Ruthrauff
Ruthrauff

Dancer-Fitzgerald
Foote, Cone, Belding
J Walter Thompson

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

Compton

ABC
ABC
ABC

B.B.D.&O.
Doherty, Clifford

H

8,500

ABC

Boxing Bouts
Fannie Brice

N
H
H
N

3,000
15,000
4,500
2,750

ABC

Pedlar

Wm.
Wm.
Hill,

Sc

Ryan

Esty
Esty

Blackett

Thompson-Erickson

Groom

"Buck Rogers
Burl Ives

H

Burns ft Allen
*Bob Burns Borge -Goodman

H
H
H
N
H
H
N

Can You Top This?

*

Judy Canova

r

Eddie Cantor
Carnation Hour
Captain Midnight
Carmen Cavallaro
Jack Carson
Cavalcade of America

13,000

N
N
N
N
H
C

H
tl

H
H
N
H

H

Double or Nothing
Drew Pearson

H
H

Tavern
Durante-Moore
l£ddie Bracken
DuiYy's

H

>;

Unknown

Fact or Fiction

Family Hour

and War

Fibber McGee-Melly
Jimmy Fidler
F»Ut ft Hunt Chip

Bandwagon

.

Front Pase Farrel
Gaughnsters
Give and Take

G and 'Central

•

Station,

Grand Marquee
Grand Ole Opry
Grand Slam
Great Gilcleis'eeve
Gregory Hood
Greatest Story Ever Told
Jack Haley
Harvest of Stars
Gibr-el Uraiier

N

10,500
4,500

C

I. 250

N
N
N
H
H
N
H
N
N
N

H
N
H
N
N

Melody

Hildegarclc

''Hollywood Jackpot
"Hollywood Star Time
Iloagy Carmichael

n

Bob Hope

ii

Hon.- or Charm
House of Mystery
ins All Churches.

c;

•

Hy

I Deal "in Crime
Information, Please
Inner Sanctum
Pays to Be Ignorant

II

It's

Harvel Music Time

Ifs

Up

to

Youth

.

n
M

N
n
At

N
N

'

2,000
14,500
1.250
21.000
G.500
'

1.500
2.300

5.000
12.500
4,500
4,500
1.800
2,000

Ted Huston

Julian Funt
Jerry McGill

Jerry McGill

Don Bernard
Ken McGregor

John Green

William Marshall

John Burke
Joseph Kane

Ed Wolf

John Masterson
Sc

Bob Hawk

Peterson

Carl Pierce

Gamble

Gilette

Staff

Staff

General Foods

Walter Bunker

Everett Freeman

Sterling Drugs
Corn Toasties
Philco Radio

Watson Humphrey
Hoyt Allen
Jim Burton
Al Kaye

John Reddy

Joe Thompson

Charlie Isaacs

.

General Foods
Whitehall Drugs

Tom

Dugall

Dave Friedkin
Paul Henning
Jay Sommers

Henry Hoople

Blackett
Russell M. Seeds
Hill,

E

,

I.

DuPont

John Zoller
Ward Byron

Liggett Sc Myers
Ralston Purina
Schutter Candy

Schwimmer & Scott
Kenyon Sc Eckhardt
Biow

Borden

Weintraub

Ostroff

Joe Brattam
Kirby Hawks
Axel Gruenberg
Larry Berns

Campbell Soup

B.B.D &0.
Newell-Emmett
Gardner
;

Manning

Shaeffer Pen

Ward Wheelock

Charles

Brown

Lord
Gernannt
Marcin

Phillips
Bill

•

Phillip Morris

Max

Anchor Hocking
Nafl Fire Underwriters

John Dietz
Jim Sheldon

Irving Elinson
Albert Miller
Lew Schofield

Axel Gruenberg
Marvin Fisher
Freelance
Fred Helder
William Brown

Lord
Leonard Holton
Max Marcin
Alonzo Deen Cole
Don Agger
Phillips

CBS.

MacFarland" Aveyard
Hutchins
Grant
Dancer-Fi t/.gerald
Tracy-Locke
Duane Jones

CBS

Dr. Pepper
B. T. Babbitt

Young & Rubicam

Lever Bros.

Robert Raisbeck

Harry Holcombe
Richard Leonard
Bert Mitchell
Martha At well
Dick Mack

Knox

Dave

Ted Bates

Colgate
Auto-Lite

Bill

Sarr Pierce

H;irry

Co-op
Ford
Chesebrough

Charles Powers
Bill Wilgus

John Wray
Abt Burrows

Neil Reagan

Varied

Evelyn Elam

Evelyn Elam

Carleton Alsop
John Wellington

Phil

CBS

Ruthrauff

ABC

Co-op

CBS
CBS

J

NBC
ABC
NBC
MBS
ABC
NBC

Grant
Hazard
Ruthrauff

St.

N. W. Ayer
Buchanan
George Si Keyes

Texas Co.
Revere Copper

Russell M. Seeds

Brown & Williamson
Procter

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Esty

Roy

S.

Ward Wheelock
Dancer-Fitzgerald
Foote, Cone, Belding

M. Mather

Reynolds

.

Harvester
Serutan

Int'l

Durstine

N. W. Ayer
Foote. Cone, Belding

.

Petroleum Advisers
Campbell Soup
Anacin, Kolynos
Frigidaire

ABC
ABC
CBS
CBS

N. W. Ayer
Benton & 'Bowles
Dancer-Fitzgerald

Keeling Sc Co.
J. Walter Thompson
B.B.D.&0.

CBS

Biow

Parker Pen
Emerson Drugs

ABC
MBS

A ,W.

C'-V.i

Mv'S

J.

Foote, Cone, Belding

AI

Hastings

Phillip Morris

Lewin

Paijl Lefton,

Leo Harris
Clark Andrews

Max Marcin
Frank Pittmar
Dwight Hauser
Victor Seydel
Paul Phillips

Mansfield

Al Coughlin
Martin Horrcll
Felton

Jack Stapp
Irene Beasely

Harvel Watch
Seventeen.

Mag

Bill Morrow
Myron Golden

Helen Walpole

Eddy McKean
Jean Carroll
Joe Quillan
It
H. Wilkinson

Frank Galen

Kronman

Rapp

John Wellington
Drew Pearson
Vin Bogerl
Elon Packard

Wolff-Bracken
Freelance

Thomm

Judy

Ted Malon'e
Dnshiell

Hammett

Lou Pelletier
Ton Quinn
,T...

nmy

"'
:

Fidler

oe
ort

Mosher

K .dance
I'.iillips Lord
Pick Porter
Freelance
Freelance
Ed Birnbreyer
Lillian Schoen

Frank Pittmai.
Ted Bliss
Marx Loeb

S:im Moore
'Ray Buffum
Fulton Oursler

Robert Redd
Clan Heisch

R;iy Singer
Robert Smock

Gabriel Header

An id
Hires Co.

Ludens
Lever Bros!
Electric Companies
Raisin Bran
General Mills

NW

H. Dryer
Jack Simpson

Norm

J.

Sealtest

McCann-Erickson
'

Phil Cohan
Nat Wolff

Sherman

J.

Wine
Goodyear Rubber

Albright

William Ned
Tony Sanford

Hudnut

Petri

Ku drier

Titus

Harding

Phillips Lord

Continental Baking
Kraft Foods

•

Morrow

L. E. Waterman
Toni, Inc.
Pillsbury Mills
R.

Ted Bates
Needham. Louis Brorby
Young & Rubicam

McKce &

Gamble

Whitehall

Radio Consultants
Foote, Cone, Belding
McCann-Erickson
Roche. Williams, Cleary

Wm.

&

Johnson Wax
Carter Products
Mail Pouch Tobacco
F. W. Fitch

Walker & Downing
L. W. Ramsey

CBS

ens

Prudential

Norwich Pharmacal

Sullivan Stauffer

NBC
NBC

c?;s

•

Benton & Bowles
Lawrence Gumbinner
Biow
Needham, Louis Brorby

CBS
CBS

NBC
CBS

Bristol-Myers
Rexall Drugs

'

NBC
ABC

*

Feenamint
Lee Hats

Weintraub

MBS
NBC

Drugs

Mars
American Cyanamid
Procter Si Gamble

Ryan

Young & Rubicam

CBS

CBS

Sterling

& Ryan

Sc

Bill

Mars

Kastor, Farrel

NBC
ABC

NEC
MES
ABC
NBC
NBC
MBS

Philco

Walter Thompson
McCann Erickson

CBS

•

Perrin
Zeno Klinker

Charles Vanda

ABC

i

Cliff

Sam

Allan Dingwell
Joe Rincs

.Suliivan Stauffer

M.

Kay Daumit

•

Ruth Borden

Ballin

Socony-Vacuum

CBS
CBS

6,500
5,000
10,500

Earl Ebi

Col. Paschal Strong

Freelance
Rick Stevenson

Mansfield

Bob

0

Staff

Colgate
Colgate
Pabst
Carnation Co.
pvaltine

MBS
ABC

10,000
5,500

Hal Kanter

Staff

Compton

ABC
NBC

.

Glenn Middlcton
Jim Jewell

Ted Bates
Ted Bates
Warwick Sc Legler
Erwin Wasey

MBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
ABC

II, 500

Norman Tokar

Robert Steele
Bill- Burch

.

Sherwood Schwartz

Russ Young

Nat Hiken

Standard Brands.
Procter & Gamble
lionized Yeast
Super Suds
R. J. Reynolds
Hancock Insurance
Bristol-Myers

Sullivan Stauffer

CBS
CBS
CBS

2,000
7.000

.

Al,

Lester Vail

Howard Reilly
Frank Hummert
Frank Hummert

J.

Benton Sc Bowles
Hutchins
Benton Sc Bowles

Robert Tallman
Milton Lewis

Himan Brown

Sterling Drug*
American Tobacco

Swift
Philco
Kellogg
Procter

Alee,. Leslie

Eddie Polu
Jack Simpson

General Mills
Lever Bros,
Wrigley Gum

Dancer-Fitzgerald

CBS

4,250
3,500
3.000
5,000
3.500
1,500
13.500

N
H

Kenyon Sc Eckhardt
Compton
Maxon
Young Sr Rubicam

NBC
NBC
MBS
ABC

9,500
4,000
5,000
18,000
2.000
1,500
12.000
1,700

N
C

N
N
M

Va

ABC
MBS
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC

6,000
1,500
15,000
3,000
4,500
12.500
12.500

N
H
N

Don Ameche

in

1,750
2,000
2,500
17,009
3.O0O
8.500
10,500
2,750
13,500
0,500

.

N

Doctors Talk Over

CBS

25,000
3,000

N

Dr. Christian
Dr. I. Q %

Highways

3,000
4,000
3,000
4,000
- ,2,000
3,000

N

II

David Harum
Joan Davis
Danger Dr. Danfield
Dennis Day
Dick Haymes
Dick Tracy
Dinah Shore

'

II, 500
•

Stella Dallas
Darts for Dough

k s to

2,000
4,000
10,000

j

Curtain Time

Hc.

'7,500

H

-

Filch

5,000
10,500
20,000

H
H

Club
Checkerboard Jamboree
Counterspy
County FailCrime Doctor
Crime Photographer
Crimes of Carelessness
Blng Crosby

Fat Man
FBI, Peace

15,000
10,500
13,500

C

Chesterfield Supper

Exploring

Hutchins

I, 500

Gene Wang

NBC

Breakfast Hollywood

ft

Dick Lewis
William Spier

Silver

Wildroot
General Foods
Bristol-Myers
W. A. Sheaffer
General Foods
Standard Brands

7;5W

Bride

Int'l

Fred Donnay
Sol Saks

American Safety Razor

CBS

.

Eddv Forman

Thomas Vietor
Ted Bliss'

Federal

NBC
NBC
NBC

3,000

Don Bernard

B B.D.&O.
Young & Rubicam
¥oung & RUbicam
J

WRITER

Hele).

J. Reynolds
Anacin

CBS
CBS

C

Breakfast Clnl>

&

Mack

Turns
R.

MBS

7,500

N

Break the Bank

Sullivan Stauffer

\oung

PRODUCER

ACCOUNT

Roche, Williams
Wra. Esty

CBS
CBS

2,000
22,000
25,000
2,000
2,500
8,500
5,000
10,000

•

N
H

'

AGENCY

NBC
NBC

NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
ABC
CBS

2,000.
2,000

H

NETWORK

writer, only the

*Program being cancelled by sponsor.

is listed.)

Henry Hull
James Haupt
Herb Moss
Louis G. Cowan
Jack Johnston

Ed Cashman
Bob Stevenson
Joe Ripley
Olga

Druce
Roy Winsor
Leonard Reeg

Don Golenpaul
Himan Brown
Herb Polesie
Jerry La W
Herb Rice

Alton Alexander
Richard Davis
Joe Stein
Gordon Auchinclo^s
Varied
llo.iuy.

Carmichael

f'YM'mun Sullivan
Si:

IV

F.-i

lt'iice

Tlcdiger
r

iv

Fivi/'fince

Hi '.Ml
SiniT

Howell

Freelance'

O

MMneeday, February 26, 1947

RAM*

Estimated Weekly Network
PEOGEAM

OEIG.

K»y Kyser
Klor Cole Trio
Kraft Music Hall
Kenny Baker

Life

N
N
N
N
H
N
N
N

Pretend

Let's

Can Be

Beautiful

Lcra-tawton
Life of

Riley

World

Lifht of the

Lone Journey
Lorenzo Jones
Lone Banger

Lum

'n'

14,500
1,750
10,000
9,500

•••

Perkins

•Malslc

Manhattan Merry Go Round
Mayor of the Town
MoGarry and His Mouse

2,000

CBS

2,750
2,500
9,000

NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

4,500
20,000

H
NT

N

Tom Mix
Vaughn Monroe
Frank Morgan

C

2,500

Metropolitan Opera

.

.

r.

Mystery of the

N
H
H
N
N
N
N

National

C

Murder &
Henry Morgan
My True Story
Mystery Theatre

Mr. Malone

Week
Farm & Home

New York Philharmonic
Nick Carter

Our Gal. Sunday
One Man's Family
People Are Funny

Policewoman

RCA

Rose of

My Dreams

Roy Rogers
Jean Sablon
Saturday Serenade
Screen Guild
Second Mrs. Burton

The Shadow

Sherlock Holmes
William t. Shirer
Glnny Simrua

Smtlin'

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
H
N
N
H
N
N

H
C

H

Ed McConnelt

Jack Smith
*Kate Smith Sings
Special Investigator

Time
Over Hollywood
Strange Romance Winters
Sunday Evening Hour
Sparkle
Stars

H

N
N
N
H
H
N

Sunday Serenade

N

Superman

N

Stradivari Strings
It or

Leave

It

Teentimers
Telephone Hour
Tennessee Jed
Terry & Pirates
Thai's Flnnegan
Theatre Guild
Theatre of Today
The Listening Post
This Is Hollywood

Lowell Thomas
This Is Your

4,000
4,500
10,500
2,000
2,500

.

5,000
4,500
2,000
11,000
13,000
2,500
12,500
3,000

2,500
7,000
3,500

FBI

Those Websters
Today's Children
Treasury HornTrue Detective
Truth or Consequences

7,500
3,000
8,600
2,500
2,200

N
N

N
N

N
H
N

N
jl

II

Doherty Clifford

5,500
15,000
4,000
2,000
13,500
5,600
6,000
3,500
3,000

±N

3,000

N

N

H

'

Rousseau

U.

Old Dutch Cleanser

James Fassett
Jock MacGregor

Dancer-Fitzgerald
J. Walter Thompson

Anacin
Standard Brands

Steve Gross
Carlton E. Morse

Russell M. Seeds'

& Ryan

rlaDK iciiord
Otimuiu

ai

Rubber

Lewis-Howe
American Oil

Andrew JergenS

Richard Diggs

Wade

A Urn -QpM
Helbros Watches
Miles Labs

OTim
lilt

Wade
J.

Walter Thompson

CBS

Foote, Cone, Belding

MBS
NBC
NBC

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Compton
Compton

CBS
CBS
CBS

Benton

&

Bowles

Duane Jones

NBC

Wade

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

Kenyon
Gardner
Biow

Young & Rubicam

MBS

Meyerhoff, R.

ABC
ABC

McJunkin
McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson

CBS

J.'Walter

Russell M. Seeds
Leo Burnett

Dancer-Fitzgerald
Foot, Cone, Belding
Sheldon, Quick
J.

M. Mathes

Sorensen
Duane Jones
Kenyon & Eckhardt
Roche, Williams

ABC
ABC

Kenyon & Eckhardt
Biow
Morse Intl

MBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

Biow
Buchanan
N. W. Ayer
J. Walter Thompson
Sherman Marquette
Shaw-LeVally

NBC
NBC
ABC
ABC
CBS

ABC

B.B.D.&O.
B.B.D.&O.
B.B.D.&O.
Pedlar & Ryan
Roche Williams

CBS

ABC
CBS

NBC

Warwick

MBS
NBC
MBS
MBS
NBC
MBS

Ruthrauff

CBS

2,000
1,600

NBC

14,500

CBS

& Legler
& Ryan
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Oninn

George w razier

Richard Hudnut
Fet Milk

Will Roland
Roland Martini

Lady Esthtr

Bill

General Foods
Balm Barr, Carey Salt,
D. L. & W. Coal
Pacific Coast Borax
R. B. Semler
J. R. Williams

Viola Burns
John Cole

£om McKnight

Dennis Green
William L. Shirer

Borden
Old Gold
Derby Foods

Ben Brady

Hugh Wedlock

•

Raleigh

Brown Shoe
Procter & Gamble
General Foods
\j-\Hlllt.lKl 1,J<1

J.
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Frank Wilson

Roy Winsor

Robert Burtt

Edna Skelton Borzage
Frank Ferrin
William Brennan
Ted Collins

Edna Skelton Borzage
Hobart Donavan
Bob Smith
Ted Collins

Herbert Rice

Freelance

Til it inn
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Varied
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Harry Kronman
John Young
Frank Kane
Freelance
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Dorothy McCann
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Staff

Lawrence
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Ian Smith
Johtx Cleary

Ian Smith.
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X
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Eversharp
Teen-Timers
Bell System
Ward Baking
Quaker Oats
Household Financt

Wallace Magili
Bill Hamilton

Hobs Donavan

Ashmeade

V.

Carol Irwin

George Kondolf

Pnvmnrifl
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Tf-Tiirlniif
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Roma Wine

S. Steel

Armstrong Cork

!
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jrrocrer 01 uramoic

Sun Oil
Equitable Assurance
Quaker Oats
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Freelance
Freelance
Varied
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Paul Dudley
Norman Rosten
Tom Taggart
Albert Barker

Staff

Ira

#

A-

Edith Oliver

Harry Spears
Nat Strom

Woodruff

Lowell Thomas
Jerry Devine
Frank Hursley

Jerry Devine
Joe Ainley
Carl Wester

Virr' ia

Cooko

Wendell Adams

Jack Albright

Murray Burnett
Ralph Edwards
Bob Martin

Murray Burnett
Ralph Edwards

Rudy Vallec
Edwin Dunham

•Toe

Firestone Tire

Lever Bros.

Rogers Brackett

Warren Hull

Ronson
Phillip Morris-

Andrew Jergcns

Paul Scheffels

Phillips

Frank Hummert

Weintraub
Leo Burnett

Trimount Clothes
American Meat

Benton

& Rubicam
& Bowles
Knox-Reeves

Gul£ Oil
General Foods
General Mills

Compton

Procter & Gamble
Haleys-Phillips

Dancer-Fitzgerald
Foolc, Cone, Belding

VV llftUll

Richard TTnllmar

Krntn
Will
Charles Urquehart
JLX*-

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Young

Viptnp
V JUbV-l

*
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"Favett*»
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Conti Castile
O. Henry
Procter & Gamble

Biow
Sweeney & James
Young & Rubicam
Robert W. Orr

Bob Condon

IVTrtrrrriri
J.VJ.U)

Jul ileal

Berminghamm Castleman
Cecil

Mona Kent

Fitzgerald

luntA uutu

General Mills

Compton

J,

Bernie Proctor
Riley Jackson

Knox-Reeves
Aubrey, Moore

ABC
NBC
MBS
NBC
CBS

R.,

Thompson
Young & Rubicam
Lennen & Mitchell
Needham, Louis Brorby

CBS
CBS
CBS

NBC
NBC

&

Carlton E. Morse
Walter Guedel
Elaine Carrington
Phillips H. Lord

Virtnr

IVltlUl ict
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Edward
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Dancer-Fitzgerald
'

RPA

Jean Carroll

Chick Vincent
Phillips H. Lord
Beverly Smith
Paul Dudley

Roche, Williams
Joseph Katz
Robert W. Orr

Weintraub

Ben Hyams
Jock McGregor
,

John Guedel

Raleigh

Procter & Gamble
Carter Products
General Foods

AdL.

MBS
MBS
NBC
NBC

'Alfred Bester

Herbert Lateau

Sullivan Stauffei

Rubicam

Freelance

riuoer

riitiioia

AOL.

&

Margaret Sangster

\

ivioue

riuLier

S.

Henry Morgan

Charles Powers
;uu 1L.^ WdlUUlUfl

Campbell-Ewald
Grant

IVlplMpil

Robert Riley Crutcher
Craig Rice

Griffin

PR*?

CBS

11

Bill

Staff

George Lowther

Wayne

Allis-Chalmers

6,000

N

Rnh Shaw

Bert

IndC

We, the People
When a Girl Marries
Woman in White
Young Dr. Malone
Young Wldder Brown
Your Hit Parade

Z.

Harry Einstein
Henry Souvaine
MacBenoff

,

,

NBC

S. Gittins

Staff

Fuller

T.iHHv

NBC

/,ouu

Biow

J.

Phillips

Arti

Charles Tazewell
Jack Byrne

Rvron

V.(]

Walter Thompson
Young & Rubicam
Compton

6 500

4,000
1,000

Sam

CBS

J.

Orin Tovrov

Hal Fimberg
Henry Souvaine

Colgate
Bristol-Myers

Dill l.t.ll

Lester Huntley

J. Van Nostrand
Ed Downes

Sanka Coffee
Old Gold
Texas Co.

U

Oul'l' "

J

George Zachary

8,500

10,000
7,500
2,500

.

Staff

IN

N
N
N
N
N

i

1

Richard I.ponfird

In

Warden Lawes
Fred Waring

Eversharp
Sterling Drugs

1

David Owen
Edwin Wolfe
Cal Kuhl
Frank Hummert

Reynolds
American Tobacco
Wine Growers Guild
Eversharp

H

Walter Winchell
Waltz Time

Wm

Srvmour

ICav

Sandra & Peter Michael
Theodore Ferro
Fran Striker
Rn7wpll Rn«pr«i

Charles Livingston
Forrest Owens
*T lilt Kfiehlpv
0

& Gamble

Procter

Loughrane
John Gibbs
S,teve Gross

Lever Bros.

Todd

Kli7abf>th

TrvinV
XL V 111^, Rrpphpr
U1V LUll

R.

Rudy Vallee
Voice of Firestone
"Vox Pop

Marthn Atw^ll
Basil

Phillips-Bayer
General. Mills
Miles Labs

Demling

Funk
NUa Mack
Allen

fnrl Rivhv

B. T. Babbitt

Procter & Gamble
General Mills
Carnation

Kolynos

Esty
Foote, Cone, Belding

DO

Matt Brooks
Bill

Mack

Nil

Ralston Purina

Twenty Questions

XL

Wheat
Procter & Gamble
of

Wm.

i\

Han lr nnrinn

r

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Dlj

Faith Fay.
Flenry Selinger

Jack Barry
Lillian Spinner

Prank O'Connor
Walter Tibbak

Gardnei

2 000
10 000
9 OflO.
*,UUU

IN

E zra Macintosh
Ken Burton

CBS

AtJL,

.

Colgate
*
Wildroot
Krafi Foods
Procter & Gamble

MBS

MBS

N
N
N

11

Lennen
Mitchell
Buchanan
Sherman Marquette

1,200

3,000
2,500
8,500
5,000

Bowles

CBS

5,000
14,500
'5,500

&
&

Allai Handley
Jack Barry
Norman Sweetser

Noxzema

Sullivan Stauffer

NBC

CBS
CBS
ABC
NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS

H
N

Suspense

Take

2,250
2,500
1,750
9,000

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Young

son

8,000
8,500
2,750
2,250
2,750
•

Thompson

Biow

Benton

Pedlar

3,500
2,250
6,000

-

'

NBC J
CBS
NBC

NRP
NBC

2,250

N
H

Frank Sinatra,
Sky King
Red Skelton

Wade

PRC

7^500

N
H

The Sheriff

Dancer-Fitzgerald
Dancer-Fitzgerald

J -Walter

MBS

2 200
2,750
2 500
^

Wasey

CBS

ABC
ABC
NBC

1,750
7 500

N

Road of Life
Romance Helen Trent
Rosemary

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Duane-Jones
Benton & Bowles
Ei-win

Gaines Dog Food
Anacin

Cream

Dancer-Fitzgerald

•

WEITEB

Herb Leder

George Wiest

Honig-Cooper

3,000
10,000
3,qpo

t.

Victor

Readers Digest
Real Stories
Right to Happiness

LaRoche, Ellis
B.B.D.&O.

NBC
ABC
ABC

IN

3,500
3,500

N
N
N
H

N

Compton

CBS

4,500
4'C00
2,000

N
H
H

Quick As a Flash
Quiz Kids

B.B.D.&O.
Waiter Thompson

CBS

IN

Queen for a Day

Ted Bates

MBS
NBC
ABC

15 000

N

Portia Faces Life
Pot O' Gold
Professor Quiz
Louella Parsons

"

'

H
N
N

Pepper Young

Dancer-Fitzgerald

Dancer-Fitzgerald
1

10,500
5,000
7,000

Bowles

J.

3|300

H
N
H
N
H

&

Benton

CBS

2,000
1,750
2,250

Mel Blanc

at Parky's

Dancer-Fitzgerald

PRODUCEE

Prudential Life
Procter & Gamble
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Costs:

A fTTHT ATT

.

Benton

.NBC

.

2,500

Mr. District Attorney
Mr. Keen

Me

.

ABC
ABC

3,900
7,500
10,000
7,000
7,000
3,000

»Meet

.

1,800.

H
H
N

Abner

Lux Radio Theatre
jtfa

1,500
"

AGENCY
& Bowles

.

NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC

$3,500
2,000
2,000

•

"8

Be Seated

Ladles

NETWORK

COST

N
N
N
N
H

lack BercU
Joyce Jordan
javeniie Jury
just Plal" B '»

Program

American Tobacco

Fred Vandevanter
Parker

*

Walter Winchell
.

Staff*

Bernie Proctor
Tom Bennett
Lindsay McHarrie

Joy Johnston
Milo Boulton

Tom McDermott

Elaine

Carl Wester

Herb Futran

Fayette

Krum

Martha Atwell
Lee Strahorn

Carrint,!

Dave Driscoll
Elizabeth Todd
Glenn Wheaton

>

a

'
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Addenda on Joskc Guide
Gets

©I Reception As Radio Serace

Washington, Feb. 25,
With both old and new radio sta-

•

making a concerted pitch for
the retail advertising dollar, publication of two more chapters in the
"NAB-Joske Department Store volume, "Radio lor Retailers," got a
rousing reception here last week.
Publication comes at a time when,
NAB says, percentage of retail dollars spent on radio is definitely on
the upswing.
The book, product of a year-long
study of radio sales experience at
.Joske's, of San Antonio, Tex., is inall
f~..J;ended as a guide for retailers of
tions

and businesses and for radio

sizes

itations trying to break into
local department store field.

the

Latest two chapters cover preparaof department store copy for
radio and the "do's and don'ts" of
retailer programming. The need for
trained radio personnel on the payroll of bigtime stores is stressed as
well as the importance of planning
radio copy well in advance.
tion

-

Interstate Pis Circuit

Cancels Out AS!
-

Radio

.Dallas, Feb. 25,

Interstate Theatres Circuit, one of
the heaviest users of air time, has
cancelled out all its airings. This
includes three regional networks
programs and local airings put on in

is

its copy to advertising
both promotional and insti-

NAB

RIM,

for
a quarter-hour three times
weekly over stations of the, Lone
Star Chain. Frankie Masters and his
orchestra have been featured on the
"Screen Test" and "Showtime" airings,

f

recommends
programs

*t»MM»MM«u

CITY

1 1 1

l

.

.

,

Five-week course in publicity and public relations to be given at new
School for Social Research by George Crandall and Arthur Perles starting
14.... Al Jolson inked to six-month pact by Wm. Morris agency
which will do all his radio bookings. ,Kay Kyser partied by NBC at
.Carl Jampel dickering with NBC for sale
press luncheon Monday (24)
of 2Jero Mostel's "Zero Hour" package as a summer replacement,
Paul Mowrey, AB*C television's national director, to South America last
Saturday (22) at the tele industry's representative o» a 10-day Govt-sponsored goodwill flight that will include the Uruguayan presidential election
....Freelon N. Fowler, CBS television service staff member, named assistant to Ed Evans, recently appointed film supervisor. ., ,CBS television
manager Tony Miner selected to teach video techniques at Fordham's sixweek radio institute course, July 7 through Aug. 15
"Meet the Press"
goes live on
Friday nights at 10 instead of delayed Sunday night 10:30
broadcast. ., .Richard Witkin, night editor of UP, to do radio column for
new UN World mag. .. .Mickey Rockford, currently in MCA Coast radio
department, being transferred to N. Y. next month, .. .Roger Catlin, in
charge of television at MCA, recuperating at Doctors hospital after kidney
operation. .'. .Roily Bester has replaced Louise Barclay in the role of
"Connie Wakefield" in "The Right to Happiness"
Johnny Olson and his
"Ladies Be Seated" ABC show broadcast last week from Florida Citrus
Exposition at Winterhaven, Fla., to paid attendance of 25,000 for the five
days. ., .Mason Adams doing a lead on "Grand Central Station" Saturday
(1) and into dramatic sketch on "Telephone Hour" Monday (3).
.Peggy
Strickland, formerly with North Broadcasting System's sales department,
has' joined WLIB sales staff. .. .Patsy Campbell returns to "Aunt Jenny"
for new sequence.
.Walter Gorman takes direction of "Young Dr. Malone" for Compton.... Harry Ingram to direct Bernie Procktor's new
package show, "Feature Assignment" for Foote, Gone & Belding. .Phil
Clarke into "Ma Perkins" cast.... Staffer Martin Andrews of ABC has
taken over direction of "Terry and the Pirates."
,

•

.

.

WOR

promotion by

arousing the resentment of radio
dealers who now have few FM-AM
receivers."
Back of the
opposition,
supporters point out, is fact that
many dealers are glutted with cheap
units and want to unload them
sets.
before accepting orders for

.

AM

Hollywood, Feb. 28.
FM
At informal oonference before The manufacturers would also like
The study recommends that whenNational Labor Relation* Board to see these standard sets Off dealers
ever possible, retailers buy already
shelves
so
could
they
start
time
a new
second
for
refused
here, CBS
established shows rather than try to
agreement between campaign in '47 to push sale of AMapprove
to
build a new audience with a new
AFRA and International Brother FM units. Right now, however, they
show. Joske's, which went in heavare
anything
friendly
but
to
FM
whereby
used hood of Electrical Workers
ily for radio selling of all kinds,
former absorbs .sound effect men at promotion schemes.
several programs a day to sell the
Meanwhile, Roy Hofheinz, FM
CBS. Net, however, has consulted
audience on the idea of trading at
Assn.
prexy,
last
week
called
the
on
homeofflce and Is slated to report
It used spot advertisethe store.
certification-seeking .IBEW RMA to turn out low-priced FM sets
ments principally to attract the at- back to
not* forthcoming, instead of Including FM units only
week.
If
this
tention of listeners to special fastthe
in
high-priced
console
models
formal hearing
moving or unique items which were IBEW will ask for
for luxury buyers. Hofheinz said
and NLRB decision on the case.
available for immediate purchase.
manufacturers" were
AFRA and IBEW are agreed that "progressive
PSp*
Joske's followed the NAB standentering the FM field and pointed to.
supervise
all
former will sti.
ards of practice in timing and fixing
Zenith's AM-FM combination rewhile IBEW has
effects,
a time limit on its commercials. On "vocal"
ceiver and others in production by
control of
most 15-minute shows, only two parent jurisdiction and
Stromberg-Carlson, General Eleccommercials were used. Ninety sec- mechanical or manual effects. NLRB tric Co., RCA and Pilot Radio Corp.
has.
also termed CBS group "an apallowed
time
maximum
the
was
onds
Acting on Hofheinz's suggestion,
propriate
unit," capable of deciding
five-minute
a
in
commercial
for a
RMA prexy Ray C°s S rOve of Crosprogram and no more than six min- its own. fate and demands, examiner ley Broadcasting Co. promptly set
likening CBS' position to
utes in an hour-long show. Sales in reportedly
up a committee to meet with FMA
to create.
seeking
that
party
of
a
prorose
in
departments
particular
men to canvass AM-FM production
•
portion to the amount of radio pro- jurisdictional dispute after unions problems. Cosgrove, who has pubhad themselves settled matters licly pooh-poohed the much-touted
motion.
advantages of FM, said the small
Two more chapters of "Radio for amicably.
seeks
to avoid payapparently
Net
1947 turnout of FM sets was due to
Retailers" are in preparation, NAB
ment of extra fees for vocal effects, design and production difficulties.
These cover "promotion" and
said.
something it did not pay under Several
manufacturers
predicted
a report on a special 1946 study to
latter sought it.
though
AFRA
rules
that more FM sets would be turned
test the effectiveness of radio in proIt's also strongly opposed to threat
off lines this spring and summer
moting departmental sales.
to new demands from IBEW for than would be easily
disposed of.
wage parity with New York effectors, another deal AFRA was unable
Pr.§gi*am Manager
Hal Cohen's New Bankroller
to obtain in recently concluded nego(

,

.

,

.

.

FM

RMA

are beamed to, particular audiences
at particular Hours and the same
"beamed" approach is used in placing commercial spots in already
established programs.

-

'

warn the public not to buy a new
radip set unless it is FM-equipped.
The board of directors of the
Radio Manufacturers. Assn. wound
up a three-day meeting in Chicago
last week with a ringing condemnation of the
plugs as "having a

FM

H-f t

Centres
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to

effect
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March

Mfgrs.

harmful

CBS Again Nixes

Its
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From the Production

elected treasurer.

On

fourths of all

which

f

key Interstate Texas cities.
Among the programs were "It's
Showtime" heard for a half -hour
each Sunday over stations of the
Texas Quality Network; "Screen
Test" heard for a half -hour each
Washington, Feb. 25.
Thursday over KGKO, Fort Worth,
Radio manufacturers are still
KABC, San Antonio and KXYZ, plenty griped at FM broadcasters
Houston, and-*'Easy Listenin' " heard
take newspaper advertisements

Joske's of Texas devotes three-

tutional, a practice
to all large retailers.

WedMeBday, Fsbi-wary 26, 1947
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Remember When

Radio's Twenty Year Pioneers
held their annual election last
week, with H. V, Kaltenborn,
founder and general factotum,
bowing out of the prexy spot.
New prexy is Mark Wood's,
ABC's president, with Ed Kobak,
Mutual prez, as first veepee.
David Sarnoff is honorary prez.
Frank Mullen, gen. mgr. and
exec veepee of NBC, was elected
second vice-president and Wm.
Hedges, NBC veepee, as sec. Alfred H. Morton, of NCAC, was

to Retailers

.

.

now

Hal Kanner, former Fred Waring arranger

.

batoning at Hotel Plaza,
Frolics series
George

musical director for new transcribed Flit
Sohreier joined Dick Hyman's publicity firm as associate
NCAC prez
Alfred H. Morton to Coast March 23 for extended visit lining up film
Morris Mamorsky, NBC conductor currently
talent' for radio shots
writing scores fpr "Eternal Light," resigning from NBC to freelance
Radio committee of, Writers Board planning to go into action again....
Nancy Wells, in .charge of American Theatre Wing's radio school, checking
out and eyeing a casting director's post..., William P. Mullen left Lennen
& Mitchell to join CBS' Radio Sales as account exec. .DuPont Awards to
be made Sat., March 8, at St, Regis hotel, with ABC prez Mark Woods
and Mrs. Alfred I. DuPont among the speakers.

is

.

.

.

Sandy Stronach, who has checked out of Young & Rubicam, talking
things over with Bill Murray at Wm. Morris agency. .. .Jim- Cassidy, of
WLW, Cincinnati, and Joe Rolling, Variety's Cincy mugg, in town for a
quickie
Narrator spot on new Pall Mall airer "Feature Assignment,"
which replaces Frank Morgan's "Dr. Tweedy" beginning April 2, goes to
Berry Kroeger.

.

.

•

,

ABC

New 'On-or-Off

Presents

Sales Plan

Sustainer

Chicago, Feb. 25.

ABC

program
manager Harold Stokes has come up
with a

which
.

central

division

.

new

sustainer plan, on or off,
means that show must demon-

possibilities
sales
definite
strate
shortly, or it is out.
Stokes pointed out that the history
prompted- the scheme.
of
radio

IBEW has already obtained
such parity for its technicians, and
tiations.

Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.

After nearly three years' with
figured that duplicate steps will same sponsor, Jerome
Wolk and
be taken for the soundmen, since Bros, local furriers, Harold V. Cohen,
that was cause of the revolt from drama critic of
Post-Gazette and
AFRA.
Variety mugg in Pittsburgh, has
landed a new bankroller for his
David G. Lee, ex- "Cohening the Town" quarter-hour
Waterbury

it's

—

WOWO,

Fort

Wayne,

and

WIBG, over WJAS Saturday evenings

Indianapolis, takes over as program
director of
new Waterbury

WWCO,

station.

at

6:30.

.

.

....Harry Butcher, onetime CBS headman in Washington and now owner
of KIST, affiliate of NBC in Santa Barbara, had the femmes (and some
males) squirming at his gamy navy talk before Hollywood Ad Club....
Bernie Smith checked out of Young & Rubicam to have a free hand in
freelance writing
Bill Baker (don't that guy ever age?) out for Benton
& Bowles to kudos Burns and Allen on their 15th radio anni with a signaturing pickup for another season
John Swallow, Coast head for Kenyon Sc Eckhardt, clipped away with his secretary, Louise Wolf, couple of
weeks ago and got themselves stitched
Maybe it's just a coincidence
but it has happened twice now. Right after Adrian Samish finished up his
biz here and headed for the home precincts of ABC. J. Donald Wilson, his
program chief in the west, betook himself to the hospital
When Ray
Sullivan (Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles) showed up at the Brown Derby
with a hirsuted chin adornment, it tipped' off a pact made by the partners;
that if they landed the Smith Bros.'- account they'd each cultivate a patch
1

.

of bristles.

You have Fran Conrad's (ABC) word for it that radio next year will be
100 years old. His 'dad, one of the pioneers of "wireless," passed it along
to him that transmission of Voices into receivers dates back a century....
Bing Crosby takes off 14 weeks come summer and what he'll d>o with his
layoff is anyone's guess, including his,... Ann Seymour house-guesting
With the Vincent Prices, P&G's Bill Ramsey with Irna Phillips, and the
Lou Cowans on the register at the Beverly Hills hotel. Basking in the
warm sun, they should be testimonial bait for the Chamber of Commerce.
Their pet pastime is reading the papers to see how cold it is back east,
Ayer's Marge Kerr in town on a talent safari.
.Woody Herman is being
peddled around the agencies as a warbler, .sans band
Everyone officially
identified with Hit Parade would like it made doubly emphatic that there
is no thought of replacing Mark Warnow on the podium.
They say he's
safe as LS/MFT.
.Frank Morgan subbed for the ailing Dick Haymes last
week and Artie Phillips had to rewrite "Maisie" when Ann Sothern took
to her bed with the flu.
Jack Hurdle picked by Ken Dolan to direct the
new "Beulah" sustainer on ABC
Survey of 80 agency execs, producers
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

—

and time buyers gave the palm to ABC's
proved" network station in L.A.

months or longer sans product. Generally they even refuse to submit it

KECA

for being "the most im-

AW CHICAGO
WBBM news' topper Everett
.

to a client.

ABC

Currently,

central

division

Holies back from 30-day European occupied
hits the ABC net from Chi starting March
Kaltenborn who takes a two-week
West Indies vacation away from NBC. .Maurice Copeiand in new Mutual
"Tom Mix" role as Inspector Wyndham. .KNOE, Monroe, La., dishing
out trophies to Northeast Louisiana amateur athletes. .. .Geraldine Kay
bedded with sinus infection. .. .Kay Campbell joins cast of "Ma Perkins"
....Ralph Buehlman, WJJD chief engineer, new
daddy to son.... WIND
set to play-by-play all games of Northern
Indiana High School Basketball
tournament.
.ABC promotion "stunt for Drew Pearson has Karl Stttphm
sending personalized matches to newspaper
guys.
.NBC newser Alex
Drier took over baritone Bill Johnson for
personal management.

has five shows for sale. Three are
under consideration by agencies, and

zone tour.
31.

failed to stir any action
latter pair will be yanked
deal arises for them
a

two have
yet. The

.

.

.

.

."Ladies

Be Seated"

.Clifton Utlcy to pinch hit for H. V.
.

.

.

Shortly.

Shell Oil

.

After 11 years with NBC, latterly as division sales promotion and advertising overseer, Bob McAndrews pulled out for a berth in Young St
Rubicam's publicity and audience stimulation department. His successor at
the network will be dispatched here from New York by Charlie Hammond

.

It's Brent's Cleaners and their 36
stores spread throughout the city.

Very few if any programs have
found a sponsor after a long free
period, he said: Agencies shy away
from long time sustainers. In most
cases, 15 percenters won't consider
One that's been on the air for six

unless

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Grals Chicago

.

.

.

Football Broadcasts
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Shell Oil Co. has grabbed college
football broadcasts for 1947 and '48,

over

WBBM;

local

CBS

outlet.

Con-

.

Fibber

THE EMILE COTE GLEE CLUB

MM

for one" series only.

WBBM

sports
Harrington.
by Tom Foy, the forselecting games to be broadcast.
Will vpice shows. Last, minute choice
gi\ «t him opportunity of picking

John

director, aided

mer

'

h"

i

test battles.

—

organization.

The Kmile Cote fltee OJub (all male, a cappella) was formed by LangJ( is available
Worth Transcription Library during the. AFM ban
yet
only on transcription and you are reading its first news story
a recent survey discloses that r>00 local radio advertisers have already
sponsored the Club anil secured Hst'Wf ratings comparable to the most
highly publicized programs.
.

LANG- WORTH,

INC.,

NEW

YORK.

Molly going into 13th Johnson's wax year. ...WBBM singers
mmg at Winflek:l (I1U Sanitarium....
McCormick with new
WT.n^
WBBM gimmick of sending box of cigars to newJohn
fathers calling while' "Matinee At Midnight" airs.*. .ABC
promoting "Jack Armstrong" by passing
out pix at nabe film houses, where
serial will be shown.
.Connee Boswell
guesting on Famous Names"
WJJD disker Ernie Simon plans to add
a new twist to jockeying new platters
when he gathers up some drab sides
Kl undor announcement of "First
With 'the Worst" ... .Ed Roberts,
L
cer with bmieA elb0W a
'£
«er slippery tumble. .. .Jack SexZ
.

is for 11 weeks annually, and
that in show business "you can't sucContrary to the general
was inked through the J. Walter ceed without
without benefit of
publicity," The Kinilo Cote Glee Club
Thompson agency. It's usually nego- network prestige or written ballyhoo — has been voted by broadcasters
tiated a couple of months in advance and the listening public Radio's most versatile and popular singing

tract

.

&

.

.

.

.

l°if

™AT

'

WBBM

fcwsram

director, auditioning singers at
search for fscpia talent passed the 600 mark in
watch Cubs go into training with Phil
Central Division veepee. Ralph Atl ass, WIND
ho,d
.Kettinc. Wrigley account exef.
.Dolph Nelson leaves
»w.
x Needle
I h Club"
Waxv &
to stall Biggie Levin's new Coast setup.
,

-\

t ,)licatiorus
! \
app

WBBM'.s ow »

.Oft to Catalina to

V**

*,

&

n **- CBC

.
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INK
WBKB,

Chi s

Interest,
.

For the

first

Will Spnsor-listeier

Slows

Chicago, Feb.

25.

REVERSE SWITCH Ford, Genl Fouds Sign

1st Preit in § Yi
I

With radio, motion pictures and
most other forms of showbiz cur

u»
With the

uo-or
FCC currently

immersed

in concentrated study of the color
television controversy, both the color

rently

pulling,

in
their spending
horns because of skyrocketing production costs, television is expected
to pull a switch during the next several months by hypoing its promotion campaigns, cost of which will

and black and white proponents are
currently marking time in the battle.
Eddy recently doubled the rates CBS, however, is continuing to plug
be many times that spent by the
for the station on the basis of 1,200 its. color system with
a series of
industry to date. Tele's spending
sets how in use locally and he fig-; demonstrations.
,

ures this

number

will soar in the
next couple of months to 5,000 and
to 50,000 sets by this time next year.
As it is this figure is about half the
•estimate made by manufacturers for
*

this -area;

.

Though interest here in television
has been highly touted, Eddy's assumption is based on the activity
stimulated by his own shows, his interpretation of manufacturers' production and sales figures and the
impetus the industry will get in the
next six months when new stations
take to the air lanes.

program, as opposed to the others'
retrenchment, is considered especially unique since video is the only
form of entertainment that's been
operating consistently in the red
ous industrial and scientific groups,- almost since it started,
Chief reason for the forthcoming
including the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Society of Motion Picture Engi- era of heavy spending is the belief
neers, Optical Society of America, oh the part of industry leaders that
how is the time to boost video to the
etc.
public, not by throwing more money
down the programming funnel but
by conducting a general institutional campaign and a specific adLatest in the series of showings
was held Monday (24) at the CBS
homeofflce for the Inter-Society
Color Council, organization that
clears information on color for vari-

One side of the pretty picture is
avid. interest shown by sponsors for
visual promotion.
lists some
of the largest concerns in Chicago

Net Duplicated

WBKB

res

on its books and they claim a very
wholesome response to their shows.
who had previously
seldom requested coverage for spe-

J

Also; promoters,

.

n

|

•• •

television

Schenectady, Feb.

25.

vertising of receiver sets. Tele, it's
declared, has been caught in the
doldrums too long. With all signs
having pointed to 1947 as the year
when video would come of age, the
first two months of the year have
seen few new sponsors interested
and a state of almost utter confusion
on the part of the public. It's to
overcome these obstacles that the

sporting or photogenic events,
NBC prexy Niles Trammell, in a
now ring daily.
/
25th anni broadcast 'of WGY, said
*
As for the all-important Allah that the contribution the General
Mahallah, the audience, its partici- Electric-owned station had made to
pation is pyramiding all the time. the formation of NBC 20 years ago
Eddy's staffers check with set own- and to a smaller network several
ers constantly and mail and phone years earlier (with WEAF)., was becalls jumped to about 50 a day. ing duplicated in network television,
Still more gratifying was a recent via the hooking together of
(GE-operpublic response to a human interest (New York) and
shot of a small boy in a school which ated here) the first of a series of
brought, forth an unprecedented tele-webs which will span the counamount of money and gifts for the try "in a few years-." Asked how long
it would
take to set up coast-totake.
cial

ballyhooing is being launched.
Television can afford to spend
heavily now, it's pointed but, because of the industry's close' affiliation with radio interests. Majorjty
of stations- currently operating or
due to go on the air soon are owned
and operated by either radio nets or
WBNT manufacturers. Radio is considered
already at the stabilization point, in
which no expansion of revenue can
be expected unless some revolutionary change in programming hours is
effected. Radio, consequently, needs
coast telecasting, Trammell replied, no further promotion with the pub"I would say five years." He added lic ajid most of the money earthat Atlanta probably would be tied marked by nets- and manufacturers
into the present Schenectady-New in the past for that purpose is exYork-Philadelphia- Washington with- pected to be shunted over to the
in 18 months."
video track.
In his formal address, highlightRCA in Lead
ing an- hour-long anniversary, show,
Spotlighting the ballyhoo buildup
Trammell traced the history of net- for video is RCAf which is slated to
work telecasting, from the initial launch the fourth in' its series of
two-station hookup on Jan. 12, 1940.
(Continued on page 40)
:

.

WRGB

As to what is the public's fave
type of program, Eddy threw his
hands up when pinned down. He
asserted that was one of the toughest nuts in the business.
One person will disapprove of a type, and
another will swear by it.
However, sports are tops for
males, while the women are more
general in their likes, expressing
raves for the style shows, drama and
music. Of course, moppets can't get
enough Mickey Mouse.

'

two stations, WNBT and
said the NBC chief, "have
been networking television programs successfully ever since. Only

"These

WRGB,"

last year,

with the inauguration of
cable between New York and
Washington, the network expanded
into a four-city operation, including
Philadelphia ... By the end of this
year, it is expected that a station
in Baltimore and several in New
England will have joined the Atlantic coast network. Regional networks
the

1F1 in Sleeper
Play for Video

:

Hollywood. Feb.

25.

begins to look like KFI will be
next on the air video-wise. Variety
learned exclusively that station is
making every effort to be number
three of the five remaining prospectors actually to get on the air. It
is quietly acquiring its equipment
and otherwise prepping to steal a
march, so far unannounced.

(Continued on page 40)

It

Two Image

Orthicon cameras are
already in hand, having been received about 10 days ago and about
Which its competitors are ignorant.
Also, it is trying to pressure receipt
of other equipment. It already has
its transmitter installation
on Mt.
Wilson well under construction, and
are virtually set to go at the Same
site with their FM station if 'and
when the FCC gives the nod. Latter okay is in abeyance while the
station operates on a 90-day permit
whii e under FCC investigation. Additionally, Ronald Oxford, producer,
was recently pirated from NBC, and

James Church was added
and

FM

tele-

film

RKO-Pathe

Home Show

Chicago, Feb.

25.

Milwaukee Journal's video station,
is preparing to enter the
television field with full coverage of
Home Show, big local attraction,
slated for March 15 to 20, though not
broadcast because of no transmitters.
Portable equipment will be used,
with shots employed in studio to

WTMJ-TV,

stimulate interest, while station is
awaiting delivery of mechanical
equipment.
Transmitter promise for near
future by RCA followed granting of
licenses last month. Training pro•

gram of staffers and construction of
studios plus survey of talent for
video

is

PIC IN

produced

also

under way.

L.A. Blast Reveals Link
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Color blindness, lack of it, or com-

TELE
at

the

new

studios in New York,
"Mr. Bell," will get its first public
screening via television March 3,
when
(NBC, N. Y.) presents
the half-hour picture as part of a

to the contrary. Don Lee
and CBS have effected a tieup in
their television operations. Further-

petition

it

Cherchez La Femme!

Chicago, Feb. 25.
New double feature video
commercial ought to go over big
with supposedly all male hockey
game audience, but will It
sell the product it will plugbrassieres and girdles?
Fran Harris, Ruthrauff & Ryan
video director who planned stunt
for Henry C. Lytton & Co., feels
there's no need for color television in this case 'cause black
will do the trick in showing off
the product which will no doubt
prove uplifting to televiewers.
Just how a stunner will show
off her lace is being kept for a
surprise, but inside sources indicate that a sweater, too, will
oome into the highly anticipated
picture.

WBKB

Big league baseball got its first
"
commercial television sponsor this
week when Ford Motors and Gen- •
eral Foods signed to bankroll all
telecasts of the Brooklyn Dodger
games over WCBS-TV (CBS, N.Y.).
Twin sponsors will handle the 77
home games from Ebbets Field on
alternate days, tossing a coin to d* f*
termine the backer of the season
opener against the Boston Braves
'

April

15.

Although Ford has probably been
the largest spender to date in telethe baseball telecasts will
mark G-F's entry into the medium.
Tele has reached the "stage of development where General Foods believes it is time to come in for experimental purposes," according to
Howard M. Chapin, firm's television
committee chairman. He added that
G-F also recognizes the necessity of
pre-empting choice time franchises
vision,

•

on video.
Ford, which signed for the "Parade
of

Phone (a Boosts

Li

Sports" telecasts on WCBS-TV
has sponsored more than 25

last fall,

Video With

different events in N, Y. alone since
that time, as well as investing heavily in video in both Chicago and Los
Angeles.' CBS television sewed up

exclusive video rights to all Dodger
games several months ago.
has
a similar deal with the N. Y. Giants

NBC

Mixing Panel

and DuMont has the Yankees pacted,
but both webs have been unsuccessful to date in lining up sponsors.
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Inking of sponsors on a commerBell System will further assist
local video Operators wjth its own cial basis points up the fact that th*."
mixing panel and giant PBX atop big league magnates recognize tele-*
Mt Wilson, housed in a three-story vision as a potential boost to, their
building, it was learned exclusively gate receipts and not a deterrent to
by Variety this week. Crews are now attendance, at the ball parks, accordworking oh the site that will service ing to CBS execs. Most of the big .1?
FM ops, too. It will be a clearing' league prexies believe that tele will
house for the synchronization of have a favorable effect on baseball
sound and pictures relayed to the much the same as radio did, by inpeak, centralized feeding point for teresting more women and others not
FM transmitters arid hub of private acquainted with the game in getting
lines between all
ops and there out to watch a big league contest' in
downtown or Hollywood offices and the flesh.
studios.
Deal was handled for CBS by
A cable is being laid between George Moskovics, director of teledowntown L.A. and pasadeha and vision sales. J. Walter Thompson
from the latter it 'will be stretched agency represents the Ford account,
to the mountain. About three-fourths with G-F split among Young
&
of it will be aerial and the remain- Rubicam, Benton & Bowles and
der will be buried. It will carry di- Foote, Cone & Belding.
.

.

,

.

,

.

rect telephone service, plus the pro-

gramming

of FM'ers and the audio
portion of tele shows for those subscribing to the service in place of
their own relay beaming.
A shortwave radio station is also
Willi Ambitions Sked
planned to pick up visio portions
which the telephone company will
relay beam to. the mountain. At the
Optioned
Television producer;?, for best reOption has been taken up by Mc- mountain-top exchange the cableCann-Erickson agency on a package carried sound and airwaved pix will sults, must discover, video's limitabe synchronized and shuttled to tions and capitalize on them,
tele show starring Tex McCrary and
much
their
respective transmitters. The as pioneer radio producers
wife Jinx Falkenburg for probable
made the
Southern California Bell Co., hopes most of their
limitations, accordsponsorship by Swift & Co. Pacting
to have its contribution in operation ing to
Eddie Mayehoff, new star of
of the show, a daytimer titled "The
the "Hour Glass" show, aired ThursHomemakers' Club," finally bears by summer.
day nights over *
out the McCrarys" intention to pitch
<NBC 1
N. Y.).
ultimately for video, using their
Mayehoff, w.k. radio and
N. Y. Tele Execs Leave
"Hi, Jinx!" program as a
nitery comic before taking over the
star spot on "Hour Glass" six weeks
stepping stone.
For Okla. Conference ago, was recently signed to the first
Station facilities have not been
set as yet for the program, but, acQuartet of N. Y. television execs long-term contract, in teje by the
cording to agency tele head Lee are slated to fly to Norman, Okla., J. Walter Thompson ad agency,
Cooley, if a daytime half-hour is not today (Wednesday) to lead the tele which produces the show for Standavailable when the show is ready to discussion at the Univ. of Okla- ard Brands.
preem, it'll bow during evening homa's annual radio conference.
Early radio producers, Mayehoff
hours, but ultimately move up and Group
George Shupert, pointed out, soon discovered
includes
they
expand over whatever network is assistant to the prexy of Television had to buck
the fact theirs was not
chosen, when facilities become avail- Production's; Harvey Marlowe, ABC
a visual medium. They have overable.
video's production chief; Lee Cooley, come that obstacle
to such an exFormat for "Homemakers" will in- McCann-Erickson tele director, and tent that,
via sound effects, music,
clude some home economics, a guest Sam Cuff, manager of
(Du- etc., radio listeners
often get a pershot for very show arid a touch of Mont, N. Y.).
fect mind-picture of what the proaud-participation. Program will AelGroup will brief midwestern sta- ducer wants them to see. Telejnitely get its start in New York. tion operators, ad agencies and eduviewers, on the other hand, are
Tom Hutchinson has been signed to cational institutions on tele's prog- often
disappointed
because
the
direct the show, package for which ress and potentialities. They're exactual picture they see on their
is owned by Sandra Gahle.
pected to return to N. Y. in a week.
screens is limited by the present
"Homemakers" marks the bow
lack of money and facilities, and
into tele of the McCrarys who, at
Video
so does not compare in scope with
the outset of their radio show, said
their mind-picture.
It's up to the
they were building the single airer
producers, Mayehoff thinks, to over._£-,
as a base of operations to get backNBC 'television, in a new type come that limitation by building
ing for experiment in video to de- of public-service program, will pretheir shows around sets they can
velop their own tele formula. Couple sent "Income Tax Quiz," a special
faithfully reproduce under existing
other shows for two-instalment
already has
designed

%

Thesp Sounds Off

With Tele Advice

Agency

_

WNBC

WABD

NBC

Quiz Answers
Income Tax Pay Problem

two

video

worked

series

out

and

ready

for

solve

.

to

income tax problems of the
public, next Saturday (1)

conditions.

Mayehoff, who had his own radio
(Mutual, N. Y.) for
apd
years,
subsequently
played both vaude and nitery dates,
discounted the belief that radio
developed by Mc- Internal Revenue experts. Latter thesps will not make good video
"A performer's work is a
of the most am- are to use charts and tables to sim- actors.
(Continued on page 40)
«
plify their answers.
on page 40)

audition, one of them audience participation and film, and the other
along their radio formula, but set

with

guest

per-

'

'

;

McCrary Video Slow,

was implemented over the
WNBT
past weekend when Don Lee air- in a night club
expressed to CBS in New York formers.
special program for Alexander Graprints of its 16m video film coverOriginal plan,
ham Bell's 100th anniversary.
age of the downtown Los Angeles
Crary. was one
Film was produced by the Ameri- blast disaster for telecasting over
(Continued
can Telephone & Telegraph Co.
CBS' black and white outlet.
more,

+
-

WNBT

Going Through Tele

Motions With

Of Don Lee— CBS Video

writer.

PATHE
First

as

WTMJ

Sponsor

Dodgers Baseball' Telecasts Via CBS

FOR SELF BALLY

-f-

time in six years,

WBKB, Chicago's only video outlet,
is getting out of a red ink operation.
According to Capt. Bill Eddy, director, his books will be in the black
by summertime and from then on,
gravy;

to

general

and March 8
Two shows

at 8 p.m.
will have studio audiences, who wil} put their tax problems up for solution to Bureau of

show on
three

WOR

.
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88
LET'S GO TO THE MOVIES
With Grace Eden, Paul Lasaru*. JTr„
Bessie Beatty, Mary Margaret McChet Strattc-B, Betty >Wr*gge, J«w
Brlde, Dorothy and Dick, Henry
Tompkins, Charles Carroll, CamMorgan, Joe Bier, Ed St Pegeen
eron Prud'homrae, Ted Osborne,

IVOR

25th

ANNIVERSARY

With Stan l.«mK, Martha Dean*,

Alfred MoCajjji, Jr.;
Uncle Bon, Bed Barber, Dennis
Day, Frances Langford, Shirley

Fitzgerald,

Ross,

Dana

Thomas

Andrews,

Heyward,

Rose Bampton, Ella
Fitzgerald, Eugene List, Vic Damone, Mills Bros., Carroll Glenn,

Glenn Mark Arthurs, Jack Barry,
Bob Burns, Russell Bennett; Keyes
Perrin, announcer; John Gambling,
Walter Hampden, emcees.
Writer: Tony Webster
Producer-Director: Dan McCullough,

Roger Bower
Musical Directors: Emerson
ley, Sylvan Levin

MO

Buck-

f

»»

»»

»» »»

fFollOW-lip

» »»4-»4

ClitMilf

Hubbard; Jack D'ReUly,
Faced with the alternative of
Ralph Paul announcers
Writer: Harry O'Lesker
chucking his WHN (N.Y.) Sunday
commentary
Director: Roger Bower
sponsored
afternoon
Music: Sylvan Levin and orch
program or conforming to station's
30 Mins., Wed., 9:30 p.m.
new "no political commentary" edict,
Sustaining
William S. Gailmor has hit on a new
N. V.

This program has possibilities, It's
one that the films might well
certainly a plug for
sponsor.
It's
them. The ingredients— plot of one
also

new

film,
music from another,
background on film making and exploitation—are of widespread interest.

The idea

projecting his thinking,
which he tabs "cultural commentary." Cued to the Washington Birthday observance, Gailmor inaugurated his revised format in the tradition of Washington, i.e., "real democracy cannot live a lie." Defining
his future pa'ttern of commentary as
something out of life and for the
people, Gailmor in reality has hit on
gives him broader
that
a plan
scope, since real culture embraces

device

of doing a dramatic

capsule of a forthcoming new film
whets the public appetite for the"

of

DAMONE

WHILE EARTH -ENDURES

erick

J

Hene

WOR,

VIC

With Sylvan Levin Orch, Don Fred- With
Producer-Director: Frederick
15 Mins., Tues., 10:15 p.m.
Sustaining
WOR-MBS. N. Y.
Vic Damone, one of the more
promising swoonsingers, has come up
via the personal appearance route
when he clicked at, among other
Visual
spots, La Martinique, N. Y.
audiences take to him as he makes
an impression with his extreme
youth and a fine sinaing voice.

u«m

Charte*
Webster,
Zerbe, Patsy Campbell,
Heste?
^
Sondergaard, Bob
Donley. Martin
Wolfson, Ben Lockland

J^Z"

Hernandez
Writer: Ira Marion
Director:
30 Mins.; Tues.

Clark Andrews

Sustaining

'

(18), 9:30 p.m.

WJZ-ABC,

N. Y.
.-Presented as part of Brotherhood
initiated by the National
Conference of Christians and Jew*

'

Week
W1

le

E

th

Cures'' e^odiS

l V
^ uf
the
laudable
preachments in behalf
of racial equality and genuine
deHowever, when away from live mocracy. That was its purpose but
the youthfulness that the purpose would have been doubly
served
clicks with pewholders becomes inif the tolerance
theme
terpretive immaturity over the loud- was not troweled on with such grim

audiences,

speaker, It's especially evident dur- zeal. It was clearly a piece tailoring the pashy numbers on which he made for the occasion
and so
lacked dramatic compulsion and
concentrates.
aueverything that happens everywhere
Nonetheless, there's plenty worth thenticity. For the concrete metto all the people. He intends having
salvaging in Damone,„ The healthy aphor that would light up the meanbecame 25 years old last
ing of democracy as a way of
a series of guests including "Yip" and robust pipes are very
much
in
life
Frederic
Wilson,
Earl
Saturday (22)—an age when most
Harburg,
evidence, and with a wiser choice of senpter Ira Marion substituted a
March, etc., to show how they look material and a more suitable type snigle, solid and didactic abstraction
institutions develop an old maidish
at culture. It's the type of program of writing in
Dramatic device was based upon
A
his verbal introes,
sense of decorum. But in its anni
that merits cross-the-board and cer- youthful personality
could make the invocation of Abe Lincoln's
celebration on a couple of massive
tainly more than local airing. In fact, some headway.
spirit by a young fellow sitting
alone
Gailmor's got something that may be
in the darkness of Lincoln's
two-hour programs Saturday, MuMeSylvan Levin's orch does an ex- morial. Along
the answer for other commentators.
with Lincoln the
tual's flagship proved that no matter
cellent job of backing.
Arrange- shades of an
ments have lush fiddle counterpoint Negro also comeIrishman, Jew and
what it was— it wasn't stuffy.
Cities Service celebrated its 21st
up from the deen
to
add
color
to
Damone's
pipings.
That was evident even in the idea
to clarify the boy's confusion.
anni in radio last Friday (21 ) with
Within
Jose.
limitations of this artificial formula
airing of another warm family hour
of
having a four-hour birthday
a competent group of thespers exsession of music. Format for "Highparty program. Of course, it was a
tracted the maximum meaning from
Melody" was unchanged for
grandiose mistake since no show o" gram this format seemed a little ways in
CONVERSATIONS AT 8
their roles,
occasion with the nod being made to
matter-of-fact
qualthe
hodgepodgy,
llerm.
this type rurming on such a marthe anni celebration via a hypotheti- With Tom Sugrue, Dr. Howard Rusk,
athon, even with an in-between ity about the interview portion comBetsy Barton, Donald Kerr, Tom
+-»
cal glimpse into American life 20
»»+
breather, could avoid turning into ing somewhat too suddenly after the
Sherman
the dramatjc years from now.- Both music and
a clambake. Only a glutton could heightened tension of
plugs were neatly interwoven into Producer: Tom Sugrue
Television Reviews
take it all in. But if mistakes have part of the program. This could be
30. Mins., Sat. 8 p.m.
|
the pattern.
smoothed out.
"'•'
\
to be mad,e, let them be big ones.
Paul
Lavalle's string orch led off Sustaining
The dramatized portion ran for with "Brazil" followed by Mac Mor- WINS, N. Y,
Even more symptomatic of WOR's.
»-M-M
liveliness, desnite its age. was the 20 minutes, after which came the
gan's superb baritoning of "Hills of
According to the latest trend in DANCING ON AIR
of
-tone
self-kidding
rang music interlude (to which the couple Home."
that
Full-voiced
glee
club thinking on the subject of rehabili- With Fred Astatrc dance instructorsthrough both two-hour blocks. On danced), followed by the interview rendered the w.k. ballad, "John
Radcliffe Hall, emcee
the afternoon - show, particularly, portion.
A music break coming Peel," with Morgan coming back for tation, it's society in general that Producer;
Stan Qulnn
emcee John Gambling set the pace sooner might give the show better "Song of the Open" Road and the must be rehabilitated, at least as far Director: Ernie Colling
by a fun-poking chronicle of WOR's balance, even at the risk Of. break- orch taking a turn with a Strauss
as disabled persons are concerned. 15 Mins.; Sun., 8 p.m.
The waltz and "Liebestraum."
origin in the rug department of ing the dramatic suspense.
STANDARD BRANDS
Majority' of amputees, etc., aren't askBamberger's in Newark. Then run- film dramatized on. the initial proWNBT-NBC,
N. Y.
ning through the evolution of radio gram was "The- Strange woman,"
Ted Husing manifests much savvy ing for special consideration. They
(J. Walter Thompson)
from the setting-up excercising show and the dramatization ended a little
in his disk-jockeying, including not ask merely to be treated just as
"Dancing
to the summit of the singing com- lamely, with the plot left hanging in
on
Air"
represents
Unlike the any other citizen.
a little showmanship.
what's probably the least profesmercial, the show wound ud with air. More- gain than loss would revogue for guesters with disk
sional
an acute piece of Henry Morgana sult from satisfying -an audience's growing
job
on
WNBT's current proTom Sugrue, book reviewer and
ocks, Husing makes his own excite8,'"
curiosity how the plot turned out.
gramming schedule. Show is a rejon the question .(really more proment by means of good scripting and author, in his "Conversations at
placement for the recently-deceased
Paul Lazarus, Jr., United Artists' know-how.
found than it looks): Is Radio?
an
gabfest
held
Saturdays
informal
For
he reprises
"Face to Face" and probably repre- •
Between the high points of Gam- director of publicity and advertis- "four bands fromexample
Boston" (Leo Reis- in his midtown apartment, discussed
bling's intro and Morgan's stints, ing handled himself neatly in briefly
the efforts of Standard Brands
man, Eddy Duchin, Mai Hallett and the subject of disabled persons with sents
there were the inevitable valleys discussing the problems in exploiting Larry
hang onto the much-desired 8Green, the newest from the Betsy Barton, another author also to
through which ran torrents of gab. a film, as well as the importance of Hub); pr "four
8:15 p.m. slot on Sunday nights until
of my favorite girl invalided, and Donald Kerr, a oneIn this. section of the show, a flock New York's business end of the film friends" (Dinah
Sugrue himself is the firm decides to do something
Shore, Hildegarde, legged' athlete.
w.k.
of
air personalities wheeled up setup.
Cast handled the dramatic Ginny Simms and Kate Smith); or totally disabled, and all three have better. With good potentialities for
to the mike to show off their vir- chores well. In addition to his or- contrasts Peggy Lee,
presenting an interesting dance inas she is solo been able to achieve a degree of emteasity in cute verbosity. Between chestral interlude, Sylvan Leyin and today on Capitol records
(aided by inence in their respective fields, struction show, it bogs down in a
the congratulatory messages from his crew had an important part in
husband-composer-arranger-maestro Dr. Howard Rusk, director of the In- morass of production errors, emergprominent public figures, there were the music breaks that interlarded the Dave Barbour) and how she sounded stitute of Rehabilitation completed ing as a tough session for the audiBron.
heard Mary Margaret McBride, Bes- dramatization.
when with Benny Goodman a coupla the guest lineup. He was the only ence as well as the talent.
sie Beatty, Martha Deane, Stan Lo"Air" ran into non-ebntrollable
years back. Husing "does it in mat- one with full use of his physical
max, Dorothv (Kilgallen) and Dick
ter-of-fact manner, which bespeaks members, but is eminently qualified difficulties on the night caught (18)
GOSSIP
(Richard Kollmar) Ed and Pegeen HOME
the ultimate in authority, and yet to discourse on this topic because of because of a 40-minute delay when
Scotty
With
The
Syncopaeers,
NelFitzgerald. Alfred McCann. Jr., Joe
never impresses as straining for his war work in this field, and his the WNBT transmitter went dead
son
a turret on one camera conked
Bier. Uncle Don and Red Barber.
and
effect or the smart-alecky exhibition contact with amputees and othet
out. Latter reason would probably
Resumption of the show in the Writer-Announcer: Dal Stallard
that they're hep to the jive, as so disabled persons.
explain why agency producer Stan
evening suffered most, of all from 30 Mins., Mon.-Fri„ 3:30 p.m.
many other jocks essay.
All the disabled persons on the Quinn and
the absence of Morgan.
director Ernie
But here, Participating
'
program have made the mental ad- Colling couldn't get a shot of the
at least, there was a respite from KCMO, Kansas City
justments so that their particular dancers' feet, rendering practically
the solid frontage of talk on the
Half hour is in use by KCMO to AS OTHERS SEE US
afternoon show. It was a lineup of tie together several varied items With Larry Lesueur, Harry Marble, handicaps aren't getting the better worthless any attempts to teach the
is
of
them.
Indicative
of
that
fact
topflight talent, most of them alumni around the studio which otherwise
rhumba.
Bill Rogers
That wouldn't explain
%
seen in Donald Kerr's being disqual- away, however, the atrocious backof
and the Mutual net.
wouldn't have a regular air spot of Writer: George Herman
ified for the Olympic boxing matches drop and the reason why one
Tied together by a thin thread of their own. Format is pretty flexible, 30 Mins, Sun., 12:30 p.m.
of the
because he would have an unfair props from the commercial appeared
a comedy sketch, the stars ran encompassing local human interest Sustaining
advantage over his opponents. In- in a scene where it had no business
through their specialties. In the pop news items, bits about the weather, WCBS-CBS, N. Y.
stances like that point up the admusic department there was Frances the daily list of births and general
Here is an interesting idea a sur- monition to spare the pity for some being.
Langford, Dennis 'Day. Shirley Ross, chitchat.
Show's format is okay, with dansong vey of foreign comment about the
Instrumental pop
worthy object.
Ella Fitzgerald, the Mills Bros, and specialties by the Syncopaeers and
cers from the Fred Astaire studios
U. S. presented to American audione incubator star, Vic Damone. vocal fayes by Scotty Nelson are inSugrue's forums aren't confined to first presenting a particular dance,
ences to let them know how the
Operatic selections were rendered terspersed, helping to smooth what
discussions on disability. Topics are and then showing the audience how
by Thomas Hey ward and Rose otherwise would be a very ordinary other side feels about them. CBS, as varied, depending upon the guests, it's done. Interspersed are several
judged by Sunday's (23) premiere,
Bampton of the Metropolitan, with participation show.
handled the matter very well, cull- and with Sugrue's type of fadiman- comedy bits and an interview with
ex-GI Eugene List s-irkling one
ning, all sessions should be as inter- a weekly guestar (in this case, a
Station also makes this the slot for
number on the keyboard. Sylvan interviewing notable visitors and ing some interesting, important esting.
girl from Panama demonstrating a
Jose.
comment from various parts of the
Levin provided a highly competent sponsors of civic events. The pro
native
dance).
NBC announcer
globe, from newspapers, magazines,
musical background.
Radcliffe Hall makes an
affable
gram
caught featured, as an example radio commentators, etc., and prewas
It
a long show, cueing the
emcee but there's no reason why he
on the half hour, a Lt. T. M. senting it smartly. Program, for con- WOMEN'S RADIO JOURNAL
hope that at WOR's 50th anni they of guestscurrently
Francis
With Murial Williams and
should have to read from a scriptin town showing tent and presentation, ought to
don't decide to double the ante with Perry,
have
Hart
not
in
front of all those people.
off "Operation Palette," the Navy's wide appeal.
an eight-hour show.
9:30
a.m.
Hem.
Mon.-thru-Fri,
San30
Mins.;
Plugs
and
for
Instant
Chase
collection of paintings made by its
Larry Le Sueur and his aides read
*
STORES
born are kept down to the basic
mk..
men on the batt.lefronts. Interviews off in brisk fashion carefully se- FIRST NATIONAL
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfleld
minimum, which makes them unob'are in adlib style steered by Dal lected
(RHYME-A-LINE TIME
and digested items from
trusive.
They don't represent any
(John C. Dowd)
With David Andrews, Harry Jenks, Stallard who has emceed the show Japan, Russia, Germany. Canada and
special production efforts, either.
from its inception.
Fran Mahaney
elsewhere. There were
ayem show follows the
This
Stal.
By now "Gossip" is beginning to from Izvestia and othercomments
Writer: David Andrews
Soviet familiar man-and-wife pattern but
realize a following as it's been on papers on U. S. monopoly
Producer-Director: Fran Heyser
capitalism,
lacks at the moment a sufficiently
the air over a year, providing a on the
SO mins., Mon.-Fri., 7:45 a.m.
confiscation
of
German
DOG SHOW
interest of the
stable slot for locating both live and patents, on American "attempts"
KATZ DRUG CO.
to hep script to sustain
With
Bob
Edge
transcribed spots. Five plugs were "break the iron curtain"
KMBC, Kansas City
and also, hpusefrau.
Producer-director: Herbert Baya'd
This one rates a bit different on included in this half hour, the in- surprisingly, a defense as well as atMan and wife are local personaliSwope, Jr.
formal style of the show considerably
the
morning listening schedule, favoring the live commercials over tack of the U. S. press. There were ties, Murial Williams being former 80 mins., Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
reports from Germany on U. S. Broadway actress ("Three Men on a FORD
MOTOR CO.
pretty much wrapped around David the transcribed editions.
Quin.
policy, more guarded of course than Horse," etc.), and Fran Hart, being
WCBS-TV, N.Y.
Andrews of the KMBC staff. Basic
comment
elsewhere, but with opinion former coproducer with Richard
idea is to have listeners write in
(J. Walter Thompson)
faintly showing through. Gen. Clay's Aldrich.
Both operate a model
song requests in rhyme form, but JOURNAL OF THE AIR
Providing such little action as it
comment
in
German
sheets
defendagency
town
now,
get
around
a
in
DoreWarren
Goodrich,
several embellishments are added With Roger.
ing U. S. policy was also quoted. good bit in theatrical circles, and does, the Westminister Kennel CluO
mus
along the way, Listener gets a buck
There was Jap comment, from Domei are well-known and well-liked in Dog Show could have been extremeProducer-Writer: William J. Adams
if song around which he has rhymed
ly dull video programming, but foreand elsewhere, on present-day Con- the city.
his request is used on the air, and 15 Mins.; Mon.-Fri., 6:30 p.m.
from
gress and its "independence" of the
Pattern is chatter with three or thought rescued this show
the music is furnished live by Harry Rochester Savings Bank
Executive (as different from trie four musical interludes, the chatter complete loss. The Madison Square
Jenks at" the" piano "or "organ or'by WHEC, Rochester, N. Y.
Ford
of FDR).
ranging from discussion! of home Garden pickup slotted it for
Irish
Mahaney, baritone of the
large
A homebuilt show, WHEC's "Jour- days
the
plus
Motors
and
fact,
this
Canada
comment
problems,
cookery
ranged from apand marketing to
Texas" Rangers, vocally,
nal of the Air" carries a good grade
in dogs,
of mutual Canadian- Ameri- personal experiences with buying number of people interested
Andrews tosses in a good deal of of production and emphasis on local proval
lor
can
farms, etc, with spots for answering were probably the only excuses
defense
needs
to
disapproval
of
banter with Jenks and Mahaney; news to satisfy local sponsorship.
.
pro-Zionist view, which a Ca- maii and queries.
Nothing wrong this remote.
with assorted bits about the weather, Program is so designed' that any our
Too many factors militated against
nadian sheet called hypocritical and with that, but the necessary spontime and other pertinent daily info items of national" interest carried by
was
taneity or impromptu quality isn't a televised dog show. Foremost
and good-natured kidding with the network commentators are in the unfair to England, The personal, forthcoming,
cameras
human interest side wasn't negand the humor doesn't camera position. The CBS
listeners. Commercials are standard category not likely to be touched
jell.
Conveys impression script is were in their usual spot, high above
plugs for drug products beiri&pushed upon by those emanating from CBS, lected. Jap comment included dis
cussion of the future of silk and the written for reading rather than be- the floor, extremely advantageous
but
by the Katz,:df.ug chain.
which fills in a good deal of the
,way American women now seem to ing read aloud, and seems awkward for their basketball pickups
Show niaintairis' a fcespectable station's time.
much too far to catch detailed charand
forced,
with
all the correct refavor
nylon.
Canada
thought
that
Hooper even against competition
"Journal" is divide^ into several
joinders and quips telegraphed be- acteristics of the various breeds
such as the Breakfast Club which segments, first 'of' which' reads na- American attempts to win Russia by fore cue.
parading for Westminster judges.
beaming
such
music
"Turkey
as
in
bisects it oiii the rival net, and has tional headlines, another, carries deSpeaking voices okay, though a Had the cameras and mikes been up
been on the: air something over a tails of local events, while a third the Straw" or "Night and Day" was more relaxed
atmosphere would close, the judging would probably
year. It's good" for more than 400 category touches upon trends spot- wasted. And so on. Interesting stuff, help, and
substance of chatter is have had greater interest for US'"
Bron.
rhyme letters pe>r week, with $20 ted in national events. Further local withal.
okay, too.
Main trouble is poor eners, most of whom have owy
or $25 going out in listener awards. color is obtained by handing out
writing and timing, with emphasis sketchy knowledge of what's lookea
Half hour is boosted noticeably by kudos to residents in the town unon the writing. Show" only a
for in a champ. Also, viewed uom
the calibre of music put out by Jenks der heading of Citizen of the Day.
Commercials aren't too obtrusive, old so plenty of chance this week a distance, action was too slow.
man
Sponsorship by a local savings and carry the tone that the news- and wife slot will
and Mahaney, who hit the song
Program's saving grace was "><=
fit in as it goes
roster anywhere from light classical bank completes the smalltown and casts are bankrolled by the insti- along. Idea has proved
sound else- setup in the Garden's basement,
Quin.
homey character of the program. tution as a public service.
to popular arid western.
where, in any case.
Ette.
(Continued on page 41)
Mins.;

p.m.
Sustaining

Sat.

(23),

2-4 p.m.,

*

WOR-MBS,

9-U

film as well as appealing to their

N. Y.

WOR

curiosity for first-hand, advance information, But where this show has
merit, it also has (on the basis of
Wednesday's (19) premiere) some
flaws.
couple
Format is interesting.
who've just seen a picture go off to
a club for a nightcap; discuss the
film (which gives program the opportunity to dramatize the film in
brief); dance a bit (to a tune from
another new film), then meet with a
magazine editor and a film ad-publicity director to get a bit of inside
pix lowdown. In this particular pro-
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Swiss radio listeners are joining
European nationalabout quality of proities beefing
grams on government-controlled network,. No bones are made here that
of
the sizable list

programs heard

AFN

over

"'"

Minneapolis, Feb.' 25."

'

National

Mil Pay System

S.

V Hear Me

C'mup

MPLS. AQUATENNIAITO
"

U,

m

1947

Swiss Yodel Bee!

Zurich, Feb.

*

particularly the
Army's
hundred, kilowatter in Munich-Stuttgart, have awakened a lot of Swiss
the idea that there's something
to
better around than stodgy output,
heavy with "culture" and classics,
that they get from home , transmit-

'stations,

'

shows will
originate
day during
week-long summer Aquatennial, civic celebration in late July, Ralph W.
Farnsworth, head of Aquatennial
radio committee, announced.
Dickers include local origination
Town Meeting, Vox Pop, Breakfast club, Truth or Consequences,
Don McNeil, Hildegarde, Fred Waring and other shows.
Of

Charles Winchell and David Silverman are coordinating directors of
committee which includes, among
radio executives, S. L. Levitan, Sig
Mickelson,
W. Van Konyenburg,

Dick Brown, M. C. Drake and Cra*g
Campbell.

still

But they've been spared the
commercials on Army transmissions.
Recent petition to Federal Council
at Berne bore 32,478 signatures, with

FCC

IRE Guesfer

chairman Charles R. Denny
Radio Engineers national

Vacancy;

Mies Femme
for

has thrown his support behind appointment of an engineer to the FCC
vacancy and is not too much con-

El Paso and Seattle.

(loice Now

TWA. Goldsborough has the
backing of aviation interests, but
would undoubtedly have to take a
financial loss if he accepted the
$10,000 a year FCC commissioner-

Washington, Feb. 25.
Charles R. Denny

FCC Chairman

FCC Clear Channel

ship.

cerned about his political affiliation,
according to reports here.

Maj. Gen. Harry C. Ingles, former
Army Chief Signal Officer, due for
en*
The FCC chairman has suggested retirement March 31, is another
gineer suggested by the FCC chairWashington, Feb. 25.
nam^s of several engineers to the man. He has reportedly nixed the
FCC's final round of" clear channel White House and is also rumored offer, preferring instead to hold on to
hearings may be postponed until on record against nomination of a his healthy Army retirement and
next fall, it now appears. With woman to the FCC post during a take up private employment.

Hearings Due for Delay

world

telecommunications

September,

it

fields

fourth potential
Stoner, Army

FCC

will be hard put to
extended hearings on

tions Chief, also

of telecommunications for the National Federation of American Shipping, and former communications
chief of the U. S. Coast Guard.
Webster, .a political "independent"
and D.C. resident, also served as an
FCC assistant chief engineer while
Denny was a member of the com-

Meanwhile, Louis Caldwell, counbigtime broadcasters, an-

slated for the Hotel
Commodore, N.Y., March. 3-6.
Western Electric veepee Frederick
R. Lack will introduce Denny at the
banquet next Wednesday (5) night,
at which time the 1947 IRE mfcdal of

.

It

N G Mi
AFRA Sec.

a job as

ployment.

Denny is backing a technical man
lawyer or politician on
two grounds. He believes FCC needs
a second engineer on. the bench to
help Commissioner E. K. Jett, and a
technical man is less likely to buck
up against opposition on Capitol Hill,
This particular FCC vacancy is no
special plum, since it is "only for a
two-year appointment to fill out
term begun by James Lawrence Fly.

Sez

Jones; Blames

Defeatist Attitude
Chicago, Feb.

Ray Jones, exec secretary

AFRA

of

local, in a ripping blast

25.

37,819 box fops

Chi
con-

.

demning station and agency execs'
defeatist

attitude with respect to
the Chicago
told
radio,

Chicago
Radio Management Club last week
that the brass hats should wake up
to the resources available here to
them. Stressing point of midwest
being terrific sample market to build
net shows, Jones said the competition
offered by other promotion media
cannot be met with onry two radio
production centers.
rolls listing 312
With local
actors and actresses, 224 announcers,
204 singers and Radio Writers Guild
offering 225 members, the-talent situation here should be recognized,
along with other facilities, by sponsors attempting to build shows.
"Chicago is not a ghost town,"
Jones asserted. "It never has been
and never will be. Hollywood and
New York provide the 'custom built
limousines' of radio, but there is
also a need for the lower budgeted

for

'

they parlayed these sparse beginnings into
the fabulous Los Angeles Farmers Market.
and is
Fred Beck's contribution was
coining words that add up to an eight-million-a-year business ... a daily column of
wit and wisdom in the Los Angeles Times.
To the amazement of the Times, three
readership surveys proved Beck's advertisements had more readers than most Of their
nationally syndicated columns. Today,
Fred's market hints are featured on page
two, the only advertisement or column that

to

go to the Coast. Other than that,
there's no reason why "a midwest
located manufacturer should scurry
800 miles to New York, or 2,000

when

he's sitting

on top of available facilities.
Desire on the part of bigwigs to
bask in Coast sunshine has gone
a long way in putting the huge dent
in local production, said Jones, but
that's no reason for a prospective
sponsor to abandon idea of Chicago
as a place to get his radio ideas and
launch his promotion.

WCAU

To

AFRA

Poll Help

—

—

Fact that shows have moved away
is a Tue, according to
Jones, for localites to get busy and
come up with new stuff. If a spon-

miles to Hollywood,

—

Fred Beck is new to radio, but old to fame.
In 1934 he met a man with an idea, eighty
and a borrowed weed patch. Together

from here

have

Consider the whimsey of Fred Beck. To
prove the pulling power of his program
a 15-minute column of comment, wit and
Fred asked his listeners to
information
send him any spare box tops. In return, he
offered them a picture of his brother-in-law.
just a picNo nylons, no book of recipes
ture of a pest. Yet in one week Columbia
Pacific received 37,819 box tops.

dollars

shows which Chicago can easily pro-

he'll

m pest
—

vide."

Wants a film Star,

picture of

—

AFRA

sor

m

holds that honor.

As Fred

Beck's box top bonanza indicates,

his words lose none of their magic when
they take to the air. Right now he's unsponsored, 8:15-8:30 a.m. Monday through Friday. Call us, or Radio Sales and we'll get
Beck to boost your sales on the Pacific Coast.

For

lepresentation

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
The National Labor Relations
Board has ordered an election among
'

employes of WCAU to determine
whether they shall be represented by
the American Federation of Radio
Artists (AFL).
The order, issued last, week, calls
for a poll within 30 days, and was
the outgrowth of a hearing last Nov.

Columbia

8

,

when the case was referred

Pacific

Network

CIS

H

'

A DIVISION

Of

THE

COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

to the

federal agency. It refers to announcers and commentators emPloyed by the station. AFRA already
has a local at KYW.
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communica-

-rather than a

,

i own,

Gen.

known Stoner

rather than with FCC. Both Army
forfeit their retirement pay if
they accept other Government em*

mitters—Beromunster, Monte Ceneri, and Sottens
has been cut about
an hour and a half a day. At best,
programs are aired for about three
hours early in morning, two at noon,
and nights from 5 to 11.

thi

is

men

(50c) for a refrancs .a month
Meanwhile, due to
ceiving license.
nationwide electricity shortage, sending time of the top three Swiss trans-

—

Brig.

Communica-

due for retirement

tions chief with the United Nations

nounced that a second protest has
been lodged with FCC against continued spotting of "daytime only" mission law department.
stations
on clear channels.
The
Sen. Wallace White (R., Maine),
group last Thursday (20) filed a sec- chairman of the Senate Interstate
proved any other way. Government
proposed
ond batch of engineering exhibits Commerce
Committee,
hasn't made any reply as yet, but the honor, the Morris Liebman memorial opposing overloading of the chan- Webster for an FCC slot on two
matter's due for early debate in Fed- prizes, the Browder J. Thompson nels until the commission acts on earlier occasions.
eral Council.
memorial awards and IRE fellow- the clear-channel boys' bid for
Another candidate is Paul GoldsListeners presently pay about two ships will be announced.
borough, head of communications
superpower.
convention,

is

Frank

of radio.

Some of the names suggested are: momentarily.
Commodore E. M. Webster, director would prefer

was

clear channel service.

sel for the

A

when FCC is faced with highly
technical problems in several new
time

confer-

ences beginning in April and con-

find time for

will be the feature speaker at the
Institute of

-

prise Platter Party" over KFI,
the station received a logged 250
calls from non-believers.
Calls came in from as far as

speculated

Demy

leaiy Sipprts Eigineer for FCC

25.

wows 'em—

radio..- =The morning. afmaking a 1 a.m. guest appearance on Bob Phillips' "Sur-

tinuing through

ters.

more to come,, demanding better
shows, longer broadcasting hours, an
accounting of exactly what authorities have been doing with taxes collected for listening licenses, and an
"objective examination of possibility
Of introducing full or limited commercialism," "if things can't be im-

Mae West
-•men.in
ter

network
here each

A"""'

S

"

f,,,,iW *
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Inside Staff—Radio

Continued from past 31

bs

One

of the major networks has had a turnover among Its execs in the
past three years, that gives appearance of a subway rush. Ovtr 60 department and section heads have either been turned to pasture or ducked
before the axe fell. West coast end of the system outstripped all others,
there having been close to 30 changes there. New York headquarters
ran a close second and central division, Chicago, ran last, perhaps for reasons of less traffic and consequently less headaches and hurdles.

.

RCA will take full-page ftds in the
L.A. dailies for its Video ceto, much
the same as it's been doing in other
key cities where the sets have already been introduced.

NAB laps
eh

DuMont, which has also spotbroadcasting and said a special
panel on "Radio in the News" is lighted its receiver sets to big pubplanned for the NAB's 1947 con- lic interest, is expected to follow the
same pattern. WABD, DuMont's
vention next fall,
N. Y, video outlet, has also operated
Juve Delinquency Campaign
in the red for the last year. Now off
The public relations committee the air while its new transmitter is
participate being
built, the station is not exAmerican Federation of Radio Artists on the Coast has laid down the urged the industry to
law to disk jockeys on guest shot programs. Union has taken exception to actively in campaigns to combat pected to resume broadcasting until
move, it April 1 even though the transmitter
performances of musicians and vocalists on the air for free and has in- juvenile delinquency. This
stems from growing may be ready before then. Money
structed offenders to desist No objection is raised as to the number of was reported,
schools and parent- thus saved in broadcasting will
guests or duration of stay on program so long as jocks stick to straight in- pressures from
be
terview. Objection rises out' of personality being worked professionally teachers associations to soft-pedal invested into advertising and pubradio crime shows during hours licity. Other broadcasters, retrenchwithout pay.
when children might be listening. ing' on programming, are expected to
(Congressman Walt Horan (H„ follow the same pattern.
Radio thespians are feeling the ill effects of the recently increased actor
Wash.) has a resolution now before
rates by American Federation of Radio Artists along with the general
the House Rules Committee for a
recession in radio. Economics being normally observed are hard on cast
Congressional Investigation of these
numbers what with agencies cutting casts at plot editing time. Now programs to see what effects, if any,
TStesp
eft
comes hiked wages per actor to further encourage cost-cutting and the they have on juvenile behavior.)
odd-3,000 AFRA members are viewing leaner days than ever.
Continued from }p»se 37
NAB said it is collecting scripts and

Sounds

At a time when the downtown sheets in Los Angeles were thinking about
restoring the radio columns, long missing, NBC's affiliate, KFI, lets go
with a blast at sensationalism in the dailies' coverage of recent "Black
Dahlia" and "Red Lipstick" murders that is certain to widen the rift
between the two. Expressing its repugnance at the handling of the police
blotter whodunits, the station issued a statement of policy that must have
seared the souls of the downtown city eds. The scorcher runs like this:
"The editors of the KFI news department, while mindful of their responsibility to the public in giving the broadest possible coverage to news
events of importance, feel that certain types of sensational Stories have no
place on a radio broadcast. We refer to the series of hideous crimes which
have beset Los Angeles in recent weeks.
^
"To cover such stories in detail is unthinkable. To cover them in even
« bare, factual manner from day to day can serve no useful purpose. Who
knows but that such publicity may inspire further crimes from those unfortunate victims of mental unbalance who are already teetering on the
edge of unlawful violence? And such emanations from the loud- speaker
can certainly have no beneficial effect upon the immature minds of children.
"Therefore, only when the perpetrators of the crimes are brought to
justice, and good journalism demands it, will the newscasts emanating
from the KFI newsroom report the facts of the story. Henceforth, that
will be KFI's policy in news matter of this nature."
'

'

WMCA,

for salable programs aimed
at decreasing juvenile delinquency
and will ship them to member stations on request.
Committee Chairman Gilmore N.
Nunn, WLAP, Lexington, Ky., outideas

lined

hypo
(1)

this seven-point
radio's popularity:

More

munity

program

participation

and

affairs

was caught

Y.,

sports-

by the AcBrotherhood Award of the
Massachusetts Committee of Catholics, Protestants and Jews for pro-

HewsreeF—Too

'

moting

and

racial

2* 3»

ed

ftishiiitiii

HOLLYWOOD

its

15.

FM

WBT's

tion of

operation, Feb!

Charles H. Crutchfleld, manager

of the station and vice
president of
Jefferson
Standard

Broadcasing

System, was in charge at the
occa-

sion.

Mayoy Herbert H. Baxter and
other civic leaders of Charlotte
par.
ticipated. The
operation beitan
With 1 757 watts for radiated
power,
but this will be a temporary
schedule, according to the station
man-

FM

ager.
By November, when the
permanent operation is expected
to
begin, the radiated power will
be

increased 162,000 watts with 102
5
megacycles.
broadcasts for the
present have been arranged from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 2
to
5 p.m.

FM

according to Mayehoff, is that actors
have no way of checking their per(2) Recognition of importance of formances, and so must work almost
regulating sales.
blindly.
Radio ttiesps, he pointed
(3) Development of better under- out, can always check with a playstanding between radio and printed back transcription, film actors can
media.
view rushes, and legit actors can go
high
program by audience reaction and. critics'
(4) Maintaining
suggestions for improvements. Tele
standards despite competition.
close contact with actors, doing a one-shot before a
(5) Keeping
non-visible
audience,
have only
local, state and federal reps to desuggestions of their directors to go
by, which most consider inadequate.
DuMont is presently working on a
camera for a talent checkback that
will film images off the face of a
receiving tube, but the camera is
not perfected yet.
Actor declared he hoped to keep
the "Fenimore Mayehoff" character
he created on' "Hour- Glass" for the
duration of the show on the air,
claiming it was a satirical but nonetheless true picture of the whitecollar worker—the actual "forgotten
man." Show today rates as probably the only one in tele which has
a standard character and story
theme, making it resemble a radio

comedy show.

Brewn last

for

NABET

;

Continued from pace

slide-film newsreel pro-

gram on Paramount's KTLA pending
the outcome of an effort to find a replacement show. J. Walter Thompson
agency, handling the account, and
KTLA are experimenting with other
type programs, but are eager to continue with news type show in another more animated form.
Thought is being given to setting up
an independent newsreel service, the
cost of which could be shared with

top newsmen, was to have a dozen
correspondents working various international beats plus one in Washington, all submitting copy to a central bureau which would service a
limited number of newspaper subscribers, each exclusive in its own
area. Magazine feature stuff would
be included. According to McCrary,
many of the country's top correspondents were willing to accept at
greatly reduced pay largely because
of the freedom of action afforded by
the job.
With the accumulation of sufficient
funds, the bureau would then assign
a camera crew of ex-combat photographers to each newsman, filming
events on the spot as they happened
and airmailing the negatives to New
York for processing into a daily
television news show, with material
from all over the world. Stumbling
block in the original plan was the
fact that its basic support, until such
time as television went on enough of
a paying basis to support such a
setup, was to come from distribution
of a monthly series of short subjects,
such as travelogs, but with a news
pitch and a news timeliness, each

with Miss Falkenburg featured as
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
protagonist. Majors all turned down
James Brown, Coast v-p of Na- proposed
distribution since short
En- subject demand in the theatres is
gineers and Technicians, left here not
enough to make it feasible.
yesterday (Monday) for New York
to join in negotiations with NBC and
Continued from page 37
ABC on March 4.
Ha goes to San Francisco first to
in other parts of the. United States
will be established ih the. near fu- pick up northern confrere, J. R.
ture, and the creation of a "coast-to- McDonnell then hops to Salt Lake
coast television network is only a City for confabs with NABET members there before training east.
few years away."
Trammell described WGY's
tional Association' of Broadcast

"younger

WRGB—-as

brother

in

television"—
has been

Hock

one "which

of

WHO

Shifts

Des Moines, Feb. 25.
pioneering in the broadcasting of
Harold Fulton has been named
sight-ahd-sound, just as
did
in sound alone," He pointed out that general manager of WHO.
He suchas been "on the air with a ceeds Hale Bondurant, who was
regular schedule of television pro- sales manager for the station for 15
the tele operators in other parts of grams for the public since 1939." years. Bondurant has not announced
his
plans for the future.
What will the next 25 years hold
the country.- More "action" is also
also announces appointment
sought in commercials via fuller use for radio and television? Trammell
responded, "None of us can proph- of Robert H. Harter as regional sales
of picture side of mediunu
esy what they will bring forth in manager and Maurice McMurray as
this rapidly moving industry. Now sales promotion and local
sales man-

WGY

WNBT

WHO

that scientists have bounced radar
signals off the moon, perhaps we can
look forward, to an interplanetary
network of some kind. If that comes
to pass, I am confident that
and
will continue their pioneering partnership, along with the
affiliated-stations on the planets."
'
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and experience to
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named

Miss Lela Hayes has been
manager.

traffic

WGY
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bitious set up for television, and involved the servicing of several other
media. Idea, which was broached to

GE-NBC

25.

Tupman Motors, first commercial
sponsor in Coast television, has discontinued

I®

Sialic

Hollywood, Feb.

religious tolerance.

Raleigh, Feb. 25.

Governors R. Gregg Chewy
0f
North Carolina and J. Strom
Thurmond of South Carolina took
part
in the formal opening and
dedica.

"

leadership.

liver better public service shows.
local discrimina(6) Combating

Mm

Opened With Fanfare

NBC.

Tipmati Folds Tile

tive

-

,

One of the most pressing problems
in comcurrently confronting tele talent,
community

in the

caster, awarded-- citation

matter of sweat," he declared t "and
any actor who is competent can

learn any medium if he works in
it long enough."
Despite the lack of
a visible audience to whom he can
play, Mayehoff expressed a prefto
erence for tele over other mediums.

middle of an unusual controversy last tion against radio,
(7) Proper use of material furSunday (23). On its "Faith In Action" religious series, the Confraternity
of Christians under auspices of the Archdiocese of N. Y. presented a sharp nished by NAB and industry groups
satire on practice of mercy killing, Bouncing right back with a request for to improve local programming.
Other committee actions favored
free time under FCC provisions governing handling Of controversial topics
formulation of a stiff new code for
was the Euthanasia Society of America. broadcasters, more work to put radio
The first anthology of radio dramas, buttressed with material of help to newsmen on parity footing with the
high school teachers running courses in radio writing, will be published press, distribution of bibliographies
In May by Houghton-Mifflin. Titled "Plays for Radio," book was edited on radio to schools and improvement
by director Earle McGill plus two New York high school teachers, Abe of employer-employee relations genLass and Donald Axelrod. After each play, production instructions are erally.
given, taking into consideration the limited equipment of most high school
Members in attendance were: Gilstudios. Effort will be made by the publishers to get high school teachers more
Nunn,
WLAP, Kentucky;
to use radio plays hereafter instead of one-act plays written for the stage. George Crandall, CBS; James LeAmong 14 plays included are: Norman Corwin's "My Client Curley"; Gate, WIOD, Miami; Carl Haverlin,
"The Devil and Daniel Webster," by Stephen Vincent Benet and Charles Mutual; Craig Lawrence, WCOP,
Jackson; "The Signal Man," a Charles Dickens tale adapted for the air by Boston; Merrill Lindsay, Decatur, HI.;
Charles Taswell, and "Little Johnny Appleseed," by Bernard C. Schoenfeld. Richard Mason, WPTF, Raleigh;
Harold Wheelehan, WSMB, New Orleans, and Frank "Scoop" Russell,
Boston—Jim Britt, WEEI
N.

WW, Cliarlotte,

•

led Ink

Continued from page
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television)

=
cam-

paigns in Los Angeles today (Wednesday) and tomorrow. Following
the pattern worked out when the
company introduced its tele sets in
Detroit, Washington and St. Louis,
will ship several carloads of
sets to L. A., ballyhooing the initial
sales with large-scale advertising and
publicity revolving around the installation of sample sets in dealers'
stores.

RCA

RCA

is

spending the money de-

spite the fact that

NBC

television,

broadcasing affiliate, operated enin
the red during
1946.
Amount of the loss has not been
revealed but, wth very little coming
in from sponsors, it's believed the
debit figure runs well over $l,000,-«
000. Following up on T-Day in L.A.,
its

tirely

"The way those men can take

It you'd think
Whestlea Were already invented!"

.

Wo&a**d*y* February 26, 1947

RADIO
Show, Rain/

'Neither

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Etc.,

Holly
Exemplified in Canada
Regina, Sask., Feb.

KCBC, expected to
operation in Des Moines about
have charge of
jlarch 15. She will
progr
ams,
-women's

loined staff of
itart

Savannah— George

P, Cooper,

Jr.,

&

Beane, N. Y.,
formerly of Fenner
of
WSAV,
has joined the staff
Savannah, as account exec,

for a week and with
their food supplies running low,
Len Cozine and Ian Johnston, transmitter engineers for
and

all-night
record show, thi 1500 Club, Phil
Zinkand has been shifted to a day
announcing turn at station and Bill
Martin is taking over the disk program. He'll do it alone, Jan Andre,

CKRM

CKCK,

Regina, were aided by a
snowmobile, arranged for by CKCK
with army co-operation. The transmitters are about 12 miles from
Regina.
Trip was made as Saskatchewan's
worst blizzard in 50 years lasting
Several days tapered off. Newspapers commended CKRM, CKCK
CHAB, Moose Jaw, for their public
.service features during the storm.
Public, was kept informed at all
hours on schools and business places
shut down, food and fuel scarcities
and other matters of importance.

Zinkand's

co-jockey, having been
transferred to the daylight spieling
staff,
too. " Don
Rutledge,
from

WWVA

in

formerly

Wheeling, W. Va., and
with WCAE here, and

CBS Operations in New England,
and Mrs. Fellows, have left for two-

WEDO

staff at

McKeesport.

in

of

week vacation in Bermuda.

his train

were derailed

Louis— Rush Huges of KXOX
one of several w.k. dies jockeys
has been invited to discuss

St.
is

—

Worcester Edward E. Hill, exec
veepee of WTAG, has returned to
his duties after a month's absence,
which he spent in Cuba and Florida.
On his route home, he received
minor injuries when seven cars of

who

styles of delivery, selections of records and handling of commercials
at the annual radio conference to be

Union s Get-Togetber on Problems
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
here on in, Hollywood,
and management-wise,
an armed camp, it appears.
Formation of the Council of Radio
Arts and Crafts, unions' front, was
completed Feb. 20 when reps of
seven participating unions accepted

From

either union
will be

the constitution and started outlining

a

And almost

—

—

children. Presentation

Was made by Miss Phylis Dacey,
president of the Altrusa Guild, on
Miss Hayes' program, "Today's
Woman," Feb. 20. Nine radio commentators

and

five

newspaper

received the nod for
their interest in the plight of Eurocolumnists

BUY

IN THE

pean children.

—

METROPOLITAN

St. Louis
Two new sponsors have
been snared by KMOX for its Sunday sked. Royal Bedding Co.; of St.

NEW YORK AREA

Louis,

bankrolling a transcribed
program, "Love Letters with Franklyn McCormick" for 13 weeks. Allied
Florists Assn. of St. Louis has contracted for a 15 mins. musical show
"Bouquet of Melodies" for 13 weeks.
is

—

The Surveys

Cleveland
Elmer Krause, formerly assistant treasurer of WGAR,

Piwe

named

It. .

. .

Mail Counts

Prove

It ...

to treasurer's post following
stockholders' meeting. P. M. Thomas,
former secretary-treasurer, retained

74

Advertis-

management

broadcasters

will

—

Transferring from
Cincinnati
10-year stretch in the Procter

broadcasters will not as in the past
await union demands before readying replies. They will take a lesson

CRAC cementing, indie station nailed individually nor
managers, shepherded by- Bob Reynpared.
olds, prexy of Southern California

be ill-pre-

Formation of CRAC was one deAssn. and v.p.-g.m. of
with attorney Deane termining factor. But more imporJohnson to set up machinery to deal tant was certain knowledge that
stations are soon to be tapped again,
permanently with labor.

CRAC will immediately contact
groups in New York, Chicago and
San Francisco on feelers of affiliation and the adoption of a general
tag for

all

instead of different names
step will be to

now employed. Next

'

starting with
in

IBEW

in April,

AFRA

September and possibly the AFM.

Elson Pacted To Disker
Chicago, Feb. 25.

Bob Elson, sportscaster, has been
inked to a three-year contract with
the Criterion Radio Features, electrical transcriptions syndicator, while
the Tom Harmon sports series has
been dropped by the outfit.
Other show handled by Criterion
is Howard Hoffman as "The Deacon,"
who has been on WGN for five years,
and now doing five programs weekly

for the platter company.

FM

FMA

FM

with

FCC tomorrow

Hofheinz,

FM

Assn.

include: Roy
prez; Everett

Dillard,

WASH,

a

&

Television Reviews

s=

Contigj!$d from page 38 ess
manager of WSAI,
tional sales
Marshal Field station and local ABC which had Bob Edge and expert
outlet, March 1. Post is a new one Mrs.
Hoyt .discussing various
S.
and will have Boulware on the move breeds. Each type of dog being
shown was brought before the
out of Cincy.
belowdecks camera and its charac-

Burlington,

N.

C—WFNS,

Burl-

pointed out by Mrs. Hoyt.
Edge's choice of himself to handle

teristics

mm-

-

.

went on the air with its first the show* was unfortunate. Someregular program at 2 p.m. Sunday how he can't avoid being unpleaspar(23). General manager of station is antly pompous and he's not a
ington,

0

0*

WAAT DELIVERS
MORE LISTENERS
PER $ IN NORTH
JERSEY—AMERICA'S 4th

LARGEST MARKET*

THAN ANY OTHER
STATION... INCLUDING
ALL 50,000 WATTERS.

(EVEN BEFORE
'

BOROUGHS Of NEW
mi-)

mm

Tele FoDowup

FM

is

operated by

Dramatic picture of ex-lightweight

Detroit—Bud Shaver, 47, publicity
director of WWJ, and former sports
editor of the Detroit Times died in
Harper Hospital late Friday night
(21). Shaver was stricken with a
heart ailment.

Detroit

Tomm.

perience.

News Uses

Rival

Outlet for Comics

Show

Detroit, Feb. 25.

Detroit News comic
strips will take to the air starting
rather than
Sunday (2) over

The Sunday

CKLW

champ Beau Jack writhing in pain
was carried through the ropes
and back to his dressing room on a
stretcher was effectively caught by
NBC television cameramen last Frias he

(21) night. Jack's kneecap, recently operated on, went game on
him in the fourth round of his feature bout with Tony Janiro at Madison Sq. Garden, N. Y. Fighter's "last
mile" trek up the aisles, with closeup lenses showing the tears streaming from his eyes, was probably the
most tense sports pickup yet recorded by a tele camera and figured
as a feather in the cap of NBC producer Burke Crotty and his camera-

day

realize this market contains
over 3Vi million people; more thon
these 14 cities combined* Kan sot City,
Indianapolis, Rochester. Denver, At-

Omohc,

Syracuse, Rich-

mond, Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane,

affiliate. First, the idea was
Jones,
created and fostered by Dick
it
sales head, who presented
Myrtle Labto the News. Secondly,
of
present home economics editor

mutual

CKLW

bit

a former household and
She is
society reporter of the News.
and clever
w.k. for her quick wit

CKLW

is

For an added fillip, the camera
eyes also caught a group of bookies
complaining to referee

It's

'

.

CKLW
plugs.

_

ter

commercials

.from

Gillette.

Maxon agency, which handles the
razor

firm's

account,

is,

using the

same set of innocuous slides that it
used for the Joe Louis-Billy Conn
5
fight almost a year ag^a™.,™/

just as bad then. With Gillette
reportedly laying out flOOOOO for a
telecasts
year's bankrolling of fight
firm

were

commercials.

'•

NEW YORK

would have been tops with some bet-

on NBC, impression is that
deal with should invest a fraction more and
a mutual promotion
acceptable motion picture
and the News exchanging get some

dialog.

KNIGHT

men.

vociferously
own outlet, WWJ.
Eddie Josephs for having stopped
Two factors influenced the News to the fight when Jack made it evident
Detroit he wanted to continue. Entire show
try the comics on CKLW,

its

"Do you

•onto, Toledo,

eras.

FM

Tyler, Tex.—East Texas' first
station has taken to the air here on
a frequency of 103.9 megacycles on
channel 280. Station call letters

CONj.

&IDERING THE BONVS
AUDIENCE IN THE 5

good subject for the camWrite this one off as ex-

ticularly

E. C. Quails.

are KGKB-FM and
Dr. James Ulmer.

not

group is exploring the field of management-union relations with an eye
to preparing
a solid front with
which to meet all demands. The

KOZY, Kansas City, and
Washington, D. C; Gordon
in position, according to announce- Gray, WMIT, Winston-Salem; C. M.
ment by G. A. Richards, president Jansky, Jr.; and Leonard H. Marks,
FMA general counsel, and Bill
WJR, WGAR, and KMP1.
Bailey, executive director of FMA.

radio media department,
Robert H. Boulware becomes na-

ers Prove It

between

Va-

ask that a convention be called in
Chicago around mid-March. Local
three-point program calls for all to
work together on economic, cultural
and legislative matters affecting one
or all, to exchange information and
experience, to extend mutual assistance "when appropriate," and to
discovered that stations in the FM- exchange all contracts with managecongested New England area were ment via a central filing system for
drifting in on each others' signals. study of various relationships and
Reason was lack of selectivity in
models
some of the post-war
sold the public.
President Roy Hofheinz will
suggest that FCC assign stations two
channels apart, rather than on alternate channels as is now the case. If
FCC believes the 'greater channel
separation is necessary, it may mean
less FM channels will be available
in the big markets like New York,
Boston and Providence where demand already outruns supply. Some
FCC'ers were reported, however, to
could
be
situation
the
believe
handled without reassignment of
channels at this time.
broadcasters who will meet

Gamble

and—

indie

from James C. Petrillo, who always
comes prepared with facts and figures.
Managements will bulwark
themselves with predetermined estimates of union demands and have
Just previous
counters ready. They plan not to be

simultaneously,

to

—

THE RADIO

ex-

The

specifically detail their plans. However, it's been admitted that the

Assignments Doe to Some Broadcasters
KMPC, met

2.

—

WAAT

national

agreements
and unions.

riety learned exclusively that management had decided on a united—

Big City Interference
St. Louis
George M. Clare, forWashington, Feb. 25.
merly staff producer at KMOX has
Raleigh Richard A. Dunlea had returned to the station as producAs the result of a deficiency in
announced that WMFD at Wilming- tion manager. Clare, who has been several thousand of the 180,000 FM
would spend approximately with CBS for 13 years, was also a receivers turned out in 1946, the FCC
ton
$80,000 for the installation of a new member of the production dept. at will be urged tomorrow (26) to retransmitter and directional antenna WBBM.
allocate FM assginments in the big
system as soon as the FCC grants
cities to cut down mutual interferthe change in kilocycle for which
Kansas City Anne Hayes, director ence from adjacent stations. The
the Wilmington station has applied.
will be made by
of women's activities for KCMO, recommendation
committee of the newlyone
of 14 radio and newspaper the liaison
was
After nearly three
Pittsburgh
meetcommentators who were given the formed FM Assn. at its first
Brotherhood of Children Award of ing with FCC members.
Latest headache to pioneer FM
the Foster Parents plan for war
when it was
of the award broadcasters developed

IS

including

and prepared— front.

at Maxville,

Fla.

program,

pansion.

FMA Asks FCC To Change

held at the Univ. of Oklahoma, Feb.

27-March

—

—

Chuck Garratt, a newcomer to radio,
Boston—Harold E. Fellows, gen- have been added to the
announcing
eral raaiiager of WEEI, and Director

mad Stations Ilnife I® Ofset

25.

Snowbound

WWSWs

Barker has years jockeying
Bes Moines "Stella

41

Management—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Press Representative—SIDNEY ASCHEH

W

.
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Wednesday,
the free interview practice
in need of some straightening.
In trying to untwist its garbled pattern, it seems the boys have taken a
course that'll ditch them all the

True,

Station's Mysterious (losing Stresses'

Irpiiie

Radio's Present Insecurity

Montevideo, Feb.

10.

-t-

Sudden closing of LV12 Radio meeting preceding the recently conAconquija, a powerful watter in the cluded NAB convention.'
flourishing northern sugar manufacBroadcasters after first indicating
turing city of Tucuman, points up in—and loudly that they were against
security of present-day radio in Arsuch "unfair" competition for audigentina. Dr. Carlos Guyot, the staences now state that they are only
tion head, recently attended the In"investigating" the situation and dister-American Broadcasters' Confer- seminating information
about it
ence at Mexico City, as Argentine
among stations, according to an exdelegate, in his capacity of chairman
clusive statement from Hudson, who
of the Argentine Assn. of Broadcastqueried them. They are also softers.
press
pedaling their .replies
to
No official explanation has been queries now that snowballing has
given for the closing of Dr. Guyot's started. They disclaim now any conoutlet and local radio circles believe certed opposition or planned lobbythere is no political implication in- ing. That was not the story 10 days
volved, as Dr. Guyot has not taken ago.
any prominent part in politics.
But situation has led to disagreeRadio Aconquija was affiliated to ment between, northerners, those
the Badio Belgrano network, and, in who sat and yessed the educators,
fact, Dr. Guyot was on the point of and the lowland lads. Likelihood of
the
.selling his outlet outright to
statewide industry group fades
Radio Belgrano! proprietor, Senor since the north has adopted the atr
Jaime Yankelevich, for 1,000,000 titude of inevitability. They feel
pesos. Closing of his Tucuman affili- that such
a net is certain eventually
ate does not seem to have perturbed and that broadcasters should get in
Yankelevich, who has expressed him- on the ground floor by offering to
self as confident that if the govern- help.
By "going along" with the
ment takes over LV12 permanently, school boys they hope to somewhat,
he will still be able to arrange for or is it somehow, control programnetwork time with the new manage- ming and lessen its competitiveness!
ment. In the meanwhile, the Radio Down h'yah, suh, they feel that the
Aconquija wavelength* is silent and notion should be killed aborning
seals have closed up all entrances to

more on the road

to bigger returns
that's where I

'

'Ratings

frenzied readjustment.

Martin Starr.

—

French Fashions
Continued from page
his private

last night—to. a big
ball so they would not

home

Mardi Gras
forget him.

American buyers are on their way
They liked everything
except prices and will not bring
back so much as they wanted. But
every big Paris
of
nearly
dresses
house will be shown in America this
spring; Molyneux, Balenciaga,
Piguet, Lavin, Fath, and of course
"Quatre
as
Dior—such models
Vents", "Hydepark" and "Songe"

doublecheck on audience impact. To
radio was short-changing
itself. He emphasized the need, for
wider cross-checks to simplify the
sales problem.
»
At one point, Hooper did a silent
burn When his competitor, discussing full
coverage,
implied that
Hooper didn't make the proper corrections when such full coverage
wasn't involved. Later Nielsen indiNielsen,

was

home now.

cated
since

from Dior; "Pavane" from Fath; hr.
6 and 24 from Molyneux; "Derviche" from Piquet, etc. were picked

proper adjustments.
After claiming that his rating
technique would supply the answers
to sponsor identification, audience
composition (including an analysis
of audience occupation) and station
coverage, Hooper revealed that he
had worke"d out an "acceptable" national rating plan, which he claimed
would show the number of homes

i,

out.

that

it

Hooper

is

unintentional,

known

to

make

actually listening to a full transcon-

Sponsors of fashion - shows will tinental network show. Hooper
present them to the American pub- preeraed the "projectable ratings"
They will indicate the new plan Friday (21) before a picked
lic.
trend and then, adapted to American group of representatives of webs, ad
women's tastes, they will be copied agencies and clients.
Nielsen, following Hooper to the
by the thousands.
REC podium,- pointed out that
Hooper's coincidental samples' were
only of value if users remembered
they represent only 17% Of the total
lest it be too late.
U. S. audience, since 83% of U. S.
Continued from page 6
Hudson admits that he isn't sure
homes have no telephones. More
of the FCC's right to intervene. But exhib in
a competitive situation, con- valuable, Nielsen said, was an ache's very positive about the FCC's
vious," Weitman declared. "Conse- curate computation of the actual
regard for education on the air. The quently, we're convinced that the size of the audience, taking into conFCC will do all it can to encourage public -is price-conscious and that a sideration different variables in
such a broadcasting system," he told reduction is the answer to retrieving measurement.
Variety.
Instead of aiming for a show's
lost daytime customers."
The FCC impression is that broadpopularity rating, he declared, radio
15% B.Q. Dip ,
casters are using the bugaboo of
Par's take and that of other Times time buyers must ascertain who
eventual political absorption of the Sq. showcases has tapered by 15% could have heard- the show if a net
net as a smoke screen. Disguised is in the past six months with the chief gave it full coverage. Hooperating
the real fear that programs sans slack during weekday matinees, ac- on the H. V. Kaltenborn show, for
commerciads will be more accept- cording to Weitman. ! 'We clock all example, is off 188%, since he's carable to Joe Public who, incidentty, other houses,": he said, "and our ried on so few stations and 9.8% of
may also listen in.
checks show us that in some of the those who can hear him tune in.
straight film theatres as little as 100 That, according to Nielsen, should
people are seated by one 'o'clock, bring Kaltenborn's present Hooper
Stage show houses at that hour have far above his> present 9.9.It's also necessary,, Nielsen said,
had 500-700 patrons which is a
pretty ugly figure. Moreover, it's to determine the quality of a show
Continued from page Z
bad for talent that must play to by considering what type of homes
osncially no one is the gainer, not empty seats."
the commercial reaches; to select
even the sponsor who may have
Par's .price slash, consequently, is shows to hit those homes where the
forked over a handsome fee.
almost 'entirely a matinee one. Ef- product is presently not bought and
On the other side of the kilo- fective today (26), opening price is to determine at what point in the
movie picture this stands out. in bold 55c, Monday through Friday; 1 to 8 show, to spot commercials for best
relief:
The Hooper Goliaths with p. m. is 90c; and 6 to closing, $1.20, results because of audienpe turntheir listening audiences of 15,000,- Previous opening tag was 70c; 11 to over. True ratings,
which he claimed
000 and up, 'are crushed. For all the 12, 85c; 12 to 5, 95c; and 5 to closing, he could determine,
therefore will
clever, costly spot buying of the ad $1.30. Saturday's level will start at not in
themselves help enhance the
agencies they can't horn in on these 70c, holding until noon when it will investment value
of the program but
melon-time stanzas either with spots, be upped to 95c; 1 to 5, $1.25; will diagnose
a show's shortcomings
chain or station breaks. Pic plugs in and 5 to closing, $1.50. Previously it
and reveal how these shortcomings
these preferred-time furrows yield a had been, scaled from 95c opentir to
can be overcome.
rich harvest. Though often, it's a $1.50 top. Sunday remains unchanged
Hooper,
on the other hand,
mere pinch' of straight selling copy, except for $1.25 opener instead of claimed
radio alone, outside of dinevertheless It's the nature of air $1.30.
rect mail, can produce a "genuine
time beyond the purchase power of
No Nationwide Repercussions
measure"
of
advertising effectivethe agencies for wildcat, movie buyWhile Par's action will more than ness, via the
Hooper technique—that
ing. With the- bigger releases budg- likely put the skids under Broadeted for $100,000 and up for spot way scales, circuit heads of theatres a "comparison based on contacts in
homes
of
many,
many actual lisbuys, the free interview is. a small outside the gilded square do not befraction of that spending which, at lieve the action will ,have nation- teners to a program compares their
use of the sponsoring product with
best, never punches through for top- wide repercussions. Cited
was the

Problems

•

Par Admissions

-';

studio or transmitter buildings.

Heads of other stations are worried
over this affair as .Dr. Guyot has
been.unable to get any satisfaction

from government authorities as to
the reason for the move, or for con*

of his property. Consequently they feel that at any moment
they may be put in a similar position
—a prospect which is frightening, to
say the least.

fiscation

'

•

While some political factions are
agitating fop mixed state-private
capital operation of commercial stations, it. is believed that the Army

Command, with

its eye on ^defense,
views this possibility with some dis-

The Army would prefer that

taste.
all

civilian factions

be kept away

from vital communications interests,
which could prove of such tremena, war.

dous importance in event of

new alignment

und
use the
ent facilities of KGKO,
Fort Worth"

stations

Bags

Continued from page 32

1

,

ples! And the Bill-minded boys, on
the other' hand, say they now find a
growing" opposition to their plans,

which they thought accepted at a

.

The spot buys,
especially on the better stations, are
either away down on the program
schedule or away up towards signoff end of day. Either way it's sad,
ineffective spending.
Not that it matters to the AMPP.
It has made its decision. But, the
sweeping over-allness of it will
prove costly to its members' releases.
flight listening time.

LOU CLAYTON

UNITED BEXALL DBCG CO.
Friday—CBS—9 :S0 p.n,' EST
"This Time for Keeps"
"It Happened Iri Brooklyn"

—

H-fl-M

had been circumspect about pushing up prices
during the war period when Broadway ran wild. "People went downtown and didn't want to turn backso they paid through the nose," one
fact that big chains

topper declared, 'fin the neighborhoods, we've kept the admission
levels within bounds, realizing it's
a mass business which must have
low prices. Consequently, the prob-

lem's not our baby."
Elaborating on the decision which,

Jie^uA by

nioit

.

.

.

incidentally, was made
on WeitmanTs own responsibility without
preliminary approval by Paramount

toppers, Weitman said: "The buck
doesn't add up for the present admission price because' the dayi of
easy money are over. The tremen-

by most

dous afternoon play which

BUYING

Write

Ark-La-Tex

for Availabilities

we used

to get from the kids, women shoppers, soldiers and salesmen is gone

and

in the

ceive

one-half

which

S

74c

be

will

and which

will each re.
interest of

KGKO

dissolved.

thl
W£AA wiU «**Under
£te o*

2tUP
'

fhalf time
on
50,000 watts

820 kilocvclPQ «,ii
and one-haff on
570 dial setting

its

£

'

KGKO

present

j£

The same

5,000 watts.

WBAP, which

wiuZiv'S

will operate

ofthe

frequency not being used
specified hours by WFAA.

8

n0W

d"r »
uuun

jointly

own e<J by
??
lT
1
™ as News and the Fort Worth
Star-Telegram which operates
respectively
and WBAP
1

hfn
e D

S

call, letters

Btw

The A- H. Belo

WFAA

*

WFAA
The
KGKO will be eliminated

-£& KGKO

S

Corp., owner?

and the Carter Pub™ at

tit

on

WBAP, Fort Worth
were, ordered to file with the
FCC
Within 60 days a schedule
of the
operations planned on the two
frequencies by the stations.
Inc.,

operators of

The FCC also gave 90 days for the
dissolution of KGKO. They
also
ruled that the relations between
the
two newspapers through the stations
does not -violate the multiple ownership rule, despite the fact of
extensive cooperation or common control
.

which was

found in the various
of operations of WBAPin programming and opera-

phases

WFAA
tion.

WFAA
affiliates

and WBAP are NBC web
and members of the Texas

KGKO

Quality Network while

ABC

is

an

and key station of the
Lone Star Chain, which poses another problem for regional web opaffiliate
.

erations.

Martin Preem To Get Gala

Top Gnestar

move

new Tony Martin show for Texaco
over CBS scheduled to preem March
30, sponsor is leading off with top
talent,

guest, stars.

Hooper
Continued from page 31

First guester

is

Bob Hope with Burns and Allen and
Eddie Cantor to follow. Show is
pacted for 26 weeks with options.
Chez Paree here and Copa, N. Y„
have changed their shows for the
airer. Singer will close at Chez, Feb.
nine days early and open Mar.ch
at Copa, playing until March 20,
First show will probably originate in
*
Palm Springs.
2d,

two

0

that of a cross-section."

5S

Sei

Chicago, Feb. 25.
In an effort to give a sock sendoff
to

—

l

,

which subscribers reportedly already
pay for 1,228,230 calls per study.
Taking into consideration the recognized limitations of a home phone
poll, Hooper also plans to use Broadcast Measurement Bureau figures on
radio homes for both sample distribution control and projection. It will
also use U. S. Census information
on distribution of radio homes as to
city, town and county and the
occupational and industrial allocation
of the sample. Plan will also take
into consideration, Hooper said,
the
factor of statistical variation
by
making the sample size behind each
large enough to project the rating

an attempt to recapture that market."
without too much variation.
"We've learned that the price is
Hooper left open to further disa little too stiff for the fans," Weit- cussion the choice of radio homes
man continued. "We're convinced as compared with actual persons
that this will rebuild the conscious- listening to network shows
as ultiness of the bread-and-butter trade, mate figures to be used in
each
and that we'll be ahead in dollars study, as Well as the comparative
this

is

and cents at the end of the year.
What's more it's reasonable to assume other Broadway houses will
follow our lead."
Cut is made possible, Par exec
said, by maintaining the $1.50 top
for evenings and weekends. Costs on

,

FCC

WBAP

arid

Wanna 8 wester?

.

Mat.-

with tHe

WFAA

'

promised cooperation by the broadcasters—but the boys down here
don't know anything about them ap-

the three

was given FCC approval.

.

Grays

MT

be set .up here in
compliance
with the request filed by

will

•

&

Feb. 25

WFAA w»

for

and WBAP, Fort Worth,
which the stations will

;

Blues

in Operations
Dallas,

A

.

.

Its

26. I947

In Complex Setup;
Pose

Continued from page

and the Hooper audience
measurement techniques, asserting,
imagine everybody is headed for in effect, no other media can give
these days of sluggish economics and such
trip-hammered, frequent
for radio

And

at the boxoffice.

Fdbnmy

Texas Stations Combige

was

proportion of costs to be carried by
the nets and the advertisers.
Question of which season in the
year to
conduct the tests was also left
open,
with Hooper claiming that two,
or
at best three-times-a-year
frequency
of tests would, "represent
practical
both stage and shows and pictures satisfaction of industry
needs," Inare still climbing, he added, so gen- dividual participants
would rely
eral slashes on those prices are riot fully
upon the industry-underfeasible. If costs drop, then evening written sampling
already oerformed
prices will b* sliced too, Weitman by Hooper,
thus lowering the costs
concluded.
to each.

APARTMENT EXCHANGE
Apartment in Hollywood: »» JJ.
monthj 8% rooms. B«» ut,,0Wtefcea
|;jLf5,
nlshed.

Studio-living room.

*™m

dinette,. d«»slntt
weekly maid service.

-

Wni *XcBWWf

for unfurnished apartment 1-* r00*»'l {

Manhattan, New Xork
Kl.dormlo 5-0583.

In

.

onlj.

^

m

•

'
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lisic Fees

©aCHEStltAS-MfJSIC
Meyer Davis Plans Public
Dance Spot in D.C. Hotel

II Bails Pay

GPRS Msl-ltiiig

it Place if

Ballrooms

March

Suit Asks

U, S. American Society of Composers Authors and Publishers and

Broadcast Music, Inc., and affiliated
with the former, has upset American
tmndbookera Who sell name orchestras out of New York and Chicago
for Canadian one-nighters. It wants
alj, U. S. bands going into Canada to
bear the cost of music-performance
fees on a nightly basis instead of

ballroom owners
collecting' from
themselves on an annual basis, as is
done in the U. S. by ASCAP.
Seemingly instigated by Canadian
ballroom owners, the CPES rule demands that U. S, bands pay $15 a
night for the privilege of performing
its music in halls with capacities up
to 3,500 people, and $25 per in ballrooms able to hold more.
Rule has put bookers in a bit of a
They point out that border
stew.
coin exchange, taxes,
restrictions,
and too many other bothersome
items make it difficult enough to induce bandleaders to go into Canada.
The hew CPRS rule, which will
'further shave profits, will just about
be the means to erect a strong barrier against the acceptance of Cana-

summer.
Hall accommodates 1,000 people.
Admission will be $1, with dancing
from 9:30 to 12:30 a.m. Davis had a
Swanee ballroom in the capital for
public

Chermot, largest

owned

in

Ellington Set

collections

etc.

ipp Gimmi
Gets Goafs; Quits

WaiersSaisOats

On

Duke Ellington's orchestra probably will be the first name orchestra
to go into the Compoamor theatre,
Havana, which is bidding for IT. S.
talent among the various U. S, talent agencies. Ellington, if the deal
is set
and there's no reason to assume it won't be will play the
house for 10 days opening March 22
at $10,000 weekly, plus transportation both ways from Miami, the coin

—

Reveals

61,100 Loss inl lies.

be tax-free.

to

not too encouraging a
Originally, the house wanted Elpicture laid down in cold black and
white, the prospectus prepared on lington for two full weeks, but since
Cuba is Catholic, to do two full
the Signature Record Co., in its
marketing of 295,000 shares of 25c weeks would have closed him Easter
Sunday. By playing the 10 days, he
par common stock at $1 per share,
close Holy Thursday, avoidis
an unusual one compared to will
ing the bad biz attendant to the
the history of many other indie disk
high Catholic holidays.
firms.
Issued in New York last
.week, the prospectus reveals a net
operating loss by the company of
$61,100 during the past 11 months. Mclntyre Radio Date
Considering
$l,000,000-plus
the

poured into such outfits as Musicraft, Cosmo, etc., the picture actually

encouraging.

is

months

approximately

is

16

Snowballs Into a Mess

With

—

this

AFM

ruling as a prece-

report for

the sale of 2,617,600 disks. Prospectus also lists current liabilities at
$188,211, of which $25,000 is owed
the Bank of America on a loan, and
$76,290 in royalties, presumably to
artists, although publisher debts may
be included.' Part of the coin raised
by the share sale will be devoted to
paying off these liabilities.

WARREN-GORDON TUNE

MUX

dent Tyler last week inked a fiveyear exclusive ticket with Capitol.
Cliffie
Stone, who handles Cap's
Hollywood, Feb, 25.
stable of sagebrushers, verified they
First disqualification in the Oscar
had signed Tyler with the under- Derby of 1947 was a .song, "This Is
standing an adjustment had been Always," originally nominated as one
made on the Four Star contract.
of the five best film tunes of the
written by Harry
Four Star's Bill McCall, however, year.
Ballad,
just laughed it off with remark, Warren and Mack Gordon, was sung
"There is a deal of difference be- in the preview of the 20th-Fox
tween Tyler signing and actually musical, "Three Little Girls in Blue,"
recording for another'company." He but later clipped from the release
added he did not think it would be print.
necessary to go to the AFM again;
Replacement for "This Is Always"
he would just pull a string; his boy was "Personality," Johnny BurkeWould return.
Jimmy Van Heusen song, featured in
to Utopia," a Paramount
production. Other tuneful nominees
are "All Through the Day," from

"The Road

BUDDY RICH TO RE0R6
BAD AROUND MAY 1

Summer"; "You Keep
Coming Back Like a Song" from
the Atchison,
Buddy Rich will reorganize his Blue Skies;" "On
Santa Fe" from "The
and
Topeka
orchestra around May 1. Drummer,
Buttermilk
now out on the road with Norman Harvey Girls," and "Ole
Passage."
"Canyon
from
Granz' "Jazz at the Philharmonic" Sky"
unit, from which he's drawing $1,000 weekly, figures to try it again
with a band approximately the same

Centennial

Canton

Rich broke up his first band try
last month after generally poor band
business.
coin,

He

lost

including

Officials

Okay

$15

Disputed Diskbox Fee

size as his last.

quite

about

a wad
$25,000

of
of

Frank Sinatra's money.

Common
Graham

Moved by servicemen's letters in
hospitals throughout the country,
film actor Pat O'Brien cut an album
of Catholic prayers under Variety
Records' label called "Let Us Pray."

Canton, Feb. 25.
Pleas Judge George N.

last

week

ity of the city's

$15

(7) upheld' legal-

ordinance imposing
fee on juke

license

yearly
Enforcement
boxes.
a

O'Brien's Prayer Disks

passed June

when owners

18.

of

1945,

of

the

law,

was held up

some 400

electric

phonographs obtained a temporary
restraining order.

Owners charged the ordinance expolice
ceeded the city's statutory
fee
powers and that the proposed
ruled
was excessive. Judge Graham
recognized
courts generally have

Consisting of four sides, album's
prayers are arranged by Rev. Edward V. Dailey with ecclesiastical that
devices and
approval while a chorus under the licensing of the music
not excessive
direction of Jack Brooks accom- opined that the fee was
when administration and inspection
panies O'Brien's readings.
compared with
costs to the city were
revenue .of
Al Dale quit last week as business the estimated yearly
expect
manager of the Carmen Cavallaro $6,000 which city officials
orchestra.

•

"

Feb.

Indianapolis,

for copyright infringement, under
terms of an amendment added in Indiana's anti-ASCAP bill in the House

Paul Lavalle, NBC maestro, has set
$1,500 annual scholorship for
students, to be administered
by the National Federation of Music
Clubs. First award will be made in
Spring of this year, and payment
will be made in three $500 segments,
with an equivalent scholarship every
year. Award is open to any piano,

of Representatives

other

amendment

Friday

Anwhich

(21).

to the bill,

passed second reading in the house
after riding through the senate by a
vote of 38 to 0, exempts all radio stations from its provisions.
Elimination of radio opposition to the bB>f»
removes one obstacle to its eventual
passage.
Associated Theatre Owners of Indiana, who had been only interested
by-standers while the measure was
sponsored by tavern keepers, dance
hall and amusement park operators,
now have come out in favor of it
since it make producers and distributors
"jointly
and severally"
liable for a sum equal to the amount
of damages suffered by an exhibitor
as the result of unlicensed perform> "
ances.
Bill is expected to come up for
final consideration in the house this
week. If passed, it will then return
to the senate for approval o£ the

voice or violin student.
Lavalle's reason for setting up the
scholarship fund was gratitude for
the break he got when he won the
Walter Damrosch scholarship when
still a student.

Shrine And, LA., Not

Keen on Groovy Kid
Patrons of Jazz Bash

,

.

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Ernest Hurst, manager of Shrine
auditorium, admits that last week's
jazz concert in mammoth hall may
be the last held there. While refusing to go on record with a flat ban,
he says he is "not keen" on a repe"rough-neck
of
tition
because
thronged event
youngsters" who
promoted by Eddie Mesner, who also
runs Aladdin Records.
Shrine bash drew around 5,000
who paid $9,800 at $3.20 top to view

Benny

25.

Producers and distributors would
be socked with full liability in case
an exhibitor is charged with damages

Paul Lavalle Establishes
$1,500 Music Scholarship

amendments.
Another anti-ASCAP

bill

was sent

into legislative channels two weeks
ago, when State Senator Pallotti of
Connecticut introduced a bill in

Hartford. Pallotti's idea is not completely anti-ASCAP; he wants Connecticut coffers enriched by 10% of
revenue collected by agencies
such as ASCAP from the payment
of fees by citizens of his state.
Bill has been referred to the Connecticut Finance Committee.
all

Goodman, Woody Herman,

Jack McVea, Hadda Brooks and sundry sidemen and singers. Lester

i

Its financial

old.

months starting Feb. 1, 1946,
and ending Dec. 31 last, reveals gross
sales of $777,880. That represented
the 11

•..OUT OF OSCAR

.

Infringement laps

Young sextet was flown from New
Of Trouble in Pennsy York and back by Mesner.
One year go the Philharmonic
Storm which played hob with
jazz concerts withone- night dates last week messed up banned all future
after management
Saturday's (.22) broadcast from Al- in its confines
Norman
toona, Pa*., of the "Teen-Timers" sizzled at patrons of a
show on NBC at 11 a.m. Hal Mclrt- Granz-promoted event. They alledgedly burned holes in carpets,
tyre's orchestra was set to do the
show with singer Gordon McRae, smashed fixtures and argued finer
moving into Altoona from a dance points of performers to point Verg-

outlet for himself by signing
with rival waxeries the bigger the
better. And then, after milking the
date at Rutgers U., New Brunswick,
values, letting Four Star pull him
the. night before.
N.
back, by virtue of the exclusive pact
When the storm hit, the Buchanan
it has on his services.
ad agency, which handles the broadTwo months ago Tyler signed with
cast,
figured
that all roads between
Coast Records, only to have the
New Brunswick and Altoona were
American Federation of Musicians
Of the $295,000 to be raised by the
decide that his pact with Four Star, stock issue, some $244,000 will go to blocked. Several ways of getting
Mclntyre
to Altoona in time were
which has until July, 1948, to run, is Signature and the remainder to the
developed, but finally a plane was
Charlie
Washburn of broker handling the deal.
ironclad.
chartered out of Newark airport to
Coast Inked the singer in good faith,
transport
the entire band and its
and was miffed at bit when he
instruments. All Mclntyre had to do
learned Tyler tightly was tied.
licity

Liable for

—

it's

Signature

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Apparently Tex Tyler, the oatuner
who kept Four Star Records in biz
last year with 300,000 sales of his
cactus-chanting, sees a great pub-

the

at

ICG Havana Date

Signature Disks Stock,

While

ago,

Des

of

Moines, forbids sale of liquor on the
premises. It even confiscates any
liquor scouts may find is being
brought in. A close watch against
booze is maintained every hour the
ballroom is in operation.

lecius

years

Chanticleer.

the city and

Tom Archer

by

dancing

Males

and Distributors

same time that he had a couple
up a
niteries there, Le Paradis.and Club
music

Petition says that under city ordinance, ballroom operators are responsible for barring liquor and
disorderly persons,

from U. S.
ballrooms vary, depending on size,
prices,

Chermot

of

Omaha, Feb. 25.
Fimple, 21, of Omaha,
brought suit for $15,000 damages
against the Chermot ballroom, claiming she was hit in the face on New
Year's eve by a bottle. She charged
the thrown bottle broke her nose.
Esther

dian playdates.

ASCAP's

15G

ilm Producers

4S

own and name

15, using, his

bands. Season will run into warm
weather, and if promising, on into

B. for Bottle-Broken Nose

H

iilaii AirtiASCIP

Meyer Davis, society bandleader,
has leased the ballroom in the Washington hotel, old family hostelry in
Washington, D. C, and will start a
policy of public dancing in the room

Canadian Performing Rights So-*
Dominion counterpart of the

ciety,

.

from the

license fees.

J,.',

Newark.

Operas Sledded

ing on fisticuffs. Yet, Granz still promotes his events under that original
label, "Jazz at the Philharmonic."
Shrine, while griping about behavior of attendees at Mesmer's shindig, is submitting no bill for damages to him. He is, incidentally, now
planning to promote a new event in
Shrine butithis will consist of what
he terms a "spiritual festival," with
groups of gospel singers the attrac-

With Met Artists
RCA-Victor
in

was drive to
preferring to chance it
directly to Altoona. Cops along the
way were lined up to speed his pas-

—

.

mm WHITEWASHES
ONE-NffE DANCE DATES

However, with most

work.
arrived

Meantime, McRae, who had
earlier, performed before

ground, supplied by Dave Melnerny,
assistant to Nat Strom of the Buch-

anan agency and a member
Local 802, American Federation

of N. Y.
of

Musicians.

affected.

'Gypsy'

Gypso

.Leeds Music was the objective of
attempt last week that
a' swindle
left the company's operators openmouthed with wonder at the ridiculousness of

it all.

chasing the matter.
Billy Reid
in

is

Svanholm,
Joel
Berglund,
Ror"
Bamp'ton, Miliza Korjus, Dorothy
Kirsten, Richard Crooks, Marian Anderson and a long
has under contract.

Snows

still,

sible

'

actually an English-

New York from London

yesterday (Tuesday ) on his

first trip

here.

Freedman

and

S.StS ^'
r:S

Former Local

802 Treasurer

"A Lonely Cowboy's Dream" by
Harry same writers

is

endeavoring

know nothing about the

In the event a release is not secured immediately, however, it's
probable that the M-G-M label will
get her soon enough.
Her Decca

%

ex

ThoughS

by
on
°n

,re « in

she

sldes t0 do

e s

han Slx

J hu a number *<
thafc>mpa ny.
v
<

}.

still

for,

;

j

.

Wendell Hall's 25th Anni
^Coincident yjitfr'i songsmith Wenyear .in radio, PaullPioneer has brought out an album

At the same time Shapiro Ibought

Suber's Legiter

Company

1.

situation.

Thomas,

National. Purchase- was inspired
the recordings of Dick Thomas;

all

claims to

.

Coin
cleffers ot "Sioux City Sue.."
will be split between the writers a'nd

record label, subsidiary of
apparently wants to
the artist strength posits
scheduled debut on

films,

for

March

plunked put a

Dick

•

/

it

to snag a release from her Decca
.contract for Judy Garland, according to its executives, although Decca

$5,000 advance for National Music's
"I've Got a Gal in Laramie" by Max
C.

of others

FOR METRO DISKS
M-G-M
Metro
muster

S-B Pays $5,000 Advance
For New Desert Ditty
Shapiro-Bernstein

list

JUDY GARLAND EYED

however.

Tony Pastor's orchestra missed a
date Saturday (22) evening, when
most roads figured to be opened. He
couldn't get to the U. of Virginia by
bus from Penn State College. Band
got as far as Frederick, Md., and
found roads in Charlottesville to the
college impassable.

,

Firm drew a wire from a guy in
Sand Springs, Okla., who explained
that he actually was Billy Reid,
writer of "The Gypsy," and that he
wanted an accounting of the song's
earnings and a check sent to him.
He added he was travelling incognito and to make the check out to a
Kenneth Greer, The authorities are

man due

b.o. totals,

recently released a version

available, diskings of operas in the
future, using Lotte Lehmann. Set

By Saturday (22) most roads were
open again and there were no canbothered

On

RCA

of "Boris Godounoff,"
with Met
basso Alexander Kipnis, and "Carmen," with Gladys Swarthout and
Robert Merrill. It will enlarge its

Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport, cancelled a dance Friday (21) because
the city's transportation system was
tied up. Luckily, some of the Pennsylvania ballrooms operating those
nights were using local crews only.

cellations for that night.

Gypsy Phoney Jobbed

"

chorus.

of the 275Heavy snows played havoc with
mile trip completed, the bus broke
a gas line. AS a result, Mclntyre's one-night dates in the east the latter
band walked in on the broadcast part of last week, territory as far
south
as Richmond and north up into
quietly
set
when it was half over,
up
behind a McRae vocal and went to Vermont and New Hampshire being

4,500 kids, with only a piano back-

"

planning to market
operas in

is

full-length

lumbia will record the Met's repertoire from actual performances at
the Met in New York, RCA is planning to do them with leading Met
singers it has under contract, backgrounded by a picked orchestra and

tion.

sage.

quantity

album form, apparently as an answer to the acquisition last week by
Columbia Records' Masterivorks division of the Metropolitan Opera
Co. contract. However, whereas Co-

He

refused,
with a bus

Complete

;

dell Hall's 25th

the

at an undisclosed figalso originally pub-

of 17 of the writer's songs.

"Sue,"
Suber has turned legit producer. ure.
lished by JNaiional, .later was' turned'
Cleffer, who's written some 1,000
He's purchased the .Norman Zenoover to Morris music, which acted tune^ including the 1923 hit, "It Ain't
Will Irwin musical, "That Little Difas selling agent. However Shapiro's Gonna Rain No Mo' ", also has more
ference."
commercials to his
Rehearsals are slated to start in deal for "Gal in Laramie", .is. .an., than- 26 singing
credit.
atfsighfteW etf-&pyr3ght.
near future.
i

!

the
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Posed

Reported

Musicraft

British Best Sheet Sellers

fits

Atlas Corp. ii ieorg

fey

(Weefc Ending Feb. SO)
London, Feb. 21.

.

Dash

To Each His Own.

lapp's CM' and

Go Home
Stars Will Remember. .Feldman
Box
Dream Again.
May I Call You Sweetheart. Dash
Things

result, Musicraft is said to be
the throes of reorganization. It
putting all the details of the
stock deal around which the new
loan revolves into order for presentation to the stockholders in New

.

Lee Castle May Finally

Always

Double payoff for the indie

come out

releases Will

is

that

same

at

new Texaco

Martin's

radio

March '30; First
"Make Believe"
and "All the Things You Are" from
"Clouds Roll By" in which Martin
Was featured,

shoWjt which starts
platter out will be

Mercury will also peg price of
Singer's dicks up to 75c in an effort
to cash in on extra promotion of
pic and radio program.

I

Anniversary Song

2.

o

r>
n'o« Door,
n„„„ Richard
uiot,,^
Open

3.

For Sentimental Reasons

4.

Sonata (8) (Oxford)

(Mood).......'..

(4)

Managua, Nicaragua

6. I'll

(

(14) (Leeds).

My

Close

Eyes

{

(1) (Maurice)
j

8 Guiltv
s.uuuty

w

(Feist)
meisu

Old Lamplighter

9.

Sooner or Later

(1)

(Chappell)
{

...

(15)

.

Ballad—"I Want
Your Folks" (Frank

Disking

To Columbia

.

..

_

/T,^_s„t.'i
Do UtetweKJ

William

.

producers.,

It

hit,

signed yesterday (Tuesday).
the. objections of
featured lead in the

was held up by

Ella

Logan,

show, to certain stipulations in the
agreement regarding her participa(She did not
tion in the cutting.
make disks of the tunes for Apollo,
though originally scheduled to do

„

/t>^__(Remick)
i

in Calico

-hat's Beginning of
...

,.

..

producers of the

alty agreement, the

show must produce the latter's cast
for recording and" worry themselves

were, presented.
Mac Green, western regional diof union, said stand on application was reversed because em.Capitol
ployment _ situation is looking up
Victor
here. Initial nix was the first ever
to greet an applicant here.
•

Columbia rector

Margaret Whiting.

.

Washington To Consider
Coin-Machine Licensing
Washington, Feb.
Washington, which has

25.

been busy
Hoagy Carmichael
Decca drying up
slot machines and other
Harry James
Columbia coin-operated machines which looked
Whiting... Capitol

though

had 'an element of
Victor gambling, is getting ready to conDecca sider licensing pinball and other

| Bing Crosby .,..

f&Sl^.'.V.^SSS
{jSy Mercer! iXilcIpftoi

~

End (ABC)

.'....

,

.

}

.'.

;'..••!'•

'.

Linda (Morris)

You

Vic Schoen's band.

Frank

Want

Sinatra's "I

to

Can't See

Sun (Simon )

I Want To Thank Folks (Oxford)
Misirlou (Colonial)
Jalousie (Harms)

.

as

they^

\

"
\

tggg

Hearing will probably be held on
the so-called "amusement machines,"
although the slots will remain taboo.

Rupe

Prints

Mew

At any

profitably.

coupling

rate, their

"Mine"— the

of

George and Ira Gershwin

swell

Moments"

—

Benny

(Capitol).

"Anniversary Song"— Al Jolson (Decca).
"How Are Things in Glocca
Morra?"
Georgia Gibbs (Ma-

—

jestic).

"Tiger Rag"

—

S

,

.

.

, ,

'.

Roy

'.

Milton's sepia crew.

*

J

Herbie Fields

Victor

leader's

his

own

platters

name.

small

"Romance

Stone-

cente

Gomea

de
Amor"—VinQuintet (Decca).

"The Maine Stein Song"— Rudy
Vallee (Victor).
"Why Shouldn't It Happen to
Us?"—Hildegarde and Buddy
Clarke (Decca).

Label

on

Milton has

which
Coast under
outfit,

,

Lena Home's Black and White

bum

is composed of choice
She may not sing as well as a

al-

tunes.
lot of

but her choice o£ tunes
is beyond reproach
.
.
Peggy Lee, who has done rather
nicely with songs tailored to her
limited style, tries something different with "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot" (Capitol) jand proves that she
really should stay within the scope
provided her by Dave Barbour. She
really doesn't sing very well—never
did, as matter of fact.
other

girls,

.

'Music for Wounded' In

fowl for Third Tune
Hollywood, Feb.

25.

Musicians' Local 47 will toss

its

Al Armour will product and John
Groen manage the event, for which
top name musicians and film stars
now are being approached.
>
Last year the union netted $27,000
and in 1945, $24,000 at the Bowl
bands
pay
to
used
events. Funds are
and small combos at scale to enterin

vets

service

hospitals

throughout Southern California.

(Capitol).

Capito)

Jan August. ....... .Diamond dissolved
Columbia released
(Harry James

.

rick's

tain

Cliffie

—

"Smash Up" sounds like
Bing Crosby's "St. Pat.
Day Album" should not be
neglected by anyone with a trace
of County Cork in his veins . .*.

the film
a natural

'Em third annual "Music for Wounded"
benefit in Hollywood Bowl, July 2.

Suggested Program
"Lonely

Goodman

Facts

Dick Jurgens' "I Miss That Feeling" sounds like a hit.
Tune by
Harold Adamson-Jimmy McHugh for

Decca

'|Let

Columbia

; .

'.

'.

{

..........
«...

Wax

Thank

Eat Cake" extract—and Ralph BlaneHollywood, Feb. 25.
Hugh Martin's "Connecticut" is
Art Rupe, who last summer sold highly listenable. As an old
Gersh...'.Decca his Jukebox Records firm, last week win admirer, we happen
to be
birthed
new
a
odd-label
here,
Spebowled
.Columbia
(Clark-Noble
over by "Mine," but the SeeRupe at one time was as- burg side may be "Connecticut." It's
| Eddy Howard. ..... .Majestic cialty.
sociated in operation of old Sterl- a pleasant tune which Crosby
Vaughn Monroe ...... Victor
and
ing Records.
Miss Garland milk for all it's worth.
*
First talent signed by Specialty is Man with the baton on both
faces is
Stag .effi
! '.Capital

v

(Bourxie)

_„

p^gg$&

(Frank Sinatra
Andy RusSeU
Al Jolson.

,T
i
Night (Jefferson)

Mammy

is

—

^^;;;;C^gl:

(Tex Bcneke

-v

.

—

Buddy Clark

M,rgaret

.

,

—

I

Capitol

to

^n^^XfmS:

g^^^;:;::^^

{
-

Is

.

^C^"'"^
.

first

he can sing. He can't
and "It
Takes Time" and "Moon-Faced,
Starry-Eyed" prove it.
Eddie Hey wood's album (Decca),

.

.

Goodman's

them and something not to recommend^jthem. The thing to recommend them is the incomparable B.G.
The thihg to keep you from buying
them is Johnny Mercer; Who assumes

.

have him returned to the U. S.
has some of the best dance tunes you
Its lyric' is literate, ever heard.
a natural.
Heywood and a varyclever, and spicy (without, however, ing (but good) personnel play "Bebecoming offensive). In the second gin the Beguine," "On the Alamo,"
Columbia deal gives the produ- place, the trio handles it superbly.
'Temptation," "Lover Man," "Paper
cers an advance against a royalty. You may not like the Andrews SisMoon," "Laura," "Sweet and LoveBut Sabinson and Katzell are to pay ters, but it's doubtful if you'll be ly," and "Who's Sorry Now?" Heyout* of their earnings any monies able to ignore this disk. It'll be on
wood plays some of the best piano
demanded by principals such as Miss many a disk box. Backside "Lul ever heard, so try to hear him. AlLogan, or Lyn Murray, who orches- laby of Broadway" is^ all right too, though his reputation is not so .big,
trated the score, etc. In Other words, but "Sam" is the money-maker. AC'
he is a better and more exciting
in return for the advance and roy- companiment
to both tunes is by pianist than Teddy Wilson.

{

...

Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah (Santly-Joy)

.

.

so.)

coin machines.

_

Benny

faces have something to recommend

"Open the Door, Rich.
ard" (Louis Jordan).
Ballad—"How Are Things in
Glocca Morra?" (Dick Haymes).
Hot—"Lonely Moments" (Benny Goodman), "Who's Sorry
Now?" (Eddie Heywood).
ca)

"Finian's Rainbow," current Broad-

way

Murphy's

Mrs.

in

Chowder?"— Bing Crosby (Dec-

of

Your Folks" (Columbia) should be a
about how the cast is to be paid.
The tune is a
Sabinson's -prior talks with Decca, coin-grabber, too.
which first reached an agreed-upon honey and it's been waxed by some
stage, then was. dropped altogether potent talents, but The Voice's rendiafter a tussle, asked for a 5c per al- tion sounds to us like the best. He
bum royalty over and above costs sings with ease and conviction. By
of the cast, principals, et al. Co- now we have all come to take Axel
lumbia's deal is undisclosed, but it's Stordahl's backgrounds for granted,
but this is unfair. He backs up beauassumed to be lower overall.
tifully on this side and there should
incidentally, be a word for the fine
violinist spotlighted briefly at the beers
ginning. Then, too, there is the effective way Stordahl uses a celeste.
Gannoway in Reverse Reverse,
"Why Shouldn't It Happen
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
to Us?" is another manifestation of
Music Publishers' Contact Em- Sinatra's eagerness to try semiployees has withdrawn previous ob- humorous tunes (e.g. "That's How
jections and admitted to memberYou"). We think he
Jack McVea Black & White ship Al Gannoway, who joined Mills Much I Love
does this "Let's Do It" idiom rather
Count Bagie
Victor Music, Inc.'s local office recently
proficiently. We may be wrong, but
after waiting months for a card.
we think both these sides will assail
Union two weeks ago let out word you from the nickelodeons.
that Gannoway application had been
Bing Crosby and Judy Garland are
spiked because of objections of Coast
membership and Mills immediately also among .those present this semesannounced firm would pursue mat- ter and they acquit themselves adter until valid reasons for refusal mirably and (one would conjecture)

Up

-

Old Buttermilk Sky (Burke-VH)

This

Overalls

Columbia Records has finally completed a deal with Lee Sabinson and
Katzell,

Sisters),

to Thank
Sinatra).

Dance—Anything in the Eddie
Hey wood album (Decca ),
Novelty— "Who Threw the

•

j^^—^SSS

.'.
.

I
.

lii

Johnny Besmond

(Shapiro-B)....

(2) (Santly-Joy)

Coming
_
Oh, But 1T
,

Best Bets

,>

"How Are Things in Glocca Morra?" continues to be a big question
on wax, but before it's answered
better Jook into Dick Haymes'
Dacca.
His is a superlative job.
Haymes is a fine singer and one with
enormous virility. He opens with
the verse and makes it quite something in itself.
Backing—"Twas
Only an Irishman's Dream"— is what
the trade calls a seasonal buy. Sea*
sonal or not, Haymes does it admirHis accompaniment on both
ably.
faces is by a band under capable
Gordon Jenkins.

you

Novelty— "My Dearest Uncle

j

,

Huggin' and Chalkin' (Hudson) ....

„
Gal

dan (Decca). This, to us anyway
is
the top version on the market and i£
you must have the song, we recommend it; the treatment has considerable inventiveness. "It's So Easy"
which backs it, doesn't impress in
the least.

.

Sam"— (The Andrews

the Door, Richard" should
have died a natural

all portents,

|^^^:VcoitS£

(5) (Encore)

Things In Glocca Morra

10.

"Open
by

j^ftU; ^t;&&

m,. r.u^\
(Duchess)....

ia\
(4)

{

7.

Yale
Happens Every Day
Always Remember Sterling

Mrs

doesn'i

death by now, but the patient is
apt
to linger a bit longer because
of an
injection* administered by Louis
Jor-

Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

1.

5.

It

Shall

Decca Records has declared a
quarterly dividend of 25c, per share
on 776,650 outstanding shares payable March 28 to stockholders of
record March 11. Last quarter payment was 40c. but company since
split its stock on a two-for-one basis.
Decca also disclosed that Isadore
Lubiri has been elected to its board
Lubin, former prexy
of directors,
of the American Statistical Assn., is
now prexy of Confidential Reports,
Inc., film company checking service.

j

'

.Wood
Don't Fall in Love
Three Beautiful Words. .Maurice

Decca*s 25c Dividend,
Lubin -New Director

2%%

I

Without Penny
Rickety Rickshaw Man. Southern

Play Out flat late At

10.

25 Mereury'-sides still- to be-r-eleased.*rate will be
for 20 sides
already cut and the five to be made.

Dearest Uncle Sam," the Andrews' latest Decca, probably has its
shortcomings, but, on the whole, it's
rather great. In the first place, the
tune— a calypso-like lament of a
maiden on Guam who fell in love
with an Xmerican serviceman only

He

singers.

"My

Wood
in Pocket. .Dash

the Overalls in

Chowder."

solve the problem, but he makes
it a
good deal more intriguing than
most

has ever demonstrated Quite the
same talent for the selection and
Obviously,
projection of material.
there have been girl trios with more
(the
substantial vocal equipment
Boswells, for one), but few have
commanded as much showmanship.

Second 1Z
.....Wright
Accordion
World Belongs to You..Strauss-M
Sun
Sooner or Later........

many who Murphy's

"

Whole World Singing F. D. & H.
Sun
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah

NO.

Involved deeply in
N. Y. Motel Lincoln
Diamond,
Milton
affair
is
the
former Decca attorney and chairBlue Room of the 'Lincoln hotel.
man of that company's board. His New York, which has been closed
dealparticipation may indicate a
for months, may reopen soon. Lee
with « Apollo Records, now being Castle's orchestra, which has been
backed by another investment group, waiting for some time to play the
Garwood Industriep. But John Ber- room, will debut the newly decorgen, Garwood tie&d, denied any in- ated spot.
terest a few weeks back.
History of Castle's connection
Meantime, Musicraft officials have with the Blue Room and Mrs. Maria
unJumped on Duke Ellington and his Kramer, who owns the hotel, is
debuted
handlers with both feet for submit- usual. Castle was to have
time
ting the band to rival record manu- the refurbished room some
prior to the event
facturers, when he is still tied to a ago, but just
"plumbing- flooded it. AlMusicraft deal that* lias just, begun.' faultymost the entire redecorating job had
to be done over again. Meanwhile,
Castle had been receiving assurances
-I any Martin
from the owners that he was to debut any day. Finally he had to break
up his band when the debut date
Smooth Hassle ~§fer
wasn't named. Later, doubt, was expressed by Mrs. Kramer that he.
Switch to RCA-Victor would go in, and the leader, took his
Chicago, Feb. 25.
case to the American Federation of
Battle between Mercury Records Musicians. Latter decided that Mrs.
and Tony Martin, who is moving to Kramer owed Castle four months'
and so ordered that she use
RCA-Victor label, was settled here work
the band for that length of time.
this week when Martin agreed to
+ake a cut in his 5% royalty deal for

time

Did

a fact that

is

Frazier
Who Threw

some-

Sisters are really

and admit. They know the ropes!
For one thing, no female vocal trio

Morris
Chappell

Then

Till

As a

is'

We

This

have managed to remain unbelieving
up to now might as well break down

.."..Yale

_itj

first

Andrews
thing!

.

.

Orleans tofor a transfusion involving approxi- three-day session in New
mately $1,000,000 from the Atlas day (Wednesday).
Company has some 45 nationwide
Corp., which poured some $400,000
offices in addition to its key branches
ipto the firm months back, along
in New York, L. A., Chicago and
with several undisclosed sources.

New

.... .Victoria

Five Minutes More .. ..Morris.
Sentimental Reasons. .Maurice

HO. Swing

Swinging around the country on a
tour of Decca key offices, prexy
deal, although there are those close
Jack Kapp, with other company exto the company's affairs who claim ecs, held sales conferences with the
there is still nothing definite. Mu- diskery's Chicago toppers over the
similar
sicraft is supposed to have arranged weekend' and winds up a

York, March

By George

Chappell

April Shower.;.

Musicraft Records, which 10 days-

•go had despaired of working out
arrangements for fresh coin, assertedly has come out Of the fog with a

and Disk

Jocfcs, Juices

Connelly

Anniversary Song
Old Lamplighter

AFM Thumbs
Again

Plantation

O ver

Moola

Hollywood, Feb. 25'
American Federation of Musicians
over weekend ordered Negro Local
s
767 to pull George Washington

seven-piece sepia combo out of Joe
Morris' Plantation nitery and declare spot blacklisted.
.
Several years ago AFM ruled
plantation unfair after spot deCount
faulted on salary payments to
Owing
Basie and Billy Eckstine.
Basie $2,500 and Eckstine fl,«»
union
nitery made deal through

whereby weekly. payments would »e
Joseph Lilley. Incidentally, Crosby's made through AFM until debt was
album of Irish songs (Decca) has squared. Of late payments have not
some real honeys. Third Avenue been forthcoming, prompting tne

bar-and-grllls

will

welcome

his

declaration.

-

1M7

Wednesday* Wehmmry 26,

011€HESTRAS-SfUSIC

MPM Newer Ipenseiit;

SPA*

3d Extensiii of
Songwriters Protective Assn. and
Music Publishers Protective
Assn. are quickening the pace of
meetings which ultimately will ef»
feet a new contract between song-

Cmtnd P§ssifc

Bob Chester Asks Berth

On

Sonora's 39c Disks

Sonora Records seems to be having
and music publishers. First
meeting in six weeks between ne- a bit of trouble dividing its artists
on its new 39c Black Label series
gotiating committees of both organof pop disks and the regular 50c.
izations occurred last Wednesday
sides. Bob Chester last week asked
(19), and another Was held Monday
writers

During the

Sonora to either put his orchestra's
York.
material on the 39c. sides or release
meeting a number him
from his contract, which still
has some time to run.
Sonora's answer to Chester hasn't
been revealed yet.

New

first

Guy Lombardo takes his speedTempo VI out of drydock for

appearance next Sunday
(2) in the 34th annual Biscayne Bay
Regatta in Miami. Town's Junior
of Commerce sponsors the
10-mile jaunt, which is run off in
two five mile heats.
Maestro will fly to Florida Saturday (1) for the race and will return immediately
afterward Sunday
'
evening.

Bing,

od of royalty payments songwriters
have asked for and which publishers
It was not
feel they cannot meet.

There has been no rancor displayed at these meetings, and both
sides feel there won't be. It is probable that the meetings will proceed
for several weeks at least before a
Mus-Art management agency, set
final draft of a new contract agreeable to both sides is arrived at; this up several weeks back by Jack
may mean a third extension of the Whittemore, Huss Facchine and Lyle
terms of the old agreement, which Thayer, all formerly of Music Corp.
expired Dec. 31. The second expires of America, made its first deal last
week. It takes over on March 3,
Friday (28).
the Huss Lyon agency, including
offices in New York, talent and accounts.
Lyon, a former MCA-ite

Out Euss Lyon

who

himself,

quit that organization
over a year ago to go into business
for himself, is stepping out of the
theatrical business almost entirely.

Paris, Feb. 13.

get for paper, officially priced tat
about $250 per ton, is insufficient,
and usually useless since suppliers

claim they cannot deliver.
Black marketeers, however, are
ready to deliver twice the amount
allotted publishers if willing to pay
$550 per ton.
Best export market for French
publishers is Holland, Belgium and
Switzerland. Nordic market uses
mostly American material. Spain,
Italy and Portugal don't amount to
anything, and Central Europe is currently practically closed.

To

Sis

Music

_

Men in the U.S.

Taking advantage of their disk
popularity in Britain, Bing Crosby

Andrews Sisters plan trips
abroad in June, according to Lou
Levy, prexy of Leeds Music and

and

finally settled.

Shortage of paper is curbing Paris
Allotment pubs
music
business.

Andrews

Record Abroad; British

Of Issues were cleaned up. Monday
night's affair was devoted mostly to
discussion of the sliding scale meth-

Paper Black Market

Mus-Art's deal with Lyon calls for
him to participate on a percentage
basis in whatever earnings accrue
to Mus-Art out of the business he
turns over to them. Acts and accounts involved are undisclosed, but
they're not extensive.
Lyon intends moving himself and
family to Phoenix, Ariz., where he
will operate in a small way a talent
agency under his own name. It
Will work with Mus-Art, but it will
not occupy all of Lyon's time. He
intends going into some other field,
as yet undisclosed. He has sold his
house and furniture, heading west
about March 15.

Songs With Largest Radio Audiences

manager of the latter.
Crosby's
junket will be for waxing sessions
London.
Levy, who'll accompany the Andrews Sisters, revealed plans of the
forthcoming journey Monday (24)
at an informal meeting in New York
attended by his associate publishers,
Peter Maurice and Jimmy Phillips,
of London, as well as the British
singer-composer team of Dorothy
Squires and Billy Reid, all of whom
in

arrived

last

A Gal in Calico—f'Time, Place, Girl", .....
A Rainy Night In Rio—f'Time, Place, Girl"
By Myself

.Remick
•Witmark
.Berlin
B. Harms

"'«».

Among My Souvenirs...
And So To Bed..

Maurice observed, "Bad weather
paralyzing business",
ple

don't sing

when

is

adding, "Peothey're in an

unhappy frame of mind. The general slump in music sales reflects
country's crisis.
Due to the
severe shortage of power in the current fuel dearth, there's been little
printing done.
And paper, too, is
scarce" he pointed out.
Miss Squires, who recently closed
at the London Palladium with Reid,
said two of her recording sessions
were cancelled on account of the"

the

shortage.
Composer Reid,
writer Of last year's hit "The Gypsy",
brought over "Three Beautiful Words
of Love" and "Unchangeable You."
Both will . be handled by LeedsMaurice and in a deal to plant "Unchangeable" in a film, Levy planed
to the Coast yesterday (Tuesday).
He'll return within a week.
Top English music hall team, Miss
Squires and Reid plan to stay in the
States for two or three months.

fuel

.Famous
.Mood

.

.Duchess

.

..Berlin

Guilty

.Feist

.

Things In Glocca Morra— '"Finian's Rainbow"..
Tipped, My Hat and Slowly Rode Away
Close My Eyes
•
It's a Good Day.

How Are

.
.

i

There

I

Do—f'Time,

.Encore

.

-

Greater Love

No

Is

.Capitol

.

•

Managua Nicaragua

.Crawford
.Robbins
.Maurice

.

I

Oh, But

.World
.Witmark

.

Place, Girl"

.

Did I Ever Leave Wyoming?
Old Lamp-Lighter
Ole Buttermilk Sky— f'Canyon Passage".
Open the Door, Richard
September Song
So Would I— f'My Heart Goes Crazy"

Oh Why

.Feist

,

.Shapiro-B

.

.

Burke- VH
.Duchess
.Crawford
Burke- VH
.Oxford

.

.Santly-Joy

;

..
.

,

.

Sonata
Sooner Or Later— f 'Song of South"
That's the Beginning of the End
This Time

.Dorsey Bros.

.

•

.'

f
What Am I Gonna Do About You?— 'Ladies Man".,,..
You Broke the Only Heart That Ever Loved You
You Can't See Sun When You're Crying....

..Paramount
.Chappell

.

.

Zip-a-De-Do-Dah--t"Song of South"

.

.

.

Simon

.Santly-Joy

The remaining 19 sonos of the week, from the copyrighted Audience
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks.
Published by the Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John G. Peatman, Director.
Shapiro-B

You

Connecticut
Gotta Get Me Somebody To
Huggin' and Chalk-in' ..'

Love—f 'Duel

»-..'.'.

•"*„'

.Hudson

•:

BVC

Was All Make-Believe.
I Gotta Gal I Love— f 'Ladies Man".
If This Isn't Love— +"Finian's Rainbow"

Famous
•

Might Have Been, a Different Story.
•»•••.
All Over Now.......
V
Life Can Be Beautiful— f'Smashup"
My Heart Goes Crazy— f'My Heart Goes Crazy'
On the Other End of a Kiss

It

There

Is

This

.Is

No

I

Came

In

....

......

It's

Where

.

•

.

Breeze

• •

the Night

•

Place, Girl

...

Uncle Remus Said— f 'Song of the South"..
When Am I Going To Kiss You Good Morning

Whole World Is Singing My Song.
f
You'll Always Be the One I Love— 'Song

,

..

Crawford
.C-P

.BMI
Melrose
Burke- VH
Beverly
Robbins

,

'

Through a Thousand Dreams— f'Time,
Too Many Times

Warren

....Morris

In the Sun"

I Can't Believe It

That's

*

Leoit Musical.

•

Lawrence; Will Battle It

.

....Robbins

...... Jefferson

Remick
Advanced
Santly-Joy
Martin Music

•

Robbins

•

of

South

.

Jazz Unit Misses Earle
Opening, Krupa Fills In
Philadelphia, Feb. 25.
Gene Krupa orchestra, currently
at the Click nitery here, saved the
bacon for the Earle theatre when
Norman Gianz' "Jazz at the Philharmonic" unit show failed to arrive
Friday (21) for the first day due to
adverse weather.

Jazz group was stranded by the
in
Buffalo after dates in

storm

Canada and could not reach Philly
time for scheduled opening. When
wire came with the news, Earle
management put in hurry call to
the Palumbo brothers, Click operators, and deal was made for Krupa.
Jazz musicians were on Earle

in

stage Saturday

(22),

however.

Local 4? Puts

Teeth in Rules

To Handle

Distribution

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Musicians' Local 47 has toughened
considerably in dealing with memrules,
fracturing
working
bers
especially scale violations.
union's by-laws call for

Whereas

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers intends to
battle

tuted

the recently insti-

composer

-

member

host of similar actions which would
be expected to follow if it were to
give "into Lawrence and boost his
rating as a means of calling off his
suit, 1he Society is bent on battling
him all the way. Besides, the organization's executives, and publisher
and writer execs, are plenty burned
at Lawrence for inaugurating the
suit. They feel that he is in too
much of a hurry, that he would have
gotten the "A" classification he seeks
as part of the suit (he's now "BB")
soon enough.

O'Connor on Executive

minimum

Committee of

maximum

fine of $10 against

to finish
suit
by

Jade Lawrence. Lawrence's suit, filed
two weeks ago in New York and
which demands a change in the Society's methods of
measuring the
contributions of, and revenue payoff to, songwriter-members, was the
subject
of
long
discussion
at
ASCAP's board meeting last week.
It's felt that Lawrence's action can
and probably will have quite an effect on other writers in the Society,
both from those who have beon discontented with their classifications
and others' who might not have been,
but who will be, stirred up by Lawrence. And to protect itself from a

of $500
working,' board of

A$CAP

John O'Connor, publisher-memhas ordered trial ber of the American Society of Comboard always to apply the $500 fine posers, Authors and Publishers, was
hereafter on offenders, or expel named to the Society's executive
committee yesterday (Tuesday). He
them.
Local also is notifying card-car- replaces Gene Buck, who exited at
riers that maximum fine awaits any the same time as chairman of the
member caught working more than group, his place being taken by
stipulated hours, tendering any agent Lester Santly, George W. Meyer is
or operator a kickback, accepting the third member.
for under-rate
directors now

tips as part of salary, or splitting p
Too, permission hereafter
"kitty."

Santly's replacing Buck as chairis routine. Spot rotates to each

man

must be obtained from a union rep member, who then exits the board
when his term is over.
if a member wishes to solicit -work
in any particular spot, either as a
single or fronting a group.

FEIST'S 'THE ASTABIE'

This rules-tautening is further imFeist is training exploitation guns
plementation of Local 47's drive to on the Cy Walter-Andrew Rosenthal
keep its wage standards up in face number, "The Astaire," based on a
of falling employment. Union's de- new swing-trot dance created by
termination to keep its members in Fred Astaire,
line was demonstrated last week
Deal's in progress to place the
when Al Vaughn was fined $200 for tune in a forthcoming fllmusical and
doing afternoon piano routines in a major disker is preparing an alClub Del Rio without reporting en- bum .which would contain the song
gagement to union nor paying his plus diagrams and instructions how
tax on the date.
to terp the dance creation.

Bands

at -'Hotel B.O.'s

Caver*
'total
Jack Robbins has set up ConsoliWee&a Fast
Covers
dated Music Publishers, a company
Band
Hotel
FJsyeJ Weak On Data
designed solely to.handle the billings Emil Coleman*... Waldorf (400; $2)
.. 18
2,300
51,575
and shipping of music of three cata- Frankie Carle ... Pennsylvania (500; $1-$1.50). ....... 2
4,875
2,275.
logs he has developed or acquired Chuck Foster*.... New Yorker (400; $1-$1.50)
8
.1,375
12,425
since selling out his interest in the Guy Lombardo... Roosevelt (400; $1.50-$2)
........ 18
1,850
40,425
Big 3. New organization, a sort of Eddy Howard
Commodore (400; $1-$1.50)
3
1,275
5,123
holding company, will perform the Johnny Pineapple Lexington (300; $1-$1.50) ............ 15
1,000
16,030
above chores for J. J. Robbins &
Sons, Hamilton S. Gordon, and John
.* Indicates Floor Show at Waldorf with Jane Pickens, Russell Swan; Ice
Franklin Co. catalogs.
Revue at New Yorker.
Of Robbins' three outfits, the J. J.
& Sons firm is devoted to pop songs,
Chicago
the Gordon catalog to academic maHenry Brandon (Marine Room, Edgewater Beach; 700; |1.50-$2.50 min.).
terial and the Franklin company to
New revue hiked take to 4,000 this week.
choral and Hawaiian material.
Don McGrane (Boulevard Room, Stevens; 550; $3.50 min.). Poor week;
.

Sinatra

VETS TAKE OVEB NITERY
Albany, Feb. 25.
Wally's Gay Nineties Show Bar,
operated by Walter Suckno, has
been sold to Nicholas and Daniel
Marino, of Pittsfield, Mass.
The Marino brothers, veterans of
World War II, recently sold their
Bar Harbor restaurant in Pittsfield.

3,400.

.

Raymond Ramos (Mayfair Room, Blackstone; 350; $2.50-$3.50 min.). Carl
Brisson in third week, Steady 2,400.
Raymond Scott (Panther Room, Sherman; 950; $2-$3.50 min.). Second
week of Scott-Dusty Fletcher combination, healthy 5,000.
Joseph Sudy (Walnut Room, Bismarck; 465; $2-$2.50 min.). Nice 3,200
1

this

week.

Griff Williams (Empire

Room, Palmer;

Strong 4,600

650; $3.50 min.).

on eighth week,

Los Angeles

10 Best Sheet

Sellers

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1 -$1.50). Bountiful 3,400 covers.
Russ Morgan (Biltmore; 900; $1-$1.50), Profitable 2,900 tabs.

(Week Ending, Feb. 22)
.Mood
Anniversary Song
Encore
Managua Nicaragua,
For Sentimental Reason.Duchess

Open Door, Richard.
Old

Lamplighter

.Duchess
Shapiro-B

..

...Feist

Guilty

Ole Buttermilk Sky. .Burke-VH.
Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah .Santly-Joy
Maurice
I'll Close My Eyes
Oxford
Sonata

Second 10
Glocca Morra
Oh, But I Do

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
Chicago
Russ Carlyle (Blackhawk; 500; $2-$2.50" min.). Keeping smooth 4,200 this
week.
Gay Claridge (Chez Paree; 650; $3.50 min.). First time since September
spot has fallen below 6,000. This week 5,300.
Sol Klein (Latin Quarter; 700; $2.50 min.). Ted Lewis keeps pulling;
4.900.

George Olsen (Aragon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). Olsen doing fine in second
week; 17.500.
Benny Strong (Trianon; $0.90-$1.15 adm.). First week neat 16,500.

Crawford

Witmark

Remick
Gal in Calico
.Leeds
Heartaches
Hainy Night in Rio. .. .Witmark
Feist
Ever Leave Wyoming
Mayfair
,
Linda
Sooner or Later. ... .Santly-Joy
Huggin' And ChaHdn'.. .Hudson
Always Be One I Love. .Sinatra
.

t Filmusical.

If Sowing to

.

..ABC.

.

Bless

Robbins Sets Up Subsid

.T.
.

Anniversary Song— f'Jolson Story",,
For Sentimental Reasons
Girl That I Marry, The— *"Annie Get Your Gun"

I'll

Sees Dangerous Precedent

week on the Queen

Elizabeth.
Here for his first visit in 10 years,

Maurice will make "a brief visit to
The leading 30 songs of the IpeeJe, from the copyrighted Audience' Washington the end of the week
Coverage Index Survey of Popular Music Broadcast on Radio Networks.
and expects to return to England
Published by the Office of Research, Inc.
with Phillips aboard the Queen
Survey Week of February 14-20, 1947
Elizabeth on March 22.

All

ASCAP

48

boat

its first '47

Chamber

the

evening (24) in

Guy Lombard© on Lam To
Winter-Race His Tempo VI

(Los Anpeles)
Stan Kenton (Avodon, B, Los Angeles, 3d wk). Around 12,500; okay for
high-nut spot.
Art Kassel (Aragon, B, Ocean Park 12th wk). Wound up long stand
with satisfactory 6,000. Denny Beckner in Mon. (34).
Bobby Sherwood (Casino Gardens, B, Ocean Park, 7th wk). With annate session' on Sat. helping mightily, a fine 8,000.
Vaegha Monrse (Palladium, B, Hollywood, 3d wk). Doing 4he biz **
the -burg; crackling 18,000 admissions.
'

.

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC
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February 26, I947

Wci1a?.eg<1ay,

Chicago

§i The Upbeat
March 7, will tee off with Desi Amass
crew .... Alvino Rey, who hasntl

New York

Enric Madrigiiera's orchestra into
Ctfpacabana, Detroit, .Friday (28) for. been, on

four weeks at $5,000 per, set by Joe
Associated
Booking.-.,.
Jeannette Davis, singer on Arthur
Godfrey's CBS program, signed by
Rainbow Records. .. .Alan Courtney,
disk jock Svho's been doing a show
on KMYR, Denver, due in N. Y.
Friday (28) for' visit
Pat Terry,
former Bobby Byrne vocalist, doing
production vocals at Roxy theatre,
N. Y. .Red McKenzie recording' for
National
label. ., .Mutual
Music
took score of Duke Ellington's "Beg.Dells, Pougbkeepgar's Holiday"
sie name" band spot, closed over
weekend, cancelling with only few
days' notice run of Bob Astor band
....Jimmy Dorsey resumes work
March 6, at RKO Boston after three-

Claser's

.

.

,

.

week

vacation.

,

,

.Bai-bara

Bell;

Louis Prima secretary, -collaborated

on "Sunday Kind of Love"..'.'.
Johnny Desmond took oyer, leader*
ship of Tex Beneke band for one
show at Adams theatre, Newark,
Monday (24) night while Beneke
.

did Chesterfield " broadcast. . . .Ralph
Weinberg'.' southern one-night promoter, ill in hospital' at Bluefleld,
W~ Va.^.-.Bernie Miller to Florida
for rest. , . .RCA -Victor releasing an
old recording of "Heartaches" by
Ted Weems to buck same disk by
same artist, which started revival of
the tune.
"

.

.Hollywood

which

starts

.

.

.

to

Chi to

Avodon ballroom,

weekend-Only

Have You Heard

policy

Pee Wee Hunt combo

starts run
Stan
.
two-reel stint at
Edgar Hayes'
small group one-niting in theatres
Jerry Wald cast with
around area
new sweet combo, after current stand
Isabe'lita, young Spanish
at Ciro's
femme leader, has organized a crew
here, taking five ex-Cugat sidemen
.

.

,

Friday (28)

at Susie-Q,

Kenton worked

RKO

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Singing

THAT'S MY
DESIRE
'

1619

Broadway

week at Tune Town Ballroom, St.
Louis, March 11... Allan Reed playing two weeks at Lake Hotel, Gary,
ind„ starting Fe'j. 24... Carlos Moweek a$. Orpheum,
lina
set on
Omaha, March 21... Glenn Garr at

Commodore

,

.

.

.

.

-

.

"'.

.

.

.

'.

,

.

.

,

'

St. Moritz,

Feb,

.

.

Editor, Variety:
In the midst of a rather strenuous business trip to Europe, Mrs,
Peer and I came to Switzerland iof
a few days holiday,
have- been
in England, France, Spain (twice)*
Portugal, Italy arid now Switzerland
and will' leave. for Sweden, Norway,
Copenhagen, Amsterdam, Brussels,
London and finally a week in Ire,

We

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S'

Carmen 'Cavallaro's c 0 c It t » 1
shaker, rhythms are still
about ii
surefire boxoffice as there
is
business, even with vitamins
afJ«S
as a result of theatre,
baUroom an2d
cr,oss -

M

.

country one

Formerly

a

-

Wht

straight

dTt »

XW

hotel*

Cavallaro's band has put outfit
muscles into- the brass sect
on
the new Sid Feller arra1
"gemenf«

'

New York

.

the urge to tell
us.e of
Vabibt*. in all of the countries w'e
have visited. Naturally, wherever
we have gone*, we have talked to the
orchestra leaders, and .the principal
producers of shows and films. The
extent to which'' American popular
music, is heard: is really amazing,
perhaps .due to the effort to please
the dollar-laden "American soldier
who, until recently, has 'completely
dominated the amusement business.
It'was surprising, though, to find the
same numbers used over -here as in.
New York, and constant inquiry disclosed 'that the
authority was
Variety, ;.'•'
I

could'

riot, resist

'

you about the widespread

;

effects, no triple-tongueinl
mute or singing song title?, under*
but

England is almost completely dependent upon American-' popular
music; there is little local produc.

*

un?

garnished," unaffected

tunes, wtl
note lacework added by the m
mael "
keyboarding
In addition to its three reed,
threp
brass,
three
strings,
and three
rhythms, orchestra has vocalists
Gloria Stewart and Bob
"t*
carry the ballad load. Allen
is
stranger, dating as far back as no
Kemp and recently seen with Hal
"is

stro's precise
,

Ate

own

New York

outfit in the

area

Miss Stewart shows to best effect iVi
the band's midnight show, as
he"
Smooth style gets over well. Allen
is a little dreamy.
Tomtit

JERRY WALD ORCH
Hollywood
Something re w

(12)

Ciro's,

1

-

.

.

Wittl Bob Alien, Gloria Str-waV
Wart
Blltniore Hotel, N. V.
.

13.

-

,

Reviews

'

and as many
Desi Arnaz -crew. Off on dne-nite series' of college dat&s starting
Isabel Katelman has quit March 14... Jack Fina band date
trek..
Frederick Bros, band-bookery here moved up to April 16 at Palmer
Willard Alexander, left for New House. ..Art Kassel to Schroeder
Murray Hotel, Milwaukee, for three "weeks
York yesterday (Tues.)
Arnold, pianist, in Freddy Martin beginning March 11, .Freddy Nagel
outfit, will quit to form own crew southwards to Roosevelt Hotel, New
June. Orleans, April 16. ..Art Jarretf one
in
when Martin vaude treks
closing; Peabody
after
Start -is precisely same that. Jack nighting
Fina followed when he parted from Hotel, Memphis. .Leo" Pieper, curLeighton
rently at Oh Henry Ballroom, WilMartin a year ago ...
Noble will open season at Catalina low Springs, ill.,. Sam Lutz off to
-summer
New York in advance of Lawrence
Casino May. .30 .for a" half
Dale Jones, Who has been Welk opening March 24,. at Roosestand
bussing: with Jack Teagarden's now- velt hotel. .Sixth Annual Tin .Pan
disbanded c,ombo, rounding up own Alley Ball set for April 6' at .MorriJones
son Hotel with committee headed by
six sidemen. for local dates.
fronted'..* fivesome which had long Al Beilin, Irwin." Barg, Ned Miller;
run as intermission crew at Palla- Morton Schaffer, Archie Levington,
Benny Billy Stoneham, Sol Wagner and
dium two years., ago
Carter,' who. disbanded .six months Jack. Perry. .Dick. .Stern
former
ago, re-fox-mirig tyith 15 men, in- bandleader now booking for MCConIrving key agency. .Buddy Moreno, former
Beale,
88;
cluding- Eddie
Jack Trainor, Dick Iurgens vocalist, will debut his
Ashby, guitar;
trumpet; Lucky Thompson, tenor: new band at the Aragon Ballroom'
Casino April 6.
Lee Young; drums
Gardens, Tommy Dorsey-owned site,
Pittsburgh
now rurinirig "budget balls" on Tues*
Frank Barr orchestra follows Tiny
days, with admish slashed to 44c. per
person, lowest tap a name-band nook Wolfe into Bill Green's on Friday
Ray Herbeck (28) for a week, with .Lawrence
:
ever asked here
band set for fortnight at Last Fron- Welk coming in March 7 for two
Anson weeks. .Piccolo Pete at Johnny
tier, Las Vegas, April 4
Weeks on a one-nite jaunt around Brown's, club in East Liberty has
First be-bop picked Rita Boll as his vocalist.
Pacific Northwest
band to rear its head here since. First femme vocalist he's had since
.

Music findings

,

Perry, Toledo. .Frankie
Masters coming up from Texas to
start string of local one nighters.
Charlie Fisk band playing his alma land before returning to
former members of mater at Colombia, Mo., first in on March 25.

'.

.

.

of the Year

MILLS MUSIC.

.

.

.

.

(Mercury ttecerd No. 5007)

Ballad

.

,

a.

week

last

{fond

In .the

way

of.

so-

ciety music
s being essayed bv
Jerry Wald on his first stan-1 here
with a reorganized band. Instead of
the usual piano lead in the busi-

ness mans bounce music, Wald's
the other countries, Ameri- clarinet sets the" pace, with a strong
can music is not important, com- string background, vaguely similar
pared to the local repertoire, t the Artie Shaw musiercw of 1040
because of the .language difference Getting away from the DuclnV
and other obvious factors. In 'spite Cavallaro school of society music
Wald runs wild on his clarinet for
of the universal use of American' a definite
hypo that has been needed.
foxtrots for dancing, one only needs
Composed of five strings, includto inquire about record sales or in- m
a cello, two brass, four rhythm
spect the radio programs to realize and the Wald fronting, outfit gears
that the local repertoire is normally itself to memory tunes and modern
60°; to 80°; of the popular music schmaltz songs. Once the arrangers,
sidemen and rhythm section work
in use.
together a bit more the band should
The development of Southern have no trouble swinging into the
Music, since the ending of the war, top tab rooms around the country.
Mary Krieg, who quit him to join
is really a miracle. We now have A switch.
Huts.
Baron Elliott and then left Elliott to
actual subsidiary companies, wholly
marry a navy 'flier. .LcRoy Brown
owned (except in Spain where we
and his Brown Buddies, who played
are in partnership with H.M.V.J!
Hollywood
Bar
tion. In

,

.

.

FRANKIE MINE

fir*'

for

Peers European

.

.

Teagarden has gone

Jjick

re-form a crew

home grounds here

nearly a year, brings his band back
for indef stand at Aragon April 25

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Tex- Beneke set for two weeks at
the Oriental theatre starting April
17. .Randy Brooks college, dating at
U. of Ohio, March 22^, .BM'Ba.rdo
into Claridge, Memphis, March 28.
Loni Mclntyre held over at Chins',
Cleveland... And> -Kirk -set for one

IMC

New York

.

.

.

Dizzy Gillespie flopped on Coast 15
months ago is crew Howard McGhee
has organized; debuts tonight (Wed.)
at Club HiDeHo. In addition to leadtrumpet, combo embraces
er's
Parker on alto; Harry
Charlie
Babasin, bass; Roy Porter, drums;
Ike Car.
Russ Freeman, piano .
penter starts 13-stanza stint at Casino
Gardens on April 4.
.

19

.

'

.

.

Show
once for 14
months, have gone back into spot
for an indefinite stay, replacing the
Latinaires. .Max Tarshis now playing and Singing during dance intermissions at swank Bachelors Club.
.

Odeon Records)

London

in

(three

MuUc Boah %

we

companies),
Paris,
Barcelona
(branch in Madrid), Milan (branch
in Rome). Zurich, Stockholm, Amsterdam, Brussels.
The biggest hit in Europe, since
July, 1945, was "Amor" both as to
sheet sales and as to performances.
Since that date, Editions SEMI, our
French company, has each semester
been the publisher, of the selection
most played in France according to
SACEM figures. In Spain we have
the only active publishing house; in
Italy, we are tops or nearly so,, both
as to sales and as to performance,
Latin American music is even
more popular on the Continent than
in the
United States. I haven't
,

.

.

found

a

dance

in any
JAmor." ."Besaroe
"Always in my

orchestra,

country to play

Mucho," "Brazil,"

Heart," "You .Belong to. My Heart"
and "Tico Tico" (current hit). .Most
•of the lot have been published in
Norway, Denmark, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania and
Greece in addition to the countries

where we have

....

offices.

Last year, we also established a
in Australia so I now feel
that Southern- is the first -great international publishing house.have a branch office in -every im-

company

-

•

•

We

portant country and outlets in every
minor country. We publish popular
music regularly in English, -Spanish,
Portuguese, French, Dutch, Swedish,
•German and' Italian, The basic principle is that each' repertoire is useful in other countries thus' giving
the local company a- measure of
extra support. However, I started
this .letter to tell you about the impact of VAniEry; not Southern.
Exchange difficulties and the low
Standard of living will,' for many
years, restrict, the use of American
bands and acts and it is inevitable
that the local, amusement industries
will flourish. This will be wonderful
for America .as. it furnishes .a source
of new talent and. ideas.. Probably
'
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BOURNE, voBKIr,
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FOR YOUR EASTER
.

PROGRAM

MILTON

BERLE'S

NOVELTY

'

money- can be made.m Europe
and, if you. make, you can't
take it
home! At the moment, musia pub-,

IWUV
A WABBIT
All MATERIAL READY

P1DLL-PIQNEER MUSIC CORP.
I6f

Sr. :

N'-a-

!-,

York

:)

H

1

little

.

.

lishing is very. much. in. the.
dump's
in most of these -countries.
The
after-war deflation has set in «*nd
the contraction in -buyingpower has

slowed

sales,-

just, as- in

the U.

S

Everybody is optimistic, however,
and I am sure that conditions will
soon level off.
-•
RaVph Peer,
King Col* Trio's -first- song release
under leader's own King Cole Publishing banner is "Gimme 20
Nickels
for a Dollar,", a debut effort
by Don.
Wolfe «nd Buddy Brandt.

Live Booking Agency
merge with

Willing to

tobiishod talent
All

Amweri

e»

office.

in Strict

Confidence

Box 876, Variety
154

W.

46th

St.,

Now

York l»

,

.
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MARSHA HUNT
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>

f

-

'

»
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Ben Barton Countersues

Par-Famous Music Firms

Musk

Hollywood, Fob. 18.
Paramount's music pub subsids,
Famous and Paramount companies,
move off the studio lot next month,
where they have, been quartered
since 1930, and into newly purchased

Contract Action for

Keynote Records closed Hollywood office and stilled Coast pressing
Hoy Rogers, Page Cavanaugh Trio and Dennis Day wax for RCAHenry Morose, prez or Disco Records, St. Louis indie,
Victor this' week
Jane Powell signed by Columin Hollywood prowling for oatune talent.
bia Records to disk "Alice In Wonderland" album. Ginger Rogers per- building.
Advance Records is newest
formed same chore for Decca last summer
Shift was arranged last week by
Jack Goldman heads firm, Ed Wolpin, pubs' general manager,-,
outfit among host of Hollywood odd-labels.
which will preem with four sides of Butch Stone. ..Ike Carpenter's new on biz visit here from N. Y.
orchestra pacted for platters by Exclusive, which has dropped chirp Emma
Dave Shelley, Majestic Records' new talent spotter, in HolLou Welch
Sir Lancelot, Calypso chanter, inked for
lywood for recording sessions

pliant

.

.

Ben Barton, head
has begun a
Charles Ross,

Mark

.

.

.

—

.

__

MURRAY BAKER of

Unique Deal Gives Metro

bobbins

SUGGESTS FOR YOUR PROGRAM
'Clouds' Disks
I

ple here can hardly bo expected to
of
effects
dreadful
the
realize

FEEL

atomic

Judy Despite Other Pacts

A SONG

i

Music by

.

I

mmmy mmmm
"

.

BOBBINS

.

•

of

w£

groups of

by

"

three

small
musical
four pi ece

'

and

Some were made with the Pa™
Cavanaugh Trio and others
with

work

studio musicians. Initial release
is
"There's No Greater Love"
and
"Across the Alley From the Alamo"
Herman for the present is not aiming at theatre or other prespnal
anpearances as a .soloist. He's
bein-»

submitted for radio, however, at
the
head of a variety show and will

con-

make

tinue to

recordings.

RCE Facelift
RCA
York

-

Victor's

downtown

recording

studios

N ew

will

bo

completed for the next few
weeks pending the completion of
modernization work.
closed

Tune-Swap Effected

fission."

In

Oscar Mix-Up

Hollywood. Feb. 25.
Second ballot for film songs in the
Oscar Derby resulted in the substitution of "I Can't Begin to Tell You,"
"It
manner they were pictured.
from the 20th-Fox picture, "The
makes scientists pretty queer fclDolly Sisters." for "This Is Always,"
lows," remarked Dr. Goldsmith.
which was disqualified last week.
While admitting the necessity of
Other nominees are "All Through
glamorizing and dramatizing scienthe Day," from "Centennial Sumtists to add interest to the film, Dr.
mer," 20th-Fox; "Ole Buttermilk
Fold thought it showed the experi- Sky," from "Canyon Passage," Uniments being done in such a hap- versal: "On the Atchison, Tapeka
hazard way that they wouldn't have and Santa Fe," from "The Harvey

Whatever recording RCA has comup will be done at the Lotus
Club, New York, studios, which under emergencies have often been
used in the past by Victor. Tex
Beneke cuts an album there next
ing

Initial album release by the new
recording company, com\ueek.
pany, composed of music from the
forthcoming "Till the Clouds Roll
By," based on the life of Jerorrfe I'
Kern, includes songs by Judy GarTOP HITS OF YESTERDAY
land and Tony Martin, who are inSince Miss Garland and
the cast.
Martin are under contract to Decca
Records and RCA-Victor excluThe glossiness of Girls," Metro, and "You Keep Comsively, their inclusion in the album gotten very" far.
has launched much speculation dur- the equipment, the bustle in the ing Back Like a Song." from "Blue
ing the past week or so. However, labs and the flashing lights— which Skies." Paramc jnt. V:
M-G-M"s use of their voices is legiti- weren't there annoyed the experts,
who opined: "It's high time that
From the Qwrta R. Rogers Produtlton
mate.
Hollywood got away from the stock
B.O. Ashes in Welk's
II 'THE FABULOUS DORSEYS"
seems that .both were under version of scientists."
It
contract to Metro before their reOne-Niter
cording contracts with the rival
Chicago, Feb. 25.
Metro, the
diskers were written.
Old buga-boo of Ash Wednesday
parent film company has for some
for theatrical biz was dispelled this
time anticipated a recording subsidiweek
at Rialto theatre, Joliet. 111.
Continued from page 1
ary, and when Miss Garland's conManager booked Lawrence Welk ortract with Decca was signed, for
request for a particular run on a chestra for the day; then, rememberexample, it included a clause allow;
Any film asked for by an ing that 75% of population was
picture.
ing the film company to use sound
sequently, will be offered for bid- Catholic, tried to switch bookings. 11
tracks of her voice for recording
He couldn't.
ding to all exhibs in that situation.
ill
Words and musk by
purposes. This obtained only with
Welk broke an 18-year house CSS!!
Skouras and the homeoffiee legal
Wof'w Donafdton
sound tracks; she could not step into
record with a one-day gross of $3,a recording studio and make a sepa- staff are huddling this week on
864. Previous record was made on a
rate record for anyone but Decca. whether to appeal the decree but,
Sunday.
That's why her work and Martin's according to company spokesmen,
20th probably will not appeal beis in the album.
cause the Government is almost certhe N«wt»t, ftulott Gnmos
Frank Sinatra could not be in- tain to take the case to "the Supreme
Revival Miff
Jones
in Minn.
cluded because his Columbia deal Court.
Skouras, Connors and the.
pre-dated his Metro deal, and the legal staff, in translating the legal
Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
the
in
inserted
could
not
be
clause
Returning here after only a three
language of the decree to the salesformer, M-G-M asked' permission ,t>f men at last week's meet, attempted month interval, Spike Jones' "Music
Columbia last fall to use the sound to clear up all obscure points and Depreciation Revue" grossed $8,000
Ward* fcy SMmy MUMI e*i
tracks of his songs from the picture emphasized the need for strict com- at $3.60 top in the 9,500-seat AudiAhxmthr
in the album, but the request was pliance with all decree provisos.
torium.
First
engagement
had
Mmk fry M«c«« Nnfcuri
denied.
Skouras also told the salesmen the brought in huge $12,000. That top
In addition to the "Clouds" album,
apparently helped cut the
results of his recent huddles with price
JM-G-M is releasing, four single studio production chiefs on the Coast. gross.
disks, one by Jimmy Dorsey's orCompany will continue its policy, he
In St. Paul, at z,800-seat Audinew artist copies and
For
chestra, another by Lauritz Melsaid, of attempting to buy as many torium theatre, also at $3.60 top,
arrangements, write or phone
choir, a third by Kate Smith and a
bestsellers as possible and will also Jones pulled a good $4,200 for one
fourth by Sy Oliver's orchestra.'
PHIL KORNHEISER, Manager
continue to turn out the documen- night.
tary-type features, such as "House
Standard Exploitation Dept
on 92d Street," "13 Rue Madeleine,"
The Big 3, 1619 Broadway.
Gypsy Rose Lee has been set for
Skouras declared that the overetc.
New York 19. Circle t 2 C 3?
the 400 Club, St. Louis, starting
all budget lor the company's 1947
product remained at $45,000,000 but March 7.
that the budget for each individual
picture would be kept flexible.

M-G-M

COMIN' ON

]

failed to

While the scientific aspects of the
development of the bomb, as shown
in "End," in general brought few
squawks from the atom experts,
they were less than keen on the

on Martin,

backgrounded

"exclusively"* for
Papers do not state what
Barton.
Ross did that could be construed as
failing to devote himself exclusively
Damages of
to Barton's interests.
$50,000 are asked.
Ross left Barton about Jan. 1. He
had a contract for two years with
a year's option which could be cancelled by "proper" notice.

had

.

.

'

Solo.

has no intention

reorganizing his orchestra, %t

professional

Barton's countersuit also charges
breach of contract, stipulating that
during the term of the contract Ross

=

.

.

former

Woody Herman

against

alties.

to cut

.

I® Work

of Barton Music,

countersuit

Barton claiming breach of contract
and more than $20,000 he says Barton
owes him in unpaid salary and roy-

A-Bofflb Pic

Hettinger's forthcoming "Brute Force."

g.m. of Paramount and Famous m.usic companies, back in
= Continued from page 6
RCA-Victor talking a deal
office after' fortnight Coast junket
album from score of Charles Chaplin's forthcoming "Monsieur Ver- expect Metro or any other private
producer to show the individual
doux"
.The Scamps, Kansas City quintet, signed by Capitol waxery
Redd Evans, prez of Jefferson Music, in Hollywood confabbing with his horror that resulted from the dropLarry Taylor, g.m. of Martin Block music com- ping of the bombs scenes which are
Coast rep, Les Reis
Government
oillcial
In
.A. B. Green, prexy of National Records, back available
panies, visiting Hollywood.
"at New York office after jaunt to Coast to line up new distrib .... Betty rilms— but that would have been
Hutton last week. cut first two sides since her return to Capitol- label
one of the greatest services to
Charlie Craig quit as disk jockey contact for Capitol Records to become humanity that the picture could
Since ,the United
the first national promotion manager Exclusive ever has had. Dan Ander- have offered.
son now handling Cap assignment. .. .Eddie Oliver orchestra pacted by States never suffered even the
Cross Country Records, another Hollywood indie.
damage of an ordinary bomb, peo-

Ed Wolpin,

Gotham

506

for the present. On March
17 rv
Ross, now
manager of his firm.
lumbia Records will release the
fast
with World and Republic Music Cos,, of a group of new recordings
he ha,
had previously begun an action vs. made which feature his voice onlv

—

a shot in

Woody Herman

Chas. Ross in Breach Of

Off Hollywood Lot

Move

Notes

1

GREAT POPULAR

STANDARDS TODAY

—

No

Ash-Wednesday

Active or inactive
Established Successful

AT

20th Bils

Boohing Agoacy
Interested in Expansion

1

*

All Replies Confidential

1

Box 354, Variety
54 W, 46th St., New York 19

SUNDOWN

Okay

,

SUGAR

by Alstone-Drake-Shirl

Mm

OXFORD MUSIC CORP.
George Joy, Pres.

-

BANDS THAT CLICK

PLAY PHILLY'S "CLICK"
"CLICK" GIVES

• Radio

ITS

BANDS MORE:

Shots (12 Network Shots PER WEEK!)

• Newspaper and
•

Radio Publicity

Advertising

• Word
•

of

Mouth Promotion

IN

THE

UNITED STATES!

ro*,

seys,

—Louis Prima, Vaughn Mon-

Semsny Keye, .Gene.Krupa, Prankie Carle, The Dor-

Tony Pastor, Hal Mclntyre, Blue Barron, Victor

Lombardo, The Three Suns, and many others.

Refer

to:

WALTER PALUMBO, CLICK

Market

Street at 16th

About CLICKING AT THE "CLICK"

7

The Dark Angel of the Violin

«

increased production costs.
Additionally, settlement
o£ disputes and contract negotiations
with studio unions resulted in obligations for substantial retroactive
•wage payments— in Republic's case
amounting to $l,400,0p0 during the
48-weck period.

EDDIE SOUTH

said.

|

TRIO

NOW

Trucolor to Expand
Republic has temporarily shelved

Recording Plugs

THAN ANY OTHER NAME BAND SPOT
Ask these bands about CLICK

Hep's Inventory
5S Continued from page
caused
Yates

plans

to

raise

added

BRASS

permanent

capital because of "adverse conditions generally prevailing in the
securities market since last July,"
is

pansion of
of color

said. Further banknecessary because of exbiz, particularly

in field

where company has

stressed

development of Trucolor, Yates continued. Company has slated 24 tinted
films during 1946-47 season and is
installing equipment with objective
of reaching capacity of 100,000,000
feet of Trucolor film annually.
Film rentals totalled $24,315,593
during the 48-week stretch and operating profits were $1,895,744. Cash
holdings amounted to $607,043; total
current assets, $18,595,003; and the
sum-total of fixed and current assets, $22,967,404.

-

INDEFINITELY

company prexy
rolling

6TH WEEK

RAIL, Chicago

EXCLUSIVE

MANAGEMENT

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
JOE GLASER,
745 Fifth Ave.. Now York 22
PL, 5-5572

Pres.

54

W. Randolph

St.

Chicago

EDDIE CONDON
6th

CONCERT— 6th SEASON— SATURDAY, MAR

lfc.11
Tavhm
ItfWIi Unif

I

fl 5:30

PRESENTING A TYPICAL AMERICONDON
GROUP OF FAMOUS JAZZ ARTISTS

.

Wetjaesday, February 26, 1947

©lECilESTKAS-MUSIC
Symph Debut

UA Settlement

SaJinielfs

Bridgeport, Feb. 25.

Birth

of

new Connecticut Sym-

Continued from page J
phony is skedded tomorrow (26) at
Grant and Schwartz in Away," "Spellbound" and reissue of Klein Memorial, after plenty of labor pains.
Jfew York handing-phones back and "Rebecca."
Hurried organization of orchestra,
were spoken and paBoth Sides Elated
forth, words
to be batoned by Daniel Saidenberg,
pers handed over on both coasts sigBoth sides expressed themselves has already resulted
in cancellation
nalizing the end of a battle that as
elated
over
the
settlement. of repeat concert Thursday in Stamutarted almost as soon as Selznick Chaplin and Miss Pickford
were ford, which was to pair with Bridgeinto the company six years

49

GI Tastes IiJelfe Impression

On

,

Kramer,

•came
ago.

Board, immediately after the papers were signed, accepted the resignation of the Selznick directors
Kramer, Henry Marx and Phillip
Elected then were Grant for
Sifif,
and Schwartz for
jliss Pickford
Chaplin, giving each of the owners
four directors in place of the three
each of the three stockholders previously had,
place vacant.

and leaving the ninth
,

because

now

they port as subscription cities. Stamford
start the advance stfle indicated a complete

company off on a new footing (see
story herewith). They consider the
$1,700,000 price for getting the stock
back very reasonable, since Selznick
himself a few months ago offered
them $5,000,000 each for their shares
and Al Lichtman last year offered

amount

of coin involved in

the settlement was $2,000,000, but
$300,000 of that was Selznick's own
in escrow, "which he got out
Jn return for giving up his claim to
That left the actual
the stock.
i

money
',

War

Furthermore,

it was pointed out,
representing produc;
loan and interest, was repayable on a contingent basis, providing th» first five Selznick films (including "Duel in the Sun") showed
an overall profit. .That Will hinge
Cleveland, Feb. 25,
pretty much on success of "Duel."
Pirating of .crack musicians by
tikewise, Chaplin and Miss Pickvarious top name pop orchestra
ford would be faced with tremenleaders has been a sore point for
dous legal fees in fighting the Selz- years, especially during
the war,
nick battle, which included a $13,- when good
instrumentalists were

the

.-fetweenDet,

$950,000

LONDON RESTAURATEUR

New York

re-

publisher, which indicates that the
!

V-Disks, live broadcasts, and other

tastes of U. S. GI's in England durLondon, Feb. 20.
ing the war had quite an effect on
has gone into the English music-buyers, Firm drew an

Hylton

He

has just acquired
the Hotel Splendide,
the Portland Cement
the property. Spot
officers' club during
Understood deal involves
biz.

in

week for music
from Francis, Day & Hunter, London
ceived an order last

JACK HYLTON BECOMES

restaurant
:

Robbins Music

4-

Jack

Pirating

Eobbins Order

British Stressed in

flop.

$4,000,000.

order for more than 12,000 copies of
instrumental solos by various jazz

a long lease on
Piccadilly, from
Co., owners of
was used as an

musicians, different methods of various outstanding U. S. musicians,

the war.
over $100,000,

folios,

orchestrations, etc,

.

Order is claimed to be five times
the size of anything Robbins ever
got before from an overseas company. It includes material by Stan
Kenton, whose recordings, incidenRico Dajou, who was responsible tally, have not been widely circufor the opening of the Bagatelle, one lated in England except on V-Disks,
of the most prosperous restaurants solo pieces by Benny Goodman, Gene
in the West End, will be Hylton's Krutfa, Jimmy Dorsey, plus comassociate, and will be in charge when paratively obscure musicians to the
restaurant opens around early Sep- general public as Jimmy Hamilton,
scarce. Last week, the Cleveland and
tember, although former English clarinetist with Duke Ellington's
Detroit Symphony Orchestras were
maestro
not
has
quite
decided orchestra.
uniquely involved in a similar
whether he should operate it as a
Bobbins feels that the great shorthassle, over whether Cleveland had
public or club restaurant.
age of paper in England, which pre"pirated" Joseph Gingold, the latter's
vents printing of music of the above
concertmaster,
from the Detroit
type in quantity, may have contribgroup.
uted to the order, but the main reaIt seems that George Szeli, conson seems to be the, impact of GI
ductor
the Cleveland Symph,

tion

$1,700,000 Involved

Total

particularly pleased
feel that they can

:

<

Cleva

Sympk

involved
amount
as
$1,700,000.
Check for $164,000 was handed "over
to Kramer at the Friday night ses- 500,000 suit against them.
Lastly, they figure that they'll
sion and cancellation agreed to of
following
amounts, totalling save much money by not releasing
the
"Duel" and up to five other Selznick
$1,536,000;
$800,000— sum advanced to Selz- pix which they were committed to
nick by UA in production loans as distribute at a fee of 25% up to
-provided for in the agreement by $800,000 gross and 10% beyond that.
which he was to come into the com- Since actual distribution cost runs
pany.
around 20-21
they figured it
of
$150,000 interest on above loan.
would cost the company heavily if spent some time in Detroit recently
$342,000— advances by UA for ad- "Duel" should achieve grosses of and came away with Gingold. This
vertising on "Duel," including bills $10,000,000 or more, which Selznick prompted Karl Krueger, Detroit conpaid to Foote, Cone & Belding, press expects.
ductor, and Henry Reichhold, presibooks, etc.
Selznick forces, on the other hand, dent of the Detroit outfit, to scream
!$144,000— advances
payroll were elated over success of their accusations of unethical conduct at
for
purposes
to
Selznick
employees settelment offer, apparently antici- Szell. Latter ridicules their attitude.
Meantime, Artur Rodzinski, who
abroad,
pating more Of a fight on terms.
$100,000— personal loan to Selz- They were pleased over cancellation will take over the Chicago Symc
nick.
of the debts, the $464,000 in cash phony, is busy trying to raid the
At Selznick's request, UA will go they received from the payoff and Cleveland organization. He wants
Davidson,
trumpet;
first
,on distributing his four pictures escrow coin, and the freedom from Louis
which it now has in release, al- UA entanglements and threats. Le- Robert McGinnis, first clarinet, and
though Selznick reserves the option gal position of both sides was con- Phillip Farkas, first French horn, to
of taking any or all of the Alms sidered by neutral attorneys to be join him in Chicago. All three have
away from UA at any time, coun- tenuous, which apparently made declined.
try by country or in any other man- both pleased at not having to fight
ner. UA will open up no new coun- out the balttle in court, although the
Mose Gumble's latest standard retries-wbej^ 4)iaJiasjot^t beeri^ re- Selznickites seemed to be under vival chore is "April Showers," by
leased.
This applies principally to considerably more pressure from a Buddy de Sylva and Louis Silvers
France. Films involved are "I'll Be variety of other sources which led (Harms), which was given new imSeeing You,"
"Since You Went directly to the settlement
petus by "The Jolson Story."
'

Hylton has already succeeded in

getting a license and expects shortly
to get permission from the Ministry
of Works' to do extensive repairs.

.

.

—

,

_

-.H'wood Strike

ss

Continued from page 3

tastes.

as

determination. He would be backed
by the power of injunction."
Sorrell's Pitch to Pres.

Glen Island Casino Mulls

Truman
Fill

Hollywood, Feb. 25.
Herbert K. Sorrell, on behalf of
the Conference of Studio Unions,
yesterday (Mon.) wired President
Truman and the Senate Labor Comrrfittee asking them to aid in ending

week operation with name bands,

the five-month-old studio labor dispute.
President Truman is asked
to attempt conciliation while the
labor committee is asked to give
"close scrutiny of this lockout."

Donald M. Nelson Was named

Weeks Year 'Round

Glen Island Casino, which reopens
15 under Shep Fields' management, may go into year 'round full-

May

in

against

its

former

policy

of

winter. Final decision, of course,
will be based on what happens during the coming summer.

Fields has bought Tex Beneke,
wires from Sorrell to Truman and
the Senate group as an expert wit- who launches the Casino under
Beneke is in for
ness in any hearing that might be Fields. May 15.
asked by the President or Congress. two weeks only.

SCORED BY THE NATION'S TOP-FLIGHT ARRANGERS FOR ANY NUMBER OF INSTRUMENTS,
EVERY TUNE A POPULAR FAVORITE ... AS FEATURED BY AMERICA'S GREATEST BANDS .
.

1c

STYLED BY

LIONEL

HAMPTON

King of the Vibes

TWO GREAT MODERNS

DIZZY GILLESPIE
ERROLL GARNER

COMPLETE WITH ORIGINAL SOLOS

TEMPO'S BOOGIE
BEULAH'S BOOGIE
TWO FINGER BOOGIE

Present
/

THINGS TO COME

OOP BOP SH BAM

TEMPO'S BIRTHDAY

ONE BASS HIT

MILTON BUCKNER'S PIANO STYLES
HAMPTON'S SWING DRUM METHOD
HAMPTON'S VIBE SYSTEM
Order

Now

from Your Dealer or Direct from

SWING & TEMPO
MUSIC PUBLISHING
1585 Broadway,

New

SIMPLE

WOOD NYMPH

LAME BRAIN

L. & N.
ROBBIN'S IN YOUR HAIR
THE PENCIL BROKE

RID'N THE

1

NEW SMART
ODE TO A

HAMP'S WALKING BOOGIE

CO., INC.

York 19 -Suite 312

as

full

weeks during the summer only, narrowing to weekends during the

ERROLL GARNER'S PIANO FOLIO

SOLE SELLING AGENTS

SENTINEL MUSIC CO.
1585 Broadway,

New

York 19 -Suite 312

.

NIGHT
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REVIEWS

C1XIS

N. Y. Minor Bistros Retain Trade With

congregated at the bar or at various
tables, rarely bother the regulars,
who come in to gawk.
But they still rely on floorshows.

In the instance caught, Leo Fulds
cafe unit "Fun for Your Money"
caught with a 12-day layoff between
the Romany Room, Washington, and
Colisimo's, Chicago, stepped in to
and Groucho Marx impressions get keep the time from being a total
Their unit, as shown here, is
loss.
top results.
Others on the bill include Dave very much abbreviated, They usually
Collier, singer, and Loretta Miller,- carry a girl singer in the entourage,
but that's out for this run.
control dancer, both New Acts.
Another "type midtown operation
The unit has a crew ijpf expert
i» that of the Sawdust Trail, where
funnymen including Joey Faye,
the old-time saloon atmosphere pre- who's done everything from legit
vails.
The customer makes his en- shows to burlesque, and who knows
has
the
in
sawdust,
trance wading
how to get a yock out of the audichoice of standing at the long bar or ence.
The .other comics include
sitting down at the tables where a Irving Benson, Jack Mann, Milt Moss,
50 cent couvert is slapped on. The and Fuld, whose forte is a full tenor
turnover is fast' and consequently, voice, but he also chips in with the
owner attorney J. M. Goddard really comic chores. Their pieces include
makes out. Oldtimers on the street the familiar make fattened bits comremember Jimmy Dwyer, who until prising "Flugle Street," a prize-fight
sometime ago fronted the jernt. scene, and the movie stand-in piece.
There's no change in mode of opera- All skits are expertly done for a full
tion here, but a profound change has quota of laughs.
been affected in Dwyer's life. He's
Spot also has a ritualistic dance
now running a chain of beauty par- team, Ramon and Conchita, of whom
lors in Florida. Quite a switch.
better.
atmosphere the less said the
old-timey
the
It's
It's recalled that in many clubs,
The entertainthat's the lure here.
there's
usually a group of youngsters
and
ment is by a series of soubrets
who
hang
around
the dance band.
beers
a
few
With
waiters.
singing
under one's belt a good time is had The Club 66 has an all-femme orch
Jose,
by all. The big item of interest here batoned by Evelyn Downs.

Low Prices, Modestly Budgeted Slews
Operators of some minor bistros
are continuing to accumulate profit-

making

grosses even during the recent business slump, merely by continuing to angle their operation to
Inasmuch as the
specific groups.
small-seaters and off-Broadway spots
can't afford the huge salaries of talent that will draw, bonifaces of
lesser spots, by stressing price or a
different type of entertainment are
able to hold their own with less
headaches than many who run ornate
and high budgeted spots.
In many eases, the difference between visiting the minor bistros and
the larger spots may be the size of
the check, or entertainment of a

Of the three different types of
the
discussion,
under
operation
closest resemblance to the Broadway
type of mass operation is the Bal
Tabarin, situated virtually on the
doorstep of the Diamond Horseshoe.
But this spot is always able to attract
a healthy dinner trade with French
cuisine starting at $1.25 and for a
more than $3 comes a filet

is

repast. Spot undercuts many
a straight restaurant on the menu.

mignon

Withal, the entertainment aspects
The Gallic at-:
neglected.

aren't

mosphere of the decor is matched
by a line of can-can gals and a
format familiar to cafegoers is followed to the end of the show. It's

for the occasional diner-outer who
want a change of pace of entertainment with meals.

The low budgeted items at the
cafe include Shavo Sherman, who's
played cafes and vauders for years.
His impersonations are well-received
and his characterizations are top
The Ted Lewis, Durante
drawer.

Iridium Room,

Laiss ail Gentlemen

starts on a

for usual

-

,

GLASS HAT. NEW YORK
PAUL SYDELL and Susie
BUT
is only a dog
DON'T MISS SUSIE!
. .

Susie

. .

—GENE

pups IS

dell

COPACABANA
MIAMI BEACH
PAUL SYDELL. with a wonderful

dog

CAPITOL.

act. one of the

bill. Very
LEE MORTIMER. N. Y. DAILY MIR-

ment value than a

—

'

ROR. 1947.

PAUL

I

chihuahua

noticed TED

man

COLONIAL INN
HALL AN DALE. FLORIDA
PAUL SYDELL HAS NO
PEER AS A DOG TRAINER,

LEWIS

watching their antics and
remarkable balance feats
. . AND
with eager eyes

and

this

act got one of the

best hands of the evening.

.

'EM ALU
RAYMER,
MIAMI DAILY NEWS.

HE'S, SEEN

';.

—DOROTHY

1947

'

Pups are, almost human in
understanding and

their

tricks.

'.

—BILLBOARD. 1946

PAUL SYDELL
MANAGEMENT — HARRY

BESTRY

j

I

i

reflections

of

individual

pitches.

However, Miss Pickens has a way
With the Wedg\vood audiences and
crowd brought her back for several
encores, despite the fact that she
didn't register at her best.
Swann is one of the top magico
ribbers.
By not taking himself or
his tricks too seriously, he injects a
comedic note that provides a solid
session of amusement. His kidding
line of gab is by far the more important item.
His audience asides

El

crew, whose ultra-sophisticated
chestrations.rate at the top
0 f thl
offbeat genre. Relieving
Heywoort't
group, is Doel Dickens'
aglrSion
fa
likewise okay.

(7);

:"

„.

Clul»,~ Miami
Miami Beach, Feb 19

Prix Fixe Dinner,

Qn

$10.

This swank spot has of
necessity
always operated for a limited
IS.
ber of weeks. Policy has
been ton
cuisine with a few selected
acte
presented to draw the
clientele

moneyed
which patronizes, the room

When an
Fields

is

attraction such as Grac e
boolced in, the room be?

comes packed with

a complete cross

section of the type of patron the
ons
seek.
Fitting the intimate settine
like a glove, and with the reservation list reading like a blue
book
lineup, the English comedienne turns
in a 70-minute stint and has
them
poundmg for more, joining her in
song and refusing to let her off In
all Miss Fields does 15 numbers' interspersed with a smart collection
of stories,
It was obvious that she is a potent
lure for the class trade in this area
She didn't let them down, either'

with her

mixture

of

British

Toppers in her stint were The
Awfulness, the Sinfulness, the Wick,
edness -of
Men,"
"Little
Boy's

,

;

like extremely low cost.
It's certainly not a plush job. but on Broadway that shouldn't make too much
difference.
Spot's major difficulty
is that it requires the aid of a St.
Bernard dog to find it, since it has

small entrance and very limited
space or billing itself or the show.
Mills Bros., oftime repeaters at
the old Zanzibar, top the new layout, which runs about 50 minutes.
Fivesome is a sock standard turn

a

which combines carefully worked-

show, an accompanist and a bare
stage in an oversized room that cried
for a production number in which
to present her talents properly, with
a resulting stint that brought her
into "just - another - Latin - lassie
status.

The Brazilian personality essayed
numbers opening night

only five
Obviously

unhappy, she purveyed
airs associated with her pix.
Her biz with the ringsiders was of
the giggle-making variety, but most
of it was lost in the far reaches of
the big room. It was obvious, too,
that she felt the lack of the backthe

grounding she has become accusto' in pix and stage presentations.
In a smaller room she would
have made that dynamic personality

tomed
felt.

Here,

it

is

lost.

(Continued on page

What
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•

and bawdy humor slipping into the
indigo now and again.
Miss Boyd,
hefty gal with nifty pipes, gives out
in Sophie Tucker style tor solid response. Trio have to beg off after
45 minutes on the floor.

Howard Slavin

AFTER MARCH 15th

We

Will

Re Filming at the

M.-G.-M.
Si

'

STUDIOS

Culver

City

registers nicelv in

some show-people takeoffs ranging
from fair to clicko best o( the latter being his Cary Grant bit.
Guvhas good personality and salesmanship but material needs sprucing.
Tapster Loria Leland 'tries hard

—

but

her only so-so

terping

CIllSMlfl HIS.

doesn't

come off as well as it should. Routines are standard and salesmanship
weak.
Line

contribs some niftily costumed and nicely routined numbers.
Al Grant's orch docs okay on show

backing and Rhumha Quintet keeps
floor crowded.
Biz okay.
Lata.

and

stay.

Morocco, Monil

entertainment, lusty as it is.
Duo
have added Olive Boyd to the act
for socko results. It's still much the
same stint, 'though, with the loud

*

Yankee tunes.
She'll continue to
draw them in during her 1'0-day

Montreal, Feb. 20.
Barbery Coast Boys (2)
with
Olive Boyd; Loria LeUuid. Howard
Slavhi. Line (6). Al Grant's Orch
111, Rhumba Quintet $1.50 min.

One thing about the Barbary Coasters—they don't spare the horses
when it comes to giving out with the

'

Herb

Brook

Prayer," the satire on "My Hero"
*
with
the
cartwheels
included,
"Pedro, t\>e Fisherman." "Biggest
Aspidistra in the World" and the
"Farewell
Song."
There
were
plenty others, all of them clicking
and remarks to his two comely as and many requested by the audiDespite the fact that Miss
sistants produce the desired effect ence.
on the house. Topper is his guil- Fields had been on for more than
lotine trick— a bit too grisly for the an hour, they kept calling for more,
polite
Wedgwood audiences, but with a begoff talk finally getting her
off.
nonetheless laugh producing. Jose.
»
Jules Lande and his unit do okay
on the accdmps and tor the dance
Zamrffear, IV. ¥.
sessions.
Lory.
Mills Bros. (5) Ida James, Apus &
Estrellita, Pee Wee Marquette, Eddie
Colonial Inn
Heywood Orch, Doel Dickenj Orch;
(H
ALLENDALE.
FLA.)
min. $2,50 weekdays, $3.50 SaturHallendate, Fla., Feb. 22.
days.
Carmen Miranda, Joe E. Lewis
With the sepia entertainment at with Austin Mack, Raoul & Em
the old Zanzibar on Broadway show- Reyes,
Miriam LaVelle, Beatrice
ing- signs of fading, boniface Carl Kraft Dancers (3), Kent Edwards,
Erbe recently switched over to a Ray Matone, Betty Heather. Line
new policy and relabeled the, spot (16), Harry Cool Orch. Dftcita Orch:
Vanity Fair, while moving the Zan- produced by George Woods, staged
zibar tag and all-colored shows by Lew Kessler, production sonps by
across the street to a less expensive George Forrest and Robert Wright;
operation.
The latter boite lighted min. $7;50-$10.
last week in a nicely-decorated basement that, aside from a short stand
Carmen Miranda, making her first
recently as the Ole South, had nitery appearance in years, probserved as a storeroom for the Latin
ably wishes she hadn't. For, despite
Quarter and the assortment of other her top dough payoff the producers
clubs that preceded it.
Some 25 of the Colonial Inn productions have
years ago it was the famed Moulin
chosen to let her go on and work
Rouge.
were an unknown or
Erbe has done a rather good job as though She
simply giving her a
of dressing the joint at what looks medium name:
hand mike in an early spot in the

out vocal arrangements with a casualness of manner that sells them
well.
Bill also includes Ida James,
waltz sets.
In face of Lent, the
weather, etc.. maitre d' Jean at the who's a sort of a sepia Bonnie Baker
door finds himself booked solid, fre- and is pleasantly effective in an asquently closing the Friday-Saturday sortment of novelties.
Comedy
is the shortcoming of the
reservations midweek.
Considering
the $3.50-$4.50 average dinner, 'for show., with Apus & Estrellita, Harinstance, it's obvious why business lem imports, unfortunately assigned
that end. There's much makiti!? with
is so good: it marks one of the best
dinner-divertissement values
anywhere.
Abel.

uses

—

SYDELL, his fox
and the spring-

capture the attention and the
hearts of the Copa pairons.

1

him daringly, law -wow
does balances, stands and
lifts and audience loves it.
BILLBOARD, 1946

MIAMI BEACH

i

lot of

bigger animal acts. Sydell's cat chaser is highly
trained and the

COPACABANA

terriers

NEW YORK
more entertain-

produce

fast Benny Davis

snapped

marks agent-impresario
Davis' production debut since
he broke away from MCA, which,
heretofore handled this booking.
Per usual Paul Sparr gives out
with a surefire brand of "society"
dansapation, and Theodora at the
Hammond organ, with her quartet of
assistants, mixes in the Latin and

cidentally,

Mack

GOOD COM-

PAUL SYDELL and mutt

perfprtners on the smooth,
entertaining.

the
"Swanee" fast-finish.
Withal a tiptop ice revue which, in-

finally

—BILLBOARD. 1946

'

stuff.

''Mardi Gras" is a gay and colorful
Miss Templey and Miss Lulling
opening with a Cakewalk; a gay New
Orleans conceit featuring, the entire
ensemble; Brett and Kazda with a
torrid
"St.
Louis
Blues";
Miss
Lynne's "Gal in Calico" solo; and

EDY MATERIAL

1947

its

up

the low registers and, on occasion,
had to extend herself to hit the top

finale.

t© wort. -Contrast to the
usually well-disciplined Sy-

KNIGHT.

JOURNAL-AMEilCAN.

Y.

This gives way to Miss Lynne's solo
with Debussy's "Clair de
Lune"; next an excellent American
Apache ballet to Rodgers & Hart's
"Slaughter on 10th Avenue," where
Miss Lynne again scintillates. The
toffs versus the toughs are colorfully costumed and presented," as the
5th and double-5th avenue mixed

ferocity @m4 unwillingness

.

picks

customers is a cute gimmick, while
"Jericho" and her session at the
piano depend upon her essential
southern charm rather than solid
pipings. She hit some difficulty with

specialty

sextet does,

minor setbacks,

Miss Pickens, at the opening performance rode a crest of a personality rather than a vocal exhibition.
The mirror routine in which she

lasso business.

'

—VARIETY,

,

the

time Cowboy Joe," interspersed with
'Home On the Range" and some

standard canine balancing
and ballroom terping with
terriers.
He has a new
closing dog. a diminutive
brown and white to break
his usual black and white
canine string, that brings
yocks with its unexpected

heavy returns.
1946.

both competent performers,
In the case of Miss Pickens,
she has appeared to better advan-.
tage. Initial impression as she makes
her entrance indicates that, her
coutouriering has given her a belying matronly look, and going into an
inapproporate opening number, "The
Whole World is Singing My Song"
she' has a rough time getting past

Kazda and Brett have specialties in
"On the Lonesome Trail" and "Rag-

PAP I SYDELL goes thru his

cute note with terrier ract.
This vet hound handler puts
his pooches through o run
of aero antics

sparkler. Two minor constellations
But
don't show up as well here.
withal, the Lucius Boomer hostel
maintains its entertainment standards with the simultaneous run of
Jane Pickens and Russell Swann,
both repeaters in this room, and

bara Johnson and Sharlee Munster,
the revue opens with an imaginative
western
fantasy,
''Twilight
Trail," all in the Gene Autry idiom
as the corps does "Cow-Cow Boogie";

CHICAGO THEATRE
CHICAGO

NEW YORK

PAUL SYDELL

'

'

niS

Prolonged use of t. single entertainer in the class Wedgwood room
of the Waldorf- vstorla has, perhaps,
accustomed the patronage to a single

if the Press

."Hkomki

tttt

1

the Australian import Beryl Bevan
(New Acts), a singer of interest.
TV.
However,- as far as atmosphere is
(HOTEL ST. REGIS)
concerned, it's the waiters who really
"Ice
Pictorials"
starring
One
Carol
provide the money's worth.
Lynne,
with
serving
John
Brett,
Sally
Temmeticulously
seen
was
drinks, and then taking the ashtray pley, Marion -Lulling, Barbara Johnand dumping it on the floor. That son, Sharlee Munster, Patrick Kazda;
-and their turn at the mike makes for directed by Mack Davis; dances, John
Brett; Costumes, Jac Lewis. (Follies
a series of eyebrow raisers.
For another- type Operation, the Costume Co.); Paul Sparr & TheoClub 66 is something to be observed. dora Orchs; $3.50 minimum.
That spot frequently gets standard
material.
in
acts who want to break
In a four-part, multi-sequenced
But this Village hideaway is really ice revue, this
new show -in the class
Lure
for the gapers from uptown:
St. Regis' Iridium Room packs, plenty
for the late crowd is the crowd of
of wallop and a wealth of entertainmannishly dressed femmes. They're ment into less
than a half hour.
Starring Carol Lynne, a personable
skater - ballerina, her
individual
showmanship is parred by a capable
corps of featured skaters of whom
John Brett (who staged the dances)
is foremost.
With Patrick Kazda,
and a quartet of skating lookers in
Sally Templey, Marion Lulling, Bar-

little

STATE.

IV. If. the talk and the pipes, but neitw
th,e slapstick, costumes
(HOTEL WHM>ORF-ASTi?BIA)
g
nor the adaptations of pbps
£avc An
anv
Jane Pickens, Russell Smdnn (3), selling power,
?
Mischa
Borr
Coleman
ore/i,
EmM
Strong hypo to the entertainment
Orch; ^2 convert.
layout is Edcfie Heywood and

'

different type.

...

Wedgwood Room,

Direction

—WILLIAM MORRIS

AGENCY

.she
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DRIVE
Up

Bold

>•

of Kickback

BI

fives

tt,

death sentence of the cafe con-

f

(essionairing

when

the Wicks-But-

was recommitted

let bill

to the

'New

lekliii TempestHD-Teapot

EYE SPENDIN

Cafe Men, Concesaonaks a Breather
4New York nitery owners and conreprieve of
cessionaire obtained a

TAIPWT
liiJLiJjii 1
'

tourists abroad still like
that touch of home, and with this
point in mind amusement enterprises

Detroit Accident Kayoes
Belle Baker's Miami Date
Belle Baker turned down an offer

throughout the world are increasingly seeking American talent with

Beachcomber, Miami which to
draw the visitors.
Beach, March 4 at around $3,500 a
One of the latest to go in for U. S.
week. Miss Baker felt that her knee- performers is the Juaraga .hotel,
force
Senate
41-0,
in
the
ago
weeks
Cuidad
de Trujillo, Dominican retw0
cap was insufficiently healed to
the Assembly codes
und was sent to
permit her to navigate. At the mo- public, which has signed Bobby
committee.
,.
ment, it looks like she'll be inca- Jewel, comedy juggler, for two
,
Cafe operators are puzzled by the pacitated another
few weeks as weeks, opening today (Wednesday).
inasmuch
the
events
as
of
turn
new
result of the broken ankle suffered The British Colonial Inn, Nassau, is
had made no organized
also looking into the possibilities of
csfemen
eight weeks ago in Detroit.
the bill, although the
protest on
She completed that engagement buying U. S. acts. So far, American
measure was discovered at a meetperformers are playing in most
(at the Bowery) in a wheelchair,
Allied
Food
of
the
week
last
ing
because she was booked and the ac- countries in South America and
Industry
of
Entertainment
,nd
Europe.
cident had been widely publicized,
Greater lS[ew York, organization of
American type bars in Paris and
but Miss Baker doesn't want to work
play

to

senate for reconsideraYork state
« 0n. Bill forbidding employers to
kickbacks of tips was passed

the

What looked

La Conga, N. Y„ Becomes
Rio Cabana on March 6
Monte Gardner, operator
Conga, N.

"

Gotham operators.

believe

amendments would be attached so
that that phase of the nitery and restaurant industry would be saved.
With public hearings, it's thought
that upstate operators would aid the
bistromen iri driving
Manhattan

cafemen are still
despite obvious loss of Inthe layout becomes law.
Some feel that concessionaires in order to remain in business would put
up a fixed cloakroom charge of anywhere between 10 and 25 cents.
many operators feel, would
This,
in
general, as
hurt nitery trade
many patrons would resent any ad.

nicks.

ditional

However,
to
chance that

with recommitment of
the

bill

the

it

may

a

there's

Senate,

be permanently

once opposition is organized,
may be weakened to the extent
the concessionairing phase may

ihelved
or it

that

be saved.

FREDERICK BROS. AG£¥.

BOLSTERING
Frederick Bros,
its

NX

now

hitting
a good stride. Business pickup evident for the last month brought
about a return of hearty grosses, and
bonifaces were on their way to recouping some of the losses sustained
in previous weeks' operation.

STIFF

in the process

N. Y.

Biggest setbacks

were evidenced
where lack of
and inability to

at the eastside niteries

taxi transportation

office,

on Larry Funk, former band-

work in the cocktail sector. which preemed Thursday (20) was
W. Frederick, head of the N. Y. able to snag good crowds throughout
is in the process of hiring the weekend, while the Vanity Failan. agent to build up the act dept.
held its own during the bad weather.
No selection has been made as yet.
La Martinique business had been
slumping for sometime but picked
up considerably with engagement
of the Katharine Dunham dancers.
Ilaym.es' Atlantic City
Second week's business petered out
to

tists

B..

layout,

Pier

and Oil Bookings

the works for Dick
Haymes to play the Steel Pier, Atlantic
City,
during the summer.
Bickerings are currently on a guarantee and percentage
basis with
singer to head a packaged unit to
sell at $25,000
base plus overages,
last year Haymes played vauders
at $20,000 plus percentages.
However, Billy Burton, Haymes'
personal manager
prefers a flat
Huarante deal with singer doing a
solo and not as head of a unit.
Haymes has already been signed
for the Oriental, Chicago, Aug. 28,
where he pulled a $70,000 gross last
Deal

is

in

with the storm. Club, on March 5,
return to its former format
with engagement of Alan Gale and
use of a line for the first time in
several months. Dario and Jimmy
Vernon have lined up seven femmes,
and are still in the process of booking surrounding talent.
will

year.

16m

Oldie Films

off existing parental control
and operate inof national
their own has

AGVA

the proverbial
teapot tempest, according to Matt
Shelvey, national head of AGVA.
Latter had been the apparent target
last week when the Philly branch of
the talent union took such an action
with high hopes that other former
locals
would follow suit. Philly
group was sure Chicago and Pittsburgh locals would climb on the
wagon of discontent and others

would follow.

Not Hypoing A.C

As Varustt goes to press there
has been no such action, with both
Chicago and Pittsburgh remaining
as branches and with national AGVA
setting up a branch in Philly to replace the insurgent group.
Shelvey

Efficacy

of

names

ADD PREVIEW ROOMS

is

.

The Sally Rand troupe has been

looked into the Greenwich Village
*" n
N. Y., starting March 11 at
.

H000

weekly.

Miss

Rand

will

Ca rry

a troupe of seven dancers.
Inn date will be her first N.

cafe

Y

appearance in some years. She
appeared here at the Folies

*?st

"ergere.

:

Icer,

Enlarged Louisville Arena
Louisville, Feb. 25.
Leo A. Seltzer, lessee of the Jefferson County Armory, with Irving G.
Wayne, manager, is shaping various
new bookings for the large armory.

Natl

AGVA

„ tT

,.

Memphis

Memphis, Feb,

25.

lday

011 Ice " d ld record $75,performances at Ellis Auditorium last
week.
Town's first big-time ice show,
wing portable rink,
virtually

Mm in
WH»
10
.

was

wiout for every performance. Press
*as equall
y -«ntfiu^astrc7-""

'

ture.

BizforN.Y.Cocktailery Some $250,000 invested made it one
show places of the
Four-year -old gimmick for hypo- of the mammoth
1 country with seating capacity of
ing Monday night biz at the No.
over the past weekend. It was clicocktailery in No. 1 Fifth Avenue 9,000.
maxed by the setting up of a Philly
off.
Last season's presentations were branch of national
building, N. Y, is still paying
to superand
machine
first big-time ice show,
16m
town's
a
the
installs
Spot
cede current local.
gross of
each
record
a
chapters
established
two
which
or
one
shows
Week started with arrival in Philly
Just $126,000. Armory has been pracserials.
old
of
night
delegation
of
Monday
(18) of
major last Tuesday
completed "Plunder" with Pearl tically booked solid with
national officials headed by
coilegiate basketball, tennis, skating
White, made in 1923.
Matt Shelvey, national director, who
the
sports show, and
claim
rodeo,
a
room
the
revues,
of
Dick
over."
Operators
said they were "taking
dis- many others. Project is now in the
ancient cliffhangers draw a very
Jones, Philly executive secretary,
who never works to install $85,000 Worth of arrived and ordered Shelvey and his
tinct and special crowd
permanent ice-equipment, and fran- crew to leave.
before patronized the bar.
now
chise for a pro-hockey team is
Shelvey read a resolution, which
being mulled.
he said was passed by his executive
Under expansion program, future board, authorizing him to take over.
Lucienne's Renewal
Vanities,"
"Skating
include
bookings
Jones claimed that they had no
for
Exposition in authority, then he swore out a war
a Home Show and
Arthur Lesser, personal rep
and
foi
April, rodeo show, name bands,
rant charging Shelvey's contingent
Lucienne Boyer, has signed her
arena-sized
Josephof
forms
Barney
several other
with "illegal entry." police arrested
another month with
Uptown, N. Y., entertainment.
Shelvey and the following internason at Cafe Society
for
way
representatives: Dave Fox,
tional
and discussions are under
would
which
Richard Reesman, Fred Dale, Emil
Concert
still a third extension
Tatum's
Art
run
concert Lowe and Max Bernstein,
make the French diseuses
Art Tatum is set to hit the
Jonas Silverstone, national
weeks in the spot.
30-day one-nighter jaunt
options will coin with a
court that the acBoston. Joe attorney, told the
She's in at $2,500, but
.starting March 30 in
Bios. tion was taken "legally." Judge Dotilt her to $3,500.
•Marfolais of the Frederick
gole told the warring factions to settle
"*
on their differences "within the struc-

AGVA

.

.

AGVA

t*w*

with him and has heard nothing
more about It,
From authentic sources It was

learned that the reversion of former
locals of AGVA to branches was
fostered by the Four A's, whieh
feels that since Actors Equity and
other talent unions have functioned
successfully over the years governed by a national office, and since
all show business is of a migratory
nature, AGVA should operate under
a like formula.
AGVA, through Shelvey, recently
gained return of autonomy, subject
to the convention, by paying off an
indebtedness
Of" $71,000. accrued
•

by former administrations,, through
loans from sister unions (Equity,
Chorus' Equity and Screen Actors
Guild).

Tour

U

Joe

'

Cops As
Takes Over

'

'Holiday* 75G,

in^pffl?

the

"The membership," added Shelvey,
"will have ample opportunity to
place before the convention the matter of whether or not they wish to
continue as branches or revert to
former status of locals." He further
pointed out that he could not give
any such sanction even as national
director since his actions are still
governed by the Four A's and will
remain that way until there is an
election of officers and national
board of governors at the Chi convention. (AGVA does not have a»t
entirely complete return of autonomy from th^ Four A's.) Then and
only then, at the convention; can
controversies Such as the Philly incident be properly and authoritatively threshed out.
As far as Pittsburgh branch's attitude in the matter is concerned,
Shelvey pointed to a wire received
from Nat Nazartb, Jr., exec secretary
of that branch, which backs up naHampshire House and Warwick, all tional headquarters.
Chi., Fltt Ik Accord
in New York.
As for the Chicago local, Shelvey
said that he had received communication from that local's' advisory
Philly Local Calls
board claiming that It would prefer
to maintain status as & local. ShelPhiladelphia, Feb. 25.
vey said he replied reiterating his'
Feud between local and national stance that such matters should bit
of
officers of the American Guild
taken up at the convention and not
fever
heat
Variety Artists reached a

AGVA

Rand Unit Set For
G'wich Village Inn, N.Y.

Sally

that

NX HOTELS MAY

demonstrated in reverse. Brazilian Kirkeby hotel chain, operating four
government, which banned gambling top hotels in New York, mulling
in the ornate casinos of Rio de installation of a preview room in
Janeiro and elsewhere, which made the Sherry-National.
Idea would
it impossible to pay the high salaries
be to equip one of the larger rooms
of American performers, has suf- with projector, screen and seats so
fered a' setback in tourist revenues that patrons could view, features,
as a result.
Other countries in shorts or industrials without stepSouth America are still slow to take ping outside the hotel.
up the advantage in enticing tourist
Gimmick has an added inducing
trade with America acts because of factor. Preview site would be a nateconomic and political ural for film companies throwing
unsettled
conditions.
There are; however, parties to toast personnel and the
U. S. acts playing some Brazilian pix they're in. Hotels could figure on
cities,
as Well as Argentina and that added coin to more than pay for
the added accoutrements upkeep.
Venezuela.
Practice got its sendoff last year
Increasing use of air travel would
make it possible for acts to get to when the Monte Carlo, upper crust
some countries in as much time as Eastside, N. Y., restaurant, equipped
a private dining room with screen
it usually takes to make a midwest
16m
U. S. jump. Many acts, in former and projector for both 35m and
itself
years, beefed at a hop of several films. Dinery did all right by
when it booked some 40 shows with
hundred miles.
business firms during -the first year.
Sherry-Netherland,
the
Besides
Kirkeby chain operates the Gotham,
Rodeo Set For

Draw

out

agenda of the forthcoming national
convention of AGVA to be held in
Chicago, April 6. Before training
out to Philly yesterday iTues.) to
make further adjustments of the
situation there, Shelvey stated that
Postwar trend of bringing pix to
any action by any branch at this
the patrons, started by the railroads,
may be picked up by the hotels. time was unwarranted and prema-

CLASS

would feature AmeriAmerican

pointed

Atlantic City, Feb. 25.
former locals were redesignated as
With convention business not so branches of national AGVA when
good, hotelmen who had expected a the parent of all theatrical unions,
first
postwar
winter season are Associated Actors and Artistes of
great
good
looking
forward
to
now
a
America, took over the affairs of
spring and better than ever summer AGVA in 1942, along with talent
season.
union's
autonomy, and installed
Neither the Lincoln nor Washing- Shelvey as national director.
any
was
too
birthday
crowd
ton
Matter for Convention
large, although weather was ideal on
He, too, has been accountable to
the Lincoln holiday. The American the international
board of the Four
Medical Convention and the Shrine A's, and the matter of whether op
will be here in the late spring to not former
locals shall be returned
business
amusements, to that status
hypo
for
or remain branches
niteries and hotels.
will be an important item on the

can names.

were

has maneuver private automobiles
taken
through the deep snow, kept many
leader, for the small band dept. Last at home.
forEdwards,
week it hired Nick
The Broadway spots were hit, but
merly with Consolidated Eadio Ar- not as badly.
The new Zanzibar,
bolstering

of

spot.

Convention Biz

many'Yanqul spending

'^America, that

didn't help either.
Prior to that the cafes

book the

nationwide

a

shake

dollars.

Cafe Biz Plenty

if

come

ent promote

Snow Socked N.Y.

New York

The

apathetic

dept. will

the focal points of U. S.
tourists; likewise, use of American
acts in such places that employ tal-

The Nacional hotel, Cuba, frequently uses American acts and entices a healthy U. S. tourist trade.
That spot, owned by the Kirkeby
chain, is even now dickering for
American names.
Havana and Miami are an hour
and 40 minutes apart by plane, several airlines running dusk-to-dawn
excusions from Miami to the Cuban
capital.
And there are many vacaRecord snowfall of last week is tionists who make the jump.
Jules Stein, Music Corp. of Amersaid to have hit New York niteries
ica board chairman, recently dean estimated $150,000 over the weekclared the need for American names
end. Breakdown of transportation, in South America
to be unprecewhen cabs were at a premium, and dented. Lucius Boomer, managing
subway, bus and train schedules director of the Hotel Waldorfwere disrupted, made cafe attend- Astoria, N, Y., is interested in a
syndicate to build a hotel in South
ance impossible, Advent of Lent

home the bill's full portent.

Surrounding

London are

that way henceforth although it was
so proposed for the Florida engagement. Although the cast is now oft
the ankle, the kneecap is handicapped because of the protracted incapacitation.

Bonifaces may now press for pubHearings on the measure. They
that once legislators realize
ihe implications of the bill, sufficient

lic

Spot under the new name will
6 with Nils T. Granheading the layout.
talent, with exception
of a 12-girl line still to be signed.
Val Irving, who recently resigned
from the General Artists Corp, cafe

preem March
lund- (NTG)

.

like

campaign of former locals of American Guild of Variety Artists to

La dependently and on
simmered down to

of

change the name
the Rio Cabana,

Y., will

of his bistro to

'

.

Spt

Will Philly Oify Insurgent

YANK TOURISTS
American

(Continued oh page 54)

ICEHS FOR
Roosevelt

N. 0.

hotel,

ttOTEI

New

Orleans,

resume ice shows sometime in
May. Spot is currently on a nameband and show policy.
Bookings will be by Tom Martin
of General Artists Corp.
will

1

!
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Jack Lynch Managing

Special Services

Hypoes Employment

Latin Casino, Philiy

High Prices, Beefs, Thugs

Jack Lynch, former operator of
Continued tMm put 1
the Walton roof; Philadelphia, has
taken over the management of the react on next season's attendance re- over Bfr.OOO) has been put on fullttm.
Operators will duty in Miami. Ironically
Latin Casino, Philly. He's reported mains to be seen.
first
cold ex-FBI bureau chief Richard
the
until
wait
deal.
have
to
in on a salary and percentage
+
jjnS'<
Paris, Feb. 10.
to see liow was appointed city manager
Latin Casino management is wave of next winter
in an.
French vaude acts are getting a
ticipation of present situation
Lynch's ffrst cafe connection since permanent the animosity is.
but
break in Germany through the Borde Sets
Version
as that has not prevented
pay
to
expected
Vacationers
the hoodCS
city authorities closed the Walton
Army. In order to provide enterclass
hotel
acfor
from
a
day
coming.
as
$40
high
hotel as a fire hazard last year.
tainment for the men there, Maj.
anticipated
few
but
The
smaller
commodations,
fry
are raking in tha
Of 'Girls' for Yauders
Gen. A. R. Boiling, theatre chief of
that surrdunding costs would rise to loot also, mugging and
pickpocket
Al Borde, producer of the legiter,
the Special Services in Frankfurt,
the degree' it did, Cost of nitery en- operations reaping a harvest.
Ail
has arranged for Matt Duffin to send' "Follow the Girls" which had a long
tertainment went up considerably, signs point to the return next
seafrom Paris vaude units to play the run in New York and the road, will
mainly because of the unprecedented s n
i ?f an„old system which proved
Army Clubs in Germany on a non^ reduce that show to unit proporsalaries paid to name performers. effective, Four cops and tough
dicks
tions, for vaude presentation startprofit basis.
got $20,000 week- from New York, Chicago
Kaye
When
Danny
and Lo
Duffin books the acts in Paris, ing in April. Layout is slated to
ly plus percentages at the Copaea- Angeles were brought here
and
produces the shows at a rate of two have Buster West and Lucille Page,
bana, club charged a $12.50 mini- kept for the season to finger
th»
*
per month, and puts them on the who appeared in the legit version,
mum.
wrongos..
Other performers
road", to play the various clubs for and Jack Leonard".
Hoods. Plenty Active
officers and enlisted personnel on are still to be signed.
Equally as loud are the complaints
alternate nights, staying a week in
As far as is known, "Follow the
about the wave of hoc-dlumism Embassy, N.
Seeking
each spot. Expense is paid by the Girls" will be the only unit on the
which hit Miami and Miami Beach.
clubs. The shows are timed to last road at that time. Unit -production
Robberies which occurred there
Miami, Feb. 25.
Arraigemeiit to Liquidate
about 45 minutes and are more in this season generally resulted in
Splash ads announcing no increase have hit the natifcn's newspapers,
the style of a floor show than stage losses. The Earl Carroll "Vanities" in prices for the Jane Russell en- namely .the Beachcomber robbery
Indebtedness
piloted by Bobby Vernon is reported gagement at the Latin Quarter start- this week in which Sophie Tucker
performance.
The Embassy club, N. Y., sold sev.
Acts are booked for two weeks to have dropped $40,000 during its ing Sunday (2) point up one of the lost $48,000 in jewels and the joint
•with options for two months, which run, while Harry Howard's "Star facets which has affected nitery biz $20,000 in cash.
In addition, Ralph eral weeks ago by Bill Miller to Joe
Though
tour.
of
the
"Garter"
Schwartz,
duration
lost
$9,500.
the
and
previously
the
Bradin on the op.
is
here this season. Namely, those ter- Snyder, former operator of
salaries are small, and acts have to
Paul Small's "Showtime" is said rific minimums for beverages only ford hotel Boston, was in a party eration of the Troika, Washington i s
pay for their transportation to and to be only package which will wind several of the biggest spots have been which was nicked for $40,000 in cash reorganizing its financial setup. Club
from. Germany, amounting to $14 for up with a profit.
charging. Most ops admit their mini- and jewels. Other robberies involv- which filed a petition for arrangemoney
ment,
Feb.
can
-save
they
fare*
18,
in
New
return
York federal
Unit is being offered by Miles In- mums are high but insist that they ing sizable sums have been reported.
because they are paid in Army galls at $8,500 plus percentages.
must get them to make any dough in In Miss Tucker's case, gems were in- court, proposes to pay off 20% in
four quarterly installments, Assetj
script, eat at canteen rates for about
a 12-week season with those top sured.
were listed at $110,000 with liabili$1.25 a day, and enjoy PX privileges.
It's believed that the 12-week consalaries paid out for attractions,
auAmerican
ties
amounting
to
to $105,000.
To break local acts
normally centration of wealth in the resorts,
which
Copaeabana,
Fetes Planned For
Approximately $70,000 represents
dience reaction and also give them
charges $4 to $5, jumped the tariff attracts hoodlums from all over the
secured debts, while $35,000 are una final tryout, Duffin stages his dress
to $7.50 and $12.50 for the Danny couhtry.
,
icier
rehearsals at Pershing Hall in Paris,
However, least beefs are directed secured.
Kaye engagement. When the Ritz
to
there
Creditors,
represented
inviting Army personnel
by the
brothers came in the trio insisted On at the spots which run casinos. The
Amalgamated Hotel and Restaurant
attend.
Dinner
a reduction to the old charge, but Colonial Inn, Hallendale, Fla., which
himself
Credit
Corp,, are seeking a
Duffin, who long ago was
has taken many 'for sizable sums, Supply
Show biz. ha/ set plans to salute the after effects kept many potentials and was in turn nicked, at times, for cash settlement.
ncer at the Folies Bergere, and
a
away. Beachcomber has been going
comesinging
According
to the creditors, liabilhi & turned producer, for the last few Sophie Tucker, vet
along successfully with a $4<-6 mini- considerable dough, is escaping the
months,' has also a tie-up with Al- dienne, when she returns to New mum, but have offered two and three denunciations. Patrons knew the ity of the payoff is still uncertain.
They're studying the club's sale
bert Tavel to book acts for Medrano
York latter part of April to open- an name attractions to lure them in. possibilities iriherent around the agreement
to determine whether
circus, and has booked into the Lido,
Colonial Jfan gets a $7.50 and $10 sport at the green-felt tables and
Quarter,
Latin
the
run
at
extended
grumbling. Miller or pew owners are liable for
Paris, some American acts signed by
Charge, which includes food or bev- took their losses without
Hans Lederer, such as Cordano and N. Y., with a series of fetes to be erages, plus those lavish shows. That room, incidentally, will Wind the debts incurred.
Corinne, Bellak and Elaine, and Stan tagged Sophie Tucker Jubilee. Idea Latin Quarter through the' season has up with a healthy profit, although
is in appreciation for what she has
reported
Kramer and Co.
Cancels
held to a $2.50 charge to compete not as big as the $2,000,000
contributed to showbusiness during
Spots like Kitty at the close of last year's operation.
with the others,
Gil Maison has cancelled his April
her long tenure and for her many
Spot closes for the season March 12.
Davis' get $3 and $4, with others the
Set
2 engagement at the Palladium, Lonphilanthropic contributions to stage
same size charging the same. It all
don,
because
of a strop throat. PerCafe and other charities.
of Las
adds up to expensive nitery going Niteries Feel
former had to leave the current enThe Jubilee "Committee in forma- for the average tourist here. And
Maxine Lewis, booker of. the Last
gagement at the Radio City Music
Fla.
F aitier, Las Vegas, is being sup- tion includes Congressman Sol they're just not going for it. Result
Hall, N. Y., because of the ailment.
p.snted as talent-buyer for that spot Bloom, Lee Shiibert, Sir Harry is they will go out once a week,
Miami, Feb, 25.
Carlton Emmy is subbing for
by Kathryn Duffy, gal line producer. Lauder, Mr. apd Mrs. Ted Lewis, where formerly they would visit
Local politicos and newspapers will Maison at the Music Hall.
M>s Lewis has been the Last'Fron- Jack Lait, Mrs. William Morris, several spots during their stay, which not admit it, but a slowly' growing
tier booker for approximately 10 Noble Sissle, Robert Sherwood, Max might be the answer to the off sea- crime wave reached major proporGordon, Eddie Cantor, Robert K. son most clubs have been experiyears.
tions last weekend with robberies
Spot will continue its name policy Christenberry, James Sauter, A. J. encing.
running well over $200,000 in loot,
|Balaban, Rev. Randolph Ray, Molly
Dinners too, run pretty high with niteries struggling for biz all season
Picon and Abel Green.
a $10 price fixed for openings in the especially feeling the effects.
A high point in th« celebration big spots and during the regular run Beachcomber club is the latest to
will be a testimonial dinner to Miss a steak dinner averages from $7.50
be victimized, being taken for last
Tucker given toy the Jewish Theatri- to $10, Highest point was reached Saturday night's receipts of $20,000
cal Guild at the Hotel Astor, N. Y., when the preem dinner for Danny
with Sophie Tucker, currently staron "May 4. Irving Berlin is the hon- Kaye at Copaeabana was $12.50 with ring there, the biggest loser when
orary chairman of the committee in a $5 beverage minimum.
Boiled holdup guys
got what she described
This dinner is unique in down it cost a couple, including tips,
charge.
as $75,000 worth of 'her jewels, which
that it will mark the first time in tax and other charges, 50 bucks to
were in the club's safe. The Light"Comedy Dance Aatiet'
the history of the Guild that it has see the comic.
house, big eatery, was next weekend
paid tribute to a woman. Tickets are
victim, with safe moved out of place
Theatre,
$15.
containing $25,000.
Mont'L,
Sold
El
Morocco,
There will be many other tributes
Dir.! MATTY ltOSKN
In recent weeks the Park Avenue
including a Sophie Tucker Day on
Club was taken for $25,000 and Club
Broadway and cabled greetings from
Trio for
Bali was robbed twice for approxicountries
in
foreign
dignitaries
mately $10,000.
Montreal, Feb. 25.
where she sang at one time or anAs one nitery owner put it, "you
El Morocco, one of the top niteries
other. Other special events will inhere, has been sold by the Arthur can't win. When you finally begin to
clude a large benefit for Sophie Davidson Estate for $100,000. Deal make some dough, the heist boys
Tucker's Playground (a charitable was inked last week.
come in and take it away."
underprivileged
organization
for
Crime climax came alter a sixBuyers are a trio of w.k. sports
TRIO
children) on Sunday night, April 20
.figures: Leo Dandurand, restaurant week series of holdups and robberief
at the Latin Quarter, a literary tea
owner and formerly connected with had the area's shopkeepers and
GIRL
in her honor, an appearance at the
the Montreal Forum and Les Cana- homeowners terrified. In the nightBanshees Luncheon on April 22 at diens hockey team; Eddie
Quinn, club section there were cases of
APPROX. 5 FEET 10
the Waldorf-Astoria hotel, where
wrestling promoter, and Yvon Rob- several parties being fingered in the
1,000 visiting newspaper editors and
bigger spots around Miami and then
ert, former wrestling champ.
publishers will pay/tribute to her
No plans have yet been made for held up on the way to gambling
achievements.
policy change in show, nut of which spots or on way home.
Many femme ringsiders in the
averages $1,500-$2,000 weekly. Dick
York
Henry of the William Morris office swank rooms are now bare of jewels
1 501 Broadway. New
Pianist
at Par, N. Y. handles the account.
or expensive furs. Fact that the
Teri Josefovits will resume keyNormandie Roof atop the Mount casinos are running wide open has
board sessions 'in the Music Room Royal hotel will close down March not helped too much, the word eviof the Paramount theatre, N. Y. to- 22 for' two weeks for a revamping dently being spread throughout the
CURRENTLY AT THE
day (Wednesday). For many years jok Understood that hotel officials country. It seems that practically
To Rent or Purchase
KIN©
he ivoried at this post, but has been are worried at the offish biz, and every small or bigtime hoodlum is
away for some time because of ill- are planning a general trimming of in the area looking for that easy
TORONTO, CANADA
dough. There is little the police can
ness.
expenditures.
V«rMy
He's slated to go into the Cafe
Opening March 10th
Write: «ox
Tic Toe, class boite until 1943 and do except to warn tourists to de1*
Rouge of the Pennsylvania hotel, cocktailery since, had license sus- posit their valuables and extra cash
TiC
154 Wett 46th Street, New York
N. Y„ shortly, opening date not pended last week. New owners are in hotel vaults. That the situation
MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN
yet set.
reportedly intending to reopen with has affected gambling spots is obvious, with most way off their norshows as soon licence is returned.
mal take thus far.
Parodies! Special Songs! Bits!
«<«
The legit nitery operators have not
* Draw from our library, one of
Heller Staying
felt the effocts too much but many
Khowtilx
Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
feel they will in these important
.
Catalog I'KKK!
k
Little Jackie Heller, vaude, cafe
+ Exclusive material our speciallylast weeks,' when they usually rake;
and radio singer, ha.s decided on a in the big
J. & H. KLEINMAN
profits they might make for
Y
year's retirement from outside stints
25-31-K 30th Rood, I. I. City Z Nthe season. Miami Beach police force
»-«»«•'
i'i
devote full time to Carousel,
'Mei.lioi.es A«to<!»
°t 131 (for a floating population of
swank nitery he and his two brothers, Sol and Bill, opened here three
months ago. Heller feels it's to his
interest to remain on the spot as
(indeTinitely)
m.c. and host; he'll also work in the
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floor

show

occasionally.

Curry, Byrti

when the bottom
out of nitery biz here and is

Carousel opened
fell

making the grade. Biz has-been unusually good.

» Le Roy
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Paddock Padbckd

ate Fair Postponed Again;

Book on Well Rallyed

Ob

Indigo

Show ail Booze laps
Ted Lewis Conntersued

Feb. 22, at the age of 76, rang down
the curtain on one of the most hec-

Row

Chicago, Feb. 25.
Countersuit asking $5,000 damages
was filed against Ted Lewis in Circuit court here last week by Julius
Grant, Hotel Sherman waiter who

Beverage Control
Commission, after a Supreme Court
ruling, closed the spot for 21 days

hotel charging the waiter

be served.
Lewis, who

suspension

of selling
bottles last
being closed for 69

as

gay blade and

White,

affluent

architect,

in

r

has a cast on a

j

.

;

AnVliltTISKMKNT

.

•

the

.

first

new, bright

thing that has appeared

The shooting, according to testimony at the trial, was said to have

•

been

Frisco iteries

Paddock has presented a modified
show and used- small bands dur-

In Worst

girl

season. Shuttered it leaves
field open to Clicquot, Nomad and
the spots off the walk. Hotel nitery
rooms get most of the walk trade.

ing off

Sup

San Francisco, Feb.

a

Jr.,

60%

still

precipitated

by

slurring

re-

I

25.

operating note

increase in the food intake

Collection

—

E Y. Public Library

day

.

a

QUENT1N

." says

.

j

REYNOLDS

brought out that Miss Nesbit
her mother had for some time
accepted the benefactions of Whiu
before the chorine's marriage t..
Thaw. White, although much I'm
elder of Thaw, reputedly .openb
resented the marriage.
From accounts the argument started in Mar-

'

trial

about

that

new column by

\

'

Billv
"Pitching Horseshoes

—

the wailing well state of cafe pro-

prietory. Only a switch to the preEven though vaudeville is dead,
war two a.m. fold can help, it's figJoe Laurie, Jr. wants its memory to

to Evelyn Nesbit Thaw, her
husband took out the revolver and

gize

fired the fatal

.

shots.

ured.

For seven months, while Thaw
the scene only the three hotel languished in a cell in the Tombs,
Mark Hopkins, Palace and both prosecution and defense underFairmont are doing fairly well. Not took prodigious preparation for the
faring so well in the sharp drooff trial.
His wife and mother stood
vet Bal Tabarin, Lido, Music by him when others deserted him.
other memorabilia. These will prob- are the
16-year From the beginning his sanity was
ably be permanently, preserved in a Box and Copacabana. The
in- the face -of
questioned." The first trial ended in
special Joe Laurie. Jr. Vaudeville old Bal folded Feb. 8
rising costs and wages. The manage- disagreement. The second trial wai
Section.
The vet comedian-author planned ment figures it is cheaper to pay in 1908, with Martin W. Littleton
owned darkened site defending Thaw. After 19 days he
willing his collection, which will taxes on the
operating gaff and was found not guilty of murder on
ultimately total 10,000 old and rare than face the
will keep it shuttered until the law the grounds of insanity. Thaw was
vaudeville photos after his death, but
or the horizon brightens. disappointed when immediately comdecided that they were too valuable is altered
The Lido, another vet, folded Feb. mitted, to Mattewan (N. J.) as an
not to make available to researchers,
19 for similar reasons. The Music insane criminal.
He thought he
"the public, etc.. now.
Curator Freedley asks others with Box, bordering on bankruptcy, got would be free.
special "savevaudeville memorabilia to forward a transfusion via a
"Where did you think they would
the-joint" night recently that raised
the items to Laurie care of Variety.
To Rector's?" snapped
send you?
sufficient coin to curb the wolf— at
Littleton when Thaw protested.
least temporarily. The Copa is in
After seven years of litigation to
bankruptcy and in a tizzy, too, in
Soph's Date
regain his freedom, continuously opits effort to keep from sinking. The
Latin
the
date
at
posed by William Travers Jerome,
Sophie Tucker's
others, "365," Finocchio's, Gay 90's
Quarter, N.Y., has been moved up
and Forbidden City are just getting N. Y. district attorney who had
from April 15 to March 23.
prosecuted him, Thaw escaped from
by luckily.
Miss Tucker, who's getting $4,500
Matewan and fled to Canada. He
Further proof of the sad, state is
en this date, will remain at Lou
was brought back but was eventualthe survey recently made by the
"Walters' spot until she plays Saraly legally released in 1915. During
American Guild of Variety Artists.
toga, during the summer.
the interim he had been divorced by
Checking its books, the union learned
Miss Nesbit.
that more than one-third of the spots
Hammerstein Books Her
Ky. Nitcry
operating last October C46) whereShortly after the trial the late
Beverly Hills Country Club, New- in talent or entertainment of some
Hammerstein, operrtor o
port,
Ky., which recently closed sort held forth have shuttered or Willie
theatre,
Hammerstein's
Victoria
temporarily, will reopen March 14. have, at best, dropped talent.
N. Y., mindful of public interest in
Shows are being lined .up by Leon
Lucille & Eddie Roberts, magical the gal attendant to the sensational
Newman, of the Mark Leddy office,
who's representing Frank Sennes in roentalists, start a two-weeker at testimony she had given in Thaw's
behalf to save him from the chair,
the Hotel Statler, Buffalo, March 4.
the deal.
gave her several weeks at the theatre at a fabulous salary, and his
judgment paid off handsomely. A
son had been born to Mrs. Thaw
prior to divorce but Thaw disputed
paternity. The son, Russell Thaw, is
now an expert test pilot. He also
After
the
bandleading.
essayed
Hammerstein engagement she playeci
other dates and teamed in a dancing
act with Jack Clifford, whom she
married in 1916. The marriage ended in divorce four years later. Since
intermittently
Nesbit
Miss
then
played vaude and nitery dates, at
one time operating her own cafes in
N. Y. and Atlantic City, where she
now spends most of her time. Her
intimates claim that although she
had not seen Thaw in many years,
she had corresponded with him
more or less regularly. When ap-

be a living thing and, accordingly,
presented the N. Y. Public Library's
Theatre Collection (George Freedley,
curator) with 4,000 rare vaude photheatre programs, and
5,000
tos,

many

'

marks made by White concerning
Evelyn Nesbit, young and beauteous
chorine, whom Thaw had married
a few weeks previous. Progress of

and a corresponding drop in tip- tin's swank eatery, prior
to the
pling. The situation, Combined with
theatre, with Thaw reputedly boilthe fact that the midnight curfew ing. When White refused
to recall
still rings
and hurts accounts for his objectionable remarks and apolo-

'

in the papers for

ar.d

The Bay City has turned into a
chow town insofar >^s niteries are
concerned. Spots

faide

New York

fouls Cited

M.S.G.

was granted a reprieve
in August pending Supreme Court
in a similar case. The
litigation
state ABC's ruling was upheld and
the spot was ordered to close effective Monday (24) until March 27.

It

A

,

materials which are of prime importance during the housing shortage makes it undesirable to consider
holding the fair this year."
The fair grounds were used as a
military installation during, the war.
There has been considerable talk of
shifting the State exposition to a
more advantageous location in a
suburb of Syracuse, but nothing concrete has been done about this. One
of the. ideas would be to extend
the fair's playing time.

25.

1947 revival of the
State Fair, held annually

millionaire, who
herited millions, he had
coveted patron of theatres

ford
still

days the cafe

His

fiction.

1906, during the premiere of the
musical, "Mademoiselle Champagne,"
had struck on the Madison Squar theatre roof,
and injured him. Argument, which N. Y. Theatre was adjacent to the
flared up into mitt mixing, was said old and first Madison Square Garto be caused by Lewis' desire to have den. Ironically, White had designed
his breakfast served on a table in- both buildings and maintained a
swank apartment in the tower atop
stead of a tray.

from unlabeled

Joe Laurie,

albeit colorful careers, such

tic,

beggars
arrogant

finger, filed $100,000 suit against the

The Alcoholic

summer. After

Albany, Feb.
Plans for a

at Syracuse before the war, have
been abandoned. The State Department of Agriculture arid Markets
had in- said it had been advised $500,000
been a would be required for temporary reand the pairs to the buildings and grounds
plush dining palaces at the turn of and for the erection of a temporary
the century until his stride and grandstand.
allegedly came to blows with Lewis money-spending spree was inter"Moreover," stated the Agriculture
recently over how breakfast should rupted by his fatal shooting oi Stan- Department,
"to
use labor
and

In Chicago Hotel

Cbief Justice Clarence E. Case
plea of nolo conruled that Kravis'
tendere on an indecent show indictment in the Atlantic county
courts constituted a conviction of a
crime involving moral turpitude.
Under the law a person found guilty
denied the right of owning a
jS
licence or working in a licensed
establishment in the state.

liquor

High Cost if Repairs !©

lionaire playboy of another era, at
his summer home in Miami Beach,

*h

remaining of a 90-day
imposed on conviction

American Tragedy
Death of Harry K. Thaw, mil-

Atlantic City, Feb. 25. -f
court decision last
week dealt a double blow to Edward
of the Paddock
Kravis, operator
for
blue
its
cafe,
International

w» w Jersey
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.
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Rose
."

Even if we told them how, I don't think the Russians could
make the atom bomb.
I think we could hand them all our top secrets on a uraniumplated platter, and they still couldn't put the Bi"g Firecracker
together. I don't believe they have, the mechanical and .industrial know-how to follow through.
I'm not suggesting we give them anything. If 1 were calling
thj shots I wouldn't send them a picture postcard of Oak
Ridge. When you've got the drop on somebody you don't
1

j

spots, the

1

trust, it isn't smart to hand
a light pull the trigger has.

'

him your

.45

and show him what

But you're not going to scare me by .telling me .Ivan has
had a peek at the formula. It's like showing a pipe-organ to a
kazoo player.
I grant you that what I know about splitting the atom you
could put in an atom. I admit I wouldn't know an electron-}!
I tripped over one. But I read the papers, and t know that
making the first bomb involved two billion cash and an indusrial effort as big as our whole automobile business. I gather it
takes more than a cyclotron, some chemists, and a boy to run
out for coffee. I don't think the Soviets have what it takes.
Our Russian friends have more hands than anybody except
the Chinese. They have steel, copper and glass. They've bad
_

-

'

I

I

I

Moved Up

'

|

'

—

Reopening

prised of Thaw's death.and told re-

mains would be shipped to Pittsburgh for burial, the former Mrs.

Thaw reputedly retorted: "It's too
bad, but I won't be -there for the
funeral."
In the 1920s Thaw was known to
have hankered for another tour of
the Broadway bistros but was wary
he
of being recognized. However,
did visit roadhouses such as Blossom
Heath Inn and Pavillion Royale incognito, posing as an English teacher
His
from an upstate university.
iavishness in largesse to entertainhim for
ers, waiters, etc., fingered
was conthe news sleuths, and he
spicuous by absence after that.

;

1

twenty-five years to putter around.
How come they haven't been able to' turn out a first-rate"
automobile? There are no top secrets in a Chewy. How come
they have to buy so many cars from us? How come after a
quarter of a century they still have a droshky instead of a
four-door sedan in the garage? Are they allergic to speed and
comfort?
There's nothing mysterious about making a good truck
either. Why, then, did they have to lend-lease from us practically everything they had on wheels? When the chips are
down, why did Uncle Joe have to 'depend on Uncle Sam?
When they need those big generators and turbines these
days, why do they buy them from Charlie Wilson, who runs
General Electric up in Schenectady? Is it because they're fond
of this capitalist?
I keep reading about the great things they're accomplishing
behind the Urals. Why do they always do their best work
where nobody can see it? Why are they so afraid to let the
critics take a peek at it? Could it be that it isn't such a good

shnw?
During the war, America came up with a dozen things like
radar, the Norden Bomb Sight, and DDT. The British, chipped
in with oil pipelines under the Channel, artificial borders, and
anti-submarine echo-ranging gear. The Germans nearly stole
the war with buzz bombs, V-2's and jet planes.
What single important new weapon did the Russians think
up in five years of warfare? And why didn't they?
I'll tell you why. To make machines work, it takes a race of
people who are weaned on gasoline and teethed on piston
rings. It takes a bunch of kids who worship th'e pliers and the
screwdriver rather than the hammer and sickle. And that's
us not them.
Compared with our mechanical savvy, Russian industry is
still the green kid around the shop who spends bis first day
loo'nng for a left-handed monkey-wrench.
Which reminds me of a story. The Russians were showing
their new Moscow subway to an American transportation expert. They proudly pointed out the' murals, mosaics and portraits of Stalin which lined the subway platform.- After an
hour, they led him back to the street.
"Very impressive." said the American. "One thjng bothers
me. During the hour, I didn't see any trains."
The head of the Russian committee got indignant. "What
about your Ivnchings down South?" he snarled,
I'm not writing this piece to put our Muscovite pals on the
pan. I cheered as loud as the next fellow when they clawed
their wav from Stalingrad to Berlin. I met ud with a lot of
their officers in Vienna last year and thought them pretty
smart fellows. I respect the great Russian contributions to
civilization— Tolstoi, blintzes, Shostakovitch. tea in a glass.
"The Cherry Orchard," vodka, "Boris Godounov." and certain"
economic theories I happen to disagree with.
But don't go telling me they're going to drop an atom bomb
on my home. They'll first have to learn the difference between
borscht and lubricating oil. (From PM, Feb. nth.)
'

—
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Night Cldb
Colonial Inn
(Continued from page SO)

and "Tico Tico" are top drawer, but
again, lost. Perhaps, with the added
work that will come, she'll adjust
things.

took Joe E. Lewis some minutes
crowd warmed up, but
once he did the puckish guy had
them yocking. He threw ever-' trick
in his bag at them, to garner a howlr
making session. It was a mixture of
old and new, all of it in the Lewis
tradition. His "There's An Awful
It

get the

Lot of Falsies in Brassieres" is fast
becoming a classic. And a switch
on the "Groom Couldn't Get In" was
another yocker. Bowed off after 40
minutes, and could have stayed
longer,

-

.

Raoul and Eva Rayes turn in a
zingy stint with their Latin terps.
(let them with their "Shoe the Wild
Mare" routine for a fair reception.
Production wise, a second glimpse of
the routinings which have been held
over doesn't help. The opener is
overlong, as is the finale. Middle
spot is fast and goes nicely. Finale
is an original "Anna and the King
of

Siam" which

and

repetitious

is

Renews
warbles some seven numbers
Opening with the faded "Coffee
Song," a poor choice, he does an
okay "I'll Close My Eyes" and segues
into "Girl That I Marry." Wins additional salvos on "Buttermilk Sky"
and "Gloccamorra."
Forming his own band nine months
ago, Xavier Cugat's one-time vocalist. Luis Del Campo is a holdover
Singing
from the previous show.
maestro has an infectious personality
and handles his small combo, consisting of four reed and four rhythm,
He's an acceptable
with finesse.
emcee for the floorshow and while
busy with those chores, bass player
Luis Barreiro takes over the baton.

unimaginative until Beatrice Kraft
dancers come on. Proceedings take on class and zing from

Vnd her

thereon. Miriam Lavalle's acroantics
are socko, adding spice to the presentation.
Production singers and

shows

band

dishes out
brisk dansapation for the rhumbad-

Between
-

dicts.

are currently pacing a rapid turnover of out-of-town patrons.
Criticism of a unit like this should
not deal necessarily with the' quality
try for originality.
Three Honey Brothers deliver a or style of music, but with the simple, ever-present showbiz formula:
c'licko acrobatic dance stint replete
with backftips and flying leaps that does it sell? In this case it certainly
come dangerously close to knocking does, If anything, the draw of the
the vest buttons off the front-seaters. Three Sups has compounded over the
Trio also indulge in comic by-play past few years, with network sustranscriptions
taking
but here they rely too heavily upon tainers and
the easy and off-color swish gag them into the hinterlands, plus their
platters for overseas GI's, their more
for laughs.
Nola Day completes the lineup in recent Majestic disks, and now
a session of chirping that makes they've pacted with Victor. Results
for nice balance. Renders two num- show, too, with at least 90% of the
coming
from
business
bers, "Good Day" and "Begin the saloon's
Beguine" in nice style, although transients.
Musically, the trio falls deep into
voice is too small to command full
mickey mouse classification.
attention of diners. Gal has a good, the
smoky voice that might be more ef- Their opener, "Twilight Time," sets
fective with bluesy torch numbers the mood and other like tunes folthan type of songs in her present low in succession, with "Dardahella,"
"Embraceable You," "Managua Nicarepertoire.
Heart of the show is, of course,. ragua," "Claire de Lune" all played
Britton's baud, whose music is not in the same inobtrusive fashion,
Instrumentation is indicative of
the essential thing. Combo features
Tom Rafferty's versatile comic talent style; Sims have Artie Dunn on the
in a mad setting of general mayhem; Hammond organ, Al Nevlns on the
Britton pulls out all the stops in his guitar and Morty Nevins on the actry for laughs, going from smart cordion. Melodic vein is simply set
and by the Hammond, with guitar "prosatire
mostly
to
prattfalls
straight slapstick.
Britton's stuff is viding rhythm backing and accordion
Tomtn.
right down the alley for the aver- embroide ry.
age-guy-oh-the-street that frequents
this
popular-priced dining room.
This was clearly evidenced by fact
Saraiac Lake :'
V:
that the orch had to begoff. Herm.
By JBsppy Beltway
Sar n
ke N y - Fe «- 25.
>ir- *
?r ,?£j£
Esquire, Mont'l
Victor (IATSE)
Gamba bedded for
an indefinite period while taking
Montreal, Feb. 21.
Alys Robi, Buddy Lewis, Vince & continuation of the Munaldi treatment
He recently mastered major
Gloria Haydock, Line (10), Armand
Operation.,
Meerte's Orch (9), Rhumba Trio; $1
Joseph Taft shot in from the Big
min.

Showgirl sized. Group is attractively
costumed and don't slouch through
routines but make a commendable

ago,

does, the ringside tables get. But
the rest of the room does not. Her
South American version of "Chattanooga Choo Choo" and her "Fifl"

to

Wceaiseaday, February 26, I947
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Rio Cabana,

Clii

Chicago, Feb,

19.

Frances Faye, Jack Carter, Copsey
& Ay res, Bob Lee, Line (6), Cee
Davidson Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 Min.

Frances Faye, who brought 'em in
while the paint was still wet in this
room, returns with lots of new stuff,
to topline current show. Gal does
a neat job of selling her tunes with
the throaty personality and sharp
comebacks. Slick routine on "Personality" is sock while "Sorrento"
and "Anniversary Song" also get good
reception that add up to a begoff.
of the material is blueish, but
they eat it up.
Jack Carter, youthful comic, gets

Some

.

.

off to slow start but comes through
Return of French warbler Alys
dancers Kent Edwards, Betty Heath- in the stretch. Lad is as fast they
er "and Ray Malone handle wjhat is come, sometimes getting them off Robi here should make for nice
before proper digestion sets "in. perking up of offish biz of late. Miss
given them in top fashion.
Harry Cool and his orch back the Easily tops is takeoff on -•pic stars Robi has a good following here
through radio and first night found
show niftily, while Dacita and her that sets him solidly.
Bob Copsey and Carolyn Ayres. spot with far less empty tables than
tfhumbaddicfs handle the hip swing-

Lary.

ers in fine style.

Costuming
click with their terping.
Line
is lush, and gal is a stunner.
provides

Havana Madrid,

IV*.

¥.

Teddy & Phyllis Kddriguez, 3 Aces,
fol Winters, Maclouio Ruiz, Luis Del
ampo Orch (8); $3.50 win.

backing

neat

for

dance

team and in a rhumba production
Costumes are smart, esnumber.
pecially -the long, flowing black
Bob Lee handles vocals
satin jobs.
for production numbers neatly.

Town

usual.

'

flamenco

dancer

Maclovia

a
while gamboling about the nitery's
small floor. Displaying a nice figure
along with an* appealing personality,
she projects herself well. Baritone
Hal Winters, who told the audience
that he'd made his professional' debut
at the, Havana Madrid three years
flounces,

clicks

,

COMEDY
PATTER

takeoffs.
Jolson bit could be
on, since it's tough for the
folks to take after seeing the Jolie

boff

bar continues with its parade of the
top name bands presenting the music
of Frankie Carle and Rocky-ValenLatter is a six-man combo
tine.
a fave with local

gown .with which is becoming
mean cast a net ierpers.

,

nicely

worked
flicker.

Vince and Gloria Haydock get a
nice mitt in their smartly-routined
tap stint. Soft shoe bit and skipping
rope routine also register.

May

Taft,

OK.

who

the
magician,
who
to mitt his co-wo*rker,

stopped off
Carl Kessler
Ballantine '),

("The

who

Amazing Mr.
is

progressing

put on a magic show for the
It cheered up the cans:
"
/

patients.
Cliff

I,,,.,,,

Ruiz, in a flame colored,

Magrum,

plenty.

/

boites,

to visit his frau,

progressing

come quite a long

ality and salesmanship, but her work
Cee Davidson orch backs show shows too many rought spots to class
improvement nicely and also okay for customer her as ready for swankier spots.
over its previous Show, this pop- dansapation.
Opens with clicko "Chickaboom,"
priced Broadway bistro has corraled
\ does some French numbers for hefty
some talent new to Gotham along
mitting then segues into "Zip-a-DeeClick, Philly
with some familiars that should deDoo-Dah," a bad choice. "Babalu"
Philadelphia, Feb. 19.
velop into smartly-paced entertaingoes over well as does "Coax Me."
ment after a little tightening up.
FranMe Carle Orch (16) with
Impressionist Buddy Lewis, who
Spanish terp team of Teddy and Marjorie Hughes, Greg Lawrence; also handles the m.c. chores, has de*
Phyllis Rodriguez (New Acts), newly Rocky Valentine Orch (6) no cover veloped a breezy style of gag selling
arrived from appearances on the or min.
and in his own spot registers in some

Frank Palumbo's. massive musical

1*

as a cafe performer since she
left here to make her debut at the
Blue Angel, N. Y., but she hasn't
come quite far enough. Gal looks
great on the floor, has good person-

Songstress has

way

Reflecting a decided

Coast, are refreshingly original and
wins a. begoff. Three Aces, Cuban
aero trio (New Acts), also registers
in difficult hand-to-hand balancing.
More or less a standard at Latin

-

'

;

Farmer and

:

Stella

May Peb-

bler are back in the downtown colony after a three-month stay in California,

John

r

P.

Carney

in

from Albany

to

visit his brother Hugh Carney,
who
recently licked a minor operation
Raybrook sanatorium patients put
on Raybrook Scandals of 1947" to
a packed house. Lester Belin, Lorraine Lewandowski, Al McClav and

Ronnie Tierney ran away with top
honors of show, produced by lone
Reed.

Patients of the Rogers are attending weekly classes in the art of making leather novelties. St'udy & Craft
Guild furnish instructors. Newcomers to class include Edith Garzke,
Garry Vandermast, Helen Carlson
.

and Joseph Lowey.
Arnold Coleman was handed a 108nd Ieft for his home
in

VY C

(Write to those

who

are

111.)

,

Gal line is okay and Armand
Carle once again proves that he's
tops in .the key-pounding circuit. Meerte's orch cues the show in neat
Laza.
Wanding his band through a well- fashion. Biz good.
paced and well-diversified program,
he alternates between the schmaltz Cafe Society
and the jump-style of rhythm, mak(FOLLOWUF)
ing the -dance floor safe for the oldJosh White returned last week to
sters as well as those of more tender
years. Carle's solos on the keyboard Cafe Society Downtown for the
umpteenth time, following a long
are a delight to the eardrums.
Marjorie Hughes, soprano vocalist, concert tour. As in the past, his
ballads.
Negro spirituals and blues
is as good to look at and sells her
numbers okay. Male vocalist Greg songs, to his own guitar accompaniLawrence also scores with the elbow- ment, seem to find their perfect setbenders at the giant bar and the ting in Barney Josephson's under-

GAG
@

FUN-MASTER

OF BLACK-OUTS"

@

Miami

Beach.

Editor, Variety:

believe that the time has
com*
out in an

I

when someone should step
effort to do away with

these so
called "nights of stars"— these
gigan"
tic affairs that are sponsored
without
the' permission of any theatre
anv
nightclub or any actor,
'

Again and

again we are coerced
into sending our acts to charities
in
which:-Ta.

We

have no personal

infer-

est,

b. Affairs for which we have
already bought tickets or contributed personally or for adver-

tising.
c.

.

which

Affairs

are

run

to

personally glorify an individual.
Usually these are testimonial
dinners given to judges or politicians or some wealthy individual who is feted by his employees or by his other wealthy
friends.
d. Affairs which are held at
the Waldorf, Ritz Carlton, Pierre
or other hotels who charge more
for a dinner without music and

entertainment than

we

do with

Yet the actors are asked

it.

to

work

for nothing.
Affairs which could easily
be held in a cafe or in a theatre
where the owners of these establishments, in addition to helping
the organization, would not be
hurt by loss of business.
which are run in
f. Affairs
communities outside of New
York where we have to send
acts on long taxi rides in the
dead of winter while they are
e.

still

sweating and steaming from

just having finished a strenuous

performance.

where often so
Affairs
many acts have been approached that very often artists
wait around for hours to go on
and sometimes don't even go on
g.

at all.
h. Affairs run by organizations
which no one gets any
benefit— where all of the money
spent on food, drinks and
(Continued on page 56)

from

Philly Leeal

Downtown

diners down front.
Valentine's crew alternate on the
raised
Latin
dais,
dovetailing
rhythms with standard swing. When
caught, house was about half-filled,
possibly due to heavy snowstorm.

Xterclii In

;

is

Continued from page 51
ture of the union" and postponed
further hearings indefinitely.

After the hearing, Shelvey and his
group set up an AGVA office in the
Shubert building, two floors above

that of the other Philly unit. Signs
were plastered all over the building
ground palace of sophisticate en- and in agents
offices which read:
tertainment.
"National Branch, American Guild
White's return is made even a bit
FILES
more noteworthy than usual by his of Variety Artists, Room 709, Shubert
No*. 1 thru 22
$1.00 each
intro to nitery audiences of a new Building. Transact all
busi"BOOSC.
tune he debuted at the President's ness there."
It was signed by Freddie
Birthday Ball in New York a few
3 Vel>.
$20.00 Par Vol., or
Shal.
weeks ago. It's labeled "The Man Dale, as national representative.
$50.00 for 3 Vols.
Dale issued the following stateWho Couldn't Walk Around" and
Iceland,
¥.
M.
PARODIES"
was written by Mackinlay Kantor ment in opening the office: "We have
Milt Britton's Orch (8) with Tom and Harry Rosenthal,
10 Sock Parodies for $10.00
who donated
Debutantes (7), 3 Honey Bros., Lou it to the Infantile Paralysis Founda- been recognized by Joseph -McDonRafferty, Nola Day, Ted Taft & tion. It's message is to polio victims ough, head of the Philadelphia Central Labor Union as the
Menschel's Trio; $2 min.
official repto take heart from the example of
the late President Roosevelt and it resentatives of
(Hmv to Be nn Entree)
in PhiladelGetting an early start on the makes a perfect addition to the phia. Therefore all
$3.00 Per Copy
business with
spring and summer season, this eat- White repertoire of folk and psuedo- our union
must be done through this
No C.O.n.'s on any material
It en
ery has melted down its ice rink, folk tunes.
office."
*
route. rImo Nend permanent address.
dispensed with the skaters, and is
Cutting down on the quantity—
settling down with a hangup show definitely not the quality
A hearing has been ordered for
of its enheaded by Milt Britton's combo. tertainment, in keeping with current next Monday (3) in the suit filed
200 W. 54th St.. New York 19. M.Y.
Britton has transplanted his zany trends, White is sharing the show Monday (24) by
the American Guild
antics from the vaude stage into the only with Olivette Miller,
hot harp- of Variety Artists for custody of its
Iceland, and while some of his stuff ist, who's a holdover. Usual comedy
Philadelphia
office,
records
and
is a bit too raw for a dinner side
spot, vacated by Phil Leeds Saturfunds.
dish, on the whole it's surefire comic day (8). is being left open,
with the
fare. For the repeat crowd, Britton show currently all- music.
Six officers of AGVA's local No. 6
That's
is giving two different shows at 7:30
okay with the very special audience in Philadelphia, together with the
AUTffiMTi:
and 10:30 p.m., with the last early which this Greenwich Village spot Liberty
Title and Trust Cp. were
a.m. show repeating the first.
draws.
named defendants in the action beOther items on the bill make for
Reason for holding Miss Miller is
/
a very snappy layout. Show opens evident. She's a very light-skinned gun before Judge Joseph L. Kun in
with a jazz ballet number by Ted Negro gal who's a nifty looker with Court of Common Pleas.
Taft and a group of seven fresh- great poise, personality and showLitigation left Philly nitery ownY.
rt. »-7470 lo oking ^ajs
139 E. 57th St.,
t hree
of whom are manship. In addition to which, she'3 ers wondering
with whom to negotia real virtuoso at swinging that ate entertainers' contracts.
The naharp.
Following her instrumental tional organization
in New York and
numbers, she warbles one specialty officers
of local six both claim to be
that despite the harp, she's no angel.
bargaining agents.
lot more such chirping

For All tranches of Theatricals

Waters laps-

ROBERTS
MENTAllSTSw MAGICAL MASTERS

•

AGVA

Hill

Mnrcli Srd to 15th

STATLER HOTEL

III

III

"BOOK OF

Buffalo, N. X.

•

HARK

I'

Thanks to.
KII.HY mid GAC

Per. Ken.:

HARRY UREKN

"HOW TO MASTER
THE CEREMONIES"

AGVA

!

PAULA SMITH

—

At

K

C

2mM

A

from her
would be welcome.
Gene Cedri'c's band has replaced

Heard's aggregation, with
C.
pianist Cliff Jackson staying on to

J.

THE INK SPOTS

fill

the

lulls.

Herb.

Cireus liar. X. Y.
(PICADILLY HOTEL)

(FOLLOWDP)

Currently

PARAMOUNT, NEW YORK
Week

Feb. 28, State, Hartford.

Mgt.— UNIVERSAL
565

Fifth

Some sort of latter-day saloon
marathon is being waged by the
a,s
they enter their
at. the Circus Bar of
the Picadilly hotel. These purveyors
of pash have managed to keep the
small bar packed all the while, and

Three Suns,
ATTRACTIONS seventh year

Avenue,

New

York

The petition filed named as defendants Dick Jones, Jimmie Evans,
Doc Irving, John Tay, Mickey Alport, Jerry Lewis, Frankie Richardson, all identified as officers of the
the Liberty Title

STEVE EVANS
ttPFY

Gags—Thousands
You can now be assured
supply of fresh
subscribing, to

.

of Em!
of o

up-to-DAY gag. "»

PUNCH

LINES, 12 •»«•«
iu«

Each issue will contain
g«9'" a,,
lock gag. written by a top

for $10.

and Trust Co,
Court is asked

Special

Shubert building and turn over office,
records and funds to Matt Shelvey,
national director of AGVA. Bank is

CURRENTLY

Comic*. MCs, Diic Jockey*.

local, in addition to

to direct defendants
to vacate offices of the local in the'

TIMES? JOLLY MOMENTS

QVAKTKR. Cincinnati
LATIN
.tin iiim»>i
DIB.: MATTY ROSEN

PUNCH
introductory VALUE:
909'
LINES 1, 2 contain, over 100
Nos.
each-Only one dollar per issue.
3,

4 ready soon.

also being asked
to

through action not
honor checks drawn on funds of

local.

276 W. 43

SI.

Iw YqfHity

;
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Capitol, N,
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Johnnie JohnItothrvn Gr«V«o«,
.,m Perry Franks & Janice, Paul

W

Enf
fsffinlW

BPMidtWMw Orch

(20)

End" (M-G),

or

^"vAHffiX^Feb.

19,

'47..

murtSP

.

cl °se. harmony
JSBtt
i ln closing spot,

slotte

™U n
"ussia n ballad, an
ffiSL5°*
,?
Italian folk
song "Sorrento," but
really
cook
on
the
fo lowup
,

re-

Everything in the new Capitol
coupled to "The Begin•*flffi show,
or the End" builds up to one

If
Somer-Kathi^

Poodles are w«ll-traln«d and
garner

Negro,

spirituals,

nd

'

"Who

£
rwiM>? Lr dsSwin
ms^
e
annf m ^ v

Built

Low,

'

dates, does a real job onif theatre
St

tidbits unclassifiable but hilarious.
Sam Pruger does neat ac•

acts.

Vaude Mwiogists

C.

It's

show with

just a stage

little

to

excited about. There's the usual
ance team, comic, singer and a
group of musicians conducted by

tet

nianist Nat Brandwynne, who heretofore has confined himself mostly
to hotel and cafe, dates with much
It isn't until Miss
smaller bands.

Hfi

CATS AND THE FIDDLE

Y.

.

Otis Orch (17), Cats & the
Russ Miller, Scratch &
"Fats"
Thomas,
Deborah
Murphy, Lew. Talley, Pigmeat, John
Bunn & Sybil Lewis; "Lady Chasers"

Fiddle
Patch,

Staid culture foundry of concert-

JSts

and

lecturers,

New

week unveiled

a

(4),

^ansa s CUV, Feb. 21. pf rostrum performer. A little felr,
a
Jay
Arnold,
Dana & Lyles, Hanlon low by the name of Georgie -Price
Clarfc, Gloria Gould, Jack
Parks' broke m an act. You may remem(9); "SioUx City Sue" ber him from the days when he
FigMing Frontiersman" Played the Town Hall of vaudeville,
the old Palace on Broadway.
CI)
On Saturday, at midnight (22),
Towers 35 minutes of stage show Georgie Price tackled a new medium—the lecture platform.
this week are fairly routine
He
through- spoke of
events and personalities.
out and show stacks up as

Current

layout

at

this

Harlem

showcase is lacking in marquee
strength,
but nevertheless it's a
nicely paced bill which satisfied the

Tower Orch

few payees who ventured out in
the snowstorm opening night Friday (21).
Show runs the gamut
from Russ Miller's dog act to Pig-

meat's standard comedy blackout.
Comprising five reed, eight brass
mild entertainment. Somewhat off the pace And with his more than 40 years of and
four rhythm, Johnny Otis'
experience before audiences. Price combo puts
the emphasis on noise.
Grayson shows that there's any real of the past couple of weeks, but showed that an entertainer can
Led
by drummer Otis, who's planted
probably explained by a last minute
spark.
reach the balcony whatever the me- amid
his paraphernalia in the forehooking
things
switch
with a
due to transportation dium.
^Brandwynne opens
..
part
of
the
difficulties.
boys are rather
"I
work
on
Want
to
Be
Switch
of
brought in Jay
soggy bit
The only difference here was that brassy in podium,
so-so arrangement of
Arnold
a
few
followed
by
the
is
tap
and
hours
before
opening Price was selling gab, and all on the
Happy"
"Begin the Beguine." Crew later
team of Perry Franks and Janice. Friday as singing m.c. and he comes square. It was something which he
leaves the stand for some jammin',
They do a group of routines teed off through nicely despite the short sold for its basic values.
And,
marching up and down stage in
by a dtto bit that's well done. Boy notice.
wisely, Price chose a subject on
.Jack Parks' house band opens which he could spiel best— show what bore a faint resemblance to
works solo midway and proves himclose order drill. What it loses in
But then show with a standout arrangement business and its people.
self an excellent tapster.
raggedness, outfit makes up in enthe act hits a snag with the bowoff on a Duke Ellington medley, feaHe's got a few things to straighten
thusiasm.
tap
routine
a
by
the
entailing
tured
bit,
instrumentalists getting loud out before he hits the bigtime spiel
Maestro Otis contribs a solo on
boy around a sort of ballet stint by approval on "Mood Indigo" and circuit, but then again, it isn't like
the skins. Does some frenzied stickthe girl. It's slow and lacks punch "Sophisticated Lady."
Arnold fol- starting with a Gus Edwards unit
for a finish..
lows with his own singing turn, of- again. Price knows audiences, and beating on a blacked out stage with
Johnston is on next. This guy at fering a song montage from Irish it won't be long before he estab- drum shining with a pale blue, luminescent effect, Earned good recepone time seemed to have quite a ballads through "II Pagliaccib"
and lishes himself in the field.
Perhaps he. still has, but "Eih Fali" down to
future.
Despite frigid weather compli- tion. Sax player Lem Talley moves
"Yankee Doodle
off the stand for a humorous vocal
he's not showing as much as a seller Dandy."
His high register vocaling cated by a record snowfall a couple of "Open
the Door, Richard."
of songs as he did the last time he gets neat applause.
of days earlier, a near-capacity auVersatile Russ Miller pleases with
worked this house, which he explains
dience
turned
out
top.
at
Price's
$3
Pace sags a bit for rest of show.
talk, once he got by the prelimi- lariat spinning, unicycle riding folwas his last p.a. Perhaps he's rusty; Dana & Lyles in a
conventional
lowed by a dog routine. Using three
his voice and style, which was at
roller skating act run through their naries of doing his standard act, ran
pooches, one does a hind-leg balance
least individual if not always as acacrobatic whirls well enough, but past the 1 a.m. deadline. He talked on
a tight rope and holds paper in
about showbusiness, the old show
curate as it could be, was given real
the presentation could stand some
business, of such stalwarts as Jol- its mouth while Miller breaks it
help by a manner of selling that
smoothing out. Gloria Gould as dis- son,
made him outstanding. That's miss- covery
Cantor and Jessel.
His re- off with crack of a bull whip. Canine
night winner shows a good miniscenses
ing here and so is any real reaction.
were
delivered with a also skips rope in tandem. Assisted
warmth and the certain knowledge by an unbilled femme, ofay turn
He forces an encore composed of a soprano on "Make Believe."
Hanlon and Clarke take over clos- of a participant in a past, glorious was well received. Scratch & Patch,
Jerome Kern medley and it turns
ing spot with slapstick comedy. era.
He told of their weaknesses comedy duo, also won fair salvos.
out the best, of his repertoire, which
Tall, stately sepia warbler Debincludes, "Sooner or Later," "Oh But While Miss Clarke knocks herself and conceits with tolerance and unNo sensational ex- orah Murphy chirps "Might As Well
I Do,"
"Guilty" and "Old Black out with wacky comedy gyrations derstanding.
and
pair work hard at dragging poses just pleasurable listening.
Be Spring," but although doing well
Magic." They're, all soggy, although
laughs
from
their
chatter,
response
Price
it,
also revealed some trade with
it's,
it must be said he
apparent her deep,
gets little help
tricks,
He told how some- greats of throaty pipes are more suited for
from Brandwynne on the important from the customers is only mild.
Quire.
the variety stage milked extra bows, the jump numbers such as "Route
opening tune, "Sooner."
The beat
and it was hilarious.' Eddie Leonard 66," which she sings along with a
is lacking.
singing every number' but his fa- few bumps for the house wolves,
Paul Regan does well. His vocal
mous "Ida," or the gimmick of a Garners nice applause.
imitations go on and on. There are
Newark, Feb. 20.
performer coming out with a musiShow closes with vocalist "Fats"
po many that he could without missTex Beneke & Glenn Miller Orch cal instrument he never played, are Thomas and Cats & the Fiddle, muing them eliminate some of the less
accurate such as the Claghorn-Allen, (30), with Mello Larks (4), Gary still being done today, Price pointed sical quartet.
Edward G. Robinson and one or two Stevens; Helene & Howard, Leon out.
Since the concert and lecture was
others. Most of his work is true to Fields; "Ginger" (Mono).
Chicago Theatre, Chi
under auspices of the N. Y. Herald
a fine point, however, building up to
Chicago, Feb. 21.
really swell takeoffs of Will Rogers
Although many bands are hitting Tribune Fresh Air Fund. Price told
Dean Murphy, Connee Boswell,
(an unusual subject) and F.D.R. the rocks, Tex Beneke and the of his own boyhood in the slums of
Regan s material is good, too, nicely Glenn Miller outfit continue to lower eastside N. Y. Son of a bar r Martin Bros. (2), Lou Breese Orch
he
first augrevealed
how
ber,
he
"Dead Reckoning" (WB).
(14);
tying the various items together.
gather in the shekels. Easily the
Brandwynne, who does all m.c.'ing largest band of the vaude circuits, mented the meagre family income
and handles himself excellently in this one comes loaded to the gunnels by singing in saloons. At five he
While not a high budgeted show,
the chore, brings Miss Grayson on with 12 strings, four percussion, five joined Gus Edwards' juve revues. current layout at Balaban & Katz
.the line, "from the magic reeds, four trombones, four trumpets He's been in showbusiness ever flagship is one of the best balanced
J™J
M-G-M studios." Cute, but a bit and French horn. It is also loaded since, except for a time when he de- bills in several months.
Wall
Street
his
time
to
all
his
overdressed in a gown seemingly old for bear, as can -be heard in the voted
Show tees off with Lou Breese
brokerage some years ago.
lor her, Miss Grayson hits the bulls variety
house orch giving out on "Anniof
souhds that Beneke
Don't look now. but that's an oldeye frpm the start with an unbilled coaxes from his miniature army.
versary Song" featuring Rudy Wagtime vaude monologist looking over
tune, then goes after "Time After
The unit creates a better overall your shoulder. Brushing up on his ner pianist on the solo and Breese
fime,' a new one from her forthon
trumpet passage. Both garner
tonal
sock
effect of smoothness and
doubt— only now he'll
coming film, "It Happened in Brook- than in any individual numbers. Best routine, no
Little Georgie heavy applause.
lecturing.
call
it
lyn,'
"Jalousie," and a bit with of the bunch is "MeadOwlands," Red
Martin brothers are playing repeat
Price has given him an idea. Jose.
Johnston
apparently
date.
called
"If Army ditty, played in patrol fashion.
Ipure Ever Down By the Ocean." One of the prettier essays is "YesMarionetists repeat same routine,
m he.? *.wi*n a dUet of "I Hear terdays," Kern item soulfully
but skill of manipulation and sense
GoMera Gate, Frisco
?/J ?
JWusic
Featuring a voice that's un- tenored' by Beneke.
of rhythm put them above some
Latter also
San Francisco, Feb. 21.
usually warm inljoth high and low
of the other string_-pullers. Espechants along with Mello Larks in
Kaye,
Georgia
Gibbs,
3 Da- cially strong
registers,
Danny
nicely
controlled,
the
is their heart-broken
"Uncle
of
arrangements
young star makes a deep impression neat
rescos, Russ Clark, Bud Moore's
Remus," and "Gal in Calico." A Orch (14); "Lone Wolf in Mexico" clown and rhumba sisters bits. Bow
off to hefty mitt.
Si ."^listeners, vocally and visu- finale groups together "Chattanooga (Col).
She handles herself well and,
Dean Murphy scores with his takeChoo-Choo," "This Is the Night,"
Ml Short, is quite a performer,
offs of film stars in rapid fire throw"Don't Be That Way" and "Serenade
Wood.
But for the inadroit booking, aways, where he gets top results is,
in Blue," to fine response.
Danny Kaye into instead of using the usual routines,
Gary Stevens, crooner, moons which brought Catholic
community Murphy uses the stars only as a medominantly
through "Oh But I Do" and "For this
State, M. V.
to open Ash Wednesday for the dia for his observations on topical
Richard Himber Orch (15) with You, For Me," with nice reaction first week of Lent, house records issues. Does impressions of Harry
(jOTOl Ray, Diana Berry, Gaudsraith from the bobby-sox element.
toppling
as the local Kaye Richman and Hildegarde.
Follows
be
would
contributed
by
Smart bits are
2
A™ory Bros. (4); "Till the
the Golden Gate to with routine of famous people he
jammed
fans
i?
ballkid
who
Howard
Helene and
Gwuds Roll By" (M-G).
house out of recent doldrums. has met and ends in a stirring tribroomarttics via slapstick acrobatics, take
The well-rounded bill opens with ute to the late F.D.R. in latter's plea
Leon Fields, clever young comic
and
Richard Himber and his society
the Thre# Darescos, two men and a for eternal peace. Bows off to solid
whose stuff is reasonably fresh.
applause.
~™nd of music is making
gal, who get over nicely in a slick
Bran.
one of his
Connee Boswell fits right in the
periodic appearances at
adagio routine. Trio works smooththe State,
bill with her sock renditions
of
ly, building up to a flash finish.
rLu' as topliner of current bill,
Chi
Oriental,
wen,
Russ Clark, puppeteer working on "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah," "Girl That
comprising
rhythm,
Chicago, Feb. 20.
stage, gets sock re- I Marry," "Buttermilk Sky," "South
portable
wee violins, four three
small
three
reeds,
ses and femme harpist, gives out
Dick Juraens Orch (17), The turns for smart manipulation of America, Take It Away" and "Show
'w??
include Boat" medley. Encores with "Stormy
Dolls
puppets.
witn slick, listenable arrangements Glenns (3), Cy Reeves; "That Bren- colorful
sepia tapper, clown that blows soap Weather" for additional salvos. Solid
n stanza and valuable musical nan Girl" (Rep)
i" ?f
assists to other
bubbles, stripteaser and skeleton for hit.
acts on the bill,
Lower floor almost filled at second
waestro fronts band neatly and nanDick Jurgens' combination has not good somedy effect.
Show,
five
Lgop.
past
delivers
the
for
songstress,
Gibbs,
dates
tiles emcee
Georgia
played theatre
chore affably.
more a brace of songs to good response,
or six years, but he has much
r
A. few b a rs of its new
bands that have including "Blue Skies," "More than
many
than
offer
er
to
°P en the Door, Richard,"
for years. Great- You Know" and a torrid "South
them
playing
been
ues
into own arrangement
fresh and America Take it Away."
rf
Unit Review
os Sor ry Now?" to set it est asset is that band looks
«/«k ^
Main trouble now is
fresh;
Kaye's smash reception, whose
with
the outfronters.
Carol Kay, sounds
Bora routine the night caught ran 50
attractive band vocalist, socks over a matter of programming;
as a second number drags minutes, is a tribute to comic, who
s x
rendition of "Come Rain 'or Staccato"
Jones
Spike
it
used
matriculated
should.be
P„ <; eyShln
it
If
years
ago
show.
half a dozen
e" for solid returns. Band the
the bill. and graduated from the Catskill
(MPLS. AUDITOKIUM)
thiH
better later
ara P ni'ases "Danube Waltz" would go
Sfih §
Minneapolis, Feb. 22.
Band is heavy on strings (5) but is Circuit to become a top comedian.
ffii Anniversary Song" to point up not too schmaltzy.
Spike Jones City Slickers (.15)
Toying with the susceptibilities of
similarity
of tunes and handled in
Three bandsmen double on vocals, his audience with consummate self- loith Ding Bell, Bill King, Dr. HorafaShi ° n W " h Vi0U
above average voices. assurance, and running the gamut tio Q. Birdbath, Doodles- Weaver,
" tri ° ail with
Wlghted!
Castle does okay with roman- from outright buffoonery, to first- George Rock, Dick Morgan, Mickey
na Berry °»>e Of the trio of Jimmy
handles
ballads, while Al Galante
si.?i?,
rate satire, to lump-in-the throat sen- Katz, Bettyjo Huston, Bill King,
Un J ng acts follows and scores tic
Surprise is Ray Blanco
with
timent, Kaye figuratively drenched Slickerettes (3), H0en Greco and
™;m nifty tapstering, interspersed comic tunes.
'Bobaloo to
guitarist, who swings
his audience with songs and items of Aileen Carlyle.
w«n comedy chatter that adds up
Ban§ backs soloists the leave-em-limp quality, To send
nutting.
food
y on overall. Gal, a lanky bru- with choral arrangements.
Kaye did encore
For his present "Musical DepreciaSit
«ev tees off with comedy song and
scores 'em away happy
Cy Reeves, deadpan comic,
encore, including a song tribute tion Revue" one-nighter tour, Spike
after
on
fiets down to terping in two
Jones has corralled several outstandwith his Danny Kaye takeoff
to his infant daughter Dina.
Rowing definite original- "Dark Eyes" and jazzed up Old
ih,
£1 to
Kaye's 50-minute pitch included ing acts to augment his own topadd
would
Reeves
8ood
which had notch musical lunacy presentations.
Man River." If
MiJx"
the •'Minnie the Moocher,"
m er and. his applause.
lads take over to another skit, replacing some of
seat-warmers echoing the musi- The result is two-and-a-half hours
baoii
Background Hy Harrow, sideman, old gags he tees off with, hed get the
entertainment tbat sends
cal gibberish as- if they were in the of sock
satire on calypso singers b
r
a revival of "Ball and The payees away satisfied. In his own
act,
on <X*
™°ney in the Bank" and "Conorganization, of Course, Jones has a
acf on bill is Three Glenns Jack," "Tip-Toe Through the Tulips,
c?i f
trio that work smoo'hly
ha
the Beguine," a satire on number of ace performers, equally
"Begin
4 toL?° °ver neatly. Gaud- top balancing
brunet
sexy
some quondam proficient as musicians and fun8 and th eir educated with gal understander,
5aSSL?
her lifts "Night and Day,"
es a<iS%
makers, fully capable of holding the
d
getting sock reception for
dancing, a turn with Miss Gibbs and
4i *P the merriment with
Loop.
Uleir standard
comedy canine act. and other gymnastics,
,
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15 Mins.
Apollo, N.

If.

Although reputed

to

have been

to-

gether some time, "this sepia quartet
unlisted in Variety files.
Comprising bass and three guitars two
of them electric— outfit held closing
spot here and impressed both with
their vocal harmonies and musicianship. Limiting their repertoire to their
is

—

(PRC).

Town
new type

York's

(4)

Instrumental-Songs

Johnny

Hall last

Acts

Ted.

Apollo,

Crop Up Again

Will

New

companying on piano.
Bud Moore's band provides splendid backing for Kaye and the other

No'one can say this layout is poor, &
it
extraordinary.
neither »is

tut

.

other

nice appear-

ance,
Be- nice blend harmony well and earn
response.
Band closes with "Richard" theme
Edba.
tween picture showings.. Miss GrayJohnnie
Johnston,
coupled to
'ion
doing a series
with whom she's been
Tower, K.

Grayson

and beyond that what ocfore that
just another interval becurs forms

•

the

Sweet

iw All Tfeese QU

recordings on this appearance, boys
would do better to use some of the
more popular numbers in the future.
Neatly clad in tuxes, group opens
with "Kilroy Was Here," and follows
with "I'd Rather Drink," one of its
waxings, marked by unusual vocal
overtones and clever guitar effects.
Also do "Romance Without Finance
Is a Nuisance." fast rhythmic novelty, and "I Miss You So."
Apollo date
marks guitarist Austin Powell's resumption with the turn after a threeyear Army stint. Top-drawer warbler handles the melodies while
mates supply background harmonies.
.

TEDDY & PHYLLIS RODRIGUEZ
DANCE
15 Mins,

Havana Madrid", N. Y.
Fresh from the Coast and appearances at Ciro's and theatre dates,
Teddy and Phyllis Rodriguez are a
refreshingly
original
dance duo
whose meticulous precision is the
epitome of grace. They're a good
bet for the swankier spots.
Attractively garbed in a white chiffon gown with beaded bodice, femme
a svelte blonde whose top-drawer
terping is matched by the ability of
her partner, who sports dark trousers and a grey vest. Bathed in a
clear white spot, duo open with a
waltz and segue into a samba.
Follow with "Begin the Beguine"
and an original creation tagged
"League of Nations." Their interpretation
is
seemingly' effortless.
Close with a routine bordering on
the Lindy. Begged off to solid reis

ception.

THREE ACES
Acrin
8 Mins.

Havana Madrid, N. Y.
Here in the States for several
months, three Cuban boys are making their

New York bow

at this spot.

Featuring
difficult
hand-to-hand
stuff, youthful trio works 'em out to
Their smooth techniques
the turn as a natural for both

perfection.

mark

vaude and niteries.
Lads are somewhat under wraps
here, due to the basement bistro's
ceiling. Climax is reached when
understander, lying in prone position, raises his inverted partner with
one hand on his noggin. Act was

low

well received.

spotlight

and dishing out

*

solid fun-

stering.

Most band numbers are

its

disk

best-sellers and undoubtedly familiar
to the customers, but the accompany-

ing clowning and screwball monkey
business generate hilarity and audi-

ence yocks which at times almost
drown out the performers' din. Fun,
music and song plus some diversified
Vaudeville
tainment.-

make

for sure-fire enter-

Show starts slowly, but
mentum and after a too
only

mildly

provocative

brief

moand

first

part

gains

on all cylinders.
"Hot-Cha-Cornya" is a typical
Spike Jones musical bedlam to usher
in the daffiness. Ding Bell and Bill
King are featured in "Leave the
Dishes in the Sink, Ma," with the
usual Jones' effects and screwball
action.
Dr. Birdbath's animal and
bird imitations
culminating with
"Old MacDonald Had a Farm" in the
Jones' manner, are socko. Bettyjo
Huston scores with her unusual concontortionist
trol,
and tumbling
gets rolling

.

stunts,

"You Always

Hiirt the

One You

Love" has Doodles Weaver and
George Rock in the spotlight. Both v
are^ clever performers .and later, as
singles, stop the show.
WeSver, a
young comedian, is a reai"findr-His j *
one-man baseball team and impression of Ted Husing announcing
Speedway get over for tops. Rock
not only a topnotch trumpeter,
but also a comic and has them begis

ging for more after vocals of
R Mlnka," "I Wanna Get Married"
and "Mairzy Doats."
band
numbers
include
Other

Magic,"
"Liebestraum,"
"Black
"Sheik of Araby," "Chloe" and ''Hawaiian War Chant," all, of course,
with much comedy interpolation in
the "Jones manner. The Slickerettes
are twb«igals and a boy whose precision tap routines win favor. Mickey

Katz,
scores

diminutive band member,
with bis clarinet solo and
Bill King's juggling is
the best in its line. The song
•

comicalities.

among

numbers of

attractive

Helen Greco

land solidly while Dick Gardner's
fiddling provides the show's musical
highlight. Aileen Carlyle displays a
fine voice, but also figures in the
nonsensical skullduggery. The finale
has the entire company indulging in
glee club capers.

House large and

enthusiastic.

Rees.

•

•

"

Wednesday, February 26,

S6
the test of decency," Connolly declared,
"Not even in the days of

Continued from page

BUFFALO

so far.

$7,500.

(m.o.), $10,000.

'Jolson'

Pitt;

(20th)

measures are the same which closed
'Trio' in 1945 without a trial, which
shutdown 'The Outlaw' recently
without a public showing, and who

—

—

—

Providence, Feb. 25.

sock $27,000.

„

„„.

.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 40-70)
Life" (RKO) (2d wk).
into biz generally. Despite this RKO —"Wonderful
Helped by excellent word-of-mouth.
Albee's holdover of "Sinbad the May hit near $18,000 after great
is

"The Chase" and Majestic with "Humoresque" fight it out for first honors of the

new

bills.

Estimates for This

Week

44-65)— "Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) and "High
(2d wk).
School Hero" (Mono)
Albee (RKO)

Fancy
first

(2,200;

$15,000 after
stanza.

wow

$24,000 in

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 44-65)
—"Beast Five Fingers" (WB) and

"Gas House Kids" (WB) (2d wk).
First sesh was nice

Hep $5,000.
$7,000.
Fay's

obstacles to obtain their repeal."

(Fay)> (1,400; 44-65)— "East

Side of Heaven" (Par) (reissue) and
vaude on stage. Steady $7,000. -Last
week. "Little Giant" (U) and vaude,
$7,500?

—

$24,000 opener.
Rite (WB) (800;

40-70)

—

"Till

$2,000.

Senator (Harris) (1,750; 40-70)—
"Black Beauty" (20th) and "Wild
West" (PRC). Mildish $2,500. Last
week, "13 Rue Madeleine" (20th)
(m.o.). $3,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 40-70)—"Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO) <2d wk)..Not
so big at $11,000 or near. Last week,
"Sinbad" fell off after terrific opening but still hit husky $26,000.

(WB)

(2.000;

40-70)

—

"Cross My He'art" (Par). Weakling
at $7,000 or under. Last week, "Till
Clouds Roll By"
(M-G) .(m.o.),
about same.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
"Humoresque" (WB). Fine $15,000.
Last week, "Man I Love" (WB) and
"Mr. Hex" (Mono), solid $16,000.
Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 6585)
"Dangerous Money" (Mono)
and vaude on stage for three-day
weekend run. So-so $4,500. Last
week, "Affairs of Geraldine" (Rep)
»n"d Vivian Blaine and Sam Donahue
orch on stage for three-day weekender, sturdy $8,500. House soon
changes to straight first-run screen

n

«

Johnny Long Band
.loan Edwards
Ruddy Leatev

A Van

'.pwls

Roxy

(I)

Peter I.orre

Boy Foy
Pat Terry
clyn Knight
Slate (I.) SK

Ink Roots

IIOLYOKE
Mae

Wilfred

3

1NDIANAVOM8
Circle

BROOKLYN

Ma"-'
Sail e

Sq

27-1

(II

The Saxons,
Hayden & Haller
Don Corey

&

Martini

Adams

St

Pace

Vaughn

QMAHA

Orpheum

(P) 2S

p.m.
p.m.

Danny Drayson
Grace Drysdale

Don Frye
Vanity Fair
Gertrude Niesen

Phil Brito

Bob Howard
Dorjg Ruby

Jan Murray
Hal LeRoy
Bob Williams

Chavez Ore
Ned Harvey Oro

Boyd Raeburn

Ronny

Tradeshows

.

—

.

•

.

When

Jamaica (1) 29-1
I. St 1j Benard

Mae

Wilfred

3

York & Pearce'
Ber Mar
Shirley Lavelle

Boh Johnson

New

Marion Speltnan
June Arnold
Blasell & Farley

3-3

Jans & Martel
Richardson

Rogers

O'Donnell

BALTIMORE

State

23-1

(I)

Jean Val Jean
Shore
Cole

St

Chrjs

Sr

Rao

Carr

Billy

K

Lambert Co

.1

F-lslie

St

Ml BROOK

Brook (I) 1-2Bob Johnson
Al Mortan
Hlgglns & Hayes
Josle Thorpe
(one to

ROCKFORD

Palace

Dann

Artie
IHII

fill)

.

CAMDEN
I) St L Raymond
Roy Smeck
Bud Sweeney

The Herzoga

Tom & Wonder
Ada Broma
Babs & Bobby

(I)

Carol Klnir

SAN

I.add

Bob Evans
Maite & KanLane Bros
Art Norcus

Lyon

CINCINNATI
Alhee (RV 27
Bob Crosby Ore

Town

Criers
Dunhilis

Kddie Rio

Hotel Blamarck
Joseph Sudy Oro
Roland Twlna
Vela MOntola
Lenore
Annetto Olsen
L St G Cansino
Eddie Fens Oro
Hotel Blnckstone
Carl Brlsson
Ramos Orch
Hotel Congress
Joe Vera Ore
Sam Barl
Hotel Continental
Za Bach's Ore
Marianne Fedelo
-

S

SPRINGFIELD
27-2
So,
(I)
Prrde & Daye
Ducat & Kaye
Kate Ellen
c ,wan Tramp Bd
Harry Martin Co
Extremes

Zsiga Bela
Paul Arnold
Sinclair Sc Alda

Helen Wenzel
rvlga

Orlova

Sheldon Reed
H Bdir; water Be'ch

Henry Brandon O
Prrff Backward
Whltson Bros
Landre i Verna
Preston Lambert
Betty Gray
Hotel Sherman
Carl Marx
Ice Revue
Ted Weems
Hotel Steven*

Don McCrane Oro
Dennis

Kelly

Bob Hall
Boulevar-Dears
Latin Quarter
Ted Lewis Ore
Geraldine Du Boil
Paul White
Klroy Peac*
Corwin Sis
Sol Klein Ore
Sky Riders

Palmer Hon**
Or*

Williams
Dorothy Shay
F & E Barry
Anromantaes
Abbott D'ncers (Ml
Rio Cabana
Francis Faya
Jack Carter
Nancy Doran
Griff

Bob Lee
COpsey

&

Ayer*

Don Bradfleld
The Lovelies
Cee

(10)

Davidson Oro
Vine Garden*

Al tflmmy

Oeorfte Moore

Joe KIsh Ore
Mel Cole Oro

Strand (W) 4-«

Or

Cab Calloway
The Ravens

B St Lois
WASHINGTON

Miller

27

Ray Lang Ore

a

FRANCISCO

Golden Gate (K) 26

VTICA

Belly Jane Smith

Noro Morale*
Larry Stewart
Copa Cover Girls'
Phlf Foster

'A

Slate Bros
Lurienne & Ashour

Betty Rellly
Virginia McGraw

Parker Bros

Bert Henry \
Paul Walker Ore

CHICAGO
Chicago (P) 28
Connee Boswell
Dean Murphy
Martin Bros

t'onacaban*.

Jimmy Savo

28

(I)

Dools Ruby
Mary Jo Bell
Nan Huston
Chuck Mann

Tex

Court

Towers (1) 28-2
Laverne & Jon

Oriental

O

Richard Hlmber
Peggy Taylor 8
June Lorraine

Trama

BOSTON
Ronton (R) 27
Glenn Miller Ore
Tex Benecke
Helene & Howard

28

(I)

(12)
Galo.

Leo Fuld
Milt Moss
Irving Bensen

BEADING

.

Adorablea

Luclo Garcia Or*
Coloslms'a
Joey Faye

L Hampton Ore
Esjali

2-5

Jack Cole Dcrs
June Edwards
Gay Claridr* Or*
Phyllis

27

The Lavernes
Georgle Kay
The "Latinos
George Glfford
Karl* (W) 28

Gobs,

:i

Blair

(I)

Blackhawli
Russ Carlylo Oro
Joey Bishop
Chen Pares
Pearl Bailey-

Red St Curley
The Chocolateera

Gerri

Warner

&

Co

PHILADELPHIA
Carman

Apus * Estrallla
Zimmermnn'*
Gene Kardoa
Janczl Makula

CHICAGO

Majestle (I) 27-2
Goldberg'!
"Battle of Magic"

Al

Hippodrome (I) SB
Sammy Kaye Ore
Rube Teenier
Olson St Joy

Ida James

Eddie Hayward Or
D Dickens Ore

*

¥orfcer

patsbson

D

Carole

Peggy Palmer
D'Qulneey St Glv'n*
Zanzibar
Mills Bros

Chuck Foster Ore

AGENCY
York

The Maximes
Jimmy Husson

Wright
St
Mortan
Josle Thorpe

Wlvel

Bob Lee

Kay

'

Censor Fight

OWEENS

Glnnle Powell

Stuart, Langley

Ray

Sc

Hotel

Direction: KDDIK SMITH
I SOI -Broadway, New

Nolle Fisher

Bernie West
Eddie "Stone Or*
Nino Bd
Hotel Blltmore

Carmen Cavallaro
Hotel Commodore
Eddy Howard Ore

4 WEEKS

;

Mpls. Drive

I'hilllpa

3 Aces
Maclovla Rulis
Chito Izar
Luis Del Campo
Carlos Varela Orr
llelmaat-Plau

PARAMOUNT THEATRE
NEW YORK

and 5:45
and midnight.

Komaatan
Rank*

Bernard Bros
Bob Grant Ore
Panehtto Ore
Village Vanguard
Maxine Sullivan
3 Flames
R Dyer-Bennett

Nina Dover
Joe La Porta Ore
(I'wMl Village Ina

The Rodrlquezs

Jerry

St

Elliott

Versailles

Hn vn na-*f nOnd

Chas Splvak Bd

Tom

Leonard
Notes

i

O

•

I

OIJ
,la

BKI>FORI>

Balls*

Muriel Gaines
Gloria King
Cedrlc Wallace I

Rolu-ri

SB

(I)

Brtdl# - »

Whalen

Macks

Revue

90s

NKW

£

Swan

Coleman Ore
Mlscha Borr Ore
Rogers Corner

15mll

Don Baker
Alomas Hawaiian*
The Chnnteurs
Barry Bros Oro
Kuban Rlen

Esquires
Wanger Line

,

LEWIS and YAN

p.m. and between 9

Craddocks
Chic Gladk*

Pat Rooney
The Perrya
Francis

.1

.

Ruasjll

4

Carroll

Adams

Archie Robbing
Francis & Grey
Chandra Kaly Dcra

Sherry Britton
Art Waner Oro
Monte Carle
Dick rnaparre

NEWARK

Oay

Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Oro
Waldorf- Astoria
Jane Pickens

Leon

The Pitchmen

Emma

Hotel Roosevelt

Ernie Gtuart Ore
Ml In Qnarlri

Sonny King
3 Parks
Carmen Montoya

Paige
Fredrlcks Co
Donald Novls
.lean

fUldogarde

Hal Kanhor Oro
Monte tjrc

Guy Lombardo Ore

Roth

Jackie

MIAMI
& Jewett

C

Cass Harrison Ore

4

Olympla (P) 26

1-2

(I)

Winston-Salem, N. C, Feb. 25.
Parka
Daniels
Motion pictures and athletic con- Larry
Gonzales 2
tests now are permitted in Winston- The Martins
Salem on Sundays, during non- Flauretta Co
church hours,
The board of aldermen, acting on
recent favorable -straw vote,
a
amended the blue law. Exhibitions
were made lawful between 12:30

•

(three to All)

Patricia

La Conga

Chas Reader Ore

Ot

A Lee Slmpking

21

(I)

.lr

Dunham Dcra

Lillian

Georce Prentice
George Morton

0™

Carle

Hotel Pierre
„
Maurice ft Maryea
Modernalres

La Mnrtlnlqut
IC

Farrar

Bob Turk

tack Howard
Machito Ore
Johnny Rodrlque?'

*

(I)

Mel Hall

Dorothy Claire
A Rosenbloom

Flat bush

8H-2

(1)

Ella Fitzgerald

Valley Arena

Tower (I) 28
The Jolvnstonea

.

I'.acr

Amend Winston-Salem Blue Law

State

Buddy Morrow Ore

W|

Alice

Iceland
Milt Britton Oro

P Whlteman

„>.„._
*
how

*

»'

Hotel Pennsylv an |.
Frankle

Ralph Font Or

Dawn
IIAHTIOBD

4

Villareal

Embassy
Larry Marvin

Dolly

„f

Independent; (L>

(W) Warner

Zero Moatel
Jose Mellii Ore

KANSAS CITY

Monroe & Grant
Hal Hunter
Frank Convllle

&

Chelo

27

(It)

Larry Storch
Arnaut Bros

Slhyl Bowan
Kay Moore

Lamb

oil

I'OLIMIH'S

Palme

King- Cole 3
'eggy Taylor

I

Clyde McCoy Ore
Michael O'Shea

85

»

—

w

CITX

(I.)

Strand (W) SS
Extend Tenn. Censor Rule
Claude Thornhlll O
Memphis, Feb. 25.
The DIGatanos
Alan Hale
City censor board is expected to Maitha Vlckers
extend its jurisdiction to cover all Bol< Hopkins'
BRONX
of Shelby County, under bill introWindsor (I) 1-2
duced in state legislature by the Stan Irwin
Arnauls
Shelby County delegation the past
Paul Gary
week.
Morris & Ryan
Ramona Lang

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
Launched by the Rev. John Sim
I
mons, pastor of St. Mark's Lutheran
- Continued from page 8 ;
Jg church, a campaign is being waged
mi
churches here against
sorship to advertising with the right by Protestant
that picture minorities in an
of revocation of film's seal by the films
Board of Regents was decried by the unfavorable light.
The Rev. Simmons and a number
brief presented.
urging from
Film division of the Progressive of other pastors are
their pulpits that their parishioners
Citizens of America added its weight
fare.
boycott all such pix.
against the bill yesterday (25) in a
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—"The telegram sent to the governor under
Chase" (M-G) and "Mr. District At- signature of Bosley Crowther, N. Y.
torney" (Col). Getting hefty" $21,chairman of
500. Last week, "Always Loved You" Times film critic who's
(Rep) and "Alias Mr. Twilight" the division, and Maurice Bergman,
Universal ad-pub biggie who's viceContinued from page 3
(Col), great $22,000.
for
a hearing
chairman.
PCA
asked
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
Variety during, the last
"Jolson Story" (Col) (5th wk). and said that the law would present peared in
Began Monday (24). Fourth week a great danger of "the abuse of ar- several weeks. Five majors screened
closed with solid $14,000; previous bitrary political censorship powers." 11 different features for review in
week was $15,000.
the Feb. 19 issue and seven features
Bill presented a threat not only
turned out by four different disagainst films but also radio, the
press
and the publishers, PCA tribs were reviewed in the Feb. 12
issue. Total of 18 represents almost
'Madeleine' Fast
claimed.
double the number of reviews in the
stance
that
reiterated
its
ACLU
For 3
Spots
entire preceding month but it's un
license revocations should be limited
Denver, Feb, 25.
likely, according to the legalites, that
to films branded as obscene by a
Snow and cold weather are taking
the seven majors .represented will
jury after a criminal trial. The new
throw that many pix on the market
a bite out. of biz this week. "13 Rue
bill, the letter said, expanded the
Madeleine" will get top coin but it's already reprehensible practice of within th.e next few weeks.
Another possible reason offered for
not big.
condemning a work without jury the number
of tradescreenings now
Estimates for This Week
verdict.
is the easing
off recently of the
Alladin
The Times inveighed against the Coast studio strike. Most of the
(Fox)
35-74)—
(1,400;
Angel and Badman" (Rep) and "Pil- proposal as introducing an entirely
grim Lady" (Rep), .after week at new principle into censorship. "Un- majors had several features nearing
Denver, Webber. Good $5,500. Last der its terms the most innocent mo- completion when the strike first
broke but were forced to disconWeek, "Magnificent Doll" (U) and
"Gentleman Joe Palooka" (Mono) tion picture could be suppressed by tinue work on them with the tieup
the Regents, or their representatives, in facilities. Pix have subseq%eritly
(m.o.), $4,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 35-74)— if it were advertised in what they been completed and so are being
"Perfect Marriage" (Par) (2d wk) considered too spicy a manner." Re- screened as they're put in the cans.
and "Big Town" (Par). Okay $8,500. spectable newspapers, the Times
With the 30-day notification policy
Last week, "Perfect Marriage" (Par) said, are careful enough of the ads set by the decree, industry
officials
fair $11,000.
they take not to require further re- look for films to be tradescreened In
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 35-74)— "13 strictions.
the future far in advance of their re
Rue Madeleine" (20th) and "Rolling
Publishers Passive
lease dates.
Early screenings, it's
Home" (SG), day-date with Esquire,
On the* other side of the medallion, pointed out, also give exhibs more
Webber. Nice >>$14,000. Last week;
"Angel and Badman" (Rep) and "Pil- it's been learned that the State opportunity to set ballyhoo com
grim Lady" (Rep), also Webber, Catholic Welfare Committee ap- paigns, which are considered neces
stout $16,000.
proved the bill, without statement, sary if future product is to get the
Esquire (Fox) (742; 35-74)— "Rue several weeks ago. Sponsors of the extended playing time that.distrib
Madeleine"
(20th)
and "Rolling law were apparently, unaware of toppers are hoping for.
Home" (SG), day-date with Denver, this. Legislative committee of" the
Webber. Good $4,000. Last week,
"Henry V" (UA), roadshow (2d wk) State Publishers' Assn. decided Monday. (24) that the bill did not directly Chorine Badly Burned
hip $8,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 35-74)— affect the newspaper business and
"Till Clouds Roll By" (M-G) and that it would therefore take no acCostume Goes Ablaze
"Strange Voyage" (Mono) (2d wk). tion. It gave free hand to individual
Pittsburgh, Feb, 25.
Okay $15,500. Last Keek, big $22,500. sheets to act as they saw fit.
Delores Hamilton, 22 - year - old
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 35-74)—
NYC Councilman's Warning
chorus
"San Quentin" (RKO) and "Fabulous
girl' at
the Casino, local
Censorship shackles are rapidly
Suzanne" (RKO). Fine $3LiOO or being fixed on films, press and burlesque house, suffered severe
near. Last week, "Brennan Girl"
burns last week when a flimsy gown
(Rep) and "Notorious Gentleman" Speech by legislStive developments she was wearing caught
afire.
Accurrently under way in Albany, New
(U). fair $8,000.
cording to Max Cohen, house man'Rialto (Fox) (878; 35-74)— "Open York City Councilman Eugene P.
City" (Indie). Record $7,000. Holds. Connolly said this week in a warn- ager, Miss Hamilton was heating a
Last week, "Humoresque" (WB) and ing sent by him to all newspapers. stick of mascara with a match. The
"Renegade Girl" (SG). after week at Connolly specifically referred to" the match burned her finger, he said,
Denver, Esquire, Webber, Aladdin, Wilson bill and another subjecting and she dropped it into a waste
good $5,000.
authors
to
criminal
prosecution basket. The contents flared up and
Webber (Fox) (750; 35-74)— "Rue for
alleged
indecent
writing ignited her gown.
Madeleine"
(20th)
and "Rolling
Other chorus girls rushed to her
bills would create conveniHome" (SG), also Denver, Esquire. ent"These
short-cuts .for groups which aid and tore off the burning costume.
Okay $3,000. Last week, "Angel and
Badman" (Rep) and "Pilgrim Lady" coqld pressure officials to set up Miss Hamilton was removed to the
arbitrary standards of morality as Mercy Hospital.
(Rep), fine $4,000.

21G
Denver

Capitol

Johnnie Johnstone
Nat Brandywine O
I" Franks & Janyce
Paul Regan
Music Hall (I)
Harold Barnes
Robert Marshall
Los Panchos 3
Pansy the Horse
Corps lie Ballet
Rockettes
Synv Ore
Paramount <JQ t6

."

(M-G) (m.o.).
Clouds Roll By"
Fourth week downtown for musical.
Not bad at around $3,000. Last
week. "Humoresque" (WB) (m.o.),

Warner

NEW YORK

Kathryn Grayson

Cappella.

cutting

Sailor" looks big. Loew's State with

Letter In parenthesis Indicate circuit: (I)
BKO;
(I") raramountj <B>

want to give legal sanction to
'thought control.'

'

tt

Numerals In connection with Mils below indicate «|>»nl» day
y
whether full or split week

25G, 2d now

Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
Turning to- films, Connolly said:
40-70)
Teck (Shea)
(1,400;
"Jolson Story" at Harris is still "In the case of an alleged indecent
"Show-Off" (M-G) and "Strange
Journey" (20th) (m.o.). Nice $5,000. the biggest thing in town and will advertisement, whose standard wiu
Last week, "Westerner" (Par) and show only a slight drop from second govern? And what can be said in
(2d
(reissues)
(Par)
"Splendor"
justification of banning a film not
week. "It's a Wonderful Life" also
wk), $4,500.
of the item, but on
holding up well in second week on the contents
Lafayette (Basil) (3,300; 40-70)— is
the Sailor" is what someone says about it in an
"Return of Monte Cristo" (Col) "and at Penn, but "Sinbad
Suppose a wholly
advertisement?
Neither
Stanley.
at
"Lone Wolf in Mexico" (Col). Only slipping sharply pix,
indecently
Douis
performance
"Brasher
decent
new
of
two
the
$11,000 or near. Last week, "Swell
"Cross My advertised by someone other than
Guy" (U) and "Singin' in Corn" bloon" at Fulton is and
much.
doing
Warner
Heart"
spoke of harat
exhibitor?
Jesus
the
good
$13,000.
(Col),
Week
would
defor
This
censor
lots.
Suppose
Estimates
a
86th Century (20th Cent) (3.000;
cide that reference to harlots in an
40-70)— "Sinbad the Sailor" (RKO)
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 40-70)
and "Vacation in Reno" (RKO) (2d "Brasher Doubloon" (20th). House advertisement was indecent, what
Good $11,500. Last week, just marking time until "Best Years then?"
wk).
great $23,0 00.
of Lives" (RKO) comes in March 5
Urging all interested to wire
for a run. Will be lucky to get mild Governor Dewey of their opposition,
$7,000. Last week, "I'll Be Yours" councilman added: "Certainly, there
(U), about same in 8 days.
Should
be, at least, an open hearing
Prov. Pulls Out of Snow;
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 40-70)
wk). at which the opponents can state
(2d
(Col)
Story"
"Jolson
If the Governor signs,
their views.
'Chase' Rousing $21,5111 Helped by Washington's Birthday
scale. Smash $25,000; last session the bills, there will be tremendous

Heavy snowfall here

WEEK OF FEBRUARY

this 'crusade'

U

'Doubloon' Thin $7,000,

Up' Father" (Mono). Good
week,
"Madeleine"
Last

Variety Bills

Anthony Comstock did we ever go
The censorial forces behind
and these suppressive

Picture finises

Capitol
4

Walters Raps

27

(I.)

Moroccans

Sara Ann MoCabo
Jerry Bergen
(I)

51

i

a
favors and no charity receives

WOONSOCKET

New Park

2

Eric Thorson
Sid Stone Co
Bobby Rollins
Martini & Pace
The Marvelettes

Continued Irom pase

;

The Chadwlcks

Penny.

The

chantbest, most worthwhile
of which I have

able..organizations
any knowledge, the
Community Chest,

Bed
the

Cross, lt>e
,

March

ol

tne
Dimes, the Jewish Federation,

Cabaret

lis

NEW I0KK
Blue Angel
John HuckmaKter
Florence

Desmond

CITY

Jaydine Li-Sun
Tal Sings

Fran Yang

.

it Somay
Moo Song

Phil Gordon

Chat

Josephine Premice
3
Kills Larkln
Stuart Ross
CnTe Rloetert

Copncahana
Tony Martin

(Downtown)
Olivette Miller

Jackson
Josh White
C Heard Oro
Cafe Society
('lift

I

(Uptown!
l.uclenne Boyer
Dave Martin t
Edmund Hall Ore
Carnival
Olsen & Johnson
Beatrice Kay

Puppets
T Valdez
Blackburn Twins
Michael Edwards
MeManus Ore
Reid Ore
China Doll

Halici

c

«•

Keye Luke
John Tlo

lrvvin Corey
Bill Shirley

'

Raye & Nakli
Steen & Tasher
Michael Durso Ore
Fernando

Diamond

Alvere/, O
norseslioi:

cerned gets
draw
rates— while the people who
actors ana
the crowds, that is, the
the men
nothing.
I

Sir!

Imogene Coca

Herman Hyde

Turner Twlna
Rosebuds
Jackie Gloason
Billy

all supchurches, the hospitals, are
of tne
ported without exploitation
managei.
actors or coercion of the
or ^the
In most cases the hotel
are
arena where these affairs
or get a
get 'paid for their food
Nearly always stagehanas
rental.
usne
and
clerks
musicians,
and
con
printers and everybody else
paid-often at overtime

Banks

Hal Hunter
Tables Davis
Renald & Rudy
Jack Mathers
Noble SIsslo Oro
8yd strange Oro
IC1
Chlro
P.ottun

Miguel

Rloa
& Albalcln

am

who pay

the

actors,

s

that extaking the position

wnicn
cept for a commitment or two
ae

made before I came to this
any
cision that I shall not permit
any
the entertainers working at
nave
establishment over which I
place
control to appear at any other
is
ot performance unless there

w

I

.

financial return to

them

at

comrnen-

M
surately fair value or unless
held in a nightclub. Lou Wolters.

,
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American Rep Seen Oot or

CHEVALIER'S $4.80-?6

Difficulty

Only

SCALE ON BROADWAY

For This Season Will Cis in Expenses
Hepertory
Theatre's +
American
downward revision of operating expenses accompanying the termination

Stress 'Mother' Prod.

its repertory
With film
possible for the .Father" and

Saturday (22) of

makes

schedule
outfit

it

round out the season on

to

Broadway without further financial
It's now dependent on
difficulties.

two revivals are
jiow AST's
Takings last week impatronized.
proved to more than $19,000, acfinal

ART,

that pace being said
cording to
bettered an even break.
to have

Gratuitous

action

by

six

among

ART'S eight leading players and a
new union setup account for the

outlook. The
sextet of principals who were accorded star billing requested that
they be taken off the payroll until
next season, as none will appear in
"Yellow Jack," opening Thursday
(27) at the International and only
some are likely to be used in "Alice

more favorable business

Wonderland," which will conclude
the season. All eight are under contract for two seasons with ART, and
none is getting salaries they usually
command. A material saving in operation has been effected, however.
Acting on their own, those who asked for a "sabbatical leave" are Eva„
Le Gallienne, Walter Hampden,
Ernest Truex, June Duprez, Richard
Waring and Margaret Webster. , The
two leads used in "Jack" are Victor
Jory and Philip Bourneuf.
Sttgehsuids Acquiesce
Stagehands quickly conceded to
dropping the large crew put on when
the revivals were rotated, and only
the usual number of men will be on
the job for the one set "Jack." Road
crew remains but it's understood the
time and a half wage will be dropped. Time and a half lor department heads was slipped in by the
•union last season, evidently without
managerial objection because repertory is* rarely tried on Broadway.
During the engagement of "Antigone" (Katharine Cornell) it was
decided by the latter to revive "Candida" for rotating performances to
up the boxoffice, and the department
heads were then raised by 50%.
House heads at the Century are
also getting time and a half as the
British Shakespearian troupe (Don-

'/State

of

the

Union"

Length Held
Factor in Cat Of

nighters,
especially
the
have been busy lately with
revivals, repertory and experimental
Gosch Goes Legit
offerings, while there has been a
Hollywood, Feb. 25.
paucity of new plays on Broadway.
Martin Gosch is passing up his
Only nine new productions have
producer berth at Columbia for a
opened since New Year's, three havwhirl at legit
co-producer
critics,

of the
as
play, "The GentleAthens," a political satire.
Pair will cast the- show here, intent on a Broadway opening in the
fall.
Paul Muni is under negotiation
for the top male role.

Emmett Lavery

man from

Seek to Free

has been talking to Chevalier about
starring him in a variety revue (in
association with Lee Shubert), but
that deal hasn't jelled.
French star was last in this country in 1935.
picture, first in

Eugene O'Neill's "The Iceman
Cometh," most publicized drama in
a

decade,

leaves

the

Beck,

which he has appeared since 1938,
will also be released in the U. S.
shortly. Tagged "Golden Silence," it
was shot by RKO-Pathe in France.

/%ty* Show Rap
Two

way engagement will have been 23
weeks, somewhat less than expected
in light of nation-wide publicity accorded the play and its author, who
had been out of the limelight for
10 years.
Only "Iceman's" exceptional length, which requires a 7:30
p.m. curtain, is believed to have curtailed the length of the run.

Performance schedule of six-times
weekly will obtain out of town,
Which may explain why only some
contracts for the tour have been signatured. Theatre Guild has booked
"Iceman" for two weeks in Washington, same time for Philadelphia
and one week in Baltimore but it's
indicated that further bookings will
await the reaction in, the three
stands.
A coast-to-coast tour is
planned but if consummated those
bookings may wait until next season.

would

his

10th

wan 88%

off

when
June

Publicity

By Non-ATAMers

press agents are qualified
"Trio"
management
work is questionable. It's" attractions.
wanted to play the Cort but the
indicated that the union has in mind
getting jobs for its unemployed Shuberts, who operate the house,
refused to book the drama on the
agents.
Comparatively few attracground that the theatre's license
tions use radio.
might be imperiled. Recalled that
Evidently a complaint by a memthe Shuberts also operated the Amber raised ATAM's interest in the
bassador (now in films), and while
radio plugs accorded "Finian's Ramwere not included in the prosebow," regularly agented by Sam they
cution attendant "Wine, Women and
Friedman, who, with the assent of
Song," which resulted in the late
Lee Sabinson, show's, co-producer,

to do the

engaged Maxine Keith

to

contacts and write the

such

make

H. Herk, its producer, being imprisoned, the theatre's license was
•*
revoked for nine months.

I.

radio
for

scripts

Reliably

publicity.

reported

Pending measures in the legislamiss Miss Keith because she does ture are the Mitchell and Morritt
bills, while that in the council is the
not belong to ATAM.
Benjamin Fielding,
Miss Keith did similar work last- Connolly bill.
season.
Recently she was given head of the N. Y. license bureau,
credit by one or two radio column- says the bills are not necessary, and
there are pressure groups known to
ists for contributing to "Rainbow's"
publicity.
Although the union feels be opposed. Today (26) is the deadthat its members should handle the line for the proposed revision in
radio end of legit publicity, the issue Albany legislation that would exmay be further considered. As a empt the manager.
radio speaker Miss Keith is a member of the American Federation of
Morritt Sounds Off

Friedman was ordered

that

Radio
as

cannot

but

Artists

ATAM's

to dis-

join

Albany. Feb.

press agent chapter except

More

of last year's season sub-

reptions which reached a tota i 0 £
have been renewed.

»^0,000,

'KING'S

MEN'

<»-May

Oa Up After

All

is a professor of English
the University of Minnesota.

varying results.

.

Of the incomers since Jan. 1,
"Finian's Rainbow" is easily the
topper, with "Street Scene," also
musical, getting surprising grosses,
while the straight-show clicks are
"John Loves Mary" and "All My
Sons."
Among the revivals during
the same period, "Sweethearts" is
the standout.
First new show lisjed on the premiere cards of March and April is
"Parlor Story," due next week (Biltmore), and now listed to follow are
"Eagle Has Two Heads" (Plymouth),
the highly-touted "Brigadoon" (musical) (Ziegfeld), "Barefoot Boy With
Cheek" (musical) (Beck), along with
"Heartsong" (probably the Booth),
plus "Ten O'Clock Scholar" (from
Los Angeles), "The Greatest of
These," "Bathsheba," "Heyday," "The.
Whole World Over," "Message For
Margaret" and "Miracle in the
Mountains," Which have not been al-

starring

up surprisingly

well.

Managers sought to take care of
patrons unable to reach Broadway
(20-21 ) by exchanging tickets for subsequent performances. In some instances if the
patron gave the ticket locations (by
telephone) the boxof flees would attempt to dispose of such seats, the
original purchasers being entitled to
refunds if that was preferable to
Agencies,
exchanging the tickets.
which were overloaded with extra
tickets in anticipating a heavy influx, were caught with such allotments, which are not returnable to
*
the boxof fices.
Indicated that the booking' jam
will ease up and early spring attractions will be accommodated without
being forced to remain out of town
longer than intended.
>

•

O'Neill Awaits Pitt Date

Before

25.

tion from the legitimate theatre in
bill prohibiting licensing authorities to close a stage play
without prompt jury trial. Morritt
said he was "amazed that the theatre industry shows no interest in a
measure designed to help it. Why
should legislators be active if industry stands aloof?"

Mae West,

placed

stayers, held

Thursday and Friday

Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.

told

support of a

To

B'way After Big Biz
"Come On Up,"

'Hamlet' Actors Picket

Show

Vs.

Segregation

St. Louis,

,

!

!

Feb.

25.

Alter picketing their own producmembers of Maurice
four
tion.
Evans' "Hamlet"- last week returned
to their places on the stage, and the

rently playing Cleveland, Eugene
O'Neill won't see the drama until
reaches Nixon theatre here, on
(3). He's informed Theatre
Guild that he'll be in Smoky City
for an inspection sometime during
the week's run. Guild officials told
drama editors that "Moon"
Pitt
will be kept out of New York until
the fall, when it'll open the 1947-48
subscription season. At the same
time, they said O'Neill's marathon

it

Monday

.

"Iceman Cometh" wouldn't play
Pittsburgh this year, but would be
held off until next season for a
coast-to-coast

on

tour.

When

Broadway March

15,

it
it'll

closes
visit

only about three cities in the east
and then fold until September.

'

25.

Co. store,

against the

spring.

L'ville

Al

improvements
Louisville,

for

Department,

I

summer

P^ ^rXs

Brown.

a

season of operettas.

represented

last

on

on his forthcoming revue,
Beth
"Roast Beef and Roses" by

music

presentation

I

Borde,

Broadway by "Follow the Girls," has
the
inked Howard Styne to write

Feb. 25.
Iroquois

Major improvements at
Amphitheatre have been townup
Paik
to the City
i

theatre, sole legiter here. with the terp troupe, agreed to
met and share the enterprise with Jack Hylactors
the
Previously
adopted a resolution, sent to Equity, ton, London producer, because o£
recommending that future contracts loans the British impresario made
specify that no members of the to the company.
Wiliiam Morris agency, representunion be required to perform in any
theatre with a discrimination policy. ing Hylton, is now dickering with
The original suggestion, they said, Lesser for his share of the company
came from Evans, who also is a and deal is expected to be closed
this week.
member of Equity.

American

AL BORDE'S NEXT

or refunds.

4.

Warren

«

of fast failures.
First two months
also ushered in eight revivals with

Senator

Brooklyn

Mae West lay Come

Gielgud's production
safety measure.
of Being Earnest" as
exchanges
Resuming tonight with

BOW

Minneapolis, Feb. 25.
University of Minnesota theatre
will present
for the first time on any
^ge Robert Penn Warren's dramatization of his own bestseller
novel, "All the
King's Men," April

month (February),
flops.
Of

in this

and although its
show went on.
Arthur Lesser Bowing
"Come" within easy jumping disSaturday (22), the four, William
tance to Broadway, Miss West and
Out of Ballet Deal
Richard
Habib,
George
Nichols,
manager apparently agreed it
the
two
Arthur Lesser is bowing out of
Purdy and Bernard Gersten. stage
Fire in the May
better to play the road to. profitwas
night
last
picket
deal
on Champ Elysees ballet which
theatre,
joined
a
manager of the cast,
doors from Ford's
business than chance the metroable
audiof
in Boston, March 10 undismissal
Congress
of
opening
is
Civil Rights
(Monday) caused
proposed to line of the
act of John politan critics. It's now
Mike Todd auspices. Lesser,
St. Louis, which has been protesting der
ence in middle of first
show east during the
of "Importance bring the
segregation policy of the who originally made the contract
Baltimore, Feb.

"

bowed

two of which were quick

Fred Morritt of
Although his "A Moon for the
Variety that he Misbegotten" world-premiered last
hadn't received a single communica- week in Columbus, O., and is curState

an apprentice.

Out Balto Audience

the 885.

ing

the others three are rated among the
successes but there was also a" trio

not be subject to closure
without due process of law. License
bureau technically has the power to
censor questionable shows while the
code provides for punishment of the
producer and others, in case of conviction, although not the actors.
lotted berths.
In addition there
Broadway showmen are seeking are the revivals of "Chocolate SolHeretofore Broadway legiters have
dier" (due at the Century) and "The
the inclusion of a clause in the proreceived publicity assists from spot
Importance of Being Earnest" (Royamendments whereby the ale next week), also personal apradio without hindrance from the posed
of
Assn. of Theatrical Agents and Man- owner or operator (manager) of a pearances
Maurice Chevalier
agers.
Last week the union ruled theatre would be also exempted, so (definitely hooked into the Miller).
Last week saw the sharpest of drops
out such participation by
non- that the onus would be placed upon
in Broadway business for some atATAM-ers, much to the surprise of the producer only.
tractions, the winter's heaviest snowthe press agent involved. ATAM's
The forced closing of "Trio" two storm being the pertinent factor,
board decided that anyone on a proseasons ago by former license com- with the start of Lent a secondary
ducer's staff engaged in any pubmissioner Paul Moss inspired the cause. One musical skidded nearly
licity activity must be one of its
idea that the manager should hot be $6,000 and another went off $5,000
members.
held responsible for the morality of but the standouts, including longWhether

Radio

bookings

Kennedy will return for his sixth
McArthur for his thi«l and

are pending in Albany

and one in

Roles Out Shows

'.

year,

bills

New York's city council
designed to amend the penal code
so that allegedly indecent plays

N.Y.,

March 15, starting on tour in Baltimore the following Monday. Broad-

Op

Of Liability In

New

Iceifiit Stay

leits*Biz

First

-

as sponsors.
Clifford. C. Fischer, just returned
from a protracted sojourn in Paris,

which toured the country this seaMass., in 1929, where Bostonians son, then closed in Los Angeles,
St Louis Renewals saw that drama which was also ex- Saturday (22), may be brought to
tremely lengthy.
Broadway after all. J. J. Shubert
St. Louis, Feb. 25.
Three-year contracts were signed
Whether "Iceman" will take the went to the Coast last week to talk
last week by John Kennedy, produc- same course has not been decided.
it over with the star, the change of
tion
manager; Edwin McArthur, Boston, however, is definitely out plans being occasioned by the play's
musical director, and Watson Bar- as a booking.
exceptionally strong business there,
JjStt, art director for the Municipal
gross being around $42,000 for the
Theatre Assn., which sponsors al
two-week stay at the Biltmore.
fresco entertainment in the 10,000
Legiter, first called "Ring Twice,"
Nearby Fire Smokes
seat Forest
originated on the Coast last summer,
Park theatre.

Earratt for

New Years; Stat

American auspices

Neither Dudley Digges nor James
Barton may go on tour with "Iceman," latter declining to switch his
part. Digges is ill and Frank Tweddle is listed to replace, while E. G.
Marshal] who plays the ex-Harvard
ald Wolflt) is also repertory.
Road man in the show, may take over
crew is not on that basis as nearly Barton's part.
all such heads are paid over the
O'Neill's new drama, "A Moon for
scale and get between $200 and $250 the Misbegotten," which opened in
weekly. Scale for resident depart- Columbus, O., last week, is not slated
ment heads is $112 minimum, so their for Broadway this season. Underpay under repertory is $56 weekly stood that cast changes in the fiveadditional, or $168.
person play are to be made before
Plans for ART next season are the show is brought in. "Moon" is
subject to change, calling for use in four acts but performed within
of three out of the six plays re- the usual running time.
vived this season when the company
O'Neill's reply to Boston's censors
goes on tour in the fall. The future last midweek may have reflected
of repertory in Broadway is prob- resentment against the Hub officials,
lematical but the general feeling smoldering ever since they banned
in and outside of show business his "Strange Interlude." It was extechnically favors that type of at- pected that he would refuse to make
traction seasonally.
But with so "Iceman" deletions but the tone of
varied a list of shows on Broadway, his response resembled that of the
it's still questionable whether there
play— he pulled no punches. He reis enough patronage for rep.
Solu- garded the proposed deletions as
tion may be a more popular selec- "idiotic."
O'Neill said that not one
tion of plays and certainly on op- line would be cut or altered, deerating nut
that will make rep claring he is sure that Boston aueconomically
sound at moderate diences want plays as written and
posses. ART is definitely in much produced in New York: "They do not
better condition than a month ago, want, plays weakened and made silly
When it sent out the SOS, which re- by an ignorant and stupid censorship
sulted in unusual financial responses. which
knows and cares nothing
about drama."
Author mentioned that censorship
barred "Interlude" from Boston but
Production Trio Gets
that it was shown in nearby Quincy,

Wght season tees

lie lew Shows on Broadway

Since

:

behind them, Howard Lindsay and
Russel Crouse are concentrating on who successfully debuted Lucienne
their next legit production, "Life Boyer at Cafe Society Uptown, N.Y.,
With Mother."
a fortnight ago, is exclusive rep for
It's primed for the Empire, N.
The night before (SunY., Chevalier.
this fall, same house where "Father" day), Chevalier will be presented
under
opened eight years ago.
auspices of American Aid for
France at a $50, $25 and $15 charity
scale,
with semi-official French-

in

.

work on "Life With

Maurice Chevalier will be supported by Joel Herron's band onstage at the Henry Miller theatre,
New York, when the French star
commences his American tour March
10 with a one-man concert playing
limited engagements in the key
cities.
His Broadway run will be
held to four weeks at $4.80-$6 top,
opening night $9.
Arthur Lesser,

87

Lyricist

.

is still

.

being sought.

,

Wdbewlay, EVlMHary

$8
Vienna State.

Saliisii Scrips Actor's Contract
*

As Personal Mgr.

Anomolous

'Glass Menagerie' Jtonght

contract

the-play

.

For Anssie Prodnction

as well as a run-of-

ment contract

Sydney, Feb.

Albert

with

Vienna, Feb. 15.
Lining up a tour of France and
probably England and Italy, the
State Opera management has booked
its company for appearance in the
French capital where Mo2art's "Cosi
Fan Tutte" and "Don Giovanni" will
be produced at the Paris Opera.

Troupe

is

slated to leave Feb. 28.

Following performances in Paris,

13.

26, i947

Inside Stuff-Legit

Set to Tonr Europe

Snarl

cur-

the

of

Bmd

way musical hit, "Finian's
Rainbow," had a personal managerent

Turin

whereby Lee f-

situation

co-producer

Sabinson,

In

Opera

won an arbitration award for the colored-cast "Lysistrata" piay.
some weeks ago from Max J, Jelin and James Light, who put on

Equity
ers

revival last

fall,

but hasn't found a way to

the

collect.

Since the award
actora

who appeared in it have been asking Equity almost daily when they
will
get the pay, several being especially aggrieved because they also
invested
Show played the Belasco, N, Y., currently occupied
in "Lysistrata,"

by
"Burlesque," the house being operated! under lease by Jelin.
Equity is considering declaring the Belasco unfair, unless the award
is
liquidated within a reasonable time. If such action is taken it would
stop
any legit show from playing the theatre, but it's unlikely that such
a
course would be taken during the run of "Burlesque." Failure to pay
oft
too, would mean, that both Jelin and Light would be listed as not

the company is scheduled to move
Roland Walton, director of WhiteFinian—which
to the Nice festivals. Thereafter it
operatsome bickerings hall Productions, presently
may go to Italy,
Sydney, has
the
Minerva,
and misunderstandings—was ended! ing
paid salaries, and so would not be permitted to produce.
bought "The Glass Menagerie" for
last week when Sabinson tore up
Ordinarily, the "Lysistrata" company would have been
cast will include
Sydney
Australia.
Of
contract at request

Sharpe,

who

situation

had led

plays
to

having

|

the.

p.m.

Leonard Lord,
Dorothy Dunkley and Eric Reiman,
from now playing in "Life With Father,'"
Virginia

Sharpe's attorneys.
Sharpe,

actor

62-year-old

was signed

Ireland,

last

November

Barton,

currently in
j

15th

its

^

week

here,

Two more shows listed by the
Whitehall setup are "The Late
and .. wind of
Christopher
Heaven » with English star Megs

run-of-play contract at $500 a
„ ftor Sharpe
champ*s arrival
„ rmV Soon
c „ ft „ after
-week.
to

from abroad, Sabinson entered into
the personal management deal with
him, whereby the producer guaranteed the actor $5,000 a year and split
.

'

Mishap

In 'Annie

Suit for $50,000 has been filed on
behalf of Surrey Enterprises, cor-

As Unions To

porate ownership name of "Annie,
Get Your Gun," produced by Richard Rodgers and Oscar HammerOperagainst
stein
2d,
Select
ating Corp., which controls the
Imperial, N. Y.,' and is owned by
The talent unions have decided to the Shuberts. Legal step is the
form a legislative committee to be result of a backstage accident
made, up of one executive from each last spring thai delayed the opening

4

.

Name Labor Reps

,

'

:

;

Shnberts For 50G

Jenlcins

earnings above that sum. Question had arisen in Sharpe's agent's
mind whether the $500 weekly
"Finian" salary was included in the
management deal, but
personal
Sabinspn maintained that the deal
referred to all earnings above the
play's salary, and points to a clause
inked into the' p.m. contract as evidence.
all

.

Producers Suing

.

f

who had no agent; .on arN> Y., is now represented by
Paul Small (who reportedly has no
Equity franchise to- deal with
legiters). Sharpe took his problem
to Fitelson, & Mayers, theatrical
attorneys, who took matter up both
with Equity and' with Sabinson,
Sharps,

protected bv
deposit with Equity to guarantee salaries, but an unusual
sit.
uation arose. The association has frequently advised members that
it
cannot guarantee that bonds for salaries will fully protect them
The
revival over-rehearsed and the actors were paid full salaries by
Equity
from coin deposited by Jelin and Light. It played only four performances
and While the company got two weeks' pay, Equity's standard contracts
stipulate that casts mtist receive two weeks' salary from the date of
the
first performance.
That led Equity to make a claim for a week and one.
half more pay, which was upheld by the arbitrators, .the award being
around $6,000, which "Lysistrata" actors think Equity should pay itself
Jelin's lease on the Belasco is dtie to expire Sept. 30.

money on

Final Saturday (Feb. 15) for "Toplitzky of Notre Dame" was attended
with a financial mixup that nearly prevented the matinee and night performances from going on. Lawyers and deputy marshals with writs besieged the Century, N. Y., boxoffice in connection with a claim for $4,500
against William Cahn, who produced the musical.
Shubert office staff
partially placated the claimant, who accepted a check from J. J. Shubert
for $2,000, but there was also an attachment on the settings and costumes
which were moved out early last week and are being held pending a settlement of the balance owed. Shuberts were interested in protecting the
matinee and night performances, there being around $6,000 in the till for
the latter show.

of, "Annie"' for three weeks. At that
time a steel beam buckled while the
It appears that one of the "Toplitzky" backers had personally loaned an
show's scenery was being hung.
additional $4,500 to Cahn and became angry 'when it was alleged the
Shuberts contend that the struc- young manager had used some coin from the operating net
of the musical
tural weakness was not their. fault, to help put
on "Darling, Darling, Darling," a farce which quickly flopped
claiming the settings were Abnor- out of town. Had another house been available, "Toplitzky"
might have
gress or other legislative ,bddies to mally heavy. They have filed 'coun- moved but when the production was attached all such plans were dropped.
Mielziner,
urge adoption or protest the passage ter suit for ^30,000. Jo
Claimed that the show would relight after a week's layoff, but no appli.
Sabinson agreeing' to destroy the
Last^f aU Paul^DuR. who designed the "Annie" scenery, cation for a concession of Equity's closed-show regulations was
p.mrcontract* Although th'e" attorneys <* Wwt WUs. f
made,
*"' of
Equity appealed to the declared that scenic effects and Cahn says he will go ahead with a musical version of 'Topaze," a spring
zell
"
•refused to comment, Sabinson dis"
American Federation oi Labor in hung electrical apparatus even possibility,
closed particulars, pointing out he's
out ways and heavier had been previously used
never had a personal management convention to work
means to eliminate jurisdictional at the Imperial and that proper incontract with, any other actor, and
What started as a publicity stunt for "Street Scene" and "Joan of Lorstrikes but its executive committee spection would have disclosed the
stating he did this for Sharpe's proraine" appears to have resulted in a somewhat embarrassing situation so
has kill failed to agree on such pro- faulty beam.
"
tection and 'interest.
far as thje/shows' press departments are concerned
Questionnaires were
cedure.
"Annie" was sent to Philadelphia distributed to audiences who were asked to indicate which critic or critics
for
discovered
was
Latter,
who
v
Pour A's belongs to" AFL. When while new steel was installed at the
they preferred to follow and which daily, morning and afternoon, they
Sabinson by Ria Mooney, "of the the, AFL and the CIO both opposed
stopgap favored, jimong several other queries. The "survey" was supposed to be
Abbey Theatre, had small parts" in all restrictive iabor measures pend- Imperial. Although the
booking drew capacity business, over a two-week period; a third week, ending last Saturday (22), was
British films and musicals prior to ing in Congress last week, it's rethere was a $13,000 loss. R. & H. added.
"Finian." Sabinson said he saw pix ported that reaction among the
were also required to pay musicians
and. radio possibiUtes in the
It was .evident that the press agents hesitated in releasing the data, and
'UaoST^t- unfavorable" $4,000 for the delay and actors'
Mf
conserve
and
wanted
to
old actor,
Talent groups thereupon decided salaries for" a half week, during early this, week it was claimed that the tabulation had not been completed.
as
well
as
han- they should be in a p&sition to exhis earnings for him
Virtually^ definite, however, that there was a standout reviewer named
which time the production was sent Brooks
dle him . in a strange country, press themselves on steh matters.
Atkinson of the N. Y. Times. Identity of the runner-up was not
Philly. Producers disputed the
to
The
Sabinson got Sharpe oil ''We
indicated because of the closeness of the "vote" for the other critics.
actors' 'claims but Equity declared it
People" for $500, all of which went
The "legitimate theatre survey," as the questionnaires were headed,
was not the fault of the players, and
to Sharpe, and had offer for a Attorney Eiplains Dual
arbitration. might have brought forth more pertinent data on reviewers, dailies and
upheld
by
union
was
the
Bildegarde radio-show" appearance,
magazines had it not been confined to two attractions, but had been disShow scored immediately when it
a bid from Selznick for "Portrait of
British-U. S. Taxation opened on Broadway, and is still |he tributed among audiences of a majority or all the shows on Broadway.
Jenny,'' which is being filmed in
There were 50,000 questionnaires handed out and 5,000 patrons, or 10%,
New York,
leading b.o. musical on the' street,
N. Y., and a paramount inquiry.
filled out the forms and handed them to ushers.
Editor,
Variety:
exwhich
but "Annie" cost $340,000,
Sabinson. also paid Sharpe's fare to
In this week's Varietx, there is ceeded the budget, show having
the U. S. and his living expenses
stating
under
article
that
the
another
20th-Fox.
be,en wholly financed by
Theatre, Inc., announced the raising of $100,000 to continue its activities
abo*e rehearsal salary unta fullReciprocal. Tax Convention between Musical is earning back its cost but as a non-profit outfit, it" being one-half of a hoped-for so-called revolving
salary time,
_ Great Britain and the United States, it's understood "Annie" will not be fund. The coin is stated to be from donations, contributors not expecting
,.
„
Sabinson also- denies any feuding E Ush actors whQ wofk
actually profitable until May, or ap- any refund. Theatre; Inc., contends that it should be subsidized as are
With Ella Logan, another principal ountr for less than 186 d
are proximately one year from the date symphony orchestras, enabling
it to make presentations outside the lim«
in the show, pointing 6ut that he not taxed by the Anierican Govern.
of debut. Figured that the theatre's itations of the commercial theatre.
Group started with "Pygmalion,"
wants, her to the show as long as it ment on their American compensa
profit to date is around $200,000, steered Old Vic's visit to Broadway last summer and then revived "The
runs, and that rumors of trouble Uj on
Howard Reinheimer is counsel for Playboy of The Western World" this season. It also participates in the
over, billing have been cooked up
May i point out again that this" is R. & H., while Klein & Weir are Experimental Theatre.
by outsiders. Miss Logan is receiv- not the case? Fnglish actors workRecently Theatre, Inc., announced that it would accept backers for new
ing billing as .per her contract, and mg f or an American employer in acting for the Shuberts.
productions. First of such productions is slated to be Stanley Young's
also has a line by herself in the this country are subject to the
"The Big People," with the angels participating in possible profits.
program, although not specified by American tax, and an American procontract. Latter gave her only "first ducer must withhold tax on compenEQUITY
COUNCIL
f eatured hilling" when Other actors sa tion paid to the English actors,
When "The Magnificent Yankee" opened in Chicago the reviews were
were named.
Whatever refunds may have been
complimentary to Louis Calhern and Sylvia Field but weren't for the play'.
RETIRES MISS
Kitty Kallen has not been hired payable to the Old Vic actors were
Subsequent press comments were favorable, however, which doubtlessly
At the recent quarterly meeting
as understudy to Miss Logan, as re- probably due to the fact that the tax
aided in "Yankee's" successful Loop engagement, Arthur Hopkins was in
withheld was in excess of what was of Chorus Equity, among the matters
ported, but only as standby.
Chicago at the time his presentation opened, and after reading the notices
standby doesn't have to appear at ultimately shown to be due on the considered was the disaffection of he said to one critic: "You Chicago reviewers
have been using the veto
(Miss) George Dix, who was on the
the theatre as does an understudy, actors' returns, because of deduc.
long before Molotov and Gromyko thought of it." Lloyd Lewis expanded
tions allowed to the actors for ex- staff of CE for around 20 years and
but is on call when needed.
on Hopkins' remark in a N. Y. Sunday (23) Times story and name* quite
I believe also that some was associated with the organization
Sabinson revealed that "Finian' penses.
a list of other Broadway clicks that flopped in Chi. He credited the Loop
would be produced in London in adjustment was made in taxes be. ever since it was formed in 1919. hounds with calling "The Glass
Menagerie" a hit, however. "Menagerie
cause of the fact that the Old Vic Miss George's job was to check up
September by Louis Dreyfus, to
opened there,
was a non-profit organization. Gen, on chorines' paid-up

affiliate

rival in

of

the

Actprs

Associated

•

and Artistes of America. The idea
was adopted when the Pour A's discussed labor legislation proposed in
Washington.
'Committee may go before Con
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CHORUS

DIXON PA

I

A

A

whom he sold the British rights.
erally speaking, however, the rule
nucleus of U. S. dancers would be
still remains that an American actor
sent over, with principals recruited
in England is taxed by the English
in England and Ireland. Talk of a
government fully upon his English
"Finian"
for
the income
national company of
if he
is
working for an
U. S. is premature, however, this English producer, and the English
depending on booking availabilities actor is fully taxed by the American
and the tax setup. It may pay, Sab- Government for his compensation in
inson thought, to delay a national this country if he is working for an
company tour until such time as the American producer.
N. Y. comftany would go out.
Note that a distinction is made
in the Reciprocal Tax Convention
between, compensation and royalties.
Legiter
The royalties that an American author ei»rns from the English produc*,/
Omaha, Feb. 25.
tion of a play are not taxed by the
Omaha; is on the way toward a
British government.
to illusnew auditorium plus a modern trate the difference, Thus,
if an English
legitimate' house at last. " Architects
firm produces "Craig's Wife" in LonCo. has been, named by
Leo Daly
don, George Kelly's royalties are
commission
to
city'
planning
the
not subject to British taxation, but if
draw pl£ins for a $3,500,000 audi- Judith Evelyn appears in that protorium', which will include a 2,300- duction, her compensation
as an acseitt modern theatre to house not tress is subject
to the British income
film
only legit but also concerts and
tax.
If, on the other hand, Gant
roadshows,
Gaither were to produce the play, in
City has struggled along without London,, Miss Evelyn's compensation
legit-type house since Brandeis' went would not be subject to British taxa(

New 0malsa
!

=

!

&

standing

when

It was charged that Miss
Dix was unfriendly to members and
circulars were sent out asking that
she be replaced as outside repre-

in shows.

sentative.

Result was that Ruth Richmond,
executive secretary for CE, assigned
office work, but with no
reduction in salary, which the latter

Miss Dix to

rejected. She was then offered: eight
weeks' severance pay, it being considered that her attitude was tantamount to a resignation, Case was
finally put to Equity's council for
decision and it was ruled that Miss
Dix be paid $20 weekly as retirement pay. It has been proposed that
she be put on a pension, but there is
no such Equity fund, although retirement payment is technically the

same

thing.

'

New house may be operated
under municipal auspices.
pix,

tion.

L. Arnold Weissberger.

Shubert theatres in Chicago refuse to share costs with attractions in
advertising inserted in the Journal of Commerce on the ground that it is
duplicated circulation. Press agents, however, say the Shuberts are retaliating for an adverse notice on one of their attractions last season.
Currently they are using the Journal, which reaches class patronage, for
"Blossom Time," a Shubert perennial, at the Opera House, latter management insisting on using that daily. Shopping News, with a giveaway circulation of 670,000, also has been passed up
so far as Shubert participation
is concerned.
Agents protest discrimination in the matter of ad-shanng
811
costs.
Erlanger, an independent theatre, shares in the cost of ads
publications the attractions use, including This Week in Chicago and Stagebill, the latter being the house
program.

m

$

Sam Shapiro, who roared himself into candidacy for the mythical
mayoralty of New York's West 46th street, went to see "Born Yesterday,
laughing so heartily that he nearly broke up the show. Judy HoUiday,
the femme lead, confided to Paul Douglas, offstage: "Say, I'm going to buy
that guy a drink," the male lead answering, "Don't bother; he owns tne
ginmill next door" (Roxy grill).
Even the stagehands stopped play»"»
ne
cards to get a load of the candidate, so
obvious was the commotion
caused.

Akron Cancels

'Able'

Akron, O., Feb. 25.
from religious groups

Sam

Nasser,-

who bowed

in as a

manager with

"Little

A"

has
this winter,

announced production of "Class Will Tell," a racetrack play scripted oy
Protests
Tony Betts, a turf writer and race handicapper for the N. Y. Daily Mirror.
have resulted in the cancelling of a Nasser is not connected
with the forthcoming N. Y. date of MauriM!
local amateur production of "Abie's Chevalier,
although so reported. French star is being presented by Artnw
Irish Rose."

Lesser.

)

.

^fawclay, February 26, 1947

LEGITIMATE

Chicago, Feb. 25.

Cleveland, Feb. -25.
"Voice of the Turtle" turned out
be a sleeper for the Hanna, where
it rang up the third highest gross
for $3.60 straight plays at this stand.
Opening with capacity biz and following it with two more sellouts,
the John Van Druten comedy collected a socko $25,000 last week.
'Desert Song," produced by nonpro Civic Light Opera Guild at
Severest winter storm in six years
Public Little Theatre last canto, also snarled traffic in the metropolis last
surprised veteran showmen by clean- Thursday (20) night and Friday,
ing up a boffo $25,000 in five per- snowfall approximating 12 inches.
formances at $3 top.
What could have been the peak week
Despite all the national publicity of the season was clipped thereby.
given Eugene O'Neill's new "A Moon Saturday (22) the main streets were
For the Misbegotten" at its try-out fairly well cleared but the Washingin Columbus, last week, Hanna's ton's Birthday weekend was under
advance sale for it was astonishing- expectations and many ticket canly slow. Only conclusion was that cellations were made by suburbanites
and out-of-towners unable to reach
localities were waiting for cntics'
Advance sales protected
reactions to its first metropolitan the city.
leading attractions but those dedate in Cleveland this week.
pendent mostly on boxoffice sales
were badly affected. Start of Lent
last midweek saw a dip which is
usual bn Ash Wednesday (19). Approach of the federal income tax
deadline may affect theatres in the
next three weeks.
First full week of "Craig's Wife"
was rather disappointing considering the generally favorable press.
Donald Wolfit's Shakespearean repertory started With offish notices and
"The
takings were not so good.
Fatal Weakness" finales this week;
"O Mistress Mine" resumed at the

ftS
'

matinee.
Of two openings

"Blossom Time"

St. Louis, Feb, 25.
B. O. history for a Shakespearean
piece here was made last week when
"Hamlet," starring Maurice Evans
played a one-week stand at the
.

hefty figure at Civic
House, but "front Pago" repretty flat at lh£
"Macnififrame. "Magnifi
ffduring'TniUarframe
t

Yankee" said goodbye after
weeks at the Erlanger, making

American
stand

mated

theatre, winding up its
Saturday (22) with an esti$27,000. It was the first Shake-

5«1 for "Born Yesterday" which spearean piece to be presented here
during the current season and biz
Sved in Monday (24)
"4oM of Norway," which, reaches

uitM performance at Shubert here

SwS

came through with

"last

Week

Civic

Time,"

"Blossom

Opened
House" (3,800; $3,60).
fairly good first
dav"(16) for

K

built

steadily as the stand progressed. The 1.700-seat house was
scaled to $3.66.

weeks" notice.

Estimates for Last

Opera
Sun-

week

A good advance was reported for
State of the Union," with Conrad
Nagel
Irene Hervey and Henry
ONeill, which opened a one-week
engagement last night (Mon).

Irigidoin'

119,000,

"Front Pate,"

Civic

(900;

Harris

"Harvey."
(1000; $3.60).

week, but

last

Current Road Shows

(17).

isn't
Jong if $7,000

still

going strong at

(Period Couerimp Feb. 24-March 8)
"A Flag Is Born"—Center, Boston
(24-1),

"Anna

'

$21,008.

Studebaker
(5th
Song,"
•X*te
All things
week) (1,246; $4.20).
considered, doing as good or better
than anything in

Great

town.

Lucasta"

'Pari'

— Locust,

Philly

(24-8).

"Anna Lucasta"— Biltmore,

A.

L.

(24-8).

Eye"— Cass,

His

of

Det.

'.

(24-8).

Bows out
(5th week) (1,334; $3.60).
after pretty good $18,000.
"gong of Norway," Shubert (11th
but not
Good,
$4.80).
(2,100;
week)
enough for this house with $31,000.
"Three to
(2nd

Stone

"Barefoot Boy Wltlr*Cheek"— Shu-

Erlanger

Yankee,"

"Magnificent

Make Beady,"

Black-

week)

$4.80).

(1,358;

Haven (5-8).
"Bathsheha"— McCarter, Princeton

bert, N.

Continues terrific at $24,500.

"Blackouts

dence

LA. LEGIT BRIGHTER,

WEST GETS 42G

"iA

"Blossom Time"

more with $42,000 for two weeks,
snaring $22,000 on. the final stanza.
Ken Murray's "Blackouts of 1947"
held to standard SRO $17,000 for the
244th week at El Capitan.
Belasco slid down to $8,000 on the
eighth frame of "Sine Dood It in
Dixie" but the management was
pleased. Musart, alone, was sickly
with a poor $2,000 for the first week
of "Dunnigan's Daughter," liberally
rapped by the local press.
El Patio dpened an all-Negro musical review Thursday night to packed
house and looked like it had a longrunner bn its hands, despite split

an advance
in two days

opening of "Pygmalion"

Sq., SpringMetropolitan, ProviHis Majesty's. Mont'l

Chi. (24-8).

(2)

here after post-holiday slump that
pinched the boxoffices. Mae West
took "Come*On.Up" out of the Bilt-

for

(24-26);
(27-1);

March

Biltmore boards opened up with
Anna Lucasta" last night with sellon the stand.

10,

out seen

— Opera House,
—Erlanger, Chi.

in Pitt

Pittsburgh, Feb. 25.
Josef "Stopak will batin .orchestra
Pittsburgh's second annual al

for

'*»
at

operetta season this

summer

Appointment was
announced
last week by William
Wymetal, new managing director,
and indicates complete change in
Eluding personnel from year ago.
Stopek succeeds
John McManus.
wiaie Wappler, manager
of legit
""ton, which is closed during summer, has already
been made comPitt

Stadium.

pany manager,
replacing
Walter
™*er, and Wymetal himself steps
into

post

held

down

by

originally
*

Max Koenigsberg.

Maurice Spitalny, local radio and
band leader, remains as contractor for
musicians.

Me

'Bloomer'

14G

H.

in 4, N.

New Haven, Feb. 25.
second visit to local Shubert,
.ff;* Gir-l" had a sock three-day
Kg*. (2 <>-22) that pulled plenty of
lnto the coffers. Practically a
ei;f°rmance
boosted
sellout
$3.60 top. beyond the esits

X'P

CJaa

timated $14,000
mark.
tUn a full
week.

'

•

—

"Song

Norway"— Shubert,

of

was biz just didn't
boxoffice first night. TG-ATS only
portions out about 50 seats to agenShow
cies, and they went clean.
didn't hit its stride until notices ap-

"State of the

Chi.

Union"— NatL, Wash.

(24-8).

"State of the Union"— American,
St Louis (24-1); Hartman, Col. (3-8).
Metropolitan,
"Student Prince"

peared next day, and complete

—

Seattle (24-1).
"The Fatal
Balto. (3-8).

,

(1,200;
Wilbur
$3.60)— Comedy was well-liked in
most criv columns, and got a mild
$8,000 first week, the blizzard cutting

Ford's,

„,

„

"The Glass Menagerie"—Plymouth,
BOst. (24-8).

into late
rent.

,

"The Greatest of These"— ShubertLafayette, Det. (24-1); Selwyn, Chi.

"Up

„,

Park"

—

Bradford

Irish*

tefo'f

(26);

Shea's.

Jamestown

Ann Arbor (6); Palace, Flint
Temple. Saginaw (8).

(7);

little

by blizzard on Friday.

week)

Broadway
An-

Holiday,"
(M-1,900:

$4.80).

summer;

attendance virtually capacity with takings nearly $32,000.
<2d
"Craig's
Wife,"
Playhouse
week) (D-865; $4.80). First full week
rated around $9,000; under expectations but may climb.

Experimental Theatre
"OTOaniel," Princess (D-299). Offered by Theatre Guild; written by
John Savacool and Glendon Swarthout; opened Sunday (23) for five per-

formances.

W

"John

"Heyday"— Howard Lang
Over"-Walter
"The Whole World

week Feb. 17-//.
week for straight play

F

^rC°

With

Cheek-

^Ssheh^Maxmillian.

Becker,

were dented at the Ash
Wednesday matinee but otherwise

didn't seem much affected by Lenten season's opening.
"The Red Mill," originally skedded
for four weeks here, has had two

more added, taking

(3d

15.

Laughter,"

up

March

to
.

"The Chocolate Soldier," save for
the Ash Wednesday matinee weakness in the orchestra (which was
considerable), had a virtual sell-out
week and »be«t its first full week's
gross by a'sbhS m#gin. Quoted at
nearly -$33,000, this gave revival 75G
for two and a half week stand,
"Anna Lucasta" reported $10,500
ninth week, good enough
its
considering weather conditions and
start of Lent.
Booking situation is still chaotic
locally. Last night saw the first legit opening in three weeks. "Brigadoon." which bowed into the For-

for

It will be folrest for two weeks.
lowed on March 10 by "Bathsheba'
for another two weeks.

Plymouth

'Eagle' 170, Toronto

'•.
...
Toronto. Feb. 25.
,
t
°"State of the JUnion.'' Hudson (67th
With a heavy advance sale offset
Another
(CD-1,057: $4.80).
by a rough going-over by .the local
adthe
by
protected
was
that
hit
reviewers, "The Eagle Has Two
vance sale, with quoted gross around'
end pf week
.

,

week)

Heads" fell off toward
.
.„,,
disappointing $17,200 at the
„
, v,
(7th for a
Adelphi
Scene,"
"Street
Royal Alexandra (1,525), scaled at
week) (M-1,434; $6). Was affected $3 top.
caught
,
hist week and agencies were
Royal Alexandra is
Currently,

$24 500.
C.

City, Feb. 25
the
Ruth," in third stand in

Kansas

•'•

'

•

"Dear
equalled the
Music Hall virtually
appearance here
of its second

with extra allotments; grosses slipped
operatic musito around $34,000. but
pace
cal nuite profitable at that level.
g
ye
"The Fatal Weakness," Royale
°$2.50' top show
Final and 15th
(CD-1,025; $4.80).
$/,uuu,
for
21-22
performances Feb.
iweek; moderately successful; apvery good.

wnh

it

"Mill" got a potent $35,000 last

week.

£

in

.

•RUTH' 7G, K.

$27,500,

con-

traffic

shows

(17th week) (M-1,063; $4.80). Closing after another two weeks although
Drofitable since' opening; around $15.000 last week; "The Eagle Has Two
Heads" (Tallulah Bankhead) will

'

years.

own:

"Present

even though

ditions remained in a scrambled condition both Friday and Saturday.
Two of the three shows were virtual sellouts before the snow started.
They were "The Red Mill," in third
week at the Shubert, and "The
Chocolate Soldier," playing its final
session at the Forrest, where it stayed two and a half weeks in all. Both

cal establishing a record run; still
favored by visitors; more than held

Indianapolis, Feb. 25.
"State of Union," coast company,
nights
took a terrific $26,000 in six
(1,500)
and two matinees at English
$3 60 top,

expected,

approximating $50,000.
(202d
James
"Oklahoma!", St.
week) (M-1.509; $4.80). Crack musi-

.

25.

Philadelphia, Feb. 25.

,

its

mm

lucasta

'

Fay

Philly,

The snowstorm that blanketed the
and tied up local
city Thursday
transportation didn't take as heavy
a toll in legit as might have been

previous week.
"O Mistress Mine," Empire (CDAfter laying off, the
1,082; $4.80).
ho'dover resumed started 43rd week
Monday (24), with an -advance sale

"Ten
with
(24)
opened Mon.
O'Clock Scholar" at the Geary.

Biggest

Booth

Mary,"

Loves

35a

Midler *»,(

New laugh
week) (C-712; $4.80).
show looks aimed for run; $18,500;
moves to somewhat larger Music
Box middle of March.
(377th
Bijou
"Life With Father,"
Estimated
week) (C-613; $3.60).
around $9,000 which was better than

seat Curran of $29,000.
run
casta" wound up her five weeks
$23,000.
at the 1,550-seat Geary with
Bainter and Thomas Mitchell

at

repertory of

"Burlesque," Belasco (9th week)
(C-1,077; $4.80). Has been life-sever
house after succession of
doing very well with takings
quoted over $20,000.
"Lady Windermere's Fan," Cort

ing around $17,000 the long-staying
laugh show prospered.
"Icetime," Center (36th week) (RSkating revue again
2,994: $2.40).
has Freddie Trenkler back (was in
Sonja Henie's show); business still
prosperous; around $30,000.
"Joan of Lorraine," Alvm (14th
week) (D-1,331; $4.80). Packing the
house with limit of standees regardless of- weather, with takings more
thsn $32,500.
„

'STATE' 26G, INBPLS.

Sylvia FnedLee K. Holland and
la
Our -Debtors"*l run was interrupted one"
"As 'We Forgive
S
y PreVi ° US b °° k 'Experimental Theatre.
TUo

dK

cur-

•

Opera

Opera

(28-1); Co(27); Park, Youngstown
lumbia, Alliance (3); Ohio, MansMichigan,
field (4); Ohio. Lima (5);

MPIS.

.

week

Park,"

San Francisco, Feb. 25.
"Up in
House, Bost. (24-1); Erlanger, Buff.
Gertrude
starring
"Pygmalion."
(3 8)
Lawrence and Dennis King, chalked
"Voice of the Turtle"— Colonial,
1,776up a second week gross at the
Akron (24); Shea's, Erie (25); Sheas,
"Anna LuCentral

-

nevertheless pulled
sol) *??',S?
11,000 for fi ve nights and two
niatl*
tC , ,cns„ "Wlth his well-liked show at
0 seat Lyceum at $2.40 top.
lr„Tv.

Final

'Pygmalion' 29G, Frisco;
'Anna Lucasta' $23,000

,

Make Ready"—Black-

stone, Chi. (24-8).

biz.

Central

$4:20)— Third week
(3,000;
still potent at estimated $24,000, hurt

"The Importance of Being Ear- a
nest"— Ford's. Balto. (24-1).
"The Red Mill"— Shubert, Philly
"Three to

week

In

House

(3-8

(24-8):

sell-

out followed.
Story,"
"Parlor

_

—

„

Weakness"

to

flops;

„

(24-8).

Added

for this

—

mm

11G,

712; $4.80).

—
—

em. of "Heartsong" is holding
Shows in Rehearsal
dm.m the
boards this week (27-1 ).
"Tenting Tonight"—Judith Abbott
gets breakin of "Barefoot
°oy With Cheek"
and Mary Mason.
.
,
for four days (5-8).
Mountains „
the
In
"Miracle
Woodhull.
Archer King and Harrison
Minneapolis, Feb.

al-

.

.

$19,000.

REVIVALS

Donald Wolfit which in first seven
times approximated $15,000; critical
notices no help but should fare better this week; "Chocolate Soldier"
slated for house March 10.

—

Could have

m considerably behind last
<Jf,?ii g
s smash takings, Blackstone
thn «
n
a

grosses,

—

'S^week

BLACKSTONE

excellent

"Beggar's
(9th

With Cheek"

Mister"— Shubert, Bost.

(24-8),

oance

JJn

'

.

"Yellow Jacket," International (OPresented by Ameri$4.80).
can Repertory Theatre; written by
late Sidney Howard; opens Thursday (27).
"Volpone," "Hamlet," Century U,1,172;

Colonial, 11, and "Hey- other
show smitten by (he storm;
day" at the Wilbur, 17.
good advance for holiday but gross
Estimates for Last Week
"Brigadoon"
Philly
Forrest,
slipped to $27,000.
"Brigadoon," Colonial (1,500; $4.20)
(24-8).
"Born Yesterday," Lyceum (56th
Second week of Scotch musical
"Chocolate
Soldier"
Colonial,
week)
(C-993; $4.80). No change in
fantasy gained over first for fine esBost. (24-8).
business for this standout, now in
"Dear Ruth"— Aud., Okla. City timated $24\500 and left town with second year; count again at $21,000.
(24); Aud., Bartlesville (25); Con. good chances ot clicking. "Chocolate
"Call Me Mister,". National (45th
Hall, Tulsa (28); Arcadia, Wichita Soldier" begins here tonight, with
Approaching
week) (R-1,104; $6).
big advance.
(1); Davidson, Mil. (3-8).
still selling
"Eagle Has Two Heads"— Erlanger,
"Call Me Mister," Shubert (1,590; the 52-week mark and
well over $32,500 again.
Buff. (24-1); Shubert-Lafayette, Det. $4.80)—Twelfth week still killing out; rated
"Carousel," Majestic (97th week)
(3-8).
them here with grand estimated
Hamlet"— Aud., St. Paul (24-25); $22,500 and another h.o. in view. (M-1,667; $6). Long-running musical
Aud., Show drawing repeaters, seldom hardly affected by weather and anM'n'p'l's
(26-1);
Lyceum,
Bloomington (3); Purdue Univ., La- encountered in musicals at this other profitable week registered;
$31,500.
fayette (4); Aud., Cincy (5-8).
"Harvey"— Harris, Chi. (24-8).
"Flag Is Born," Center (1,500;
"Christopher Blake," Music Box
Shubert, N. Haven $3.60)— Opened Tues. U8)-and did a (12th week) (D-979; $4.80). Another
"Heartsong"
(27-1); Wilbur, Bost. (3-8).
good estimated $15,000 on seven per- week and then curtains for drama
Studebaker, Chi. formances despite snowstorm. Should too costly to operate at moderate
"Lute Song"
(24-8).
be able to stay two more, then goes money; $14,000.
Hartman, back to Broadway.
"Magnificent Yankee"
"Finian's Rainbow," 46th Street
Cox, Cincy (27-1);
(24-26);
Col.
'Importance of Being Earnest," (7th week) (M-1,319; $6). Sold out
American, St. Louis (3-8).
Plymouth (1,200; $3.60)— Absolute in advance so young blizzard didnt
"Moon for the Misbegotten"— sellout on second week and could dent capacity figure; $42,000.
Broadhurst
Birthday,"
."Happy
Hanna, Cleve. (24-1); Nixon, Pitt. have stayed weeks, but moved to
$4.80).
(CD-1,160;
week)
(3-8).
Baltimore, with estimated $22,500 in (17th
"Nine O'Clock Scholar"— Geary, its take for second. Theatre Guild- Among the season's most popular
last
Frisco (3-8).
American Theatre Society attraction. shows; advance sale protected it
"Oklahoma!"— Aud., Memphis (25- Report last week that agency ticket week; $30,500.
week)
(121st
St.
48th
(3-8).
"Harvey,"
1); Aud., N; Orleans
mixup left 70 seats unsold for first
"Pygmalion"— Curran, Frisco (24- night was without foundation. Fact (C-920; $4.20). Midweek business off
with tak8).
turn up at the because of Lent's start but

"Call

,

Named

Stopak

week when quoted around

1

houses solid.
"Glass Menagerie" opened at the
last night (25), "Chocolate
Soldier" tonight at the Colonial.
Ahead are "Heartsong," Wilbur,
March 3; Ballet de Champs Elysees,
Opera House, 10; "Barefoot Boy

"Born Yesterday"

Ago,"
"Years
Mansfield
(12th
(C-1,001; $4.80).
Among the
season's better plays and drawing
profitable coin right along; off last

week)

though storm hurt last week; $18,000. (19th week) (C-1,064; $4.20). Ad"Annie Get Your Gun," Imperial vance sale extends to May 1; one of
revival
(41st week) (M-1,427; $6.60). Broad- the
leaders
that
eased;
way's top grosser will attract ca- around $18,000.
and
pacity - plus attendance into
"Cyrano de Bergerac," Barrymore
through summer, judging from ticket (20th week) (CD-1,096; $4.80). Godemand; $45,500.
ing on tour March 24; has com"Another Part of the Forest," Ful- manded profitable business right
ton (14th week) (D-968; $4.80). Was along; off like others last week;
doing very well until last week when dipped under $15,000.
"Sweethearts," Shubert (5th week)
takings slipped to $15,000: yet quite
Looks aimed into
(M-1,382; $4.80).
profitable.

Plymouth

(24-8).

$10,000.

,

registering

a film trailer buildup in 55 of his
pic theatres for shows housed in
Center.
First attraction, "Flag Is
Born,' came in
Feb. 18.
Other

(6-8),

(3-8).

Los Angeles, Feb. 25.
Legit appears to have hit. its stride

notices. At the Belasco
o{ $7,000 was registered

—

Blackstone
Davidson, Mil. (2);
St. Joseph (4-5); Music Hall,

"Bloomer Girl"— Court

"The Voice of the Turtle," Morosco
week) (C-939; $3.60). Threeplay can operate okay at
grosses; takings around

(150th

(24).

M

on

Starts

$5.40).

person

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Come(}y-Dromo) R (Revue),
(Musical), O (Operetta).
"AH My Sons," Coronet (4th week)
(D-1,095; $4.80). Not selling out but

1947"—El Capitan, Loew

of

(24-8).

Aud„
field

Empire Monday

(D-1,213;

moderate

Hob

Newcomer is Center theatre, E. M.
acquisition,
formerly
the
Globe burlesque house. Loew offers

(7-8).

Hollywood
K. C.

m,

.

"Apple

$32,-

500...

week)

tour March 17; business has been
easing off; around $16,000: musical
"Barefoot Boy With Cheek" next attraction.

%

Boston, Feb. 25.
Legit season in top gear as of last
week, all houses but Copley (which
has a roadshow film) clicking with
high gross attractions and a new
legit house added to the list, making
seven legit houses currently on the
Hub's rialto.

Lints Resume

7,

proached $15,000; "The Importance
Being Earnest' follows.
"The Iceman Cometh," Beck (20th

of

W/i

'Parlor

$3.60).

Can't stay
boosted.
(29th
week)
Slight tumble from

Monday

Ooened

Prefect Its; 'Craig 9G,

Wolfe $15,§§ in

Bard Record With 27G

fell
Mi *LJ^
J Civic
y
inlHnl

«!,»

Adviiees

'Hamlet' Sets St. Louis

into fairly

W

:

.

or came close to it last
With « Washington Birth-

SfJSty
M«
K

r«it

Time' 19G

+•

was hot last week with
through
inrouEn
loiiK-rutiners. coming
grosses. All shows either

iiy Blizzard;

.

to

legit

rhi
w«

om*

32y2G,

Broadway Biz Bopped

Non-Pro 'Desert Song' 25G
.

three tt% lute

59

'Voice' Sturdy 25G, Cleve.;

On fatiiies Hst Pace; Bolger Sock

!

,

dark for the first time in 76 conweeks, this presumably
secutive
something of a record for a legit
houpc other than a New York or
Chicago stand.

—

.

Wilt s lercbat'

.. .

.

•

"The Merchant

of'

Venice,"

third

good.

One jest, of course, can be drawn
production in the Donald Wolfit
repertory company season, is the best out a little too long, and in this case,
the play is occasionally a trifle slow.
its presentations to date. But WolFor the most part, though, it moves
fit would have been well advised to
have listened to the advance plea of briskly, with fine pace. The revival
presented with the original Jonson
the Shuberts and not staged the re- is
(New York has seen only one
vival, because the message of the text.
play and its damning of the Jew run previous professional production of
"Vdlpone," done by the Theatre
counter to all present-day attempts
Guild
in 1928, in an adaptation by
of inter-denominational groups, to
Zweig). The Wolfit troupe
Stefan
better relations among races and
does the show broadly, in rough and
groups. In a day that sees a rising
ready rather than subtle strokes,
tide of anti-Semitism everywhere
humor. The
or before such' impressionable audi- With a lusty, earthy
won't like it, but for others
ences as last Saturday (22) after- prudes

As You Like

of

Tlie Mcflreliant ©f Veraice
Hall Shelton production (by arrangement
Advance Players Assn.) of revival of
drain a in two acts by William Shakespeare.
Stars ttohald Wolfit; features Rosalind
Men. Staged by Wolfit. costumes. Sheila

Jackson; music arranged by Rosabel Watson.
At Century. N. Y.. Fob. 22, '47;

ti.W

. .

.

.

.

.Erie Maxon
....Geoffrey Wilkinson

Tubal

..........

I.auncelot Gobbo..
Old Gobbo........

.

.Malcolm Watson
....'...George Bradford

Balthasar
Stephano...

.....Margaret Stallarft
..... .David Dodimead
........ .Rosalind Hen
......Marlon Marshall

Clerk...
Portia.............
Nerissa, .
. .......
Jessica
....... ...
. .

...........Ztlla Tomlin

Jacques
Orlamlu.

—

John
and Alexander' Gauge a good An-

Cordelia.

the supporting bits are unusually
good, as for instance Robert Algar's
dignified Prince of Morocco and
David Dodimead's amusing burlesque
as a foppish Prince of Aragon,
Sets, costumes and direction are all
on par with the improved quality of

stuff,

this presentation.

Yolpone

Volpone.

Donald Wolfit
John Wynyard
Frederick Horrey

....

Voltore

Eric Maxon
.Alexander Gauge

Corbaccio
Corvino.
Bpnarlo

Kempster Barnes

Would-Be

Sir Politick

Nano
Ca Stfone.
Androgyne.

Robert Algar
...Malcolm Wataon
.Richard Blythe
Geoffrey Wilkinson

Peregrine

';

.

David Dodimead

Three Magistrates

Josef Shear. George
Bradford, Malcolm Watson
Rosalind Iden

Celia

The Donald Wolfit British repertory company continues to put a better foot forward as it goes along, In
presenting its fourth production, Ben
Jonson's "Volpone," the only nonShakespearean work in the present
repertory, the troupe offers a highly
diverting performance of the Eliza-

Penelope
.

. .

.

while at others

is

Rosalind Iden, who doesn't completely satisfy in the role of Cordelia in "King Lear," has here fuller
chance to show her ability as Rosalind, and succeeds in infusing it with
pert flavor.
Kempster Barnes is
equally whining opposite her as
Orlando. Wolfit himself, after & virtuoso exhibition as Lear in the
earlier production, contents himself
with the relatively minor role of the
clown
Touchstone,
and
struts
through it in a comic fashion that
isn't completely successful.
Other male roles are good, such as
those of Alexander Gauge as a
manly Duke, Eric Adeney as the old
servant Adam, John Wynyard as a

Tuesday

Dunn

Lok Idndsey

f

of The s a?

show, ."Hey, Rookie!"s 01
dishes ud «'r,m» i

Army

-

the

Mae Johnson

downright%SVa

blues in the
school, but her imitation
of Mae
West opening night was len«SE

m?

&

:

questionably funny! Canada
livered a speech at the
pitch ng for the fund of
racial dramatic school,
production is aiding withwhich tb"
a «,
cut*5
the receipts.
°*
Al Jarvis winds the show
witb a„
short version of his "Mak« uL«
Ballroom," drawing'one or
two dT
ferent guestars
;

from the
*t
each performance. Show a^diSSe
finales ti?h
aB inv » a «o«

«*

0%

'

Despite the old master's touch in

dark and somber drama

this

of

mal-

vard playhouse for some
time Thi
Tren

\$

to an 'auto
Huts,

._.

Tlie Greatest of These
i.,

Detroit,

„

,

Richard Krnkeur). of dn!,m
.Gene Raymond.

of third lag monotonously, due to
lack of physical action, that audience

reului-es

here openly yawned and

Jerome.

coughed

TL S

ers, billed in the' cast,

opening night due

calites

Feb

'

in

y Ma^'wvll?

M a ,r.

Bramwell Fletcher. '«„,„" ',Jl*\^
na

rtl,
B
» »»

Staged by Kddie Howling. »«

impatiently.

,'
.

!!"

beauty of. the "Moon" mood of bitter disillusionment, nor the hearthitting
fervor of the emotional
clashes created by the three lead
characters as they futilely try to
buy their lost dreams.

|Se^i,toonV.V.'::B^»
Hackley Chard

Saga of lonely Amazonian farmwho poses as a trollop to create
a defensive mechanism, until dipsodiscovers she is a virgin
with maternalistic instincts, is curiously fascinating even though one
wonders why O'Neil has to manufacture
such terribly depressing
types.
Inconclusiveness of the painstaking Johnny-one-note theme, consistently played in a minor key,
must arouse countless controversies.
That's exactly
what the author
planned, probably, but dramatic effect of this psychopathic "Tobacco
Road" seems more attributable to
work of the excellent cast.
James Dunn earned a hearty salvo
for his finely-pitched, intensely sympathetic portrait of a landlord who

Malm Maya...

girl,

to

bury

his

troublesome

house must be compared to "Tobacco Road" in bleakness.

O'Daniel
Experimental Theatre. Inc., production of
Theatre Guild's production of drama in
three acts, prolog and epilog, by Glendon
Swarthout and John Savacool. staged by
Paul Crabtree: aets and lighting. Herbert
Brodkln; music, Alex North. Sponsored by
.

I

American National Theatre and Academy.
At Princess theatre, N. Y., Feb. 23 '47-

»

subscription.

??"

Walter

Coy

Anne Burr

'
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Jack Manning
Photographers.,,. Philip McKneny, Norman
J

•

;

„

Budd
William Munroe

,

'' 61 '
1

ST"hop.-..
Be

j!lmes

Politicians

Pvt.

Billy Mi' Greene, Robert P. Lleb
Sumlan
.lamcif Holden

Company

Clerk

William Munroe

^''tender

S™f
Polly.

n u ,, y Bonfl
Isabel Bishop
Billy M. Greene

....

Colonel Basil
Technician 4th Grade

Robert P. Lleb

Norman Budd
James Holden

,

'

.

inclined to

r
J.

g a

J t','
P.
Collins

•

',;,

Though
try,

nolden

Rudy Bond. Keene Crockett

nificence in

repel an audience at the start with
the loud-voiced declamations of its
actors, but the production grows on
one considerably as it goes along.
It also moves, after starting a little
.stiffly with swift, steady pace. Some
of the pacing, and the streamlining,
make for an episodic quality, but
the excisions also help fit it into
modern thea"tre. The scene of the
cursing of Goneril, and above all the
mad storm scene at the Dover seashore, are marvelous moments.

attempts

conscience in whiskey and sex.
Starting slowly, his characterization
steadily gains in strength.
As the big, hulking farmwench,
melancholy lord, and Geoffrey Wil- Mary Welch catches afire in her
kinson as a foppish courtier. Femme forceful emotional acting. Newcomer
roles are ajgain disappointing, es- is also winsomely tender in her
pecially Penelope Chandler's mouthy, frustrated romance but needs more
polishing
indistinct portrayal as Celia.
in her
heavy comedy
Play uses series of makeshift sets, scenes and awkward transitions of
constantly juggled in front of the mood.
J. M. Kerrigan's lusty, flavored
audience by a group of comely
performance
femme pages who serve double duty
as the salty-tongued,
as
scene-shifters
and attendants. old scheming rascal, an Irish verBusiness is amusing at times, a little sion of Jeeter Lester, is outstanding.
The profanity that studs the
trying at others.
There's no grade-A Shakespeare dialog is bound to excite comment,
here, in play or performance, but but one should expect that in a
there are moments of charm and work by O'Neill.
Robert Edmond
Jones' setting of a ramshackle farmbeauty.

because of its infrequent
its inherent poetry and toHMWafc.
and the occasional mag- Italian Girl
Workman.
this presentation.
(leaning Woman..

productiop,

is

it

'

Group is
(18) was "King Lear."
very, very British, and given to a
great deal of declamation and posturing.
But it hews to the Shakespearean lines with gusto and relish,
so that the poetry shines through
frequently while occasionally the
production rises to dramatic heights.
"Lear," because of its complexity of
characterization
and motives,
is
rarely staged, and this "Lear" is
only a fair job. But it's likely to

The Wolfit "Lear",

Iden
Chandler

slow
and plodding.
At times, too, the
troupe burlesques the play to mar
its effect.
The result is uneven.

for a short season of five plays (foul

drama,

.

.Ann Chalkley
.....Marion Marshall

.

.

at times,

Shakespeare is still wonderful
even when done by a company of average distinction like the
Donald Wolfit repertory troupe
from England. Group is one of modIt played in Lonest pretensions.
don all during the blitz and then
overseas for troops, and is here now

attract

.

.

.

Wolfit's first presentation

... James

Arden has a warm, pleasant quality maniac

......David Dodimead
Richard Blythe
Richard Blythe
....Violet Farebrother
........ .Ann Chalkley
.... ...Rosalind Iden
.

Joseph Donnelly

....... .Rosalind

....... Donald Wolfit
Da vid Dodimead

.

"AS You Like It" Is minor Shakespeare, and as such it emerges under
the mixed treatment it gets from the*
Donald Wolfit troupe. The British
repertory company, presenting the
comedy as the. second of its presentations on Broadway, gives it a frequent lift and lilt. The Shakespearean idyll of romance in the forest Of

tumes.

*4.80 top.
.

.'.

.1.

Nine minutes were lopped off "A
Moon For the Misbegotten," which
ran approximately 140 minutes when
it opened its second road stand at
the Hanna, tonight (24), but the new
Eugene O'Neill play still needs more
tightening and
better
tempo. It
debuted in Columbus Thursday (20).

made him one
,

Yet none could deny the strange

by the Bard), using the same players, meagre sets and skimpy cos-

Hall Shelton production (by arrangement
with Advance Playera Assn.) of revival of
comedy in two acts by Ben Jonsori. Stars
Donald Wolfit; features Rosalind lata.
Staged by Wolfit and Christopher Ede; settings by Wolfit; music arranged by Rosabel
Watson. At Century, N. Y., Feb. 24, '47;

Mosca.

. .

.Mike Hogan
James Tyrone, Jr.
Stedman Harder

Hymen

.

, . ...

Gonerll. .....

Cleveland, Feb. 24.
Theatre Build production of drama in
four acts (four scones) by lOugene O'Neill,
Directed by Arthur Shields. Production designed and lighted by Robert Kdmond
Jones.
Production under supervision of
"Theresa Helburn and Lawrence I.angner.
(Ansoelate producer. Armlno Marshall). At
Hanna, Cleveland, Fat), 24, '47.
Josle Hoga n
Marcy Welch
,
Phil Hogan
.1.
M. Kerrigan
T.

Town

the emcee job, also recent
hi- ««
President"
telephone eaii * !Mr

•

Rosalind,..,,.*....
,

.

Servant

clown Launcelot Gobbo brightly*
though occasionally being over-exuberant.
Kempster Barnes, as Lorenzo, and Zilla Tomlin, as Jessica
make an appealing couple. Some of

. . .

......
.Eric. Adeney
.... Charles Olllngton

...

,

Phoebe .. ......
Audrey. .. .....

...Donald Wolfit

GeofErey Wilkinson plays the Regan........

tonio.

. .

William.,

(by arrangement
with Advance Players Assn.) of drama revival in two acts by William Shakespeare.
Stars Donald Wolftt; features Rosalind Iden.
Staged by Wolftt and Christopher Sde; sets
and costumes. Ernest Stern ; music arranged
by Rosabel Watson. At Century. N, Y.,
Feb. IS, '47; $4.80 top.

Officer........
Herald ........

. .

Cells

.

particular, is excellent.
Wynyard is a gallant Bassanio,

,,

.

Mfton for the
Misbegotten

adjusted lives and frustrations, lodid not register too much
enthusiasm.
Its profane dialog is
Malcolm Watson often bitingly pungent or arrestingly
......Richard Blythe poetic but it's overloaded with repeJosef Shear
titious
verbiage.
Second act and parts'
Robert Algar

.

Silvius..

•

.

.

Corin...

,

in

.

..

. ,

.

David Dodimead
expected portrayal, but it's a com- King of France
of Burgundy. ...... .George Bradford
pelling one nevertheless.
He wins Duke
Duke of Cornwall.,...
Josef Shear
sympathy more frequently as the Duke of Albany, ............. .Robert Algar
distraught father than contempt -as Earl of Kent..,..
Alexander Gauge
......Eric Maxon
the avaricious money-lender.
The Earl of Gloucester
....Kempster Barnes
Edgar.
"What-is-a-Jew" speech is taken too Edmund......
Frederick Horrey
fast, but it is still highly effective.
Malcolm Watson
Curan
.......John Wynyard
Rosalind Iden's Portia is charm- Oswald
George Bradford
.......
ing and witty, and her lines well- .Tenant.
Doctor...:.,..
Malcolm Watson
handled. The "Quality of Mercy" Fool...,
...Geoffrey Wilkinson

speech,

...
...

... .

.

...

.

.

King Lear

King Lear.

"Wynyard
Bradford
Algar
..Geoffrey Wilkinson
........ ..Josef Shear
Frederick Horrey
..... David Dodimead
.Kempster, Barnes

.......
Dennis.
Touchstone. ...
..
Sir Oliver Murlext,

—

ings. There is less ranting and shouting, more interesting characterizations, and more opportunity for the
inherent poetry and drama to come
forth. The play has swift, sure pace
and doesn't lag.- Wolfit's Shy lock is
more vigorous and fiery than the

..

. . .

Adam.

Dodimead

David

......John
....George

....... .Robert

......

. .

Charles. ....
Oliver

ly,

•

.....

Amiens. ...
Xe Beau.

he can wheedle impressive presents
out of gullible people who expect to
inherit his estate. The characterization has many facets and Wolfit plays
them all admirably. His bit as an
unguent-seller certainly one of the
first of the noble line of pitchmenis a classic.
There are other wonderful bits in
the revival, with small character portrayals that stand out for their sharp
or grotesque quality. In' a vastly
amusing courtroom scene, for instance, a trio of jack-in-the-pulpit
judges are as funny as the Marx or
Ritz brothers.
John Wynyard almost carries the
play away f rom Woifit in his role of
Mosca, Volpone's engaging rascal of
a servant. The role is played bright-

«.S0

....Alexander Gauge

Duke.

fun.
Wolfit himself has a field-day (Or
night) as Volpone. or The Pox, who
feigns infirmity and ill-health so that

la. '47;

'

Frederick
Jacques..
Lord,.

with relish. Alexander Gauge is
fine" as a pompous cuckold of a husband, and Rosalind Iden is softly apnoon's school-kids it's best to let pealing as the wife. Other supportthis play rest, in spite of obvious ing parts are well handled. Sets are
dangers of censorship.
simple and costumes eye-filling.
Otherwise, this is a good production of Shakespeare's romantic
drama, done better, with more spirit,
than the two previbus Wolfit offerHall Shelton production,
.

At Century, N, V., Feb.

son.
top.

—

top.

Duke of Venice
......Eric Adeney
Robert Algar
Prince of Morocco.........
Prince of Aragon .......... David Dodimead
Gauge
Antonio,
. .. .Alexander
Kussanio,
........John Wynyard
Frederick Horrey
Sotnnlo
Richard Blythe
Salurino.
....
........
.Josef Shear
Gratiano. .........
Lorenzo..,. ........
.Kempster Barnes
.
. .
...Donald Wolfit
Shyloelt... .... ....

It

Hall Shelton presentation (by arrangement
with Advance Players Assn.) of revival of
comedy In two acta by William Shakespeare. Stars Donald Wolfit and Rosalind
Iden. Staged by Wolfit. Sets and costumes
by Krnest Stern; inuslo by Rosalind Wat-

it's

v.*!ih

Plays Out if
A

—

done, and one of the better things
in the Wolfit knapsack,

»i

..

'

der which they were made, are
Incidental music— for a
adequate.
change from the bombastic additions
most present-day revivals is
to
This rep
pleasant and palatable.
troupe, for all its failings, brings
some bombast and excitement to the
Broadway stage, which is all to the

Troupe Opens N. Y. Rep

Iriiisli

..,..

as Cordelia is perfunctory. Th« simple sets and costumes, with a recollection of the war circumstances un-

Hi-Advised;

'

By ARTHUR BRONSON

.

.

T^ei Bishop
Georgia Simmons
Royal Raymond
mi * M, Greene
Keene Crockett

sturdier than

Wanhope

its initial

en-

(,«„ lufmnl

.

Mahmud

SKSf

Herb JelWe*. The Treniers
?*.
Wonderful Smith, Otto Bason. The
Row™:
& Byron Ton!
Harper, Phelan and De Quincy,
and guest stars. .Staged by Wile Al Jarvis
and Cornberg; settings, John Hul.ley.
kt El PaUo
theatre,
»

«.ns, Lorraine Baker, Gerry

V«|>.

'47; fa topi.

together in practically the
a week "Sumpin's Jumpin'!"
°,
£* nly
n d with a minimum of
?.
K^Ki
5 P ? it
bobbles but
affords one of the
slickest entertainments of
its type.
Scaled
to
fit
the
small house
Jumpin ," although minus a line of
ponies, g 1V es the impression of
being bigger than the Usual
run of
intimate revues.
n t0
I tne oigtime quality
b
ls d " e more than anything
Si*
f the list
else to
of stellar sepia name's
plus the classy tootlings of the Bennv
Carter musicrew in the pit and the
sextet fragment of it on the
stage.
Carters baton downbeats an overture that gets the show off
fast fole
b a u c boogie semi-ballet
;°J de
^ ldeux« byk Gerry
pas
and
f

',

^u^&

,

'.

'.

'.

'.

'.

',

'.

Andrew' ioVn^' <!?„'"?''

gfi
BmKK %J

Harry Chafluourne,

Sir

•Kdwlu jerom?

. .

.Kumara

Spencer.
Ilntchle Ram. ....... *.'..'.
Khnn Mirza Slrai-l'ddln,.
.

Indian

Policeman

Canesh

Hmar

.....

.

•A.
•

Simd,;,

...Peler Coe

Herbert

.T.

Oeorge Beshava

Sam

Jaffe

Rajah Rama

.

Chatter,)!

„,
..Karl Slash
.Van t 49
.

Qltab.

.

Ki

.

English Police C aplain.'. .Cha'les
GenarS
.

Author Max Wylie has

succeeded

in

consolidating a combination o[
vast and thorny subjects of India and
inter-racial romance and marriage
into an intense plea for brotherhood

and universal love. "The Greatest of
These" is the result. It looks like a
click.

.

Play is built around a white university professor, whose love for a
girl involves him in
her brother's revolutionary plans.
And so the play's people find it easier
to die together than live together.

Mohammedan

Gene Ra^mhrtf

"ea^ries

-fe

long

role of the professor with great sym-

pathy and understanding. Bramwell
Fletcher is an admirable foil as the
raffish student of world affairs. As

Lady Elizabeth, a British liberal,
Mary Boland gives a perfect charac
t'erlzation, humorous and dramatic.
Barbara Young carries off the part
of a charming young Indian, sister of
the hot-blooded revolutionary, played
by Peter Coe.

The play is definitely good theatre.
Its opening performance was a litbut the trimming that will
be done will take care of this minor
tle long,

flaw.

Especially good

Coe and

is a scene between
Jaffe, as his aged patriot
is released from prison
of the imminence of his

who

father,

Ten ®'0»dk

.

Sefiolar

San Francisco, Feb. 24.
htmla J, Deak production (In association
Lee Shubert) of comedy by Josenh
Hchrank In three acts. Stars Pay Bnlnler,
with

Thomas
lings,

Staged by Mitchell! selJackson.
At Geary. San

Mitchell.

Richard

Francisco, Feb.

,

2),

'17.

Kmlly Wllkins

1

Put
ce

'.

Rashid SiraJ-Uddln

Hollywood, Feb 21

Hollywood.

'.

death.
Settings are commendable. Hot!.

Snmpin's elumpia'!
"S

'.

because

Puil.

nverett Wile and Koi Cornbeor
brndnntinn
of musical revue
(MI-Negro) irf
U S B6,
CBrter «" a h« m-ches m'
Canna // Ijee
T

w

'.

T.«dy Kllzabeth Bales"
Plyar. Siroj-rddin.

Herbert

...Fay Bnlntir

Thomas

Wllkins

Kleaiior Wllkins

Wllkins
Arthur Wllkins
Sam Tucker
Bill

Skip Hoineler
-...Kclward Ryan

Helene SlanW
Paul M«ey

Ma ry
-Mi-.

Milchell

Bucbly Swan
Jean Rulh
Paul LatiRloo

Jimmy

Muiler

Opening with a fust-act of charm,
and carrying on with a second act of
promise, the Joseph Schrank play.
"Ten O'Clock Scholar" falls apart
in its third act. In doing so the competent Fay Bainter and Thomas
Mitchell valiantly attempt to give
sense to a vapid denouement but tan
as dismally as the playwright.
Miss Bainter and Mitchell are ably

Building," the Experisupported by the juveniles Slap womental Theatre of the American Nameier and Helene Stanley, with adetional Theatre and Academy and auByron, quate help
by Jean Ruth and Paui
thors of "O'Daniel," its followup who combine classic elements of
Langton. A sheer waste of talent.
entry, miss out again in having any- terpsichore with some gut-bucket
boy
Plot deals with an adolescent
Lorraine Baker, novice in the pro
thing for the commercial marts. But
bethan satire on human avarice. It's
who comes home with a copy o*
ranks,
takes
since this is experimental theatre, singing
over ior
and throw,
a bawdy bit of business, breezily
one can t judge the play by commer- pleasant warbling chores, selling Schopenhauer's essays
smai
middleclass,
his
entire
lower
tunes
on combination of little girl
cial standards. It's strictly for
with nis
the sweetness with an
undercurrent cf town family off balance
Wolfit has the lion's share in the experimentalists.
meaning oi itt*
throaty sex. Otfo Eason builds
up ponderings on the
we
difficult role of Lear, and for the
There are fine portrayals by Wal- the terp side of
Seeking Missing Heir!
Pa, who also becomes infected by
the
most part (especially in the two ter Coy, Anne Burr, Jack Manning Robinson routines on show with Bill doubt as to what it's all about, QUH>
roller
skates
All persons who played in or
scenes just mentioned) presents a and Billy M. Greene. Others acquit
Herb Jeffries, former Duke Elling- his bookkeeping job to d° vvoou
•«»

were otherwise associated
wHh the play Humpty-Dumpty
(opened at New Amsterdam
Theatre, New York, on ^No-

(

.

-

vember

14,

1904)

please

F. W., Box 5080, Va154 West 46th .Street,
York 19.
Information

write to
riety,

New

desired
heir.

to

locate

missing

vivid portrait of an imperious, embittered monarch. If he hams a bit,
it's hamming of th© better sort, and
acceptable.
The male side of the
Wolfit
company is the stronger,
Geoffrey Wilkinson as the Fool,
Alexander Gauge, as Kent, Eric
Maxon as Gloucester and Kempster
Barnes as Edgar particularily standing out.

I

;

i

themselves well, too, but

named

trio

around

it's

whom

the firstthe play

vocalist,

for

Play by Glendon Swarthout and
John Savacool is overlong and frequently tedious. Paul Crabtree has

doubles

as

part-time

carving,

sister

sacks her beau,

emcee and singing star. His handling takes up public nursery work, aw
gems from the Ellington the adolescent himself dissociates
g
himself from his bobby-sox we"

of baritone

story of the 1952 rise of one
Daniel, from a non-eombat GI
to GOP presidential candidate, opposite. Stassen,, is hard to take:

The femme contingent disap- given the play satisfactory direction
Violet Farebrother and Ann sets and lighting by Herbert
BrodChalkley as the ungrateful daugh- kin are okay. Same goes
for Alex
ters are too stiff and elocutionary, North s musical
backgrounding.
while Kosalind Iden's shorter role
Edba.

points.

ton

revolves.

The
Dan O

Joy," plus "I Gotta Woman
Crazy for Me," sells heavily, especially to distaff ers. Toni
Harper,
eight years old and already
capable
in blues chanting department,
closes
the first half of the show
brilliantly.
Carter s band brings the audience

or . tn
s c on <i round and then
tLH
?,
turns tthe ?spotlight
over to The Robn =P ns a lesgy tap team who
:
do all
.

;,

by

V£
^
derful
f

^

th

e
Smith,

overworked

who

shares

art.

Won-

some

of

In the end all becomes
again as the -family, mostly
qom|»
stimulus of its youngsters,
prog
upon the homey fact that the
important
things of life are the really
friend.

.

be

rescued

canrewriting oi
for the theatre by the
posS'W
that last act is doubtful, but

""Whether

tlie

play

jwv

with some expert, Hollywood
aim
ping it. can be made into a
sorts.

,

f^cafay, February M, 1947

LITERATI

61

Friendly Enemies

Literati

Censorship threats make strange
bedfellows. James T. Farrell and
James M. Cain, at daggers' point
in their

Axe Swings

N. Y. Tost
»,An unhealthy feeling is beginning
among New York newsto be noticed
and panicky
papers, an uncertainty
mood already being manifest in
or two sheets, and
firings on one
on others. Feeltalk of retrenchment
be that a period of
ing seems to
intense competitioft is in sight, with
advertising and circulation likely to
bitter fight probably for
flrop, and a
survival. Managements are building
against such time, trying
u p reserves
expenses, etc.
to cut

Mood was pointed up

last

LIU* Van Saber's Tome
First novel of Lilla Van Saher,
former star of German and French
films,

scheduled for

is

next Tuesday (3) by E. P. Dutton
Titled "The Echo," book is a psychological love drama based on the
author's

work

as a

psychiatrist,

in

in Paris.

week

dozen men on the
by the firing of a
Y. Post, majority of them copyjif
readers. N. Y. Newspaper Guild is
contesting the firings as not necessary,

Miss Van Saher
starred in several pre-war films for
the UFA studios in Germany and
also played opposite French star
Jean Gabin in French pictures.
actress,

North

Scully
Klink, Cal., Feb. 22.

Did ypu catch a UP story out of Cheyenne about a legislator named C W.
who introduced a bill requiring cars from California to carry two
red flags, "both fore and aft," and two bells not less than six inches in
diameter to warn Wyoming of their coming? I had quite a talk with this
old warrior last fall, and he's tcrriflque!
He told me about the bill he
intended to introduce to save Wyoming from being wiped out .by mad
drivers from Hollywood. I told him if lie did I would urge a similar law
for the protection of native sons. We laughed so hard he decided to play
it straight and see how far it would go.
By now it has gone 'round the
world.

two-to-one conviction, in special
Carl Rachlin is attorney £or the authors' committee.

He's not just a hack politician, but a high class M. D. from Rawlins,
Wyo. For 30 years he used to lose $3,000 annually on useless oil stocks.
Investing in them became a habit,, and being a doctor, he knew what habits
could do to a man. Some colleagues took to drink, some to dope. But Doc
took to wildcat oil deals. He simply couldn't resist them. He was down
to his unmortgaged home when the most worthy of these oil addicts, a
friend named Cobb, came to him with a surefire proposition which needed
$30,000.
The doc told Cobb the promoters had cleaned him out of his
annual quota and he had- nothing left but his house. Cobb finally got him
to mortgage the house.
He reasoned that if .this deal blew up it would
leave Doc flat broke for 10 years, and that would mean for 10 years no oil
sharp could chisel him out of a nickel. The logic appealed to Doc.
.

Nonstriking

years ago did very well. HH plans
the new book for mid-'48 publica.

employees

tion

CHATTER

..

Ed Leaoh, Pittsburgh Press editor,
Hollywood to gander studios.
Carson McCullers in Paris writing
a new novel with that city as locale.
Kenneth Roberts in Nassau on vacation strictly, not beginning a new
in

How To

clashes

over

to court.

writer

keyboards,

Resist

Gyps

To prove how

right they were.
Doc had hardly hocked his home
hot wildcatters barged in on him to make that annual $3,000
they finally were convinced that Doc not only didn't have a
dime but had mortgaged his home they couldn't conceal their disgust.
"Doc," they told him, "you've really been chumped this time. Cobb is

novel.

Stanley M. Rinehart, Jr. houseguesting with Philip Wylie in Miami
Beach.

when

a pair of

tap.

When

famous for

drilling dry holes."
Well, this Cobb turned the*s$30,000 into millions.
He hit a well that
proved to be one of the wonders of the west, and since he and Doc were
in on a 50-50 deal, the well made both of them millionaires many times

turned

Poet Edward Davison appointed
on type- dean of Washington & Jefferson
and College.
out the eightNew sales manager for Ziff Davis

stereotypers, typographers

in personality with
syndication arrangements, and made a cash settlement
•for his equity in the syndication. A
suit for libel brought against the
Post and against Boutell a year ago
by someone in the N. Y. publishing
for an article Boutell had
field
have
to
believed
isn't
written,
figured in latter's leaving the sheet.
Suit, incidentally, has never come
after

By Frank

Jeffrey

sessions.

Springfield Strikebreaking
Issued
sporadically
last
week
gnd likely to result in a speedup through tight AFL and CIO picket
claims
Management
sheet.
the
on
lines, the Springfield, Mass., Daily
swollen by the war,
staff is too large,
News, one of the four Sherman
vets, the 10%
returned
with
that
and
Bowles daily papers, hit the streets
newsprint cut, etc., it had to fire the regularly this week. The
strikemen. Guild counters with fact that breaking was done on orders of the
services
the Post has expanded its
eccentric multimillionaire publisher,
extra
the
needs
and
war
the
Since
who himself was arrested and fined
time.
that
during
put
on
it
people
$25 for driving without a license
Only partly connected with the since 1942 after he nosed a loaded
staffers firings was last week's resigdelivery truck through the picket
nation, after three years on the Post, lines.

Of Clip Boutell, literary columnist.
Boutell, .who also was partner with
editor Sterling North in
literary
syndicating their material to about
20 other papers, quit admittedly

*«

Mann, John Dos Passos, Lionel
Trilling and others.
""Hecate" case will be argued
shortly before the New York
appellate division fc.jwing a

which she engaged after receiving
her MD degree from' the Sorbonne

As an

{

intervene in the criminal prosecution
of
Edmund Wilson's
"Hecate County." Joining with
the
duo in supporting Wilson
are H. L. Mencken, Thomas

publication

SCRAPBOOK

SCULLY'S

-

squabble over formation

of an authors' group to protect
writers' royalties, have merged
in a committee which seeks to

pressmen

truck drivers to get
'.
page paper which chiefly featured Chicago book division is Charles over.'
wire news and a resume of news Trenkle.
But this didn't change Doc in the least. He still lives in his modest home,
during the blackout.
First edition
Farm bought by Waverly Root, still brings babies in the world, still represents Rawlins in the Wyoming
advertising Monday (17) was quick- the historian and novelist, in Chel- legislature a- job which pays $1,000 a year.
ly withdrawn when stores claimed sea, Vt.
One of his classmates at the University of Illinois was Dr. Lin, the
it was inserted "without authorizaWorking on "The Great Blizzard," famous Chinese maternity specialist. After he had fallen into money, Doe
tion." There have been no ads since. Albert Well has taken himself
to arranged to have her released by the Japs and brought back from Shanghai
Caught in the crossfire were Guatemala.
to San Francisco.
When the 25th anniversary of his class came around,
WSPR, ABC outlet, and Riverside
Agnes Moorehead's memoirs of Doc paid the expenses of every member of the class to the reunion to
Park, which had placed ads to run show business will be published by honor Dr. Lin.
when the strike was settled.
Little, Brown.
He is such a character around Wyoming that when Si Newton had blown
~Three craft unions quit Sept. 26
Malcolm Bingay, managing editor out three tires in a few hundred miles and found himself in Rawlins he
on a no-contract, no-work agree- of Detroit Free Press, iri Hollywood phoned Dr. Jeffrey for help. Sure enough, Doc had a Cadillac and had
ment and were joined, Nov. 7, by the for three weeks.
some tires he could spare.
Springfield Newspaper Guild after
Laura Vruwink, Hollywood rep
We drove over to his now unmortgaged home and he came out in his
wholesale "economy" firings. Press- for Parents mag, hospitalized with long underpants
and a camelhair overcoat, pinned together with a button
men and stereotypers have come to heart trouble.
of some guy who was running for senator. We had a grand bull-session
John Sorrells, executive director and it was during this talk that he told me that California has the craziest
closed-shop terms with management
but decline to enter -the plant until of Scripps newspapers, making the drivers in the world and you took your life in your hands' when you drove
5
all four unions get contracts. Bowles rounds of Hollywood studios.
there.
They were even crazier away from home. They had ports-ofE. B. Hatrick, Hearst Metrotone entry rules and traffic regulations that better befitted a foreign country,
refuses a closed shop to the ITU,
and demands withdrawal of NLRB News veepee, in Hollywood to gan- and he was going to pay them off with a reciprocity treaty. This bill of
suits before Guild negotiations are der product for three weeks.
his was the payoff.
Bill Raney has shifted from asstarted.
Meanwhile, a citizens committee sociate editorship of the Literary
Cowboy Of Lorraine
Guild
ditto
Rinehart
studying
;-'

.

'.

—

•

Taper Covers For Books
wartime conservation idea of
paper covers for books is back and
may be extended because of the high

A

cost of cloth which is some 27c. a
as against the 7c. per yard

yard

the buckram paper bindings.
With the exception of lending library
Complaints, for obvious reasons of

for

durability,

the latter seem acceptto the average book

able enough
buyer.

•

prospects for an inde-

is

Rinehart is recoursing to the paper
all books under
the case of Frank Waters'
"The Yogi of Cockroach Court," a

pendent newspaper.

Wnding idea for

Chi

$3, as in

$2.75

item.

Macmillan

recently

essayed the same idea. Three years
ago, in the midst of the war, Binehart issued a George Price cartoon
book in hard paper covers and likewise found no complaints from the

H-A

In 2nd Libel Suit

Second
Illinois

$2,000,000 libel suit against
Printing Co.,
Publishing

&

publishers of Chicago Herald-American, was filed in U. S. district court

here

last

week by Fowler

V. Harper,

law professor at Indiana Univ.
Harper alleges he was libeled in an
public.
editorial of Oct. 31, 1946, headed
"Communism on the Campus," which
contended that "Red Professors" are
Anthology
War Scribes'
active in Indiana and that "taxHitherto unpublished for varied
and teachercolleges
supported
reasons, some 22 stories written durtraining institutions are still being
ing the war's duration by top-drawer
used as recruiting stations for Red
foreign correspondents* have been
Fascism."
grouped together by Button's in
Other suit was brought against the
"Deadline Delayed."
paper and Westbrook Pegler by A.
Tome, to be introduced at the N. Spanier who contended that PegOverseas Press Club's annual dinner ler had damaged his reputation by
«t the Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., March tabbing him a Communist.
4, has pieces by Richard Tregaskis,
Bob Considine, Irene Kuhn, Henry
Info-Guard Law OK'd
J. Taylor, Ruth Cowan, Joe Ravotto
The Desmond bill providing that
and Al Newman.
New- light is
and press association emthrown upon the celebrated Patton newspaper
ployees shall not be required to dis.

face-slapping Incident

,

and other war

tales.

close in legal proceedings the source

information obtained by them,
has passed the N. Y. Senate. It is
now in the codes committee of the
assembly.
The proposal has been advanced
and has won support at previous
sessions, but has never been apof

Brown Steps Down

at

E&P

Personnel shifts at the Editor and
Publisher last week resulted following the retirement of prexy James
Wright Brown, Sr., who held the
Post for some 35 years. Moving up
as head of the newspaper trade mag
is James Wright Brown, Jr., previously veepee and publisher for the
Past six years.
Other switches were secretary and
•ditor Robert U. Brown, who be-

comes veepee and editor. Brown, Sr.
Will retain his membership in the
board of directors as well as holding

post of secretary.

Bcrlin-Moiehousc 'Binge'
Irving Berlin recently took

Ward

Morehouse on

a nostalgic binge into
his early family history with an illustrative tour through
York's
east side and Chinatown.
Result

New

was a full-page color story on Berlin in the
N. Y. Sun last Monday
(24).

proved by the Legislature. Chances
for adoption this year are considered
good. The measure does not include
probradio reporters. If enacted, it
year to
ably will be amended next
inbring latter within scope of the
formation-protecting law.
.

Rocburt's 1-2 'Hate' Punch
John Roeburt, radio whodunit
one-two
scripter, has completed a
for book
assault on hate merchants
titled
and screen. One, a book,
with
dealing
and
"Seneca, U.S.A.."
pubanti-Semitism, is scheduled for

by Samuel Curl, May 15.
titled
Other, an original screenplay
packaged
"Dark Memory," is being
Coast.
for indie production on
lication

to
at
& Co.
Milton Raison writing a magazine
yarn titled "Writing for PineThomas .Is a Hazardous Occupation."

James T. McGuire, Chicago Times
reporter, checked in at 20th-Fox as
technical adviser on "Call Northside
777."

Ethel Hill completed the biography of her horse, War Knight,
which won a $100,000 race at Santa
Anita.
S. I., Newhouse, eastern newspaper
publisher, touring the Metro lot in
Culver City and vacationing in La
Quinta.

Reginald Hunter, of Greenwich
where he has John Cowper
Powys' old studio, has new book out
"Call Out of Darkness."
Hoyland Bettinger, former New

Village,

television consultant, working
titled "Television Techniques," slated for early publication

York

on a book

by Harper.
Vera Caspary's "Out Of the Blue,"
which Eagle-Lion holds film
oft
rights, will be serialized by Today's
Woman mag and published later in
book form.
Mary Vanaman transferred by
Time from national affairs and
music sections to the film section,
where she replaces Rosamund Draper, who is on leave.
The Bennett Cerfs (Random
California
LaQuinta,
at
House)
desert resort, until March 10. Publisher picked up a number of mss.
while on his Hollywood junket.
Daily
O'Connor,
Richard
Variety staffer, has resigned to
write a biography of Gen. George
H. Thomas, Union Civil War hero,

of

see characters like Doc Jeffrey in westerns, but I seem to
I doubt if they will show, up in Bernard Shaw's "Blanco

miss them.
Posnet" .either.
To those who do not think Shaw borrowed from Frank Harris on this
"Posnet" item I will simply have to refer them to the Master, who has
confessed that all his life he has been an expert picker of other people's
brains, and he has been caught many times picking Harris's.
Harris had punched cattle back in the '70s and regaled London with
these tall tales in the '90s, When he lured Shaw to catch shows for the
Saturday Review. It's all recorded in Harris's "My Reminiscences As a
.
Cowboy," of which I own 30% on account I did the writing.

"Kings and cowboys I have known," he once told me, "and the cowboys
stand out above the rest. I have only three heroes left— Cervantes, Shakespeare and Wild Bill Hickok— all dead."
While working with Harris on the Shaw, biography at Vittel in the
Vosges mountains of France, I found he would soon tire and say, "Let's
go to a movie. See if there's a western on." I would look out the window
at the picture house nearby.
1

"Now

Playing?"

It was the kind of picture house that didn't know what it was showing
was on the screen. But that didn't prevent the management from advertising a boxoffice title, though the title outside the theatre
and the one on the screen were rarely the same.

until the thing

On this particular night, we arrived at the standard hour for a picture
As always happened, Harris inin France, which is around 9 o'clock.
sisted on buying the most expensive seats and then sitting in the cheapest.
In addition to being absent-minded, he was very, nearsighted, and had to
He never seemed to remember that this defect
sit close to the screen.
could save him a lot of money until it was too late. Invariably he bought
the better seats, growled at their position and then moved up front among
the peasantry, where all screen values are enlarged and overdrawn.
The picture didn't start right away and Harris's impatience began to take
form. He began stamping his walking stick and soon all the kids around
him were beating time with him. The rhythmic racket stirred the man-

1

ager to start the show.

The manager must have had a faint suspicion that we were important
people, for we were allowed to pick our seats in advance, and pencilwritten notes were attached by a string to our chairs, indicating that the
seats were "loue"—"rented."
When we arrived, other occupants were in the chairs, naturally, for no
French peasant pays the slightest attention to signs of that sort. They do,
however, to verbal orders, and got out with good grace when the manager
"alley oop"! The picture was a Fred Thompson western,
for 1948 publication by Prentice-Hall. ordered them to
ex-cowboy to another, Harris enjoyed every foot of it. At the
This Month magazine 'suspending and as one
stamp his cane, and when the rustlers bit the dust he would
publishing with April issue, although chase he would
cheer. For an old roue he certainly could enjoy plain tales from the plains.
editors expect to resume by midsummer. Last issue contains article
on legit designer Walter Florell by
Add; "Makes No Difference Now"
p.a. Len Traube.
Until Gov. Jimmy Davis, the Bingle of the Bayous, arrived in Hollywood
William C. Lengel, exec editor of
name,
and from' Louisiana to lend his larynx to Monogram's picture of the same
Fawcett mags, Today's Woman^
True' Confessions spiels on "The
Struggling Author" March 3 at the
of
Workshop
Writing
Creative
American University in Washington,

DC.
H'arcourt,

Ray Josephs' New Book
Ray Josephs leaves the end

Maybe you

-

Brace's

,

„

eight-year-old

hot music compendium, "Jazzmen,
Jr.
edited by Frederic C. Ramsey,
slated
and Charles Edward Smith is

Sentimental journey covered Bertrip to gather
lin's spawning
ground as troubadour April on a long
ko have a French version, via La
and song-writer in the cafes around material for "Latin American Diary
Ernest Flammarion, within
House will publish^ Librairie
the Bowery area.
Trip, of course, which Random
of two 18 months.
was made in a limousine.
Josephs' "Argentine Diary"

California had the warmest, dryest winter in untold years. But as soon as
Naturelment.
the composer of "You Are My Sunshine" arrived, it rained.

On
Peasants who look
Hayward might like

Rye, That

in vain for a car
to

know

it is

Is!

wreck

really the

in

"Smashup," starring Susan

name

of a drink.

Originally,

Cointreau,
was called a "Stone Fence." It consists of rye, brandy,
who
orange bitters and absinthe. It was discovered by Dorothy £«*«V
Cliffs of Dover.
thought after drinking two that she had run into the White
boozological biog,
For the styx, Univ.-Int. is thinking of refilling the
"Dames Drink Too." The "too" stands for "top much.'

snifter

Wetfawrfay, Fein-wary 26,
1947
long

bia.

HENRY HERBERT
Henry Herbert, 68, English-born
who made quite a reputation

heart attack Feb. 21 while returning
to his

home

CHARLES E STEELE

after visiting friends.

both here and abroad in Shakespearean roles, died at his home in Flushing, N. Y., Feb. 20. His last Broadway appearance was in "Arsenic and

He had been in the music publishing business for a number of years
and was reputed to havt» been one
of the early members of the American" Society of Composers and Pub-

Old Lace,"

lishers.

Charles Esterley, 48, operator of
the State theatre, Kansas City, died
Feb. 16 in that city after a heart atlong time exhibitor, he had
tack.

A

been associated with show biz

in

that area since 1922,

Surviving widow and daughter.

He leaves a widow, two daughters
Herbert made his stage debut in
London with the Ben Greet Players. and a sister.
He later appeared in and managed

HERBERT DARNLEY

Herbert Darnley, 75, veteran vaude
CATHERINE LORIMER
companies of F. R. Benson and
performer, died in London Feb. 7;
Catherine Lorimer, 77, retired
eventually organized his own comFor years he toured in his own
pany, in which he toured the British legit actress, died at her home in
sketches throughout Britain,
Isles and South Africa. In 1916 he Jackson Heights, N. Y„ Feb. 23. Her
Long associated with F»*ed Karno,
appeared in New York in "King family name^was Catherine JohnDarnley wrote routines for him as
Henry VIII," and thereafter devoted stone. She retired from the stage in well as' acting as his manager.
1929 after appearing with Margaret
himself to the American theatre.
He is reputed to have played Ham- Anglin in "Lady Dedlock." She had
Mother of Robert and Fred Raplet more than 500 times, Richard III appeared in many plays during her
Feb. 19.
almost as often and had given at career as an actress. She made her port, died in New York,
other stage debut an the 1890*s in the stage Former was manager of Mike Todd's
least 300 performances of
Shakespearean roles. He was one production of Mark Twain's "Pud- "Hamlet" starring Maurice Evans.
Latter is with Earl Carroll's, Hollyof the original members of the dinhead Wilson."
Survived by sister, also a retired wood.
Elizabethan Stage Society, the portknown professionally as
able theatres that brought to English actress
George E. Median, 55, cameraman
audiences' the works of Shakespeare's Frances Graham.
who spent 35 years in the motion
contemporaries. He was for a time
picture industry, died Feb. 10 in
associate director of the StratfordA. E. ANDREWS
Hollywood.
Surviving are his widow
on-Avon Memorial Theatre.
A, E. (Tommy) Andrews, an exDuring his tenure in this country hibitor at Emporium, Pa., near Pitts- and daughter.
Herbert appeared in more than a burgh, for the last 35 years, died
revivals
and
plays
Father
of
Sam Wheeler, general
of
new
score
there last week after a heart attack.

between 1917 and 1937, among them
"Lady of the Lamp," "Uptown West,"
"The Lady of the Rose," "The Man
Who Changed His Name," and "Damaged Goods." For six years in the
in
•20's he played the role of Christ
a Passion Play staged annually in

Los Angeles.

arranged the text and
Staged a revival of "Troilus and
Cressida" in New York in 1932 by
The Players. Among other productions he staged were a 1934 revival

He

also

Back

in 1913,

Andrews was

a rail-

sales

Ringling

s Continue* from pace
companies will be permitteduH*
to
Lederer pf the Clifford C. Fischer
add titled or dubbed sound
office, now the authorized booker
traW?
Eleven different awards"
for the Ringling outfit. Lederer is
w«l '£

manager

for Filhi Classics,

1

made in three separate cateeoi-i»»
in Paris to expedite passage of
including entertainment pi
talent. American Express Co.
x shorts
and the American consulates are and documentaries,
In an all-out effort to
helping to expedite passage.
attract a?
Ringling was able to pact acts many foreign tourists as nossihu
from Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, the festival will also include a fine
France, England, .Belgium, arts show, according to Richard
Italy,
Denmark, Holland and Sweden. In- Zondervan, general manager who'*
still

'

.

mark.

taining passage. Not only do Teutons
have to get visas from the U, S.
Army and State departments, but
must get the okay of the Germah

and

•

BIRTHS

''

'

•

chief for

DOROTHY LEWIS REGAN
Dorothy Lewis Regan,

80,

retired

actress, died Feb. 21 at Jackson
Heights, N. Y. For many years she
starred in "Hearts of the Blue
Campbell's production of Ridge" and more recently played in
"White Slave." Later he played with Christopher Morley productions in
the Madison Square Theatre Co., Hoboken, and in stock companies in
N. Y., in "Esmeralda" and Steele New York, Detroit and Boston.
Survived
Mackaye's "Paul Kauvar" before
by
husband and
joining Richard. Mansfield in "Beau daughter.
'

Hartley

Brummel," "The First Violin" and
"Cyrano de Bergerac."

.

television,

in that city.

Mr. and Mrs. Al Morris, a daughter, Kansas City, Feb. 4. Father is
booker in
Paramount exchange

G. (BUD) SHAVER
Manila G. (Bud) Shaver, 47, pub-

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Callan, son,
Chicago, Feb. 22. Father is in band
and department of Frederick Bros,' Chi

He also appeared in William A.
Brady's production of "Way Down licity director of WWJ-(NBC)
Jimmy Valentine" and former newspaperman, died Feb. 21 agency.
Prefer Blondes." His in Detroit after a heart attack.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Peterson, son,
last Broadway appearance was in
He also was former sports editor Kansas City, Feb. 16. Father is manager of Circus theatre there.
"Overture" at the Longacre theatr-e, for WXYZ (ABC), Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Henry, daughter
N. Y., some years ago.
Kansas City, Feb. 12. Father is operA. G. (Dud) FORRY
GERALD MORRISON
A. G. (Dud) Forry, 50, film row ator of the Lyric theatre, Plattsburg.
Gerald Morrison, who. died sud- figure for- 30 years and recently of- Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Hollingsdenly Feb. 12 while on a visit to fice manager for Monogram's Los
Dublin, was director and manager of Angeles exchange, died Feb. 11 in worth, daughter, Detroit, recently.
Empire theatre, Belfast, for 20 years Hollywood, following an operation. Father is Vakikti mugg in .that city.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Parker, son
and one of the best-known in the
Santa Monica, Calif.. Feb. 19, Mother
WILEY PADAN
Irish vaudeville field.
Wiley Padan, 46, associate art di- is Marion Pierce, former musicomFormerly a vaude performer he
was .prolific script and .song., writer,, rector., .of. Loew's treaties, ad- depart- edy .actress.; father is screen player
'Mr. and Mrs. Bob Starr, daughter,
ment, died in New York. Feb. 13. He
later becoming a producer.
Survived by his widow, son and was creator of "It's True," cartoon New York, Feb, 18, Father's dancer,
formerly with The. Playboys, and
strip published in 135 newspapers.
daughter.
Widow and son survive.
now an agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Tito Leite, son, Feb.
LOYAL B. CURTIS
LEE ZAHLER
23, New York.
Father is writerLoyal B. Curtis, 69, head of the
Lee Zahler, 53, musical director, announcer in the Brazilian dept. of
N. Y. music publishing company
Feb.
21
in
a
died
Hollywood
NBC.
after a
bearing his name, succumbed to
•

East," "Alias

"Gentlemen

.

,

NBC

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Williamson, son,
Memphis, Feb. 20. Father is branch
manager for Warner-First National
in Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Hartman, daugh
ter, Kansas City, Jan. 21. Father is
with Motion Picture Booking Agency

there.

MANILA

.

Affair will also feature
an
exhibition of contemporary art from
each country and of top fashion

acts

Up From
John

the Mines

Ringling

came

North

styles.

C

across one of the weirdest setups
during his recent trip to Europe.
North located a Welsh miner
who has spent most of his working days- in the deep coal pits
who, paradoxically, developed a

high wire act,
Curiously enough, this English act will carry an alien
label, the Alzana Troupe
(4)
when it opens with the Ringling
Circus at Madison Square Garden, N. Y.

Pix,

Comics

Continued from page

be avoided

can't
ohild

in

real

I

l

The

life.

must learn to live with such
things and judge them in his own
mind."

Although Dr. Allen does not believe films, and radio programs harm
the child, in his work with school
children he has found that home-

work can not compete

effectively

with pictures, radio programs and

comic

strips of today.

"Homework should not have to,"
he continued, "for many radio programs and movies are good for
They learn a great

Casey, 35, secretary to
Small, film producer, died

-

cation of ailments.
He was born in Victoria, British
Columbia, and made his first appearance on the stage in 1882 in

Many

were glad to get the
opportunity to work in America as

EAOUL LE MAT
Feb. 18, of third degree burns susRabul Le Mat, 71, formerly as- tained in a Are at her home.
sociated with Le Mat-Metro-Goldvale of "Othello" and "Macbeth." He wyn, which held the Metro distribuMrs. Ida Meyer, 53, wife of Fred
film,
"So
in
one
had also appeared
tion franchise in Sweden for many S. Meyer, industrial relations direcBig," starring Colleen Moore.
years, died in Panama City, Feb. 14 tor at 20th-Fox, died Feb. 22 in
Survived by widow, Gladys, who after a heart attack. Le Mat was a Hollywood,
resides in London.
ojie-time Olympics athlete.
George Granville, 38, sound techFor the last, several years, Le Mat
had been in show biz in Washing- nician at Republic studio, died Feb.
ALEX HANLON
Alex Hanlon, 58, former Loew ton, D. C. Surviving are wife, son 13, in Burbank, Cal.
agent and booker, died in New York, and daughter, latter the wife of W.
Wife, 49,
of
Joseph Sanders,
Feb. 23. His family name was Ale* Lewis Simpson, Metro manager^ in
^*
pioneer bandleader (Coon-Sanders),
ander Furstman. He adopted Han- Panama.
died in Chicago, Feb. 12.
lon as a stage name when heading
HELEN. BYEON
an acrobatic trio with which he proHelen Byron, 70, retired actress,
William Leys, 59; technician at
duced and trouped with for years
Metro for 20 years, died Feb. 16 at
before entering the agency and died Feb. 15 in Highland, N. Y.
She ,played in drama'tic stock in his home in Culver City.'
booking field.Besides being a franchised Loew Toronto with the Cummings Stock
agent, he had also handled vaude Co. and in another in Montreal. She
bookings of the erstwhile Grand was later featured in road comMr. and Mrs. Barry Miller, daugh
Opera House, N. Y., and the Olym- panies of "The Female Drummer,"
and "Midnight ter, 'Pittsburgh, Feb. 1. Mother's forKitty"
pic theatre, Brooklyn, until sale of "Sergeant
houses by Traub interests to new Maidens" and for a time did a vaude merly Elaine Weston, of Weston Sisowners. RKO operates the former act. Her sister, Henrietta Byron, ters, radio and cafe singers.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Speetor. son,
Grand, while other interests which was teamed for years in vaude with
New York, Feb. 14. Father is Unitook over the. Olympic renamed Barney Fagan.
versal-International
eastern talent
house the Tivoli. Both have straight
CLYDE McATEE
rep.
pix policies now. At time of death
Clyde McAtee, 67, film actor for
Mr. and Mrs. Al Corwin, daughHanlon had been a checker for theatres of the Loew circuit in Greater 32 years, died Feb. 20 at the Motion ter, New York, Feb. 16. Father is
Picture Country Home after a long ad-publicity chief at Motion Picture
N. Y.
Export Assn.
Survived by widow, daughter and illness.
„
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Gullette,
Well-known in early Hollywood
son, Mike, asst.' manager at Loew's
days when he played in numerous daughter, New York, Feb..l. Father
Mayfair theatre, N. Y.
D. W. Griffith productions, McAtee is associated with Preview Theatre.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Kalmus,
FREDERICK BACKUS
was rjtive in the founding of the
Frederick Backus, 84, retired actor Motion Picture Relief Fund, and daughter, New York, Feb. 19. Mother
who had been, a guest at the Actors' later helped to. organize the Screen was formerly associated with Hutchins ad agency; father is publicity
Fund Home in Englewood, N. J., for Extras Guild.
the past 12 years, died Feb. 18 at the
Englewood Hospital, from a compli-

festival,

government.

by Walter Hampden of "Richard HI"
and 1935 productions by Philip Meri-

,

Brussels Symphony Orch. Leonard
Bernstein has been approached
to
conduct the American concert.
Zondervan is also looking for any
U. S. swing band or ballet troupe
that might be playing in Europe
in
June to come to Brussels for the

'

No acts were obtained from Germany because of the difficulty in ob-

;

Lucille

now visiting New York to line up
the U, S. entries. Each country
has
been asked to submit its foremost
music, which will be played by
the

cluded are Polar bear acts, Arabs,
flying acts, a horse act previously
seen in the Strassbourger circus of
Holland, and another equine act,
from the Schumann circus in Den-

singer, died in Chicago, Feb. 18.
he acquired it.
In recent years, Andrews had been Survived by widow, two other sons
in declining health and was assisted and three daughters.

Edward

IS

the

road telegrapher and got into motion Hymie Wheeler, Monogram salesman
picture business by putting on road- in Pittsburgh, died last week in
show attractions, for, the Lyman H, Miami.
Howe traveling organization. The
Father, 67, of Burl Ives, folk
Emporium was a legit house when

in the operation of theatre by Mrs.
Andrews, his son and a nephew.

Ctom

.

Surviving are his widow, son and
daughter,

fictor

at the Cannes festival,
eac h „k m
pany wi» be limited to the nu ,lm *
of pix it can enter on a
percenbf
of What it showed at Cannes

For 16 years he had

illness.

worked *t the Darmpur studios and
scored numerous pictures for Colum-

chil-

dren.

the .European theatre is in the midst
of a business slump, because of fuel
and economic difficulties, but despite the lean days prevalent in
Europe, Continental acts have an
exaggerated idea of American salaries. All apparently would like to
make enough during a single 40week U. S. season to retire for the
rest of their lives.

deal

through them,"

Technicolor
Continued from page

1

j

nightly, with 40 minutes of showing

time every hour.
Pixad sales Staff

is headed up by
North, currently in New York, will Harry W. Bennett, Jr., account exec
leave Friday
(28)
for Sarasota, for the Compton ad agency, and Hal
Florida, where the layout is winter- James, radio producer. Duo have
quartering. Circus is expected to set up a rate card similar to those
preem at the Madison Square Gar- issued for radio sales, with a miniden, N. Y., April 8 or 9,
cojitract of 13 weeks. Rates

mum

RR Cars
Washington, Feb.
Brothers circus

are based on the client's film being
shown a minimum of 10 times

Ambulance

nightly, or three hours in the fivehas hour period. Advertisers must supbought 25 surplus ambulance rail- ply four prints of the film to be
road 'cars, War Assets Administra- shown, with the projector operating
tion announced yesterday. The cir- at a standard 24 frames per second
cus paid $1,500 each for the units, and capable of showing either color
which cost the government $5,300 or black and white. Pixad pays the
ad agencies a straight 15^; commisapiece.
"The circus company," said WAA, sion on net charges.
Rate card offers the Pixad service
"plans to remodel the cars for use
for
as family units to relieve crowded from a minimum charge of $4,095
conditions of travel for performers a three-minute trailer on a 13-week
basis
(with 455 showings guaranand laborers. Each car is equipped
with a small kitchen which .will teed) to $27,459.25 for the same
solve one of the main gripes of length trailer for a year (3,640
circus people, lack of hot meals showings). Rate is reduced propor-,
tionately, with a decrease in the
while on tour."
running time of the ad, to $1,365 for
a 30-second spot for 13 weeks. Rates

Ringling

25.

showing

for

Brussels Event
S

Continued from page

3

s

realize the necessity of selecting
their best pix and of sending over a
select crew of flacks to build up the
kind of worldwide public relations
needed to protect their hold on the

minimum
worked

and

it

of
the
Americans'
careful entry into the Brussels festival is the selection of the three
different juries which will judge the
pix. Juries at the Cannes festival

comprised reps of English, French
and Russian producers, whereas the
Brussels groups will be composed

less than the
times nightly will be

trailers

,

cost $130,000 to erect.

foreign market.
Illustrative

five

out..

Sign works on a rear-projection
system, with added light given by a
mercury vapor technique. Face of
the sign is 450 square feet in area

MARRIAGES
Phyllis Schneider to Dick PittenYuma, Ariz., Feb. 16. Groom is
an indie flack.
Claire James to William Girard,
Las Vegas, Feb. 18. Bride is film
player; groom a film producer.
ger,

,

Ann Elizabeth Voegtly to H.
Feb. 15. Bride
entirely of Belgians. Decision to es- Stokely, Pittsburgh,
tablish all-Belgian juries was re- is a concert pianist.
Sarah Jane Moore to Robert
portedly made at the instigation of
Feb. 22. Bride*
the MPA, which figured the Bel- Kindle, Pittsburgh,
daughter of D, F. (Dinty)
gians would be entirely unpreju- the
exchange manager
Mooi-e,
diced
in
their
decisions,
since
1

.

m

WB

Belgian production in no

way com-

petes with U. S. pix in the world
•market.
English and French industries are
expected to -emulate the Russian
way of doing things during the
Cannes affair by sending to Brussels
their top stars, directors, technicians,
etc., to make certain their pix receive as. good representation as pos-

Pitt-

AWatf
WagCeeile Hildebrand to Richard

Groom
ner, Tijuana, Mexico, Feb. 23.
Paramount.
is a sound engineer at
to Jack Lenny,

Mary Jane Smith

Feb. 22,

New

York. Bride

and cafe dancer; groom
Paul Small agency.

is

is_

vaiiae

with tn

FLORENCE VIDOR BETTER
25.

Hollywood, Feb.
in "fl« e
Florence Vidor is reported
i«
condition" following a majorope ot
Cedars
tion yesterday (24) at
this yet.
Lebanon.
wiie
formei
To preclude the possibility of the
Silent film star and
judges being forced to sit through of Jascha Heifetz entered the nos
long hours of screenings, as they did 1 pital Monday morning.

sible, Belgian committee handling
the event has asked the Americans
to send over their top name talent
but hasn't received confirmation on

'

.

,

.

.

Wednesday, February 26, 1947

CHATTER

ready sold his

mount

life's

story to Para-

for pix.

Greek-American committee,
Louis
headquartering in, Athens and headed up by Grecian Crown Princess
^Louis Lolito to Boca Raton, Fla., Fredenca, formed to support the
film
industry's
vacation,
appeal for Greek war
for
Vinee Curran, ex-Club 18 comic, orphans, scheduled from March 8 to
»
April 8. Jack Cohn. Ned E. Depinet
now WNEW all-night disk jockey.
and Si Fabian co-chairman the inadopting
a
boy,
AlConova
juijy
dustry committee.
3-yr-ol'd girl-, her own.
ready" has a
Dan Healy to be feted at testimonial dinner at Duffy's Tavern
Sobol's

Vienna

Thursday (27).
Gigi, maitre de at Bradley's, buying Montauk Point Yacht Club for

'

Actor E-ugen Preiss broke leg in

Freddie Trenkler, who seasonally
appears with Sonja Henie, back at
Center in "Icetime."
Beatrice Kay, because of blizzard,
remained in Manhattan instead of
motoring home to Jersey.
Michael Mindlin, Jr., formerly
flacking for Warners, joined George
and Dorothy Rojss' praisery.
Reg Connelly, head of Campbell-

"

Connelly,

London music

publishers,

New York

during April.
due in
Maurice Freeman, Columbia pix ad
and layout, artist, currently has work
on exhibit at

Midtown

Galleries.

Richard Boris Morros, son of the
weds Diane Joyce
film producer,
Berman at the Plana, N. Y., March
17.

.

Publicist

^
Green
Dave „

remaining

Over on coast to promote hew
Chanteclair restaurant on Sunset
Strip.

Sarah Rollitts back at her desk
recent hospitalization due to
emergency operation on 2% hours'
after

notice.

Arleen Whelan to the .Coast for
ballyhoo stunts, (radio, etc.) attendant on her Par pic, "So This Is
Spring."

,

•

,
'

,

.

fall.

v

',

S. after

J.

,

B. Priestley's

"Laburnum Grove"
March 1-2 in

three times running
the Abbe Playhouse.

Film completed documentary pic, "Harvest in Austria."
American violinist Richard Odnoposoff well received in recital in
Konzerthaus,
Actor Albert Basserman honored
with title of Professor by Fr, Karl
Brenner, Austria's President.
Rita Lieber, current in "Charley's
Aunt," escaped from kidnaper who
seized her in heart of town.
The Duxas, ice acrobats, pacted by
American "Holiday on Ice" company
scheduled to leave for the U, S. soon.
Film companies showing interest
in Norbet Polak's script about pic
pioneering before the first World
War.
Sidney Beer, English conductor,
directed Vienna Philharmonic Feb.
2, 10 years to the day he last appeared here.
Johann Strauss' "Blue Danube,"
first played here in Feb. 15, 1867, recently had 80th birthday celebrated
throughout Austria.
Wolfgang Mueller-Sehn 'and Wener

Film Co. started documentary pic,
"The Door of the World," in Voral-

concert

the AustroAmerican Society.
He's also resumed his activities at the Volksopera.

,

at

Cedric Francis in for
vacash and work on new ski short
Jerry Webb, of 20th-Fox. in to
shoot scenes for new Otto Lang
,

skifilm.

Gary Cooper still gi inning over
bagging bobcat with his new Win-

wooden slats.
Paul Brown, Joe

E.'s

Martha Stewart left her Joe E.
Lewis for pic commitment on Coast.
He'll join her March 27 when he
opens at Slapsie Maxie's, Hollywood,
Two-week no ico for performers
up at Colonial Inn. Joe E, Lewis
presented with a thoroughbred there
last week, with nag losing its man.

brother, play-

m

Daphne du Manner's "Years Beslated for
production at
Volkstheatre early in March with
Helene Thimig mentioned as a cast

Samuel

possibility.

tween"

Hollywood
Hazel Brooks laid up with flu.
John Lund in from New York.
Leon Errol to Phoenix on vacation.

Ron Randall

Lou Smith aired to Dallas for a
weok.
Diana Lynn trained in from New
York,
Butch Jenkins going to school in
Tucson.
Frances Rafferty divorced John E.
Horton.

Sam Katz

Amateur entertainer Harry Evans
vacationing with Mr. and Mrs. L

John Alvin checking out

ski-

in

girls'
•

.

Before going back to Hollywood
Mike Romanoff set some sort of
record by skiing 47-feet to board
his
bus.
Mike received special
award for conducting Champagne
.

Slalom while here.
Sec. of Commerce W.
Averell
Harnman and daughter Kathleen
arrived in time for cabinet member

displaced sacroiliac.
Orson Welles speaks to the
B'nai B'rith, March 4.

de Janeiro flackery, gandering Paris.
Jacqueline Delubac, Sacha Guitry's
second wife, staging a legit come-,

Clarence Nordstrom arrived from
New York on busings.
Pedro C. Hernaez, Philippine sena-

back.

tor, visiting film studios.

'
"Fortune,"
P&ul Graetz, producer of "Diable
ail Corps" for U, bedded with grippe
at the George V.
Louis restaurant now the favorite
meeting place for American pix
execsiat lunchtime.
.

wood but not before attending the
Gary Coopers' party for 90 at Trail
Creek cabin along with Norma
Shearer and husband, Marty ArKurt Kruger,
etc.

By Florence S. Lowe
Private showing of films on various atom bomb angles here next

Monday

Washington's birthday with an open
house dance.

.

...

,

.

'

.,

.

,

&

'°*fHpher
) tl the

/

retains the film rights
subject since he (Rose) al-

an?Bob
TiL^ou

S

Years

ftmW^n
Our
of

to

Miami

to

Palm Springs.
McElwaine in town

vacation at

Don

after

ogling plays on Broadway.

Metro is hunting a new tag on
"The Birds and the Bees."
George Dolenz bought Blng Cros.

by's

home

at Toluea Lake.

honor of Gen. Jimmy Doolittle.
Morton Spring in from Manhattan
for Loew's International huddles.
Mrs. Eddie Cantor and daughter,
Maurice Bessis, Cinemonde mag Natalie, returned from New York.
editor, to leave in May for a trip
Beauregard Lee joined the Sam
skedding Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Rosen agency to handle orchestras.
Aires, Mexico, Hollywood and endMaureen O'Hara to Cleveland to
ing in N. Y. six weeks later.
appear for the Greek Relief Fund.

Max Gordon in town.
Carousel for a couple of weeks.
ton correspondent for L. A. Times,
Patsy Shaw into Mardi Gras.
Helen Pallo, of Hollywood Show
holiday viewing
Washer,
Goldwyn press
vacaLecuona Cuban boys a click at here on a busman's
agent, accompanying Harold Russell, Bar staff, home from a Florida
local plays.
Ciro's.
featured in "Best Years of Our tl0
into
Boca
Rarole
at
Como
checked
16th
Perry
his
playing
John Johns
-Uves," on a p.a. tour of Florida
show,
current
ton
Club.
the
in
Playhouse
Cities this week.
the
Lawrence Tibbetts in Palm Beach
Dublin
P. Darium Benham, founder of "Macbeth."
al „ M
vircHS
Vida Martm has signed for eight- for a rest.
Saints
and Sinners, and
By Maxwell Sweeney
Noel Coward visiting friends at
Larry Nixon, ex-assistant publicity week winter stock season in St. AuCyril Cusack to do season of Shaw
Palm Beach.
chief for Pan-American World Air- gU
Gaiety.
colLanny Ross into Brook Club for plays at
ways, opening a new public relaChariie Danver, Post-Gazette
Actress Doreen Geogh convalesfrom return engagement.
tions office in N. Y.
„
umnist, doing his daily piece
Irving ("Songs of Safety") Caesar cing after appendectomy.
,
...Three Chinese children, George, Miami for a while.
, ,
Agent Bernard McGinn, Linnitt
Madeline and Sophie Vlachos-Wei,
Ex-Major Kenny Kenfield, former here for annual stay.
bought
connection and Dunfee rep here, on vacation.
severed
has
Richards
man,
Don
hotel
to give concert piano recital March 2
and
theatre
Longford Productions, back from
with the Famous Door.
Si.Town Hall under sponsorship of
Gate theatre
Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers lour, will resume at
Chinese government. Moppets range
soon.
from eight to 12 years in age.
drums for Eugene O'Neill s A Moon stopping with friends here.
Terry Ward, w.k. Dublin drama
Carol Bruce and spouse Milt
The $100,000 modernization on the
leaving for London appointcritic,
George
for
Nathanson at Palm Beach hotel
Algonquin hotel won't change the ^BustefshaT" with Olive,
*
ment.
in
McCoy
Frances
vacash,
,._
atmosphere created by the late & Richard, and
,
,,
Peter Farrell and Rose Savage
Miriam Hopkins and Ray N, x. named to Council of Catholic Stage
*rank Case.
New owner, oilman the Terrace Room show.
acrobatic
Times) Brock, her husband, at Casa Guild.
ftB, Bodne, is confining the re- Irannie Diamond, of
of
IU ™ishing to the rooms and kitchen. team of Baker & Diamond, out
Marina in Key West.
Pat Wallace, of J. Arthur Rank story
Joan Fontaine and Bill Dozier off department, here talking with. Irish
With upcoming revival of his action with fractured hand. director
stopOperetta, "Chocolate Soldier," Oscar
Joe O'Brien doubling as Players to South America after short
authors.
otraus going on road again for con- and lead in "Y" Triangle,
over at Lord Tarleton.
New 950-seat Savoy Cinema opened
.worth.
cert
Harold Lloyd stayed over for rest at Ballina, Mayo County, at cost of
tour to fulfill March dates production of "P° ds
ff
wi(h
wim
hooked by William Morris office unAnne Nichols, formerly singing after preem of "Sin of Harold Did- $140,000.
now
day.
any
west
dlebock." Heads
«er management of James Davidson. Clvde Knight's band,
Connie Ryan and terp. troupe,
comic
s
Green
down
Bill
hold
at
will
Hal Fisher
ln S
tourBrecher, film and radio wUh Tiny Wolfe
ana
show at Lou Mayfair Girls, back after long
Avthnr Blake. June Walls
scripter,
spot in the Jane Russell
heading for Coast next
in Spain.
week to, resume confabs with Ar- Walter & Jean Brown heading new Walters Latin Quarter March I.
Heller's Carousel.
a click at Five
Malina
Jackie
at
Luba
Schwartz
show
producffjW
for indie film
car
Tony
of his air show, "Life of Riley."
Grace White off for Coas by( ict
O'Clock club, with Joey Adams over.
held
"jrs. Brecher is remaining east an- via
Mexico to Girl Fnday
Canzoneri and Mark Plant
Viennese pianist Peter Stadlen
engagement..
Russell in
other week or two.
Capades" Hollywood
Dell O'Dell and Anne
smine
here for recital before new EuVvod Waring p aymg two public „c 7«Thmv -it Kitty Davis' with Myron ropean tour.
Maurice Zolotow's current Col27-28 and a
White holding
tgf.s serialization of "The Fabulous oar ies here Feb
Cohen and Fisher &
Eire government has renewed an1.
March
Mosqve
Syria
PW; Rose" will be book-published ^ncert at
°V
srant of $8,000 aid to National
star, in for nual
L
Random House. Rose's deal with
& cnip* Metopera
Tito
lito Selvipa.
"
M ia m i Opera Film Institute.
Ruoncf n
b
•

Sisters

date.

.,

.

De Castro

open at the Clover ^Club.
Jack Cutting to Rio de Janeiro on
business for Walt Disney.
Hal Wallis rcturiVod from a sho.rt

leaving Club des Champs Elyysees
in March to dance for a month in
Switzerland before their Monte jCarlo

i3).

D. C. Variety Club tent celebrated

Ben

•

work

to

who drew a life
Dick Powell and June Allyson
collaborator, writing buying a new power cruiser.
memoirs in jail and said to have
Steve
Brooks
joined
Preston
an offer from an American publisher. Sturges as production assistant.
Ben Tyber and partner Arambol
Dick Powell tossed a dinner in

winter sports.

.

'

Henri Beraud,

.

.

San Fran-

to

Western Air.

Audrey Totter returned
week of. illness.

after a

his

,

•

Tacoma

sentence as a

on

•

.

Cedric Hardwicke
cisco via

,

up with a

laid

Millfe Messinger here from London.
Louis Lazar back in Paris to take
care of Paramount theatres.
Edward Hogan, Metro story scout,
giving current Paris shows the o.o.
Waldemar- Torres, of the M-G Rio

Local
exhibitors
here sparked
Librettist Heinrich Berdach and
Jules C. Stein, Music Corp. of
American Brotherhood week to
America board chairman, currently composers Robert Beer and Hans reach $25,000 its quota.
Zeisner, among 144 recently returned
in New York. Lew Wasserman, firm's
Swank audience is being invited
exiles who sat the war out
Austrian
prexy, due in March 6.
tonight (26) to preem of the NaShanghai.
in
Rex O'Malley back into "Lady
Adrienne Gessner. of the Volks- tional Guard's Paul Whiteman show
Chicago
Windermere's Fan" Monday (24)
\
"Watch on the Rhine" cast, opening here.
after Jack Merivale replaced him in theatre
Fay Day, ex of the Navy and a
Ina Claire in "Fatal Weakness" due
inked contract with Josefstadt theathe role of Cecil Graham.
"Skin recent grad of Harvard's Graduate April 7.
Saul Krieg,
former flack for tre for role in forthcoming
School
of Business Administration,
Harry Miller, publicist, off to Coast
Phillips Lord and his various shows, of Our Teeth."
American and British concert art- now head of. WTOP-CBS's dept. of and Las Vegas.
opening his own publicity office.
Sales Research.
William Hollander, Balaban &
ists appearing here include pianist
Takes the Lord account with him.
MPA
Katz
head flack, vacationing in Palm
violinist Arnold
waiting
Pleasants,
governmental
Virginia
for
Irving Lazar, Eagle-Lion producand green light to start work on its new Springs.
tion exec, due in New York from Eidus, conductor Eric Leinsdorf
Marion Odmark, of This Week
annex here, which will include a
the Coast tomorrow (Thursday) for Moura Lympany.
mag. off for three weeks in Spanish
Russian zone's Kollektiv Film Co. projection room.
a weekend visit with his ill father.
John Charles Thomas scored hit Honduras:
The "powder room" of Rogers Cor- revealed Adolph Wohlbrueck may
Joe E. Brown, star of "Harvey,"
ner now has an illuminated sign on appear in "Tizian" with Hungarian past week in "Pinafore" before an
lor Victor on "How
Robert Stolz audience
which included
its entrance which flashes this warn- star Franciska Gaal.
White cutting four sides
House party celebrating Margaret to Play Baseball."
ing: "Do not open this door, Rich- is to write the music.
Clara Williams out of "Born YesLintzer Theatre Co. of Upper Truman's birthday.
ard!"
Jan
of illness.
presented
Patsy Kelly, winding a three-week terday" because
Air Features head Jim Sauter set Austria (American zone)
Lincoln in Stint at Club Cairo, looted by thieves Sterling replacing.
;to lose the cast on his knee and get Robert Sherwood's "Abe
Claude Jarman in for week of per(former of $185 and
theatre
out of confines of Hotel Pierre suite Illinois" at Rex
a bracelet given' to her
sonals in connection with midwest
Burger di- by the late Thelma Todd.
where he's been recovering from Stadt theatre) with Otto
Yearling."
"The
preem
of
recting. First time Rex was open to
National company of "State of the
arthritis.
Ralph Kettering now general manUnion" celebrated its first anniver- ager
Cape Theatre, Cape May, N. J., the Austrian populace.
of road show "Carnegie Hall,"
sary last Friday night (21). Party
scheduled to open for 23d consecuwhich opens Feb. 26 in Hartford,
tive season June 23. with T. C. Upwas held for members of cast,
Conn.
„
ham in the manager spot for the
Helen Hayes stars in "What Every
Pittsburgh
Fred and Elaine Barry leave for
ninth year.
Woman
Knows" March 2 in a The- N. Y. Waldorf-Astoria March 24 beBy Hal Cohen
CBS and American Repertory Theatre Guild
of
the Air broadcast fore going to Coast for film chore,
atre cooperating tomorrow (ThursLeslie Long, local singer, quitting which will originate here for benefit "Up in Central Park."
day) for special 11:30 p.m. broadcast Eddie Stone's band.
of the Red Cross.
Stan Gilkey, co-producer of "Three
celebrating
Ellen
centennial
of
to Make Ready," here to discuss
Nikolai (Fatula) and his dancing
Terry's birth.
spring production of his new play,
troupe at Club Lu Marba..
Freddie (Century Circuit) Schwartz
"Message for Margaret."
to West Palm Beach
Greens
Bill
Miami
Beach
taking a group of tradepress, daily
Out-of-town erix, Elliot Norton, of
deep-sea fishing.
and mag -film writers to his Lake for a month of
Boston Post; Mitch Woodbury, of
By Larry Solloway
Arthur Blake into Jackie Heller's
Placid lodge for a long weekend of
Toledo Blade; Bill Henry, Washing-

•

War-

of

Mexico City on

Guilford to
legal business,

Joan McCracken

Louis Mariano, lead in "Belle de
Cadix" here, prepping to leave for
America.
Sherry Mangan freelancing on
French economy, for publication in

to be "guested of honor" Sat. (22)
night at traditional skiers' banquet
which drew celebs from both coasts.
Claudette Colbert back to Holly-

rouge,

Max
film

By Maxime de Beix

placed seventh in
Giant Slalom while

Thalberg

with

ners to freelance.

Paris

Norma Shearer

place

up

laid

for a short stay,

_

first

Maxwell

bronchitis.

ners in the excitement.

(Safeway Stores). Warren;
Jack Hemingway," son of writer
Ernest, upped from bellhop to desk
clerk at Sun Valley Lodge.
Republic crew due next month for
shots of elk and deer feeding grounds
needed for forthcoming western.

into
junior divish.

sailing for a vacation in

Honolulu,
Marilyn

John Ford to Honolulu for a six?
Copacabana-Miekey Rooney show week siesta.
Lee Loeb on vacation at Arrowwill feature Leonard Sues, Estedla,
Abigail & Buddy, Nick Long, Jr.,; head Springs.
June Havoc in from New York to
Ralph Young and June Taylor line.
film deals.
Show debuts tomorrow night (27J talk
Roy Rogers aired to Las Vegas
with Benny Davis producing.

for Coast following 10-day stay with
the Gary Coopers.

recent Guest
daughter Kathleen
daddled

Canada on vaca-

to

tion.

1

Club
nearby Ketchum.
Henry Ford II and the missus left

6S

of

osa Costello, in Havana:

Kurt Krueger and Sterling Edwards among daily performers on

for

Lorraine Levy, daughter of Joel
Levy, chief of Loew's theatre film
booking department,
engaged to
Levitt, attorney.

for

off

editor

ing organ nightly, at Sawtooth

a nine-year stay.

Pleshner

batoned

Hilton

Author Stefan Lorant guesting

Author Carl Zuckmayer back from
the U.

(Hotels)

Coast.

Lodge.

WB

of "Barber

Gracie Fields heads north for radio
shot and then a trip to her Isle of
Capri home which she hasn't seen
since pre-war.
Mickey Rooney, Jane Russell and
Bob Waterfield, Sam Steifel, Jerry
Lester joined show biz colony at
Lord Tarleton hotel.
Fupi Campo, who closed at Five
O'clock club after two-month engagement vacationing with wife, Di-

the

George Ashby, company manager berg, Austrian health resort.
Ernst Neubach, back after an eight
and treasurer, out of hospital after
long siege with sinus and high blood year stay in France, plans FrenchAustrian film company. He authored
pressure.
Milt S&lden completing plans for a number of film and operetta books.
Vienna State Opera Chorus sang
Runyon Memorial dance March 8 at
his Palm Beach- Hotel, Joey Adams Richard Strauss' new local chorus,
"At the Fountain of Daphne," at
to emcee.
Meyer Davis mulling musical re- preem of partially-repaired opera
vue starring Milton Serle for fall house.
Jahoa,
w.k,
bandleader,
Fritz
Eroduction, to be called "New York,
ondon, Paris."
Abbe Theatre School showcasing

^Conrad

presentation

Seville."

chester,

By Emil W. Maass

summer operation,

Guild's

Sun Valley

Joint

wife back in hos-

L.vcs."

appearance

Paramount entertained 23 Brazil"Road to Rio" set.
Gregory Ratoff sued for $15,500 as
an automobile accident.
Susanna Foster sails for Europe
March 7 aboard the Queen Elizabeth.
Buddy Rogers to Miami to join
ian flyers On the

a result of

Mary Pickford

for a short vacation.
Bill Demarest broke a bone in" his
right foot, driving stakes in his back
yard.

Nicholas

York

for a

Sehenck

week

in

from

of studio

New

confer-

ences.

Joan Fontaine, and William Dozier
left for Miami to start a Caribbean
cruise.

Solly Biano touring the Pacific
Northwest to gander collegiate legit

groups.
Charles Bennett returned from a
two-month tour of England and
Scotland.

Adolph Zukor to Tucson to spend
month with his daughter, Mrs. Mildred Loew.
James R. Grainger checked in at
Republic after two weeks of southa

ern touring.

Harry Gold in town for United
Artists conferences about the consent decree.
in from New ^ork
Hunt Stromberg on

Lowell Calvert
to huddle with
sales policies^

James

A. FitzPa trick, "Travel talks" producer, opening a Chain of
travel bureaus.
Ruth Burch, casting director for
David O. Selznick, injured in a
motor accident.
Bing Crosby donated $50,000 to his
alma mater, Gonzaga University,
.

Spokane. Wash,
Dick Haymes laid up with penicillin poisoning, following treatment
for sinus infection,

Oscar Doob in town to gander
Metro product as general theatre
executive of Loew's.
Cary Grant taking harp lessons
and learning to skate for his role in
-.
"The Bishop's Wife/'
Jerry Saffron to San Francisco for
a sales meeting of Columbia's western branch managers.
New sign on Bob Hope's dressing
room at Paramount: "Cleveland Indians Training Camp."
;

Isabel

Elson,

British

actress,

re-

ported at Eagle-Lion for a role

in

"Love From a Stranger."
Thomas J. Mabry, Governor

of

Mexico, in town to induce producers to use his state for location

New

spots,

Donald Hyde returned from New
York with galley proofs of several
novels for possible production by
Milton Sperling.
Errol Flynn was ordered to pay
.

which was moored
at Newport Harbor, Orange county.
Irving Berlin, currently working

his yacht, Zaca,

on tunes for Metro's "Easter Parade,

setting up a permanent home to
await the early arrival of his family
from {ho East.

is
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